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PREFACE

For students both of the Old and New Testaments the value of the non-Canonical

Jewish literature from 200 B.C. to a. d. 100 is practically recognized on every side

alike by Jewish and Christian scholars. But hitherto no attempt has been made to

issue an edition of this literature as a whole in English. 1 Indeed, such an undertaking

would have been all but impossible at an earlier date, seeing that critical editions of

some of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha have not been published till within

the last few years.

The method observed in this work.

In all the contributions one and the same method has been observed. Each

contribution consists of an introduction, an English translation from the best critical

text—in a few cases the Revised Version has been adopted and emendations suggested

in the notes—and of a critical and exegetical commentary. 2 As regards the intro-

ductions, the subjects dealt with in them have, so far as possible, been treated in

the same order to facilitate the use of the work. Though a large discretion has

naturally been given to the various editors, the following order has more or less

been observed as a guide or been actually carried out.

§ 1. Short account of the book, embodying its leading features and the editors

chief conclusions.

§ 2. Title of the book.

§ 3. The MSS.

§ 4. The Ancient Versions.

§ 5. Date of (a) the original text, (b) of the Ancient Versions.

§ 6. Integrity or composite nature of the text.

§ 7. Authorship.

§ 8. Influence of the book on later literature

—

(a) Jewish
; (6) Christian.

§ 9. Theology of the book.

§ 10. Bibliography

—

(a) Chief editions of the text (and of the Ancient Versions).

(b) Chief critical inquiries.

(c) Chief editions of the book.

1 Kautzsch published an edition in German in 1900, but on a smaller scale than the present work and embracing
fewer books of this literature (vol. i. 1-507 ; vol. ii. 1-540).

2 In the case of Sirach and Tobit the editors have been allowed much beyond the normal number of pages for
their critical apparatus, which they have used to good purpose.
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PREFACE

The extent of the present work.

The first volume contains what is generally known as the Apocrypha Proper,

which constitutes the excess of the Vulgate over the Hebrew Old Testament, which

excess was in turn borrowed from the LXX. But* this volume differs from the

Apocrypha Proper at once in the way of excess and in the way of defect. 3 Maccabees

has been added after 2 Maccabees, since it is contained in many MSS. of the

LXX, and 4 Ezra has been transferred to Volume ii since it is essentially a

Pseudepigraph.

Volume ii contains all the remaining extant non-Canonical Jewish books written

between 200 b. c. and a.d. 100 with possibly one. or two exceptions. The greater part

of these books have hitherto been accessible only in expensive editions—such as

Jubilees, 1 Enoch, Testaments of the XII Patriarchs, 2 Baruch, 4 Ezra, Psalms

of Solomon, Pirke Aboth, the Story of Ahikar, &c. As regards the last two, it is

not necessary to make any apology for their introduction into the present work,

although they do not properly fall within the true limits above defined, but they

were used, at all events partially, by Jewish readers within this period, nor can they

be rightly designated Pseudepigraphs. The Fragments of a Zadokite Work are of

an historical character, and are valuable in throwing light on a lost chapter of Jewish

religious history. They contain likewise apocalyptic material of an interesting nature.

The General Editor, in conclusion, wishes to express his thanks to the Delegates

of the Press for undertaking this work, and to the Officers of the Press, whose help

and counsel were always ready to meet each difficulty as it arose. The Editor is

also under deep obligations to the many scholars who, notwithstanding the pressure

of other duties, have yet given themselves so unsparingly to the tasks they had

undertaken, that in every instance most valuable service has been rendered to the

student and the scholar, while in not a few instances their contributions form actual

monographs within the limits assigned. His thanks are due to Messrs. A. and C. Black,

the publishers of his editions of Jubilees, Martyrdom of Isaiah, Testament of the XII

Patriarchs, Assumption of Moses, 2 Baruch, for permission to reprint the translation

and make use of the introduction and notes contained in those editions. Finally, he

would acknowledge his indebtedness to the Rev. A. LI. Davies, who has acted

throughout as his secretary and also made the General Index.

R. H. CHARLES.
24 Bardwell Road, Oxford.

March, 1913.
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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME I
1

§ i. The origin of the term apocryphal.

How the term 'Apocryphal Books ' {diroKpv^a (3i(3\ia) arose has not yet been determined. It did

not, as Zahn {Gesch. des Nentestamentlichen Rations I. i. 123 sq.), Schurer, Porter, N. Schmidt, and

others maintain, originate in the Late Hebrew phrase DWJ DnaD, 'hidden books.' 2 But Talmudic

literature knows nothing of such a class. The Hebrew word ganaz (TM) does not mean ' to hide ',

but ' to store away ' things in themselves precious. Indeed, so far is it from being a technical term

in reference to non-Canonical writings, that it is most frequently used in reference to the Canonical

Scriptures themselves. When writings were wholly without the pale of the Sacred books—such as

those of the heretics or Samaritans—they were usually designated hisonim, i.e. ' outside ' (Sanh. x. 1

BOOTl DnsD and tttnan nSD). To this class the Apocrypha were never relegated, save Sirach,

according to a statement found only in Sanh. x. 1 in the Palestinian Talmud, where it is stated that

' whoso reads the outside books would have no part in the life to come '. But it is clear that there

is some error either in the text or the interpretation ; for Sirach is very frequently cited by the

Rabbis (see the Original Hebrew ofa Portion of Ecclesiasticus,Cow\ey and Neubauer, pp. xix-xxx),

and two passages of it (Sir. vii. 10 in Erubin 65* and xiii. 16 in Baba Qama U2b
) are cited as

belonging to the Hagiographa. The facts show that Sirach was read —read at all events for private

edification though not in the synagogues.

§ 2. Extent of the Jewish apocryphal zvritings.

We are not here of course concerned with all Jewish apocryphal writings, but with those which

were written between 200 B.C. and A.D. 120. The most notable of these in the past centuries were

those which we may define as the Apocrypha Proper, i.e.

1 Esdras Epistle of Jeremy

2 Esdras Additions to Daniel—The Prayer of Azariah and the Soug

of the Three Children

Tobit „ „ Susanna

Judith „ „ Bel and the Dragon

Additions to Esther Prayer of Manasses

Wisdom of Solomon 1 Maccabees

Ecclesiasticus or Sirach 2 Maccabees

1 Baruch

If we compare the collection of the Sacred books as they are found in the Hebrew Old

Testament, the LXX, and the Vulgate, we shall find that the Apocrypha Proper constitutes the

excess of the Vulgate over the Hebrew Old Testament, and that this excess is borrowed from

the LXX. But the official Vulgate (1592) does not include 1 and 2 Esdras (i.e. 4 Ezra in this

edition) and the Prayer of Manasses among the Canonical Scriptures, but prints them as an appendix

after the New Testament. The Roman Church excludes them from the Canon. 3 Only 1 Esdras is

1 This Introduction is not intended to be a General Introduction to the Apocrypha, but only to bring forward
a few important points in connexion with the Apocrypha.

* This error appears to have arisen from Aboth R. N., I. i, where it is said, ' Formerly because Proverbs, the Song
of Solomon and Ecclesiastes, contained only proverbs, and did not belong to the Hagiographa, they were stored away
(D11M) until the men of the Great Synagogue explained them.' Here many scholars have rendered the Hebrew word
wrongly as ' hidden '.

s The rest of the Apocrypha Proper was declared to be Canonical by the Council of Trent (1546), which
pronounced an anathema on the man who did not accept libros ipsos integros cum omnibus suis partibus, prout in
Ecclesia Catholica legi consueverunt et in veteri vulgata Latina editione habentur, pro sacris et canonicis.
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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME I

found in the LXX. That 2 Esdras (i.e. 4 Ezra) was not incorporated can only have been due to

an accident. Further, it is to be observed that, whereas 3 and 4 Maccabees and Psalm 151 arc-

found in most manuscripts of the LXX, they are absent from the Vulgate and the Apocrypha
Proper.

Thus the difference between the Protestant Canon and that of Rome represents the difference

between the Canon of the Palestinian and the Alexandrian Jews. This difference is not due, as

it was thought at one time, to the difference in the language of the originals—a view which appears

as early as the controversy of Africanus with Origen ; for, as we are now aware, the bulk of the

Apocrypha was originally written in Hebrew.

But besides the Apocrypha Proper there was a vast body of literature in circulation in Judaism

to which is now generally attached the term ' Pseudepigrapha ', i.e. books written between 300 B.C.

and a.D. 120 under the names of ancient worthies in Israel. Since these will be briefly dealt with

in the Introduction to vol. ii we shall not discuss them here.

To the Apocrypha Proper in this volume we have added 3 Maccabees—a quasi-historical work
—which is found in very many manuscripts of the LXX. It might have been advisable to have

included also Pseudo-Philo's Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum, which was written originally in Hebrew
and possibly soon after A.D. 70. But this work has not yet been critically edited. Of lost apocrypha

we might mention the History of Johannes Hyrcanus, mentioned in 1 Mace. xvi. 23, 24, Jamies and
Mambres (i.e. Jambres), Book of Joseph and Asenath.

\ 3. Various meanings of the term 'apocryphal'

.

(1) In its earliest use this term (dnoKpvcpos) was applied in a laudatory signification to writings

which were withheld from public knowledge because they were vehicles of mysterious or esoteric

wisdom which was too sacred or profound to be disclosed to any save the initiated. In this sense

it is found in a magical book of Moses, which has been edited by Dieterich (Abraxas 169) and may-

be as old as the first century A.D. This book is entitled ' A sacred secret Book of Moses ' (Moovaioos

iepa (3ifi\os aTroxpvcpos).

But we have still earlier indications of the existence and nature of the Apocrypha in this sense.

The Book of Daniel is represented as withheld from public knowledge until the time came for its

publication : xii. 4, ' But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book, even unto the time

of the end.' The writer of 1 Enoch speaks of his revelations as designed not for his own, i. 2, cviii. 1,

but for the elect of later generations : xciii. 10t>*

And at its close shall be elected

The elect righteous of the eternal plant of righteousness,

To receive sevenfold instruction concerning all His creation.
't>

Similarly, the writer of the Assumption of Moses enjoins that his book is to be preserved for a later

period, i. 16-17. That with large bodies of the Jews this esoteric literature was as highly or more

highly treasured than the Canonical Scriptures is clear from the claims made by the Rabbis on behalf

of their oral, which was originally in essence an esoteric, tradition, since it was not to be committed

to writing. Though they insisted on the exclusive canonicity of the twenty-four books, they claimed to

be the possessors of an oral tradition that not only overshadowed but frequently displaced the written

Law. In 4 Ezra xiv. 44 sq. we have a categorical statement as to the superior worth of this esoteric

literature :
' So in forty days were written ninety-four books. And it came to pass when the forty

days were fulfilled, that the Most High spake unto me saying: The twenty-four books 1 that thou

hast written publish, that the worthy and the unworthy may read (them): But the seventy last thou

shalt keep to deliver to the wise among thy people.

1 The twenty-four books are, of course, the Old Testament: the seventy are the apocryphal, but especially the

apocalyptic books.
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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME I

For in them is the spring of understanding,
The fountain of wisdom,
And the stream of knowledge.'

In a like laudatory sense Gregory of Nyssa reckons the New Testament Apocalypse as kv

dTroKpvcpoLi (Oratio in suam ordinationem, III. 549: Ed. Migne).

(2) But the word was applied to writings that were withheld from public circulation, not on the

ground of their transcendent worth, but because their value was confessedly secondary or question-

able. Thus Origen differentiates writings that were read in public worship from apocryphal works

(Comm. in Matt. x. 18, xiii. 57). This use became current, and prepared the way for the third and

unfavourable sense of the word.

(3) The word came to be applied to what was false, spurious, or heretical. This meaning

appears also in Origen, Prolog, in Cant. Cantic. : Lommatzsch, xiv. 325).

§ 4. The attitude of the Christian CJiurch to the Apocrypha.

The degree of estimation in which the apocryphal books have been held in the Church has

varied with age and place.

(i)- The Greek Fathers such as Origen and Clement, who used the Greek Bible, which included

these books, frequently cite them as ' scripture ', • Divine scripture ',
' inspired ', or the like. Later

Greek Fathers 1 rejected in various ways this conception of the Canon, but it was accepted and
maintained in the West by St. Augustine. Where the Greek differed from the Hebrew Augustine

held that the difference was due to Divine inspiration, and that this difference was to be regarded as

a sign that in the passage in question an allegorical—not a literal—interpretation was to be looked

for. Since he habitually used a Latin Bible, which embraced the Apocrypha, he appealed to the

authority of these books as of the rest of the Scriptures. The Council of Hippo (a.D. 393)
2 and that

of Carthage (A.D. 397), at both of which Augustine was present respectively as a presbyter and
a bishop, drew up a list of Canonical writings, which, though formed by Latin-speaking bishops, was
the chief authority on which the Council of Trent based its own decision. In fact the list authori-

tatively issued by the Council of Hippo and that of Trent agree in nearly every respect, save that

the Tridentine divines appear to have misunderstood the meaning of 1 and 2 Esdras in the list of

the African Council. That in this list 1 Esdras meant the apocryphal book which Augustine

acknowledged as Scripture {Dc Civ. Dei, xviii. 36) and 2 Esdras meant the Canonical Ezra and
Nehemiah there is no reason for doubt ; but the Tridentine divines, taking 1 Esdras as = the

Canonical Ezra and 2 Esdras as = the Canonical Nehemiah,3 through a misunderstanding declared

1 Esdras (i.e. the apocryphal Esdras) apocryphal.

(2) On the other hand, teachers connected with Palestine and familiar with the Hebrew Canon,
like Africanus and Jerome, declared all books outside the Hebrew Canon as apocryphal.

(3) Alongside these two opposing views arose a third which held that, though these books were
not to be put in the same rank as those in the Hebrew collection, they nevertheless had their value

for moral uses, and should be read in the Church services. Hence they were called ' ecclesiastical '

—

a designation that is found first in Rufinus (ob. A.D. 410). Notwithstanding many variations in the

attitude of different authorities and councils these three opinions maintained their ground down to

the Reformation.

At the Reformation the above ecclesiastical usages were transformed into articles of belief,

which may be regarded as characteristic of the Churches by which they were adopted. As we
have already remarked, the Council of Trent adopted the Canon of the Council of Hippo and of

Augustine, declaring :
' If any one receive not, as sacred and canonical, the said books entire with

1 In the next century Athanasius, in an Easter letter (a.D. 365), states that the books of the Old Testament were
twenty-two in number according to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Other books not included in the Canon, such
as Wisdom, Sirach, Esther, Tobit, Judith, might be used for the instruction of catechumens. It is noteworthy here
that the Maccabees are omitted, and Esther is treated as an apocryph.

2 Zahn, Gcsch. des N. T. lichen Kanons, II. i. 246-253.
3 Council of Trent, April 8, 1546. ' Testamenti veteris . . . Esdrae primus et secundus, qui dicitur Nehemias.'
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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME I

all their parts, as they have been used to be read in the Catholic Church, and as they are contained

in the old Latin Vulgate ... let him be anathema.' x All the Apocrypha except i Esdras, 4 Ezra,

and the Prayer of Manasses belonging to the Apocrypha Proper were declared Canonical.

On the other hand, the Protestant Churches have universally declared their adhesion to the

Hebrew Canon of the Old Testament. Yet amongst these a milder and a severer view prevailed.

While in some Confessions, i. e. the Westminster, it is decreed that they are not ' to be any other-

wise approved or made use of than other human writings ', a more favourable view is expressed

regarding them in many other quarters ; e.g. in the preface prefixed to them in the Genevan Bible

:

1 As books proceeding from godly men (they) were received to be read for the advancement and

furtherance of the knowledge of history and for the instruction of godly manners : which books

declare that at all times God had an especial care of His Church, and left them not utterly destitute

of teachers and means to confirm them in the hope of the promised Messiah
'

; and in the Sixth

Article of the Church of England : 'the other books the Church doth read for example of life and

instruction of manners.'

In addition to the spiritual and moral service rendered by these books, the modern student

recognizes that without them it is absolutely impossible to explain the course of religious develop-

ment between 200 B. C. and A. D. ico. In this respect the Apocrypha is to be regarded as embracing

the Pseudepigrapha as well. If the Canonical and Apocryphal Books are compared in reference to

the question of inspiration, no unbiased scholar could have any hesitation in declaring that the

inspiration of such a book as Wisdom or the Testaments of the XII Patriarchs is incomparably

higher than that of Esther.

§ 5. Editions—partial or complete—of the Apocrypha.

Fritzsche und Grimm, Kurzgef. exeget. Handbuch zu den Apokryphen des A. T., 1851-60. Fritzsche, Lief. I,

3 Esra, Zusiilze zu Esther und Daniel, Gebel Manasses, Baruch, Brief Jer. ; II. Tobit und Judith;

V. Sirach. Grimm, Lief. Ill, 1 Makk. ; IV. 2-4 Mail ; VI. Wisdom.

E. C. Bissell, The Apocrypha of the Old Testament, with historical Introductions and Notes Critical and

Explanatory, New York, 1880. This work contains the Apocrypha Proper (though 2 Esdras (i. e. 4 Ezra)

is added in an Appendix); also 3 Mace, and a summary of 4 Mace. In a second Appendix a short

account is given of some of the Pseudepigrapha.

Wace, Apocrypha (in the 'Speaker's Commentary'), 2 vols., London, 1888. This edition is furnished with

a good introduction by Salmon. The various books are edited by different English scholars.

O. Zockler, Die Apokr. des A. T. nebst einem Anhang iiber die Pseudepigraphenliteralur, 1891.

Ball, The Ecclesiastical or Deutero- Canonical Books of the Old Testament, commonly called the Apocrypha (1892).

Kautzsch, Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alien Testaments, 2 vols., Tubingen, 1900. This is the best

work that has hitherto appeared on this literature as a whole. But many parts of it are already antiquated.

§ 6. General literature dealing directly or indirectly with the period of this literature. 2

Weber, System der altsynagogalen paldstinischen Theologie (1880). The last edition of this work was published

under the title Lehre des Talmuds, 1897.

Bacher, Die Aggada der Tannaiten, 2 vols., 1884-90.

Stade, Geschichle des Volkes Israel, vol. ii, Das Ende des judischen Staatswesens (by O. Holtzmann). 1888.

Drummond, Philo Judaeus, 2 vols., 1888.

Bois, Essai sur les origines de la philosophicjude'o-Alexandrine, 1890.

Toy, Judaism and Christianity, 1 890.

1 This decree of the Council of Trent was ratified by fifty-three prelates, 'among whom (Westcott, Bible in the

Church, 257) there was not one German, not one scholar distinguished by historical learning, not one who was fitted

by special study for the examination of a subject in which the truth could only be determined by the voice of antiquity.'
2 This list includes' only a few of the works interesting to the student of this literature.
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Smith, G. A., Historical Geography of the Holy Land, 1894, 1901 7
.

Mahaffy, The Empire of the Ptolemies, 1895.

Bertholet, Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den Fremden, 1896.

Schechter, Studies in Judaism, 1896.

Cheyne
;
Jewish Religious Lije after the Exile, 1898.

Streane, The Age of'the Maccabees, 1898.

Kent, A History of the Jewhh People, Part III, 1899.

Wellhausen, lsraelitische undjildische Geschichte 6
, 1901.

Schurer, Geschichte des jiidischen Voices 3
, 1 898-1 901.

Bevan, The House of Seleucus, 2 vols., 1902.

Voh,Judische Eschalologie von Daniel bis Aqiba, 1903.

Bousset, Die Religion des Judenturns im neuteslamentlichen Zeitalter, 1903, 1906 2
.

Baldensperger, Die Messianisch-Apokalyptische Hoffnungen des Judenthums, 1903.

Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers, 1905.

Friedlander, Die religiosen Bewegungen innerhalb desJudenthums im Zeitalter Jesu, 1905.

Marti, Geschichte der israelilischen Religion 6
, 1907. See Sections V and VI.

Oesterley and Box, The Religion and Worship of the Synagogue, 1907.

Kent, The Sermons, Epistles, and Apocalypses of Israel's Prophetsfrom the Beginning of the Assyrian Period to the

End of the Maccabean Struggle, 19 10.

H. Pentin, Internationalfournal of Apocrypha.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA TO VOLUME I

P. 60 (1 Mace), 1. 28 from bottom, delete comma after 'although'

P. 99, 1. 29 from bottom, read 'v. 25' for 'v. 25
'

P. 118, 1. 20 from bottom, read ' Sion 'for 'Zion'

P. 123, 1. 3 from top, read 'enemies' 'for ' enemies

'

P. 174. The evidence referred to in § 3 will be published in the J. T. S., July, 1913, under the title

:

' Original Text of Tobit'.

P. 197 (Tobit), 1. 26 from top, read 'eternal 'for 'external'

P. 534. To the literature add 'Goodrick, The Book of Wisdom, 191
3'—a very valuable commentary.

P« 559 (Wisdom). In xv. 5 for 'leadeth fools into lust' {which gives the sense well) render more

literally ' for fools leadeth into lust '.

P. 579 (1 Baruch), 1. 25 from bottom, read ' 130 a. d!for ' 130 b. c'
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See special lists as under :—

i Esdras vol. I. 19, 20.

Tobit 1, I. 201.

Sirach vol. I. 315.

Prayer of Manasses ,, I. 620.

1 Enoch „ II. 187.

See also under Versions and MSS. in the different books.

Test. XII Patr.

2 Baruch

4 Ezra

vol. II. 295.

•, IL475.
„ II. 560.

A1 &c. See 2 Bar. § 7

A J Th. American Journal of Theo-

Aboth Pirke A both [logy

Ab. R. Nathan = Aboth Rabbi Nathan

iir. \ty. or tip. a.Tra£ Xtyontvov or (Iprifiivov

Apoc.Abrah. Apocalypse of Abraham

Apoc. of Baruch = 2 Baruch

Apoc. Zeph. Apocalypse of Zephaniah

Aq. Aquila

Ar. Arabic

Aram. Frag. Aramaic Fragment. See Test.

App. II

Armenian
Ascension of Isaiah

Assumption of Moses
Augustine

See 2 Bar. § 7

Bible Dictionary

Deissmann, Biblical Studies

Apocryphal Book of Baruch

Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch
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I ESDRAS

INTRODUCTION

§ i. Preliminary Account of the Book.

The first book of the Apocrypha stands in a class by itself in that it is, with the exception of

one portion, a somewhat free Greek version of the biblical history from Josiah's Passover (2 Chron.
xxxv.) to the Reading of the Law by Ezra (Neh. viii.). It differs, however, in several important
particulars both from the corresponding canonical passages and from the more literal Greek trans-

lation of them (also preserved in the Septuagint), and an adequate treatment of its text and contents
belongs properly to the commentaries and handbooks on Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah. Con-
sequently, in order to keep the Introduction and Notes within limits, it has seemed desirable to

print the Revised Version of the ' apocryphal ' and ' canonical ' passages side by side, and to restrict

all remarks to those points which appeared to be essential for the study of the relation between the
texts and their significance for the period which they cover. Further reference to the commentaries
and other works dealing with the period in question is therefore recommended.

The contents of 1 Esdras comprise :

—

E i.
1 = 2 Chron. xxxv. i-xxxvi. 21. Josiah's passover and death ; the last kings of Judah to the
fall of Jerusalem, 586 B.C.

ii. 1-15. = E i. The decree of Cyrus permitting the rebuilding of the Temple and the return of

Sheshbazzar with the temple-vessels and a band of exiles, 538-537.
ii. 16-30. = E iv. 7-24. The Samaritan opposition to the rebuilding in the reign of Artaxerxes,

465-425.
iii. i-v. 6. wanting in E. The successful' oration of Zerubbabel, one of the bodyguard of Darius,

in the second year of his reign (D. I, Hystaspes, 521-486), and the king's decree
permitting a return of exiles to rebuild the city and Temple ; brief statement of the
journey.

v - 7—73- = E ii. i-iv. 5, 24 (v. 6 is wanting). List of Zerubbabel's band, the rebuilding of the Temple
hindered by the Samaritans from the time of Cyrus to the second year of Darius (520).

vi.-vii. = E v.-vi. The successful rebuilding of the Temple through the intervention of Darius in

520, and its completion in 516.
viii. i-ix. 36 = E vii.-x. The decree of Artaxerxes in his seventh year (458), the return of Ezra

and a body of exiles, the separation of the people from the foreign wives.

ix. 37-55 = N vii. 73-viii. 13 a. The reading of the law by Ezra, placed in N /. c. after the return
of Nehemiah in the king's twentieth year (444).

The outstanding features are :

—

(1) The presence of the Artaxerxes record before the reign of Darius, whether after the return
of Sheshbazzar (E ii. 16-30) or after the commencement of the rebuilding by Zerubbabel (E iv. 7-24),
both of which are placed in the time of Cyrus.

(2) The inclusion ofE iii. i-v. 6, the story famous for the Praise of Truth and the well-known
dictum ' magna est Veritas et praevalet', and the decree of Darius (which excludes any prior return).

(3) The confusion caused by the presence of this section (E iii. i-v. 6) in the history of the
exiles who returned in the time of Cyrus (E ii. 1-15 = E 1) and at once commenced the work of
rebuilding (E v. 7-73 = E ii.—iv.).

(4) The omission in E of N i.-vii. 72, with the result that the continuation of the story of Ezra
(N viii.) is placed in immediate connexion with E vii.-x., whereas the canonical books leave a gap
of twelve years between E vii.-x. and N i. seqq.

(5) Numerous readings in E of greater or less value, which are often important for the textual
criticism of the MT, and sometimes affect the literary and historical problems of the sources.

E ceases abruptly ; cf. the close of 2 Chron., ' and let him go up '

( =E i. 3), also Mark xvi. 8.

The R.V. rendering of ix. 55 implies that this is intentional (so Ewald, Bissell, Lupton, Bayer, and
others). Hence it is often supposed that E is a self-contained work, written and compiled for some

1 For the abbreviations E, E, N, &c, see below, p. 19 seq.

I
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specific purpose, e.g. to influence Gentiles in favour of the Jews, or (Lupton) to prepare the way for

the building of the temple of Onias at Alexandria, or simply, perhaps, to bring together narratives

relating to the Temple ; cf. the conclusion of Jic ' explicit Esdrae liber primus de templi restitutione '.

But the feature may also be explained on the view that the book, which begins somewhat abruptly,
is merely a fragment of a larger work (Michaelis, Eichhorn, Trendelenburg, Rodiger, Treuenfels.

Howorth, Torrey, and others). This raises several interesting questions ; in particular, ix. 38-55
belong in N viii. to the concluding chapters of Ezra's history, and it is very noteworthy that

Josephus finishes his account of Ezra before his introduction of Nehemiah—what was the original

sequel of E ? Moreover, not only was E used by this orthodox Jewish historian, the book was
important enough to find a place in the Greek Bible, it was known to early Christian writers, and is

referred to in terms which indicate that its canonicity and value were not doubtful (see § 2).

Now, the criticism of the O.T. has advanced sufficiently to prove that the biblical records E-N
bristle with the most intricate and serious difficulties, the extent of which is manifest in the widely-
differing conclusions that prevail. As can be seen from other sources (see § 4, iv. c), the history of

the Persian period is plunged in obscurity, upon which some light has only recently been shed by
contemporary records (Babylonian inscriptions, Jewish-Aramaic papyri from Upper Egypt). It can
no longer be assumed that the MT necessarily represents a more trustworthy record of the age,

and that E is necessarily arbitrary and methodless. Both share fundamental imperfections. E,
therefore, in any case deserves impartial consideration, and its problems involve those of E-N.
These problems, owing to the absence of decisive and independent evidence, can be handled only
provisionally ; but enough is clear to permit the conclusion that E represents a text in some respects

older than the present MT, to which, however, some attempt seems to have been made to conform
it (cf. Ewald, 138 n. 6 ; Howorth, PSBA, xxiii. 306 seq.). From a comparison of both with Jos.

and other sources (notably Daniel) it would further appear that E represents one of the efforts to

give an account of a period, the true course of which was confused and forgotten, if not intentionally

obscured ; different attempts were made to remove difficulties and inconsistencies, and the desire to

give greater prominence to the priestly Ezra than to the secular governor Nehemiah is probably
responsible for the arrangement of the extant texts.

E-N and E (with Jos.) exhibit diverging views of the history. But E, even in its present

incomplete form, overlaps with Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah, and since it provides a distinctly para-

phrastic and free rendering of the MT, it seems probable that when it was superseded by the more
literal Greek translation— of Theodotion (cf. the two Greek texts of Daniel)—this confused and self-

contradictory book (or fragment) was preserved mainly on account of the excellent story of Zerub-
babel (cf. Howorth, PSBA, xxiv. 167). To the Jews, both Zerubbabel and Nehemiah pale before

the growing majesty of Ezra ; to the early Christians, the Praise of Truth was a familiar passage,

and Augustine (de Civ. Dei, xviii. 36) saw in it a prophecy of Christ. 1 Dating, apparently, about
the first century B. c, E's view of history was familiar to Josephus and his readers, to the Hellenist

Jews, and to the Christians. The form in E-N, with the omission of the story of Zerubbabel (and

the chronological confusions which attend it), represents that of the Rabbinical schools, and subse-

quently (through Jerome) of the Christian Church. Through these vicissitudes E fell into unmerited
neglect, and by this omission (apparently intentional) there was removed a story which could not

fail to interest the Christians—for it is surely significant that although the two genealogies of Jesus
are hopelessly inconsistent, the two lines of ancestry of ' David's greater Son ' converge in the

person of Zerubbabel.

§ 2. Title and Standing.

The book is known as (1) Esdras A or 1 Esdras, so <&BA , li, »>, and English Bibles since the
Geneva edition of 1560 (where the name ' Ezra ' is reserved for the canonical book) ; or (2) as

Esdras B or 2 Esdras, so d5
L (where 1 Es. = Ezra and Nehemiah) ; or (3) as 3 Esdras, so Latin

Bibles since Jerome, the ' Great Bible' of 1539, and also the Anglican Article VI in the Prayer-
book. The name 3 Paraleipomenon (i.e. Chronicles) is found in a Florentine Greek MS., cf. the
title Sermones Dierum (the Heb. title of Chron.) Esdrae in Hilary's list (H. B. Swete, Introd. to

O.T. in Greeks 210). It is also styled Tertius Ncemiae by Franciscus Robles, 1532 (Lupton, 4).

A convenient name for the book is the ' Greek Ezra ', to distinguish it from the other and literal

translation of the canonical books.2

1 A late Midrash (Jellinek, ii. 54-7) makes Zerubbabel the centre of 'a short apocalypse on the certainty of the
ultimate appearance of the Messiah son of David, on his precursor the Messiah son of Joseph, and on their friends
and foes' (Ew. 128).

2 On the title 6 Ujtvs in (5A (to distinguish E from 2 or 4 Esdras of the Apocrypha ?), see Nestle, 29.
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It is a significant fact that, as emphasized by Whiston in 1722, the Jewish historian Josephus

uses E for his account of King Josiah, follows its order of events, and is influenced by its language,

although for the other books he employs the LXX. Equally significant is the appearance ofE with

the canonical E-N in the best Greek MSS., either before (<B
BA

, and presumably N) or after (<$
L
)

these. It is quoted by several early Greek and Latin Fathers,1 and Augustine and Origen cite

iv. 41 and 59 respectively from ' Esdras ' without indicating that another than the canonical book is

meant. Moreover, a Greek synopsis (Lag. 84) and a Syriac Catena (see on E ix. 55) treat E as

1 Esdras, and give the title 2 Esdras to N '

l
. But Jerome meanwhile had condemned the two

apocryphal books of Esdras with their ' dreams ' (Praef. Esd. et Nek.), and his ruling was confirmed

in due course by the Church. E is wanting in the early MSS. of the Vulgate, and it was rejected

by the Council of Florence (1442). It is found in the Latin bibles of 1474, 1480, &c, but is regarded

as apocryphal by De Lyra (1498), Karlstadt (1520), and Stephanus (1528). It is wanting in the Com-
plutensian Polyglot (1,514-17). and Luther ignored it—though not perhaps primarily (Bayer, 6 seq.)

—for its triviality. There was even a belief that it did not exist in Greek (Torrey, 13 n. 1). The
Council of Trent rejected it in 1546, but it is printed in an appendix in small type in the Tridentine

edition of the Vulgate. Although it appears as 1 Esdras in the 1587 edition of the Septuagint

(Rome), it was omitted three years later from the Sixtine Vulgate (Rome, 1590). In spite of the

occasional attention paid to it by a few scholars,E has since too often been overlooked and neglected,

and has only recently come into deserved prominence through the persistence of Sir Henry H.

Howorth from 1893 onwards (see further Torrey, 13 seqq.).

E, on closer inspection, proves to be no free or less careful treatment of the Greek translation

of the canonical books, as had been held by Keil, Zockler, Bissell, Konig (Einleitung, § 97), and
formerly Schiirer (contrast his Gesch. Volk. hr., 3rd ed., iii. 328). There is an overwhelming body
of opinion that it is translated from a Semitic (Hebrew and Aramaic) original. There are, it is true,

various readings, identical or apparently connected with the literal Greek translation, but they do
not outweigh the many considerable and characteristic differences of rendering, the variations in the

transliteration or translation of proper names, and the numerous readings in E which can be ex-

plained only from the MT (see especially Bayer, 156 seqq.). That E is an independent version older

than the d£> of the canonical books was suggested by Grotius (1644, see PSBA, xxv. 139), Whiston

(1723), Pohlmann (1859), Ewald (1864), Lagarde (1874), and others, and has since been more
cogently shown by Howorth and Torrey. It is pointed out that the d5 of E-N presents features

characteristic of Theodotion's translation (viz. transliteration of gentilics, and of difficult or uncertain

words) and parallel to his translation of Daniel. The d5 of E, on the other hand, as Gwynn also

noticed, finds parallels in the ' Septuagint ' text of Daniel, especially the first six chapters. Moreover,
the §3) of E claims to be made from the Septuagint, and it is very probable that E took the place

of the C5 of E-N in Origen's Hexapla. Volz, however, has properly drawn attention to the varying
quality of the different sections of E, a feature which ' excludes the supposition that the Greek version

can have been produced aus einem Guss '. In general, all the evidence tends to show that E held

a more authoritative position than has been usually conceded to it (in consequence of Jerome), but
that its unevenness as a translation and the complexity of its contents make its true origin and
structure a more intricate problem.3

§ 3. Text Versions, Date, etc.

(a) Character of Translation. E, on account of its peculiar relationship to the O.T., cannot be
studied textually apart from the versions based directly upon the MT (see more fully, Torrey 62-1 14).
While the <3 of E-N is un-Greek, literal and mechanical, E is the very reverse of servile, and its

language both elegant and idiomatic. The vocabulary is extensive, containing several words that
occur nowhere else in ' Septuagint ' Greek, or only in other books of the Apocrypha, notably 2 Mace,
(see Moulton's list, ZA TW, xix. 232 seqq.). Semitic idioms are usually happily replaced by natural
Grecisms. There is often a free treatment of the article, pronouns, and conjunctions ; hypotaxis for
the parataxis of MT ; active verbs for passive. Condensation, paraphrase, and re-arrangement are
frequent, and the translator has generally made the best of the original text, gliding over or
concealing the difficulties. Sometimes he has misunderstood the original ; but the rendering is

carefully worded and thus presents an apparently plausible result (see e.g. i. 10-12, 38, 51). He
1 e.g. Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Athanasius ; see Pohlmann, 263 seqq., and the tables in Andre, 22 seqq.
2 Augustine, also, in a list of canonical books (de doctr. Christ, ii. 8) enumerates two books of Ezra ' of which our

1 Esd. was certainly one ' (Volz). See, on the other hand, Bayer, 4.
3 See Howorth, PSBA, xxiii. 156 seqq., xxiv. 164 seqq., xxix. 31 seqq., xxxiii. 26 seqq. ; Torrey, ib. xxv. 139 seqq.,

and his Ezra Studies, Chap. I
; J. Gwynn, Diet. Christ. Biog., ' Theodotion ', and Extracts from the Syro-Hex.

Version of the LXX (London, 1909), xx. seqq.
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manifests his intelligence when the skilful paronomasia avtaiv kou a^trm- (iv. 62), suggestive of a Greek
composer, goes back none the less to a Semitic original (cf. Susanna, 54 seqq.), and the use of the name
Sisinnes (vi. 3) in place of the MT Tattenai is typical of his care. E, it is clear, was made to be
read, it is a version rather than a translation, and its value for the criticism of the MT must not blind

us to its imperfections (on which see Bayer, 1 1 seqq.). Consequently, a mean must be sought
between a promiscuous and haphazard use of E and a whole-hearted though indiscriminate reliance

upon its readings and paraphrases. The attempt must invariably be made to distinguish between
the underlying text and the features which (as in the Septuagint elsewhere) are due to the translator

alone, and the difficulty of this task in certain crucial cases is vital for the disentanglement of the
problems of E. 1

(b) E and the MT. It is abundantly plain that E is not derived from the (& (Theodotion) of

the Canonical Books. Where there is agreement, the evidence points to accident or absence
of intention, and is not strong enough to prove dependence (see the most recent study by Bayer,

156-61). In certain cases where they agree against the MT they sometimes are due to an easy
misunderstanding, and sometimes point to a preferable reading ; now and then the more literal

version alone preserves an older text. It is highly significant that E is occasionally conflate, and
presents simple doublets (e.g. ii. 25, vi. 29, ix. 8, 46), or more elaborate combinations made with some
little care (e.g. v. 50, 58, 72 seq., vi. 5, 10, &c. [see Marq. 44-7]). This revision appears to

have been made from the MT, and E vi. 25 actually presents the incorrect ' new ' (mn) of the MT
by the side of the correct ' one ' (in). Revision has also been made for the purpose of removing
difficulties (so, probably v. 73$, in view of the date in vi. 1), or of making identifications (Zerubbabel,

vi. 1 8, 27, 29). These adjustments, which are not found in Theodotion, seem to have been made first

in the Greek version, and thus might appear to confirm the view that E is based upon an earlier

Greek version (Ewald). The question of the underlying original, however, would still remain, and
it is very important to notice that not only does E often presuppose a better text than the MT, but
that some of the readings raise questions of literary structure and historical criticism. Consequently,

E is not directly based either upon Theodotion's literal translation or the extant MT ; the marks
of revision point rather to an attempt to adjust to the MT an earlier version which differed from it

in some material respects, large (nos. 1, 2, 4, on p. 1 above) and small (e.g. v. 39 seq., 47, vi. 28, vii. 1,

ix. 38, 49).
2

(c) MSS. and Versions. The Greek MSS. fall into two main classes, (1) Lucianic (MSS.
19, 108), and (2) B, A, &c. The former stand in a class by themselves, reveal many signs of

correction and improvement in order to agree with the MT, and can be used only with great caution

(see Torrey, ic6 seqq.). The latter comprise two main subdivisions, B and A. B is distinctly the

inferior, but shows fewer traces of correction. For a full grouping of all the MSS., see the elaborate

discussion by Moulton, ZATW, xix. 211 seqq. tt, it may be added, lacks E, but its subscription

E<rbpas /3 (N xiii. 31) presupposes an 'Esdras A.'

Two old Latin translations were printed by Sabatier (Bibl. Sacr. Lat. iii. 1041 seqq.), with

a collation of MS. Sangermanensis

—

%c (Cod. Colbertinus ; no. 3703), an.d a later which in a revised

form was used as the Vulgate. A summary from a Lucca MS. was edited by Lagarde, Sept. Stud.

ii. 16 seqq. {% Lag.). These differ from, and, on the whole, are purer than C5
L

.

The Syriac Peshitta is without Chron., Ezra, and Neh. E s5> is the Syro-Hexapla of Paul of

Telia, printed in Walton's Polyglot and by Lagarde (Lib. Vet. Test. Apocr. Syr., 1861). It is

explicitly said to be from the Septuagint, and the same is stated at the head of a collection of

excerpts in the old Syriac Catena, British Museum, Add. 12168 (see on ix. 55). The variants of the

latter and its selections from N are printed by Torrey, 5 seqq., and these selections, with a retransla-

tion into Greek, collation, and complete introductory discussion by Gwynn (see p. 3 n. 3). ;©> has

many points of contact with (f>
L

, especially in i. 1-9, but on the whole a relationship with (E>
1!

is

more distinct.

The ETHIOPIC translation (ed. Dillmann, Vet. Test. Aeth.,Vo\.V) represents the text of (B B
, io>,

&c, in contrast to (B
A

, and, according to Torrey (101), 'is a valuable witness to the Hexaplar text.

It must have been made with unusual care from a comparatively trustworthy codex.'

The Arabic translation awaits study (PSBA, xxiv. 169) ; the Armenian is valueless (Volz, § 2).

(d) Josephus. The Jewish historian (first cent. A.D.), with his continuous history of the mon-»

archy and post-exilic age, stands nearest (of extant compilations) to the chronicler in point of

antiquity. He is a valuable exponent of the attempt to weave heterogeneous material into a read-

able and more or less consistent whole, and his greatest claim to attention lies in the evidence he

1 On the general features of E's version, see further Moulton, 226 ; Thackeray, 760^; Torrey, 83 seq.
8 For the textual value of E see, in addition to the commentaries on E-N, the discussions by Riessler (Biblische

Zeitschrift, v. 146 seqq.) and Bayer.

4
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furnishes for a comparative study of the traditions encircling the names and events of the period from
Josiah to the Samaritan schism. Jos. is the earliest witness to E ; the relationship is unmistakable
as regards material and even language (Eichhorn, Einleit. Apokr. [1795], 347 seqq. ; Treuenfels,

Der Orient [1850-1] ; H. Bloch, Quellen d. Fl. Jos. [1879], 69 seqq.). There are several points of

agreement with (B
A as against (E>

B (Thackeray, 762 b), and also with <E>
L

; Torrey (103) assigns the

text an intermediate position. Unfortunately, Jos. is often extremely paraphrastic, and is therefore

no safe guide for restoring the original of E. None the less, it is noteworthy that he is without the
faults of E i. 29, 34 seq., he presupposes a text more complete and older than that in vi. 18, viii. 55,
he uses a slightly different version of iii. (see Buchler, 64, 100), and, while obviously harmonizing in

some places, elsewhere presents singular divergences or additions which do not appear to be arbitrary.

In particular, his treatment of the stories of E and N is highly suggestive (see appendix to note on
ix. 55). Besides utilizing the canonical sources (Jer., Dan., Est.), he has had access (as in Est.)

to other Jewish traditions (see on vii. 15), and possessed some acquaintance with external history

(see p. 11, and on i. 25). But although Jos. is not a direct witness to E's text—and G. Holscher
has suggested that he made use of Alexander Polyhistor [Quellen d. Jos. [1904], 36, 43 seqq., 51)

—

he testifies to the authority of E's history, and it is unnecessary to assume (Swete, Thackeray,
Bayer, 140). that he used it simply because it was written in good Greek.

(e) Date andplace. While Jos. is evidence for the earlier existence of E, it is not certain that

it then had precisely its present form. As a translation the linguistic features suggest that it belongs
to the time of the old Greek translation of Daniel, and was perhaps due to the same translator

(Torrey, 84 seq.). The date of the original is bound up with that of Chron.-Ez.-Neh., and must be
some time after 333 B. c. The Persian period was past, and its history had become obscure, the
identity of Darius and Apame (iv. 29) was forgotten, and the points of contact with Dan. and Est.

(not necessarily in their present form), would suggest the late Greek age. The problem also involves

the question whether iii. i-v. 6 is a secondary insertion or part of the original compilation, and this

naturally affects the discussion of the home of the book (see pp. 29, 32). Although the section seems
to some scholars to point to the influence of Alexandrian thought and philosophy (Lupton, Andre,
Thackeray, Volz), to others it is Palestinian (Zunz), or not necessarily Alexandrian (Torrey). The
identification of Apame speaks for Egypt or Antioch ; the knowledge of the topography of Jerusalem
(v. 47, ix. 38) is not that of the compiler or translator but of his source, and therefore cannot be
claimed to support a Palestinian home. Egypt is suggested by the free irony in iii., iv., the unveiled
women (iv. 18), the references to navigation (iv. 15, 23), and piracy (v. 27), and elsewhere by the use
of Coelesyria (see ii. 17). Thackeray (762^) compares the 'friends' of the king (viii. 26; E d5
avixfiovkoi) with the ' first friends ' who were third in scale of the courtiers at Alexandria, and with
av (patvrjrca aoi (ii. 21, not in E) the phrase £av tyaLvrjTai in Aristeas and frequently in Egyptian
papyri. In so far as these data point to Egypt one may recall the interest in history-writing among
the Hellenists Demetrios, Eupolemos, Artapanos, Alexander Polyhistor and others.

(f) English versions. It may be added that the old Geneva Bible, according to Lupton (6), is

'in some respects closer to the Greek than that of 161 1 '. Various improvements to the A.V. are
suggested by Ball in the Variorum Apocrypha, and even the R.V. is not such an advance as might
have been anticipated. Note, for example, the archaic ' Artaxerxes his letters ' (ii. 30), ' cousin ' (iii. 7),

'Jewry' (v. 7), and the gliding over of the obscurities of an imperfect C5 in viii. 8, and especially in

the concluding words, ix. 55.

§ 4. Problems of Literary and Historical Criticism.

I. The Period.

The problems of E and its relation to E-N involve that more complete and continuous series

Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah which is united by sequence of Contents and the recurrence throughout
of similar features of language, interest, standpoint, and compilation. The ' chronicler's history '

1

of the post-exilic period deals with the fall of Jerusalem (586 b. a), the return from exile under
Zerubbabel and Jeshua, the reorganization of the Jewish people, the restoration of the Temple and

1 By ' chronicler ' is meant the hand which, by writing, compiling, or revising, brought the three consecutive
books into practically their present form. Owing to the complexity of the compilation the term may not be an
adequate one, but there seems no reason to doubt that there has been a single editorial process at some stage in the
literary growth (the objections of Jampel, i. 108, 112, 115 seqq., and Davies, 16 are unnecessary). In any case,
historical criticism cannot start from the untrustworthiness of Chronicles, and minimize the extent of the ' chronicler

'

in E-N (Davies, 16 seq.), or exaggerate it (Torrey, 145 seqq., on the E-story), or assume that all other records are
necessarily relatively superior (so apparently Meyer, Entstehung). See below, pp. 17-19.
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the furtherance of religious conditions, the separation from the Samaritans and other non- Israelite

neighbours, and the inauguration of a church under the Mosaic Law. It is the period during which
a considerable portion of the O.T., after passing through the hands of Judaean writers and editors,

was reaching its present form, and the sole consecutive canonical source for this period, the
chronicler's work, cannot be dated before the Greek age (333 B. c). This source ignores all events

between 586 and the decree of Cyrus, and omits other details which also refer to the period (see

e.g. 2 Kings xxv. 22-30, Jer. xl.-xliv., lii. 28-34, Daniel, Esther). This feature, like the failure to

record the history of (north) Israel after the fall of Samaria, cannot be wholly unintentional. Interest

is concentrated upon exiles and reformers from Babylon, and upon their labours in rebuilding the

Temple and in purifying religious and social conditions in the face of opposition within and without.

A new and reformed Jewish community with its new Temple is linked historically with the old

Judah of the Monarchy and the Temple of Solomon. The climax is reached partly in the great

Covenant inaugurated by Ezra (N x.). after the Introduction of the Law (444 B. C), and partly in

the Samaritan schism initiated by Nehemiah (N xiii.). But such are the gaps and the one-sided

standpoints that the records cannot be said to give us objective history. We have, rather, specific

representations of certain events of vast importance for post-exilic Judaism, and, just as the account
of the settlement of the old Israelite tribes in the land of their ancestors is found to contain con-
flicting traditions and the gravest difficulties, so also here, the compilation as a whole is dominated
by certain larger views which tend to obscure the contradictions and intricacies that arise in any
critical study of the data. In both cases the method of criticism is similar, and unfortunately the

evidence is frequently insufficient for any confident recovery of the actual events during that period

which is of such profound importance for the study of the O.T. 1

II. The Age of Cyrus and Darius.

(a) Paucity of trustxvorthy evidence. It is evident that the fall of Jerusalem could not have
had the catastrophic effects that the traditional view assumes. We cannot picture Judah between
586 and 537 as half-empty. 2 Neither the number of deported Judaeans nor that of those who
returned points to any depopulation, and even the events under Gedaliah's governorship and the

account of the flight of the survivors into Egypt indicate that the disasters ending in 586, when
taken by themselves, had no ruinous consequences for the land. Subsequent history is ignored in

Chron., but it is known that Jehoiachin in later years received some favour, and that Tyre had once
more a king. The thread is resumed in E i.-vi. (E ii.-vii.), in the reigns of Cyrus and Darius, but

the narratives contain serious difficulties and conflicting representations (§ 6, a) which are increased

by the independent prophecies of Haggai and Zech. i.-viii. (see on E ii. 1 seqq.). Not until we reach

the time of Artaxerxes are the sources more extensive, and the light they throw upon preceding
years renders the value of E i.-vi. extremely doubtful. That is to say, between 586 and 458 (E's

return), or rather 444 (N's first visit to Jerusalem), there is a lengthy period of the greatest signifi-

cance for the internal history leading up to Judaism and Samaritanism, and the only continuous
source is both scanty and untrustworthy (see Marq., 67, Torrey, 156, and, partly, Meyer, 74).

(b) The evidence of the prophets. The prophecies of Haggai and Zechariah, dated in the second year of

Darius, 520, mention neither any previous important return nor any earlier attempt to rebuild the Temple.
Zerubbabel now resumes dynastic history (Hag. ii. 23, contrast Jehoiachin, Jer. xxii. 24), and the high-priest

Jeshua (grandson of Seraiah, 2 Kings xxv. 18-21), whose return in Dan. ix. 24-26 dates an epoch, is now
officially installed. Yahweh had been angry seventy years (Zech. i. 12, cf. Jer. xxix. 10 seq., Dan. ix. 2) ; but

is aroused and returns to Jerusalem (i. 16, ii. 10-13 ; contrast his departure in Ezek. x. 18 seq., xi. 23). He
is jealous for Zion and full of wrath against her enemies ; they shall be punished and his people shall

enjoy increased happiness (i. 15, ii. 9). City and temple shall be rebuilt and the land re-inhabited (i. 16 seq.,

ii. 4, cf. vii. 7). The dispersed shall be rescued and again dwell in Jerusalem. The community in Babylon
is bidden to escape to Zion (ii. 7, cf. Jer. Ii. 45). Babylon is threatened (vi. 1-8), and a passage which suggests

that small bands of exiles might occasionally return heralds the forthcoming building of the temple (vi. 9-15).

Haggai declares that the Temple is waste (i. 4, 9, hdreb, cf. the term in N ii. 3, 17) and he stirs the people to

the work of rebuilding. The appeal is to the 'remnant' (i. 12, 14, ii. 2, cf. Zech. viii. 6), that is, not the

1 Modern criticism is influenced by the radical conclusions of W. H. Kosters and the forcible defence by E. Meyer
(Entstehung) whose own position, however, is in many respects opposed to the purely traditional ; see S. R. Driver,

Lit. 552 (and on the introductory literary questions, ib. 544 seqq.). A striking advance has recently been made by
Torrey {Ezra Studies), to whose work the present writer gratefully records his indebtedness, and since reasons are

given in these pages for adopting certain radical conclusions of Kosters, Torrey, and others, it may be well to refer

readers to the writings (see § 8) of Davies, Driver, Holzhey, Jampel, Nikel, Ryle, and G. A. Smith, for the arguments
adduced in support of a generally consistent traditional position.

2 See Wellhausen, GCN, 1895, P- l8 5 X(l- > Kosters, Th. T. xxix. 560; G. A. Smith, ferusaletn, ii. 268; Torrey,

290 seq., 297 seqq.; Kennett, fourn. Theol. Stud., 1905, pp. 172 seqq.
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40,000 of E ii., but those who had escaped deportation (cf. Zeph. ii. 7, 9, Jer. xlii. 2, 15, &c, see Jahn,

p. xxxviii.). Zerubbabel is the one to rebuild and complete the undertaking (Zech. iv. 8-10, vi. 12 seqq.).

The people fetch wood and the work is begun on the twenty-fourth of the sixth month (Hag. i. 14 seq.) ; as

yet one stone had not been set upon another (ii. 15). The foundations are laid on the twenty-fourth of the

ninth month (ii. 10-19), and two years later, in 518, Zech. viii. 9 seqq. look back upon the happier period

whichhad thus been inaugurated. But the exilic fasts were still being celebrated (vii. 3-5), the return of the

dispersed was still an event to be anticipated. Prom these data it is reasonable to infer—with an influential

number of scholars—that ' no considerable band of exiles can have returned—none that was able materially to

influence the Jewish community' (Cheyne, Ency. Bib., 1481 n. 4).

(c) Objections. Various counter-arguments, influenced by the chronicler's history in E-N, have been brought

forward (see p. 6 n. 1). Those based upon a representation of events which has perplexed a generation of

scholars naturally tend to beg the question. For example, it is urged that the prophets address returned exiles

and it was unnecessary to describe the people as such ; that they do not say that the builders were not

returned exiles; that only E i.-iii. explain the events of 520-516 and subsequent history; that the Temple
could not have been built by the native ' heathen ' Judaeans ; that the main stream of Jewish life had been

diverted to Babylon and only the presence of a Babylonian • leaven ' explains the prophecies of Hag. and Zech.

While some scholars recognize and seek to explain the silence of the prophets touching a return and rebuilding

before 520, others contend that there are indeed references to these events. Some, observing the profound

difference between the promises of the ' Deutero-Isaiah ' (xl.-lv.) and the history in E iii. seq., are of opinion

that, since ' the reality was a bitter disenchantment,' the disillusionment so great, the prophets naturally do
not refer to the events. But others argue that unless these promises had been essentially fulfilled there would
have been so fatal a falsification of popular expectation that the oracles of Is. xl. seqq. would scarcely have

survived. It is obvious that the preservation of prophecies is hardly conditioned by their fulfilment, however
partial, and the difference between the anticipations and the reality was surely sufficient, on the most
conservative view, to throw Is. xl. seqq. into oblivion. Haggai, it is objected, ignores a future return and may
well have ignored previous events—but his contemporary Zech. excludes a previous return, testifies to the

continuation of the exile, and looks forward to a return. The argumentum e silentio is undoubtedly valid.

Zech. (i. 2-6), in appealing to the people to repent, alludes to past experience, but does not refer to the return

—which would have been the most immediate proof of the might of Yahweh. Was there a wish to put courage

into the poor hearts of the returned exiles ? There was one practical illustration of divine grace, but there is

no allusion to it. In fact, the urgent supplication to Yahweh (i. 12) is unintelligible had a new era dawned
as in E i.-iii. ; one may note Daniel's prayer for divine intervention (Dan. ix., cf. also N i.) and the prayers of

E after his return (E ix. 8, N ix. 30 seq.). In point of fact, Zech. sees the punishment and misery of the past

(vii.), and the ' decalogue of promises ' belong to the future (viii.). Did the prophets intentionally refrain from

mentioning the material help the exiles had received in the time of Cyrus, in order to emphasize the necessity

of relying upon spiritual help ? The very passage which has been quoted in support of this view refers to the

small beginnings recently inaugurated by Zerubbabel (iv. 6, 9 seq.), and ignores E i.-iv.

There is no explanation of the gap between 537 and 520 ; there is no hint of any hindrance, cessation, or

of any more or less continuous rebuilding (see § 6 a) : the people are negligent and remiss, and according

to Haggai the distress caused by the failure of the rains was a punishment for not rebuilding the Temple
(i., cf. 2 Sam. xxi. 1-10, Zech. xiv. 17). It hardly required a Babylonian exile to teach this. Haggai
certainly refers to an altar (ii. 14, ' there '), but this does not prove the accuracy of E iii. 3 or its context.

A holy place is not necessarily deserted when the sanctuary is ruined, and Jer. xli. 5 already presupposes an
altar ; to contend that the existence of this altar throughout the exile ought to have been mentioned in the

O.T. is unreasonable. Indeed, the references to priests and sacrifices (Hag. ii. 10-14, cf- Zech. vii. 3 seqq.)

go further and suggest that the cult of Yahweh was independent even of the existence of a Temple (cf. Sellin,

Stud. 53 seq. ; Torrey, 305). There is, moreover, no good reason for believing that native Judaeans would
be ' heathenish ', and that if they had rebuilt the Temple they would have been treated otherwise by the

reformers E and N. If Jer. and Ezek. bear witness to low religious conditions, Hag., Mai., and Is. lvi.-lxvi.

indicate no great improvement after the return ; and the degenerate community which all scholars recognize in

the latter sources and which needed the reforms of E and N include—on the traditional view—the Babylonian
• leaven.' Yet the Judaeans and Samaritans felt themselves to be heirs of Israel and the latter could claim to

worship Yahweh (2 Kings xvii. 32 seq., 41, Jer. xli. 5, Ezek. xxxiii. 24, E iv. 2). The fall of Jerusalem and
the Exile do not exclude the presence—even among ' the poorest of the land '—of men who might follow in

the footsteps of the Rechabites (Jer. xxxv.), or of such seers as Amos, Hosea, Micah or Jeremiah ; and
considering the piety of the Jews in distant Elephantine (Sachau-papyri), there is clearly no necessity to deny
the possibility of the continuous worship of Yahweh during the exile, or to demand after 538 the presence of

a ' leaven ' which nevertheless did not preclude the abuses confronting E, N, Mai., and the writers in Is. lvi. seqq.

It is obviously impossible to start with presuppositions of what was orthodox Yahwism and what was heathenism
whether in Elephantine or in Palestine (before or after 536). If, too, Meyer's argument (177) is valid, that

the Levitical family of Henadad (E iii. 9, wanting in E ii.) was indigenous, indigenous also was the family of Iddo
to which Zech. belonged (see E vi. 1) ; and this scholar's recognition of the prominence in and around Jerusalem
of Calebite and other families who had never tasted exile (see § 5 c) is extremely important for any estimate

of the internal conditions. The evidence of Hag. and Zech. outweighs other evidence which might appear to
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be contrary ; hence one can hardly assume that the deliverance of Jeshua (Zech. iii. 2) necessarily refers to his

return seventeen years previously, or that the name Zerubbabel suggests that other Jews with him were

necesssarily ' begotten in Babylon '. Nor can decisive objections be based upon references in E vii.-x., N i. seqq.

to an earlier return. That men (? exiles) should come and assist in the rebuilding of the Temple is a promise

for the future in Zech. vi. 15. The references in E ix. 4, x. 6 seq. present their own peculiar difficulties on any
view, and in all probability the story of E should come after N i.-vi. (see III. a). N i. 2 seq. are inconclusive :

they may be used to support a theory (Kosters. 45, Berth., 47, Torrey, 301 n. 27, Davies, 161), although Ryle

(149), who maintains an independent, though strictly conservative position, refers the passage to the people

who had escaped the exile—the passage, in any case, must be considered in the light of evidence for some
disaster between the age of Zerubbabel and the return of N (see further, § 5/). It is to be remembered, also,

that the belief in a great return under Cyrus (or Darius) might influence the description of subsequent events

even as the complete Mosaic legislation- appears at first sight to be confirmed by the form which the revised

and redacted history has taken in the books that follow the Pentateuch.

(d) Summary. The account of a large return to rebuild the Temple, whether in the time of Cyrus or Darius,

must be tested by the independent Hag. and Zech. Great weight is often laid upon the circumstantial list in

E ii., and its genuineness has been upheld, particularly by Meyer (73, 98 seqq., 191 seqq. ; note the criticisms of

Kosters, Th. T. xxxi. 530-41); see below, p. 35. He, however, rejects in the main the rest of the Cyrus-history

(49, 73, 99, 191, 193 ; Driver, Lit., 552), although the decree of Cyrus is in itself entirely plausible (Nikel,

31-7; Torrey, 144 n. 12), and the list is closely bound up with the whole series E i.-vi. His position

appears inconsistent from any traditional standpoint (see Nikel, 42 seq., Davies, 14, 80 seq.), as well as from

one more consistently critical, although his recognition that the list (which contains names recurring throughout

E-N) is fundamental for the criticism of the post-exilic history is thoroughly sound. But the list stands or

falls with its context, and when it is admitted that the success of the opposition in E iv. proves that the return

has been exaggerated (see Sellin, Stud. 1; O. C. Whitehouse, Isaiah, ii. 228; G. A. Smith, Jerus. ii. 298 seq.),

or that the list has been re-edited (Holzhey, 15 ; Davies, 51), it is necessary to determine what details in

E i.-vi. may be regarded as even essentially accurate. The tolerance and kindness of Amil-Marduk (to

Jehoiachin), Nabunaid (who sent back Merbaal to be king of Tyre), Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius 1 certainly

allow the probability of the return of bands of exiles, even as the Sachau-papyri show how Cambyses might

favour native Jewish communities. But E i.-vi. are so closely interconnected as a piece of history that if we
accept—as we must—the testimony of Hag. and Zech., it is difficult, if not impossible, to reconstruct from E
the course of events. On the one hand, we gain new presuppositions regarding the internal conditions of the

age. On the other, there is remarkable confusion in the traditions of Cyrus and Darius in E and E, E ii. is

repeated in the history of the time of Artaxerxes, and a narrative of this later period is actually inserted in

E i.-vi. ; these combine with other features to extend the problems of E i.-vi. to those connected with the work

of E and N.

III. The Work of Ezra and Nehemiah.

(a) Ezra. In the story of E there is considerable intricacy in the description of the separation

from the heathen on the part of the ' children of the captivity ' (i. e. E's small band of exiles, or the

congregation presumably formed in 536-516), and the inauguration of the new community, consisting

of these and the elect of the ' seed of Israel '. The whole story is closely interconnected, and much
difficulty is caused by N i.-vii. which sever E vii.-x. from N viii. seqq. by twelve years. There is,

moreover, a very strong presumption that the Reading of the Law was originally described shortly

after E's arrival (cf. E ix.), and not (as in N viii.) after this lengthy interval, during which we hear

nothing of him. Finally, on independent grounds there seems to be no place for E before the first

visit, at all events, of N. It is indeed allowed that ' it is impossible to decide upon the evidence

at our disposal ' (G. A. Smith, Expositor, July, 1906, p. 16), or that this iater position of E is only

a possibility (Wellhausen) ; but it seems very doubtful whether the story is trustworthy (H. P. Smith,

Torrey, Jahn), and, even if it be historical, many agree that it cannot be placed before N i.-vi.

(Berth., Buhl, Cheyne, Guthe, Hoonacker [esp. Rev. Bibl., x. 15 seqq.], Kennett, Kent, Kosters,

Marq., Sellin, Wildeboer). See further the notes on E viii-x.

\b) Nehemiah. N was governor from the 20th year ofArtaxerxes (Jos. xi. 5 7, 25th of Xerxes) to

the 32nd (N v. 14), i.e. 444-432, and we hear of a return to the king and a second visit (xiii. 4-6).

But N xiii. is joined to xii. so closely as to imply that only on the occasion of the later visit were

the walls dedicated, although the ceremony is ostensibly the immediate sequel of their completion,

two months after his first visit (vi.).
2 This must be due to defective compilation (cf. Nikel, 196 n. 1),

1 For the external evidence see Berth., 26 seq.
; Jampel, i. 502 seqq., ii. 1 1 seqq.

2 Rawlinson and Klostermann (so Davies, 267), Howorth (PSBA, xxv. 18 seq.), G. A. Smith {op. at. 10-12),

R. H. Kennett (Camb. Bibl. Essays, 120) ; the dates N vi. 15, vii. 73, ix. 1 were evidently meant—by the compiler

—

to be consecutive. That the walls were actually completed in 52 days maybe 'hardly credible' (Ew. 157 n. 5);

Jos. (§ 179) allows 2 years and 4 months (hardly an invention, Ew.), and dates the completion in the ninth month
(cf. 2 Mace. i. 18) of the 28th year of Xerxes.
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which will also explain the description of N's social reforms (v.) amid the intrigues during the
hurried rebuilding of the walls, where N looks back upon the period of his governorship (v. 14). In

fact, his strong position as reformer in v. seems more in harmony with that in xiii. than with the

picture of suspicion and hostility represented in iv., vi., and this serious difficulty touching the course
of N's work (vii. 2 may hint at his departure) hampers every attempt to trace the history of his period.

Consequently N, even with the elimination of the E-story, cannot be in its original form, as is clear

also from the literary features of xi. and xii. (see also Torrey, 225 seq., 248 seq.).

(c) The List N vii. N's proposal to summon the people in order to augment Jerusalem
(vii. 4 seqq.) is severed by part of the E-story (N viii.-x.) from the list of inhabitants (xi.), other lists

(xii. 1-26), the dedication of the walls and arrangements for the Temple officials (xii. 27-47), &c.
His story is no longer autobiographical (contrast, however, xiii. 4-31) and fresh sources are to be
recognized. Since the list found by him (vii. 5) is that of the return of Zerubbabel (E ii.), it is often

assumed that the sequel in xi. must also refer to this earlier period (Ewald, Smend, Stade, Meyer,
&c). But xi. differs so widely from vii. 6 seqq. that both cannot be authentic (Meyer, 189). It is

more probable, however, that xi. belongs to the story of N and follows upon vii. 4, ' though the

narrative is hardly continued uno tenore'' (Driver, 55 1 )- Yet, on any theory, the presence of
N vii. 6-73 is inexplicable, since it is difficult to see why even a compiler should quote an ancient
list which excluded the more recent return of E (E viii. 1-14 ; cf. Holzhey, ^j). If' a genealogical

register was necessary ' (Davies), this would have been out-of-date, and although lapse of time and
later adjustment might explain—on this view—the various differences between E ii. and N vii.,

there are far more significant differences in N x. 1-27, a list which is referred to N's time. Now, its

conclusion (N vii. 7^ b) is the proper introduction to the Reading of the Law (viii.), which is in

a more natural position between E viii. and ix., and Torrey (256 seqq., cf. Kent, 369) points out that
N vii. 70-3 a, also, are more in harmony after the account of E's return. Indeed, vii. 66-9 (the

enumeration) and 61-5 (the expulsion of the impure in Zerubbabel's time, see on E v. 38) would
be useless for N's purpose, and in fact H. P. Smith would place the entire list (from vii. 5) after

E viii. 36 (393 n. 1 ; see, however, Torrey 259 n. 9). Accordingly, through compilation and revision

the account of N's work, with its own chronological embarrassments, has been broken by a portion of

the story of E, the first part of which is now found before N i., while the list in vii. {yv. 5 a, 73 suggest
a gathering of the people) records details which are not in keeping with the context, whereas in E ii.

it is in a consistent context, albeit an unhistorical one. While the Reading of the Law (vii. 73 ^—viii.)
abruptly introduces E, the preceding material is partly (at least) connected with E's return in

E vii. seq., and partly belongs to the (unhistorical) account of Zerubbabel's return. A considerable
portion of the E-story is sundered from N viii. seqq., but the description of the separation from the
heathen is confused and closely interrelated, and the list of those who had married strange women
(see on E ix. 21-36) includes families who are not mentioned in E's band (E viii. 1-14), but appear
in the list of E ii., which in II N vii. is connected with the return of E ! Finally, this great list, though
used for the time of Cyrus (or Darius, E v.) and treated in N vii. as a document of that period, reveals

traces of the age of N himself, and of having been adjusted to the earlier context (see on E v.

24 seq., 40, 44 seq., 46 seq.). Hence it would seem that E ii. N vii. originally belonged to an
account of a return in some record of the history of the times of N, E, and Artaxerxes. On its

repetition, see p. 19 (§ 6).

(d) The Ezra-story. The well-supported view that E came to Jerusalem after N i.-vi. implies
some rearrangement of the material ; and the suitability of N vii. (some portion) and viii. between
E vii. seq. and ix. suggests, not that the latter part of the E-story has been removed from E x. and
placed after N vi., but that the whole once stood after that chapter. The complexity of the list vii.

(which overlaps with E viii.) still remains, and it is at this point in the book that the critical problems
become most intricate. But it must be noticed that the E-story is certainly composite and not in

its original form, and some of the confusion may have arisen when it was divided and part of it

placed before N i.
1

If, moreover, the E-story stood after N vi. it may be observed that there is

a certain relationship between the stories of E and N : the reference to the son of Eliashib, E x. 6,

cf. N xiii. 4, 28 ; the suitability of N xiii. 1-2, between E x. 9 and 10 (W. R. Smith ; Berth., 89); the
coincidence in the day of arrival of each (see E viii. 6) ; the twelve-years' gap in the history of each,
and the parallel features in their measures on behalf of temple, priests and people. E, however,
is mentioned only incidentally in the story of N (xii. 36, doubtful, see the comm.), and it is impossible
that the two laboured together. On the other hand, the Tirshatha is prominent at the Reading of
the Law (N viii. 9) and the signing of the Covenant (x. 1), and also in the list, vii. (v. 65, the degrada-
tion of the priests ; v. 70, gifts to the treasury) ; he is identified with N (see on E ix. 49), and N is

1 For the interrelation between the now sundered portions see p. 47, and cf. JE in Ex. xxxiii. seqq. and Num. x.

29-36, xi. ; and also the contents of 2 Sam. v.-viii., xxi.-xxiv.
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equally prominent in his own story (especially v., xiii.). N was not the only governor in post-exilic

Jerusalem (N v. 15, Mai. i. 8), but it is noteworthy that the E-story, especially in the narrative-

portions, shows no interest in either the governor or the high-priest ; the story seems to be written

from an independent standpoint, and is focussed upon the austere figure of E alone. The story

represents a period of divine favour and royal clemency after the sufferings of Israel (Dan. ix., N i.

presuppose an earlier situation) ; it obviously comes after the disappearance of Zerubbabel, but it

cannot be placed before the introduction of N. There are independent arguments for the tradition

of a return under N and religious reorganization (see § 5 b
t
d), and this appears to be supplemented by

the account of E. The latter describes the return of E and a representative community to a temple,

but one sorely in need of replenishing (E vii. 15-27, viii. 36); to an ecclesiastical body (note

E viii. 17), but a negligent one (N x. 32 seqq.) ; to a community that worshipped Yahweh, but had
fallen from the ideal. It can hardly be called an Autobiography (Meyer, 205) or a Memoir, and
there is no evidence to prove it to be a mere invention or fiction. Rather is it based upon facts

which link the energy of N with the subsequent appearance of an established orthodox Jewish
Church. It may be regarded as an ideal description of the inauguration of Judaism, and the intro-

duction of the 'Book of the Law of Moses' (the Pentateuch is probably meant) is a later parallel

to the story of the (re-)discovery of the 'Book of the Law' (Deuteronomy) in the reign of Josiah ;

cf. also the chronicler's accounts of Asa, Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah (2 Chron. xiv. 4, xv. 3, 10-13,

xvii. 7, 9, xxix. 10). It does not seem to have been written by the compiler of the series Chron.

-

E-N ; it appears rather as a tradition of independent origin, written around the age of N, combined
with the story of N and ultimately with the great post-exilic history of Jerusalem and the Temple.

IV. Interrelation of Data.

(a) Intricacyof parallels. The intricacy of the list E ii. N vii. for the history of Cyrus, Darius (E) and
Artaxerxes does not stand alone. The close connexion in the narratives relating to Cyrus and Darius appears

in E iii. 7 compared with E iv. 48, in iii. 1 with E v. 6, and in E iii. 2 with E v. 4-6. The Temple,
according to Hag. and Zech., was not commenced before the time of Darius, in contrast to E iii. ; but

the laments in E iii. 12 in the time of Cyrus curiously recall Hag. ii. 3 seqq. The social and religious

reorganization implied in E ii. 59, 62, vi. 21 finds a parallel in the reforms of E, and while E ii. 70, iii. 1,

introduce the erection of the altar, the text in E v. 46 seq. presupposes a later period, and in fact these verses

in N vii. 73, viii. 1, form the prelude to the Reading of the Law. The latter event is the sequel to the record of

a return (N vii.) which in E ix. is that of E himself. E iii. is unhistorical, and has probably been influenced

by material relating to the time of N; thus Meyer (73, 99) points to N viii. 17 seq., and Jahn compares
iii. 10-13 with N xii. 40-3. The account of the opposition in E iv. is untrustworthy, and there is a marked
resemblance between the details and N iv., vi., enhanced by the insertion in E iv. 7-24 of a record of the time

of Artaxerxes. This record attests a return of some importance, which, however, has yet to be identified, and
while the decrees of Cyrus and Darius agree (cf. also Artaxerxes and E) in presenting several very similar

features (Torrey, 125 seqq., 158; Bayer, 117 seqq.), the historical basis for any decree on the lines they take

cannot be found in their reigns. For parallels in the stories of E and N see above, p. 9 (d). Such is the

interrelation of the contents that it is hardly surprising that later sources should not infrequently combine
Zerubbabel and Ezra (Lag. 18 ; Torrey, 49 n. 17) and that both should be united with Jeshua in a return in

the time of Darius (Lag. 84). Even N xii. 47 looks back and mentions together Zerubbabel and N (see

Berth.); and if Hashabiah and Sherebiah in N xii. 24 may be identified with the names in E viii. 18 seq.,

Joiakim (son of Jeshua) and E appear to be correlated much in the same way that N xii. 12-26 seem to

confuse the times of Joiakim, N and E (see also the view of Kosters, 91 seq.).

(b) Some modern views. The endeavour to recover the historical facts has led to very divergent

conclusions among modern scholars. One favourite view has retained Ahasuerus and Artaxerxes in E iv.,

between Cyrus and Darius, by the simple device of changing the names or of assuming an alternative

nomenclature. Equally popular has been the theory that Artaxerxes and Darius are to be identified with the

second bearer of each name, and, indeed, this may have been the view of the compiler or writer (see Torrey,

38 seq., 178 seq.). Although this leaves an astonishing gap between Cyrus and Darius II, the belief that the

Artaxerxes of the stories of N and E was the later king (404-359 B.C.) has found very weighty support (de

Saulcy, Maspero, Hoonacker, and Howorth [partly], Marq., H. P. Smith [382], &c, see further Berth., 30 ; and
PSBA, xxiii. 319 seqq.). It has also been proposed to identify the Cyrus of the narratives with Darius and
Darius with Art. I, and so close is the interconnexion of events that N viii.-x. has been placed in the time of

Zerubbabel, and the whole of E-N (extending from 537 to 432) has been compressed within a few years (see

H. Winckler, Helmholfs World's Hist. iii. 216 seq., and the summaries in Jampel, ii. 1 seq.). Others hold

that Zer. first returned in the time of Darius, and that E iii. 8 seqq. properly belongs to that later period. More-

over, the historical and prophetical writings are necessarily co-ordinated, and thus Hag. and Zech. have

appeared to some to be of or about the time of Cyrus, although if Darius be D. II they are brought down
to (about) 423-404 (see Howorth, PSBA, xxiii. 324). So, also, the prophecies in Is. xl.-lxvi., are sub-

divided and connected with the history of the times of Cyrus and Artaxerxes, although, under the influence of
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another theory of the history, the chapters are once more treated as virtually a whole, either relatively early

{c. 537-520; Sellin, Stud. 160; Rothstein) or relatively late (H. P. Smith, 371 n. 1, 379 n. 3; Torrey,

288 n. 8, 314; Kennett). In contrast to these efforts to overcome the difficulties are the views of those

scholars who do not admit the intricacies but continue to maintain the essential trustworthiness of E-N,
the unhistorical character of Chron. itself being, nevertheless, almost unanimously realized. In so far as this

is based upon the manner in which the narratives appear to be mutually confirmatory—cf. the conservative

attitude to' the criticism of the Pentateuch—and superficially, at least, consistent, it is necessary to observe
that the chronicler's history is singularly simple compared with the forms taken in E, or in Jos., or in the

traditions that prevailed elsewhere in ancient times.

(c) Some ancient views. Jos., who is well-informed on the last Babylonian kings, asserts that the kingdom
fell to Cyrus the Persian and Darius the Mede ; the two were kinsmen and the latter, whose father was
Astyages, had another name among the Greeks (x. 11, 2, 4). Cyrus, son of Cambyses, was the father of the

better-known Cambyses ; his mother, according to tradition, was the sister of Cyaxares and daughter of

Astyages. Astyages, the last Median king, was the son of Cyaxares and was defeated by Cyrus. But this

name is also given by Alexander Polyhistor and others to Cyaxares (c. 624-584), the founder of the Median
empire, who took part with Nabopolassar in the attack upon Assyria.1 When the father of Darius is called

Ahasuerus (Dan. ix. 1 ; cf. the synopsis, Lag. 15, where he is born of Vashti), and the latter and Nebuchad-
rezzar capture Nineveh (Tobit xiv. 15), the names Ahasuerus and Cyaxares have evidently been confused
(Rawlinson). The Ahasuerus of Esther was certainly placed soon after the deportation of Jehoiachin by
Nebuchadrezzar (so ii. 5 seq.), but in Judith iv. 1-6 the last-mentioned reigns over the Medes at a time
when the Jews had recently returned from captivity and the high-priest was one Joiakim. The historical

foundation for Esther's king can only be Xerxes, although Jos., LXX, and early writers identify him with Artaxerxes.

Jos., moreover, states that he was also called Cyrus—in Dan. v. 31, vi. 28, Darius the Mede becomes king

after the fall of Babylonia and is followed by Cyrus—and gives the name Xerxes to the Artaxerxes of the

stories of E and N. The difficulty of distinguishing the names would obviously be increased by the fact

that Darius I was actually followed by Xerxes (485-465), and D. II (423-404) by Art. II (404-359), and that

D. II had a son Cyrus, famous for the unsuccessful expedition against his elder brother Art. II. Not to pursue

the confusing details further, it is enough to notice that the later historians had behind them a series of events

of vital importance. During a relatively brief period the power of Assyria was broken up, Scythians and
Medes entered into W. Asiatic politics, a new Babylonian empire was restored only to fall before the Persian

regime under Cyrus ; a little more than a century later another Cyrus created a turmoil in W. Asia (400), and
finally the Greeks, who had been gradually coming into closer touch with the Oriental world, established

a new age under Alexander the Great. How soon history became enwrapped in legend is obvious from
Herodotus and Xenophon (fifth century b.c.) and from Ctesias, who is even said to have drawn upon Persian

records. Jos., for his part, endeavoured to reduce the confusion into some order ; the Seder Olam (ch. xxx)

ingeniously identifies all the Persian kings : Cyrus, Darius, Ahasuerus and Artaxerxes—Dan. xi. 2 knows only

of four—and the whole of the Persian age from the restoration of the Temple to the time of Alexander the

Greek was even compressed into a few decades. The appearance of simplicity in the chronicler's history of

the period is misleading ; see further § 6 e.

§ 5. Data for Reconstruction.

The foregoing survey of the intricacies of E-N, the prevailing confusion in regard to the period,

and the efforts made by ancient and modern writers to present the historical facts, will perhaps be
convincing proof that the difficulties in E-N are genuine. They concern both E-N and E, and any
attempt to discuss the origin and structure of E must form some preliminary conception of the

underlying history. For this the story of N seems most fruitful.

(a) The Samaritans. N's age was one of intermarriage and close intercourse between the

Jews, Samaritans, and other neighbours (vi. 18, xiii. 3, 4, 33, 34, 38). The elliptical repulse of the

Samaritans in N ii. 20 implies that they, as in E iv. 3 seq., had some claim ' to a share in the fortunes

of Jerusalem ' (Ryle, 171), and that they ' would have had no quarrel with the Jews if they had been
permitted to unite with the latter in their undertakings and privileges' (Davies, 177). These details,

the character of the intermarriages, the efforts to compromise with N (vi. 2-4), the close relationship

presupposed by the subsequent bitterness after the schism, the fact that Samaritanism was virtually

a sister-sect of Judaism—these preclude the present position of E's return and marriage-reforms
and make it extremely doubtful whether there had as yet been any serious Samaritan hostility.

They also suggest that the records of E-N have been written and revised under the influence of

a bitter anti-Samaritan feeling, the date of which can hardly be placed before N xiii. Indeed, it is

not improbable that the Samaritan schism should be placed (with Jos. xi. 7 seq.) at the close of the

Persian period (see further Marq., 57 seq.
; Jahn, 173 seqq. ; Torrey, 321 seqq., 331 seq.).

{b) Place of Ez. iv. 7-23. This undated record of the reign of Artaxerxes, in spite of some

1 See Ency. Brit., nth ed., on these names.
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internal difficulties (see criticisms in Berth., 18 seq., Nikel, 182), probably illustrates the story of N
when 'Tobiah sent letters to put me in fear' (vi. 19).

1 It points to some new reconstruction of the
city by returned exiles—evidently after an earlier disaster—and requires the assumption that the
story of N is focussed upon the governor alone and that N and his military escort (ii. 9, cf. E v. 2,

contrast ib. viii. 51 seq.) brought back a band of exiles (so Jos.) ; see below (d). Against this the

objection has been brought that N, in spite of the royal command (E iv. 21 seq.), continued to build

and actually did complete the walls. On the other hand, the walls were already practically finished

(vi. 1, vii. 1, see Ryle, 219), and some time would necessarily elapse before letters could reach
Artaxerxes and his reply come to hand (cf. the situation in E v. 5). The king does not order the

walls to be destroyed or weakened ; N naturally had other building operations to attend to in

addition to the walls, and these may well have been stopped ' by force and power ' (E iv. 23). The
letter to Artaxerxes urges that the rebuilding of Jerusalem would be detrimental to the security of

the province (iv. 13, 19 seq.), and disloyalty was the strongest charge brought against the governor
(N ii. 19, vi. 6-7). In fact, N vii. 2 seq. may suggest that the perturbed governor left his brother in

charge of the city while he visited the king—his leave had been limited (ii. 6)—and although the

sequence of events is admittedly obscure there is a distinct gap between his position in N i.—iv., vi.

and that as represented in xiii. (cf. v.). The formal steps of the Samaritans in E iv. 7 seqq.

(similarly the satrap in E v. seq.) stand in contrast to the confusing account of the hostility in

N iv., vi. against one who had come armed with royal authority, and undue weight must not be laid

upon the present form of the N-story (see above [a]). All in all, the evidence does not exclude the

helpful conjecture that E iv. 7-23 illustrate the troubles of N at that stage where the continuation

of the book (after vi. 19) is almost inextricably complex.
(c) The semi-Edomite population. In the list of those who helped to rebuild the wall (N iii.) it is

noteworthy (1) that very few of the names can be at all plausibly identified with the families who
apparently returned with either Zerubbabel or Ezra (Kosters, 47), and (2) that some of the names
have Calebite affinities.- The list is evidence for the poverty of the Babylonian section of population

and for the prominence of the Judaeans, who include both the natives and those Calebite and allied

groups who moved up from the south of Judah some time after 586. The presence of the latter is

only to be expected, and the fact, pointed out by Meyer himself in 1896, is obviously fundamental

for the criticism of the book of Ezra (see Kosters, Tit. T. xxxi. 536).
3 In this Calebite or semi-

Edomite Judah—and to call these groups ' half heathen ' (with Nikel, 56,64) is to beg the question

—

we may find a starting-point for our conception of the district from the time of their immigration

northwards to the date of the far-reaching reorganization associated with the names of N and E.

Further, the list of the inhabitants of Jerusalem in N xi. recurs, though with variations, in 1 Chron. ix.,

where it represents the compiler's conception of the post-exilic population after the captivity.

According to his perspective of history, there was an old Israel which included a Judah of Calebite

and Jerahmeelite origin (1 Chron. ii. and iv.) and some later stage which corresponds closely with N xi.

N xi., however, differs widely from the lists in E ii. and viii. and ignores the return of Zerubbabel

and Ezra. Its disagreement is hardly a proof that these lists are authentic ;
what is significant is

the agreement between the Judaean clans Perez, Shelah and the semi-Edomite Zerah in N xi. and

the mixed genealogies in 1 Chron. ii. and iv. The chronicler, it will be observed, knows of no earlier

Judah ; his evidence in ii., iv. is (in his view) pre-Davidic, and it agrees with this that his lists of the

Levitical orders of David's time illustrate the close bond uniting these ecclesiastical bodies with

people of south Palestinian and Edomite affinity.4

(d) A decree and a return. The introduction to the Jerusalem list reads like the sequel to the

account of some return (N xi. 3, 1 Chron. ix. 2 ; cf. E ii. 70, N vii. 73, and see Ewald, 159 n. 2).

The list itself, after dealing with priests, Levites, &c, proceeds to refer to those who dwelt in the

country, and it is noteworthy that N xi. 23 seq. have in view the fulfilment of some royal decree

touching the singers (cf. E iv. 54 seq., E vii. 24). The singers, also, are subsequently collected from

the Netophathite and other villages which they had built at some unspecified period (xii. 28 seq.
;

cf. the Levites in 1 Chron. ix. 16), and the explicit references to the rest of Israel and their cities

(xi. 20, 25), before the assembling at the dedication of the walls (xii. 27), recall the situation before

1 H. P. Smith, 348 ; Kent, 358 ; see also the remarks of Sellin, Ser., 53 seqq., Stud. 16-35. With Tobiah, cf. the

Aram, form Tabeel, E iv. 7 (Hoonacker, Rev. Bibl. x. 183 n. 6; Sellin, Stud. 33).
2 See for (2) Meyer, Ent., 114-19, 147, 167, 177 seq., 181, 183, and his Israeliten, 352 n. 5, 399, 402, 409, 429 n. 5,

430. See also on E v. 26.
3

Cf. also H. Guthe, E. Bi. 2249 ; T. K. Cheyne, ib. 3385 ; H. P. Smith, Hist. 354 n. 1 ; R. Kittel, Chron. 14, 16 ;

Jahn, 99; Kennett, Essays, 117, 123; Torrey, 328, n. 53; E. L. Curtis and A. A. Madsen, Chron. 89, 98, 104.
4 See also E. Meyer and B. Luther, Israel., 442 seqq., for evidence connecting Judah and the Edomites ; in their

opinion, however, the data, found in literature relating to pre-monarchical times, refer to pre-Davidic conditions.
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the exiles were assembled in Jerusalem after their return and settlement in the Zerubbabel-story

(E ii. 70, iii. 1). Thus, the difficult and much revised narratives of N's work, between vi. and xiii.,

are connected with the list of the return in vii., with the return of E (see p. 9 c), and with some return

associated with the figure of N himself. G. A. Smith observes that the reforms of N ' are best

explained through his reinforcement by just so large a number of Babylonian Jews under just such a

leader as YJ {Expos., July, 1906, p. 7 seq.). On the other hand, there is insufficient historical evidence for

the presence of E and his band, and the above details strongly suggest that there was an account of

some other return in connexion with the activity of N, although it is still impossible to reconstruct

the course of N's work (see § 4, III. b).

[e) The Temple. The history after the rise of the Davidic Zerubbabel is a blank which can be
filled only by conjecture (see e.g. Ewald ; Sellin, Ser. ; Nikel, 142-6, and others). The situation

in Jerusalem at the return of N cannot be explained by the disasters at the fall of Jerusalem about

140 years previously. The city was in great affliction and reproach, and N's grief, confession, and
prayer recall E's behaviour at the tidings of the heathen marriages. The ruins of Jerusalem were

extensive (N 1.3, 11. 3, 8, 13, iii., cf. Ecclus. xlix. 13), and it is disputed whether the blrah (ii. 8) refers

to the fortress on the north side of the Temple (G. A. Smith, Jerus., ii. 347 seq., 461), or the Temple
itself (cf. 1 Chron. xxix. 1 and see Jahn, pp. iv, 93). According to 2 Mace. i. 18, N built both the

Temple and the Altar, and Jos. (independently) asserts that he received permission to build the

walls of the city and to finish the Temple. An old Latin synopsis (Lag. 18 seq.) states that E
restored the foundations of Zerubbabel's temple, and an old Greek summary of ' Second Esdras

'

refers to N as a builder of the Temple (Lag. 84, 1. 27 : avrbs rj&ooae i:tpi rrjs oiko5o/x/)s tov Upov).

These can scarcely all be based upon the references to the Temple in the Artaxerxes-record in E
ii. 18, 20. It is at least noteworthy that, both in E and E, compilers have placed this episode in

the history of the Temple, and the different readings in E iv. 12, 14, might be due to the alternative

position of the story (see below, § 6 (c)) after the account of the opposition in the time of Cyrus. 1

Moreover, the mention of the ' decree of Cyrus, and Darius, and Artaxerxes king of Persia ' (E vi. 14,

see E vii. 4) is unintelligible— for even a gloss or interpolation must express some plausible belief

—

unless there was a tradition associating Artaxerxes with the building of the Temple. Again, in view
of the parallels between E iv. and N ii. iv., vi., in the account of the Samaritan opposition, it is surely

significant that the abrupt allusion in N ii. 20 to the repudiation of the Samaritans can only be
explained in the light of E iv. 3, where the building of the Temple is concerned.2 Finally, the

E-story represents a period of favour during which the Temple had been restored or repaired

through God's mercy and the clemency of Persia (E ix. 8 seq.). This brief ' moment ' (v. 8) cannot
date back from the decree of Cyrus and the work of Zerubbabel, rather must one read the whole
situation—the strengthening of a neglectful community, the furthering of a poor temple—as a

supplement to the disorganization and confusion in the story of N's measures. Hence, it may be
concluded that there is sufficient evidence for some tradition of a rebuilding of the Temple and
of a return in the time of N.

(/) The recent disaster. The disaster which explains N's grief, anxiety, and energetic labours

may probably be ascribed in part at least to Edom. Friendly or neutral relations between Judah
(and its semi-Edomite population, see c) and the ' brother ' Edom appear to have continued at

a relatively late period, until for some reason Edom is denounced for its unbrotherly conduct. 3 The
origin of the enmity is generally connected with the fall of Jerusalem in 586. But it cannot be found
in the time of Jehoiakim (the conjecture ' Edom ' for ' Aram ' in 2 Kings xxiv. 2 is against Jer.

xxxv. 11), or of Zedekiah (when Edom was among the allies of Judah
; Jer. xxvii., Ezek.xvii. 11 seqq.)

;

the Chaldeans alone destroyed the Temple, and Jews had even taken refuge in Edom and elsewhere

(Jer. xl. 11). The very explicit statement that the Edomites burned the Temple ' when Judaea was
made desolate by the Chaldeans ', and occupied Judaean territory (E iv. 45, 50), points to the reality

of a tradition which, however, has been connected with the events of 586. The various allusions to

Edom (Obad., Ezek. xxv. 12, xxxv. 10, 12, xxxvi. 5, Lam. iv., Ps. exxxvii. 7), though possibly

referring to different periods, cannot be based upon the history of the Chaldean invasion. The very
circumstantial references to Edomite aggression (E iv. 50, Ezek. xxxv. 10, xxxvi. 3, 5) have led to

the view that the Jewish exiles recovered their land through Persian aid. 4 This, however, finds no
support in the history of either Cyrus or Darius. But may it not be later (Nikel, 57 n. i), before

1 See also Sellin, Ser. 56 n. 1, 58; Stud. 18 seq.; Griinhut, Einleitung (cited by Jampel, i. 105).
2 Parallel traditions elsewhere explain each other, cf. Ex. xvii. 6 with Num. xx. 8 ; Ex. xvii. 10 with Num. xiv.

40, 44 ; Ex. xxxiii. with Num. xi.
•s Mai. i. 2-5 ; see Kennett, Essays, 117.
4 See the discussions of Ewald, 80 seqq., 88 ; Herzfeld, Cesch. (1847) i. 475 seq. ; Smend, 22, 24 ; Stade, Cesch. ii.

112 ; F. Buhl, Gesch. d. Edomiter (1893), 77-
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the prophecy of Mai. i. 2-5, and between the times of Zerubbabel and N ? ' If so, it is tempting to
associate the relatively simple and unadorned decree attributed to Darius in E iv. 48-56 (which
points to a return to rebuild the Temple after a period of Edomite hostility) with the situation that
underlies the narratives of N, cf. d above.

(g) Summary. The internal difficulties of E-N are exceedingly complex owing to the numerous
untrustworthy features, the remarkable and suspicious parallels, and the intricacies of rearrangement,
adjustment, and revision. The sources throw little (if any) light on the period before the return of
N, and traditions originally associated with him or his age appear to underlie the rest. 2 His story
forms the starting-point for the problems of E-N, but it has too many serious difficulties for any
confident theory of the order of events. Yet it seems clear that in N's time there had not as yet
been any previous Samaritan hostility of any extent, any separation from the 'heathen', any important
return of exiles. It is not improbable that in the time of Zerubbabel there was a monarchy of some
size (cf. Sellin, Ser., 89), and it is interesting to notice that the Samaritan opposition in the time of
Artaxerxes is aimed especially at the apparent political pretensions of N (ii. 19, vi. 6-8, cf. E iv. 13).

The population in and around Jerusalem consisted partly of the old indigenous stock and partly of

the southern groups of Edomite affinity who moved northwards after 586. This semi-Edomite people
had suffered from a disaster, due, in some measure, to the 'brother' Edomites who had burned the
Temple and occupied Jewish territory, and to repair the lamentable conditions was the object of N's
return. The southern groups in question are only to be expected after 1 Chron. ii. and iv., and the
history in Chron. seems to reveal some traces of their perspective : their presence in the Levitical

bodies, the stories of the reconstruction of Temple and cult, and the traditions of invasions of hostile

southern peoples. On independent grounds it is probable that other traces of the presence and
prominence of these groups may be observed elsewhere, and we may notice that the O. T. preserves
the tradition of the high reputation of the eponymous Caleb, the ' servant of Yahweh ', and that late

traditions even ascribe a southern origin to some of the prophets. 3

In the chronicler's compilation the rise of the new Jewish Church and the opposition of the

Samaritans are dated at the commencement of the Persian age, and in the light of this the later

history was meant to be read, even as other writers presuppose the patriarchal ancestors of pre-Mosaic
days or the elaborate Levitical ritual associated with Moses and Aaron. Although this view shapes
the compilation, the study of the age of Artaxerxes throws a different light upon its value. There
are persistent and independent traditions of some return in his reign, and of some reconstruction of

the people. Subsequent to the situation represented in N iii. (see c above) a new community was
formed, and since it would be composed of elements of exilic (Babylonian) and non-exilic ancestry,

some of the names of the latter class (found e. g. in N iii.) might naturally recur in (the later) lists

referring to earlier periods (for such names, see Nikel, 154 seqq.). From 1 Chron. ii. and iv., and
from the place of Caleb and Jerahmeel among the 'sons' of Perez—Gen. xxxviii seems to record

his superiority over the rival and semi-Edomite Zerah—it is obvious that there has been a genea-
logical readjustment of the groups of southern origin. Moreover, elsewhere, the specific traditions

of such groups as these have been revised or mutilated, and it is probable that all these features may
be connected with the intricate development of the priestly and Levitical figures, suggestive of rival

representations and compromise. 4

E-N is written from the standpoint of a reorganized community which admitted no relationship

with the semi-Edomite or native Judaean groups. The Babylonian exiles piqued themselves on
their superiority to the Judaeans, who none the less could boast of their father Abraham—the hero
of the Calebite city of Hebron (Ezek. xxxiii. 24). To the exiles from Babylon and thence
(E ii.) to the old Judah which fell in 586, the community persistently attributed its origin. The
Jews of the post-exilic theocracy laid most weight upon an ancestry from the deportation by Nebuchad-
rezzar, even as the old Israel ignored the large indigenous and mixed element in Palestine, and
descent was claimed from the immigrant tribes from Egypt and thence from the pre-Mosaic sons of
Israel. Different disasters were focussed upon 586, and traditions of return and rebuilding were
concentrated upon the return of Zerubbabel. Consequently, by thus passing over the native groups,
whether akin or not to the hated Edomites, the mixed origin of the Jews was rendered less con-
spicuous. The significance of this has been well pointed out by Torrey (155, 236 seq., 321 seqq., and,

1 Some later Edomite invasion has been inferred by J. Ley, ll.Jesaia (1893), 150; T. K. Cheyne, Introd. Is.,

210 seq. ; E Bi. col. 2701 ; H. Winckler, Keilinschr. u.d.A. T. 295 ; R. H. Kennett, Journ. Theol. Stud., 1906, p. 487.
Note also the earlier views of Kuenen and Sellin (Ser., 82) that Is. lxiii. 18, lxiv. 10 seq., point to another destruction of
the Temple after 516.

- Note the tradition in 2 Mace. ii. 13 that N collected writings and 'letters of kings about sacred gifts'.
s Habakkuk and Zephaniah of Simeon, Obadiah an Edomite proselyte, Nahum of Elkosh.
4 See further Ency. Brit., 1 ith ed., artt. ' Genesis' (xi. 584 seq.); 'Jews' (xv. 387,389-91); ' Levites' (xvi. 513 seq.)

;

' Palestine' (xx. 615 seq.), and art. ' Edomites' in Hastings' Diet, of Rel. and Ethics.
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especially, 328 n. 53). Both Jews and Samaritans were of mingled ancestry, but the latter could at

all events claim to have been associated with the land longer than the former. The question of

kinship between the two divisions was, as we see from Jos. (ix. 14 3, xi. 8 6, xii. 5 5), always a debatable

one, and the knowledge of past history would only increase the bitter enmity at the rise of the rival

cult on Mt. Gerizim. But the chronicler's compilation very carefully conceals the course of events

and upholds for Judah alone the sole right to be the legitimate descendant of the ancient confederation

of Israel. 1

§6. Structure of the Sources.

It may often be possible to point out conflicting data, to indicate traditions which seem to be

older or more original, and to arrive at positive or negative conclusions regarding the underlying

facts ; but the endeavour to trace the literary growth of complex sources which are certainly the

result of intricate reshaping and revision is a delicate problem of literary criticism and distinct from

the historical criticism of the period they describe.

(a) The Sheshbazzar-Cyrits Tradition. The story of Zerubbabel and the first return of the

Jews in the time of Darius (E iii. i-v. 6) is the pivot upon which the problems turn. Our starting-

point is the Aramaic section E v. seq., where Darius confirms and extends a decree of Cyrus, who
had ordered the rebuilding of the Temple and had sent back the vessels with Sheshbazzar (v. 13-15).

This tradition is supported by E i., which refers also to Mithredath the treasurer who apparently

was once mentioned in E v. (see on E vi. 18). But E i. is written in a different style and in Hebrew
;

it gives a highly-coloured form of the decree (note the parallels with the story of E, Marq. 56,

Torrey, 157 seq.), and tends to minimize the importance of Cyrus by emphasizing the direct influence

of Yahweh (contrast the initiative of Darius in E iv., E vi. 8-1 1 ; see also on E vii. 1). Consequently,

E v. seq., which have various marks of incompleteness (see on E vi. 7 seq., 23), presuppose an account

of Cyrus and the return of Sheshbazzar (probably also in Aramaic), some part of which at least has

been replaced by E i. Further, Sheshbazzar returned to build the Temple, but instead of any
account of his work, Jeshua and Zerubbabel are abruptly introduced in the great list, E ii. 2. These
two erect the altar (iii. 2), and (mentioned in the inverse order) commence the rebuilding (iii. 8-10),

repulse the ' adversaries ' (iv. 2 seq.), and subsequently, in the time of Darius, are encouraged by the

prophets to begin operations (v. 2, note the repetition of the ancestry). Zer., as in E iii. i-v. 6, is

the leading figure, whereas the Shesh. tradition in v. seq. refers to the ' elders ' (E v. 5, 9, vi. 8, 14

;

in vi. 7 (&B omits the unnamed governor, see Berth., 19). From the point of view of historical criticism

Shesh. and Zer. are two distinct individuals, but it seems obvious that the compiler of E i.-vi.

regarded them as the same, although it was left for ancient and modern harmonists to make the

identification. And in fact it is implied and made in E vi. 18, 27, 29, after the introduction of Zer.

in iii. seq., but naturally not in E ii. 1-15 (=E i.)
;
yet in E, strangely enough, it is nowhere made,

although the return of Shesh. in E i. 11 evidently corresponds to the appearance of Zer. in ii. 2

(
J]
E v. 8 immediately after the Zer. story). Hence Jos. is obliged to harmonize (xi. I § 14,

3 §32). Moreover, it is noteworthy that the Aramaic sources (v. 3-vi. 12) do not clearly indicate

that the Jewish builders were exiles (contrast E iv. 12), and that there is no explicit reference in

E v. 15 to any return of exiles under Sheshbazzar ; on the other hand, the conflate text of E vi. 5, 8

clearly alludes to the Jews as being of the Captivity (cf. vii. 6, 10), and E ii. 15 shows more distinctly

than E i. 1 1 that exiles returned with Shesh. That there is a gap after this verse has often been
suspected. Accordingly, there are two important features : (1) the Shesh. tradition has been
mutilated and otherwise adjusted in order to give the greater prominence to Zer. and his return,

and (2) while it is not certain that Shesh. was originally the leader of a band of exiles, the text in E
partly identifies him with the more illustrious Zer., and partly seems to treat his return as that of
the 'captivity' also. Finally, the Shesh. tradition is that of a continuous building of the Temple
since the time of Cyrus (E v. 16). This may be supported by E iv. 4, 5, which refer to unceasing
troubles and intrigues, and by v. 6, where the accusation in the reign of Ahasuerus means, in this

context, that the Temple was still under construction. On the other hand, the presence of the
Artaxerxes-episode would imply that the work was definitely brought to a stop (see iv. 21-24), and
with this agrees the statement in v. 2 that Zer. and Jeshua, encouraged by the prophets, ' rose
up . . . and began to build the house of God '. Since the presence of these conflicting views can
hardly be original, the Artaxerxes-episode and the cessation of the building may probably be
regarded as foreign to the Shesh. tradition. Hence, although E does not present E's remarkable
confusion of the sequence of events in the reigns of Cyrus and Darius—a confusion which Jos. has

1 In so far as the foregoing paragraphs bear upon the prophetical writings, it must be remembered that the dates
of the latter depend upon our knowledge of the historical conditions in the light of which they are to be explained.
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done his best to remedy—it contains, on closer inspection, a very singular combination of conflicting

traditions of the Temple, and of Shesh. and Zer.

(b) The Zerubbabel-Darius tradition. Since Jewish tradition has it that Darius was the son of

Ahasuerus the Mede (Dan. ix. i), and the Ahasuerus in Esth. was called Artaxerxcs (although,
historically, Xerxes must be meant), and since the sequence Art-Darius is true of Art. I-Dar. II

(or even of Art. III-Dar. Ill), compilers might be justified in placing the story of the opposition
before a tradition of Darius, whether in E ii. 16 seqq., iii., or E iv. 7-24, v. But it is not easy to

decide which of the two is the earlier position. The cessation of the building of the Temple would
be intelligible before E iv., which really describes a new era in the history, and would equally agree
with the commencement of work mentioned in E v. 2. In either case it leads up to Zerubbabel.
But whereas in E it forms a necessary link between Cyrus and Darius, in E it breaks the connexion
(iv. 5, v. 1) and conflicts with the Shesh. tradition. The assumption that E gives the older
position of the episode may be suggested by the fact that its text presents some features distinctly

sounder than that in E iv. (note, however, the textual relation of Chron. to Sam.-Kings). On the
other hand, in E v. 66 seqq. (E iv. 1 seqq.) the compiler has made use of iv. 1-5, 24, and it is possible

that he found iv. (6 ?) 7-24 before him, but naturally omitted the passage he had already used.

In any case, iv. 1-5 is obviously most closely connected with the preceding chapters, and since

these presuppose certain material found only in E iii. i-v. 6, E's account of Sheshbazzar and
Zerubbabel in the time of Cyrus thus presupposes data in E of the time of Darius ! The simplest

explanation of these intricacies is that the MT has suffered by excision (see Torrey, 27 seq.), and it

remains to determine whether the material in question originally belonged to the Darius period (as

in E) or to that of Cyrus (as in E). Torrey alone has discussed this problem, and he has presented

a complete, clever, and attractive hypothesis. He treats the Darius-Zer. story in E iii. i-iv. 42 as

an interpolation in the history of Cyrus, rejects or emends all that is impossible in such a context,

and regards E ii. 16 seqq. as a transposition from E iv. made by the interpolator (see p. 32). But
this leaves the complexity of E i.-vi. untouched. It treats as redactional certain passages that have
by no means that appearance (viz. E iv. 43-70, 57-61), and if E iv. 7-24 was deliberately borrowed,
it is strange that no effort was made to form a reasonable link between ii. 15 and 16, as Jos. has

done. The compiler used E ii. 16 seqq. to link Cyrus and Darius, but this theory assumes that for

no apparent reason whatsoever a story of Darius has been introduced into the Cyrus-history and
combined with it by (redactional?) material, which is partly of considerable independent value, and
partly introduces a new tradition of Cyrus (iv. 44, 57) in conflict with all other evidence. The story,

moreover, would hardly have been used in Jewish history unless it was associated with Zerubbabel,

Darius, and the return of the Jews ; hence its presence, general character, independence, and the

confusion arising from the attempt to unite it with other traditions plead for the view (also held

by Howorth and Bayer) that it is original.

(c) Result of combination. On this alternative theory, then, E preserves a Zer.-Darius nucleus

corresponding to a Shesh.-Cyrus nucleus in E, and it seems probable that the intricacies in E and E
have arisen from the endeavour to combine and compromise. E iii. i-v. 6 commence like an indepen-

dent story, presupposes no prelude, and quite excludes any current story of Cyrus, iv. 44, 57, it is

true, refer to his inability to fulfil a vow, but this has neither any foundation in history nor support

in extant tradition, and appears to be an early effort to connect the section with Cyrus. Thenceforth

we apparently have the building-up of narratives. The Artaxerxes episode was taken from a source

relating to the time of N (§ 5b), and the sequel of the story, the list v. 7 seqq., also has a Nehemian
background. The connexion between v. 1-6 and 7 seqq. is not close (note repetition 4, Ja, the

preliminary w. 5 and 7), and it is possible that iii. i-v. 6 once had another sequel, or that there has

been later adjustment. In any case, the references to Cyrus (iv. 44, 57), the treatment of the Shesh.

tradition, and the fact that E ii. 1-15 are not in their original form, unite to show that there has been

much revision, the stages in which cannot be traced. The list itself, partly connected with E's

return in N vii., has been applied to the return of Zer., and then treated (in N) by the compiler of

E-N as a quotation from the earlier period. It presents a materially older text, and its immediate

continuation in E v. 47 seqq. (E iii.) is also based upon N viii. 1, and describes events in which one

may recognize the influence of other passages in N (Meyer, y^, 99 ; Marq., 58 seq.; Volz, § 9). But
the material is adjusted to Zerubbabel and Cyrus, with the result that while E v. 8 (the introduction

of Zer.) is explained by the preceding story, and v. 47 (the date) by v. 6 ; v. 55 has in view iv. 48
(Darius), but its context is of the time of Cyrus (note the harmonizing efforts of Jos., xi. 4 1, 3 seq.).

Haggai and Zech., in the second year of Darius, know of no return or earlier rebuilding. So far this

agrees with the Zer. story, which, however, while excluding any earlier rebuilding, describes the first return of

the Jews. The Shesh. story throws back the commencement of the temple, but in E does not clearly point to
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any return (contrast E). In so far as Darius is concerned, these stories are mutually contradictory, and neither

is supported by the prophets, and in so far as the fortunes of the temple are concerned, it is possible that

a compromise was found in the belief that the work was brought to a stop and that the building was ^-com-
menced in the time of Darius. This explains the motive of the Artaxerxes episode, and if the references to the

Temple in E ii. 18, 20 are reliable, their absence in E iv. 12, 14 may be due to its new position. Further, if

E v. 1 once had (as in E vi. 1) the precise date, this would be in order after iv. 5 (see Berth., 19), but might

naturally be omitted after the insertion of iv. (6) 7-24 ; and since also the retention of the date in E vi. 1

would be unnecessary after v. 73 (= E iv. 24), the present unintelligible wording of the latter verse may be due
to intentional alteration and not to corruption of the text. Thus, E partly presents material in an older text

and form than E, partly shows signs of revision (apparently in the Greek), either to harmonize details or to

conform with the MT, and partly is influenced by the form of E, whose imperfections it shares. The root of

the problem lies in the two nuclei : Zerubbabel-Darius, Sheshbazzar-Cyrus-Darius, and in the endeavour to

co-ordinate them ; but in addition to the complexity touching Cyrus and Darius, it is obvious that the present

form of the narratives cannot be viewed apart from the literary treatment of the events of the time of Artaxerxes.

(d) The Ezra-story. The narratives involved are an account of N's work, partly autobio-

graphical, but now in a much revised and intricate form, which is divided by the E-story, also not

from one hand, and itself split into two. These have suffered various changes and adjustments in

the course of being combined with each other and with the great history of the ' chronicler '. On
both literary and historical grounds we may postulate a stage when the whole of the E-story was
found after the first' appearance of N (p. 9 d). To suppose that N viii.-x. also once stood before

N i. (Torrey, 265 seq.) only increases the difficulties. E appears relatively late in tradition, but
continues to grow in reputation. He is absent from both Ben Sira xlix. 12 seq. and 2 Mace. i. seq.,

and here N is particularly prominent ; but N's prominence/though in agreement with all the evidence,

has not been made so obvious in the E-story (see § 4. III. d). Moreover, the effort has apparently

been made to give greater significance to E by placing the most important part of his mission—the

Reading of the Law (and the sequel, the Covenant)—in the account of the completion of the walls

of Jerusalem, and also by introducing the rest of the story before N's arrival. E has gone further,

and in ix. 37 seqq. has read part of N viii. after E x. Now, although E presents in some cases

a better text, it is noteworthy that in reproducing N viii. and the introductory vii. 73$, the compiler
has also unnecessarily removed v. jya, which can hardly stand after E ix. 36 = E x. 44 (cf. Volz, 1492).
This deliberate transference perhaps explains the text in vv. 38, 49, and suggests that E's recension

is here based upon the MT, with the E-story divided as at present. Consequently, both E and E-N
share that complicated treatment of the purification of Israel which seems to have arisen when the

story of E was rearranged. It is uncertain how E, if more complete, would have continued. There
is indeed some evidence, perhaps not of great value, for an account of E's passover, suggesting that

some portion of the story has been lost (see on ix. 55). However, if the whole of the present story had
been placed before N i., both N i.—vi., xi.-xiii. and E vii.-x., N viii.-x. (or in any rearranged form)

would still be in a confused, and certainly not original shape. The one source which actually effects

this transposition is Jos., who finishes the life of E before dealing with N. His treatment is brief and
paraphrastic, but it seems to be extremely significant that he does not point to the existence of the

story of N in either the form or the sequence which it now has. To reconstruct the continuation

of E is to make the overlapping with N more conspicuous ; this is clear from the synopses cited

below on p. 58, and it is interesting to notice that an old Syriac catena, which follows E, endeavours
to readjust to N—it passes from Eix. 1-10 to 46^-47 ( = N viii. 6) and thence to N i. 1-4, and places

the Reading of the Law (N viii.) in the context it now has in the MT. E, it is evident, does not
enable us to go behind the MT, but, together with Jos., it tends to show that the MT is the late

outcome of a very intricate literary development.
(e) The Compilation. At the stage when the stories of E and N were shaped in their present

form, and when the traditions of the time of Artaxerxes had been used directly or indirectly for the

age of Cyrus and Darius, we reach the complete historical work Chron.-E-N., and the structure

of E-N really involves close attention to that of Chron. itself. Here it must suffice to observe that

both Chron. and E-N furnish evidence representing different stages in the vicissitudes of the priests

and Levites (see on E viii. 28), and it is noteworthy that there are several traces of textual variation

and confusion where these are concerned (see, e.g., i. 5 seqq., 10, 15, v. 56, vii. 9, viii. 42, ix. 43 seqq.).

It is also significant of the relative lateness of E-N that the age at which the Levites serve agrees
with secondary passages in Chron. (see on v. 58), and that an apparent anti-Aaronite bias has found
its way into both (see on vii. 10-12). Perhaps the most important feature in the compilation is the

presence of gaps (e.g. before E v. 1, N i.), the more striking when we observe that the chronicler has
ignored pertinent material in Kings, Jer., Daniel, and Esther. The book of Daniel was familiar in

the Greek age and later (cf. 1 Mace. ii. 59 seq., and, for the Targums, Prot. Realency., iii. 107 seq.),
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and was used by Jos. The story in E iii. seq. has literary points of contact with both Dan. and Est.

(Marq. 66, 68, 72 ; Torrey, 47 seq. ; Bayer, 110 seqq.), and the former of these records traditions of

the Temple-vessels (see on ii. io). 1 The sacrilegious use of the holy objects by Belshazzar was
followed by the fall of Babylon to the Medes and Persians, and forthwith Darius the Mede, son of

Ahasuerus, became king (v. 31, ix. 1). He was led to proclaim the God of Daniel (vi. 25-7), and to

the first year of his reign is ascribed the prayer of Daniel (ix.). Here, the seventy years of desolation

foretold by Jeremiah are complete, and Daniel prays on behalf of the Jews in Jerusalem and
afar off, and on behalf of the ruined sanctuary. The tradition—irrespective of its present setting

—

is so far in harmony with E iii. seq., the story of Zerubbabel in the second year of Darius (cf. Biichler,

7 seq.), where; as in Daniel's prayer, an earlier return is excluded. It is difficult not to believe that

these traditions are related, and it is noteworthy that while the references to Cyrus in the story

of Zerubbabel appear to be due to later revision, Cyrus, according to Dan. vi. 28, x. 1, reigned after

Darius. Thus, not only is it more intelligible that the Cyrus tradition is relatively the later, and
probably grew out of the Darius tradition, than the reverse, but a tradition evidently once prevailed

which placed Darius before Cyrus.

But it was also known that Cyrus preceded Darius, and in Bel and the Dragon he follows after

Astyages (see above, p. 11) and—like Darius in Dan. vi.—becomes convinced of Daniel's God. This

correct sequence is that represented by Jos. and the 'chronicler', with one important difference,

that while the former does his best to combine all the varying traditions of Cyrus and Darius, the

present MT ignores Dan. and E iii. i-v. 6 and the complications these would introduce into the history.

Accuracy of sequence does not necessarily prove greater antiquity of source. It depends upon
accuracy of information, and if Jos. (xi. 2) knows that Cambyses and not Artaxerxes (E ii. 16 seqq.)

reigned before Darius, he is confused in his treatment of Xerxes and Artaxerxes, and while the

chronicler wrongly retains these two between Cyrus and Darius, he has, however, avoided the

incorrect sequence of the latter two in Daniel. The traditions of this period (§> 4 IV. c.) combine in

an inextricable manner trustworthy and untrustworthy data with the result that mere mechanical

rearrangement of material or correction of names is inadequate for the recovery of the historical

facts. Whether or no there was a continuous chronicle of the Kings of Media and Persia (Est. x. 2),

if a compiler of Jewish history followed the tradition which also appears in Dan., Darius the Mede
reigned before Cyrus, and Darius, after E iii. seq., was the first to permit the Jews to return. On
the other hand, Cyrus was really the first king, and it is easy to understand the endeavours to

adjust the traditions. It may not be possible to trace all the steps in the process, nevertheless, E's

recension is a valuable witness to the efforts made to effect a compromise, and it is significant that

while all the evidence points to the relative iateness of the Cyrus tradition in the form it now has

in E ii. 1-15 or E i., the immediate prelude in E i. represents a text materially older in some
respects (though more corrupt in others) than the corresponding 2 Chron. xxxv. seq.

(f) Conclusion. In the nature of the case, any explanation of the structure of E and E-N must

be a provisional one. At all events, Bayer's view (93 seq., 102, 139), that E is a secondary and
deliberate self-contained compilation dealing with the Temple, is inadequate, in that it accounts for

only a small proportion of the textual features. Howorth, whose merit it has been to force the

attention of biblical students to the importance of E, undoubtedly goes too far in championing the

textual and historical value of E. As regards its text, used by Jahn with a certain lack of discrimina-

tion and by Bayer somewhat unduly underestimated, Torrey and Volz support an intermediate

position, pointing out the general relative superiority of MT. Torrey justly observes, also, that as

a history E is not in its original form, and he has proposed a hypothesis of its relationship with E-N
which he works out with much skill and thoroughness (18 seqq., 30 seqq., 255 seqq.). He starts from

the chronicler's history in almost its present form (dated c. third cent. B.C.), and assumes two
important changes: (1) the transference of N vii. 70-x. 39 from their 'original' position between

E viii. and ix. to the place where they now stand, and (2) the interpolation of the story E iii. i-iv. 42,

in the history of Cyrus, with redactional expansion, alteration, &c, and with the transposition of the

Artaxerxes episode from E iv. 6-24 to E ii. 16-30. Subsequently, two rival forms arose: one (A)

with the retransposition of N vii. 73-x. 40, this time between E x. and N i. ; the other (B) with the

excision of the Story of the Three Youths (E iii. seq.) together with a part of the ' original ' history.

The latter is represented by the MT; the former, after being translated into Greek, survives only in

the fragmentary E, which is defined as ' simply a piece taken without change out of the middle of

a faithful Greek translation of the chronicler's History of Israel in the form which was generally

recognized as authentic in the last century B.C.' (18). This hypothesis is complicated (see Bayer's

criticisms,i43 seq.), though not unduly so. On the other hand, there are objections to the view that

1
It is disputed whether E iii. seq. is later than these (Bayer, 128 seq.), or earlier (Torrey); in any case the

canonical books, whatever their date, may well incorporate or be based upon older traditions.
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the Story of the Three Youths is an interpolation in the alleged original Cyrus-history, viz. in E i.,

E iv. 47-56, iv. 62-v. 6, E ii. seqq. (see p. 16), and to the assumption that the place of the E-story
before N i. is the earlier (see p. 17). Further, although E is obviously imperfect, to restore a
complete work in which it should correspond to E in the chronicler's series necessitates the belief

that Jos., the only early source which places the E-story before N, is witness to the MT form of the
stories of both E and N, and this cannot be said to be certain (see p. 57 seq.). The latter part of E
presupposes the present structure of E vii.-x., N . . . vii. 73-viii. 13 . . ., whereas the first half
presents older traits in i., ii. 16 seqq. (the position of the Artaxerxes episode), iii. i-v. 6 (the Zerub-
babel story), v. 7-70 (the background of the list, E ii.), and v. 71 (the immediate sequel, the prelude
to the work of the returned exiles). Finally, the criticism of E inevitably raises the problem of
the entire series Chron.-E-N, which at one stage was a literary whole, and consequently we cannot
take the chronicler's history as a fixed starting-point. As a matter of fact, apart from the literary
questions arising out of Chronicles alone, it seems that the books were regarded by the Rabbis with
some suspicion (Curtis and Madsen, Chron. 2), and now stand after E-N ' as if it were an afterthought
to admit them to equal authority' (W. R. Smith, Old Test. Jew. Church, 182). It is not improbable
that this severance involved some subsequent alteration and revision (cf. Marq., 29). Moreover,
the recurrence of 1 Chron. ix., N xi., in a single work hardly looks like an original feature ; like
the more remarkable repetition of the list E ii., N vii. (see Jampel, i. 306 ; Howorth, PSBA, xxvi. 26

;

Holzhey, 37 n. 2) the feature seems to point to the combination of sources which were primarily
distinct.

All the data suggest that E and E-N represent concurrent forms which have influenced each
other in the earlier stages of their growth. They are rivals, and neither can be said to be wholly
older or more historical than the other. The endeavour was made to correct E to a°ree with the
MT—and (0

L
is a conspicuous example of the extent to which the revisers could go—and the

presence of such efforts and in particular the doublets (see § 3 b) are of essential importance in
indicating that E's, text does not precisely represent a Heb.-Aram. work, and that when all allowance
is made for correction and revision of the Greek, problems of the underlying original text still remain.
But it was impossible to make any very satisfactory adjustment, E diverged too seriously from the
MT, which had cut the chronological knot by the excision of the story of Zerubbabel, and we
may suppose that this facilitated the desire for the more literal translation of Theodotion (p. 3 seq.).

§ 7. Value.

Although our O.T. has lost the story of Zerubbabel and the Praise of Truth, there is no doubt that
there is something ' unbiblical ' in the orations. In the course of the growth of the O.T, compilers
and revisers have not unfrequently obscured or omitted that to which they took exception, and some
light is thus often thrown upon other phases of contemporary Palestinian or Jewish thought. While
the orations themselves remind us of the old 'Wisdom ' literature (Proverbs, Ben Sira, Wisdom),
their combination with narrative will recall the interesting story of Ahikar. E remains ' apocryphal

'

in so far as it was deliberately rejected by Jewish and Christian schools. It had indeed found a place
in the Bible of the Greek-speaking Jews, and was familiar to Jews and Christians, either indirectly
through Jos., or directly as a separate work. To the Christians the prominence of Zerubbabel must
have been of no little interest (see § 1, end). But the value of E does not lie merely in this story.
The book (or fragment) furnishes useful evidence for the criticism of the text and contents of the
canonical passages, and illustrates methods of compilation and revision, swing of traditions, and play
of motives. It clearly indicates the importance of the comparison of related traditions as apart from
the ultimate question of the underlying facts, and shows, in conjunction with Jos., how a relatively
straightforward account of history as in E-N may be the last stage in the effort to cut the knots
formed by imperfect compilation. In its final form, the MT, the result of * Rabbinical redaction

'

(Marq., 29), is ascribed by Howorth to the School of Jamnia in the time of Rabbi Akiba (PSBA,
xxvi. 25), and although it is difficult to find decisive arguments in favour of this conjecture—or
against it—it is not impossible that the chronicler's history, as it now reads, may be dated about the
beginning of the Christian era. It is significant that it is wanting in the Syriac Peshitta. Such
a view, it should be observed, no more expresses an opinion on the dates of the component sources
or sections than it would were the work in question a composite and much edited portion of
Mishnah or Midrash.
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ESDRAS

\ i AND Josias held the passover in Jerusalem

unto his Lord, and offered the passover the four-

2 teenth day of the first month ; having set the

priests according to their daily courses, being

arrayed in their vestments, in the temple of the

3 Lord. And he spake unto the Levites, the

temple-servants of Israel, that they should hallow

themselves unto the Lord, to set the holy ark of

the Lord in the house that king Solomon the son

4 of David had built : and said, Ye shall no more
have need to bear it upon your shoulders : now
therefore serve the Lord your God, and minister

unto his people Israel, and prepare you after your

5 fathers' houses and kindreds, according to the

writing of David king of Israel, and according to

the magnificence of Solomon his son

:

and stand-

ing in the holy place according to the several

divisions of the families of you the Levites, who
minister in the presence of your brethren the

6 children of Israel, offer the passover in order, and
make ready the sacrifices for your brethren, and
keep the passover according to the commandment

7 of the Lord, which was given unto Moses. And
unto the people which were present Josias gave
thirty thousand lambs and kids, and three thou-

sand calves : these things were given of the king's

substance,

according as he promised, to the peo-

8 pie, and to the priests and Levites. And Helkias,

and Zacharias, and Esyelus, the rulers of the

temple, gave to the priests for the passover two
thousand and six hundred sheep, and three hun-
dred calves.

9 And Jeconias, and Samaias, and
Nathanael his brother, and Sabias, and Ochielus,

and Joram, captains over thousands, gave to the

Levites for the passover five thousand sheep, and
seven hundred calves.

And when these thingsio

I ESDRAS.
2 Chron.
35

And Josiah kept a passover unto the Lord in i

Jerusalem: and they killed the passover on the

fourteenth day of the first month. And he set 2

the priests in their charges, and encouraged them
to the service of the house of the Lord.

And 3

he said unto the Levites that taught all Israel,

which were holy unto the Lord, Put the holy ark

in the house which Solomon the son of David
king of Israel did build ; there shall no more be
a burden upon your shoulders : now serve the

Lord your God, and his people Israel.

And 4
prepare yourselves after your fathers' houses by
your courses, according to the writing of David
king of Israel, and according to the writing of

Solomon his son. And stand in the holy place 5

according to the divisions of the fathers' houses

of your brethren the children of the people, and
let there be for each a portion of a fathers' house
of the Levites. And kill the passover, and sane- 6

tify yourselves, and prepare for your brethren,

to do according to the word of the Lord by
the hand of Moses. And Josiah gave to the 7

children of the people, of the flock, lambs and
kids, all of them for the passover offerings, unto

all that were present, to the number of thirty

thousand, and three thousand bullocks : these

were of the king's substance. And his princes 8

gave for a freewill offering unto the people, to

the priests, and to the Levites. Hilkiah and
Zechariah and Jehiel, the rulers of the house of

God, gave unto the priests for the passover offer-

ings two thousand and six hundred small cattle,

and three hundred oxen. Conaniah also, and 9

Shemaiah and Nethanel, his brethren, and Hasha-
biah and Jeiel and Jozabad, the chiefs of the

Levites, gave unto the Levites for the passover

offerings five thousand small cattle, and five

hundred oxen. So the service was prepared, 10

Josiah's passover and death, the last kings of Judah, and the exile. Ch. i. = 2 Chron. xxxv. seq. (cf. 2 Kings
xxiii. 21-xxv. 30 and the relevant portions of Jeremiah), cf. Jos. Ant. x. 4 5-xi. 7 (who uses the canonical books,
including Daniel, E, and unknown sources). On the text and contents, see the Comm. on Chronicles, also, for the

versions, Moulton, ZA TW, xix. 234 seqq. The whole chapter when compared with MT and Or of Chron. and Kings
furnishes an instructive illustration of the methods and merits of the translator.

2. arrayed (eoroXtoTxtVovs), cf. v. 59, vii. 9. Perhaps an Aramaizing mistranslation (Nestle, 24).

3. temple-servants, mg. the Nethinim, a misreading of MT D^'DDn. Note the indirect narration in E and Chron. ffi.

5. magnificence (fi€yaX«<5rijTa), ffi
1- (cf. 3>) and Chron. <&** 81a x flP° s

,
perhaps interpreted 'by the might'. Charles

conj. *T PJ? for MT 3J1D02 (a repetition of 2ro)> misread in E as *?"]}2 (private communication).

The paraphrastic 5-7 represent a rather different MT.
8. Esyelus (ffiL 'Joel'), mg. Jehiel (after MT)

;
perhaps Haziel is intended (Fr., Guthe ; cf. 1 Chron. xxiii. 9).

21
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 1. 10-24 2 Chron.

35

were done, the priests and Levites, having the un-
leavened bread, stood in comely order according
to the kindreds,

1

1

and according to the several

divisions by fathers' houses, before the people, to

offer to the Lord, as it is written in the book of
12 Moses : and 'thus did they in the morning. And

they roasted the passover with fire, as apper-
tained : and the sacrifices they sod in the brasen

13 vessels and caldrons with a good savour, and set

them before all the people : and afterward they
prepared for themselves, and for the priests their

1 4 brethren, the sons of Aaron. For the priests

offered the fat until night : and the Levites pre-

pared for themselves, and for the priests their

15 brethren, the sons of Aaron. The holy singers

also, the sons of Asaph, were in their order,

according to the appointment of David, to wit,

Asaph, Zacharias, and Eddinus, who was of the
16 king's retinue. Moreover the porters were at

every gate ; none had need to depart from his

daily course : for their brethren the Levites pre-

17 pared for them. Thus were the things that be-

longed to the sacrifices of the Lord accomplished
18 in that day, in holding the passover, and offering

sacrifices upon the altar of the Lord, according

19 to the commandment of king Josias. So the

children of Israel which were present at that time
held the passover, and the feast of unleavened

20 bread seven days. And such a passover was not
held in Israel since the time of the prophet
Samuel. Yea, all the kings of Israel held not
such a passover as Josias, and the priests, and the
Levites, and the Jews, held with all Israel that

were present in their dwelling place at Jerusalem.
In the eighteenth year of the reign of Josias was

23 this passover held. And the works of Josias were
upright before his Lord with a heart full of godli-

24 ness. Moreover the things that came to pass in

his days have been written in times past, concern-
ing those that sinned, and did wickedly against
the Lord above every people and kingdom, and
how they grieved him exceedingly, so that the
words of the Lord were confirmed against Israel.

10-12. A good example of misunderstanding and adjustment. Unleavened bread = commandme?it (niJfl?, for

ni^P), morning (cf. v. 50) = oxen (1J53, ffi in E and Chron., for 1^3) ;
good savour = pans (tvwbias for tloBias [cf. A.V.

mg.], (5 in Chron. €v(o8o>6t] ; a misunderstanding of the root n?¥ in nirw^ ; for parallels, see Ecclus. xliii. 26, Ascens.

Isaiah, vi. 17, and/ourn. Royal Asiatic Soc., 1901, p. 169). For ffi
L
's text, see Torrey, 107.

15. 'To wit ', implying that these choir-masters were at Josiah's passover (cf. Chron. <&) is of course erroneous.
Zacharias, may be supported by 1 Chron. xv. 18, xvi. 5, where he ranks next to Asaph ; see Benzinger, Chron. 74.
was, mg. were_(ffiB). <K L 3Lc + the prophets (so ffi in Chron.) ; some MSS. of MT read ' seers', cf. 1 Chron. xxv. 1.

23 seq. An addition partly with reference to 1 Kings xiii. 2, 32, 2 Kings xxiii. 14 seqq. (see also ffi's addition in

Chron.). See further Nestle, 27 ; Torrey, 88 seq. ; Bayer, 95 seq.
24. Better :

' and the things pertaining to him had been written in times past, on account of those . . . and grieved
him . . . and the words ..." (after Ball).

exceedingly (ffi* iv alvQipru [cf. Si], <EL en), mg. sensibly ; cf. Judith xvi. 17.

confirmed {aviar^aav), a Hebraism, cf. Jer. xliv. 29.

22

21

22

and the priests stood in their place, and the

Levites by their courses, according to the king's

commandment. And they killed the passover, n
and the priests sprinkled the blood, which they

received of their hand, and the Levites flayed

them. And they removed the burnt offerings, \2

that they might give them according to the

divisions of the fathers' houses of the children of

the people, to offer unto the Lord, as it is written

in the book of Moses. And so did they with the

oxen. And they roasted the passover with fire 13

according to the ordinance : and the holy offer-

ings sod they in pots, and in caldrons, and in

pans, and carried them quickly to all the children

of the people. And afterward they prepared for 14

themselves, and for the priests ; because the

priests the sons of Aaron were busied in offering

the burnt offerings and the fat until night : there-

fore the Levites prepared for themselves, and for

the priests the sons of Aaron. And the singers 15

the sons of Asaph were in their place, according

to the commandment of David, and Asaph, and
Heman, and Jeduthun the king's seer ; and the

porters were at every gate : they needed not to

depart from their service, for their brethren the

Levites prepared for them.
So all the service 16

of the Lord was prepared the same day, to keep
the passover, and to offer burnt offerings upon
the altar of the Lord, according to the command-
ment of king Josiah. And the children of Israel 17

that were present kept the passover at that time,

and the feast of unleavened bread seven days.

And there was no passover like to that kept in 18

Israel from the days of Samuel the prophet

;

neither did any of the kings of Israel keep such

a passover as Josiah kept, and the priests, and
the Levites, and all Judah and Israel that were
present, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. In 19

the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah was
this passover kept.



ESDRAS I ESDRAS 1. 25-38

25 Now after all these acts of Josias it came to

pass, that Pharaoh the king of Egypt came to

raise war at Carchemish upon Euphrates : and
26 Josias went out against him. But the king of

Egypt sent to him, saying, What have I to do
27 with thee, O king of Judaea? I am not sent

out from the Lord God against thee; for my
war is upon Euphrates : and now the Lord is

with me, yea, the Lord is with me hasting me
forward : depart from me, and be not against

28 the Lord. Howbeit Josias did not turn back
unto his chariot, but undertook to fight with

him, not regarding the words of the prophet
2 9 Jeremy spoken by the mouth of the Lord: but

joined battle with him in the plain of Megiddo,
and the princes came down against king Josias.

3° Then said the king unto his servants, Carry me
away out of the battle ; for I am very weak. And
immediately his servants carried him away out

31 of the host. Then gat he up upon his second
chariot ; and being brought back to Jerusalem
he died, and was buried in the sepulchre of his

32 fathers. And in all Jewry they mourned for

Josias ; and Jeremy the prophet lamented for

Josias, and the chief men with the women made
lamentation for him, unto this day : and this was
given out for an ordinance to be done continually

33 in all the nation of Israel. These things are

written in the book of the histories of the kings

of Judaea, and every one of the acts that Josias

did, and his glory, and his understanding in the

law of the Lord, and the things that he had done
before, and the things now recited, are reported
in the book of the kings of Israel and Judah.

34 And the people took Joachaz the son of

Josias, and made him king instead of Josias his

father, when he was twenty and three years old.

35 And he reigned in Judah and in Jerusalem three

months: and then the king of Egypt deposed
36 him from reigning in Jerusalem. And he set a

tax upon the people of a hundred talents of

37 silver and one talent of gold. The king of Egypt
also made king Joakim his brother king of Judaea

38 and Jerusalem. And Joakim bound the nobles :

but Zarakes his brother he apprehended, and
brought him up out of Egypt.

2 Chron.
35

After all this, when Josiah had prepared the 20

temple, Neco king of Egypt went up to fight

against Carchemish by Euphrates : and Josiah
went out against him. But he sent ambassadors 21

to him, saying, What have I to do with thee,

thou king of Judah ? / come not against thee

this day, but against the house wherewith I have
war ; and God hath commanded me to make
haste : forbear thee from meddling with God,
who is with me, that he destroy thee not.

Never- 22

theless Josiah would not turn his face from him,

but disguised himself, that he might fight with
him, and hearkened not unto the words of Neco,
from the mouth of God, and came to fight in the

valley of Megiddo. And the archers shot at 23

king Josiah ; and the king said to his servants,

Have me away; for I am sore wounded. So 24

his servants took him out of the chariot, and put

him in the second chariot that he had, and brought
him to Jerusalem ; and he died, and was buried

in the sepulchres of his fathers. And all Judah
and Jerusalem mourned for Josiah. And Jere- 25
miah lamented for Josiah : and all the singing

men and singing women spake of Josiah in their

lamentations, unto this day ; and they made them
an ordinance in Israel : and, behold, they are

written in the lamentations.

Now the rest of the 26

acts of Josiah, and his good deeds, according to

that which is written in the law of the Lord, and 27

his acts, first and last, behold, they are written

in the book of the kings of Israel and Judah.
Then the people of the land took Jehoahaz 2 Chron.

the son of Josiah, and made him king in 36 1

his father's stead in Jerusalem. Joahaz was 2

twenty and three years old when he began to

reign ; and he reigned three months in Jerusalem.
And the king of Egypt deposed him at Jeru- 3

salem, and amerced the land in an hundred talents

of silver and a talent of gold. And the king of 4

Egypt made Eliakim his brother king over Judah
and Jerusalem, and changed his name to Jehoi-

akim. And Neco took Joahaz his brother, and
carried him to Egypt.

25. Jos. x. s 1 explains the march of Neco as an attack upon the Medes and Babylonians who had overthrown
Assyria. On the Median empire see Introd., pp. 11 c, 17 e.

26. king of Egypt, based on a misunderstanding of ' messengers ' (D^x^D).
27. upon Euphrates, similarly Jos.
28. unto his chariot, mg. his chariotfrom him (ffi

L
).

undertook (so Jos., and <& in Chron.), see Torrey, 221 ; Charles conj. 3KTP (private communication).

prophet. Neco (so Jos.) misread (k>3J for "DJ) and plausibly expanded by the addition of the prophet's name.
29. princes came down ; another misreading (QHBTI 1TV1 for nn\~l 1T1 with which ffi Chron. and Jos. agree).

30. host, better ' line of battle ' ; apparently reading i"D~iyD for r03*V3.

32. chief men ; reading D'HSP for D ,
1E'.

The dirge, according to Jos., was still extant.

33. With the paraphrase cf. v. 42.

34. Joachaz (i.e. Jehoahaz), but mg.Jeconias (i. e. Jeconiah=Jehoiachin, v. 43), so ffi
B IL and Matt. i. II. Jos. x. 5 2

follows <& of Chron. with which cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 31-35. All the texts show some confusion here; see the comm.
35. Judah, mg. Israel (ffi

u
1L) ; ffi

L
, Jos. . . and MT (with ffi) omit.

38. Hopeless confusion arising from misreadings of the MT.
23



ESDRAS I ESDRAS 1. 39-53

39 Five and twenty years old was Joakim when
he began to reign in Judaea and Jerusalem ; and
he did that which was evil in the sight of the

40 Lord. And against him Nabuchodonosor the

king of Babylon came up, and bound him with
a chain of brass, and carried him unto Babylon.

4 1 Nabuchodonosor also took of the holy vessels of

the Lord, and carried them away, and set them
up in his own temple at Babylon.

42 But those
things that are reported of him, and of his

uncleanness and impiety, are written in the

chronicles of the kings.

43 And Joakim his son reigned in his stead : for

when he was made king he was eighteen years

44 old ; and he reigned three months and ten days
in Jerusalem ; and did that which was evil before

the Lord.

45 So after a year Nabuchodonosor sent and
caused him to be brought unto Babylon with

46 the holy vessels of the Lord ; and made Sedekias
king of Judaea and Jerusalem,

when he was one
and twenty years old ; and he reigned eleven

47 years: and he also did that which was evil in

the sight of the Lord, and cared not for the

words that were spoken by Jeremy the prophet

48 from the mouth of the Lord. And after that

king Nabuchodonosor had made him to swear
by the name of the Lord, he forswore himself,

and rebelled ; and hardening his neck, and his

heart, he transgressed the laws of the Lord, the

49 God of Israel. Moreover the governors of the
people and of the priests did many things

wickedly, and passed all the pollutions of all

nations, and defiled the temple of the Lord,

50 which was sanctified in Jerusalem. And the

God of their fathers sent by his messenger to

call them back, because he had compassion on
them and on his dwelling place.

5i But they
mocked his messengers; and in the day when
the Lord spake nnto them, they scoffed at his

prophets

:

52 so far forth, that he, being wroth with
his people for their great ungodliness, com-
manded to bring up the kings of the Chaldeans

53 against them ; who slew their young men with
the sword, round about their holy temple, and

2 Chron.
36

Jehoiakim was twenty and five years old when 5
he began to reign ; and he reigned eleven years
in Jerusalem : and he did that which was evil in

the sight of the Lord his God. Against him came 6

up Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, and bound
him in fetters, to carry him to Babylon.

Nebuchad- 7

nezzar also carried of the vessels of the house of
the Lord to Babylon, and put them in his temple
at Babylon. Now the rest of the acts of Jehoi- 8

akim, and his abominations which he did, and
that which was found in him, behold, they are

written in the book of the kings of Israel and
Judah: and Jehoiachin his son reigned in his

stead.

Jehoiachin was eight years old when he began 9

to reign ; and he reigned three months and ten

days in Jerusalem : and he did that which was
evil in the sight of the Lord.

And at the return 10

of the yearking Nebuchadnezzar sent, and brought
him to Babylon, with the goodly vessels of the

house of the Lord, and made Zedekiah his bro-

ther king over Judah and Jerusalem.

Zedekiah was twenty and one years old when 1

1

he began to reign ; and he reigned eleven years in

Jerusalem : and he did that which was evil in the 1

2

sight of the Lord his God ; he humbled not him-
self before Jeremiah the prophet speaking from
the mouth of the Lord. And he also rebelled 13

against king Nebuchadnezzar, who had made
him swear by God : but he stiffened his neck,

and hardened his heart from turning unto the

Lord, the Lord God of Israel.

Moreover all the 14

chiefs of the priests, and the people, trespassed

very greatly after all the abominations of the

heathen ; and they polluted the house of the

Lord which he had hallowed in Jerusalem. And 15

the Lord, the God of their fathers, sent to them
by his messengers, rising up early and sending

;

because he had compassion on his people, and on
his dwelling place : but they mocked the messen- 16

gers of God, and despised his words, and scoffed

at his prophets, until the wrath of the Lord arose

against his people, till there was no remedy.
Therefore he brought upon them the king of the 17

Chaldeans, who slew their young men with the

sword in the house of their sanctuary, and had
no compassion upon young man or maiden, old

man or ancient : he gave them all into his hand.

39 seqq. For Joakim's history E does not use the fuller (K of Chron. Jos. incorporates material from Jer. and
elaborates the traditions ; cf. Dan. i. I seq. On the text see further Torrey, 89.

43. Joakim, an error for Jehoiachin.
eighteen, mg. eight (ffi

B !LC &).

49. and passed all, mg. even above all (<E
L
).

50. messenger; read the plural, as in v. 51. The Jeremian 'rising up early and sending' (ni?C?1 DXTI, cf. Jer-

xxix. 19, &c.) is wanting.

51. in the day, a misreading, DV2 for D^IB ('despised ').
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 1. 53—2. 5
2 Chron.
36

spared neither young man nor maid, old man
nor child ; but he delivered all into their hands.

54 And they took all the holy vessels of the Lord,

both great and small, with the vessels of the

ark of the Lord, and the king's treasures, and

55 carried them away unto Babylon. And they

burnt the house of the Lord, and brake down
the walls of Jerusalem, and burnt the towers

56 thereof with fire: and as for her glorious things,

they never ceased till they had brought them all

to nought : and the people that were not slain

57 with the sword he carried unto Babylon : and
they were servants unto him and to his children,

till the Persians reigned, to fulfil the word, of the

58 Lord by the mouth of Jeremy : Until the land

hath enjoyed her sabbaths, the whole time of her

desolation shall she keep sabbath, to fulfil three-

score and ten years.

2 1 In the first year of Cyrus king of the Persians,

that the word of the Lord by the mouth of

2 Jeremy might be accomplished, the Lord stirred

up the spirit of Cyrus king of the Persians, and
he made proclamation through all his kingdom,

3 and also by writing, saying, Thus saith Cyrus
king of the Persians ; The Lord of Israel, the

Most High Lord, hath made me king of the

And all the vessels of the house of God, great 18

and small, and the treasures of the house of the

Lord, and the treasures of the king, and of his

princes ; all these he brought to Babylon. And 19

they burnt the house of God, and brake down the

wall ofJerusalem, and burnt all the palaces thereof

with fire, and destroyed all the goodly vessels

thereof.

And them that had escaped from the 20

sword carried he away to Babylon ; and they
were servants to him and his sons until the reign

of the kingdom of Persia: to fulfil the word of 2 i

the Lord by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the

land had enjoyed her sabbaths : for as long as

she lay desolate she kept sabbath, to fulfil three-

score and ten years.

Ezra 1

Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, 1

that the word of the Lord by the mouth of Jere-
miah might be accomplished, the Lord stirred up
the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, that he made
a proclamation throughout all his kingdom, and
put it also in writing, saying, Thus saith Cyrus 2

king of Persia, All the kingdoms of the earth
hath the Lord, the God of heaven, given me

;

53. child, MT B'B'J (? 'aged', cf. Ar. wathwath, ' weak, impotent ').

54. the vessels, mg. the arks of the Lord (€t
BL

, i5) ; based upon a confusion of "IV1N (' treasure ') and [HN.

56. Lit. 'and they made an end of spoiling . . .' (awereXeaav . . . axpeccaai) ; MT V3 ?3 ('ail the goodly . . .')

treated as ?3 (' made an end of ') v3-
that were not slain : tovs eniXoinovs dnrjyayev /xera (ffi

A
airo, cf. 1LC

)
po^icpaias ' the people that were left he led

away with the sword'.

58. The passage (see Jer. xxv. 12, xxix. 10 ; Lev. xxvi. 34 seq.) is treated as a quotation (cf. comm. on E ix. II seq.)
;

on the statements, see Torrey, 286 n. 2.

The decree of Cyrus and the return under Sheshbazzar, ii. 1-15 = 2 Chron. xxxvi. 22 seq., E i. ; cf. Jos. Ant. xi. 1.

(a) The compiler passes over the years of exile, ignores the tradition of the Median empire represented in Daniel, and
proceeds to the first year of Cyrus the Persian, the divinely-appointed agent inspired to fulfil the prophecy of Jeremiah
(see Jer. xxiv. 6, xxv. 12 seq., xxix. 10-19, xxxiii. 10-13). His decree (to be contrasted with vi. 24 seqq.) has a marked
Jewish tinge, as is recognized even by those who accept it as mainly genuine (Ewald, 49 ; Sellin, Stud. 154; Holzhey,
14), and should be compared with those of Darius (E iv.) and Artaxerxes (viii. 8 seqq.), and with the royal decrees in

the 'canonical' and 'apocryphal' Esther; see Torrey, 144 n. 12, 158. The place of Cyrus in Jewish tradition (see
Is. xli. 25, xliv. 28, xlv. 1-13) has been idealized; the story of Bel and the Dragon reveals another view of his
character. He was not a monotheist, nor did he fulfil all the expectations of the prophecies. On the other hand, the
parallels between his 'cylinder Inscription' and Is. xliv. 28-xlv. 4 (see Kittel, ZATW, xviii. 149 seqq.) could suggest
that the biblical writers had been directly influenced by the inscription of this patron of the Babylonian gods.
Tradition is embellished further in Jos., who refers to a prophecy of Jeremiah heralding the rebuilding of the Temple
(x. 7 3, xi. 1 1-2 ; cf. on v. 61), and attributes the enthusiasm of Cyrus to his perusal of the prophecies of Isaiah
(cf. similarly Alexander the Great and Daniel, xi. 8. 5, § 337).

(b) The section E i.-vi. is mainly from the chronicler (Driver, Lit. 545 seq.), and while Chron. itself can be
controlled by the parallel portions of Samuel and Kings, the criticism of this section rests upon internal data and the
independent testimony of Haggai and Zech. i.-viii. From a study of these prophecies it is urged that the rebuilding of
the Temple at Jerusalem was first begun in the reign of Darius, and not Cyrus (as in E iii.), that the builders were the
'remnant' of Judah, no considerable body of exiles having as yet returned (as in E i. seq., E iv.-v. 6), that no serious
Samaritan hostility had as yet arisen, and that no separation from the heathen of the land had as yet led to the
inauguration of a Jewish 'congregation' or 'church'. See, in the first instance, Schrader, 460-504, and for fuller

details Introd. § 4 (II).

On the text of ii. 1-15 see the comment., Moulton, ZATW, xix. 243 seqq., and Torrey, 120 seqq.

II. 3. Most High, MT 'God of Heaven', so also in vi. 31, viii. 19, 21. Definite conclusions can with difficulty be
drawn from the numerous and often noteworthy variations in the form of the Divine name ; for a summary of the

data see Moulton, ZATW, xix. 226 seqq. The title 'Most High' (v^/iaros = fivy) recurs frequently in Daniel

(14 times), Psalms (21), Ecclus. (48), and in Jubilees; more rarely in the Pentateuch (6); see the details in

R. H. Charles, Jubilees, pp. lxvi, 213, who observes that it was most used in the second cent. B.C. On the Greek
title see E. Schiirer, Theolog. Lit.-zeit., 1897, nos. 9 and (with a review of F. Cumont's Hypsistos) 19; J. Skinner,
Genesis, 270 seq.
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EsDRAS I ESDRAS 2. 4-14 KZRA 1

4 whole world, and commanded me to build him
5 a house at Jerusalem that is in Judaea. If there-

fore there be any of you that are of his people,

let the Lord, even his Lord, be with him, and
let him go up to Jerusalem that is in Judaea, and
build the house of the Lord of Israel : he is the

6 Lord that dwelleth in Jerusalem. Of such there-

fore as dwell in divers places, let them that are

7 in his own place help each one with gold, and
with silver, with gifts, with horses also and cattle,

beside the other things which have been added
by vow for the temple of the Lord which is in

Jerusalem.

8 Then the chief of the families of Judah and of

the tribe of Benjamin stood up ; the priests also,

and the Levites, and all they whose spirit the
Lord had stirred to go up, to build the house for

the Lord which is in Jerusalem.

9 And they that

dwelt round about them helped them in all things

with silver and gold, with horses and cattle, and
with very many gifts that were vowed of a great

number whose minds were stirred up thereto.

10 King Cyrus also brought forth the holy vessels

of the Lord, which Nabuchodonosor had carried

away from Jerusalem, and had set up in his temple
1

1

of idols. Now when Cyrus king of the Persians
had brought them forth, he delivered them to

12 Mithradates his treasurer, and by him they were
delivered to Sanabassar the governor of Judaea.

13 And this was the number of them : A thousand
golden cups, a thousand cups of silver, censers of
silver twenty nine, vials of gold thirty, and of
silver two thousand four hundred and ten, and

14 other vessels a thousand. So all the vessels of

gold and of silver were brought up, even five

and he hath charged me to build him an house
in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Whosoever 3

there is among you of all his people, his God
be with him, and let him go up to Jerusalem,
which is in Judah, and build the house of the
Lord, the God of Israel, (he is God,) which is in

Jerusalem. And whosoever is left, in any place 4

where he sojourneth, let the men of his place help
him with silver, and with gold, and with goods,
and with beasts, beside the freewill offering for

the house of God which is in Jerusalem.

Then 5
rose up the heads of fathers' houses of Judah and
Benjamin, and the priests, and the Levites, even
all whose spirit God had stirred to go up to build

the house of the Lord which is in Jerusalem.

And all they that were round about them 6

strengthened their hands with vessels of silver,

with gold, with goods, and with beasts, and with

precious things, beside all that was willingly

offered.

Also Cyrus the king brought forth the 7

vessels of the house of the Lord, which Nebu-
chadnezzar had brought forth out of Jerusalem,
and had put them in the house of his gods ; even 8

those did Cyrus king of Persia bring forth by the

hand of Mithredath the treasurer, and numbered
them unto Sheshbazzar, the prince of Judah.
And this is the number of them : thirty chargers 9

of gold, a thousand chargers of silver, nine and
twenty knives ; thirty bowls of gold, silver bowls 10

of a second sort four hundred and ten, and other

vessels a thousand. All the vessels of gold and ' 1

of silver were five thousand and four hundred.

5. people. <K L + 'who desireth to go up' ; cf. v. 8, viii. 10 seq.

let the Lord, mg. let his Lord be, &*c. (<£
B
), cf. Chron. Yahweh his Cod.

the Lord that dwelleth, cf. E R.V. mg. : he is the God which . . . (with omission of the brackets).

7. horses, reading K>rn for B^D"! (cf. v. 9) ;
perhaps wrongly, see Torrey, 121.

added by vow (or ' in accordance with vow'), cf. v. 9, viii. 13, and see ZATW, xix. 231.

9. in all things, ^an, for MT^32.
of a great number, reading 2T> (i. e. ' with precious things in abundance ') in place of the incorrect "I3p

('beside').

10. holy vessels. For the rendering cf. i. 45, vi. 18, 26; Dan. i. 2 (MS. 87) and Moulton, ZATW, xix. 228 seq.

There is an obvious effort to link the new Temple with that of Solomon (cf. similarly the Register of the exiles in

v. 1-46 ), but the details are intricate. Some of the Temple-vessels were removed in the reign of Jehoiakim (2 Chron.

xxxvi. 7, Dan. i. 2 ; wanting in 2 Kings). Later, in the time of Jehoiachin all were cut up or carried away (2 Kings
xxiv. 13 seq., a doubtful passage, see the comm.). In Zedekiah's time, nevertheless, many evidently were left (Jer.

xxvii. 16 seqq., xxviii. 3), and a prophecy of their removal also promises their restoration, although this latter feature

is absent from ffi's text (xxvii. 16-22). Finally, at the fall of Jerusalem they were broken up and removed (2 Kings
xxv. 13-17, Jer. lii. 17 seqq.). (The evidence in Judith iv. 1-3 for a return of exiles and vessels in the time of Nebu-
chadrezzar and the high-priest Joakim can hardly be discussed.) The sacrilegious use of the vessels by Belshazzar

was avenged by the division of the Babylonian empire among the Medes and Persians, and Darius became king
(Dan. v.). The tradition of their restoration in the reign of Cyrus clearly conflicts with E iv. 44, 57, where Darius
effects what Cyrus had been unable to accomplish, and this belief can hardly have been current among those who
knew of their return as described in E i. Moreover, the prophets Hag. and Zech. (time of Darius) do not imply that

the vessels had been restored ; E received rich supplies (E viii. 17), and returned with gifts something over ,£2,500,000
in value (Meyer, 69 seq.). But in the story of N the Temple appears to be neglected and poor, and Is. lx. 5-7 look

forward to wealthy gifts. Another aspect is presented when it is supposed that the Temple-furniture had been concealed

(see 2 Mace. ii. 4-8 ; Apoc. Baruch, ed. Charles, vi. 7 seqq., lxxx. 2, and p. 168).

12. Sanabassar (<KA), mg. Samanassar (ffi
B
in v. 14, but ' Sanamassar ' here). On the numerous variant forms

see Guthe (SBOT) and Torrey, 136 seq. See below, vi. 18.

13 seq. On the variations in this passage see Torrey, 123 seq., 138 seq.
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F.SDRAS I ESDRAS 2. 15-18 Ezra 1

15 thousand four hundred threescore and nine, and
were carried back by Sanabassar, together with

them of the captivity, from Babylon to Jeru-

salem.

16 But in the time of Artaxerxes king of the Per-

sians Belemus, and Mithradates, and Tabellius,

and Rathumus, and Beeltethmus, and Samellius

the scribe, with the others that were in com-
mission with them, dwelling in Samaria and
other places, wrote unto him against them that

dwelt in Judaea and Jerusalem the letter follow-

1

7

ing : To king Artaxerxes our Lord, Thy servants,

Rathumus the storywriter, and Samellius the

scribe, and the rest of their council, and the judges
that are in Coelesyria and Phoenicia.

18 Be it now
known to our lord the king, that the Jews that

are come up from you to us, being come unto

All these did Sheshbazzar bring up, when they
of the captivity were brought up from Babylon
unto Jerusalem.

Ezra 4
And in the reign of Ahasuerus, in the begin- 6

ning of his reign, wrote they an accusation against

the inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem.

And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, 7

Mithredath,Tabeel,and the rest of his companions,
unto Artaxerxes king of Persia ; and the writing

of the letter was written in the Syrian character,

and set forth in the Syrian tongue. Rehum the 8

chancellor and Shimshai the scribe wrote a letter

against Jerusalem to Artaxerxes the king in this

sort : then zvrote Rehum the chancellor, and Shim- 9

shai the scribe, and the rest of their companions
;

the Dinaites, and the Apharsathchites, the Tar-
pelites, the Apharsites, the Archevites, the Baby-
lonians, the Shushanchites, the Dehaites, the

Elamites, and the rest of the nations whom the

great and noble Osnappar brought over, and set

in the city of Samaria, and in the rest of the

country beyond the river, and so forth. This is 1

1

the copy of the letter that they sent unto Arta-
xerxes the king ; Thy servants the men beyond
the river, and so forth. Be it known unto the 12

king, that the Jews which came up from thee are

come to us unto Jerusalem ; they are building

10

15. Neither MT nor the explicit E supports the conjecture (Meyer, 193; cf. Holzhey, 15 seq., Uavies, 47) that

Sheshbazzar returned to prepare the way for Zerubbabel.
The opposition in the reign of Artaxerxes, ii. 16-30 = E iv. 7-24 (Aramaic), cf. Jos. Ant. xi. 2 1-2.

(a) This passage cannot, in either E or E, come between the reigns of Cyrus and Darius. There is an obvious

gap after v. 15, and Jos., who ingeniously changes Artaxerxes into Cambyses, avoids it by an introduction (§ 19 seq.,

to be compared with § 88 = E v. 72 seq.), and ends with the statement of a delay of nine years (including 6 of

Cambyses, 2 of Darius). The passage has hardly ' strayed ' to its place in E (Davies, 84) ; it is not indispensable in

E, whereas in E it. is a necessary link between the return of Sheshbazzar and the tradition in iii. seq. Various attempts

have been made to show that it is in its true position before the accession of Darius, whether by identifying the latter

with D. II, or, like Josephus, by treating Artaxerxes as a mistake for Cambyses (cf. Sellin, Winckler, Torrey, and see

references by Howorth in PSBA, xxiii. 313, 319, and Jampel, i. 103 seqq., ii. 97 seq.). These only cut the knot.

Allowance must be made for a compilation based on a particular though erroneous theory of the Median and Persian
kings (see Torrey, 38, 286, 302), but the real difficulty is the occurrence of this document relating to the time of

Artaxerxes immediately after the reign of Cyrus. On its place, see further below, p. 56, and Introd. § 5 (b).

(b) The text in E is certainly from an Aramaic original. Note the translation of DJ7D ?JD 'story-writer' (mg.

'recorder') in 17, 25, but the transliteration in 16 and (with a doublet) 25; the different renderings in Effi (e.g. iv

elpr)VT) for MT Bishlam, E Belemus, v. 16) ; and such variant renderings as 'cities' (v. 22 for 'provinces'), 'passage'

(v. 24 and Jos. § 25 ;
"pil for MT p^n 'portion'). E, although free and paraphrastic, preserves (as noticed by Volz,

x
l49o) some better readings: 'our lord, the king' (vv. 17 seq., 21, cf. vi. 8; in agreement with Aramaic diplomatic
usage), 'be it now known' (v. 18, see Torrey, 146, 186; ILC prefixes 'peace'); 'books' (v. 21), 'the Jews' (v. 23).

Sometimes, however, decision is difficult; so in vv. 25 seq., 28, the references to the Temple in vv. 18, 20, and
especially the introduction compared with E iv. 6-U. In the MT 7 and 8 imply two letters, but the relationship is

not clear; both 8^ and \ob (ending ' and now ' as in v. 11) point to the immediate commencement of a letter. The
(Hebrew) reference to Ahasuerus (Xerxes) in v. 6 (cf. the story of Esther) is wanting in E, although v. 16 (end) seems
to represent MT 6 b, and v. 17 covers MT vv. 8 (end), 9 (omitting the names after 'Dinaites', E 'judges '), and 10

(the reference to 'beyond the river'). Thus E v. 18 begins the letter and corresponds to MT 12 (ct. 11 b with 10 b).

The intricacies may be due partly to the compiler's effort to quote a source and also to use it in his narrative (cf. on
E vi. below), partly also to the revision of E after E and the reverse. It is noteworthy that E (where i.-iv. 6 is in

Hebrew) takes care to state that the document was in Aramaic and needed translating {vv. 7 and 18 R.V. mg.) ; this

is ignored in E, as also is the debatable BHSD in E ix. 48. See further the comment, and Torrey, 172 seq., 178 seqq.,

Bayer, 33 seq.

17. Coelesyria and Phoenicia. The geographical term in MT (' Transflumen ',
' Transpotamia ') represents the

Persian province west of the Euphrates, and to this the earlier use of the term Coelesyria (before the first cent. B. C)
corresponds. ZT's rendering (contrast Effir's literal nepav rov noranov) may point to an Egyptian locale where the
geography of Palestine and Syria was unfamiliar (Torrey, 83). Jos. names Syria and Phoenicia, and adds Amnion
and Moab ; cf. perhaps Tobiah the Ammonite and Sanballat (if a native of Horonaim).
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I ESDRAS 2. i8-*o Ezra 4

Jerusalem, do build that rebellious and wicked
city, and do repair the marketplaces and the
walls of it, and do lay the foundation of a temple.

19 Now if this city be builded and the walls thereof
be finished, they will not only refuse to give
tribute, but will even stand up against kings.

20 And forasmuch as the things pertaining to the
temple are now in hand, we think it meet not to

21 neglect such a matter, but to speak unto our lord

the king, to the intent that, if it be thy pleasure,

search may be made in the books of thy fathers :

22 and thou shalt find in the chronicles what is

written concerning these things, and shalt under-
stand that that city was rebellious, troubling both

23 kings and cities: and that the Jews were rebel-

lious, and raised always wars therein of old time
;

for the which cause even this city was laid waste.
24 Wherefore now we do declare unto thee, O lord

the king, that if this city be builded again, and
the walls thereof set up anew, thou shalt from
henceforth have no passage into Coelesyria and

25 Phoenicia. Then the king wrote back again to

Rathumus the storywriter, and Beeltethmus, and
Samellius the scribe, and to the rest that were in

commission, and dwelt in Samaria and Syria and
26 Phoenicia, after this manner: I have read the

epistle which ye have sent unto me

:

therefore
I commanded to make search, and it hath been
found that that city of old time hath made in-

27 surrection against kings
; and the men were given

to rebellion and war therein : and that mighty
kings and fierce were in Jerusalem, who reigned
and exacted tribute in Coelesyria and Phoenicia.

28 Now therefore I have commanded to hinder
those men from building the city,

and heed to

be taken that there be nothing done contrary to

29 this order ; and that those wicked doings pro-

3° ceed no further to the annoyance of kings. Then
king Artaxerxes his letters being read, Rathu-
mus, and Samellius the scribe, and the rest that

were in commission with them, removing in haste
unto Jerusalem with horsemen and a multitude
of people in battle array, began to hinder the
builders

; and the building of the temple in Jeru-

the rebellious and the bad city, and have finished
the walls, and repaired the foundations.

Be it 13
known now unto the king, that, if this city be
builded, and the walls finished, they will not pay
tribute, custom, or toll, and in the end it will

endamage the kings. Now because we eat the 14

salt of the palace, and it is not meet for us to see
the king's dishonour, therefore have we sent and
certified the king ; that search may be made in 15

the book of the records of thy fathers : so shalt

thou find in the book of the records, and know
that this city is a rebellious city, and hurtful unto
kings and provinces, and that they have moved
sedition within the same of old time : for which
cause was this city laid waste.

We certify the 16

king that, if this city be builded, and the walls

finished, by this means thou shalt have no portion

beyond the river.

Then sent the king an answer 17

unto Rehum the chancellor, and to Shimshai the

scribe, and to the rest of their companions that

dwell in Samaria, and in the rest of the country
beyond the river, Peace, and so forth. The letter *8

which ye sent unto us hath been plainly read

before me. And I decreed, and search hath been 19

made, and it is found that this city of old time
hath made insurrection against kings, and that

rebellion and sedition have been made therein.

There have been mighty kings also over Jeru- -°

salem, which have ruled over all the country

beyond the river; and tribute, custom, and toll,

was paid unto them. Make ye now a decree to 2I

cause these men to cease, and that this city be
not builded, until a decree shall be made by me.
And take heed that ye be not slack herein : why 22

should damage grow to the hurt of the kings ?

Then when the copy of king Artaxerxes' letter 2 3

was read before Rehum, and Shimshai the scribe,

and their companions, they went in haste to

Jerusalem unto the Jews, and made them to cease

by force and power.

Then ceased the work of

l8. lay the foundation . . . , km vaov vnoftaWovrai (BA; v7T(p$dX\ovra OffieXioixTtv, L).

20. temple ... in hand (eVpytZrm ra Kara top vaov), lit. ' are being urged on '. MT Now because . . . palace
(t£BA om.) may mean that the writers are in the king's service, or have entered into a covenant with him, or (reading

'our salt is the . . .' ; Nestle, Strack) receive the dues of the palace or temple (cf. E vii. 22, 1 Mace. x. 29, xi. 35).

E apparently rests upon some confusion of n?D ('salt'), with J"DN?D ('work of), TVD ('the matter of), or perhaps

X?JD ('be full, complete '). In any case the reference to the Temple here and in v. 18 is noteworthy ; either it may
be part of a deliberate aim to introduce allusions to the Temple (see Bayer, 87 seqq., 94 seq., 102), or there was
a tradition of the building of the Temple in the time of Artaxerxes. The latter finds independent support (see Introd.

% 5 e), and the text in MT may be explained by the fact that, while in E and E Sheshbazzar had returned to rebuild

the Temple, in E only is there an account of the commencement of the work and the delay. See also Introd. 15 seq.

23. Rather 'rebellious and still continuing sieges therein from of old ' (Ball).

30. horsemen, &c. ; -MT force (lit. ' arm ') and power (lit. ' strength ' or ' army'). Cf. the situation in N iv. 2, 8.
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 2. 30—3. Ezra 4

salem ceased until the second year of the reign

of Darius king of the Persians.

the house of God which is at Jerusalem ; and it

ceased unto the second year of the reign of
Darius king of Persia.

1 Now king Darius made a great feast unto all his subjects, and unto all that were born in his house,
2 and unto all the princes of Media and of Persia, and to all the satraps and captains and governors

3 that were under him, from India unto Ethiopia, in the hundred twenty and seven provinces. And
when they had eaten and drunken, and being satisfied were gone home, then Darius the king went
into his bedchamber, and slept, and awaked out of his sleep.

4 Then the three young men of the body-guard, that kept the king's person, spake one to another

:

5 Let every one of us say one thing which shall be strongest : and he whose sentence shall seem wiser
than the others, unto him shall Darius the king give great gifts, and great honours in token of

The Story of the Three Pages and the Decree of Darius, iii. i-v. 6, wanting in E ; see Jos. xi. 3 2-6.

(a) This section, famous for the Praise of Truth and for the familiar though often misquoted saying in iv. 41, is the
centre of the problems of E. The story, well-known to early Christian Fathers and Synoptists, appears to be a piece
of popular literature (cf. Susanna, Bel and the Dragon), not originally connected with Zerubbabel (see iv. 13, v. 5).
Although ascribed to the early part of the reign of Darius (iv. 43, v. 6), it was evidently not written for the present
context, which, indeed, it throws into great chronological confusion (see iv. 44, 57 ; v. 2, 55, 71, 73). In fact, the name
Apame (iv. 29) suggests the time of Darius III (Codomannus), and the original scene, not laid in Babylon (iv. 57, 61),
though ostensibly in Susa, was probably Egypt (so most scholars) or Antioch in Syria (Marq. 66). The orations
are not distinctively biblical. That on drink stands in contrast, e.g. to Prov. xxiii. 29-35, Ecclus. xxxi. 25-30 ; and iv. 20
and 39 do not necessarily indicate any acquaintance with Gen. ii. 24 and Deut. x. 17 respectively. Allusions to
Samson (so Lupton) are not obvious in iv. 17, 24, 26. The religious colouring is weak, but has been deepened by
translators (see iv. 35 seq., 41, 59). Even the fine Praise of Truth seems to be an early addition: it is loosely
appended to the paean of women, which, again, is out of touch with O.T. thought. Yet, even though the story be
somewhat removed from biblical ideas, it may still be Jewish. The Praise of Truth, for example, may be a specimen
of Palestinian wisdom (Zunz), and although Volz (1493) thinks it shows contact with Alexandrian religious philosophy,
Torrey (46 seq.) fails to find anything ' hellenistic ' or suggestive of the influence of Greek literature or philosophy.

(b) Ewald has suggested a connexion with the Sibylline books (iii. 293 seq.), where allusion is made to Persian
kings inspired by dreams to further the restoration of the Temple. This is as little convincing or helpful as the alleged
parallel between the questions debated by the Three Pages and the propositions put to the Jewish elders in the Letter
of Aristeas. On the other hand, the opening of the story is clearly reminiscent of Est. i. 1-3; iii. 9 seems to be
connected with Dan. vi. 2 (Torrey, 48), and several other interesting points of contact with Esther and Daniel
have been noticed by Bayer (no seqq.). Lagarde (Mittheil. iv. 358) conjectured that the story once followed
after Dan. vi. 1. It is not improbable that the compiler identified Darius with the Mede in Dan. v. 31 (Hitzig, Reuss),
and Biichler (51) further points out that Daniel's prayer in the first year of Darius (ix.) knows of no earlier return of
exiles and may be associated with E's story of Zerubbabel, which is placed in the king's second year. The story
contains data which ignore and exclude E ii. 1-15 (note that Cyrus follows Darius in the book of Daniel). The land
is waste and is partly occupied by Edomites who had burned the Temple. Neither exiles nor Temple-vessels had as
yet returned, and now for the first time the favour of Persia had been gained and permission was given to return.
For some reason Cyrus had been unable to fulfil his vow, and that of Darius is virtually a duplicate. It is, as Ewald
(129) trenchantly observes, 'as if these kings had been in the habit of thinking of the God of Israel and the fate of
his people at every critical moment of their lives, and the history of the whole world had strictly hinged in consequence
upon the changes of its lot '. Ewald, however, accepts the decree of Cyrus, and this leaves no room for that of Darius,
which is as credible, in itself, as that of the other Persian kings. See below, p. 32.

(c) It is very generally agreed that, with the exception of v. 1-6, the section was probably or certainly composed
in Greek. But signs of a Hebrew original have been noticed by Schrader, Renan, Ball, and especially Jahn, who
offers a Hebrew retranslation (177-88). Torrey (20-25, 37-°i) argues for a Hebrew or Aramaic original, on the
grounds of internal linguistic features, antecedent probability (viz. the close connexion between v. 1-6 and. the end
of iv.), and the characteristic interest in the ecclesiastical bodies (iv. 51-56). He notices several ' Aramaisms

'

(e.g. use of rare, Aram, pis ; »7p£a™, '•"IK')} and concludes that the Story of the Three Pages was in Aramaic, and
metrical (p. 47); vv. 43~46 were also in Aramaic, but the sequel in Hebrew (pp. 29 seq., 58). Bayer (123 seqq.)
agrees, but urges that the whole of iii. and iv. was in Aramaic. See further Torrey's retranslation and notes (50 seqq.),
and below on iv. 42 seqq. Jos. reproduces the section, with a necessary introduction to account for the presence of
Zerubbabel ; he seems to have used a slightly different version (Biichler, 57 seqq., 100 ; see on iii. 3). An abbreviated
version is given in the Latin summary published by Lagarde {Sept. Stud. ii. 16 seqq.; here cited as Lag.), and in
Josippon (see Biichler, 59 seqq., 62 seq., 100 seq.). For other witnesses see on iv. 36, 41, 59.

III. 3. slept, and awaked : e\otp.r]6r) kg\ egvnvos iyeptro, 'lay down and was sleepless', cf. egvnvos in mod. Greek
' wide-awake '

(J. C. Lawson, Mod. Gr. Folklore, p. 31). According to Jos. § 35, cf. § 57, the king was restless (cf. Est.
vi. 1), and was the first to suggest the orations and to promise and specify rewards. This conflicts with v. 8 seq., but
seems to be hinted at in iv. 42 (nXtia t5>v ytypapp.tv<x>v). On the other hand, E does not allow that the suggestion
came from the king, who is asleep (vv. 8 seq., 13). Jahn proposes to read ewnvos (p. 177); Torrey (24, 50) con-
jectures that the original Aramaic text read :

' (v. 3) . . . Darius . . . slept. (7/. 4) Then stood on the watch (or
" bestirred themselves "

f)T\ jnj?DD) three young guardsmen (who protected the person of the king : a gloss), and
they said . . .

.'

5. thing (Xoyov), i.e. sentence, as in v. 16.

strongest (wrepio-xvo-ei), i. e. shall prevail.

sentence (p^a), i. e. argument.
honours, &C, iwu/iiaa ntydXa, (?'. 6) nal nop(f:vpav irepifiaXitrOai

; Jos. § 35 PiKrjTTjptov 7rop<pvpap ipbiaaaOai. Cf.
Dan. v. 7.
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I ESDRAS 3. 6—4. 10

6 victory : as, to be clothed in purple, to drink in gold, and to sleep upon gold, and a chariot with

7 bridles of gold, and a head tire of fine linen, and a chain about his neck : and he shall sit next to

8 Darius because of his wisdom, and shall be called Darius his cousin. And then they wrote every

9 one his sentence, and set to their seals, and laid the writing under king Darius his pillow, and said,

When the king is rjsen, some shall give him the writing ; and of whose side the king and the three

princes of Persia shall judge that his sentence is the wisest, to him shall the victory be given, as it is

10,11,12 written. The first wrote, Wine is the strongest. The second wrote, The king is strongest. The
third wrote, Women are strongest : but above all things Truth beareth away the victory.

13 Now when the king was risen up, they took the writing, and gave it unto him, and so he read it

:

14 and sending forth he called all the princes of Persia and of Media, and the satraps, and the captains,

15 and the governors, and the chief officers ; and sat him down in the royal seat of judgement ; and the

16 writing was read before them. And he said, Call the young men, and they shall explain their own
17 sentences. So they were called, and came in. And they said unto them, Declare unto us your

mind concerning the things ye have written.

18 Then began the first, who had spoken of the strength of wine, and said thus, O sirs, how exceeding

19 strong is wine! it causeth all men to err that drink it : it maketh the mind of the king and of the

fatherless child to be all one ; of the bondman and of the freeman, of the poor man and of the rich :

20 it turneth also every thought into jollity and mirth, so that a man remembereth neither sorrow nor

21 debt : and it maketh every heart rich, so that a man remembereth neither king nor satrap; and it

22 maketh to speak all things by talents : and when they are in their cups, they forget their love both

23 to friends and brethren, and a little after draw their swords: but when they awake from their wine,
2 4 they remember not what they have done. O sirs, is not wine the strongest, seeing that it enforceth

to do thus ? And when he had so spoken, he held his peace.

4. 1, 2 Then the second, that had spoken of the strength of the king, began to say, O sirs, do not men
3 excel in strength, that bear rule over the sea and land, and all things in them ? But yet is the king

stronger: and he- is their lord, and hath dominion over them; and in whatsoever he commandeth
4 them they obey him. If he bid them make war the one against the other, they do it : and if he

5 send them out against the enemies, they go, and overcome mountains, walls, and towers. They
slay and are slain, and transgress not the king's commandment : if they get the victory, they bring

6 all to the king, as well the spoil, as all things else. Likewise for those that are no soldiers, and
have not to do with wars, but use husbandry, when they have reaped again that which they had sown,

7 they bring it to the king, and compel one another to pay tribute unto the king. And he is but one

8 man : if he command to kill, they kill ; if he command to spare, they spare ; if he command to

smite, they smite ; if he command to make desolate, they make desolate ; if he command to build,

9, 10 they build ; if he command to cut down, they cut down ; if he command to plant, they plant. So
all his people and his armies obey him : furthermore he lieth down, he eateth and drinketh, and

9. some (i.e. they) shall give, ddxrovaiv. 1L dabimus.

three princes, cf. Est. i. 14 (ffi, but MT 7, as in E viii. 11).

as it is written, Jahn restores according to his writing.

12. above all things . . . (yirip 8e navra . . .), i.e. 'Truth is victor over all' (Torrey, p. 24, cf. py TOfjl. 'The

third appears to have a double thesis to maintain, thus interfering with the symmetry ' (Lupton).

13. ffi
L ' writings', and similarly in v. 15.

14. ffi
L om. satraps. Cf. Dan. iii. 2 for this list.

15. sat ; 1L & they sat.

seat of judgement (xpwaTI-<TTrIP^)> council-chamber (cf. A.V. mg.).

16. he, ffi
L
£> they.

17. they said, IL he said, <&L ILC and the king said.

18. 1L quam ( + facile !LC ; cito Lag.) praeualet (1LC vincit) vinum omnibus hominibus (ILC omnes homines) qui bibunt

illud.

21, speak . . . by t&leTlts, GL + Kal navra 8ia ypapparoiv noiei orav 8t nivaxri.

23. awake, <£ B tytpQucnv, <EA yevtjOacrw, (5 1
- yivuvrai, ILC et cum digesserit vinum et surrexerint (Lag. cum a' vino

fuerint . . .).

24. ffi
L how is not wine . . . , cf. iv. 12, 32.

IV. 2. that bear . . , rather ' in bearing rule . .
.'

3. their lord, ffi
A lord of all, cf. A.V. ; IL rex autem super omnia praecellit, 1LC . . . super fortis est.

and hath . . . them, <K
L om.

obey, ffi
BS evaicovavaiv, vSL aiiros, aKovovai rov eVor, <8r

A noirja-ovaiv (cf. L Lag. faciunt) ; 3LC om. ' and in . . . him '.

5. as well the spoil . . . €r na\ (A + ocra) t'av npovopfvat»<Tiv Kn\ ra nXXa wavra (i. e. ' and if they raid— and all else ' [in

like manner]), 3L they bring to the king whatsoever they spoil. Torrey (52) conjectures a confusion of Aram, nnx 'take'

and nriN ' other '.

7. but one man, mg. one and alone; <8r <a\ ai/rus e* (JS BabAt- €^) povos ('o-tLv, cf. Josh. xxii. 20, Judith i. 11 (so Torrey,

52. who would join the words to v. 6).

8. (S om. //"in v. 8 seq. <K A om. tlntv t'pqpwo-at epr)pou<ri<: Cf. generally Dan. v. 19.
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I ESDRAS 4. n-35

1

1

taketh his rest : and these keep watch round about him, neither may any one depart, and do his own
12 business, neither disobey they him in anything. O sirs, how should not the king be strongest, seeing

that in such sort he is obeyed ? And he held his peace.

13 Then the third, who had spoken of women, and of truth, (this was Zorobabel) began to speak.

14 O sirs, is not the king great, and men are many, and wine is strong ? who is it then that ruleth them,

15 or hath the lordship over them? are they not women ? Women have borne the king and all the

16 people that bear rule by sea and land. Even of them came they: and they nourished them up that

17 planted the vineyards, from whence the wine cometh. These also make garments for men ; these

18 bring glory unto men ; and without women cannot men be. Yea, and if men have gathered together

gold and silver and every other goodly thing, and see a woman which is comely in favour and beauty,

19 they let all those things go, and gape after her, and even with open mouth fix their eyes fast on her
;

20 and have all more desire unto her than unto gold or silver, or any goodly thing whatsoever. A man
21 leaveth his own father that brought him up, and his own country, and cleaveth unto his wife. And
22 with his wife he endeth his days, and remembereth neither father, nor mother, nor country. By this

also ye must know that women have dominion over you : do ye not labour and toil, and give and
23 bring all to women? Yea, a man taketh his sword, and goeth forth to make outroads, and to rob

24 and to steal, and to sail upon the sea and upon rivers ; and looketh upon a lion, and walketh in the

25 darkness ; and when he hath stolen, spoiled, and robbed, he bringeth it to his love. Wherefore a man
26 loveth his wife better than father or mother. Yea, many there be that have run out of their wits for

27 women, and become bondmen for their sakes. Many also have perished, have stumbled, and sinned,

28 for women. And now do ye not believe me? is not the king great in his power? do not all regions

29 fear to touch him ? Yet did I see him and Apame the king's concubine, the daughter of the illus-

30 trious Bartacus, sitting at the right hand of the king, and taking the crown from the king's head,

31 and setting it upon her own head
;
yea, she struck the king with her left hand : and therewithal the

king gaped and gazed upon her with open mouth : if she laughed upon him, he laughed also : but
if she took any displeasure at him, he was fain to flatter, that she might be reconciled to him again.

32 O sirs, how can it be but women should be strong, seeing they do thus ?

33 Then the king and the nobles looked one upon another: so he began to speak concerning truth.

34 O sirs, are not women strong ? great is the earth, high is the heaven, swift is the sun in his course,

for he compasseth the heavens round about, and fetcheth his course again to his own place in one

35 day. Is he not great that maketh these things? therefore great is truth, and stronger than all

13. ovtos etrnv Zop., fflc
L ILc S +the son of Salathiel, Lag. +of the house of David, of the tribe of Judah, cf. v. 5.

The identity of the unknown third youth (note v. 58), thus parenthetically introduced, is stated also by (K L
in v. 61,

by Hc in 33, 43, 58, and by Jos. regularly after iv. 40.

14. is not . . . ffi
L by omitting the negative, makes the statement, and joining the verse on to v. 15, reads 'have

not women borne the king ? and all the people . . . land were even of them '.

men are many, or are mighty, see Torrey, 24, 53.
From v. 14 seq. Biichler (61 seq.) conjectures that the first and second orations have been transposed ; cf. August.

de Civ. Dei, xviii. 36 ' quumn-eges unus dixisset, alter vinum, tertius mulieres,' &c.
17. garments . . . glory, probably a doublet (Torrey).
18. and see . . . , <ffi

A do they not love (cf. A.V.).

comely . . . beauty koKt/v . . . t<h KtiXAei, an evident sign of translation (Torrey, 53).
21. endeth his days, fflr dtpirjo-i rfjv yj/vxrjf, or 'loseth his life ' (Ball, who cfs. Gen. xxxv. 18 ffi) ; otherwise '. . . for

the sake of (2 misunderstood) his wife ' (Jahn, 178), or ' abandoneth himself (Torrey, 53, cf. So). Jos. § 52 na\ ras yj/vxds
aipLfvai fitr avribv (a^iovpef Kai, see Niese) Kaprepoiptv.

22. ye must know . . . over you, ffi
L ' we . . . us '.

23. make outroads, C5 BL (£o8tveiv (cf. 1 Mace. xv. 41), ffi
A ds e£oSt'ai>, 3LC ' to waylay ', Si ' to travel '.

and to steal, <&L om.
24. looketh upon (i. e. faces or confronts), (£ dcaptl, 3L contemnit, Lag. viiiit; Treuenfels conj. 6qptvei, ' hunts '.

25. Wherefore, lit. ' and ', similarly in vv. 35 ('therefore '), 49 (' moreover ').

27. stumbled, (SBA taxftaK^a-av, ffi
L
eo<pdyr)<rav (cf. IL), Si ' erred '.

28. do ye not, ffi
L

' if ye '.

29. I see him and, Torrey, 339 conj. I myself (airos) saw . . .

the illustrious Bartacus. <& Baprcucov (BA ; Bafaicov, L ;
pa/3efuKov, Jos. ; Bezacis, Bezzachi, Lat. ; r-b-'-'r-t-k

3) tov davpaarov (depaaiov Jos., ? a proper name, cf. Qapdaios, Herod, vii. 194). The reference may be to no
historical person (Bayer, 116), or to Apame daughter of the satrap Artabazos III, or of the Bactrian satrap Spitamenes

;

the former was given to Ptolemy Lagos, the latter to Seleucus Nicator. Thus the story may relate to Egypt or to
Antioch, and date from the time of Darius III, Codomannus (c. 300 B.C.). See further, Marq. 65 seq. ; Torrey,
40 seqq., 54, 102 ; Josippon (Buchler, 66 n. 2) would make Apame the daughter of Axios (?) the Macedonian.

30. struck, ffi epdni(tv, ' was slapping '.

31. therewithal, <8x ko.1 irpos tovtois, ' and moreover' (Lupton, cf. v. 10), or, 'and in spite of this ' (Torrey, 25, 54).
33. one upon another, <KB cU [ertpos np6s

t
A] t&v irepov ; ffi

L
eV. tk> trepto (see Torrey, 54^).

35. maketh, rather ' doeth
' ; the reference is transferred from the Sun to the Deity (see esp. Jos.).

therefore, rat, rather ' but '.
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I ESDRAS 4. 36-42

36 things. All the earth calleth upon truth, and the heaven blesseth her: all works shake and tremble,
37 but with her is no unrighteous thing. Wine is unrighteous, the king is unrighteous, women are

unrighteous, all the children of men are unrighteous, and unrighteous are all such their works ; and
38 there is no truth in them ; in their unrighteousness also they shall perish. But truth abideth, and
39 is strong for ever ;, she liveth and conquereth for evermore. With her there is no accepting of

persons or rewards ; but she doeth the things that are just, and refraineth from all unrighteous and
40 wicked things

;
and all men do well like of her works. Neither in her judgement is any unrighteous-

ness ; and she is the strength, and the kingdom, and the power, and the majesty, of all ages. Blessed

41 be the God of truth. And with that he held his tongue. And all the people then shouted, and said,

Great is truth, and strong above all things.

42 Then said the king unto him, Ask what thou wilt more than is appointed in writing, and we will

give it thee, inasmuch as thou art found wisest ; and thou shalt sit next me, and shalt be called my

36. calleth upon, A.V. mg. praiseth the truth, Lag. invocat ; Athanasius, Or. II. c. Arian. ii. xx, quotes the passage
(' all . . . tremble'), and argues that if all the earth 'praiseth' (v/ivei) the Demiurge and Truth, the former is the
Logos.

works, epya, perhaps originally 'created things' (Torrey), Lag. quae mouentur trement.
with her (so Jos.), but him (mg.) is a well attested reading and refers to the Deity as in v. 35 (see Torrey, 55).

37. and there is, Torrey (25) conj. ' if (el) there is . .
.'

38-40. See Cyprian-, Ep. lxxiv., August, de Civit. Dei, xviii. ch. 36.

38. for evermore, els rbv nlwva toO al&vos, a Semitism.

39. rewards, ffi
B
biafyopa (cf. 5LS), ffi

AL dia<p8opd; Torrey, 56(7, compares 2 Chron. xix. 7.

and refraineth, similarly ffi
L ILC IL Lag. ; the text implies a misunderstanding of the comparative particle :

' things
that are just rather than all . . .' (Fr., Ball, Torrey, 25, 56).

do well like, evdoKovat, cf. Matt. iii. 17.

40. she, avrr) ; ffi
L avrrjs 'hers' ; read perhaps airy 'to her' (cf. Lag. ipsi). With the doxology cf. 1 Chron. xxix. 11,

Dan. ii. 37, Matt. vi. 13.

Blessed . . . , or, since Truth is praised, restore 'blessed of God be Truth ' (Torrey, 56).

41. ffit MeydXr] f) aXrjdeia rail vjvepiaxuei ; IL magna est Veritas et praevalet (ILC + omnibus). There is no good authority
for the erroneous praeva/ebit. Jos. ignores the saying. Cyprian (Ep. lxxiv. 9) quotes it as Veritas manet et invalescet.

August, (de Civ. Dei, xviii. 36) refers to this passage as a prophecy of Christ. See further, for citations, Pohlmann,
263 seq.

The appendix on Truth (vv. 33-41) does not seem to be part of the original story ; one may perhaps compare the
various embellishments in the story of Ahikar. Andre" (192) points out parallels in the praise of Wisdom and refers to

Wisd. iii. 9, where Truth has a deeper mystical signification as though synonymous with the God of Truth.
The decree of Darius and the return of Zerubbabel, iv. 42-v. 6. (a) The vow of Darius practically duplicates that

of Cyrus, and both kings are curiously associated with the capture of Babylon in Jos. x. 11 4. That Cyrus was unable
to fulfil his vow need not imply, as Biichler supposes, the existence of some specific tradition ; it may be merely an
attempt to justify this story of Darius, see Introd. p. 16. In any case the return of exiles under Zerubbabel in the reign

of Darius (v. 6) is complicated by the references in v. 7 seqq. (E ii. seq.) to that of Cyrus. Since ii. 1—15 seems to be
incomplete, it has been urged that the gap between E i. and ii. may be filled, partly at least, byE v. 1-6, reading Cyrus
{or Darius in v. 2 and adjusting or omitting v. 6 (see Ewald, 86; the comm. of Bertheau and Ryssel ; Sellin, Stud.,

112 seq. ; Davies, 49 seq.). Against this see Schrader, 482 n. b. It is otherwise held that v. 1-6 refer to a return,

perhaps under Joakim (see v. 5), in the reign of Darius (De Saulcy and Kaulen [so Nikel, 52, 126]; Schrader;
Reuss ; Ryle, 15 ; Andrd, 137-40). But it has been shown by Schrader (loc. cit.) and Torrey that this passage cannot
be severed from the close of iv, and that both are of Semitic origin. The relationship between E i. and E iv. v. 1-6,

7 seqq. (E ii.) thus becomes more difficult, and Torrey (followed by Kent) would treat the Story of the Three Youths
as an (Aramaic) interpolation in the (Hebrew) history of the time of Cyrus. Hence iv. 43-7, 57-61, and v. 6 a are

regarded as redactional, linking the interpolated Darius story with the main narrative. The latter thus comprises

E i. (E ii. 1—
1 5), E iv. 47 a, 48 a (' and Cyrus the king wrote . . .'), 48 ^-56, 62 seq., v. 1 seqq. (with Cyrus in v. 2,

and in v. 6 reading only ' in the second year of the reign of Cyrus, king of Persia, in the month . . .') ; see Torrey,

Journ. Bibl. Lit.,xv\ (1897), 168 seq., Ezra Stud., 26, 32 seq., 58, 133; Kent, 340 seq. This would represent an
earlier stage than the MT, but still furnishes a narrative, which both scholars regard as unhistorical, and which has

been expanded by transferring E iv. 7 seqq. from its incorrect position before the reign of Darius to one equally

incorrect in E ii. 16 seqq.

(b) Although the effort has been made to link together traditions of Cyrus and Darius, the interpolation-hypothesis

brings fresh difficulties. The Story of the Three Pages (iii. i-iv. 41), whatever its true origin and form, can only

have been used because of its sequel. True, it could only have been inserted here, but a compiler was under no
obligation to insert it, and the exhibition of rhetorical skill evidently served his purpose. The royal favour once

obtained is turned to good account (cf. Est. v.), and unless the story had been already connected with Jewish history

it is difficult to explain its presence. Only the fact that it deals with Darius and not Cyrus explains its survival, and
the confusion arising from the effort to combine it with the history of the exiles is evidence of deliberate method. On
these grounds, then, we have a bona-fide tradition— not necessarily a valuable one—of a return in the reign of Darius.

Hence it is that ii. 16 seqq. seek to explain the delay between the time of Cyrus (who belongs to the past, ii. 30, iii. 1,

iv. 44, 57) and that of Darius, and that Darius is represented partly as initiating (iv. 43, 47-56) and partly as endorsing

(iv. 44, 57, see vi. 34) the return of the Jews. The whole is the result of a compromise, iv. 43-6 (Aramaic,

Torrey, 29 n. 13) and 57-61 (Hebrew, id. 59) bear no resemblance to redactional patches (against Torrey, 57 seqq.).

They actually being new details (the valuable v. 45), and vv. 44, 57, by ignoring the return of the vessels in ii. 10-15,

link conflicting traditions, but do not link an otherwise unnecessary interpolation with the tradition which runs through

E i.-iii. Besides, it is not clear that the gap between E i. and ii. is filled by Torrey's restoration (see Bayer, 134) or

that the attempt to fill it is (in view of the development of the Cyrus-tradition) at all necessary. It may be concluded

,
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I ESDRAS 4. 43-62

43 cousin. Then said he unto the king, Remember thy vow, which thou didst vow to build Jerusalem,
44 in the day when thou earnest to thy kingdom, and to send away all the vessels that were taken out

of Jerusalem, which Cyrus set apart, when he vowed to destroy Babylon, and vowed to send them
45 again thither. Thou didst also vow to build up the temple, which the Edomites burned when Judsea
46 was made desolate by the Chaldeans. And now, O lord the king, this is that which I require, and

which I desire of thee, and this is the princely liberality that shall proceed from thee : I pray there-
fore that thou make good the vow, the performance whereof thou hast vowed to the King of heaven
with thine own mouth.

47 Then Darius the king stood up, and kissed him, and wrote letters for him unto all the treasurers
and governors and captains and satraps, that they should safely bring on their way both him, and

48 all those that should go up with him to build Jerusalem. He wrote letters also unto all the
governors that were in Ccelesyria and Phoenicia, and unto them in Libanus, that they should bring

49 cedar wood from Libanus unto Jerusalem, and that they should build the city with him. Moreover
he wrote for all the Jews that should go out of his realm up into Jewry, concerning their freedom

50 that no officer, no governor, no satrap, nor treasurer, should forcibly enter into their doors ; and that
all the country which they occupied should be free to them without tribute ; and that the Edomites

51 should give over the villages of the Jews which then they held: and that there should be yearly
52 given twenty talents to the building of the temple, until the time that it were built ; and other ten

talents yearly, for burnt offerings to be presented upon the altar every day, as they had a command-
53 ment to offer seventeen : and that all they that should come from Babylonia to build the city should
54 have their freedom, as well they as their posterity, and all the priests that came. He wrote also to

55 give them their charges, and the priests' vestments wherein they minister; and for the Levites he
wrote that their charges should be given them until the day that the house were finished, and

56, 57 Jerusalem builded up. And he commanded to give to all that kept the city lands and wages. He
sent away also all the vessels from Babylon, that Cyrus had set apart; and all that Cyrus had given
in commandment, the same charged he also to be done, and sent unto Jerusalem.

58 Now when this young man was gone forth, he lifted up his face to heaven toward Jerusalem, and
59 praised the King of heaven, and said, From thee cometh victory, from thee cometh wisdom, and
60 thine is the glory, and I am thy servant. Blessed art thou, who hast given me wisdom : and to thee
61 I give thanks, O Lord of our fathers. And so he took the letters, and went out, and came unto
62 Babylon, and told it all his brethren. And they praised the God of their fathers, because he had

therefore, that E iii. i-v. 6 furnish a distinctive tradition of some return in the reign of Darius in accordance with
his decree in vv. 48-56. See further on vi. seq.

On the text of iv. 42 seqq., see especially Torrey, 125 seqq.

43. Remember, dE L + O king.

44. he vowed . . . Babylon, S> om. ; Gaab (see Fr.) and Torrey conj. ' when he began ' (rjp^aro) ; 11 cum excideret
(desolavit) B. Jos. § 58 omits all reference to Cyrus—'the vessels which Neb., having pillaged, carried to B.'

45. Edomites, cf. viii. 69. ffir
B 'lovbaloi ; 31 Lag. '. . Chaldei cum desolata esset Iudea.' Fr. cites MS. 44 : ...

cvfTTvpiaf Na/3. See Introd. § $f.
46. O lord the king, cf. Dan. iv. 24.
and this is the . . .; 'and since such munificence is thine' (Torrey, 29 n. 13).
the vow . . . vowed, lit. ' the vow which thou didst vow.'

47. letters, lit. ' the letters ', viz. which he desired. The reference is naturally to Darius and Zerubbabel ; but on
the theory that the story is an interpolation, Cyrus writes for Sheshbazzar (Torrey, Kent).

48. The grant of wood ; see v. 55.

49. enter . . . doors. According to Jos. § 61 the royal taxes are remitted, cf. E vii. 24.

50. Edomites (ffi
B Chaldeans). Jos. adds the Samaritans and people of Coelesyria.

51. twenty talents, (SL S + 'of silver'. Jos. reads 'fifty', but omits the numbers in v. 52.

temple, to Upov, probably DwXH 1TQ ; for 73TI E usually has vaos.

52. and other . . . yearly, (S5LS at end of verse, perhaps rightly.

seventeen should probably be omitted (Lupton, 69; Torrey, 127).

53. The reference to freedom seems out of place, see Biichler, 98 seq., who joins the last words ('and for all the
priests . . .') to v. 54.

54. to give them, cf. ffi
L

bo6r)vai.

charges, x°pnyw- In v. 55, Jos. § 62 has 'for the Levites, the musical instruments (to. opyava) wherewith they
praise God '. With the interest in the Levites, cf. E vii. 24, and especially N xi. 23.

56. kept {(ppovpoxxri) the city
; Jos. 4- 'and the temple' ; on his paraphrase of the verse, see Biichler, 99 n. 3.

58. toward Jerusalem, cf. Dan. vi. 10, Tob. iii. 11 seq. With the prayer cf. E vii. 27, Dan. ii. 19, 20, 23.
59. <&L 'counsel ($ov\-q) and wisdom and victory, and thine is the glory'; so Ec

, transposing 'wisdom' and
'victory'. Origen, Horn. ix. in losuam, quotes from ' Esdras ': 'a te Domine est victoria et ego servus tuus, bene-
dictus es Deus veritatis ' (cf. v. 40).

60. give thanks, rather 'praise '.

62. God of their fathers, cf. E vii. 27, viii. 28, x. II.
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63 given them freedom and liberty to go up, and to build Jerusalem, and the temple which is called by
his name : and they feasted with instruments of music and gladness seven days.

5 1 After this were the chiefs of fathers' houses chosen to go up according to their tribes, with their

2 wives and sons and daughters, with their menservants and maidservants, and their cattle. And
Darius sent with them a thousand horsemen, till they had brought them back to Jerusalem safely,

3 and with musical instruments, tabrets and flutes. And all their brethren played, and he made them
go up together with them.

4 And these are the names of the men which went up, according to their families amongst their

5 tribes, after their several divisions. The priests, the sons of Phinees, the sons of Aaron : Jesus the
son of Josedek, the son of Saraias, and Joakim the son of Zorobabel, the son of Salathiel, of the

6 house of David, of the lineage of Phares, of the tribe of Judah ; who spake wise sentences before
Darius the king of Persia in the second year of his reign, in the month Nisan, which is the first

month. Ezra
7 And these are they of Jewry that came up

|
Now these are the children of the province, 2 1

63. which is called ... (5o5 i>vop.ao-6r) to opofia avrov cV avrcS ; a Hebraism, cf. 2 Chron. vi. 33, vii. 14, E vi. 33.
feasted, Jos. § 66 tt\v dvaKTrjatv Kni Tra\iyyeveo-inv rijs Trarpi8os eoprdfavTes.

V. 2. brought . . . back, dKBA diroKaTao-TT)o-ai, ffi
L dnoKaTao-Krjvajo-ai.

safely, mg. with peace, a literal rendering in the Greek of the Hebrew term. For the escort, cf. E viii. 22,
N ii. 9.

3. And all . . . , (S MSS. nos. 55, 58 omit 'and' ; the brethren were naturally the musicians, cf. v. 42 below.
he made . . . , ffi

L 'they'. Restore perhaps (after Torrey, 130) 'played and were sending them (on their way)
as they went up'. Cf. Jos., and possibly (so Lupton) Tertullian, De Cor. Milit. ix. 'facilius cum tympanis et tibiis

et psalteriis revertens de captivitate Babyloniae quam cum coroniS ', &c.
4. Cf. viii. 28 ; the tribal arrangement also recalls E's twelve lay-families.

5. Read 'of the priests' (Torrey, 131), cf. E viii. 2, where also priests are mentioned first (cf. E iii. 2, but contrast
iv. 3, v. 2).

Phinees (Phinehas), the son (<&
L S) + of Eleazar the son of Aaron (<5

L
).

and Joakim the son of Z. €rL 6 ko.1 Z., thus identifying, cf. Zer. and Sheshbazzar in vi. 18. This genealogy
conflicts with that of Zerubbabel in 1 Chron. iii. 19 seqq., and Joakim the priest was the son of Jeshua (N xii. 10, 26).

Some (e. g. Fr., Reuss) accept Joakim as the original hero of the story in iii. seq. and as the leader of a return in the
reign of Darius. Buchler (56) would read 'and Zer. the son of Shealtiel the son of Joakim' (i.e. the king),
corresponding to Jeshua the grandson of the priest Seraiah. Similarly Bayer (121 seq.) who also reads ' Jeshua the
son ... of Seraiah, the son of Phinehas, the son of Aaron the priest'. Torrey (131) suggests 'and there rose up
with him Zer.' (H Dp'1, cf. ii. 8). This is attractive but seems rather abrupt. The analogy of E viii. 2 would suggest
the presence of priestly and Davidic representatives. Such is the confusion, however, in the history of the return that
'Joakim the son of may conceivably be an insertion on the view that Zer. (identified with Sheshbazzar) had already
led a return in the time of Cyrus. On the intricacies see Introd. p. 15 seq.

6. which is . . . , rather 'on the first of the month' (Fr.
;
Jahn ; Torrey, 27, 61). The date is properly not that

when Zer. gained the king's ear (cf. N ii. 1, also the first month), but of the departure (see E viii. 6), and, although
it conflicts with v. 57, the mention of the year is presupposed by the reference in v. 47. Note the care to give dates
in E vii. 7 seq., viii. 31, &c.

The Register of the Return, v. 7-46 = E ii, N vii. 6-73 ; Jos. xi. 3 10 merely gives a brief summary. This list

is the foundation-stone of the canonical post-exilic history, its authenticity a matter of keen dispute among those
who have investigated this period, its essential trustworthiness accepted even by those who reject almost all that
remains for the time of Cyrus (E i.-iv. 5). Its problems involve the entire structure of E-N. It is the list of those
who returned 'every man to his own city' (E v. 8), thus connecting in the most realistic manner the large community
(the kahal) which returned to the land of their ancestors with the pre-exilic population. It is no less closely connected
with subsequent events in E-N ; note the families in Ezra's band several decades later (see on E viii. 28-40), the
enumeration in E ix. 21 seqq., the signatories of the covenant (N x.), and the various lists in N xii. As a whole the
list may be likened to the register of the children of Israel before the Exodus (Gen. xlvi. 8-27) and after the settlement
(Num. xxvi. 1-5 1, 1 Chron. ii.-viii.).

As a Register of the Return it ignores both the many Jews who had never left Palestine or who may have fled

(perhaps temporarily) into Egypt, and the South Judaean families who had moved northwards into the neighbourhood
of Jerusalem (1 Chron. ii.). Confining itself to the deportation by Nebuchadrezzar it ignores other returns (on the
assumption that Zech. vi. 9 seq. do not represent an isolated occurrence). It implies the possibility of a very easy
settlement by the exiles among the people of the land (contrast the tradition in E iv. 50) ; and the manifest improbability
that the families could return after many years each to its old abode cannot be explained away (with Meyer, 151, and
others) in view of the explicit statements in v. 46 seq. Moreover, the list includes the common people (see 2 Kings
xxiv. 14-16), numbers Zerubbabel alone among the Davidic descendants, and apparently excludes guilds of artisans

(2 Kings, I.e.). Although the numbers (v. 41) have been skilfully defended, considerable perplexity is caused by
the place-names enumerated (see Elhorst, Th. T. xxix, 97 seq.; Kosters ib. xxx, 499 seq., xxxi, 531 ; Nikel, 57 seq.).

Whether the list enumerates families carried off at the exile or applies to the new settlers—and those who accept the
list are divided on this very important question— it is very difficult to account for the absence of some places (Nikel,

54 seq.) and the presence of others (Meyer, 105 seqq., 190). Moreover, the list implies a careful retention of the
various local origins and divisions of the ecclesiastical and lay families during the years of exile, although once in

Palestine there are, as is to be expected, continual changes and developments (Kosters, E Bi. col. 1483, § 8). No
doubt some of the personal names are old, but it is improbable that such family-names as Jeshua, Pahath-moab, Elam,
Bigvai (better Bagoi E v. 14), and Aspadath (E Aspharasus v. 8) are of pre-exilic date. It also assumes the existence
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 5. 7-13 Ezra 2

from the captivity, where they dwelt as strangers,

whom Nabuchodonosor the king of Babylon had

carried away unto Babylon.

8 And they returned

unto Jerusalem, and to the other parts of Jewry,

every man to his own city, who came with Zoro-

babel, with Jesus, Nehemias, and Zaraias, Resaias,

Eneneus, Mardocheus, Beelsarus, Aspharasus,

9 Reelias, Roimus, and Baana, their leaders. The
number of them of the nation, and their leaders :

the sons of Phoros, two thousand a hundred
seventy and two : the sons of Saphat, four

10 hundred seventy and two: the sons of Ares,

1

1

seven hundred fifty and six : the sons of Phaath
Moab, of the sons of Jesus and Joab, two thou-

sand eight hundred and twelve

:

12 the sons of

Elam, a thousand two hundred fifty and four

:

the sons of Zathui, nine hundred forty and five :

13 the sons of Chorbe, seven hundred and five : the

sons of Bani, six hundred forty and eight : the

sons of Bebai, six hundred twenty and three

:

that went up out of the captivity of those which

had been carried away, whom Nebuchadnezzar

the king of Babylon had carried away unto

Babylon, and that returned unto Jerusalem and

Judah, every one unto his city; which came with 2

Zerubbabel, Jeshua, Nehemiah,Seraiah,Reelaiah,

Mordecai, Bilshan, Mispar, Bigvai, Rehum, Ba-

anah. The number of the men of the people of

Israel

:

the children of Parosh, two thousand 3

an hundred seventy and two.

The children of 4

Shephatiah, three hundred seventy and two.

The children of Arah, seven hundred seventy 5

and five. The children of Pahath-moab, of the 6

children of Jeshua and Joab, two thousand eight

hundred and twelve. The children of Elam, a 7

thousand two hundred fifty and four. The chil- 8

dren of Zattu, nine hundred forty and five. The 9

children of Zaccai, seven hundred and threescore.

The children of Bani, six hundred forty and two. 10

The children of Bebai, six hundred twenty and «

of trustworthy genealogies (v. 37 seqq.) which apparently were not preserved at Babylon, but were cherished by the

natives of Judah. Such lists as are incorporated in Chron. (especially I Chron. xxiv., which has several points of

resemblance with the E-N lists) are on critical grounds practically valueless for the pre-exilic age, and it is necessary,

therefore, to suppose that—if the great list is genuine— the older genealogical records have disappeared (see Meyer,

140, 160 seqq.). On the other hand, one important list which vitally conflicts with this is preserved in Neh. mil-, and,

as Ed. Meyer was the first to observe, testifies to the prominence of an indigenous population, secular and ecclesiastical,

wherein the presence of the South Judaean groups may be recognized. But that list testifies also to the weakness of any
body of Babylonian exiles ; see Introd. § 5 (c).

While this list forms the backbone of the biblical post-exilic history and is in a context where the events are

closely interconnected (viz. the generous decree, the great return, the steps to reorganize religious conditions), the

evidence of Haggai and Zecharia'h (520 B.C.) renders the whole context untrustworthy (so even Meyer, pp. 49, 73,

98 seq., 191). These prophets ignore the presence of this great community (see Introd. § 4. II.), and the successful

opposition as described in E v. 66 seqq. ' shows how small a number had really returned' (G. A. Smith, Jerusalem,
ii, 298 seq.). Certain considerations might support the genuineness of the list and its context (see Uavies, 14, 80 ;

Torrey, 144), but the weight of evidence, and the recognition that the list has been subsequently 'edited' (Holzhey, 15 ;

Davies, 51), or may comprise the result of several returns between 538 and 520 or 516 (Sellin, Ser. 7, Stud. 42, 108 seq.,

115, 158), indicate that whatever return or returns took place the list and the context describe events in such a way
that the historical facts cannot be recovered by any internal criticism of the narratives.

The list appears in the account of Nehemiah (c. 444) where it is treated as that of ' the children of the province ',

and should incorporate those native families who had separated from the heathen (E vii. 6. 13) ; see Introd. p. 9.

On internal grounds N vii. (not necessarily in its present form) appears to be its earlier form, and it is noteworthy
that E and to a greater extent E show traces of some adjustment of the list to the history before the building of the

Temple (see below) . On the minutiae of the list, see Smend (who notes frequent agreement with N, so also Bayer, 38)

;

Moulton, ZATW, xix, 246 seq.; Meyer, 141 seqq., and Bayer, 42 seqq., and, besides the comm., the several articles in

E Bi. The readings in the R.V. mg., with the identifications of the more difficult names, have been omitted in the

notes here and in the other lists, viii. 29 seqq., ix. 19 seqq., &c.

7. Captivity . . . , C5 rrjs aix/xaXoxnas' rrjs napoucias ((K
L aTToactcrias).

8. The leaders are twelve in number (cf. the tribes, and see on v. 4) through the insertion of Eneneus (= Nahamani
N vii. 7). N(£ reads 'who came with Zer. and Jeshua and Neh.: Azariah . . . Mispereth, Ezra, Bigvai . . . Baanah,
Masphar'; cf. the old view that the return of Zer. was contemporary with that of N or E (see Introd. p. 10 a).

Among the important variants are E Zaraias (E Seraiah, N Azariah) ; Resaias (E Reelaiah, N Raamiah, see

E Bi., 3997); Beelsarus (EN Bilshan, see E Bi., 574); Aspharasus (? Pers. Aspadata ; Marq. 35); Reelias (i.e.

Reelaiah, EN Bigvai); Roimus (E Rehum, N Nehum = C5L in E). Jos. xi. 3 § 73 seq. mentions besides Zer. and
Jeshua two names of prominent donors (see v. 44 seq.), Mordecai (see on vii. 15) and Sherebiah.

9-23. The lay-families. E 15 seq. add Kilan (? Keilah), Azetas (? Azekah), Azaru or Azuru (cf. Asara v. 31, or
Azzur N x. 17), Antiis or Annias (cf. Hananiah, or Hodiah N x. 18). For Arom cf. Harim, E 32 (wanting in E

t

unless Chorbe v. 12 represents it and not Zaccai; see N x. 14) or Has/turn (E 19 before Gibbar [see below] ; N x. 18
before Bezai [E Bassai]). On these additions see also Bayer, 43 seqq.. 75. For the compound Arsiphurith, ci.Jorah
E 18 = Hariph N vii. 24 (ffi^ + 'the children of Asen '), x. 19. Baiterus (note the number) takes the place of
Gibbar (E) or Gibeon (N) ; cf perhaps Bether, Josh. xv. 19 ffi and see Guthe, SBOT. With the Chadiasai, cf. perhaps
Hadashah, Josh. xv. 37, or Adasa, I Mace. vii. 40 ; and with the Ammidioi, perhaps Modin, 1 Mace. ii. I, or Migdal-
Gad, or Middin (Ball) ; Bayer (45 seq.) discovers the names Hashum and Hodijah. In v. 21 Ai is wanting, and if

Niphish represents Magbish (E only, cf. Magpiash N x. 20), the men of Nebo, the other Elam (cf. E 31) and Harim
(see E 39, E 25) are absent. Calamolalus (<Ek

B -calus) and Onus represent Lod, Hadid and Ano.
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the sons of Astad, a thousand three hundred
14 twenty and two: the sons of Adonikam, six

hundred sixty and seven : the sons of Bagoi, two
thousand sixty and six :

the sons of Adinu, four

15 hundred fifty and four: the sons of Ater, of

Ezekias, ninety and two : the sons of Kilan and
Azetas, threescore and seven : the sons of Azaru,

16 four hundred thirty and two : the sons of Annis,
a hundred and one : the sons of Arom : the sons

of Bassai, three hundred twenty and three : the

17 sons of Arsiphurith, a hundred and twelve: the

sons of Baiterus, three thousand and five : the

sons of Bethlomon, a hundred twenty and three :

18 they of Netophas, fifty and five: they of Ana-
thoth, a hundred fifty and eight : they of Bethas-

19 moth, forty and two: they of Kariathiarius,

twenty and five: they of Caphira and Beroth,
20 seven hundred forty and three : the Chadiasiai

and Ammidioi, four hundred twenty and two

:

they of Kirama and Gabbe, six hundred twenty
21 and one: they of Macalon, a hundred twenty

and two : they of Betolion, fifty and two : the

sons of Niphis, a hundred fifty and six :

22 the sons

of Calamolalus and Onus, seven hundred twenty

23 and five: the sons of Jerechu, three hundred
24 forty and five: the sons of Sanaas, three thou-

sand three hundred and thirty. The priests

:

the sons of Jeddu, the son of Jesus, among the

sons of Sanasib, nine hundred seventy and two

:

the sons of Emmeruth, a thousand fifty and two

:

25 the sons of Phassurus, a thousand two hundred
forty and seven : the sons of Charme, a thousand
and seventeen.

26 The Levites : the sons of Jesus,

and Kadmiel, and Bannas, and Sudias, seventy

27 and four. The holy singers : the sons of Asaph,
28 a hundred twenty and eight. The porters: the

sons of Salum, the sons of Atar, the sons of

Tolman, the sons of Dacubi, the sons of Ateta,

the sons of Sabi, in all a hundred thirty and nine.

29 The temple-servants: the sons of Esau, the sons
of Asipha, the sons of Tabaoth, the sons of

Keras, the sons of Sua, the sons of Phaleas, the

three. The children of Azgad, a thousand two 12

hundred twenty and two. The children of 13

Adonikam, six hundred sixty and six. The *4

children of Bigvai, two thousand fifty and six.

The children of Adin, four hundred fifty and 15

four. The children of Ater, of Hezekiah, ninety 16

and eight.

The children of Bezai. three hundred l 7

twenty and three. The children of Jorah, an 18

hundred and twelve. The children of Hashum, 19

two hundred twenty and three. The children of 20

Gibbar, ninety and five. The children of Beth- 21

lehem, an hundred twenty and three. The men 22

of Netophah, fifty and six. The men of Ana- 2 3

thoth, an hundred twenty and eight. The chil- 2 4

dren of Azmaveth, forty and two. The children 25

of Kiriath-arim, Chephirah, and Beeroth, seven
hundred and forty and three. The children of 26

Ramah and Geba, six hundred twenty and one.

The men of Michmas, an hundred twenty and 27

two. The men of Beth-el and Ai, two hundred 28

twenty and three. The children of Nebo, fifty 2 9

and two. The children of Magbish, an hundred 3°

fifty and six. The children of the other Elam, 3 1

a thousand two hundred fifty and four. The 3 2

children of Harim, three hundred and twenty.

The children of Lod, Hadid, and Ono, seven 33

hundred twenty and five. The children of 34

Jericho, three hundred forty and five. The 35

children of Senaah, three thousand and six

hundred and thirty. The priests : the children 3*>

of Jedaiah, of the house of Jeshua, nine hundred
seventy and three.

The children of Immer, a 37
thousand fifty and two. The children of Pashhur, 3 8

a thousand two hundred forty and seven. The 39

children of Harim, a thousand and seventeen.

The Levites : the children of Jeshua and Kad- 4°

miel, of the children of Hodaviah, seventy and
four. The singers: the children of Asaph, an 4 1

hundred twenty and eight. The children of the 4 2

porters: the children of Shallum,the children of

Ater, the children of Talmon, the children of

Akkub, the children of Hatita, the children

of Shobai, in all an hundred thirty and nine.

The Nethinim : the children of Ziha, the children 43

of Hasupha, the children of Tabbaoth ; the chil- 44

dren of Keros, the children of Siaha, the children

priests. The family of Jedaiah is ascribed to Sanasib (1LC Enassibe) i.e. Eliashib, grandson of Jeshua
:r of Jaddua (N xii. 10-12) ; Meyer, 169; Batten, SB07

, 59. The omission of Eliashib in EN is more
24 seq. The

and grandfather
explicable (in view of the foreign alliance in N xiii. 4, 28) than its presence in E. The reference to Jeshua may be due
to insertion. Apart from this, it is noteworthy that there is little variation in the versions, perhaps an indication of the

lateness of the list of the priests (SBOT loc. cit.).

26. The Levites. As regards the small number, it may be noticed that certain Levitical families, at all events,

appear not to have been deported, so Henadad (see v. 58), and also the Korahites (Meyer, Israel., 352 n. 5), see Meyer,
Ent. 167, 177, Nikel, 86 (from another standpoint), and Introd. § 5 (c).

29 seqq. The Nethinim. E (but not (!R
L
, which is as usual corrected after the MT) adds Uta (? cf. Uthai, E viii. 14),

Ketab (or Ketam, cf. N vii. 48 <&**", and see Torrey, 89 seq., Bayer, 52), Chaseba (? cf. Chezib, Cozbi), Asara (see Azaru,
v. 15, and cf. Hasrah, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 22), Pharakim (see E Bi., 3686) and Cutha (? cf. the Cuthaeans, or. with Bayer,

Sotai, E 55).
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30 sons of Labana, the sons of Aggaba, the sons of

Acud, the sons of Uta, the sons of Ketab, the

sons of Accaba, the sons of Subai, the sons of

Anan, the sons of Cathua, the sons of Geddur,

31 the sons of Jairus, the sons of Daisan, the sons of

Noeba, the sons of Chaseba, the sons of Gazera,

the sons of Ozias, the sons of Phinoe, the sons of

Asara, the sons of Basthai, the sons of Asana,

the sons of Maani, the sons of Naphisi,

the sons

of Acub, the sons of Achipha, the sons of Asur,

32 the sons of Pharakim, the sons of Basaloth, the

sons of Meedda, the sons of Cutha, the sons of

Charea, the sons of Barchus, the sons of Serar,

the sons of Thomei, the sons of Nasi, the sons of

Atipha.

00 The sons of the servants of Solomon:
the sons of Assaphioth, the sons of Pharida,

the

sons of Jeeli, the sons of Lozon, the sons of

34 Isdael, the sons of Saphuthi, the sons of Agia,

the sons of Phacareth, the sons of Sabie, the sons

of Sarothie, the sons of Masias, the sons of Gas,

the sons of Addus, the sons of Subas, the sons of

Apherra, the sons of Barodis, the sons of Saphat,

35 the sons of Allon. All the temple-servants, and
the sons of the servants of Solomon, were three

36 hundred seventy and two. These came up from

Thermeleth, and Thelersas, Charaathalan lead-

37 ing them, and Allar ; and they could not shew
their families, nor their stock, how they were of

Israel : the sons of Dalan the son of Ban, the

sons of Nekodan, six hundred fifty and two.

38 And of the priests, they that usurped the office

of the priesthood and were not found : the sons

of Obdia, the sons of Akkos, the sons of Jaddus,
who married Augia one of the daughters of

39 Zorzelleus, and was called after his name. And
when the description of the kindred of these men
was sought in the register, and was not found,

they were removed from executing the office of

40 the priesthood : for unto them said Nehemias
and Attharias, that they should not be partakers

of Padon ; the children of Lebanah, the children 45
of Hagabah, the children of Akkub ; the children 46
of Hagab, the children of Shamlai, the children

of Hanan ; the children of Giddel, the children of 47
Gahar, the children of Reaiah ; the children of 48

Rezin, the children of Nekoda, the children of

Gazzam ; the children of Uzza, the children of 49
Paseah, the children of Besai ; the children of 50

Asnah, the children of Meunim, the children of

Nephisim ; the children of Bakbuk, the children 5 1

of Hakupha, the children of Harhur ; the chil- 52

dren of Bazluth, the children of Mehida, the

children of Harsha;
the children of Barkos, the 53

children of Sisera, the children of Temah; the 54
children of Neziah, the children of Hatipha.

The children of Solomon's servants : the children 55
of Sotai, the children of Hassophereth, the chil-

dren of Peruda ; the children of Jaalah, the 56

children of Darkon, the children of Giddel ; the 57
children of Shephatiah, the children of Hattil,

the children of Pochereth-hazzebaim, the chil-

dren of Ami.

All the Nethinim, and the chil- 58

dren of Solomon's servants, were three hundred
ninety and two. And these were they which 59

went up from Tel-melah, Tel-harsha, Cherub,
Addan, and Immer : but they could not shew
their fathers' houses, and their seed, whether
they were of Israel : the children of Delaiah, the 60

children of Tobiah, the children of Nekoda, six

hundred fifty and two. And of the children of 61

the priests : the children of Habaiah, the children

of Hakkoz, the children of Barzillai, which took

a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite,

and was called after their name. These sought 62

their register among those that were reckoned
by genealogy, but they were not found : there-

fore were they deemed polluted and put from
the priesthood. And the Tirshatha said unto 63

them, that they should not eat of the most holy

33 seq. Servants of Solomon. E (but not €rL) omits Sotai, severs (with <& of E-N) Pochereth-hazzebaim, and
between the latter and Ami (E ; N Amon, E Allon) inserts eight names, on which see E Bi.

36. See the comm. Leading is apparently based upon a doublet of Tel-harsha (NKHI"1), as though connected with

B>NT (NBH) « head, leader ' ; but see v. 8 end.

37. Dalan, €cB ao-up, MT Delaiah. Ban, marg. Baenan (<ffi
B
), but MT Tobiah (? cf. N vi. 17 seq., xiii. 4), though with

the addition of @ova, EffiB , NffiA. Nekoda{n), cf. v. 31 (E Noeba).
38. And of the priests (similarly N 63), they that claimed . . . (ol ffi.noiovfj.fPoi [ffi

L nercnroi.] iepaxrvvrjs). Obdia,
ffi

B Obbeia, N Hobaiah. The family of Hakkoz, according to the traditional view, had been legitimate (1 Chron.
xxiv. 10), was now deposed, but was subsequently reinstated and held a prominent place (N iii. 4, 21, E viii. 33). If

this list is of the time of Zerubbabel we must explain the retention of the name in N vii. 63 and its omission in N x., xii.

(cf. Kosters, Th. T., xxxi, 539). The passage has not the value set upon it (notably by Meyer, 170, who compares the
Calebite Kos, 1 Chron. iv. 8 ; see also Jampel i, 313), but only shows that at some period the legitimacy of the family
was evidently doubtful.

the sons of Jaddus, apparently Jaddua ; note the variant text in E.
40. Attharias, i.e. the Tirshatha (cf. ix. 49). The verb (elnep) is in the singular and ffi

L (see A.V. mg.) identifies the
two. J5 reads only JVehemiah, and MT only the Tirshatha (cf. the variants in E ix. 49). Even if the identification
be due to a gloss (Fr., cf. Bayer, 53) it must serve a purpose (as in iv. 13, vi. 18), and it is only intelligible if the list

belonged originally to the history of N's age (see W. R. Smith, Ency. Brit., 9th ed., art. ' Haggai ', xi, 370 ; Harvey,
Expos., 1893, vii. p. 440 ; Howorth, PSBA, xxiii, 309 seq.). The mitigated form of the decision in the MT is probably
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of the holy things, till there arose up a high

41 priest wearing Urim and Thummim. So all

they of Israel, from twelve years old and up-

ward, beside menservants and womenservants,
were in number forty and two thousand three

42 hundred and sixty. Their menservants and
handmaids were seven thousand three hundred
thirty and seven : the minstrels and singers, two
hundred forty and five :

43 four hundred thirty and
five camels, seven thousand thirty and six horses,

two hundred forty and five mules, five thousand
five hundred twenty and five beasts of burden.

44 And certain of the chief men of their families,

when they came to the temple of God that is in

Jerusalem, vowed to set up the house again in

45 its own place according to their ability, and to

give into the holy treasury of the works a thou-

sand pounds of gold, five thousand of silver, and
a hundred priestly vestments.

46 And the priests

and the Levites and they that were of the people

dwelt in Jerusalem and the country ; the holy
singers also and the porters and all Israel in their

villages.

47 But when the seventh month was at hand,
and when the children of Israel were every man
in his own place, they came all together with

one consent into the broad place before the first

48 porch which is toward the east. Then stood up
Jesus the son of Josedek, and his brethren the

priests, and Zorobabel the son of Salathiel, and
his brethren, and made ready the altar of the

49 God of Israel, to offer burnt sacrifices upon it,

according as it is expressly commanded in the

things, till there stood up a priest with Urim
and with Thummim. The whole congregation 64

together was forty and two thousand three

hundred and threescore,

beside their menservants 65
and their maidservants, of whom there were seven
thousand three hundred thirty and seven : and
they had two hundred singing men and singing

women. Their horses were seven hundred thirty 66

and six ; their mules, two hundred forty and
five ; their camels, four hundred thirty and five

; 67
their asses, six thousand seven hundred and
twenty. And some of the heads of fathers' 68

houses, when they came to the house of the

Lord which is in Jerusalem, offered willingly for

the house of God to set it up in its place : they 69
gave after their ability into the treasury of the

work threescore and one thousand darics of gold,

and five thousand pound of silver, and one hun-
dred priests' garments. So the priests, and the 70

Levites, and some of the people, and the singers,

and the porters, and the Nethinim, dwelt in their

cities, and all Israel in their cities.

And when the seventh month was come, and 3 1

the children of Israel were in the cities, the

people gathered themselves together as one
man to Jerusalem.

Then stood up Jeshua the 2

son of Jozadak, and his brethren the priests,

and Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, and his

brethren, and builded the altar of the God of

Israel, to offer burnt offerings ,thereon, as it is

written in the law of Moses the man of God.

less original (Guthe, Bertholet, Jahn) ; instead of being removed, the priests are forbidden to share in the most holy

things, which were restricted to the Aaronites.

41. For the age-limit (also in Jos.) cf. Luke ii. 42.

42. For the minstrels cf. v. 2 seq., and see Meyer, 192.

43. The horses and mules are wanting in good MSS. of N.

44 seq. E and E omit N vii. 70, which reiers vaguely to the donations of the heads ' to the work ' and mentions the

gifts of the Tirshatha (i.e. Nehemiah, so (S
B
), and also ib. 72, the gifts of the rest of the people, although the priestly

garments are recorded. The emphasis upon the proposed building of the temple, natural in EE, is wanting in N,
although the record there professes to be taken from the history of the time of Zerubbabel (N vii. 5). For the view

that £E represent a less original form of the passage, see Meyer, 195 ; Wellh., GGN, 1895, p. 176; Nikel, 75 n. 1
;

Sellin, S/ud., 110; Guthe, SBOT. For the general situation, cf. I Chron. xxix. 6 seqq.

46. On the data of MT and the versions, see the comm. The mention of Jerusalem here and ix. 37 presupposes

the completion of the rebuilding of the city ; the omission in MT may be due to the context : in E, the city has not yet

been restored, in N it is still poorly inhabited and barely ready. Elsewhere, in 1 Chron. ix. 2, N xi, 3. 20 there is

a distinction between Jerusalem and the outside villages. In N xi. some of the ecclesiastical body dwell in the city (v. 21),

but others live in the villages (N xii. 28 seq., cf. 1 Chron. ix. 16), and in N xiii. 10 Levites and singers have deserted

and returned to their abodes. In 1 Chron. xiii. 2, 2 Chron. xxiii. 2, they are summoned, especially when new conditions

are inaugurated, or when (xxix. 4) the temple-service is resumed (cf. the dedication of the walls, N xii. 27 seq.), or when
fresh arrangements are made for them (2 Chron. xxxi. 19).

The Rebuilding of the Altar and the Foundation of the Temple, v. 47-65 = E iii., cf. Jos. xi. 4 1-2. The
description of the resumption of the Levitical service (cf. 1 Chron. xxiii. 31, 2 Chron. ii. 4, viii. 12 seq.) begins with

the congregating of the exiles (now ' the children of Israel') in the seventh month. This is the first year of the return

(cf. 7'. 56 [Cyrus] and the preliminary date v. 6 [Darius]). In
||
N vii. 73 £, viii. I, it is the first year of N's return

(after the completion of the walls, vi. 15), and it introduces the Reading ot the Law, which in
||
E ix. yj b, 38 seqq.

is the sequel to the purging of the community (cf. probably E v. 36-40 and the allusions in vii. 6, 13). The scene of

the assembly in v. 47 (cf. 2 Chron. xxix. 4, a story of the restoration of the Temple after some disaster, v, 9) presupposes

the existence of the Temple, as in ix. 6 (E x. 9), 38 (N viii. i), and, therefore, a later context in the history (cf. the later

background of the preceding list). The MT has consequently altered the wording (see Bertholet, Guthe).
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50 book of Moses the man of God. And certain

were gathered unto them out of the other nations

of the land, and they erected the altar upon its

own place, because all the nations of the land

were at enmity with them, and oppressed them
;

and they offered sacrifices according to the time,

and burnt offerings to the Lord both morning

51 and evening. Also they held the feast of taber-

nacles, as it is commanded in the law, and offered

sacrifices daily, as was meet

:

_
2 and after that, the

continual oblations, and the sacrifices of the

sabbaths, and of the new moons, and of all the

consecrated feasts.

53 And all they that had made
any vow to God began to offer sacrifices to God
from the new moon of the seventh month,
although the temple of God was not yet built.

54 And they gave money unto the masons and

55 carpenters ; and meat and drink, and cars unto
them of Sidon and Tyre, that they should bring

cedar trees from Libanus, and convey them in

floats to the haven of Joppa, according to the

commandment which was written for them by
56 Cyrus king of the Persians. And in the second

year after his coming to the temple of God at

Jerusalem, in the second month, began Zorobabel
the son of Salathiel, and Jesus the son of Josedek,
and their brethren, and the priests the Levites,

and all they that were come unto Jerusalem out

57 of the captivity : and they laid the foundation of

the temple of God on the new moon of the second
month, in the second year after they were come

58 to Jewry and Jerusalem. And they appointed
the Levites from twenty years old over the works

And they set the altar upon its base ; for fear 3

was upon them because of the people of the

countries : and they offered burnt offerings

thereon unto the Lord, even burnt offerings

morning and evening.

And they kept the feast 4

of tabernacles, as it is written, and offered the

daily burnt offerings by number, according to

the ordinance, as the duty of every day required
;

and afterward the continual burnt offering, and 5
the offerings of the new moons, and of all the set

feasts of the Lord that were consecrated, and of

every one that willingly offered a freewill offering

unto the Lord. From the first day of the seventh 6

month began they to offer burnt offerings unto
the Lord : but the foundation of the temple of

the Lord was not yet laid.

They gave money 7
also unto the masons, and to the carpenters ; and
meat, and drink, and oil, unto them of Zidon,

and to them of Tyre, to bring cedar trees from
Lebanon to the sea, unto Joppa, according to

the grant that they had of Cyrus king of Persia.

Now in the second year of their coming unto 8

the house of God at Jerusalem, in the second
month, began Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel,

and Jeshua the son of Jozadak, and the rest of

their brethren the priests and the Levites, and
all they that were come out of the captivity unto
Jerusalem

;

and appointed the Levites, from
twenty years old and upward, to have the over-

50. upon its own place; cf. E R.V. mg. in its place.

And certain . . . and because all . . . are doublets (IL om. the latter), MT has only for fear . . . countries
(HD^NZl represented in E by D^iQ ; Effi B om. the clause). E's reading finds parallels in I Mace. v. 1-2, and possibly

N iv. 12 (MT v. 6), where the enemy come up against the builders (see comm.).
oppressed (Kario-xvo-ap), may point to pfnn»1 ' and they strengthened themselves ' (see Berth.), or 1p}[V1 ' and they

[the foreigners] strengthened them ' (Ewald, 101 n. 4 ; Bayer 25 compares v. 66).
to the Lord and according to the time (IL om.) are based on doublets in ffi (nvpios, Kaipus) ; for the sacrifices,

cf. I Chron. xvi. 40. Jos. § 76 reads simply raira 8i noioiivrts ovk rja-av iv fjdovjj tois npo<r\a)plots Wv(<riv iravrcov

avTois aTre)(6avop.fV(DV.

52. sabbaths ; appropriate, see Num. xxviii. 9 seq.; 2 Chron. ii. 4, viii. 13.

53. seventh month, mg. first (ffi
B
).

although . . . , Jos. § 78 :
' they also began the building of the temple.' MT laid ; for the use of ~ID\ see E iii. 10,

2 Chron. iii. 3, xxiv. 27 (R.V. mg.).

55. Cf. 2 Chron. ii. 8-10, 15 seq.

cars (MT and <& oil), x«p" (® B
? nn»K> for JIDSP), Kappa (A) Kapva (L), xapnovs (58), Kap8a, &c, &c. ffi

8 explains

Jos. § 78 toIs re 2i8<oviois fjbv ku\ noixpov rjv, &c, and 3L cum gaudio et dederunt carra (cf. A.V.). The grant in question is

referred to only in the decree of Darius (iv. 48, cf. N ii. 8, Artaxerxes). Jos. here and in v. 71 characteristically com-
bines Cyrus and Darius on the lines of iv. 57 (D. commands what had been commanded by C). But, apart from other
questions, was Cyrus in a position to make this grant (Ryle, 43) ?

56. A new paragraph, note the order Zer. and Jeshua (contrast v. 48), and the parentage (see v. 68 and vi. 2).

second year, ffi
L (which is often corrected after MT) and 3LC add 'of Darius' (but EffiL rrjs iXevo-ws ainS>v ch t6v

oIkov . . .) in agreement with Haggai and Zechariah ; see Introd. p. 16 (foot). For the second month cf. 1 Kings vi. 1.

the priests the Levites, <5L inserts and with MT, cf. v. 63.

58. For the age-limit of the Levites, cf. the secondary passages 1 Chron. xxiii. 24, 27 ; 2 Chron. xxxi. 17-19. The
reference to the oversight of the works presupposes the statement in v. 57 which is wanting in MT. E v. 9 is very
confused and the names of the Levites are severed ; E has doublets, and Jos. § 79 points to the reading • Kadmiel the
brother of Judah (= Hodaviah, E ii. 40) the son of Amminadab '; see Bayer, 64 seq. Meyer observes that the Levites
of Henadad (wanting in the preceding register) apparently were not of exilic origin ; see on v. 26.
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of the Lord. Then stood up Jesus, and his sons

and brethren, and Kadmiel his brother, and the

sons of Jesus, Emadabun, and the sons of Joda
the son of Iliadun, and their sons and brethren,

all the Levites, with one accord setters forward

of the business, labouring to advance the works
in the house of God. So the builders builded

59 the temple of the Lord. And the priests stood

arrayed in their vestments with musical instru-

ments and trumpets, and the Levites the sons

60 of Asaph with their cymbals, singing songs of

thanksgiving,- and praising the Lord, after the

61 order of David king of Israel. And they sang

aloud, praising the Lord in songs of thanks-

giving, because his goodness and his glory are

62 for ever in all Israel. And all the people

sounded trumpets, and shouted with a loud

voice, singing songs of thanksgiving unto the

Lord for the rearing up of the house of the

63 Lord. Also of the priests the Levites, and of

the heads of their families, the ancients who
had seen the former house came to the building

of this with lamentation and great weeping.

64 But many with trumpets and joy shouted with

65 loud voice, insomuch that the people heard not

the trumpets for the weeping of the people : for

the multitude sounded marvellously, so that it

was heard afar off.

66 Wherefore when the enemies of the tribe of

Judah and Benjamin heard it, they came to

know what that noise of trumpets should mean.
67 And they perceived that they that were of the

captivity did build the temple unto the Lord,

68 the God of Israel. So they went to Zorobabel

and Jesus, and to the chief men of the families,

and said unto them, We will build together

69 with you. For we likewise, as ye, do obey
your Lord, and do sacrifice unto him from the

sight of the work of the house of the Lord. Then 9

stood Jeshua with his sons and his brethren,

Kadmiel and his sons, the sons of Judah, to-

gether, to have the oversight of the workmen in

the house of God : the sons of Henadad, with

their sons and their brethren the Levites.

And 10

when the builders laid the foundation of the

temple of the Lord, they set the priests in their

apparel with trumpets, and the Levites the sons

of Asaph with cymbals, to praise the Lord, after

the order of David king of Israel.

And they 1

1

sang one to another in praising and giving thanks
unto the Lord, saying, For he is good, for his

mercy ejidureth for ever toward Israel. And all

the people shouted with a great shout, when they
praised the Lord, because the foundation of the

house of the Lord was laid.

But many of the 12

priests and Levites and heads of fathers' houses,

the old men that had seen the first house, when
the foundation of this house was laid before their

eyes, wept with a loud voice ; and many shouted
aloud for joy: so that the people could not dis- 13

cern the noise of the shout of joy from the noise

of the weeping of the people : for the people
shouted with a loud shout, and the noise was
heard afar off.

Now when the adversaries of Judah and 4 1

Benjamin heard that the children of the cap-

tivity builded a temple unto the Lord, the God
of Israel

;

then they drew near to Zerubbabel, 2

and to the heads of fathers' liouses, and said

unto them, Let us build with you : for we seek

your God, as ye do ; and we do sacrifice unto
him since the days of Esar-haddon king of

59. stood, so & and some MSS. of the MT.
61. For the refrain see 2 Chron. v. 13, and especially Jer. xxxiii. 10 seq., a prophecy of the repopulating of the desert

land (cf. v. 7 seq.), which is followed by the promise of the ideal king (w. 14-18).

62. sounded, shouted, apparently doublets of 1JTT1 ; cf. v. 64 seq.

63. came (i.e. D^Nl), but MT many (D^l) is wanting.

the former house . . . , E R.V. mg. the first house standing on itsfoundation, -when this house was before their

eyes; cf. Hagg. ii. 3 (Darius). For the mingling of joy and sorrow cf. E ix. 50-4, and for the last words of v. 65,

cf. Neh. xii. 43.

The Samaritan opposition, v. 66-73 — E iv. 1-5, 24 ; cf. Jos. xi. 4 3-4, §§ 84-8. The result of the opposition

indicates that there could have been no large return of exiles fortified with the decree of a generous king. Jos. (xi. 2 1),

and many modern scholars attempt to explain the success of the opponents, but the Sachau-papyri from Elephantine
prove that, whatever may have been the case with Cyrus, Cambyses was ready to assist the Jews. Moreover, Haggai
and Zechariah do not refer to any persisting opposition of the kind here implied, and, according to the former, when
the Temple was ultimately taken in hand in the reign of Darius, not external history, but the desire to remove the

distress caused by the failure of the rains was the main factor. The term ' enemies ' (v. 66) is applied prospectively

(Reuss), and, as Ewald (103 n. 4) remarks, ' this severe designation only belongs to the later period in which the mutual
hostility of the neighbours on either side had quite broken out.' In fact the situation in 66 seqq. has many untrust-

worthy features (so even Meyer, 119 seqq., 124 seqq. ; Cornill, Introd. 252), and the proposal of Rothstein (15, 20) to

ascribe 47-55 and 56-73 a to the reigns of Cyrus and Darius respectively, though insufficient in itself, illustrates the

difficulties. Indeed, all the indications point to an initial absence of Samaritan hostility (see Davies, 81), and there

are some striking resemblances between the details here and in N ii., iv., vi., the relation between v. 68 seq. and N ii. 20
being especially interesting. See Introd. § 5 a, b, e (end).
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days of Asbasareth the king of the Assyrians,

70 who brought us hither. Then Zorobabel and
Jesus and the chief men of the families of Israel

said unto them, It is not for you to build the

71 house unto the Lord our God. We ourselves

alone will build unto the Lord of Israel, accord-

ing as Cyrus the king of the Persians hath
72 commanded us. But the heathen of the land

lying heavy upon the inhabitants of Judaea, and
holding them strait, hindered their building:

73 and by their secret plots, and popular persuasions

and commotions, they hindered the finishing of

the building all the time that king Cyrus lived

:

hindered from building for the

space of two years, until the rei^n of Darius.

so they were hindered from building for

space of two years, until the reign of Darius.

6 1 Now in the second year of the reign of Darius,

Aggaeus and Zacharias the son of Addo, the

Assyria, which brought us up hither.

But Zerub- 3

babel, and Jeshua, and the rest of the heads of

fathers' houses of Israel, said unto them, Ye have

nothing to do with us to build an house unto our

God ; but we ourselves together will build unto
the Lord, the God of Israel, as king Cyrus the

king of Persia hath commanded us. Then the 4

people of the land weakened the hands of

the people of Judah, and troubled them in

building, and hired counsellors against them, 5

to frustrate their purpose, all the days of Cyrus
king of Persia, even until the reign of Darius

king of Persia.

Then ceased the work of the 24

house of God which is at Jerusalem ; and it

ceased unto the second year of the reign of

Darius king of Persia.

Now the prophets, Haggai the prophet, and 5 1

Zechariah the son of Iddo, prophesied unto the

69. Asbasareth (ffi
A
), mg. AsbacapJiath (B and partly <S), but L a^pphav ; see Torrey, 169 n. Jos. has Shal-

maneser (cf. E iv. 10 <S L and Tobit i.) ; he ascribes the origin of the Samaritans to Cutha and Media (§ 85, cf. § 19),

and, in his version of v. 71 (where Cyrus and Darius are associated), allows them and other peoples to come to Jerusalem
for worship (similarly xviii. 2 2).

70. for you, mg./or us andyou (ffi
A

, i5).

71. alone ; E together, which would be more appropriate in E iv. 2. For the spirit of the reply, cf. Neh. ii. 20 and
see 2 Chron. xiii. 5-12, xxv. 7, and 2 Kings xvii. 7-41, xviii. 12.

72 seq. lying heavy, eViKoi^ayiej/a (BA), firiKoivayvovvTu (L), gentes autem terrae quae commixtae erant (3L), ' that

were set over them ' (£>). Fr. conj. eniKeipeva.

holding them strait (noXiopKovvTes), mg. besieging them.
by their secret plots, &c, mg. leading the people astray in counsel and raising commotions : na\ (3ov\as (eni-

/3ovXdj, A) Kal dqixayatyoiiVTei (-as, B ab
; drj/xayayyias, AL) na\ avcrTacrets (eniaTdaeis, L) noiov/xfvoi. See further, Moillton,

ZATW, xx. 1 seq. The language (E v. 4 seq.) implies that the Jews were slandered at the Persian court (Ryle,

Bertholet) ; the whole situation is illustrated by Neh. ii. 19 seq., iv., vi.

73. for the space of two years; the MT is correctly reproduced in E ii. 30; see Introd. p. 17 c. Jos. (§ 89), who
has filled in the gap between E ii. 15 and 16 (§ 19) and consistently placed E v. in the reign of Darius (who carries

out the wish of Cyrus), refers to the new opposition (as in the days of Cyrus and Cambyses), ignores the actual

cessation and the fresh ' beginning ' (E vi. 2), and passes on to the visit of Tattenai.

The rebuilding and completion of the Temple in the reign of Darius, vi.-vii. = E v.-vi., cf. Jos. xi. 4 1-8, whose
treatment of the material is highly instructive, (a) In MT the narrative, apart from E vi. 19-22, is, like E iv. 8-24, in

Aramaic, and the dialect, though in close agreement with Eg.-Aram.-papyri of the fifth cent., is certainly later ; see
Bevan, Daniel, 34 ; T. Noldeke, Ency. Brit. xxiv. 624 ; A. Kamphausen, ib. 1010 n. I ; Driver, Lit. 504, 515 ; Torrey,
161 seqq. The excerpts show some traces of Jewish colouring and of compilation and adjustment (see E vi. 8, 18, 23,
26, 33), and the whole concludes with an account, in the chronicler's style, of the dedication of the Temple. To what
extent reshaping and revision have been effected is of course uncertain (see Torrey, 142 seqq.). E is especially note-
worthy for its doublets (vi. 5, 10, 12, 15, 28, see further Marq. 44 seqJ), perplexing paraphrases (e.g. vi. 19 seq., 26 seqq.),
and for a few interesting material variations (see vi. 4, 18, 26 seq., 32, vii. 1 seq., 5 seq., 9).

(b) The narrative represents a zealous satrap anxious to ascertain whether the Jews had really received permission
from Cyrus to rebuild the temple. His procedure is quite formal (cf. E iv. 8 seqq., contrast N. iv., vi.), and Darius, having
found the 'memorandum' of Cyrus, not only confirms that king's permission, but goes further in his benevolence.
Such a representation agrees with the traditional friendliness of Darius (see also vi. 26), but utterly conflicts with his own
decree already given in E iv. The wording does not suggest that the Jews, whether before or after the intervention of
Darius, were rewarded for any act of loyalty, e.g. abstinence from the intrigues at his succession. Nor does it point
to any serious Samaritan hostility (see Kosters, Th. T. xxxi. 545 seq.; Meyer, 124; Sellin, Ser. 88). In thus agreeing
with Hag. and Zech. it also does not state that the Jewish builders were exiles from Babylon (Kosters, 26 ; contrast the
explicit E iv. 12 ; see on E vi. 5, 18). Both sources agree, moreover, in dating the founding of the Temple in the second
year of Darius (see on vi. 1 seq.), and this narrative, implying that the building was in course of erection, might be
taken to refer to a slightly later date.

(c) It throws another light upon the decree of Cyrus (vi. 17-20, 24-26, see ii. 1 seqq.). It confirms the return of
the vessels (contrast iv. 44, 57), but gives prominence to Sheshbazzar (cf. E i.) and not to Zerubbabel (E iii., see on
E vi. 18 seq.). These two are identified by harmonists (see 18, 27, 29), but to the latter alone do the independent
prophecies ascribe the commencement and completion of the Temple (see Introd. § 4, II). In addition to this, while
vi. 1 seq. relate the ' beginning ' by Zer. and Jeshua, the context combines the representation of continuous operations
since the return of Sheshbazzar (E v. 16) with a complete cessation (iv. 24) which is attributed to the decree of a Persian
king. See further Introd. § 6. On the text, see also Torrey, 189 seqq., 201 seqq.

I seq. The opening verses agree with Hag. in the date of the beginning of the building, yet not 'before a stone
was laid upon a stone' (Hag. ii. 15), but after a complete cessation (E iv. 24) ; contrast, however, v. 20 below.

Addo, mg. Eddin (<E
B
). A priest Zechariah son of Iddo is mentioned in the time of Joiakim the son of Jeshua
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prophets, prophesied unto the Jews in Jewry
and Jerusalem ; in the name of the Lord, the

2 God of Israel, prophesied they unto them. Then
stood up Zorobabel the son of Salathiel, and
Jesus the son of Josedek, and began to build

the house of the Lord at Jerusalem, the prophets
of the Lord being with them, and helping them.

3 At the same time came unto them Sisinnes the

governor of Syria and Phoenicia, with Sathra-

buzanes and his companions, and said unto them,

4 By whose appointment do ye build this house
and this roof, and perform all the other things ?

and who are the builders that perform these

things ?

5 Nevertheless the elders of the Jews
obtained favour, because the Lord had visited

6 the captivity ; and they were not hindered from
building, until such time as communication was
made unto Darius concerning them, and his

answer signified.

7 The copy of the letter which Sisinnes, governor
of Syria and Phoenicia, and Sathrabuzanes, with
their companions,the rulers in Syria and Phoenicia,

wrote and sent unto Darius

;

8 To king Darius,

greeting : Let all things be known unto our lord

the king, that being come into the country of

Judaea, and entered into the city of Jerusalem,
we found in the city of Jerusalem the elders of

9 the Jews that were of the captivity building a
house unto the Lord, great and new, of hewn

io and costly stones, with timber laid in the walls.

And those works are done with great speed, and
the work goeth on prosperously in their hands,

and with all glory and diligence is it accom-

Jews that were in Judah and Jerusalem ; in the

name of the God of Israel prophesied they unto
them. Then rose up Zerubbabel the son of 2

Shealtiel, and Jeshua the son of Jozadak, and
began to build the house of God which is at

Jerusalem ; and with them were the prophets of
God, helping them.

At the same time came to 3
them Tattenai, the governor beyond the river,

and Shethar-bozenai, and their companions, and
said thus unto them, Who gave you a decree to

build this house, and to finish this wall ?

Then 4
spake we unto them after this manner, What are

the names of the men that make this building?
But the eye of their God was upon the elders of 5
the Jews, and they did not make them cease, till

the matter should come to Darius, and then
answer should be returned by letter concerning it.

The copy of the letter that Tattenai, the 6

governor beyond the river, and Shethar-bozenai,

and his companions the Apharsachites, which
were beyond the river, sent unto Darius the

king : they sent a letter unto him, wherein was 7

written thus ; Unto Darius the king, all peace.

Be it known unto the king, that we went into 8

the province of Judah,

to the house of the great

God, which is builded with great stones, and
timber is laid in the walls, and this work goeth

on with diligence and prospereth in their hands.

(N. xii. 16); but the family of Iddo, though among the priests in N. xii. 4, is not named in the great list (E ii., &c).
Did the four families in E ii. 36-9 suddenly expand into the twenty-two in Neh. xii. 1-7 or the twenty-four in 1 Chron.

xxiv., or were the latter incorporated into four great classes ? On the traditional view some explanation is necessary.

unto them (or avrovs), E, R.V. mg. which was upon them, cf. Jer. xv. 16.

3. On the identification of the names (Ustani, a prefect of Transpotamia temp. Darius, or Taddanu a Bab. name;
and Mithrabuzanes, or perhaps Satibarzanes), see the comment, and Torrey, 172. L's Sisinnes, though probably

incorrect, is a thoroughly authentic name and typical of the cleverness of the translator.

his (E their) companions. On the variation in the possessive pronoun, see Guthe, SBOT.
4. roof, E wall, W"i#K (ffi xoprjyia, 'charges' in E iv. 54 seq.). The readings represent (so Torrey, 175 seq.) k~uk

(iggard 'roof, agra 'pay'), cf. N"IUN ' shrine, temple', in the Aram, papyri from Egypt (Sayce and Cowley, E 14 J 6,

Sachau I, 6, &c). N3"tt?N, also in Sachau I, II, denotes some part of a temple, whether fore-court (Sach.), colonnade

(Torrey), or the temple as a whole (see Haupt, Delitzsch, SBOT, 34, 63, Nikel 130 n. 2, Jampel i. 494). Jos. (§ 89)

finds a reference to the porticoes (areai, see on vii. 9) and the walls of the city. Was N"UN altered in MT because of

its heathen associations ? Cf. its use in the Targums of a heathen altar, and the Bab. ekur ; cf. also the distinction

observed in MT between jn3 and "lt?3.

and who. E ' then spake we ' (ffi & ' then spake they '), an actual quotation from the report, cf. ib. 9 seq.

5. the captivity (cf. Effi), and see vv. 8, 27 seq. ; based upon a doublet "lib 'elders [of]' and *20 'captivity'.

7. <£ ' The copy of the letter which he (ffi
L

' they ') wrote unto D. and sent : Sis., the governor, &c, to king Darius

greeting ' (cf. IL).

7 seq. Let all things . . . ILC combines this with the reading of E.
our lord the king, rightly, cf. 21 seq., ii. 17 seq.

The reference to the arrival at Jerusalem and the discovery is quite appropriate (Marq., 46 seq.) ; MT has

apparently condensed.

9. new, apparently based upon ?'. 25, where it represents MT mn an error for "in 'one'; the doublet combines
both corrigendum and correctum (see Berth, xvi. seq., 24).
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1

1

plished. Then asked we these elders, saying,

By whose commandment build ye this house,
12 and lay the foundations of these works? There-

fore, to the intent that we might give knowledge
unto thee by writing who were the chief doers,

we questioned them, and we required of them
13 the names in writing of their principal men. So

they gave us this answer, We are the servants of

14 the Lord which made heaven and earth. And
as for this house, it was builded many years ago
by a king of Israel great and strong, and was

if, finished. But when our fathers sinned against

the Lord of Israel which is in heaven, and pro-

voked him unto wrath, he gave them over into

the hands of Nabuchodonosor king of Babylon,
16 king of the Chaldeans; and they pulled down

the house, and burned it, and carried away the

17 people captives unto Babylon. But in the first

year that Cyrus reigned over the country of

Babylon, king Cyrus wrote to build up this

18 house. And the holy vessels of gold and of

silver, that Nabuchodonosor had carried away
out of the house at Jerusalem, and had set up in

his own temple, those Cyrus the king brought
forth again out of the temple in Babylonia, and
they were delivered to Zorobabel and to Sana-
bassarus the governor,

19 with commandment that

he should carry away all these vessels, and put
them in the temple at Jerusalem ; and that the

temple of the Lord should be built in its place.

20 Then Sanabassarus, being come hither, laid the

foundations of the house of the Lord which is in

Jerusalem ; and from that time to this being still

a-building, it is not yet fully ended.

2

1

Now there-

fore, if it seem good, O king, let search be made
among the royal archives of our lord the king

22 that are in Babylon : and if it be found that the

building of the house of the Lord which is in

Jerusalem hath been done with the consent of

king Cyrus, and it seem good unto our lord the

king, let him signify unto us thereof.

23 Then commanded king Darius to seek among
the archives that were laid up at Babylon :

and

14

Then asked we those elders, and said unto them 9

thus, Who gave you a decree to build this house,

and to finish this wall? We asked them their 10

names also, to certify thee, that we- might write

the names of the men that were at the head of

them.
And thus they returned us answer, say- n

ing, We are the servants of the God of heaven

and earth, and build the house that was builded

these many years ago, which a great king of

Israel builded and finished.

But after that our 12

fathers had provoked the God of heaven unto

wrath, he gave them into the hand of Nebuchad-
nezzar king of Babylon, the Chaldean, who
destroyed this house, and carried the people away
into Babylon.

But in the first year of Cyrus^i3

king of Babylon, Cyrus the king made a decree to

'

build this house of God.
And the gold and

silver vessels also of the house of God, which
Nebuchadnezzar took out of the temple that

was in Jerusalem, and brought them into the

temple of Babylon, those did Cyrus the king

take out of the temple of Babylon, and they

were delivered unto one whose name was Shesh-

bazzar, whom he had made governor; and he 15

said unto him, Take these vessels, go, put them
in the temple that is in Jerusalem, and let the

house of God be builded in its place.

Then 16

came the same Sheshbazzar, and laid the found-

ations of the house of God which is in Jerusalem :

and since that time even until now hath it been

in building, and yet it is not completed. Now 17

therefore, if it seem good to the king, let there be

search made in the king's treasure house, which
is there at Babylon, whether it be so, that

a decree was made of Cyrus the king to build

this house of God at Jerusalem, and let the king

send his pleasure to us concerning this matter.

Ezra 6

Then Darius the king made a decree, and 1

search was made in the house of the archives,

where the treasures were laid up in Babylon.

And there was found at Achmetha, in the palace 2

13. the Lord which made (tov KTlaavros), cf. 2 Chron. ii. 12 (iirou^aev) and the quotation in Eupolemos (eKTto-fv),

second cent. B.C. (Swete, Introd. 370 ; Torrey, 82); also Jer. x. 11 and the late Gen. xiv. 19 R.V. mg.
15. Lord . . . heaven. A conflate reading.

Note that even the Aram, source presents the later and inaccurate form of the name Nebuchadrezzar.
18. his own temple, cf. ii. 10.

and to Sanabassarus (mg. Sabanassarus). Some MSS. omit and; this and the sequel ('that he should carry')

indicate that the attempt has been made to identify Sheshbazzar (E i.) with the more prominent Zerubbabel (Nikel,

42 n. I, 45). Note the introduction of the latter in vv. 27, 29.

E ' whom he had made ' . . . , but ffi
BA

' to the treasurer . . . who was over the treasury '. This must refer not
to Shesh., but to Mithredath (E i. 8) whom Jos. combines with Zer. here (§ 92, cf. ib. xi. 3 §§ 11, 14), although in his

version of E 20, 26, he mentions only Shesh. The allusion to the treasury may be supported by E v. 17, vi. 1. That
the texts are not in their original form is obvious.

19. all these vessels, mg. the same (ffi
A
).

21. of our lord (Kvpiov), <£ L &, curiously ' of Cyrus ' (so A.V.).
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so at Ecbatana the palace, which is in the

country of Media, there was found a roll where-
24 in these things were recorded. In the first

year of the reign of Cyrus king Cyrus com-
manded to build up the house of the Lord
which is in Jerusalem, where they do sacrifice

25 with continual fire : whose height shall be sixty

cubits, and the breadth sixty cubits,

with three

rows of hewn stones, and one row of new wood
of that country ; and the expenses thereof to

26 be given out of the house of king Cyrus: and
that the holy vessels of the house of the Lord,
both of gold and silver, that Nabuchodonosor
took out of the house at Jerusalem, and carried

away to Babylon, should be restored to the
house at Jerusalem, and be set in the place

where they were before.

27 And also he com-
manded that Sisinnes the governor of Syria
and Phoenicia, and Sathrabuzanes, and their

companions, and those which were appointed
rulers in Syria and Phoenicia, should be careful

not to meddle with the place, but suffer Zoro-
babel, the servant of the Lord, and governor of
Judaea, and the elders of the Jews, to build that

28 house of the Lord in its place. And I also do
command to have it built up whole again ; and
that they look diligently to help those that be
of the captivity of Judaea, till the house of the

29 Lord be finished : and that out of the tribute of

Ccelesyria and Phoenicia a portion be carefully

given these men for the sacrifices of the Lord,
that is, to Zorobabel the governor, for bullocks,

30 and rams, and lambs ; and also corn, salt, wine,

and oil, and that continually every year without
further question, according as the priests that

be in Jerusalem shall signify to be daily spent

:

that is in the province of Media, a roll, and
therein was thus written for a record.

In the 3
first year of Cyrus the king, Cyrus the king
made a decree ; Concerning the house of God at

Jerusalem, let the house be buildcd, the place

where they offer sacrifices, and let the founda-
tions thereof be strongly laid ; the height thereof
threescore cubits, and the breadth thereof three-

score cubits; with three rows of great stones, 4
and a row of new timber : and let the expenses
be given out of the king's house

:

and also let 5
the gold and silver vessels of the house of God,
which Nebuchadnezzar took forth out of the

temple which is at Jerusalem, and brought unto
Babylon, be restored, and brought again unto the

temple which is at Jerusalem, every one to its

place, and thou shalt put them in the house of

God. Now therefore, Tattenai, governor beyond 6

the river, Shethar-bozenai, and your companions
the Apharsachites, which are beyond the river,

be ye far from thence :

let the work of this house 7

of God alone ; let the governor of the Jews and
the elders of the Jews build this house of God in

its place. Moreover I make a decree what ye 8

shall do to these elders of the Jews for the build-

ing of this house of God

:

that of the king's

goods, even of the tribute beyond the river,

expenses be given with all diligence unto these
men, that they be not hindered. And that 9
which they have need of, both young bullocks,

and rams, and lambs, for burnt offerings to the

God of heaven, wheat, salt, wine, and oil,

according to the word of the priests which are

23. roll (ffi
A

, Jos.), mg. place (<&** %5£>), a confusion of rJ/xoy and tcW. The 'memorandum' (iT")3"t) recalls the i"DT
(Sach. Pap. Ill) relating to the rebuilding of the Jewish sanctuary at Elephantine. The fact that the roll was sought
for at Babylon but found at Ecbatana points to some condensation in the narrative.

24. continual fire. A slight change of the MT supported by most scholars.

25. Jos. (§ 99) applies these measurements to the altar, although in xi.i 3 (see below on v. 26) he rightly refers them
to the Temple.

one row of new wood (similarly Jos.) of that country, ' one ' and ' new ' are doublets, (see v. 9), and ' country
'

seems to be some confusion of the Heb. flN (land) and H? (cedar), so Jahn ; or of the Aram. JTIN (land) and J?N (wood),

so Marq. For the details see 1 Kings vi. 36, vii. 12.

26. Note the changes of person and number in MT (E 6 has their companions). The compiler turns the decree of

Cyrus into a command to Shesh. {and thou shalt place), and then passes on to the commands of Darius (see Meyer, 47);
a clear case of compilation. E, however, takes E 6 to belong to the old decree, and Jos. actually attributes the whole
(to the end of v. 33) to Cyrus, which Darius (as in v. 34) simply endorses. Hence, in his history of Cyrus, Jos. (xi. 1 3)

gives a lengthy decree on these lines in the form of a letter to Tattenai and Shethar-bozenai, an interesting and
instructive example of history-making.

27. the servant of the Lord. Jos. (§ 101) 'the servants of God (cf. v. 13), the Jews and their leaders '. Here

and in v. 29 Zer. appears to be due to later insertion (Jos. omits) ;
perhaps the translator misunderstood JYTQy ('work')

in the MT, where <&B om. ' the governor (<5r
AL governors, or leaders) of the Jews and '. In E v. 5, 9, vi. 8, 14 only the

' elders of the Jews ' are mentioned ; see Guthe, SBOT.
28. till . . . finished, a natural limitation, cf. iv. 51, and the stipulation in N ii. 6; with MT cf. the free hand given

to Ezra (E vii.).

29. of the Lord . . . , cf. & ; ffi ™ KvpLu (<&
l + tov, cf. Dan. vi. 26, Bel and Dragon, 41) Zop. tndpx<? (® L om.).

30. question, a misunderstanding (as in E(Br) of IPC, as though from ?NtJ\
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31 that drink offerings may be made to the Most
High God for the king and for his children, and
that they may pray for their lives.

32 And that

commandment be given that whosoever shall

transgress, yea, or neglect anything herein

written, out of his own house shall a tree be

taken, and he thereon be hanged, and all his

33 goods seized for the king. The Lord therefore,

whose name is there called upon, utterly destroy

every king and nation, that shall stretch out his

hand to hinder or endamage that house of the

34 Lord in Jerusalem. I Darius the king have
ordained that according unto these things it be
done with diligence.

' l Then Sisinnes the governor of Coelesyria and
Phoenicia, and Sathrabuzanes, with their com-
panions, following the commandments of king

2 Darius, did very carefully oversee the holy works,

assisting the elders of the Jews and rulers of the

3 temple. And so the holy works prospered, while

Aggaeus and Zacharias the prophets prophesied.

4 And they finished these things by the command-
ment of the Lord, the God of Israel, and with the

consent of Cyrus, Darius, and Artaxerxes, kings
5 of the Persians. And thus was the house finished

by the three and twentieth day of the month
6 Adar, in the sixth year of king Darius. And the

children of Israel, the priests, and the Levites,

and the other that were of the captivity, that were
added unto them, did according to the things

7 written in the book of Moses. And to the dedica-

tion of the temple of the Lord they offered a

hundred bullocks, two hundred rams, four hun-

at Jerusalem, let it be given them day by
day without fail : that they may offer sacri- 10

fices of sweet savour unto the God of heaven,

and pray for the life of the king, and of his sons.

Also I have made a decree, that whosoever 11

shall alter this word, let a beam be pulled

out from his house, and let him be lifted up
and fastened thereon ; and let his house be
made a dunghill for this :

and the God that 12

hath caused his name to dwell there overthrow
all kings and peoples, that shall put forth their

hand to alter the same, to destroy this house of

God which is at Jerusalem. I Darius have
made a decree ; let it be done with all dili-

gence.

Then Tattenai, the governor beyond the river, 13

Shethar-bozenai, and their companions, because
that Darius the king had sent, did accordingly

with all diligence.

And the elders of the Jews 14

builded and prospered, through the prophesying
of Haggai the prophet and Zechariah the son of

Iddo. And they builded and finished it, accord-
ing to the commandment of the God of Israel,

and according to the decree of Cyrus, and Darius,

and Artaxerxes king of Persia. And this house 15
was finished on the third day of the month Adar,
which was in the sixth year of the reign of

Darius the king.

And the children of Israel, the 16

priests and the Levites, and the rest of the child-

ren of the captivity, kept the dedication of this

house of God with joy.

And they offered 17

at the dedication of this house of God an
hundred bullocks, two hundred rams, four hun-

31. For the praying cf. Baruch i. 10 seq., I Mace. vii. 33, Sach. Pap. I, 25 seq. ffi
L reads dvaiai k. onovbaL and adds

eVfieXe^co? at end of verse.

32. written, mg. afore spoken or written (<!R
A
).

goods seized, similarly Jos. ; cf. Dan. ii. 5, iii. 29, ffi. This interpretation of MT vU (v13) ' dunghill ' is supported
by Jahn (55) and by Torrey (85, who compares Ar. nala 'take, obtain'). Bayer, 30, emends.

33. therefore, Mlfor this, end of v. 11.

whose name . . . , the Jewish colouring in this verse (cf. Deut. xii. n, xiv. 23) is commonly admitted (Meyer, 51,
Holzhey, 25, &c).

VII. I seq. The more active intervention of the strangers (t'neo-TaTow . . . enififXtarepov), though in harmony with
viii. 67 (E viii. 36), is less emphatic in MT '

. . . their companions did according to the decree which . . . sent ',

cf. above, 27 seq., with E vi. 7.

2. rulers of the temple (iepoaraTais
; Jos. ' princes of the Sanhedrin '), cf. i. 8 (2 Chron. xxxv. 8), and the addition in

E(5r 'and the Levites'.

4. consent (A.V. mg. the decree, yvco^) . . . Artaxerxes (Jos. omits Art., <&L transposes with Darius), kings (<5
BL

and MT king) . . . The name can hardly be explained even as a careless interpolation ; the reading king suggests that

only one name was originally written ; see Introd. § 5 (e).

ffi
A

, &, 3L add ' until (by) the sixth year.of Darius king of the Persians '.

5. the house, mg. the holy house (ffi
A
).

Jos. confirms the 23rd day (adopted by Bertholet, Torrey, 195, but treated by Bayer, 83, as a misreading,

CHCy for DV "VJ?), but reads the ninth year of Darius ; in C. Apion. i. 21 he states that the foundations of the Temple
were laid in the second year of Cyrus and it was finished again in the second year of Darius.

6. that were added, explained by v. 13, although this act of separation is not recorded, contrast N ix. 2, xiii. 3 (see

below, p. 47).
book of Moses, cf. v. 49, and especially N. viii. I, x. 29, xiii. 1,
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8 dred lambs ; and twelve he-goats for the sin of all

Israel, according to the number of the twelve

9 princes of the tribes of Israel. The priests also

and the Levites stood arrayed in their vestments,

according to their kindreds, for the services of the

Lord, the God of Israel, according to the book of

Moses : and the porters at every gate.

io And the children of Israel that came out of

the captivity held the passover the fourteenth

day of the first month, when the priests and the

1

1

Levites were sanctified together, and all they that

were of the captivity ; for they were sanctified.

12 For the Levites were all sanctified together, and

they offered the passover for all them of the cap-

tivity, and for their brethren the priests, and for

13 themselves. And the children of Israel that came
out of the captivity did eat, even all they that

had separated themselves from the abominations

of the heathen of the land, and sought the Lord.

14 And they kept the feast of unleavened bread

1

5

seven days, making merry before the Lord, for

that he had turned the counsel of the king of

Assyria toward them, to strengthen their hands
in the works of the Lord, the God of Israel.

8 1 And after these things, when Artaxerxes the

king of the Persians reigned, came Esdras the

dred lambs ; and for a sin offering for all Israel,

twelve he-goats, according to the number of the

tribes of Israel. And they set the priests in 18

their divisions, and the Levites in their courses,

for the service of God, which is at Jerusalem ; as

it is written in the book of Moses.

And the children of the captivity kept the 19

passover upon the fourteenth day of the first

month. For the priests and the Levites had 20

purified themselves together ; all of them were
pure : and they killed the passover for all the

children of the captivity, and for their brethren
the priests, and for themselves.

And the chil- 21

dren of Israel, which were come again out of the

captivity, and all such as had separated them-
selves unto them from the filthiness of the

heathen of the land, to seek the Lord, the God
of Israel, did eat, and kept the feast of unleavened 22

bread seven days with joy : for the Lord had
made them joyful, and had turned the heart of

the king of Assyria unto them, to strengthen

their hands in the work of the house of God, the

God of Israel.

Now after these things, in the reign of Artax- 7 1

erxes king of Persia, Ezra the son of Seraiah, the

8. princes, mg. twelve tribes of Israel (<S
L
).

9. Cf. v. 59. For the porters (also in Jos.),cf. i. 16, and 2 Chron. viii. 14, xxiii. 18 seq.; Jos. adds that the Jews also

built the cloisters (a-rods) of the inner temple. See vi. 4 above.

10. From this verse onwards the MT, with the exception of E vii. 12-26, is in Hebrew. With this account of the

celebration of the Passover, cf. 2 Chron. xxx. (after the purification of the Temple by Hezekiah), xxxv. = E 1 (after

Josiah's reforms) ; see also p. 58.

of Israel, lit. ' of Israel, of those that were of the captivity.'

when the priests, several MSS. because.

1 1 seq. mg. and they that were of the captivity were not all sanctified together : but the Levites were all sanctified

together. And, &c; cf. ffi
L 3L5, but not Jos. For the textual variants see ZATW, xx. 12 seq. Since the Levites

perform the slaughtering there may be an anti-Aaronite bias, as also in 2 Chron. xxix. 34 (cf. perhaps xxx. 3, 15 17)

;

see Kittel, Chron. 160.

13. even, wanting in ffi.

15. Jos. (§§ 1 1 1—13) after summing up with an account of the constitution, &c, appends (§§ 1 14-19) a new story

of Samaritan enmity and of the intervention of Darius. The Jews send Zerubbabel and four nobles, including Ananias

and Mordecai (see for the latter, v. 8 above) to complain that the Samaritans did not carry out the royal commands
and were hostile. Darius accordingly writes to the eparchs and council (/3ouXjj, cf. ii. 17), viz. to Taganas and Sambas
(or Sambabas), the eparchs, and to Sadrakes and Bouedon (var. Bouelon, &c), ' the rest of their fellow servants '

(ctupSouXoi, cf. (5 E v. seq. for 'companions'). On the conjectural origin of these corrupt names, see Marq. 52, 54
(Tag. from Tattenai, Sad. and Bou. from Shethar-bozenai).

The Work of Ezra, (a) The narratives are severed in the MT, which places E vii.-x. (E viii. i-ix. 36) in the seventh

year of Artaxerxes (458 B.C.), and N viii. seqq. (E ix. 37-55+ . . .) in the twentieth. They are of composite origin :

note the introductory impersonal E vii. 1-10 (see Driver, Lit., 548 seq.), the change from ' I ' (vii. 27-ix.) to the imper-

sonal form in viii. 35 seq., the use of 'I' (ix.), 'he' (x.), and 'we' (N ix. 38, x. 30). In spite of parallels (Torrey,

244 seq.), these changes seem to prove diversity of source. Various signs of revision and condensation are to be

noticed in vii. (see E viii. 8-24), x. (Meyer, 96 n. 1), and elsewhere.

(b) Although N viii. seqq. interrupt the history of Neh., and both E and N are engaged in reorganizing religious

conditions, the story of N ignores the work of E, and the story of E mentions N only somewhat incidentally (N viii. 9,

x. 1). The two groups of narratives have different backgrounds. The E-story shows no trace of the desolation and
misery which N sought to remedy. E is intent upon the Temple and the law, and comes to an apparently peaceful

city, whereas N appears as a reformer of elementary civic, social, and religious conditions at a time when E was
presumably in Jerusalem. The secular pioneer builds up and reconstructs ; the priestly scribe gives, as it were,

a finishing stroke in the way of important, though less initial, reforms. While N laments the ruin and distress,

E recognizes the manifestation of God's favour, which the people had ill requited by their heathenish marriages. The
former encounters suspicion, hostility, and treachery ; the latter, armed with most remarkable powers, finds a people

anxious to hear and obey the law, eager to remove the stain of the marriages, and ready to carry out measures which
N, with characteristic impulsiveness, seems merely to initiate in N xiii. The whole situation in the E-story forbids
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son of Azaraias, the son of Zechrias, the son of

2 Helkias, the son of Salem, the son of Sadduk,
the son of Ahitob,

the son of Amarias, the son

of Ozias, the son of Memeroth, the son of

Zaraias, the son of Savias, the son of Boccas,

the son of Abisue, the son of Phinees, the son

of Eleazar, the son of Aaron the chief priest.

3 This Esdras went up from Babylon, as being

a ready scribe in the law of Moses, that was

4 given by the God of Israel. And the king did

him honour : for he found grace in his sight in

all his requests.

5 There went up with him also

certain of the children of Israel, and of the priests,

and Levites, and holy singers, and porte/s, and
6 temple-servants, unto Jerusalem, in the seventh

year of the reign of Artaxerxes, in the fifth

month, this was the king's seventh year

;

for they

went from Babylon on the new moon of the first

month, and came to Jerusalem, according to the

prosperous journey which the Lord gave them
7 for his sake. For Esdras had very great skill, so

that he omitted nothing of the law and command-
ments of the Lord, but taught all Israel the ordi-

nances and judgements.

son of Azariah,
the son of Hilkiah, the son of 2

Shallum, the son of Zadok, the son of Ahitub,

the son of Amariah, the son of Azariah, the son 3

of Meraioth, the son of Zerahiah, the son of Uzzi, 4

the son of Bukki, the son of Abishua, the son of 5

Phinehas, the son of Eleazar, the son of Aaron
the chief priest :

this Ezra went up from Baby- 6

Ion ; and he was a ready scribe in the law of

Moses, which the Lord, the God of Israel, had

given : and the king granted him all his request,

according to the hand of the Lord his God upon

him. And there went up some of the children 7

of Israel, and of the priests, and the Levites, and
the singers, and the porters, and the Nethinim,

unto Jerusalem, in the seventh year of Arta-

xerxes the king. And he came to Jerusalem in 8

the fifth month, which was in the seventh year

of the king. For upon the first day of the first 9

month began he to go up from Babylon, and on
the first day of the fifth month came he to Jeru-

salem, according to the good hand of his God
upon him. For Ezra had set his heart to seek

the law of the Lord, and to do it, and to teach

in Israel statutes and judgements.

10

the identification of E's return with that in E iv. 12 (E ii. 18). The rebuilding mentioned in the latter is excluded in

the E-story and ignored in N i.-vi., where there is neither any reference to an earlier attempt to rebuild nor any hint

of such a return as that in E vii.-x.

(c) E vii.-x. are severed from E i.-vi. by nearly sixty years. A large body of exiles, ' children of the captivity

'

(iv. 1), had rejected the families of doubtful blood (ii. 59-63), and had been reinforced by those who had separated from
the heathen (vi. 21). Jewish exclusivism had apparently been established. Now, however, E returns with a repre-

sentative band (vii. 7), ' children of the captivity ' (viii. 35), and, after an interval (the vague ix. 1), hears of the deplorable

extent of intermarriage among the people of Israel, the ' holy seed' (ix. 2), 'the captivity' (ix. 4). The sin is admitted,

and it is proposed to make a solemn covenant (x. 3). 'The children of the captivity' are summoned from their settle-

ments under the penalty of excommunication from 'the congregation of the captivity' (x. 6-8). The area affected

proves to be extremely restricted (x. 9). The congregation agrees to the separation (vv. 10-12). There is, however,

an inquiry lasting three months, and as a veritable anti-climax we have an extremely small list of offenders (see on
E ix. 21-36). Forthwith (so E), or apparently some twelve years later (so N viii.), E reads the law to the people, and
' all the congregation, those who had returned from captivity' (N viii. 17, cf. E vi. 21), celebrate the feast of Taber-
nacles. After a solemn confession of sin, the erring 'seed of Israel' separate from the heathen (ix. 1 seq.), and this

epoch-making event, which (see E x. 1-12) might be expected after the prayer in E ix. 6 seqq., is followed by a second
prayer on behalf of the backsliding people. Finally, there is a covenant (N ix. 38) signed by the congregation and all

that separated themselves from the people of the land (x. 28). Whether we follow the tradition or any modern hypo-
thesis, these data are extremely complicated (see Kosters, 67, 96 seqq., Th. T., xxix, 554 seqq.). They point to a close

literary connexion in the E-story, which makes it improbable that E vii.-x. should be severed, as in MT, from N viii. seqq.

They reveal a serious literary intricacy which must be due to revision and reshaping, and they do not show at all

clearly that the 'children of the captivity' who returned (E viii. 35) found a people constituted as E ii. 59-63, vi. 21,
would imply. It is possible that the E-story (of independent origin, see Introd. p. 9 d.) has confused the accounts of
the purification of the exiles who returned with E and the separation of the native Judaeans from the heathen, the two
events which are kept more distinct in E i.-vi.

The return of Ezra, viii. 1-67 == E vii., viii., cf. Jos. xi. 5 1-2 (who replaces Artaxerxes by Xerxes). In addition
to the comm., see Torrey, 196 seqq., 205 seqq., 265 seqq.

2. Azaraias and Zechrias (ffi
B

; 'E(cplov A, 'A&ipaLnv L) = Seraiah and Azariah. The former was contern porary with
the fall of Jerusalem (1 Chron. vi. 14 seq.), but the genealogy would make him identical with the Seraiah in Neh. xi. 11

(|| 1 Chron. ix. 11, Azariah), priest at the renovation of the city.

(EB omits the names Memeroth—Savias (Uzzi).

5. temple-servants, mg. the Nethinim, cf. i. 3, and for the sequence of the classes cf. the arrangement in v. 9 seqq.
6. The date of arrival (E 8) probably coincides with that of Nehemiah (departure in the first month, ii. 1 ; arrival at

the beginning of the fifth, interval of three days, ii. 11 ; and, after fifty-two days, the completion of the walls on the
25th of the sixth month, vi. 15).

seventh year (ffi
B 'second', cf. v. 6, vi. 1), the absence of a date in v. 1 is noticeable. On the chronological and

other details in the verse see the comm.
for his sake, €rB eV awa, <£A om., ffit

L (v. 7) or' avrov yap 6 "EfSpas rjv, 6s . . .

7. but taught, so <&A 6*»8d£ai. For the variants see Moulton, ZATW, xx. 14.
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1

1

12

i3

g Now the commission, which was written from
Artaxerxes the king, came to Esdras the priest

and reader of the law of the Lord, whereof
this that foiloweth is a copy

;

g King Artaxerxes
unto Esdras the priest and reader of the law of

io the Lord, greeting: Having determined to deal

graciously, I have given order, that such of the

nation of the Jews, and of the priests and Le-
vites, and of those within our realm, as are

willing and desirous, should go with thee unto
Jerusalem. As many therefore as have a mind
thereuntoy let them depart with thee, as it hath
seemed good both to me and my seven friends

the counsellors ; that they may look unto the

affairs of Judaea and Jerusalem, agreeably to that

which is in the law of the Lord, and carry the

gifts unto the Lord of Israel to Jerusalem, which
I and my friends have vowed

;

and that all the

gold and silver that can be found in the country

14 of Babylonia for the Lord in Jerusalem, with that

also which is given of the people for the temple
of the Lord their God that is at Jerusalem, be
collected : even the gold and silver for bullocks,

rams, and lambs, and things thereunto apper-
taining ; to the end that they may offer sacrifices

unto the Lord upon the altar of the Lord their

God, which is in Jerusalem.

And whatsoever

thou and thy brethren are minded to do with gold

and silver, that perform, according to the will of

17 thy God. And the holy vessels of the Lord,
which are given thee for the use of the temple of

thy God, which is in Jerusalem :

and whatsoever
thing else thou shalt remember for the use of the

temple of thy God, thou shalt give it out of the

king's treasury. And I king Artaxerxes have
also commanded the keepers of the treasures in

Syria and Phcenicia, that whatsoever Esdras the

priest and reader of the law of the Most High
God shall send for, they should give it him with

all diligence, to the sum of a hundred talents

of silver, likewise also of wheat even to a hun-
dred measures, and a hundred firkins of wine,

and salt in abundance.

15

16

18

*9

20

Now this is the copy of the letter that the king 1

1

Artaxerxes gave unto Ezra the priest, the scribe,

even the scribe of the words of the command-
ments of the Lord, and of his statutes to Israel.

Artaxerxes, king of kings, unto Ezra the priest, 12

the scribe of the law of the God of heaven, per-

fect and so forth. I make a decree, that all they 1

3

of the people of Israel, and their priests and the

Levites, in my realm, which are minded of their

own free will to go to Jerusalem, go with thee.

Forasmuch as thou art sent of the king and his 14

seven counsellors, to inquire concerning Judah
and Jerusalem, according to the law of thy God
which is in thine hand

;

and to carry the silver 15

and gold, which the king and his counsellors

have freely offered unto the God of Israel, whose
habitation is in Jerusalem, and all the silver and 16

gold that thou shalt find in all the province of

Babylon, with the freewill offering of the people,

and of the priests, offering willingly for the house
of their God which is in Jerusalem

;

therefore 17

thou shalt with all diligence buy with this money
bullocks, rams, lambs, with their meal offerings

and their drink offerings, and shalt offer them
upon the altar of the house of your God which
is in Jerusalem. And whatsoever shall seem 18

good to thee and to thy brethren to do with the

rest of the silver and the gold, that do ye after

the will of your God. And the vessels that are 19

given thee for the service of the house of thy
God, deliver thou before the God of Jerusalem.

And whatsoever more shall be needful for the 20

house of thy God, which thou shalt have occasion

to bestow, bestow it out of the king's treasure

house. And I, even I Artaxerxes the king, do 21

make a decree to all the treasurers which are

beyond the river, that whatsoever Ezra the priest,

the scribe of the law of the God of heaven, shall

require of you, it be done with all diligence,

unto 22

an hundred talents of silver, and to an hundred
measures of wheat, and to an hundred baths of

wine, and to an hundred baths of oil, and salt

8-24. Jos. xi. 5 1, §§ 123-30 reproduces this remarkable decree more carefully than he does the rest of the Ezra

story. The document, which is in Aramaic, should be compared with the decrees of Cyrus and Darius (see Torrey, 1 58) :

its value rests upon the Ezra-story as a whole and is variously estimated (see Berth., 34 seq., Nikel, 167 seqq.). According

to Jewish tradition, of course, the book of Esther, with the story of the favour of Xerxes, would precede the present

situation, v. 8 (K has no conclusion and there are signs of unevenness especially in 9 seq. and 22.

9 seq. Read, perhaps E 12 seq., ' perfect peace, and now I make . . .
' (cf. E v. 7).

10. Some words are probably missing at the beginning (Lupton).

and of those, mg. being within <&AL 3L &.

17. Jos. prefixes avadqaeis, 1LC ' pones ', cf. MT deliver (rather ' hand over wholly '). The MT God ofJerusalem ((5
BA

' before God [<&
L

' the God of Israel '] in J.') is very strange.

18. remember (oaa hv vTroninry <roi), rather, ' shall occur to, or befall thee ', MT ' thou shalt have to give .

19. send for (E shall require), a misreading (I"I7{J> for ?HW ; so Ball, Moulton), or merely a paraphrase.

20. salt (1L and some MSS. of ffi), mg. other things (ffi
A IL ; B om.) ; 1LC ' sal sine mensura et caetera sine men.' ; <5' S

'and other things according to the law of God ' (see v. 21).
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21 Let all things be per-

formed after the law of God diligently unto the

Most High God, that wrath come not upon the

kingdom of the king and his sons.

22 I command
you also, that no tax, nor any other imposition,

be laid on any of the priests, or Levites, or

holy singers, or porters, or temple-servants, or

any that have employment in this temple, and
that no man have authority to impose anything

23 upon them. And thou, Esdras, according to the

wisdom of God ordain judges and justices, that

they may judge in all Syria and Phoenicia all

those that know the law of thy God ; and those

that know it not thou shalt teach.

24 And whoso-
ever shall transgress the law of thy God, and of

the king, shall be punished diligently, whether
it be by death, or other punishment, by penalty

of money, or by imprisonment.

2 5 Then said Esdras the scribe, Blessed be the

only Lord, the God of my fathers, who hath
put these things into the heart of the king, to

26 glorify his house that is in Jerusalem : and hath

honoured me in the sight of the king, and his

counsellors, and all his friends and nobles.
2 7 Therefore was I encouraged by the help of the

Lord my God, and gathered together out of

Israel men to go up with me.
28 And these are the

chief according to their families and the several

divisions thereof, that went up with me from
29 Babylon in the reign of king Artaxerxes : of

the sons of Phinees, Gerson : of the sons of

Ithamar, Gamael : of the sons of David, Attus

30 the son of Sechenias : of the sons of Phoros,

Zacharias ; and with him were counted a hun-

31 dred and fifty men : of the sons of Phaath
Moab, Eliaonias the son of Zaraias, and with

32 him two hundred men : of the sons of Zathoes,

Sechenias the son of Jezelus, and with him three

hundred men : of the sons of Adin, Obeth the

son of Jonathan, and with him two hundred
33 and fifty men : of the sons of Elam, Jesias son

of Gotholias, and with him seventy men

:

without prescribing how much. Whatsoever is 23

commanded by the God of heaven, let it be done

exactly for the house of the God of heaven ; for

why should there be wrath against the realm of

the king and his sons? Also we certify you, 24

that touching any of the priests and Levites,

the singers, porters, Nethinim, or servants of this

house of God, it shall not be lawful to impose

tribute, custom, or toll, upon them.

And thou, 25

Ezra, after the wisdom of thy God that is in

thine hand, appoint magistrates and judges,

which may judge all the people that are beyond
the river, all such as know the laws of thy God

;

and teach ye him that knoweth them not. And 26

whosoever will not do the law of thy God, and

the law of the king, let judgement be executed

upon him with all diligence, whether it be unto

death, or to banishment, or to confiscation of

goods, or to imprisonment.

Blessed be the Lord, the God of our fathers, 27

which hath put such a thing as this in the king's

heart, to beautify the house of the Lord which

is in Jerusalem ; and hath extended mercy unto 28

me before the king, and his counsellors, and
before all the king's mighty princes. And I was

strengthened according to the hand of the Lord
my God upon me, and I gathered together out

of Israel chief men to go up with me.

Now these are the heads of their fathers' 8 1

/louses, and this is the genealogy of them that

went up with me from Babylon, in the reign of

Artaxerxes the king. Of the sons of Phinehas, 2

Gershom : of the sons of Ithamar, Daniel : of

the sons of David, Hattush. Of the sons of 3

Shecaniah ; of the sons of Parosh, Zechariah :

and with him were reckoned by genealogy of

the males an hundred and fifty. Of the sons 4

of Pahath-moab, Eliehoenai the son of Zerahiah
;

and with him two hundred males. Of the sons 5

of Shecaniah, the son of Jahaziel ; and with him
three hundred males. And of the sons of Adin, 6

Ebed the son of Jonathan ; and with him fifty

males. And of the sons of Elam, Jeshaiah the 7

son of Athaliah ; and with him seventy males.

22. The decree is now addressed to the Persian officials in Palestine, cf. the direct address E vi. 6 seq., and the

abstract in E iv. 49 seqq.
that have employment, irpaynariKo'is rov Upov ; 3L& 'scribes of the temple' (as though ypap-parmoii).

24. punishment, (£BA Tip.vpia, L, dnp.ia, 5L cruciatu, 1LC tormentis, E banishment, prop. ' uprooting ', & Trm8eia.

imprisonment, mg. captivity, ffi
BA dwayayr), L Sta-fievaai, % abductione, 3LC exilio. Jos. -heppaio-o, cf. 3L Lag. bene

valeas.

25. Then . . . scribe, (& BL om., 1LC om. the scribe.

Blessed . . . , or ' blessed alone be the Lord ' (Ball).

28-40. Ezra's band. With the priestly families {v. 29), cf. Eleazar and Ithamar, 1 Chron. xxiv. 2 seqq., where the

priesthood is not restricted to the Zadokites but as a compromise a share is given to the subordinate family of Ithamar.

For the priestly and Davidic families, cf. E v. 5. With the preferable reading : Hattush of the sons of Shechaniah

{v. 29), cf. 1 Chron. iii. 22. The names of the twelve (see v. 4) lay families recur in the great register E v. ; Pahath-moab
and Joab (vv. 31, 35) are, however, severed (contrast v. 11). The sons of Zattu (v. 32) are wrongly omitted in E (but

see <SA ib.). Zaraias represents Zerahiah in v. 31, but Zebadiah in v. 34 ;
Jezelus (v. 35) = Jehiel, cf. on i. 8. The

family of Bani (v. 36) is wanting in E (but see ffi
A

ib.). Istalcurus {v. 40) = Zabbud or Zaccur ; see E Bi., art.

Zabud (2) ; Bayer 56 would restore TOP p TrW- For other details see the comm.
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34 of the

sons of Saphatias, Zaraias son of Michael, and

35 with him threescore and ten men : of the sons

of Joab, Abadias son of Jezelus, and with him
36 two hundred and twelve men: of the sons of

Banias, Salimoth son of Josaphias, and with him
37 a hundred and threescore men : of the sons of

Babi, Zacharias son of Bebai, and with him
38 twenty and eight men : of the sons of Astath,

Joannes son of Akatan, and with him a hun-
39 dred and ten men : of the sons of Adonikam,

the last, and these are the names of them, Eli-

phalat, Jeuel, and Samaias, and with them
40 seventy men : of the sons of Bago, Uthi the son

of Istalcurus, and with him seventy men.

41 And I gathered them together to the river

called Theras ; and there we pitched our tents

4 2 three days, and I surveyed them. But when
I had found there none of the priests and

43 Levites, then sent I unto Eleazar, and Iduel,

44 and Maasmas, and Elnathan, and Samaias, and
Joribus, Nathan, Ennatan, Zacharias, and Mo-
sollamus, principal men and men of understand-

45 ing. And I bade them that they should go unto
Loddeus the captain, who was in the place of

46 the treasury : and commanded them that they
should speak unto Loddeus, and to his brethren,

and to the treasurers in that place, to send us
such men as might execute the priests' office in

47 the house of our Lord. And by the mighty
hand of our Lord they brought unto us men of

understanding of the sons of Mooli the son of
Levi, the son of Israel, Asebebias, and his sons,

and his brethren, who were eighteen,

48 and
Asebias, and Annuus, and Osaias his brother, of

the sons of Chanuneus, and their sons were

49 twenty men ; and of the temple-servants whom
David and the principal men had appointed for

the service of the Levites, two hundred and
twenty temple-servants, the catalogue of all their

50 names was shewed. And there I vowed a fast

for the young men before our Lord, to desire of
him a prosperous journey both for us and for

our children and cattle that were with us :

51 for

I was ashamed to ask of the king footmen, and
horsemen, and conduct for safeguard against

52 our adversaries. For we had said unto the
king, that the power of our Lord would be with

And of the sons of Shephatiah, Zebadiah the 8

son of Michael ; and with him fourscore males.

Of the sons of Joab, Obadiah the son of Jehiel ; 9

and with him two hundred and eighteen males.

And of the sons of Shelomith, the son of Josi- 10

phiah ; and with him an hundred and threescore

males. And of the sons of Bebai, Zechariah the 1 r

son of Bebai ; and with him twenty and eight

males. And of the sons of Azgad, Johanan the 12

son of Hakkatan ; and with him an hundred and
ten males. And of the sons of Adonikam, that 13
zuere the last ; and these are their names, Eliphe-

let, Jeuel, and Shemaiah, and with them three-

score males. And of the sons of Bigvai, Uthai 14

and Zabbud ; and with them seventy males.

And I gathered them together to the river 15

that runneth to Ahava ; and there we encamped
three days : and I viewed the people, and the

priests, and found there none of the sons of Levi.

Then sent I for Eliezer, for Ariel, for Shemaiah, 16

and for Elnathan, and for Jarib, and for Elnathan,

and for Nathan, and for Zechariah, and for Me-
shullam, chief men ; also for Joiarib, and for El-

nathan, which were teachers. And I sent them 17

forth unto Iddo the chief at the place Casiphia
;

and I told them what they should say unto Iddo,

and his brethren the Nethinim, at the place

Casiphia, that they should bring unto us minis-

ters for the house of our God.
And according 1

8

to the good hand of our God upon us they
brought us a man of discretion, of the sons of

Mahli, the son of Levi, the son of Israel ; and
Sherebiah, with his sons and his brethren, eigh-

teen ; and Hashabiah, and with him Jeshaiah of 19

the sons of Merari, his brethren and their sons,

twenty
;

and of the Nethinim, whom David and 20

the princes had given for the service of the

Levites, two hundred and twenty Nethinim : all

of them were expressed by name.
Then I pro- 21

claimed a fast there, at the river Ahava, that we
might humble ourselves before our God, to seek

of him a straight way, for us, and for our little

ones, and for all our substance. For I was 22

ashamed to ask of the king a band of soldiers

and horsemen to help us against the enemy in

the way : because we had spoken unto the king,

saying, The hand of our God is upon all them

41. called, perhaps a better reading (Ew. 137 n. 4).

Theras (<&
B om.), see vv. 50, 61. Jos. § 134 ' beyond (? iripav for Ofpdt, Lupton) the Euphrates'.

42. In E only the Levites are absent, see v. 29 and note the textual difficulties in 42 seqq. (see Berth.), and elsewhere
where the priests and Levites are concerned.

43 seq. sent I unto. Omit unto ; the accusatival ? (see esp. 2 Chron. xvii. 7) was misunderstood.

45. place of the treasury, E Casiphia, but cf. ffi ib. Cf. also v. 46, where, too, the Nethinim are ignored.

47. men, mg. a man (<5
BL

).

48. Annuus = MT itto ' with him ' (to be read eth, a mark of the accusative).
Chanuneus (E Merari) might suggest Chenani(ah), Neh. ix. 4, 1 Chron. xv. 22, &c.

50. for the young men, an obscure statement, perhaps a misreading of E's river (*1V3 for *l!"IJ), Ahava being
omitted (Ball).
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 8. 53-66 Ezra 8

them that seek him, to support them in all ways.
53 And again we besought our Lord as touching

these things, and found him favourable unto us.

54 Then I separated twelve men of the chiefs of the

priests, Eserebias, and Assamias, and ten men of

their brethren with them :

55 and I weighed them
the silver, and the gold, and the holy vessels of

the house of our Lord, which the king, and his

counsellors, and the nobles, and all Israel, had

56 given. And when I had weighed it, I delivered

unto them six hundred and fifty talents of silver,

and silver vessels of a hundred talents, and a hun-

57 dred talents of gold, and twenty golden vessels,

and twelve vessels of brass, even of fine brass,

58 glittering like gold. And I said unto them, Both
ye are holy unto the Lord, and the vessels are

holy, and the gold and the silver are a vow unto

59 the Lord, the Lord of our fathers. Watch ye,

and keep them till ye deliver them to the chiefs

of the priests and Levites, and to the principal

men of the families of Israel, in Jerusalem, in

the chambers of the house of our Lord.
60 So the

priests and the Levites, who received the silver

and the gold and the vessels which were in

Jerusalem, brought them into the temple of the

Lord.
61 And from the river Theras we departed the

twelfth day of the first month, until we came to

Jerusalem, by the mighty hand of our Lord
which was upon us : and the Lord delivered us

from assault by the way, from every enemy, and
62 so we came to Jerusalem. And when we had

been there three days, the silver and gold was
weighed and delivered in the house of our Lord
on the fourth day unto Marmoth the priest

63 the son of Urias. And with him was Eleazar
the son of Phinees, and with them were Josabdus
the son of Jesus and Moeth the son of Sabannus,
the Levites : all was delivered them by number
and weight.

64
And all the weight of them was

written up the same hour.

65 Moreover they that

were come out of the captivity offered sacrifices

unto the Lord, the God of Israel, even twelve
bullocks for all Israel, fourscore and sixteen rams,

66 threescore and twelve lambs, goats for a peace
offering, twelve; all of them a sacrifice to the

that seek him, for good ; but his power and his

wrath is against all them that forsake him. So 23

we fasted and besought our God for this : and
he was intreated of us. Then I separated twelve 24

of the chiefs of the priests, even Sherebiah,
Hashabiah, and ten of their brethren with them,
and weighed unto them the silver, and the gold, 2 5

and the vessels, even the offering for the house
of our God, which the king, and his counsellors,

and his princes, and all Israel there present, had
offered : I even weighed into their hand six 26

hundred and fifty talents of silver, and silver

vessels an hundred talents ; of gold an hundred
talents ; and twenty bowls of gold, of a thousand 27

darics ; and two vessels of fine bright brass,

precious as gold. And I said unto them, Ye are 28

holy unto the Lord, and the vessels are holy

;

and the silver and the gold are a freewill offering

unto the Lord, the God of your fathers. Watch 2 9

ye, and keep them, until ye weigh them before
the chiefs of the priests and the Levites, and the
princes of the fathers' houses of Israel, at Jeru-
salem, in the chambers of the house of the Lord.
So the priests and the Levites received the 30
weight of the silver and the gold, and the vessels,

to bring them to Jerusalem unto the house of our
God.

Then we departed from the river of Ahava on 3 1

the twelfth day of the first month, to go unto
Jerusalem: and the hand of our God was upon
us, and he delivered us from the hand of the
enemy and the lier in wait by the way. And 3 2

we came to Jerusalem, and abode there three

days.

And on the fourth day was the silver and 11
the gold and the vessels weighed in the house of

our God into the hand of Meremoth the son of

Uriah the priest ; and with him was Eleazar the
son of Phinehas; and with them was Jozabad
the son of Jeshua, and Noadiah the son of Bin-
nui, the Levites; the whole by number and by 34
weight : and all the weight was written at that
time. The children of the captivity, which were 35
come out of exile, offered burnt offerings unto
the God of Israel, twelve bullocks for all Israel,

ninety and six rams, seventy and seven lambs,
twelve he-goats for a sin offering : all this was
a burnt offering unto the Lord.

54. Eserebias (= Sherebiah), (GBA prefix 'and'; there are thus twelve Levites (cf. v. 47 seq., N xii. 24) and twelve
priests (cf. v. 60). E includes the two men and their brethren among the twelve priests.

55. all Israel, Jos. ' who remained at Babylon ' (cf. v. 13 seq.), some qualification is necessary.
57. twelve, <ffi

B
' ten '.

58. holy, cf. Is. lii. 11.

and the vessels . . . , mg. and the vessels and the silver and the gold, &*c. (€rB).
60. which [were] in Jerusalem, the words belong to the end of the verse.

61. every enemy, reading 31K1 for 311(0. ffi
B confuses the first and the third person (for the latter see 65-7) and

omits ' our' in v. 62. See on vv. 68 seqq.
66. peace offering, or thank-offering, cf. the Geneva Bible ' for salvation '.

51
For E cf. vii. 7 seq. (E vi. 17).
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 8. 67-81 Ezra 9

67 Lord. And they delivered the king's com-
mandments unto the king's stewards, and to the

governors of Ccelesyria and Phoenicia ; and they
honoured the people and the temple of the Lord.

68 Now when these things were done, the prin-

69 cipal men came unto me, and said, The nation

of Israel, and the princes, and the priests and
the Levites, have not put away from them the

strange people of the land, nor the unclean-

nesses of the Gentiles, to wit, of the Canaanites,

Hittites, Pherezites, Jebusites, and the Moabites,
70 Egyptians, and' Edomites. For both they and

their sons have married with their daughters,

and the holy seed is mixed with the strange

people of the land ; and from the beginning of

this matter the rulers and the nobles have been

71 partakers of this iniquity. And as soon as I had
heard these things, I rent my clothes, and my
holy garment, and plucked the hair from off my
head and beard, and sat me down sad and full of

72 heaviness. So all they that were moved at the

word of the Lord, the God of Israel, assembled
unto me, whilst I mourned for the iniquity : but

I sat still full of heaviness until the evening sacri-

73 fice. Then rising up from the fast with my clothes

and my holy garment rent, and bowing my knees,

and stretching forth my hands unto the Lord,

74 I said, O Lord, I am ashamed and confounded

75 before thy face ; for our sins are multiplied above
our heads, and our errors have reached up unto
heaven,

76 ever since the time of our fathers ; and we
77 are in great sin, even unto this day. And for our

sins and our fathers' we with our brethren and
our kings and our priests were given up unto the

kings of the earth, to the sword, and to captivity,

and for a prey with shame, unto this day.

78 And
now in some measure hath mercy been shewed
unto us from thee, O Lord, that there should be
left us a root and a name in the place of thy

79 sanctuary ; and to discover unto us a light in the

house of the Lord our God, and to give us food in

80 the time of our servitude. Yea, when we were in

bondage, we were not forsaken of our Lord ; but

he made us gracious before the kings of Persia, so

81 that they gave us food, and glorified the temple

And they 36
delivered the king's commissions unto the king's

satraps, and to the governors beyond the river

:

and they furthered the people and the house of

God.
Now when these things were done, the princes 9 1

drew near unto me, saying, The people of Israel,

and the priests and the Levites, have not separ-

ated themselves from the peoples of the lands,

doing according to their abominations, even of
the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the
Jebusites, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the

Egyptians, and the Amorites. For they have 2

taken of their daughters for themselves and for

their sons ; so that the holy seed have mingled
themselves with the peoples of the lands : yea,

the hand of the princes and rulers hath been
chief iii this trespass. And when I heard this 3

thing, I rent my garment and my mantle, and
plucked off the hair of my head and of my beard,

and sat down astonied.

Then were assembled 4

unto me every one that trembled at the

words of the God of Israel, because of the tres-

pass of them of the captivity ; and I sat

astonied until the evening oblation. And at the 5

evening oblation I arose up from my humiliation,

even with my garment and my mantle rent

;

and I fell upon my knees, and spread out my
hands unto the Lord my God ; and I said, O my 6

God, I am ashamed and blush to lift up my face

to thee, my God : for our iniquities are increased

over our head, and our guiltiness is grown up
unto the heavens. Since the days of our fathers 7

we have been exceeding guilty unto this day

;

and for our iniquities have we, our kings, and
our priests, been delivered into the hand of the

kings of the lands, to the sword, to captivity,

and to spoiling, and to confusion of face, as it is

this day. And now for a little moment grace 8

hath been shewed from the Lord our God, to

leave us a remnant to escape, and to give us

a nail in his holy place, that our God may
lighten our eyes, and give us a little reviving in

our bondage.
For we are bondmen

;
yet our 9

God hath not forsaken us in our bondage, but

hath extended mercy unto us in the sight of the

kings of Persia, to give us a reviving, to set up

67. honoured, (bo^aaav (so Effi), cf. viii. 25, 81, and Is. lx. 13 ; a weak and inappropriate rendering (E\v. 138 n. 6).

The mixed marriages, vv. 68-90 = E ix., cf. Jos. xi. 5 3. See below on ix. 37 seqq. ffi
L gives the narrative in the

third person.

69. the uncleannesses . . . , mg. nor their uncleannesses (to wit) of the Gentiles, &v. (ffi
B
).

Edomites, see iv. 45, 50.

72. So all they, <&A + 'that were zealous and all they'.

73. fast, cf. E R.V. mg. fasting.

75. multiplied above . . . , ffi
L ILS 'multiplied more than the hairs of our head', cf. Ps. xl. 12.

77. we with our brethren (13TON 'we' read as l^riN).

78. root (cf. v. 88), perhaps influenced by 2 Kings xix. 30 seq. (Bayer, 15).

79. food, E reviving (n^TO^ cf. Judg. vi. 4).
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 8. 81-95 Ezra

of our Lord, and raised up the desolate Sion, to

give us a sure abiding in Jewry and Jerusalem.
82 And now, O Lord, what shall we say, having these

things ? for we have transgressed thy command-
ments, which thou gavest by the hand of thy

83 servants the prophets, saying, That the land,

which ye enter into to possess as an heritage, is a

land polluted with the pollutions of the strangers

of the land, and they have filled it with their un-

cleanness.

84 Therefore now shall ye not join your
daughters unto their sons, neither shall ye take

85 their daughters unto your sons. Neither shall

ye seek to have peace with them for ever, that

ye may be strong, and eat the good things of

the land, and that ye may leave it for an in-

86 heritance unto your children for evermore. And
all that is befallen is done unto us for our wicked
works and great sins : for thou, O Lord, didst

87 make our sins light, and didst give unto us such

a root : but we have turned back again to trans-

gress thy law, in mingling ourselves with the

88 uncleanness of the heathen of the land. Thou
wast not angry with us to destroy us, till thou

hadst left us neither root, seed, nor name.

89 O Lord of Israel, thou art true : for we are left a

90 root this day. Behold, now are we before thee

in our iniquities, for we cannot stand any longer

before thee by reason of these things.

91 And as Esdras in his prayer made his con-

fession, weeping, and lying flat upon the ground
before the temple, there gathered unto him
from Jerusalem a very great throng of men and
women and children : for there was great weep-

92 ing among the multitude. Then Jechonias the

son of Jeelus, one of the sons of Israel, called out,

and said, O Esdras, we have sinned against the

Lord God, we have married strange women of

the heathen of the land, and now is all Israel aloft.

93 Let us make an oath unto the Lord herein, that

we will put away all our wives, which we have
94 taken of the strangers, with their children, like as

seemeth good unto thee, and to as many as do obey
the law of the Lord.

95 Arise, and put in execution :

for to thee doth this matter appertain, and we

the house of our God, and to repair the ruins

thereof, and t6 give us a wall in Judah and in

Jerusalem. And now, O our God, what shall 10

we say after this ? for we have forsaken thy
commandments, which thou hast commanded by 1

1

thy servants the prophets, saying, The land,

unto which ye go to possess it, is an unclean

land through the uncleanness of the peoples of

the lands, through their abominations, which
have filled it from one end to another with their

filthiness. Now therefore give not your daugh- 12

ters unto their sons, neither take their daughters
unto your sons, nor seek their peace or their

prosperity for ever : that ye may be strong, and
eat the good of the land, and leave it for an
inheritance to your children for ever.

And after 13

all that is come upon us for our evil deeds, and
for our great guilt, seeing that thou our God
hast punished us less than our iniquities deserve,

and hast given us such a remnant, shall we again 14

break thy commandments, and join in affinity

with the peoples that do these abominations ?

wouldest not thou be angry with us till thou
hadst consumed us, so that there should be no
remnant, nor any to escape? O Lord, the God 15

of Israel, thou art righteous ; for we are left

a remnant that is escaped, as it is this day :

behold, we are before thee in our guiltiness ; for

none can stand before thee because of this.

Now while Ezra prayed, and made confession, 10 1

weeping and casting himself down before the

house of God, there was gathered together unto

him out of Israel a very great congregation of

men and women and children : for the people

wept very sore. And Shecaniah the son of 2

Jehiel, one of the sons of Elam, answered and
said unto Ezra, We have trespassed against our

God, and have married strange women of the

peoples of the land : yet now there is hope for

Israel concerning this thing. Now therefore let 3

us make a covenant with our God to put away
all the wives, and such as are born of them,
according to the counsel of my lord, and of those

that tremble at the commandment of our God ;

and let it be done according to the law. Arise ; 4

for the matter belongeth unto thee, and we are

81. Sion. G. A. Smith (Jerusalem, i. 150 seq.) observes that the term is not found in Ezek., Chron. (except the
quotations 1 Chron. xi. 5, 2 Chron. v. 2), E and N.

82. having . . . transgressed, presumably based upon misreadings VnK for "'"iriN, 13"Dy for U3Ty (see Ball).

86. make . . . light, cf. Effi.

88. Thou wast not, mg. wast thou ?tot, &c, see E.
The marriage-reforms, viii. 91-ix. 36 = E, x., cf. Jos. xi. 5 4.

92. Israel (Jos. 'Jerusalem'), E Elam, cf. E x. 26.

aloft, mg. exalted (with a reference to Deut. xxviii. 13, iT>ypp). This points to the reading 7JJD 'trespass'

(E ix. 2, 4, x. 6) for fflpD 'hope' (ffi
L S here) and is preferred by Tahn. 1L et nunc es super omnem Israel (IL

C
et nunc

de populo I.). Bayer (16) conj. tirdva corruption of vnopopTj (E(£).
' Concerning this thing ' in E is read by ffi

BA !L at the beginning of E 93.

94. (8x
L & 'and as many as obeyed . . . having arisen, said unto Ezra, Arise . .

.
' (reading D'Tlfin ICp).

95. put into execution, n?3 has probably dropped out from the MT (Guthe, SBOT).
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 8. 96—9. 14 Ezra 10

96 will be with thee to do valiantly. So Esdras
arose, and took an oath of the chief of the priests

and Levites of all Israel to do after these things
;

and so they sware.

9 1 Then Esdras rising from the court of the

temple went to the chamber of Jonas the son of

2 Eliasib, and lodged there, and did eat no bread
nor drink water, mourning for the great iniquities

of the multitude.

3 And there was made proclama-
tion in all Jewry and Jerusalem to all them that

were of the captivity, that they should be gathered

4 together at Jerusalem : and that whosoever met
not there within two or three days, according as

the elders that bare rule appointed, their cattle

should be seized to the use of the temple, and
himself cast out from the multitude of them that

were of the captivity.

5 And in three days were all they of the tribe

of Judah and Benjamin gathered together at

Jerusalem : this was the ninth month, on the

6 twentieth day of the month. And all the multi-

tude sat together trembling in the broad place

before the temple because of the present foul

7 weather. So Esdras arose up, and said unto
them, Ye have transgressed the law and married
strange wives, thereby to increase the sins of

8 Israel. And now make confession and give

glory unto the Lord, the God of our fathers,

9 and do his will, and separate yourselves from
the heathen of the land, and from the strange

10 women. Then cried the whole multitude, and
said with a loud voice, Like as thou hast spoken,

1

1

so will we do. But forasmuch as the multitude
is great, and it is foul weather, so that we cannot
stand without, and this is not a work of one day
or two, seeing our sin in these things is spread

12 far : therefore let the rulers of the multitude

13 stay, and let all them of our habitations that

have strange wives come at the time appointed,

and with them the rulers and judges of every
place, till we turn away the wrath of the Lord
from us for this matter.

M Then Jonathan the son

of Azael and Ezekias the son of Thocanus accord-

ingly took the matter upon them : and Mosol-
lamus and Levis and Sabbateus were assessors

with thee : be of good courage, and do it. Then 5

arose Ezra, and made the chiefs of the priests,

the Levites, and all Israel, to swear that they
would do according to this word. So they
sware. Then Ezra rose up from before the 6

house of God, and went into the chamber of

Jehohanan the son of Eliashib : and when he
came thither, he did eat no bread, nor drink
water : for he mourned because of the trespass

of them of the captivity. And they made pro- 7

clamation throughout Judah and Jerusalem unto
all the children of the captivity, that they should

gather themselves together unto Jerusalem ; and 8

that whosoever came not within three days,

according to the counsel of the princes and the

elders, all his substance should be forfeited, and
himself separated from the congregation of the

captivity.

Then all the men of Judah and Ben- 9

jamin gathered themselves together unto Jeru-

salem within the three days ; it was the ninth

month, on the twentieth day of the month : and
all the people sat in the broad place before the

house of God, trembling because of this matter,

and for the great rain. And Ezra the priest 10

stood up, and said unto them, Ye have tres-

passed, and have married strange women, to

increase the guilt of Israel. Now therefore make n
confession unto the Lord, the God of your
fathers, and do his pleasure : and separate your-

selves from the peoples of the land, and from the

strange women. Then all the congregation 12

answered and said with a loud voice, As thou hast

said concerning us, so must we do. But the r 3

people are many, and it is a time of much rain,

and we are not able to stand without, neither is

this a work of one day or two : for we have
greatly transgressed in this matter. Let now 14

our princes be appointed for all the congregation,

and let all them that are in our cities which have
married strange women come at appointed times,

and with them the elders of every city, and the

judges thereof, until the fierce wrath of our God
be turned from us, until this matter be des-

patched. Only Jonathan the son of Asahel and *5

Jahzeiah the son of Tikvah stood up against this

matter : and Meshullam and Shabbethai the

Levite helped them.

96. the chief (rather chiefs, as in viii. 49) . . . and Levites, for and see Guthe, SBOT.

IX. 2. lodged there, rightly reading pi for "pi.
6. in the broad place. According to Jos. § 149 there was a meeting of the elders in the upper room (but Niese

imalBpif) of the temple.
8. ffi

BA
' Give confession (<£

L + and) glory'; a doublet of rnifl (Fr., &c).
II. forasmuch as, wanting in <&.

13. for this matter, cf. E R.V. mg. as touching this matter.

14. took the matter {tnebi^avro, cf. with Fr. 1 Mace. i. 42) ; cf. E R.V. mg. were appointed over this {matter).

On the conflicting interpretations of this passage see the comm.
Ezekias, mg. Ezias (ffi

BL
&).

Levis . . . , E (S L 'the Levites '.

assessors, €r awcflpafkvirav, 1L cooperati (3LC consenserunt).
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 9. 15-35 Ezra 10

15 to them. And they that were of the captivity

did according to all these things.

16 And Esdras the priest chose unto him principal

men of their families, all by name : and on the

new moon of the tenth month they were shut in

17 together to examine the matter. So their cause

that held strange wives was brought to an end
by the new moon of the first month.

18 And of the

priests that were come together, and had strange

19 wives, there were found ; of the sons of Jesus

the son of Josedek, and his brethren ; Mathelas,

20 and Eleazar, and Joribus, and Joadanus. And
they gave their hands to put away their wives,

and to offer rams to make reconcilement for

21 their error. And of the sons of Emmer ; Ana-
nias, and Zabdeus, and Manes, and Sameus, and
Hiereel, and Azarias.

22 And of the sons of Phaisur;

Elionas, Massias, Ismael, and Nathanael, and
23 Ocidelus, and Saloas. And of the Levites

;

Jozabdus, and Semeis, and Colius, who was called

Calitas, and Patheus, and Judas, and Jonas.
24 Of
25 the holy singers ; Eliasibus, Bacchurus. Of the

26 porters ; Sallumus, and Tolbanes. Of Israel, of

the sons of Phoros ; Hiermas, and Ieddias, and
Melchias, and Maelus, and Eleazar, and Asibias,

27 and Banneas. Of the sons of Ela ; Matthanias,

Zacharias, and Jezrielus, and Oabdius, and Hiere-
28 moth, and Aedias. And of the sons of Zamoth

;

Eliadas, Eliasimus, Othonias, Jarimoth, and
29 Sabathus, and Zardeus. Of the sons of Bebai

;

Joannes, and Ananias, and Jozabdus, and Ema-
30 theis. Of the sons of Mani ; Olamus, Mamuchus,

Jedeus, Jasubus, and Jasaelus, and Hieremoth.
3 1 And of the sons of Addi; Naathus, and Moossias,

Laccunus, and Naidus, and Matthanias, and Ses-

32 thel, Balnuus, and Manasseas. And of the sons

of Annas ; Elionas, and Aseas, and Melchias, and
33 Sabbeus, and Simon Chosameus. And of the

sons of Asom ; Maltanneus, and Mattathias, and
Sabanneus, Eliphalat, and Manasses, and Semei.

34 And of the sons of Baani
; Jeremias, Momdis,

Ismaerus, Juel, Mamdai, and Pedias, and Anos,
Carabasion, and Enasibus, and Mamnitanemus,
Eliasis, Bannus^ Eliali, Someis, Selemias, Natha-
nias : and of the sons of Ezora ; Sesis, Ezril,

35 Azaelus, Samatus, Zambri, Josephus. And of

the sons of Nooma ; Mazitias, Zabadeas, Edos,
Juel, Banaias.

And the children of the 16

captivity did so. And Ezra the priest, with
certain heads of fathers' houses, after their fathers'

houses, and all of them by their names, were
separated ; and they sat down in the first day of

the tenth month to examine the matter. And *7

they made an end with all the men that had
married strange women by the first day of the

first month. And among the sons of the priests 18

there were found that had married strange

women : namely, of the sons of Jeshua, the son

of Jozadak, and his brethren, Maaseiah, and
Eliezer, and Jarib, and Gedaliah. And they 19

gave their hand that they would put away their

wives ; and being guilty, they offered a ram of

the flock for their guilt. And of the sons of 20

Immer; Hanani and Zebadiah. And of the 21

sons of Harim ; Maaseiah, and Elijah, and She-
maiah, and Jehiel, and Uzziah. And of the sons 22

of Pashhur ; Elioenai, Maaseiah, Ishmael, Ne-
thanel, Jozabad, and Elasah. And of the 23

Levites
; Jozabad, and Shimei, and Kelaiah (the

same is Kelita), Pethahiah, Judah, and Eliezer.

And of the singers ; Eliashib : and of the porters ; 24
Shallum, and Telem, and Uri.

And of Israel : 25

of the sons of Parosh ; Ramiah, and Izziah, and
Malchijah, and Mijamin, and Eleazar, and Mal-
chijah, and Benaiah. And of the sons of Elam ; 26

Mattaniah, Zechariah, and Jehiel, and Abdi, and
Jeremoth, and Elijah. And of the sons of 27

Zattu; Elioenai, Eliashib, Mattaniah, and Jere-

moth, and Zabad, and Aziza. And of the sons 2 8

of Bebai
; Jehohanan, Hananiah, Zabbai, Athlai.

And of the sons of Bani ; Meshullam, Malluch, 29
and Adaiah, Jashub, and Sheal, Jeremoth.

And 30
of the sons of Pahath-moab ; Adna, and Chelal,

Benaiah, Maaseiah, Mattaniah, Bezalel, and Bin-

nui, and Manasseh. And of the sons of Harim
; 31

Eliezer, Isshijah, Malchijah, Shemaiah, Shimeon ;

Benjamin, Malluch, Shemariah. Of the sons of 32, 33
Hashum ; Mattenai, Mattattah, Zabad, Eliphelet,

Jeremai, Manasseh, Shimei. Of the sons of 34
Bani ; Maadai, Amram, and Uel ; Benaiah, 35
Bedeiah, Cheluhi ; Vaniah, Meremoth, Eliashib

; 36
Mattaniah, Mattenai, and Jaasu ; and Bani, and 37, 38
Binnui, Shimei ; and Shelemiah, and Nathan, and 39
Adaiah ; Machnadebai, Shashai, Sharai ; Azarel, 40, 41

and Shelemiah, Shemariah ; Shallum, Amariah, 42

Joseph. Of the sons of Nebo ; Jeiel, Mattithiah, 43

16. chose ; read accordingly in E ' separated for himself (Eichhorn, Bayer, &c), or better (Torrey) ' they separated '.

to examine . . . , MT BT"n? ; the singular Heb. word has a no less singular resemblance to ' Darius ' (K'V"!^).

20. Read in E 19 ' and for their guilt offering . . .. ' (DDK'S! for DVDBM ' and being guilty ').

21-36. In view of the tenour of the whole narrative viii. 68-ix. 20 this list of 113 (E, ill (5r) offenders is an
anticlimax. On the one hand, the separation of the people of Israel generally, though anticipated at this juncture
(see viii. 91-ix. 17), is not recorded until N ix. 2, after the reading of the law. On the other hand, the list cannot refer

only to ' the congregation that had come out of captivity' with E (N viii. 17, combined with the purified Israel in x. 28),
since the families of Harim, Hashum and Nebo did not return with E, but many years earlier under Zerubbabel.

On the variants see the comm. and E Bi. There are omissions in vv. 21, 25, much confusion in w. 31 seqq., and
Zaccur should be added after Eliashib in E 24 (cf. (EL).
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 9. 36-44 Ezra 10

36 All these had taken strange wives,

and they put them away with their children.

37 And
the priests and Levites, and they that were of

Israel, dwelt in Jerusalem, and in the country, on
the new moon of the seventh month, and the

children of Israel in their habitations.

38 And the whole multitude were gathered toge-

ther with one accord into the broad place before

39 the porch of the temple toward the east : and
they said unto Esdras the priest and reader,

Bring the law of Moses, that was given of the

40 Lord, the God of Israel. So Esdras the chief priest

brought the law unto the whole multitude both
of men and women, and to all the priests, to hear

the law on the new moon of the seventh month.

41 And he read in the broad place before the porch

of the temple from morning unto midday, before

both men and women ; and all the multitude gave
heed unto the law.

42 And Esdras the priest and
reader of the law stood up upon the pulpit of

43 wood, which was made for that purpose. And
there stood up by him Mattathias, Sammus, Ana-
nias, Azarias, Unas, Ezekias, Baalsamus, upon

44 the right hand : and upon his left hand, Phaldeus,

Misael, Melchias, Lothasubus, Nabarias, Zacha-

Zabad, Zebina, Iddo, and Joel, Benaiah. All 44

these had taken strange wives : and some of

them had wives by whom they had children.

So the priests, and the Levites, and the Neh. 7
porters, and the singers, and some of the people, 73
and the Nethinim, and all Israel, dwelt in their

cities. And when the seventh month was come,
the children of Israel were in their cities.

And all the people gathered themselves together Neh. 8 1

asone man into the broad place that was before the

water gate ; and they spake unto Ezra the scribe

to bring the book of the law of Moses, which the

Lord had commanded to Israel.

And Ezra the

priest brought the law before the congregation, 2

both men and women, and all that could hear
with understanding, upon the first day of the

seventh month. And he read therein before the 3

broad place that was before the water gate from
early morning until midday, in the presence of

the men and the women, and of those that could
understand ; and the ears of all the people were
attentive unto the book of the law. And Ezra 4

the scribe stood upon a pulpit of wood, which
they had made for the purpose ; and beside him
stood Mattithiah, and Shema, and Anaiah. and
Uriah, and Hilkiah, and Maaseiah, on his right

hand ; and on his left hand, Pedaiah, and Mis-

hael, and Malchijah, and Hashum, and Hash-

36. The MT cannot be translated (R.V. mg. has 'some of the wives had borne children') and E's reading is

eminently more intelligible.

The division between the books E and N which occurs at this point is a relatively late feature in the MT. The
scribes counted them as one book. This is important in considering questions of the transposition and rearrangement
of the contents.

The Reading of the Law, ix. 37-55 = Neh. vii. 73-viii. 13 a, cf. Jos. xi. 5 5. The view is strongly urged (Hoonacker,
Ryle, Meyer, Bertholet, Nikel, Jampel, Driver, &c.) that E iv. 7 seqq. (E'u. 16 seqq.), which cannot refer to the return

of P^zra, fills partially at least the gap between the books E and N. This would imply a new catastrophe, a new and
important return, and a somewhat extensive work of rebuilding in the time of Artaxerxes, after E x. and before N i.

On the other hand, the formal proceedings of the adversaries in E iv. 7 seqq. and the words of the king do not suggest

that the opponents would be likely to exceed instructions which, in themselves, are not necessarily sufficient to explain

the ruined Jerusalem which so deeply moved Nehemiah. Further, it cannot be assumed that the disgrace of 113
offenders in the matter of the mixed marriages aroused the hostility that is represented in N i.-vi. The people

themselves had recognized their sin (E viii. 68 seqq.), they feel themselves to be the ' holy seed', and the proposed
covenant and the willingness of the people to act 'according to the law' (v. 94, E x. 3), would make the entire tenour

of the narrative unintelligible unless the writer was describing the successful issue (despite the obscure opposition in

Ex. 15) of steps initiated, not by Ezra, but by the community (Meyer, 228, 240, 241 n. 2, Torrey, 278). Moreover, the

close literary connexion between E ix. seq. and N viii. seqq. forbids the severance of these portions (see above, p. 47 c).

The sequence of events in E ix. is adopted by many (Michaelis, Fr., Berth., &c), but can hardly be original, since

there is still a lacuna between the reforms and the Reading of the Law, and ix. 37, though the natural introduction to the

latter, is not in place after vv. 1-36 (note the awkward dates vv. 17, 37). v. 37* more properly concludes the account

of some return, as in v. 46, where vv. 47 seqq. describe another religious event, also dated in the seventh month.
Finally, it is a very natural supposition that the law brought by Ezra was being made known during the four months'
interval between viii. 67 and 68 (E viii. and ix.) ; see A. P. Stanley, Jew. Church, iii. 118 ; Lupton, 60. Hence it is

highly probable, following Torrey (Comp. 29 seqq., Essays, 253 seqq., 260 seq.), H. P. Smith (Hist. 393), and Kent
(ii. 369 seqq.), that the introduction of the law to the notice of the people came at the beginning of Ezra's work
(after E viii.), and thus explains the people's recognition of their sins. Such an arrangement is found in the Cireek

summaries of Esdras Book I (= E) and Esdras Book II (= N) in Lag. Sept. Stud., ii, 84 (see below, p. 58).

38. For the locality cf. v. 47, ix. 6. Perhaps the compiler who placed this narrative before N i.—viii. believed that the

water-gate was in ruins (see N iii. 26) ; cf. the adjustment in E iii. 1.

39. <KA 'the chief priest', vv. 40, 49 (contrast N).

40. the priests, a misreading of jro for p3D (see E viii. 16, 1 Chron. xxv. 8), or merely a paraphrase ; in any case

in an unsuitable position.

41. all the multitude . . . , mg. they gave all heed (ffi
B
).

43 seq. E adds Azariah after Anaiah, reads Hezekiah for Hilkiah, and perhaps rightly omits Meshullam. For
other variants see E Bi. and comm.
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ESDRAS I ESDRAS 9. 45-55 Neh. 8

45 rias. Then took Esdras the book of the law

before the multitude, and sat honourably in the

first place before all.

6
And when he opened the

law, they stood all straight up. So Esdras blessed

the Lord God Most High, the God of hosts,

47 Almighty. And all the people answered, Amen
;

and lifting up their hands they fell to the ground,

4 g
and worshipped the Lord. Also Jesus, Annus,
Sarabias, Iadinus, Jacubus, Sabateus, Auteas,

Maiannas, and Calitas, Azarias, and Jozabdus,

and Ananias, Phalias, the Levites, taught the law

of the Lord,
and read to the multitude the law of

the Lord, making them withal to understand it.

49 Then said Attharates unto Esdras the chief priest

and reader, and to the Levites that taught the

50 multitude, even to all, This day is holy unto the

Lord
;
(now they all wept when they heard the

law
:)

51 go then, and eat the fat, and drink the

sweet, and send portions to them that have

52 nothing ; for the day is holy unto the Lord

:

and be not sorrowful ; for the Lord will bring

you to honour.

53 So the Levites published all

things to the people, saying, This day is holy

;

54 be not sorrowful. Then went they their way,
every one to eat and drink, and make merry,

and to give portions to them that had nothing,

55 and to make great cheer ; because they under-

stood the words wherein they were instructed,

and for the which they had been assembled.

baddanah, Zechariah, and Meshullam. And 5

Ezra opened the book in the sight of all the

people ; (for he was above all the people ;) and
when he opened it, all the people stood up : and 6

Ezra blessed the Lord, the great God. And all

the people answered, Amen, Amen, with the lift-

ing up of their hands : and they bowed their

heads, and worshipped the Lord with their faces

to the ground. Also Jeshua, and Bani, and 7

Sherebiah, Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai, Hodiah,
Maaseiah, Kelita, Azariah, Jozabad, Hanan,
Pelaiah, and the Levites, caused the people to

understand the law : and the people stood in

their place. And they read in the book, in the 8

law of God, distinctly; and they gave the sense,

so that they understood the reading. And 9

Nehemiah, which was the Tirshatha, and Ezra
the priest the scribe, and the Levites that taught
the people, said unto all the people, This day is

holy unto the Lord your God ; mourn not, nor
weep. For all the people wept, when they heard
the words of the law. Then he said unto them, IO
Go your way, eat the fat, and drink the sweet,

and send portions unto him for whom nothing

is prepared : for this day is holy unto our Lord :

neither be ye grieved ; for the joy of the Lord
is your strength. So the Levites stilled all the n
people, saying, Hold your peace, for the day is

holy; neither be ye grieved. And all the 12

people went their way to eat, and to drink, and
to send portions, and to make great mirth,

because they had understood the words that

were declared unto them.
And on the second day were gathered to- 13

gether . . .

46. ffi IL (but not. (S
L
) transliterate the familiar )"I1N2¥ flliT, and add the paraphrase navTOKpdraip, omnipotentem

(wanting in ILC). On the use of this paraphrase, see H. St. J. Thackeray, Gram, of O.T. in Greek, 9, and for the

distribution of the term ' Lord of Hosts ', see M. Lohr, Bitch Amos {Beiheft to ZATW, 1901), 38 seqq.

47. Amen, ffi
B & + Amen, cf. N.

48. The teachers are Levites, cf. 2 Chron. xvii. 8 seq., and contrast N and. On the forms in E see E Bi. ; Annus
is apparently a corruption of Banaias.

and read . . . Lord, (S
A
IL om.

The texts are confused, see Nffi.

49. In N, some read 'and N and E', omitting 'which was the Tirshatha' (Smend, Stade, Wellh., Nikel, &c,
cf. ffi

BNA &) ; others omit ' N which was ' (Fr., Schlatter, Guthe, Torrey, &c.) ; and yet others read simply ' and E ',

omitting all reference to N (Meyer, 200 n. 3; Howorth, PSBA, xxv. 15 seq.; Berth., Jahn, Davies). The difficulty

caused by the presence of N or of an unnamed Tirshatha makes it still more difficult to remove it by simple excision.

The identification of N and the Tirshatha, even if a gloss, expresses a plausible view (cf. N x. 1), and its omission in

E may be due to the presence of the passage before N i. seqq. (cf. Meyer, 200 n. 3). N and especially E may seem
to give the Tirshatha undue prominence, but this may be supported by v. 40, N vii. 70 (his gifts), and the position of

the governor Bagohi in the Sachau papyri.

52. honour, Jinn, 'joy', misread nnn (Ball).

53. published, eKekevov, an error for kg>Xvg>, or DH5TIB (' stilled ') read as D^ITO.

55. understood, mg. were inspired by; ive<pv<ria>8ri<rav (cf. John xx. 22) ; cf. v. 48 e
'pucpvaiovvres apa rqu avayvuunv.

and for the which . . . This conceals the abruptness of <& : Ka\ imavv^x^W1''' Nffi reads koi iv t§ rjpipa rg
StvTtpq <twt}x., but E, which handles the MT more freely (cf. the dates in viii. 62, ix. 27)> probably placed the date after

the verb. Bayer's explanation (90 seq.) seems. too artificial. ffi
L cites the whole of N 13. 3L reads: et coadunati

(congregati) sunt omnes (universi) in Ier. iocundari (celebrare laetitiam) secundum dispositionem (testamentum)
Domini dei Israel; 1LC + explicit Esdrae liber primus de templi restitutione. Jos., whose treatment of the story of E is

free and summary, proceeds to refer to the feast of tabernacles (N viii. 16 seqq.), the return of the people to their homes,
the death of the aged E, and his burial in Jerusalem contemporary with the death of the high-priest Joiakim and the
succession of Eliashib (cf. N xii. 10). He then gives a summary of the labours of N, either an extremely arbitrary
version or else based upon another recension (xi. 5 6-8). N, hearing of the desolation and captivity, returns with
a band of exiles in the 25th year of Xerxes (cf. N i.-ii. 9). He appeals to the people (cf. ii. 17 seq.) and the work of
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rebuilding is distributed (cf. iii.). Ammon, Moab, Samaria, and Coelesyria are hostile, but the walls (evidently begun
in the 5th month, cf. vi. 15) are completed in 2 years 4 months, in the 9th month of the 28th year of Xerxes (N v. is

ignored). The walls are dedicated (cf. xii. 27 seqq.) and there is a feast of eight days. The surrounding peoples are
enraged at the completion of the building (cf. vi. 16). The population of the city is augmented (cf. vii. 4, xi.), and
arrangements are made for the priests and Levites (cf. xii. 44, xiii. 10-13). N dies an old man, and the walls of the
city are his eternal monument (cf. Ben Sira, xlix. 13). Next follows the story of Esther (xi. 6), and the Samaritan
schism (cf. N xiii.) is placed at the close of the Persian age (xi. 7, 8). Thus Jos. does not testify to the present fragmentary
condition of E ; he treats the life of E independently of and before that of N, and his points of agreement with the MT
make his divergences the more significant.

A Syriac Catena (Brit. Mus. Add. 12168), representing a text of the seventh cent., illustrates the relationship between
E and the MT in an interesting manner. It uses 1 and 2 Chron., ' 1 Ezra' (i.e. Ej, '2 Ezra' (i.e. N) and Daniel

;

E is said to be 'according to the tradition of the Seventy (i.e. the Septuagint).' It passes from 2 Chron. xxxv. 20-25 to

E ii. 1-15, 16, 24-30, iv. 35^-36, 38-40, 49-57, v. 47-73, vi. 1-2, vii. 6-15, viii. 1-26, 68-72, 91-6, ix. 1-10, 46^-47.
Then follow N i. l-qa, ii. 1-8, iv. 1-3, 10-16, vi. 15-16, vii. 73^-viii. 18, ix. 1-3 (the references are to the R.V.). This
removal of the Reading of the Law appears to be a compromise between E (note the retention of ix. 46^-47) and the

MT of N. But there is some evidence that E may have had another sequel, and that it or a following book may have
treated the life of E and of N on other lines (cf. H. Bloch, Quellen d. Fl.Jos., 1879, p. 79 seq.). Thus according to

Justin Mart. (Dial. Tryfih. Ixxii) an account of the passover celebrated by E was among the passages cancelled by the

Jews. The passage quoted recurs in Lactantius (Inst. iv. 18) :
' Apud Esdram ita scriptum est : Et dixit Esdras ad

populum : Hoc pascha Salvator noster est, et refugium nostrum, cogitate et ascendat (Just, xai £av 8iavot]dr)Te kqi dea/3'/)

in cor uestrum, quoniam habemus humiliare eum in signo (Just, on peWoptv avrw rmrfivoiiv eV a-ijixei^} , et post haec
sperabimus (but Epit. xlviii. -avimus) in eum, ne deseratur (J. epr)p.co6jj) hie locus in aeternum tempus (J. anavra xpovov),

dicit Dominus Deus virtutum (Aeyet 6 deus tu>v bvm'iptutv [= J11X3V niiV]). Si non credideritis ei neque exaudieritis

annuntiationem eius, eritis derisio (enixnppn) in gentibus.'

The quotation may be compared generally with the spirit of E's prayers (E ix., N ix.). It can hardly be based
upon E viii. 35, which recalls the sacrifices at the dedication of the Temple by Zerubbabel (vi. 17) mentioned before

the celebration of the passover by the 'children of the captivity' (vi. 19 seqq.). Elsewhere the chronicler deals at

length with the passover celebrated by Hezekiah and Josiah (2 Chron. xxx., xxxv.), in each case after a restoration

or reform of the Temple, and 2 Chron. xxx. 6-9 illustrate the importance attached to the celebration. It is very note-

worthy, also, that the Latin Lucca Synopsis (Lag. 18 seq.), after using E iii. seq., combines the return of Zerubbabel
with that of E (using E viii.) and asserts that the passover was celebrated on reaching Jerusalem. Moreover, a Greek
synopsis of 1 Esdras and 2 Esdras (= N) testifies to E's passover. According to I E, Jeshua, E and Zer. were the

three youths of E iii. seq., and the statement of the return is followed immediately by the notice that the builders were
Zer., Jeshua and N ; E brings the law, reads it, casts out the foreign wives and the people observe the passover and
a fast. As for 2 E : (v roi'/ro) t<u QifiXlco ra aira /xev tw irpd>Ta> Ae-yei "E. irep\ tt)s ewavodov xtopls T">v Tp<>fi\r)devTa>v. But it

is chiefly concerned with ' N. the eunuch ' and his building of the Temple. E reads the law and celebrates the passover,

and in the seventh month there is a fast and the Feast of Tabernacles. E then notices the foreign marriages (Ashdodite
women are mentioned, see N xiii. 23) and persuades the people to promise to observe the law and expel the women.
They swear to keep the law and after being cleansed rejoice and depart each to his own home (Lag. Sept. Stud. ii. 84).

It seems clear from the foregoing evidence that the form of the narrative whether in the present EN or in E was not

the only one extant. See further. Introd., p. 17.
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THE FIRST BOOK OF MACCABEES
INTRODUCTION

§ i. Title.

The Greek title MaKnaftaiuv l a takes its origin from the surname applied, in the first instance,

to Judas (cp. i Mace. ii. 4. 66 ; 2 Mace. yiii. 5. 16 ; x. 1. 16, Sec), but later on to all the members
of the family and their followers. The title is transliterated by Origen (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi.

25. 2) 2ap/3Tj0 SajQaratlA (= worn rva "»BD 'the book of the house of the Hasmonaeans', see

further, Dalman, Aramaische Grammatik. p. 7 [2nd ed.]) ; but this title is Aramaic, and is not likely

to have stood at the head of a book written in Hebrew (see § 6) ; it was, therefore, probably, the

title of an Aramaic translation of the original Hebrew. What the actual title of the book in its original

form was, is not known.

§ 2. Contents.

The book is a sober and, on the whole, trustworthy account of the Jewish struggle for religious

liberty and political independence during the years 175-135 B. C, i. e. from the accession of Antiochus

Epiphanes to the death of Simon the Maccabee. The narrative is, with few exceptions, written in

chronological order, and is concerned almost wholly with military events. The main part of the

book deals with the exploits of Judas Maccabaeus, who is regarded as the central figure in the whole

struggle. The divisions of the book are clearly marked, and are as follows :

i. 1-9. A brief introduction in which reference is made to the conquests of Alexander the Great,

and the division of his kingdom.
10-64. The original cause of the Maccabaean struggle,

ii. 1-70. The beginning of the struggle, under the leadership of Mattathias.

iii. i-ix. 22. The account of the events during the leadership of Judas. The purification of

the Temple and re-dedication of the altar. The acquisition of religious liberty,

ix. 23-xii. 53. The leadership of Jonathan ; the establishment of the Hasmonaean high-priest-

hood,

xiii. x-xvi. 24. The leadership of Simon
;
political independence secured. A brief reference to

the rule of John Hyrcanus.

§ 3. The Author.

There are no direct indications in the book as to who the author was, nor is anything to be gathered

elsewhere regarding him ; but some points concerning him may be inferred from certain data in his

book. It is clear that he was a rigid adherent of orthodox Judaism, and his patriotism is everywhere
evident. That he was a native of Palestine is equally clear, for he manifests an intimate, and even
minute knowledge, both of the geography and topography of the land. There are grounds for

believing that he belonged to the circle of the Sadducees ; although a loyal upholder of the Law, his

zeal is not characterized by any approach to Pharisaic fanaticism ; his sympathy for the Jewish high-

priesthood is frequently manifested ; his tolerant attitude towards the profaning of the Sabbath
(ii. 41 ; ix. 43 ff.) is very different from that which would have been adopted by a Pharisee ; there is

not the slightest hint of a belief in the life after death, see ii. 52 ff. where a reference to this would
have been eminently appropriate, had it been believed in. These reasons go far in justifying the

opinion that the author was a Sadducee.

1 The name is derived, most probably, from the Hebrew •"I3J3D ' hammer ' (cp. Judges iv. 21) ; another derivation is

suggested by S. J. Curtiss ( The na7ne Mackabee, Leipzig, 1876), namely ^D « quencher ' (cp. Isa. xliii. 17), i.e. he who
exterminated the enemies of his people. Earlier commentators explained the name as consisting of the initial letters

of the words iTirP D7N3 rDD3 *0 (' who is like unto thee among the gods, Yahweh ', Exod. xv. 11); but there is no
reason to suppose that a cryptic title of this kind would have been adopted by those whose special boast was loyalty
to their God and His Law.
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§ 4. Date of the Book.

The passages which throw light on the date of the composition of the book are

:

(a) In reference to the sepulchre which Simon the Maccabee built for his parents and his four

brothers at Modin, the writer says in xiii. 30 :
' This is the sepulchre which he made at Modin, and it

is there unto this day.' The sepulchre in question was an elaborate one, as is clear from the
description given (xiii. 27-29) ; it consisted of seven pyramids with ' great pillars ' around them ; when,
therefore, it is spoken of as being in existence ' unto this day ', it must have been standing for some
considerable time when the author wrote this book. The building of this sepulchre is described as

having taken place immediately after the death of Jonathan (xiii. 25), i.e. in 143 B.C., and Simon
was murdered in 135 B. C. When the writer, therefore, speaks of the sepulchre standing 'unto this

day ', we must allow at the least the lapse of about thirty years, probably more, from the time the

year 143 B. C. to the time when the writer made this statement. That would make the earliest

possible date of the book about no B. C.

(b) But in xvi. 23, 24 we have the following :
' And the rest of the acts of John, and of his wars . .

.

behold, they are written in the chronicles of his high-priesthood, from the time that he was made
high-priest after his father'; the formula here used is very frequent in the O.T., but it is invariably

employed in reference to a ruler whose reign has been concluded. These chronicles, that is to say,

took up the narrative at which our author ceased his account ; therefore he was writing at a period

subsequent to the time at which the chronicles of John's high-priesthood had been compiled. Now
John (Hyrcanus) died in 105 B.C., so that even if the records of his doings were being kept from
year to year during his rule, they were not finished until the year 105 B. C, and therefore the

writer of 1 Mace, did not begin his work until, at the earliest, after this year. On the other hand,

the book cannot have been written after the year 63 B. C, for it was in the autumn of this year
that Pompey took Jerusalem, and desecrated the Temple by entering into the Holy of Holies
(cp. Josephus, Antiq. XIV. iv. 2-4; Bell. Iud. I. vii. 3-6); it is inconceivable that the book would
have contained no reference to this, had it been written after this calamity had taken place. Cf. the

references to the faithfulness of the Romans as allies (viii. 1. 12, xii. 1, xiv. 40). Roughly speaking,

therefore, the book must have been finished some time between the years 100-70 B. C, nearer the former
than the latter date. But this does not mean to say that the writer did not begin his work at an
earlier period ; for, although, the author made use of certain documents (see below), which implies,

of course, that he was writing some time subsequent to the events recorded, there are passages which
certainly give the impression that he wrote as a contemporary of those who took the leading part in

those events; such a passage, e.g. as xiv. 4-15, in which the details of Simon's reign are described,

reads like the account of an eye-witness ; it was a period of peace (' And the land had rest all the

days of Simon '), and therefore conducive to literary work. There seems to be nothing that can be

urged against the belief that the writer began his work during the reign of Simon ; the looking-up of

records, and the compiling of a book which is, upon the face of it, a very careful piece of work, must
have taken some time to complete. The conclusion, therefore, is that the gathering of materials

began as early as the time of Simon (142-135 B. C.), but that the completed work must be dated some
time later. We cannot be far wrong in assigning the work in its final form to somewhere during the

last quarter of the second century B. C.

§ 5. Literary and Religious Characteristics.

Although a translation (see § 6) the literary style of the book is admirable ; the narrative is written

in a simple, straightforward manner, with an entire absence of anything artificial ; the reader's interest

is engaged throughout, both on account of the easy flow in the style of writing, as well as on account

of the graphic way in which the details are presented. The author writes as a historian, whose duty
it is to record the facts without colouring them with personal observations; he is impartial, but this

does not prevent him from sometimes bursting out into a poetical strain. While, as might be
expected, there are frequent reminiscences of the language of the Old Testament, the author in no
wise imitates this, his writing being marked throughout by his own individual style. On the other

hand, there are not infrequent exaggerations, especially in point of numbers ; and considerable

freedom is observable in the way in which discourses are put into the mouths of important persons

;

but in these things the author only shows himself to be the child of his age ; his substantial accuracy

and trustworthiness are not affected thereby.

From the religious standpoint the book is likewise marked by special characteristics ; these are to

be explained partly by the writer's sober and matter-of-fact way of looking at things, and partly by
the somewhat altered religious outlook of the age as compared with earlier times. The most striking
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characteristics here are (i) that the direct divine intervention in the nation's affairs is not nearly so

prominently expressed as in the books of the Old Testament ; and (ii) that God is not mentioned by
name in the whole book. The writer is very far from being wanting in religious belief and feeling

;

his conviction of the existence of an all-seeing Providence who helps those who are worthy comes out

strongly in such passages as ii. 61, iii. 18 ff., iv. 10 ff., ix. 46, xii. 15 ; but he evidently has an almost
equally strong belief in the truth expressed in the modern proverb, that ' God helps those who help

themselves '. This very sensible religious attitude, which is as far removed from scepticism as it is

from fatalism, fully corresponds to the writer's sober impartiality as a historian. But his attitude was,

doubtless, also due to the influence of certain tendencies which were beginning to assert themselves.

These centred round the Jewish doctrine of God. Just as there was a disinclination, on account of

its transcendent holiness, to utter the name of God, and instead, to substitute paraphrases for it,

so there arose also a disinclination to ascribe action among men directly to God, because of His
inexpressible majesty. One result of this was the further tendency to emphasize and extend the

scope of human free-will. These tendencies were only beginning to exert their influence, but they
largely explain the religious characteristics of the book.

§ 6. Original Language.

In his Prologtis Galeatus Jerome distinctly states that Hebrew was the language in which the

book was written :
' Machabaeorum primum librum hebraicum repperi ' (cp. also the title given by

Origen, see § 1 above). The question arises, nevertheless, as to whether Hebrew proper or Palestinian

Aramaic is meant; two considerations, however, make it almost certain that it was Hebrew. In

the first place, the writer clearly takes as his pattern the ancient inspired Scriptures (cp. Grimm,
p. xvii), so that the obvious presumption is that he would have written in the holy tongue. And,
secondly, there are many indications in the book itself that it was translated from Hebrew rather

than from Aramaic, many of these will be found in the commentary ; in some cases, mistakes in transla-

tion are most easily and naturally accounted for on the supposition that they were translated from

Hebrew, e.g. i. 28 kqx ea-eia-drj fj yrj em rovs KaToiKovvras avrr\v : this presupposes an original ?y which
was translated ' against ' instead of ' because of ; it can mean either of these, according to the context

;

other examples are found in ix. 24, xiv. 28, see notes in commentary. There are, furthermore, many
examples of Hebrew idiomatic phrases translated literally into Greek. There can, therefore, be no
reasonable doubt that the book was originally written in Hebrew. But it seems clear that this

original Hebrew text was little used, and disappeared altogether at a very early period ; the reasons

which lead to this supposition are firstly that not even does Josephus show any signs of having used
it, and secondly, as Torrey {E. B. 2866) points out :

' There is no evidence of correction from the

Hebrew, either in the Greek, or in any other of the versions ... on the contrary, our Greek version

is plainly seen to be the result of a single translation from a Hebrew manuscript which was not free

from faults.'

§ 7. The Sources of the Book.

One of the chief sources of information utilized by the writer of 1 Mace, seems to have been the

accounts given to him by eye-witnesses of many of the events recorded ; one is led to this conviction

by considering the wonderfully graphic descriptions of certain episodes (cp., e. g., iv. 1-24, vi. 28-54,
vii. 26-50, ix. 1-22, 32-53, x. 59-66, &c), the sober presentation of the facts, and the frequent
mention of details obviously given for no other reason than that they actually occurred. That the
writer had also written sources to draw from is to be presumed from such passages as ix. 22 :

' And
the rest of the acts of Judas, and his wars, and the valiant deeds which he did, and his greatness,

they are not written,' the implication being that in part these acts had been written (cp. xi. <$j, xiv. 18,

27, 48, 49), and xvi. 23, 24 :
' And the rest of the acts of John . . . behold, they are written in the

chronicles of his high-priesthood. . .
.'

Besides these sources, there are a certain number of documents which have been incorporated in

the book ; the genuineness, or otherwise, of these requires some more detailed consideration. They
fall into three groups ; but for reasons which will become apparent the documents belonging to each
group respectively cannot in every case be kept separate.

i. Letters of Jewish origin.

(a) The letter from the Jews in Gilead asking Judas to send them help because they were being
attacked by the Gentiles (v. 10-13). This purports to contain the very words which were written

;

but it is probably merely a summary of what the author of the book had derived from some well-

informed source ; that it represents, however, in brief, the contents of some written document, and
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was not simply a verbal message, may be assumed, as it stands in contrast to what is said to have
been a verbal message in v. 15.

(b) The letter from Jonathan to the Spartans (xii. 6-18). Concerning this it must be said that

the artificial way in which it has been pressed into the text is sufficient to arouse suspicion. In xii. 1

we are told of an embassy being sent to Rome ; the narrative is broken by v. 2 which refers to a

letter which was sent to the Spartans, and ' to other places' ; in v. 3, which comes naturally after v. 1,

the thread of the narrative is taken up again. Then in v. 5, where one might reasonably have
expected further details about the embassy to Rome, it goes on to say :

' And this is the copy of the

letter which Jonathan wrote to the Spartans? The copy of this letter then follows ; but the main
subject with which the chapter began, obviously a more important one, is left without further

mention. On considering the letter itself, it must strike one that it is not easy to understand what
the purpose of it was. In v. 10 the purpose is stated to be the renewing of brotherhood and friend-

ship ; but in the same breath, as it were, it is said that the Jews needed none of these things, ' having

for our encouragement the holy books which are in our hands.' Then, again, in v. 13, after reference

has been made to the afflictions which the Jews had endured, the letter continues {vv. 14, 15): 'We
were not mindful, therefore, to be troublesome unto you . . . for we have the help which is from

heaven to help us. . .
.' Thus, in the same letter, brotherhood and friendship are desired, on the one

hand, while on the other it is said that this is not required. The object of the letter is, therefore, not

apparent ; nor can it be said that it reads like a genuine document. That a relationship of some
kind existed between the Jews and the Spartans need not be doubted ; the letter probably reflects

the fact of this relationship, which the writer of this book, or more probably a later editor, desired to

place on record, while not wishing to make it appear that his people had any need to depend upon
foreign help in struggling with their enemies (see further the notes on this passage in the commentary).

In connexion with this letter the following one must be considered.

(c) The letter from Areios, king of the Spartans, to Onias the high-priest (xii. 20-23). This owes
its presence here to the fact that in the letter just dealt with Jonathan cites the existence of former

friendship between the Jews and the Spartans as a reason for renewing the same (xii. 7-9) ; it is

added as an appendix to Jonathan's letter. The original of this document must have been written

about 1 50 to 200 years earlier than that in which it is incorporated (see the notes on the passage in

the commentary). It is only of indirect importance in the present connexion as it does not bear on

the history of the Maccabaean struggle. But the fact of a letter written so long before this period

being quoted here shows with what care such documents were preserved, and thus tends to inspire

confidence in the general historicity of our book, since it is clear that the writer (or, as in this case,

probably a later editor) had recourse to the national archives for information ; for even if, as some
commentators rightly believe, this letter was added by a later editor, it is equally true that he

depended on ancient documents for his additions.

(d) In xiv. 27-47 we have a source of an entirely different character. This passage contains

a panegyric on Simon, together with a resume of his prosperous reign. It is stated to have been

engraved on tables of brass, and to have been set up in a conspicuous place within the precincts of

the sanctuary ; copies of it are also said to have been deposited in the treasury (cp. vv. 27, 48, 49).

On comparing the details of Simon's reign given in this section with those in chaps, xi-xiii, however,

it will be found that there are several chronological discrepancies. The course of the history, as

given in the book itself, is acknowledged on all hands to be, on the whole, of a thoroughly trustworthy

character ; but if the passage in question be really the copy of an official document, as it purports to

be, the accuracy of other portions of the book is, to some extent, impugned. It is difficult to suppose

that one and the same author would write the historical account of Simon's reign in chaps, xi-xiii,

and then in the very next chapter give a risnmi of what had preceded differing from it in a number
of particulars. The suggested explanation of the difficulty is as follows : The original writer of the

book gave in chaps, xi-xiii a substantially correct account of the period of history in question, but

was inaccurate in the sequence of events ; a later editor added a copy of the document under con-

sideration, to which the original author of the book, for some reason or other, did not have access
;

or perhaps he gathered his materials from different eye-witnesses of the events recorded, and therefore

saw no purpose in utilizing this document. The later editor was not concerned with the discrepancies

between the written history and the copy of the document which he added, because he saw that, in

the main, they were in agreement. If this solution be the correct one it will follow that for the

historical period in question we have two independent accounts as far as the main history is

concerned.
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ii. Letters from the suzerain power {Syrian kings) to Jewish leaders.

(a) The letter from Alexander Balas 1 to Jonathan (x. 18-20). There can scarcely be two
opinions regarding this document ; it is not a copy of the letter, but merely its purport which our

author has woven into his narrative, much after the same manner in which he incorporates the general

sense of the various speeches he records. It is far too short and abrupt to be the actual letter of one

who was seeking the help and alliance of the Jewish leader, and for whose friendship this aspirant to

the Syrian throne was bidding. The author of our book, moreover, adds some words of his own in

the middle of the letter, a thing he is scarcely likely to have done had he been quoting the actual

words of the letter itself. On the other hand, there is not the slightest reason to doubt that a genuine

document has been made use of here.

(b) The letter from Demetrius I to the nation of the Jews (x. 25-45). This was written for the

purpose of out-bidding Alexander Balas in promises of favour, remitting of taxes, and conferring of

privileges, &c, on the Jews in return for their support in his struggle to retain his throne. While it

must be admitted that the letter is based upon an original document—all the probabilities go to

support this—there are two reasons for questioning the accuracy of the details. The promises and

concessions made to the Jews are of such an exaggerated character that, had they really been made,

they would have defeated their object by arousing suspicions among the Jews regarding the writer's

sincerity ; this, indeed, was actually the case (see v. 46), but the reason of Jonathan's incredulity is

not the character of the promises, but the fact that Demetrius had before done ' great evil in Israel \

and 'had afflicted them very sore' ; that does not tally with the contents of the letter as given. If

one compares the sober contents of another letter from Demetrius on the same subject, not actually

quoted, but incorporated in the narrative (x. 3-6), the document under consideration must strike one

as untrustworthy as regards details. Then, in the second place, a number of the things actually

promised in the letter correspond so exactly with the highest aspirations of the Jews at this time,

that they suggest rather the expression of Jewish ideals than actual promises ; such are, the promise that

Jerusalem is to be 'holy and free' {v. 31), a thing which would have been impossible for the Syrian

king to grant if he was to have any real hold upon this part of his kingdom, a Syrian garrison in

Jerusalem being essential to his overlordship ; the promise to permit the full observance of all the

ancient feasts and holy-days, together with ' immunity and release '

2 for all Jews during these periods,

as well as during three days before and after each {vv. 34, ^S) '> î rils would have meant an end to the

hellenization of Jewry which the Syrian kings had always regarded as indispensable if the Jews were

to be their genuine subjects ; the promise that the Jews were to have their own laws {v. 37), a thing

which would have meant an imperium in imperio, a dangerous state of affairs from the Syrian point

of view ; and finally, the promise to remit a large amount of taxation, and to give princely gifts to

the sanctuary {vv. 39 fif.) ; this would have meant considerable loss to the royal coffers at a time when
there was the highest need of increasing monetary supplies. For these reasons, the letter we are

considering must be regarded as ungenuine so far as most of its details are concerned.

{c) The letter from Demetrius II to Jonathan, enclosing one to Lasthenes (xi. 30-37). Most of

what has been said regarding {b) applies to this document as well. It represents an original letter,

the contents of which were utilized by the author of 1 Mace, and elaborated in accordance with his

ideas of things.

(d) The letter from Antiochus VI to Jonathan (xi. 57). This is clearly a succinct summing-up of

the contents of the original letter ; its extreme shortness and the absence of salutation show that,

although written in the first person, it does not profess to do more than to give the general sense of

the original.

(e) The letter from Demetrius II to Simon (xiii. 36-40). This letter, in which the Syrian king
acknowledges receipt of certain presents from the Jewish high-priest, and confirms earlier privileges,

is stamped with the mark of genuineness ; it reads like an original, and is doubtless a copy of this.

{f) The letter from Antiochus VII to Simon (xv. 2-9). To some extent what was said in

reference to {b) and {c) applies also to this letter ; it is probably not a verbatim copy of the original,

but represents in part the contents of this ; on the other hand, there are elements in it which are the

expression of ardent desires rather than the actual facts of the case.

iii. Lettersfrom the riders offoreign kingdoms.

{a) The document containing the treaty of alliance between the Romans and the Jews (viii. 23-32).
In vv. 24 ff. it is stated, as one of the articles of the treaty, that if the Romans are attacked, the Jews

1 He was, of course, not yet king when he wrote this letter.
2 See, on this, the notes in the commentary.
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must not render the enemy any help, whether of ' food, arms, money, or ships ' (v. 26) ; this mention
of ships is held by several commentators to be a proof that this document belongs to a later date

than the time of Judas, when the Jews were not in possession of any ships, and that therefore the

whole section is a later interpolation. But it is quite possible that the foresight of the Romans
sufficiently explains this mention of ships ; they might, indeed, very naturally have assumed the

possession of ships by the Jews, as they must have been aware of the long stretch of coast-land which
belonged to Palestine. It was, as a matter of fact, not long after the time of Judas that the Jews
acquired a harbour: ' And amid all his glory he (i. e. Simon) took Joppa for a haven, and made it an
entrance for the isles of the sea' (xiv. 5),cp. also xiii. 29. There seems no sufficient reason to doubt
that the author of 1 Mace, made use here of the actual document in question, though it may be that

he gives only its general contents, and not a verbatim copy.

(b) The letter from the Spartans to Simon (xiv. 20-22). We are confronted here with the same
difficulty which occurs in the letter from Jonathan to the Spartans (xii. 6-18, see i. (b) above). The
section opens [v. 16) with the words : 'And it was heard at Rome that Jonathan was dead, and even

unto Sparta, and they were exceedingly sorry ;
' it then goes on to say that the Romans wrote to

Simon (who had succeeded his brother) on tables of brass to renew 'the friendship and the

confederacy' (v. 18) ; but then, instead of giving a copy of this letter, as might reasonably have been

expected, it goes on to say :
' And this is a copy of the letter which the Spartans sent.' In this letter

it is stated that the two Jewish ambassadors who were the bearers of it were Numenius, the son of

Antiochus, and Antipater, the son of Jason. But then the narrative (in v. 24) goes on :
' After this

Simon sent Numenius to Rome with a great shield of gold of a thousand pound weight, in order to

confirm the confederacy with them.' On the previous occasion on which mention is made of a

rapprochement between the Jews and the Romans on the one hand, and the Spartans on the other,

the same two ambassadors were sent, first to the Romans and then to the Spartans, on the same
journey (see xii. 16, 17) ; on the present occasion it is to be presumed, for the text implies it, that this

was also done ; but if so, how is one to account for the fact that in the letter to the Spartans these

ambassadors are said to be the bearers of it, while immediately after (v. 24) it is said that Numenius
started on his journey? Then there is this further difficulty ; is it likely, as stated in the text, that

on the death of Jonathan the Romans would have taken the initiative in renewing the treaty with

the Jews? This seems to be directly contradicted by v. 24. It seems probable that vv. 17-23 are

an interpolation added later ; this would also explain the otherwise unaccountable words ' and even

unto Sparta ' in v. 16, which was presumably put in because of the interpolation ; the text of this verse,

as it stands, cannot fail to strike one as suspicious : nal riKovcrdt] h 'Pwp.?? on cmedavev 'Iu>vaddv, kclI «W
2iraprr)s, /cat ikvn^d-qaav crc/)o5pa. The contents of the letter read like an official document ; the

probability seems to be that use has been made of some genuine record which, as already remarked,

was interpolated at a later period.

(c) The letter from Lucius, the Roman consul, to Ptolemy Euergetes II, king of Egypt (xv. 16-21).

This is the copy of a circular letter written in the name of ' Lucius the consul ', and brought back by
Numenius. In it the friendship between the Romans and the Jews is proclaimed ; copies of it are

sent not only to the kings of Egypt and Syria, but also to a number of small separate States which

enjoyed complete independence. Now Josephus (Antiq. XIV. viii. 5) mentions a letter from the

Roman Senate, written in the name of the praetor Lucius Valerius in reply to a message brought by

a Jewish embassy ; as in the case just referred to, Numenius, the son of Antiochus, is one of the

ambassadors, 1 and he brings a gift of a golden shield ; the contents of the letter are similar, and it is,

likewise, sent to a number of independent petty States. But, according to Josephus, this happened

in the ninth year of Hyrcanus II, who reigned 63-40 B.C. Now if, as is maintained by some
(especially by Willrich, in his Jnden und Griechen vor der makkabdischen Erhebnng, pp. 70 ff.),

Josephus is right here, the passage in question is an interpolation, and must have been added shortly

before the beginning of the Christian era. Mommsen [Hermes ix. 284 ff., cp. Kautzsch, Die

Apokryphcn und Pseudepigraphen des alten Testamentes, i. p. 30) has proved that Josephus is

recording genuine history in saying that the praetor Lucius Valerius sent a letter to the Jews, with

the contents as given, during the reign of Hyrcanus II. But this does not constitute an insuperable

difficulty, for one of the consuls in 139 B.C. was named Lucius Calpurnius Piso, and the 'Consul

Lucius' spoken of in the text (xv. 16) could quite well refer to him. What is more difficult is the

fact of the great similarity in the contents between the letter as given in 1 Mace, and that given in

Josephus; Mommsen maintains that they are not identical, which would mitigate the difficulty; but

the mention of Numenius, the son of Antiochus, in both documents is more serious ; the explanation

1 Two other ambassadors, Alexander the son of Jason, and Alexander the son of Dositheus, accompany him,

according to this account.
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given by Torrey (E.B. 2865) that Josephus 'omitted the portion of 1 Mace, containing the mention
of Numenius and the golden shield, but took occasion to introduce this important name, and the

most interesting details, at the next opportunity', is not very illuminating. Probably Willrich is

right in regarding the passage as a later interpolation, added because it seemed appropriate in

a place where Simon's treaty with Rome was mentioned (op. cit. p. 72) ; this conclusion was arrived

at independently by the present writer, on the following grounds :—Numenius is mentioned in

1 Mace, in connexion with an embassy to Rome in xii. 16, in the letter of Jonathan to the Spartans,

which, as we have already seen reasons to believe, is a later interpolation ; he is also referred to

incidentally in a similar connexion in the time of Simon xiv. 24, cp. xv. 15. But a Numenius, in

all respects identical, so far as description and name are concerned, is mentioned by Josephus as

taking part in an embassy to the Romans, and -having presented a shield of gold of a thousand
pounds' weight, in the reign of Hyrcanus II'; it seems, on the face of it, highly improbable that both
references can be correct ; either the episode of the shield in connexion with Numenius took place in

the reign of Simon, or in that of Hyrcanus II. The account given by Josephus, and the letter as

quoted by him (An'tiq. XIV. viii. 5), appear to be undoubtedly genuine ; it follows that 1 Mace. xv.

15-24 is due to an interpolator ; there are also independent reasons for regarding this passage as an
interpolation, since it breaks the narrative in a very obvious and awkward manner. The interpolator,

knowing that negotiations had actually taken place between Simon and the Romans, has transferred

an incident describing a Jewish embassy to Rome, which belongs to a later period, to the time of
Simon. Josephus, in his edition of 1 Mace, did not read the section xv. 15-24 as we have it (see

Antiq. XIII. vii. 3) ; he does, however, follow 1 Mace. xii. 16 ff. (see Atitiq. XIII. v. 8) in associating

Numenius, the son of Antiochus, and Antipater, the son of Jason, with an embassy sent to Rome in

the reign of Jonathan ; but we have already seen that the whole of this letter in 1 Mace, is a later

interpolation ; it follows, therefore, that Josephus had this interpolation in his copy of 1 Mace,
though the Lucius letter (xv. ] 6-24) seems to have been absent from the text he used.

§ 8. The Greek Manuscripts.

The most important of these are the three uncials Cod. Sinaiticus (x), Cod. Alexandrinus (A),

Cod. Venetus (V), the latter belonging to the eighth or ninth century. Cod. Vaticanus (B) does
not contain the books of the Maccabees. The text represented in nV is, on the whole, better

than that represented in A ; but all three are undoubtedly the offspring of a single Greek MS.
Whether, however, it can be said that all our texts, as well as the Versions, come from one
Greek MS. (Torrey, in E.B. 2867) is not so certain; for there are isolated readings (small in

number, it is true) in some of the cursives which presuppose a better text in the passages .in

question than that represented in the three uncials ; in some cases these readings are supported by
one or other of the Versions. Of the cursives which have been used, 52, 106, 107 follow, now xA
against V, now N V against A ; in a somewhat less degree this is also true of 56, 62, as well as of 55 ;

but this latter has retained some readings, peculiar to itself, which are superior to those in any other
MS., uncial or cursive (see e. g. iii. 47, 48, 49, iv. 61, v. 22, 67, vii. 7, 38), and it is possible that these

represent echoes of a MS. or MSS. other than the single Greek MS. which is the parent of the three
uncials ; at the same time the feet is not lost sight of that in other cases the variations in ^ are
merely explanatory additions, and in this, as well as in its agreement at times with S>

luc (see below),
betrays a Lucianic colouring. Another group is formed by 19, 64, 93 ;

l these are Lucianic in

character, but 64 less so than the other two ; with these three x c,a sometimes agrees against all

other Greek MSS. ; very frequently 19, 93 and &luc
(see below) go together against all other

authorities ; this occurs in about fifty cases. The cursive 71 offers a curious phenomenon on account
of its large number of omissions ; these are usually skilfully manipulated ; they have been recorded
in the apparatus criticus because it quite looks as if in some instances a better reading were afforded by
the omission. That in spite of these omissions 71 here and there shows signs of Lucianic colouring-

is an interesting fact. So far as the cursives are concerned, with the exception of 19, 64, 93, and 71,
only those readings are recorded in the apparatus criticus which seemed to be of importance.

The collations used for the above are, for the uncials, Swete's The Old Testament in Greek, vol. iii.,

and for the cursives the apparatus criticus of Holmes and Parsons.

§ 9. The Syriac and Latin Versions.

(a) The Syriac text exists in two forms ; one is represented in Cod. Ambrosianus (sixth century)

;

2

this follows in the main the text of the Greek uncials (&? in the app. crit.), and is preserved up to

1 = Luc in the apparatus criticus.
2 Edited by Ceriani (Milan, 1876).
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xiv. 2,5
a

, from there onwards it = SIuc
; the other is the text found in the Peshitta, 1 which is, how-

ever, Lucianic in character, and has, as we have seen, great affinity with the Lucianic group of

cursives 19, 64, 93.
2 See the very useful notes on the two Syriac recensions by G. Schmidt, 'Die

beiden syrischen Uebersetzungen des I. Makkabaerbuchs,' in ZATW, 1H97, pp. 1 ff., 233 ff.

(b) The Latin Version is also preserved in two recensions ; both are pre-hieronymian ; one is that

found in the Vulgate (1L
1
), the other is that contained in Cod. Sangcrmanensis

;

3 (IL2) the latter is

only preserved up to the beginning of chap. xiv.

Both the Syriac and Latin Versions are translations from the Greek.
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Introduction. I. 1-9.

I. 1-4. The Victory of Alexander the Great over the Persians, and thefotmding of his empire.

1 1 And it came to pass after Alexander, the son of Philip the Macedonian a
, who came from the land

of Chittim, had smitten Darius, king of the Persians and Medes b
, that he reigned in his stead .

2, 3 And he waged many wars, and won strongholds'1
,

eand slew kings f
, and pressed forward to the ends

of the earth, and took spoils from many peoples e
. But when the land was silenced g before him, hi he

4 became exalted h
, and his heart was lifted up 1

. Then he gathered together k a very mighty army k
,

and ruled over lands and peoples and principalities 1
; and they became tributary unto him.

I. 5-9. The sickness and death of Alexander ; the division of his empire.

5, 6 And after these things he took to hism bed, and perceived that he was about to die. Then he
called his chief ministers, men who had been brought up with him from his youth, and divided his

7 kingdom among them while he was yet alive. And Alexander had reigned twelve years when he

8, 9 died. And his ministers ruled, each in his particular domain. And after he was dead they all

I. a + who first reigned in Greece IL l h the repetition of the verb (km enaTa^fv) is not required; >%1

cirpoTfpov (irportpos &lao Luc) cm tj)v E\XaSa is probably a gloss ; > IL1 d + many H2 + all 1L
1 e_e > & luc

f + of the earth N V IL1 8 was silent and quiet £luc h~h > &luc i_i > N k_k a strong and numerous host & luc

] princes N m avrov NAIL 2

1. i. And it came to pass. The Hebrew original of the book is indicated at the outset, koi eytvero being the usual

Septuagint rendering of VP1.

Alexander the ' Great', 356-323 B.C., the third Macedonian king of this name.
Chittim.' i.e. the people of the islands and coastlands of Greece, cp. Jer. ii. 10 D^JjO "HK. In Gen. x. 4 the

Chittim are called ' sons of Javan * (Greece). They took their name originally, according to Phoenician inscriptions,

from Kiti (the Greek Kition), the chief city on the island of Cyprus, now called Larnaca. The original colonists were
Phoenicians, later on many Greeks settled down there, hence the term ' sons of Javan ' applied to these Chittim.

Darius. The third of the name, known as Codomannus.
he reigned in his stead. Cp. Dan. viii. 21, where Alexander is spoken of as JV "pD, and xi. 2, where his

kingdom is spoken of as |V J1WE.
2. kings. Not to be taken in a literal sense, generals, governors, and the like, are meant.

3. the ends of the earth. A constant O.T. expression : pINH DDK *iy.

his heart was lifted up. Cp. Dan. xi. 12. "\12? D")1.

4. principalities. The reading of N (rvpawmv for Tvpawia>v) is perhaps preferable ; satrapies (or satrap), the
Persian province is presumably meant, though in Esther ix. 3 a difference is made between the ruler of a province and
a ' tyrannos ' (01 apxovres ra>v (rarpcnreiibv Ka\ 01 rvpavvoi).

they became tributary unto him. In Judges i. 28 (= Sept. i. 30) this phrase occurs, but the Heb. Do? ViTl

= 'they Were subject to task-work', cp. Gen. xlix. 15.

6. chief ministers, nals is used in 1 Sam. xix. 1 of the chief officers of Saul (V*12J?).

brought up with him. Toits <rvveKTpo(povs avTov, cp. Acts xiii. I Mavarjv T€ HpcoSou tov T€Tpdp%ov avvrpo(f)os.

divided his kingdom . . . Grimm, in loc, gives numerous references to ancient authors in which this is

referred to, but shows that the statement is unhistorical; he says that the story was probably circulated by the
partisans of the various Hellenic kings in order to make their assumption of kingship appear legitimate in the eyes
of the people.

while he was yet alive. When one remembers how young Alexander was at his death, the improbability of the
whole tradition is obvious. ' Greater likelihood attaches to the statement of Justin (xii. 15), Diodorus Siculus (xviii. 2),
and Curtius (x. 5. 7), that when no longer able to speak, the dying Macedonian took off his signet-ring and handed it

to Perdiccas, the captain of his body-guard, in token of his desire that he should reign after him' (Fairweather and
Black, in loc. ; this is also referred to by Grimm) ; but as an hereditary monarchy existed in Macedonia (cp. v. 9), this

statement must also be regarded as unhistorical.

7. he died. He was taken ill with fever in the night of May 31, 323 B. C, and died eleven days after.

8. And his ministers . . . This is a continuation of the unhistorical statement just referred to.

9. they all assumed . . . This is inexact, as only five of Alexander's generals assumed the title of king, and that
not till 306 B. c, seventeen years after his death.
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I MACCABEES 1. 9-17

assumed the diadem, and their sons after them [did likewise ; and this continued for] many years.

And these wrought much evil on the earth.

The Cause of the Maccabaean Revolt. I. 10-64.

I. 10-15. Antiochus Epiphanes and the Hellenistic party in Judaea.

10 And a sinful shoot came forth from them, Antiochus Epiphanes, the son of Antiochus the king,

who had been a hostage in Rome, and had become king in the one hundred and thirty-seventh

11 year of the Greek kingdom. In those days "there came forth out of Israel lawless men 11

, and per-

suaded many, saying :
' Let us go and make a covenant with the nations that are round about us

;

1

2

for since we separated ourselves from them many evils have come upon us.' And the saying

13 appeared good in their eyes; and as certain of the people were eager (to carry this out), they went
14 to the king, and he p gave them authority to introduce the customs of the Gentiles. And they built

15 a gymnasium q in Jerusalem according to the manner of the Gentiles. They also submitted them-
selves to uncircumcision 1

, and repudiated the holy covenant; yea, they joined themselves to the

Gentiles, and sold themselves 8 to do evil.

I. 16-19. Antiochus subdues Egypt.

16 And when, in the opinion of Antiochus, the kingdom was (sufficiently) established, he

determined to exercise dominion also over the land of Egypt, in order that he might rule over two

17 kingdoms. So he pushed forward into Egypt with an immense force ; with chariots, and elephants

n~n K IL1 ° + the day Luc 1L2 Pthe king Luc & 3L
2

<J stadium £ r lit. they drew forward

the prepuce S' uo 8 were tempted Nc - a 19 & luc

the diadem. Cp. viii. 14, xi. 54 ; Josephus, Antiq. XII. x. I ; a blue and white band which was worn around the

Persian royal hat as a badge of royalty ; to be distinguished from the crown worn on state occasions. The Heb.
equivalent is f\sXt and ri2?SO. It was also worn by the Parthian kings, and by the Byzantine emperors.

wrought much evil. Heb. STlfl niby? 33"in
; cp. Ecclus. xlviii. 16 (Sept. ; the Heb. is different).

10. a sinful shoot. Cp. Ecclus. xl. 15 ; in Dan. xi. 21 he is called a 'contemptible person '.

Antiochus Epiphanes. The fourth of the name ; he seized the Syrian throne in 175 B. c , on the murder of his

elder brother Seleucus IV; he died in 164 B.C. (cp. 1 Mace. vi. 1-16, 2 Mace. i. 10-17). The title 'Epiphanes' (the
' Illustrious') which he assumed on coming to the throne, was in mockery changed to ' Epimanes ' (the Madman ') on
account of the outrageous acts of which he was guilty. On his coins are found the epithets Qtos and Nuc^dpor ; the

former title is applied to him by the Samaritans in their letter to him asking him to permit their temple to be called
' The Temple of Hellenius' (Josephus, Antiq. XII. v. 5).

the son of Antiochus. i. e. the ' Great '
; the third of the name, who reigned 223-187 B. c.

who had been a hostage in Rome. The reference is to Antiochus Epiphanes, who was sent as a hostage to

Rome after the defeat of his father at the battle of Magnesia (190 B. c.) ; he remained in Rome for twelve years.

in the ... of the Greek kingdom. The reference is to the Seleucid era, which began on October 1, 312 B.C.,

on the accession of Seleucus I (cp. Josephus, Antiq. XIII. vi. 7) ; the author of this book reckons according to the

months of the Jewish calendar, according to which the year begins on the first of Nisan (April), so that his dates are

all six months earlier than those of the Seleucid era.

11. In those days. An indefinite reference to date occurring very often in the O.T. as well as the N.T. ; Heb.

Dnn D^a.
there came forth . . . Cp. Deut. xiii. 13 (14 in Sept.) ; the reference is to Jason, cp. v. 13 and 2 Mace. iv. 7-10.

make a covenant. The regular Heb. phrase, JVC n~D. The object of this was, according to Josephus {Antiq.

XII. v. 1, Bell. lud. I. v. 1), solely the acquisition of temporal advantage.

since we separated ourselves . . . The reference here cannot be to any particular time, for the observance of

the Mosaic Law was the cause of this separation ; it had always been intended to be the means of keeping Israelites

free from the contamination of the Gentiles.

many evils have come upon us. Lit. 'have found us', thoroughly Hebraic, cp. e.g. Deut. xxxi. 21.

: nm nijn . . . jNvcn.

12. appeared good. Cp. the Hebr. phrase, 'to do what is pleasing in the eyes of; "O^jn 21DH TW]} which is of

frequent occurrence in the O.T.

13. and he gave them authority. Cp. 2 Mace. iv. 9.

14. And they built a gymnasium. Cp. Josephus (Antiq. XII. v. 1), 2 Mace. iv. 9, 12.

15. They also submitted . . . See the rendering of the Syriac in the critical note ; cp. 1 Cor. vii. 18. Those who
submitted to this operation were called Meshukim (from a root meaning ' to draw back '), according to the Roman
name, Recutiti (Grimm, in loc).

repudiated the holy covenant. Since circumcision was the covenant-mark (Gen. xvii. 11), its obliteration was

ipsofacto the repudiation of the covenant.

sold themselves to do evil. Hebraism, cp. 1 Kings xxi. 20 : SPn n'lb'JJ? ^"13pnn.

16. the kingdom . . . established. Hebraism, cp. 1 Kings ii. 12 : iri3pp \2T\\.

two kingdoms, i. e. Syria and Egypt.

17. with an immense force. Lit. ' a heavy force ' ; Hebrew usage, cp. "t?3 DJ?2 ; cp. Dan. xi. 22-24.
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18 and horsemen 4
, together with a great fleet". And he waged war against Ptolemy, the king of

Egypt. And Ptolemy turned back* from before him, and fled; Jand there fell many wounded ys!
.

*9 And they a captured the fortified cities in Egypt b
; and he took the spoils from the land c of Egypt.

I. 20-28. The Desecration of the Temple ; slaughter of the Jews.

20 And Antiochus, after he had smitten Egypt, returned in the one hundred and fifty-third year,

21 and went up against Israel and d Jerusalem with a great army. And in (his) arrogance he entered

into the sanctuary, and took the golden altar, eand the candlestick for the light 6
, and all its acces-

22 sories, and the table of the shewbread, and the cups, and the bowls, and the golden censers f
, and the

veil, and the crowns, and the golden adornment on the facade of the Temple, and he scaled it all off.

2 3 Moreover, he took the silver, and the gold, and the' choice vessels ; he also took the hidden treasures
2 4 which he found. And having taken everything, he returned g to his own land h

.

2 5 ' And there was great mourning in Israel 1 in every place
;

2 6 And k the rulers and elders groaned
;

Virgins and young men languished,

And the beauty of the women faded away

;

2 7 Every bridegroom took up (his) lament,

She that sat in the bridal-chamber mourned 1
.

2 ° And the land was moved for her inhabitants,

And all mthe house ofm Jacob was clothed with shame.'

I. 29-40. Jerusalem occupied by Apollonius ; massacre of the people ; desecration of the Sanctuary.

29 After the lapse of two years the king" sent a chief collector of tribute to the cities of Judah ; and
30 he came to Jerusalem with a great host. And he spoke unto them peaceful words in subtilty, so

that they had confidence in him ; but he fell upon the city suddenly, and smote it with a grievous

31 stroke, and destroyed much people in Israel. And he took °the spoils of the city , and burned it

3 2 with fire, and pulled down the houses thereof and the walls thereofp round about. And they led

33 captive the women and the children, and q took possession ofq the cattle. And they fortified the

city of David with a great and strong wall with strong towers, so that it was made into a citadel foi

34 them. And they placed there a sinful nation, lawless men ; and they strengthened themselves
35 therein. And they stored up (there) arms and provisions, and collecting together the spoils of
36 Jerusalem, they laid them up there. And it became a sore menace, for it was a place to lie in wait

in against the sanctuary, and an evil adversary to Israel continually.

1 >64 u with great pomp 3> XN ; evtrpanr) A X c - a V (= 3L
1

)
y-y>£g * fled N were slain &,uc

a he &s 3L
l b the land of Egypt A V 93

c > land N V d + went up against &luc IL* IL 1 e-e > V fthe

instruments of the sacrifices and offerings & luc ^carried (them) V h + And he (A they) made a great slaughter

and he (A they) spake with great arrogancy ; all authorities (exc iSer)
; + and he made a great slaughter Si«,

omitting the rest. The words have probably got out of place, andshould come after v. 21. 'Jerusalem 64 k There-
fore % J N ; eycvtro tv nevda. A V fnevdrjae Luc m-ul > 93

n Antiochus the king Luc 0-0much spoil £
Pof Jerusalem & «-<i > K ; + for themselves Nca Luc £ luc

18. Ptolemy. The sixth of the name, Philometor, 181-146 B. C ; he was only sixteen years old at this time.

there fell many wounded. The Hebrew equivalent D'?! Dv^n vQJl would imply that they were wounded to

death (cp. R.V.), but in Greek the word has not this intensive force.

20. went up against . . . Jerusalem. Cp. 2 Mace. v. 1 1 ff.

21. the golden altar. Cp. Exod. xxx. 1-6.

the candlestick. Cp. Exod. xxv. 3 1-9.

22. the table of the shewbread. Cp. Exod. xxv. 23-30 ; cp. Josephus, Antiq. III. vi. 6.

23. the hidden treasures. Cp. 2 Mace. iii. 10-12
;
Josephus, Bell. Iud. II. ix. 4.

25-8. This lament was probably originally in poetical form, and is largely made up from the language of the O.T.
poetical books. Cp. for some verses cast in a somewhat similar mode 2 (4) Esdras x. 22.

25. great mourning. Cp. Job xxx. 31.

26. the elders. Cp. Lam. i. 19, ii. 10.

faded away. Cp. Sept. of Ps. cviii. 24, r)\\oia>8r] (cix. 24 in Hebr.).

virgins and young men . . . Cp. Lam. i. 4, 18, ii. 10, 20.

27. took up (his) lament. Cp. Sept. of Lam. v. 13 Kkavdfxbv dvtXafiov (the Heb. reads differently).

28. clothed with shame. Cp. Job. viii. 22 ; Ps. xxxv. 26, exxxii. 18.

29. a chief collector of tribute, i.e. Apollonius, according to 2 Mace. v. 24.

After the lapse of two years. Lit. 'After two years of days'; Heb. WW Q^DJ^ YW, CP- Gen. xli. 1.

30. he spoke peaceful words. A Hebrew idiom : DvB' H3H "IDK*1. Cp. Deut. ii. 26.

he fell upon . . • suddenly. Cp. 2 Mace. v. 24 m
33. into a citadel, els anpav, i. e. Acra.
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I MACCABEES 1. 37-54

37 And they shed innocent blood on every side of the sanctuary,

And they defiled the sanctuary 1
.

38 And because of them the inhabitants of Jerusalem fled,

And she became a dwelling for strangers,

Being herself estranged to her offspring,

And her children forsook her.

39 Her sanctuary became desolate as a wilderness,

"Her feasts were turned into mourning 8

,

Her sabbaths Mnto shame",
Her honour tx into contempt.

40 According as her glory y (had been) z so was (now) her dishonour increased 2
,

And her high estate was turned to mourning 3
.

I. 41-53. Edict of Antiochus, forbidding Jewish Worship.

41, 42 And the king b wrote unto his whole kingdom, that all should be one people, and that every one
should give up his [religious] usages. And all

c the nations acquiesced d in accordance with the com-
43 mand of the king. And many in Israel took delight in e his (form of) worship 6

, and they began
44 sacrificing to idols, and profaned the sabbath f

. Furthermore, the king sent letters 8 by the hand of
messengers to Jerusalem and to the cities of Judah (to the effect that) they should practise customs

45 b foreign 1 to (the traditions of) the land h
, and that they should cease the (sacrificing of) whole burnt

offerings, and sacrifices, and drink offerings in the sanctuary, and that they should profane the sabbaths

46, 47 and feasts, and pollute the sanctuary and k those who had been sanctified k
; that they should (more-

over) build high places, and sacred groves, and Shrines for idols 1

, and that they should sacrifice

48 swine and (other) unclean™ animals ; and that they should leave their sons uncircumcized, and make
49 themselves abominable by means of (practising) everything that was unclean and profane, so that

50 they might forget the Law, and change all the (traditional) ordinances. And whosoever should riot

51 act according to the word of the king, should die. In this manner did he write unto the whole 11 of
his kingdom; and he appointed overseers over all the people ; and he commanded the cities of Judah

52 to sacrifice, every one of them. And many of the people joined themselves unto them, all p those

53 [namely] who had forsaken the Law; these did evil q in the land, and caused Israel to hide in all

manner of hiding-places.

I. 54-64. Idolatry forced upon the people of Judah ; destruction of copies of the Scriptures ;

massacre of Israelites.

54 And on the fifteenth' day 8 of Chislev in the one hundred and forty-fifth* year they set up upon the

altar an ' abomination of desolation ', and in the cities of Judah on every side they established high-

r + of the Lord V B~s > £e *-* > N but added by N° a "humiliation 19 *plur. in &« 3L 1 Jher
children N* I_z the land was filled with shame X a humiliation 64 <2>

luc b + Antiochus 3L °~3> £>*

df^2 e-e
the worship of the king S>« fsanctuary Aa sabbath A* 8> 64 93

h-h of the Gentiles in the
land 3L »> 93

k-K the holy things SIL2 ^ idols A Va & !L m all N* (unclean N=-a )
n > A V & 3L

° + over all his kingdom and &« Pall &s 3L1 °-much evil 64 93
r twenty-fifth &s 8 + in the month Luc

* forty-fifth A

37-40. Another lament in poetical form originally, the language of which is again largely borrowed from that of the

O.T. poetical books.

37. they shed innocent blood. Cp. Ps. lxxix. 3.

they defiled the sanctuary. Cp. Ps. lxxix. 1.

38. a dwelling for strangers. Cp. Ps. liv. 3 ; Lam. v. 2.

Being herself estranged. Cp. Lam. i. 1.

her children forsook her. Cp. Lam. i. 5.

39. Her feasts . . . Cp. Amos viii. 10.

Her sabbaths into shame. Cp. Lam. ii. 6.

40. And her high estate . . . Cp. Lam. ii. 9, 10.

41. one people, i. e. as regards religious practice.

44. letters. fapXia, Heb. CIDD.

47. swine and unclean animals, i.e. animals holy to heathen gods and goddesses; the pig and the hare were
holy to Astarte, and as holy animals occupied an important place in the religions of Greece and Asia Minor.

51. appointed overseers. Cp. 2 Mace. v. 22.

54. the fifteenth day of Chislev. We should read here with $S« ' the twenty-fifth day ', see v. 59. Chislev is the

ninth month of the Hebrew calendar (= December approximately).

the one hundred and forty-fifth year. i.e. 168 B.C.

an abomination of desolation. Cp. Dan. xi. 31, xii. 11 ; i.e. the abomination which brought about profanation

(= desolation) ; it was a small heathen altar which was set up on the altar of burnt-offering, see v. 59.
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55) 56 places ; and "they offered sacrifice 11 at the doors of the houses and in the streets. And the books of

57 the Law which they found they x rent in pieces, and* burned them in the fire. And with whomsoever
was found a book of the covenant, and if he was (found) consenting unto the Law, such an one was,

58 according to the king's sentence^ condemned to death. Thus did they in their might to the Israelites

59 who were found z month by month in their* cities. And on the twenty-fifth day of the month they
60 sacrificed upon the altar which was upon the altar of burnt-offering. And, according to the decree b

,

61 they put to death the women who had circumcised their children, hanging their babes round their

(mothers') necks, and they put to death their (entire) families , together with those who had circum-
62 cised them. Nevertheless many in Israel stood firm d and determined in their hearts 6 that they would
63 not eat unclean things, and chose rather to die so that they might not be defiled with meats, thereby

64 profaning the holy covenant f
; and they did die. And exceeding great wrath came upon Israel.

Mattathias. II. 1-70.

II. 1-5. The Genealogy of the Maccabees.

2 1 In those days rose up Mattathias, the son of John, the son of Simeon, a priest of the sons of
2 Joarib, from Jerusalem ; and he dwelt at Modin. And he had five sons : John, who was surnamed

3, 4, 5 Gaddis; Simon, who was called Thassis
;
Judas, who was called Maccabaeus; Eleazar, who was

called Auaran ; and Jonathan, who was called Aphphus.

II. 6-14. A Dirge over the desecration of the Holy City.

6, h And he saw the blasphemous things that were done in Judah and in Jerusalem, and said, ' Woe is

me, why was T born to behold the ruin of my people and the ruin a of the holy city, and to sit still

there while it was being given into the hand of enemies, and the sanctuary into the hand of

strangers ?

'

8
c Her house d

is become like (that of) a man dishonoured ec
;

9
f Her glorious vessels are carried away captive

;

Her infants have been slain in her streets,

Her young men with the sword of the enemy*
10 What nation hath the kingdom not taken possession of,

(Of what nation) hath it not seized the spoils ?

1

1

Her adornment hath all been taken away,
g Instead of a free woman she is become a slaved

12 And, behold, our holy things, and our beauty, and our glory have been laid waste,

13 And the heathen have profaned them ! To what purpose should we continue to live ?

14 And Mattathias and his sons rent their garments, and covered themselves with sackcloth, and
mourned greatly.

u-u they burned incense and offered sacrifice IL1 they burned incense IL
2 *-*>& y edict IL2 «+ and they

led them away by force &8 aV ; the N A &c. b the command of the king %> the command of king Antiochus IL2

c houses N V their entire houses IL (£s = a) + and plundered Nca %>lac d were hanged A 19 e > 19 Sluc

fthe holy Law of God IL2

II. a > 19 93 &,uc IL2 b her sanctified ones &« + were delivered &» C"°T.R.E2
; Her temple was like an

illustrious man N A V ,S ,UC 3L. They did clothe her temple with glory as a man (is clothed) &* d people 93 e 19 3L
l

f + And now Luc 8-8Her freedom is become bondage 5£>
Xao

55. at the doors of the houses. The reference is to sacrifices offered to the 'deities of the street', i.e. images of
Greek gods which stood in the porches of houses.

56. the books of the Law. i.e. rolls of the Pentateuch.

58. to the Israelites who were found. A literal translation of the Hebrew D*N¥COn ?N~HJ>v.

63. and chose rather to die. Cp. 2 Mace, vi, vii.

II. 1. In those days . . . Cp. Josephus, Antiq. XII. vi. 1.

the son of Simeon. Josephus adds tou 'Ao-a/ioWov, from whom the adjectival form of the family name, Asmo-
naean or Hasmonaean, was derived; the name does not occur in the books of the Maccabees, though Josephus often
uses it, and it is found in the Mishnah (Middoth i. 6), and frequently in the Gemara (e.g. Shabbath 21 b, Baba Kama
82 b), where the name Hasmonaeans is always used for Maccabaeans.

the sons of Joarib. Cp. 1 Chron. xxiv. 7 ff.

Modin. Cp. v. 70, xiii. 25. The present El-Medije, east of Lydda.
4. Maccabaeus. See Introduction.

7. The holy city. unpn "Vy Isa. xlviii. 3 ; cp. 2 Mace. i. 12, iii. 1, ix. 14.
8-12. Another dirge in poetical form.

14. rent their garments . . . The usual signs of mourning in the East, see further Nowack, Hebraische Archao-
logie I. 192 ff.
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II. 1 5- 28. The commencement of the Maccabacan Revolt.

15 And the king's officers who were enforcing the apostasy came to the city of Modin h to make them
16 sacrifice 11

. And many from Israel went unto them ; but Mattathias and his sons' gathered themselves

17 together. Then the king's officers answered and spake unto Mattathias, saying: 'A ruler art thou,

18 and illustrious and great in this city, and upheld by sons and brothers. Do thou, therefore, come
first, and carry out the king's command, as all the nations have done, and all the people k of Judah,
and they that have remained in Jerusalem; then shalt thou 1 and mthy house™ be (numbered among)
the friends of the king, and thou and thy sons shall be honoured with silver and gold, and with many

19 gifts.' Thereupon Mattathias answered and said with a loud voice: 'If all the nations that are

within the king's dominions obey him by forsaking, "every one of them 11

, the worship of their fathers,

20 and have chosen for themselves to follow his commands, yet will I and my sons and my brethren

21 walk in the covenant of our fathers. Heaven forbid that we should forsake the Law and the ordi-

22 nances; (but) the law of the king we will not obey by departing from our worship either to the

23 right hand or to the left.' And as he p ceased speaking q these words'1
, a Jew came forward in the

24 sight of all to sacrifice
1- upon the altar in Modin in accordance with the king's command. And

when Mattathias saw it,
s his zeal was kindled 3

, and his heart quivered (with wrath) ; and his indig-

25 nation burst forth for judgement, so that he ran and slew him on the altar; and *at the same time 1

26 he [also] killed the king's officer who had come to enforce the sacrificing, pulled down the altar, and
[thus] showed forth his zeal for the Law, just as Phinehas had done in the case of Zimri the son of

27 Salom. And Mattathias cried out with a loud voice in the city, saying, 'Let everyone that is

28 zealous for the Law and that would maintain the covenant come forth after me !
' And he and his

sons fled unto the mountains, and left all that they possessed in the city.

II. 29-38. A strict observance of the Sabbath results In the massacre of a thousand Jezvish people.

29 At that time many who were seeking righteousness and judgement went down to the wilderness to

30 abide there, they and their sons, and their wives, and their cattle; for misfortunes "fell hardly" upon

31 them. And it was reported to the king's officers and to the troops that were in Jerusalem, the city

of David, that men who had set at nought the king's command x had gone down into hiding-places

3 2 in the wilderness. And man)' ran after them, and having overtaken them, y they encamped against

b_h to sacrifice 64 1L2 ; + and burn incense and forsake the Law of God IL
1 *they that were with him 64 93

krulers XV ' + and thy sons V 64 m-a) and thy sons Nca £ IL n~n > S luc °the word N V Luc
p Mattathias 64 93 i-i>«(MK c ' b

)
r to burn incense A S« 8-3 £g piaces this after quivered *-*>!«

U~ J + and were multiplied K* Xca were multiplied V x counsel N J~y > &'uc !L
l

18. the friends of the king. There were, according to Polybius (xxxi. 3. 7), two orders of royal favourites under
the Graeco-Syrian kings, viz. those of the ' Companions ' and the ' Friends' ; these occupied the position of a military

aristocracy. Cp. x. 65, xi. 27 ; 2 Mace. viii. 9.

19. the king's dominions. £v o'l«o tjjs [3a<Ti\fias tov /3ao-iXeW, cp. Amos vii. 13 oikos (BaaiXdas, rtD/OD 1V3, in

reference to Bethel.

have chosen for themselves. Cp. 2 Chron. xxix. 11 (Sept.).

21. Heaven forbid. tAfcoy = i"6vn, cp. 2 Sam. xx. 20.

22. either to the right hand or to the left. Cp. 2 Sam. xiv. 19.

24. his heart. Lit. 'his kidneys', the seat of the emotions and affections, cp. Ps. Ixxiii. 21 p1J"IK>X *JNv31, 'for

my kidneys were in a ferment.'

for judgement. Heb. DSK'DS ; what, according to the statute, he was bound to do.

and slew him. Cp. Deut. xiii. 9; 2 Chron. xxx. 16.

26. as Phineas had done . . . Cp. Num. xxv. 7, 8.

27. Let everyone . . . come forth after me. Grimm quotes (from Livy xxii. 53) the cry of the Roman patriots

in time of danger : Qui rempublicam salvani volunt me sequantur.

28. fled unto the mountains. This would enable him, with a comparatively small number of followers, to defy

almost any force that might be brought against him, an attacking party being always at a great disadvantage in

mountain warfare.

29. righteousness and judgement. Cp. Ps. lxxxix. 14, xcvii. 2 ; righteousness (np*1¥) = ethical right-doing

;

judgement (ODW) = sense of justice ; the technical terms are ' to do (ntJ'.SJ) righteousness ', and ' to keep ("105?)

judgement', cp. Isa. lvi. 1 ; the terms are generally used in the reverse order, and rightly so as the more logical; the

inward sense of justice has as its result outward acts of righteousness; this is also borne out by the verbs used, 'to

keep,' ' to do.'

the wilderness, i.e. the wilderness of Judaea, west of the Dead Sea ; it was called Jeshimon, cp. 1 Sam. xxiii.

19, 24, xxvi. 13, meaning ' desolation '.

30. their cattle. In the wilderness of Tekoa, which lay to the north of the district just mentioned, there was
sufficient vegetation. to support cattle, cp. Amos i. I, vii. 14.

31. hiding-places in the wilderness. Cp. 1 Sam. xxiv. 3; Isa. xlii. 22.
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I MACCABEES 2. 33-42

33 them, and y set the battle in array against them on the Sabbath day. And they said unto them

:

,z Let it suffice now 2
; come forth, and do according to the command of the king, and ye shall live.'

34 And they answered, ' We will not come forth, nor will we do according to the command of the king,

35, 36 and thereby profane the Sabbath day. Thereupon they immediately attacked them. But they

37 answered them not, nor did they cast a stone at them, nor even block up their hiding-places, saying,
' Let us all die in our innocency ; Heaven and earth bear us witness that ye destroy us wrongfully

'

a
.

38 And they attacked them on the Sabbath ; and they died, they and their wives, and their children,

and their cattle, about a thousand souls.

II. 39-48. MattatJiias, supported by the Chasidim, continues the war with success.

39, 40 And when Mattathias and his friends knew b
it they mourned greatly for them. And one said to

another, ' If we all do as our brethren have done, and do not fight against the Gentiles for our lives

41 and our ordinances, they will soon destroy us from off the earth.' And they took counsel on that

day, saying, ' Whosoever attacketh us on the Sabbath day, let us fight against him, that we may not in

42 any case all die, as our brethren died in their hiding-places.' Then were there gathered unto them
ca company of the Chasidim , mighty men of Israel who willingly offered themselves for the Law,

z-i Do ye resist still even now ? IL a uncharitably J5& h heard J5 luc c_c the whole company of Jews K V

32. on the Sabbath day. From the words in v. 33 it is evident that the enemy had no desire of taking a mean
advantage by fighting on a day on which they knew the Jews would make no resistance.

34. and thereby profane the Sabbath day. The profanation of the Sabbath would, according to the preceding
words, consist in coming forth and doing according to the command of the king ; i. e. the command of the king was
that they should come forth and submit themselves. This the Jews would not have done at any time, but to do so on
the Sabbath would have been an aggravation of the offence, since, apart from the act of renegades which submission
would, under the circumstances, have implied, the coming forth with their belongings would, in itself, have constituted

a breaking of the Sabbath.

36. nor did they cast a stone, i. e. there was not even the semblance of resistance.

37. in our innocency. ev rij an\uTr,Ti ^/ncby, i.e. ' in our integrity' (on)
; cp. Ps. xxvi. I, II, xxv. 21, xli. 13.

wrongfully. Cp. xv. 33 where R.V. renders n/cpiYa>s ' wrongfully ' ; this is a better rendering than ' without trial

'

as R.V. translates here, for the revolt having been entered upon by the events recorded in vv. 15-28, the idea of

a trial is out of the question. Cp. Ps. lxix. 4, ' They that would cut me off, being mine enemies wrongfully, are
mighty.'

38. they attacked them. This hardly bears out the statement of Josephus :
' they burned them as they were in

the caves without resistance, and without so much as stopping up the entrances of the caves ' {Antiq. XII. vi. 2).

and they died . . . about a thousand souls. Josephus adds :
' But many of those that escaped joined them-

selves to Mattathias, and appointed him to be their ruler, who taught them to fight, even on the Sabbath day ' (ibid.),

cp. vv. 40, 41.

39. they mourned greatly for them. eo>r ofyobpa = ~tXO"iy ; eV airovs, the verb b2N (' to mourn ') is usually

followed by ?]} (' upon' or ' over').

40. and one said to another. ku\ clntv dvqp npos top TrXrjalov avrov is another Hebraism : lnyvi'N K^N ~WK ,
1.

41. and they took counsel . . . Cp. ix. 44 ff., xi. 34, 43 ff. ; the counsel ('Whosoever attacks . . .') taken was
a modification of the Law ; but, as a matter of fact, the Written Law did not forbid necessary labour on the Sabbath.
What we have here is an ordinance of the Oral Law, framed by the rigid legalists as the interpretation of the Written
Law. The mention of the Chasidim in the next verse is significant, as they were responsible, in large measure, for

the strict interpretation of the Written Law. The passage shows' that the party of the Chasidim was already in

existence, and was not created by the persecution under Antiochus ; see next note.

42. a company of the Chasidim. The 'Ao-i8aioi (= D^Dn) are here referred to as though well known, a fact which
further substantiates what was said in the preceding note. The Chasidim (' pious ') were those, frequently referred to

in some of the later Psalms (e.g. xii. 2, xxx. 4, xxxi. 23, xxxvii. 28, cxlix. 1-9), who remained true to the traditions and
customs of their fathers when, in the third century B.C. and onwards, the Jews of the Dispersion, and also of Palestine,

were becoming lax in their observance of orthodox Judaism owing to the rise of the Hellenistic spirit. They were
animated by a hatred of everything and everyone that savoured of Hellenism, for, according to them, this implied
unfaithfulness to the God of Israel. Although in existence beforehand, it was only during the Maccabaean struggle that
they commenced to play an important role in the political life of the nation. In 1, 2 Mace, they are referred to three
times ; the data regarding their characteristics seem, at first sight, to be conflicting. In 1 Mace. ii. 43, 44 they are
described as warlike ; in vii. 12-14 they appear as the peaceful party, while in 2 Mace. xiv. 6 they are said to ' keep
up war, and are seditious, not suffering the kingdom to find tranquillity '. It is probable that these descriptions both
witness to the true facts of the case ; the natural inclination of these strict observers of the Law would obviously be in

the direction of peace ; but as soon as they realized that the cherished object of their existence was imperilled, it

behoved them to be up and doing. This is borne out by what we read in the Psalms concerning them, for at one time
they are spoken of as peaceful worshippers (xxx. 4), and as the lovers of the Lord (xxxi. 23, xxxvii. 28) ; while at another
time they are represented as warriors zealous for the honour of God, and fighting His enemies (cxlix. 6-9). It is not
without significance that after the Maccabaean struggle, when the victory for orthodox Judaism had been won, nothing
further is heard of the Chasidim. They seem to have gradually developed into the Pharisaic party, which was
characterized by the same zeal for the Law (cp. Moritz Friedlander, Geschichte der Jiidischen Apologetik, pp. 316 ff.,

464 ff.).

mighty men of Israel. Cp. 1 Chron. vii. 2, 7 (Sept.).
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I MACCABEES 2. 43-66

43 every one of them. And all they that fled from the evils were added unto them, and reinforced

44 them. And they mustered a host, and smote sinners in their anger, and lawless men in their wrath
;

45 and the rest fled to the Gentiles to save themselves. And Mattathias and his friends d went round

46 about 6
, and pulled down altars f

, and they circumcised by force the children that were uncircumcised,

47 as many as they g found h within the borders'1 of Israel. And they pursued after the sons of pride,

48 and the' work prospered in their hand. And they rescued k the Law out of the hand of the

Gentiles, and 'out of the hand' of the m kings, neither suffered they the sinner to triumph.

II. 49-70. The last words of Mattathias ; his death.

49 And the days drew near that Mattathias should die, and he said unto his sons: ' Now have pride

50 and rebuke a gotten strength and a season of destruction and wrath of indignation. And now (my)

51 children, be zealous for the Law, and give your lives for the covenant of your fathers'1
.

pAnd call

to mind the deeds of the r fathers 81* which they did in* their generations'1
; "that ye may receive"

52 great glory and an everlasting name. Was not Abraham found faithful in temptation, and it was

53 reckoned unto him for 1 righteousness? Joseph, in the time of his distress, kept the commandment,

54 and became lord of Egypt. Phinehas, our father, for that he was zealous exceedingly, obtained the

55 covenant y of an everlasting 2 priesthood. Joshua, for fulfilling the word a
, became a judge in Israel.

56,57 Caleb, for bearing witness in b the congregation, obtained c land (as) an heritage . David, for being

58 merciful, inherited*1 the throne ofd a "kingdom for ever and ever 6
. Elijah, for that he was exceeding

59 zealous for the Law, was taken up into heaven f
. Hananiah, Azariah (and) Mishael, believing (in

60 God) 8
, were saved from the flame. Daniel, for his innocency, was delivered from the mouth of the

61 lions h
. And thus consider ye 'from generation to generation';—all who hope in Him shall want for

62 nothing. And k be not afraid of the words of a sinful man, for his glory [shall be]' dung and worms™.

6q To-day he shall be lifted up, and to-morrow n he shall in no wise be found, because he is returned

64 unto his dust, and his thought is perished. °And ye°, (my) children, be strong and show yourselves

65 men pon behalf of the * Law p
; for therein shall ye obtain glory. And behold Simeon your r brother,

66 I know that he is a man of counsel 8
;
give ear unto him alway*; he shall be a father unto you. And

d sons A- they that were with him &s ecommanded X ftheir altars A V she A V h_h among the

sons X 'their 19 k took &« '"' > 64 m their Xca 64 93 "famine £e °our A p-p>& 1uc

q—q > 7

1

rourA "first ones &e 4 > A u_u and ye shall receive ILa X >A y the lot of

a covenant X *holyA>7i a words Luc. + of the Lord 5L l b>A c_c the heritage X IL
1 a heritage of

land V a land of heritage & luo d 'd > 71
e-6an everlasting kingdom A 71 fverses 59-63 are omitted by 71

8iLl MionX64 I_1 according to generation A k>&luc iluc m a worm ICj &iuc f(,i n> a °-°>

X (had X° a
)

p-p>7I 1 your A r our 93
8 good counsel IL2 counsel and intelligence 5$

t >3L l

44. sinners . . . lawless men. i.e. the renegade Israelites.

46. the children . . . Israel. An eloquent witness to the way in which the Hellenistic spirit had influenced the

Jews. The same applies to the mention of altars (i.e. idol-altars), for these verses evidently refer to Jews, cp. the

words of Josephus : '. . . and overthrew their idol-altars, and slew those that broke the laws, even all that he could

bring under his power, for many of them were dispersed among the nations round about them for fear of him (i. e.

Mattathias).'

47. sons of pride. Hebraism, cp. ' sons of tumult ' (PXK> »») Jer. xlviii. 45 ; the reference is to the Syrians
;

CD 1 21

48. neither suffered they the sinner to triumph, oi* ebatKav Ktpat to d/inprwAco, Hebraism ; cp. Ps. lxxv. 5,

' Lift not up your horn on high ' ; a frequent O.T. figure for strength.

49. And the days drew near ... A frequent O.T. phrase, cp. Gen. xlvn. 29 ; 1 Kings 11. I.

50 ff. With this enumeration of the deeds of the fathers, cp. Ecclus. xliv-xlix.

51. an everlasting name. On the ideas connected with this cp. the writer's Life, Death, and Immortality

j

Studies in the Psalms, Lecture III.

52. . . . in temptation. Cp. Gen. xxii. 1.

reckoned unto . . . Cp. Gen. xv. 6.

53. kept the commandment. Cp. Gen. xxxix. 9.

54. was zealous exceedingly. Cp. Num. xxv. 7, 13.

55. a judge. OD'K' in the sense of ' ruler ', cp. Mic. iv. 14.

56. for bearing witness ... Cp. Num. xiii. 31, xiv. 24; Joshua xiv. 14.

57. the throne of a kingdom. Cp. 2 Sam. vii. 16.

58. exceeding zealous ... Cp. 1 Kings xviii. 40, xix. 10.

was taken up . . . Cp. 2 Kings ii. 11.

59. Hananiah . . . Cp. Dan. i. 6 ff.

believing. Cp. Dan. iii. 17.

60. . . . of the lions. Cp. Dan. vi. 22.

61. shall want for nothing. Cp. Ps. xxxiv. 10.

63. To-day ... Cp. Ps. cxlvi. 3, 4; Ecclus. x. 10.

64 Be strong ... Cp. Joshua x. 25 ; I Sam. iv ;
I Kings 11. 2.
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I MACCABEES 2. 67—3. 11

Judas Maccabaeus, he u hath been strong and mighty v w from his youth"; he shall be your captain and
67 shall fight* the battle y of the people 2

. And ye, take you unto you all those who observe the Law,
68 and avenge the wrong of your people. aRender a recompense to the Gentiles, and take heed to the

commandments of the Law.'
69* 7° And he blessed them, and was gathered unto his b fathers. cAnd he d died in the one hundred and

forty-sixth 6 year fc
;

gand his sons buried him 8 h in the sepulchres 1 of his fathers 11 at Modin ;

k and
all Israel made great lamentation for him k

.

Judas Maccabaeus. III. 1—IX. 22.

III. 1-9. A Song ofpraise in honour of Judas Maccabaeus.

3 1, 2 And his son Judas, 'who was called 1 Maccabaeus, rose up in his stead.

And all his brethren helped him,

And all they that clave unto m his father,

And they fought with gladness the battle of Israel.

3 And he n extended the glory °of his people
,

And put on a breastplate as a giant,

And girt on his weapons of war.

p He set battles in array,

He protected qthe army with the sword qp
.

4 And he was like a lion in his r deeds :

And as a lion's whelp roaring for prey,

5 He pursued the lawless, seeking them out,

And burnt up those that troubled 8 his people 8
.

6 And the lawless lost heart for fear of him,
And all the workers of lawlessness were sore troubled

;

*And deliverance prospered in his hand.*

7 And he angered many" kings,

And made Jacob x glad with his acts.

And his memorial is blessed for ever.

8 And he went about among the cities of Judah,
And destroyed the ungodly 7 thereout z

,

And turned away wrath from Israel.

9 And he was renowned unto the utmost part of the earth,

And gathered together "those who were perishing*.

III. 10-26. Victories of Judas Maccabaeus over Apollonius and Seron.

10 bAnd Apollonius gathered 15 the Gentiles together, and d a great host from Samaria, to fight

11 against Israel. And Judas perceived it, and went forth to meet him, and smote him, and slew him
;

u >NLuc v in might A w-w> 7I xye sha]i fight A * battles Luc z for the people 71 IL
l & *> this v. 71

b their N* (his Nc " a
)

c_c > 71 d Mattathias Luc e forty-eighth X £ luo f + of the kingdom Luc sshe was
buried N 71 1L1 h_h > 71 ' sepulchre Luc k_k >7i

III. 1_1> & lnc mfollowed 64 nJudas Luc 3L2 °-°by his word V p~pSo that they fell in the battle
;

and he raised up shields against the fortresses J&s ^Qwith his sword in battle V r > N S8> A t-t > 93
«>93S8 x Israel Luc ? kings 64 z thereon A a_a Apollonius (as subject) Va b-b>va c >i9 d > j£i

68. Render a recompense. Cp. Ps. cxxxvi. 11 (Sept.).

69. and was gathered ... A regular O.T. phrase, cp. e.g. Gen. xxv. 8 ; Deut. xxxii. 50, cp. also Acts xiii. 36.

70. in the one hundred and forty-sixth year. i.e. 167-166 B.C.

III. 1. Judas. Hebr. fTTIiT.

who was called Maccabaeus. Cp. ii. 4, 66, v. 24 ; 2 Mace. ii. 19, viii. 1.

3-9. In his panegyric on Judas Maccabaeus the author adopts a poetical form.

3. giant, yiyas is not a good rendering of 1133, which means ' hero ' ; for the Sept. usage see, e.g., Gen. x. 9, Isa. iii. 2.

weapons of war. ra a-Ktv^ to. noXffjiiKa = ilDri/O v3, cp. I Sam. viii. 12.

4. like a lion. Cp. 2 Mace. xi. 11.

5. burnt up. Better 'exterminated', according to the sense of "Ijn in 2 Sam. iv. 11 ; unless it is meant literally

cp. vv. 5, 44, 2 Mace. viii. 33; this was regarded as the most degrading death, cp. Lev. xx. 14, xxi. 9; Deut. xxi. 23;

Joshua vii. 25 ; Amos ii. 1.

7. his memorial . . . Cp. Prov. x. 7.

10. Apollonius. Cp. i. 29 and 2 Mace. v. 24 ;
Josephus, Antiq. XII. v. 5, vii. 1.
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I MACCABEES 3. 12-30

12 and many fell wounded to death, and the rest fled. And they 6 took their spoils'; and Judas took
the sword of Apollonius, and therewith fought he all (his) days.

13 And Seron, the commander of the host of Syria, heard that Judas had gathered 8a gathering and 8

14 a congregation of faithful men with him, "and 1 of such as went out to war h
; and he said :

' I will make
a name for myself, and get me glory in the kingdom ; and I will fight against Judas k and them that

15 are with him, that 1 set at nought the word of the king.' mAnd he went up again m ; and there went up
16 with him a mighty army of the ungodly to help him, to take vengeance on the children of Israel.

And he° came near to the ascent of Bethhoron
; and Judas went forth to meet him p with a small

17 company. But q when they r saw the army coming to meet them - 8
, they said unto Judas: 'What? 1 shall

we be able, being a small company, to fight against so great "and strong" a multitude ? And we, for

(8 our part, are faint, having tasted no food this day.' And Judas said :
' It is an easy thing for many

to be shut up in the hands of a few, and there is no difference v in the sight ofv Heaven w to save by
19 many or by few; for victory in battle standeth not in the multitude of an host, but strength is from
20 Heaven*. They come unto us in y fulness of insolence and lawlessness, z to destroy us and our wives

21,22 and our children, for a to spoil us z
; but we fight for our lives and our laws. And He Himself will

23 discomfit them before our face ; but as for you, be ye not afraid of them.' Now when he c had left

off speaking, he d leapt suddenly upon them, and Seron and his army were discomfited "before him 6
.

24 And they pursued them f at the descent of Bethhoron unto the plain ; and there fell of them about
eight hundred men ; and the rest fled into g the land of8 the Philistines.

25 Then began the fear of Judas hand of his brethren , and the dread (of them) fell upon the nations 1

26 round about them. And his name came near even unto the king; and k every nation k told of
the battles 1 of Judas.

III. 27-37. Lysias is commissioned to continue the war against the Jews during
the absence of Antiochus in Persia.

27 But when Antiochus the king™ heard these words he was full of indignation ; and he sent and
28 gathered together all the forces n of his kingdom , °an exceeding strong army . And he opened his

treasury and gave his forces pay for a p year, and commanded them to be ready - for every need r
.

29 And he saw that the money failed from his treasures, and that the tributes of the country were
small, because of the dissension and harm which he had brought upon the land (in seeking) to take

30 away the laws which had been (in vogue) from the earliest times ; and he feared (therefore) that he
would not have (enough), as (he had had) at other times, for the charges and the gifts which he gave

e he 19 farms (lit. vessels) A s-g> &iuc h-b^. 5 i > luc k + the son X ] and those that A
m_m Reading km irpo<redeTo tov ava$r)vai (T\x?\b ^DVl) ; and he prepared himself 3L

1 > IL2 "they V Luc °he &«
PthemV64 <ii>7i r + that were with him Luc . "him A Va (them V) 'How 71 UU>A VV 1L';

<& lit. before w the God of Heaven N V him that dwelleth in Heaven j&8 *the Heavenly One 19 64 ?> A-> &8 »and 71 &luc IL b the Lord Luc £ luc cJudas Luc d they S>s e-e^
93 * him X ««> V

h " u > 19 *all the nations IL 1 k ~ k the nations N 64 93 'acts 93 £ m > Sluc u_n >7i °-°>K*(hab
N ca

)
Pthe A 1 +for a year A r all things IL

2

15. and he went up again. See critical note.

16. the ascent of Bethhoron. About five hours' journey north-west of Jerusalem. ' From a military point of view
Bethhoron was an important outpost, and to an invading force from the maritime plain the key to Jerusalem ; cp.

Joshua x. 16-26' (Fairweather and Black, in loc).

18. to save by many or by few. Cp. 1 Sam. xiv. 6.

22. He Himself. Thus avoiding the mention of the name of God ; this is characteristic of later usage ; cp. ii. 61.

23. were discomfited. awTpi&fiv has a stronger meaning, ' were utterly crushed '.

28. pay for a year. This suggests that his forces could not always be relied upon. The extravagance of

Antiochus Epiphanes (cp. v. 30) and the way in which he squandered money on public displays, games, and the like,

must have often made it difficult to find the wherewithal to pay his soldiers, in consequence of which discontent would
have manifested itself. The Jews had a great advantage here, since, in fighting, they were actuated solely by patriotic

motives. According to Josephus (Bell. hid. I. ii. 5) the Jews never employed mercenary troops until the time of

Hyrcanus 1 (135-107 B.C.).

to be ready for every need. The meaning is, presumably, that they were not necessarily to be employed
against the Jews only, but that they were to be prepared to go anywhere ; this provision was necessary, for with his

Egyptian campaigns Antiochus was always in need of soldiers. In 2 Mace. v. 5-1 1, e.g., we are told that he was
hurriedly called back from an Egyptian campaign in order to quell an outbreak in Judaea under Jason.

30. the gifts which . . . with a liberal hand. Cp. the words of Polybius (xxvi. 1): 'Rational people were at

a loss what to think about him. Some regarded him as a simple and homely man, others looked upon him as crazed.

... To some he gave bone dice, to others dates, to others gold. But if perchance he should meet anyone whom he

had never seen before, he would give him unexpected presents' (quoted by Fairweather and Black, in loc). Grimm
mentions that in one of his Egyptian campaigns Antiochus gave a piece of gold to every Greek in Naukratis

(Polybius, xxviii. 17. 11) ; cp. also Dan. xi. 24, 'In time of security shall he come even upon the fattest places of the
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I MACCABEES 3. 31-37

31 aforetime with a liberal hand,

—

sand he was more lavish than the kings that were before him 8
. He

was (therefore) exceedingly perplexed in his mind ; so he 1 determined to go to Persia, and to take

32 tributes of the countries", and (thus) to gather much money. And he left
v Lysias, an honourable

man, and w one of the seed royal w
,
(to be) over the affairs of the king from the river Euphrates unto

33. 34 the borders of Egypt, and to bring up his son Antiochus until he should return. And he delivered unto

him the half of the forces, and the elephants, and gave him charge over all the things that he would
35 have done and concerning them* y that dwell in Judaea and Jerusalem, (namely) that he should send

a host z against them 2 to root out ay and destroy the strength 15 of Israel and the remnant of Jerusalem,

36 and d to take away d their e memorial from the place ; and that he should make strangers to dwell in

37 all their borders, and that he should f divide their land by lot
f

. And the king took the half that

remained of the forces, and removed from Antioch, g from his 11 royal city g
, '(in) the one hundred and

forty-seventh year 1
; and he passed over the river Euphrates, and went through the upper countries.

'8! > A *they A Antiochus Luc "country &lnc v sent N* (left N°- a )
w ~wby race (belonging) to

the king %>lac ... the kingdom &s ... the country 3L x all them A yy> 93
z -»>&? ato drive

out AV 64 93 ''name S« c + to take away Luc d_d > Luc e its A f~ f take possession of their land A
take possession of their land and divide it by lot 2L g g> 3L

1 h the &g i_i >7i

province ; and he shall do that which his fathers have not done, nor his fathers' fathers ; he shall scatter among them
prey, and' spoil, and substance.'

31. Persia, and to take . . . countries, i.e. the countries east of the Euphrates under the rule of the Seleucidae
;

cp. vi. 56, where the reference is to Media and Persia.

to gather much money. ' The temples of the Asiatics had hitherto been for the most part respected by their

European conquerors, and large stores of the precious metals were accumulated in them. Epiphanes saw in these
hoards the means of relieving his own necessities, and determined to seize and confiscate them. Besides plundering
the temple of Jehovah at Jerusalem (see i. 21-23), he made a journey into the south-eastern portion of his empire, about
165 B.C., for the express purpose of conducting in person the collection of the sacred treasures. It was while he was
engaged in this unpopular work that a spirit of disaffection showed itself; the East took arms no less than the West

;

and in Persia, or upon its borders, the avaricious monarch was forced to retire before the opposition which his ill-

judged measures had provoked, and to allow one of the doomed temples to escape him ' (cp. vi. 1-4), Rawlinson, The
Seventh Great Oriental Monarchy, p. 5.

32. Lysias. For the part played by this general during the Maccabaean struggle, see, besides this passage, iv. 1 fF.,

28 ff., vi. 5 ff., 28 ft"., 51 ff. ; he was put to death at the accession of Demetrius I, in 162 B.C. (vii. 1-4) ; see also

2 Mace. x. II ff., xi-xii. 1, xiii. i-xiv. 2 ; the two accounts are not always in agreement.

one of the seed royal. i"D1?Dn jn?[ft] as in 1 Kings i. 46 ; Jer. xli. 1 ; Dan. i. 3, or l"D7DDn JHT as in 2 Kings
xi. 1 ; 2 Chron. xxii. 10.

the affairs of the king. For the phrase cp. 2 Mace. viii. 8, x. 11, xi. 1.

33. his son Antiochus. The future Antiochus V, surnamed Eupator (cp. vi. 17), ' on account of the virtues of his

father,' according to Appian (quoted by G. A. Smith in EB 187) ; he was murdered, after two years' reign, together
with Lysias (see vii. 1-4 ; 2 Mace. xiv. 2).

34. elephants. The Persians were the first to use elephants in warfare, as far as is known ; they are first mentioned
in this connexion as having been used in the army of Darius at the battle of Arbela, in 331 B. C They are referred to

several times in this book ; vi. 34 ft"., where they are described as being furnished with towers of wood, and as being
driven by an Indian (cp. 2 Mace. xiv. 12) ; see also viii. 6, xi. 56; 2 Mace. xi. 4, xiii. 15.

35. to root out. tov eVrptytu ; Cod. A has the milder word toD fVcpn/z-m, ' to drive out.'

the strength. The Syriac Version reads ' the name ', which in the Old Testament is not infrequently used as
equivalent to 'seed', Num. xxvii. 4 ; Deut. xxv. 6; Ruth iv. 5, 10; I Sam. xxiv. 22 ; Isa. xiv. 22, &c.

36. strangers, viols aWorpiovs is a Hebraism, "133 '33.

divide their land by lot. i.e. apportion it to others, cp. Ps. lxxviii. 55 ; this is the reading of X KaraKKr^po-
Sorrjaai.

37. Antioch. Not, of course, the Pisidian Antioch, though this, too, was founded by the Seleucid kings about
300 B. d. ; but the Syrian Antioch, built (300 B.C.) by Seleucus Nicator on the left bank of the Orontes. It was
situated just where the Libanus range joins the Taurus range. ' Holm has summed up in a striking sentence the
historical position of Antioch under the Seleucid kings. Although close to the sea (dvan'kovs avdr)p.tp6v, Strabo, p. 751),
it was yet no seaport ; on the borders of the desert, it was yet something more than a centre for the caravan trade
between the East and the West. The city reflected the character of the kingdom of which it was the capital,

a kingdom which itself also was neither a genuine naval nor a genuine land power. Antioch was a Greek city, just as
the Seleucid kingdom was an attempt to impose upon the Orient the political ideas and forms of Hellas. Yet, in the
capital, as in the kingdom at large, there was no true Hellenism ; the commingling of Oriental and Western elements
resulted in the perpetuation of the worst features of both races, and the moral worthlessness of the Syrian found in the
brilliance and artistic temperament of the Greek merely the means of concealing the crudities of his own life. The
characteristic failing of the Greek also was exhibited on a great scale. A third element, and that the one most
important for biblical history, was provided by the Jews. The colony was in fact coeval with the city, for it dated
from the time of Seleucus Nicator, who gave the Jews the same privileges as he gave the Greeks (Josephus, Antiq.
XII. iii. 1). For this connexion with the Syrian kings see 1 Mace. xi. 42 ff.' (EB 185.)

the one hundred and forty-seventh year. 166-165 B - c.

the upper countries. Cp. vi. 1, 2 Mace. ix. 25. Grimm quotes Polybius (v. 40. 5) and Arrian (iii. 6. 12) as
referring in similar terms to Persia and Media.
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I MACCABEES 3. 38-47

III. 38-60. Lysias dispatches an army into the land of Judah under Ptolemy, Nicanor, and
Gorgias. Judas Maccabaeuspreparesfor the coming struggle.

38 And Lysias chose k Ptolemy the son ofk Dorymenes, and Nicanor, and Gorgias, mighty men of the

39 king's friends ; and with them he sent forty 1 thousand footmen, and seven thousand horse, to go into

40 the land of Judah, and to destroy it, according to the king's command. And they m removed with
41 all their host, and came and pitched near Emmaus in the plain country. And the merchants of the

country heard tell of them, and took silver and gold exceeding much, together with fetters , and
came into the camp, to take the children of Israel as slaves. And there were added unto them
troops from Syria and from the land of the Philistines .

42 And Judas and his brethren saw that evils were multiplied, and that the forces (of the enemy)
were encamping p in their borders ; and they - took knowledge of the king's 1" commands which he had

43 put forth (with a view) to bring about the destruction and annihilation of the people. So they said,

each man to his neighbour :
' Let us raise up the ruin 8 of our people, 'and let us fight for our people 4

44 and the Holy Place.' And the u congregation was gathered together, so as to be ready for battle, and
to pray and to ask for mercy and compassion.

45 And Jerusalem was uninhabited like a wilderness,

There was none of her offspring that went in v or went out\
And the Sanctuary was trodden down,
And the sons of strangers (dwelt) in the citadel,

A lodging-place for Gentiles (it became)
;

And joy w was taken away w from Jacob,
And the pipe and the harp ceased.

46 And they gathered themselves together, and came to Mizpehx
, over against Jerusalem ; for in

47 Mizpeh there had been aforetime a place of prayer for Israel. And they fasted that day, and put on

k-k > V 1 fifty V ten & m +who were round about Ptolemy Luc nbands and fetters iS ; servants

(natbas for 7r<Saf) G (= 1L) ; 'fetters' Josephus °SS; lit. strangers <K!L Phad surrounded 3>8 ahe &8
r royal A "kingdom iL2 H>AV u all the V vv > H* {/tad K c - a

) V 71 El w "w was brought to an
end 64 x Massepha d5

38 ff. With this section cp. 2 Mace. viii. 8-22
;
Josephus, Antiq. XII. vii. 3.

Ptolemy the son of Dorymenes. Cp. 2 Mace. iv. 45, viii. 3, x. 12, in this last passage he has the surname
Macron, and is described as being friendly disposed to the jews ; he committed suicide by taking poison because he
was regarded as a traitor for abandoning Cyprus. This is the only mention of him in 1 Mace.

Nicanor. Cp. vii. 26-50 ; 2 Mace. viii. 9, xiv, xv.

Georgias. Cp. v. 56 ff. ; 2 Mace. x. 14, xii. 32-7.

forty thousand. See critical note. In 2 Mace. viii. 9 the number is 20,000, no mention being made of

horsemen.
to destroy it. Better ' to lay it waste '.

40. Emmaus. Not the Emmaus of Luke xxiv. 13, but a city in the plain into which the mountains of Judaea slope

down ; it is twenty-two Roman miles from Jerusalem on the road to Joppa ; the modern Amwas. It was fortified by
Bacchides, cp. ix. 50.

41. the merchants of the country. In earlier days the Edomites are mentioned as slave-dealers (cp. Amos i.

6, 9); in Ezek. xxvii. 13 Javan (Greeks), Tubal, and Meshech (probably peoples of Asia Minor) are said to have traded

with ' the persons of men ' ; from the fifth century B. C onwards Syrian slaves, among whom Jews were reckoned, were

in great demand in Greece (cp. Robertson Smith, in the Encycl. Brit. xiii. 705). The Phoenicians played a leading role

in the slave-market; Rawlinson (Hist, of Phoenicia, p. 296) says: 'The traffic in slaves was one in which the

Phoenicians engaged from very early times. They were not above kidnapping men, women, and children in one
country and selling them in another ; besides which they seem to have frequented regularly the principal slave-marts

of the time. They bough: such Jews as were taken captive and sold into slavery by the neighbouring nations.' See
further 2 Mace. viii. 11, 34.

fetters. See critical note.

troops from Syria . . . According to Josephus these were ' auxiliaries (o-ii/x/iayot) out of Syria and the country

round about, as also some of the renegade Jews ' (Antiq. XII. vii. 3), i. e. presumably volunteers who joined either from

the love of fighting, or from the hope of plunder, or possibly out of sheer hatred of the Jews.
Philistines. See critical note.

43. each man to his neighbour. See note on ii. 40.

45. This verse was probably in poetical form in the original ; it is full of O.T. thoughts and expressions.

uninhabited. Cp. Isa. v. 9, vi. 11 ; Jer. ix. 11, xlvi. 19.

there was none of her offspring. Cp. Jer. xxxiii. 10.

that went in or went out. Cp. Jer. xxxvii. 4 ; Zech. viii. 10.

the Sanctuary . . . Cp. Ps. lxxix. I.

the sons of strangers. See note on v. 36.
A lodging-place . . . Cp. Isa. i. 8.

joy was taken away. Cp. Lam. v. 15 ; Isa. xxiv. 11 ; Hos. ix. I.

the pipe . . . ceased. Cp. Isa. xiv. 11, xxiv. 8.

46. aforetime a place of prayer. Cp. 1 Sam. vii. 6-9.
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I MACCABEES 3. 48—4. 10

48 sackcloth, and put y ashes upon their heads 2
, and rent their clothes. And they spread out the roll

of the Law, (one of those) concerning which the Gentiles were wont to make search ab in order to depict

49 upon them a likenesses of their idolsb . And they brought the priestly garments, and the firstfruits, and
50 the tithes ; and they shaved c the Nazirites who had accomplished their days. And they cried aloud d

toward heaven, saying :
' What shall we do with these men, and whither shall we carry them away ?

51 For 6 thy Holy Place is trodden down and defiled, and thy priests are in heaviness and brought low.

52 And, behold, the Gentiles are gathered together against us to destroy us ; thou knowest what things

53> 54 they imagine against us. How shall we be able to stand before them unless thou help us ?
' And

they sounded with the trumpets f
,

gand cried with a loud voice 8
.

55 And after this Judas appointed leaders of the people, captains of thousands, and captains of

56 hundreds, h and captains of fifties
11

, and captains of tens. And he said to them that were building

houses, and were betrothing wives, and were planting vineyards, and were fearful, that they should

57 return, each man to his own house, according to the Law 1
. And the army removed, and encamped k

58 on the south of Emmaus. And Judas said :
' Gird yourselves, ]and be 1 valiant men ; and be ready

on the morrow to fight against these Gentiles that are assembled together against us to destroy us,

59 and our Holy Place ; for it is better for us to die m in battle m than to look upon the evils (that have
60 come) upon our nation and the Holy Place. Nevertheless, as may be the will in heaven, n so shall

he do".'

IV. 1-25. Victory of Judas over Gorgias.

4- 1 And Gorgias took five thousand (foot-) men, and a thousand chosen horse; and the a army moved
2 by night so that it might fall upon the army of the Jews b and smite them suddenly ; and (certain)

3 men from the citadel were his d guides. And Judas heard thereof, and he removed, he and the valiant

4 men, that he might smite the king's host, which was at Emmaus, while as yet the forces were

5 dispersed from the camp. And Gorgias came into the camp of Judas by night 6
, and found no man

;

6 and he sought them in the mountains, for he said :
' These men flee from us.' And as soon as it was

day, Judas appeared in the plain with f three thousand men; howbeit, they had not armour nor

7 swords as they would have wished (to have had). And they saw the camp of the Gentiles strong

8 (and) fortified, and horsemen compassing it round about ; and these were experienced in war. And
Judas 8 said to the men that were with him :

' Fear ye not their multitude, neither h be ye afraid of h

9 their onset. Remember how our fathers 1 were saved in the Red Sea, when Pharaoh pursued them
10 with a host k

. And now, let us cry 1 unto heaven™, "if he will have mercy upon us 11

, °and p will

y > ffi (exc 55) ; £>lac IL 1 supply the verb z head X V Luc *-*> ffi {exc 55 71) bband mourned before the
Holy One concerning the Gentiles, because they forced them to imitate their ways J5lu0 ^raised uryffi {exc 55)
A lit. with a voice ; with a great voice 93 eAnd ffi > &s f + fortiter IL 1 8g> IL1 h h> N* (hab N°-a) &8
1 + of Moses IL1 k assembled IL1 1_I > 93 m_m > 93

n"so be it done IL &e

IV. a his 19 93 &,uc b Judah£luc +by night 19 93 ,S luc c theA d to them &luc IL 8> &luc f+onlylL1

Bhe S luc h~h > 71 I brethren IL1 k a great host & luc IL 'we will cry X m the Lord 71 our Lord IL
1

n_n Several cursives &« IL1 ; if he will have us X A V °-° > 71 P + the Lord & luc

48. they spread out ... In order that the roll of the Law might bear witness before God against the blasphemous
proceeding of the Gentiles.

49. and they brought . . . All these acts were intended to witness against the evils which the Gentiles had
wrought, and thus call down upon them the divine wrath.

54. they sounded with the trumpets. Cp. Num. x. 1 ff.

58. be valiant men. Cp. 2 Sam. ii. 7, xiii. 28 (Sept.).

be ready on the morrow. Cp. Exod. xxxiv. 2, xix. 15.

60. so shall he do. Another instance of the way in which the mention of the name of God is avoided in this book.

IV. With vv. 1-25 cp. Josephus, Antiq. XII. vii. 4.

1. Gorgias . . . The non-mention of Nicanor, the commander-in-chief (cp. 2 Mace. viii. 23, 24), does not
necessarily imply that he was not the guiding spirit ; the writer is giving the details of one episode in the campaign,
in which Gorgias is the leading figure ; he is, therefore, not concerned with the question as to under whose orders
Gorgias was acting. That there was not one in chief command responsible for the general conduct of the operations,

is difficult to believe. Cp. Josephus :
' But when the enemy sent Gorgias . .

.'

2. men from the citadel. 01 viol rqs liKpas, Hebraism. Josephus speaks of them as ' renegade Jews '.

3. Emmaus. See note on iii. 40.

5. and he sought them in the mountains, i.e. in the mountainous district south and east of Emmaus
;
Judas

was thus drawing this detachment of the enemy further and further away from the main body with which he intended
to deal (see v. 13) ; cp. Josephus : 'And he resolved to fall upon those enemies that were in their camp, now that their

forces were divided.'

6. three thousand men. So, too, according to Josephus; in 2 Mace. viii. 16 the number is given as 6,000.

7. experienced in war. StdaKroi no\efj.ov, Hebraism, cp. Song of Songs iii. 8 ncrvD '•"1D7D.
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I MACCABEES 4. 11-29

11 remember q the covenant of the r fathers'1
, and destroy this army before our 8 face to-day ; and (then)

L2 all the Gentiles will know that there is one who redeemeth 'and saveth' Israel.' And the strangers"

13 lifted up their eyes and saw them coming against them, and they went out of the camp to battle.

14 And they that were with Judas sounded the trumpets, vand joined battlev
,

w and the Gentiles
15 were discomfited, and fled unto the plain. And all

x the hindmost fell by the sword; and they
pursued them unto Gazera, and unto the plains of Idumaea y and 2 Azotus and Jamnia ; and there
fell of them about three thousand men.

16, 17 And Judas and (his) a host returned b from pursuing after them b
; and he c said unto the people :

J 8 ' Be not greedy of the spoils, for (another)*1 battle is before us, and Gorgias and (his) e host are nigh
unto us 'in the mountain f

.
g But stand ye now against our enemies 8

, and fight (against) them, and
19 afterwards take the spoils with boldness.' While Judas was yet saying h these things, there appeared a
20 part of them peering out from the mountain ; and they saw that (their host) had been put to flight,

and that (the Jews) 1 were burning the k camp,—for the smoke J that was seen 1 made manifest what had
21 been done. And when they perceived these things they were sore afraid; and perceiving also the

22, 23 army of Judas m in the plain 01 ready for battle, they 11
all fled into the land of the Philistines . And

Judas returned to the spoil of the camp, and took much gold and silver, and blue", and "-sea-purple -,

2 4 and great riches. And as they returned they sang a song of thanksgiving, and blessed "(God 1
,

looking up) to heaven 8
,
(and saying)

:

' Good (is the Lord), for his mercv endureth for ever.' r

2 5 And Israel had a great u deliverance that day.

IV. 26-35. Victory of Judas over Lysias.

26 But as many of the Gentiles v as had been saved came and reported to Lysias all that had happened.
27 And when he had heard all w he was confounded x and discouraged 3

", both because it had not

happened unto Israel as he had wished, and because the things which the king had commanded him y

had not come about.
28 And in the next year he z gathered together sixty thousand chosen [foot-]men, and five thousand

29 horse, to make war upon them a
. And they came into Judaea b

, and encamped at Bethsura, and Judas

«-« the first covenant 5b * our, several cursives s your64 *-*> N* (hab X ca
)

u the Greeks £s w>&s
'with them Luc x > 5b« yjudaeaAVl9 * + unto Luc a i9 93£ luc *>-!>>&' c Judas Luc d Luc S luc "6493
f-f > 5b« 8-8 > 93 h T.R. 5b % ; lit. filling up N A V &c, reading N^CB for 9?CK * they that were with Judas
Luc k their Luc 1_1 > 93

m-m > j|g •> and they & ,uc °
5b ; lit. strangers <K p precious hyacinth

stones <2>
luc °.-°. purple and sea A *~x > 71 Possibly rjl\6yovv etc olpavov here and in v. 55 = D'DBv 13131

(cf. I Chron. xxix. 20 for construction) where, therefore, ovpavos = 8t6s. Hence ' they blessed Heaven ; for He is good,

&c.' [Gen. Editor] £-8 the Lord that is in the heavens 5b 'T.R. u > Luc v
lit. strangers ffi ; the Greeks £8

W >NV X-*>V y>i9 93&luc IL "Lysias T.R. a Israel Luc b N ; B reads Uovpamv

12. and the strangers lifted tip their . . . From vv. 3, 4. Judas evidently intended a surprise attack, but this

verse shows that his intention was frustrated. On the other hand, Josephus definitely states that the enemy's defeat

was due to Judas's unexpected attack ;
' so he commanded the trumpeters to sound for the battle ; and by thus falling

upon the enemies when they did not expect it, and thereby astonishing and disturbing their minds, he slew many of

those that resisted him.'

15. Gazera. The ancient Gezer, cp. Joshua x. 33, xii. 12, xvi. 3, &c. ; see further the note on xiii. 43.

Azotus. Ashdod, cp. Joshua xi. 22 ; 1 Sam. v. 5 ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 6, &c, the modern Asdud.

Jamnia. Jabneel, cp. Joshua xv. 11, called Ja'bneh in 2 Chron. xxvi. 6.

the plains of Idumaea. This reading cannot be right, for the border of Idumaea lay at least two days' journey

to the south-east of the scene of the battle, and the next day was the Sabbath, cp. 2 Mace. viii. 26, 27 ; in the next

verses Judas and his army are described as being near the mountainous region again ; had four days intervened some
mention would assuredly have been made of it. Moreover, the three places 'Gazera, Azotus, and Jamnia ' lie close

together, and the mention of Idumaea in such a connexion is quite out of place. The reading 'plains of Judaea' is

equally strange, for Judaea lay behind the pursuers where the country was mountainous. It is possible that

'Emmaus' stood here originally (cp. iii. 40 ' Emmaus in the plain country'), the reference being to the plain in which

Emmaus stood.

23. blue and sea-purple. n?3n 'violet stuff', cp. Ezek. xxiii. 6, xxvii. 7 ; used in reference to the Temple hangings

2 Chron. ii. 6, 13, 14; JE21K 'purple-red cloth', generally mentioned with the former; 'sea-purple' refers to the fact

that the colour was not a manufactured dye, but that it was the slimy substance from a sea-shell {Murex truncitlus)

found in great quantities on the Phoenician coast ; the slime from these shells is white, but becomes gradually darker

when exposed to the rays of the sun, until it assumes a deep red, or a deep blue-red colour which never fades. Immense
numbers of these shells have been found on the site of an ancient dye-factory near Tyre. According to Judges viii. 26

it would appear that the Midian kings wore a purple garment when going into battle.

24. for his mercy . . . Cp. Ps. cxviii. 1-4, and the oft-repeated refrain in Ps. exxxvi.

29. Judaea. This is what Josephus reads, as well as 2 Mace. xi. 5 (the parallel passage), see note v. 15.

Bethsura. 'The house of rock' (cp. Joshua xv. 58), in southern Judaea; ' Bethsuron' in 2 Mace. xi. 5.
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I MACCABEES 4. 30-43

30 met them with ten thousand men. And he saw that the army c was strong, and he prayed, and
said :

1 Blessed art thou d
,

Saviour e of Israel 6
, who didst bring to nought the onslaught of the giant f by

the hand of g thy servant g David, and didst deliver the army of the Philistines into the hands ofJonathan

3 1 hthe son of Saul and of his armour-bearer 11
. Shut up 1 this army in the hands of thy people Israel,

32 that with their host and their horsemen they may be put to shame. k Give them fearfulness of heart,

and cause the boldness of their strength to melt away, and let them quake at 1 their destruction 1*.

33 Cast them down with the sword of them that love thee, mand let all that know 11 thy name praise

thee with songs of thanksgiving™.'

34 And they joined battle ; and there fell of the army of Lysias about five thousand men, and they

35 fell down over against them. But when Lysias p saw that his array had been put to flight, and the

boldness*1 that had come upon them that were with Judas, rand how ready they were either to live

or die nobly', he removed to Antioch, "and gathered together mercenary troops, that he might come
again into Judaea with an even greater (army) 8

.

IV. 36-61. The Purification and Re-dedication of the Temple ; the fortification

of the Temple-Mount and Bethsura.

36 But Judas and his brethren said: 'Behold, our enemies are discomfited ; let us go up to cleanse 1

37 the Holy Place, and re-dedicate u it. And all the army was gathered together, and they v went unto

38 mount Sion. And they saw ourw sanctuary laid desolate, and the altar profaned 1
, and the gates y

burned up, zand shrubs growing in the courts as in a forest or upon one of the mountains, and the

39 chambers 8, (of the priests) pulled down bz
;

cand they rent their garments , and made great lamenta-
40 tion, and put ashes d on their heads'1

; and they fell on their faces to the ground, "and they fgblew
41 the solemn blasts f upon the trumpets 8

, and cried unto heaven eh
. Then' Judas appointed (a certain

number of) men to fight against those (that were) in the citadel, until he should have cleansed

42 the Holy Place. And he chose blameless priests, such as had delight in the Law ; and they k

43> 44 cleansed the Holy Place, and 1 bare out the stones of defilement™ into an unclean place. And they

+of them that were opposed Luc d +Lord N e-e > 71 f lit. mighty man, + Goliath 71 8-8 > 71
h-h > 7I 1 + Lord 3L k~k > 71 1 in 19 93 %>]nc m~m > 71 n that have seen A ° > &e p he 7

1

1 +and steadfastness 3Ll rr > 71
s~B the MSS. and Versions vary here considerably; but the general sense is

clear, and in accordance with the text above * that we may cleanse N ca Luc u that we may re-dedicate N ca Luc
that we may renew it &luc v he 93 w the X V x waste 93 S>luc v doors K «-» > 71 a adornments &«
b disruta et detracta E2 c-° i$« places these words after heads d-d > X 19 93

ee et clamaverunt ad caelum
in tubis signorum 3L

l f~f > S>8 g-sblew with glorious horns Sluc h the Lord 71 *and SS>« k he Luc &8
1 + they Luc &« m + and placed them &« + and cast them Sluc

30-^2. In 2 Mace. xi. 6-8 this prayer is only referred to, not quoted ; but instead, mention is made of ' one on horse-
back in white apparel, brandishing weapons of gold ', who appeared at the head of the Jewish army, and led them on
to victory. This fantastic elaboration is perhaps based on the two stories of David (1 Sam. xvii. 40-54) and Jonathan
(1 Sam. xiv. 1-16) ; in each case a champion came forth and delivered Israel.

34. they fell down over against them. i. e. they were struck down and fell at the feet of each individual Jewish
warrior, so fierce was the onslaught of the Jews.

36. cleanse. "*nt? is used of cleansing the Temple from unclean things in 2 Chron. xxix. 15, 16, 18, and from the

pollution of idolatrous images in 2 Chron. xxxiv. 3, 5, 8.

re-dedicate. The ritual of cleansing and re-dedicating is detailed in the verses which follow. The Hebrew
word for 'dedicate' ("pn) means lit. ' to train up a child' (Prov. xxii. 6) ; it is used in the sense of dedicating a house
in Deut. xx. 5, of the Temple in 1 Kings viii. 63 (= 2 Chron. vii. 5).

38. the gates burned up. We have but scanty details of Zerubbabel's temple ; mention is made of the Miphkad Gate
(Neh. iii. 31) and of the Prison Gate (Neh. xii. 39) ; in Josephus (Contra Ap. i. 22, quoting Hecataeus) there is a
reference to ' double gates ' in the Temple, but this seems only to refer to one of the ordinary gates. These are the only
gates of which mention is made in the O.T., but there must certainly have been others, as there were in the first temple,

the chambers (of the priests), ra Traarocfropia, cp. Ezra viii. 28, x. 6 ; Neh. iii. 30, x. 37 AT., xii. 44, xiii. 5 ff.

;

Josephus Antiq. XI. iv. 7, XIV. xvi. 2.

40. solemn blasts upon the trumpets. The reference is to the long drawn-out blasts on the ram's-horns. Cp.
Num. x. 10.

41. in the citadel. Cp. i. 33 ff.

42. blameless. d/xa>//our, lit. ' without blemish ', i.e. Levitical purity ; used originally in reference to physical blemish,

but later the idea of innocence and integrity is included, cp. Prov. i. 12, where the word (D^IDn) is used for soundness
in health ; see Deut. xviii. 13, where it occurs in the figurative sense, cp. Ps. exxxii. 9, 16. That a physical blemish was,
also in later times, an obstacle to the performing of the priestly office may be gathered from Josephus, Antiq. III. xii. 2 :

' He ordered that the priest who had any blemish should have his portion indeed among the priests, but he forbad
him to ascend the altar, or to enter into the holy house.' In the Talmud no less than 147 physical blemishes are
enumerated which make a man unfit to perform ministerial duties, cp. Krauss Talmudische Archdologie, i, p. 250.

43. the stones of defilement. Cp. i. 54.
an unclean place. What is meant can be seen by a reference to Deut. xxiii. 12-14.
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I MACCABEES 4. 44—5. 2

took counsel concerning the altar of burnt offerings, which had been profaned, what they should do with
-45 it. And a good idea occurred to them" (namely) to pull it down, lest it should be a reproach unto

46 them, because the Gentiles had defiled it ; so they pulled down the altar, and laid down the stones

in the mountain of the House, in a convenient place, until a prophet should come and decide (as to

47 what should be done) concerning them. And they p took whole stones according to the Law, and
48 built a new q altar after the fashion of the former (one) ;

rand they built the Holy Place, and the

49 inner parts of the house, and hallowed 8 the courts. And they made the holy* vessels new r
, and they

brought the candlestick, and the altar of burnt offerings and of incense, and the table, into the

50 temple. And they burned incense upon the altar, and they lighted the lamps that were upon the

51 candlestick u
in order to give light v in the temple". And they set loaves upon the table, and hung up

52 the veils, and finished all w the worksw which they had undertaken. And they rose up early in the morn-
ing x on the twenty-fifth (day) of the ninth y month, which is the month Chislev, in the z one hundred

53 and z forty-eighth a year xb , and offered sacrifice, according to the Law, d upon the new altar of burnt

54 offerings which they had made d
. At 6 the corresponding time (of the month) and on the (corres-

ponding) day on which the Gentiles had profaned it, on that day f was it dedicated afresh, with songs

55
Band harps g and lutes, and with cymbals. And all b the people h

fell upon their faces, and worshipped',

56 and gave praise, (looking up) unto heaven, to him who had prospered them. And they celebrated

the dedication of the altar for eight days, and offered burnt offerings k with gladness k
, 'and sacrificed

57 a sacrifice of deliverance mand praise ml . And they decked the forefront of the temple with crowns
of gold 11 and small shields, and dedicated afresh the gates and the chambers (of the priests), pand

58 furnished them with doors p
.

qAnd there was exceeding great gladness among the people, and the

59 reproach of the Gentiles was turned away q
. And Judas and his brethren and the whole congregation

of Israel ordained, that the days of the dedication of. the altar should be kept r in their seasons year

by year for eight days, from the twenty-fifth (day) of the month Chislev, with gladness and joy rs
.

60 And 'at that season 1 they built high walls" and strong v towers around mount Sion, lest haply the

61 Gentiles should come and tread them w down, x as they had done aforetime*. And he set there y

a force to keep it
z

, and they fortified Bethsura ato keep it% that the people might have a strong-

hold over against Idumaea.

5i
2

V. 1-8. Victories of Judas over the Edomites, Baeanites, and Ammonites.

And it came to pass, when the Gentiles round about heard that the altarb had been built and the

sanctuary dedicated d
,

e as aforetime 6
, that they were exceeding wroth. And they determined f to

n him &lno ° speak S> answer IL Phe A V i > & lQC r"r > 71 "he hallowed A V * > 93
u-u >71 v t0 ^ visible Luc w~w > &luc **>7i y>K "» > 64 a ninth S£>«

b >X +ofthe
kingdom Luc ° > £>« d_d >7i e AndatNV f> A e-e > Luc h h > 71 i +God7i k~k >7i
1-1 and a sacrifice of deliverance 3L

2 m-m >71 ">x* (MN c -a
) ° he dedicated A p-p>& 1u0 q-q >> 71

t~T >7i "great joy IL1 tt >7i n a high wall Luc v high K* (strong N ca
)

w itN oa 93
x x > 71

y>7i 'them X* (it X c -a
)

*-a >55£
V. D houseS« °>7i d >!L2 e_e >7i f were wroth N* (determined N°- a)

46. the mountain of the House. Cp. Mich. iii. 12
; Jer. xxvi. 18 (JV2n "in).

a prophet should come . . . The reference is probably to Deut. xviii. 18, which is not a 'Messianic' passage,
however it may have been interpreted subsequently.

47. according to the Law. Cp. Exod. xx. 25 ; Deut. xxvii. 6.

49. the candlestick . . . the altar . . . and the table. These had been taken away by Antiochus Epiphanes,
see i. 21, 22 ; the three are again specifically mentioned in the two next verses.

52 ff. The inauguration of the feast of Chanukkah, which has been observed ever since by the Jews. The month
Chislev corresponds to December. Ewald (Geschichte des Volkes Israel iv. 407 [3rd ed.]), followed by Wellhausen
(Israelitische und Jiidische Geschichte, p. 210), believes that on the 25th Chislev a winter solstice feast had been
celebrated long before this time, and that this was adapted and turned into the historical feast of Chanukkah. This
feast was early known as the Feast of Lights (*a>ra in Josephus, Antiq. XII. vii. 7); two methods were in vogue
regarding the lighting of the lamps ; the followers of Shammai lit eight lamps on the first day of the festival, and one
less on each succeeding day until the end of the feast; the Hillelites lit one lamp on the first day of the feast, and
added one on each succeeding day, so that on the last day eight lamps were lit. ' The Talmudic sources . . . ascribe
the origin of the eight days' festival, with its custom of illuminating the houses, to the miracle said to have occurred
at the dedication of the purified Temple. This was that the one small cruse of consecrated oil found unpolluted by
the Hasmonean priests when they entered the Temple, it having been sealed and hidden away, lasted for eight days,
until new oil could be prepared for the lamps of the holy candlestick' {Jewish Encycl. vi. 224 a). For a legend of
somewhat similar character see 2 Mace. i. 18-ii. 15.

57. crowns of gold and small shields. Perhaps wreaths of gold, which with the small shields, were temporary
ornaments, cf. 1 Kings x. 17.

60. strong towers. Cp. i. 31.

V. 1-8. Cf. Josephus, Antiq. XII. viii. 1.
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I MACCABEES 5. 2-15

destroy (those of) the race g of Jacob h that were in the midst of them h
, and they began 'to slay and

3' to destroy among the people 1
. And Judas fought against the children of Esau in Idumaea k at

Akrabattine, because they annoyed Israel 1 by their attacks; and he smote them with a great

4 slaughter, mand humbled 11 themm, and took spoils from them. And he remembered the malice of
the children of Baean, who were unto the people a snare and a stumbling-block, lying in wait for

5 them p in the ways p
. And they were shut up by him in the towers ; and he encamped against*1

them, rand utterly destroyed them 1
, and burned 8 *with fire* uthe towers of the place vu, with all that

6 werew * therein. Then he x passed over to the children of Ammon, and found (there) a mighty band,
7 and much people 7

, and Timotheus (who was) their leader. And he fought many battles with them,
8 zand they were discomfited before him, aand he smote them az

; and he gat possession of Jazer and
the villages b thereof, and returned again into Judaea d

.

V. 9-68. Victories of Simon in Galilee, and of Judas in Gilead.

9 And the Gentiles that were in Gilead gathered themselves together against the Israelites that
10 were on their borders, to destroy them ; and they fled unto the stronghold of Dathema 6

. And they
sent letters unto Judas and his brethren, saying :

' The Gentiles that are round about us are gathered
11 together f against us f g to destroy us; and they are preparing to come and get possession of the
12 stronghold 8 whereunto we h have fled for refuge ; and Timotheus is leading their host. Now, there -

13 fore, 'come and deliver us from their hand, for a number of us are fallen, and all our brethren 1 that
were in the (parts) of Tubias have been put to death, and they have carried into captivity their wives

14 and their children and their k belongings, and have destroyed there about a thousand men.' While
the 1 letters were yet being read, behold, there came other messengers from Galilee with their

15 garments rent, bringing a report to the following effect, saying™: 'There be gathered together
against them (men) from Ptolemais, and Tyre nand Sidon 11

, and all Galilee of the Gentiles, to

« seed Luc h-h >7i i_I to persecute and to kill them H 1 k Judaea A ^malek N* (Israel S Cil
)m-m > %i n scattered &« ° + of Israel &s p~p > &« « cast aside A rr > 3L1 B they burned £lnc

t_t >V u~u their towers 2L1
"lit. thereof > <Slu0 w dwelt K oa

55 * Judas 64 93 IL1 y+anda
mighty band X V Luc z~z > 3L

l a~a >i9 D lit. daughters "
° they returned X Judas ret. 64 93

d Idumaea V &luc e Ramoth &« f_f > X e~g and have carried us off and are occupying the stronghold 3L
l

h theyK* (weK oa
)
w>7t k > £luo 'these 55 £»«» m The words which follow are in direct narration

in 5b8, but in oblique narration in <!!lr II n-n > J5luc

2. (those of) the race of Jacob. The reading ' seed of J.', though not well attested, is more likely to be correct,
being more in accordance with O.T. usage, cp. Ps. xxii. 23, Isa. xlv. 19, Jer. xxxiii. 26, &c.

3. the children of Esau. Cp. Gen. xxxvi. 10, 19.

Akrabattine. Cp. CZHpy TVVV (Joshua xv. 3, Judges i. 36) ; a spot in the hill-country in the south-west
of Palestine, which formed the boundary of Judaea, cp. Num. xxxiv. 4.

and he smote them with a great slaughter. A characteristic Hebrew phrase : ITTflJ rDO DDK *p.
humbled them and . . . For the phraseology cp. Deut. xxviii. 29.

4. the children of Baean. This name does not occur elsewhere ; Blau (quoted by Bissell, in loc.) says :
' The

region in which the event described in 1 Mace. v. 1-6 took place is the same as that which the table by Karnack calls
Bajaa, near Kapharbaruk, east from Hebron, where in the time of the Maccabees Idumaeans settled. In my opinion,

!J3 '2? signifies simply the inhabitants of the place Bajjan.' Grimm holds that Baean can only refer to the ancestor of

a tribe, on the analogy of ' the children of Esau '.

a snare and a stumbling-block. Cp. Ps. lxviii. 23 (Sept.), = lxix. 22 (E.V.).

5. utterly destroyed. dpadefiaTiCco = Dnnn
; cp. 1 Sam. xv. 8.

burned . . . the towers. Cp. Judges ix. 49.
6. the children of Ammon. Like the Edomites, traditional enemies of Israel, cp. Judges xi. 4, 12 ; 2 Sam. x. 6-14.
a mighty band. Lit. ' a mighty hand ' ; a Hebraism, npfn *V, used in Num. xx. 20 of the fighting power of the

Edomites.
Timotheus . . . their leader. Probably an Ammonite who had assumed a Greek name, in accordance with a

frequent custom in those times.

7. and he smote them. Cp. note on v. 3.

8. he gat possession. irponaTakanfiaveaQa). implies a sudden taking possession.
Jazer. A place on the east of Jordan occupied by the Amorites originally (Num. xxi. 32), later by the tribe of

Gad (Num. xxxii. 25 ; Joshua xiii. 25 ; 1 Chron. vi. 81).

the villages thereof. Lit. the 'daughters thereof, a Hebraism ; the 'land of Jazer' was a fertile region with
villages dependent upon the city ; see Num. xxxii. 1 ; Isa. xvi. 8 ; Jer. xlviii. 32.

9. Gilead. The reference here is to the ' land of.Gilead ', i.e. the mountainous district on the east of Jordan between
the Yarmuk in the north, and the Arnon in the south ; the river Jabbok cuts this region into two parts (cf. Num.
xxxii. 29; Joshua xxii. 9 ; Judges x. 8, xx. 1).

Dathema. This place has not been identified. On the letter contained in vv. 10-13 see Intr. § 7. I (a).

13. Tubias. Cp. 2 Mace. xii. 17 ;
' the land of Tob ' (Judges xi. 3, 5 ; 2 Sam. x. 6, 8), twelve miles south-east of the

Sea of Galilee.

15. Ptolemais. The Accho or Akka of the O.T., cp. Judges i. 31 ; Joshua xix. 24-31. It is uncertain when this
name was changed to Ptolemais ; the city had already received it for some time by the end of the third century B.C.
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16 consume us.' Now when Judas and° the people p heard these words, there assembled together

a great gathering to consult what they should do c

'for their brethren who were in tribulation and

1

7

being attacked by the enemy rq
. And Judas said unto Simon his brother: 'Choose out men for

thyself, and go and deliver thy 8 brethren in Galilee, while I and Jonathan my brother will go into

18 Gilead.' And he left Joseph the son of Zacharias, and Azarias, as leaders of the people, with the

19 rest of the army, in. Judaea, to guard it. And l he commanded them, saying* :
' Take ye the charge of

20 this people, and engage not in battle with the Gentiles until we return.' And three thousand men were

allotted unto Simon to go into Galilee, and eight thousand men" unto Judas (to go) v into Gilead.

21 And Simon went into Galilee, and engaged in many w battles with the Gentiles, and the Gentiles

22 were discomfited before him. And he pursued them unto the gate x of Ptolemais ; and there fell of

23 the Gentiles y about three thousand men, and he took their spoils. And he" took a those (that were) a

in b Galilee and Arbatta with (their) wives and children, and brought them d into Judaea e with great

gladness 6
.

24 And Judas Maccabaeus f and s his brother 81 Jonathan passed over Jordan, and went three days'

25 journey in the wilderness; and they fell in with the Nabataeans, and these met them in a peaceable

26 manner, and recounted to them all things that had befallen their brethren in Gilead ; and how that

many of them were shut up in Bosora, and Bosor, and Alema, Casphor, Maked, and Carnaim,—all h

27 these cities (being) strong and great ; 'and how that they, were shut up in the rest k of the cities ot

Gilead 1

, and that on the morrow (the enemies) had planned 1 to encamp "against the strongholdnm ,

28 and to take (it) , and to destroy all those p (who were in it) in one day. And Judas and his army
turned suddenly qby the way ofq the wilderness unto Bosora r

; and he took 8 the city, and slew all the

males 1 u with the edge of the sword", and took all their spoils, and burned v
it (i.e. the city) w with fire.

29, 30 And he* removed thence y by night, and went on z until (he reached) the stronghold. And when it

was morning they lifted up their eyes a
, and behold (there was) a great multitude bwhich could not

be numbered b
, bearing ladders and engines (of war), to take the stronghold ; and they were fighting

31 against them (that were in the stronghold). And when Judas saw that the battle had begun, and

32 that the cry of the city d went up to e heaven, with trumpets and fa great sound f
, he g said unto the

33 men of his host: 'Fight this day for your h brethren.' And he 1 went forth behind them in three

34 companies, and they k sounded with trumpets, and cried out in prayer. And the army of Timotheus
perceived that it was Maccabaeus, and they fled from before him ; and he 1 smote them with a great m

° + all 5564,88 p his brethren &« <ii>7l r bythemNV&c. by him A a > N 93 our 55 64 t^and
he said unto them 71 u > 71

y this is expressed in & lnc w > V x cities A gates 55 > 19 71

93 i&luo y + in that day 55 z Simon Luc a_a them A h lit. from ° they brought A V d all as many as

were with them Ss e-e >7i f >7i e-g>7i h > N* {hab K ca
) 71 lT >7* k other X > &«

1 intended to attack (lit. to trouble) 64 m m > 93 nplur. ffi % % ; but see next note and note ° below ° them 19 64
+ and the rest of the cities of Gilead 71 p > &lu0 1 q to 55

r + a journey (/*/. a way) of three days 55
8 fell

upon £>lac * +thereof 55
uu > 71 v they burned N w

it (5 £ IL x Judas 64 93 7 > 71 »they went on

N 64 93 a + and saw &luc E1 b ' b > N* {hab N ca )
cplur. 19 d battle 1L

1 e unto (ftos for eis) A 55 (= Sluc
)

f-f>7l + from the city E1 8 Judas 55 64 93 h ourN cb AV j Judas64 93 k heA ' they IL1 m >7i

Ptolemy Lagi destroyed it in B.C. 312 when it was still called Akka ; very possibly the renovated city which sub-

sequently arose took its name from him ; but as he only had possession of it for a very short time, it seems more likely

that it was named after Ptolemy II, who conquered the whole of Phoenicia, and retained possession of it. For the

history of the city during the Maccabaean struggle see 1 Mace. x. 1, 39, 48-66, xii. 45 ff.
;
Josephus, Antiq. XII. viii. 1,

ii. 6, XIII. ii. 3, iv. 1. 6. 9, vi. 2.

all Galilee of the Gentiles, i.e. Upper Galilee with its mixed Gentile population; cp. Isa. viii. 23, ix. 1.

18. Joseph . . . and Azarias. See vv. 56-62 ; they are not mentioned otherwise.

23. Arbatta. Probably = Arabah, i.e. the valley of the Dead Sea (cp. Deut. i. 7; Joshua xi. 16, xii. 8, xviii. 18).

25. the Nabataeans. The Ishmaelite tribe of Nebaioth of the O.T. (Gen. xxv. 13), according to josephus {Antiq.

I. xii. 4); Petra, their capital, became a great commercial centre in later days. G. A. Smith {Historical Geography of
Palestine, p. 547) says :

' Their inscriptions are scattered all over eastern Palestine, where they had many settlements,

and in Arabia, but have even been discovered in Italy, proving the extent of their trade.'

in a peaceable manner. Cp. ix. 35.

26. Bosora. i.e. Bozrah in Moab (cp. Jer. xlviii. 24), not the Bozrah in Edom (Isa. lxiii. 1).

Bosor. i.e. most likely = Bezer 'in the wilderness', in the inheritance of the Reubenites (Deut. iv. 43, Joshua

xx. 8, xxi. 36) ; mentioned also on the Moabite Stone.

Alema, Casphor, Maked. These places are not otherwise mentioned ; they cannot be identified further than

that they were cities of Gilead, see v. 36.

Carnaim. Cp. Gen. xiv. 5 ; Deut. i. 4 ; Am. vi. 13 ; 2 Mace. xii. 2t, 26.

29. the stronghold, i.e. Dathema.
33. And he went forth . . . Cp. Judges vii. 16.

cried out in prayer, i.e. a battle-cry which was also a prayer, cp. Judges vii. 18, where the cry is: 'For the

Lord and for Gideon,' which was also preceded by the blowing of trumpets. Cp. the battle-cry, ' Allah, Allah !
' of

the Turks (Grimm), and ' For God and St. George !

' of the English.
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35 slaughter ; and there fell of them n on that day" about eight thousand men. And he turned aside p

to Mizpeh and fought against it, qand took it q , and slew
1,

all the males thereof, and took 8 the spoils

36 thereof*, and burned it with fire. From thence he u removed, and took Casphor, Maked, Bosor, and
the other cities

T of Gilead v
.

37 Now after these things Timotheus gathered another army, and encamped over against Raphon,
38 beyondw the brook. And Judas sent (men) to espy the army* ; and they reported to him, saying y

:

'All the Gentiles z that are round about us az are gathered together unto them b
, an exceeding great

39 host ; and they have hired Arabians to help them, and are dencamping beyond the brook d
, ready to

4° come against thee 6 to battle.' And Judas went to meet them. And Timotheus said unto the

captains of his host, when Judas fand his army f drew nigh unto the brook of water :
' If he pass over

4 1 unto us first, gwe shall not be able to withstand him h
, for8 'he will mightily prevail against us 1

; but
k
if he be afraid, and k encamp beyond the river, we will cross over ! unto him 1

,

m and prevail against

4 2 him mn .' Now when Judas came nigh unto the brook °of water , he placed the officers p of the people
9 by the brook q

, and 'commanded them, saying
1-

:

8 ' Suffer no man to encamp 3
, but let all* come to

43 the battle.' And he crossed over first against them, and all" his v people after w him ; and all* the
Gentiles were discomfited before his y face, and cast away their z arms, and fled unto a the temple ofa

44 Carnaim. And they b took the city c
, and burned the temple d with fire, together with all

e that were"
therein. fAnd Carnaim was subdued f

; neither could they 8 stand any longer before the face of

Judas.

45 And Judas gathered together all Israel, them that were in Gilead, h from the least unto the

greatest 11

, and their 'wives, and their 1 children, and their belongings, an exceeding great army, that

46 they might come into the land of Judah. And they came as far as Ephron ; and this was a large

city at k (the entrance of) the pass, exceeding strong; it was not (possible) to turn aside 'from it
1

47 either to the right or the left, but (one had) to go through the midst of it. And they of the city shut

4 8
them out, and stopped up the gates with stones. And Judas sent ,n unto them m with words of peace,

saying: ' We" would pass through thy p land to go into our own land; and none shall harm you,

4g we will only pass by on our feet.' But they would not open unto him q
. And Judas 'commanded

proclamation to be made 1 in the army, that each man should encamp in the place where he was.

5o sAnd the men of the host* encamped 8
; and they u fought against the city all that day and all that

u-u >71 ojudas Luc p enclosed IL1 q-i>Sluc * they slew & luc 3 they took &luc ^S110 uJudas
Luc v-v>&« w in front of K at 3L1 x the land &« ? > 71 z~l >7\ a you A b himNE£8
c >71 d-d >71 ensJt1 f~f>7i£g e-g>7i h before the face of him 55 £ luc i"1 > 3L1 k~k> 71
1-1 > 71 unto them £s m~m > A "them £s3L* °-° > 71 p lit. scribes i~i > 71

r-r said 71
8-8 leave no man behind 3L

l t > 71 u > 71
v > N V w before A x > N 19 93 S loc * their X 3L

1

"all their A a_* > IL1 b + that were round about Judas Luc he £8 3L
2 c + of Carnaim 55

d the place 3L1

e~e > N V Luc f~f > IL 1 s he A 93
h~h > 7

1

i_i > 71 k N V (eiri instead of rj)
J
~l > 64 93m-m > ^g MA1964 °intoA Pyour£lac 3L

2
<i them N* (him N 1

) Sluc 3L r~r proclaimed 71 s-s >7i
* city A u he N

c

e

35. Mizpeh in Gilead ; cp. Judges xi. 29.

36. Casphor . . . See notes on v. 26.

37. Raphon. According to Pliny (quoted by Grimm) this was one of the cities of ' Decapolis
' ;

Josephus (Antiq
XII. viii. 4) speaks of it as a ' city'.

the brook. xel
l
J-^PPovs — '^> ' a torrent ' of water in a narrow channel ; cp. Judges v. 21, &c.

39. Arabians. Cp. 2 Mace. xii. 10.
, ,

40. For he will mightily prevail against us. Grimm aptly refers to 2 Chron. xxxii. 13 (Sept.) =w ?3V ?3\
42. officers, tovs ypafxnareis = DHtpK>. Cp. Deut. xx. 5 ff. (Kautzsch).

43. and he crossed over first. That no attempt was made by Timotheus to oppose the Jews during this crossing

shows extraordinary ineptitude ; bad leadership on the part of the enemy must evidently have had much to do with

many of their defeats during the Maccabaean struggle.

the temple, repevos is the entire piece of consecrated ground in which a temple stands ; regarding this temple
of Carnaim cp. 2 Mace. xii. 26.

45. from the least unto the greatest. A characteristic O.T. expression, ?n2"1jn JBpD.

46. Ephron. According to Kautzsch, identical with the Te<ppoiis or r«ppovv, mentioned by Polybius V. lxx. 12, as
having been conquered by Antiochus the Great. From vv. 43, 52 (cp. 2 Mace. xii. 27 f.) it must have lain in the

stretch of land between Ashtaroth and the Jordan, opposite Scythopolis or Beth-Shan (Grimm). The situation of the

city explains why it was not possible ' to turn aside from it either to the right or the left ', i.e. the land was precipitous

on either side.

48. we would pass through . . . Cp. the similar request preferred by Moses to the king of Edom (Num. xx. 17)
and to the king of the Amorites (Num. xxi. 22).

we will only pass by on our feet. Cp. the Hebrew phrase n~l3VN vj"13 ' let me pass through with my feet'

(Num. xx. 19), the idea being that of rapidly passing through ; cp. Ps. ciii. 16.

49. each man should encamp ... In view of what is said in the next v., that they fought ' all that day', it can
only be a temporary halt that is here referred to, not an encampment proper.
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I MACCABEES 5. 51-68

5 1 night ; and T thc city v was delivered into hisw hands ; and he x destroyed all the males y with the edge
of the sword, and rased 2 the city, and took* the spoils thereofb

, and passed through the city over
52 them that were slain. And they d went over Jordan into the great plain over against Bethshan.
53 eAnd Judas gathered together those that lagged behind, and encouraged the people all the way
54 through until 6 he came into the land of Judah. And they went up to mount Sion with gladness

and joy, and offered whole burnt offerings, because not so much as one of them was slain f until they
returned in peace f

.

55 And in the days when Judas and Jonathan 8 were in the land h of Gilead, and Simon 'his brother 1

56 in Galilee k before Ptolemais k
, Joseph

1 the son of Zacharias, and Azarias, leaders™ of the armies" (in

57 Judaea), heard of their exploits and of the war,—°what things they had done ; and they said :
' Let

us p also make a name for ourselves, and q let us go q fight 1 against the Gentiles that are round about
58 us.' "And they gave charge unto the (men) of the host 1 that was with them 8

, and went toward
59, 60 Jamnia. And Gorgias and his men came out of the city u to meet them" in battle. And Joseph and

Azarias were put to flight, vand were pursued' unto the borders of Judaea w ; and there fell on that
61 day x of the people x of Israel about two thousand men. And there was a great overthrow yamong
62 the people y

, because they hearkened not unto Judas ''and his brethren, thinking to do some exploit 42
.

63 But they were not of the seed of those men, by whose hand deliverance was given unto Israel. b But
c the man c Judas and his brethren were glorified exceedingly in the sight of all Israel, and of all d the

64 Gentiles, wheresoever 6 their name was heard ofb
; 'and 8 (men) gathered unto them, acclaiming

(them) hf
.

65 And Judas and his brethren went forth, and fought against the children of Esau in the land toward
the south ; and he smote Hebron and the villages 1 thereof11

, and pulled down the strongholds 1 thereof"1

,

66 and burned the towers thereof round about. "And he removed" to go into the land of the Philis-

67 tines p
, and he went through Marisa q

. In that day (certain) priests fell in battle, desiring 1 themselves"
68 to do exploits, in that they 1 went out to the war unadvisedly. And Judas turned aside to Azotus, to

the land of the Philistines, and pulled" down their altars, and burned the carved images of their gods v
,

and took the spoil of their cities, and returned into w the land ofw Judah.

y_T it7i w their V 55
x they55 93 y + thereof Luc 55

z they rased 19 &luc a they took 19 Sluc

b ofthecityA c they passed 19 Sluc d he Ss«
'

e~ e >yi r_f> 71 « + his brother 19 93 S luc

h > A i_I > 71 k_k > 71 josephus Luc m
lit. rulers n army X V °-° which Judas had

waged (lit. done) Luc > SUu' p + we 55 °-~°. > 71 r > V let us fight 71 8^ 8 > 71 * > 1L1 u_n and
they stood before him V V~T > IL' w Idumaea 19 [but wrongly spelt) S luo x-x > V * * > 71 in Israel

N oa among them 93
z_, >7i a +him {sic) A + they also Luc b_b >7i °-c > Sluc d > &«

and wheresoever £8 f f > 71 8> &e making one sentence with the foregoing h 64 him 93 •///.

daughters k > 71 x sing. A m > 71 """And Judas removed from thence Luc ° they S8 v lit.

strangers 1 3L
2 Samaria ffi S IL1 (see note below) T reading ^ovXtvo^tvoi with N* s reading avroi with 55

* reading avrovs with T.R. n this and thefollowing verbs in the phir. &luc T + in fire N T.R. w w > A

50. the city was delivered. For the expression cp. Gen. xiv. 20 ; Deut. iii. 3 ; Judges xi. 21, ; the idea was that

the Lord of hosts (i.e. of the Israelite hosts) brought this about ; cp. 2 Mace. xii. 36.

52. the great plain, i.e. the plain of Esdraelon, between the Jordan and mount Gilboa ; Kautzsch suggests that

it was called the ' great ' plain because it was here much broader than the continuation of it east of Jordan.
Bethshan. Beth-Shean ; called Scythopolis in Judges i. 27 (Sept.) ; 2 Mace. xii. 29 ;

Josephus, Antiq. XII. viii. 5,

XIII. vi. I ; Bell. hid. III. ix. 7; one of the cities of the Decapolis, the only one of the ten lying on the west of

Jordan ; the modern Beisan.

56. Joseph . . . and Azarias. Cp. v. 18.

58. Jamnia. See note on iv. 15.

59. Gorgias. Cp. iii. 38 ; 2 Mace. viii. 9, ' a captain and one that had experience in matters of war.'

61. because they hearkened not . . . i.e. to the command given to them by Judas in v. 19. Josephus (Antiq.

XII. viii. 6) says concerning this :
' For besides the rest of Judas' sagacious counsels, one may well wonder at this

concerning the misfortune that befel the forces commanded by Joseph and Azarias, which he understood would
happen, if they broke any of the injunctions he had given them.'

62. But they were not of the seed ... i.e. not Hasmonaeans ; the writer apparently resents the idea that any
not belonging to the Hasmonaeans should take part in the national deliverance; cp. note on iii. 28.

63. the man Judas. Cp. Exod. xi. 3, xxxii. 1 ; Num. xii. 3.

65. Hebron. The ancient Kirjath-Arba (Judges i. 10).

the villages thereof. Cp. note on v. 8.

the strongholds. Cod. A reads ' stronghold ', i. e. the citadel.

66. Marisa. i.e. Mareshah in the plain of Judaea. The reading of all authorities, excepting IL2 and Josephus,

Antiq. XII. viii. 6), viz. ' Samaria ' cannot be right, for to go from Hebron to Philistia via Samaria without very special

reasons is unthinkable ; no reasons are given, but they certainly would have been given by the intelligent and careful

author of this book if this enormous detour had been undertaken.
67. In that day . . . This episode is not mentioned by Josephus ; but in 2 Mace. xii. 38-40, where, however, no

mention of priests is made, these men are said to have fallen because under their garments were found ' consecrated

tokens of the idols of Jamnia '.

68. Azotus. See note on iv. 15.

pulled down their altars . . . Cp. x. 84.
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VI. 1-17. DeatJi of Antiochus Epiphancs, and accession of his son, Antiochus Eupator.

1 And king Antiochus was journeying through the upper countries ; and he heard that Elymais a
, in

2 Persia, was b a city crenowned for riches, for silver and gold , and that the temple which was in it

(was) rich exceedingly, and that therein (were) golden shields, and breastplates, and arms, which

Alexander, son of Philip d
, the Macedonian 8 king, who reigned first among fthe Greeks f

, had left

3 behind there. So he came and sought to take the city, "and to pillage it* ; but he was not able (to

4 do so) because the thing had become known to them of the city. And they rose up h against him to

battle'; and he fled, and removed k thence with great heaviness, to return to Babylon.

5 And Hhere came one bringing him tidings 1 into Persia™ that "the armies, which went against

6 °the land of° Judah n
, had been put to flight ; and that Lysias had gone forth at the head of a strong

army, and had been put to shame before them ;
pand that they had waxed strong by reason of

arms qand power, and with store of spoils 4
, which they took from the rarmies that they had cut offrps

;

7 and that they had pulled down Hhe abomination which he had built u upon the altar that was in

Jerusalem*; and that they had compassed about the sanctuary v with high walls, w as (had been the

8 case) formerlyw , and Bethsura, x his city x
. And it came to pass, when the king heard these words,

he was struck with amazement and greatly moved ; and he laid him down upon (his) bed, and fell

9 sick for grief, because it had not befallen him as he had looked for. And he was there many days,

10 because great y grief was renewed upon him ; and he z reckoned that he was about to die. And he

called for all his Friends, and said unto them :
' Sleep departeth from mine eyes, and (my) a heart

11 faileth b for care b
. °And I said in (my) heart , Unto what tribulation am I come, and how great

12 a flood is it wherein I now am ! For I was gracious and beloved in my power. But now I remem-
ber the evils which I did at Jerusalem, and that I took all

d the vessels e of silver and gold that were

13 therein, and sent forth (armies) to destroy the f inhabitants 6 of Judah without a cause. I perceive

that on this account these evils are come upon me, and, behold, I perish gthrough great grief 8 in

14 a strange land.' And he h called for Philip, 'one of his Friends ki
, and set him over all his kingdom,

15 and gave him (his) diadem, and his robe, and (his) signet-ring, J to the end that he should educate 1

VI. a ei»XvjLiaiy N V (ep eXvpais 55) e\vp.es A b had N c ~° glorious, and full of riches, possessing gold

and silver IL
2

1

d >7i e >7i f fthem X e~e>S>e h withstood 3L1 * > 93 k > 3L1 li there

came (men) bringing tidings to him Slu0 m +to Antiochus 19 93 <£lu0 n_n the encampments in the land of Judah
3^1 0-0 > ^ pp > 71 q-q > A r~r the encampments IL1 s smitten Luc t_t the execrable thing, the

monstrous thing which they had built in Jerusalem 3Ll u had been built 19 93 <S
lu0 v > 71 the altar and the

sanctuary &8 ww >7i * x > X their city 19 93 £luc * > £ luo z Antiochus 64 93
a
19 93 &luc

b_b >7i °"°>7i d ><;5 7i,3lnc 6 ~ 6 >7i f allthe55 8-g>7i h Antiochus 64 93
i_1 his

friend 3L2 k servants V f_1 to bring them to Luc <S

VI. 1. Elymais. See critical note. Most commentators take Elymais as the name of a province (Elam of the

O.T. lying between Media and the Persian Gulf), and retain the ev, because a city of this name is unknown ; but the

preposition does not belong to the original text, and the whole context necessitates our regarding Elymais as a city,

and not as a province. Josephus {Antiq. XII. ix. 1) speaks of 'a very rich city in Persia, called Elymais', and says

that Antiochus 'went in haste to Elymais, and assaulted it, and besieged it'. Elymais is mentioned in Tobit ii. 10,

where, however, it is thought of as a province ; but it is possible, and even probable, that the text in this passage is

based on a misunderstanding of an original Semitic form (see Dillon in the Contemporary Review, March, 1898,
referred to in EB col. 1284). See next note.

2. the temple which was in it. Cp. 2 Mace. i. 12-17, where this episode is clearly referred to ; here this temple
is spoken of as that of Nanaea, one of the primeval Babylonian deities, = Innanaea, called in later times Nana, and
identified with Ishtar ; she is spoken of as the 'goddess of the world', and also as the 'goddess of war' (see further

Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, i. 76 f.). The chief centre of the cult of this goddess was the city

of Erech, and continued so to the very end of the Assyrian Empire. There is, therefore, the possibility that in the

name Elymais there lurks a corruption of some form of the name of Erech in the original Hebrew text.

had left behind there, i. e. as votive offerings.

5. the armies . . . had been put to flight, i. e. those of Seron (iii. 23), Nicanor (iv. 14), and Gorgias (iv. 22).

7. the abomination . . . Cp. i. 54.

10. Sleep . . . Cp. Gen. xxxi. 40 (Sept.). With this and the following w. cp. 2 Mace. ix. 12-17; in Josephus
{Antiq. XII. ix. 1) this speech is merely summarized.

13. these evils are come upon me. According to Polybius (xxxi. 11), who is, however, only repeating a tradition

(ok (viol qbao-iv), 'these evils' constituted a species of madness, for he died 8aip.ovr}o-as . . . 81a to yeveadai nmf e'Trtarj-

fiao-ias tov Satpoviov Kara ttjv nep\ to npoeiprjpevov Upbv irapavopiav. The author of I Mace, is evidently preserving some
tradition based on fact, though he assigns the cause of Antiochus' disorder to his desecration of the temple at

Jerusalem, while Polybius traces it to strange apparitions seen during his attempt to rob the temple in Elymais.
Cp. the argument in Josephus {Antiq. XII. ix. 1) who certainly does not take the will for the deed

!

in a strange land. This is a natural addition by a Jew who wishes to represent things as bad as possible for

the arch-enemy of his race, cp. for the conception Amos vii. 17. Antiochus the Great was killed while plundering the

temple at Elymais.
14. Philip. Cp. 2 Mace. v. 22, vi. 11, viii. 8, ix. 29, see also 1 Mace. i. 6.

15. signet-ring. Cp. Gen. xli. 42 ; Esther iii. 10, viii. 2.

that he should educate . . . This duty had been assigned to Lysias (iii. 32-4) ; the reason for the change is
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16 Antiochus his son, '"and bring him up to be king 1". And king" Antiochus died there °in the one
17 hundred and forty-ninth year . And when Lysias knew that the king was dead, he set up

Antiochus his (i.e. the king's) son to reign 1
', whom he had nourished up while yet young, and he

called his name Eupator.

VI. 18-54. The struggle betiveen Judas and the forces wider Lysias andEupator
for the possession of Jerusalem and Bethsura.

18 And they that were in the citadel kept enclosing Israel round about the sanctuary, and continually

19 sought their hurt, qand (acted as) a support to the Gentiles .. And Judas r purposed to destroy

20 them, and called all
8 the people together to besiege them. *And they were gathered together, and

besieged them 1 in "the one hundred and fiftieth year" ; and he v constructed siege-towers w against

21 them, and engines (of war). And there came forth some x of them x that were shut up, and unto

22 them were joined certain ungodly men of Israel y
. And they went unto the king and said: 'How

23 long wilt thou not execute judgement, and (when wilt thou) avenge our brethren ? We were willing

24 to serve thy father, and to walk after his words, aand to follow his commandments'1
.

bcFor this cause

the children of our people ''besieged it (i.e. the citadel) eb
, and were alienated from us, and f g as

25 many of us as they could light on g they killed 11

,

J and they spoiled k our inheritances'. And not

26 against us only did. they stretch out their hand, but also against all their 1 borderlands. And, behold,

they are encamped this day against the citadel in Jerusalem with the object of capturing it, and

27 they have fortified the sanctuary"1 and Bethsura. And if thou art not" beforehand with them quickly

they will do greater things than these, and thou wilt not be able to control them.'

28 And the king was angry when he heard (this) ; and p he gathered together all his Friends, (who

29 were) the leaders of his host, and them that were over the horse -. And there came unto him 1 from

, other kingdoms'5

, and from Hhe isles of the sea 1

, bands of mercenaries. And the number of his forces

was a hundred thousand footmen, and twenty thousand horsemen, and thirty-two elephants trained

31 for war. And they went through Idumaea, and encamped against Bethsura, and fought against (it)

many days, and made engines (of war) ; but "they (that were besieged)" came out and burned them

32 with fire, and fought manfully. And Judas removed from the citadel, and encamped at Beth-

33 zacharias, over against the king's camp. And the king rose early in the morning, and removed the

army in its eagerness v along the road to Beth-zacharias T
; and his forces prepared themselves" for

34 the battle, and sounded with trumpets. And they showed the elephants the blood of grapes and

35 mulberries, that they might prepare them for the battle. And they divided the beasts among the

phalanxes x
, and they set by each elephant a thousand men armed with coats of mail, and helmets

m m that he should reign Luc ">&« °~°>yi p + in his stead A V 19 64 &« °.°->7iS8 * > £s
S >7I t_t > X* {/tab X ca ) A 71 "'"71 v they3LS w turrets to fight (from) & xx thereofA Jeru-
salem N » + to the king IL

l aa >7i bb >7i cc andKV dd A55 B T.R.SlM fbutAV
« 8> N* {/iabK c -*) bpass. tn <&&&"- act. in &e !i >7l k > N* {nab K°-a ) UbyfL* m >V
the fortress !Ll with high walls 55

n ye be not K V 55 64 S luc °ye will not Sluc p + he sent and 55
1 tribute 55 chariots S> 1L r them S« !L2 6 kingsAV t_t many isles <S ,UC " "the children of Israel 55
T_v > 71 w +in order that they might be ready 55

x defiles A 71

not given; cp. Josephus {Antiq. XII. ix. 2), who adds: ' But it was Lysias that declared his death to the multitude,

and appointed his son Antiochus to be king, of whom at present he had the care, and called him Eupator.' The
appointment of Philip was fraught with evil consequences, see vv. 55-63.

16. one hundred and forty-ninth year. 163 B.C.

17. while yet young. Appian {Syr. xlvi) says he was : ewafres naiSiov.

and he called his name. A very frequent O.T. phrase IDCJ'TIN K^l.
Eupator. Appian {ibid.) says : npotrtdrjicav ovop.ti Eti7raT&>p 0! 'S.vpoi 8ta rrjv roil narpus uptTrjV.

18. kept enclosing . . . This is explained by Josephus {Antiq. XII. ix. 3): 'For the soldiers that were in that

garrison rushed out suddenly, and destroyed such as were going up to the temple in order to offer their sacrifices ; for

this citadel adjoined to, and overlooked the temple.'

20. the one hundred and fiftieth year. 162 B.C.

21. ungodly men of Israel. Cp. i. 11.

26. they have fortified . . . Cp. iv. 60, 61.

30. a hundred thousand footmen . . . These numbers, which are also given by Josephus, are probably

exaggerated ; in 2 Mace. xiii. 2, the number of horsemen given is still larger, but the other forces are smaller, though

there are added, ' three hundred chariots armed with scythes.'

32. Beth-zacharias. A place between Jerusalem and Beth-zur, an hour's walk to the south of Bethlehem ; the

present Beth-zacharieh.

34. they showed the elephants . . . Grimm refers to Aelian, De Animal, xiii. 8 in support of the fact that

spirituous liquors were given to elephants in order to excite them. In the present case the liquor was only shown

to them, for had they drunk of it they would have got out of control. Josephus omits all reference to this. In

3 Mace. v. 1, 2 there is an account of the intention to give unmixed wine to elephants, and, when thoroughly maddened,

to drive them into an enclosure full of Jews, in order that the latter might be trampled upon.
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36 of brass y on their heads y
; and for each beast were appointed five hundred chosen horsemen. These

had previously been (with the beasts) z wherever a beast was*; aand whithersoever it went, bthey

37 went together with (it)
b

;
they did not leave it

a
. And towers of wood (were) upon them, strong

38 (and) covered, (one) upon each beast, girt fast cd upon them with d (special) contrivances ; and upon
each were fthirty- etwof men 6

, fighting f from them f
,
gand (each beast had) its Indian e.

hAnd the

residue of the horsemen he placed on this side and that side, on either wing of the army, J (thus)

39 striking terror (into the enemy, while) covering the phalanxes ih
. Now when the sun shone upon the

4° shields of gold k and brass k
, the mountains shone therewith, and blazed like torches 'of fire. And

a part 1 of the king'sm army J was spread 1 upon the high 11 mountains, and some on the "low ground
,

41 and they went on p safely - and in order p
. And all that r heard the noise of their multitude, sand of

the marching of the multitude, and the rattling of the arms 8
, did quake ; for the army was exceeding 1

42 "great and u strong. And Judas and his army drew near for battle, and there fell of the king's army
six hundred men.

43 And Eleazar Avaran saw one of the beasts armed with royal breastplates, and he was higher than
44 all the (other) beasts, so that it appeared as though the king were upon it ; and he gave himself to

45 deliver his people and to acquire an everlasting name ; and he ran upon it courageously into the

midst of the phalanx v
, and slew on the right hand and on the left, and they parted asunder "from

46 him w on this side and on that ; and he crept under the elephant, x and y thrust him from beneath x
,

47 and slew it ; and it fell to the earth upon him, and he died there. And when they z saw the strength

of the royal a (army), and the fierce onslaught 11 of the hosts, they c turned away from them.

48 d But they d of the king's army went up to Jerusalem to meet them, and the king encamped toward

49 Judaea, and toward mount Sion. And he made peace 6 with them of Bethsura ; for
f they g came out

of the city, because they had no food there h to be shut up therein (any longer), because it was

50 a sabbath to the land 1
. And the king took Bethsura, and appointed k a garrison there to keep it.

51 And he encamped against the sanctuary many days, and set there siege-towers 1

, and engines (of war),

52 and instruments for casting fire
mand stones™, and pieces to cast darts and slings. And they (who

53 were besieged) also made engines against their engines, and fought for many 11 days. But there were
no victuals in the store-chambers p because it was the seventh year p

, and they that had fled for

54 safety q to Judaea"1 from the Gentiles had eaten up the residue of the store; and there were (but)

a few men left in the sanctuary, because the famine prevailed against them, and they were scattered,

each man to his own place.

VI. 55-63. An abortive treaty of peace.

55 And Lysias heard that Philip, whom Antiochus the king r—while he was yet alive—appointed to

56 nourish up his son Antiochus 8 that he might be king, had returned from Persia fand Media', and

y y > &« z z > £iuc which joins the preceding sentence to this verse a a > 71 bL>>3L1 c_c > 71
dd under it N > &« ' e e men of strength XV > two 19 55 64 ff against them [i.e. thefoes] A g s > 71
hh > 71 i Striking with weapons <§£ moving together in close order in legions 3L

2 k_k > A 55 71 ' '> R*
(habit -*) m >£luc n > K* (^ N c -a

) °"° low mountains S>
luc pp cautiously 2L

1
<i with confidence &

1 + inhabited the earth fL2 8s >7i * > V u-u> 3g ^defile A 71
w_w > 64 x x > 3L1 y +the

sword 19 64 "Judas Luc a lit. of the kingdom hplur. A c Judas Luc d d and some A <£ lac e >A
i lit. and She; but the sense oj the passage shows that this is wrong h > 93 &luc J * > IL1 k smote A
1 turrets to fight (from) £ m -m >V7l n >NV °T.R. V sanctuary N A Sec. pp>7i 1 <» > S 1,,c

1 > £ luc s > £luc * * > 71

37. thirty-two. This is, of course, an impossible number; Grimm, following Michaelis, suggests in the original

the reading Q>)v; g^jgj (' two (or) three ') which, through a copyist's error, became D'Otjh QvE'vB' (' thirty-two ') ; Fair-

weather and Black offer the ingenious suggestion that 'possibly the original text may have read DWpW ("picked

warriors "), the term used in Exod. xiv. 7, xv. 4 of the picked men in Pharaoh's chariots, which the translator mistook

for Q y&b& (" thirty ")' ; some Greek MSS. read ' thirty ', and N V read ' thirty men of strength '. The usual number of

warriors on an elephant was three or four.

its Indian. This name came to be applied to the driver whether an Indian or not.

39. the shields of gold ... This is merely a rhetorical picture.

43. Eleazar Avaran. Cp. ii. 5.

45. they parted asunder from him. i.e. they could not withstand his onslaught.

47. they turned away from them. An instance of the general trustworthiness of the writer, who does not conceal
the fact of defeat; that he does not enlarge upon it is very excusable; cp. Josephus, Bell. lad. I. i. 5. In 2 Mace.
xiii. 22, 23 the Jewish defeat is represented as a victory.

49. it was a sabbath to the land. i.e. a Sabbatical year, cp. Exod. xxiii. 10, 11 ; Lev. xxv. 2-7 ; cp. v. 53.

51* pieces. Lit. ' little scorpions,' so called because part of the ' piece ', or instrument, resembled the uplifted tail of

a scorpion. The Hebrew word CmpJ? occurs in 1 Kings xii. II, 14; 2 Chron. x. II, 14.

53. they that had fled for safety ... i.e. those from Gilead and Galilee, see v. 23, 45.

55. Philip. Cp. v. 14.
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with him the forces that went with" the king, and that he was seeking to take unto him the govern-

ed ment v
. And hew made haste, and gave consent to depart ; and he x said y to the king and y to the

leaders of the host and to the z men :

' aWe languish daily a
, and our food is scant, and the place which

,-g we are besieging is strong b
, and the affairs of the kingdom lie upon us ; now therefore let us give the

59 right hand to these men, and make peace c with them c
,

dand with all their nation*1
; and let us settle

with them that they (be permitted) to walk after their own laws, as aforetime ; for because of their

60 laws which we abolished were they angered, and did all these things.' And the saying pleased the

61 king and the leaders, and he sent unto them to make peace 6
; and they f accepted thereof. And the

king sand the leaders 8 sware unto them in accordance with these (conditions) ; (thereupon) they h

62 came forth from the stronghold, and the king entered into mount Sion. But (when) he saw the

strength of the place, he set at nought the oath 'which he had sworn, and gave commandment' to

63 pull down k the wall round about. And he 1 removed in haste, and returned unto Antioch,and found

Philip master of the city; and he fought against him, and took the city m by force 1".

VII. 1-20. Demetrius becomes king of Syria ; Bacchides and Alchimus sent against the Jexvs.

1 1 In the one hundred and fifty-first a year Demetrius the son of Seleucus came forth from Rome, and
2 went up with a few men b unto a city c by the sea b

, and reigned there. And d
it came to pass d

, when
he had formed the. purpose of entering into the house of the kingdom of his fathers, that the soldiery 6

3 laid hands on Antiochus and Lysias, to bring them unto him. fAnd when the thing was made known
4 to him 8

, he f said: 'Show me not their faces.' And the soldiery slew them. And Demetrius sat

5 upon the throne of his kingdom. And there came unto him all the lawless and ungodly men of

6 Israel ; and Alcimus 1' led them, desiring to be (high) 1 priest. And they accused the people unto the

king, saying :
' Judas and his brethren have destroyed all thy Friends, and have scattered us from

7 our k land 1
. Now therefore send a man whom thou trustest, and let him go and see m all the havock

which he hath made of us and of the king's country"1
, and "let him punish" them and all that helped

u > A 55 IL' v regni negotia 3L2 the affairs of the kingdom £ luc w they A x Lysias Luc ?"? > IL*

+ great 64 93 a_a
it is all up here &luo b is firm and strongly fortified & lu0 c_0 > X d_d > 71 e + with

them Luc f he A 88>7i h he A * * > 71 k and they (he 64 71) pulled down A Luc ' they A
m-m > SB IL

VII. a fiftieth S>« b ~b to abide in a city 3L1 cplur. S luc d~ d > 71 e the captains of the forces & f_f and
when they had been brought, Demetrius IL

1 8 > V h + their leader N 'S k their J5« l +and from
our people 55

m_m these things 71 n ~"
55 ; N A V &c. he hath punished °thosethat7i

59. to walk after their laws. To achieve this was the one object, originally at any rate, of the Maccabaean
struggle.

63. returned unto Antioch. See the further details given by Josephus {Antiq. XII. ix. 7) ; cp. also 2 Mace. xiii. 4-7.

VII. 1. the one hundred and fifty-first year. 162-161 B.C.

Demetrius the son of Seleucus. The first of the name, called also Soter, on account of his having delivered

the Babylonians from the satrap Heraclides; he reigned 162-150 B.C. His father was Seleucus IV, surnamed
Philopator.

came forth from Rome. i.e. he escaped from Rome, mainly through the help of Polybius the historian, where
he was as a boy sent as a hostage in place of Antiochus Epiphanes, his uncle. He escaped to Tripolis, the ' city by
the sea' (cp. 2 Mace. xiv. 1

;
Josephus, Antiq. XII. x. 1).

a few men. According to Polybius, five men and three boys ; in 2 Mace. xiv. 1 he is said to have arrived in

Tripolis ' with a mighty host and a fleet '.

and reigned there. Rather, proclaimed himself king there, cp. x. 1, xi. 54; Josephus {Antiq. XII. x. 1) says:

'and set the diadem on his own head.' Polybius (xxxi. 20. 4 f.) says that while Demetrius was yet in Rome his

guardian Diodorus brought him the news from Syria that distrust had arisen between Lysias and the Syrians, in

consequence of which there was much turmoil in the land of his fathers. It was owing to the advice of Diodorus, who
assured him that he would be welcomed in Syria, that he determined to escape. The event proved that he was well

advised.

2. the house of the kingdom, i.e. Antioch, the royal city, cp. Dan. iv. (27) 29.

the soldiery. The Syriac rendering is probably more strictly correct, 'the captains of the forces.'

3. And when the thing was made known to him. See critical note.

Show me not their faces. A hint that they should be put away
;
Josephus says they were ' immediately put to

death by the command of Demetrius '.

4. the throne of his kingdom. He was the rightful heir.

5. the lawless and ungodly men. i.e. those who did not obey the Law (Torah), the Hellenizing element.

Alcimus. According to Josephus 'Idxti/ior, a graecized form of Cp' abbreviated from D*JJJtK (= Eliakim), cp.

2 Kings xviii. 18, &c, another form of the name is Jehoiakim.

desiring to be (high-) priest. According to 2 Mace. xiv. 7 he had already been high-priest, but had 'laid

aside' his 'ancestral glory,' meaning the high-priesthood. Josephus {Antiq. XII. x. 1) speaks of him as 'high-priest',

and makes no mention of his now desiring to be so; and, again, in XX. x. I he says: 'Antiochus (Eupator) and
Lysias, the general of his army, deprived Onias, who was also called Menelaus, of the high-priesthood, and slew him

at Beraea, and put Jacimus into the place of the high-priest, one that was indeed of the stock of Aaron, but not of this

house' (i.e. of Onias). The words before us are, therefore, not strictly correct, and must be understood in the sense

of desiring to be confirmed in the office by the new king, cp. v. 9.
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I MACCABEES 7. 8-25

8 them.' And the king chose Bacchides, (one) of the king's friends 11
, who was ruler in the country

9 beyond the river, qand was a great man in the kingdom, and faithful to the king. And he sent him q
,

and the ungodly Alcimus, and made r sure to him the (high-) priesthood 8
; and he commanded him

to take vengeance upon the children of Israel.

IO And they 4 removed, "and came" with a great host into vthe land of Judah wv ; and he x sent

! 1 messengers to Judas and his brethren with words of peace, deceitfully. But they gave no y heed to

x 2
their words; for they saw that they were come 2 with a great host. And there was gathered together

, 3
unto Alcimus and Bacchides a company of scribes, to seek for justice. And the Chassidim were the

T
. first among athe children ofa Israel that sought peace of them ; for they said :

' One that is a priest

j- of the seed of Aaron is come b with the forces, and he will do us no wrong b
. And he spake with

them words of peace, and sware unto them, saying: ' We will seek the hurt neither of you nor of your

!6 friends.' And they believed him ; and he laid hands on threescore men of them, and slew them in

one day, according to the dwords which (the psalmist) 6 wrote d
:

! * The flesh of thy saints and their blood

They poured out around Jerusalem
;

And there was no man to bury them.

18 And the fear fand the dread f of them fell upon all the people, for they said :
' There is neither truth

19 nor judgement in them ; for they have broken 8 the covenant and the oath which they sware.' And
Bacchides removed from Jerusalem, and encamped in Bezeth ; and he sent h and took many 1 of the

deserters that were with k him, and certain of the people, and slew them, (and cast them) into the

20 great pit. And he delivered the land to Alcimus, and left with him a force to aid him ; and
Bacchides went away unto the king.

VII. 21-50. Judas takes vengeance on the deserters ; his victories over Nicanor.

21,22 And Alcimus strove for the high-priesthood 1
. And there were gathered unto him all they that

troubled their people, and they got the mastery of the land of Judah, and did m great hurt in Israel.

23 And Judas saw all the mischief that Alcimus and his company had wrought among the children of

24 Israel, worse than (that of) the Gentiles ; and he went out into all the coasts of Judaea n round about,

and took vengeance on °the men p that had deserted from him , and they were restrained from going

25 forth into the q country. But when Alcimus saw r that Judas and his company waxed strong, and

p the king's Friend V <t-<i>7i r they made A V 8 high priesthood V *he A uu >7l v_v Judaea V
Judah 64 93 W >3L1 x they & luc y> Luc z + against them Luc S 1 '10 aa >3e bb tous3L l c they&luo

d_d word which the prophet spoke % word of Asaph the prophet 55 1L1 e the prophet X c-a Luc S Asaph the

prophet 55
f" f > &lu0 IL2 « +the judgement and 19 93 & lao h > &s i > &lue k from Luc priest-

hood K 55 > 93
m he did Slu0 u +and A °_0 the children of the deserters H1 p +and (on those) A

q their &« r heard 3L
2

8. Bacchides. Cp. Josephus {Antiq. XII. x. 2), who speaks of him as 'a friend of Antiochus Epiphanes, a good
man (a reading which Grimm disputes), and one that had been entrusted with all Mesopotamia.'

the river, i.e. the Euphrates, cp. Isa. viii. 7 ; Zech. ix. 10.

13. the Chassidim. See note on ii. 42.

14. one that is a priest. avBpvnos lepevs, a Hebraism [H3 £"N, cp. Lev. xxi. 9.

16. which (the psalmist) wrote. In different MSS. the subject ('the psalmist') varies; 'the prophet', 'David',
' Asaph ' occur.

17. The flesh ... A shortened form of Ps. lxxix. 2, 3.

thy saints. TT9D, i.e. Chassidim, cp. v. 13; this word was most probably the reason for which the writer

quoted the passage, for the circumstances of the Psalm are not analogous to the occurrence here described.

18. the fear and the dread of them. Cp. Isa. viii. 13.

neither truth nor judgement. Cp. Ps. exi. 7.

they have broken the covenant, napt^a-av rf/v a-rdaiv, lit. ' they have transgressed the statute ' ; in the O.T.

the usual phrase is rVQTlN nnj? (Joshua vii. 1 1, &c), but nn3, ' covenant ', is not infrequently = to pn (npn), ' statute

'

(e.g. Isa. xxv. 5 ; Ps. 1. 16).

the oath which they sware. See v. 15.

19. Bezeth. Josephus {Antiq. XII. x. 2, xi. 1), 'the village called Bethzetha' (= Btffaida, 'the house of the olive
',

cp. Judith v. 2), Hebr. JVt JV3 ; in Beit. Iud. V. iv. 2 Josephus speaks of Bezetha as the new quarter of Jerusalem (naivi)

noXis). Probably the place is to be identified with this.

the deserters that were with him. i.e. that had been with him (Bacchides). Judas did likewise, see v. 24.

the great pit. (ppeap, lit. 'well' or 'cistern' (= "W3) ; the use of the definite article shows it was well known.

21. strove for . . . Cp. note on v. 5 ; the meaning is that he strove to retain the office he already possessed, cp.

Josephus {Antiq. XII. x. 3).

24. into all the coasts, i. e. the whole border of, cp. Judges xxix. 19. b&OC* ?122 ?22.

they were restrained ... i. e. they were besieged in their fenced cities.

25. But when Alcimus ... In 2 Mace. xiv. 26 the return of Alcimus is stated to be the understanding that had

been arrived at between Judas and Nicanor ; the account in Josephus {Antiq. XII. x. 3, 4) does not agree with this.
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I MACCABEES 7. 25-45

knew that he was not 8 able to withstand them 1

, he returned to the king", and brought evil accusations
against them v

.

2 6 And the kingw sent Nicanor, x one of his honourable princes, a man that hated Israel and was their

27 enemy 1
,
and commanded him to destroy the people. And Nicanor came to Jerusalem with a great

28 host ; and he sent unto Judas and his brethren deceitfully y with words of peace, saying :
' Let there

be no battle between me and you z
; I

a will come with a few men, that I may see byour faces b
in

29 peace.' And he c d came to Judas d
, and they saluted one another peaceably". But the enemies were

30 ready to take away Judas by violence. And the thing became known to Judas, (namely) that he

3 i came unto him with deceit; and he was sore afraid of him, and would see his face no more. And
(when) Nicanor knew that his purpose was discovered, he went out to meet Judas f in battle f beside

32 Capharsalama ; and there fell of those (that were) with Nicanor about five hundred g men, and they
fled into the city of David h

.

33 And 'after these things' Nicanor went up to mount Sion ; and there came some of the priests out
of the sanctuary, and some of the elders of the people, to salute him peaceably, and to show him the

34 whole burnt sacrifice that was being offered for the king ; but he mocked them, and laughed at them,
35 and polluted them, and spake haughtily, and sware in a rage, saying: ' Unless Judas and his army

be now delivered into my hands, it shall be that, if I come again in safety, I will burn up this house.'

36 And he went forth with great k wrath. And the priests entered in, and stood before the altar and
37 the temple 1

, and wept and said :
' Thou m didst choose this house to be called by thy name, to be a

38 house of prayer "and supplication" for thy people ; take vengeance on this man and his army, and
let them °fall by the sword ; remember their blasphemies, and suffer them not to live any longer.'

3 9
And Nicanor went forth from Jerusalem, and encamped in Bethhoron, and there met him the host

40 of Syria. And Judas encamped in Adasa with three thousand men ; and Judas prayed, and said

:

41 ' When they that came from the king blasphemed, thine angel went out and smote among them one

4 2 hundred and eighty-five thousand. Even so crush p this army before us to-day; and let all the rest

know that he hath spoken wickedly against thy sanctuary ; and judge him q according to his wicked -

43 ness.' And the armies joined battle ron the thirteenth (day) of the month Adar r
; and Nicanor's

44 army was discomfited, 8and he himself was the first to fall in the battle 8
. Now when his army saw

4"> that Nicanor was fallen, they cast away their arms, and fled. And they* pursued after them a day's

journey from Adasa until thou comest to Gazara, and they sounded an alarm after them "with the

8 >A * him Ss "tothemlL1 v him93 w + Demetrius 64 93
x_x that was Israel's enemy 71

y > S« thee &e a and I 19 93 &luc *-*ihy face £8 c they S 1" 1-' d~d Judas came to him &« e > 7

1

f_f >ALuc ethousandAV h Judah 71 i_1 > 71 k >A ] the steps of the altar (KaTdcrTpufia, cp.

Joel ii. 17) &luc +and called upon God 55
m +O Lord 55 71 3L

l n-n> 71 !Ll ° all fall by the mo.uth of

the sword 55
f he crushed A 4 them Luc 55

r r > 71 * s > 71 * +that were with Judas 64 93
u u > 7 !

26. Nicanor. Cp. iii. 38; Josephus (/. c.) speaks of Nicanor as 'the most kind and most faithful of all his

(Demetrius') friends; for he it was who fled away with him from the city of Rome"; Polybius (xxxi. 22. 4) also

speaks of him as one of Demetrius' intimate friends in Rome.
28. that I may see your faces in peace, i. e. that I may have friendly intercourse with you ; it is a Hebraism

(DOS niN~l) ; but it is also used of simply appearing before someone, e. g. Exod. x. 28, and cp. v. 30.

31. he went out to meet Judas in battle. A Hebrew phrase, cp. Num. xx. 18 "jnNIp? N¥N 2in3"}Q, ' lest with

the sword I go forth to meet thee.'

Capharsalama. Called ' a village ' by Josephus
;
possibly to be identified with the modern Salame, a village

distant from Jaffa about an hour's walk (Kautzsch).

32. and there fell . . . According to Josephus, Nicanor 'beat Judas, and forced him to fly to that citadel which
was in Jerusalem'; an obvious error since the citadel ('Akra') was in the hands of the enemy !

33. there came . . . out of the sanctuary, i.e. the outer court; they came from the inner court into which
Nicanor, as a Gentile, was not permitted to enter.

offered for the king. Cp. Jer. xxix; Ezra vi. 10; Josephus, Bell. Iud. II. xvii. 2.

34. polluted them. Most probably by spitting on them ; this was, according to the Rabbis, one way whereby
Levitical purity was lost (cp. Krauss, Talm. Arch., i, pp. 251, 704).

35. unless, lav fj.Tj = N? DN ; the threat is conditional on his winning the victory.

37. to be called by thy name . . . Cp. with this verse 1 Kings viii. 38, 43.

39. Bethhoron. See note on iii. 16.

40. Adasa. An hour and a half north-east of Bethhoron
;
Josephus {Antiq. XII. x. 5) speaks of it as ' a village

which was thirty furlongs distant from Bethhoron.'

41. when they that came from the king . . . The reference is to Sennacherib, see 2 Kings xviii. 22 ff.

one hundred . . . Cp. 2 Kings xix. 35 ; reference to the same event is made in Ecclus. xviii. 21.

43. Adar. The twelfth month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year, corresponding roughly to March ; in leap-years

there is what is called Adar Sheni (the ' Second Adar'), which is then the thirteenth month.

45. a day's journey. From Adasa to Gazara is about fifteen miles.

Gazara. See note on iv. 15.
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I MACCABEES 7. 46—8. 5

46 solemn trumpets". And they came forth out of all the villages of Judaea round about v
,

wand closed

them inw ; and these turned back on those (behind), and they all fell by the sword, and there was

47 not one of them left. And they took the spoils and the booty, and they smote off Nicanor's head,
xand his right hand, which he stretched out so haughtily, and brought them*, and hanged them up y

48 near Jerusalem. And the people was exceeding glad, z and they kept that day as a day of great

49 gladness 2
. And they ordained that this day should be observed year by year (on) the thirteenth

5
(day) of Adar. And aathe land ofaa Judah had rest bb a little while bb

.

VIII. 1-32. Judas concludes a treaty with the Romans, after having
heard of theirpower and rule.

8 r And Judas heard of the fame of the Romans, that they were valiant men, and that they were
friendly disposed towards all who attached themselves to them, and that they offered friendship* to

2 as many as came unto them, band that they were valiant men b
. And they told him about their

wars and exploits which they had done among the Galatians, and chow they had d conquered them d
,

3 and brought them under tribute ; and (they told him also of) what things they had done in the land

4 of Spain , how they had acquired e the mines of silver and gold there 6
;

fand how that by their

policy and persistence 8 they had conquered the whole h land (and the land was exceeding far 'from
them 1

); also (they told) of the kings that had come against them from the uttermost part of the
earth, until they had discomfited them f

, and smitten them very sore ; and how the rest had given

5 them tribute year by year. Furthermore, (they told) of how they had discomfited in battle k Philip,

v > £iuc w-w/#. outflanked them > 71 x x > 3L1 y tit. stretched them out zz > 71 in that day 3L
l

aa-aa -> y bb-bb /# a few (JayS .

VIII. a + and to as many as held to them A b-b > £iuo <•-<:> 71 d -d won their land 1L1 e e The
mountains from whence silver and gold are sought out &8 f~ f >7i « wisdom!/ 1 h > &e i_i >,gg k-k > <$g

the solemn trumpets. Lit. ' the trumpets of signals ', i. e. to give a signal to their friends in the villages round
about, see next verse.

46. closed them in. virepeK(pu>v nirow, ' outflanked them ', thanks to the alarm given by the signal trumpets.

47. smote off . . . Cp. I Sam. xxxi. 9; Judith xiii. 8-15.

stretched out . . . hanged them up. i^eretvev . . . i&Ttivnv, a word-play quite after the Hebrew fashion.

49. . . . the thirteenth (day) of Adar. This festival was originally called ' Nicanor Day', but it was displaced
(when, is not known) by the Fast of Esther, which was kept on this day in memory of Esther's fasting, mentioned in

Esther ix. 31 (cp. Esther iv. 3, 16) ; this fast was a preparation for the feast of Purim, which occurs on the fourteenth
of Adar. ' Nicanor Day ' is mentioned in the Jerusalem Talmud {Megillah, ii. 66 a), where it is spoken of as a semi-
festival.

50. the land . . . had rest. Cp. ix. 57, xiv. 4, and for the Hebrew J»-|Nn rwpp cp. Joshua xi. 23.

a little while. Lit. ' a few days ', i. e. about a month, cp. ix. 3.

VIII. 1-32. 'The details of this narrative have been called in question by many critics, although the fact of a treaty
having been concluded between the Jews and the Romans has been generally admitted. Wellhausen, e.g., while
asserting that the journey to Rome, the negotiations with the Senate, and the return to Jerusalem, could not have
been accomplished in a single month, goes on to say :

" This would be decisive, only I am not convinced that the
usual assumption is correct. For the festival of Nicanor's day is unintelligible, if the sensation of victory had been
forthwith effaced through a reverse of the worst description. It is- not maintained that the statement of 1 Mace,
viii. 17 (2 Mace. iv. 11) is drawn purely from the imagination" (Isr. und Jiid. Gesch?, p. 250, note 3). That the
narrative does contain inaccuracies (vv. 8, 15, 16) is not to be denied. These, however, may be accounted for by
the defective means of international communication in those days, and still more by the fact that the interests of the
Jews were practically confined to agriculture and their ancestral religion. The writer's graphic picture is, upon the
whole, "not unfaithful" (Rawlinson), and has "quite the character of that nai'veU and candour with which intelligence
of that sort is propagated in the mouth of the common people" (Grimm). In spite of what is said in v. 13, he is

apparently blind as to the dangers attending negotiations with Rome' (Fairweather and Black, p. 157).
1. all who attached themselves to them. Rawlinson points out that ' the Romans had received into alliance

Attalus of Pergamus, Ariarathes of Cappadocia, Ptolemy Philometor, and the Rhodians.'
2. the Galatians. Kautzsch thinks it improbable that the reference is to the Gauls in Asia Minor who were

conquered by Manlius Vulso, 189 B.C.; he thinks, with Mommsen and others, that the Gauls of Upper Italy are
meant; these were subjugated by the Romans in 190 B. C, and laid under tribute.

3. the land of Spain. This came under the Roman dominion in 201 B. c, though only that portion of it which had
belonged to the Carthaginians ; it was not until nearly two centuries later that the whole country became incorporated
into the Roman Empire.

the mines of silver and gold there. Pliny {Hist. Naturalis, xxxiii. 4, §§ 21, 23) speaks of the gold and silver
found in Spain, the former in the shape of gold-dust in the bed of the Tagus; Diodorus Siculus (v. 35, § 1) says:
' Spain has the best and most plentiful silver from mines of all the world ' (cp. Rawlinson, Hist, of Phoenicia,
PP-3i3ff-)-

4. the whole land, tokos is used here of the whole country as in 1 Sam. xii. 8 (Sept.)
; Jer. xvi. 2, 3 (Sept.) ; the

Hebrew word (DlptD) is used in the same way in these passages. The statement here is an exaggeration, see note on v. 3.

5. Philip, i.e. Philip V, King of Macedonia, 220-179 B - c - 5 he was finally defeated at the battle of Cynoscephalae
in Thessaly (197 B. c.) by T. Ouinctius Flaminius.
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I MACCABEES 8. 5-15

1 and k Perseus 1
, king of Chittim, and them that lifted themselves up against them, and had conquered

6 them ; Antiochus also, the great™ king of Asia, who had come against them to battle, having
a hundred and twenty elephants, with cavalry, and chariots, and an exceeding great host,—he had

7 also been discomfited by them 11

, and they had taken him alive, and had appointed that both he and
such as reigned after him should give them a great tribute and should give hostages, and a ' tract'

(of land), (namely) the country of India, and Media, and Lydia, and of the goodliest of their

y countries ; and how they had taken them from him, and had given them to king Eumenes. Also

j o (they told of) how they of Greece had purposed to come and destroy them, and the thing had
become known to them, and they had sent against them a captain, and had fought against them,
and many of them had fallen, 15 wounded to death p

; and (of how) they had made captive their wives

and their children, qand had spoiled them and conquered their land, and had pulled down their

11 strongholds rq
, and had brought them into bondage unto this day. And (they told of) how they had

destroyed the residue of the kingdoms s and of the isles 8
, as many as had risen up against them*, and

1

2

had made them their servants ; but that with their friends and such as relied upon them they kept

amity ; and (of) how they had conquered the kingdoms" that were nigh and those that were far off,

13 and that all who heard of their fame were afraid of them. Moreover (they told) that whomsoever
they will to succour and to make kings, become kings v

; and that whomsoever they will, do they

14 depose; and they are exalted exceedingly; and that for all this none of them did ever put on

15 a diadem, w neither did they clothe themselves with purple, to be magnified* thereby y
.

w (They told)

also how they had made for themselves a senate house, and how day by day three hundred z and

1-1> 10 93
m >7i u him Luc ° + year by year Luc p

_p>L x
<J
_<i>7i r + and spoiled

them (5 &c. B 8 > 3L1 the rest of the isles Slu0 * +and had plundered them Luc -fand had plundered them
and taken them captive S lu0 u kings N V 19 93 S>lu0 v will become kings A ww > 71 x > N* (had K °-»)

y to exalt themselves (in the sense of asstiming too much power) &8 **> &8

Perseus. The illegitimate son and successor of Philip ; he was conquered by L. Aemilius Paullus at the battle

of Pydna (168 B.C.), whereby the Macedonian kingdom was brought to an end.

Chittim. See note on i. 1.

and them that lifted . . . Probably the reference is to those who sent reinforcements to Perseus, viz. the

Epirots, Thessalians, and Thracians (Grimm).

6. Antiochus also . . . i.e. Antiochus III, the Great, King of Syria 223-187 B.C., son of Seleucus Callinicus.

Asia. See note on xi. 13.

discomfited. At the battle of Magnesia, 190 b. c, by Scipio Africanus (Polybius, iii. 3. 4).

7. taken him alive. ' Here the author has been misled by a false report. According to the unanimous testimony

of the classical writers, Antiochus succeeded in making his escape ' (Fairweather and Black) ; Kautzsch suggests that

possibly the author has mixed up Antiochus with Perseus here.

such as reigned after him. Seleucus IV, Philopator (187-176 B.C.), and Antiochus IV, Epiphanes (175-164 B.C.),

with whom the tribute ceased.

a great tribute. According to Polybius, xxi. 14. 3-6, 15,000 Euboic talents, 500 of which had to be paid at the

conclusion of the negotiations, 2,500 when peace was ratified, and 1,000 a year for the next twelve years (quoted by
Knabenbauer, p. 152).

hostages. See note on i. 10.

a tract. fiiao-roA/j, the word is apparently used in the same sense as in Rom. iii. 22, a 'distinction', i.e. the land

in question was to be distinguished in the future from the rest of his possessions by being assigned to the Romans.

8. India. This never belonged to Antiochus, so he could not have ceded it to Rome.
Media. According to Livy xxxvii. 56, xxxviii. 38 it was only his possessions on this side of the Taurus (i.e. on

the west) that Antiochus was forced to give up. We must probably see here, as elsewhere in this section, a rhetorical

exaggeration. The ingenious attempts which have been made to emend to the text, and read ' Ionia and Asia', or

' Mysia', may or may not be justified, but they have absolutely no support either from MSS. or Versions.

... to king Eumenes. Eumenes II, king of Pergamos (197-158 B.C.), and son of Attalus I ;
these territories

were given to him by the Romans in recognition of the help rendered during the war with Syria, and especially at the

battle of Magnesia (see further, Smith's Diet, of Class. Biog. s.v.).

9. Also . . . What this all refers to is not known. Kautzsch thinks that very probably the reference may be to the

Roman victory over the forces of the Achaean Alliance (147-146 B.C., i.e. fifteen years after the death of Judas

Maccabaeus) ; in this case the 'captain', mentioned in v. 10, would be L. Mummius. The war, which was short and

decisive, resulted in the subjugation of the whole of Greece, which was reduced to the status of a Roman province,

under the name of Achaia.

11. the isles, i.e. Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, together with the isles of the Grecian Archipelago.

12. In this and the next few verses the subjects of vv. 1 ff. are again reverted to.

with their friends . . . they kept amity. This is not in accordance with the facts ; the statement is, no

doubt, due to insufficient knowledge.

15. and how day by day ... As Fairweather and Black point out, 'this is quite a mistake. The regular

sittings of the Senate were confined to the Kalends, Nones, Ides, and Festivals. In case of emergency, however,

it could be summoned in a moment, as its members were not allowed to leave Rome for more than a day, and only

a few of them at a time. In the later days of the Republic the Senate sat on all lawful days in February to receive

foreign ambassadors, but there is no evidence that the practice was as old as the time of the Maccabees. If it was,

the writer's mistake is easily explained.' The reference to three hundred and twenty members of the Senate is also

a mistake, it never reached more than three hundred.
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twenty 1 men sat in council, consulting alway for the people, to the end that they a might be well

16 ordered ; and how they committed their government to one man.year by year, that he should be over
them, and be lord over all

b their country ; and that all are obedient to this one, and that there is

neither envy nor emulation among them.

17 And Judas chose Eupolemus, the son of John, the son of Accos, and Jason, the son of Eleazar, and
18 sent them to Rome, to make a league of amity and confederacy c with them c

, and that they should
take the yoke from d them, when they saw that the kingdom of the Greeks did keep Israel in

19 bondage. And they 6 went to Rome, fand the way was exceeding long f
; and they entered into the

20 Senate house, gand answered 8 band said h
: 'Judas, who is also (called) Maccabaeus, and his brethren,

and the whole people of the Jews, have sent us unto you, to make a confederacy and peace with you,

2

1

and that we might be registered (as) your confederates and friends.' And the thing was well-pleasing

22 in their sight. And this is the copy of the writing 1 which they wrote back again on tablets of brass,

and sent to Jerusalem, k that it might be with them there k for a memorial of peace and confederacy

:

23 ' Good success be to the Romans, and to the nation of the Jews, by sea and by land for ever ; the

24 sword also and the enemy be far from them. But if war arise for Rome 1
first,

m or for any of their

25 confederates in all their dominion"1
, the nation of the Jews shall help them as confederates as theoccasion

26 shall prescribe n to them 11

, with all their heart ; and unto °them that make war° they (i.e. the Jews)
v shall not give p

, neither supply, food, arms, money, or ships, as it hath seemed good unto Rome; and
they (i. e. the Jews) shall observe their obligations, receiving nothing (in the way of a bribe). q In the

27 same manner*1
, moreover, if war come first

r upon the nation of the Jews, the Romans shall help them
28 as confederates with all their soul, as the occasion shall prescribe to them ; and to them that are

confederates 8 there shall not be given corn, arms, money, *or ships*, as it hath seemed good unto

a the reflex pron., A V suggesting that the Senate was looking after its own interests b > 71 cc > K*
(hab K oa)

d > A e +that were with Eupolemus Luc f"f > 3L2 &-g > E 1 hh > A 'letter N
k_k > £luc ] the Romans & luc 3L m-m-p, 7l n-n > glue % o-o£

t
-

n <& uie reference seems to be to

the Romans P"P > K* (hab N ca
) 93 °.-q > &luc r > &B " that make war 55 E2 *-* > A

16. one man. Another instance of inadequate knowledge ; there were, of course, two consuls.

neither envy . . . This also is contrary to fact ; on this, however, Grimm remarks that ' it is psychologically
very comprehensible that, having regard to the assistance to be looked for by an alliance with Rome, the darker side

of the conditions which obtained in the Roman State, of which the writer might have been cognisant, were naturally
overlooked or left unnoticed.' At any rate, it is not to be expected that the writer should have had much intimate
acquaintance with the internal affairs of Rome ; and even if he had, his knowledge of the deplorable conditions in his

own country would unconsciously tend to make him take a bright view of all that concerned the powerful people from
whom so much was hoped.

17. Eupolemus. 'Perhaps identical with that Eupolemus who is known to us as a Hellenistic writer' (Schiirer,

The Jewish People . . ., Div. I, vol. i, p. 231, see also Div. II, vol. iii, pp. 203 ff.) ; he was a Palestinian Jew who
wrote about 158-157 B. c. or shortly afterwards.

the son of John. See 2 Mace. iv. 11.

Accos. More correctly Hakkoz, cp. 1 Chron. xxiv. 10; Ezra ii. 61 ; Neh. iii. 4, 21, vii. 63, belonging to a priestly

family.

Jason the son of Eleazar. Perhaps the same Jason who is mentioned as the father of Antipater in xii. 16,
xiv. 22.

18. the yoke. i.e. the Syrian yoke; this implies either that the victory over Nicanor, recorded in ch. vii, had not
yet taken place, or else that it was, after all, not of a wholly decisive character ; Schiirer thinks that 'from the general
drift of the First Book of Maccabees, it may be assumed that Judas had first arranged the embassy after the victory
over Nicanor' (op. cit. Div. I, vol. i, p. 232 note).

22. tablets of brass. The usual way of preserving documents of this kind ; Grimm quotes Polybius, iii. 26. 1, who
says, in reference to the treaties between Rome and Carthage, that they were preserved in this way, and that they
were kept in the Capitol. Josephus (Antiq. XII. x. 6) says regarding this treaty that the Romans 'also made
a decree concerning it, and sent a copy of it into Judaea ; it was also laid up in the Capitol, and engraven in brass.'

23. Good success be to the Romans. The equivalent, as Grimm points out, of the usual Roman formula : Quod
bonum,faustum felixque sit populo Romano . . .

26. unto them that make war . . . ships. Kautzsch sees in this mention of ships, which at this time (161 B. c.)

the Jews could not have supplied, one of the reasons for regarding this whole section {vv. 22-32) as having been
added later, whether in the Hebrew original or when the translation was made ; but there is much in Grimm's
contention that the mention of ships shows the far-seeing character of Roman policy, especially as not long after this
the Jews got possession of a harbour (cp. xiv. 5). At the same time, it is worth while noting that in Josephus'
account the ships are not spoken of in reference to the Jews ; in Antiq. XII. x. 6 the decree runs :

' It shall not be
lawful for any that are subject to the Romans to make war with the nation of the Jews, nor to assist those that do so,

either by sending them corn, or ships, or money'; this is the only mention of snips. It is, therefore, just possible
that the form of the decree in 1 Mace, is due to a misunderstanding of the original Roman form of it.

as it hath seemed good unto Rome. This, together with the phrase in vv. 25, 27, 'as the occasion shall
prescribe to them ', made the treaty far more advantageous to the Romans than to the Jews ; see also the same words
in v. 28. It is true that in v. 30 there is a. proviso that modifications might be made by either party by mutual consent,
but this does not appear to be part of the actual treaty, the words of which clearly stop at the end of v. 28.
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29 Rome" : and they shall observe these obligations, and that without deceit.' x According to these

30 words have the Romans made (a treaty) with the people of the Jews. But if hereafter the one
party y or z the other y shall determine to add or to diminish anything, they shall do it at their

31 pleasure, and whatsoever they shall add or take away shall be established. And as touching the
evils which king aa Demetrius doeth bb unto you bbcc

, we have written dd to him ee saying dd :
' Wherefore hast

32 thou made thy yoke heavy upon our friends (and) ,f confederates the Jews? If, therefore, they plead
any more against thee, we will do them justice^, and fight thee by sea and by land.'

IX. 1-22. Death of Jiidas Maccabaeus.

9 1 And when Demetrius had heard that Nicanor a was fallen* with his forces *in battle*, he sent

Bacchides and Alcimus again into the land of Judah b a second time b
, and the right wing (of his army)

2 with them. And they c went by way of Gilgal d
, and encamped against Mesaloth, which is in Arbela,

3
eand gat possession of it", and destroyed' much people. And s in the first month of the one

4 hundred and fifty second year 8 they encamped against Jerusalem. And they removed and went
5 unto Berea, with twenty thousand footmen and two thousand horse. And Judas was encamped at

11 the Romans X Sh,c 2L x + thus Luc jy + «? luc z and A V Luc S luc IL aa > X* {/tab X c -a
)

i>b-bb > jl cc
them X [not X ca

) A Luc 5 dd dd and sent unto him Sloc ee thus £e ff +our Luc
B9 vengeance 55 vengeance and justice S lu0

IX. a_a had waged battle A b b > S» ° + that were with Bacchides Luc d Gilead Luc ,2>
luc e e > &8

and occupied it IL2 'he destroyed A V « 8 > 71

31. we have written to him . . . But, as Schiirer truly points out, this came too late, for through the energetic
action of Demetrius the overthrow of Judaea had already been completed before there was any possibility of inter-

ference on the part of the Romans (cp. ix. 1-21).

wherefore hast thou made thy yoke heavy. A Hebraism ?iy T23n (cp. 2 Chron. x. 10, 14).

32. we will do them justice. Another Hebrew phrase DDC'D JWy (' to do justice', lit. 'judgement'), Deut.x. 18, &c.

IX. 1. that Nicanor was fallen. Cp. vii. 43, 44.

he sent ... a second time. npoatdtTo . . . diroa-rflXai, 'he added to send', a Hebrew phrase rvC9 B|D*1.

the right wing. The Jews faced eastwards so that from their point of view the right would be the Syrian troops

in the south, but the actual right wing of the Syrian army was that part of it stationed towards the north ; see next

note, Bacchides probably came from the north, Josephus directly states that he 'marched out of Antioch ' (Antiq.
XII. xi. I).

2. Gilgal . . . Mesaloth . . . Arbela. The identification of the place which ' Gilgal' represents is extremely
difficult, perhaps impossible. The best attested reading is raA-ynAa = Gilgal ; but there are at least three places of

this name mentioned in the O.T.
; Joshua's Gilgal, the Gilgal by Bethel, and the Gilgal by Mount Gerizim (on this

see G. A. Smith in EB 1729 ff.). Some MSS., followed by the Lucianic Syriac, read Ta\aa8 = Gilead ; and Josephus
has Va\i\aiav = Galilee. Assuming, as is permissible, that the two last readings are to be rejected, and that 'Gilgal'

is the right reading, it seems upon the whole best to identify this with the Gilgal by Mount Gerizim; 'if, says

G. A. Smith (EB 291 f.), ' Bacchides wished to avoid the road which had proved so fatal to Nicanor, he may have
taken the road from Esdraelon south through Samaria. . . . On this route Masaloth might be Meselieh or Meithalun,
respectively 5 or 8 miles south of JenTn, each of them a natural point at which to resist an invader. A greater

difficulty is presented by (v ' ApftfjXois. The plural form evidently signifies a considerable district. Now, Eusebius
(OS'W 'ApPqXd) notes the name as extant in his day, on Esdraelon, 9 Roman miles from Lejjun, while the entrances

from Esdraelon on Meselieh and Meithalun are 9^ Roman miles from Lejjun. It is therefore possible that the

name 'Apfir)\a covered in earlier days the whole of this district. The suggestion is, however, far from being capable

of proof. The chief points in its favour are the straight road from the north, which was regarded as a natural line of

invasion, and the existence along the road of a Jiljuljeh [= Gilgal], a Meselieh, and a Meithalun.'

3. the first month. If, as there is every reason to suppose (cp. i. 54, vii. 43), it is the Jewish first month that is

meant, it is the month Nisan, corresponding roughly to April. This would mean that only six or seven weeks had
elapsed since the defeat of Nicanor on the 13th of Adar (= March); that does not allow much time for the news
of Nicanor's defeat to have reached Demetrius in Antioch, and for the latter to dispatch the reinforcements under
Bacchides, especially as some time must have been taken up in encamping against Mesaloth, and getting possession

of it, and destroying much people (see v. 2), on the way to Jerusalem. This feat is not impossible, but rather

improbable, unless we suppose (with Michaelis, quoted by Grimm) that it was leap-year, in which the month Adar
Sheni with its twenty-nine days came between Adar and Nisan. Otherwise the most obvious explanation is that the

writer has made a mistake of about a month.
they encamped against Jerusalem. Presumably Bacchides thought Judas was in Jerusalem ; otherwise it is

difficult to understand why he should have encamped here. It is surprising how badly Bacchides must have been

informed about the movements of his opponents; bad generalship and an inefficient intelligence department on the

part of the Syrians, both of which are several times unconsciously implied by the writer of this book, must evidently

have had much to do with the success of the Maccabees against overwhelming odds. In this particular case the

disparity was so great that even bad generalship could not save the Jews from disaster.

4. they removed . . . unto Berea. They had scarcely settled themselves down before Jerusalem before they had
to break up the camp again. It is not known where Berea was.

5. Judas was encamped at Elasa. This place is also unknown
;
Josephus says that 'Judas pitched his camp at

a certain village whose name was Bethzetha' (Antiq. XII. xi. 1).
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6 Elasa, and three thousand chosen men with him. And (when) they saw the multitude h of the

forces*, k that they 1 were many k
, they feared exceedingly ; and many slipped away from the army;

7 there were not left
J of them 1 more than eight hundred men. And (when) Judas saw that his army

slipped away, m and that (nevertheless) the battle was imminent for him™, he was sore troubled in

8 heart, for that he had no time to gather them together. nAnd he became desperate", and said to

them that were left : 'Let us arise and go up against our adversaries, if peradventure we may be able

9 to fight against them.' And they turned from him, saying: ' We shall in no wise be able °(to with-

stand them) ; but let us rather save our lives now p
; let us return (later on) with our brethren, and

10 fight q against them q
; we are (now too) few.' Then Judas said: 'Far be it

r from me r to do this

thing, to flee from them !

sAnd if* our time is come 8
, let us die manfully" for our brethren's sake

11 vand not leave a cause (of reproach) against our gloryV And the (Syrian) host removed from the

camp, and (the Jews) stood to encounter them ; and the horse was divided into two companies, and
the slingers and the archers went before the host together with w

all the mighty men that fought in

12 the front (of the- line of battle) w . But Bacchides was on the right wing; and the phalanx drew near

from both sides, and they blew with their trumpets, and the men of * Judas' side x also blew ywith

13 their trumpets y
; and the earth shook z with the shout 2 of the a armies. And the battle was joined,

14 (and continued) from morning until evening. And (when) Judas saw that Bacchides and the main
strength of (his) army were on the right wing, b his followers concentrated their whole attention (upon

15 them) b
, and the right wing c was discomfited by them, and they pursued after them unto the mount

16 Azotus d
. And (when) they that were on the left wing 6 saw that the right wing e was discomfited,

17 they turned (and followed) upon the footsteps of Judas and those that were with him. And the

1

8

battle waxed sore, and many f gon either side g fell
h wounded to death h

. And Judas fell, and the

19 rest fled. And Jonathan and Simon 'took Judas their brother, and' buried him in the sepulchre of

20 his k fathers at Modin. And they bewailed him 1

, and all Israel mmade great lamentation for him
and m mourned" many days, °and said :

21 ' pHow is the mighty one fallen, the saviour of Israel !
p '

22 And the rest of the acts of Judas, pand (his) wars p
, and the valiant deeds q which he did q

,
pand his

greatness p
,—they are not written ; for they were exceeding many,

hh >7i l + who were opposed (to them) Luc k_k >7i3L 1 1_1 > Slac m "m >7i nn > 71 3L1

°-° to fight against them N V 55 p > £>e 5L2 11 > 3>e ">SV 8~ s > 71 *>A u > 3L1

V_V >7I w ~w all the men who are skilled in war 3L xx JudahKV y~y>7l zz because of (///. from) A
a their A hh £ luc and there went with him all that were brave in heart ffi S« 3L c part X 19 93 d Gazara 3L
6 part Sluc f > 19 93 <S

luj 8-g of those N h_h > &'n0 »-» > 93 k their 64 93 * + there A Judas 19

93 &luc m-m >71 n > IL °'° > Jl PP>7I «"9 > SP™

three thousand chosen men. It is strange that so many of these ' chosen men ' should have ' slipped away ' at
the critical moment

;
Josephus gives their number as only one thousand, but this is obviously a mistake, as he says

that ' they all fled away, excepting eight hundred ' !

8. he became desperate. Cp. Deut. xx. 3 (Sept.).

10. far be it from me to do this thing. M17 /xot yevoiro noirjo-ai to Trpay/xa tovto, a very Hebraic phrase:

nsi ni'cyD v n?vn (cp. xiii. 5), see Gen. xliv. 7, 17 ;
Joshua xxii. 29, xxiv. 16 ; 1 Kings xxi. 3.

13. the earth shook. Cp. 2 Sam. xxii. 8.

from morning until evening. Josephus says the battle continued ' till sun-set ', but does not mention when it

began ; the statement in the text is probably a rhetorical exaggeration ; eight hundred against twenty-two thousand,
holding out all day, can scarcely be literally true, especially as no hint is given that the smaller number occupied any
advantageous position ; from the account in the text, as well as in Josephus, the two armies met on equal terms as far

as position was concerned.

15. the mount Azotus. Josephus, 'a mountain called Eza' (or Aza) ; no such mountain is known; the text is

clearly corrupt.

17. and the battle waxed sore. ko.\ (papvvdr) 6 noXtpos, a Hebrew phrase PIDnbOTI 133m; cp. 1 Sam. xxxi. 3;
I Chron. x. 3 ; Isa. xxi. 15.

19. . . . took Judas their brother. According to Josephus {Antiq. XII. xi. 2) they 'received his dead body by
a treaty from the enemy' ; this is more likely to be correct, for it is hardly to be expected that the Syrians would have
treated the body of the Jewish rebel chief, as they regarded him, with more respect than that which the Jews accorded
to the body of the Syrian general Nicanor (see vii. 47), unless there were special reasons for this. Josephus does not
mention the terms of this ' treaty '.

Modin. Cp. ii. 1, xiii. 27.

20. great lamentation. Cp. xiii. 26.

21. How is the mighty one fallen. Cp. 2 Sam. i. 19, 25, 27.

the saviour of Israel. Cp. Judges iii. 9; 2 Kings xiii. 5.

22. And the rest of the acts . . . For the phraseology cp. xvi. 23 ; it occurs often in the Books of the Kings,
they are not written. This statement implies that for this part of the narrative (i. e. the ' rest of the acts ') no

documents were available ; which, on the other hand, implies that what is recorded in our book was based on extant
documents.

'With the overthrow of Judas', says Schiirer (op. cit., 1. i, p. 233), 'it was finally and definitely proved that it
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Jonathan Maccabaeus. IX. 23—XII. 53.

IX. 23-31. Jonathan succeeds Judas.

23 And it came to pass after the death of Judas that the lawless put forth their heads in all the

24 borders of Israel, and all they that wrought iniquity rose up ; in those days r there arose exceeding

25 great murmuring that the land made peace with them r
. And Bacchides chose out the ungodly men,

26 and made them lords of the country. And they sought out and searched for the friends of Judas,

and brought them to Bacchides, and he took vengeance on them, "and treated them with mockery 8
.

27 And there was great tribulation in Israel, such as was not since the time that a prophet appeared

28 unto them*. And all the friends of Judas were gathered together, and they said unto Jonathan :

29 ' Since thy brother Judas hath died, we have no man like him to go forth" against our enemies and

30 Bacchides, vand against them of our nation that are inimical (to us) vw . Now therefore we have

chosen thee this day to be our ruler and leader *in his stead*, y that thou mayest fight our battles 3".'

31 zAnd Jonathan took a bthe leadership upon him at that time b
, and rose up in the stead of his brother

Judas*.

IX. 32-73. Jonathan s struggle with Bacchides.

32, 33 And (when) Bacchides knew it, he sought to slay him. But (when) Jonathan, cand Simon his

brother, dand all that were with him dc
, knew it, they fled into the wilderness of Tekoah, and

11 See note below 8 s > 3L * Israel 58 3L2 + and to enter inKVS? T_v > IL1 w 19 64 *"* > Sluc

y yfor battle 3L
l Z_E And they chose Jonathan as leader in place of his brother Judas E 1 a chose 19 £>s b-b > 7I

cc >71 d-d >93

was a vain endeavour on the part of the Jewish nationalists to measure swords with the mighty forces of Syria.

Brilliant as the earlier achievements of Judas had been, he was largely indebted to the recklessness and self-

confidence of his opponents. Continuous military success was not to be thought of if only the Syrian authorities

seriously roused themselves to the conflict. The following age cannot show even one conspicuous victory of the kind

by which Judas had won renown. What the Maccabaean party finally reached, it won through voluntary concessions

of claimants to the Syrian throne contending with one another, and generally in consequence of internal dissensions

in the Syrian Empire.'

23. the lawless. Cp. vii. 24, 25.

put forth . . . rose up. Cp. Ps. xcii. 7 (Sept. xci. 8).

24. murmuring. Prof. Torrey {EB 2859) thinks the rendering Xt/xds is due to a misreading of the original Hebrew

which had DJTI ('murmuring'), not 2JH ('famine') ; this, if correct, would certainly make the next clause less difficult.

that the land made peace with them. kcl\ alroyLok^afv 17 x<*Pa MeT
' alrav. The verb with ynTa only occurs

once in the Septuagint, 2 Sam. x. 19, where the Hebrew has 7X"lB*~nK lO^E^I, ('and they made peace with Israel').

If we are to be guided by this, the passage before us must mean (if we accept ' famine ' as the right reading) that

owing to the famine, the land, by which here can only be meant the followers of Judas, made peace with them, i.e. the
1 lawless '. This must, however, be rejected ; firstly, because ' the land ' cannot be restricted in this way, and, secondly,

because the sequel shows that there was no peace between the followers of Judas and the ' lawless '. Fairweather and

Black take ' the land' to mean ' the country in general, as distinguished from staunch patriots' ; but the text gives no

justification for this distinction ; for the writer of 1 Mace, there are only two parties in the Jewish State, the

Maccabaean party and the 'lawless'. Grimm holds that the real meaning of the passage is shown by the

paraphrastic rendering of the Syriac Version: 'And the land too has become corrupt with them'; i.e. the land,

through the famine, had, as it were, joined hands with the apostates in antagonism against the faithful. This is in

accordance with Josephus (Antiq. XII. i. 1). Kautzsch concurs in this: 'The land, otherwise so fruitful, seemed to

have allied itself with the lawless for the purpose of destroying the godly' ; and he renders : 'So that (in the same

way) the land fell off (or "deserted") with them, i.e. the lawless.' Against this it is to be urged that the Septuagint

nowhere uses the verb in question in this sense (1 Sam. xx. 30, where the participle is used in the sense of ' rebellious
*

is not a propos). If, now, we follow Torrey in regarding 'famine' as a mistake for 'murmuring' (in the sense of

indignation), and interpret the verb in the sense in which it is used in 2 Sam. x. 19 (see above), its only other

occurrence with ^erd, we get: 'there arose exceeding great murmuring (i.e. on the part of the faithful) that the land

made peace with them,' i. e. the enemy, as the next verse goes on to show ; indeed, the verses that follow seem

thoroughly to justify this rendering, as offering further grounds for the ' murmuring '. By ' the land ' is meant everyone

excepting the faithful, who were now obviously in a minority ; it must also be remembered that the author of 1 Mace,

writes as one of the faithful.

26. took vengeance on them. i^thUa avrovs, for which T.R. reads «£«&'k« «V avrols, cp. Jer. v. 9, 29 (Sept.) =
2 DpJnn 1 Sam. xviii. 25 ; 3 DpJ Judges xv. 7 (Grimm).

treated them with mockery. ' The reference must be to their religious practices
;
Josephus, however, says

:

' tortured and tormented them.'

27. since the time that a prophet appeared unto them. That the writer implies the prophet Malachi here (so

Grimm, Bissell, Fairweather and Black, Knabenbauer) is not necessarily certain ; we have in the O.T. fragments of the

writings of prophets who lived later than the time of Malachi (some short time before 450 B.C.) ; if they are anonymous,
1 Malachi' is pseudonymous ; the former may have exercised as great an influence as the latter, although their names

have not come down to us. Josephus makes no reference to a prophet, but says :
' They had never experience of the

like since their return out of Babylon.' In either case it is a rhetorical exaggeration.

33. the wilderness of Tekoah. The wilderness got its name from the city six miles south of Bethlehem, on the

borders of the wilderness ; the name still exists, Tekua ; the site of the ancient city lies on the top of a hill with
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34 encamped by the water eof the pool Asphar 6
.

fAnd Bacchides got to know of this on the Sabbath
day, and he came, he and all his army, over Jordan f

.

35 And (Jonathan) 8 sent his brother, a leader of the multitude, and besought his friends, the Nabath-
36 aeans, that they might leave with them their baggage, which was much. But the children of Ambri
37 came out of Medaba, and took John, and all that he had, and went their way hwith it

h
. 'But after

these things 1 they brought word to Jonathan Jand Simon 1 his brother, that the children of Ambri
were making a great marriage, and were bringing the bride from Nadabath with a great train,

38 a daughter of one of the great nobles of Canaan. And they remembered k John their 1 brother, and
39 went up, and hid themselves under the covert of the mountain ;

mand they lifted up their eyesm, and
saw, and behold, a great ado and much baggage ; and the bridegroom came forth, and his friends

and his brethren to meet them (i.e. those forming the bridal procession) with timbrels, and minstrels,

40 and "many weapons 11
. And they rose up p from their ambush p against them, and slew them ; and

many fell wounded to death, and the rest fled into the mountain; and they took all their spoils q
.

41 And the marriage was turned into mourning, and the voice of their r minstrels into lamentation.
42 And (thus) they avenged fully the blood of their brother ; and they turned back to the marsh-land 8

of Jordan.

43 And (when) Bacchides 1 heard it
u

, he came on the Sabbath day unto the banks of the Jordan
44 with a great host. And Jonathan said unto his brethren v

:
' Let us arise now and fight w for our

45 lives ; for it is not (with us) to-day, as yesterday and the day before. For, behold, the battle is

before us and behind us w ; moreover, the water of the Jordan is on this side and on that side, and (this

46 is) marsh- x and wood-land, and there is no place to turn aside. Now, therefore, cry unto heaven,

47 that ye may be delivered out of the hand of your y enemies.' And the battle was joined, and
48 Jonathan stretched forth his hand to smite Bacchides, and he turned away back from him. And

Jonathan, and they that were with him z
, leapt into the aJordan, and swam over to the other side

;

°-e > IL1 f-f B. and all his army crossed the Jordan on the Sabbath day H1 8T.R. h-h^^i i-i^.^
k + the blood of X &« 3L

2 And Jonathan remembered £luc x his N* (their K ca
) 93 <SlDC m-m > 71 a-n much

people 55 64 °>7i P"P>i9 1 vessels A r the 19 B mountainous-land A V 55 71 bank 3L1 ford & luc

1 > Slu - u that Jonathan had returned Luc ioIuc {with slight variations) T them that were with him N Vww >7i X >5 |U0 your A «+ behind Luc 'a- a >£>8

sloping sides ; the top is of considerable extent, and is covered with ruins spread over four or five acres of ground
(cp. 1 Chron. ii. 24 ; 2 Chron. xx. 20 ; Amos i. I

; Jer. vi. 1).

the pool Asphar. 'The Be'er Asphar is probably the modern Blr-Selhub, a considerable reservoir in the
wilderness, six miles WSW. of Engedi, and near the junction of several ancient roads ; the hills around still bear
the name Sa/ra, an equivalent of Asphar ' (G. A. Smith, EB 343).

34. This verse, which is a variant of v. 43, has got out of place ; it should be deleted.

35. his brother, i. e. John ; cp. vv. 36, 38.

the Nabathaeans. See note on v. 25.

36. the children of Ambri. The reading 'la/ifipei is probably due to dittography, the 1 of the preceding vloi having
been repeated by mistake (Kautzsch). Cheyne, however, thinks that the form Jambri (or Jamri) is correct, as the

name "IDy has been found on an Aramaic inscription at (7mm er-Resds, about twelve miles SSE. of Medeba {EB 2317).
The name is not otherwise met with ; but, as the text shows, they belonged to an Arab clan of this name living at or
near Medeba. Josephus has ol 'A^apaioi 7raiS«y, i.e. Amorites ; cp. Num. xxi. 29-31, where Medeba is spoken of as
a city of the Amorites.

Medaba. Mentioned on the Moabite Stone: '. . . Now Omri annexed the (land) of Medeba, and dwelt therein'
(11. 7, 8). It was situated on the high land of Moab to the south of Heshbon ; cp. Joshua xiii. 9, 16. The ruins still

survive and are called Medaba (see the Quarterly Statement of the Pal. Expl. Fund, July 1895 and July 1901).

37. they brought word. Presumably some escaped.
Nadabath. Possibly = Nebo ; Clermont-Ganneau {Jotcrnal of the American Oriental Soc, 1891, pp. 541 ff.)

thinks it is a mistake for Rabatha = Rabbath Ammon, twenty-two miles east of Jordan, on the river Jabbok (cp. 2 Sam.
xii. 26-28) ; the modern 'Amman.

39. his friends. Cp. Judges xiv. II.

42. the marsh-land, to «Xor ; at the present day the ford nearest the Dead Sea is called el Helu ; it is no doubt
owing to this that the Syriac Version reads ' the ford '

! (cp. Grimm).
44. for it is not ... i.e. the state of affairs is more desperate than hitherto on account of the hopeless position

they are in, as described in the next verse.

45. on this side and on that side. i. e. they were caught in a bend of the river.

47. and he turned . . . The exact meaning here is not quite clear ; in view of the words :
' The battle was joined,'

it is probable that the reference is not to a personal conflict between Jonathan and Bacchides, but that their names
here refer to their respective parties. In this case, the meaning of vv. 47, 48 would be that Jonathan and his
followers made such a vigorous onslaught upon the enemy that the latter gave way temporarily; Jonathan, thereupon,
seeing the indecision of the enemy, took advantage of the momentary respite, and plunged into the river, followed by
his men. That he gained some advantage at the commencement of the battle seems evident from the fact that
Bacchides is afraid to pursue ; he is, presumably, deterred by the courage of despair which had been evinced by his

opponents. The mention of the loss of a thousand Syrians also points to a conflict which at the start, at all events,
was not one-sided.
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I MACCABEES 9. 49-65

49 and they (i.e. Bacchides and his followers) did not pass over a Jordan against them. And there fell
b

cof Bacchides' company d that day d about a thousand 8 men.

50 And they' returned 8 to Jerusalem ; and they h built strong cities in Judaea, (namely), the strong-

hold that is in Jericho, and Emmaus, and Bethhoron, and Bethel, and Timnath 1

, Pharathon, and
,-)i Tephon, with high walls, k and gates and bars k

. And they 1 set garrisons"1 in them to vex Israel.

52 And they" fortified °the city Bethsura , and Gazara, and the citadel ; ''and they'1 put forces in them,

53 and store of victuals 1*. And they r took the sons 8 of the chief men of the country for hostages, and
put 1 them in ward in the citadel at Jerusalem.

54 Now in the one hundred and fifty-third year, u in the second month", Alcimus commanded to pull

down the wall of the inner court "of the sanctuary", (in so doing) he pulled down v also the works of

55 the prophets. "And (when) he began to pull down", at that (very) time, Alcimus was stricken, and
his works were hindered ; and his mouth was stopped, and he became palsied, "and he could no more

56 speak anything, (nor) give order concerning his house". And Alcimus w died at that time with great

57 torment. And (when) Bacchides saw that Alcimus was dead, he returned to the king. And the

land of Judah had rest two years.

58 And all the lawless men took counsel, saying :
' Behold, Jonathan, and they of his part are dwelling

at peace, (and) in security; Met us therefore now bring x Bacchides, and he will lay hands on them

59, 60 all y in one night.' Arid they went and consulted with him. And he z removed, and came with

a great host, and sent letters privily to all his confederates that were in Judaea, that they should lay

hands on Jonathan, and (on) them that were with him ; but they were 8, not able (to do so), because

61 their plan became known to them b
. And they (that were of Jonathan's part) laid hands on c about

62 fifty men of the country that were the ringleaders in the wickedness, and slew d them. And Jona-

than, and Simon, and they that were with him, gat them away 6 to Bethbasi, which is in the wilder-

63 ness, and he built up f that which had been pulled down thereof f
, and made g it strong. And h (when)

Bacchides knew it
h

, he gathered together all
1 his multitude, and sent word to them that were in Judaea.

64 And he k went. and k encamped against Bethbasi, and fought against it
k many days, and made k

65 engines 1 (of war). And Jonathan left his brother Simon in the city, and went forth into the country
;

b there went through A c_c by the side of Bacchides A d_d >71 e three thousand N V 55 5« f heXVLuc1L
8 + Bacchides 64 93 h he N ca '+andKAV kk >7i ' he N m V only n he N V ° ° S> IL

;

Bethsura N 64 93 the city and Bethsura A the city near {lit. in) Bethsura V p~p > 71 iheNV Luc IL

'heXVIL Bacchides 64 93
8 +of Israel 55 * he put X V IL64 93

uu >7i v destroyed IL > £8
* * Va only we will bring X A V* let us lead Luc 1 > 19 64 IL

1 z Bacchides Luc a he was not A
b >K him &« CC >N d he slew X A IL1 e + from them N f_f>7l * they made K IL' T.R. »" »> > IL 1

1 > J>
luc kk >7i ' with engines 71

50. they. i.e. the Syrians ; cp. critical note.

the stronghold that is in Jericho. Grimm refers to the two citadels by Jericho mentioned by Strabo as having

been destroyed by Pompey, namely Taurus and Thrax ; the reference here must be to one of these.

Emmaus. See note on iii. 40.

Bethhoron. See note on iii. 16.

Bethel. About ten miles north of Jerusalem, the modern Beitin, nearly 3,000 ft. above the sea-level.

Timnath. Several places of this name are mentioned in the O.T. ; the one here must be either the Timnath-
Serah in Mount Ephraim, where Joshua was buried (Joshua xix. 50, xxiv. 30; Judges ii. 9), or the Timna (called also

Timnatha) in Danite territory about fifteen miles to the west of Jerusalem ; the latter is, perhaps, the more likely.

Pharathon. The Syriac and O.L. versions, like Josephus, omit ' and '. This place is the Pirathon of the O.T.

(Judges xii. 13, 15), in Ephraimite territory (but cp. xi. 34), the modern Ferata, about six or seven miles south-west of

Nablous, the ancient Sichem.
Tephon. Probably a corruption of Tappuach, also in the inheritance of Ephraim (Joshua xvi. 8).

52. Bethsura, and Gazara. See notes on iv. 29. 15.

the citadel. Cp. i. 33, and the note on v. 53.

54. the one hundred and fifty-third year. i.e. 159 B.C.

the second month. Iyar in the Jewish calendar.

the wall of the inner court. The inner court was restricted to Israelites, so that the pulling down of its wall

implied the obliteration of all religious difference between Israelites and Gentiles ; this was to undo the work of the

prophets whose aim was to keep the Israelites distinct from their idolatrous neighbours.

56. Alcimus died. Josephus places the death of Alcimus earlier, before the death of Judas, see Antiq. XII. x. 6;

he says that Alcimus was ' smitten suddenly by God '.

57. he returned to the king. Assuming, no doubt, that the country had now been subjugated ; but, as the sequel

shows, the period of rest which the land had enjoyed, was utilized by the national party to good purpose.

62. Bethbasi, which is in the wilderness. G. A. Smith says that ' in the wilderness of Judaea, east of Tekoa,

there is a Wady el-Bassah, which name as it stands means ' marsh ', an impossible term, and therefore probably an

echo of an ancient name' (EB 550) ;
possibly Bethbasi is to be identified with this.

65. and went forth into the country. For the purpose of creating diversions, and to come to the relief of his

brother at the right moment.
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I MACCABEES 9. 66—10. 7

66 and he went with a (small) number. And he smote Odomera and his brethren, and the children of

67 Phasiron in their tents. And hem began to smite (them) and to go up with (his) troops. Then Simon
68 and they that were with him went out of the city and set on fire the engines (of war) ; and they

fought against Bacchides, and he was discomfited by them, and they afflicted him sore, n for his plan

69 and his attack had been in vain 11
. And they were very wroth with the lawless men that gave him

counsel to come into the country, and they slew many of them. And he determined to depart into

70 his own land. And (when) Jonathan had knowledge (thereof), he sent ambassadors p unto him p
, to

the end that they should make peace with him, and that he should restore unto them q the captives.

71 And he r accepted (the thing), sand did according to his words 8
, and sware unto him that he would

72 not seek his hurt all the days of his life. And he restored unto him the captives which he had taken
captive aforetime out of *the land of* Judah ; and he/ returned and departed into his own land, and

73 came' not any more into their borders. And the sword ceased from Israel. And Jonathan dwelt
at Michmash. And Jonathan began to judge the people" ; and he destroyed the ungodly out of
Israel *.

X. 1-66. Jonathan supports Alexander Balas in his struggle with Demetrius I.

10 1 In a the one hundred and sixtieth year Alexander b Epiphanes, the son of Antiochus b
, went up

2 and took possession of Ptolemais, and they c received him, and he reigned there d
. And (when) king

Demetrius heard (thereof), he gathered together exceeding great forces, and went forth to meet him
3 in battle. And Demetrius sent letters unto Jonathan with words of peace, so as to magnify him.

4 For he said :
' Let us be beforehand to make peace with them, ere he make peace with Alexander

5 against us. For he will remember all the evils which we have done e unto him e
, and unto his

6 brethren and unto his nationV And he gave him authority to gather together forces, and to provide
arms, and to be his confederate ; and he commanded that they should deliver up to him the hostages

7 that were in the citadel. And Jonathan came to Jerusalem, and read the letters e in the ears of all h

m they XV 64 93 n " n >7i °heX c,a V Bacchides 19 93 Sluc p~p unto them X 93 > V <J him 55 IL &s
r Bacchides Luc 88 >7i tt > X &% "Bacchides 19 93 S luc v looked Luc ' w +of Israel 19 93 £lnc

x of it &luc

X. aAnd in ffi IL & u,c b ~b the son of Antiochus Epiphanes £luc > Antiochus SL2 c
it A 93 X c ' a d (over)

them IL
1 e " e > 1L 1 f raceV e~g>yi h > £g

with a (small) number, npifyiaj, cp. Isa. x. 19 (Sept.).

66. Odomera. Another reading is Odoarres
;
presumably the name of the head of some Bedouin clan ; this applies

also to Phasiron.

and to go up with (his) troops, i.e. to lead his troops against the enemy ; for the Hebrew phrase ' to go up

'

(by nby) for the purpose of fighting cp. 1 Sam. xiv. 10
; Judg. vi. 3, xv. 10, xviii. 9, &c.

70. the captives, i. e. those who had been taken captive aforetime (see v. 72).

73. And the sword ceased . . . 'With this laconic notice the First Book of Maccabees passes over the following

five years. This can only mean that Jonathan, while the official Sanhedrim of Jerusalem was still filled by those
friendly to the Greeks, established at Michmash a sort of rival government, which gradually won the position of main
influence in the country, so that it was able even to drive out (a<f>avi(eiv) the ungodly, that is, the Hellenizing party.

The Hellenistic or Greek-favouring party had no root among the people. The great mass of the Jews had still the
distinct consciousness that Hellenism, even if it should tolerate the religion of Israel, was irreconcilable with the
religion of the scribes. So soon, then, as pressure from above was removed, the great majority of the people gave
themselves heart and soul to the national Jewish movement. The Maccabees, therefore, had the people soon again
at their back. And this is the explanation of the fact that during the struggles for the Syrian throne now beginning,
the claimants contended with one another in endeavouring to secure to themselves the goodwill of the Maccabees

'

(Schiirer, op. cit. i. 1, p. 239).
Michmash. Nine miles north of Jerusalem, the modern Mukhjnas.
and he destroyed . . . This shows how the power of the national party had been consolidated.

X. I. In the one hundred and sixtieth year. 153 B.C.; the last date given was 159 B.C. (see ix. 54), and in

v. 57 we are told that the land had rest for two years ; seven years have, therefore, elapsed since the time that

Bacchides thought the land was subjugated (see note on ix. 57) ; and during this interval nothing is recorded save an
abortive attempt on the part of Bacchides to subdue Jonathan (ix. 58-73).

Alexander Epiphanes. Alexander Balas was a low-born native of Smyrna who, owing to his resemblance to

Antiochus Eupator, gave himself out to be the son of Antiochus Epiphanes. He was taken up by Attalus II, King of
Pergamum, from whom he received the name of Alexander, and who supported his claims to the kingdom of Syria
against Demetrius. Although, according to Polybius (xxxiii. 14. 6), it was well known that the claims of Alexander
were without justification, he was, nevertheless, recognized by the Roman Senate, who promised to support him. His
success was largely due to the fact that Demetrius was hated by his own people (see Josephus, Antiq. XIII. ii. 1) on
account of his ' insolence and difficulty of access ', and because he was ' slothful and negligent about the public affairs '.

Ptolemais. See note on v. 15, and cp. Josephus, /. c.

2. went forth to meet . . . See note on vii. 31.

3. with words of peace. See note on i. 30.

7. in the ears of all the people. Cp. Isa. xxxvi. 2 DIM "OfXS.
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I MACCABEES 10. 8-30

8 the people, and of them that were in the citadel s
; and they were sore afraid when they heard that

9 the king had given him' authority to gather together forces. And they k of the citadel k delivered up
10 the hostages unto Jonathan, and he 1 restored them to their parents. And Jonathan dweltm in

n Jerusalem, and began to build nand renew 11 the city. And °he p commanded them that did the work
to build the walls and the mount Sion round about with square - stones for defence ; and they r did

12, 13 so. And the strangers, that were in the strongholds that Bacchides had built, fled away; 8and

14 each man left his place 8
, and departed into his own land. Only in Bethsura were there left certain

of those that had forsaken the Law, 8and the commandments; for it was a place of refuge unto

them 6
.

15 And king Alexander heard all the promises which Demetrius had sent unto Jonathan ; and they

told him of the battles and the valiant deeds Hvhich he and his brethren had done, "and of the toils

16 which they had endured*"; and he said :
' Shall we find another such man? And now v

let us make v

17 him our Friend wand confederatew .' And he wrote letters, xyand sent (them) unto him y
, according to

18, 19 these words, saying 1
: 'King Alexander to his brother Jonathan, greeting 2

! We have heard

20 concerning thee, that thou art a mighty a man of valour, band meet to be our Friend b
. And now we

have appointed thee c this day c (to be) high-priest of thy nation, and (it is our will) that thou shouldest

be called the king's Friend '—and he d sent unto him a purple robe and a crown 6 of gold f—'and that

21 thou shouldest take our part, and keep friendships with us.' And Jonathan put on the holy garment
b in the seventh month of the one hundred and sixtieth year h

, at the feast of Tabernacles, and he

gathered together forces, and provided arms in abundance.

22, 23 And (when) Demetrius heard 'these things', he was grieved, and said :
' Why have we permitted

this to be done, that Alexander hath been beforehand k with us in establishing friendship with the

24 Jews k
, to strengthen himself? I also will write untp them words of encouragement, Jand of honour,

25 and gifts, that they may be with me for (my) aid.' And he sent unto them according to these words 1
:

26 ' King Demetrius unto the nation of the Jews, greeting ! Forasmuch as ye have kept covenant with

us, and have.continued in our friendship, mand have not joined yourselves to our enemies, we, (who)

27 have heard (hereof), rejoice. And now continue ye still™ to keep faith with us, and we will recom-

28 pense unto you ngood things 11 °in return for what ye do in our behalf ; and we will grant you many
29 immunities, and will give you gifts. pAnd now I (herewith) free you, and release all the Jews from

30 the tributes p , and from the custom on salt, and from (the presenting of)*1 the crowns ; and instead of

' them A kk > 5L
2

' they A m heard A n_n > 71
0-° > 71 P Jonathan 64 93 flfour-foot X V 55

r he XV II1 88 >7i t_t >7i n-u >(siuc w we will make X V 19 64 w-w >71 *-*untohim7i
y
_y>Luc Z >V a good A b ~b >7i C ~C >7I d they A e a royal crown £8 f + and saying X c - a

splur. X Luc hh >7i l_I>7l k~k > V w >7l m-m>71 n-u ><gg °°>7i PPAnd
now I release all Jews from tribute IL

2 ' the custom of 55

8. they were sore afraid. e(f)o(iirj6r)(rav <fi6j3ov ptyav, cp. Luke ii. 9.

11. square stones. Cp. 1 Kings vi. 36, vii. 9; Isa. ix. 9; called in Hebrew rVia \32X ; not 3VriD *33N ('hewn

stones '), which were smaller, and not necessarily ' square '»

14. Bethsura. See note on iv. 29.

16. Friend. See note on ii. 18.

18. King . . . greeting! A Greek formula which often occurs in 1-2 Mace. ; the Hebrew equivalent for 'greeting'

would be D&f> ' Peace \

19. a mighty man of valour. A very frequent O.T. expression, ^D I13?.

20. high-priest. This office had been vacant for seven years, i. e. since the death of Alcimus.

a purple robe and a crown of gold. Cp. xi. 58, xix. 43 ; Esther viii. 15 ; Dan. v. 7.

21. the holy garment, i.e. the specific high-priestly robe (7^0) ; the ' robe of righteousness ' (Isa. Ixi. 10).

the seventh month. Tishri, corresponding roughly to October.

the feast of Tabernacles. Called Sukkoth ('Booths'); the feast began on the 15th of Tishri, and lasted

seven days (Lev. xxiii. 34) ; nowadays it lasts nine days, and is called ' the season of Rejoicing' ; cp. Josephus, Antiq.

VIII. iv. 1.

he gathered together forces . . . Jonathan evidently thought it wisest, in the long run, to trust to himself only.

27. we will recompense . . . These promises were of such an extravagant character that Jonathan would in any

case have regarded them with suspicion ; but he evidently knew the real state of affairs, and foresaw that the doom of

Demetrius was sealed.

29. the tributes. This was the principal burden laid upon the people, the poll-tax ;
' it was, strictly speaking,

a kind of trade-tax, a percentage that varied according to the nature of the work and the means of the individual, not

a personal tax, uniform and unchanging' (EB 4909, after Aristotle, Oeconom. ii. I. 4).

the custom on salt. A very large quantity of salt is deposited upon the marshy land around the Dead Sea

when the annual spring floods, which cause the sea-level to rise several feet, subside. The tax on this was called

t) dXiKfj ; the very words here used, anb . . . tJ)? timJ/s tov &\6s, have been found on an Egyptian ostrakon. See further

on the whole subject of salt-taxes in Palestine under the Seleucidae, Wilcken, Griechische Ostraka aus Aegypten . . .,

i. pp. 141 ff.

and from . . . crowns. These were originally voluntary gifts given to the sovereign, but afterwards exacted as

of right. For another instance of the remission of taxes to the Jews see Josephus, Antiq. XII. iii. 3, where we are told

of ' poll-money, and the crown tax, and other taxes ' being remitted.
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I MACCABEES 10. 50-41

the third part of the seed, and instead of r the half of r the fruit of the trees, which falleth to me
to receive, I release (them) from this day and henceforth, so that I will not take (them) from the

land of Judah, and from the three governments which are added thereunto from the country of

31 Samaria and Galilee, s from this day forth and for all time 3
. And *let Jerusalem be* holy and

32 free, "together with the outlying districts, (regarding)'' the tenths and the tolls.
W
I yield up w

also my authority over" the citadel which is at Jerusalem, and give (it) to the high-priest*, that

33 he may appoint in it (such) men as he shall choose, to keep it. And every soul of the Jews that

hath been carried away captive from the land of Judah into any part of my kingdom, I set at

34 liberty ywithout price y ; and let all remit the tributes of their cattle also. And all the feasts, and
the Sabbaths, and new moons, and appointed days, and three days before a feast, z and three days
after a feast z

,

a
let them all be days of immunity and release for all the Jews b that are in my king-

35 dom ab
; and no man shall have authority to exact (anything) from any of them, or to trouble them

36 concerning any matter. And let there be enrolled among the king's forces about thirty thousand men
37 of the Jews, and pay shall be given unto them, as belongeth to all

d the king's forces. efAnd of them
some shall be placed in the king's 6 great strongholds, and some of them shall be placed over the

affairs of the kingdom 8
, which are of trust ; and let those that are over them, and their rulers, be

from among themselves, and let them walk after their own laws, even as the king hath commanded
38 in the land of Judah. And the three governments that have been added to Judaea from the country

of Samaria h 'let them be added to Judaea, k that they may be reckoned ik to be under one (man),

39 that they obey not any other authority than that of the high-priest f
. As for Ptolemais, and the land

pertaining thereto, I have given (it *as) a gift
1 to m the sanctuary that is atm Jerusalem, for the

40 expenses n that befit
n the sanctuary. And I (undertake to) give every year fifteen thousand shekels

41 of silver ° from the king's revenues ,
p from the places which are (most) convenient p

.
4r And all the

rr >(£iuc s-s >71 t-t
j. shall be V U-U >IL1 v and I remit A V 19 £ w ~w >Ai9 7iS x to the

holy house £s y~y>71 z_z > 7 1 IL1 aaparaphrased in So b_b >71 c threeSluc d > 5luc

ee >NE1 f~ f >7l 8 of the king £>luc h + and Galilee Luc ij let them be reckoned with Judaea Ss E1

k k > 19 £ lue w > £luc m "m > She u-n > £iuc 0-0 > 7I from the king's treasury Sis from the
treasury E 2 p~p > Sluc 4~* All that is owing to me Sluc r r > 71

30. the seed. Josephus (Antiq. XIII. ii. 3) :
' the fruits (of the field),' cp. ra a-rr€ip6fiti>a, XIV. x. 6.

half of the fruit ... A larger proportion of this was appropriated because the produce involved less labour.

the three governments. Cp. xi. 28, 34, called ' toparchies '.

and Galilee. This is an erroneous addition ; the three toparchies mentioned belonged to Samaria, cp. xi. 34 ; in

v. 38 of this chapter a similar error is made in some MSS., see critical note there.

and for all time. Cp. xi. 36.

31. let J. be holy. What is meant is made very clear by referring to a rescript of Antiochus III, the Great,
quoted by Josephus {Antiq. XII. iii. 4) : 'It shall be lawful for no foreigner to come within the limits of the Temple
round about ; which thing is forbidden also to the Jews, unless to those who, according to their own custom, have
purified themselves. ... Let them only be permitted to use the sacrifices derived from their forefathers, with which
they have been obliged to make acceptable atonements to God. And he that transgresseth any of these orders, let

him pay to the priests three thousand drachmae of silver.

free, . . . the tenths and the tolls. The reference is to the tithes, and the tax on the revenues of the Temple,
which had been exacted by the Syrian rulers

; Josephus makes this clear {Antiq. XIII. ii. 3) : 'I also release to you
those ten thousand drachmae which the kings received from the Temple, because they appertain to the priests that

minister in that Temple' (cp. also 2 Mace. xi. 3). The Temple dues which were thus taxed were : (1) ' the third part of
a shekel for the service of the house of our God ' (Neh. x. 32), which every Israelite of twenty years and upwards had
to pay annually ; originally it was a half-shekel (about one shilling and twopence halfpenny}, for rich and poor alike

(Exod. xxx. 14, 15) ; but on this see Schiirer, op. cit. ii. 1. 250 ; (2) the votive offerings (cp. Lev. xxvii ; Deut xxiii.

22-24 ; see also Josephus, Antiq. IV. iv. 4) = D^TIJ ; and (3) the free-will offerings (nmj). On the whole subject of
these offerings see the Mishnic tractate Shekalim.

33. and let all remit. The ' all ' must refer to the king's officials, ' their cattle ' to the property of Jews ; what is

meant is explained by Josephus {Antiq. XIII. ii. 3) :
' I also give order that the beasts belonging to the Jews be not

pressed for our service.
1

34. days of immunity . . . i.e., as the next verse shows, on these days the Jews were to be left unmolested,
whether as regards the payment of taxes or debts (cp. v. 43) or as regards service for the king.

36. And let there be enrolled . . . This would give a status to the Jews which they had not hitherto enjoyed
;

but Demetrius' main object was to increase his forces in order to withstand Alexander.
pay. £ei>ia = the clothing, food, and pay given to mercenary troops.

37. and some of them shall be placed . . . Josephus {Antiq. XIV. ii. 3) says :
' And some of them I will place in

my garrisons, and some as guards about mine own body, and as rulers over those that are in my court ;
' cp. Antiq.

XII. ii. 5.

38. the three governments. See note on v. 30.

39. As for Ptolemais ... As Alexander had taken possession of this (see v. 1), the promise was merely a bribe
to induce Jonathan to attack the rival of Demetrius.

40. from the places . . . convenient, i.e. those which could best afford it ; the clause is omitted by the Lucianic
Syriac, and Josephus makes no reference to it.

41. all the overplus. Fairweather and Black are probably right in understanding this to refer to the additional
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overplus q which the officials paid not in—as (has been done) in former years 8—they shall from
42 henceforth give towards the works of the* house r

. And "beside this u
, the five thousand shekels of

silver, which they used to take from the dues of the sanctuary v w out of the income w year by
43 year, xy this also is released, because it appertaineth x to the priests that minister y

. And whosoever
shall flee unto the temple that is in Jerusalem, and in all the precincts thereof, (because) he oweth
money to the king, or for any other reason, let (such) go free, together with all, whatsoever they possess,

44 in my kingdom. And for the building and renewing of the works of the sanctuary the expense
45 shall be given also out of the king's revenue. z And for the building of the walls of Jerusalem, and

the fortifying thereof round about, a shall the expense be given also out of the king's revenue bz
,

and for the building of the walls (of other cities) in Judaea a .'

46 Now when Jonathan and the people heard these words, they gave no credence unto them °, nor
received they (them), because they remembered the great evil that he had done in Israel d

, and that
47 he had afflicted them very sore. And (moreover) they were well pleased with Alexander, because

he was the first that spake e words of peace e unto them, and they remained confederate with him
always.

48 And king Alexander gathered together f great forces f
, and encamped over against Demetrius.

49 And the two kings joined battle, and the army of Alexander 6 fled, and Demetrius h followed after

50 him ', and prevailed against them. And he continued the battle k obstinately until the sun went
down ; and Demetrius fell that day.

51 And Alexander 1 sent ambassadors to Ptolemy, king of Egypt, m according to these words m
,

5 2 saying :
' Forasmuch as I am returned to my kingdom, and am set on the throne of my fathers, and

have gotten the dominion, and have overthrown Demetrius, n and have gotten possession of our

53 country 11—yea, I joined battle with him, and he and his army were discomfited by us, and we ° sat

54 upon the throne of his kingdom,— let us now establish amity p one with the other 1*; and give me
now q thy daughter to wife ; and I will make affinity with thee, and will give both thee and her gifts

55 worthy of thee.' And Ptolemy the king answered, saying r
:

' Happy is the day wherein thou didst

56 return into the land of thy fathers, and didst sit upon the throne of their kingdom. And now will

I do to thee (according to) the things which thou hast written. But meet (me) a at Ptolemais, that

57 we may see one another ; and I will make affinity with thee *even as thou hast said V And Ptolemy
went out of Egypt, he and Cleopatra his daughter, "and came unto Ptolemais, in the one hundred

58 and sixty-second year"; and he bestowed on him his daughter Cleopatra, and celebrated her
marriage at Ptolemais with great pomp, as the manner of kings is.

59, 60 And king v Alexander wrote unto Jonathan, that he should come to meet him. And he w went

s nations Luc 3L2 * this Luc u ~u >7i v + as in former years A V 55 71 3> 3L w-w > glue x-x > gg y-y>
7 i

a-*>£g a " a >64 b house 19 93 &luc c himSlllc > 71 d Jerusalem 64 e " e >7l f " f all the

forces N +andmanyi9 93 8 Demetrius X ca
,

cb V 19 64 h Alexander X ca V 19 64 i them X ca 19 5luc

k <Ss is wantingfrom here to year in v. 67 ' + in that day Luc S luc IU ~m > 71 n n > 71 ° I Luc
P"P\vithhimA with them X <J > X 19 71 93 Sluc IL r >7i 8 expressed in X ca

19 93
tt >7l

" > 71 v >7i w Jonathan Lucu-u

yearly subsidy granted for the Temple service out of State funds, and regularly paid ('as in former years ') under the

Persians, Ptolemies, and Seleucidae, prior to Antiochus Epiphanes.
the works of the house, i. e. the affairs of the Temple, see preceding note.

42. the five thousand shekels of silver, which . . . This item has already been dealt with in v. 31.

dues. Text reads xPei& v — ^¥, corrupt for s2~iy [Gen. Editor].

43. shall flee unto the temple. Jewish law granted the right of asylum only to those who had committed murder
accidentally ; the places of asylum were the altar in the Temple, and the six cities of refuge (cp. Exod. xxi. 14 ; I Kings
i. 50, ii. 28, 29).

44. for the building . . . Cp. Ezra vi. 8, vii. 20.

46. they gave no credence. The promises were far too extravagant to inspire confidence.

47. the first, dpxrjyos, i.e. he took a higher place in their estimation.

49, 50. This laconic account can only be understood by the aid of Josephus, who says (Antiq. XIII. ii. 4) : 'And
when it was come to a battle, the left wing of Demetrius put those who opposed them to flight, and pursued them
a great way, and slew many of them, and spoiled their camp. But the right wing, where Demetrius happened to be,

was beaten ; and as for all the rest, they ran away. But Demetrius fought courageously, and slew a great many of

the enemy; but as he was in pursuit of the rest, his horse carried him into a deep bog, where it was hard to get out,

and there it happened, that upon his horse's falling down, he could not escape being killed ; for when his enemies saw
what had befallen him, they returned back, and encompassed Demetrius round, and they all threw their darts at him

;

but he being now on foot, fought bravely ; but at length he received so many wounds that he was not able to bear up
any longer, and fell.'

51. Ptolemy. The sixth of the name, surnamed Philometor ; he reigned 180-146 B. C., first under the guardianship
of his mother, Cleopatra, and jointly with his brother until 170, when he became sole king of Egypt.

52. I am returned to my kingdom . . . This insolent falsehood had been so sedulously propagated that many
believed Alexander to be the rightful heir

;
presumably the author of 1 Mace, also believed this.

54. thy daughter. Cleopatra, the issue of the incestuous union between Ptolemy and his sister, Cleopatra.
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* with pomp to Ptolemais x
, and met the two kings, and gave them and their Friends silver and

61 gold, and many y gifts
;
and he found favour in their sight.- And there were gathered together

against him z (certain) pestilent fellows out of Israel z
, men that were transgressors of the Law, to

62 complain against him ; but the king a gave no heed to them. And the king a commanded'15

, and they c

63 took off Jonathan's garments, and clothed him in purple ;

d even so did they do d
. And the king 6 made

him sit with him, and said unto his princes :
' Go forth with him into the midst of the city, and make

proclamation, that no man complain against him f concerning any matter f
, and let no man trouble

64 him for any manner of cause.' And sit came to pass «, when they that complained against him h saw
his glory According as (the herald) made proclamation 1

, and (saw) him clothed in purple k
, that they

65 all fled away. 1 And the king showed him h honour, and wrote m him among his Chief Friends, and
66 made him a captain, and governor of a province 1

. And Jonathan returned n to Jerusalem 11 with
peace ° and gladness °.

X. 67-89. Victory of Jonathan over Apollonius, the general of Demetrius II

;

he is rezvarded by Alexander.

67 And in the one hundred and sixty-fifth year came Demetrius, the son of Demetrius, out of Crete
68 into the land of his fathers. And (when) king Alexander heard (thereof) he p was grieved exceed-

69 ingly, and returned q unto Antioch. And Demetrius appointed Apollonius, r who was r over
Coelesyria 3

,
(captain) ; and he gathered together a great host, and encamped in Jamnia, and sent

70 unto Jonathan the high-priest, saying: ' Thou alone liftest up thyself against us ; but I am had in

derision and in reproach because of thee. * And why dost thou vaunt thy power against us in the
71 mountains?* Now therefore, if thou trustest in thy forces, come down to us in the plain, and there
72 let us try conclusions with one another, for with me is the power of the cities". Ask and learn who

I am, v and the rest w (of those) that help us; and they (will) say, Your x foot cannot stand before
73 our face ; for thy fathers have been twice put to flight in their own land. And now thou wilt not

x~x >7i y>S luc z_z >93 aa >g3 b +themA c heA d "d >7iE1 e kings X f_f > 71
8"g>7i£luc h Jonathan Luc ij > 71 k linen A 1_1 >7i m appointed 55 "~u > X °-°>7i
Pthe king N <J sent 19 r_r leader 55 1L1 defender S* s Syria Sluc *-* > 71 " wars 64 v "v > 71
w > glue x Thy gg

60. and he found favour in their sight. A Hebrew expression (VPJ?? fH XVD) which frequently occurs in the

O.T., e.g. Gen. xxx. 27, xlvii. 25, 29 ; 1 Sam. i. 18, &c.
61. pestilent fellows. avSpes Xoipoi, cp. 1 Sam. xxx. 22 (Sept.) avqp Xoipos; 1 Sam. xxv. 25 . . . rbv avdpanov tov

Xoifiop . . . (bvibll B«N).

62. clothed him in purple. ' It is still the custom of oriental kings to bestow upon State officials, vassals,

governors, ambassadors, and scholars, as a mark of honour, not, it is true, purple, but a costly garment, called Khila
. . . and especially also those whom they wish publicly and solemnly to declare innocent of some charge do they
clothe in gorgeous apparel, and cause them to be led through the royal city ' (Grimm) ; references to the accounts of
travellers are given. Cf. Gen. xli. 43 ; Esther vi. 11.

65. Chief Friends. There were evidently different grades among the King's Friends, just as in an aristocracy
;

Jonathan had already been made a Friend of the King (see v. 16).

a captain, and governor of a province. ' 2Tparr]y6s and pfpiBdpxrjs may be taken as equivalent to military and
civil governor. ... It specially deserves notice, that, in spite of Jonathan's appointment as a-rpar^yos, a Syrian
governor still continued to occupy the citadel of Jerusalem ' (Schiirer).

66. with peace and gladness. The rebuff which the Hellenistic Jews had received, and the honours which had
been heaped upon Jonathan, occasioned him outward and inward peace.

67. the one hundred and sixty-fifth year. 147 B.C.

Demetrius. The second, surnamed Nicator. Josephus (Antiq. XIII. iv. 2) adds further that he came with a large

number of mercenary troops, brought to him by Lasthenes, a Cretan, and sailed to Cilicia. He had been living in

exile in Crete since the war between his father and Alexander began.

68. returned unto Antioch. i. e. from Ptolemais.

69. Apollonius. According to Polybius (xxxi. 21. 2), the foster-brother (avvrpcxpos) of Demetrius I. Josephus
(Antiq. XIII. iv. 2) calls him 'Apollonius Daus ', i.e. belonging to the Dahae, a great Scythian people who led a nomad
life over a large tract of country east of the Caspian Sea, still called Daghestan.

Coelesyria. i.e. 'hollow (kolKt)) Syria', so called because it included, and was originally restricted to, the

depression between the two Lebanons (cp. Joshua xi. 17 P^Ilpn nyi?2, 'the valley of Lebanon') ; but in the Greek
period it included the whole of eastern Palestine

;
Josephus (Antiq. XIV. iv. 5) says that it stretched from ' as far as the

river Euphrates and Egypt'; it is in this extended sense in which the name is here used. It occurs for the first time
in I Esdras ii. 17. In the Roman period Coelesyria was again used in the restricted sense, as it was made a separate
province.

Jamnia. See note on iv. 15.

72. for thy fathers ... As Apollonius is writing from Jamnia (Jabneel), i.e. from what was formerly Philistine

territory, he is probably referring to Israelite defeats at the hands of the Philistines; the two most signal instances
were the battle of Aphek, at which the Philistines captured the Ark (1 Sam. iv. 1-11), and the battle of Mount Gilboa,
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be able to withstand the horse and such an host as this in the plain, where there is neither stone

74 y nor flint y
, nor (any) place 2 to flee untoV Now when Jonathan heard the words of Apollonius, he

was a moved in his mind a
; and he chose out ten thousand men, b and went forth b from Jerusalem

;

75 and Simon his brother met him for to help him. And he encamped against Joppa ; and they of the

city shut him c out, because Apollonius (had) a garrison d in Joppa d
; and they e fought against it.

76
f And they of the city, being afraid, opened (the gates)', and Jonathan became master of Joppa.

77 And (when) Apollonius heard (of this), he gathered 8 an army of three thousand horse, and a great

host, and went to Azotus as though (intending) to journey on, but h at the same time h moved
78 forward s into the' plain, because he had a multitude of horse, and relied on this. And he k pursued

79 after him 1 to Azotus, and the armies joined battle™. Now Apollonius had left a thousand horse

80 n behind him u
, hidden °

; but Jonathan realized that there was an ambushment p behind him p
. And

they surrounded his army, and cast (their) q darts at the people from morning until Mate in the

8

1

afternoon r
; but the people stood still, as Jonathan (had) commanded, while the (enemy's) horses

82 were wearying (themselves). And Simon drew forth his host, and joined battle with the phalanx

—

83 for the horsemen "were spent—and they were discomfited by him, *and fled. And the horsemen 8

were scattered in the plain * ; and they fled to Azotus, and entered into Beth-dagon, their idol's tem-

84 pie u
, to save themselves. And Jonathan burned Azotus, and the cities round about it, and took

85 their spoils ;

v and the temple of Dagon, w and them that fled into it
w

, he burned with fire
v
. And

they that had fallen x by the sword *, with them that were burned, were about eight thousand men.
86 And from thence Jonathan removed, and encamped against Askalon, and they of the city came forth

87 to meet him with great pomp. And Jonathan, with them that were on his side, returned to Jerusalem,

88 having many spoils. And y it came to pass y
, when king Alexander heard these things, he honoured

89 Jonathan yet more ; and he sent unto him a buckle of gold, as the use is to give to such as are of

the kindred of the kings ; moreover, he gave him Ekron and all the borders thereof for a possession.

y y > 3L + whither A a ~ a enraged and moved £» b b > S luc c X* V <S
luc 3L1 make this refer to the city

d d therein i? luc e he Se t~t And they were afraid and departed from the city IL1 s interposed 93 S luc

h-h > glue i
ied forward A 55

k Jonathan T.R. & 1 + for battle N V m + after him ffi {exc. Luc) & IL
nn >71 ° in a hiding-place T.R. p~p > S 1 expressed in 19 93

r_r evening T.R. the sinking {of the

sun) 5« SB > 71 t~t > &s u > 93 Sluc 3L 1 vv > 19 93 & luc w_w and its (i.e. the city's) temple A > 71
**>&' y-y>

7 i &i"c3L 2

when king Saul was slain (1 Sam. xxxi. 1-7). These were by no means, however, the only occasions on which the

Israelites were defeated by the Philistines, and perhaps for this reason J osephus (Antiq. XIII. iv. 3) says that ' these are

the very men who always conquered thy progenitors', though this, again, is a gross exaggeration, cp. e.g. 2 Sam. v.

17-21, when David defeated them at the battle of Baal-perazim (2 Sam. viii. 1 ; 1 Chron. xviii. 1, &c).

7^. neither stone nor flint. An exaggeration, to emphasize the contrast between the mountainous country and
the plain.

75. Joppa. The modern Jaffa, 3^ miles from Jamnia; its chief importance lay in its harbour, which was the best,

though not an ideal one, on the coast of Palestine; cp. I Mace. xii. 33, 34, xiii. 11, xiv. 5, 34, xv. 28-30, 35 ; 2 Mace.
xii. 3-7.

77. Azotus. See note on iv. 15.

but . . . moved forward. With the purpose of enticing Jonathan out.

79. hidden. Lit. ' in secret ',
Josephus, more explicitly, ' in a gully.'

80. realized. Lit. ' knew
',
presumably by means of spies.

cast (their) darts. ' Shot their arrows' (Hebr. J>n PIT, as in, e.g. 1 Sam. xx. 36).

81. but the people stood still. This is explained by Josephus, who says that Jonathan commanded his army 'to

stand in a square battle array
'

; they covered themselves with their shields, against which the enemy hurled their

missiles in vain.

82. Simon drew forth his host. Evidently having been held in reserve all this time.

83. Beth-dagon. Dagon was one of the chief gods of the Philistines (cp. Judges xvi. 23, 24 ; I Sam. v. 1-5), whose

worship they took over when they first entered into the land ; his name occurs on the Tell-el-Amarna tablets, and has

also been found inscribed on the walls of the temple of Mukair in southern Babylonia. Although it cannot be proved

that Dagon was a fish-god, it is probable that this was the case, though Philo Byblius speaks of him as a corn-god

(deriving the name from pT ' corn ', instead of H ' fish ').

84. the cities . . . Josephus, more correctly, ' the villages about it.'

86. Askalon. One of the five chief cities of the Philistines (Joshua xiii. 3), lying on the coast between Ashdod and

Gaza ; the modern Askaliin. .

88. he honoured . . . yet more. Tjpotr&To 8o£<i<rai, a Hebraism (7 SJD').

89. a buckle of gold. Cp. xi. 58, xiv. 44; the golden buckle and the purple robe (see v. 21) were only worn by

the most distinguished men of the kingdom, or by ' the kindred of the kings '.

Ekron. The most northerly of the chief Philistine cities ; it lay between Ashdod and Jamnia towards the east

;

the modern Akir.
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XI. 1-19. Alliance between Ptolemy VI and Demetrius II, resulting in the downfall of
Alexander Balas. Demetrius becomes king of Syria.

11 1 And a the king of Egypt gathered together bgreat forces b , as the sand which is by the sea shore

(for multitude), cand many ships c
, and sought to make himself master of Alexander's kingdom by

2 deceit, and to add it to his own kingdom. And he went forth into Syria with d words of peace ; and
they of the cities opened unto him (the gates), and met him, and king Alexander's command was

3 that they should meet him, because he was his father-in-law. Now when e Ptolemy entered into the

4 cities e
, he placed in each city f his forces

(
g for) a garrison g

. And when he came near to Azotus, they

showed him the temple of Dagon (which had been) burned with fire,
hand Azotus, (which) together

with the suburbs thereof, had been pulled down, and the bodies scattered about, and them that had
been burned, 'whom he had burned 1 k in the war k

, for they had made heaps of them in his way h
.

5 And they told the king what things Jonathan had done, in order to cast blame on him ; and the

6 king 1 held his peace. And Jonathan met the kingm n with pomp n at Joppa, and they saluted one

7 another, and they slept there. °And Jonathan went with the king as far as the river p that is called p

Eleutherus, and returned to Jerusalem.

8 But king Ptolemy made himself master of the cities upon the sea coast, unto Seleucia qwhich is by
9 the sea ci

, and he devised evil devices concerning Alexander. And he sent ambassadors unto king

Demetrius, saying :
' Let us make a covenant with one another, and I will give thee (to wife) my

10 daughter whom Alexander hath, and thou shalt reign over thy father's kingdom ; for I have repented
n that I gave my daughter unto him, for he sought to slay me.' r But he cast blame on him (thus),

i2 because he coveted his kingdom 1
. And taking his daughter (from Alexander), he gave her to

13 Demetrius, and 8was estranged from Alexander 8
, and their enmity became manifest. And Ptolemy

XI. a + Ptolemy 71 b ~b an army IL2 c ~ c > El d speaking X e_e he entered into the cities of
Ptolemais A V X ca f of them Sluc es to guard (it) K °-b V 55

h "h > 71 '"* who had been killed IL1

kk with fire &% i + went forth and 55 + when he heard it ,2>
luc m him7i n_n >7i 0_

° And they went 71
p-p> 19 q-q>3L1 rr and to obtain my kingdom 1L 88 T.R. ; Alexander changed his face A it became
known unto Alexander N

XI. 1. the king of Egypt. Ptolemy VI, Philometer, cp. x. 51.

as the sand . . . For this frequently used O.T. metaphor cp. Joshua xi. 4; Judges xvii. 12; 1 Sam. xiii. 5,
xvii. 11, &.c.

by deceit. Cp., on the other hand, Josephus (Antiq. XIII. iv. 1), according to whose account Ptolemy came in

perfect good faith.

4. the suburbs thereof. Cp. xi. 61.

5. held his peace. So as not to commit himself either for or against Jonathan.
6. met the king. Cp. x. 86, where avpdvrrja-ts is used in the sense of a meeting for the purpose of submitting

oneself (Kautzsch) ; the verb here used is awavrav, cp. Gen. xlvi. 28 (Sept.) where this verb is used in the sense of
meeting some one with the purpose of showing honour to him (Jacob sending Judah to Joseph).

7. Eleutherus. The modern Nahr al-Kebir, the most important river in Phoenicia; it rises in the Lebanon and
reaches the sea a little north of Arka

; Jonathan therefore accompanied Ptolemy for a considerable distance.
Burckardt (Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, p. 161) says :

' It is a large torrent, dangerous at this period of the
year (March) from its rapidity. The Hamah caravans have been known to remain encamped on its banks for weeks
together, without being able to cross it.'

8. Seleucia which is by the sea. Five miles north of the spot where the Orontes flows into the sea ; one of the
four most important cities of northern Syria; the port of Antioch, which was sixteen miles distant ; it was founded by
SeleUcus I Nicator (reigned 312-280 B.C.), the founder of many cities. Mentioned in connexion with the missionary
journey of Paul and Barnabas, Acts xiii. 4.

9. sent . . . unto king Demetrius. He was presumably in Cilicia ; cp. x. 67, and v. 14, where it is said that the

people of Cilicia had revolted against Alexander.
10. for he sought to slay me. The occasion of this is not mentioned in our book ; the author was biassed in

favour of Alexander because of the friendship between him and Jonathan ; but Diodorus does not refer to it either, he
says that Ptolemy only turned against Alexander when he realized what a hopeless weakling he was (cp. Grimm).
On the other hand, Josephus refers to the occurrence in a circumstantial manner (Antiq. XIII. iv. 6) :

' But as Ptolemy
was at Ptolemais, he was very near to a most unexpected destruction, for a treacherous design was laid for his life by
Alexander, by means of Ammonius, who was his friend ; and as the treachery was very plain, Ptolemy wrote to

Alexander, and required of him that he should bring Ammonius to condign punishment, informing him what snares
had been laid for him by Ammonius, and desiring that he might be accordingly punished for it. But when Alexander
did not comply with his demands, he perceived that it was he himself who had laid the design.' It is difficult to

believe that there was not some truth in Ptolemy's allegation.

11. because he coveted . . . This can scarcely have been the case originally, otherwise why should he have
given his daughter in marriage to Alexander? A pretext for quarrelling could easily have been found if, in the first

instance, Ptolemy had intended to seize the kingdom. It seems more likely that it was the proof of Alexander's
enmity which was the reason of Ptolemy's determination to wrest the kingdom from him.
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entered into Antioch, and put on himself the diadem of Asia ; so he (now) had put two diadems
upon his head, the diadem of Egypt and that of Asia.

14 But king Alexander was in Cilicia at that season, 'because they of those parts were in revolt*.

15 And Alexander heard of it, and he came against him in war; and Ptolemy led forth" (his host) v
, and

16 met him with a strong force, and put him to flight. And Alexander fled into Arabia, w that he might
17 be sheltered there ; but king Ptolemy was exalted w

. And Zabdiel the Arabian took off Alexander's

18 head, and sent it to Ptolemy. And king Ptolemy died the third day (after) ; and they that were in

19 his strongholds were slain x by them that dwelt in the strongholds x
. And Demetrius became king

in the one hundred and sixty-seventh year.

XI. 20-37. Jonatlian secures the favour of Demetrius II.

20 In those days Jonathan gathered together ythem of Judaea y to take the citadel that was in

21 Jerusalem ; and he made many engines (of war) against it. And z certain ones that hated their a own
nation 2

, men that transgressed the Law, went unto the king, and reported unto him b that Jonathan
22 was besieging the citadel. And (when) he heard it he was angered ; but immediately c on hearing it

c

he set forth, and came to Ptolemais, and wrote unto Jonathan that he should not besiege it
d

, and that

23 he should meet him and speak with him at Ptolemais with all speed. But when Jonathan heard (this),

he commanded (that the citadel should continue) to be besieged ; and he chose (certain) of the elders

24 of Israel and of the priests 6 and put himself in peril, and taking silver and gold and raiment, and

25 divers presents besides, went to Ptolemais unto the king. And he found favour in his sight. And
26 certain lawless men of them that were of the nation made complaints against him ; but the king did

unto him even as his predecessors had done unto him f
, and exalted him in the sight of all his Friends 8

,

27 and confirmed him in the high-priesthood, and whatsoever other honours he had before h
, and gave

28 him pre-eminence among his Chief Friends. And Jonathan requested of the king, that he would make
Judaea' and the three provinces of the country of Samaria j free from tribute ; and he k promised him

29 Hhree hundred 1 talents. And the king consented, and wrote letters unto Jonathan concerning all these

things after this manner :

30, 31 ' King Demetrius unto (his) brother Jonathan and unto the nation of the Jews, greeting ; The copy
of the letter which we wrote unto Lasthenes our m kinsman concerning you, we have written also unto

32, 33 you, that ye may see (it). King Demetrius unto Lasthenes (his) father, greeting ; We have determined

t-t >7 i "went forth 55 Sh,c v expressed in N ca Luc WW >7I x x > IL
2 ry Israel £* zz >7i

a ourX* b + saying Luc c c > 71 d the citadel N ca Luc e JewsN > S« f + and glorified him with
great glory 55 8 enemies IL l h +and exalted him 19 93 i5

luc
* Idumaea 64 J Reading, with Grimm,
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13. . . . entered into Antioch. Cp. Diodorus (quoted by Knabenbauer), who says that Hierax and Diodotus,
who had been left in charge of Antioch by Alexander, gave up his cause as hopeless, and induced the people of

Antioch to offer the crown and kingdom to Ptolemy.
Asia. Not the Roman province of this name, which was formed in 133 B.C., and included Mysia, Lysia, Caria,

the western part of Phrygia, together with the Dorian, Ionian, and Aeolian coast-cities, with the islands lying off the

coast (Ramsay, in HDB, s. v.); nor the continent; but the Asia as understood after it had been reduced about

285 B.C., and when the name Asia was 'restricted to the coast-cities and the lower valleys of the Maeander, Cayster,

Hermus, and Caicus ' (Ramsay).
15. and met him. According to Strabo, Ptolemy attacked Alexander at the river Oenoparas, on the plains of

Antioch (Schiirer, op. cit. i. 1, p. 244). Josephus says that Ptolemy was accompanied by Demetrius.

17. Zabdiel. 'A prince among the Arabians' (Josephus). The name occurs on a Palmyrene inscription (a.u. 155)
in the form Zabd-ila (Waddington, Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie 2590 ; cp. G. A. Cooke, North Semitic
Inscriptions, p. 272).

18. . . . died the third day (after). Josephus (Antiq. XIII. iv. 8) says that Ptolemy was thrown from his horse in

the battle, and wounded in the head by his enemies; he was unconscious for four days, but partially recovered on the

fifth, and died 'a little while after'.

they that were in his strongholds. Cp. v. 3.

19. the one hundred and sixty-seventh year. i.e. 145 B.C.

21. men that transgressed ... As on several other occasions, it was the renegades of their own race who were
the worst enemies of the Jewish leaders.

24. he found favour in his sight. For the Greek phrase cp. Sept. of Gen. vi. 8, xviii. 3, xxx. 27.

26. as his predecessors had done . . . Cp. x. 6, 18-20, 25 ff, 61-65.

27. confirmed him in the high priesthood. Cp. x. 20.

28. the three provinces . . . Cp. x. 30, and especially xi. 34 ; these provinces had been taken from Samaria
;

the reading km rqv ^apapirrjv, though supported by all MSS. and Versions, cannot be right, see crit. note.

29. after this manner. With the Greek cp. 2 Mace. i. 24.

30. unto (his) brother. Cp. x. 18, 25.

31. Lasthenes our kinsman. Cp. Joeephus (Antiq. XIII. iv. 3), where it is said that it was Lasthenes, the Cretan,

who brought a great number of mercenary soldiers to Demetrius. ' Kinsman ', like ' brother ' in v. 30, is a title of

honour; the same is the case with 'father' in the next verse; cp. Antiq. XII. iii. 4, where Antiochus III addresses

Zeuxis, the general of his forces and his ' intimate friend ', as ' father '.
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to do good to the nation of the Jews, who are our friends, and observe what is just toward us, because
34- of their good will toward us. We have confirmed unto them, therefore, the districts of Judaea, and

the three governments of Aphaerema 11

, and Lydda, and Ramathaim—(these) were added unto Judaea
from the country of Samaria—and all things appertaining unto them, for all such as do sacrifice in

Jerusalem, instead of the king's dues which the king received of them yearly aforetime from the

35 produce of the land and the fruits of trees. And as for the other things which appertain unto us,
pq from henceforth q

, of the tenths and the tolls r that appertain to us r
,

sand the saltpits, and the crowns
36 that appertain to us p

, all these we will bestow upon them 8
. *And not one of these things shall be

37 annulled* from this time forth and for ever. Now therefore be careful to make a copy of these things,

and let it be given unto Jonathan, and let it be set upon the holy mount in a fitting uand conspicuous
place".'

XI. 38-53. Jonathan assists Demetrius in opposing Tryphon.

38 And (when) king Demetrius saw that the land was quiet before him, vand that no resistance was
made to him v

, he sent away all his forces, each man to his own place,—except the w foreign forcesw
,

which he had raised from the isles of the Gentiles—and (therefore) all the forces "of his fathers*

39 were inimically disposed towards him. Now Tryphon was of those who aforetime had been of
Alexander's part, and he saw that all the forces murmured against Demetrius, and he went to

4° Imalkue y the Arabian, who was nourishing up Antiochus, the young child z of Alexander 2
,

aand
pressed sore upon him that he should deliver him unto him a

, that he might reign b
in his father's

stead ; and he c told him all that Demetrius had done, and the hatred wherewith his forces hated
him ; and he abode there many days.

41 And Jonathan sent d unto king Demetrius, that he should cast out of Jerusalem them of the citadel,

42 and them that were in the strongholds ; for they fought against Israel continually 6
. And Demetrius

n Ephraim £ > 1L l
° > &s 3Ll «'P>7i q-q>S,uc '"*.> &loc s " 3 we remit unto them 3L t_t >7l

u -u >7i5luc vv >7i w-w> £iuc *x >71 y Malchus 3L2 %% = Josephus z z > £>b aa >X
b make him king Luc c they A d + letters 71 e > 1L1

34. Aphaerema. i.e. Ephraim (2 Sam. xiii. 23), or Ephron (2 Chron. xiii. 9) ; according to Josephus {Bell. hid.
IV. ix. 9) it lay not far from Bethel, '. . . he took Bethel and Ephraim, two small cities.' Cp. also John xi. 54 (see
further, Robinson, Researches in Palestine, iii, pp. 67 ff.).

Lydda. Lod in Hebr., afterwards called Diospolis, the modern Ludd ; between Joppa and Jerusalem ; one of the
toparchies of Judaea, according to Josephus {Bell. Iud. II. xx. 4).

Ramathaim. Cp. 1 Sam. i. 1, where it is called Ramathaim Zophim (but see Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text
of the Books of Sam., in loc), and located on Mount Ephraim ; the usual form of the name is ha-Ramah {' the
height '), which is, however, to be differentiated from the Ramah belonging to the tribe of Benjamin, nearer Jerusalem.
It is probably to be identified with the modern Beit Rima, north-east of Lydda, in the neighbourhood of Thamna;
this agrees with the accounts of Eusebius and Jerome (see Schiirer, op. cit. i. 1, p. 246).

from the country of Samaria. Cp. x. 30, xi. 28.

as do sacrifice in . . . i. e. the privilege is for the orthodox Jews ; the ' transgressors of the Law ', as well as the
Samaritans living in the three provinces, are excluded.

instead of . . . The text is clearly not in order, something having dropped out ; in Josephus {Antiq. XIII. iv. 9)
it says: ' I remit to them the three provinces ... as also what the kings, my predecessors, received from those that
offered sacrifices in Jerusalem, and what are due from the fruits of the earth, and of the trees, and whatever else
belongs to us . . .' ; cp. x. 29-31.

35. See notes on x. 29, 30.

all these ... It is noteworthy that there is no mention about the siege of the citadel in Jerusalem {vv. 20-23)
\

presumably the siege was raised in consideration of all these concessions ; the Syrian garrison, therefore, still remained
in possession.

37. a copy. On tables of brass, cp. viii. 22.

38., the foreign forces . . . from . . . From Crete and from the other islands (Josephus), i.e. of the Grecian
Archipelago.

were inimically disposed. The real reason for this was their loss of pay
; Josephus {Antiq. XIII. iv. 9) says

that the kings before this used to give pay to the soldiers in time of peace, ' that they might have their goodwill, and
that they might be fully prepared to undergo the difficulties of war, when any occasion should require it.' This
short-sightedness of Demetrius is only to be explained by the natural slothfulness which seems to have been
characteristic of him ; cp. Justin, xxxvi. 1. 1, 9, referred to by Grimm.

39. Tryphon. * Diodotus, who was also called Trypho, an Apamaean by birth, a commander of Alexander's
forces' (Josephus).

Imalkue the Arabian. On a Palmyrene inscription (a. d. 162) the name Maliku (OT) occurs (de Vogue, La
Syrie Centrale, 9) ; on another of later date (a. D. 242) we have Zabdila the son of Maliku, the son of Maliku, cp.
v. 17 (Vogue, 15 ; cp. G. A. Cooke, op. cit., pp. 276, 278). In Josephus the form is Malchus, so also the Syriac and
one Latin Version. Schiirer {op. cit. i. I. 247) refers to Noldeke, in Euting's Nabatdische Inschriften, p. 74, where

a Palmyrene inscription is given in which the name "DPC (= Imalku) occurs; Diodorus gives Iamblichus, which

also is nothing else than 1D?D\
41. . . . that he should cast out . . . Nothing could better illustrate the broken power of the Seleucidae, and

the way in which Jonathan was able, in consequence, to draw advantage from it.
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sent unto Jonathan, saying :
' I will not only do this for thee and thy nation, but I will greatly honour

43 thee fand thy nation 1
, if I find favourable occasion. Now therefore thou shalt do well, if thou send me

44 men who shall fight for me ; for all my forces are revolted.' And Jonathan sent him 8 three thousand
valiant men unto Antioch. And they came unto the king ; and the king h was glad at their coming.

45 And they of the city gathered themselves together 'into the midst of the city', to the number of a

46 hundred and twenty thousand men ; and they were minded to slay the king j
. And the king fled

into the palace, and they k of the city k seized ! the thoroughfares of the city 1
, and began to fight.

47 And the king called the Jews to (his) aid m , and they were gathered together unto him "all at once 11

;

and they dispersed themselves ° in the city ° ; and they slew that day to the number of a hundred
48, 49 thousand. And they set the city on fire, and got many spoils p that day p

, and saved the king. And
(when) they of the city saw that the Jews had made themselves masters of the city qr as they would q

,

50 they waxed faint in their hearts r
, and cried out to the king with 8 supplication, saying :

' Give us (thy)

51 right hand, and let the Jews cease from fighting against us and the city.' And they cast away their

arms ', and made peace. And the Jews u were glorified in the sight of the king, and before all that

52 were in his kingdom vu
;
and they w returned to Jerusalem, having many spoils. And (when) king"

53 Demetrius was seated on his throne of his kingdom (again), and the land was quiet before him, he
lied in all that he had spoken, and estranged himself from Jonathan and recompensed (him) not

(
y according to) z the benefits with which he (had promised to) recompense him y

; but he afflicted

him sore.

XI. 54-74. Friendsliip bchvecn Jonathan and Antiochus VI.

£4 Now after this Tryphon returned, and with him the young child Antiochus ; and he reigned, and

55 put on a diadem. And there were gathered unto him all the forces which Demetrius had sent away
56 in disgrace; and they fought against him, and he a fled, b and was c put to rout b

.

d And Tryphon

57 took the elephants'1

, and became master of Antioch. And the young Antiochus wrote unto

Jonathan, saying :
* I confirm unto thee the high-priesthood, and appoint thee over the four govern-

58 ments, and to be one of the king's Friends. And he sent unto him golden vessels and furniture for

the table, and gave him leave to drink in golden vessels, and to be clothed in purple, and to have

59 a golden buckle. And his brother Simon he made governor (over the district) from the Ladder of

60 Tyre unto the borders of Egypt. And Jonathan went forth, and took his journey beyond the river,

and through the cities ; and all the forces of Syria gathered themselves unto him for to be his

61 confederates. And he came to Askalon, and they of the city met him honourably. And he

departed thence to Gaza, and they of Gaza shut him out ; and he lay siege unto it,
e and burned the

62 suburbs thereof with fire
e

, and spoiled them. And they of Gaza made request unto Jonathan, and

he gave them his right hand, and took the sons of their princes for hostages, and sent them away to

Jerusalem. And he passed through the country as far as Damascus.
63 And Jonathan heard f that Demetrius' princes were come to Kedesh, which is in Galilee, with

f-f> 71 » of them A 55 64 93
h > 71
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m palace 3L
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1 w the Jews 71
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1

43. all my forces are revolted. According to Josephus (Antiq. XIII. v. 3), the inhabitants of Antioch revolted,

but all the troops which Demetrius had not dismissed (see v. 38) remained faithful to him ;
' he took the mercenary

soldiers which he had with him . . . and assaulted the Antiochians.'

45. a hundred and . . . This is an evident exaggeration, so too the number of the slain, v. 47.

48. they set the city on fire. Josephus adds that the houses were close together, and mostly built of wood.

49. they waxed faint in their hearts. For the Greek cp. Isa. vii. 4, Sept. (Grimm).

53. afflicted him sore. Josephus, more specifically, says that 'he threatened that he would make war upon him
unless he would pay all the tribute which the Jewish nation owed to the first kings ' (i. e. of Syria).

57. the four governments, i. e. Judaea and the three governments mentioned in v. 34.

58. clothed in purple, . . . golden buckle. See notes on x. 20, 62, 89.

59. the Ladder of Tyre. Cp. Josephus (Bell. lud. II. x. 2), who says it is a high hill, a hundred stadia north of

Ptolemais.

60. beyond the river, ntpav tov iroraiiov = "iron "Qy, i. e. the territory this side of the Euphrates from the point

of view of the Israelites, that side of the Euphrates from the point of view of the Babylonians (cp. 1 Kings v. 4) ; the

reference here is, therefore, to Syria; cp. the words in this verse, 'all the forces of Syria gathered themselves unto him.'

Askalon. See note on x. 86.

61. Gaza. The southernmost of the five chief Philistine cities, the modern Ghuzzeh.

62. Damascus. The modern Esh-Sham ; it lies 120 miles north-east of Jerusalem, and 200 miles south of Antioch.

63. Kedesh. Cp. Joshua xxi. 32; Judges iv. 6, 11; situated on the northern frontier of Palestine, among the

mountains of Naphtalh Josephus speaks of it as belonging to the Tyrians (Bell. Iud. II. xviii. I, IV. ii. 3) ; it still

retains its ancient name.
HO
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64 a great host, with the object of hindering him from his purpose ; and he went to meet them, but

65 Simon his brother he left in the country. And Simon encamped against g Bethsura, and fought

66 against it many days, and shut it
h up ; and they made request* to him that he would give them his

right hand, and he gave it to them ; but he put them out from thence, and took possession of the

67 city, and set a garrison over it. And Jonathan and his army encamped at the water i 6{ Gennesar ',

68 and early in the morning they got them to the plain of Hazor k
. And, behold, an army of strangers

met him l in the plain, and they laid an ambush for him m in the mountains, but they themselves met

69 (him) n face to face. But they that lay in ambush m rose out of their places, and joined battle ; and

70 all they that were of Jonathan's side fled; not one of them was left, except Mattathias the son of

71 Absalom, and Judas the son of Chalphi, captains of the forces. And Jonathan rent his clothes, and

72 put earth upon his head, and prayed. And he turned again unto them in battle, and put them to

73 rout, and they fled. And (when) they of his side who were fleeing saw it, they returned unto him,

74 and pursued (them) with him unto Kedesh to their camp ; and they encamped there. And there

fell of the strangers °on that day about three thousand men. And Jonathan returned unto

Jerusalem.

XII. 1-38. Jonathan renezvs his alliance with Rome, and enters into a leagne with the

Spartans. He defeats the followers of Demetrius.

12 1 And Jonathan saw that the time served him, and he chose men, and sent them to Rome, to confirm

2 and renew the friendship that they had with them. a And to the Spartans, and to other places, he

3 sent letters after the same manner a
. And they b went unto Rome, and b entered into the senate

house, and said :
' Jonathan the high-priest, and the nation of the Jews, have sent us, to renew for

4 them the friendship and the confederacy, as in former time .' And they gave them letters unto (the

governors) of every place, that they should bring them on their way to the land of Judah in peace.

5, 6 And this is the copy of the letter which Jonathan wrote to the Spartans :
' Jonathan the high-priest d

,

and the Council e of the nation 6
, and the priests, and the rest of the people of the Jews, unto their

7 brethren the Spartans, greeting ! Even before this time were letters sent unto Onias the high-priest

from Areios f
, who was reigning among you, (to the effect) that ye are our brethren, as the copy

8 (here) underwritten showeth. And Onias treated honourably g the man that was sent g
, and received h

9 the letters, wherein declaration was made of confederacy and friendship. Therefore we also—albeit

8 in A 64 &luc h them Luc 3L
1 S luc i_i > V k Nazor A V 55 64 ! them 55 &« m ~m > £lue

n expressed in 55 °"° > IL1

XII. a_a > 71 b_b > 3L
l c +and they that were in Rome welcomed them 19 93 £lu0 d +of the nation A

ee > A Slu0 f IL
1 = Josephus ; all other authorities read Dareios %~% those who were sent 3Ll h gave 71

his purpose, i. e. of helping Antiochus.

65. Bethsura. See note on iv. 29.

67. the water of Gennesar. i. e. the lake of Gennesareth ; the name occurs here for the first time.

the plain of Hazor. Cp. Joshua xi. 1, xii. 19, xix. 36; Judges iv. 2 ; I Sam. xii. 9; 1 Kings ix. 15 ; Josephus
(Antiq. V. v. 1) says it was near the lake Semechonitis, or Merom ; it lay, therefore, right in the north of Palestine.

74. three thousand. Josephus says two thousand (Antiq. XIII. v. 8).

XII. 1. he chose men. i.e. Numenius and Antipater, see v. 16, xiv. 22.

to confirm . . . Cp. viii. 17 ff.

2. and to other places. It is not specified either in this book or in Josephus what these ' other places ' were.

6. the Council of the nation. This Gerousia is mentioned as being already in existence in the time of Antiochus
the Great (cp. Josephus, Antiq. XII. iii. 3) ; the earliest reference to it is, however, 2 Chron. xix. 8. It developed later

into the Sanhedrin, a name which occurs for the first time in the reign of Hyrcanus II (cp. Antiq. XIV. ix. 4). The
head of this Council was the high-priest, as the head also of the State ; it exercised judicial and administrative

functions (cp. I Mace. xiv. 20). The measure of its authority varied according to the amount of autonomy granted by
the suzerain power ; but its moral influence over the Jews, whether in the Dispersion or in Palestine, was always
very considerable.

the rest of the people. 6 \0m6s dfjpos ; Grimm pointedly remarks that it is probably not without a purpose
that the Greek translator of this book almost invariably restricts the use of the word drjpos to documents sent to or

received from a foreign nation (viii. 29, xiv. 20, 25, xv. 17) ; his object in doing so is to place on record the fact that the

Jewish people is one that is free and independent.

7. Onias. The first of the name, son of Jaddus (Antiq. XI. viii. 7) or Jaddua (Neh. xii. 1 1), father of the high-priest

Simon I, the Just. There is great uncertainty as to his date, some scholars putting it at about 320-300 B. C, while
others contend for some fifty years later ; others, again, place it between these two extremes.

Areios. The first of the name, who reigned over the Spartans 309-265 B. C. This is the correct form of the
name Areus. All Greek MSS. wrongly read Dareios (see crit. note). That Areios is the right reading is evident from
Josephus ; the form Oniares occurs in v. 20; Cod N reads there oviaaprjs (= 'OvLa"Apr]s). The Old Latin Version alone
has preserved the right reading.

8. the man that was sent. Named Demoteles, according to Josephus (Antiq. XIII. v. 8).
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10 'we need none of 1 these things, having for our comfort the holy books which are in our hands—have
assayed to send that we might renew our brotherhood k and friendship k with you, to the end that we
should not become estranged from you altogether ; for long time is passed since ye sent unto us.

11 'We therefore at all times without ceasing, both at our feasts, and on other convenient days, do
remember you in the sacrifices which we offer, and in our prayers, as it is right and meet to be

12, 13 mindful of brethren; and, moreover, we are glad for your glory 1
. But as for ourselves, many

m afflictions and many wars m have encompassed us, "and the kings that are round about us have

14 fought against us". We were not minded, however, to be troublesome to you, or to the rest of our

15 confederates and friends, in these wars ; for we have the help that is from heaven p to help us p
, and

16 we have been delivered from our enemies, and q our enemies'1 have been humiliated. We chose,

therefore, Numenius the son of Antiochus, and Antipater the son of Jason, and have sent (them)

unto the Romans, to renew the friendship that we had r with them r
,

8 and the former ' confederacy s
.

17 We commanded them, therefore, to go also unto you, and to salute you, and to deliver you our letters

18 concerning the renewing u (of friendship) and u of our v brotherhood. And now ye shall do w well if

19 ye give us an answer thereto.' And this is the copy of the letters
x which they y sent x to Onias :

20, 21 ' Areios 2
, king of the Spartans, to Onias, the chief priest, greeting! a

It hath been found in writing,

concerning the Spartans and the Jews, that they are brethren, and that they are b of the stock b of

22 Abraham ; and now, since these things have come to our knowledge, ye shall do well to write unto us

23 of your prosperity. And we, moreover, do write on our part to you a
, that your cattle and goods

are ours, c and ours are yours. We do command, therefore, that they d make report unto you on

this wise c .'

24 And Jonathan heard that Demetrius' princes were returned to fight against him with a greater

25 force than afore, so he removed from Jerusalem, and met them in the country of Hamath; for he

26 gave them no respite to set foot in his country. And he sent spies into their 6 camp; and they

returned, and reported unto him that in such and such a way they had planned to fall upon him by
27 night. But as soon as the sun was down, Jonathan commanded his men to watch, and to be in arms,

that all the night long they might be ready for battle ; and he sent forth sentinels (and placed them)

28 round about the camp. But (when) the adversaries heard that Jonathan and his men f were ready

for battle, they were afraid and trembled in their heart; and they kindled fires in their camp, g and

29 departed g
. But Jonathan and his men knew it not till morning; for they saw the fires burning.

30 And Jonathan h pursued after them, but did not overtake them ;

j for they had gone over the river

3 1 Eleutherus. And Jonathan turned aside (and fought) against the Arabians, who are called Gaba-

32 daeans, and smote them', and took their spoils. And he set out from thence, and came to Damas-
cus, k and took his journey through all the country.

33 And Simon went forth k
, and took his journey as far as Askalon, and the strongholds that were

11 we do not put our trust in %>2 k"k >7l ,_1 >7i m_m > V n ~n >7i ° + and brethren Sk
P-P > 71 IL1 «»-9 they that are before us Luc 71 rr > &«. S ~ B > 71 * > £luc u ' u > <S luc IL1 v your £luc

w ye have done A x-x >7i yheS ca 64 93 * 3L1
( > IL

J
) alone aa >7l bb >S?IL2 c £ and if ye

command anything we will readily fulfil it 71
d we S? 3L2 e his ffi (exc. Luc) &luc 3L > S>'i f fathers K

«KLuc & only (= Josephus) h > A i_i >7l k k > <&?

9. the holy books. Cp. i. 56, 57, iii. 48.

15. we have been delivered . . . Cp. iii. 18 ff., iv. 30 ff., &c.

21. concerning the Spartans and the Jews ... ' The fiction of a relationship between the Jews and the

Spartans, which constituted the motive for the Spartans to write their letter (1 Mace. xii. 6, 7, 21, cp. 2 Mace. v. 9),

was not unheard of during the era of Hellenism. Freudenthal, Alexander Polyhistor, p. 29, note, refers in illustration

and for proof to Stephen of Byzantium under the word 'louSai'a . . . a>? KXai^ios 'lovXws arro OvSaiov "S.napTa>v evos in

Qr)j$r)s fjitra biovvaov eorpareuKorof. In a decree of the Pergamenes (Josephus, Antiq. XIV. xviii. 22) there is also mention

of a relation between the Jews and the Pergamenes' (Schiirer, op. cit. i. 1. 251). On the other hand, as S. A. Cook
and W. J. Woodhouse {EB 4744) contend : ' There is no reason to doubt the fact of diplomatic relations with Sparta

having been set on foot by Jonathan. For Sparta was too obscure at the time to have suggested itself to a forger

eager to magnify his hero by inventions of the kind. Again, the incident leads to no result in the sequel ; the reverse

would have tended to throw doubt upon the entire episode.' The probability is that while the details can scarcely be

regarded as historical, the broad fact of diplomatic relations of some kind between the Jews and the Spartans is to be

accepted as true (see further, Intr. § 7). The Greek legend of the Spartans having been descended from the Phoenicians

may not have been without influence upon the subject (see, further, Stade, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, ii, pp. 372 f.).

Grimm's important pages (187-191) should, however, also be consulted; while not prepared to accept the copy in

I Mace, as representing the original document, he holds that since diplomatic relationships were in existence between

the two nations, documents of some kind must have been exchanged.

24. And Jonathan heard . . . The narrative, interrupted by vv. 1-23, is now taken up from xi. 74.

25. Hamath. On the Orontes ; the modern Hamah. Cp. Num. xiii. 21 ; I Kings viii. 65.

30. Eleutherus. See note on xi. 7.

31. Gabadaeans. Probably the small tract of land, about eight miles north of Damascus, now called Zabdini.

<E, IL, & read • Zabadaeans '.

33. Askalon . . . Joppa. See notes on x. 75, 86.
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34 near unto it. And he turned aside to Joppa, and took possession of it, for he had heard that they
were minded to deliver the stronghold unto the men of Demetrius ; and he placed a garrison there

to keep it.

35 And Jonathan returned, and called the elders of the people together ; and he took counsel with

36 them to build strongholds in Judaea, and to make the walls of Jerusalem higher, and to raise a great

mound between the citadel and the city, ' for to separate it from the city \
m so that it might be

37 isolated™, "that they (within it) might neither buy nor (they without) sell
n

. And they were
gathered together to build (the city) ° ; and (a part of) the wall by the brook that is on the east side

38 had fallen down, and p he repaired that which is called Chaphenatha p
. And Simon also built Adida

in the plain country, and made it q strong, r and set up gates s and bars r 8
.

XII. 39-53. The capture of Jonathan tlirougli treachery.

39 And Tryphon sought to reign over Asia and to put on himself the diadem, and to stretch forth

40 his hand against Antiochus the king*. And he was afraid lest haply Jonathan should not suffer

him (to do so), "and lest he should fight against him u
; so he v sought a way w how v to take him,

41
x that he might destroy him*. And he y removed, and came y to Bethshan. z And Jonathan came

42 forth 2 a to meet him a with forty thousand men chosen for battle, and came to Bethshan. And
(when) Tryphon saw that he came with a great host, he was afraid to stretch forth his hand against

43 him ; and he received him honourably, and commended him unto all his Friends, bcd and gave him
gifts d

, and commanded his Friends b and his forces to be obedient unto him, e as unto himself e
.

44 And he said unto Jonathan :
' Why hast thou put all this people to trouble, seeing there is no war

45 betwixt 'us ? And now, send them away to their homes, but choose for thyself a few men who shall

be with thee, and come thou with me to Ptolemais, and I will give it up to thee, f and the rest g of the

strongholds and the rest of the forces, and all the (king's) officers ; then I will return and depart ; for,

46 for this cause did I comeV And he trusted him and did even as he said, and h sent away his

47 forces, and they departed into the land of Judah. But he reserved to himself three thousand men,
48 two thousand 'of whom 1 he left in Galilee, but one thousand went with him. But when Jonathan

had entered into Ptolemais, k they of Ptolemais shut the gates, and k took him; and all they that

49 had come with him they slew with the sword. And Tryphon sent forces and horsemen into Galilee,

50
] and m into the great plain 1

, to destroy all Jonathan's men. And they perceived that he was taken
and had perished, and they that were with him ; nevertheless they encouraged one another, and went

51 on their way close together, ready for war. And (when) they that were following (upon them) saw
52 that they were ready (to fight) for their lives, they turned back again. And they all came in peace

to the land of Judah, and they mourned for Jonathan and them that were with him, n and they were

53 sore afraid. And all ° Israel mourned Q with a great mourning. And all the Gentiles that were
round about them sought to destroy them utterly, for they said :

' They have not p a man p (that is)

leader and (who will) help (them) ;
q now therefore let us fight against them q

, and take away their

memorial from among' men.'
*to

1-1 > N* (hob N oa
)

m -m > &s n-n > N * {fab x c.a) o expressed in N cities V p-p he pulled down the
mound which is called Chesphonitho & « > A t_r > A a

~ s > 55 <3s l the younger &e i-u > 71
v was desirous IL w > K x"x > &g J~7 came stealthily V ' *~z > Se a " a > 64 93

b"b > K*
(kabtt c -&)V C 'C >7I d "d >^g e-e likewise A f_f >7l « many A h + Jonathan K c - a 19 93 Sluc

^aboutKA k-k > ^iuc 1-1 > 71 m >A n "n >7i ° > A 98 P"P > N V 1-1 > 71

V

37. the brook that ... i. e. the Kidron.
Chaphenatha. The meaning of this word is unknown ; it does not occur elsewhere

;
Josephus does not mention it.

38. Adida. The Chadid of Ezra ii. 33 ; Neh. vii. 37, xi. 34, four miles east of Lydda
; Josephus (Antiq. XIII. vi. 5)

says it is ' upon an hill, and beneath it lie the plains of Judaea '. The modern el-Chadite.

the plain country. 2e<pr)\a = the lowland region west of the mountainous country of Judaea.
40. Bethshan. See note on v. 52.

41. with forty thousand men. The number shows how Jonathan's power and influence had increased ; it was
not without reason that Tryphon recognized Jonathan's power to hinder him in his designs (cp. v. 40). Josephus
{Antiq. XIII. vi. 1) says that the reason why Jonathan came with such a large army was because he expected to be
attacked by Tryphon.

43. commended. For this sense of oWo-nj/xi cp. 2 Mace. iv. 24; Wisd. vii. 14 ; Rom. xvi. 1 ; 2 Cor. x. 18 ; for

further references see Schleusner s.v.

49. the great plain. See note on v. 52.

50. had perished. But see xiii. 23, though it was natural to suppose that he had been murdered.
52. they mourned . . . Cp. ix. 20, xiii. 26 ; €niv6r)crtv . . . nevdot ^tya, a Hebraism.
53. They have not . . . Both the rival kings were now at enmity with the Jews ; hitherto the Jewish leader had

always managed to have the support of one or other of the claimants to the throne.

let us fight against them. This intention does not appear to have been carried out.

. . . take away their memorial . . . Cp. iii. 35, Ecclus. x. 17.
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I MACCABEES 13. 1-20

Simon Maccabaeus XIII. 1—XVI. 24.

XIII. 1—11. Simon elected leader.

13 i And Simon heard that Tryphon had gathered together a numerous* host to come into the land of

2 Judah, and destroy it utterly. And he saw that the people were troubled b and (were) in great fear b
;

3 so he went up to Jerusalem, and gathered the people together, and encouraged them, and said unto
them : 'Ye yourselves know what things I, and my brethren, and my father's house, have c done for

4 the d laws and the sanctuary d
, and the battles e and the distresses e f which we have seen f

; by reason

5 whereof all my brethren have perished for Israel's sake, and I alone am left. And now be it far from
me that I should spare my own life in any time of affliction ;

g for I am not better than my brethren g
.

6 Howbeit I will take vengeance for my nation, and for the sanctuary, and for our h wives and h children
;

7 because all J the Gentiles are gathered together to destroy us k of very hatred k .' And the spirit of

8 the people, J as soon as 1 they heard these m words, revived. n And they answered with a loud voice,

9 saying n
:

' Thou art our leader instead of Judas and Jonathan thy brethren . Fight thou p our war p
,

10 and all that thou shalt say unto us, that will we do.' And he q gathered together all the men of war,
11 and made haste to finish the walls of Jerusalem, and fortified it round about. And he sent Jonathan

the son of Absalom, and with him a great host, to Joppa ; and he cast out them that were therein,

and abode there r 8 in it
8

.

XIII. 12-24. Simon defeats Tryphon.

12 And Tryphon removed from Ptolemais with a mighty host to enter into the land of Judah ; and
13, 14 Jonathan was with him in ward. But Simon encamped at Adida, t over against the plain*. And

(when) Tryphon knew that Simon was risen up instead of his brother Jonathan 11

, and meant to join

15 battle with him, he sent ambassadors unto him, saying: 'It is for the money which Jonathan thy
brother owed unto the king's treasure, v by reason of the offices which he had v

, that we hold him fast.

16 And now send a hundred talents of silver, and two of his sons (as) hostages, that when he is set at

1

7

liberty he may not revolt from us,—and we will set him at liberty.' And Simon knew w that they
spake x unto him x deceitfully, but sent the money and the children, lest peradventure he should bring

18 upon himself great hatred on the part of the people y
,
(in that they should be) saying :

' Because I sent

19 him not the money and the children z a he perishedV c And he sent the children z c and the hundred
20 talents ; and a he d dealt falsely, and did not set Jonathan at liberty. And e after this e Tryphon came

to invade the land f
, and destroy it, and he went round about by the way (that leadeth) to Adora

;

XIII. a great £s b "b >7i c+allNV dd the holy laws IL e " e > K* (Add K c
) V 71 f-?T.R.N cb

g-g>7i h-h>^iuc i>£g k-k^.^! l-l avTOV {for a/ia T0V) {n reference to people m his 19 93 £luc

n~n And they said 2L 055 & luc
; brother <£ E p~p > II 1 Simon 64 93

r > N* (hab N «•») V £>«

88 >Sluc IL t_t in the sight of the temple IL u >7i v ~v >7i w knewnotV"55 x"x >7i
y Israel 55 S,uc + Israel Luc z * > N a a > S« b > 55 64 C_C >7I d TryphonLuc e e > 71 3L
f city A + of Judah Luc

XIII. 1. Simon. The last survivor of the five Maccabaean brothers. He completed the work so brilliantly carried

out by Jonathan, and made his people entirely independent of the Syrian kings.

3. which we have seen. i. e. experienced ; ISciv is used in this sense like flJTI, see Jer. v. 12, xiv. 13, &c.

4. my brethren have perished. According to the general belief Jonathan had been murdered, but he was still

alive at this time, see w. 12, 23.

I alone am left. Cp. the words of Elijah, 1 Kings xviii. 22.

5. I am not better . . . Cp. the similar words of Elijah, 1 Kings xix. 4.

7. the spirit . . . revived. Cp. Gen. xlv. 27 (ive^Wvpr/o-e to irvivfxa 'IaKco/3.

9. and all that . . . Cp. Exod. xix. 8
; Joshua i. 16.

10. to finish the walls . . . This work had been begun by Jonathan, see xii. 36, 37.
11. Absalom. Cp. xi. 70.

... to Joppa . . . Cp. xii. 33, according to which Joppa was already in possession of the Jews ; Josephus (Antiq.

XIII. vi. 4) makes the matter clear: 'And sent . . . Jonathan the son of Absalom, to Joppa, and gave him command
to cast out the inhabitants out of the city, for he was afraid lest they should deliver up the city to Trypho.'

13. Adida. See note on xii. 38.

the plain. m8Lov here, in xii. 38 o-ecprjXa.

14. to join battle with him. For the Greek phrase cp. Deut. ii. 14 (Sept.).

15. the king's treasure, i.e. the royal treasury, cp. 2 Mace. iii. 13.

the offices which . . . Cp. x. 65, xi. 63.

20. he went round about by the way. Cp. 1 Kings iii. 9 (Sept.) ; kvkXovv 686v = SJ"^ 3D (Grimm), i. e. he

purposely made a detour by way of Adora.
Adora. Adoraim in the O.T., cp. 2 Chron. xi. 9, one of the cities fortified by Rehoboam, the modern Dura

(Josephus calls it Dora, Antiq. XIII. vii. 2), five miles south-west of Hebron.
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I MACCABEES 13. 21-32

2

1

and Simon and his army marched over against him to whatsoever place he went. Now they of the

citadel sent g unto Tryphon g ambassadors, hastening him to come h unto them through the wilderness,

22 and to send them victuals 11
. And Tryphon made ready all his horse to come; and in that night

there fell 'a great quantity of' snow, and he did not (find it possible to) come because of the snow
;

23 so he removed, and came into the country of Gilead. But when he came near to Bascama, he slew

24 Jonathan, and he was buried there. And Tryphon returned, and went away into his own land.

XIII. 25-30. Jonathans sepulchre at Modin.

2 5 And Simon sent, and took the bones of Jonathan his brother, and buried him k at Modin, the city

26 of his fathers. And *all Israel 1 made great™ lamentation over him, n and mourned for him many
27 days 11

. And Simon built (a monument) upon the sepulchre of his father and of his brethren, and
raised it aloft, °so that it could be seen (from afar); (he built it) with polished stone behind and

28 before. And he set up p seven pyramids, q one over against another, for (his) father, and mother, and

29 four brethren*1
. And r for these 1 he made cunning devices, setting about them 8 great* pillars,

and upon the pillars he fashioned u
all manner of arms u for a perpetual memory, and beside u the

30 arms u v carved ships', that they should be seen of all that sail on the sea. This is the sepulchre

which he made at Modin, (and it is there) unto this day.

XIII. 31-42. Murder of Antiochus. Treaty between Simon and Demetrius II.

32 Now Tryphon dealt deceitfully with the young w king* Antiochus, and slew him, and reigned in

his stead, and put on himself the diadem of Asia, and brought great calamity upon the land.

«e > A h " h >7l iH >IL k themT.R. J" 1 they 71
m > Luc n "n >7i ° ° lit. to the sight

p + upon it 55 Luc i_<J>7i r-r>igiuc "+four2L t >55 u_u panoplies Gk. propitiatory

offerings &s (?) - various carved things A + he set up S luc w great 64 93
x > <S«

marched over against him. i. e. marched parallel with him, Simon in the mountain country and Tryphon in

the plain.

21. hastening. For the Greek KciTao-nevdeiv cp. Sept. of Exod. v. 13 ('And the taskmasters were urgent . . .').

22. because of the snow. It is but rarely that snow falls south of Hebron, though it is not altogether unknown
even so low down south as that; see further, Nowack, Hebr. Archaologie, i. 49.

23. Bascama. This place is not mentioned elsewhere, its position is quite uncertain ; see, further, Buhl, Geographie
des alten Palastina, p. 241.

25. Modin. See note on ii. 1.

26. great lamentation. Cp. ii. 70, ix. 20.

27. the sepulchre . . . 'Ever since, in the fourth century B.C., Artemisia, widow of Mausolus, King of Caria,

erected at Halicarnassus a stately monument to his memory—hence the word 7nausoleum—the custom of building

similar sepulchred edifices had been spreading in the East ' (Fairweather and Black, op. cit., p. 230).

28. seven pyramids. Josephus {Antiq. XIII. vi. 6) says that these had ' been preserved to this day ' ; he seems to

be referring to some additional source of knowledge in adding :
' And we know that it was Simon who bestowed so

much zeal about the burial of Jonathan, and the building of these monuments for his relations ;
' cp. in v. 30 the words

' unto this day '. The seventh pyramid Simon presumably set up for himself.

29. carved ships. Josephus makes no mention of these.

30. unto this day. Concerning the bearing of this on the date of the book see Intr. § 4. Grimm quotes Eusebius,

who says in his Onomasticon :
' Modeim . . . unde fuerunt Maccabaei, quorum hodieque ibidem sepulchra mon-

strantur.'

31. and slew him, and reigned in his stead. 'There are coins of Antiochus VI from 167 to 170 of the Seleucid

era, or from 146-145 to 143-142 B.C. Coins of Trypho bear the number of the years III and IV. Josephus assigns to

the reign of Antiochus VI a period of four years, and to Trypho a period of three years {Antiq. XIII. vii. I, 2). This is in

agreement with the statement of Porphyry, who gives to Demetrius, before his imprisonment, only a three years' reign

(Eusebius, Chron., ed. Schoene, i. 257, 263 ff.), from Olympiad 160. 1, which is really Olym. 159. 4, or 141-140 B.C.,

to Olympiad 160. 3, or 138-137 B.C. Porphyry evidently reckons the reign of Demetrius as beginning with the

displacement by conquest or murder of Antiochus VI. In thorough accord with this, too, is the chronology of

1 Mace. xiii. 31-41, which unhesitatingly assigns the murder of Antiochus by Trypho to the Seleucid year 170, or

143-142 B.C. Finally, it is no serious discrepancy when, in 1 Mace. xiv. 1 the Parthian campaign of Demetrius is

dated from the Seleucid year 172, or 141-140 B. c ; while Porphyry, on the other hand, assigns it to Olympiad 160. 2,

or 139-138 B.C. In direct contradiction, however, with the foregoing, stands the statement made by many writers

(Josephus, Antiq. XIII. v. II, vii. 1 ; Appian, Syr. 67, 68
;
Justin, xxxvi. i),that Antiochus was not murdered by Trypho

before the time of the Parthian campaign by Demetrius, and indeed not till after Demetrius had been taken prisoner.

This, however, is in opposition not only to the chronology of 1 Mace, but also to the circumstance that then there is

not left a three or four years' reign for Trypho, which yet, according to Josephus and the coins, must be admitted.
Then Trypho's death occurs almost contemporaneously with the seizure of Demetrius by the Parthians in 138 B. c . . .

It therefore seems to me hazardous to assume, with many modern critics, that the last-named authorities should have
precedence over 1 Mace' (Schurer, op. cit. i. 1, pp. 1761".). Regarding the death of Antiochus, Grimm quotes Livy
{Epit. 55) to the effect that 'Alexandri filius, rex Syriae, decern annos admodum habens, a Diodoto, qui Tryphon
cognominabatur, tutore suo, per fraudem occisns est, corruptis medicis, qui eum calculi dolore consumi ad populum
mentiti, dum secant, occiderunt.'

32. Asia. See note on xi. 13.
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I MACCABEES 13. 33-50

33 And Simon built the strongholds y of Judaea, and fenced (them) about with high towers, and great

34 walls 2
, and gates, and bars; and he laid up victuals in the strongholds. And Simon chose men, and

sent to king Demetrius, to the end he should give the country an immunity, a because all that

35 Tryphon did was to plunder*. b And king Demetrius sent unto him according to these words, and
36 answered him, and wrote a letter unto him, after this manner b

:
' King Demetrius unto Simon the

3 7 high-priest and Friend of kings c
,

d and unto the elders and nation of the Jews d
,
greeting. The golden

crown, and the palm-branch e
, which ye sent, we have received; and we are ready to conclude

38 a lasting peace with you, and to write to the officers to grant immunities unto you. f And whatsoever
things we (have now) confirmed unto you, they are confirmed f

; and the strongholds which ye have

39 builded, g let them be g your own. h As for any oversights and faults (committed) unto this day, we
forgive (them

')

h
; and the crown which ye owed k (we remit) ; and if there were any other toll

40 exacted in Jerusalem, * let it no longer be exacted *. And if (there be) some of you meet to be
enrolled among those round aboyt us, let them be enrolled ; and (thus) let there be peace betwixt

41 us.'
m In the one hundred and seventieth year (therefore) was the yoke of the heathen taken away

42 from Israel™. And the people of Israel 11 began to write in their instruments and contracts: 0< In

the first year of Simon the great high-priest and captain p and leader of the Jews.'

XIII. 43-53. Simon captures Gazara and the citadel of Jerusalem.

43 In those days he q encamped against Gazara r
, and compassed it round about 8 with armies ; and he

44 made *an engine of siege 4
, and brought it up a to the city, and smote one tower, and took it

u
. And

they that were in the engine of siege leaped forth into the city ; and there was a great uproar in the

45 city ; and they of the city rent their clothes, and went up v on the wall v with their wives and children,

46 and cried with a loud voice, making request to Simon to give them right hands. And they said :

47 ' Deal not with us according to our wickednesses, but according to thy mercy.' And Simon was
reconciled unto them, and did not fight against them ; but he drove them out of the city, and cleansed

the houses wherein the idols were, and so w entered into it with x singing and giving of praise x y
.

48 z And he put all uncleanness out of it
z

, and caused to dwell in it men who observed the Law ; and

he made it stronger (than it was before), and he built therein a dwelling-place for himself.

49 But they of the citadel of Jerusalem were hindered from going forth, ab and from going* into the

country b
,

c and from buying and selling c
; and they hungered exceedingly, and many of them

50 perished through famine. And they cried out to Simon d to take right hands; which thing he

granted them d
; but he cast them out from thence; and he cleansed the citadel from pollutions.

y stronghold A z + and towers A a ^a > 71 b_b And he sent unto him a writing thus 71 ° of the king ioIuc

dd > 71 e palm-branched K embassy 93 so probably <Slu0 WlVrvE' (' robe 1

) being a mistakefor NninvC? (' embassy')
f' f >7l g-stheyarelL hb- > 71

J youA k oweV a 1_1 >7i m-m>71 ">NV64 93
0-0> 71 p> 71 « Simon T.R. r wilh fosephus, Antiq. XIII. vi. 7 ; Bell.Iud. I. ii. 2 ; Gaza all the MSS.
and Versions, wrongly s_s > 71 t_t > A a strong wooden tower 5lnc

; in Ss the Ck. is transliterated u the

city &luc v_v > 19 93 &luc w then<S8fL x-x >71 y+toGodVIL «-z >7i a a > A 71 93
b-b > _g)g c-c >71 d-d > 7I

33. And Simon built . . . Simon was not slow to utilize the opportunity for strengthening his own position which
the struggle for the Syrian throne afforded him.

34. And Simon chose men . . . This is not mentioned by Josephus.

36. King Demetrius . . . On this letter see Intr. § 7. ii. (e).

the elders. See note on xii. 6.

37. the palm-branch. So critical note. The reading (Bd'iv is to be preferred, Pam/v of Cod. X being most likely

due to the following rji>, cp. 2 Mace. xiv. 4, where it is said that 'a chaplet of gold and a palm' (<poii>iKa) were presented

to Demetrius. The reference here is most likely to a sceptre the top of which was shaped into palm-leaves. In the

O.T. the palm-tree is referred to as a symbol of prosperity (cp. Ps. xcii. 12); it is with this signification that it is

depicted on some Jewish coins, see De Saulcy, Numismatique fuive, PI. I, fig. 6 ; Madden, Coins of the fews, p. 71.

to grant immunities . . . Cp. x. 28-35.

39. the crown . . . Cp. x. 29.

41. In the one hundred and seventieth year. i.e. 143-142 B. c.

42. And the people of Israel began to write ... On the importance of the study of numismatics in connexion

with this statement see Schiirer, op. cit. i. 1, pp. 257 ff., and his Appendix IV.

43. Gazara. See critical note. For the correctness of this reading see v. 53; xiv. 7, 34; xv. 28; xvi. I. On
Gazara see note on iv. 15. On the situation of Gazara, Eusebius, Onom., ed. Lagarde, p. 244 (quoted by Schiirer,

op. cit. i. 1, p. 261), remarks : <ai vvv KaXtlrai Td(apa K6>pr) NiKonoktais airtxov(Ta tnjfteiois 8' iv fiopeiois. It is the modern

Tell-Jezer discovered by Clermont-Ganneau in 1873, and excavated by the Pal. Explor. Fund during the years

1902-9 ; see the ' Quarterly Statement ' for these years.

an engine of siege. tXtnoXit (see critical note) ; on this machine see Smith's Diet, of Class. Antiq., s.v.

46. Deal not with us . . . Cp. Isa. i. 16 (Sept.)
; Jer. xxxiii. 5.
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I MACCABEES 13. 51—14. 9

51 And he e entered into it f g on the three and twentieth day of the second 11 month, in the one hundred
and seventy-first year g

, with praise, and palm-branches, 'and with harps and with cymbals, k and
with viols, and with hymns k

, and with songs
' ; because a great * enemy had been destroyed out of

52 Israel m. And he ordained that they should keep that day every year "with gladness 11
. ° And the

hill of the temple that was by the citadel he made stronger (than it was before) ; and he dwelt there,

53 (both) he and his men °. And Simon saw that John his son was (grown to be) a man, and he made
him leader of all his forces ; and he dwelt at Gazara.

XIV. 1-3. Demetrius II imprisoned by Arsaces, king of Persia.

14- 1 In the one hundred and seventy-second year Demetrius the king gathered his forces together, and
2 went into Media, to get him help, that he might fight against Tryphon. And (when) Arsaces, the
king of Persia * and Media a

, heard that Demetrius was come into his borders, he sent one of his leaders

3 to take him alive ; and he went and smote the army of Demetrius, and took him, and brought him to

Arsaces ;

b and he put him in ward b
.

XIV. 4-15. Simons beneficent rule ; an ode in his honour.

4 And the land c had rest all the days of Simon ; and he sought the good of his nation ; and his

5 authority d and his glory d was well-pleasing to them d all his days d
. And d in addition to all his

(other) glory (was this that) d he took Joppa for a haven, and made it a place of entry for the ships e

of the sea.

6 And he enlarged the borders of his nation,
f And ruled over the land f

.

7 And he gathered together g many that had been in captivity g
,

And he ruled over Gazara, and Bethsura, f and the citadel.

And he took away uncleannesses therefrom h r
,

And there was none that could resist him.

8 And they tilled their land in peace
;

And the land gave her increase,

And the trees of the plains their fruit.

9 Old men sat in the streets \
k All spoke together of the (common) weal k

,

And the young men put on glorious and 1 warlike apparel.

e they X 19 93 &luc f the citadel Luc S"g>7i h >i9 93&luc l_1 >71 k_k > 5luo 1 > 64
1,1 Jerusalem V + and no enemy rose up any more to fight Luc J5,uc n ~n > A 0-° > 71

XIV. a" a >7i t>-b> N {habW-*) c +of Judah K V 19 55 S 1L d "d >7i e Luc & ; isles all other
authorities f_f> 71 es much treasure Jo& h from them 64 93 i assemblies X (streets K ca

)
k_k >7i

^notLucSs

51. the three and twentieth day . . . The 23rd of Iyyar (= Ziv in O.T., cp. 1 Kings vi. 1) 171 = the 23rd May
142 B.C.

palm-branches. Cp. 2 Mace. x. 7 ; John xii. 13.

with harps . . . Cp. iv. 54.

52. And he ordained . . . This feast is referred to in Megillath Tdanith (' The scroll of Fasting ', so called
because fasting is forbidden on the days enumerated), ch. ii, which enumerates thirty-five days of joy in Jewish
history which were kept as feast-days ; it was compiled about the beginning of the Christian era. Possibly this feast
is included in the words contained in Judith viii. 6, but it has long ceased to be celebrated.

And the hill of the temple . . . On this statement, and that of Josephus {Antiq. XIII. vi; 7), that Simon had the
hill on which the citadel stood removed, in order that the Temple might stand higher than any other building in

Jerusalem, see Schiirer, op. cit. i. I, p. 263.

53. John. i. e. John Hyrcanus I.

XIV. I. one hundred and seventy-second year. On the Parthian expedition see note on xiii. 31.

2. Arsaces. i.e. Mithridates I, king of the Parthians. The name Arsaces was assumed by all the kings of
Parthia after the founder of the Empire of this name.

7. Gazara . . . Cp. iv. 29, xiii. 43, 49-51.
8. they tilled . . . Cp. Lev. xxvi. 4; Ezek. xxxiv. 27.

the land gave . . . Cp. Zech. viii. 12.

the trees . . . Cp. Deut. viii. 8 ; Hag. ii. 19.

9. Old men . . . Cp. Zech. viii. 4, 5.
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I MACCABEES 14. 10-27

10 For the cities he provided victuals.
m And furnished n them with defensive works,

Until his glorious name was proclaimed to the end of the earth.

1

1

He made peace in the land,

And Israel rejoiced with great joy.
1

2

And each sat under his vine ° and his fig tree °,

And there was none to make them afraid m
;

13 And no one was left in the land to fight them
p And the q kings were discomfited in those days.

14 And he strengthened all that were brought low of his people

;

He sought out the Law,
And put away the lawless and wicked.

15
r He glorified the sanctuary p

,

And multiplied r the 8 vessels of the Temple.

XIV. 16-24. Renewal of the alliance zvith Rome.

16 And (when) 'it was heard* in Rome that Jonathan was dead, u and v (even) unto Sparta", they
*7 were exceeding sorry. But as soon as they heard that his brother Simon was made high-priest u in

18 his stead, and ruled the country, and the cities therein", they wrote unto him on tablets of brass, to

renew with him the friendship and the confederacy which they had established with u Judas and"
19, 20 Jonathan " his brethren u

; and they were read before the congregation in Jerusalem. And this is the

copy of the letter which the Spartans sent :
' The rulers and the city vv of the Spartans, unto Simon the w

high-priest, and unto the elders, u and the priests, and the rest of the people of the Jews, (who are)

2

1

brethren u
,
greeting ;

u The ambassadors that were sent unto our people made report to us of your x

22 glory and honour ; and u we were glad for their coming. And we did register the things that were
spoken by them in the public records, after this manner: Numenius, son of Antiochus, and Anti-
pator, son of Jason, the Jews' ambassadors, came unto us to renew the friendship they had with us.

23 And it pleased the people to receive the men honourably, and to place the copy of their words
among the public records, to the end that the people of the Spartans might have a memorial thereof.'

24 Moreover they y wrote a copy of these things unto Simon the high-priest. After this Simon sent

Numenius to Rome having a great shield of gold of a thousand pound weighty in order to confirm
the confederacy with them.

XIV. 25-49. The hereditary High-priesthood conferred upon Simon; a memorial tablet

to Simon and the Maccabaeans is set ?ip in the Temple.

25 But when the people heard these things, they said :
' What thanks shall we give to Simon a and his

26 sons? For he, and his brethren, and his father's house have b made themselves strong b
, and have

chased away in fight the enemies c of Israel from them, d and established liberty for it
d.' And they

27 wrote on tablets of brass, and set them upon a pillar e in mount Zion. f And this is the copy of the
writing :

' On the eighteenth day of Elul, in the one hundred and seventy-second year—that is the

m-m >71 n strengthened Sluc 00 >K p~p>7I i their A r~r >K 8 And the K t4 he heard A
they heard Luc 55 71 u-u > 71 v +it was heard Luc Tv cities Hl & ,uc w + great Luc 55 * peace and
your Luc y we V 93 z > &s a + the high priest &luc b "b acted valiantly &lu0 c the sons 64 d_d and
they gave the inheritance to Simon and established (him) Luc, making 'the people' in v. 25 the subject
e pillars NV f" f> 71

12. each sat under . . . Cp. 1 Kings iv. 25 ; Mic. iv. 4 ; Zech. iii. 10.

And there was none . . . Cp. Deut. xxviii. 26
; Jer. vii. 33 ; Zech. i. 21.

14. all that were brought low. rravras tovs rairdvovs ; cp. Ps. xvii. 28 ; Isa. xiv. 32 ; Amos ii. 7 (all in Sept.).

He sought out the Law. Cp. Ps. civ. 45 (Sept.).

16. and (even) unto Sparta. See Intr. § 7. iii. (b).

18. the friendship and the confederacy . . . Cp. viii. 17-30, xii. 1-4.

20. The rulers and . . . On this letter see Intr. § 7. iii. {b). The rulers were the Ephors ever since the year
192 B.C., when Nabis, the last of the 'tyrants', was murdered.

22. Numenius. Cp. xii. 16.

24. After this . . . See Intr. § 7. iii. (c).

a thousand pound weight. An obvious exaggeration, cp. xv. 18.

27. Elul. The sixth month in the sacred year (= September approximately) ; cp. Neh. vi. 15.

the one hundred and seventy-second year = 141 B.C.
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I MACCABEES 14. 28-41

28 third year of Simon g the h high-priest g
, 'and the prince of the people of God*—in a great congre-

gation of priests and people and princes of the nation, and of the elders of the country, k (the following)

29 was promulgated by us k
; Forasmuch as oftentimes there have been wars in the country f

, Simon the

son of Mattathias, f the son of the children of Joarib f
, and his brethren, put themselves in jeopardy,

and withstood the enemies of their nation, that their sanctuary and the Law might be upheld ; and

30 they glorified their nation with great glory. * And Jonathan assembled their m nation together 1

, and

31 became high-priest to them ; and he was gathered to his people. Then their enemies determined to

invade- their country, n that they might destroy their country utterly 11

, and stretch forth their hands

32 against their sanctuary. Then rose up Simon and fought for his nation ; and he spent much of his own
33 substance, and armed the ° valiant men of his nation, and gave them wages. And he fortified the cities

of Judaea, and Bethsura (that lieth) upon the borders of Judaea, where the arms of the enemies were

34 aforetime, and set there a garrison of Jews. p And he fortified Joppa which is by the sea, and Gazara
which is upon the borders of Azotus, wherein the enemies dwelt aforetime ; and he placed Jews there p

,

35 and whatsoever things were needful for the sustenance q of these he put in them. And (when) the

people saw the faith r of Simon, and the glory which he sought to bring unto his nation, they made him
their leader pand high-priest, because he had done all these things, and because of the justice and the

36 faith which he kept to his nation, and because he sought by all means to exalt his people p
. And in

his days things prospered in his hands s
,

* so that the Gentiles were taken away out of their (the

Jews') country ; and they also that were in the city of David, they that were in Jerusalem, who had
made themselves a citadel, out of which they issued, and polluted all things round about the sanc-

37 tuary, and did great hurt unto its purity (these did he expel) l
; and he made Jews to dwell therein,

and fortified it for the safety of the country and of the city ; and he made high the walls of Jeru-

38 salem. And king Demetrius confirmed him in the high-priesthood u in consequence of these things u
,

39, 40 and made him one of his Friends, v and honoured him with great honour v
. For w he had heard w

that the Jews had been proclaimed by the Romans friends, and confederates, v and brethren 17

, and
41 that they had met the ambassadors of Simon honourably. And x the Jews and the priests were well

pleased that Simon should be their leader and high-priest v for ever, until a faithful prophet should

8 s > Sluc h + great N V Luc 55
li in Asaramel (Saramel A = ?K DJ> *1B>) ffi the prince of Israel S

k~k he made known to us K A V &c. we made known to you Luc S lac these things were made known IL (= SHiri)

1-1 > N 71 m his V Sluc 3L1 n "n > N* (had K ca
) V ° his X p

_
p > 71 1 nourishment and susten-

ance Sluc r deeds &luc 3L1 + deeds V s + and fortified Jerusalem 71 t4 >7i u-u
lit. according to

these things ; > 71 &lu0 v_v > 71 w_w
it had been heard A Luc 71 x 71 ; all other authorities add that

the third year . . . Cp. xiii. 42.

28. the prince of the people of God. Greek iv 2npapiX, see critical note, where, however, the meaning of this

expression given does not account for the iv; Schiirer thinks that this represents the remains of o-eytv (= }3D, the

Hebr. for a-Tpnrqyos [tov lepov], cp. Jer. Ii. 23, 28, 57 ; Ezek. xxiii. 6, 12, 23; Ezra ix. 2; Neh. ii. 16, iv. 8, xii. 40,

xiii. 11 ; Dan. iii. 2, 27, vi. 8 ; Acts iv. 1), op. cit. i. 1. 265 ; ii. 1. 258 f. ; but, in this case, what has become of the aey ?

It seems more natural to follow Wernsdorf (quoted by Grimm and Kautzsch) and see in a-apafiiX the transliteration of

?ti Dy "lb>, ' Prince of the people of God
'

; the translator, assuming that this was the name of a place, would then

have inserted iv. The difficulty here is the mention of God, which is uniformly avoided in this book ; it may,

therefore, be that the Syriac Version has retained the original reading, ' a prince of Israel,' PX-lb" "1B> ; the Hebrew
script in use before the square characters were introduced might easily account for reading an m (O) for the second

s (C) ; the translator, who was obviously puzzled, may also have taken exception, through ignorance, to the

repeated "l"B>.

was promulgated by us. See critical note.

29. Joarib. Cp. ii. I.

33. Bethsura. Cp. iv. 29.

34. he fortified Joppa. Cp. xii. 33, 34.
Gazara . . . upon the borders of Azotus. Cp. xiii. 43-8. This is a mistake as Gazara was 17 miles distant

from Ashdod ; Grimm thinks the error is due to the translator.

wherein, iv fj . . . inci, a Hebraism; cp. e.g. Deut. iv. 5, 14, 26, 17 yr) els fjv vpus elo-jropcveo-de inu; and often.

35. they made him . . . But cp. xiii. 8 ff. ; on the chronological discrepancies between the details given in this

letter and those in xi. 16-xiv. 24 see Intr. § 7. iii.

40. and brethren. a-vpp,axoi is the more usual expression, cp. v. 18, viii. 20, xv. 17 ; dd€\<poi is scarcely original.

41. leader and high-priest. Simon has three official titles: dpxiepevs, as spiritual ruler; a-Tpartyyos, as military

chief; and idvdpxis, as civil governor ; see xiii. 42, and v. 47 of this chap., cp. also xv. 1, 2.

for ever. i. e. that it should be hereditary in his family.

until a faithful prophet ... By this is meant that 'this popular decree should remain in force until an
authentic communication from God should make some other enactment. . . .The significance of this popular resolution

lies not so much in the fact that it conveyed to him (Simon) any new dignity, but rather in this, that it legitimized and
pronounced hereditary those dignities which he already had. In this way a new high-priestly and princely dignity

was founded, that of the Asmoneans' (Schiirer, op. cit. i. 1, p. 265).
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I MACCABEES 14. 42—15. 14

4 2 arise T
; and that he should be a captain over them y

, to set them over their works, and over the country,

-13 and over the arms, and over the strongholds, v and that he should take charge of the sanctuary, and
that he should be obeyed by all, and that all instruments in the country should be written in his

4 4 name v
, and that he should be clothed in purple, and wear gold ; and that it should not be lawful for

anyone among the people or among the priests to set at nought any of these things, or to gainsay
the things spoken by him, or to gather an assembly 2 in the country * without him, or that any (other)

45 should be clothed in purple, or wear a buckle of gold ;
aa but that whosoever should do otherwise,

46 or set at nought any of these things, should be liable to punishment a\ And all the people con-

4 7 sented to ordain bb for Simon that it should be done according to these words. And Simon accepted
(hereof), and consented to fill the office of high-priest, and to be captain and governor of the Jews
aa and of the priests, and to preside over all matters aa.'

48 And they commanded to put this writing on tablets of brass, and to set them up within cc the

49 precinct of cc the sanctuary in a conspicuous dd place ; and copies of this (they caused) to be placed in

the treasury, to the end that Simon and his sons might have them.

XV. 1-9. AntiocJius VII {Sidetes) seeks the throne, and solicits the help of Simon.

15 1 And Antiochus, son of Demetrius the king, sent letters from the isles of the sea unto Simon the
2 priest a and governor of the Jews, and to all the nation b

;
c and the contents thereof were after this

manner c
:

' King Antiochus to Simon the high-priest and governor, and to the nation of the Jews, greeting :

3 Forasmuch as pestilent fellows have made themselves masters of the kingdom of our d fathers, and my
purpose is to claim the kingdom, that I may restore it

c as before,— I have, moreover, raised a mul-
4 titude of foreign soldiers, and have prepared ships of war c

, and I have determined to land in the country,

that I may punish them that have devastated our country, and them that have made many cities in the e

5 kingdom desolate,— I therefore (herewith) confirm f unto thee f (the release from) all the exactions which
6 the kings that were before me remitted unto thee, c and whatsoever gifts g besides they remitted unto

7 thee c
;

h and I give thee leave h
' to coin money k for thy country k with thine own stamp '. And Jeru-

salem and the sanctuary shall be free ;

c and all the arms which thou hast prepared c
, and the strongholds

8
c which thou hast built, which thou hast in thy possession c

, let them remain unto thee. And everything
owing to the king, 1 and the things that shall be owing to the king, let them be remitted unto thee

9 from now and unto all time '. Moreover, when we shall have established m our kingdom, we will

glorify thee and thy nation and n the Temple with great glory n
, so that your glory shall be made

manifest in all the earth.'

XV. 10-14. Antiochus VII besieges Tryphon in Dor.

10 In the one hundred and seventy-fourth year Antiochus went forth into the land of his fathers

;

11 and all the forces came together unto him, so that there were (but) few men with Tryphon. And
1

2

king Antiochus pursued him, and in fleeing he p came to Dor, which is by the sea ; for he perceived

13 that q troubles were come upon him, and that his forces had forsaken him. And Antiochus encamped
against Dor, and with him a hundred and twenty thousand men of war, and eight thousand horse.

14 And he compassed the city round about, r and the ships joined in the attack from the sea; and he
pressed the city sore r by land "and sea 8

, and suffered no man to go out or in.

y + and should take charge of the sanctuary <5r 3> Iuc 1L
1

; these words have crept into the text by mistake, they occur
again in the next verse zz > S luc aa-aa > y I

bb + these things 64 93 co cc > Sluc dd safe A
XV. a high-priest 55 64 b + of the Jews 71 c " e >7i d my55&luc e my X V ff>,S Iuc

8 exactions A h "h> A ji to make laws and to put forth decrees according to thine own will Sluc kk > 5 luc

1-1 > 7l m obtained E1 •» " our Temple 55 ° + that were left T.R. v Tryphon 64 93 <* + all Luc
r-r >N 8-8> 51uc

43. . . . clothed in purple, and wear gold. Cp. viii. 14, x. 20, 89, and v. 44 of this chap.
49. in the treasury. Cp. 2 Mace. iii. 6, 28, v. 18 ; John viii. 20.

XV. I. Antiochus. Called Sidetes on account of his having been brought up in the city of Side in Pamphylia
(cp. v. 23). According to Josephus (Antiq. XIII. viii. 2), he was also called the ' Pious ' (Evaefos), because of ' the great

zeal he had concerning religion '. He was the seventh of the name; son of Demetrius I, and brother of Demetrius II.

from the isles of the sea. Schiirer quotes Appian, Syr. c. 68, to the effect that while at Rhodes Antiochus
learned of his brother's captivity (nvdonevos iv 'PdSa> nepl ttjs aixfiaXaxrias).

2. the contents thereof . . . On this letter see Intr. § 7. ii. (/).
6. to coin money . . . See Schiirer, op. cit. i. 1, pp. 257-60.
10. In the one hundred and seventy-fourth year. i.e. 139-138 B. c.

11. Dor. Cp. Joshua xi. 2, xii. 23, xvii. 11
; Judges i. 27 ; an ancient Phoenician town on the Mediterranean coast,

about nine miles north of Caesarea ; the modern Tantura.
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I MACCABEES 15. 15-34

XV. 15-24. The return of the Jewish envoysfrom Rome.

15 And Numenius and his company came from Rome, having letters to the kings, and to the coun-

tries, wherein were written these things :

16, 17 'Lucius, consul of the Romans, unto king Ptolemy, greeting: The Jews' ambassadors came unto

us (as) our friends and confederates, to renew the old friendship and confederacy, being sent from

18 Simon the high-priest, *and from the people of the Jews* ; moreover, they brought a shield of gold

19 of a thousand u pound v
. It pleased us, therefore, to write unto the kings and unto the countries,

Mhat they should not seek their hurt, nor fight against them w
,

x and their cities, and their country 7
,

20 nor be confederates with such as fight against them x
. And it seemed good to us to accept the

21 shield from them. If, therefore, any pestilent fellows should have fled from their country unto

you, deliver them unto Simon the high-priest, that he may take vengeance on them according to

their law.'

2 2 And the same things wrote he to Demetrius the king, and to Attalus, and to Ariarathes z
, and to

23 Arsaces, and unto all the countries, and to Sampsames a
, and to the Spartans, and unto Delos, and

unto Myndos, and unto Sicyon, and unto Caria b
, and unto Samos, and unto Pamphylia, and unto

Lycia, and unto Halicarnassus, and unto Rhodes, and unto Phaselis, and unto Cos, and unto Side, and

24 unto Aradus, and Gortyna, and Cnidus, and Cyprus and Cyrene c
. And a copy hereof they wrote to

Simon the high-priest.

XV. 25-41. Antiochus VII breaks his covenant with Simon.

25 And Antiochus the king encamped against Dor the second (day) d
, bringing his forces up to it

26 continually, and making engines (of war) ; and he shut up Tryphon e from going in or out. And
Simon sent him two thousand chosen men to fight for him, and silver and gold, and instruments (of

27 war) in abundance. But he would not receive them, 'but set at nought everything that he had

28 previously covenanted g with him gf
;

h and he was estranged from him h
. And he sent unto him

Athenobius, one of his Friends, to commune with him, saying ;
' Ye hold possession of Joppa and

29 Gazara, and the citadel that is in Jerusalem, f cities of my kingdom. The borders thereof have ye

wasted, and done great hurt in the land f
, and have got the dominion of many places in my kingdom.

30 Now, therefore, deliver up the cities which ye have taken, fand the tributes of the places whereof ye

3

1

have gotten dominion outside of the borders of J udaea
f

; or else give me for them five hundred talents

of silver ; and for the harm that ye have done, and the tributes of the cities, other five hundred

32 talents ; otherwise we 1 will come and make war upon you.' And (when) Athenobius, the king's

Friend, came to Jerusalem, and saw the glory of Simon, and the k cabinet with gold and silver vessels,

33 and his great attendance, 1 he was amazed 1
, and reported to him m the king's words. And Simon

"answered, and n said unto him: 'We have neither taken other men's land, nor have we possession

of that which appertaineth to others, but of the inheritance of our fathers ; "howbeit, it was had in

34 possession of our enemies wrongfully for a certain time n
. But we, having (taken) the opportunity,

t-t >71 "five thousand A 55
v talents 55

ww > N {hab X ca
) 55 x "x >7i 1 countries A 93 Sluc 5L l

z Arathes A 55 71 a Sampsaces A <3 !uc Lampsacus 3L1 b Caris A c Smyrna V d expressed only in X c a

Luc e + from all sides <Sluc f-*> 71 «>S'» C h "h >SS l they A k + golden Luc SlDC

1-1 > Sluc m them A Simon Luc n u > 71

16. Lucius . . . On this letter see Intr. § 7. ii. (c).

Ptolemy. The seventh of the name; Euergetes II, Physcon ; he reigned jointly with his brother, Ptolemy VI,
Philometor, 170-164 B.C., and alone from 164-117.

22. Attalus. King of Pergamum, but uncertain whether the first or second of the name (Grimm).
Ariarathes. The fifth of the name, king of Cappadocia, 162-130 B. c.

Arsaces. Mithridates I, king of Parthia ; see note on xiv. 2.

23. Sampsames. Possibly the harbour on the Black Sea between Sinope and Trebizond, but uncertain.

Delos. This and Samos are islands in the Archipelago.

Myndos. Like Halicarnassus and Cnidus, in Caria, the country on the south-west coast of Asia Minor.

Sicyon. On the north coast of the Peloponnesus, west of Corinth.

Pamphylia. The country on the coast of Asia Minor between Lycia and Cilicia ; Side is a sea-port of

Pamphylia.
Rhodes. The island lying south off the coast of Caria.

Phaselis. A city on the coast of Lycia.

Cos. An island lying off the coast of Caria.

Aradus. An island close to the Phoenician coast, nearly opposite the mouth of the Eleutherus (see xi. 7).

Gortyna. A town on the island of Crete.

Cyrene. The capital of Libya, the country lying to the west of Egypt.
The disordered enumeration of all these shows that the writer's knowledge of their geographical positions was

extremely meagre.
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I MACCABEES 15. 35—16. 6

35 hold fast °the inheritance of our fathers. Nevertheless, as touching Joppa and Gazara which thou
demandest,—(though it was) they that did great harm among the people n and in our land n—we will

36 give a hundred talents for them.' And he p answered him not a word, but returned in a rage to the
king, and reported unto him these words, n and the glory of Simon, and all things whatsoever he had
seen n

; and the king was exceeding wroth.

37, 38 But Tryphon embarked on board a ship, and fled to Orthosia. And the king appointed Cende-

39 baeus chiefcaptain of the sea-coast, and gave him forces of foot q and horse q
; and he commanded

him to encamp before Judaea ; also r he commanded him r to build up Kedron, r and to fortify 8 the

40 gates * r
, and that he should fight against the people ; but the king pursued Tryphon. And Cende-

baeus came to Jamnia, r and began to provoke the people r
, and to invade Judaea, and to take r the

41 people 1 captive and to slay them. And he u built Kedron, and set horsemen there, and forces of

foot, to the end .that,
v issuing out, they might make outroads upon the ways of Judaea v

, according
as the king had commanded him.

XVI. 1-10. Judas and John, the sons of Simon, defeat Cendebaens.

16 1, 2 And John went up from Gazara, and told Simon, his father, what Cendebaeus was doing. And
Simon called his two eldest w sons, Judas and John, and said unto them :

• I and my brethren and my
father's house have fought the battles of Israel x from our youth, even unto this very day x

; and things

3 have prospered in our hands, x (so that we were able) to deliver Israel oftentimes x
. But now I am

old, and ye moreover, x by (God's) y mercy

'

x
, are of sufficient age z

; be ye (then) instead of me x and
my brother, and go forth x and fight for our nation ;

x and let the help that is from Heaven be with

4 you
x

.' And he aa chose bb out of the country Db twenty thousand men of war and horsemen ; and they

5 went against Cendebaeus, and rested at Modin. And rising up in the morning, they went into the

plain, and, behold, a great host came to meet them, of footmen and horsemen ; and there was
6 a brook betwixt them. And he encamped over against them, x he and his people ; and he saw that

00 our inheritance and (that) A p Athenobius T.R. "1"°. > V 93
r r > 71 8 to build up X * cities A

u Cendebaeus Luc vv they might fight Judaea 71

XVI. w > 71 xx >7i r expressed in &luc 2 > Slnc aa John Luc bb "bD > V 71

37. Orthosia. A town on the Phoenician coast, north of Tripolis ; the name is preserved to the present day, the

ruins of the ancient town being still called Arthilsi.

38. Cendebaeus. According to Schiirer (op. cit. i. 1, p. 270) a name derived from KdvSvfia, a town in Lycia,

cp. Sidetes, from Side (see v. 1).

39. Kedron. Probably identical with Gederoth (Joshua xv. 41), the present Katra, south-west of Ekron, near
Modin, according to xvi. 4 ff.

40. Jamnia. See note on iv. 15.

XVI. 2. his two eldest sons. A third, Mattathias, is mentioned in v. 14.

things have prospered in our hands. Cp. the Hebr. phrase p T JPB>in ' to gain success for '.

3. I am old. Cp. Joshua xxiii. 2 TOpT.

by (God's) mercy, iv t<u e'Xc'et, again the avoidance of the divine name which is characteristic of this book

;

cp. ' the help that is from Heaven ' further on in this verse.

of sufficient age. Lit. ' sufficient in years '.

go forth and fight. According to Josephus (Antiq. XIII. vii. 3), Simon himself took the lead: '
. . . Taking

a resolution brisker than his age could well bear, he went like a young man to act as general of his army . .
.

' ; this

is also borne out by the vv. that follow here, in spite of ' be ye instead of me ' in this verse.

4. he chose. Logically 'Simon' is the subject; 'John' of the Lucianic MSS. (see critical note) was presumably
inserted because of the words, ' I am old . .

.
'.

out of the country. The point of these words is not quite clear (see critical note) ; the Jews had not yet had
any idea of employing mercenaries, so that the words cannot be supposed to imply native-born soldiers as distinct

from foreigners; nor could they have been new recruits, since they were 'men of war'. The MSS. which omit the

words are perhaps justified in doing so.

horsemen. This is the first time mention is made of the Maccabees using horsemen, though their use in warfare

was not new to the Jews (cp. Isa. xxxi. I, xxxvi. 9; Hos. i. 7 ; Neh. ii. 9, &c.) ; that more use had not been made of

them during the Maccabaean war was due to the method of warfare on the part of the Maccabaeans ; it was more
advantageous for them to adopt mountain warfare.

rested. Lit. ' slept', = ' passed the night ', the Hebr. ]V.

Modin. See note on ii. 1.

5. they went into the plain. Cp. Job xxxix. 10 (Sept.).

a great host. SCvanis tvoWtj, cp. Ps. lxxvii. 12 (Sept.).

to meet them. tls avvdvrrjo-iv avrols, cp. the same phrase in Gen. xiv. 17 (Sept.).

a brook. See note on v. 37.

6. he encamped. See notes on vv. 3, 4.

his people. Xaor is used in the sense of an army in Joshua x. 5 (Sept.) for the Hebrew runo.
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I MACCABEES 16. 6-21

the people were afraid to pass over the brook, so he passed over first
x

; and (when) the men saw him

7 (doing this), they passed over after him. And he divided the people, cc and (set) the horsemen in the
8 midst of the footmen, for the enemies horsemen were exceedingly numerous cc

. And they sounded
with the dd trumpets ; and Cendebaeus and his army were put to the rout, and there fell of them ee

9 many wounded to death ; and they that were left fled to the stronghold. At that time was Judas,
John's brother, wounded ; but John pursued after them, till he came to Kedron, ff which [Cendebaeus] a

10 had built ff
. And they fled unto the towers that are in the fields of Azotus ; and he burned it with

fire ; and there fell of them about a thousand b men. And he returned to Judaea in peace.

XVI. 11-24. Murder of Simon and his two sons, Mattathias and Judas, by
Ptolemy ; John Hyrcanus escapes.

1

1

And Ptolemy the son of Abubus had been appointed captain ff for the plain ff of Jericho ; and he
12, 13 had much silver and gold, for he was the high c-priest's son-in-law. ff And his heart was lifted up ff

,

and he was minded to make himself master of the country ; and he took counsel deceitfully against

14 Simon and his sons, to make away with them. Now Simon was visiting the cities that were in the
country, and taking care for the good ordering of them. And he went down to Jericho, he himself
and Mattathias and Judas, d his sons d

,

e in the one hundred and seventy-seventh year, in the eleventh

15 month, the same is the month Sebat 6
. And the son of Abubus received them deceitfully into the

little stronghold that is called Dok, e which he had built 6
; and he made them a great banquet ; and

1

6

he hid men there. And when Simon and his sons had drunk freely f

, Ptolemy and they that were
with him rose up, and took their arms, and came upon Simon e into the banqueting hall e

, and slew
1

7

him and his two sons, and certain of his servants. 6 And he committed (thus) a great act of
1

8

treachery g e
, and recompensed evil for good. And Ptolemy wrote these things, and sent to the king,

that he should send him forces to aid (him), and that he should deliver to him their b country and the
19 cities. And he sent others to Gazara to make away with John; 6 and unto the captains of thousands
20 he sent letters to come unto him that he might give them silver and gold and gifts 6

. And others he
21 sent to take possession of Jerusalem, e and of the mount of the Temple 6

. And one 1 ran k before to

Gazara, and told k John e that his father and brethren had perished, ' and ', (said he), ' he hath sent to

cc-cc^yj dd + holy v T.R. eeit A {in reference to the army) > 71 ff ~
fl > 71 a they Luc & luc b two

thousand N V 71 three thousand Luc Sluc C >V55 d_d his brother X* (his sons N ca
)

e-e >7i f +and
were merry Slu0 «a godless act A h the Luc 71 * > A 71 93 &luo k~kplur. 93 Sluc

7. the horsemen in the midst . . . An unusual proceeding ; Grimm cites an instance of the Romans having
done so. The object here was two-fold ; to accustom the horsemen to their new duties, and to avoid their meeting
the full force of the enemy's cavalry, which was numerically superior.

8. they sounded with . . . Cp. Num. x. 8 ; the addition of Upals in some MSS. is probably due to the mention
of the priests in Num. x. 8, from which the phrase here seems to be borrowed ; oi Upus a-aXmovaiv iv rals a-akiriy^iv,

cp. 1 Chron. xv. 24 (Sept.).

the stronghold, i.e. Kedron, see xv. 39-41.
10. they fled. i. e. those of the enemy who had not been able to get into Kedron, and who had, therefore, been

forced to continue their flight.

the fields of Azotus. i.e. the open country round the city. The 'towers ' (?"!JD) were used both for the defence
of cities and for the protection of flocks ; for the former use cp. 2 Kings xvii. 19, xviii. 8.

he burned it with fire. i. e. the city of Azotus
;
Jonathan had done this to Azotus ten years before (see x. 84),

but it is not necessary to suppose that either then, or on this occasion, the city was wholly obliterated.

about a thousand men. See critical note.

11. Ptolemy the son of Abubus. He was the son-in-law of Simon, see below.

the plain of Jericho. UTT ni2"iy Joshua v. 10, see also Sept. of this. The plain was ' seventy furlongs long,
and twenty broad ; wherein it (i.e. the fountain near Jericho) affords nourishment to those most excellent gardens that
are thick set with trees ' (Josephus, Belt. Iud. IV. viii. 3).

12. the high-priest's son-in-law. See further Josephus {Antiq. XIII. vii. 4, viii. 1).

13. his heart was lifted up. See note on i. 3.

14. went down to Jericho. For the phrase cp. Luke x. 30.

the one hundred and seventy-seventh year. i.e. 135 B.C.

the month Sebat. Properly Shebat (D3C) ; cp. Zech. i. 7. It corresponds approximately to February ; the

fifth civil and eleventh ecclesiastical month in the Jewish Calendar; the month, according to Jewish tradition, in which
demons prevail.

15. Dok. Aowc, Josephus {Antiq. XIII. viii. 1 ; Bell. Iud. I. ii. 3) calls it Aa-ya>i\ ' The name is still retained in that
of the fountain 'Am ed-Duk, north of Jericho, on the border of the mountain land, in a position very suitable as the site

of a fortress' (Schiirer, op. cit. p. 271). Grimm says that Duk is mentioned as a mountain fortress lying between
Jericho and Bethel, and belonging to the Templars ; this was still standing in the thirteenth century.

16. had drunk freely. epedvaBr) means that Simon was intoxicated cp. the murder of king Elah by Zimri under
similar circumstances (1 Kings xvi. 9, 10).

17. act of treachery. See critical note. Cp. 2 Mace. xv. 10.
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I MACCABEES 16. 22-24

22 slay thee also e .' And when he ! heard (it), he was sore amazed ; and he laid hands on the men m that
came to destroy n him m

, and slew n them ;
° for he perceived that they were seeking to destroy him °.

23 And the rest of the acts of John, and of his wars, and of his valiant deeds ° which he did , and of

24 the building of the walls which he built, and of his (other) deeds, behold they are written in the
chronicles of his high-priesthood, from the time that he was made high-priest after his father.

1 John Luc m_m > 93 S>
luc n » > V ° ° > 71

23. acts. Lit. 'words', but the Hebr. word "12T means 'act' as well; cp. 2 Sam. xi. 18 dnfjyyeiXe t<u /3acnXei Aa/3iS

mimas tovs \6yovs tov no\ep.ov.

the building of the walls, i.e. the walls of Jerusalem which had been broken down by Antiochus VII Sidetes

(Josephus, Antiq. XIII. viii. 3).

24. in the chronicles. «r« 0ij3\iov T^fpuv ; cp. the Hebrew name of the Books of Chronicles, D*D\T H31, lit. ' the

acts of the days '.

Grimm mentions that 'Sixtus Senensis (Bibliotheca sancta, lib. i, p. 39) declares that he saw in the library of

Santes Pagninus in Lyons the manuscript of a very hebraic Greek book of the Maccabees, which embraced the

history of thirty-one years (according to Josephus, Antiq. XIII. x. 7, Hyrcanus reigned this number of years), and
which began with the words, /cai pera to dnoKTaudrjvni. tov liptuava iytv-qBr) 'la>dvvi]s 6 vlos cliitov Uptvs opt' avrov ; a book
which, according to this description, must either have contained the chronicles here mentioned, or have been, at any
rate, one which contained their substance. Unfortunately, soon after Sixtus Senensis had given this news to the

world, the library in question was destroyed by fire'. Schiirer (op. cit. ii. 3, p. 14) says regarding this manuscript:
'Judging from the enumeration of the contents as given hy Sixtus, this book simply narrates the history of John
Hyrcanus, and precisely as in Josephus (the same facts and in the same order). With regard to this he himself

observes: " Historiae series et narratio eadem fere est quae apud Iosephum libro Antiquitatum decimo tertio ; sed
stylus, hebraicis idiotismis abundans, longe dispar." Consequently he ventures to conjecture that it may have been
a Greek translation of the history of Hyrcanus mentioned at the end of the First Book of the Maccabees. Many
modern writers have concurred in this conjecture. . . . But in view of the enumeration of the contents given by
Sixtus, it seems to me there can hardly be a doubt that the book was simply a reproduction of Josephus, the style

being changed perhaps for a purpose.'
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THE SECOND BOOK OF MACCABEES
INTRODUCTION

§ i. Contents and Characteristics.

2 MACCABEES is the anonymous e7rn-oju.77(ii.26,28) or digest of an earlier Maccabaean history which
had been composed by a Hellenistic Jew called Jason of Cyrene. The writer condensed Jason's

five books into one. It is unnecessary to hold that his statements to this effect are simply a literary

device, as though he were a Jewish Defoe who thus attempted to gain the fictitious authority of age
for his own composition (so e.g. Kosters in Theolog. Tijdschrift, 1878, 491 f., and Kamphausen).
Had this been the case, the contents would have been more of a unity than they are, and the lacunae
would have been fewer. Besides, more than once, the style (e. g. in xiii. 22 f.) suddenly corresponds
to that of an historian who is hurriedly compressing as well as popularizing some earlier source.

Upon the whole the materials, the contents, and the style of the book answer fairly to the writer's

account of his own method and aims (in ii. 19-32, vi. 12-17, xv. 37-9). His work is an abridgement
and at the same time more than an abridgement. He must have omitted large sections of Jason's
treatise and summarized even what he took over, but, instead of preserving invariably either the
language or the shape of his selections, he embellished the former to suit the popular taste and
enlarged the latter, for the sake of edification, with pious amplifications of the miraculous element.

The outline of the epitome is thus characterized by a unity of religious feeling, rather than by any
historical sequence. The introductory documents of i. 1— ii. 18, containing two letters, are followed
by a naive preface (ii. 19-32), after which the epitome proper begins, with five successive pauses
(iii. 40, vii. 42, x. 9, xiii. 26, xv. ^y, perhaps after Jason). The only formal interruption is a short
passage upon the doctrine of retribution as the clue to Jewish history (vi. 12-17). Judas Maccabaeus
comes on the scene in v. 27, and, once his story is resumed (in viii. 1 f.), it runs on to the end, the
only digression being the highly-coloured tale of Antiochus' death (ix. 1-29 ; x. 1-8 resumes the narra-
tive dropped at viii. ^). The epilogue (xv. 37-9) echoes the prologue. Indeed the aim of even the
prefixed letters corresponds to the general purpose of the book, which is to magnify the two festivals

of the Hanukka and Nicanor's day,1 as the ceremonial glories which recall the heroism of Judas
Maccabaeus. 2

2 Maccabees is not a sequel to 1 Maccabees. It is, in Luther's words,3 a second book, upon the
Maccabaean struggle, not the second book. As the period of its narrative^(i 75-161 B. c.) coincides
with part of 1 Maccabees, a comparison of the two books might be expecr^d4treTeTdre to clear up
the problem of their relative value, and furnish a standard for valuating the second. To some extent
this expectation is realized. But critical opinion has swayed curiously between an undue deprecia-
tion of 2 Maccabees as an historical document and an exaggerated claim on its behalf. The former
tendency is represented by modern critics like Willrich and (especially) Kosters ; the latter by Niese
(Kritik der beiden Makkabderbiicher; 1900), who not only succeeds in vindicating the trustworthiness
of the book at several points, but attempts to prove that it is older and more authentic than
1 Maccabees—an attempt which has failed to carry conviction (cp. e. g. the articles of Levi in Revue
des etudesjuives

, 1901, 222-30, Abrahams in Jewish Quarterly Reviezv, 1901, 508-19, Kamphausen
in Theolog. Literaturzeitung, 1901, 287-90, and Wellhausen in Nachrichten der kgI. Gesellsch. d.
Wiss. zu Gottingen, 1905, pp. 117-63). The parallel narratives of the two books are as follow:

—

1 On the improbability of any connexion between the Purim festival of the book of Esther and Nicanor's day see
B. Paton's 'Esther' {Intern. Crit. Comm.), pp. 78 f.L.

2 Cp. Hochfeld in ZATW, 1902, pp. 264-84, who emphasizes, after Geiger, the Pharisaic interests and methods
of the writer.

Man wolt es denn heissen ein anders buch und nicht das ander buch Maccabeorum, alium vel alienum scilicet
s <

non secundum.'
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II MACCABEES

i Macc.

Accession of Antiochus Epiphanes : i. 10.

Gymnasium, &c, introduced in Jerusalem : i. 11-15.

Expedition of Antiochus against Egypt : i. 16-19.

Antiochus plunders Jerusalem : i. 20-8.

His royal commissioner completes secularization of

Jerusalem: 1..29 f.

The Maccabees leave Jerusalem : ii. 1 f.

Hellenizing decree of Antiochus brought by mes-

sengers to Jerusalem : temple profaned and pagan

customs established : i. 4X-59.

Jewish mothers and their children 2 killed : i. 60-1.

Jews massacred for keeping sabbath : i. 29-38.

Jews martyred for refusing to eat swine's flesh : i.

62 f.

Mattathias and his sons refuse to sacrifice: ii. 15-26.

Mattathias organizes a revolt : ii. 2 7 f.

Judas Maccabaeus succeeds Mattathias : ii. 49-70.

Successful revolt of Judas : iii. 1-9.

He defeats Apollohius and Seron : iii. 10-26.

Lysias commissioned by Antiochus to exterminate

the Jews : iii. 2 7f.

Lysias commissions Ptolemaeus, Nicanor, and Gorgias

to devastate Judaea : iii. 38 f.

Slave-dealers join expedition : iii. 41.

Mustering of Jews : iii. 42-60.

Withdrawal of some : iii. 55-6.

Defeat of Gorgias : iv. 1-25.

Defeat of Lysias 4
: iv. 26-35.

Entry into Jerusalem : iv. 36-7.

Purification of temple : iv. 38-51.

Celebration of Hanukka-feast : iv. 52-61.

Judas subdues Idumaeans, Baeanites, Ammonites

under Timotheus : v. 1-8.

Judas subdues pagans under Timotheus in Gilead,

Galilee, &c. : v. 9-54.

Gorgias defeats Joseph and Azarias outside Jamnia

:

v. 55-62 -

2 Macc.

iv. 7 : accession of Antiochus Epiphanes.

iv. 7-8 : sacerdotal intrigues of Jason.

iv. 9-17 : gymnasium, &c, introduced in Jerusalem.

iv. 18-22 : fresh intrigues of Jason.

v. 23-50: high-priesthood of Menelaus.

v. 1 : expedition ] of Antiochus against Egypt.

v. 2-10 : intrigues and death of Jason.

v. 1 1-2 1 : Antiochus plunders Jerusalem.

v. 22 f. : Apollonius, his deputy, completes the work.

v. 27 : Judas Maccabaeus and his followers leave

Jerusalem,

vi. 1-9 : Athenian commissioner of Antiochus has

temple profaned and pagan customs established.

vi. 10 : two Jewish mothers and their children 2
killed.

vi. 1 1 : Jews burnt for keeping sabbath.

vi. 18-31 : Eleazar martyred for refusing to eat

swine's flesh.

vii. 1-42 : mother and seven sons martyred for refus-

ing to eat swine's flesh.
3

viii. 1-7 : successful revolt of Judas.

viii. 8f. : Ptolemaeus, Nicanor, and Gorgias commis-
sioned to devastate Judaea,

viii. 10- 1 1 : slave-dealers join expedition,

viii. 12-2312 : mustering of Jews,

viii. 1 2 f. : withdrawal of some.

viii. 23^-29 : defeat of Nicanor.

viii. 30 : defeat of Timotheus and Bacchides.

viii. 31 f. : entry into Jerusalem.

ix. 1-28 : miserable death of Antiochus.

x. 1-5 : purification of temple.

x. 5 f. : celebration of Hanukka-feast.

x. 9-1 1 : accession of Antiochus Eupator.

x. 15 f. : Judas
5
defeats Idumaeans, Timotheus, &c.

1 This invasion of Egypt by Antiochus is not 'second' to the preliminary march south in iv. 21 (Bevan, House of

Seleucus, ii. 297-8), but the second of the campaigns against Egypt (cp. Dan. xi. 25 f., which agrees better with

1 Maccabees), the first of which (170 B.C.) was really followed by the attack upon Jerusalem.
2 The question of circumcision.
3 The earliest martyrology— an important tradition preserved by Jason, though the presence of the king at the

tortures, even if the scene is transferred from Jerusalem to Antioch, is dramatic rather than historical.

* The epitomist (xi. 1-12) not only transfers this to the next reign but embellishes it in order to glorify the

success of Judas. On the other hand, he dates the death of Antiochus too early. Whether the one error led to the

other, and, if so, which was primary, it is impossible to determine.
6 These wars on the neighbours of the Jews may have lasted longer than I Maccabees implies, and it is even

probable that some details which the epitomist has supplied in xii. 1 f. are to be credited, but Niese (pp. 55-6°) is not

justified in proceeding to set aside the fact that they began before the death of Antiochus. At his death the king had

only heard (1 Macc.-vi. 5-8) of the Jewish rebellion as recorded up to iv. 61, but this does not imply that the Jews

had not already embroiled themselves with the surrounding tribes. The motive assigned in 1 Macc. v. 1 for the rising

of these tribes is perfectly natural, and is not to be explained as a mere unhistorical echo of Neh. iv. 1.
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INTRODUCTION

i Macc.

Judas subdues Edomites and Philistines : v. 63-8.

Miserable death of Antiochus : vi. 1-16.

Accession of Antiochus Eupator : vi. 1 7.

Judas attacks citadel of Jerusalem : vi. 1 8 f.

Lysias and Eupator invade Judaea: vi. 28-54.

Lysias concludes a treaty of peace : vi. 55-63.
Accession of Demetrius I : vii. 1-4.

Alcimus installed high-priest by Bacchides : vii. 5-22.

Nicanor's mission, attempt to seize Judas by treachery,

threats against temple, defeat and death : vii. 23-47.

Institution of feast : vii. 48-50.

2 Macc.

xi. 1-12 : defeat of Lysias.

xi. i3f. : Lysias arranges terms of peace.

xii. 1 f. : Judas punishes Joppa and Jamnia, &c,
defeats pagans under Timotheus 1 in Gilead, &c.

xiii. 1 f. : Lysias and Eupator invade Judaea. 2

xiii. 2 2 f. : treaty of peace,

xiv. 1-2 : accession of Demetrius I.

xiv. 3 f. : Alcimus to be re-instated high-priest by
Nicanor.3

xiv. 15-xv. 35 : Nicanor's mission, friendliness to

Judas, attempt to seize him, threats against temple,

defeat and death.

xv. 36 : institution of feast.

A broad survey of the two documents puts it beyond reasonable doubt that upon religious ques-
tions like the resurrection of the body (e.g. vii. 11, xiv. 46) and the prohibition of warfare on the
sabbath (viii. 27, xv. 1 f.), 1 Maccabees is decidedly more primitive than 2 Maccabees. It is prob-
ably the latter interest, among other things, which led the anti-Hasmonean epitomist to omit all

reference to Mattathias (cp. 1 Macc. ii. 39 f. ; also ii. 49 with its absence of any allusion to the resur-

rection). Niese (pp. 45 f.) attempts to turn the force of this argument against the accuracy and
impartiality of 2 Maccabees by ascribing the introduction and prominence of Mattathias in

1 Maccabees to tendency—i. e. to the desire of glorifying the later Hasmoneans through Simon his

son. But the probabilities are against this theory. It is incredible that Jewish traditions went
wrong in glorifying the role of Mattathias ;

' the Rabbinic tradition (which is independent of both
books of the Maccabees) recognized Mattathias as the principal figure in the struggle for religious

liberty' (Abrahams, op. cit. 516), and this consideration corroborates the impression that it is the
omission of Mattathias in the epitome, not his role in 1 Maccabees, which is secondary.

The chronological disorder of 2 Maccabees, as has been already noted, further tells against the
hypothesis of its superiority to 1 Maccabees. The first part of the epitome closes with the feast of
the purification (x. 1-8), the second with the feast of Nicanor's day (xv. 36). The former feast is

apparently 4 dated after the death of Antiochus Epiphanes ; but there is really no sound reason .for

doubting that 1 Maccabees has preserved the correct tradition in the reverse order of these events
(iv. 36 f., vi. 1 f.) as well as in its description of the manner in which Antiochus died, while the entire
account of Lysias' subsequent actions (in 2 Macc. xi. 1 f.) shows that the writer, or the sources on
which he relied, must have confused the two defeats of Lysias. It is not possible, with Niese, to
establish the historical inferiority of 1 Maccabees on the basis of these incidents.

The historicity of the Roman correspondence in xi. 34 f. is also supposed to be corroborated not
only by the fact that, in keeping with contemporary usage, the cognomen is omitted (Niese, 31), but
by the likelihood that the Romans would no more hesitate to negotiate with the Jews against Deme-
trius at this juncture than they hesitated to deal with Timarchus who was in arms against the same
opponent (Diod. Sic. xxxi. 27 a ; cp. Niese 63 f., 88 f., and, for a more cautious statement, Laqueur,
op. cit, pp. 30 f.). Still, these considerations do not amount to more than the possibility that such
documents (as e.g. the letters from Antiochus III in Josephus,^«/z'^. XII. iii) were composed at an
early period by some Alexandrian writer who possessed good knowledge of the situation. At most
they may reflect an historical nucleus, but in their present form the epistles of xi. 16 f. are almost
certainly manufactured documents, like those in i-ii.

Here, as elsewhere, Niese's arguments and researches prove that the sources (i. e. especially Jason)
used by the epitomist evince a knowledge of the age which is hardly likely to have been possessed

1 An instance of the compiler's carelessness : he had already killed Timotheus (x. 37).
2 Even Niese (pp. 76 f.) admits that 1 Maccabees at this point is plainly superior to the self-contradictions and

patriotic evasions of 2 Maccabees. It is the inferior character of xii f. which has led some critics (from Grotius
onwards) to suspect that Jason is no longer used.

3
2 Maccabees, fusing the missions of Bacchides and Nicanor, obliterates the real course of events, but gives a not

incredible account of the latter's policy and temper.
4 Laqueur {Kritische Unterstichungen zum zweiten Makkabaerbuch, 1 904, pp. 30 f.), arguing that the Antiochus

of xi. 22 f. was originally Antiochus Epiphanes, not Antiochus V, proposes to transfer x. 1-8 and xi to their true
position before viii. 30 f. But this is a tour deforce of criticism.
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II MACCABEES

by a Jewish writer after the second century B. C. There are vivid touches which are more than
circumstantial, and independent notices which point upon the whole to the information of eye-
witnesses and contemporaries behind some of Jason's narratives. Upon the other hand, 2 Maccabees
exaggerates numbers generally (cp. e. g. xiv. 1 with 1 Mace. vii. 1) and horrors invariably, abounds
in confused and contradictory notices (cp. e.g. on i. 17, ix. 18, xi. 5, xiii. 23), and is repeatedly
unhistorical (see on iv. 21, ix. 2, 9, x. II, xiii. 22, xv. §3), besides containing some references (e.g.

to the vicarious suffering of the martyrs, vi. 28, and to sacrifices for the dead, xii. 43) which at any
rate suggest that it is less primitive than its predecessor. 1 The result is that Niese must be pro-
nounced more successful in establishing afresh the historicity of some details which are peculiar to

2 Maccabees, in opposition to ultra-scepticism, than in depreciating 1 Maccabees in favour of the

general trustworthiness of the epitome. The epitomist, in fact, has the artistic temperament as well

as the pious aim of edification ; on both grounds he is naturally careless of the exact accuracy which
an historian pursues, and satisfied if he can produce his effects in a picturesque manner. The relative

position of the two Maccabaean books may be, therefore, summed up in Wellhausen's verdict

(Gesc/iic/ite4
, p. 246) :

' Niese's criticism of the two Maccabean books has taught me a great deal, but
it has not convinced me that the second book is older than the first and that it deserves preference.

. . . We must not indeed look at everything through the spectacles of the first book. Nevertheless

we have no alternative but to make it our basis.'

§ 2. MSS. and Versions.

Second 2 Maccabees (MaKKa/3aiW B,Machabaeorum liber secundus), like 1 Maccabees, is preserved

in A and V, as well as in a number of minuscules. Probably owing to the influence of Athanasius,

who objected to the Maccabaean books, it was omitted from the Ethiopic version (Rahlfs, ZATW,
1908, pp. 63-4). The Syriac version is paraphrastic and of less value than in the case of 1 Maccabees.
On the other hand, in addition to the pre-Hieronymian Old Latin or Vulgate version, there is a

version reproduced in Codex Ambrosianus E 76 inf. (cp. A. Peyron's Ciceronis orationum pro Scauro,

pro Tullio et in Clodium fragmenta inedita, 1824, pp. 73-117), and yet another in Codex Complutensis

(cp. S. Berger's Notices et Extraits de la Bibliotheque Nationale, 1895, pp. 147-52). Four fragments
(iv. 39-44, 46-v. 2, v. 3-14, x. 12-26, x. 27-xi. 1) recently published by Mercati {Revue Biblique,

1902, 184-21 1, ' Frammenti Urbinati d' un' antica versione latina del libro II de' Maccabei editi ed
illustrati ') seem to be connected with the Peyron-text ; iii. 13-iv. 4 and iv. 10-14, which also occur in

a fragmentary Breslau MS. (eighth or ninth century), are now published by W. Molsdorf in ZATW
(1904, pp. 240-50). It is thus from the Latin versions, as representing varied types, that most help

is to be gained in the determination of the text. Still, the extant Greek text has been so badly
preserved at certain points, that neither the aid of the versions nor of conjecture is sufficient to yield

any sure confidence that we can have a text before .us which approximates to the original.

§ 3. Date.

The date of the epitome, and inferentially of Jason, cannot be fixed except within approximate
limits. It has indeed been argued by Niese (see below) that, as i. i-ii. 18 represent a composition

of the author \{Ci2^-Vi^ B7co(i. 7, 10 a), this will date the entire epitome. But the integrity of

the introductory section must be abandoned (see below) ; i. 10 a only dates (or professes to date) the

particular letter to which it is appended ; and, even on Niese's showing, the loose connexion between
the introduction and ii. 19 f. would invalidate any argument from the date of the former to that of

the latter. Furthermore, even supposing that 1 Mace. xvi. 23-4 formed part of the original work,

these verses do not necessarily presuppose a date subsequent to the death of Hyrcanus (cp. Torrey
in Ency. Bib. 2859 f, as against Niese on the one hand and Destinon, Wellhausen, and Abrahams
on the other), so that 1 Maccabees need not be assigned to a period (after 104 B. C.) subsequent

to the supposed date of the epitome (when the latter, or its source, is placed shortly after the last

event which it records). The utmost that can be said, with any degree of certainty, as opposed to

Niese on the one hand and to Willrich (Judaica, 1900, pp. 131 f.) on the other, is that the terminus

ad quern is fixed by the use of 2 Maccabees not only in Fourth Maccabees and the Epistle to the

Hebrews (especially xi. 35 f.) but in Philo (quod omnis probus liber, § 13), while the terminus a quo

for its source is 161 B. C, the date of Nicanor's defeat by Judas (xv. 1-36)—although, if xv. 36 is an

1
' The Pharisaic author of 2 Maccabees may scatter angel appearances and surprising wonders over his romantic

work. But the pious contemporaries ... of the Maccabean brethren were content with the providential wonders of

history' (Cheyne, Origin of Psalter, 344 f.).

2 The first occurrence of the title is in Eus. Praep. Euangel. viii. 9 r) dtvrepa tS>p MaKKafiaiwv.
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allusion to the book of Esther (ix. 21), the source of the epitome can hardly have been written earlier

than c. 130 B. C, while the epitome itself must be later than 125 B. C. Jason's work may be dated,

therefore, roughly after 130 B. C. ; the epitome probably falls not later than the first half of the first

century B. C. The internal evidence, as compared with that of 1 Maccabees, offers remarkably few

reliable clues to its distance from the period of its subject. The predilection for the supernatural in

the shape of apparitions (e7ric/>aveiai, ii. 21), prodigies, and visions, vouchsafed from heaven to its

favourites in need, is neither unexampled in Greek historians—indeed the apparition of the two
youths (iii. 6 f.) recalls the cult of the Dioscuri—nor is it necessarily any proof of late composition.

Legends spring up early on such soil, especially at some distance from the scene, and popular tales

of the miraculous (so far as they go back to the sources) may be contemporaneous in the main with

the events which they embellish (cp. Niese, pp. 34 f.). But the matter-of-fact air which pervades

1 Maccabees, in spite of its tendencies and omissions, invests it with superiority as an historical docu-

ment to 2 Maccabees, and superiority here is practically equivalent to priority.

There is no obvious reason for conjecturing (so e.g. Kosters recently) that the latter is

deliberately and primarily an attack on the former, although there is perhaps as little for sus-

pecting that the epitomist (not Jason) was not familiar with the earlier document. 1 In any case,

he had a fine, if uncritical, enthusiasm for the heroes (private as well as public) and the principles

of the Maccabaean rising; more specifically, as his pages prove, he was an Alexandrian Jew, a

rhetorical adherent of the Pharisees, who wrote, probably during the third or fourth generation

afterwards, in order to foster reverence for the temple in Jerusalem and also strictness in the

observance of the Maccabaean festivals as a bond of union between the Jews of Palestine and Egypt.

If the anti-Hasmonean bias of the book is emphasized, a more precise terminus a quo for its com-
position might be found c. 106 B.C., when the Pharisees broke with the Hasmoneans (so Hochfeld).

But this is not inevitable; 2 Maccabees might have been compiled shortly before that date, under

stress of the growing antagonism, as naturally as after it.

§ 4. Integrity and Composite Nature of the Text.

2 Maccabees, says Luther in his brief preface, appears to be ' zusammen gefiickt aus vielen

bUchern'. This is evident (a) in i. i-ii. 18, where some critics, like Gratz ('Das Sendschreiben

der Palastiner an die agyptisch-judaischen Gemeinden wegen der Feier der Tempelweihe ', in

Monatsschrift filr Geschichte tuid Wiss. des Judentums, 1877, pp. 1-16, 49-72), N. Briill ('Das
Sendschreiben der Palastiner an die Alexandriner ', in Jahrbiicher fur jiidische Geschichte uud
Literatur, 1887, pp. 30-40), and B. Niese {op. cit. pp. 10 f.), have contended that there is only one
letter, opening properly at i. 10 after the introductory preface of i. 1-9, while others, e.g. Bruston

(Zeitschrift filr die alttest. Wissenschaft, 1890, pp. nof.), Willrich [Jaden und Griechen vor der

makkab. Erhebung, 1895, pp. 76 f.), and Laqueur (pp. cit. pp. 52 f.), have detected no fewer than three

(in i. 1-7 a, 7b-ioa, iob-ii. 18) ; the majority, however, rightly distinguish only two, in i. 1—10 a
and i. iob-ii. 18, although opinion is still seriously divided upon the precise extent, date, and trust-

worthiness of both (cp. generally the older pamphlets by F. Schliinkes : Epistulae quae secundo

Machabaeorum libro cap. I. vv 1—9 legitur explicatio, 1844, Difficiliorum epistulae quae II Mach. I.

10 ad II. 18 legitur locorum explicatio, 1847, with Kosters' essay in Theol. Tijdschrift, 1898,

68 f, C. Torrey's article in Zeitschrift filr die alttestam. Wissenschaft, 1900, pp. 225—42, and
H. Herkenne's full monograph, in Bardenhewer's Biblische Studieu, viii. 4, on Die Briefe zii, Beginn
des Ziveiten Makkabaerbuches, 1904). It is fair to start from the likelihood that, just as in xi. 21,

2,^ 38, the date of the first letter is placed at the end (i. 10 a). The date in ver. 6 (i. e. 144-143 B. C.)

refers to a previous communication, to which the writer (or editor) awkwardly refers in order to lend

verisimilitude to his present production as one item of a correspondence between the Palestinian

and Egyptian Jews. The date assigned to this later epistle is 124 B.C. Those who join i. 10 a to

the following letter are involved in the double awkwardness not only of beginning the letter with
the date but of placing a full stop after vjjZv in i. 7 (so Torrey), or else (cp. D. M. Sluys, De Maccha-
baeorunt libris I et II quaestiones, 1904, pp. 1—79) of taking i. 2-6 as an interpolation. The second
letter apparently comes from a different source ; it is undated, except generally after the death of

Antiochus Epiphanes, and the writers precede the receivers in the address (i. 10 b,c). But the object

is the same (i. 18 a, ii. i6f. = i. 9)—to bring out the historical and religious significance of the

Maccabaean feast of the Hanukka. Both epistles, as they stand, are specimens of the Alexandrian
epistolography which was fond of producing such documents for purpose of edification. At the

same time, the language of i. 18 a (/xAAovres ayav ktK) and of ii. 16 (/xeAAoj/res ovv ayeiv ktK) is

1 So e.g. Montet (Essai sur les Origines des Partis Saduceen et Pharisien, 1883, pp. 13 f.).
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a watermark of interpolation, the intervening paragraphs being a legendary insertion based on the

tradition of x. 3 and perhaps on Epist. Jerem. 4-6. The retrospective allusion to Judas in ii. 14 is

incompatible with the position assigned him in i. 10 b, but it fits in with the aim of setting Judas
within the great succession of Moses, Solomon, Jeremiah, and Nehemiah ; he ranks with Nehemiah
as a collector of the sacred scriptures, and with the others as a transmitter of the holy fire which
was essential to the sacrifices of the temple.

Whether authentic or not, these letters did not belong to the Jason-source, as the position of

the preface (ii. 19-32) and the discrepancy between the two accounts of the death of Antiochus
(i. 12 f. and ix. 1 f.) are enough to show, but there is scarcely sufficient evidence to indicate decisively

whether both came from the same pen, and if so, whether it was the pen of the epitomist or of
another. As the insertion (i. 18 b—ii. 15) is in all likelihood his own work, the two letters which
form the framework may have been found by him in some other source and prefixed to his

abridgement proper, instead of being placed chronologically in the narrative. It is a further question

whether he translated one (the second, according to Ewald's History of the Jews, Eng. Tr. v, pp. 467 f.

;

the first, according to Schlunkes) or both (so e.g. Gratz, Brull, and Torrey) from the original Hebrew
(Aramaic). Upon the whole, it seems difficult to give a satisfactory answer in the negative, with

any positive evidence, to such a query, although the rest of the book was undoubtedly written in

Greek (' Machabaeorum . . . secundus Graecus est; quod ex ipsa quoque (ppdaet probari potest ',

Jerome's Prologus Galeatus).

(b) This opens up the intricate problem of the sources which lay before the epitomist. Without
refusing to deny that he had access to a Jason-source, we may conjecture that not only in i. i-ii. 18

but in the body of the epitome (e. g. x. 32 f. and xii. 2 f.) he occasionally employed traditions and
even documents from other quarters, 1 e.g. (i. 10) from the famous Alexandrian Jew Aristobulus

(cp. Schiirer's Gesckichte, iii, pp. 512 f.). The conjecture, however, cannot be worked out with any
approach to definiteness. Buchler, in his important Die Tobiaden u. die Oniaden im II Makkabaer-
buchc, &c. (1899), pp. 277 f., 396-8, and Laqueur {op. cit. pp. 72-87) have recently elaborated precise

theories of the use made respectively of Jason and of a supposed second source, involving frequent

transpositions of material. The patent variations of style may lend some colour to the hypothesis

that Jason is specially employed e. g. in viii. 1 f., and that throughout the writer is often an in-

terpolator (e. g. in iii—v, cf. Buchler, pp. 277 f.) as well as an epitomizer. But as the available data

(even e. g. in iv. 5-6 and viii. 20) are purely internal, they seldom enable us to check such theories,

and the possibility—amounting to a probability—that Jason's large work already contained a variety

of oral traditions counterbalances any attempt to run literary analysis into a confident scheme of

results. Unfortunately we possess no independent clue to the character and scope of Jason's

treatise. While the second book of to. Ma/c/ca/3aiKa is an abridgement, it is not on the same footing

as e.g. the periocliae of the lost books of Livy. 2 Maccabees is neither a bare synopsis nor the

summary of a summary ; it is a literary composition, whose materials were selected from the

original work of Jason. The latter's work has not survived, however, and even his personality is in

dispute. He has been precariously identified (Herzfeld : GescJiichte des Volkes Israel, 1855, 445 f.)

with the Jason of 1 Mace. viii. 17 ( = the Judas 2 of 2 Mace. i. 10, ii. 14), and even more arbitrarily

his Jewish nature has been denied (Sluys, op. cit. pp. 74 f.). The name (laaw Kvpvvaios) has been

found in an Egyptian temple of Thothmes III (cp. Sayce in Revue des etudes grecques, 1894, p. 297),

apparently dating from the third century B. C, but, while this does not necessarily tell against a Jew,
the individual need not, on the other hand, be the author of the epitomist's source. His connexion

with Cyrene would suggest a more accurate knowledge of Palestinian sites and affairs than the

epitome reveals ; its references to the latter are less reliable than in the case of the Syrian realm.

§ 5. Authorship.

While the relation of the book to 1 Maccabees resembles on the whole that of the books

of Chronicles to the books of Kings, in so far as a definitely religious pragmatism controls the

epitomist, the affinities of the latter are with the Pharisaic type of Jewish piety. He lays emphasis

e.g. upon legal praxis, the divine providence, recompense, the temple cultus, the sabbath, angels,

and the resurrection. The last-named feature is bound up with the martyr-stories (cpp. vi-vii)

which have floated the book into wide popularity throughout Christianity as well as throughout

Judaism. They are told with a detailed ghastliness which jars on modern taste. Probably ' the

1
It is impossible to ascertain whether an extra-Biblical touch like viii. 19 f. was due to the author or to Jason.

2 Attempts have often been made to identify this Judas not with Judas Maccabaeus but with some other Judas
(so e.g. Ewald and Niese), or to emend the text into raw 'lovdaiwv or 'lovBaias (Syr., so e.g. Torrey), or 'lovbas

'Api<rTo/3ovAos 'Ovia (Sluys), but in vain (cp. Grimm 36-7, Herkenne 65).
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stories had already clothed themselves for the writer in a halo of legend, and he tricks them out in

that poor rhetoric, that stifled literary jargon, which was the curse of third-rate authors in the

Hellenistic world ; but if you can penetrate through this repellent medium, you can still touch an
anguish that was once real and quivering' (E. Bevan, Jertisalem under the High Priests, 1904,

p. 83). The anonymous author belongs to Alexandrian rather than to Palestinian Judaism, but

beyond this general inference it is not possible to pass with any confidence to theories, for example,
like the ingenious but unconvincing guess of Biichler {op. cit. pp. 396 f), that the author or final

editor was a Hellenistic Jew who reversed the polemic of the original (written by a Samaritan in

Egypt) against the temple in Jerusalem.

§ 6. Influence on Later Literature.

(a) The use of 2 Maccabees in Philo 1 and in 4 Maccabees (see above, § 3) is clearer than the

evidence for Josephus' acquaintance with it ; none of the latter's relevant passages (Antiq. XII. v. 1

= 2 Mace. iv. 1 f, XII. v. 5 = 2 Mace. vi. 2, XII. ix. 7 = 2 Mace. xiii. 3-8, XII. x. 1 = 2 Mace. xiv. 1)

makes such a conjecture necessary. More is to be said for the hypothesis that the epitome is

echoed in the Assumptio Mosis (cp. v. 1-4 = 2 Mace. iv. 11 f., v. 8, &c. ; viii. 3 f. = 3 Mace. vi. 4 f.,

11, 28, &c. ; ix. 1 f. = 2 Mace. vi. 18 f. ; ix. 6 = 2 Mace. vi. 11, vii. 2, x. 6, &c). The edifying

narratives of the martyrs in especial led to haggadic developments in Jewish literature (cp. Zunz,
Die gottesdienstlichen Vortrcige der Juden> pp. 130 f.), and also (b) in early Christianity where the

Maccabaean martyrs were eventually canonized 2 and accorded a yearly festival (August 1st) in the

Greek and Latin churches (cp. Maas in Monatsschrift fur Geschichte u. Wiss. des Judenthums, 1900,

pp. 145-56). This tallies with the early and widespread diffusion of the book, from the period of
the epistle to the Hebrews down to Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus, Origen, Chrysostom, and
Jerome. Portions of it are read in the Roman Breviary (for October).

§ 7. Theology.

The later popularity of 2 Maccabees is due as much to the support found in it by the Roman
Church for dogmas like prayers for the dead (xii. 43, 45) and the intercession of the saints

(xv. 1 1-16) as to the martyr-stories or the miraculous and legendary incidents- (e-n-i^ctaeiai). Otherwise, 3

the theological ideas resemble those of the Pharisaic school during the latter half of the second
century B. C. The doctrine of retribution and chastening is naturally worked out with particular

care (vi. 12-17). The worst punishment is to be left severely alone by God, as is the case with
pagan nations ; the Jews, on the contrary, are chastened and thus prevented from lapsing into the

excesses of sin which draw down upon their neighbours (individuals as well as nations) the shattering

penalties of God even in this life (cp. e.g. iv. 38, v. 9-10, ix. $-6, xiii. 4 f., xv. 32 f.). The sufferings

of the martyrs, again, although due to the sins of their nation, avail to expiate God's just anger
(vii. 33—8) on their fellows. After death, only the righteous rise, and rise with their bodies (vii. 11,

22 f., xiv. 46) to life eternal, i. e. apparently to participation in the messianic kingdom (vii. 29, 33, 37,
xiv. 15) on earth. The similarity of this conception to that of Eth. En. lxxxiii-xc, where the scene
of the messianic kingdom is also on earth, suggests that 2 Maccabees, in its eschatological outlook
at this point, 'belongs essentially to the second century' (R. H. Charles, Eschatology, 1899, p. 230).
The outlook on the future, as might be expected from the nature of the subject, has nothing of the
catholic hope which dominated the best of the O.T. prophets.

§ 8. Special Literature.

In addition to essays and monographs already cited : (a) critical editions of text in editions of LXX by Holmes
and Parsons {Vetus Testamentum Graece, v, 1827), Fritzsche (Libri Apocryphi Vet. Testam. Graece, 1871),
Tischendorf {Vet. Test. Graece, 6th ed., 1880), and H. B. Swete (The Old Testament in Greek, iii, 1894);
(b) annotated editions by Grotius (Annotationes in Vet. Testamentum, 1644), Grimm (Kurzgefasstes exeget. Handbuch
zu den Apocryphen des AT, 1857), Keil (Leipzig, 1857), Reuss (La Bible, vii, 1879), E. C. Bissell (The Apocrypha of
the O.T., 1880, New York, pp. 550-614), W. R. Churton (Canon, and Uncan. Scriptures, pp. 481 f.), Rawlinson
(Speaker's Comm., 1888, London), Kamphausen (Kautzsch's Apokryphen u. Pseudepigraphen des AT, 1901), and
Knabenbauer (in Cursus sacr. s. Cotnment. in Vet. Test., 1908) ; (c) general literature, Westcott in Smith's Diet, of
Bible (ii. 174-8), Welte in Wetzer tend Welte's Kirchenlexicon (viii. 418-22), Andre's Les Apocryphes de FAncien
Testament (Florence, 1903, pp. 86-115), Schiirer's Geschichte des Jiidischen Volkes* (iii, 1909, pp. 482-9), Fairweather
in Hastings' Diet, of Bible (iii. 189-92), Torrey in Encycl. Biblica (2869-79), c - F. Kent in Israel's Historical and
Biographical Narratives (pp. 38 f., 387 f.), Bertholet in Budde's Geschichte d. althebrdischen Literatur (pp. 345-50),
and F. Bechtel in Catholic Encyclopaedia (ix. 497-8).

1 Cp. Lucius, Der Essenismus (1881), pp. 36-9.
2 Cp. the Acts of the Christian Felicitas and her Seven Sons, a variation of the same theme. The scene of the

Maccabaean martyrdom was transferred from Jerusalem to Antioch, where a basilica was erected in their honour.
3 The book's angelology is allied to a belief in dreams (xv. 11).
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THE SECOND BOOK QF MACCABEES

I . i - 1 o a . First documen t.

1 i To the brethren, the Jews in Egypt, greeting. The brethren, the Jews in Jerusalem and
2 throughout the land of Judaea, wish you perfect peace

;
yea, may God do good unto you, and

3 remember his covenant with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, his faithful servants ; may he give you
4 all a heart to worship him and do his pleasure with hearty courage and a willing soul ; may he give

5 you an open heart for his law and for his statutes, and make peace, and hearken to your supplica-

6 tions ; may he be reconciled to you, and not forsake you in time of evil. Such, then, are our
7 prayers for you in this place. In the reign of Demetrius, in the hundred threescore and ninth year,

we the Jews have already written unto you in the extreme tribulation that came upon us during
these years, from the time that Jason and his company revolted from the holy land and the kingdom,

8 setting the porch on fire and shedding innocent blood : but we besought the Lord, and were heard
;

we offered sacrifice and made the meal offering, we lighted the lamps, and set forth the shewbread.
9> IO See that ye keep the days of the feast of tabernacles in the month Chislev. Written in the hundred

fourscore and eighth year.

I. iob—II. 1 8. Second document.

They that are in Jerusalem and they that are in Judaea and the senate and Judas, unto
Aristobulus, king Ptolemy's teacher, who is also of the stock of the anointed priests, and unto the

1

1

Jews that are in Egypt, send greeting and health. Having been saved by God out of great perils,

12 we render great thanks, as befits us to thank One who arrayeth himself against a king. For He
13 flung away into Persia those who had arrayed themselves against the holy city. For when the leader

arrived, with a force that seemed irresistible, they were cut to pieces in the temple of Nanaea by
14 the treachery of Nanaea's priests. Antiochus, on the pretext of marrying her, came into the place,

he and his Friends who were with him, that they might take a great part of the treasures by way
15 of dowry; but when the priests of the Nanaeon had set the treasures forth, and he had passed

with a small company inside the wall of the precincts, they shut to the temple when Antiochus had
16 entered : then opening the secret door in the panelled ceiling, they threw stones and struck down
17 the leader, and hewing the company in pieces threw their heads to those who were outside. Blessed
18 for all things be our God who gave the impious doers for a prey. Whereas we are now about to

celebrate the purification of the temple in the month Chislev, on the five and twentieth day, we

I. 7. already written, i.e. referring to some previous communication. The alternative (see Introd. § 4) is to

take the perfect (ycypdcpapev) in the sense of the epistolary aorist (iypa-^a^v, ii. 16), and render : we write, as if the
context dated the present letter.

extreme tribulation {iv rf/ OXfyei Kal iv 777 a*/^), i.e. that under Demetrius (see I Mace. xi. 53). The hendiadys
of the exaggeration is too obvious to justify Herkenne's (pp. 42-4) conjecture of dXio/ (= warlike attack) for n*^
(cp. iv. 13).

the kingdom, i.e. the theocracy; Jason's apostasy is described in iv. 13 f. The following words are a loose
summary of the outrages subsequent to Jason's movement, and of the restoration under Judas (1 Mace. iv. 38, 50 f.).

9. see that ye keep : i. e. in Egypt, as we do in the Holy Land ; or, by sending representatives to Jerusalem. The
Maccabaean festival of the temple's reconsecration was called either ra e'yKaivm (cp. John x. 22) or r) aKijvonTjyla (John
vii. 2) tov XaaeXev, being celebrated for the same time and almost on the same lines (cp. 2 Mace. x. 6-7) as the feast

of tabernacles, only during Chislev (December) instead of during Tisri (October).
II. arrayeth himself. Reading, with Bruston and Herkenne, napaTaaaopevto (cp. Zech. xiv. 3, LXX) for napnTaaa-d-

fievoi.

13. in the temple of Nanaea. i.e. -the temple in Elymais of Artemis or Aphrodite (cp. Polyb. xxxi. 2
;
Josephus,

Ant. XII. ix. 1, and Appian. Syr. 66) as identified with the Persian goddess Anaea (Anaitis), or of the Babylonian
Nana.

14. take . . . by way of dowry. For this diplomatic trick see Seneca's Orat. Suas. 1, where Antony agrees to

marry Athene at Athens for a dowry of a thousand talents. Antiochus is said to have tried a similar device at

Hierapolis in Syria.

17. gave the impious doers for a prey. In 187 B.C. Antiochus III lost his life in an attempt to plunder a shrine

of Bel in the Elymaean hills, and Antiochus VII (Sidetes) perished, in 129 B.C., in battle against the Parthians
;

r)<T<rd>p.evos tavrov (Kretvev (Appian. Syr. 68). The writer of the letter may have been so barren in imagination as to

have embellished the death of this king (so recently Torrey and Niese) with legendary traits drawn from the fate of

Antiochus Epiphanes, but it is the latter who is (erroneously) meant.
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II MACCABEES 1. 18—2. 4

deem it our duty to inform you, that you too may keep the feast of tabernacles.—Now (concerning)

the fire, on the occasion, of Nehemiah offering sacrifices, after he had built both the temple and the

19 altar (, you must know that) when our fathers were to be led into the land of Persia, the godly priests

of that time took some of the fire of the altar, and hid it secretly in the hollow of a sort of empty
20 cistern, wherein they made it sure, so that the place was unknown to all men. Well, after many

years, when it pleased God, Nehemiah was sent on a mission by the king of Persia, and he sent in

quest of the fire the descendants of the priests who had hid it. When they announced that they had

21 found no fire, but thick liquid, he commanded them to draw out some and bring it to him : and when
the sacrifices had been duly placed (on the altar), Nehemiah commanded the priests to sprinkle the

22 liquid both on the wood and on the sacrifices. When this was done, after some time had elapsed

and the sun, formerly hidden in clouds, had shone out, there was kindled a great blaze, so that all

23 men marvelled. And the priests offered prayer, while the sacrifice was being consumed,—priests

24 and all, Jonathan leading and the rest saying it after him, as did Nehemiah. The following was the

prayer : O Lord, Lord God, the creator of all things, who art terrible and strong and righteous and

25 merciful, who alone art King and gracious, who alone suppliest every need, who alone art righteous

and almighty and eternal, thou that savest Israel out of all evil, who madest the fathers thine elect,

26 and didst sanctify them : accept this sacrifice for all thy people Israel, guard thine own Portion,

27 and consecrate it. Gather together our dispersion, set at liberty them that are in bondage among
the heathen, look upon them that are despised and abhorred, and let the heathen know that thou

28, 29 .art our God. Torment them that oppress us and in arrogancy shamefully treat us. Plant thy

30, 31 people in thy holy place, even as Moses said. Then the priests sang the hymns. Now as soon as

the sacrifice was consumed, Nehemiah ordered the rest of the liquid to be poured on large stones.

32 And when this was done, a flame was kindled ; but, when the light from the altar shone over against

33 it, it was extinguished. And when the matter became known, and it was told the king of the

Persians, that, in the place where the captive priests had hid the fire, there had appeared the liquid with

34 which Nehemiah and his company purified the sacrifice, then the king, after verifying the matter,

35 had the place made a sacred enclosure. And the king exchanged gifts with those in his favour.

36 Nehemiah and his company called this thing Nephthar, which is by interpretation, Cleansing ; but

most people call it Nephthai.

2 1 It is also found in the records, that Jeremiah the prophet commanded them that were carried

2 away to take some of the fire, as has been already noted : and how that the prophet charged them
that were carried away, after giving them the law, that they should not forget the statutes of the

Lord, neither be led astray in their minds, when they saw images of gold and silver, and the adorn-

3 ment thereof. And with other such words exhorted he them, that the law should not depart from

4 their heart. This also was in the writing, that the prophet, being warned by God, commanded the

tabernacle and ark to accompany him, and that he went away to the mountain which Moses had

18. the feast of tabernacles. Several critics (from Schliinkes and Grimm to Kosters and Kamphausen) supply
riis fjpepas before rfjs crKTjvoTrrjyiat, while Herkenne adds ra. Something like tov dvevpedevtos or dodevros or c^avevros is

usually supposed, also, to have dropped out after nvpos. But if (as the Syriac version suggests) nepl is read for am,

the text may be rendered as above (so Torrey). Here the long interpolation (i. 18 b-ii. 15) begins.
built. The v.l. oiKovo^uas (125, so Herkenne) for olKo8opf)<ras is an attempt to get rid of the unhistorical state-

ment about Nehemiah, whose prestige is exaggerated in another direction in ii. 13.

20. announced. The meaningless fjp.lv (to tts) between 8ie<rdcf>rja-av and pfj is rightly omitted by Rawlinson (with 64,

93, Syr.) as the result of dittography (qaav repeated from dteancprjarau and then amended into rjp.lv).

26. thine own Portion. Deut. xxxii. 9.

29. Cp. Baruch ii. 28-35.

31. to be poured on. This involves the reading of Karaxelv (A, vg.) for Karex€lv or Karaa-xelv, and either the addition

of eni (or us) before \i60vs or the construction of Karaxeiv with a double accusative, but there is no more satisfactory

explanation of a corrupt and obscure passage.

33-5. The writer appeals to the testimony of the pagan monarch, whose respectful attitude to the phenomenon of

the fire— as befitted a Persian—adds glory to this Jewish portent.

35. exchanged gifts, &c. Reading, with V, exapi&To after ols—a naive Oriental method of expressing pleasure at

some happy occurrence (cp. Esth. ix. 19, 22 ; Apoc. John xi. 10).

36. Nephthai. An inflammable oil, like the modern naphtha, is in the writer's mind, but the etymology of the word
is beyond recovery. The writer equates N. with Kadapiapos, and this is the point of the legend, which connects the
discovery of the fiery liquid with the purification of the temple (v. 18), The least improbable line of explanation
is that which connects the word with the Persian naptarj naptar afianm was a Zend epithet for the sacred elemental
water (arduisur), which possessed purifying qualities (cp. Benfey and Stern's Ueber die Monatsnamen einiger alter

Vblker, 1836, pp. 204 f.).

II. 1. Legend had no scruple in transforming a prophet who was radically indifferent, if not hostile, to the ritual of

the temple into a pious conservative (cp. further, xv. 14).
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II MACCABEES 2. 5-32

5 climbed to view the inheritance of God. On reaching it Jeremiah found a cavernous chamber, in

which he placed the tabernacle, and the ark, and the altar of incense ; and he made fast the door.

6, 7 And some of his followers drew near in order to mark the road, but they could not find it. Now
when Jeremiah came to know this, he blamed them, saying, Unknown shall the spot be until God

8 gather the people again together, and mercy come ; then indeed shall the Lord disclose these things,

and the glory of the Lord shall be seen, even the Cloudy as in the days of Moses it was visible, and

9 as when Solomon prayed that the Place might be consecrated with solemn splendour. It was also

10 narrated how he, in his wisdom, sacrificed at the consecration and completion of the temple; as

Moses prayed to the Lord, and fire descended from heaven to consume the sacrifice, so Solomon also

11 prayed, and the fire descended and burned up the holocaust; [and Moses said, Because the sin

1

2

offering had not been eaten, it was consumed in like manner with the rest ;] and Solomon kept the

eight days.

13 These things were narrated also in the archives or memoirs of Nehemiah ; as well as how he
founded a library and collected the books about the kings and the prophets, and the books of David,

14 and letters of kings about sacred gifts. Even so did Judas collect for us all the writings which had
15 been scattered owing to the outbreak of war. They are still with us. So, if you need them, send

some messengers to fetch them for you.

16 Seeing therefore that we are about to keep the purification, we write thus to you. You will do well,

17 then, to keep the days (of the festival). Now God, who saved all his people, and restored to all the

18 heritage, and the kingdom, and the priesthood, and the hallowing, even as he promised through the

law,—in God have we hope, that he will speedily have mercy upon us, and gather us together from
under the (wide) heaven to the holy place : for he did deliver us out of great evils, and did purify the

place. , /

II. 19-32. The preface of the epitom ist.

19 Now the things concerning Judas Maccabaeus and his brothers, and the purification of the great

20 temple, and the dedication of the altar, and further the wars against Antiochus Epiphanes and
21 Eupator his son, and the heavenly apparitions vouchsafed to those that vied with one another in

manful deeds for the religion of the Jews—so that, in spite of their small numbers, they plundered
22 the whole country, and routed the barbarian hordes, and regained the temple renowned all the world

over, and freed the city, and restored the laws which were on the verge of abolition, since the Lord
23 showed favour graciously to them : (all) this, recounted by Jason in five books, we will try to compress
24 into a single volume. For, in view of the flood of statistics and the difficulties presented by the mass

25 of material to those who desire to go into the narratives of the history, we have aimed at attracting

those who are fond of reading, at smoothing the path for those who like to memorize their facts, and
26 at being of some service to our readers in general. As for ourselves, we have not found this self-

imposed task of abridging to be a light business. On the contrary, we have sweated and sat up late

27 over it—just as there is no lack of work for any one who has to superintend a banquet and look after

the interests of others. Still, to reap the gratitude of many, we will cheerfully undertake this

28 toilsome labour; leaving the historian to investigate details, we will exert ourselves to prepare

29 an epitome upon the usual lines. For as the masterbuilder of a new house has to look after

the entire edifice, while the decorator who undertakes to inlay and paint it has only to look out

30 what is suitable for embellishing the house, so, methinks, is it with us. To enter into details and
r 31 general discussions and elaborate researches is the business of the original historian ; on the other

hand, any one who simply recasts the material must be allowed to aim at conciseness of expression

and to eschew any thoroughgoing treatment of the subject.

32 Well now, let us begin the story. We have no more to add, by way of preface ; for it is truly

stupid to expatiate in introducing a history and then cut short the history itself.

3 10. fire descended . . . sacrifice. A midrashic expansion of Lev. ix. 23-4. The Solomonic legend follows the

midrash of 2 Chron. vii. I in preference to 1 Kings viii. 62 f., and a precedent for the Maccabaean ceremonial is

artificially found in the tradition of 1 Kings viii. 66 (2 Chron. vii. 8). The origin of the incoherent touch in verse II

must have been also a midrashic paraphrase of Lev. x. 16 f.

13. about sacred gifts, i.e. about presents made to the temple. A specimen is preserved in Ezra vii. 12 f. The
interest of 2 Maccabees in the temple comes out incidentally even in this allusion ; such letters are ranked alongside

of the sacred scriptures in Nehemiah's library. The next verse reflects the companion interest in the prestige of Judas
Maccabaeus.

18. Cp. Exod. xix. 6; Deut. xxx. 1-10.

21. plundered the whole country. In the sense in which Cromwell's troops swept over England during the

Civil War.
27. superintend a banquet. For the duties of the dpxiTplnXipos (?) see Sir. xxxii. 1-2

;
John ii. 8-9.

28. exert ourselves. Reading SianovovvTcs for drovovt/res.
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II MACCABEES 3. 1-25

III. 1-39. The miraculous discomfiture of Seleucus and Heliodorus in their attack r "THIS
upon the temple at Jerusalem. lJJSJs

\ 1 When the holy city was inhabited in unbroken peace, and the laws were kept right strictly,

2 owing to the godliness of Onias the high-priest and his hatred of wickedness, it came to pass that

even kings themselves did honour the Place and glorify the temple with the noblest presents

;

3 so much so that Seleucus the king of Asia actually defrayed, out of his own revenues, all the expenses

4 connected with the ritual of the sacrifices. But a certain Benjamite, Simon, who had been appointed

5 warden of the temple, fell out with the high-priest over the management of the city-market. Unable
to get the better of Onias, he betook himself to Apollonius of Tarsus, then governor of Coelesyria

6 and Phoenicia, and informed him that the treasury in Jerusalem was full of such untold sums
of money that the wealth of the funds was past counting ; they did not belong, he said, to the

7 accounts of the sacrifices, and they could be got into the hands of the king. So when Apollonius

met the king, he informed him of the money which had been mentioned to him, and the king
chose his chancellor, Heliodorus, and dispatched him with orders to carry out the removal of

8 the aforesaid money. Heliodorus at once started on his journey, giving out that he intended to

visit the cities of Coelesyria and Phoenicia, though his real object was to execute the king's design.

9 On reaching Jerusalem, where he was courteously welcomed by the high-priest and the city, he
submitted the information which had been given him, and explained why he had come, inquiring

10 further if this information was really true. The high-priest pointed out to him that there were
11 deposits belonging to widows and orphans, besides monies belonging to Hyrcanus, the son of Tobias,

a man of extremely high position (by no means what that impious Simon had alleged), and that in

12 all there were four hundred talents of silver and two hundred of gold ; it was utterly impossible, he
added, that injury should be inflicted on those who had put their trust in the sacredness of the Place

13 and in the majesty and inviolable sanctity of the temple, honoured over all the world. Heliodorus
had his orders from the king, however, and he replied that in any case these monies must be
confiscated for the king's treasury.

14 So, having appointed a day, he went in to superintend the investigation of the treasure. And
15 there was no small distress throughout the whole city. The priests, arrayed in their priestly robes,

flung themselves before the altar, and called to heaven on him who had appointed the law regarding

16 deposits, beseeching him to preserve these treasures safe for the depositors. And no one could look
at the mien of the high-priest without feeling a pang of heart. His countenance and changed colour

1

7

betrayed the anguish of his soul. For terror and a shuddering of the body had come over the

18 man, which plainly showed to the onlookers the grief that was at his heart. As for the people in

the houses, they flocked out with a rush to join in common supplication that the Place should not be

19 dishonoured. The married women, girt under their breasts with sackcloth, thronged the streets, while
the maidens who were kept in ward ran together, some to the porticoes, others to the walls, and

20 others to look out at the windows ; but all, stretching forth their hands toward heaven, made their

21 solemn supplication. One could not but pity the populace all prostrate with one accord, and the
anxiety of the high-priest in his sore distress.

22 Meantime, however, as they were invoking the all-powerful Lord to keep the deposits safe and
24 sure for the depositors, Heliodorus proceeded to execute his orders. But when he and his guards

had got as far as the front of the treasury, the Sovereign of spirits and of all authority prepared
a great apparition, so that all who had presumed to enter were stricken with dismay at the power

25 of God and fainted with sheer terror. For there appeared to them a horse with a terrible rider, and

III. 4. warden of the temple. Whether this office corresponded to that of the segan (or arparnyos tov lepov) or of the
ya£o(f)v\a£ (Josephus, Antiq. XX. iii. II, &c.) depends largely on the meaning assigned to rr]% Kara rqv nokiv ayopavop.L<is

(the v. I. napavop,ias being an attempt to smooth out the difficulty). According to Buchler (op. cit. pp. 33 f. ; cp. Bevan,
House of Seleucus, ii. 163) Simon the Tobiad, as (rrparqyos, was also ap^iepev? in the sense that he exercised a certain
political control of the temple affairs. This identification of Simon with the Simon of Josephus, Antiq. XII. iv. 10, is

preferable to the alternative identification of Onias II (Antiq.XII. iv. 1-10) with the Onias of 2 Mace, iii (so e.g. Schlatter,
Willrich, and Guthe in Encycl. Biblica, 3504 f.).

5. of Tarsus. Adopting Hort's convincing conjecture of Gapo-ea for the Qpaaaiov of the MSS.
7. Heliodorus. Probably the Heliodorus of the Delian inscriptions (cp. Deissmann's Bible Studies, pp. 303-7).

The payment of the annual instalment of the war indemnity to Rome was one of the causes which made the govern-
ment press for money in any likely quarter. Simon's information suggested a welcome and unexpected source of
revenue.

9. and. Inserting <cal (V) after dpxi(pfu>s.

11. Hyrcanus. Perhaps the Jewish Alcibiades of Josephus, Antiq. XII. iv. 2-1 1, whom Wellhausen sees behind
Zech. xi. 4-17.

24. Sovereign of spirits. This is the same expression as Lord of spirits in I Enoch xxxvii. 2, &c.
presumed to enter. The implied insolence (cp. v. 15) is described in 1 Mace. i. 21. In the following account,

the first horseman (ver. 25) seems to belong to a different tradition from that of the other two (26 f.). The latter do
all the work. Similar traces of fusion occur in ix. 6 f., as if the author had embroidered his source with outside matter.
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II MACCABEES 3. 25—4. 12

it was decked in magnificent trappings, and rushing fiercely forward it struck at Heliodorus with itsit was aecKea in magnincent trappings, ana rusning nerceiy iorwara it strucK at rienoaorus witn its

26 forefeet. And the rider seemed to be armed with a golden panoply. Two youths also appeared
before Heliodorus, remarkable for their strength, gloriously handsome, and splendidly arrayed, who

v*>
27 stood by him on either side, and scourged him unceasingly, inflicting on him many sore stripes. He

dropped suddenly to the ground, and thick darkness wrapped him round, but (his guards) caught him
28 up and put him into a litter, and carried him away—carried him who had just entered the aforesaid

treasury with a large retinue and all his guard, but who was now absolutely helpless—recognizing

29 clearly the sovereign might of God. And so he had been laid prostrate, deprived of speech owing to

30 God's strong hand, bereft of all hope and succour. But the Jews blessed the Lord who had done
marvellous honour to his own place ; and the temple, which a little before had been full of terror and
alarm, was filled with joy and gladness, thanks to the manifestation of the all-powerful Lord.

31 Now some of Heliodorus' intimate friends at once besought Onias to call upon the Most High,

32 and so grant life to him, as he lay quite at the last gasp. The high-priest suspected that the king
might imagine the Jews had perpetrated some foul play against Heliodorus, and he offered a sacrifice

33 for the recovery of the man. But as the high-priest was offering the sacrifice of propitiation, the same
young men appeared again to Heliodorus, arrayed in the same robes ; and they stood and said, Give
Onias the high-priest hearty thanks, since it is for his sake that the Lord has granted thee thy life

;

34 and do thou, since thou hast been scourged from heaven, publish abroad to all men the sovereign

35 majesty of God. And when they had spoken these words, they vanished out of sight. So Heliodorus
offered sacrifice to the Lord and vowed very great vows to him who had preserved his life, and, after

36 taking a friendly farewell of Onias, he returned with his army to the king, testifying to all men the

37 deeds of the supreme God which he had witnessed with his own eyes. And when the king asked
Heliodorus what sort of person would be suitable for another mission to Jerusalem, he said, If thou

38 hast any enemy or conspirator against the state, send him thither, and thou shalt get him back well

scourged—supposing he escapes with his life ; for the Place is really haunted by some power of God.
39 He who dwells in heaven above has his eye upon that Place and defends it, smiting and destroying

those who approach it for ill ends.

III. 40—IV. 22. Intrigues of Simon and Jason over the high-priesthood.

4° Such was the history of Heliodorus and the preservation of the treasury. But the aforesaid

4- i Simon, who had informed about the money and betrayed his country, proceeded to slander Onias,

alleging that it was he who had maltreated Heliodorus and who had contrived the whole mischief.

2 He dared to accuse of conspiracy the very man who had proved the benefactor of the city, and the

guardian of his fellow-countrymen, and a zealot for the laws ! And when the feud between them
3 went to such a pitch that one of Simon's trusted followers actually committed several murders, Onias,

4 recognizing the danger of the contention, and observing that Apollonius, the son of Menestheus, as

5 governor of Coelesyria and Phoenicia, was fanning Simon's malice, betook himself to the king—not

that he went about to accuse his fellow-citizens, but simply with a view to the good of all the people,

6 both public and private ; for he saw that, unless the king intervened and interested himself, it was
impossible for the State to be at peace, nor would Simon abandon his insensate attempt.

7 But when Seleucus died, and Antiochus, who was called Epiphanes, succeeded to the kingdom,
8 Jason the brother of Onias supplanted his brother in the high-priesthood, promising in a petition to

9 the king three hundred and threescore talents of silver, besides eighty talents from another fund ; in

addition to which he undertook to pay a hundred and fifty more, if he was commissioned to set up
10 a gymnasium and ephebeum and to register the Jerusalemites as citizens of Antioch. And when

the king had given his assent, Jason at once exercised his influence in order to bring over his fellow-

1

1

countrymen to Greek ways of life. Setting aside the royal ordinances of special favour to the Jews,

obtained by John the father of Eupolemus who had gone as envoy to the Romans to secure their

friendship and alliance, and seeking to overthrow the lawful modes of life, he introduced new customs

12 forbidden by the law: he deliberately established a gymnasium under the citadel itself, and made

28. recognizing. Reading eVeyKcoKdrer, with the majority of MSS., instead of intyvuKiWa.

IV. 4. Menestheus. Reading yitixaOetos, Hort's certain emendation of fiaivfo-dai ewy or o>s. Cp. ii. 21 ; Apollonius

was naturally exasperated at the miscarriage of his little plot.

7, 8. Jason . . . promising, &c. If Josephus is correct, however, the charge of simony is undeserved
;
Jason

succeeded to his brother's position, as Onias died leaving only an infant son (cp. Antiq, XII. v. 1).

9. to register ... as citizens of Antioch. The coveted title of ' Antiochenes >
(cp. Schurer, Gesch. jiid. Volkes*,

ii. 166-7), i- e - 'loyalists' (to the Seleucid dynasty and policy), carried with it certain privileges (cp. ver. 19). The
cognate promise (ix. 15) to confer on the Jews the privileges of Athenian citizens is true to the Hellenistic and
Athenian proclivities of Antiochus (Niese, pp. 29-30), who probably tried to atticize his Antiochene subjects.

11. See 1 Mace. vjii. 17-32.
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13 the noblest of the young men wear the petasus. And to such a height did the passion for Greek
fashions rise, and the influx of foreign customs, thanks to the surpassing impiety of that godless

14 Jason—no high-priest he !—that the priests were no longer interested in the services of the altar, but
despising the sanctuary, and neglecting the sacrifices, they hurried to take part in the unlawful A^

15 displays held in the palaestra after the quoit-throwing had been announced—thus setting at naught
16 what their fathers honoured and esteeming the glories of the Greeks above all else. Hence sore^jj ,0-

distress befell them ; the very men for whose customs they were so keen and whom they desired^ Vi>
17 to be like in every detail, became their foes and punished them. For it is no light matter to act

impiously against the laws of God ; time will show that.

18 Now games, held every five years, were being celebrated at Tyre, in the presence of the king,

19 and the vile Jason sent sacred envoys who were citizens of Antioch to represent Jerusalem, with
three hundred drachmas of silver for the sacrifice of Heracles. The very bearers, however, judged

20 that the money ought not to be spent on a sacrifice, but devoted to some other purpose, and, thanks
to them, it went to fit out the triremes.

21 Now when Apollonius the son of Menestheus was sent to Egypt to attend the enthronement
of king Ptolemy Philometor, Antiochus, on learning that the latter was ill-disposed to him, proceeded U^^

22 to take precautions for the security of his realm. Thus he visited Joppa, and travelled on to

Jerusalem, where he had a splendid reception from Jason and the city, and was brought in with
blazing torches and acclamation. Thereafter, he and his army marched down into Phoenicia. q£>-

IV. 23-50. Intrigues of Menelaus.

23 Now after a space of three years Jason sent Menelaus, the aforesaid Simon's brother, to convey the

24 money to the king and to remind him of some matters which required attention. But Menelaus got 0"

into favour with the king, whom he extolled with an air of impressive authority, and secured the high- \f
25 priesthood for himself, outbidding Jason by three hundred talents of silver. On receiving the royal

mandate, he appeared in Jerusalem, possessed of no quality which entitled him to the high-priesthood,

26 but with the passions of a cruel tyrant and the rage of a wild beast. So Jason, who had supplanted

his brother, was in turn supplanted by another man, and driven as a fugitive into the country of the

27 Ammonites. Menelaus secured the position, but he failed to pay any of the money which he had

28 promised to the king, although Sostratus the governor of the citadel demanded it. As the latter

29 was responsible for collecting the revenue, the king summoned both men before him ; Menelaus left

his brother Lysimachus to act as his deputy in the high-priesthood, while Sostratus left (as his

deputy) Crates, the viceroy of Cyprus.

30 At this juncture, it came to pass that the citizens of Tarsus and Mallus raised an insurrection,

31 because they were to be assigned as a present to Antiochis, the king's mistress; so the king went
off hurriedly (to Cilicia) to settle matters, leaving Andronicus, a man of high rank, to act as his

32 deputy. Then Menelaus supposed he had got a favourable opportunity, so he presented Andronicus
with some golden vessels which he had stolen from the temple ;—others he had already sold to Tyre

33 and the surrounding cities. On ascertaining the truth of this, Onias sharply censured him, withdrawing

34 for safety into the sanctuary of Daphne, close to Antioch. Whereupon Menelaus took Andronicus
aside and exhorted him to kill Onias. So Andronicus went to Onias, gave him pledges by guile and
also his right hand with oaths (of friendship), and persuaded him, despite his suspicions, to come out of

35 the sanctuary. He then killed him at once, regardless of justice. This made not only the Jews but

12. the petasus, i.e. a broad-brimmed felt hat, which, as the mark of Hermes, was the badge of the palaestra.
The otiose vnordao-av ofV probably arose from dittography with the following vno niraaov.

16. For this idea of the punishment fitting the crime see ver. 38 (= Herod, iii. 64), v. 9-10, viii. 33, ix. 6, xiii. 8,

xv. 32, Wisd. xi. 16, Test. Gad v. 10.

18. The celebration of games, in imitation of the Olympic festival and the Panathenaea, was an important part of
the Hellenizing policy (cp. vi. 7). For the games held by Alexander the Great at Tyre see Arrian ii. 24. 6, iii. 6. 1.

20. thanks to them. Reading, with V, t&p TrnpaKopi^ovrmv, instead of tu>v irapovrw.
21. Antiochus, on learning that the latter was ill-disposed, &c. Apollonius, the representative of Antiochus

at the enthronement (w/jcotokXio-ui or irpatTOKk^aia = the dvnK\T)TTjpi.a of Polybius xxviii. 12. 8, rd vop.i(6p.(i>a yivetrdm rots

Paoikeiaiv orav els fjXiKtav (Xdoxriv) of the young Ptolemy, evidently reported to his master that a move was on foot to

regain Coelesyiia for Egypt. Antiochus took the initiative by concentrating his forces in Phoenicia. The writer,

however, merely narrates the episode for the purpose of branding Jason's servility. In the following episode (30-8),
either he or his source must be assumed to have coloured and shaped the death of Onias from the story of prince
Seleucus' murder at the hands of Andionicus (so Willrich's Juden und Griechen, pp. 86 f., 120 f., and Wellhausen's
Geschichte*, pp. 243 f.), even though the murder of Onias is taken (as e.g. by Niese and Guthe) to be historical.

29. deputy. In the semi-technical sense of 8id8oxos, the Egyptian court-title (cp. ver. 31 and xiv. 26). As Cyprus
belonged to the Ptolemies, Crates can only have been viceroy of the island during the later and brief occupation by
Antiochus. The phrase is therefore proleptic.

34. pledges. Reading niareis (62, so Niese) for nfio-Bfis, with 5«|ias ffe)s ped' optcwv, and a-niKTtwev (so Niese after

vg. and S) for naptKKti.aen.
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II MACCABEES 4. 36—5. 9

36 many people of other nationalities indignant and angry over the unjust murder of the man. So
when the king returned from the regions of Cilicia, the Jews of the capital (with the support of the

37 Greeks who also detested the crime) complained to him about the illegal murder of Onias. Antiochus
was heartily sorry about it, and was moved to pity and tears for the dead man's sober and well-

38 ordered life ; inflamed with passion, he at once had Andronicus stripped of his purple robe, and
led, with rent under-garments, all round the city to the very spot where he had committed the

outrage upon Onias ; there he had the murderer dispatched, the Lord rendering to him the punish-

ment he had deserved.

39 Now when many acts of sacrilege had been committed in the city by Lysimachus, with the

connivance of Menelaus, the report of these spread abroad throughout the country, till the people rose

against Lysimachus ; for by this time a large number of gold vessels had been sold in all directions.

4° But when the -people rose in a- frenzy of rage, Lysimachus armed about three thousand men and
took the offensive with a bold charge, led by a certain Auranus, a man well up in mad folly no less than

41 in years. On realizing that Lysimachus was attacking them, however, some of the people caught
up stones, others logs of wood, and some snatched handfuls of ashes that lay near, flinging them all

42 pell-mell upon Lysimachus and his troops. In this way they wounded many, felled some to the

ground, and routed the whole band, slaying the sacrilegious robber himself beside the treasury.

43, 44 In connexion with this affair, proceedings were taken against Menelaus, and when the king

45 reached Tyre, three men sent by the senate laid their accusation before him. Menelaus felt that all

was now over with him, but he promised a large sum of money to Ptolemy the son of Dorymenes,
46 in order to get the king talked over. So Ptolemy took the king aside into a gallery, as though to

47 get some fresh air, and induced him to change his mind, the result being that he acquitted Menelaus,

who was responsible for all the trouble, and condemned to death the hapless trio, who would have

48 been discharged as innocent, even had they pled before Scythians. This unjust punishment was

49 inflicted instantly upon these spokesmen for Israel's city and folk and sacred vessels ; which moved
50 some Tyrians, who hated the crime, to provide magnificent obsequies for them. Menelaus, however,

still remained in power, thanks to the covetousness of the authorities, and, waxing more and more
vicious, he proved a great plotter against his fellow-citizens.

V. 1-27. Profanation of temple and oppression of Jews by Antiochus Epiphanes.

O 1, 2 Now about this time Antiochus made his second inroad into Egypt. And it so befell that

throughout all the city of Jerusalem for almost forty days horsemen were seen charging in mid-air,

3 wearing robes inwrought with gold, armed with lances, and arrayed in troops : swords flashing,

squadrons of horse in array, assaults and charges repeated from one side and another, shields shaken,

spears massed together, darts hurtling to and fro, the sheen of golden trappings, and corselets of all

4 kinds. Which made all men pray that the apparition might betoken good.

5 Now a false rumour got abroad that Antiochus had died. Whereupon Jason took not less

than a thousand men, and made a sudden attack on the city; the troops stationed on the walls were

6 routed, and, as the city was now practically captured, Menelaus took refuge in the citadel, while

Jason proceeded to slaughter his fellow-citizens without mercy, reckless of the fact that to get any
advantage over kinsfolk is the worst kind of disadvantage, and imagining to himself that he was winning

7 trophies from foes and not from fellow-countrymen. He failed to secure the place of power,

however ; and in the end he reaped only shame from his conspiracy, and had to pass over again as

8 a fugitive into the country of the Ammonites. As for the end of his wretched career—imprisoned

under Aretas the Arabian prince, flying from city to city, pursued by all men, hated as an apostate

from the laws, and loathed as a butcher of his country and his fellow-citizens, he was expelled into

9 Egypt. He who had driven so many into exile, died himself in exile, crossing over to the Lace-

daemonians, with the idea of finding shelter there among kinsfolk. He who had flung out many

40. Auranus. The variant reading ' Tyrannus ' (Tvpdwov, V ; cp. Acts xix. 9) is more likely to have arisen from

the uncommon Avpdvov (A, 55, 74, 106) than vice versa. The latter, even when read as Avpdvov, cannot mean
' homo in Auranitide ', which would be Aiipavirios or Avpawn-qf. Nor is there any connexion between this assassin's

name and Eleazar's title of Avaran (Avapdv) or the ' stabber' (?) in 1 Mace. ii. 5.

V. 8. imprisoned. Owing to the compressed style of this passage, which recapitulates generally the closing

adventures of Jason, the conjectural reading cykKqSfis (= arraigned ; so read many editors from Luther and Grotius to

Grimm), instead of iyKhturOtk (cp. Nestle's Septuaginta-Stiidien, iv, p. 22), is plausible, but the lack of connexion in

the epitome here is enough to explain how Jason could be described as fleeing from city to city after being a prisoner.

Probably trvx^v goes with iyKkticrOeis (cp. iv. 32), and nipas with kcucy)? dvao-rpoqbfis. The easier v. I. ekafitv (V) enables

nepas to be taken not in an absolute construction but in close connexion with the verb.

9. kinsfolk. Cp. I Mace. xii. 21 ;
Josephus, Wars, i. 26. 1. On the origin of the legend see Biichler, op. cit., pp. 126 f.

H. Winckler {Altorrent. Forschnngen, ii. 3. 565 f.) takes the Maccabaean references as editorial additions based on

a misunderstanding of the original DTD .
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a corpse to lie unburied had none to mourn for him, nor had he a funeral of any kind or place in the

1

1

sepulchre of his fathers. Now when tidings of what had happened reached the king, he thought

12 Judaea was in revolt. He therefore started from Egypt in a fury, stormed the city, and commanded
his soldiers to cut down without mercy any one they met, and to slay those who sheltered in their

13 houses. So there was a massacre of young and old, an extermination of boys, women, and children,

14 a slaughter of virgins and infants. In the short space of three days eighty thousand were destroyed,

15 forty thousand of them in close combat, and as many again were sold into slavery. Not content

with this, he dared to enter the most holy temple on earth, under the guidance of Menelaus, who
1

6

proved himself a traitor both to the laws and to his country ; he laid polluted hands on the sacred

vessels, and swept off with his profane hands what other kings had dedicated to enhance the glory and

17 honour of the Place. Uplifted in spirit, Antiochus did not consider that it was on account of the sins

of those who dwelt in the city that the Sovereign Lord was provoked to anger for a little while ; hence
18 His indifference to the Place. Had they not been involved in so many sins, this fellow would have

fared like Heliodorus, who was sent by king Seleucus to pry into the treasury—he would have been

19 scourged as soon as he pressed forward, and turned back from his presumption. But the Lord did not

20 choose the nation for the sake of the Place ; he chose the Place for the sake of the nation. And so

the Place, after partaking in the calamities that befell the nation, shared afterwards in its prosperity
;

forsaken in the wrath of the Almighty, it was restored again in full glory when the great Sovereign

became reconciled.

21 Antiochus, then, carried off from the temple eighteen hundred talents and hurried away to

Antioch, thinking in his arrogance to make the land navigable and the sea passable by foot—so
22 uplifted was he in heart. He also left governors behind him to ill-treat the Jewish people: at

Jerusalem, Philip, a Phrygian by race, whose disposition was more barbarous than that of his

23 master; at Gerizim, Andronicus ; and, besides these, Menelaus, who lorded it worst of them all

24 over the citizens. And in malice against the Jews he sent the Mysian commander Apollonius with an
army of two and twenty thousand, under orders to slay all those that were of full age and to sell

25 the women and the younger men. This fellow, on reaching Jerusalem, played the role of a man of

peace, waiting till the holy day of the sabbath ; then, finding the Jews at rest from work, he com-
26 manded his men to parade in arms, put to the sword all who came to see what was going on, and
27 rushing into the city with the armed men killed great numbers. Judas Maccabaeus, however, with

about nine others got away, and kept himself and his companions alive in the mountains, as wild

beasts do, feeding on herbs, in order that they might not be polluted like the rest.

VI. I-31. Enforced Hellenization of the jfetvs.

6 1 Shortly after this the king sent an old Athenian to compel the Jews to depart from the laws
2 of their fathers, and to cease living by the laws of God ; further, the sanctuary in Jerusalem was to

be polluted and called after Zeus Olympius, while the sanctuary at Gerizim was also to be called

3 after Zeus Xenius, in keeping with the hospitable character of the inhabitants. Now this proved a sore

4 and altogether crushing visitation of evil. For the heathen filled the temple with riot and revelling,

dallying with harlots and lying with women inside the sacred precincts, besides bringing in what
5 was forbidden, while the altar was filled with abominable sacrifices which the law prohibited. And
6 a man could neither keep the sabbath, nor celebrate the feasts of the fathers, nor so much as

7 confess himself to be a Jew. On the king's birthday every month they were taken—bitter was the

necessity—to share in the sacrifice, and when the festival of the Dionysia came round they were
8 compelled to wear ivy wreaths for the procession in honour of Dionysus. On the suggestion of
Ptolemy, an edict was also issued to the neighbouring Greek cities, ordering them to treat the Jews

9 in the same way and force them to share in the sacrifices, slaying any who refused to adopt
10 Greek ways. Thus any one could see the distressful state of affairs. Two women, for example,

were brought up for having circumcised their children ; they were paraded round the city, with

23. And in malice against the Jews. Omitting (with V) iroXirat in ver. 23, and taking ex<->v • • • dntx^fj with
what follows (so Grimm, and R.V. margin).

24. the Mysian commander. tov pvcrdpxnv may be either a derogatory epithet or an official title
;
probably it is

both. The Mysians (Muaot, cp. Polyb. xxxi. 3. 3) formed a special division or guard in the Seleucid armies, and the
unique formation Mua-dpxrjs means ' commander of the Mysians ' (cp. Kvnpidpxrjs, xii. 2 = 6 eVi ra>v Kvvpiuv, for the
form, though pvatdpxr}s would mean 'governor of Mysia'). But the ill-repute of the Mysians (Mv<ra>v eaxnros, a
scoundrel,) suggested a play on the term, as if it meant ' detestable ringleader '.

27. Cp. x. 6, Heb. xi. 37-8.

VI. 2. Zeus Xenius. i.e. the protector of strangers or guests.

7. the king's birthday every month. For the monthly celebration of a royal birthday see the evidence from
Egypt, Commagene, and Pergamum, collected by Schiirer in Preuschen's Zeitschriftfur die nentestamentliche Wissen-
schaft (1901), pp. 48-52.
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11 their babies hanging at their breasts, and then flung from the top of the wall. Some others, who
had taken refuge in the adjoining caves in order to keep the seventh day secretly, were betrayed

to Philip and all burnt together, since they scrupled to defend themselves, out of regard to the

honour of that most solemn day.

12 Now I beseech the readers of this book not to be discouraged by such calamities, but to reflect

13 that our people were being punished by way of chastening and not for their destruction. For
indeed it is a mark of great kindness when the impious are not let alone for a long time, but

^.v. 14 punished at once. In the case of other nations, the Sovereign Lord in his forbearance refrains from
punishing them till they have filled up their sins to the full, but in our case he has deter-

fall on us in after-days when our sins have reached
his mercy from us ; and though he chasteneth his

not. So much by way of a reminder to ourselves

;

after these few words we must come back to our story.

18 Eleazar, one of the principal scribes, a man already well stricken in years and of a noble counten-

19 ance, was compelled to eat swine's flesh. But he, welcoming death with renown rather than life

20 with pollution, advanced of his own accord to the instrument of torture, affording an example of

how men should come forward who have the courage to put from them food which, even for the

21 natural love of life, they dare not taste. Now those in charge of that forbidden sacrificial feast took

the man aside, for the sake of old acquaintance, and privately urged him to bring some flesh of his

own providing, such as he was lawfully allowed to use, and to pretend he was really eating of the

22 sacrifice which the king had ordered, so that in this way he might escape death and be kindly treated

23 for the sake of their old friendship. But he with a high resolve, worthy of his years and of the

dignity of his descent and of his grey hair reached with honour and of his noble life from childhood

and, still more, of the holy laws divinely ordained, spoke his mind accordingly, telling them to

^4 dispatch him to Hades at once. ' It ill becomes our years to dissemble,' said he, 'and thus lead

vv^ many younger persons to imagine that Eleazar in his ninetieth year has gone over to a heathenish

25 religion. I should lead them astray by my dissimulation, for the mere sake of enjoying this brief

26 and momentary life, and I should bring stain and foul disgrace on my own old age. Even were I for

the moment to evade the punishment of men, I should not escape the hands of the Almighty in

27 life or in death. Wherefore, by manfully parting with my life now, I will show myself worthy of my
28 old age, and leave behind me a noble example to the young of how to die willingly and nobly

29 on behalf of our reverend and holy laws. With these words he stepped forward at once to the

instrument of torture, while those who a moment before had been friendly turned against him,

30 deeming his language to be that of a sheer madman. Now, just as he was expiring under the

strokes of torture, he groaned out, The Lord, who hath holy knowledge, understandeth that,

although I might have been freed from death, I endure cruel pains in my body from scourging and

31 suffer this gladly in my soul, because I fear him.' Thus he too died, leaving his death as an

example of nobility and a memorial of virtue, not only to the young but also to the great body of

his nation.

VII. 1-42. Martyrdom of seven brotJiers and their mother.

7 1 It also came to pass that seven brothers and their mother were arrested and shamefully lashed

with whips and scourges, by the king's orders, that they might be forced to taste the abominable

2 swine's flesh. But one of them spoke up for the others and said, Why question us ? What wouldst

3 thou learn from us? We are prepared to die sooner than transgress the laws of our fathers. Then
4 the king, in his exasperation, ordered pans and cauldrons to be heated, and, when they were heated

immediately, ordered the tongue of the speaker to be torn out, had him scalped and mutilated

5 before th e eyes of his brothers and mother, and then had him put on the fire, all maimed and

crippled as he was, but still alive, and set to fry in the pan. And as the vapour from the pan spread

18. of a noble countenance, was compelled. Reading koK\iotos rvyxavuv r)vayicd£(To (19, 52, 62, 93, Syr.; V pm.

avaxalvuv) with Niese and Nestle (Sept.-Stiidien, iv. 20).

20. affording an example. For nponTvo-as ci (=but spat out the flesh first), which comes in awkwardly, read

irpoTvna>oas (so one minuscule : Nestle, pp. 20-1) as above, which tallies with 27-8 better than npurevcras (Va
). The

less natural alternative is to omit Se (with Niese) and read t&kov (so Grotius) for rpunov.

23. descent. For y^povs (A) or y^pas (V) read, with Niese, yevovs. The two considerations of age and race are

developed in the following clauses, where dvaarpo(pr)s (R.V. margin, so A, 52, 55,62) is preferable to ayarpo<pris (R.V. text).

26. Cp. Heb. x. 31, xi. 35 ; also vv. 19 and 30 with Heb. xi. 35 («AXoi Se (Tvpnaviadrjaav), and vii. 28 with Heb. xi. 5.

VII. 4. scalped. ntpiaKvOiaavras refers to the practice of the Scythians, the typical savages (see above, iv. 47) and

Red Indians of the ancient East, who flayed and scalped their victims (Herod, iv. 64).
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6 abroad, they and their mother exhorted one another to die nobly, uttering these words : The Lord
God beholdeth this, and truly hath compassion on us, even as Moses declared in his Song which
testifieth against them to their face, saying,

And he shall have compassion on his servants.

7 And when the first had died after this manner, they brought the second to the shameful torture,

tearing off the skin of his head with the hair and asking him, Wilt thou eat, before we punish thy

8 body limb by limb ? But he answered in the language of his fathers and said to them, No. So he

9 too underwent the rest of the torture, as the first had done. And when he was at the last gasp, he said,

Thou cursed miscreant ! Thou dost dispatch us from this life, but the King of the world shall raise

I o us up, who have died for his laws, and revive us to life everlasting. And after him the third was made
a mocking-stock. And when he was told to put out his tongue, he did so at once, stretching forth

II his hands courageously, with the noble words, These I had from heaven; for His name's sake
12 I count them naught; from Him I hope to get them back again. So much so that the king

himself and his company were astounded at the spirit of the youth, for he thought nothing of his

1

3

sufferings. And when he too was dead, they tortured the fourth in the same shameful fashion.

14 And when he was near his end, he said : 'Tis meet for those who perish at men's hands to cherish

hope divine that they shall be raised up by God again ; but thou—thou shalt have no resur-

16 rection to life. Next they brought the fifth and handled him shamefully. But he looked at the
king and said, Holding authority among men, thou doest what thou wilt, poor mortal ; but dream

17 not that God hath forsaken our race. Go on, and thou shalt find how His sovereign power will

18 torture thee and thy seed ! And after him they brought the sixth. And when he was at the point
of death he said, Deceive not thyself in vain ! We are suffering this on our own account, for sins

19 against our own God. That is why these awful horrors have befallen us. But think not thou shalt
20 go unpunished for daring to fight against God ! The mother, however, was a perfect wonder ; she

deserves to be held in glorious memory, for, thanks to her hope in God, she bravely bore the sight

21 of seven sons dying in a single day. Full of noble spirit and nerving her weak woman's heart with
the courage of a man, she exhorted each of them in the language of their fathers, saying, How you

22 were ever conceived in my womb, I cannot tell ! 'Twas not I who gave you the breath of life or
23 fashioned the elements of each ! 'Twas the Creator of the world who fashioneth men and deviseth

the generating of all things, and he it is who in mercy will restore to you the breath of life even
24 as you now count yourselves naught for his laws' sake. Now Antiochus felt that he was being

humiliated, but, overlooking the taunt of her words, he made an appeal to the youngest brother,
who still survived, and even promised on oath to make him rich and happy and a Friend and

25 a trusted official of State, if he would give up his fathers' laws. As the young man paid no atten-
26 tion to him, he summoned his mother and exhorted her to counsel the lad to save himself. So,

27 after he had exhorted her at length, she agreed to persuade her son. She leant over to him and,
befooling the cruel tyrant, spoke thus in her fathers' tongue : My son, have pity on me. Nine
months I carried thee in my womb, three years I suckled thee ; I reared thee and brought thee up

28 to this age of thy life. Child, I beseech thee, lift thine eyes to heaven and earth, look at all that is

therein, and know that God did not make them out of the things that existed. So is the race of
29 men created. Fear not this butcher, but show thyself worthy of thy brothers, and accept thy death,
30 that by God's mercy I may receive thee again together with thy brothers. Ere she had finished, the

young man cried, What are you waiting for? I will not obey the king's command, I will obey the
31 command of the law given by Moses to our fathers. But thou, who hast devised all manner of evil
32 against the Hebrews, thou shalt not escape the hands of God. We are suffering for our own sins,

33 and though our living Lord is angry for a little, in order to rebuke and chasten us, he will again be
34 reconciled to his own servants. But thou, thou impious wretch, vilest of all men, be not vainly
35 uplifted with thy proud, uncertain hopes, raising thy hand against the heavenly children ; thou hast
36 not yet escaped the judgement of the Almighty God who seeth all. These our brothers, after

6. Song which testifieth . . . face. This sententious description of the Song (Deut. xxxii. 36) is not only out of
keeping with the wise en scene, but far-fetched

; the testimony of the Song in question was borne against faithless
Israel, not against outside oppressors.

18. Some MSS. insert 816 before, or yap after, a£ia. Niese, reading the latter, and following V a (a$toi) and V
(yeyovafiev), conjectures icoAao>ioC for Qavfxacrixov (i. e. and have deserved pitnishme?it). But the above reading, though
characteristically abrupt, yields a good sense.

23. men. For avdpvwov yivta-iv read with Niese avOpamov (or avdpa>novs), the first yiveaiv being repeated per incuriam
from the second.

24. overlooking. For ixfropapevos (' suspecting ') read vnepopvptvos (Vg. = exprobrantis uoce despectd) with
Kamphausen. For the promised rank of Friend (i. 14, viii. 29, 1 Mace. ii. 18, &c.) see Deissmann's Bible-Studies
pp. 167 f.

27. reared thee. Omitting (with 71, Vg, &) the anticlimax of ko\ Tpo<po<popy<ra<Tav (= and sustained thee, lit.

nursed).
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Ay^ enduring a brief pain, have now drunk of everflowing life, in terms of God's covenant, but thou shalt

37 receive by God's judgement the just penalty of thine arrogance. I, like my brothers, give up body
s, and soul for our fathers' laws, calling on God to show favour to our nation soon, and to make thee

>8 acknowledge, in torment and plagues, that he alone is God, and to let the Almighty's wrath, justly

p^ 39 fallen on the whole of our nation, end in me and in my brothers. Then the king fell into a passion

40 and had him handled worse than the others, so exasperated was he at being mocked. Thus he also

41 died unpolluted, trusting absolutely in the Lord. Finally after her sons the mother also perished.

42 Let this suffice for the enforced sacrifices and the excesses of barbarity.

ft
VIII. 1-36. Revolt and early successes of Judas Maccabaeus.

8 1 But Judas, who is also called Maccabaeus, together with his companions, went round the
villages by stealth, summoning their kinsfolk and mustering those who had adhered to Judaism, till

2 they collected as many as six thousand. And they invoked the Lord to look upon the people whom
3 all men oppressed, to have compassion on the sanctuary which the godless had profaned, and also

to pity the ruined city which was on the point of being levelled with the ground, to hearken to the

4 blood that cried to him, to remember the impious massacre of the innocent babes and the blasphemies

5 committed against his name, and to manifest his hatred of evil. Now as soon as Maccabaeus had
got his company together, the heathen found him irresistible, for the Lord's anger was now turned

6 into mercy. He would surprise and burn both towns and villages, gaining possession of strategic

7 positions and routing large numbers of the enemy. He took special advantage of the night for such
attacks. And the whole country echoed with the fame of his valour.

8 So when Philip saw that the man was gaining ground inch by inch and adding daily to his

successes, he wrote to Ptolemy, the governor of Coelesyria and Phoenicia, for support in maintaining

9 the king's cause. The latter lost no time in selecting Nicanor, the son ofPatroclus, one of the fore-

most among the king's Friends, whom he dispatched at the head of no fewer than twenty thousand
troops of all nationalities to exterminate the entire population of Judaea ; and with him there was
associated Gorgias, a military commander who had considerable experience of active service.

10 Nicanor, however, determined to sell the Jews into slavery, and so to make up the sum of two
11 thousand talents which the king owed by way of tribute to the Romans. He therefore sent at once

to the maritime towns, inviting them to purchase Jewish slaves, whom he promised to sell at the rate

of ninety a talent—little imagining the judgement that was to overtake him from the Almighty.
12 Now when Judas was informed of Nicanor's inroad, and when he told his followers about the

1

3

arrival ofthe host, those who were cowardlyand sceptical about God's judgement ran offand decamped,
14 while others sold all their remaining possessions and withal besought the Lord to deliver those

15 whom the impious Nicanor had already sold before the battle ; and this, if not for their own sakes,

at least for the sake of the covenants made with their fathers and for the sake of His reverend and
16 glorious name, by which they were called. But when Maccabaeus had got his men together, six

thousand in number, he bade them have no fear of chains and slavery and no dread of the vast

1

7

number of the heathen who had attacked them wrongfully ; let them fight nobly, keeping before their

eyes the wanton and lawless outrage of the heathen upon the holy place, the shocking and despiteful

18 violence done to the city, and further the overthrow of their ancestral polity. They trust to arms
and daring deeds, he said, but we rely upon the Almighty God, who by a nod can lay low our

19 enemies, aye and the whole world. Then he rehearsed to them the aid repeatedly vouchsafed in the

days of their ancestors, as in the days of Sennacherib, when a hundred and eighty-five thousand
20 perished, and as at the battle fought against the Galatians in Babylonia, where only eight thousand

36. drunk. Hort's conjecture, irtiraiuurt, for the MSS. TrerrroiKaa-i, restores the original sense of the passage.

VIII. 4. massacre of the innocent babes. Cp. above, vi. 10, and i Mace. i. 61.

6. villages. K<j>fxas ('villages') is to be read for ^copav.

routing . . . enemy. Cp. Heb. xi. 34.

13. God's judgment, i.e. on their foes (cp. ver. 11). Contrast the account of 1 Mace. iii. 56.

14. those whom . . . sold before the battle, i.e. not stray captives picked up by the way but the speakers

themselves, whom Nicanor had sold in advance.

16. six thousand in number. But this was the original number of the army (ver. 1)

!

slavery. For tovs no\(fxiovs (V) or rots noXffiiots read rols SeafioU, which has been altered in A into to'is Sea/aiW,

as the variant (19, 62) rols 7roX«/zoi? has been altered into rols -noXe^lots.

18. by a nod. Cp. Apoc. Bar. xxi. 5, &c.

and the whole world. For the turn of expression see 1 John ii. 2.

20. the battle ... in Babylonia. Nothing is known of the engagement which forms the subject of this

exaggerated boast. The eight thousand, who are obviously Jews, may have been fighting either under Antiochus the

Great against a body of Gallic mercenaries under Molon, the rebellious satrap of Media (221-220 B.C.), or, earlier, in

the ranks of Antiochus Soter (281-261 B.C.), who is said to have won his title (Appian, Syr. 66) from his efforts against

the Gallic raiders in Asia Minor.
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men, together with four thousand Macedonians, took the field, and where, after the Macedonians were
hard pressed, the eight thousand slew the hundred and twenty thousand, owing to the aid vouchsafed

21 them from heaven, and won rich booty. With these words he inspirited them and got them ready
22 to die for the laws and for their country. He then divided his army into four, and put his brothers

at the head of the various divisions, Simon, Joseph, and Jonathan each being in command of fifteen

23 hundred men ; he also made Eleazar read aloud the holy Book, and taking ' God's Help ' as a watch-

24 word put himself at the head of the first division, and engaged Nicanor. And, since the Almighty
fought on their side, they slew over nine thousand of the enemy, wounded and disabled the greater

25 part of Nicanor's army, and forced them all to flee. They also secured the very money of those who
26 had arrived for the purpose of buying them. Then, after pursuing them for some distance, they were

obliged to turn back on account of time ; it was the day before the sabbath, and therefore they made
27 no effort to follow them up. So, after collecting the arms of the enemy, and stripping them of their

spoils, they attended to the duties of the sabbath, loudly blessing and praising the Lord who had
28 preserved them unto this day and thus begun to show them mercy ; after the sabbath, when

they had apportioned part of the spoils to their own wounded and to the widows and orphans, they

29 shared the remainder among themselves and their children. This done, they united in supplication,

beseeching the Lord of mercy to be fully reconciled to his servants.

30 In an encounter with the forces of Timotheus and Bacchides, they also killed over twenty thousand
and got possession of some extremely high strongholds, securing a large quantity of plunder which
they distributed equally with themselves not only among the wounded, the orphans, and the widows,

31 but also among the older people. Then, after collecting the arms of the enemy, they stored them all

32 carefully in the most important forts, conveying the rest of the spoils to Jerusalem. They also slew

Phylarches, who belonged to Timotheus' forces, a most impious scoundrel who had inflicted serious

33 injuries on the Jews. And while they were celebrating the victory in the city of their fathers, they
bumed Callisthenes and some others, who had set fire to the sacred gates, and who had taken refuge

34 in a small house ; thus did these men receive the due reward of their impiety. As for the thrice-

35 accursed Nicanor, who had brought the thousand merchants to buy the Jews for slaves, those whom
he reckoned of no account humbled him by the help of the Lord ; doffing his splendid uniform, he
had to make his way alone, like a runaway slave, straight across country to Antioch, having fared

36 disastrously in his expedition and having left his army annihilated. So the man who undertook to

secure tribute for the Romans by selling the Jerusalemites into captivity, proved the means of

showing that the Jews had a Champion and that they were invulnerable since they followed the laws
which He enacted.

IX. 1—29. The miserable death of Antiochus Epiphanes.

9 1 Now about that time it happened that Antiochus had to beat a disorderly retreat from the region

2 of Persia. He had entered the city called Persepolis and tried to rob temples and get hold of the
city ; whereupon the people flew to arms and routed him, with the result that Antiochus was put to v

3 flight by the people of the country and broke up his camp in disgrace. And while he was at

4 Ecbatana, news reached him of what had happened to Nicanor and the forces of Timotheus. So, in

22. Joseph, here and in x. 19, is an error of the author or of a copyist for John (cp. 1 Mace. ix. 36 f.).

23. made Eleazar read aloud. Reading (Vg, S£>, 19, 62, 64, 93, so Grimm, Rawlinson, and Kamphausen)
napayvavai for napavayvovs (A.V. Fritzsche, Swete). ' God's Help ' is a play on the name of Eleazar.

26, 27. The real reason was not Sabbatarian strictness (cp. 1 Mace. iv. 17 f.), and the spoiling of the enemy is

ante-dated (cp. 1 Mace. iv. 18, 23). On the Sabbatarianism see above, vi. 11, and Jub. 7. 6-13.

27. after collecting the arms. Here, though not in ver. 31, 6ir\okoyr)aavTts airovs might also be rendered, ' having
piled their arms' (contrast 1 Mace. iv. 6).

thus begun to show them mercy. The pretty reading, ord|ai>Tor ('distilled'), is less well supported than
rd^avTos (as above, cp. ver. 5) or rdgavn (62). Niese, reading the latter, with <ai after airovt, renders, ' to him who
had preserved them and appointed this day to be the beginning of mercy for them.'

29. to be fully reconciled, i. e. to show the permanence of his favour by continuing to crown their efforts with
success. Grimm quotes a similar phrase from Euseb. H. E. viii. 16. 2 (rrjs deias irpovoias . . . tg> p.h airfis KaraWar-
TopevT)s kaa>, of the cessation of persecution).

33. a small house. The point of mentioning the smallness of the house (oUidiov, a real diminutive) is obviously to

contrast the number who took refuge in it. This tells, together with the position of v<f)tj^fav after KaK\ur6ewiv
}
in favour

of ntfavyoTas instead of Trtcpevyora (as if Callisthenes was the only incendiary who hid himself in the hut or cottage),

of Kin nvas aXKovs after Kak\tadtvT)v, and of eicofiLcravTo for eKop-iaaro,

reward of their impiety. For the phrase cp. 2 Pet. ii. 13.

35. fared disastrously. Reading Intpdyav 8vaT)p.tpr)Ka>s.

IX. 2. Persepolis was not in Elymais ; consequently, unless ' Elymais ' in 1 Mace. i. 6 is a corruption (cp. Cheyne
in Encyclopaedia Biblica, 1284, 3660), there is a geographical contradiction between the two narratives. See i. 12 f.

tried successfully, according to Appian {Syr. 66).

3. Ecbatana, the capital of Media, was not near the route of his flight to Babylon (1 Mace. vi. 4).
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a transport of rage, he determined to wreak vengeance on the Jews for the defeat which he had
suffered at the hands of those who had forced him to fly, and ordered his charioteer to drive

on without halting till the journey was ended. Verily the judgement of heaven upon him was
imminent ! For thus he spoke in his arrogance: When I reach Jerusalem, I will make it a common

5 sepulchre of Jews. But the all-seeing Lord, the God of Israel, smote him with a fatal and unseen
stroke ; the words were no sooner out of his mouth than he was seized with an incurable pain in

6 the bowels, and his internal organs gave him cruel torture—a right proper punish ment fnr rtnp wh o

7 had tortured the bowels of other people with many an exquisite pang. He did not cease from his

wild insolence, however, but waxed more arrogant than ever, breathing fire and fury against the Jews,

and giving orders to hurry on with the journey. And it came to pass that he dropped from his

8 chariot as it whirled along, so that the bad fall racked every limb of his body. Thus he who in his

overweening haughtiness had supposed the waves of the sea were at his bidding and imagined he
could weigh the high mountains in his scales, was now prostrate, carried along in a litter—a manifest

9 token to all men of the power of God. Worms actually swarmed from the impious creature's body
;

his flesh fell off, while he was still alive in pain and anguish; and the stench of" his corruption turned

\^/\j»1o the whole army from him with loathing. A man who shortly before had thought he could touch
ujy 1 1 the stars of heaven, none could now endure to carry, such was his intolerable stench. Then it was

that, broken in spirit, he began to abate his arrogance, for the most part, and to arrive at some know-
ledge of the truth. For, as he suffered more and more anguish under the scourge of God, unable

12 even to bear his own stench, he said : Right is it that mortal man should be subject to God, and not

13 deem himself God's equal. The vile wretch also made a vow to the Lord (who would not now
14 have pity on him), promising that he would proclaim the holy city free—the city which he was

15 hurrying to lay level with the ground and to make -a common sepulchre— that he would make all

the Jews equal to citizens of Athens—the Jews whom he had determined to throw out with their

16 children to the beasts, for the birds to devour, as unworthy even to be buried—that he would
adorn with magnificent offerings the holy sanctuary which he had formerly rifled, restoring all the

sacred vessels many times over, and defraying from his own revenue the expense of the sacrifices ;

1

7

furthermore, that he would even become a Jew and travel over the inhabited worid to publish abroad

18 the might of God. But when his sufferings did not cease by any means (for God's judgement had
justly come upon him), he gave up all hope of himself and wrote the following letter, with its humble
supplication, to the Jews :

19 To his citizens, the loyal Jews, Antiochus their king and general wisheth great joy and health

20 and prosperity. If you and your children fare well and your affairs are to your mind, I give thanks

21 to God, as my hope is in heaven. As for myself, I am sick. Your esteem and goodwill I bear in

loving memory. On my way back from Persia I have fallen seriously ill, and I think it needful to

22 take into consideration the common safety of all my subjects—not that I despair of myself (for,

2.3 on the contrary, I have good hopes of recovery), but in view of the fact that when my father marched
2 4 into the upper country, he appointed his successor, in order that, in the event of anything un-

8. Cp. v. 21 ; Isa. xl. 12, li. 15.

9. worms, &c. A conventional doom for blasphemous persecutors (cp. Acts xii. 23). The narrative of Jason
probably described the disease as a result of the fall from the chariot. The epitomist not only puts in the supernatural

touch of ver. 5, but some of the high colouring in the edifying sequel.

11. broken in spirit. V's reading (imoTedpavo-pevns) may mean either that he grew steadily worse (Bisseli) or that

he was suffering severely (an instance of meiosis, so Grimm and Kamphausen) ; but the variant of A (re^pauo^uVos, so

Fritzsche, Rawlinson, &c.) gives a better sense, and Niese's conjecture that Kara, a-riynrjv has arisen by dittography

from juao-rryi (cp. 62, p.do-Tiyp.r)v) is very plausible. ' Ferner muss man mit 19, 62, 64, 93 lesen : km els tiriyvaxriv

Zpxtadai d\r)6eias' Beiq yap udcrTiyi iniT6i.v6p.tvos rals d\yr)86(ri nai p.r]8e rqs oapfjs dwdp-fvos dvix €(T^al KT^' {Kritik, p. 1
1 3).

In ver. 12 vneprjepava (A, 55, 71, 74, 106, 243) is probably (so Grimm, Bisseli, Kamphausen) a gloss upon Itrodea

(cp. Phil. ii. 6 ; Aesch. Persae, 820, &c).
17. become a Jew, &c. The narrative makes Antiochus outdo even Nebuchadrezzar (Dan. iv. 37) in the way of

abject penance, or at least of promises.

18. the following letter, with its humble supplication. The letter does not answer to this description, and, as

addressed to Judas and his party, is entirely out of keeping with the facts of the situation. Bevan (House of Seleucus,

ii. 177, 298), like Niese (30), defends it by supposing that it was originally meant for the Hellenizing Jewish community
of Jerusalem, which Antiochus affected to regard as the genuine article. He calls them gpijurrot in the sense in which

the Cavaliers in seventeenth-century England were called the ' honest ' party (cp. e. g. Aristoph. Frogs 783 oXlyov to

XpwT°v eo-Tiv), and describes himself as their crrparqyos (general) by way of flattery, implying that he was proud to be

strategos in Jerusalem no less than in Athens. Had the author, or Jason, composed the letter, he would probably

have coloured and shaped it to fit the context. Its very discrepancies with the present setting tell in favour of the

hypothesis that it reflects some authentic document.
21. I am sick. Your esteem, &c. The asyndeton is awkward, but it is more awkward to insert tl prj before

do-6fva>s or aWcoy ydp before vp.iov, and translate (with Rawlinson) :
' I am sick, otherwise I would have remembered,

&c.' (retaining the 5v before e'p.vrjp.6vevov, which probably arose from the last syllable of the preceding tvvoiav).

23. marched into the upper country. Cp. 1 Mace. iii. 37.

24. anything unexpected. A euphemism for the king's death, like ' the coming event ' (ver. 25).
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expected occurring or any unwelcome news arriving, the residents at home might know whom the

25 State had been entrusted to, and so be spared any disturbance. Besides these considerations, as

I have noticed how the princes on the borders and the neighbours of my kingdom are on the alert

for any opportunity and anticipate the coming event, I have appointed my son Antiochus to be king.

I have often committed and commended him to most of you, when I hurried to the upper provinces.

26 I have also written to him what I have written below. I therefore exhort and implore you to

remember the public and private benefits you have received and to preserve, each of you, your

27 present goodwill toward me and my son. For I am convinced that with mildness and kindness he
will adhere to my policy and continue on good terms with you.

28 So this murderer and blasphemer, after terrible suffering such as he had inflicted on other people,

29 ended his life most miserably among the mountains in a foreign land. His bosom-friend Philip

brought the corpse home ; and then, fearing the son of Antiochus, he betook himself to Ptolemy
Philometor in Egypt.

X. 1-8. The temple purified and the feast of dedication instituted.

10 1 Now Maccabaeus and his followers, under the leadership of the Lord, recaptured the temple and
2 the city, and pulled down the altars erected by the aliens in the market-place, as well as the sacred

3 inclosures. After cleansing the sanctuary, they erected another altar of sacrifice, and striking fire

out of flints they offered sacrifices after a lapse of two years, with incense, lamps, and the presentation of

4 the shew-bread. This done, they fell prostrate before the Lord with entreaties that they might never
again incur such disasters, but that, if ever they should sin, he would chasten them with forbearance,

5 instead of handing them over to blasphemous and barbarous pagans. Now it so happened that the

cleansing of the sanctuary took place on the very day on which it had been profaned by aliens, on
6 the twenty-fifth day of the same month, which is Chislev. And they celebrated it for eight days
with gladness like a feast of tabernacles, remembering how, not long before, during the feast of

7 tabernacles they had been wandering like wild beasts in the mountains and the caves. So, bearing
wands wreathed with leaves and fair boughs and palms, they offered hymns of praise to him who had

8 prospered the cleansing of his own place, and also passed a public order and decree that all the

Jewish nation should keep these ten days every year.

X. 9—38. Ftirther campaigns of Judas.

9, 10 Such was the end of Antiochus, who was called Epiphanes. We will now explain what occurred
under Antiochus Eupator, the son of that godless man, summarizing the calamities of the wars.

1

1

When he succeeded to the throne, he appointed a certain Lysias as his chancellor and as supreme
1

2

governor of Coelesyria and Phoenicia. For Ptolemy, who was called Macron, had set an example
of justice to the Jews in righting wrongs done to them, and had endeavoured to deal amicably

13 with them. For this he was arraigned before Eupator by the king's Friends ; on every side he heard
himself called a traitor for having abandoned the island of Cyprus which Philometor had entrusted
to him, and for having sided with Antiochus Epiphanes : so, feeling unable to maintain the prestige of
his position, he took poison in a fit of despair and made away with himself.

14 But when Gorgias became governor of this district, he maintained a force of mercenaries and kept

15 up war with the Jews at every turn. Besides that, the Idumaeans, who were in possession of important
strongholds, harassed the Jews and did their utmost to keep the feud going by welcoming the refugees

16 from Jerusalem. But Maccabaeus and his men, after solemnly imploring and beseeching God to

29. bosom-friend. A Hellenistic court title (cp. Frankel in Alterthiijner von Pergamon, viii. i, pp. in f.) here as
in Acts xiii. i and in the inscription of Delos (see above, on iii. 7) which assigns it to Heliodorus.

X. 3. striking fire out of flints. According to the ancient view that only fire obtained thus fresh from nature,
i.e. struck from flints or otherwise (cp. i. 22 f.), could be used to rekindle altar-fires. 'Two' years is a mistake for

'three' (cp. I Mace. iv. 54).

6. wandering, &c. v. 27, Heb. xi. 37-8.
11. a certain Lysias. The off-hand allusion to Lysias (two) is on a par with the unhistorical conception of the

regent's position (cp. 1 Mace. iii. 32, vi. 17, &c).
12. For gives the reason why Lysias was made governor of Coelesyria and Phoenicia, which Ptolemy (cp. viii. 8)

had hitherto ruled. The boy-king must have been a puppet in the hands of Lysias ; the latter was responsible for the
impeachment of Ptolemy, who was evidently suspected by the anti-Semites on much the same flimsy pretext as
Desdemona (' She did deceive her father, marrying you. And . . .').

13. the king's Friends. This title was revived by the phalanx of political mercenaries in the eighteenth century
who intrigued for George III. As though, said Junius, the mass of Englishmen were enemies of the king !

prestige. Grimm's conjecture, tvyevio-as, for the textual variants (evytwaio-as, evya/vaaias, tlyewaaiav, &c.) gives
an excellent sense, but the words wr advy.Las (56), though poorly supported by MS. evidence, are too vivid and essential
to be a gloss.

15. the refugees, i.e. Hellenistic Jews expelled by Judas.
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17 fight on their side, rushed at the strongholds of the Idumaeans and, after a vigorous assault, captured
the positions, beating off those who manned the walls, slaying any whom they came across, and

18 slaughtering no fewer than twenty thousand. No less than nine thousand took refuge in two
19 extremely strong towers, which were well equipped to stand a siege ; so Maccabaeus left Simon and

Joseph, together with Zacchaeus and his division, as a force adequate for the siege, and went off

20 in person to various places where he was needed. But the covetous retinue of Simon allowed them-
selves to be bribed by some of those inside the towers, and let some of them slip out, on payment of

21 seventy thousand drachmas. When Maccabaeus learned of what had occurred, he summoned the

leaders of the nation and accused them of selling their brethren for money, by setting their enemies
22 free to fight against them ; then he slew these men for having turned traitors and instantly stormed
23 the two towers. Successful in every feat of arms which he undertook, he destroyed in the two

strongholds more than twenty thousand men.
24 Now Timotheus, who had been previously defeated by the Jews, mustered a foreign force of vast

size, and raised a large detachment of Asiatic cavalry, and arrived in Judaea as though he meant
25 to capture it by force of arms. But on his approach Maccabaeus and his men sprinkled earth upon
26 their heads and girded their loins with sackcloth, in supplication to God, and falling down upon the

step in front of the altar besought Him to show favour graciously to them, to be the enemy of their

27 enemies, and the adversary of their adversaries, as the law affirmeth. Then rising from prayer they

took up their arms and advanced some distance from the city, halting when they drew near to the

28 enemy. And when the dawn came, the two armies joined battle; one had a pledge of success and
victory, not only in their valour but in their appeal to the Lord, while the other side were impelled

29 to the struggle by their own passions. And as the fight waxed fierce, the enemy saw five resplendent

30 men from heaven on horses with golden bridles, who led on the Jews and took Maccabaeus between
them, sheltering him with their armour and preserving him scatheless ; they also showered arrows

and thunderbolts on the enemy till, blinded and disordered, they were utterly bewildered and cut to

31, 32 pieces. Twenty thousand five hundred were slain, with six hundred horsemen, and Timotheus
himself took refuge in a stronghold called Gazara, which was very strongly fortified under command

33 of Chaereas. The troops of Maccabaeus laid eager siege to this fort for twenty-four days, during

34 which time the besieged, who relied on the strength of the place, blasphemed furiously and gave

35 vent to impious cries. But, as the twenty-fifth day dawned, twenty youths from the Maccabaean army,
burning with anger at all this blasphemy, stormed the wall like men, and in a wild fury of passion

36 proceeded to cut down every one they met. Meantime others had followed them up by a wheel

movement and had set fire to the towers, kindling fires and burning the blasphemers alive, while

37 some burst the gates open and admitted the rest of the band. So they captured the city, and killed

Timotheus, who had concealed himself in a cistern, and his brother Chaereas, and Apollophanes.

38 Having accomplished this feat, they sang hymns of thanksgiving, blessing the Lord who rendereth

great services to Israel and giveth them the victory.

XL 1-38. Defeat of Lysias, and terms ofpeace arranged.

11 1 Quite soon after this, Lysias, the king's guardian and kinsman and chancellor, who was seriously

2 annoyed at what had taken place, collected about eighty thousand infantry with all his cavalry and

3 marched against the Jews, intending to make the city a residence for Greeks, to levy tribute on the

temple as on the other sacred places of the nations, and to put up the high-priesthood for sale

4 every year ; for he never reckoned with the might of God, but was puffed up with his own myriads

19. Zacchaeus (cp. viii. 22) is otherwise unknown, unless his name is explained from 1 Mace. v. 56. Thus Grotius

conjectured that the original reading here was <a\ rbv tov Zaxxaiov.

21. selling their brethren for money, i.e. betraying the wider interests of the nation for the sake of pecuniary

advantage to themselves.

24. Asiatic cavalry. The Iranian cavalry were a famous item in the Seleucid armies ; but if Innovs here is

equivalent to horses, probably Media is intended specially.

25. sprinkled earth upon their heads. See xiv. 15 and 1 Mace. xi. 71.

26. as the law affirmeth. Cp. Exod. xxiii. 22.

28. came. Literally ' succeeded the night ' (dia8(xontvr)s as in Wisd. vii. 30).

30. led on the Jews, &c Reading 'IoufimW, ol ko.1 kt\. (instead of'lov&aiwv ol 8vo na\ ktX.). Avo is the gloss of a

scribe who wished to emphasize that Judas was escorted by two of the angels, one on each side (so Grimm).

32. Gazara. Gezer was really captured by Simon (1 Mace. xiii. 43 f.), but, in this extract, the credit of the exploit

is assigned to the troops of Judas, the only Maccabee in whom the book is interested, and the story is retold in order

to bring out the religious fanaticism of the Jewish army (cp. Kosters in Theolog. Tijdschrijt, 1878, pp. 519 f.). This

strong post, on a ridge of the Shephelah, was 'virtually the key of Judaea at a time when Judaea's foes came down the

coast from the north ' (G. A. Smith, Hist. Geogr. of Holy Land, pp. 215 f.). But, if the story is taken as an independent

narrative, Gazara must be identified with Jazer (1 Mace. v. 8) in Gilead.
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5 of infantry and thousands of cavalry and eighty elephants. On entering Judaea, he came up to

6 Bethsuron, a strong fort about five leagues from Jerusalem, and pressed it hard. Now when Maccabaeus
and his men learned that he was besieging the strongholds, they and all the people wailed and wept,

7 beseeching the Lord to send a good angel to save Israel. Maccabaeus himself was the first to take

up arms, and he urged the others to join him at the hazard of their lives, in order to succour their

8 brethren. So they sallied forth, all together, right willingly. And ere ever they had left Jerusalem,

9 a rider appeared at their head, in white apparel, brandishing weapons of gold ; and they joined in

blessing God the merciful and were still more encouraged ; ready now to break through not only
10 men but ferocious beasts and walls of iron, they advanced in array with their heavenly ally—for the

11 Lord had mercy on them. And leaping like lions upon the foe, they slew eleven thousand of _ <Ji t5V*+l\fl.0H-

12 their infantry, and sixteen hundred of their cavalry, and forced all the rest to flee. The majority ^4 OJ^

only escaped with wounds and the loss of their arms, while Lysias himself had to save his life by
13 a disgraceful flight. Now Lysias was no fool. Thinking over the defeat he had sustained, and
14 recognizing that the Hebrews were invincible, thanks to the mighty God who was their ally, he sent

to persuade them to agree to a fair and comprehensive settlement, undertaking that he would even

15 induce the king to become their friend. Maccabaeus agreed to all the terms proposed by Lysias,

thereby showing a sagacious regard for the interests of the people, since the king did grant all the

16 written demands which Maccabaeus made to Lysias on behalf of the Jews. Now the letter addressed

by Lysias to the Jews was to this effect

:

1 h Lysias to the people of the Jews, greeting. Your envoys, John and Absalom, have presented the

18 appended petition and asked for a decision upon its contents. I have therefore informed the king

19 of whatever had to be laid before him, and he has agreed to all that could be granted. If you will

20 maintain your goodwill toward the State, I will endeavour in future to promote your interests, and,

as for this particular business, I have instructed your representatives and my own to confer with

21 you. Fare ye well. Written in the hundred and forty-eighth year, on the four and twentieth day
of the month Dioscurus.

22 The king's letter ran as follows :

23 King Antiochus to his brother Lysias, greeting. Now that our father hath passed over to the

gods, it is our pleasure that the subjects of the realm should live undisturbed and attend to their own
24 concerns. As for our Jewish subjects, we understand that they object to our father's project of

bringing them over to Hellenism, preferring their own ways of life and asking permission to follow

25 their own customs. It is our will therefore that this nation also shall not be disturbed, and we have
decided to give them back their temple and to permit them to live after the manner of their

26 ancestors. Thou wilt do well therefore to send messengers to them and give them the right hand
of fellowship, that they may know our purpose and be of good heart and cheerfully settle down to

their own business.

27 The king's letter to the nation was as follows:

28 King Antiochus to the senate of the Jews and to the rest of the Jews, greeting. If you fare well,

29 it is as we wish ; we too are in good health. Menelaus has informed us of your desire to return

30 home and attend to your own affairs. Those Jews then who return home up to the thirtieth day of

31 Xanthicus shall have our friendship, with full permission to use their own food and to observe their

32 own laws as of yore ; none of them shall be molested in any way for any unwitting offence. More-

33 over, I have sent Menelaus to reassure you. Fare ye well. Written in the hundred and forty-eighth

year, on the fifteenth day of Xanthicus.

XI. 5. Bethsuron (Bedaovpcov, gen. after avvtyyiaas as in I Mace. xi. 4, xiii. 3, &c.) in 1 Mace. iv. 29 is the strategic

fort of Beth-zur, commanding the highroad from Jerusalem to Hebron. The v. I. tr^oiVous (crxohos = thirty stadii) for

araSiov? is probably an attempt to correct the error of placing B. so near to Jerusalem, unless the writer (or his source)
confused the place with another of the same name in the vicinity of the capital, e.g. Bet Sahfir (Grimm), or Kefr-et-Tur
(on the Mount of Olives, cp. Schick in Palest. Explor. Fund Quarterly, 1895, p. 37). The o-xwVovr-reckoning, which
brings up its distance to 150 stadii, would almost harmonize with the statement of Eusebius that Beth-zur lay 160 stadii

from Jerusalem, but this reckoning never occurs elsewhere in 2 Maccabees (cp. xii. 9, &c).
6. a good angel. Cp. xv. 23 ; Tobit v. 21. He came in white apparel, the conventional guise of angels.

14. induce the king. Text corrupt. Translation omits avayKa&iv.
16. to this effect. For an analogous expression see Acts xxiii. 25.

people. nXfidos here, as in 1 Mace. viii. 20, &c, is used in its official and political sense of drjpos (see below, ver. 34).
17. Absalom. Possibly the same as the Absalom of 1 Mace. xiii. 11.

21. the month Dioscurus. The AioaKopivBiov of A, &c. (cp. the Acoo-KopLdov of V in ver. 28) is either a corruption
of Avarpov (read by some MSS. in Tobit ii. 12; Addit. Esth. xiii. 6, as an equivalent for Adar), or some intercalary
month between Dystrus and Xanthicus (cp. below, vers. 33 and 38), or, most probably, an error for Aioo-nvpov (i.e. the
third month of the Cretan calendar). When Aiot KoptMov is read, the first month of the Macedonian calendar is

perhaps meant (Alos = Marcheshvan, the Mapaoviivrjs of Josephus, Antiq. I. iii.3,&c), and the name betrays the king's
love of introducing Hellenic novelties into the very calendar of the East.

29. to return home. Literally ' to go down ' (i. e. from Jerusalem to the country-districts).
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34 The Romans also sent them a letter to this effect

:

Quintus Memmius and Titus Manlius, ambassadors of the Romans, to the nation of the Jews,

35 greeting. With reference to what Lysias, the king's kinsman, has granted you, we hereby give our

36 consent. As for the points which he decided were to be referred to the king, send some one at once

37 to advise on them, that we may act in your interests. We are off to Antioch ; make haste, then, to

38 send some of your number, that we may know what your mind is. Fare ye well. Written in the
hundred and forty-eighth year, on the fifteenth day of Xanthicus.

XII. 1-4,5. Fresh campaigns of Judas.

12 1 After these, agreements had been concluded, Lysias went away to the king, while the Jews
2 devoted themselves to husbandry. But some of the local governors, Timotheus and Apollonius,
the son of Gennaeus, with Hieronymus and Demophon, and also Nicanor, the governor of Cyprus,

3 would not let them alone or leave them at peace. Some inhabitants of Joppa also perpetrated the
following crime : they invited the Jewish residents to embark, with their wives and children, in boats
which they provided, as if they meant no harm at all but were simply acting according to the public

4 regulations of the town. The Jews agreed to go, since they wished to be peaceable and had no
suspicions ; but, when they were out at sea, the men of Joppa drowned no fewer than two hundred

5 of them. Now when Judas heard of this brutal cruelty to his fellow-countrymen, he summoned his

6 men, called on God the righteous Judge, and attacked the murderers of his brethren, setting fire to

7 the haven by night, burning the boats, and putting to the sword those who had fled thither. Then,
as the town was shut against him, he retired, intending to come back and extirpate the entire

8 community of Joppa. And on learning that the inhabitants of Jamnia meant to carry out the same
9 kind of plot against the local Jews, he attacked them also by night, and set fire to the haven and
the fleet, so that the glare of the light was seen at Jerusalem, two hundred and forty furlongs distant.

10 Now when they had drawn off nine furlongs from thence, on their march against Timotheus, they
11 were attacked by no fewer than five thousand Arabs, with five hundred horsemen, and a stiff fight

was waged in which, by God's help, Judas and his men won the victory. The vanquished nomads
besought Judas to be their friend, promising to give him cattle and to be of service in other ways,

1

2

and Judas, with the idea that they would really be of use in a number of ways, agreed to keep
peace with them ; whereupon, after pledging friendship, they departed to their tents.

13 He also fell upon a town which was strongly fortified with earthworks and walls, and inhabited

1

4

by a mixed population; its name was Caspin. The inhabitants, relying on the strength of their

walls and their ample provisions, scoffed insolently at Judas and his men, and, more than that,

15 blasphemed and uttered cries of impiety; but Judas and his men, invoking the great Sovereign of

the world, who without rams and instruments of war had laid Jericho low in the days of Joshua,
16 made a furious attack on the walls, and, capturing the town by the will of God, they massacred an

unspeakable number, so much so that the adjoining lake, which was two furlongs broad, looked as

though it were filled with the deluge of blood.

1

7

Drawing off seven hundred and fifty furlongs from thence, they made their way to Charax, to the
18 Jews who are styled Tubieni. Timotheus they did not find in that locality ; he had gone off without
19 achieving any success, and left behind him in a certain post an extremely strong garrison. But

Dositheus and Sosipater, captains of Maccabaeus, sallied out and destroyed the troops left by
20 Timotheus in the stronghold, over ten thousand men. Whereupon Maccabaeus, arranging his men

in divisions, set a leader over each division, and hurried after Timotheus, who had with him

34. Titus Manlius. In 163 B. C, two years later than the date of this letter, a certain Manius Sergius was one of
the envoys to Antiochus Epiphanes (Polybius, xxxi. 9. 6), and in 164 B.C. T. Manlius Torquatus went on a mission to

Egypt (Livy, xliii. 11), but there is no record of any Roman envoys to Syria bearing the names of Q. Memmius and
T. Manius (or Manlius). Niese (72 f.), in his desire to identify one of them, emends the reading of V (IVWios Epvios)

into Mdvtos 2epytos, and takes Tiros as the corruption of a name ending in -tius. But this is too heavy a price to pay
for vindicating the historicity of the passage. For Trpfo-pvTqs (senex) — Trpeo-ficvTrjs (legatus) see 1 Mace. xiv. 22, xv. 17,
Philemon 9.

XII. 6. thither, i. e. to the coast, where refugees from the interior were trying to escape by sea.

13. earthworks. For ye(pvpout> (om. V, Syr., &c.) read ye(pvpais (55, Vg. =firmam pontibus) with Grimm and
Kamphausen, in sense of ' embankments ' or ' earthworks '. In 1 Mace v. 26-36 Judas, during his raid into Gilead,
captures Casphor among other towns, and subsequently (46 f.) storms Ephron, an ' extremely strong ' town. When
'Gephyrun' is retained here, it maybe identified with this Ephron, as the 'Gephyrus' of Polyb. v. 70. 12, or with
Heshbon, which had a large reservoir adjacent (ver. 16). Otherwise the town's name, Caspin (or Caspis), must be
connected with Casphor, i.e. the modern el-Muzeirit, 'the great station on the Hajj road' (so G. A. Smith, Encycl.
Biblica, i. 707-8, who pronounces Furrer's identification of Casphon with Chisfin as ' philologically improbable ').

20. over each division. Reading row, Grimm's conjecture for the MSS. avrovs.
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21 a hundred and twenty thousand infantry and two thousand five hundred cavalry. Now as soon as

Timotheus heard of the onset of Judas, he sent forward the women and children and also the <^

baggage into a place called Carnaim, which was hard to besiege and difficult of access owing to its

22 narrow approaches on all sides. But when the first division of Judas appeared in sight, panic seized

the enemy, who were terrified by the manifestation of Him who beholdeth all things ; they took

to flight in all directions, so that many got hurt by their own men and wounded by the points of

23 one another's swords, while Judas kept up a hot pursuit, putting the wicked wretches to the sword,

24 and destroying as many as thirty thousand men. Timotheus himself fell into the hands of Dositheus

and Sosipater, whom he adjured with plenty of specious guile to spare him and let him go, on the

ground that he had the parents of many and the brothers of some in his power, and that (if he were

25 not released) it would be the worse for them. So, to save their brethren, they let him go, after he
26 had solemnly pledged himself with many an oath to restore them unhurt. Then Judas attacked

27 Carnaim and the temple of Atergatis, massacring twenty-five thousand persons, and after this rout

and slaughter' he made war against Ephron, a strong city, where Lysias had a residence and where
the inhabitants came from all nationalities. Stalwart young men drawn up in front of the

28 walls offered a resolute defence, and the place held ample stores of military engines and darts, but

the Jews invoked the Sovereign who crusheth forcibly the strength of his enemies, and got the city

29 into their hands, destroying as many as twenty-five thousand of the inhabitants. Setting out from
thence they marched in haste against Scythopolis, which is six hundred furlongs from Jerusalem,

30 but since the local Jews testified to the goodwill shown them by the Scythopolitans and to their

31 humane conduct during periods of misfortune, they simply thanked them and enjoined them to

continue well-disposed to their race in future. Then they marched up to Jerusalem, as the feast

of weeks was close at hand.

32, 33 After the feast called Pentecost they hurried against Gorgias, the governor of Jamnia, who came
34 out to meet them with three thousand foot soldiers and four hundred cavalry. And when they

35 joined battle, it came to pass that a few of the Jews fell. But a man Dositheus, belonging to the

Tubieni, who was a powerful horseman, caught hold of Gorgias and, gripping his mantle, dragged
him off by main force, meaning to capture the accursed wretch alive. A Thracian horseman bore

36 down on him, however, and disabled his arm, so that Gorgias managed to escape to Marisa. And
as Esdris and his men were now exhausted by the long fight, Judas called upon the Lord to

37 show he was their ally and leader in the fight; then, raising the war-cry and songs of praise in the

language of the fathers, he made an unexpected rush against the troops of Gorgias and routed them.

38 And Judas took his army to the town of Adullam, where, as the seventh day was coming on, they

39 purified themselves according to custom and kept the sabbath. Next day, when the troops of Judas
went—as it was high time they did—to pick up the corpses of the slain, in order to bring them

40 home to lie with their kinsfolk in their fathers' sepulchres, they discovered under the shirts of every
one of the dead men amulets of the idols of Jamnia—a practice forbidden the Jews by law. All saw

41 at once that this was why they had perished, and, blessing the (dealings) of the Lord, the just Judge
42 who revealeth what is secret, all betook themselves to supplication, beseeching that the sin com-

mitted might be wholly blotted out ; and the noble-hearted Judas exhorted the people to keep them-
selves from sin, after what they had seen with their own eyes as the result of sin committed by those

21. Carnaim. The Carnaim of i Mace. v. 26, 43, where Derkfito, the fish-goddess (cp. W. R. Smith's Religion of
Semites'1

, pp. 171 f
.

; Cheyne in Eticycl. Biblica, i. 379), was worshipped as Atargatis (see below, ver. 26).

26. Then, &c. Resuming the narrative of ver. 23, after the interlude of vv. 24-25.

29. Scythopolis, the Bethshan of 1 Mace. v. 52, is so named in Judith iii. 10 and Polybius v. 70. 4 (cp. Rix, Tent
and Testament, pp. 152 f.). Though a Hellenistic town under the Syrian power, it was not bitterly anti-Semitic at

this period.

32. Jamnia. The change (Grotius) of 'Idov/uuas into 'lapveias brings the narrative more into line with ver. 40,
I Mace. v. 58-9, and Josephus, Ant. XII. viii. 6 (where Gorgias is called 'lajxveias <TTpa.Tr)y6s).

35. Dositheus. Evidently a different man from the Dositheus of vv. 19 and 24. For tov ~Baie.r)vopos read (with 19,
62, 64, 93 ; so Niese) tO>v Tovj3i7)v<bv (Ta>@ir)v<ov). Dositheus belonged to the Tubieni Jews of ver. 17.

36. Esdris. The Fopylav of A 44, 64, &c., is more probably a correction of 'Eo-8piV, due to the feeling that Esdris
(for the name cp. 1 Chron. xxvii. 26) has not hitherto been mentioned, than of 'EaSpav (i. e. priests called after Ezra,
Ewald). The epitomist, with characteristic carelessness, has forgotten to transcribe from Jason any previous allusion
to this Jewish captain ; hence the abruptness of his introduction. The earlier part of the engagement seems to have
been costly and doubtful (for the reason assigned in ver. 40), but Judas as usual, with divine aid, proves successful in

the end.

38. the town of Adullam. Not far from Marisa (the Mareshah of 1 Mace. v. 66) ; cp. Micah i. 15 ; 2 Chron. xi. 7 ;

Neh. xi. 30.

purified themselves, i. e. from the stains of recent contact with pagans as well as of bloodshed.
40. a practice forbidden. Deut. vii. 26, &c. These Upo>iiara were small portable idols, worn as amulets (see

W. Robertson Smith, Religion of Semites*, pp. 208-9, an^ L. Blau, Das altjiid. Zauberwesen, pp. 86-7).
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II MACCABEES 12. 43—13. 22

43 who had fallen. He then collected from them, man by man, the sum of two thousand drachmas of
silver, which he forwarded to Jerusalem for a sin-offering. In this he acted quite rightly and

44 properly, bearing in mind the resurrection—for if he had not expected the fallen to rise again, it

45 would have been superfluous and silly to pray for the dead—and having regard to the splendour of
the gracious reward which is reserved for those who have fallen asleep in godliness—a holy and
pious consideration ! Hence he made propitiation for the dead, that they might be released from
their sin.

XIII. 1-26. Lysias and Eupator forced to make terms with Jews.

lo 1 In the hundred and forty-ninth year tidings were brought to Judas and his men that Antiochus
2 Eupator was marching with large troops against Judaea, accompanied by Lysias his guardian and
chancellor, each commanding a Greek force consisting of a hundred and ten thousand foot-soldiers,

five thousand three hundred cavalry, twenty-two elephants, and three hundred chariots armed with

3 scythes. Menelaus also attached himself to them and, making loud pretences of patriotism, abetted

Antiochus—not that he cared for the safety of the fatherland, but because he thought he would
4 be appointed to office. But the King of kings stirred the anger of Antiochus against the

scoundrel, and, learning from Lysias that he was responsible for all the troubles, he ordered him to

5 be taken to Beroea and put to death there in the local fashion. For at Beroea there is a tower, fifty

cubits high, filled with (hot) ashes, and a revolving contrivance which drops the victim sheer into the

6 ashes. To this they bring any one who is guilty of sacrilege or other heinous crimes, and they all

7 push him on, to meet his doom. By such a fate it befell that Menelaus, the law-breaker, died,

Snot even getting a grave in earth. And this was perfectly just. Many a sin had he committed
against the altar, whose fire and ashes were holy ; by ashes, then, he got his death.

9 Now the king was coming in hot indignation to inflict on the Jews the very sorest of the sufferings

10 that had befallen them in his father's time. But when Judas heard this, he bade the people call day
and night on. the Lord, that he would succour them, now if ever, as they were on the point of losing

1

1

the Law, their country, and the holy temple, and that he would not allow the people, after their brief

12 and recent revival, to fall into the hands of profane pagans. Now when they had all done so with one
accord, and implored the merciful Lord for three days without ceasing, weeping and fasting and

13 lying prostrate, Judas addressed them and ordered them to get ready. After consulting privately

with the elders, he determined that, before the king could throw his army into Judaea and master/14 the city, they would march out and decide the issue by the help of God. So, committing the

outcome of it to the Creator of the world, and charging his men to fight stoutly, even to death, for

15 laws, temple, city, country, and polity, he pitched his camp near Modin, and, giving his troops the

watchword of VICTORY IS God's, he and a picked body of his bravest young men made an onset

by night upon the royal tent and slew as many as two thousand men within the camp ; they also

16 stabbed the chief elephant and his mahout, and finally, after filling the camp with panic and
17 confusion, got away triumphantly, just as the day began to dawn. This was due to the help of

God's protection.

18, 19 After this taste of the Jews' prowess the king used stratagem in attacking their positions. Thus
he moved upon Beth-sura, a strong fortress of the Jews, was routed, dashed at it (again), was worsted.

20, 21 Judas got the necessaries of life conveyed to those inside. But Rhodocus, a Jewish soldier, betrayed

the secrets of the Jews to the enemy ; search was made for him, he was arrested and imprisoned.

22 Again the king made overtures to the residents in Beth-sura, pledged his right hand, took theirs,

43. man by man. kot dv8po\oyeiov (Swete) or kot' dvSpaXoytap (V, 74, Fritzsche) is a corruption of kot' dv8pa Xoylav

(44, 71, cp. Deissmann's Bible-Studies, pp. 219-20) or Xoyeiav. The following KaraaK€vdap,ara is to be omitted (with

52, 55, 74, 106, 243) as a gloss. The sacrifice for the dead is recounted in such a way as to suggest that the writer

anticipated, not unnaturally, objections to it on the score of novelty. It is, from the religious standpoint, one of the

remarkable contributions made by this book to our knowledge of contemporary Judaism.

XIII. 2. elephants. The elephants and their mahouts (ver. 15) were imported by the Seleucid monarchs from

India. The ' futile device ' of the scythed chariot (dppa 8pennvr](p6poi/, currusfalceatus) was used as late as the battle

of Magnesia (cp. Livy xxxvii. 40-1), ' but it may be questioned whether after the experience of that day they were

used again ' (Bevan, House of Seleucus, ii. 290).

5. Nothing otherwise is known of this local custom at Beroea (the modern Aleppo), ' but suffocation in a pit full of

ashes was a recognized Persian punishment, and one frequently inflicted upon offenders of a high class ' (Rawlinson).

See Ovid's Ibis, 317-18.

6. they bring. Reading dpavrts (Niese) for the unintelligible dnapres of the MSS., and irpotodovo-iv below ('push

on ') for the npoa-wdovaiv of the MSS. With 7-8 cp. iv. 26, ix. 5-6, Wisd. xvi. 1.

15. stabbed. Reading awtKiv-rqat (cp. xii. 23), Grimm's ingenious correction of the meaningless (rwed^Ktvoi the MSS.
17. just as . . . dawn. This. Omitting (with V) the fie after vncxJHiivova-rjs and adding (with V, so Niese) 8e after

rovro. Judas still believed in night-attacks (viii. 7).

21. Rhodocus apparently was more leniently treated than the earlier traitors (x. 22).

22. pledged his right hand, took theirs, &c. See xii. 12. The writer, or the source which he is hurriedly recapitu-
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23 departed, attacked the forces of Judas, was defeated, heard that Philip who had been left as

chancellor in Antioch had become desperate, was confounded by the news, proposed peace to the

Jews, submitted with ah oath to all their equitable conditions, came to terms with them and offered

24 sacrifice, honoured the sanctuary and the sacred Place, behaved humanely, took gracious farewell
2 5 of Maccabaeus, left Hegemonides in command from Ptolemais to Gerar, went to Ptolemais. The

men of Ptolemais felt sore over the treaty; they were excessively indignant with the Jews and
26 wanted to annul the articles of the agreement. Lysias advanced to the bema, defended it as well

as possible, convinced them, pacified and won them over, departed to Antioch. Such was the course

of the king's inroad and retreat.

XIV. 1-46. Intrigues and threats of Nicanor.

14 1 Now after the space of three years Judas and his men learned that Demetrius the son of Seleucus
2 had sailed into the haven of Tripolis with a powerful army and fleet, and had seized the country,

3 after making away with Antiochus and Lysias his guardian. And Alcimus, a former high-priest,

who had voluntarily polluted himself in days when there was no trafficking (with the Gentiles), and
who therefore judged he was no longer safe and that he was now debarred entirely from the holy

4 altar, came to king Demetrius in the hundred and fifty-first year with the present of a golden crown
and palm, and, in addition to these customary gifts, some of the olive-branches from the temple.

5 The first day he said nothing. But when he did get a chance of furthering his infatuated enterprise,

on being summoned to confer with Demetrius and being asked about the temper and aims of the
6 Jews, he replied: It is the Jews called Hasidaeans, led by Judas Maccabaeus, who are keeping up the

7 feud and stirring sedition ; they will not let the kingdom settle down in peace. Wherefore, deprived of

8 my ancestral glory— I mean, the high-priesthood—I have now come hither, primarily from a sincere

concern for the king's interests, and secondly from anxiety on behalf of my own fellow-citizens ; for

9 the recklessness of the aforesaid party has involved our nation in no small misfortune. Acquaint
thyself, O king, with the details of this business, and take measures on behalf of our country and our

10 sorely tried nation, according to the gracious kindness which thou showest to all. For as long as
1

1

Judas is alive, it is impossible for the State to be at peace. When he said this, the rest of the king's

Friends, who cherished ill will against Judas, hastened to inflame Demetrius still further against him,
1

2

and, after instantly summoning Nicanor, formerly master of the elephants, and appointing him
J 3 governor of Judaea, he dispatched him with written instructions to make away with Judas and to

14 scatter his troops and to set up Alcimus as high-priest of the great temple. Now all the heathen
throughout Judaea, whom Judas had driven to flight, flocked to join Nicanor, anticipating that the

15 misfortunes and calamities of the Jews would mean gain to them. But when the Jews heard of
Nicanor's inroad and the onset of the heathen, they sprinkled earth upon their heads and solemnly
invoked Him who had established his own people to all eternity and who ever upholds those who

16 are his Portion with visible aid. Then, by order of their leader, they at once started out and joined • \P&
17 battle with them at a village called Lessau. Now Simon, the brother of Judas, had already (Jj

encountered Nicanor and, thrown suddenly into consternation by the foe, had sustained a temporary-^ A
18 check. Nevertheless, Nicanor shrank from deciding the issue at the sword's point, as he had %fh^

heard of the manliness and the courage shown by the troops of Judas in fighting for their country.

19 He therefore sent Posidonius and Theodotus and Mattathias to give and receive pledges of friend-

20 ship. After full consideration, when the proposals were laid by the general before the troops, and
21 it appeared they were all of one mind, the "compact was agreed to, and a day was fixed for the two

lating, glosses over the fact that the fortress was starved into surrender (i Mace. vi. 49-50), and that Judas was routed
(cp. Josephus, Ant. XII. ix. 5).

23. .Cp. v. 22, ix. 29, where a different tradition emerges. It was really Lysias, not the king, who was upset by the
news of Philip's move (cp. 1 Mace. vi. 55 f.).

24. Hegemonides. If r\ytp.ovihr\v is equivalent to fjytpova, the story is guilty of another historical error in making
Lysias appoint Judas as governor. But the word is more probably a proper name, formed on the analogy of 'Hyefiovios,

especially as aTparrjyop would otherwise be superfluous.

Gerar. For Ftppr^vau (V), = ' the inhabitants of Gerrha ', read Ttpapi)v<i>v (repaprjpuiv 55) = Gerar, SE. of Gaza (so
Ewald), or Garar (Syr.), i. e. Gezer (Gazara) near Lydda (1 Mace. xv. 28, 35). The phrase means ' from Ptolemais on
the north to G. on the south '. Gerrha (Gerra), between Rhinocura and Pelusium, belonged at this time to Egypt.
Hence, unless the writer is held guilty of a serious error, the other reading is preferable.

XIV. 3. voluntarily polluted himself, &c The Hellenistic proclivities of Alcimus were aggravated, to the
writer's mind, by their gratuitousness ; he had not been forced to adopt Syro-Greek customs, and he had not the
excuse of any syncretistic current during his high-priesthood (cp. ver. 38).

14. whom Judas had driven to flight. A solecism (TrccpvyadevKores tov 'lovdav) apparently based on the analogous
uses of <f>evy(ii> rivd = ' to fly from one ' (e. g. Herod, v. 62).

16. Lessau. The v. 1. bteaaou is connected by Ewald with the Adasa of 1 Mace. vii. 40, 45 ; otherwise neither
Lessau nor Dessau can be identified.

17. a temporary check. Reading Ppaxeos (V) instead of ftpuStas (A, 19, 44, 62, &a).
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22 leaders to meet by themselves. A litter was carried forward from each army; chairs of state were
placed

; Judas stationed armed men ready in suitable positions, lest the enemy should spring any
23 treacherous attack ; they carried through the conference duly. Nicanor stayed a while in Jerusalem

24 and did nothing amiss ; he even disbanded the hordes who had flocked to join his standard
;

25 he kept Judas always beside him; he had become heartily attached to the man, urged him to

marry and beget children. He did marry, settled down, and enjoyed life.

26 But when Alcimus saw their mutual goodwill, he got hold of the treaty which had been concluded
and went to Demetrius, alleging that Nicanor was ill affected toward the State, since he had

27 appointed that, conspirator Judas to be his successor. At this the king fell into a passion

and, exasperated by the calumnies of the scoundrel, wrote to Nicanor that he was displeased

at the compact, and ordered him to send Maccabaeus instantly as a prisoner to Antioch.

28 Nicanor was confounded by this news and sadly vexed at the thought of annulling the terms

29 arranged, as the man had done no wrong. However, as the king could not be gainsaid, he bided

30 his time to carry out the business by a stratagem. But Maccabaeus noticed that Nicanor was
treating him with less friendliness and behaving more rudely than was his wont ; so, reckoning this

harshness was of a sinister character, he gathered a considerable number of his men and hid from

31 Nicanor. The latter, conscious that he had been pluckily outwitted by Judas, went to the great and
holy temple, while the priests were offering the usual sacrifices, and commanded them to deliver up

32, 33 the man. And when they swore they did not know where the man was whom he sought, he
stretched forth his right hand toward the sanctuary, and swore this oath : Unless you hand over

Judas as my prisoner, I will raze this shrine of God to the ground, and break down the altar, and

34 erect on this spot a temple of Dionysus for all to see. With these words he went away. But the

priests stretched forth their hands to heaven, invoking Him who ever fighteth for our nation, thus :

35 O Lord, who hast no need of aught, as it hath pleased thee to have among us a sanctuary where thou

36 dwellest, so now, O holy Lord, from whom is all hallowing, keep free from defilement for evermore
this house so lately cleansed, and shut every impious mouth.

37 Now information was laid before Nicanor against a Jerusalemite elder called Razis, a patriot who
was very highly esteemed, and addressed as Father of the Jews on account of his benevolence. For

38 in bygone days, when there was no trafficking (with the Gentiles), he had been accused of Judaism,

39 and had most resolutely risked body and life for Judaism. So Nicanor, with the intention of

40 showing his hostility to the Jews, sent over five hundred soldiers to arrest him. For he meant to

41 strike a blow at the Jews by this arrest. But when the troops were on the point of capturing the

tower, forcing the outer door of the courtyard and calling for fire to set light to the doors, he fell

4 2 upon his sword, seeing he was surrounded on every side ; he preferred to die a noble death rather

43 than fall into the scoundrels' hands and suffer outrages unworthy of his noble character. Owing to

the hurry of the struggle, however, he missed his stroke, and, as a crowd of men was now pouring

through the door, he pluckily ran up to the wall and threw himself bravely down among the crowds.

44, 45 They drew back at once, so that he fell between them on the open street. Still alive, however, he
got up in a fury of anger and ran, with blood pouring from him, sore wounded as he was, right

46 through the crowds ; then, standing on a steep rock, his blood now drained from him, he tore out

his bowels, taking both his hands to them, and flung them at the crowds. So he died, calling on
Him who is lord of life and spirit to restore them to him again.

XV. 1-36. Attack, defeat, and death of Nicanor.

15 1 Now, learning that Judas and his men were in the region of Samaria, Nicanor determined to

2 attack them without any risk upon the day of rest. And when the Jews who were forced to accom-
pany him said, Destroy them not so savagely and barbarously, but show honour to the day which

3 He who beholdeth all things hath hallowed in his holiness, the thrice-accursed wretch asked them

4 if there was a Sovereign in heaven who had ordered the observance of the sabbath day. And when
they declared, There is the living Lord, himself a Sovereign in heaven, who bade us observe the

5 seventh day, he replied, I too am a sovereign on earth, and my orders are to take arms and execute

the king's business. Nevertheless he did not succeed in executing his shocking purpose.

6 Now Nicanor, in the height of his overweening pride, had determined to erect a public trophy of

7 victory over Judas and his men ; but Maccabaeus still ceased not to trust with absolute confidence

24. the hordes, i.e. the supporters mentioned in ver. 14.

36. and shut every impious mouth. So 19, 62, <$>pii£ov 8f irav a-TO/ia avnftov (<f>pd$eis . . . adiKoi/, 64, 93 a), and S.

42. A higher motive for suicide than in the case of Ptolemy Macron (x. 13).

XV. 5. he did not succeed, &c. The writer gives no account of what transpired. The purpose of the excerpt is

simply to exalt, in ultra- Pharisaic and unhistorical fashion (cp. 1 Mace. ii. 41), the rigid Sabbatarianism of the

Maccabaean army.
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II MACCABEES 15. 8-36

8 that he would obtain help from the Lord, and exhorted his company not to dread the onset of the

heathen, but to keep in mind all the help they had formerly received from heaven and to expect at

9 the present hour the victory which would be theirs from the Almighty ; and comforting them out
of the law and the prophets, as well as recalling the struggles they had endured, he made them

10 more eager (for the fray). Then, after rousing their spirits, he issued his orders, and at the same time
11 pointed out the heathen's perfidy and breach of their oaths. He armed each man, not so much with

confidence in shields and spears as with the heartening which comes from apt words, and also

12 cheered them all by recounting a reliable dream, a sort of vision. This was what he had seen : Onias,
the former high priest, a good and great man, of stately bearing yet gracious in manner, well-spoken
and trained from childhood in all points of virtue—Onias with outstretched hands invoking blessings

13 on the whole body of the Jews ; then another man in the same attitude, conspicuous by his grey
14 hairs and splendour, and invested with marvellous, majestic dignity. This, Onias explained to him,

is the lover of the brethren, who prayeth fervently for the people and the holy city, Jeremiah the

15 prophet of God. And Jeremiah held out his right hand to present Judas with a golden sword, and
16 as he gave it he addressed him thus: Take this holy sword as a gift from God, and with it thou

shalt crush the foe.

17 So, encouraged by these truly heroic words of Judas, which had the power of rousing young souls

to valour and stirring them to manliness, they determined not to pitch camp but manfully to set

upon the foe and, by engaging them right valiantly hand to hand, to decide the issue, since the city
18 and the sanctuary and the temple were in danger. For their anxiety about wives and children, as

well as about brethren and kinsfolk, weighed less with them than their supreme and chief anxiety
19 about the consecrated sanctuary. Whereas those left behind in the city were uneasy about the
20 encounter in the open country, and suffered no slight anguish. All were now waiting for the critical

moment, the enemy had now united their forces and drawn up their line of battle, the elephants
21 were arranged for easy action, and the cavalry stationed on the wings, when Maccabaeus, surveying

the hordes in front of him, with their varied weapons and fierce elephants, held up his hands to
heaven and called upon the Lord, the worker of wonders, for he knew that victory is not decided

22 by weapons but won by the Lord for such as He judgeth to deserve it. And his prayer was in these
terms : Thou, Sovereign Lord, didst send thine angel in the days of Hezekiah king of Judaea, and

23 he slew as many as a hundred and eighty-five thousand of Sennacherib's host ; so now, O heavenly
24 Sovereign, send a good angel before us to scare and terrify the foe ; by the great strength of thine

25 arm may those who have blasphemously assailed thy holy sanctuary be utterly dismayed. And as
26 he ended with these words, Nicanor and his men advanced with trumpets and paeans. But Judas
27 and his men joined battle with the enemy, calling upon God and praying ; and so fighting with their

hands, while they prayed to God with their hearts, they slew no fewer than thirty-five thousand men,
28 mightily cheered by the manifest help of God. The battle over, they were returning with joy, when
29 they recognized Nicanor lying dead in full armour ; a shout of excitement arose, they blessed the
30 Sovereign Lord in the language of their fathers, and he who was ever in body and soul the protagonist

of his fellow-citizens, he who retained through life his youthful patriotism, ordered Nicanor's head
31 and arm to be cut off and carried to Jerusalem. When he arrived there, and had called his country-

32 men together and set the priests before the altar, he sent for the garrison of the citadel, showed them
the vile Nicanor's head and the impious creature's hand which he had stretched out vauntingly

33 against the holy house of the Almighty ; then, cutting out the impious Nicanor's tongue, he said he
would throw it piecemeal to the birds and hang up the rewards of his insensate folly opposite the

34 sanctuary. And they all lifted to heaven their cry of blessing to the Lord who had manifested
35 himself, saying, Blessed be He who hath preserved his own Place undefiled. And he hung Nicanor's
36 head from the citadel, a clear and conspicuous token to all of the Lord's help. And all decided, by

public decree, never to let this day pass uncelebrated, but to celebrate the thirteenth day of the
twelfth month—called Adar in Syriac—the day before the day of Mordecai.

11. a sort of vision. Reading Znap rt for vntp rt. This intercessory function of the saints is denied in Slav. En.
liii. 1.

20. united their forces. Reading <Tvp.p,i£dvTu>v (V) for npo<Tpi£avTu>v (A).
21. and fierce elephants. Omitting, with V, inl p.tpos tviaupov.

24. sanctuary. Reading vaov (V) for Xaov (A). Cp. xiv. 33.

33. the rewards of his insensate folly, i.e. the mutilated head and hand (cp. 1 Mace. vii. 47), which were the
miserable recompense of his insensate attack on the Jews. The citadel was not in the hands of the Jews at this period,
however, but held by a Syrian garrison.

34; to heaven ... to the Lord. Cp. 1 Mace. iv. 24, 55.

35. Cp. 1 Sam. xxxi. 10, Judith xiv. 1. For ' head ' (as a rendering of npoTop.rjp) R. V. prefers ' head and shoulder
'

(cp. ver. 30).
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II MACCABEES 15. 37-39

XV. 37~39- Epilogue of the epitomist.

37 Such was the history of Nicanor ; and as the city was held from that period by the Hebrews,

38 I will make this the end of my story. If it has been well told, if it has been skilfully arranged, such

39 was my desire ; but if it is poor and indifferent, that was all I could manage. For just as it is bad

to drink wine alone or again to drink water alone, whereas wine mixed with water proves at once

wholesome and delightful, so the skill with which a book is composed is a delight to the taste

of readers.

And here shall be the end.

37. the city was held from that period. A pious exaggeration ; the citadel was not captured by the Jews till

142-141 B.C., and Antiochus Sidetes recaptured the city in 133 B.C.

39. This verse carries on the thought of the first part of the preceding verse ; it has nothing to do with the second

part. The writer expresses himself obscurely, although the obscurity may be due to some corruption of the text, but

it is clear that he is not comparing graphic and prosaic passages in his narrative to wine and water, as if defending the

blend of the two. He did his best, he pleads, to be pointed. For good style, blended with sound matter, adds to the

reader's profit and pleasure ; facts alone, and style alone, are alike inferior to this combination of history and literature.
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THE THIRD BOOK OF MACCABEES
INTRODUCTION

§ i. Contents and Main Conclusions.

The scene of) Maccabees is placed in the reign of Ptolemy IV (Philopator) at the time of the

battle of Raphia (217 B.C.). It narrates an attempt made by the king to enter the Temple at

Jerusalem, and his miraculous repulse. In consequence he determines to wreak his vengeance on
the Jews of Alexandria, and of Egypt as a whole, first by interfering with their religion, and altering

their political status, and afterwards by letting loose drunken elephants to trample them to death in

the Hippodrome of Alexandria. After his purpose has been several times providentially delayed,

it is finally foiled by a vision of angels which turns the elephants upon the persecutors. The king
repents and becomes the patron of the Jews, who return in safety and rejoicing to their homes. The
story as it stands is full of impossibilities and bombastic exaggerations, but each one of the incidents

taken singly may well rest on some basis of fact, though they certainly did not all take place in the

same reign. The general accuracy of the technical and official language of the book is confirmed
by a comparison with Ptolemaic Papyri, and the book as a whole has striking points of contact with

2 Maccabees and the Letter of Aristeas. It would seem to have been written in Alexandria at about
the same time as these books, not far from 100 B. C, a date which is confirmed by indications drawn
from Papyri. The writer apparently used the lost memoirs of the reign of Philopator, written by
Ptolemy Megalopolitanus shortly after his death. He seems to have combined a narrative of

Philopator's attempt to enter the Temple with a later story, preserved in another form by Josephus,
of a persecution of Egyptian Jews by Physcon.

§ 2. Title.

Maccabees is really a misnomer, unless with Fritzsche we consider the book to be part of a prolego-
mena to a complete history of the Maccabees. YijoK^iaiKa (see below, § 9) would be more accurate.

Syncellus (I. 516) cites the Letter of Aristeas as TrroAe/uatKa. It is probable that the present title

is not original. It may easily have arisen from its collocation with the other books of Maccabees
in the MSS.

§ 3. MSS. and Versions.

The book is found in A and V (= Holmes and Parsons 23), and in many cursives ; see Fritzsche,

Libr. Apocr. Graece
y p. xx, and Swete, Intr. to the O.T. in Greek, pp. 148 ft". ; 19, 62, 64, 93 agree

continually and give a Lucianic Text. It is not in the Vulgate, but is found in the Syriac Peshitta,
the text of which represents a free and expanded rendering, sometimes agreeing with the
Lucianic Text. There is also an Armenian version, which is probably to be dated A.D. 400-600,
in the golden age of Armenian literature. It is a loose, but very literary, translation in the style
of the fifth-century historian, Faustus of Byzant, and is found in most MSS. of the Armenian
Bible. 1

The text is generally well preserved and presents as a whole no serious problems. The
variations of reading seldom affect the sense, and usually arise from the desire to substitute for

the forced phraseology of the writer a simpler and more familiar expression. Even in cases where
the MSS. seem to be corrupt, the general meaning is clear, and the confusion always appears to be
due to the difficulties raised by the verbose and obscure style of the book. Emendation is very
uncertain, as the ordinary canons of language and grammar can hardly be applied. There are
interesting examples of probable conflation, e.g. in ii. 6, 24, v. 43.

1 For these facts, and for the readings from the Armenian version in the critical notes, I am indebted to the ready
help of Mr. F. C. Conybcare.
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§ 4. Date and Origin.

The date must be determined by internal considerations. There is no early attestation to the

existence of the book (see below, § 9), but it cannot have been written after the destruction of

the temple. It clearly belongs to the Jewish apologetic literature which sprang into being in the

second century B. C. and continued to be popular for some time. It has points of contact with

Esther and Juditli on the one hand, though unlike them it has no hero, and with Sirach, Wisdom,
and 4 Maccabees on the other. But the connexion is specially close with 2 Maccabees and the Letter

of Aristeas.

(a) Relation to 2 Maccabees, (a) Many of the leading ideas and incidents are the same :

—

The repulse of Heliodorus (2 Mace. iii. 22-31), and the punishment of Antiochus (ix. 4 ff., cf.

3 Mace. ii. 21-4); miraculous visions (iii. 25, x. 29, xi. 8 ; cf. 3 Mace. vi. 18) ; stress on the sanctity

of the temple and prayers for its defence (iii. 15-22, viii. 2-4, xiv. 34-6; cf. 3 Mace. i. 11 ff.,

ii. 1 ff.) ; attacks on religion (vi. 9, &c. ; cf. 3 Mace. ii. 27 ff., iii. 21); attempts to enforce an
alien citizenship (iv. 9 ; cf. 3 Mace, ib.) ; stress laid on memorial feasts (x. 6, xv. 36 ; cf. 3 Mace,
vi. 30-6. An aged and pious Eleazar appears in both books (vi. 18 ; cf. 3 Mace. vi. 1) ; official

letters are included (ix. 18 ff., xi. 16 ff. ; cf. 3 Mace. iii. 12 ff., vii. 1 ff.) ; the picture of the general

horror in iii. 15 ff. is like that in 3 Mace. i. 16 ff, iv. 3-8.

(/3) There is a strong resemblance in style and language. Both books present the same type

of literary, or pseudo-classical, Greek. Crasis of the definite article, and various classical syn-

tactical forms, are common to the two books and found nowhere else in the LXX l
; both show

the same fondness for connecting sentences with Se. The following words found in both occur

nowhere else in the LXX :

—

2
diaKon'tfa i. 2 ; iv. 5, ix. 29 in passive.

SopiaXwros i. C v. II.

dirrinaXoi i. 5 • xiv. 1 7.

tVTagia i. 10 ; iv. 37.
napavaytyt/cdCTKco i. 12 ; viii. 23.

(ppvacraofiai ii. 2 ; vii. 34 [cf. Acts iv. 25].

Kpadaiva) ii. 21 • xi. 8.

avTikriptyeas reugaafiai ii. 33 ; xv. 7 [the same peculiar

form of the Aorist ; see Thackeray, o. c, p. 287].

akirr/ptoi iii. 16; xii. 23, xiii. 4, xiv. 42.

u\frav)((i>tov iii. 19 ; xv. 6.

i<popa)p.evos iii. 23 ; vii. 24.

npb roiv 6<p6a\nu>v \apj3dueiv IV. 4 j Vlll. 17.

6p.ot8vTjs iv. 12, vii. 14; iv. 2.

pids V7TO Kaipov rjpepas IV. 1 4 ; Vll. 20.

{XfCpavTapxrjS V. 4, &C ; xiv. 12.

pe-ftAopepibs vi. 33 [adj. v. 8]; iv. 22, 49.
TTpoarjpaivao V. 1 3, 47 ) IV. 23.

ddepiTos v. 20 ; vi. 5, vii. i, x. 34.

6 fTTi<paufjs Kvpiot v. 35 > XV. 34.

dkoyio-TLci v. 42 ; xiv. 8.

tVon-eSo? v. 43 ; viii. 3, ix. 14.

arpcoTos v. 47 ; viii. 36, x. 30 [in classical sense = un-

wounded].
(caraaWWcu vi. I

J
iv. 31.

TcparonoLus [of God] vi. 32 ; xv. 21.

olcovofipaiTos vi. 34 ; ix. 15.

The following words are found in both books, and are rare otherwise :—

KaTaK^tiaros i. 18 ; iii. 1 9 [in both cases with irap6epot]
;

Wisd. xviii. 4.

dyepa>xia, -os i. 25, ii. 3 ; ix. 7 ; Wisd. ii. 9.

aTrpoaStys [of God] ii. 9 ; xiv. 35 ; 1 Mace. xii. 9 [not

of God .

€ir6irrr}s [of God] ii. 21 ; iii. 39, vii. 35 ; Ad. Esth. v. 1.

avLKtjros iv. 21 ; xi. 13 ; 4 Mace. ler.

a7r(x6r]s, -cos iii. 4, v. 3 ; v. 23 ; Wisd. xix. 15.

dnt]pavTos vi. 6; xii. 25 ; Wisd. vii. 22.

dhuiXiimuis vi. 33; iii. 26, &c. ; 1 Mace. xii. 11.

!«i/t'fo>i/ [as adj.] vii. 3 ; ix. 6 ; Esther iii. 13.

€i>o-Ta6eiv vii. 4; xii. 2, xiv. 25 ; Jer. xxx. 9.

ciSeia vii. 12 ; xi. 30 ; Wisd. xii. ii.

KadiSpeveiv vii. 20 ; iv. 12; Ep. Jer. 17.

jipoei.pr)ptvos five times in 3 Mace. ; six times in 2 Mace;
1 Esdras vi. 32 [A],

The similarity of phrase in the following cases is noticeable :

—

naaijs 8vvdpea>s 8vva<rT(va>v V. 7 [cf ^vvdarrjs V. 5 1 ] >

iracrr}s et-ovaias dwdarrfs iii. 24 [all of GodJ.
j3ao-iXfw t<ov fiaaiKtvovToov V. 35 ; 0. fitxTihtuiv xiii. 4 [both

of God].
' Scythian ' cruelty vii. 5 ; iv. 47.

%eipovopia 1. 5 j
ev XfLP0>v voVLms V. 14-

Kiao-ocpvXXov ii. 29 ; Kiaaoi vi. 7 and reference to

Dionysiac worship.

X*ipKTTos popos iii. I ; oIktkttos pnpos ix. 28.

dnoTVnnai>i(a> iii. 27 ; rvpnavov VI. 1 9, 28.

Add also the idea of the ein(pdv€<.a of God, and the use of tottos for the temple, which are frequent

in both books.

Though these resemblances are sufficiently striking, there are differences which prevent our

ascribing the books to the same author. The style of 2 Maccabees is much better than that of

3 Maccabees ; it is less involved and exaggerated, and more akin to the style of Polybius. Nor

1 See Thackeray, Gr. O.T. in Greek, pp. 138, 248. 279.
2 In each verse the reference to 3 Mace, is given first.
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is it easy to establish a direct literary dependence on either side. 1 The impression left is that

both books belong to the same school of thought, and probably to the same period.

(b) Relation to the Letter of Aristeas. (a) There is a general similarity in the idea and

purpose of the books. Both aim at glorifying the Jew in his own eyes and in the eyes of the

Greek world ; stress is laid on the importance of his position, and his fidelity to the Ptolemies

{Aristeas, 36, &c.). 2 A Ptolemy is the central figure in each book, and he is represented as acknow-

ledging the protection of the God of the Jews (16, 19, $7 ; cf. 3 Mace. iii. 21, v. 31, vi. 24 ff., vii. 6 ff.).

Much is made of the inviolability and beauty of the temple (83 ff.) and the overwhelming awe
inspired by it (99) ; the latter would seem to be a simpler expression of the physical terror and

helplessness which in 3 Mace. ii. 21 overtakes Philopator ; cf. also the punishments of those who
profaned the secrecy of the text of the law (313 ff.). Other points of contact are the discussion of

Jewish separateness in food and life (128 ff. ; cf. 3 Mace. iii. 3 ff.), the place played in each story

by the repeated royal feasts (187 &c, 3 Mace. iv. 16, v, vi), the inclusion of official letters, and

the position of the typical priest Eleazar (22, 29, 33, 41 ; cf. 3 Mace. iii. 12, vii. 1
; 33, 41,

&c. ; vi. 1).

(/3) Style and language. The most striking resemblances are found in the official letters, or

decrees :

—

3

Xaipetv kol eppeoadai iii. 12, vii. I
; 35 ; cf. 41.

TrpooTiTaxa-ptv 111. 25, Vll. 8 ; 24.

pjjvveiv tov fiovh.6p.evov e'(p' «... ill. 28 ; tov (Hovkopevov

npoaayyeWeiv nepl twv aTreidrjo'dvTaiv e(p' o> . . . 25
[reward follows in each case].

Cf. also iii. 25 with 25 [S^iX^a/xev ydp, &c.J ; and
viTopa(TTiaiav in iii. 27 With eTTipacrTibiwv in 2 7«

o ttjs emo-ToXrjs tvttos ovtus e'yeypanTo 111. 30 j
e'mo-ToXf] tov

tvttov e^ovaa tovtov 34.

Ka& OVTIVOVV TpOTTOV Vll.
"J

', 2 \.

faTTTaio-Tos vi. 39 ; 187.

rpanr/vai els [wpoj] evfppoavvrjv V. 36 ; 202, 294.

anpoo-berjs 11. 9 \ 211.

aXoyiaros V. 42, VI. 12 ; 2 1 3.

evarddeia iii. 26, vi. 28; 2 I 7, 261.

fnarevCpTipe'iv Vll. 1 3 j 2 1 7.

fdve<ptKTos ii. 15 ; 223, 283.

fpeya\opepr]S V. 8; 226, 319.

e'wi<f>dveia [of God] V. 8 ; 264.

evepyeia [of God] iv. 21, V. 12 \ 266.

faXrjKTOS iv. 2 [V] ; 269.

e'lrieUeia ko\ (pikavSpumia [in technical sense, of king]

iii. 15; 290.

Remarkable words or phrases common to both books include the following :— 4

fevTvxla [technically of a petition] vi. 40 : 1.

fdrroXvo-is vi. 37, 40; 16.

6 iravTcov eiTOTrTrjs 6eos 11. 21 ; 16.

6\oax(pr]s V. 31 j 27 ["<*>*]•

idXoycos vi. 25 ; 24, 107.

Qecopia V. 24 ; 31.

Kara^wpifw [technically] ii. 29 • 36.

7rapavayiyva>o-K(o 1. 12
j 42.

ddiaXeiTTTOs, -cos vi. 33 ; 86, 92, 294.

ieas [dawn] v. 46; 88.

fl^LOTr/s vii. 17 ; 97.

napa irobas opcovres, Or e^ovres iv. 8, V. 8 ; 1 35.

8vvuo-Tevu)v [of God] V. 7; 168, 195.

As with 2 Maccabees, the connexion seems to be of school and date. The similarity in the use of

technical and official language is specially remarkable ; as we shall see in the next paragraph, this

language was that actually in use in documents of the Ptolemaic period.

(c) Relation to Papyri. The evidence of the papyri confirms the general accuracy of the

official and technical language of the book, and suggests, that it belongs to the Ptolemaic period,

not the Roman.
Applying Thackeray's test 5 of oiidets (^7j0eis) as against ovbels (ixrjbds), we find the 6 form in

i. 13 (A), ii. 28 (V), vii. 8 (A), as against six times where the MSS. agree with the spelling with 8.

The fluctuation is much the same as in Wisdom (see Introd. to Wisdom in loc. in this volume),

and both books are probably to be referred to the 'period of transition' 132 B.C. to 100 B.C., or

rather later.

Again, the formula xalptLV nal IppQaOat ktA. (iii. 12, vii. 1), which it will be remembered is

found in the Letter of Aristeas, seems 'to point to a date at the end of the second or the beginning

of the first century B. c' 6 Earlier papyri usually have a conditional sentence
;
papyri of the end

1 It is usually assumed without any serious attempt at proof that the writer of 3 Maccabees used 2 Maccabees.
Willrich argues, on the other hand, that the reverse is true (Iudaica, pp. 163 ff.).

3 The references are to Wendland's paragraphs, as printed in Mr. Thackeray's edition in Swete's Intr. to the

O.T. in Greets. The English translation with critical and exegetical notes will be found in vol. ii of this work.
3 Thackeray has already called attention to some of these in Swete, 0. c, p. 502, n. 3. As before, the reference

to 3 Mace, is in each case given first.
4 Those marked with t do not occur elsewhere in the LXX.
5 Grammar O.T. in Greek, pp. 58 ff.

6 For the facts and references in this paragraph I am indebted to information kindly placed at my disposal by
Mr. Thackeray in a private letter.
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of the first century B. C. and onwards have irXdara xaCpav. Cf. especially P. Grenf. ii. 36 (95 B. C.)

and P. Lips. 104 (c. 96 B.C.), where the resemblance to 3 Maccabees is peculiarly close.

Xaoypacpia (ii. 28),
1 which had been supposed to point to the Roman period, has been proved

to be entirely in place in the Ptolemaic age ; and again the dating by Egyptian months alone

(vi. 38), in which Willrich 2 finds a sign of late date, occurs much earlier, the equalizing of the

Egyptian and Macedonian months having taken place in the reign of Euergetes II (Physcon).3

In Tebt. P. 5 (an official document of the beginning of the same reign) we find 01 iirl t&v

-npoaobcov (cf. 3 Mace. vi. 30) ; ol Ttrayp-ivoi Zir\ irpayp-drcov fxpetwv] (cf. vii. I, v. 14); tad* qvtivovv

rpo-nov (cf. vii. 7 and Letter of Arisleas, 24). In Louvre P. 63 (an official letter of Philometor's

reign) occur the words TtOrivdo-Ocu (cf. iii. 15), o~Ke-na(et.v (cf. iii. 27), evxpv (TT^a (cf- ii- 3S)i a<rxo\Ca

(cf. v. 34), the first two words being used in the same technical sense. KaraxoopCfa (= enroll, ii. 29 ;

Aristcas 36) occurs in the Canopus and Rosetta inscriptions, and frequently in Papyri ; the same
inscriptions speak of records on a o-ttjA?/ (ii. 27, vii. 20), and afford evidence of the popularity of

commemorative feasts (vi. 36, vii. 19). p.r}vvtiv tov f3ovkop,fvov (iii. 28),
4 TrapovaCa 5

(iii. 17, of a royal

visit), (p(.Xav6pooiTLa (of royal clemency, iii. 15-18), hrvyxavco (=' petition, vi. 37-40), are all

familiar in Papyri. ypacpiKol Ka\ap.oi (a hitherto unparalleled phrase, iv. 20) occurs in Grenfell P.,

ii. 38 (first century B.C.); otKeruco? (ii. 28) in B.M.P. cccci (c. 116 B.C.); KanoTtxytiv (vii. 9) in

P. Eleph. I (311 B.C.); 8eu>pia (v. 24) in P. Tebt. 33 (112 B.C.); o-kvA/xo's (iii. 25 metaphorically)

in P. Tebt. 41 (119 B.C.).

(d) We have therefore converging lines of evidence. There are good reasons for connecting

2 Maccabees with Alexandria; 6 Jason is probably to be placed between 130 and 100 B.C., and
2 Maccabees not much later. The Letter of Aristeas is certainly Alexandrian and of the same
period. 7 Indications derived from the papyri (the nature of the official language, the greetings in

the letters, and the use of the forms ovdels and p.rj6ets) suggest a elate somewhere about 100 B. C. As
we regard the connexion between 3 Maccabees and the other books as one of school and thought,

and not of direct literary indebtedness, it may possibly have been written shortly before them. Its

superior limit is fixed by the apparent quotation in 6° from The Song of the Three Children (LXX),
which probably dates from the last quarter of the second century B. C.

Mahaffy 8 points out that polemical tracts for and against the Jews came into vogue during the

reign of Physcon (146-117 B.C.), and they certainly continued to be the fashion. Our book clearly

belongs to this class of literature. It was apparently written primarily for Jews to encourage and
confirm their faith in themselves and their destiny,9 but it was certainly meant to be read by the

outside world as well. It is an apology, representing the Jew as the Ptolemies' most loyal supporter,

just as later apologists represented the Christian as the Emperors' best citizen. There is also, not

far below the surface, the further suggestion that it is not prudent to interfere too far with him or

his religion. The book is further a tract on the orthodox side, supporting the strict view of the

Hasidim, as against the laxer Hellenizing section, 10 which must have been even stronger in Egypt
than in Palestine. There is, however, little evidence that this polemic was specially directed against

a Samaritan element, or even very definitely against the Onias temple.

(e) The chief alternative date is that suggested by Ewald.11 He connects the book with the

attempt of Caligula to place his image in the temple, and with the persecutions of the Alexandrian

Jews which took place in his reign. Philo tells the story in the adv. Flaccum, and the L.egatio ad
Caium}% Certain points are found in his story and in 3 Maccabees as well, e. g. the injustice of the

persecution, the loyalty of the Jews, the punishment of the persecutor. But these are commonplaces.

We miss the characteristic features of the Caligula story, the attempt to force the Emperor's image

into the temple and the synagogues of Alexandria, the attacks on the synagogues, and Caligula's

claim to divine honours
;

13 since the Ptolemies were 0eoi, this feature could have been easily trans-

ferred. Further, in Philo the hostility comes first from the populace, the outbreaks in Alexandria

precede the events in Jerusalem, and the Jews in fact suffer severely. Those who accept this date

are therefore forced to hold with Grimm that the author was afraid to work out his parallel too

closely. But the tone of3 Maccabees is not that of a period of oppression and martyrdom ; it belongs

rather to a time when the nation is prosperous, and its position has been triumphantly vindicated.

1 See note on ii. 28. 2 Iudaica, p. 166.
3 Mahaffy, The Ptolemaic Dynasty, p. 205.

4 Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 343.
5 Deissmann, Lightfrom the Ancient East, pp. 372 ff.

6 E. B., art. 2 Maccabees. 7 Wendland and Thackeray, 100-80 B. c.
8 Emp. Ptol., p. 390.
9 It may also have been intended to be read publicly on the occasion of the festivals commemorating the

deliverances (vi. 36, vii. 19).
,0 Cf. ii. 31, vii. 10. " Hist. Isr. v, pp. 468 ff.

12 See also Josephus, Ant. XVIII. viii.

13 See Schurer, G. f. V. (1909), ii, iii, pp. 493 ff.
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And tempting though Ewald's suggestion appears at first sight, it cannot outweigh the positive indica-

tions of an earlier date which we have gained from other sources.

Attempts have also been made to find the occasion for the writing of the book in Pompey's

attack on the Temple in 64 B. C, or in the incidents narrated of Herod (Josephus, Ant. XVII. vi. 5)

or Pilate (ib. XVIII. iii. 1). But the resemblances in these cases are still slighter, and could only be

seriously considered if there were independent grounds for ascribing the book to the Roman period.

§ 5. Historical Basis.

(a) Relation to Polybius. Generally speaking the account of the battle of Raphia, and the

picture of Philopator's character, agree with Polybius v. But there are important differences in

detail, for which there is no obvious reason ; see notes on ch. i. Now there was a certain Ptolemy

of Megalopolis (a fellow-townsman of Polybius), who is mentioned by him as governor of Cyprus
(xviii. 55. 6, &c), and who wrote an anecdotic account of the reign of Philopator, giving a very

unfavourable picture of the king. 1 Scala 2 shows that he was one of the sources used by Polybius,

particularly in the story of Agathocles (xv. 25-33)

»

3 tne comment which he appends to that story

(xv. 34. 1) probably refers to Ptolemy's history. ' I am quite aware of the miraculous occurrences

and embellishments which the chroniclers of this event have added to their narrative with a view of

producing a striking effect upon their hearers, making more of their comments on the story than

of the story itself and the main incidents. Some ascribe it entirely to Fortune, and take the oppor-

tunity of expatiating on her fickleness, and the difficulty of being on one's guard against her. Others

dwell on the unexpectedness of the event and try to assign its causes and probabilities.' 4 Mahaffy,5

apparently independently, also arrives at the conclusion that this Ptolemy is the authority for the

Agathocles section, and is ' probably the source which has blackened the name of Philopator '. Now
on the other hand it has been recognized that the author of ^ Maccabees apparently used some good
authority, other than Polybius. for his account of Raphia and the character of Philopator.6 Can we
not then identify this unknown source with the lost history of Ptolemy Megalopolitanus ? The
characteristics which Polybius ascribes to him, love of ' miraculous occurrences and embellishments ',

and the fondness for tracing out causes, are exactly those of 3 Maccabees, and would make him
a congenial pattern for the author of the latter book. It is noticeable that in one of his extant frag-

ments 7 he speaks of Philopator's boon companions, of whom we hear so much in ^ Maccabees. There
are again many features in the Agathocles section which remind us of the Jewish story, e. g. the

stress laid on the popularity of Arsinoe (cf. 3 Mace. i. 4 ft), the picture of the confusion in the streets

of Alexandria, the debaucheries, the cruelties, the unexpected escape of Moeragenes. 8 These are

sufficient to show that the sort of story told in ^ Maccabees is just that which was narrated' by
Ptolemy in his anecdotes. I would suggest then that the narrative of the opening verses of

3 Maccabees may be derived directly from him, and that amongst the stories which he told

of Philopator were some which a pious Jew could adapt for the glorification of his own nation.

(b) Relation to Josephus. In c. Ap. ii. 5 there is a story which is certainly in some way
connected with that of 3 Maccabees. After the death of Philometor the Alexandrian Jews sup-

ported Cleopatra against his brother Physcon (Ptolemy IX, 146-117 B.C.). The latter in revenge
exposed the Jews and their families to drunken elephants, which, however, turned on Physcon's
followers and slew many of them. A phantom also appeared to the king, preventing him from
further attempts to injure them. But the parallel does not stop here. Earlier in the chapter

Josephus mentions a visit of Ptolemy Euergetes I to Jerusalem to offer thankofferings after

a victory; stress is laid on the services of Onias and Dositheus, Jewish generals; and reference is

made to the intercession of Ithaca, or Irene, Physcon's concubine, on behalf of the Jews, as well as

to a memorial feast kept by the Alexandrian Jews on the day of their deliverance. It is at once
obvious that Josephus' version is far more probable than the exaggerated and sensational narrative

of 3 Maccabees? The mention of the festival in both suggests that some historical incident lies

1 See Miiller, Frag. Hist. Graec. iii, p. 66.
2 Studien des Polybius, pp. 58-60, 263-7.

3 Also in the character of Philopator, xiv. II, 12 ; Cleino, his cup-bearer, mentioned there, is also mentioned in

one of the extant fragments of Ptolemy.
4 Shuckburgh's translation. 5 Empire of the Ptolemies, p. 272, n. I ; Ptolemaic Dynasty, pp. 143 ff.

6
e. g. by Mahaffy (Emp. Pt., p. 267) ; Willrich (/Clio, vii, p. 293) ; Biichler (Tobiaden und Oniaden, p. 174).

7 apud Athen. vi, p. 246 C.
8 There is no striking resemblance in the language, which is that of Polybius himself ; but dfitTaOfTos and napadei-

yixaTi&iv, which occur in 3 Mace. v. 1, 12, iv. 11, and nowhere else in LXX, are found in this section (32. 7, 32. 5) ; also
c£ 3 1 - 5 (xtoPWal'TfS fls r *) v f'£ <*PX*IS Siafeviv) with ii. 28, 29.

9 Josephus clearly did not know, or at any rate care to use, 3 Maccabees,
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behind the legends, and there is indeed no a priori reason for doubting this. But is Josephus right

in placing it in Physcon's reign ? The evidence of the papyri tends to show that the Jews as

a whole were well treated by this king, and this fact has led Mahaffy and others to reject Josephus'

setting of the incident. 1 But the evidence is somewhat scanty and refers to the latter part of the

reign. Josephus places the persecution at the very beginning, and implies, as does the author of

3 Maccabees even more clearly, that the persecutor afterwards became a protector of the Jews. In

neither story is there any question of a long continued oppression, but only of a single abortive

attempt at vengeance. Further, in the troubles which broke out on the death of Philometor, it is in

every way probable that his widow Cleopatra and her infant son were supported by Onias and the

loyal Jews of Leontopolis
;

2
it is equally probable that in the reprisals with which Physcon signalized

his success 3 he may have attempted to punish the Jews. Such a view agrees with the impression

left by^ Maccabees that the main attack was made on Fayum Jews brought to Alexandria for the

purpose.4 Again, the fact that in Justin 38. 8 we may have ' traces of an edict [of Physcon]
by which Egyptians and Syrians (Jews) were granted the privileges of Alexandrian citizenship' 5

harmonizes exactly with 3 Mace. ii. 30, iii. 21.

On the other hand the Jerusalem incident is probably rightly placed by the writer of^ Maccabees
in the reign of Philopator. In his triumphal progress after Raphia the king would not be likely to

leave out the Jewish capital. 6 With his love of architecture and interest in religion he would
certainly wish to enter the Temple. The Jews would no less certainly have tried to prevent him,

and his superstitious fears may well have been worked on in some such manner as to give rise to

the highly coloured narrative of our book. 7 It is even possible that the story may have been taken

in substance from the memoirs of Ptolemy Megalopolitanus.

The hypothesis that two independent stories have been united in y Maccabees is confirmed by
an examination of the book itself. The connexion between the Jerusalem episode and the subsequent

persecution in Egypt is very artificial. No doubt it is difficult to set bounds to the aAoyiorta of a

despot, but it. is not very probable that Philopator should have wished to destroy the innocent and
loyal Jews of Egypt merely on account of an insult offered by their fellow-countrymen in Jerusalem,

and the narrative itself in its references to taxation and local religious differences affords a far more
reasonable explanation of the origin of the persecution.

It would seem, then, that the writer of j Maccabees has combined the Physcon and Philopator

stories, transferring the former to the earlier reign. There was an obvious advantage in doing so,

since in the original narrative as preserved by Josephus the position of the Jews was a little

ambiguous. It is true they had been loyal to Cleopatra, but they had unfortunately sided with the

defeated party, and from the point of view of the conqueror they could be regarded as rebels. No
such objection attached to the representation in y Maccabees. The writer has also, by the way,

worked in a reference to another story glorifying the Jew. Dositheus is mentioned in the Physcon
story side by side with Onias as a Jewish general who did good service to the Ptolemies. In the

Hibeh P. 90 and elsewhere a Dositheus son of Dri'mylus is found as an Alexander priest of 22a B. C.

The writer in i. 3 apparently identifies the two, and turns the son of Drimy'lus into a renegade Jew.

At the same time he makes him play the role of a Mordecai and save the king's life.
8

It is possible

that the reference to Arsinoe in i. 1,4 may be explained on similar lines. She plays no further part

in the story and her introduction seems quite pointless. But the writer may have intended that she

should play the role which Ithaca plays in Josephus, and intercede for the Jews ; for some reason

he dropped this feature, but omitted to expunge the earlier references to her. On the other hand

the episode may have been taken directly from Ptolemy Megalopolitanus, in whose narrative she

seems to have figured prominently. In that case she is simply part of the historical setting of

the picture, and her introduction was never intended to have any further significance.

It is at any rate clear that the aim of the writer was to combine in a single picture as many

1 Ptolemaic Dynasty, pp. 192 ff. ; Willrich, fuden unci Criechen, pp. 15 1 fif.

2 Mahaffy, ib., p. 183.
3 e.g. the massacre of Cyrenaeans, Diod. xxxiii. 13.

4
v. inf. § 6, and cf. Abrahams, /. Q. R. ix, pp. 39 ff.

5 Mahaffy, ib., p. 190. 6 Ib. p. 134.
7 The Letter of Arisleas 99 speaks of the eWAr^u and 6av^aa/j.6s dS^yrjros inspired by the Temple ; Stanley

compares the story of Ibrahim Pacha struck down on attempting to enter the shrine of Isaac {Hist. J. Ch. iii,

p. 219, n. 1).
8 See Willrich, Klio, vii (1907), p. 293 f. The same writer in ludaua, p. 19 f., and Hermes, xxxix. 244 ff., calls

attention to the undoubtedly curious coincidence that in Ad. Esth. xii. I Tharra the Eunuch slain by Mordecai is

called, in Lagarde's a text, Thedeutos or Theudetos, while Josephus (Ant. XI. vi. 4) calls him Theodosites, or in Ant.

XI. vi. 10 Theodestes ; cf. the Theodotus of 3 Mace. i. 2. Again in Ad. Esth. xi. I Dositheus a priest and Levite is

named as the bearer of the book to Egypt. But his elaborate attempt to reduce all these narratives to versions of

a single legend can hardly be followed ; it involves a theory of Esther which ' has found no favour thus far among
critics' (Paton, Esther [in Int. Crit. Com'.], p. 77).
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features as possible, all tending to the glorification of the faithful Jew. We thus have brought
together in a single canvas the frustrated attempt to enter the Temple, the saving of the king's life

by a Jew, the attacks on religion and attempts to hellenize. affecting both the Jews in Alexandria
and in Egypt as a whole, the testimonies to their great influence and unswerving loyalty, the marvels
of divine intervention, and the vengeance on renegades. The result is not very convincing artistically

or historically. But on the other hand each feature, taken by itself and stripped of its sensational

colouring, is entirely credible and probably has some foundation in fact. Our knowledge of the

history of the Jews in Egypt under the Ptolemies is too fragmentary to justify us in denying the

possibility of sporadic outbreaks of anti-Semitism in the second and third centuries B. c. As we have
seen, the papyri confirm in various ways the general accuracy of the writer, and we shall probably be
justified in giving his work a somewhat higher historical value than has usually been assigned to it.

On one point all are agreed. The character of Philopator is in full accordance with the picture

which history had come to form of him. ' Noctes in stupris, dies in conviviis consumit.' * Whether
the picture is quite a fair one is another question. It may be due to the bias of Ptolemy Megalo-
politanus, and inscriptions suggest that there was something to be said on his side. 2 At any rate

they prove an interest in architecture and religion, and a ready liberality to cities and temples, which
agree with the statements of j Maccabees.

§ 6. Integrity of the Book.

It is sometimes held that the book is only a fragment of a larger work (Ewald, Fritzsche), or

that at any rate the opening has been lost (Grimm). The arguments for this view are found in the
abruptness of the introduction,3 the reference to the plot of Theodotus in i. 2 as though it were well

known, and to the ' before-mentioned companions ' in ii. 25, who have not in fact been introduced
previously. But if we accept the hypothesis of the writer's dependence on Ptolemy Megalopolitanus,
it will be more reasonable to suppose that these are slips, due to a careless reproduction of the
source. In i. 2 we have ' a certain Theodotus ', as though from the writer's standpoint he was being
mentioned for the first time, while the following words imply a previous reference to his treachery.

The source is evidently only imperfectly adapted ; the tls shows that Theodotus cannot have been
already named in a lost opening of the book itself.

Biichler,4 on the other hand, argues that 3 Maccabees, as it stands, has been drastically edited, and
contains copious interpolations which have introduced confusion into the story. He points out that

in the concluding chapters the Alexandrian Jews are hardly mentioned ; they deal solely with the
return of country Jews to Moeris and the Arsinoite nome. He suggests that the original narrative

dealt with a persecution of Fayum Jews, who had refused to join in a birthday feast to Dionysus on
some occasion when Philopator attempted to establish his cult at Bakchis and Dionysias on the
banks of Moeris. The references to renegades point to a Samaritan element which was ready to fall

in with a lax syncretism. In accordance with this theory he makes very considerable excisions in

the book. There are no grounds for doing this, and it is more probable that the writer himself com-
bined various stories and is responsible for the resultant confusion. At the same time Biichler's

hypothesis as to the reasons which led to the persecution of the Fayum Jews is probable enough,
and may well indicate one of the historical elements in the story.

§ 7. Style.

The book is a product of Alexandrian literature, exemplifying in its extremest form the pseudo-
Classicalism of the Atticists. It would, however, be misleading to speak of it as written in the most
literary style, since its artificiality and extravagance make it hardly worthy of the name of literature.

Particularly when the writer attempts in descriptions to introduce purple passages, he succeeds only
in being obscure and bombastic: e.g. i. i6ff., iv, v. 6ff. His sentences are full of repetitions and
awkwardly constructed, and for all their attempt at rhetoric are marked by an excessive use of the
weak introductory particle 5e ; e.g. of the first 11 verses, 10 begin with it. The vocabulary is

varied ; Swete 5 gives a selection of 32 words not found elsewhere in the LXX, but in fact the list can
be extended to over 100; its character may be judged from the fact that it includes 20 adjectives

compounded with a privative ; many again are poetical, such as iravobvpros, or iroAvSa/cpu?. There
are also about 14 words not found elsewhere in Greek literature, verbs such as tyv^ovXicdv, -npoav-

<rTe\\eiv, and compound adjectives of the type of fivdorpecpris, p.i(rovj3pis, ixvpoftpexjis, -novTofipoyos,

<£o/3epoei07js, irvpoirvovs.

Among the Classical forms, unique or unusual in the LXX, which mark the writer as an Atticist,

1 Justinus xxx. 1. 8 ; his nickname was Tpicfxov.
2 Mahaffy, Emp. PtoL, pp. 270 ff.

3 Xenophon's Oecon. and Josephus' Life also begin with a hi clause, but apparently in neither case were they
meant to be regarded as independent works.

4 Tobiaden und Oniaden, pp. 1 72 f¥".
6 Intr. O.T. in Greek, p. 312.
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are the following * :—rAeov, rtXeoos, hea-p-d, tore, birjpirda-Orjv, KaducrTavres, wxretpa, and the use of crasis

with the definite article (javvdvriov, rakrjdh).

At the same time the writer shows the influence of the Kow-q in such forms as revgaadai,

KaT€a)(40ri, rjviuga, daad^aav, 6a£, Terdprr} (for rerpas). In iv. 1 9 there is an interesting example of
a superfluous iv with dative after xpda-Oai..

2

§ 8. Theology.
The book represents the most orthodox type of old-fashioned Judaism, with its devotion to the

temple, the law, and the peculiar position of the chosen people. The business of God is to act as
their champion ; there is no trace of universalism, or even any desire for proselytes ; Philopator is

forced to respect God, but he does not worship Him, as does Nebuchadnezzar, nor is there any of the
syncretism which we find in the Letter of Avisteas. At the same time, side by side with the tone of
somewhat arrogant self-satisfaction and narrow materialism, there is a real piety and an absolute
faith in the power of prayer. There are no references to the Messianic hope, or apocalyptic ideas,

or the future life. An angel vision terrifies Ptolemy and his followers, but it is not seen by the Jews ;

there is no sign of the desire to interpose intermediaries between God and man, nor is He described
by periphrases; e.g. His -npovoia is mentioned, but in no way personified (iv. 21, v. 30). He is

addressed directly, and the variety and number of the attributes ascribed to Him is remarkable. The
heaping up of such attributes in prayer was a feature of Hellenistic Judaism 3

(ii. 2 ff., 21, v. 7,

vi. 2-9, 18, 28 ; cf. 2 Mace. i. 24, Pr. Man. 1-4). Among the titles of God not found elsewhere in the
LXX are the following:

—

p.6vapxps (ii. 2), TTpoirdTaip (ii. 21), jueyaAox/aaroop (vi. 2), p.Hrov{Spi? (vi. 9),

h'Tip.os (vi. 13), p.eya\6bo£os (vi. 18), as well as several phrases of the type of -ndarjs owd/^eoos bwaarweov.4

Unusual titles are Trdvrayv e7ro7mjy (ii. 21), ayte iv ayiois (ii. 2, 21), 6 iin(pavris Ku/noy (v. 35), TtpaTo-rroios

(vi. 32), pvcrTTjs 'laparjk (vii. 23).

From the theological standpoint, therefore, the book seems to belong to the strict and con-
servative school of the Hasidim, devoted to the law, and finding its inspiration in the lessons of the
national history (ii. 2-20, vi. 1-15). It expresses a bitter opposition to the attempts at hellenizing,

which so nearly overwhelmed Judaism in the second century B. C, and shows no sympathy with the

developments of thought and doctrine, which at that time were growing up within the Jewish Church.
Though it belongs to Alexandria, it shows no trace of the influence of the typical Alexandrian ideas. 5

The keenest heresy-hunter could have found no fault with its uncompromising orthodoxy.

§ 9. Use of the Book.

The references to 3 Maccabees are very few, and entirely confined to Christian writers. They
include Apost. Canons 85, the Stichometry of Nicephorus, Synopsis Athanasii, Eus. Chron. ii. 122.

The Stichometry of Codex Claromontanus implies a knowledge of the book, by mentioning the fourth

book of Maccabees. In the Synopsis Athanasii we find Ma/<Ka/3<HKa /3i/3Aux 5' ITroAeju.atK(i, where
Credner's emendation of k<xl for b' is usually followed ; Zahn's -no\ep.iKd has found little support.

Theodoret of Antioch summarizes the book and treats it as historical (adT)an. xi), and Swete 6 calls

attention to an interesting combination of Isa. lvii. 15 with 3 Mace. ii. 2 in the Liturgy of St. Clement.

It will be seen that the attestation is entirely Eastern ; the book was not accepted in the Western
Church and does not appear in the Vulgate.

§ 10. Bibliography.

(a) Text—Holmes and Parsons, vol. v; Fritzsche, Libri Apocryphi Graece; Tischendorf and Nestle, Septuagint;
Swete, O.T. in Greek, vol. iii (collates A and V). The Syriac is printed in Walton's Polyglot, vol. iv (with Latin
trans.), and in Lagarde's Apocr. Syriace.

(b) Editions—Grimm in Kurz. Ex. Handb. (far the fullest); Kautzsch in Die Apokr. u. Pseudepigr. des A.T.;
Churton, The Uncanonical and Apocryphal Scriptures; Bissell in Lange-Schaff Commentary.

(c) Critical inquiries—Articles in the Bible Dictionaries, &c. ; Ewald, Hist. Isr. v. 468 ff. ; Schiirer, G.f.V.

(1909), ii, iii, pp. 493 ff. [Fng. trans, ii, iii, pp. 216-19]; Andre, Les Apocr. de PA. T, pp. 115-32 (full with many
references); Swete, Intr. O.T. in Greek, pp. 278 ff. ; Abrahams, f.Q.R, ix, pp. 39 m (discusses historicity of the

story); Mahaffy, Empire of the Ptolemies, pp. 267 ft. ; Ptolemaic Dynasty (vol. iv of Petrie's Hist. Egypt), chs. v, viii;

Willrich, fuden u. Griechen, pp. 145 m; Iudaica, pp. 163 ff.; Klio, vii, p. 293 f. ; Hermes, xxxix (1904), pp. 244-58;
Biichler, Tobiaden und Oniaden, pp. 172 ff. (a very full and suggestive study).

The translation which follows is based to some extent upon Churton's, but is practically a new one. The attempt
has been made to give an idea of the characteristics of the Greek by preserving the complexity of the sentences, and the

use of out-of-the-way words. A smoother and more literary rendering would have given a wrong impression of the book.

In the notes Gr. and K. refer to the editions of Grimm and Kautzsch.

1 These examples are collected from Thackeray, Gr. O.T. in Greek; the references will be readily found in the

index to that book. 2 Cf. Moulton, Grammar of N.T. Greek, pp. 75, 104.
3 Deissmann, Bible Studies, pp. 297 ff.

4 v. 7, 28, 51, vi. 2, vii. 9 ; cf. 2 Mace. iii. 34 ; Esther viii. 13 ; Wisd. xiv. 3.
5 The attempts made to find characteristic features of Philonian thought are very unconvincing.
6 Intr. O.T. in Greek, p. 472.
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1 i Now when Philopator had learned from those who had returned of the capture by Antiochus of the

places which had been held by him, he issued orders to all his forces, foot and horse, and taking with

him his sister Arsinoe, marched to the district over against Raphia, where the army of Antiochus
2 was encamped. But a certain Theodotus, determining to carry out his plot, took with him the

bravest of the soldiers of Ptolemy who had been previously assigned to him, and went by night to

3 the tent of Ptolemy, intending to kill him single-handed, and thereby put an end to the war. But
Dositheus, called the son of Drimylus, who was by birth a Jew, but had subsequently abandoned
the observance of the law, and renounced his ancestral faith, had conveyed Ptolemy away, and put
some obscure person to sleep in the tent ; and so it happened that on this man fell the vengeance

4 intended for the other. And when a fierce battle had begun, and things were favouring Antiochus,
Arsinoe went frequently up and down the ranks, and her hair dishevelled, exhorted them with
lamentation and tears to fight manfully for themselves, their children, and their wives, promising to

5 give them if they conquered two minae of gold each. And thus it came about that their adversaries

6 were destroyed in the encounter, and that many were also taken captive. So Ptolemy, having

7 crushed the attack, determined to visit the neighbouring cities, and encourage them. And having
8 done this, and given gifts to their shrines, he inspired his subjects with confidence. And when the

Jews had sent to him some of the senate and elders to greet him, and bring him gifts, and con-
gratulate him on what had happened, he became the more eager to visit them as quickly as possible.

9 And when he had come to Jerusalem he sacrificed to the Most High God and offered thankofferings,

acting in some measure according to what was suitable to the place. And entering into the holy
io place, and being struck by the care displayed, and the beauty, and admiring also the good order of

n the temple, it came into his mind to purpose to enter into the sanctuary. And when they said that

this was not allowed, since not even members of their own nation could enter, or all the priests, but
12 only the high-priest who was chief of all, and he once a year, he was by no means convinced. And

when the law had been read out to him, not even then did he desist from his claim that he himself

13 should enter, saying, Even if they are deprived of this honour, I must not be so. And he asked
14 why, when he entered into every shrine, none of those present hindered him ? And some one

I. 9. fieyHTTco] mcrrco A ratv ejjrjs rt] <ov et-ecm 64 : Trtpirrov ti, or t£o%ov n Arm

1. i. The opening describes the relations between Ptolemy IV, Philopator (222-204 B.C.), and Antiochus III, the

Great (224-187 B.C.), immediately before the battle of Raphia, which took place in the spring of 217 ; Antiochus had
captured Seleukeia, and occupied Syria and Palestine. See Pol. v. 40 ff. ; 82 ff. ; Mahaffy, Empire of the Ptolemies,

ch. vii. The story of Raphia is in substantial agreement with the account of Polybius, but there are certain divergences
;

(a) in Polybius the two armies reach Raphia at about the same time
;

(b) Arsinoe encourages the army in concert with
Philopator before the battle ; Antiochus is at first victorious on the right wing, but at the crisis it is the king himself
who changes the fortune of the day

;
(c) Polybius refers to the ready submission of Coele-Syria and to Ptolemy's visits

to its cities, but he lays stress on their gifts and homage to him, not on his to them, as in 3 Mace. i. 6, 7. On the
significance of these differences see Intr. § 5 a ; see also § 6 for the abruptness of the opening, and § 5 b for character
of Philopator. Raphia is referred to in Dn. xi. 11, 12.

his sister Arsinoe. This is correct at the date of Raphia ; subsequently, according to Egyptian custom, she
became Ptolemy's wife ; Livy (xxxvii. 4) calls her Cleopatra; Justinus (xxx. 1.7) Eurydice. On the significance of her
mention here see Intr. § 5 b.

2. This Theodotus was a deserter from Ptolemy, who had been of great service to Antiochus (Pol. v. 40, 46, 61).
His attempt is narrated ib. 81 ; there he takes two men with him, Dositheus is not mentioned, Ptolemy is saved
because he did not sleep in his official tent, and Theodotus wounds two men and kills Andreas the king's physician
(? = the aa-rjfios ns of v3

). See further Intr. § 5 b.

ott\<ov TlToXffiaiKiov ra Kpariara. The translation given above is that of most Edd., and Kpdrio-ra makes it probable.
But the reference may be to arms and equipment which were nroXepaiKa, and therefore not noticed (n. b. ws p.6vos Krelvai).

Polybius remarks that the varieties of dress in the two armies prevented discovery.

3. Dositheus, see Intr. § 5 b.

4. The promise seems impossibly extravagant, but it must be remembered that Egyptian queens had large private
property, and Abrahams suggests that the promise was only made to the Greek mercenaries.

5. According to Polybius, Antiochus lost nearly 10,000 infantry, 300 cavalry, and 4,000 prisoners; Ptolemy 1,500
infantry and 700 cavalry.

9. ron-of the temple, as regularly in 2, 3 Mace, and elsewhere.

13. nav rifxevos. Gr. and K. (with hesitation) understand this of the Jewish temple, as though it were nav to tc(mi>os
;

why had he been allowed to enter at all, if he might not penetrate into the inmost shrine ? But the argument is weak
even for a despot, and the translation given above is more pointed.
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Ill MACCABEES 1. 15—2. 9

15 answered thoughtlessly that he did wrong to make this boast. But since this is so, he said, why
16 should I not enter in any case, whether they wish it or not? Then the priests in all their robes fell

down, and besought the Most High God to aid them in that which had come upon them, and to
turn the violence of him who was making this wicked attack, filling the temple with lamentation

17 and tears ; and those who were left in the city hurried forth in confusion, concluding that something
18 strange was happening. The virgins who had been shut up in their chambers rushed forth with

their mothers, and covering their hair with dust and ashes, filled the streets with groanings and
19 lamentations. And those who had been lately married, leaving the chambers prepared for wedded
20 intercourse and forgetting their proper modesty, ran about in confusion through the city. And as

for the new-born children, the mothers and nurses who had charge of them left them here and there,

in the houses or in the streets without care, and came in crowds to the temple which is high above all.

21 And manifold were the supplications of those gathered here because of the impious enterprise of the
22 king. And with them the bolder from among the citizens would not endure his carrying the matter

23 to an extremity, or his determination to complete his project ; but calling on one another to^rush
to arms, and to die bravely for the law of their fathers, they made great confusion in the place,

and being with difficulty turned from their purpose by the elders and the priests, they joined in

24, 25 supplication with them. And the multitude continued meanwhile praying as before. But the
elders who were with the king tried in many ways to turn his haughty mind from the purpose he

26 had conceived. But being emboldened and now setting them all aside, he was even beginning to

27 approach, thinking that he would complete the design aforesaid. Therefore those who were with
him seeing this, joined with our own people in beseeching him who has all power to defend them in

28 their present need, and not to disregard the lawless and insolent deed. So incessant and vehement
29 was the united cry of the multitude that an indescribable uproar arose. For it might have been

thought that not only the people, but even the walls and the whole pavement were crying out, since

all preferred death to the profanation of the holy place.

2 1 Then the High-Priest Simon bowing his knees before the holy place, and spreading out his hands
2 in calm reverence, prayed after this manner : Lord, Lord, king of the heavens, and sovereign of all

creation, holy among the holy ones, only ruler, almighty, give ear to us who are grievously troubled

3 by one wicked and profane, made wanton in insolence and might. For thou who hast created all

things, and governest the whole world, art a righteous ruler, and judgest those who do aught in

4 violence and arrogance. Thou didst destroy those who aforetime did iniquity, among whom were

5 giants trusting in their strength and boldness, bringing upon them a boundless flood of water. Thou
didst burn up with fire and brimstone the men of Sodom, workers of arrogance, who had become
known of all for their crimes, and didst make them an example to those who should come after.

6 Thou didst try with manifold and grievous punishments the insolent Pharaoh when he enslaved thy

7 holy people Israel, and didst make known thy mighty power. And when he pursued with chariots

and a multitude of peoples thou didst overwhelm him in the depth of the sea, but those who trusted

8 in thee, the ruler of all creation, thou didst bring safely through. And they seeing the works of thy

9 hands did praise thee, the almighty. Thou, O King, when thou didst create the boundless and

15. ira.VT<x>s~\ navrcov A ; navrts V l6. Tracrms rats ecrdrjcrecriv] A V 44, 55) 74! T(lis oyitus (ad. al ; naaais rats

ayiais (o~6. Arm 18. anobco icm] mredcoKav A V 44, 55, 71, 74 ; > Arm yoov re V 44, 55, 74 Arm ; nov ye A
;

yoa>u rt al. 19. tovs irpos cmavTqaiv 8iar(Tayp(vovs ncuTTovs] tovs irpos airav vvv 8taT(rayp(vovs (A -T)v) A V 55 '>

anavTas 44, 74, with further variations in cursives ;
' were sitting veiled (or curtained off) and prepared ' Arm. The

parallel in iv. 6 confirms nao-rovs, and 8iar(Tayp(vr]v in A suggests that airdvrtjcriv is the original reading. 23. Kpaov]

Luc text, Syr
;
yepaiuv A Arm al; yepewv V 28. o-wayop(VT]s] -a>v Syr Arm and Edd

II. 1. A V 55, 71 > whole verse; Km anov ofiodvaabov 44, 74; 'they began to pray and said' Arm 6. Soki-

paaas ripaypiais (yva>picras to peya o~ov Kparos\ V ; + (after (yvaipiaas) rr/v o~t\v hvvaptv ((p ats eyvaypuras A Arm and most
cursives with variations ; a conflate reading dompao-as] eS. A ; 8apao-as Luc text 9. rjytao-as . . . 0-01] + (before

croi) (is <tov ovopa A Arm ; (is ovopa crov (> aoi) V

15. Text and grammar are in some confusion, but the general meaning is clear.

18, 19. The same remark applies ; cf. 2 Mace. iii. 19 for the general picture. Trpoo-apriuts is not found elsewhere
;

L. and S. ' lately '
; Edd. ' completely '.

(o-TaXptvai. There is no parallel for the meaning ' married ', which is required by the verse. Gr. and K.
suggest 'secluded', others vestetn (sc. nuptialem) indutae. Arm. translates 'who had just then only been newly
introduced ', which is probably right.

II. I. Simon II, son of Onias II (219-199 B.C.). Perhaps referred to in Sir. 1. I, but it is doubtful whether Simon
the Just is to be identified with Simon I or II.

2. This heaping up of the attributes of God is characteristic of Hellenistic Judaism ; see Intr. § 8. ayi( iv aylois

(ii. 21) ; cf. Isa. lvii. 14 ; see Intr. § 9 for the liturgical use of the phrase, povapxos occurs in Eus. and later writers as

a title of God.
4. For giants cf. Judith xvi. 7 ; Sir. xvi. 7 ; Wisd. xiv. 6 ; Enoch vii. 2, ix. 9, xv. 8

;
Jubilees v. 7. See also 2 Pet.

ii. 5-6, where we have angels, the flood, and Sodom.
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Ill MACCABEES 2. 9-29

measureless earth, didst choose this city and sanctify this place [for thy name] for thyself, who hast

need of nothing, and didst glorify it by a splendid manifestation, establishing it to the glory of thy

10 great and honourable name. And loving the house of Israel, thou didst promise that if there should

be a falling away, and distress should overtake us, and we should come to this place and make our

11, 12 supplication, thou wouldst hear our prayer. And indeed thou art faithful and true. And seeing

that oftentimes when our fathers were afflicted thou didst succour them in their humiliation, and

1

3

didst deliver them from great evils, behold now, O holy king, for our many great sins we are

14 grievously troubled and put into subjection to our foes, and faint in our weakness. In our low

estate this insolent and profane man seeketh to do violence to the holy place which is consecrated

15 upon earth to the name of thy glory. For man cannot reach thy dwelling place, the heaven of

16 heavens. But since thy good pleasure was in thy glory amongst thy people Israel, thou didst

17 hallow this place. Punish us not by the uncleanness of these men, neither chastise us by their

profane doings, lest the transgressors boast in their wrath or exult in the insolence of their tongue,

18 saying, We have trodden down the house of the sanctuary as the houses of the abominations are

19 trodden down. Blot out our sins and scatter abroad our offences and manifest thy mercy at this

20 hour. Let thy compassion speedily overtake us, and put praises in the mouth of the fallen and

broken in heart, granting us peace.

21 Then the God who beholds all, the Father of all holy among the holy ones, hearing the supplica-

tion spoken according to the law, scourged him who was greatly uplifted in violence and inso-

22 lence, shaking him to and fro as a reed by the wind, so that lying on the ground powerless and

23 paralysed in body he could not so much as speak, being smitten by a righteous judgement. Where-
upon his friends and body-guard, seeing that the chastisement which had overtaken him was swift,

and fearing lest he should even die, speedily drew him out, being overwhelmed by an exceeding great

24 fear. But having after some time recovered himself, he by no means came to repentance though he

had been thus punished, but departed with bitter threats.

25 So, arriving in Egypt, and going on further in his wickedness, through his boon companions and

26 associates, who have been already mentioned, utter strangers to all justice, he was not content with

his countless excesses, but even reached such a pitch of insolence that he raised evil reports in those

parts, and many of his friends watching carefully the royal purpose, themselves also followed his

27 will. He purposed publicly to inflict a disgrace upon the Jewish nation, and erected a pillar on the

28 tower in the palace with the inscription, That none who did not sacrifice should be allowed to enter

their temples ; and that all Jews should be degraded to the rank of natives and the condition of

29 serfs, and that those who spoke against it should be taken by force and put to death ; and that

those who were registered should even be branded on their bodies with an ivy-leaf, the emblem of

24. aneiXas be niicpas 8ep.ei>os] V Luc text; p-tra aneiXrjs Se iriicpas al
;
pera an€i\i]s 8e ntupas dtpevos A (a clearly conflate

reading)

10. 1 Kings viii. 33.
18. abominations is of course a slip from the standpoint of the supposed heathen speaker.

21. uavTav inonrris, cf. 2 Mace. vii. 35, ix. 5 ; Ad. Esth. xv. 2; Letter of Aristeas, 16; see Deissmann, Light from
the Ancient East, p. 429.

fvdeo-fjios expressing the law ; cf. v. 10.

For the incident cf. the repulse of Heliodorus in 2 Mace. iii. 22-30, where the resemblance in language is great,

and the punishment of Antiochus ib. ix. 4 ff.

25. already mentioned ; either a slip from a careless use of a source (see Intr. § 6), or a reference to the supposed
lost beginning of the book.

26. evil reports—whether against himself, or the Jews, is not clear.

28. i.e. the Jews might only enjoy their own worship if they also conformed to the official cult ; cf. Josephus, Ant.
XII. iii. 2 ; c.Ap. ii. 6. No other example of the word \aoypa<pia was known till the discovery of the Papyri. Grenfell

and Hunt {Tebt. P. [1902] pp. 445-8) discuss this passage with reference to Wilcken's view that the word implies the
' poll-tax ' of the Roman period, and is therefore an anachronism in a decree ascribed to Philopator, and in fact proves

that the book dates from the Roman period. They show that the word does occur in Ptolemaic papyri, but not in its

fully developed technical sense ; it means not a tax, but ' a taxing list of persons, most, or all, of whom were native

Egyptians'. Xaos is the technical term for Egyptians as contrasted with Greeks (ib. p. 552). This exactly fits the

context here.

8ia0(<ris is freq. in Polybius = condition ; cf. esp. xv. 31. 5 xa>ph°~avTfs «$• ttjv e'£ dpxrjs 8. For the idea cf. Philo,

Leg. ad Cai. 17.

29. Ewald finds here an allusion to the vine as ' the symbol and arms of Jerusalem ' ; i. e. it is maliciously suggested
that the Jews have been worshippers of Dionysus all along. This, however, is rather far-fetched. There is good
evidence that Bacchus was the family god of the Ptolemies (vide Satyrus ap. Theophr. ad Autolyc. ii, p. 94). Philo-

pator apparently allowed himself to be branded (TdWos, 6 Qikonarwp YlroXepaios 81a to <pv\\a Kiaaov Kareo-Tixdai coy oi

TdXXot, Steph. Thes. s. v.) ; cf. also Biichler, Tod. u. On. pp. 197 ff., for traces of the cult in Egypt during this period.

In 2 Mace. vi. 1 Antiochus introduces the worship of Bacchus into Jerusalem.
For branded cf. Philo, De Mon. i. 8 (Jews who allowed themselves to be branded), and Isa. xliv. 5 (a probable

reference to branding the name of J" on the hand).
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Ill MACCABEES 2. 30—3. 11

30 Dionysus, and be reduced to their former limited status. But that he might not appear an enemy
to all, he added : But if any of them prefer to join those who are initiated into the mysteries, they
shall have equal rights with the citizens of Alexandria.

31 Some -{-obviously hating the price paid for the religion of their c\ty\ readily gave themselves up,

32 expecting to gain great glory from their association with the king. But the greater part stood firm
with a noble courage, and departed not from their religion ; and paying money as a ransom for

33 their lives fearlessly attempted to save themselves from the registration. And they remained of
good hope that they should find help, and abhorred those who parted from them, accounting them
as enemies of their nation, and excluding them from social intercourse and the rendering of any
service.

\ 1 The impious king perceiving this was so greatly enraged that he was not only wroth with those
who dwelt at Alexandria, but was even more bitterly hostile to those in the country, and ordered
that they should all be speedily gathered together, and put an end to by the most cruel death.

2 While this was being arranged a malicious report was noised abroad against the Jewish nation on
the part of men who agreed together to do them hurt, an occasion being afforded for representing

3 that they hindered them from the observance of the laws. But the Jews continued to maintain
4 their goodwill towards the kings and their unswerving fidelity. Yet worshipping God, and living

according to his law, they held themselves apart in the matter of food ; and for this reason they

5 were disliked by some ; but adorning their conversation by the good practice of righteousness they
6 were established in the good report of all. But of this good practice, which was the common talk

7 of all men with regard to the nation, the foreigners took no account ; but they talked continually of
the difference they made with regard to worship and food, alleging that they were friendly neither

to the king nor his army, but ill-disposed, and bitterjy hostile to his interests ; thus they cast no
8 small opprobrium upon them. But the Greeks in the city having been in no way injured by them,

9 seeing the unexpected disturbance about them, and the unlooked-for concourse, were not able to

help them—for they lived under a tyranny—but tried to comfort them and were indignant, expect-
ing that this affair would take a change for the better ; for so great a community could not be thus

10 allowed to perish when it had committed no fault. And already some of their neighbours and
friends and business associates, taking aside some of the Jews secretly, gave pledges of their protec-

tion and earnest endeavours for their assistance.

11 So the king, puffed up by his present prosperity, and regarding not the power of the most high
God, but supposing that he himself would always hold firmly to the same purpose, wrote this letter

31. emnoXaicxis] Va Arm ; fmuoXeiat A ; tni. no\(a>s V* at ra (ras A 1
) rrjs no\(a>s evatfieias (ni(ia6pa A ; ras . . . tTrifiaOpas

V at, with numerous variations of evo-efiovs, em(3a0pois, and alterations of order arvyovi/Tts] -ai A ; a-Toixovvret Arm
Luc text (with variations of spelling)

III. 4. fni tco Kara rat rpo(j)as] V 62, 64; €7U tco KaTaarpocpas A ; eiri rivaiv Kat tcaraarpocpas at (viois] -01 A

29. Karax<api£co is technical = ' enrol ' or ' enter '
; cf. papyri, Letter o/Aristeas, 36, Canopus and Rosetta inscriptions.

The latter also speak of records set up on a stele" (v. 27).

30. The question of Alexandrian citizenship and its different grades is complicated ; cf. Mahaffy, Ptol. Dyn., p. 58.

According to the repeated statements of Josephus {Ant. XII. i; XIX. v. 2, &c.) the Jews already possessed a full citizen-

ship. But there is no doubt that whatever such privileges they had at this period they enjoyed as individuals and
not as a nation, and very little is known of citizenship outside Alexandria. There was therefore room for such a grant

as this ; and there are in fact independent traces of it in Physcon's reign (Intr. § 5 b). Abrahams suggests that

Alexandrian citizenship was offered to the Fayum Jews in order to simplify organization or taxation. Cf. 2 Mace. iv. 9
for attempt to impose Antiochene citizenship on the Jerusalem Jews, and Josephus {Ant, XII. Hi. 2) for close con-
nexion of citizenship with religion.

31. The first part of the verse is very obscure. K., ' who on account of the citizenship in a city hated the approaches
to the city of piety '. Gr. takes eirl ttoXhos, ' some who were over a district, or community, in Alexandria,' and the last

part is translated by some ' hated the advances of the religion of the city'. I suggest with hesitation the translation

given above, which keeps the best attested reading, i-nurokaios in Aristotle frequently means ' evident ' or 'obvious '.

tTriftadpov means 'a fare ', or more generally ' price paid'; cf. Plut. 2. 727/, where the stork by its destruction of

snakes pays (ni{ia6p6v n yrjy.

The reference would be to the heavy demands made by the Jewish law, or more specifically to the Temple tax,

and it is possible, as Biichler suggests, that the renegades may be Samaritans ; at any rate they are the lax, Hellen-
izing section of the Egyptian Jews (cf. Kennett, Schweich Lectures [1909], Lect. III). The Arm. gives a similar sense:
' Many of them, shallow-witted people [taking hrmokaiat as meaning "superficially"] who aforetime indeed were
irresolute in the ancient law.'

If 'city of piety' be the right translation, it confirms Prof. Burkitt's emendation of TDn for Din in Isa. xix. 18,

though there the reference is not to Jerusalem.

III. 4. On the unpopularity caused by Jewish peculiarities see an exhaustive study by Dobschutz, Avier.J. Theol.

1904, pp. 728 ff. ; cf. the defence in Letter o/Aristeas, 128 ff. For the hostility of the populace see Philo's account of

the violence of the Alexandrian mob in the outbreak under Caligula.

8. The Greeks are the better-class Macedonian element. There is evidence that their position too was attacked

by Physcon (Mahaffy, Emp. Ptol., p. 388).
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Ill MACCABEES 3. 12—4. 3

12 against them. King Ptolemy Philopator to his generals and soldiers in Egypt and every place

13, 14 greeting and prosperity. I myself and our affairs prosper. Our expedition into Asia, of which you
yourselves are aware, having been brought to an expected conclusion by the help of the Gods

15 granted us deliberately, we thought, not by force of arms, but by kindness and much benevolence

to foster the peoples of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia, bestowing benefits upon them with all readiness.

16 And having granted large revenues to the temples in the cities, we came to Jerusalem as well, going

up thither to show honour to the temple of the accursed people who never cease from their folly.

17 Seemingly they welcomed our presence, but their welcome was insincere; for when we were eager

18 to enter their shrine and to honour it with magnificent and beautiful offerings, carried away by their

ancient pride they prevented us from going in, being left unhurt by our power on account of the

19 benevolence we have to all. But they show plainly their ill-will towards us, and standing alone

among nations in their stiff-necked resistance to kings and their own benefactors, they refuse to take

20 anything in a proper spirit. We accommodated ourselves to their folly, and returning victoriously

21 to Egypt, and treating all nations with kindness, have acted as was right. And under these cir-

cumstances, making known to all our ready forgiveness of their fellow-countrymen, on account of

their alliance, and the numerous matters which have been freely entrusted to them from of old, we
have ventured to make a change, and have made up our mind to hold them worthy even of Alex-

22 andrian citizenship, and to give them a share in our religious rites from time to time. But they

taking this in the opposite spirit and rejecting the good offer with their inborn ill-feeling, and

23 continually inclining to evil, not only refused the invaluable citizenship, but also show their con-

tempt, silently and by words for the few among them who behave properly towards us, in every case

secretly expecting that through their infamous behaviour we should speedily alter our

24 policy. Therefore having good proof for our persuasion that they are evilly disposed towards us

in every way, and taking precautions lest when some sudden tumult is raised against us hereafter

25 we should have these impious people behind our backs as traitors and barbarous foes, we give order

that, as soon as this epistle reaches you, you shall at once send to us with harsh and violent treat-

ment those who dwell among you with women and children, binding them fast in every way with

26 iron chains, to meet a terrible and ignominious death, as befits traitors. For we believe that when
they have been punished together, our estate will be established for the future in the surest and

27 best condition. And whoever shall harbour any Jew, old man or child or very suckling, shall with

28 all his house be tortured to death with the most horrible torments. Information may be given by
any one ; the informer to receive the estate of the guilty party, with two thousand drachmae from

29 the royal treasury, and to be honoured with freedom. And every place where a Jew shall be

detected at all in concealment shall be made a waste and burnt with fire, and shall become entirely

30 useless to any mortal creature for all time. Thus ran the letter.

4-i In every place where this decree reached, a feast at the public charges was made for the heathen

with exultation and joy, the hatred which had long before become inveterate in their hearts being now
2 freely displayed. But among the Jews there was unceasing grief and a lamentable crying with

tears, their heart being all aflame with their groanings, as they bewailed the unlooked-for destruction

3 which had been suddenly decreed against them. What district or city or what habitable place at

14. + (after trvppa\ia) km rjperepa 8e pop*} inferior cursives 21. km ptro^ovs . . . KaratTTrjam] > V 62, 64
Arm 25. evvcfuofifvovs] evarjpMvoptvovs Luc text, Syr; (pfiaivofitvovs Arm (ut videtur) 28. rtjs fXtv^epias

a-T€(pav<odt](T€Tai] A V 55, 74 ; + (after tX.) t(v^tm km al ;
' honoured with a crown of freedom ' Arm

IV. 2. a\t)KTov\ V 44, 55, 74 (cf. Letter of Aristeas, 269) ; oXiktov A ; avr]K«TTov al 3. oiKip-os] oiktkttos A V
;

unparalleled = ' habitable ', in 2 Mace. ix. 28 = pitiable

13. On the papyri evidence for the technical terms in this letter see Intr. § 4c; on the parallels with similar official

documents in the Letter ofAristeas see § 4b.

21. For the confidence reposed in Jews see vi. 25, vii. 7 ; Aristeas, 36, and the Josephus passages quoted on ii. 30.

The Elephantine Papyri show that as early as the fifth century B.C. Jewish garrisons had been established by the

Persians at Elephantine and Assuan to guard the southern frontier of Egypt.
tcov del Upeaw, Edd. tr. 'eternal religious rites'. Mahaffy emends to lepeicov, which he translates by 'priesthood'

= UpuxTwav (Emp. PtoL, p. 268, n. 2). But with this reading, the translation of the text seems better, giving act its

idiomatic classical meaning ; for the meaning of Upeimu cf. 2 Kings x. 20.

28. The shorter reading, omitting reii^TM km, is to be preferred. Deissmann (B. S., p. 341) emends further to

tXevdepia (cf. the reading of the Arm.), the s being due to the following <TTe<pava>8T)(TeTM. He gives examples from Polyb.

xii. 9. 5 and the papyri of the use of arefpavovv in the metaphorical sense of 'reward'. Freedom is opposed to the

practical slavery with which the Jews were threatened ; cf. eXddepoi in vii. 20. But it is not probable that the Jews
themselves should be expected to be the only informers. Accepting his emendation, it would be better to see a
reference to native-born Egyptians, who were practically serfs, and more likely to be specially hostile to the Jews
(cf. Aristeas, 36), in contrast to the Greeks who favoured them (iii. 8). But much is to be said for the emendation
to'is ekevOepiots ('at the Eleutheria') ; t'Xevdepevs and e'Xevdepos were names of Dionysus, and the Eleutheria sometimes
meant a festival of Dionysus (v. Steph. Thes. s. v.). Though there is no evidence of the Eleutheria in Egypt under the

Ptolemies, there is abundant evidence of the cult of Dionysus at this period.
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Ill MACCABEES 4. 4-21

4 all or what streets were not filled with wailing and lamentation for them ? For in such manner with
harshness and pitiless heart were they sent away with one accord by the generals in the cities, that

at the sight of their unusual sufferings even some of their enemies, with common pity before their

5 eyes, remembering the uncertain issue of life, wept at their hapless departure. For there was carried

away a multitude of old men, covered with their wealth of grey hairs, forcing to a swift journey
their feet bent and sluggish from old age under the violence of their rough driving which knew no

6 shame. And the young women who had but lately entered the marriage chamber for the society of

wedded life, with lamentations instead of joy, and with their perfumed locks covered with dust, were
carried away unveiled, and with one accord sang a dirge in place of the wedding hymn, scarred by

7 the cruel treatment of the heathen ; and as prisoners exposed to public gaze they were dragged
8 along with violence until they were embarked on board. And their consorts, with ropes on their

necks instead ofgarlands, in the flower of their youthful age, spent the remainder of the days of their

marriage feast in dirges instead of mirth and youthful ease, seeing the grave already yawning at their

9 feet. And they were brought on board driven like wild beasts under the constraint of iron bonds
;

some were fastened by the neck to the benches of the ships ; others had their feet secured in the

10 strongest fetters ; and further they were shut off from the light by the thick planks above, that in

entire darkness they might be treated as traitors throughout the whole voyage.
1

1

When they had been brought to the place called Schedia, and the voyage was completed as

determined by the king, he ordered them to be imprisoned in the hippodrome that was before the

city, a place of immense circuit and very suitable for making them a gazing stock to all who entered

the city, and to those of the inhabitants (?) who went into the country to sojourn, so that they might
12 neither communicate with his army, or in anyway claim protection of the walls. But after this had

been done, hearing that their fellow-countrymen in the city often went out in secret and bewailed the

13 shameful fate of their brethren, he was enraged and ordered that they should be treated in exactly

14 the same way as the others, receiving in no respect a lesser punishment. And he commanded that

the whole race should be registered by name, not for the wearisome service of labour which was briefly

described before, but that they should be tortured with the torments to which he had sentenced

15 them, and finally be made an end of in the space of a single day. The registration therefore was
carried on with bitter haste and zealous diligence from sunrise to sunset, coming to an end after

forty days but still uncompleted.
16 But the king was greatly and continually filled with joy, ordering feasts in the temples of his.

idols, with a heart far astray from the truth and profane lips, praising dumb idols which could not speak
17 to them or help, and uttering words which were not fitting against the most high God. But after

the aforesaid space of time the scribes reported to the king that they were no longer able to continue
18 the registration of the Jews on account of their incalculable number ; although the greater number

of them were still in the country, some still remaining in their homes and others on the journey, it

19 was impossible for all the generals in Egypt. And after he had threatened them fiercely as having

20 been bribed to contrive their escape, he was at length clearly convinced on this point, when they told

him and proved that even the paper manufactory and the pens which they used for writing had
21 already given out. But this was the working of the invincible providence of him who was aiding the

Jews from heaven.

5. ytpaioav n\r)dos noXia 7re7ri/Kno>iei>a>i>] V al, with variations
;
yepcov nXrjprjs noXias TrerrvKaap.evcoi' A IO. to (peyyos

anoKXeiofjLfvoi] > A V Luc text, Arm; but the phrase is necessary to the grammar and sense, and is hardly a

glossator's n. tois « tovtu>v\ This can hardly mean ' those of the inhabitants '. For tovtwv read ravrrjs : 'those

who set out from it to the country' (R. H. C.) nepiPoXav] V al; -a> A ; -ov Luc text 1 6. eis 8e tov fxeyio-rov

8(ov\ > tov fxeyio-Tov Qtov A 55, 64, 93 ; > whole concluding clause V 18. Kara tov nopov] Luc text ; Kara tov

T07rov A ; Kara rpoirov V ; Kara tottop al ; Kautzsch suggests a lacuna at the end of the verse, ' to gather them all together

'

IV. 5. The verse is obscure and probably corrupt, but the general sense is clear.

6. Cf. i. i8ff.

11. Schedia was three miles from Alexandria (Strabo xvii, p. 800) ;
probably a landing-place nearer the city is

here intended. The Hippodrome was before the east gate of the city (ib. p. 795).
Kara£«»crai irtpifioKtov. Edd. supply avrovs as object, ' honour them with the protection of walls '. But this is very

awkward grammatically, since it is the subject of the previous clause. For meaning of Karai-iovv as given in the trans-

lation adopted cf. 2 Mace. xiii. 12.

14. See ii. 28 (condition of serfs).

16. Cf. Dn. iv. 4.

20. xaPTrlp'ia 's not found elsewhere; cf. Pliny, N. H. xviii. 10 Chartariae officinae. For ypa(piKo\ Ka.Xap.01 cf. Grenfell,

P. ii. 38. Philo, c. Fl. 6, gives the number of Jews in Egypt as a million, but it is impossible to defend the bombastic

exaggerations of this chapter. There are also some inconsistencies; vv. 12 ff. seem to imply that the Jews in Alexandria

had not yet been interfered with, and according to v. 18 many of the country Jews are still at large ; contrast ii. 27 ff.,

iv. 1 ff.
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Ill MACCABEES 5. 1-29

5 1 Then he called Hermon who was in charge of the elephants, and filled with bitter anger and
2 wrath, and altogether inflexible, ordered him for the next day to drug all the elephants—in number

five hundred—with copious handfuls of frankincense, and abundance of unmixed wine, and then when
they were maddened by the plentiful supply of drink to bring them in to compass the fate of the Jews.

3 And giving this order he turned to his feasting, having gathered together those of his friends and
4 army who were most hostile to the Jews, while [Hermon] the ruler of the elephants attended to the

5 injunction with all care. And the servants who were in charge of the Jews went out in the evening
and bound the hands ofthe hapless wretches, taking all other precautions to keep them safe through the

6 night, imagining that the nation would at one blow meet its final destruction. But the Jews who
seemed to the heathen to be destitute of all protection, on account of the constraint and bonds

7 which encompassed them on every side, with crying that would not be silenced, all called with tears

8 on the almighty Lord and ruler of all power, their merciful God and father, beseeching him to

frustrate the wicked design against them and to deliver them by a glorious manifestation from the

9 fate yawning ready before them. So their prayer ascended fervently to heaven; but Hermon,
10 having given the pitiless elephants drink till they were filled with the plenteous supply of wine and

sated with frankincense, came early in the morning to the palace to report to the king about this.

1

1

But the good creature, bestowed night and day from the beginning of time by him who gives the
1

2

portion of sleep to all, even to whomsoever he will, this he sent upon the king ; and he was over-

borne by a sweet and heavy slumber by the operation of the Lord, thus being greatly foiled in his

13 lawless purpose, and utterly disappointed in his unchangeable design. But the Jews having escaped
the appointed hour praised their holy God, and again besought him who is ready to forgive to

14 manifest the might of his all-powerful hand before the proud eyes of the heathen. But when the
middle of the tenth hour had nearly come he who was in charge of the invitations, seeing the guests

15 assembled, went to the king and shook him. And having woken him up with difficulty, he pointed out
16 that the hour for the banquet was already passing, reminding him of the circumstances. And the

king considering these, betook himself to his cups and ordered those who had come for the banquet
17 to take their places over against him. And when this had been done he called on them to give them-

selves up to revelry, and counting themselves highly honoured to reckon as a joy the feast, late as it

18 was. And when the entertainment had gone on for some time, the king called Hermon and asked with
19 fierce threats why the Jews had been allowed to survive that day. But when he pointed out that he
20 had completely carried out the order overnight, and his friends confirmed him, the king with a rage

more fierce than Phalaris, said that the Jews might thank his sleep for the respite of the day ; but,

he added, make ready the elephants in the same manner without further delay for the following day
21 to destroy utterly the accursed Jews. When the king had spoken, all who were present readily
22 assented with joy with one accord, and each one departed to his own house. But they did not

spend the night season in sleep, so much as in devising all manner of cruel insults for those whom
they thought to be in such wretched plight.

23 So as soon as the cock had crowed in the morning, Hermon harnessed the beasts and began to
2 4 put them in motion in the great colonnade. And the multitudes in the city assembled for the
25 piteous spectacle, eagerly looking for the break of day. But the Jews drawing their last breath for

but a brief moment more, with tearful supplications and strains of woe, raising their hands to heaven,
26 besought the most high God again to help them speedily. The rays of the sun were not yet scattered

abroad, and the king was receiving his friends, when Hermon came to his side and invited him to go
27 forth, explaining that the desire of the king was ready to be fulfilled. When the king understood

him, he was astonished at the unusual summons to go forth, having been overwhelmed with complete
28 ignorance, and asked fwhat was the matter on account of which this had been so zealously completed "j".

But this was the operation of God the ruler of all, who had put in his mind forgetfulness of his former
29 devices.. But Hermon and all his friends pointed to the beasts and the army ; It is prepared, O king,

V. 4. Eppav] to> Eppcovt Luc text, Syr, reading apapoTtas as a proper name, apopur. But H. is the iXecpavTapxqs
;

the position suggests the name is a gloss ; Arm > 12. Kareax^n] AVat; KUTao-xedas virvco ano eo-ntpas ea>? evvarns
Luc text, Syr 17. to napvpov ttjs o-vpiroaias . . . tis (v(ppoo-vvrjs (-tjv V) KaTa6e<rdai ptpos] V Luc text, Arm ; to
irapov . . . ets ev(j)poo-vvr]v A at 27. ti to npaypui «0 ov tovto aura) ptra (rnovdrjs rereXco-Tat] on to $iao~a<povp.€vov en
avTG> ei pera anovbr)s Ter«Xe<TTai A 19, 93 (A > ei) ; on to bipafpovv . . . rsreXeo-&u V ; apparently a primitive corruption,
though the general sense is clear

V. 2. Philadelphus had 300 elephants ; Philopator had 73 at Raphia.

5. The mention of the binding has been supposed to be inconsistent with iii. 25, iv. 9 ; but it is to be presumed that
once the Jews were safe in the hippodrome, their fetters were taken off.

14. i.e. 3.30 p.m., the Babylonian reckoning being in use in Egypt.
20. Phalaris—the tyrant of Agrigentum in the sixth century B.C., whose cruelty had become proverbial (Polyb. xii.

25) ; cf. inf. v. 42.
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Ill MACCABEES 5. 30—6. 1

30 according to thine eager purpose. But he was filled with fierce anger at the words, because by the
providence of God he had entirely lost his wits on this matter, and looking on him said threaten-

31 ingly, If thy parents or offspring were here, I would have furnished them as this rich banquet for the

fierce beasts in place of the Jews against whom I have no charge and who have shown in a pre-

32 eminent degree a full and unshaken loyalty to my ancestors. And indeed, if it were not for the

33 affection kindled by our life together and thy service, thou shouldst have died instead of these. So
34 Hermon met with an unexpected and dangerous threat, and his eyes and countenance fell. And

the kings friends, slinking away sullenly one by one, sent away the assembled crowds, each to his

35 own business. And the Jews hearing the words of the king, praised the Lord God who had
manifested his glory, the king of kings, having obtained this help also from him.

36 But the king, having arranged the banquet once more in the same way, ordered them to turn to

37 their pleasures. And calling .Hermon he said threateningly, How often, thou wretched creature,

38 must I give thee orders about these very things ? Even now make ready the elephants for the

39 morrow to destroy the Jews. But his kinsmen who sat at table with him wondered at his shifting

40 purpose, and remonstrated, How long, O King, dost thou make trial of us as though we were fools,

now for the third time giving orders for their destruction, and once more when the matter is in

41 hand changing and cancelling thy decree? Wherefore the city is in a tumult through its expecta-

tion, and being crowded with throngs of people has now been several times in danger of being put

42 to plunder. On this the king, a Phalaris in all things, was filled with madness, and, reckoning

nothing of the changes of mind which had been wrought in him for the protection of the Jews,
swore strongly a fruitless oath that he would without delay send to the grave the Jews mangled by

43 the knees and feet of the beasts, and would march against Judaea and quickly level it to the ground
with fire and sword, fand burning to the earth their temple which we might not enter would quickly

44 make it empty for all time of those who sacrificed thereinf . Then his friends and kinsmen went
away joyfully with good confidence, and ordered the army to the most convenient places of the city

45 to keep guard. And the ruler of the elephants, having driven the beasts into a state almost, one

might say, of madness by fragrant draughts of wine mingled with frankincense, and having fitted

46 them in a fearful guise with implements, at dawn, the city being now filled with countless multitudes

thronging towards the hippodrome, entered the palace and urged on the king to the business that

47 lay before him. And he, his impious heart filled with fierce anger, started forth with all his force

with the beasts, determined with an unfeeling heart and his own eyes to gaze on the grievous and

48 piteous destruction of the afore-mentioned Jews. And when they saw the dust raised by the

elephants going out at the gate, and the armed force accompanying them, and the movement of the

49 crowd, and heard the far-sounding tumult, thinking that the last crisis of their life had come and the

end of their miserable suspense, they betook themselves to lamentation and groans, and kissed one

another, embracing their relatives and falling on their necks, parents and children, mothers and

50 daughters ; and others with new-born babes at their breast drawing their last milk. But none the

less, reflecting on their former deliverances sent from heaven, with one accord they threw them-

51 selves on their faces, and took the babes from their breasts, and cried out with an exceeding loud

voice, beseeching the ruler of all power by a manifestation to show pity upon them now that they

were come to the gates of death.

D 1 But a certain Eleazar, a man of note among the priests of the country, whose years had already

29. At the end of this verse 64 ha6 a long addition (14 lines in Holmes and Parsons), according to which the king is

inclined to spare the Jews ; his friends, including Hermon (who is mentioned as though for the first time), remind him
of his decree, and the dangerous character of the Jews 30. fiera antiXrjs] + en tov Epp.a>va <ai dvo-p.tveai Xoyoty

\oi8opr)<ras Luc text 31. (fTKevacra av\ 62; (aKevaaav A V 40. ws aXoyovs] V al ; > 19, 93 ; > aXoynvs A ; 'in

thy mind ' Arm 42. *aXapis] <r(pa\(.pos Arm (a tempting variant, but cf. v. 20) 43. irvpi irpt)vea tv ra^i k<h t<ov

(rvvTiXovvTUiu €K€i 6v<rtas tpr]p.ov tov airavra xpovov KaraoTfjcreii'] irvpi irpr\v A V ; > kcii A V al ; > tpr)p.ov A V Arm al;

+ en (before tov) AVal; Arm paraphrases freely. The verse is in confusion, and we seem to have a conflate

reading (n. b. repetition of irvpi, o-TrjaecrBai—Karoarijtreij', 81a Td\ovs— e'v ra^ei). Swete emends irpr\v to irpnaavra, but the

verse remains unintelligible with the omission of icai and eprjpov in the Uncials. Perhaps irvpi irprjv conceals some adj.

governing tuv <twt(\ovvtu>v. Or a tempting emendation would be rrvpav, which a scribe might have altered to rrvprjv,

hesitating as to the form, rrvpav irvprjv giving rise to nvpt irprjv :
' make [the temple] the funeral pyre of those who

sacrifice there.' The objection is that it becomes necessary to omit tov airavra xpovov.

VI. I. tepewv] lovbaiwv A, evidently objecting to the presence of Jewish priests m Alexandria

31. The first part of the verse is an iambic, apparently an unidentified quotation from a poet.

39. kinsmen— the o-vyyevrjs was the regular term for the higher officials at the Ptolemaic court.

43. we—from the king's point of view, as though the clause was in oratio recta.

45. i. e. scythes, knives, &c. were attached to the elephants.

VI. 1. Eleazar is the typical old man of piety and faith; cf. 2 Mace. vi. 18; 4 Mace. vi. 5, vii. 1, and Letter of
Aristcas, 41, &c.

priests: vii. 13 shows that this reading is right. They are the priests of the temple at Leontopolis and the fact
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Ill MACCABEES 6. 1-25

reached old age, and who was adorned with every virtue of life, made the elders who were round
2 him cease from calling on the holy God, and prayed thus : King of great power, most high, almighty

3 God, who governest all creation with loving-kindness, look upon the seed of Abraham, the children

of Jacob thy sanctified one, the people of thy sanctified inheritance, who are unjustly perishing,

4 strangers in a strange land. O Father, thou didst destroy Pharaoh, the former ruler of this Egypt,
with his multitude of chariots, when he was lifted high in his lawless insolence and a tongue
speaking great things, drowning him together with his proud host, and didst cause the light of thy

5 mercy to shine upon the race of Israel. Thou, when Sennacherib, the cruel king of the Assyrians,

was puffed up by his countless hosts, after he had taken the whole earth captive by his sword, and
was lifted up against thy holy city speaking grievous words of boasting and insolence, thou, Lord,

6 didst break him in pieces, making manifest thy power to many nations. Thou, when the three

friends in Babylonia freely gave their life to the flames that they should not serve vain things,' didst

make as dew the fiery furnace, and deliver them unharmed even to the hair of their head, turning the

7 flame upon all their adversaries. Thou, when Daniel was cast through the slanders of envy to the

8 lions beneath the ground as food for wild beasts, didst bring him up to the light unhurt. And when
Jonah was languishing unpitied in the belly of the sea-born monster, thou didst restore him,

9 O Father, uninjured to all his household. And now thou hater of insolence, rich in mercy, protector

of all, quickly manifest thyself to the saints of Israel's line, in their insolent oppression by the
10 abominable and lawless heathen. And if our life has been ensnared in impious deeds during our

sojourning, save us from the hand of the enemy, and destroy us, O Lord, by whatever fate thou
1

1

choosest. Let not the men whose thoughts are vanity bless their vain gods for the destruction of
1

2

thy beloved, saying, Neither has their God delivered them. Thou who hast all might and all

power, the Eternal, look now upon us
;

pity us who by the mad insolence of lawless men are

13 being sent to death as traitors ; and let the heathen to-day fear thy invincible might, thou glorious

14 one, who hast mighty works for the salvation of the race of Israel. The whole multitude of babes
1

5

with their parents beseecheth thee with tears. Let it be shown to all heathen that thou art with us,

O Lord, and hast not turned thy face away from us ; but as thou hast said, Not even when they
were in the land of their enemies have I forgotten them, even so bring it to pass, O Lord.

16 And when Eleazar was even now ending his prayer, the king with the beasts and the whole
1 7 insolent array of his army came to the hippodrome. And the Jews beholding it raised a great cry

to heaven, so that now the surrounding valleys re-echoed it, and caused in all the hosts an incon-
1

8

trollable trembling. Then the greatly glorious, almighty, and true God, making manifest his holy face,

opened the gates of heaven, from which two glorious angels of terrible aspect descended, visible to

19 all but the Jews, and withstood them and filled the army of the adversaries with confusion and
20 terror, and bound them with immovable fetters. And a great horror seized on the body of the-

21 king as well, and his fierce insolence was forgotten. And the beasts turned round against the
armed hosts that followed them and began to tread them under foot and destroy them.

22 And the king's wrath was turned to pity and tears on account of that which he had devised
23 before. For hearing the outcry and seeing them all prostrate to meet their death, he wept and
24 angrily threatened his friends, saying, Ye usurp the kingly power, surpassing even tyrants in your

cruelty ; and me myself, who am your benefactor, ye plot to deprive of my dominion and my life,

25 devising secretly things that are unprofitable to the kingdom. Who hath driven each one from his

home the men who have faithfully held the fortresses of our country, and gathered them here without

8. a0«8<os] -u>v 55 ; a(pi8a>v A ; a(pe\a>v V ; enidcw Luc text 9. aiccirao-Ta] BiKaara A ayiois] cmo V 1 7. tttotjv]

A, Luc text (noirjv 62) ; oifiwyrjv al'; > V 55

that the writer recognizes them shows that the bias against the Onias temple, which Willrich and others have found
in the book, is not very marked.

6. Cf. Dn. iii. 50 (LXX) (noirjcrev to fiio-ov tt/s Kaplvov ooo~e\ nveiifxa Spocrov 8iao-vpi£ov; and iii. 94 (Heb. iii. 27) for ' hair
of the head '.

8. The restoration of Jonah to his home is not mentioned in the O.T., but is easily inferred.

15. Lev. xxvi. 44.
18. greatly glorious. Cf. 1 Enoch xiv. 20 ; T. Lev. iii. 4, where God is called ' the Great Glory '. For the relation

to the narrative of Josephus see Intr. § 5 £. For the terror inspired by visions cf. 2 Mace. iii. 24 ff., x. 29;
Wisd. xvii. 3, 15, xviii. 17, the repulse of Heliodorus in the first passage being the nearest parallel. Similar ideas
meet us in Greek history, e.g. the apparitions at Marathon and Salamis. The peculiar feature here is that
the vision is not seen by the Jews themselves. The suggestion that they were already sufficiently terrified is not
very convincing. Possibly the current Jewish version of the story ascribed the fright of the elephants to some other
cause. But it is noticeable that there are no other references to angels in the book, even in the reference to Senna-
cherib in vi. 5 ; the writer did not belong to the school which delighted in them, and he makes as little of their
appearance as he can.

25. For the services of the Jews cf. passages quoted on iii. 21.
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Ill MACCABEES 6. 26—7. 6

26 reason ? Who hath thus lawlessly overwhelmed with indignities those who from the beginning have
been in all things conspicuous beyond all nations in their goodwill towards us, and have ofttimes

27 encountered the worst dangers man can undergo} Loose, yea loose, their unjust bonds; send
28 them to their homes in peace, asking pardon for what has been already done. Set free the sons of

the almighty living God of Heaven, who from the days of our ancestors until now hath granted an
29 unimpaired stability and glory to our estate. Thus he spake ; and they, having been set free in

a moment, praised the holy God their saviour, having but now escaped death.

30 Then the king returning to the city called the officer who was over the revenues, and ordered him
to supply to the Jews for a space of seven days wines and all else necessary for a feast, decreeing
that they should keep a festival of deliverance with all manner of rejoicing in the very place in

31 which they had thought to meet their fate. Then those who before were reviled and nigh to the
grave, or rather had already one foot therein, instead of a bitter and most lamentable death, held
a banquet to celebrate their deliverance, and full of joy they portioned between their companies the

32 place which had been prepared for their destruction and grave. And ceasing the piteous strain of
dirges, they took up the song of their fathers, praising God the saviour of Israel and doer of wonders

;

and laying aside all wailing and lamentation they formed dances in token of joy for their safe

33 deliverance. And likewise the king too convening a great banquet in celebration of this, unceasingly

34 gave thanks in exalted terms to heaven for their unexpected deliverance. And those who before

supposed that they (the Jews) were doomed to destruction and to be food for birds, and had joyfully

carried out the registration, groaned at finding themselves covered with confusion and their fiery blast

35 of insolence quenched ingloriously. And the Jews, as we have already said, formed the dance which

36 we have before described, and spent their time in feasting with joyful thanksgiving and psalms. And
establishing a public ordinance about this, to be observed for all their sojourning from generation to

generation, they appointed the days mentioned to be kept as a festival, not for the sake of drinking

37 or gluttony, but in memory of the salvation granted them by God. And they petitioned the king,

desiring to depart to their home.
3 8 Now they were registering them from the twenty-fifth day of Pachon to the fourth of Epiphi,

for forty days ; and they were appointing their destruction from the fifth of Epiphis to the seventh,

39 three days. And on these did the ruler of all with great glory manifest his mercy and deliver them
40 one and all unhurt. And they feasted, provided with all things by the king, till the fourteenth day

on which they also made petition for their return.
41 And the king granting their request wrote for them the following letter to the generals in the

cities, generously declaring his purpose.
7 1 King Ptolomaeus Philopator to the generals in Egypt and to all set over his affairs greeting and

2 prosperity. We ourselves and our children prosper, the great God directing our estate as we will.

3 Certain of our friends with evil heart by frequently urging the matter upon us persuaded us to gather
together in a body the Jews in the kingdom, and to inflict upon them extraordinary punishments as

4 traitors, urging that our state would never be firmly established, on account of the enmity which
5 they have to all nations, until this was done. And they, bringing them bound with harsh treatment

as slaves, or rather traitors, without any inquiry or examination, attempted to put them to death.

6 girding themselves with a cruelty fiercer than Scythian customs. But we severely threatened them
for this, and of the clemency which we have to all men scarcely granted them their lives ; and
knowing that the God of heaven surely protects the Jews, fighting on their side continually as a

26. fmStBeiynevovs] A V 55, 93 ; €m8e8ey(i€vovs al 31. SvaaiaKrov] Svo-araKTov A V (? a vox nihili) ; 8v<rax0ovs Luc
text ; > Arm 33. avrcov] A 55, 93 Arm ; avra al; > V

VII. 2. npaypcna] npocrrayfiaTa A

31. companies (nXta-Las) : cf. Luke ix. 14.

36. Cf. Jos. c. Ap. ii. 6. The institution of festivals is a common feature at this period ; cf. Esth. ix. 15 ; I Mace,
iv. 56, vii. 59, xiii. 50; 2 Mace. x. 6, xv. 36; Judith xvi. 25 (Vulg.). The Canopus stone shows that they were equally-

popular outside Jewish circles.

37. ivTvyxavut, technical of a petition to a king, &c. (cf. evrvxla, v. 40) ; see Intr. § 4 c.

38. Pachon, April 26-May 25 ; Epiphi (in Papyri, Epeiph), June 25-July 24. The names are Egyptian. The Mace-
donian and Egyptian calendars were combined towards the end of the second century B. C Accordingly the dropping
of the older double dating by months of both systems does not prove that this book belongs to the Roman period.

VII. 1. On the official language of the letter see ii. 12.

For 6 ewi tu>v npayixarav (cf. 2 Mace. iii. 7) see Deissmann, B.S., p. 306. In inscriptions it is technical, as here,
' first minister ', but in Polybius and Josephus it stands for the viceroy of an absent king.

2. Philopator had no legitimate son till 208 B.C.
For this and the following verses cf. Letter of Aristeas, 37, and vi. 25-8 sup.

5. Cf. 2 Mace. iv. 47 for Scythian cruelty.
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Ill MACCABEES 7. 7-23

7 father for his children, and taking into account the goodwill as of a friend which they have shown
unswervingly to us and our ancestors, we have rightly absolved them from all blame on whatsoever

8 account. And we have ordered them each to return to his own home, and that no one in any place

9 should injure them at all or reproach them for their unreasonable sufferings. For know well that

if we devise any evil against them, or harm them in any way, we shall have not man but the ruler

of all power, the most high God as an adversary to avenge what is done, and that in every way and
at all time without being able to escape him. Fare ye well.

10 The Jews receiving this epistle did not at once make haste to prepare for their departure,

but desired further of the king that those of the Jewish race who had of their own will trans-

gressed against the holy God [and the law of God] should receive at their hand fitting punishment,

11 urging that those who for their belly's sake had transgressed against the divine commands would
12 never be well disposed to the king's commands either. And he acknowledging the truth of what

they said and praising them, gave them full indemnity to destroy in every place in his domin-
ions those who had transgressed against the law of God, and this with all freedom without any

13 further authority or inquiry from the king. Then having received his words with applause, as was

14 fitting, their priests and the whole multitude with shouts of hallelujah departed in joy. So as they
went on their way they slew whomsoever they met of their countrymen who had been defiled, and

15 put them to death with ignominy. And on that day they slew over three hundred men, and they

16 kept it as a joyful festival, having destroyed the impious. But they themselves who had held fast

to God even unto death, and had entered into the full enjoyment of their safe delivery, departed
from the city crowned with all manner of fragrant flowers and with cries of joy, in praises and
melodious hymns giving thanks to the God of their fathers, the eternal saviour of Israel.

17 And when they had reached Ptolemais, called on account of the peculiarity of the place, The
18 rose-bearing, the fleet according to their general wish waited for them seven days, and they held

there a banquet to celebrate their deliverance, the king having generously provided for them all

19 things for their journey until each one had come to his own home. Having reached the end of

their voyage in peace with befitting thanksgivings, there too in like manner they determined to

20 observe these days as well as a festival during the time of their sojourning; and having inscribed

them as holy on a pillar, and having dedicated a place of prayer on the spot where they had
held their festival, they departed unharmed, free, and full of joy, being brought safely on their

journey by land and sea and river according to the king's command, each to his own country,

21 having even greater authority than before in the eyes of their enemies with glory and respect,

22 and being despoiled by no one at all of their goods. And they all recovered the whole of their

property according to the registration, so that those who held any of it returned it with great fear,

the great God having perfectly wrought great things for their salvation.

23 Blessed be the deliverer of Israel for ever and ever. Amen.

10. km tov dtov tov vofiov] > Kai. A V ; Ken tov tov dtov voy.ov Luc text. The omission of <ai and the variation in

order shows that the words are a gloss 16. o-mTr/pias cmo\av<ru>] aa>Tr)piav andkvaiv A atavia] V at ; ayuo A 44, 74
20. 7rpo<revxr)v] 19, 93 ; -rj 62 ; -t)s A V at (due to the attraction of rimov) 20, 21. «ts rr\v ihiav koi ttXho-ttjvt] eprpoer&v]
> ibiav ...»?A;>J7V;Vis clearly right, the homoioteleuton in «ty rrjv and nXeio-rriv explaining A's omission
+ MaKnaftaicov y'AV

17. Ptolemais—not the famous city in Upper Egypt, but ' Ptolemais at the harbour ', on the widening of the canal,
12 miles SW. of Cairo. See Grenfell and Hunt, Fayum P., pp. 12 ff. The epithet podocpopos is not found elsewhere.

20. sea has been criticized as a gross error, but Abrahams refers it to Lake Moeris, a view which Wilbrich questions
{Hermes, xxxix, p. 244). We may compare the use of daXaao-n for the Lake of Galilee. But the choice of the word is

probably due to the writer's love of rhetoric. On any view of the book it comes from Alexandria, and shows consider-
able local knowledge. It is therefore beside the point to attempt to convict the writer of a childish geographical error.

In Tebt. P. 86 (second century B. C.) we find a Jewish npoo-tvxq at Arsinoe.
22. Nothing was said of any confiscation of property connected with the registration, unless the reference is to cases

where informers had received a reward (iii. 28). More probably we have here a reminiscence of some occasion on
which there was some general attempt at confiscation ; the feature of the book is its combination of a variety of attacks
on the Jews (Intr. § 6d).
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§ i. Short Account of the Book.

This book, composed, possibly in Aramaic, in the last quarter of the third century B.C.,

probably emanated from orthodox circles in Egypt. It therefore throws considerable light upon

the religious and ethical conditions of the Diaspora in that country some 150 years after the date of

the recently discovered Aramaic papyri.

The evidences of its popularity, almost from the moment of its composition until the eighteenth

or nineteenth century of our era, in themselves constitute a long and interesting history. Its influence

is apparent alike in Jewish writings, in the New Testament, in the early Church and in mediaeval art.

Carefully revised by A.D. 150 in Jewish circles into the form most common to-day, but almost

immediately translated into Aramaic from the first Greek version and later, and more than once, into

Hebrew, and yet again revised in Greek in Christian circles, it remained on the one hand a favourite

Jewish work, and on the other hand, translated into various languages, it followed the spread of the

Christian religion to Edessa in the East, to Rome and Africa in the West, and Ethiopia in the

South.

Its religious and moral outlook, with a delightful mixture of real piety and Oriental superstition,

is still refreshing to the modern reader. The author's chief merit, however, lies not so much in the

originality of his conceptions as in his artistic genius and inimitable art in combining, and working

up, strong priestly and prophetic tendencies, distinct pagan and Jewish sources, various written and

oral information, definite religious and moral precepts, into a work of singular aesthetic beauty and

remarkably liberal sympathies. ' Is it history ?
' wrote Luther. ' Then is it a holy history. Is it

fiction ? Then is it a truly beautiful, wholesome, and profitable fiction, the performance of a gifted

poet.'

§ 2. Title.

The original Greek title was Bi/3Ao? \6yuv ToofitCO which was only modified in Rv in the spelling

of the last word—Ta>/3iV Cod. Vat.— fir Cod. Al. 1 The title is not extant in Rc
. For the other

versions see critical synopsis.

§ 3. Greek MSS. and Papyrus.

These fall into three groups, representative, along with the versions mentioned in § 4, of three

distinct recensions. Their interrelation constitutes a problem of such extreme intricacy and length

as to preclude little more than a bare statement of the main conclusion to which the present writer

has come. A full statement of his reasons and further details, with a resume of the modern treat-

ment of the problem, he is therefore compelled to publish elsewhere. 2

1 Miiller supposes that father and son were originally the same individual, whom some editor, later than the

author, artificially separated into two when he re-wrote the work in its present form, since in the later portion of the

book Sarah appears as a parallel figure to Tobias, but in the earlier portion remnants still remain, e.g. iii. 16, 17, of

her original connexion with Tobit. This hypothesis is connected with Muller's theory that the author of Tobit was

not a Jew, and that Tobit was a foreign name of which Tobiah was a welcome variation. But no relics of undigested

paganism remain in the work. The forms Tafcid (Rs
) and To>/3ei'r (chiefly Rv

, Rc
) are Semitic names in Greek dress.

T(vvr)<rapi8 and Nafoped with their by-forms Tevvrjaapir and NafapeV are quite analogous.
2 The evidence, however, derived from the literary and linguistic characteristics of the respective recensions, is

overwhelming. That from the contents of the book is equally strong, since it demonstrates that the redaction we shall

call Rv
is a modification of Rs inasmuch as it reflects (1) the general presuppositions and ideas, (2) the historical

conditions, and (3) the religious characteristics and theological developments of an age long subsequent to that in

which Rs was written.
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i. CODEX Sinaiticus (n). This MS. presents the longest and clearest text, with only two
lacunae of great importance 1 and eight slight and practically unimportant ones,2 a comparatively

trustworthy orthography of proper names,3 only one or two additions to the original text,4 and only

a few—mostly natural—cases of internal textual corruption. 5 All the evidence, as will be seen,

points to the comparative originality of the recension of Tobit contained in x, which stands

in a few cases alone, but is supported especially by the Old Latin, very frequently by the Aramaic,

often by the Munster Hebrew, and— by no means rarely—by the recension of the Greek which we
shall term Rc

. Some of those scholars, who regard X as only secondary, have described it as the

B text, or simply B, a nomenclature which, apart from prejudging the problem, at least introduces

considerable confusion since B is universally recognized as the symbol for Codex Vaticanus,

which, according to these scholars, along with Cod. Alex., represents the A text.
6 In the

following pages, therefore, we have avoided this begging of the question and much confusion by
referring to the text of X and its auxiliaries not as the A text (as we believe it to be) but as Rs

, i. e.

the Sinaitic recension, the nearest approach which can be made to the original text whether the latter

first appeared in Greek or in a Semitic- language. It is this text which has been translated and
commented upon in the following pages. 7 The corrector denoted by xca began to emend the first

scribe's text of x, but seems to have recognized that it was essentially divergent from the later one

better known in his time and abandoned the task.

ii. Codex Vaticanus (B) and Codex Alexandrinus (A) give the second type of text. It

is accepted in some quarters as more original than x. In the following pages it is referred to as Rv
,

i. e. the recension best preserved in Cod. Vat. A number of minuscules 8 belong to this class, but

their practical unimportance, except in one or two isolated cases,9
is admitted by all scholars. The

differences between Codd. A and B are comparatively few, 10 and the Syriac, when it follows Rv
,

follows it practically unerringly and continuously, as do some other versions mentioned below. 11 On
the other hand, the differences between Rv as a whole and Rs in its original form are extraordi-

narily numerous and important in spite of the number of points in which they agree. When Rs

faithfully records an incident in detail, Rv summarizes ; when Rs retains the poetic and aesthetic

beauty of the original, Rv ruthlessly substitutes a brief prosaic narrative. That the text of Rv

was finally settled in the reign of Antoninus Pius, not in Christian but in Jewish circles of the Diaspora
in touch with the official heads of the Jewish Church in Palestine, is more than sufficiently proved by
its general presuppositions and ideas, historical background, and its religious and theological develop-

ments in comparison with Rs
. Rv

, moreover, in spite of its own internal solidity, presents a much
corrupted text with the proper names badly written, its grammar that of the vernacular and its style

1 viz. iv. 6b-i9a ; xiii. 6b-ioa. They are peculiar to this MS., not derived from its archetype, not destructive of its

reputation for general reliability, and easily explicable ; see notes ad loc.
2

viz. i. 2, 4, 5 ; ii. 2, 8 ; ix. 5 ; xi. 12, 13 ; xiii. 11, chiefly single words, at times only the copula and a conjunction.
3 See notes to i. 1, 2, 15 ; v. 6; vi. 13; xi. 18; xiv. 10, 15.
4

xi. 15, due simply to dittography ; xii. 9 (merely a gloss).
5

ii. 1 (case ending), 12; iv. I9b (owing to the omission in verses 6b-i9a); v. 6 (already mentioned in previous

note); vi. 13 (12); viii. 3, 15; xi. 1 (?), 4; xiii. 16; exclusive of xiv. 4 where the textual corruption X shares with all

extant MSS. and versions is outweighed by its unique preservation of the original Nahum.
6 Muller's 3L for Rs and It for Rv avoid this difficulty, but lay too much stress on the comparative length of the

two recensions to the exclusion of more important and characteristic differences.
7 The text of X is printed by Swete below that of B in vol. ii of The Old Testament in Greek with the variations

of A noted at the bottom of each page, an arrangement which, in addition to the premium it allows B, has led, as

Nestle, Septuagintastudien, iii, 1899, has shown, to some slight confusion in the critical apparatus. This text has,

however, been used for the present translation. Swete's verse-numbering of X has also been adopted, that of the
Revised English Version appearing in brackets wherever it differs from Swete's. In Fritzsche's Kurzgefasstes
exegetisches Handbuch zu den Apokryphen, 1853, ^e readings of the Alexandrine and Sinaitic are at times inter-

changed ! In La Sainte Bible Polyglotte, Ancien Testament, vol. iii, 1902, edited by F. Vigouroux, B appears on the

extreme left, next to it X, on the right-hand page the Vulgate and a French translation. This work is therefore more
convenient to consult, but is not ideal, since its critical apparatus notices only a minimum of variants of X, B, A,
P 2 (= Holmes 243), P3 (a hitherto uncollated MS. identical, it is claimed, with Holmes 106), and makes no com-
parative collation of any of the other MSS. and versions. As long ago as 1870 Fr. H. Reusch published an emended
text of X with a carefully constructed synopsis of the various readings of the Old Latin MSS. in his Libellus Tobit
e codice Sinaitico editus et recensitus—a work, to which the present writer is much indebted, though it presents no
synopsis at all of the various recensions of Rv and Rc nor even of the more important translations other than the Old
Latin.

8 Their variations are noted by Fritzsche in most cases, but only a few instances, e. g. in ch. vi, appear in our
critical synopsis.

9
e. g. xiv. 15; cf. note ad loc.

10 Cod. A is not, however, quite unimportant since it frequently inclines to Rs
, thus showing the antiquity of this

latter redaction and its refusal to be ousted entirely by Rv
. For the relation of these two MSS. to each other, see

Schulte, Biblische Zeitschr., 1908, pp. 262-5.
11 The solidity of R" is naturally no guarantee of its antiquity.
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abrupt. A minute analysis of these and many other indications of its inferiority as compared with
Rs can be seen in the critical apparatus (or, as it might be better described, synopsis) of the differ-

ences in the case of each verse and often each word which is printed below the translation of Rs in

the following pages.1

iii. Between vi. 7 (8) and xiii. 8 THE MINUSCULES 44 (CiTTAVlENSis) 106 (FERRARIENSIS)
and 107 (FERRARIENSIS, written c. 1337, agreeing almost entirely with 106), furnish a fragment of

a third type of text. 2 Before vi. 7 (8) and after xiii. 8 these cursives follow Rv
, but it has now

been demonstrated by the discovery of the Oxyrhynchus Papyrus No. 1076 3 that Rc commenced
at any rate as early as ch. ii.

4 Rc presents a few characteristics avowedly late, and it is noteworthy
that we have no contemporary evidence for the use of a single reading peculiar to it prior to

2 Clem, ad Cor. xvi. 16, which presupposes the recension of Rc in Tob. xii. 8. Dr. Rendel Harris 5

has argued that, since this admittedly finer version—at least from the Christian standpoint—of Rc

in xii. 8 was known to the author of 2 Clem., it is consequently the original text, though differing

from both Rs and R v
. But, if any argument as to the date or originality of the verse can be based

on a Clem., it is surely that its use in 2 Clem, is evidence for its existence not at an early time but

at a period later than Rs
, even if it was more or less contemporary with Rv

. Moreover, at

Alexandria Rv was still in use in the time of Clement of Alexandria, and it is not till the sixth

century 6 that the Oxyrhynchus papyrus witnesses definitely to the existence of Rc in Egypt. On
the other hand, individual readings in Rc

, not now extant in n or BA, may conceivably go back to

a considerably earlier date, if not to the original writing, if they are supported by a version which
is either itself admittedly ancient or known to contain a text which—on independent grounds

—

follows Rs in the great majority of cases. Accordingly in ii. 8 it has been possible to restore the

original reading of Rs from Rc as preserved in the papyrus, owing to its agreement with the

invaluable Old Latin MSS. a and /3 which so constantly, if not invariably, attest n's general trust-

worthiness. Rc in fact is a mediating redaction, representing a compromise between Rs and Rv
.

A sentence is preserved in part as it appears in the former, and in part recast in the mould of the

latter. It would appear that Rv was in general vogue at the time when Rc arose, but, while the

brevity and other characteristics of Rv appealed to its readers, the extent and character of its

deviations from Rs precluded its complete popularity everywhere. Rc
is therefore an attempt to

combine the improvements of Rv with the ancient and well-established Rs
.

§ 4. Non-Greek Versions.

These are indispensable for a critical investigation of the text (a) as showing the form in which

the book was read in various quarters of the world in several different languages
;

(b) as being

by no means insignificant aids to the recovery of the true text of the various chief recensions

(Rs
, Rv

, Rc
) to which they belong; (c) as conceivably containing among their unique readings

a few potentially original ones. Consequently the older versions appear in the critical synopsis

below the new translation of Rs in the following pages. The less ancient and less literal, with the

exception of Fagius' Hebrew, have not been taken into account there owing to the lack of space

in the present volume and their comparative unimportance. A iew of their more important

readings are enumerated by Marshall, HDB, art. ' Tobit.'

A. Aramaic.

The Aramaic version of our book demands our careful attention. This is the case not simply

because, as a result of the pronouncements of Neubauer and Bickell, 7
it has been popularly regarded

1 A less exact idea of the relations of Rs and R v may be obtained by comparing this translation of Rs with that

of the Revised English Version, which, presenting Rv
, follows chiefly the readings of Cod. Alex, against Cod. Vat.

when the former is supported by the majority of the minuscules. See also C. J. Ball, Variorum Apocrypha, 1892.
2 Printed in full by Fritzsche with a collation of the majority of the variants of 44, 106, 107, to which the present

writer is chiefly indebted. Vigouroux claims that his P 3 ('supplement grec 609'), hitherto uncollated, is identical

with 106. He prints it in full where its variants from Rs and Rv are very numerous. He holds that this revision was
made at the commencement of the fourth century by Hesychius.

3 See A. S. Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, viii, 191 1. No. 1076 (9-5 x 13-9 cm.) is the lower part of a vellum leaf,

the text being written in two columns, and one side of the leaf has shrivelled so that the letters were considerably

larger originally.
4 See ii. 2-4, 5, 8, note ad loc. That this fragment belongs to Rc has been proved beyond dispute by Dr. Hunt,

op. cit., pp. 6-9 ; see further notes to ii. 2-8 on pp. 205 f. below.
5 A.J. Th., iii, 1899, pp. 547-9-

, a
6 This is the date assigned to 1076 by Dr. Hunt in view of its carefully formed, large round uncials, the similarity

to other papyri of the same date, and the brown colour ink commonly found in the Byzantine period.
7 Zeitschr.J. kathol. Theol. ii, pp. 216 ff., 764 ff.
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as one of the most genuine representatives of the original form of the book, and is still supposed

by some scholars to be the ' Chaldee ' text used by Jerome, 1 but also on account of the problem

of the Aramaic dialect in which it appears, and finally on account of the subsidiary evidence it

supplies in favour of the antiquity and originality of Rs
. It was first published by Neubauer in

1875, being the fifth part of a MS. 2 in the Bodleian Library, and is headed mm nm em»n nvu mm.
This Midrash Rabbah of Rabbah is identified by Neubauer with the Ereshith Rabbah major of

Martini, which in turn is identified by Zunz,3 but not by Neubauer, with the Bereshith Rabbah

of R. Moses had-Darshan.

The linguistic characteristics of this version were first subjected by Noldeke to a scientific

criticism and treatment in the appendix to his epoch-making essay, to which we shall have reason

constantly to refer. His investigations at once showed how optimistic was the supposition of

Neubauer and Bickell 4 that it usually represents the oldest and most genuine form of the original

work even when it differs from Rs and Rv
. Noldeke, on the contrary, came to the conclusion

that its dialect was Palestinian, and intermediate between the so-called Babylonian Targums and

the more modern Palestinian dialect of the Palestinian Talmud, Midrashim, and Targums, and that

consequently this extant form of the Aramaic goes back only to c. A. D. 300.

Noldeke himself, in framing this hypothesis, recognized many of its difficulties, and endeavoured

to explain them by the supposition that the text has suffered considerably from errors, mutilations,

and grammatical and syntactical alterations of ' ignorant and careless ' copyists who had no

knowledge whatsoever of the influence of grammatical rules, dialectic variations, or the earlier and

later forms of the language other than their own vernacular.

May not many of these characteristics that Noldeke regards as secondary and scribal corruptions

be as primary as those he regards as the most original ? Are they not too numerous to allow

of the supposition that they are less characteristic than those of the earlier dialects which also

survive ? Dalman, in fact, is probably correct in his supposition that the linguistic peculiarities in

our MS. did not appear earlier than the seventh century in circles which were influenced by both

Talmuds and by the more ancient Targums.
The SOURCE OF Ar. The extant Aramaic text goes back to an earlier Aramaic version,5

but the question still remains as to whether—through that earlier Aramaic text—it is to be

regarded as a translation and redaction from a Semitic or a Greek original. In Neubauer's judge-

ment 'the pure Semitic idiom of the Chaldee text does not admit for a moment the possibility of

its being a translation from a non-Semitic text. 6 Dalman writes :
' Possibly a source in the style

of the Targum of Onkelos might have been utilized and might have been the text known by Jerome,

but it is also probable that the Aramaic text is a translation from the Latin.' 7 Noldeke, on the

other hand, rightly argues that the language of Ar. certainly does not prevent the recognition, in

parts of it, of even a fairly literal, though never a slavish, rendering of the Greek B (= RS
).' Thus,

in spite of Bickell's explanations,8 the forms SFMm (b>KJ"i, B*Kn, twn) m~\ presuppose the translation

from the Greek 'PayoTs or 'PayaU, whereas a Semitic original would have resulted in the appearance

of n or Wi.9 Similarly D'omux is a transcription of 'E/c/3araz>oi?,
10 whereas a Semitic original would

have known the Hebrew form NnoriN. For p-OTi see note to vi. 2 (1). UID represents the dative

T<o/3ei. "IB>K i. 2 in M ='Ao-<r?jp (= 'Ao-o-wp?), whereas a Semitic original would have preserved the

correct mvn, just as ^K^y='Ao-t^A, which in LXX regularly represents TK'xm. Supposed misreadings

in Ar. of a Semitic original and the absence of the dog in Ar. and M u are equally futile (see notes

to vi. 3, 16) as evidence of the translation of Ar. and M from a non-Greek original. The forms

and partial omissions of Ahikar in Ar. and M are also emphatically in favour of a Greek original.

Type OF Ar.'s Text. In Neubauer's judgement Ar. 'agrees for the greater part with the

Sinaitic text, and consequently with the Itala. However, the Chaldee text has sentences which
are to be found sometimes in one, sometimes in another.' Noldeke, as mentioned above, believes

that the original Aramaic was a translation from a Greek MS. of Rs
. Ar. is, therefore, a not

unimportant witness to R s as the most original text extant, while to some small extent it

illustrates among Aramaic-speaking peoples a gradual evolution of the text on lines somewhat

1 See p. 178.
2 This MS., containing a collection of smaller and larger Midrashim, is written in Greek-Rabbinical characters

and dates from the fifteenth century.
3 Die Gottesdietistlichen Vortriige der Juden, 1832, pp. 287 ff.

4 Zeitschr.f. kathol. Theol. ii, pp. 216 ff, 764 ff.

5 See Miinster Hebrew below.
6 The same view is taken by Bickell,. Zeitschr.f. kathol. Theol. ii, pp. 764 ff.

7 op. cit., p. 37.
8 op. cit., p. 219.

B See Nold., op. cit., p. 56, footnotes 1, 2.

10 For g = k cf. DipnaN = «S«or.
11 See pp. 184, 195 below.
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parallel to those which culminated in the publication of Rv
. On the other hand, the fact that it

was translated from a Greek MS. is far from supporting the theory that the book was originally

written in Hebrew or Aramaic (see § 6). The use of the third person throughout is paralleled in

the Vulgate.

B. Latin Versions.

I. OLD LATIN VERSIONS 1 AND QUOTATIONS.

The old Latin MSS. with which we are chiefly concerned 2 are: I. Codex Regius, No. 3564,
in Paris (= a) ; 2. Codex, No. 4, in the Library of G. Germain (= (3) ; 3. Codex Sangermanensis,

No. 15 (=y); 4. Codex Vaticanus, No. 7 (= 8), which once belonged to Christina of Sweden.
The four were collated and edited by P. Sabatier. 3 Joseph Blanchini 4 produced a more exact

edition of 8 than Sabatier's, while Neubauer included in his Book of Tobit a carefully corrected

text of Sabatier's edition of ajiy.

a/3 are probably to be traced back to a common ancestor, from which Sabatier thought they

were transcribed in the ninth century, while y, in most of its deviations from a/3, represents a later

and slight redaction of one of their ancestors, and texts in which it agrees with aft therefore go
back to a still earlier period and one much closer to the time of translation from Rs

. 8, on the

other hand, was transcribed about the tenth century,5 and up to vi. 12 (n) 6 contains either an

independent and somewhat free translation of R s
, or, in view of its close approximation to Rc in

vi. 7(6)-ii(io), a fair example of the existence of Rc in the Western Church.

Most of the Latin patristic quotations 7 agree more or less closely with a/3y. While the

fragments of Tobit which appear in the Mozarabic Breviary 8 also mostly follow a/3y or 8,

S. Augustine's Speculum 9 presupposes a third Latin text differing both from a/3y and 8.

The Old Latin with its three types of text is thus one of the most important versions. One
type, a/3y, is almost as constant a representative of R s as is s, and through Reusch's careful

handling and analysis the Old Latin versions and patristic quotations have become a primary
authority for the original text. In the critical synopsis beneath the accompanying translation,

therefore, the readings of the various MSS. are given where they are of moment instead of the

less detailed % denoting the Old Latin as a whole. In a few cases the original reading, lost in N,

can thus be restored ; see notes to i. 4, ii. 2, 12, iv. 6b-i9 a
, v. 6, viii. 3, ix. 5, xiii. 6 b-io\ 16.

2. VULGATE. 10

This is S. Jerome's translation. His own explanation of its origin he gives in his Preface n

to the book. Neubauer has argued that his Ar. ' in a more complete form was the original from

which the translation of the Vulgate was made '. . This supposition is not supported by the evidence

derived from a comparison of the two texts.

Noldeke's strictures upon S. Jerome's accuracy and possibly upon his truthfulness are therefore

more or less justifiable. Somewhat but not essentially different is Schulte's hypothesis n that the

saint (i) actually used 'a Chaldee', i.e. an Aramaic text, presumably the parent of Ar., but (ii) with

constant reference to % and (iii) with considerable freedom in the insertion of his own sentiments.

C. Hebrew Versions.

I. THE MUNSTER HEBREW.13

Neubauer's Book of Tobit contains a collation of Miinster's text with (1) No. 1251 of the

I = IL in following pages.
8 For further MSS. see Berger, Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Nationale et autres

Bibliothlques, xxxiv. 2, 1893, p. 142.
3 Bibliorum sacrorum Latinae versiones antiquae, Paris, 1751.
4 Vindiciae Canonicarum Scripturarum, Rome, 1740.
5 Blanchini, op. cit., p. ciii.

6 From this point it has the text of "S.
7 The more lengthy quotations are enumerated by Reusch, and are noticed frequently in our critical apparatus.
8 See Migne, P. L. lxxxvi. 151. * Spicilegium, ix, edited by Angelus Maius.
10 = Fin the following pages. Cf. Berger, Histoire de la Vulgate pendant les premiers siecles du moyen dge, 1893.
II Quoted in full by Neubauer, op. cit., p. ii.

12 Die aramaische Bearbeitung des Biichleins Tobias verglichen mit dem Vulgatatext (T/ieol. Quartalschr., 1908,

pp. 182-204).
13 = M in the following pages.
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Hebrew MSS. in the National Library in Paris a
; (2) the Persian translation of M,2 made in the

Pehlewi idiom, written in Hebrew characters, No. 130 of the Hebrew MSS. in the National

Library, dating from A. D. 1400 3
; (3) No. 194 of De Rossi's Catalogue,4 which agrees closely

with (2).
5

Purpose of M. The circle in which M flourished was Jewish and orthodox, with its

thoughts directed to the Torah and its hopes centred on the rise of still another generation of
' children busied with the Torah,' for whose edification the translation of its Hebrew may have
been made. Its reverence for the Deity is expressed by its use of the periphrasis ' the Holy One
blessed be he'; its angelological development is exemplified by the application of the title

niNETirr^y rUDon n'^n to Raphael. For the omission of Noah and the dog and the stress on the

later procedure in marriage contracts see p. 184, infra. Ginsburg surmises that M dates from
the fifth century a. D. Noldeke points out that the language is not the Q^Dan fieO, but an imitation

of the Biblical language, not, however, entirely uninfluenced by the former, though considerably

more ancient than F.

M's Source. It was at one time natural to regard M as a redaction based on a translation

of Rs
, and usually of that form of Rs extant in the Old Latin rather than that in N. The grounds

for this supposition are best stated by H. Sengelmann, Das Buck Tolrit, 1857, pp. 61-3. Its

usefulness as a quite subsidiary, but not as an independent, witness to the comparative originality

of Rs was even then of some small moment. But the evidence thus collected for the closeness of

M's agreement with Rs became of more vital importance for the solution of the interrelation

of Rs and Rv after the discovery of Ar. Ar. and M are closely and essentially connected (a) in

phraseology and vocabulary,7
(b) in the sequence and displacements,8

(c) in contents 9 and point of

view.10 They are a unity as distinct from Rv and a clearly deliberate redaction of Rs
.
u But M,

having been subjected to changes as a result of the special circumstances and point of view outlined

above, 12
is a less perfect representative of this redaction than Ar. But while Ar. is therefore not

derived from M, the latter is evidently not derived from the extant form of the Aramaic. This is

shown by a comparison of M and Ar.,e.g. in i. 16 (where Ar. omits ,Djn), 18 (where M retains part

of the blasphemy charge omitted by Ar.), iii. 3, 5 (where Ar. but not M has small omissions), as

well as by the abbreviations at the beginning of the book, the avoidance of Raphael's ascension,

and the use of the third person throughout the book. We must, therefore, conclude with Noldeke
that Ar. and M go back to a common Aramaic ancestor, which was a translation from Rs

(cf. p. 177,
supra). Thus, in spite of its comparatively modern date and secondary character, M's agreement
in many important points with Rs adds considerable weight to the great mass of evidence in favour

of the antiquity and originality of R s
.

2. FAGIUS' HEBREW. 13

This is a translation based chiefly on Rv
, and is usually regarded as dating from the twelfth

century. This late date naturally robs the version of much of the critical value it would otherwise
possess, and it has not therefore been necessary to tabulate the minutiae of its readings in full detail.

Still it is not without considerable importance. It is an excellent illustration of the type of text in

use in Western Europe u amongst the Jews of that period. From the literary point of view F is of

1 Neubauer uses the sign P, while additions peculiar to it are enclosed in square brackets
[ ]. These signs have

been retained in the following pages.
2 = Pr. in Neub. and the following pages.
s Some of the errors of this translation are due to the translators' ignorance and literalness, see Neub. p. xiii,

footnote 2 ; others form an interesting parallel to F's treatment of proper names, e.g.

no = piny, bn = nNi:a, btin = rr^iMDDip, *wn = bums

.

4 = n in Neub. and following pages.
6 Neub.'s brackets ( ) are retained, signifying passages appearing in M and n but not in P.
6 Note the presence of a few ?ysnD forms; lniN once as a demonstrative ; Wvb and ITT^; S5> DID and t? D*np

beside DID and mtD3.
7 e.g. p«rri>33 -pin = KjnK-ba rnira, iii. 8.
8 e.g. iv. 13-16, &c. 9 e.g. the two bonds for the two bags in v. 3, &c.
10

e. g. ' king of the demons ' as a title of Asmodaeus, &c.
11 Theories of mistranslation or mis-reading of a common original as explanations of the deviations of Ar. and M

from Rs are as inadequate as they are in the case of the differences of Rs and Rv
. See note to vi. 16 and pp. 181 f.

,

18 Noldeke further emphasizes the paraphrase of xi. 2 end in M as compared with Ar.'s literal translation of R s
,

the abridgement in i. 16 f. (see note ad loc), x. 1-7, the expansion in i. 19, the reconstruction of the prayer in viii. 5.
,3 = F in following pages.
M This is probably the reason for his interpretation of the reference to Elymais which he understands as

Germany, ii. 10. In vi. 2 (1) he is usually supposed to refer to Laodicea but the reference may be to some otherwise
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interest as showing a still further development than appears in R v
, and even Ar. and M, to introduce

biblical phraseology and texts, e.g. iii. 5 f. ; iv. 13, and passim. It belongs to a strict legal circle

which sought for precision in matters of the cultus, e.g. i. 4, current commercial terms, e.g. iii. 17 ;

vii. 10 (9): v. 14(13), and liturgical formulae, e. g. iii. 16 and passim. Special importance was

attached to the hope for the rebuilding of the Temple, i. 8. Moreover, in contrast with Rs
, R v,and

Rc
it insists on the importance of the Halachah as well as the Torah, vii. 12 (13), and consequently

describes the marriage rite in the terms of contemporary usage, vii. 13. An element of speculative

philosophy, if not of Kabbalistic lore, appears in its insistence upon the Divine foreknowledge of

the marriage ofTobias and. Sarah on the sixth day of creation, vi. 17 (16). Stress is laid upon the

Fatherhood of the transcendent God, who himself hearkens to mortals' prayers, iii. 16. It reflects

the point of view of a period in which Noah's reputation had recovered from the stigma which

attached to it in the time of the common ancestor of Ar. and M (see p. 184). Unlike the original

author, he believes in a judgement beyond the grave, a judgement of Gehenna, iv. 11, and speaks of

'the eternal home', iii.. 8. The fragmentary character of ch. xiv is probably due to accidents

of transmission.

3. THE LONDON HEBREW.

This text was found by Gaster in the British Museum. It is Add. 11639. It is of little critical

value, but is interesting as showing the culmination of the tendency, observable in germ in Rv and
active in F, to approximate to biblical phraseology. The problem of the close interrelation of this

version and the Vulgate is probably to be settled in favour of the priority of the latter and the

indebtedness of the former to it in some way which is not at present clear. 1 See further, Gaster,

PSBA, vol. xviii, pp. 208 ff., 259 ff. ; vol. xx, pp. 27 ff.

4. THE CASTER HEBREW.

This version was taken by Gaster from a Midrash on the Pentateuch. The tendency to

abbreviate the original story reaches its culmination in this version. Its affinities are closest with

Ar. See Gaster, PSBA, vol. xix, pp. 33 f.

D. Two Syriac Versions.

1. The first, commencing at i. 1, and extending to vii. 11, is a close translation of Rv
. Nestle

supposes that this text was once complete, and that all the extant MSS. are descended from one of

early date which had been accidentally mutilated. 2 This version, moreover, represents, as Noldeke
thinks, the work of Paul of Telia, and therefore dates from the beginning of the seventh century.

2. The second has ousted the first and taken its place from vii. 11 B to the end of the book. It

belongs almost entirely to Rc
, though at times it shows even greater reverence for Rs than usually

characterizes Rc
.

E. Ethiopic Version.

This is based on Rv
. Abbreviations and errors in translation are numerous.

§ 5. Original Language.

A. The only external evidence is supplied by Origen 4 and Jerome, 5 and, on the whole, leaves

the question quite open.

B. A priori considerations. From the Yeb papyri it can be seen that while the proper

names of their period were mostly Hebrew, the colony employed Aramaic for literary purposes.

Thus c. 200 B. C. it is far more likely that a popular work such as Tobit would be written in Aramaic

unknown locality near his own home. The change of Media to Midian, i. 14, is due on the other hand to his extreme
subservience to Biblical language and scenery.

1 Hence Gaster was too optimistic in his belief in its close relationship to Jerome's ' Chaldee '.

'l For details see Noldeke, op. cit., p. 46, footnote I.

3 That the text after vii. 11 is a remnant of a version entirely distinct from that before this verse is apparent not

only from the transference of allegiance from R v to Rc at this point, but from differing orthography in ii. 10, xiv. 10

(Ahikar), vii. 2, 13 (14) (Edna), iv. 1, 20, ix. 2 (Raga). One MS., moreover, in the British Museum, which extends

only to v. 14 (13), contains the earlier text, while another in the same collection like the three MSS. at Paris and the

one at Oxford (Payne-Smith, Cat. Col. 18) contains i. i-vii. 11, and from that point gives the other Syrian text. It is

noteworthy that the Syriac glosses mentioned by Masius in his Syrorum Peculium agree with this Syriac version

and do not extend beyond ch. vii.

* Origen remarks in Ep. ad Afric. ch. xiii, with reference to Tobit : n(p\ ov ijpas expi" eyvtaiavm Sri 'EPpaloi t«u

Ta)/3('a ov xp<oi>Tai oiidi rjj 'lov8r}6. ov&i yap (\ovoiv airra Kai iv anoKpv(pois ff3piit(rTi
f
cos an' avrotv paBovrei tyv&Kapfv.

8 See p. 178, supra.
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rather than Hebrew, especially if written in Egypt. In Palestine, it must be remembered, Hebrew
remained the sacred language, as is shown by Daniel and many-Maccabean Psalms, and also the

official language of the nation, as can be seen on the coins. Greek, on the other hand, was making
headway about this time, particularly in Egypt. Moreover, in the century in which our book was
written, the Pentateuch was probably translated into Greek, and in the next century still more of

the Scriptures, including Ben-Sirach, also appeared in Greek at Alexandria.

C. The internal evidence should be dealt with in four departments

:

1. Evidence favouring a Greek original—
(a) Greek sentences and verbal combinations such as could not result at least from literal

translation appear in i. 6 ff.. Hi. 8, iv. 6, vii. 7, xii. 7. Their importance for the problem is

emphasized by Noldeke and Andre. On the other 'hand, it is conceivable that the Greek idiom is

due either to a translator's conscious attempt to render the original into good Greek or to later

correction.

(b) It is at least evident that the forms of the proper names in i. 1 f. are the proper and
usual Greek equivalents of Hebrew names, not the unfortunate results of misreadings of a Semitic

script. See notes ad loc.

(c) Noldeke points out (op. cit., p. 60) that there is a considerable difference between the

Greek style of our book and that of the translations of Judith and 1 Maccabees. Noldeke, however,
bases his arguments on Rv instead of the original Rs

, to which this objection does not apply to the

same extent.

2. Evidence slightly in favour of a Semitic original, but not necessarily so. if a Greek original

is presupposed ; some few at least of these words and phrases belong as much to the koutj as to the

vocabulary of a Greek-speaking Jew. If on the other hand there is independent evidence pointing

to a Semitic original, most of them, not being characteristic of the koivt], will be explicable as literal

translations of that Semitic original, and will thus afford subsidiary proof of its existence.

(a) The etymological value of names such as Raphael,1 Azariah,2 Ananiah,3 though known
sufficiently to be appreciated both by a Greek-writing Jewish author and by his Greek-reading
Jewish public, would be the more appropriate if the book was written in a Semitic language.

(b) The list Muller gives,4 though not complete, is sufficiently illustrative of the vocabulary,
style, and phraseology which should be included under this section. It is, however, especially in

this sphere, that the minor changes of Rv are important. Rv tends to remove them, thus reflecting

a consciousness of their non-Greek character.

3. Evidence pointing more or less deji?iitely to a Semitic original

—

(a) A few constructions remain which, unlike the preceding, seem to demand for their

explanation not simply a Jew who wrote in Greek as their author, but one who thought and wrote"
in Hebrew or Aramaic. 5

(b) The hypothesis of independent translation from a Hebrew or Aramaic original in the various
recensions and translations is frequently resorted to, not only to explain the divergences of Rs

,

Rv
, and Rc

, and even of each of the versions (e.g. S>, Ar., M, F), but also to prove the existence
of a Hebrew or Aramaic original.6 Various scholars have thrown out suggestions,7 but Dr. Marshall 8

presents it in its most attractive and logical form. Even if, however, no other solution of the
divergences of R s and Rv existed, it must be confessed that Dr. Marshall's hypothesis would have

1
' God heals.' 2 'Jahveh helps.'

3
' Jahveh has compassion.'

i op. cit., pp. 28 ff.

6 e.g. (i) In iv. 18 the Greek presupposes ?]} TT3 or ?V "ID3. (ii) v. 19 (18), see note ad loc. (iii) Cases such
as Kai Odyjfa), ii. 4; Ka\ tirtppavai, xiii. 10; Kal antBavev (cf. Judges ii. 21), i. 8. (iv) v. 19 (18) and xiii. 3, see notes ad loc.

and Muller, op. cit., p. 32 f. (v) «r tov alu>va koI 'in in xiii. 18 seems to presuppose immediate translation of "JJJ1 u?}]}7,

cf. LXX Exod. xv. 18, Theod. in Dan. xii. 3, Aq. Theod. Sym. Ps. xxi. 5. Similarly iv alrw tw Kmpw, iii. 14, 16, might
be a literal translation, (vi) rjpepm tov ydpov as u>poo-fv notfjo-ai rfj Bvyarpl avrov, x. 7, might possibly point to a Hebrew
or Aramaic original if noir/o-at should be taken in the sense of 'spend'. But see Barton, Eccles. (Inter. Crit. Com?n.),

p. xxiii and note to Eccles. vi. 12. (vii) irpoarjXvTOis toIs npoo-Kfifjuvois in i. 8 may be a doublet translation of "\3 or the

participle of "113. npcaKeipai = "itt in Lev. xvii. 8. On the LXX's equivalents to this Hebrew root see W. C. Allen,

Expositor, vol. xx, 1894, p. 264 ff.

6 So precarious and unscientific has this method proved in the past in the exegetical (see notes to ii. 10, iv. 17,
xiv. 4) and other spheres (see notes to v. 3, vi. 3, viii. 3, xii. 6), that it would be beside the point even to allude to it

here were it not so intimately bound up with the problem of the original language of the book and consequently to
some extent with those of the place and date of composition (see § 6, 7) and the sources of the various non-Greek
versions (see above).

7 Cf. Fuller, op. cit., Excursus I, pp. 164-8.
8 HDB, vol. iii, sub ' Tobit ', where he employs the results of his investigations as an argument for an Aramaic

original.
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to be pronounced untenable for reasons of which the following are only the more important and are
only stated here in outline form :

—

(i) At the outset it is clear that, to use Dr. Plummer's words
with reference to Dr. Marshall's attempt to explain certain divergences in the Synoptic Gospels by a
similar hypothesis of independent translation from the Aramaic,1

' these possibilities seem to be too
isolated and sporadic to be of great value in accounting for differences'.2

(ii) It is almost incon-
ceivable—both on the analogy of other books and from the evidence we possess of the derivation
of Ar. and M from R s

, and of S5 and F, &c, in part from Rv and in part from Rc—that each and
every secondary translator or redactor in turn had recourse—and that, too, independently of all the
others—to this hypothetical Aramaic original, safely preserved and handed down apparently for

the sole purpose that they might independently consult it ! (iii) Before such a hypothesis could be
accepted as a working basis for further research, the independent evidence for the composition of
the book in Aramaic would have to be much stronger and certain than it is at present, (iv) Most
of the instances Marshall adduces are far more easily and rightly explicable in other ways,3

while in some cases the reasoning is purely subjective 4 and in others self-evidently weak
and erroneous in its premises.5 (v) If attempts such as Marshall's and Resch's more laborious
studies 6 are rightly passed over, along with the oral hypothesis of Gieseler and Dr. A. Wright,
by New Testament scholars as being inadequate and useless contributions to the solution of the
Synoptic Problem, hypotheses such as this of Marshall's and Bickell's 7 must also fail in the
case of Tobit, and for the same fundamental reason. In the case of Rs and Rv especially, and also

in that of non-Greek versions of Tobit, as in the Synoptic Gospels, the problem to be solved is not
simply that of the causes for the existence of numerous and important divergences, but along
with, and in spite of, these divergences the reason for the far more numerous and unobtrusive
sections, verses, and words, exactly alike in themselves and in their order in the various
recensions, and particularly in the Greek of Rs and Rv

. Thus the hypothesis of independent
translation is neither adequate nor needed for the solution of the problem of the interrelation of
Rs

, Rv
, and Rc

. At the most the mere possibility can be admitted that in a few cases Rs
(cf. p. 181,

footnote 5) and F (see e. g. xi. 18, note) contain an instance or two of translations suggestive of their

Semitic origin, if indeed the latter can first be shown to have existed, while other versions (see

e.g. vi. 1 6, note) may contain a few readings due ultimately, but not directly, to a recollection

—

i. e. in an oral, not written manner—of a different or corrupt form of the text in existence in Semitic
circles. But this is not evidence that the original tongue was Semitic, (vi) Finally it will suffice

here to observe that granted the Greek text preserved in Rs was translated—as it must have been
if it is indeed a translation— very soon after the original Semitic work was composed, corruptions
in the Hebrew would at that time naturally be very few. And only a very few even of these
select cases can bear the test of an unbiased examination. 8 Even in some passages of real

difficulty the true explanation often lies elsewhere,9 and the possibility of intentional corruption
must be taken into account.10

4. Evidence pointing to an Aramaic rather- than a Hebrew original, e. g. the forms 'Atfrjp and
'Atfoupeia? in xiv. 4, 15. Even these Aramaisms, pronounced as they are, do not, however, settle the
question.11 The possibility will always remain that these two words are an early scribal error,12 or
are even due to the Aramaic environment in which the earlier Greek writers among the Jews
found themselves.

It must be admitted that the evidence in favour of a Semitic original is not strong enough to

put the matter beyond controversy.

I Expositor, April and Nov., 1891. His arguments were refuted by W. C. Allen in the Expositor, vol. xvii, 1893,
pp. 386-400, 454-70, the prefatory note on the linguistic issue by Professor Driver on pp. 386 f. being specially pertinent
in connexion with Tobit as well as with the Synoptists.

8 Plummer, S. Luke (Inter. Crit. Comm.), p. 154, footnote I, cf. pp. 102, 186, 222.
3 e.g. see notes to i. 15, 18.
4 e.g. NJ"llDm in i. 13 might equally well be said to be an internal corruption of ND1DT, itself a translation of

fiop<fjT]v !

5
e. g. iv. 3, see note ad toe.

6 Agrapha in Texte unci Untersuch., v, Heft 4, 1889, and Aussercanon. Paralleltexte, x, Heft 1 and 3, 1893-5.
7 According to this scholar Rs was a revision made from the original translation with the assistance of the Hebrew

original. Noldeke's reply (ep. at., p. 50) to Bickell applies with even more force to Marshall.
8 Cf. notes to i. 2, 15, 18 ; ii. 3, 10 ; iii. 7 ; iv. 3 ; v. 3, 19 (18) ; vi. 3 (2) ; xii. 6, &c.
9 e.g. iv. 17, vi. 16 (15), viii. 3, see notes ad loc. 10 See note to xiv. 4.
II See Ed. Meyer, Der Papyrusfund von Elephantine, 1912, p. 108.
12 Compare the copyists' variations of the Aramaic quotations in the Greek MSS. of the New Testament, e.g.

Mark v. 41, xv. 34.
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§ 6. Date of Composition.

That Tobit is not an autobiography * written in the seventh century B. C, is evident from the

writer's historical inaccuracies, e. g. i. 15, chronological blunders, e. g. i. 4 as compared with i. 15-22

and xiv. 1, and knowledge of events long subsequent to 722 B.C., e.g. xiv. 4f., 15. He differentiates

between the return from the Babylonian exile, which has therefore taken place already, and the

promise of a further return and the dawn of a still more glorious era, xiv. 5. He betrays a religious

as well a*s literary dependence on the latest portions of the Pentateuch. 2 Similarly a date at the

very earliest a little subsequent to the rise and establishment of Judaism is necessitated by his

religious and moral teaching (see § 10). The same terminus a quo is favoured by the author's

general outlook, developed style, and artistic composition, the product of an age accustomed to the

chronicling of singular experiences, xii. 20, as well as to the somewhat formal drawing up of

marriage contracts, vii. 13 (14). Financial and commercial relations had superseded purely

agricultural and pastoral pursuits, and the writer and his contemporaries had grown more or less

accustomed to the foreign domination.

The terminus ad quern is more debatable, but the book is certainly pre-Maccabean. While
the author has some knowledge, derived from the historical books of O.T., of historical events

prior to, and including, the Return, and reflects the general religious point of view of the period

subsequent to Ezra, he reveals no knowledge of the stirring historical crises of the later Greek
domination and the Hasmonean period, and lacks the intense hatred of the heathen they inspired.

Not only does he not accept, but in most cases he shows no knowledge of those explicit dogmas of

Judaism which first came into prominence at or after the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, such as

advanced apocalyptic expectations, formulated doctrines of a personified and hypostatized Wisdom,
stereotyped descriptions of the Messianic age, explicit belief in a resurrection and immortality. He
knows practically nothing of the problem Job was the first to raise, the Hellenizing apostasy, the

Essenes' self-abnegation, or the long fight of Pharisaic progressiveness against Sadducean con-

servatism. 3 The comparatively early date of the book, as it appears in the earliest form known
to us, Rs

, is perhaps most clearly demonstrated by comparison with Rv
, which dates from the

second century of the Christian era (see § 3).

There are, too, certain other features which also point more or less definitely to this pre-

Maccabean period, though some are much less significant than is usually allowed. To this latter

class belongs xiv. 4-6, once a mainstay alike of the more conservative critics 4 in their defence of the

book's pre-Herodian date, and also of extremists, like Hitzig,5 to whom it presents equally circum-

stantial evidence of composition after the destruction of Herod's Temple in 70 A. D. But while the

words koX ovx m tqv irp&Tov must certainly have been written before that event, they are quite as

likely in the mouth of a pious contemporary of Christ, scandalized by the paganizing tendencies of

Herod's Temple architecture and the spiritual unreality of its services, as in the mouth of faint-

hearted worshippers in Zerubbabel's Temple (cf. Hag. ii. 3) ! It is equally unfortunate that Tobit's

scrupulous care for the burial of the dead has been exalted to a position of primary importance for

the settlement of the date, e.g. by Graetz, who consequently assigns the book to the reign of Hadrian
;

by Kohut, who dates it c. A. D. 226 ; and by W. R. Smith and Riggs, who, comparing 2 Mace. v. io,

refer it to the Maccabean revolt. This trait is ultimately due, so far as the author, not later redac-

tors, is concerned, not to contemporary political troubles, but, in the case of Tobit's own action in

chs. i, ii, chiefly to his literary dependence on The Grateful Dead,6 and, in the case of advice to

the same effect, to the influence of Ahikar 7 and especially to the book of Genesis and its traditional

exegesis 8
. Again the stress which, it is usually alleged, is laid by the author on the agnatic or con-

sanguineous marriages led Graetz 9 to suppose that he endeavoured to inculcate the laity's observances
of the (late) Talmudic regulation ]0 which was originally intended to regulate only Priests' marriages.

1 The historicity of the book is still defended by F. Vigouroux (Les Livres Saints et la critique rationaliste,

fifth edition, 1901, p. 551 ff.). On the other hand, as Cosquin (Revue Biblique, vol. viii, 1899, p. 82) points out, several
Roman Catholics—Jahn, Dereser, Movers, and Antoine Scholtz—have held that the book is not a history but either
an allegory or homiletic treatise. Moreover, the Council of Trent in affirming its canonicity made no pronouncement
as to its historicity.

2 See p. 192, footnote 6.
3 The hypothesis that the book was written by a Sadducee might account for such silence, but is inadmissible in

view of the nascent angelology and the childlike belief in Providence it inculcates— both, in their full growth, leading
dogmas of the Pharisees' creed and the butt of the Sadducees' cold logic.

4
e. g. Fuller, W. R. Smith, Riggs, Andre.

5 ZWT, i860, pp. 250 ff.
6

§ 8. ii.
7

§ 8. iii.
8 See § 8. iv, and I. Abrahams, JQR, 1893, vol. i, p. 348.
9
Monatsschriftf. Gesch. d. Judentums, 1879, pp. 509-13.

10 Kiddushin, 76*.
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The author himself appeals to the Pentateuch (vi. 13 ; vii. 12) ! Kohut's explanation l that it

is due to Zoroastrian influence, is open to the same objection, as well as being contradicted, as
Gutberlet 2

first pointed out, by Kohut's own theory, that the book is a protest against Zoroastrianism.
To Rosenmann 3 belongs the distinction of having first partially unravelled this problem of the
agnatic marriages, while Muller has advanced a stage nearer the true solution. The former
scholar has demonstrated that the Talmud nowhere insists on its actual observance by any genera-
tion except that of the wilderness wanderings, that even before the destruction of the Temple,
A. D. 70, an annual festival on the 15th of Ab had been instituted in celebration of the abolition of

the custom, that it had never been recognized by the Pharisaic party, and that 'therefore in practice

agnatic marriage was no longer known to the first pre-Christian century'. 4 Thus also Rosenthal's
theory that Tobit emanated from the School of Rabbi Akiba is bereft of the support it claims from
this quarter. .In Rosenmann's judgement the author wrote in order 'to break a lance on behalf of
agnatic marriage which was already in a moribund condition '. If, however, the author's main interest,

as seems to be the case 5
, was in Jewish as opposed to international marriage, and his references to

agnatic unions were only subsidiary to that and primarily the result of his close dependence on his

chief sources, he must have lived in an earlier period, the pre-Maccabean, when agnatic marriages
were still to some extent in vogue even in the Diaspora, where the most pressing danger of the day
was that of international marriage.

With equal clearness Rosenmann 6 has disproved the inferences which have been drawn from
vii. n-13 (14) in favour of a late date.7 The ceremony described in these verses differs only from
those of the O.T. in its mention of ' an instrument of cohabitation '. Graetz, followed by Rosenthal,
understands this avyypacp^ as the Greek equivalent to the technical 113103 which appears in Ar. and
M, and which, he supposes, was first coined in the reign of Queen Salome by Simon ben Shetah
But the nnirii was in existence before that time, for Simon did not invent it ; he only modified the
details of its working. To identify, however, this rniro with the avyypacpri of the present passage is

to remove from the narrative all mention of betrothal or marriage-rite. Moreover, the usual Greek
equivalent of miro was (pepvri or avTL<pepvr] which also represent "into in LXX of Ex. 22. 15 f., the

passage from which the Talmudic rite of the mina and its amount are derived. 8 The term avyypacpri,

on the contrary, is the usual equivalent of pDITK bw not? or pttWi bv IBS?. Tob. vii. 11-13 (14)
therefore casts an interesting side-light on the early forms of the procedure before it had assumed
the stereotyped character of the Talmudic age. Here the father prepares and signs the avyypafyri

;

in the fully developed Talmudic ceremony it should be done by the bridegroom. 9 Here the

marriage is consummated the same night ; in Talmudic times a virgin could not be married until

twelve months, and a widow till one month, after this solemn betrothal. 10

Finally the references to the dog (vi. 2 (1), xi. 5),
11 the number (seven) of Sarah's husbands,

vi. 14 (13), vii. 1, and the statement that Noah, like Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, was a prophet and
a ' father ' of the nation who contracted an agnatic marriage, contribute additional evidence of the

comparatively early origin of the book. In the Talmudic period it was prescribed that no one
should keep a dog unless it was led by a chain

;

12 no woman might marry again whom death had
already bereft of three husbands in succession

;

13 and admiration for Noah, displayed e. g. in

Jub., ch. xxv (where the very features of his life appear to which Tobit alludes) 14 gave way to the

view that Noah was saved not by his own good works—which did not exist—but by the grace of

God. 16 So well known and widely accepted, in later times, were these specifically Rabbinical points

of view, that in Ar. and M, the common Aramaic ancestor of which dates from this period, the dog
was not mentioned ; in the Addition to the Midrash Tanhuma,16 as in the Dn?ieW "idd,

17 Sarah's seven

husbands were reduced to three ; and in M no reference at all was made to Noah. 1 "

Is it possible to define the date more closely? Ewald 19 favoured 350 B.C., but a number of

1 Geiger's Zeitschrift, vol. x, p. 61 f.
2 Das Buck Tobias, Miinster, 1877, p. 47.

8 Studien zion Buche Tobit, Berlin, 1894, pp. 1-7.
4 Rosenmann, op. cit., p. 7.

5 See p. 196.
6 op. tit., pp. 15-19.

7 Even if Rv were the more original text, its <c<n evXoyrjatv avruvs (vii. 12) is based on Gen. xxiv. 60, and does not

therefore necessarily presuppose the Talmudic formula of the D^nn rO~Q (Kethubhoth 8a ), as Rosenthal, op. cit.,

p. 132, note 1, urges in his attempt to prove the late origin of the book.
8 Kethubhoth 10.
9 See Qiddushim 9

a
.

10 Kethubhoth 57.
u See § 9.

12 Baba Kama 83*, cf. 69b .

1S Yebhamoth 64b, Niddah 04*.
14

Cf. also Sir. xliv. 17 for an appreciation of Noah's righteousness.
15 Sanhedrin io8a

, Midrash Rabba to Genesis, § 29.
,6 Neub., op. cit., p. 36.

17 In p33^ f", Paris, 1866, p. 18.
18 The author's explanation of the term Pentecost (ii. I, see note ad toe.) and other details all point to a com-

paratively early date, but are quite subsidiary to the more important points already mentioned.
i9 History 0/ Israel, vol. v, p. 209 ff.
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considerations, more or less cogent, point to a date much closer to 170 B.C. The period subsequent

to Alexander the Great seems to be demanded by the use of the Greek drachma, v. 15 (14), the

Greek name of the month, ii. 12, the wide extent of the Diaspora which the author presupposes, and

by the fact that Rages, iv. 1, &c, probably the Ragha of the Avesta,1 was comparatively unknown
before it was rebuilt by Seleucus Nicator, 321-281 b. C.

2 The second tithe, L 7 (still less the third

of Rv
, i. 8), was still unknown to the Chronicler (c. 300 b. C), though it appears in Jubilees and in

the LXX of Deut. If the author wrote in Egypt, his enthusiastic description of Tobit's marriage to

the beautiful Jewess, his relative Sarah, is probably an attempt to substitute a more edifying story

for the scandal, still fresh in his own and his readers' minds, of that apostate descendant of another

Tobias, Joseph the notorious tax-collector. 3 This did not take place before 230 B. C.
4 Further, the

author's affinities—in thought and point of view—with Sirach certainly lead one to suppose that they

belonged to the same tendency and type of thought within the pre Maccabean period. Unfortunately

they are far from being sufficiently close, immediate or numerous as to warrant the assumption that

either writer was dependent on the other. 5

To sum up, Tobit was written at the very earliest, c. 350 B.C.; at the latest, c. 1 70 B. c, probably

much nearer the latter than the former date.

§ 7. Place of Composition and Purpose.

The nameless author of Tobit was not a Palestinian Jew. 7 The characters of his book, as well

as the geographical setting, belong to the Diaspora ; his readers are in exile (xiii. 3), and he counts

himself among them (xiii. 6), while distance lends enchantment to Jerusalem, the goal of all his hopes

(i. 4-9, xiii. 7-18). Moreover, his staunch adhesion to Judaism is accompanied by a belief in demons
and magic, side by side with a breadth of culture and a liberal outlook on life unequalled by any
Palestinian writer whose work has survived. The widespread use of the Greek Verss., the scarcity

and comparative lateness of the oriental Verss., and the almost complete ignorance of the book in the

Syrian Church, do not favour theories such as Ewald's of the Far East, Kohut's of Persia, or Vetter's

of Assyria or Babylonia, or Professor J. H. Moulton's of Media. The internal evidence is in fact

antagonistic to any such hypothesis. Such surmises are, at the outset, negatived by the author's

ignorance of Eastern geography and his acceptance of the ordinary standards of Greek and Roman
geographies. That the Tigris flowed between Nineveh and Media was an idea common among the

Greeks; that Ecbatana was situated in a plain was a constant Western fallacy, and is repeated

in Diod. ii. 13. 6 in a passage dependent on Ctesias. 8

The hypothesis that Egypt was the place of composition alone serves to explain all the phenomena,

and, at the same time, raises no additional difficulties, and encounters no legitimate objections on
the part of the upholders of the Palestinian or Eastern origin of the work. This happy solution

of the problem was first stated by Noldeke, and has been accepted by Lohr, W. R. Smith, Andre,
and others. It has lately received additional support from the discovery of the actual sources

upon which the author depended for the plot, outline, literary allusions, and the non-Jewish
stratum of his religious and speculative materials. Only Egyptian Jews could need an antidote

to the Tractate of Khons. No trace can be found in Palestinian literature of any acquaintance
with the Fable of the Grateful Dead. Only in Egypt, so far as is known, did either Jews or

pagans read Ahikar's fortunes at the Assyrian court in exactly the chronological order in which they

1 Vendidad, i. 16 ; Yastia, xix. 1 8 ; cL Marquardt, Eransahr, pp. 122 ff.

3 Strabo, 524 C.
3 Josephus, Antiq. xii. 4. 6. Joseph had sought a liaison with a dancing-girl of the Egyptian Court and had only

been saved from it by the crafty action of his brother Solymius, who substituted his own daughter. Possibly a covert
reference to him is to be found in v. 14, ' Semelias the great.'

4 The date cannot be fixed definitely and many of the details are fictitious and self-contradictory, see Bevan, The
House of Seleucus, vol. ii, p. 168, note 1 ; Schurer, GfV, fourth edition, i. 183, 195 f. ; ii. 99 f. To his credit, Joseph,
too drunk at first to notice the deception, afterwards became attached to his niece, and a son, Hyrcanus, was born
of the agnatic marriage.

8
§ 8, iv.

6 Since the foregoing was written, Professor J. H. Moulton has very kindly pointed out to me that the com-
paratively early date lor which I have argued is supported by the fact that, while the book reflects many of the most
significant points of ancient Magianism, it betrays no knowledge of the newer Zoroastrianism, much less of the still

later fusion of those two mighty currents of Persian thought. The importance of this significant argument, for which
I am entirely indebted to him, is self-evident in the light of the new and fuller information about Zoroastrianism
contained in his Hibbert Lectures (see § 8, v, below).

7 Muller, in spite of his theory that between the present Jewish work of Tobit and the ultimate sources stands
a pagan Tobit, holds the view that the Jewish author or redactor lived in Palestine. How the Jewish writer living in

Palestine could obtain the pagan original or, if it was well known in Palestine, dared to adapt it, retain the pagan title,

and yet publish it as a genuine autobiography of a seventh-century saint, Muller does not explain.
* Even Rv

still insists that Rages was near Ecbatana.
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appear in Tobit} The author's environment in Egypt fostered Magian presuppositions
2 and

allusions which would be incredible in an author writing in an eastern land such as Persia or Media,

where Semitic and Iranian elements first met in deadly antagonism, 3 and highly improbable in

Palestine. It was in Egypt, too, that the Jews especially indulged in demonological speculations

and practices.4 Moreover, while the fish, vi. 2 (i)-o. (8), primarily mythological and probably

inspired by the details of The Grateful Dead, symbolizes 5 the pagan empire endeavouring to seize

what portions it could of the pious Diaspora, the fact, on the other hand, that its inner organs are

subsequently employed for medicinal and magical purposes suggests that the author, perhaps

unconsciously, identified it with the crocodile of the Nile, on the banks of which he lived. ' This

conjecture is raised almost to certainty when we read in Kazwini i. 132 that the smell of the smoke
of a crocodile's liver cures epilepsy, and that its dung and gall cure leucoma, which was the cause

of Tobit's blindness.6 Very similar statements as to the medicinal virtues of the crocodile occur in

Greek and Latin writers.' Again, the binding of Asmodeus in Upper Egypt, though mythological

in its origin (viii. 3, cf. note ad Ice.), expresses the author's conviction that Egypt, where he was

compelled to live in exile, was the veritable dumping-ground of wickedness and sin, exactly as

Zechariah regarded Babylon, the land of exile he knew best, whence some of his hearers had just

returned and where exiles still lived, as the goal of the flying Ephah, wherein Wickedness was

imprisoned, Zech. v. 5-11. Consequently our author excludes all unnecessary references to the

specifically Egyptian life around him.7 His heroes are made to live out their lives in that distant

part of the Diaspora, where Ahikar, like Nehemiah, had held important positions at court. The
rustic simplicity and idyllic life of the patriarchs 8

fill in the details of the pictures. This, too, is

the motive for the author's careful substitution of Elymais in ii. 10 for Egypt, which appears in

Ahikar as the country whither the sage journeyed to demonstrate his wisdom ; he felt that Ahikar

was too good and noble a Jew ever to have been domiciled in Egypt or compelled to participate in

the deliberations of the Egyptian court.9

The writer does not, however, forget the practical needs of his readers. The present book, as

already pointed out, was a reply to the tractate of the priests of Khons, and was designed to

dissuade his co-religionists from apostasy, and convert if possible any pagan who might read it.

It is still more pointed in its warning against marriages with non-Jews, and incidentally condemns
imitation of the immorality and apostasy of Joseph, the son of another Tobias, an allusion not

without point in Egypt, where the scandal had occurred. While the major portion of the Jews
in Egypt were probably never deeply influenced by Greek Philosophy, and many of them remained

unaffected by the rising tide of Hellenism,10 the writer, aware of these nascent dangers, makes the

pertinent and emphatic statement of iv. 19.

Lastly, our hypothesis illustrates and gives point to the author's position with regard to

sacrificial and legalistic religion. The fortunes and religious life of the Jewish exiles in Egypt were

1 Cf. p. 191.
2 Cf. p. 193 f.

3 The hypothesis of Media as the writer's home is, however, most unlikely on other and independent grounds.

It involves the following highly improbable suppositions: (i) that our author was a descendant of such of the

ten tribes as were deported to Media in 722 B.C. (see 2 Kings xvii. 6); (ii) that the tribe or family to which

our author belonged not only preserved the purer religion of Jahveh, but also by some inexplicable means advanced

from that comparatively undeveloped faith to the fuller and richer Judaism of the early post-exilic period (see § 10),

along the lines laid down by Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Deutero-Isaiah, and even knew almost immediately and accepted

unreservedly the newly-introduced Law Code of Ezra as well as the presupposition o/ferusalepn's unique sanctity, of

which his forefathers had naturally known nothing: (iii) that the book, when written, by some equally inexplicable

means not only found its way to Jerusalem in the pre-Christian period, but was received with applause by the

confessedly narrow-minded religious leaders of the post-exilic community !

4 See Deissmann, Lightfrom the Ancient East, second edition, 191 1, pp. 306 ff.

8 This symbolism need not have been based on that of the whale (= the Babylonian Empire) in Jonah, but may,

like Tonah, have originated through an allegorical treatment of Jer. Ii. 34-6.
6 W. R. Smith, art. ' Tobit ', in Ency. Brit. 9

.

7 Maspero and Spiegelberg (see Budde, Das Hohelied, p. xvi f.) have shown the application of the term sister to

a wife (Tobit v. 21 (20) ; vii. 15 (16) ; viii. 4, 7) was common in the old Egyptian songs. Our author, however, had
no need to avoid the term on account of its Egyptian associations as it was also genuinely Hebrew : see Gen. xx. 12

;

Song of Songs iv. 9, 10, 12.

* See p. 192, footnote 7.
9 Or possibly in the version of Ahikar in use among his co-religionists in Egypt this motive had already eliminated

the reference to Egypt. It is, therefore, probably more than a mere coincidence that, as Sachau [op. cit., p. xxii) points

out, in the Aramaic papyri, which retail the history of Ahikar, 'there is no trace of the Egyptian episode'. But see

Ed. Meyer, Der Papyrusfund von Elephantine, 1912, pp. 1 10 f.

lu Miiller [op. cit., pp. 23 f.), however, seems to deny even the possibility of a single Jew resident in Egypt being

unaffected by Hellenism in the pre-Maccabean period, the sole but 'decisive ' argument, in his judgement, against

To&il's composition in Egypt! And yet he himself (p. 20) sees in iv. 19 so clear and definite a refutation ' of the

well-known pre-Maccabean efforts in the direction of Hellenism and culture' as to be able to use, and quite rightly,

this as an argument in favour of a pre-Maccabean date for the book

!
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till lately almost unknown to us. But from the papyri we now know, for instance, that, even
before the Exile, Jews had migrated to Egypt, become mercenaries in the Egyptian army, and
formed a colony as a permanent garrison at Yeb, where they built a temple to Jahveh ; that this

temple survived the destruction of the Egyptian ones by Cambyses, but towards the close of

the fifth century B. C. was destroyed at the instigation of the priests of Chnum, the ram-headed god
of the island ; and that an appeal was made to Bagoas, the governor of Judaea. It is not clear,

however, whether the temple was rebuilt or not. But two important inferences in connexion with

the religious evolution of the Jews in Egypt at the time of this catastrophe seem to Sachau to be
justified.1 On the one hand, neither Monotheism nor the Law had there undergone the full

development which had resulted from Ezra's establishment of Judaism and the Law some few years

before at Jerusalem. On the other hand, even before the catastrophe, reforms in the interests of

Judaism, as established at Jerusalem by the priestly school, may have been initiated at Yeb by a

party powerful enough at any rate to enforce the principle, if not the details, of the High-priesthood

and the imposition of a tax of two shekels of silver in imitation of Ezra and Nehemiah's innovation.2

If it had been possible for his book to have been written so early, and if he had modelled his

work on some tractate of Chnum instead of Khons, our author might well have been one of these

pioneers of progressive, and therefore living, though legal, religion in Egypt. 3 But teaching such

as our author's with regard to the duty of Egyptian Jews to the Law and the temple must have
been needed still more in later days in that part of the Diaspora. A need of that kind must
necessarily have produced efforts like the present one to inculcate such principles.4 This explains

the purity of his moral outlook, the true spirituality of his religion, and the depth and reality

of his adhesion to the Law. His struggle in Egypt for religious expansion and broad-minded
progressiveness, hand in hand with its practical application for the actual lives of his co-religionists,

antedated a somewhat different fight in Palestine by only a few years. Because our author's was
less sharp than the latter, it left him without much of the rich theology the Hasidim's plight

evoked. But, because its objective was primarily the establishment of a progressive Judaism and
only secondarily the preservation of religion against pagan encroachments and was still less in

opposition to a Hellenizing liberalism, it left him fortunately without the Hasidim's narrow
bigotry.

§ 8. Sources.

Popular religious and magical speculations, current mythology and demonology, ethical and
moral maxims of his day, traditional folklore and romantic legend, all contributed their quota to

the education of the author. They widened his outlook on life without vitiating the spirituality

of his religion or the reality of his adhesion to Judaism. They endowed him with the culture

necessary to a writer whose appeal was probably directed to the educated pagan as well as -the

enlightened Jew of the Diaspora in its early days. They did this without loosening his grip on his

own countrymen's practical difficulties of everyday life, and without stultifying the real usefulness

of his literary work with the veneer of a superficial philosophy. 5 But to the following four sources

—

partly literary, partly oral—he was especially indebted in writing the present work.

i. The Tractate of Khons.

A copy of this tractate, designed for the propagation ° of the cult of the Egyptian God
Khons of Thebes, has been preserved on the Bentres Stele, which dates from about 500 b. C. In
a town called Bchtn (= Ecbatana?) there lived a princess possessed by a demon. 'Khons, the
beautifully resting one', the God of Thebes, despatched 'Khons, the executor of plans', to her
assistance ; the demon was expelled and the princess was healed. It is probable that, conscious of
the baneful tendency of this and similar propaganda of Egyptian paganism to encourage apostasy

1 The line of argument pursued above is, of course, quite independent of Sayce's deductions (' The Jews and their

Temple in Elephantine') in the Expositor, Nov., 1911.
2 A long tax list containing more than a hundred names survives, while the personal names in the papyri belong

on the whole to the type in vogue at Jerusalem in the later period.
3 His high ideals for reunion with Jerusalem were in turn destined to receive a set-back, when in the time of

Antiochus V Eupator( 164-162 B.C.), Onias IV went to Egypt and established the temple at Leontopolis 'in the province
of Heliopolis ' (Josephus, Ant. xii. 9. 7; xiii. 3. 2, and 10. 4; xx. 10; Bell. Iud. i. 1. 1 ; vii. 10. 3).

4 This would naturally commend the book to the notice of the authorities at Jerusalem. Moreover, the fact that
the book is also an abridgement of the main features of Ahikar's history and maxims would win for it an enthusiastic,
unanimous, and early reception in Palestine. Thus its wide acceptance there and elsewhere cannot be adduced as an
objection to the hypothesis of its composition in Egypt.

6 See p. 186.
6 Naville, The Old Egyptian Faith, 1909, p. 257, terms it 'a puff advertisement for the God Khons'. On Khons,

or Chunsu, see further, Wiedemann, art. ' Religion of Egypt ', in HDB, Extra vol., p. 185.
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among his fellow exiles in Egypt, our author conceived the idea of writing a rival tractate to

illustrate Jahveh's sole sovereignty over supernatural as well as human beings, and His ability to

protect and assist in dangers, sickness, and exile all who fulfilled his moral and ceremonial require-

ments. H. Schneider x has endeavoured to prove that Tobit is a direct ' remodelling ' of this

tractate. The author seems at least dependent upon it for one place-name and for the ideas of

demon-possession, supernatural assistance sent from afar to relieve the maiden of high position, the

father's unwillingness to allow the instruments of his daughter's deliverance to depart from his roof,

his loading them with riches, if not also for the mention of Egypt in connexion with the expulsion

of the demon. Such borrowing from a pagan source, with a view to disprove a pagan god's

pretensions by ascribing his attributes and work to Jahveh, is more than paralleled among the Jews
in Babylon, e. g. by P's use of the Babylonian Tablets of Creation in praise of Marduk in order to

work up their contents into a dogmatic statement of Monotheism, of Jahveh's creation of the world,

and of the duty of Sabbath observance in Gen. i-ii. 4
a

. But our author's work is more complex
than the Tractate ofK/ions in the weaving and working out of its plot, and richer in details, while

he abandoned many of the detailed characteristics 2 of the Egyptian story in favour of other sources

equally well known to pagan and Jew, but less subversive of the Jewish Faith.

ii. The fable of the Grateful Dead.

It was more probably this cycle of stories—either written or oral— which provided the author

with the major portion of the general outline of his story, infused the romantic interest, and furnished

several of the most exciting crises in the plot—a fact denied^by only a very few scholars. 3 The
corpse of a debtor, the outline of the fable runs, was rescued from his murderers and buried at great

personal self-sacrifice by a traveller or itinerant merchant, whom the dead man's spirit, appearing

in human form, afterwards delivered from mortal peril, bestowing on him a bride and rescuing him
from death by drowning ; the supernatural being only revealed his own identity at the end of the

series of adventures to the surprise alike of the merchant and of the reader. Such legends might
well be as widespread in antiquity as at the present day and would be speedily assimilated and
conformed by the Jews to their own peculiar religious and aesthetic tendencies : finally only an
artistic mind such as our author's would be required to transform one or more of these fables into

the Apocryphal story of Tobit. Simrock in his collection of seventeen variants of the fable,4 was
the first to point out their importance in relation to Tobit. Mostly indigenous in their present

form to Germany, they have parallels in Holland, France, and Italy. Andersen's Reisercamarad
witnesses to the existence in Denmark of a recension closely akin to No. 10 in Simrock, while

Cicero, De Divinatione, i. 27. proves that the kernel of the fable was already in existence in his day.

Further parallels are given by Benfey in PantscJiatantra and Pfeiffer's Germania xii. Considerably

closer parallels to Tobit appear in the Armenian 5 and Russian 6 forms of the fable.

Though the parallels are numerous, there are a number of significant differences both in

outline and detail. The pertinent question is therefore raised by Schurer 7 as to whether, quite

apart from the uncertainty as to the antiquity of the fable, these differences are so vital as to make
the hypothesis of our author's dependence on the fable improbable.

In the first place, however, it is likely that the primitive story from which all the modern
forms of it are ex hypothesi derived, underwent considerable changes in outline as well as in detail

between the date of our author's use of it and the moment when these modern variants branched
off from the main stock. Fortunately Simrock's seventeen versions, though they all assumed their

present literary form in one country and at the same time, themselves provide an excellent example
of this peculiar adaptability of the fable to transformations and modifications. 8

Secondly, not a few of the important traits peculiar to Tobit and contradictory of all the extant

forms of the fable, are explicable as deliberate modifications by the author of Tobit in conscious

deference to his own aesthetic tendencies, his Jewish prejudices, his readers' edification, or his

desire at the moment to utilize some other source or copy some other pattern. 9

1 Kultur und Denken der Babylonier undfuden, Leipzig, 1 910, pp. 638 f.

2 See Naville's description, op. cit., pp. 249-58.
s e.g. Vreiss,ZIVT, 1885, pp. 24-51 (in reply to Linschmann) ; Geiger, Katholik, 1904, vol. i, pp. 367-77 (in reply

to Plath), but accepted e.g. by Sepp., Kirchliche Refonnentwiirfe, 1870, pp. 27-45, an^ Altbayerischer Sagenschatz,

1876, pp. 678-89 ; Linschmann, ZA T, 1882, pp. 359-62 ; Cosquin, Revue Biblique, 1899, pp. 513-20 ; Plath, Th. Stud,

und Krit., 1901, pp. 402-14 (especially valuable)
; Joh. Miiller, Beihefte zur ZATW, xiii, 1908, pp. 2-10.

4 Published under the title Der gute Gerhard und die dankbaren Toten, Bonn, 1856.
5 Printed in Haxthausen's Transkaukasia, 1856, i, pp. 333 f., reprinted in Pfeiffer's Germania. iii, 1858, pp. 202 f.,

by Kohler.
6 Schiefner, Orient und Occident, ii, 1^64, pp. 174 f.

7 GJV*, 1909, iii, p. 241.
8 See Plath, op. cit., pp. 404-6.
9 The various differences are minutely traced to these causes by Plath, op. cit., pp. 408-14.
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The story and wisdom of Ahikar}

A. Antiquity of Ahikar.—G. Hoffmann 2 was the first scholar to point out the striking resem-
blances between this work and our book. To-day its value as a primary source of a portion at

least of Tobit, as well as the multiplicity of problems it raises on its own account and in relation to

the Jewish colony at Yeb, is generally recognized. Still read in the Arabian Nights and Aesop's

Fables, it was widespread in the ancient world. Quite apart from the numerous versions which
survive, it has left an indelible impression on the literature and thought of the past. It was well

known to the Greeks and Romans, and it has been argued that this is proved apart from its appear-
ance in Aesofs Fables, by numerous parallels in the fragments of Menander, 3 S. Clement of

Alexandria's reference i to its alleged use by Democritus,5 as well as by the statement of Diogenes
Laertius (v. 30) that Theophrastes (371-264 B.C.) composed a work entitled 'Aiaxapos, and the
allusion of Strabo 6 to 'kxa'Uapos. The use of Ahikar is unmistakable in the Qoran. 7 The Talmud 8

is not entirely free from its influence, and some Christian writers knew it at second hand. 9 At the
beginning of the Christian era Ahikar was still somewhat popular in Palestine: this much is clear

from the New Testament. 10 It is consequently by no means surprising that certain of the latter

parts of the Old Testament itself are to some extent dependent upon Ahikar. Dr. Rendel Harris
points out the parallels in thought and language between Ahikar, e. g. in Ps. cxli. 4, 5, 10 (in both
the Massoretic text and the LXX), in Dan. ii. 2, 11 ; iv. 10; v. 7, 16. In the case of Sirach,

with which Tobit is intimately connected in sentiments and date (see iv. below), the dependence on
Ahikar is beyond dispute. 11 Thus before the beginning of the second century B. C.—how much
earlier we cannot tell—Ahikar must have been reverenced in Palestine, and even regarded there
as sacred if not actually inspired, and its vogue had declined considerably before New Testament
times on account of its partial incorporation in Tobit. In Egypt, however, we have contemporary
evidence from the Elephantine papyri 12 that between the fifth and sixth centuries B. C. the Jewish
community there read, in Aramaic, some portions at least both of the history (see p. 186, foot-note 9)
and of the parables and fables. Consequently Hoffmann's supposition that an author later than
Tobit wrote the legend to explain the references to Ahikar in Tobit, and Mr. E. H. Dillon's that

1 For the Greek, Armenian, Syriac, and Arabic texts, and an English translation of these, and of Jagic's German
rendering of the Slavonic, with an Introduction (including an examination of the relation of Tobit to Ahikar), see (in

addition to vol. ii of this work) The Story of Ahikar, Cambridge, 1898, by F. C. Conybeare, J. Rendel Harris, and
Agnes Smith Lewis. More recent works are : Alter unci Herkunft des Achikar-Romans unci sein Verhdltnis zu Aesop,
by Rudolph Smend, being the second part of Beihefte sur ZATW, xiii, 1908 ; and Histoire et Sagesse d 'Ahikar
I'Assyrien, 1909, by F. Nau, containing a full history of the criticism of Ahikar, an up-to-date bibliography (especially
with regard to works on the Syriac, Ethiopic, Slavonic, Roumanian, and Greek versions), with indispensable concor-
dances of the relative order of the sayings and proverbs in the various versions ; Benfey, in Ausland, 1859, pp. 457 ff.,

511 ff., demonstrated the existence of the legend among the Hindus. For further articles and works see below.
2 Abhandlungenfur Kunde des Morgenlauds, vol. viii, 1880, p. 182 f.

s Nau, op. cit., pp. 41-6.
4 Stromata, i. 15, in Migne, p. 772 ; see H. Diels, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, p. 439.
5 Rendel Harris, in vol. ii Story of Ahikar, Introd. § 3 a ; Nau, op. cit., pp. 35-41. Sachau, however, confesses

himself unable to find any connexion between the proverbs of Ahikar and those of Democritus, whether Democritus
or a pseudo-Democritus, and attaches but little importance to the evidence quoted above.

6 XVI. ii. 39. The pertinence of this allusion remains unaffected whether napa 8e to'is Boanoprji/ols is understood
with Reinach {Revue des Etudes juives, xxxviii, 1899, pp. 1—13) as pointing to Borsippa in Babylonia, or with Halevy
{Revue Scmitique, 1900, p. 44) to Bostra in Syria.

7 Especially in the 31st Sura entitled Lokman, Rendel Harris, op. cit., lxxii f. Nau, op. cit., pp. 68-70.
8 Nau, op. cit., pp. 66 f. ; cf. L. Ginzburg, art. ' Ahikar', in fewish Ency., vol. i, p. 289.
9 e.g. S. Clement of Alexandria (referred to above). For Origen see Rendel Harris in The Story of Ahikar,

Cambridge, 1898, p. xliv.
14 While Vetter, Ginzburg, and Nau, in opposition to Dr. Harris and Halevy, may possibly seek unduly to minimize

Ahikar's influence upon the New Testament, the extent of the latter's immediate dependence upon the former is

certainly exaggerated if passages such as Matt. iii. 10 (Luke iii. 9) ; Luke vii. 39 ; 1 Cor. i. 27, v. 11 ; 2 Tim. iv. 17 be
included. It may be presumptuous to inquire whether it was the History of Ahikar or Tobit's reference to Ahikar
which was present to the mind of our Lord when he uttered the parable of the Wicked Servant recorded in' Q
(especially Matt. xxiv. 48-51 ; Luke xii. 14, 15), and whether the Wisdom of Ahikar is the background of the parable
of the Barren Fig-tree (Luke xiii. 6-9). The details, or at least the literary presentation, of the death of Judas may
have been influenced quite as much by the book of Tobit as by the Story of Ahikar. The latter certainly moulded the
thought of 2 Pet. ii. 22. But, in view of the extent of the evidence— afforded especially by the papyri and Sirach— of
the popularity of Ahikar in early post-exilic days as compared with the paucity of definite evidence for its use the
nearer the Christian era is approached, it may not be too bold to assume that Ahikar's vogue had at least taken second
place to Tobit before New Testament times (see p. 198 f.). This is not without importance in connexion with the
questions of the date of the book, the integrity of the text, and the priority of Rs

.

11
Sir. iv. 7, 26, 32, 34 ;

v. 17; vi. 7, 14, 24; vii. 25; viii. 1,8; ix. 8 f., 14; xix. 26 f
.

; xxii. 26 f.; xxvii. 17, 28;
xxx. 17 ; xli. 16, 27 ; xiii. 1, all demand careful examination in this connexion.

12 See Eduard Sachau, Aramdische Papyrus und Ostraka aus Elephanti7ie, 191 1, Tafel, 40-50, and Arthur
Ungnad, Aramiiische Papyrus aus Elephantine, 191 1, pp. 62-82,
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Ahikar, though earlier than Tobit, was only composed in the third century B.C., are finally x dis-

proved. The interpolatory hypotheses (see § 9) are seen to be almost as unjustified as Ginzburg's
scepticism as to the identity of the Ahikar of Tobit with the Ahikar of this legend or Plath's

doubts (op. cit., p. 391) as to whether our author had written or only oral acquaintance with Ahikar.
The further problems of Ahikar's exact date and place of composition concern us in so far

as it is of interest to discover whether or not this source of Tobit was written in some non-Semitic
language and by an author of non-Jewish nationality and religion. 2 The fact that the Assyrian
kings are alluded to by name but in a somewhat impersonal and general manner, as well as the
absence of all indications that the Assyrian empire was still in existence, points to a date of
composition subsequent to 608 B. C. The proper names, on the other hand—even to some extent
those in the latest forms of Ahikar—preserve their genuine Assyrian form to a greater extent than
the same and similar words have done within the Old Testament Canon. The author is acquainted
with official titles (e. g. N'Q-i, XD13), which might have been no longer understood if the Assyrian
empire had long since passed away, while the Persian names, even in the later strata, are very few.

Still it is probable that even if the name Ahikar is a very ancient Babylonian one,3 an author writ-

ing under Cyrus would borrow the name of a person famous for wisdom in the ancient days of

Babylon. These considerations lead Sachau to suppose that it cannot have been composed earlier

than the last decades of the Babylonian empire, and finally he decides that ' in its present form
the book of Ahikar may have been composed somewhere between 550-450 B. C. \4 Its

author would therefore be a contemporary of Deutero-Isaiah and Jonah. Though Halevy and
Dr. Rendel Harris have endeavoured to show that on internal grounds the hypothesis of a

Babylonian and pagan original cannot be maintained, in Bousset's judgement 'there can scarcely

be any doubt as to the legend being heathen in origin '. 5 Sachau finds nothing specifically Hebreiv
in the book of Ahikar and surmises ' that such a work, possibly resting on a more ancient Babylonian
pattern, might perhaps have arisen in the circle of the priests of Nebo', a cult which 'was one of

the most extensive in those days ' (op. cit., p. xxiii). Reinach, too, urged that the original author
was a pagan, and the work, which was polytheistic G with a mythological motif? was translated and
expurgated theologically and ethically by the Jews before our author's use of it. Nor is it quite

improbable that a polytheistic work of this kind composed in Babylon would so quickly find its

way to Egypt and having so quickly lost its polytheistic tendency, become a sacred book of the

Jews at Yeb. Thus the papyri may fail both to favour and to disprove the hypothesis of a Jewish
not a pagan author. The fact that they are written in Aramaic equally fails to solve the problem
of the rival claims of Hebrew and Aramaic to be the language of the original work.

B. Alleged divergence in detail.—The Aramaic papyri of Ahikar, in addition to the un-

deniably complete proof they afford of the use of Ahikar among the Jews prior to the composi-

tion of Tobit, are equally useful in removing at least one of the alleged differences between the

references to Ahikar in Tobit and the history of Ahikar as it was formerly known to us only from

1 The weakness of Hoffmann's position was pointed out by G. Bickell in the Athenaeum, ii, 1890, p. 170. The
priority of the composition of Ahikar to that of Tobit has also been maintained by Bruno Meissner (so far only as the

end of the history is concerned) in Zeitschr. d. Morgenl. Gesellschaft, xlviii, 1894, pp. 171-97 ; by M. Lidzbarski (in

reply to certain statements by Meissner) in the same magazine, pp. 671-5 ; by E. J. Dillon in the Contemporary
Review, March, 1898, pp. 362-86; by E. Cosquin, Revue Biblique, viii, 1899, p. 30 ff. ; Th. Reinach, Revue des

Etudes juives, xxxviii, 1899, pp. 1—13
; J. Halevy, Revue Semitique, 1900, p. 23; by M. Plath in the Theologische

Studien und Kritiken, Gotha, 1 901, pp. 377-414, as well as by Rendel Harris, op. cit., and in ' The Double Text of

Tobit' in the American Journal of Theology, ii, pp. 541-54.
2 Nau (op. cit., p. 35) stands practically alone in his belief in the genuineness and authenticity of Ahikar, though

he admits that the story has undergone several redactions.
3 Ungnad and Ed. Meyer (Der Papyrusfund von Elephantine, 1912, p. 109) regard it as an Assyrio-Babylonian

name Ahii jakar, 'the brother is dear', probably to be vocalized ""Ij^nN in ancient Aramaic. In Sachau's estimation,

too, the name Ahikar is Babylonian and belongs to a much more ancient period of Babylonian history than that of the

later Babylonian or Persian empire (op. cit., p. xxiii). If it was pronounced Ahikar, it would be interpreted in

Syriac '*&*(_ *»(, 'brother of honour' (op. cit., p. 148). It 'belongs to the numerous western Semitic names which
the Amorites of the First Dynasty of Babylon brought to Babylonia, and at this time is quite frequent ', Ed. Meyer,
Der Papyrusfund von Elephantine, 1 91 2, p. 119.

4 op. cit., p. xxii ; cf. Ed. Meyer, op. cit., p. 107.
6 Die Religion des fudentums, second edition, 1906, p. 565. Cf. the same writer in Beitrdge zur Achikarlegende

in ZATW, 1905, pp. 180-93.
6

e. g. in the Armenian version Ahikar's prayer is addressed to the gods BelSim, Simil, and Samin. The various

adaptations, versions, and MSS. naturally differ very considerably in details, and even in more important features of

the legend. For example, the MS. B of the Syriac gives two invocations, one to the idols and one to the true God,
whereas L and C record only the latter, and the Armenian version, with its usual retention of the earlier form of the

legend, only the former.
7 Ahikar in the Armenian employs magic and astrology and has sixty wives and sixty palaces, corresponding to

the sixty solar houses and the sixty degrees of the primitive division of the celestial phenomena.
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the MSS. of the various versions. In the latter Ahikar lives in the reign of Sennaherib, who is

represented as the son and successor of Esarhaddon, whereas in Tobit the inverse and correct
order appears and the accuracy of Rs

is incidentally vindicated. Schiirer 1 has already pointed
out that in the papyri 2 we read ' the history of Ahikar under Sennaherib and Esarhaddon in this

correct sequence, not the reverse as in our MSS.' of Ahikar. The papyri, moreover, present in

general an earlier form of the text than even those versions and redactions of Ahikar in which the
hero is an idolater and only worships the true God when the idols fail to hear him. Still the
presentation of Ahikar in our book as a Jew and a nephew of Tobit, may be due to our author's
desire to enhance the fame of Tobit by making so famous a man his relative (Smend, p. 63). The
same motive probably dictated the description of Ahikar as a friend and benefactor of Tobit,
though in his own legend Ahikar appears simply, as a shrewd man. In Ahikar the hero is delivered
from prison because he is righteous; in Tobit because he has done alms (Tobit xiv. 10). Doubtless,
even if Dr. Rendel Harris's arguments 3 with regard to the Syriac in this connexion do not
entirely commend themselves to all scholars, the transition from the idea of righteousness to that
of almsgiving was easy if not unconscious in view of the widespread expression of the two ideas by
one Hebrew word (np-i¥) at the time when Tobit was written. 4 For the true explanation of the
transformation of Ahikar's journey to Egypt into one to Elymais (Tobit ii. 10) see p. 186 and note
ad loc.

C. Extent of dependence.— (1) He borrowed directly from the history of Ahikar in i. 21 f. ; ii. 10
;

xi. 18; xiv. 10. 15.
5 The principal textual divergences and corruptions in the tradition of the

proper names are referred to elsewhere (see notes ad loc). Nau {op. cit. p. 11) gives the following
table of consanguinity as that presupposed by these references.

TOBIEL

Anael Tobit = Anne
_J I.

I
Tobias

Ahikar = Esfagni Ahikar's sister

Nadan Nabouzardan.

In iv. 10 ' suffereth not to come into darkness ' is a pertinent reference to Ahikar's unhappy
plight in prison and Nadan's ultimate fate mentioned more clearly in xiv. 10; it is still more
generalized in Sir. xxix. 12. Especially noteworthy is the juxtaposition of the terms Assyria and
Nineveh in the earliest recension of Tobit in xiv. 4 as well as in xiv. 15, proving conclusively the
immediate dependence of Tobit upon the legend of Ahikar where this curious double description of
the empire is used.6 It would appear that the legend lay before him in a written form.

(2) The legend of Ahikar seems to have supplied our author with several literary and structural
models. With the title i. 1. cf. the Syriac C ' I write the proverbs, to wit, the story of Ahikar'
and the Armenian ' the maxims and wisdom of Khikar '. As far as iii. 6 7 our author followed the
example set him by Ahikar of representing the hero as recounting his own history. Tobit, too,
like Ahikar, gives a brief summary of his previous fortunes (i. 3 fif.). Moreover, in addressing two
series of exhortations to his son (iv. 3 ff., xiv. 3 ff.) and two prayers to God (iii. 2 ff., xiii) he is surely
imitating the legend of Ahikar, which, though the details are different, is constructed according to
this plan.

(3) Our author has assimilated a not inconsiderable amount of Ahikar's parenetic sections.
The prologue (Tobit iv. 5) and the epilogue (iv. 19) to the 'teaching' of tobit find their prototype
in the prologue in the Syriac to Ahikar's teaching :

' My son, listen to my speech, follow my opinion,
and keep my words in remembrance ', and in the Arabic, ' O my son, hear my speech and follow
my advice and remember what I say ', and in the epilogue to the same in the Armenian, ' Son,
receive into thy mind my precepts, and forget them not'. As iv. 12 finds a place within this

1 GJV, fourth edition, 1909, vol. iii, p. 253.
2
e.g. Papyrus 49, Tafel 40, lines 3-5, 15 ; Papyrus 50, line 11, in Sachau, op. cit.

3 Camb. ed., pp. xlviii-1, lxxxii-Ixxxvi. Cf. Nau, op. cit., p. 59, footnote 2.
4 See Rendel Harris, op. cit., xlix f. ; A.J.Th., p. 548; cf. the various readings in Matt. vi. 1, and the modern

charity as opposed to the original meaning of caritas.
6

e. g. in Syriac text on pp. 58, 67 {bis), 69 {bis), &c, of the Camb. ed.
6

e. g. in Syriac text on pp. 58, 67 (bis), 69 (bis), &c, of the Camb. ed.
7 Where he was compelled to abandon the direct narration, see p. 195.
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' teaching ', so the same thought appears in the same discourse of Ahikar. 1 With iv. 15 cf.

App. ii. 198 ; with iv. 18 cf. Camb. ed., p. 6r, No. 7 2 (iii. 16 in Nau). In the case of several other

verses in ch. iv a less verbal dependence on Ahikar can be established as the latter appears, for

instance, on pp. 60-6 of the Cambridge Ahikar. With 14b, 16, 18 cf. Nos. 9, 11, 12, 43, 73; with

15 cf. Nos. 20, 39, 60. Moreover, itnless immediate dependence on Ahikar is presupposed, a feiv
obscure passages cannot be elucidated. Of this iv. 17 (see note ad loc.) is an excellent example.
Its meaning and phrasing are clear when read in conjunction with Ahikar's, ' My son, pour out thy
wine on the graves of the righteous, and drink it not with evil men '. 2 Again, in iv. 14b the precept

to be 1reTTa.1btviJ.evo 1;
3 finds its original context in Sachau's Aramaic Papyrus

,

r
)3 (Tafel 44) line 2.

['fij&na xmN D'twn 4 "iDm ^xnyn K"0 = 'the son who is trained and disciplined and at whose
feet ... is laid'. The importance Tobit attaches to the burial of the dead (e.g. i. 20, ii. 3-9,
iv. 3, 5, xiv. 12) also finds a prototype in Ahikar. 5 Finally, as Ahikar orders his last discourses

to Nadan to be written down, so Raphael bids Tobit write the record of his acts and maxims
(xii. 20).

iv. The Old Testament and Apocrypha.

The author, as a devout Jew, was naturally well versed in the sacred writings of his own people
and religion. They served as a source of the truest inspiration—historical, literary, and religious

—

and as a standard of orthodoxy by which he might test and repudiate all that was essentially alien

to Judaism as he wrote this tractate, which, as shown above, was parallel but in opposition to that

propagated by the priests of the god Khons, not uninfluenced by echoes of Zoroastrianism and
dependent upon the pagan fable of The Grateful Dead and upon Ahikar, which at the best was not

specifically Jewish or deeply religious.

His style, phraseology, religious conceptions, and moral advice arc fundamentally influenced

by the Pentateuchal narratives and legislation in all their various strata. 6 The literary affinities

with Genesis are of more than passing interest, for they illustrate the peculiar indebtedness of the
author to that book. It was the source from which he derived not only his idea of writing a new
patriarchal history, but also the materials with which he paints with consummate art the more
important scenes. 7 Above all, the author was most deeply influenced by the fact that in Genesis
' there are more references to the duty of burial of the dead than in any other Scriptural book \

8

Gen. xlvii. 49 is decisive, where Rashi, following the Midrash Rabba, annotates ' the kindness that

a man shows the dead is kindness of truth for the doer has no hope of (receiving) a reward (from

the corpse) '. Accordingly, the somewhat frequent references to the burial of the dead are properly
and fully explained not only by the influence exerted upon the author by The Grateful Dead and
the parallels in Ahikar, but also by his close dependence upon Genesis, resulting in his belief that

he could thus best inculcate disinterested charity such as Providence only can reward.

For his knowledge of the periods and scenery which he chose as the background of his story

and his vaticinium post eventurn he was dependent upon the historical books of the O.T.

1 Camb. ed., p. 60, No. 6 ; in Nau's translation, iii. 9.
2 Cf. Camb. ed., p. 61, No. 10; in Nau, iii. 13. The Arabic texts agree with the Syriac's retention of 'on the

graves of the righteous ', which is omitted by the Armenian.
3 By Levi wrongly supposed to prove dependence on Sirach ; see p. 193, footnote 3, infra.
4 Possibly to be punctuated "IprP (Sachau) or "IDJR^, instead of the more regular "IBVl?, for which it may be

a scribal error or a passive with assimilated D. Ungnad compares the Arabic ittasala for iwtasala, and the Assyrian

ittasab for iwtasab. But in any case it is ID' in Hebrew.
5 e.g. Camb. ed., pp. 69, 71 ; chs. ix. 6, xiv, in Nau.
6 viz. {a)JE in i. 22 (Gen. xli. 40, 42) ; iii. 6 (Num. xi. 15) ; iii. 10 (Gen. xlii. 38 ; xliv. 31); v. 17 (16) (Gen. xxiv. 7) ;

vi. 2 (1) {Tigris, Gen. ii. 14); vii. 4 (Gen. xliii. 27 f.) ; vii. 11, 12 (n, 12, 13) (Gen. xxiv. 33, 59; and v. 60 is more
closely imitated in Rv

in which a point of contact with Gen. xxix. 27 is also introduced in xii. 1 (xi. 19) ; viii. 6 (Gen.
ii. 7, 18, 22) ; xi. 9 (Gen. xlvi. 29 f.)

;
(Gen. xxix. 27) ; xiii. 12 (Gen. xii. 3, xxvii. 29) ; xiii. 12 (Num. xxiv. 9). (b) The

Code of the Covenant in i. 6 (Exod. xxii. 29); and J.'s counterpart in ii. 1 (Exod. xxxiv. 22) ; while an approximation
to the code itself (Exod. xx. 12) was introduced by R v

in iv. 3. (c) D.'s legislative kernel in i. 6-8 (Deut. xii. 6, xviii. 4,
xvi. 16, xiv. 25-9) ; ii. 13 (Deut. xxii. 1); iv. 7 (Deut. xv. 7, 8) ; the parenetic prefixes in iv. 5 (Deut. viii. 11) ; xiv. 8 (9)
(Deut. iv. 40); the hortatory additions in iii. 4 (Deut. xxviii. 37); xiii. 5 (Deut. xxx. 3); and the song of Moses in

xiii. 2 (Deut. xxxii. 39). (d) H. in i. 3 (Lev. xxv. 35) ; iv. 14 (Lev. xix. 13). (e) P. in i. 7 (Num. xviii. 21) ; i. 9 (Num.
xxxvi. 6, 7) ; i. 21 (Gen. viii. 4): ii. 9 (Num. xix. 11) ; v. 18 (17) (Num. xxvii. 17); vi. 13 (12) (Num. xxvii. 8, xxxvi. 8,

xv. 30 f.) ; vii. 12 (13) (Num. xxxvi. 6); viii. 21 (Num. xxvii. 8); xii. 10 (Num. xvi. 38).
7 e.g. Tobit calls Tobias to hear, as it seemed to him, his last injunctions in ch. iv, and his grandchildren in

ch. xiv, just as Jacob had done (Gen. xlix) ; Raphael performs the part angels played in the lives of the Patriarchs,

and like them returns to heaven when his work is accomplished. Again, the story of Joseph and his Egyptian wife

encouraged a romantic treatment, lending colour and interest to the inculcation of purely Jewish marriage, and even,

by way of antithesis, suggesting agnatic ones, such as non-canonical writings attributed to the earlier patriarchs; the

journey culminating in the discovery of a wife for Tobias has its counterpart in the journey of Eliezer to find in Rebecca
a wife for Isaac, as Rv recognized and therefore made the author's reference more explicit in vii. 1.

8
I. Abrahams, JQR, 1898, vol. i, p. 348.
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It would be, however, an injustice to our author if we were to suppose that, while he knew the

historical books well in the uncritical manner of his age and knew the minutiae of the legal system,

he did not study the non-legalistic and prophetic writings in existence in his time. 1

With some of the latest books of the O.T. not yet in existence, e.g. Daniel, many Maccabean
Psalms, late portions of Proverbs, and other books or sections only composed after his time, he was
necessarily unacquainted.

The question of Tobit's dependence upon Sirach cannot be dismissed so summarily. If literary

dependence upon the Greek of Sirach were properly and thoroughly substantiated, it might seriously

complicate or facilitate the solution of the problem of the date of Tobit's composition. In Fuller's

judgement 'the general impression will probably be that Tobit is more precise and definite than
Ecclesiasticus ; and this would indicate that of. the two Ecclesiasticus is the older book', but he
does not deduce from this that Tobit exhibits any literary dependence upon any form of the text

of Sirach. Israel Levi, 2 however, has endeavoured to produce evidence from the text not only
of our author's similarity of expression, but also of his use and misunderstanding of the text of
Sirach. Granted Levi were correct—and well-authenticated misreadings of the text would be
a strong confirmation— it would be possible to fix exactly the date of Tobit. The evidence in

favour of the pre-Maccabean date would not be weakened, for his arguments are based on supposed
misreadings, not of the Greek translation of Sirach (c. 132 B.C.), but of the Hebrew original

{c. 190-180 B. c); Tobit must, then, have been written between 190-170 B. C. Levi, however, brings

forward only two passages in confirmation of this theory of textual dependence and misunderstanding,
and in neither case can his reasoning be pronounced sound or his conclusions be accepted.3 More-
over, if the parallels appear ' more precise and definite ' (Fuller) in Tobit than in Sirach, it is just

because in the former they present themselves in more of the original freshness of their ultimate

sources.

v. Magian Infliiences.

It cannot any longer be alleged either that the author was influenced by the Zoroastrian
religious system, or that he necessarily borrowed, as has been argued by W. R. Smith4 and
Prof. J. H. Moulton, from zvritten Iranian sources, and lived in Media to do so, as Prof. J. H. Moulton
formerly 5 suggested. 6

For a complete refutation of the supposition of his indebtedness to Zoroaster we are indebted
to Professor J. H. Moulton's recent researches. 7 It was non-Zoroastrian Magianism which influejiced

the author of Tobit. There are numerous parallels between Tobit and ' the most important factors in

Magianism as distinguished from the other strata in complete Avestan Parsaism '. Professor Moulton,
for instance, points out the parallels in the use made of the fish's heart, the stress laid on burial, the

consanguineous marriages, the unnecessary appearance of the dog, and the demon Asmodeus, whose
name finds its exact counterpart in the later Avestan Aesma daeva. On the other hand, the absence
of any eschatology in Tobit would be inexplicable if the author had been acquainted with the
system of Zarathushtra, who ' enlarged and enhanced ' the eschatology of ' the earliest Iranian

stratum ', writes Professor Moulton, ' till it became the very centre of the Religion '. Again, the seven
angels of Tobit xii. 15 need not point back to the Amesha Spenta, since the latter in Zoroaster's

own system were six. The later substitution of seven was probably under Semitic influence ; and of
the two alternative additions, that of the Deity is expressly excluded by the text of Tobit I.e., while
that of Sraosha has no claim to antiquity.

1 He quotes Amos viii. loin ii. 5. His text may be reminiscent of Amos v. 15 and Jonah iii. 9 in xiii. 6b ; of Mic. iv. 2,
Zech. viii. 22 in xiii. n a

; of Mic. ii. 3 in xiv. 4 (see note ad toe.) ; of Isa. ii. 18 (cf. Mic. v. 13) in xiv. 6; of the Trito-
Isaiah in i. 16 (cf. Isa. Iviii. 7), in xiii. 11 (cf. Isa. lx. 6-10), 14 (Isa. lxvi. 10), 16 (Isa. liv. 11). He appeals to Nahum
for the verification of his vaticinium post eventum in xiv. 4 (cf. Nahum iii. 7 for its fulfilment in xiv. 15). He utilizes

Hag. ii. 3 in xiv. 5. He bases his description of the glorious future on prophetic passages such as Jer. xxxi. 1-14;
1-4,5-

2 Revue des Etudes juives, vol. xliv, No. 88, April-June, 1902.
3 In the case of Tobit iv. 3 and Sir. iii. 12, it is noteworthy that (1) 3TJ? twice, but 3SJJ never, in LXX is thus

translated
; (2) virepidris would not naturally represent either in this connexion

; (3) Rv
, which Levi follows, is certainly

inferior to Rs here. In the case of Sir. xxxi. 19, (1) according to Strack J12J not p33 is correct, (2) TrenaiStvufvos in

Tobit iv. 14 is a reminiscence of Ahikar (cf. p. 192 supra).
4 Encyc. Brit?, art. ' Tobit '.

5 'The Iranian Background of Tobit', published in the Expos. Times, vol. xi, pp. 257-60.
6 Cf. supra, p. 186, footnote 3.
7 Hibbert Lectures (New Series), 1912, delivered in Manchester College, Oxford, and in the University of London.

His Excursus, Magianism and the Book of Tobit, attached to Lecture II, containing an interesting conjectural restora-
tion of a supposed Magian archetype of our book, entirely supersedes his earlier essay in the Expos. Times. I am
indebted to Professor Moulton for allowing me to read and make several quotations from this Excursus before its

publication.
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It was in Egypt, and practically in Egypt alone, 1 that an author such as ours could have made
the use he has of those ' most important factors in Magianism '. The recent discoveries of papyri

in Egypt 2 have thrown new light upon the conditions of the Jews there. The Jews in Egypt would
look with the less suspicion upon Persian ideas and customs inasmuch as the Persian empire, under
Cambyses, had spared their temple on the island of Elephantine. Many of the worshippers at that

shrine had once been mercenaries in the employ of the Egyptian military authorities. In the course

of time Persian officers had been appointed over them, Persian soldiers quartered in Syene,and, towards
the end of the fifth century B.C., a Persian, by name Vidarna, had been in command of the entire

garrison of the southern border. The descendants of these Jewish soldiers became military colonists,

farmers, and ordinary burghers. But their environment for long remained partly Persian, for

business was transacted with Persian weights and measures, and dates were reckoned according to

the reigns of the various Persian kings. Thus we have a glimpse into the life of the Jew in Egypt,
for the general conditions were probably much the same throughout the country. In some such

environment the author of Tobit lived. 3 Possibly he knew but little of Magianism as a system of

thought—in this book he is certainly not waging a polemic against it
4 or against Zoroastrianism

—

but was fairly well acquainted with the popular stories and legends Persians—soldiers and others

—

had introduced into the circles in which he moved. In our story, for instance, prefaced as it is by
a reference to the careful burial of the dead, which is further inculcated in the body of the narrative,

the surprising references 5 to the dog as the companion of the wayfarers (vi. 2 (1), xi. 5) may well

be due to a confused recollection of fables originally of Magian tendency,6 which emphasized, like the

Vendidad, the importance of properly building ' the tower of silence ' for the dead, and recorded

Parsi funerals in which ' a dog (with certain spots) is brought in to look at the corpse and so exorcise

the Nastt '. But the dog is no longer a companion of Tobit and a participant in the funeral rites
;

he simply accompanies the travellers. Similarly, the consanguineous marriages only form a sub-

sidiary part of his argument and the particular form and motive of their introduction, as already

shown, are determined by other considerations. So too the name Asmodeus comes ultimately from
Media but the meaning of the name cannot be pressed.

§ 9. Integrity.

The integrity, unity and originality of the book as a whole have not remained unchallenged.

As early as A. D. 1800 Ilgen endeavoured to prove that while i. i-iii. 6 was written by Tobit himself

(c. 689 B.C.) in Assyria, iii. 7-xii. 22 were not composed till c. 280 B.C. in Palestine, and xiii was only

inserted c. 10 B.C. But the book is characterized throughout by a unity of purpose well conceived

in its plan and natural and simple in its development, the work in short of a single author of more
than average taste and ability. In spite, however, of Plath's unanswerable demonstration—with one

possible exception—of the integrity of the book, the allusions to Ahikar as well as the didactic

sections (especially iv, xii), the superficial contradictions, the use of the first person in i. i-iii. 6 and the

supposed irrelevancy of portions of xiv have been utilized, in the most radical manner by Erbt, to

prove that Tobit in its present form is the result of a lengthy process of accretion, elaboration and
chance conglomeration, and that a number of interpolations must first be removed and certain further

redactional features (inserted, according to Erbt, as late as the second century A. D.) must be discarded

before it is possible to make a conjectural reconstruction of the original story such as he himself

attempts. Others, less radical than Erbt, find difficulties in only one or two of the following problems.

Allusions to Ahikar s history. Are these original ? The discovery at Elephantine of Ahikar
papyri earlier than 400 B.C. has removed the a priori objection that Ahikar is later than Tobit.

On the contrary, if our author wrote in Egypt where Ahikar was so popular, even supposing it was
not elsewhere quite so well known a legend as R. Harris, Cosquin and others suppose, he might even

1 See above, p. 186, footnote 3.
2 See especially Eduard Sachau, op. cit., pp. xiii-xxvii.

3 With Professor J. H. Moulton's permission I quote the following extract from one of his letters to me on the

subject : ' My earlier suggestion that the Jewish adaptation of a Median folk-story was actually made in Media by
a Jew living there is not in the least necessary to my theory. Provided that a Jew in Egypt or elsewhere was able to

get hold of this story, in oral or written form, all that I postulate is fully met. Indeed, your theory that Persian

soldiers of Cambyses may have brought the story into Egypt suits admirably my argument that Zoroaster's Reform
did not enter into the religion of the Achaemenian Kings before Darius, and it was a good deal later that it reached
the people.'

4 As Kohut, dating the work in the third century A.D., has argued.
5 See p. 195 for their genuineness.
6 Erbt (EB, col. 5128), however, traces the dog not to Zoroastrian influence, but to 'one of the variations of the

tales of the spirit' of The Grateful Dead which occasionally appears in animal form. Rosenmann refers it to the

influence of Greek customs and literature, e.g. the Homeric poems (Odys. xvii. 29 ff., where the dog plays a similar

role), which he thinks were not unknown to the Jews.
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be expected to introduce some references to the fortunes of that hero and sage, especially in view of

the non-Jewish background and models of his work and of the great use he has made of Ahikar's

wisdom. But i. 2i f. ; ii. 10 ; xi. 18 ; xiv. io, are all rejected by Erbt, Riggs, Miiller, Smend, Toy.

xiv. io, however, is certainly essential to the climax of the author's argument since it serves as

a celebrated example of his dictum that divine justice always triumphs. That much is admitted by
Reinach, who, unlike Ilgen, regards all the other allusions as spurious and supposes that the story of

Ahikar was originally a Babylonian solar myth of essentially polytheistic colouring. Moreover, Miiller

and Smend, who like Ilgen, and in opposition to Reinach, find most difficulty in xiv. io, admit that all

the passages, though interpolations, were very early accretions to the text, in fact pre-Christian. It

is only the earliest versions and recensions which preserve the tradition, the later ones tending more
and more to misunderstand, confuse or omit the names. Thus Rs

is clearest (as Erbt acknowledges

more than once) ; Rv has partly lost the point of the references, conjectured Haman and preserved

a somewhat corrupt text ; Ar M. omitted it altogether ; £ has suffered textual corruption ; F has

conjectured Aaron. 5J, avowedly useless for textual criticism, so far supports the interpolatory theory

(except in xi. 20 x
) that Erbt yields to the temptation to gain support for his hypothesis by entering

a special plea on behalf of Jerome's superiority to the uncials in this particular!

The Didactic Sections. Erbt and Riggs, consistently with their rejection of the allusions to the

history of Ahikar, endeavour to set aside also the allusions to the wisdom of Ahikar, particularly

iv. 6 b-19 a. Toy holds that both iv and xii are the insertions of the late editor. But n's omission

of iv. 6 b-19 a, to which Erbt appeals, does not support the interpolatory hypothesis (see note

ad loc). Moreover, the parenetic contents of these verses, to which Erbt demurs as unsuitable to

and disturbing the context, are justified by the situation—Tobit believes himself to be dying and
desires to communicate to his son the wisdom he himself has acquired that it may help Tobias on his

journey to Media and throughout his life. Verses 12 and 13 have special reference to the immediate

problems of that journey, and are therefore carefully marked off from the rest by a freer rhythm.

The Dog. That the references to this animal as the companion of the wayfarers were made
by the author, not by an interpolator, is attested not simply by their presence in Rs

, but also from

their vicissitudes in the various recensions and versions, vi. 2 (1) is possibly the allusion to which
suspicion might most easily attach itself, for Rv omitted it. He did so, however, simply because the

sentence seemed tautologous. He introduces it without prejudice in v. 17 (16) and xi. 4. In the

latter case an original kv (= kuiop) preserved in ILs version of Rs has accidentally become
ks ( = Kvpto?) in n, whereas Semitic prejudice and Jewish legalism reasserted itself in Ar. followed

by M, though in F the ancient tradition returned. That Rv copied from Rs and not Rs from Rv
is

shown conclusively in xi. 4, where the former retained the crvvfj^dev, though he omitted its comple-

ment Co/rot?. Rc removed the clause back to n a
(?), made the dog run before the party (cf. et quasi

nuntius adveniens TS), and reintroduced him, v. 9, where blandimcnto suae caudae gaudebat was added
in F. Were Lohr 2 right in regarding tov vlov avrrji of N as a corrupt anticipatory dittography from
v. 5 and in reading avrGtv for avrov nai, Rs would still be prior to Rv

. But even if Rv were the

earlier, the dog could only be the work of the author, not an interpolator.

Internal Contradictions and Signs of Non-unity. (1) In the Introduction (i. 3-iii. 17) and
Conclusion certain difficulties of this nature have led to the denial of the originality or genuineness

of these sections either as a whole or in part. The change, however, from the narration in the first

person in i. i-iii. 6 to that in the third in the subsequent chapters is not inexplicable. It was
necessitated by the summary of Sarah's previous history (iii. 7-15) and the author's desire to paint

in his own inimitable manner the contrast between the reader on the one hand, who has been
initiated into the intentions of the merciful Providence (iii. 16 f.), and the heroes of the story on the

other hand, who can only ' walk by faith '. The author has lessened the harshness of the transition

by the insertion of Tobit's preparatory prayer (iii. 1-6). Moreover, Plath quite pertinently 3 points

to similar alternations of third and first persons in the Aramaic Ahikar and the Acts of the Apostles.

Again, if i. 6 seems to contradict i. 14 it is only because 'the individual interest is stronger than the
interest in the harmony of the parts' (Plath), while the contradictions between i. 20 and ii. 1 f. are
merely superficial. Nor is there any internal contradiction in either Rs or Rv as to the duration of

Tobit's blindness.4 Finally, the style of xiv is in no way different from that of the preceding
chapters, and its thought and contents (including v. 10) are sufficiently akin to the rest of the book
to allow of its originality, unless indeed a priori presuppositions of the way in which the book should
end are allowed undue weight. From the fact that two proper names of an Aramaic form (xiv. 10)

1 Dr. Marshall regards this as an interpolation.
2 ZA TW> xx, p. 258.
3 In spite of Erbt's strictures, EB, col. 5 1 17.
* The two years of ii. 10 appearing in Rs not in Rv

, and the eight years of xiv. 2 in Rv not Rs
.
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point to an Aramaic original, it cannot be logically argued, as is done in the Ency. Brit. 11
, that the

chapter is later than the rest of the book ! True, Ar. and M betray no knowledge of it, but that is due
to intentional and conscious omission in their common ancestor, the purpose of which is as clear as
their dogmatic modifications of ch. xiii.

(2) In the central portion of the book. The inconsistency of vi. 17 (16) and v. 13 (12) is due to
Raphael's increasing anxiety for the consummation of the marriage in reaction from Tobit's dis-

inclination to espouse Sarah. Miiller, who supposes that the exorcism of the demon by prayer
(viii. 4-8) is a later feature of the story than that by magic, has examined the alleged contradictions
involved in the various references to the fatal results of Sarah's previous espousals. If Raguel had
acted illegally in giving his daughter successively to seven men on whom he had no right to bestow
her, Raguel himself should have paid the penalty, vi. 13 (12), whereas Raguel himself survived, but
the seven were slain in satisfaction not of Jahveh's just wrath but of a demon's lust. Raguel anticipated
that the same fate awaited Tobias, though he was confessedly the preordained husband for Sarah.
Raphael, like Tobias, foresaw danger only to Tobias, not to Raguel, since if the latter alone had
been expected to suffer, Sarah and Tobias would have escaped and inherited Raguel's fortune at

once. These inconsistencies after all are only superficial and result from the author's attempt—on
the whole admirably carried out—to utilize demon-possession, like other ideas he had derived from his

sources, in order to inculcate the importance of obeying the law and preserving the purity of Jewish
marriages. It is in this connexion, however, that M tiller

1 discusses another problem which has
a more serious bearing upon the purpose and date of the book (see pp. 183 f.) as well as upon its

integrity. In iii. 17 Sarah states that her father has no near relative whose offspring she is bound
to marry, but in vii. 2-9 her parents have not forgotten Tobit's existence. Tobit has no pre-
monition of the happy duty of marrying his relative Sarah in store for Tobias, contenting himself
with the general statement of iv. 12, whereas in vi. 10 (q)-i8 (17) Raphael is aware not only of the
relationship but of Sarah's legal obligations to marry Tobias, and the latter shows no surprise, if he
is not in fact already as well aware of it as Raphael, and only shrinks from the dangers it involves

to his own person. There is the further difficulty that, in spite of vi. 13 (12), vii. ] 2 (13), Holy Writ
nowhere commands 'agnatic' marriages, i.e. marriages within the particular family or tribe of the
contracting parties as opposed to inter-tribal unions. The case is not covered by Num. xxvii. 1-11,
xxxvi, which at the best was only theoretical and dealt only with the case of heiresses owning
landed property in Palestine. Even Tobit's reference to the patriarch's action (iv. 12) rests not upon
Genesis but on traditions in vogue in the earlier post-exilic period such as Jubilees has preserved.
Miiller therefore supposes—and it is an exceedingly happy supposition—that the author sought
to inculcate not tribal as opposed to inter-tribal, but Jewish as opposed to Jewish-pagan
marriages. Sarah's seven former husbands were slain because they were pagans, but Tobias
had a right superior to that of any other possible suitor at the moment, because he was the
only Jew in the neighbourhood. Thus a8eA<£o? in this book properly means a brother Jew, d8eA(/>rj

= a term of endearment for the only legal wife a Jew may have, i.e. a Jewess,2
vii. 15 (16), viii. 4,

yivos = kindred, not in the narrower sense of tribal relationship but with the wider connotation of

the Jewish nation, e.g. in i. 17, two. tu>v en rod cdvovs fxov can only be intended as a synonym for,

not as an antithesis to, rots e/c tov yevovs pov in v. 16. The example ofthe patriarchs is quoted in iv. 12
not to inculcate their marriage with near relatives as such, but to exemplify by the fact that their

wives were near relatives how careful to avoid marriage with non-Jewesses were these patriarchs, the
' fathers of old time ' (iv. 12) of the whole Hebrew race. Attractive as Midler's theory is, and though
successfully explaining the apparent contradictions of the story, it is not entirely supported by any
version or recension. Miiller falls back on an eclectic text, the result of the rejection of all readings
of R s

, Rv
, and Rc which militate against his theory. This procedure presupposes that each and all

of these revisions embodies an attempt (only partially successful in each case) to transform a story,

originally inculcating only Jewish marriages, into one advocating agnatic marriages. But could all

these revisions possibly have shared this purpose in common? Certainly they could have done if

—

an impossible condition-—they could all be proved to have been made before the irksome duty of

agnatic marriage was annulled in the first century B. C. Whereas those revisions which were made
after that date— i. e. at least two of them (irrespective of the rival merits of Rs and Rv

)— if they made
any alterations at all, would tend to obscure and remove the agnatic motif; Miiller (p. 7, note 4)
admits that Rc actually did so in vi. 16 in deference to R s

. Hence the agnatic interest must have
figured to some extent in the original story, probably, however, only in the half-hearted way in

which it appears in Rs
. The author's advice might be summed up : At all costs marry Jewesses of

the purest possible descent, like the patriarchs ; marry your own sisters or cousins, if no other

Jewesses are available.

1 op. cit., pp. 3-9. 2 Cf. p. 186, footnote 7.
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§ 10. Religious and Moral Teaching.

The theological, religious, and moral outlook of our author is far from unimportant. Un-
fortunately the comparatively lengthy treatment which the other problems of the book have claimed

allows only of a very brief resume.

A. The author's—as opposed to the later redactors'

—

religious presuppositions are those of

the popular mind tinged with the point of view of the newest developments of the official and
orthodox leaders of the post-exilic period, in its earlier rather than its later phases. This is amply
justified by the following considerations :

—

(i) Doctrine of God. The full Monotheism of the post-exilic period is presupposed. 1 The
descriptions of Jahveh's qualities are manifold.2 'Since He is a transcendental Deity, He hears men's

prayers through angelic mediation. The tendency to distinguish between Jahveh, the invisible and
ineffable, and His personified self-manifestation and revelation also appears, but only in the two
expressions, 'the Glory', iii. 16, xii. 12, 15, and ' the Name', iii. 11, viii. 5, xi. 14, xii. 6, xiii. 18.

(2) Angelology?—The angelology of the author as compared with that of Jubilees, 1 Enoch
and Rv

, is at a somewhat embryonic stage of its evolution. As compared, on the other hand,

with that of the Old Testament as a whole, it seems to stand well within the threshold of the

subsequent period. It is especially noticeable that Raphael here represents in germ the ideas

which afterwards crystallized in the fully developed doctrine of Michael, with whose functions

Raphael's should therefore be carefully compared.4

Chapter xii is without parallel in the extant literature of Judaism. The whole story illustrates

the free, untutored, and vigorous type of speculation existent a little before the rise of Pharisaic

regulations of the dogma. This belief in the angel's intervention, moreover, always remained
essentially characteristic of the people's religion as opposed to that of the learned and cultured. 5

With iii. 16 f, xii. 12, 1.5 (14), cf. Jub. xxx. 20, Testaments of Dan vi, of Asher vi, of Levi v.

(3) Eschatology. The author shows no advance upon the pre-exilic period in his conceptions

of death and its consequences. The grave is external in its annihilating effects, iii. 6, 10, cf. iv. 10,

xii. 9. In relation to the nation, however, he stands possibly almost on a threshold of the Apoca-
lyptic tendency. He has worked out for himself a crude and simple, but yet unmistakable, philo-

sophy of the future. Jerusalem at the end of a given period will be rebuilt and the Temple
sumptuously restored, the scattered tribes reunited, and—to his credit—the heathen will worship
the God of Israel, xiii. 7-18 a, xiv. 4-6. See further, Charles, Eschatology, 1899, pp. 165 f.

B. It is in the practical sphere that our author's religious and moral outlook find their

fullest expression. His hero is a rare instance of an almost perfect combination and realization, in

actual life, of the priestly and prophetic ideals.

(1) The cultus? as practised at Jerusalem, the precepts of the law (tithes, marriage,7 purity,

&c.) and Jerusalem itself, are primary factors in the author's life, i. 3-13; ii. 1-9, and their future

perfection is painted in glowing colours, xiii. 7-18 a, xiv. 4-7.

(2) The ' Three Pillars of Judaism ', prayer, almsgiving, and fasting are inculcated. Fasting

(ii. 4) has not reached the culmination of its development. 8 Almsgiving, however, as in Sirach,9

ranks high among the non-sacrificial duties of Judaism, i. 3, 16, ii. 14, iv. 7 ff., 16, xii. 9 f., xiv.

9, is the sine qua non of a long and prosperous life, a virtue, to be practised by the richest, i. 16 f,

ii. 10, and the poorest, ii. 14, and occupies a prominent position in the 'teaching' both of Tobit,

iv. 3-19, and of Raphael, xii. 8. ' Righteousness' is thus already tending to take the lower level

and become synonymous to some extent with almsgiving, 10 but devotion to the cultus and legalism

do not result in this book in hypocrisy or externalism, since the whole is pervaded with a mysticism
which finds its highest expression in heart-felt prayer as the immediate means of communion with

God.11

This is evident not simply from the number and length of the prayers which are quoted, but
from the care which has been devoted to their position, structural arrangement, and contents.12

I See iv. 14 ; xiii. 1, 2, 5, 6, 11 ; xiv. 6.
2 See vii. 17 (18) ; viii. 5 ; xiii. 4, 7, 11, 15.

a The demonology and magical elements are relics of the author's sources and Jewish-Egyptian environment and
do not belong to the circle of his own constructive ideas, and are therefore not dealt with here.

4 See Wilhelm Lueken, Michael, 1898.
s Cf. W. Bousset, Die Religion ties Jicdentums, second edition, p. 379.
6 See Bousset, op. cit., p. 123. 7 Cf. pp. 1 83 f., 196, supra.
8 Note the addition in x. 7 in Rv

.

9 Cf. Sirach iv. 10 (Heb.) ; vii. 10, 32 ; xvi. 14 (Heb.) ; xvii. 22, &c. 10 Cf. p. 191, supra.
II For the important place of prayer and its function in this connexion in Judaism, see Communion with Gcdy

191 1, pp. 106-13, by Dr. Darwell Stone and the present writer.
12 Cf. Plath, op. cit., pp. 382, 390, 401.
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Tobit's (iii. i6f.)and Sarah's (iii. 10-15) prayers, uttered with face turned to Jerusalem, and the
immediate answer to them in iii. 16, 17, are the climax to the Introduction (i. 3— iii. 17). Both are
probably typical of the form in which prayers were cast in the writer's day. Each contains an invo-

cation,1 followed by an act of adoration (iii. 2, 11), and the specific supplication with a lengthy retro-

spective explanation. Both are of almost equal length, in spite of Sarah's preliminary history

(iii. 7-15) being otherwise much briefer than Tobit's (i. 3-iii. 6). Sarah's is the more concrete and
individualistic, Tobit's the wider in its outlook and the more intercessory. The same structural

arrangement characterizes viii. 5-7, 16 f. and the frequent thanksgivings. The liturgical Amen
appears in viii. 8.

2 Finally, Raphael sets prayer in its rightful position in xii. 8 and asserts its

efficacy in xii. 12, which is followed by the exile's prayer of exhortation and consolation, xiii. 1-6.

In none of them, however, is there a single petition for the conversion of the non-Jewish world.

(3) Morality and ethics are inculcated in all departments of life, e. g. piety towards parents,

the duty of Jewish marriage, the purity of wedlock,3 and in matters of everyday life,
4 from a stand-

point as high as, if not higher than, Ahikar's. It was such moralizing precepts as these, rather than
theological dogmas, which did most to regulate and direct contemporary life—both Jewish and
pagan.

(4) A special plea seems to be entered in relation to contemporary conduct towards the dead.

Though from a literary point of view our author is dependent upon Ahikar directly for iv. 17,
yet it is quite clear that he is inculcating an actual religious practice. In fact, at the time our
author lived, it would appear to have been a subject of considerable dispute as to whether such
offerings were right and proper and a matter of duty (cf. Sir. vii. ^ ; Job iv. 17) or whether they
were definitely to be excluded by Judaism 5 and its adherents (Sir. xxx. 18, 19; Ep. Jer. 31,32;
Wisdom xiv. 15, xix. 3; Sibyl. Or. viii. 382-4).. At the time when Jubilees xxii. 17 was written

they were apparently regarded as characteristic of the Gentiles. See, further, Charles, op. cit.

PP- 23-3 1 -

§ 11. Influence of the Book on Later Literature.

A. Jewish. There is considerable evidence to show that Tobit was held in high repute alike

by early and by later Judaism, (a) There are possibly traces of its use in Daniel, in the later

Psalms, in the book of Jubilees (v. note iv. 16, 18, 21 f. ; x. 4-6), the Test, of Job, &c. 6
(b) While

the references to it in New Testament (v. infra) exemplify its use by the Jews of our Lord's
day, Rv

is the best evidence of its extraordinary popularity between c. 200 B.C. and c. A. D. 150.

(c) In M an example survives of its use among pious orthodox Jews, (d) The fact that the
latter found a place in the Midrash Rabba de Rabbah together with the passage contained

in the addition to the Midrash Tandiuma? illustrates best of all how thoroughly our story permeated
the thought of later Judaism, (e) Finally in F as also in Gaster's Hebrew, if not also in the London
Hebrew, we have an unmistakable example of Jewish interest in the book in the Middle Ages.

B. Christian. 8 Interest in the question of the presence in the New Testament of allusions to

Tobit and of passages tinged whether directly or indirectly with a recollection of Tobit's history or

maxims, has been damped in the past by the credence which the theories of Graetz, Kohut and
others once unfortunately gained. More lately the field has been occupied by the attempts of

students of Ahikar to find traces of the use of that legend in the New Testament, instead of

admitting that the probabilities may point to the latter's comparative supersession by Tobit, into

which, as already stated, its most permanent features had by now 9 been merged.
Christianity appealed, at least at the outset, to the very classes to whom Tobit would be

especially dear with its simple but sympathetic narrative of the fortunes of Jews of previous days
who had lived under the yoke of a foreign domination— classes, too, who would give an equally-

enthusiastic welcome to the most crudely painted Apocalyptic. The fact that our book, though
never in the Jewish Canon, survived the shock of this religious revolution and found a still more
honourable position in the Bible of the new community than it had ever done under the old Covenant,

1
' Lord ' in Tobit's own, ' Lord my God ' in Sarah's.

2
Cf. Judith xiii. 20. 3 See p. 196, supra.

4 Cf. Budde, op. cit., p. 406 ; Andre, op. cit., p. 178 ; Bousset, op. cit., p. 490.
•' See Deut. xxvi. 14 ; Jer. xvi. 7 ; Isa. viii. 19, xix. 3.
8 See ' Tobit ' in HDB, vol. iv, p. 789.
7 Printed and translated by Neub., op. cit. See Noldeke, op. cit., p. 63.
8 Cf. J. Moffat, Introd. to the Lit. of N. 7'., 191 1, pp. 34 f.

,J It should be remembered that this holds good even if the parallels to Ahikar be regarded as interpolations,

since, for example, Muller and Smend frankly admit Ahikar's presence in the text of Tobit prior to the Christian era.

See pp. I94f.
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speaks volumes for its intrinsic charm and adaptability for the spiritual requirements of the new
religion.

(i) In the New Testament. It has already been hinted (p. 189, footnote 10) that, instead of

Ahikar directly, it might be right to see a reference to Ahikar only as mediated through Tobit in the

Parables of the Wicked Servant and the Barren Fig-tree. Thus Tobit would stand in the same
relation to these parables as Isa. v. 1-7 to the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen. Again, to insist

that Ahikar itself, not Ahikar as abridged in Tobit, influenced the diction of the Biblical as well as

the non-Biblical stories of Judas' death is to come very near denying even the general historicity of

the kernel of the story in order to find its kernel in Ahikar. In the case of our Lord's words, which

were uttered in Aramaic, verbal, as distinct from literary, coincidence with the Greek must be

expected generally only in so far as the evangelists have modelled their Greek on that of the LXX.
The following parallels, however, even if only accidental, are noteworthy: xi. 9

1 and Luke xv. 20
;

xii. 8 and Matt. vi. 1-18
; a materialistic interpretation of iv. 9 condemned in Matt. vi. 20 f. ; iv. 15

and Matt. vii. 12, Luke vi. 31 ;

2
iv. 7 and Luke xi. 41

;

3
iv. 16 and Matt. xxv. $5 f. But do the

remarkable parallels to the commission and Ascension of Raphael which are collected in the note to

xii. 16-22 fall into the same category? Do their completeness and detail suggest that our book
exercised a direct and important formative, if not creative, influence upon the expression of the

truths of the Transfiguration, Resurrection, and Ascension of our Lord ? Or are we to suppose

both only represent the popular vocabulary in which such events were wont to be related ? True,

angels ascended in the Old Testament : the Ascension of Isaiah and Assumption of Moses must once

have related something similar, but nowhere is there so exact a coincidence of religious presup-

position, literary expression and dramatic climax as in Tobit xii. 16-22.

S. Paul is possibly conscious of his indebtedness to Tobit, ' which must certainly have been

a part of his library '.4 With iv. 12 a cf. 1 Thess. iv. 3 ; xii. 10 cf. Rom. vi. 23 ; iv. 8 cf. 1 Cor. xvi 2

and 2 Cor. viii. 12 ; iv. 7, 16 cf. 2 Cor. ix 7 a 5
. R. Harris 6 has already pointed out the use S. Paul

made of Tobit iv. 10 in Gal. vi. 10.

In the third group of Pauline Epistles, Eph. v. 1 8, though expressed in the language of

Prov. xxiii. 31 in LXX, recalls the advice of Tobit iv. 15 b.

Still more important are the alleged parallels between Tobit and the Pastoral Epistles. The
uncommon phrase fiaaLXevs tS>v altavoav occurs in Tobit xiii. 6 and 1 Tim. i. 17, in both cases in an

ascription of praise. With iv. 9 cf. 1 Tim. vi. 19 ; Tobit iv. 21 cf. 1 Tim. vi. 6. The form of address
' my child Timothy ' reminds us of Tobit's recurring formula. Is it possible to go further ? What
abuses or heresies was the writer of the Pastorals combating ? Are we quite sure that there is no
alternative to the rival claims of Rabbinism and Gnosticism ? Granted undue reverence for tractates

of mythological, demonological and useless—non-religious, though moral—proverbial tendencies,

such as we meet with in Tobit
;
granted, too, possibly the presence to some small extent of the

numerous speculations and vicious by-products of a debased Apocalyptic—is it not probable that

the writer of the Pastorals had ample justification for the remarks upon which the theories of Gnostic

or Rabbinic polemics are based ?

It only remains to mention two other points of contact between Tobit and the New Testament.

The ethical and moral point of view and forms of literary self-expression in vogue among the circles

which produced the early chapters of Acts were similar in some respects to Tobit's—on the positive

and good side of the latter. With Tobit 1.3 cf. Acts ix. 3,6 b ; Tobit ii. 1 cf. Acts ii. 1 (Pentecost)

;

Tobit iii. 16 with Acts ix. 18 ; xi. 12, 13 (13) ; and Tobit xii. 12 with Acts x. 4. Lastly—apart from
the parallelism of demonological technicality in Tobit viii. 3 and Rev. xx. 2 independently borrowed
from current formulae— Rev. xxi. 10-21 is as much dependent on Tobit xiii. 16 and Rev. xix. 1-7 on
Tobit xiii. 18 as upon other Old Testament and Apocryphal literary models of this type.

(ii) In post-Apostolic Christian Writers Tobit is quite unmistakably placed on as high

a pedestal as the other books of the Apocrypha not known at the time to have been written in

Hebrew, and most often it was even venerated as highly as any other Scriptures—a fact well

illustrated by Clem. Alex's, quotation 7 of iv. 16 as 77 ypa^>r\. For numerous other Patristic quotations,

decisions of Church Councils, and use and influence in the Anglican Church, see Fuller op. cit.

Marshall, op. cit., and cf. p. 178, supra, footnote 7.

1 A closer parallel at any rate, in thought and language, than Gen. xlvi. 29.
2 The scriptural antiquity of which is vouched for by olros yap tanv 6 vo/xos ko\ of npocpriTai. Hillel, like Tobit,

expressed himself only negatively, see Taylor, Pirqe Aboth, 37.
3 to ivovra has been rendered more or less in conformity with Tobit by quae sunt (b d g), ex his quae habetis (f),

quod superest (Vulg.), ea quae penes vos sunt (Beza), quantum potestis (Grotius) ; cf. Luther's von item, das da ist.

See Plummer, 6". Luke, Int. Crit. Comment., ad toe.
« A.J. TA., p. 546.
5
Just as 7 b is a quotation from Prov. xxii. 8, LXX. 6 op. cit., p. 545.

7 Strom, ii. 23, § 139.
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TOBIT

PREFACE, i. i, 2.

1 i The book of the words of Tobit, the son of Tobiel, the son of Hananiel, the son of Aduel, the
son of Gabael, the son of Raphael, the son of Raguel, of the seed of Asiel, of the tribe of Naphtali

;

2 who in the days of Shalmaneser king of the Assyrians was carried away captive out of Thisbe,
which is on the right hand of Kedesh Naphtali in upper Galilee above Asser, behind the < road >
leading west, on the left of Phogor.

INTRODUCTION, i. 3-iii. 17.

A Tobit's Earlier History, i. 3-iii. 6.

i. Tobit's Previous Fortunes, i. 3-22.

3 I Tobit walked in the ways of truth and in acts of righteousness all the days of my life, and
I did many almsdeeds to my brethren and my nation, who went with me in the captive band into

4 the land of the Assyrians, to Nineveh. And when I was in mine own country, in the land of Israel,

and when I was young, all the tribe of Naphtali my father fell away from the house of David my
father and from Jerusalem, the city which < was chosen > out of all the tribes of Israel for all the

tribes of Israel to sacrifice there, and wherein the temple of the habitation of God was hallowed and

I. 1. B.Xoy.] mn X*niy Ar ISO nr IMF Ta>0ei0] -wB itA Thobisa0 TobisyS £*sol &
"OlD Ar riaiB F pr. mcci KVDn ira Ar Tw^X] %-Us S > F AvavirjX] > Ar aSoi^XJ Nav?; A
^io*./ S > li Ar (7Xnx) M raPan\] Tap. A > Ar b^~\2i F r. Pa0ni?X] > BA S It Ar M F
t. Pa-yoi^X] > BA £ IL Ar M F « r. 0-tt. AairjX] filii Asihel ( + f. Gadalel, f. Arabei) > Ar 7XC?y p
b&TW p M 0iA.] pr. t. BA 2. os] pr. (rba }3 ycin "•ron nn?in "w» rbm dj? jnioi^D rh:n new) M rmy]

> BA post eio-^p F Fw/ ,tffm/1m,] j^M'ftN. &% /IrMF r . Aaa-vpiav] Ana. BA J-»ol|? £> "liniO

Ar niK>KMF « e«r/V] « elfins A ~-*A * Bihel civitate
7

' xmp uera ITl'' mm ^4r '3E>in» ffil Nim
TJJ M »3BTno F »? e. «/c 8eg.] >^rMF KvSuos] -<&)»/ A ,*,.ja <S Edisse civitatis IL >^rMF
tv ttj . . . *oycop] > ^4rF ai/o) raX«A.] TaXtX. B ?A in superioribus G aj3V in superiore G y super

G ... am 8 N^JXT ^4r M 7*7Jin 3t5ty 73 DJJ F v^pc^o)] tmfp|ai>a> B* vnepa\i><o Bb vn-fp (j^f w'd/? annot.) N"

contra IL > M Ao-aijp] Aa-rjp BA ^*j»,/ S Naasson IL > M on-. Sv<r. J7X1.] > BA & post viam quae

ducit in occidentem a y D" quae est ad occidentem solem S nc 7133 7y M e| nptor. *oy.] > BA £ M
<t>oy.] Raphain 31 3. Eya> T.] B> 7y H31t37 Tt7N >7 .T13T 'D "IKK"! M tert. pers. ubique Ar a\r,6.] COT! M enop.]

+ yisb M «> St/caioavwis] -j^ B -vrjs A&a(3y > 8.4r ni3"l DlpTf M t. £».] > Ar tiroi.] TP&W M
pov 3°] > B iropev6.~\ irpoiTop. B crvimopevop. A lliTl ^4r > M per tp.J > INI €»» r. at^p.

> BA j$ T171/] > BA rcoy] > BA 4. ev t. x- A"™] > ArM y.17] />r. rq BA k.i" . . . veos"

vHortpov pov ovtos BA <& inter omnes iunior IL N^D ^4rF ny3 TlV~3 ^4r q] > BA Ne<p.] />r. rov BA
7. 7rar. pou] > ArM anearrjaav] -«ttt) BA 1T1D ^4r M > F ano t. otic.] XD137D3 ^4r A. t. 7rar. /z.

«r. fliro] > BA D. etaba/3yS THT^rMF IfpovcraXTjp] IepoffoXvpwi/ BA 'lT7 pD^7 |1.T»D-|3 tySD) ArM
ttoX. . . . aiG>i>oy] > yir 7roXecos r^s] t. exXfyeio-qs BA S + civitate quae est electa IL + « in3 1KH& MF
/T. K'lpH F fie] airo BA ^>nXa)v] pr. t(dv BA «ts r. Ova. . . . k. r)y. . . . k. oj»c. . . . us jraa. t. ytv. r. aiuwf]

ubi altare constitutum est . . . quod sanctificatum est in saecula. Tunc, cum . . . aedificatum esset . . . ut sacri-

ficaret in ipso omnis progenies in aeternum et IL ni7yn7 i"Oin3 »133 " ^Tll '&< ,D3^ 737 BHipOH * rQTD DB>1

1. I. 'PayovrjX = 7Niy"1 as $oycop (v. 2) = "liys (t/. Tcpoppa = iTTDy, and other transliterations of hard yj.

2. 'Ej>ep£<r. Ball conjectures that '7^ was misread ^y, but even if this was the ultimate cause of the form, 'Ej/epeo-.

was well known as a recognized Greek equivalent of '^ since all the Vss, translating from the Greek, were able to

substitute Shal.for it ; therefore the mistake of 'ty for '?£>, if that be the correct explanation, had probably taken place

before Tobit was written. KvStcij probably = Kadesh. Cod. 248 and the Complut. have nvptws, hence A.V. ' which is

properly called N.' In the crit. appar. Swete has been followed. Nestle (Septuag. iii, p. 33), however, urges that

Swete is wrong in his reference to the last three letters of vnepdva ; it was the avo> before Vak. which a secondary

hand cancelled by placing dots above it. 'Ao-arjp = Hazor. After omau> insert 68ov in N with o(3y (conjectured by

Reusch, accepted by Miiller), cf. CDCTI X13D TTJ nn«, Deut. xi. 30.

4. Restore in N t. e'<cXty. (omitted through haplography of «) after n-dXecus (which Rv
in turn omitted) and in v. 5

insert Kal before ewL
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 1. 4-10

5 built for all ages. All my brethren and the house of Nephtalim my father, they sacrificed to the

6 calf, which Jeroboam the king of Israel made, in Dan <and > on all the mountains of Galilee. And
I alone used often to journey to Jerusalem at the feasts, as it hath been ordained in all Israel by an
everlasting decree. I used to go to Jerusalem with the firstfruits and the firstlings and the tenths of

7 the cattle and the first shearings of the sheep, and give them to the priests, the sons of Aaron, for

(7) the altar, and the tenth of the corn and the wine and oil and pomegranates and the rest of the fruits

to the sons of Levi, who ministered at Jerusalem. And the second tenth I tithed in money for

8 the six years, and went and spent it each year at Jerusalem : and gave it unto the orphans
and the widows and the proselytes who attached themselves to the children of Israel ; I brought it

and gave it unto them in the third year, and we did eat it according to the decree which was decreed
concerning it in the book of Moses and according to the commands which Deborah, the mother of

9 Hananiel our father commanded, because my father left me an orphan when he died. And when
I became a man, I took a wife of the seed of our own family, and of her I begat a son and called his

10 name Tobias. After the carrying away captive to Assyria when I was carried away captive, I came
to Nineveh, and all my brethren and those that were of my kindred did eat of the bread of the

nJtm 'DVD 'b& "b Uvh&) n"6iy M (cf F) naa. <}>v\ais] na<r. t. -\as BA omn. nationibus y (o. tribubus a /3 8)

loy>.s°J > BA <S k. jj-y.] > J5 (corrupt?) rov 6.~\ r. vyj/iarov BA & 31 «»c] oik. A avrrf] > BA Hieru-

salem 3L 5. nav. 01 a8(X. pov (ov X* p superscr. X *(*&*))] k. (> $&) naar. at (pvX. (+ L^? S) <rvuanoo-Tao:

BAS {cf F) > Ar k.i° . . . nar. p.] post 8apaX. x c a mg BA £ (cf F) > Ar htSto TOD M omnisque

(et y) domUS SfC. a /3 y 8 Ncf] /r. tow A tdvaia(.] (6vov X c a ™9 BA + Tvbw D'nnt IM H3JW F (kuvoi

r. fioo-X(o] tt) Baa\ rt) Sa/xaXf 1 x c a ,n9 BA & vitulo aureo 3L 'tvbwb Ar nnrn "bilk M ubvin nxi absxi nx F
ov tnot. . . . TaXttX.] > BASF Ifpo/3.] + 033 f3 M. tv Aav] post (6vaiaCov 31 pr. bii 1V33 ArM tni . . .

TaX.j > ArM et omnibus altissimis montibus G.a/3 cum omnibus superioribus partibus G. y et in excelso

omnium gentium. G. 8 6. Kayco] k. tycu A Kim (et ubique) Ar poi/wrar.] poi>os BA £ > M -f-nii"P 12)]} F
TToXXnKts] n'hfovaK. BA aliquoties a/3y aliquotiens 8 > ArMY as lepoaoXvpa* X B at> A] tv -msB*™*
e„i° «B ab A] > B* vid cv2°] > BA ev n. lap.] > ArM V by M navri] +r. BA npoar. at.]

ntPDn xnmx nsD3 Ar « mim M ( + ) F r. irpa>Toyev. *.] > BAa/3y Spec. j9 MF xnienBx ^4r

t. 8«k.] > 8 ktt;i/o)j/] yevi)p.a.T. BA & armentorum (-ti y argenti Spec.) et pecorum (-odum y) a/3y *S^w.

pecorum 8 > ^4r M F TrpwToieovpas] t. npoKovptas B (/W/ ray J^ rai-

z>z B : 7r B ?
mg simstr^ T> WpooTOKvpias A

> 8^4r nnp31 M r. 7rpoj3aTo»/] >BA8^4rMF *

*xuv~\ ^310 Kim -4r a7T(Tp(X . ets Ifp.] > BA IL M
JD]"6 ^4r tf/z'Ar F 7. k. eSio

-

.] > M avra] avras B tf#/£ ex<ov 31 > M r. in. A. . . . Iepouff.i
]

H^ nm WD nm nn ^ Wbh -4r Aapoj^ Ap. A Trp. r. ^o-.] +jra»T. tcov y«v»;p. K camSrB»bA +r<ov

yev. B* S ad aram 8 > a y .S)y<r. M F K.2 r. 8eKaTr/i/] r. Se/carrji/ eSiSouj/ BA io et quod moris erat de
tritico a/3y et decimam frumenti 8 et secundum morem legis de trit. Spec. > M + Jl^'X"l F t. my. . . .

aicpoS.] > BASF t. oiv. k. t. air.] t. o-iT. k. t. oiv. X ca de tritlCO vino a/3y (Xaia>v X*] -ov bl
c * a &'y Spec.

k. powv] + k. t. a-vKcov x c a mQ9 M et (de) ficu malorum granatorum a fi y 8 Spec. aiepo8p. x c a
j *cpo8p. k*

t. 6(pa.TTovoiv\ r. -evov. BA p.iv? & et servientibus Domino, qui piaesto erant 31 (^/i M) plen. F tv10
]

ei? B > A 8tK. t. 8fvr. usque ad vop.. Moo. (v. 8)J xnsDn irm to ^33 a»n»i box mn x^y xntryoi xj^jd xiB'yoi

twvn Ar « jTixea ('n^ ni?x ^3 ny mci n^ baa *nabm) njobx^i mn^ nab '•^',^ 'di »3b> 'oi m 8e/c. t. s«ur.]

8evr. 8f/t. BA ant8(K. apyvptu] un(npaTi(np.rjv BA <£ COmmUtanS in pecunia (&?i(/<? Reuscti) a/3 t. f£ ercoi/J

> BASF IepovCTaXj;p2
J

UpoaoXvpois BA ( + a /3) in loco sanctO a|3y 6^(?C. > 8 8. eSiS. ai/ra . . .

eiotabtp. k. (818. avrots tv t. rpir. «•.] r. rptTjjv efii8. BA S (cf M supra) F tertii ad decimationem ferebam . . . et

dabam illis in tertio anno a /3 decimationem dabam ... in Israel y tertia autem decima dab. . . . et dabam $c. 8

ita ut Tertii anni decemationem darem ... in Isr. Spec. r. opcpav. . . . viois Io-p.] 01s (B b vid tou B*) kq8t]ku BA J5

proselytis et orph. et viduis (et v. > 8) a y 8 Spec. rvan pllb F Totr irpoa*. t. v«. Io-p.] faciens omnia quae
pracepta sunt ( + a Domino Spec.) in Isr. a J3 y Spec, adpositis in Isr. 8 r. vioii\ pr. 18180W x c a vid

k. tjoS.

. . . Mcoffj; <c.] > BA j© F i)ad.] manducabam 3L Kara t. (vto\. as] Ka6a>s BA £ > Ar F as- ej/er. . . .

ant6ai:] NU^p XHIIXa iTHSinX X ,m ' ' ' ri3"ll * * ' "IXn^X 'D pim ^4r Ae/3/3.] Aep/3. A Av. t. nar. rjp..] r. rrar.

pou BAS M F pairis mei Tbobihel matii meae et patri meo aj3 Danihel 8 > y on] 8ion BA opfyavov

. . . U7re#.] -vos KaTtXfiqbdrjv viro t. narpos pou ( + 1|DXD ,

I M F) BA & M 9. «y«6r;i> X*] eytvrjO. X ca eyepop.Tjv BA
yi'i/.] /r. Afwiv BAS8 uxorem nomine Annam a/3 (A. > y) en t. an. . . . ^p&»/] nn ,,y~lTD ArM +TOSP1
rUn ^4r M €yy««/. <^ aur.] 1T7 riT^I ^4rM F utof . . . ovopa avr.] > BA IO. pera . . . j]XpaXa>Tia6r]v]

k. ot€ tjx . . . a6r)v (-rjp.lv B F + 'd: pxD M) BA &y ArMF et postquam in captivitatem deveni ad Assyrios a ^

5. TJj ^<i^X (Rv) is an imitation of LXX, e.g. 4 Kings xxiii. 5 (cf. the papyrus fragment of the Ascension of Isaiah, ii. 12),

not an andrygonous deity (Baudissen, Herzcg's R.E. sub Baal, Asiarte) or a corruption of Bethel (Graetz, Neub.)
;

•X JVD3 in Ar, however, is a mistake, reproduced in M, for ^y33.
6. The non-classical word yevr/p.a, common in LXX, is found in papyri, Mayser, Gramm. d. griech. Pap. aus d.

Ptol.-zeit, p. 214. Deissm. B.S., pp. 109 ff. «V 'ifp. (Cod. Vat.) after a verb of motion belongs to the distinctly vernacular
style of the Rv

text, cf. v. 5, vi. 6, ix. 2, while the form 'itpouoXvpa (Rv Up6s 26Xvpoi ?) is Hellenistic.

7-9. See Miiller, op. cit., pp. 37-48, for minute textual criticism of 3L.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 1. 10-18

ii, 12 Gentiles. But I kept myself from eating of the bread of the Gentiles; and, when I remembered my
13 God with all my soul, the Most High gave me grace and favour in the sight of Shalmaneser and
M I used to buy for him all things for his use, and go into Media and buy for him thence, until he

died. And I left purses in trust with Gabael the brother of Gabri in the land of Media, ten talents

of silver.
x 5 And when Shalmaneser was dead and Sennacherib his son reigned in his stead, the roads of

16 Media were unsafe, and I could no more go into Media. In the days of Shalmaneser I did

17 many almsdeeds to my brethren who were of my kindred : I used to give my bread to the hungry,
(17) and garments to the naked : and if I saw any of my nation dead, and cast forth behind the wall of
18 Nineveh, I buried him. And whomsoever Sennacherib slew, when he had come fleeing from Judaea

in the days of the judgement which the King of heaven wrought upon him for the blasphemies

wherewith he had blasphemed, I buried. For in his wrath he slew many of the children of Israel,

and I stole away their bodies and buried them. And Sennacherib sought them and found them not.

(cum 8 cf. x) aixfJiaX. n*] + p<= x ca N.] +KTI3T SflTp Ar M crop.] > BA & a /3 F morarer 8 Ar M
K.2 ] > BA & nov2°] > B rjo-e.] pr. jiiTtyaa paxDo nn Ar n. unfJN jo bm mm bm i£> Xim Ar
" ntO" "ODD Diana:: Ti^xaa t& ^axi M (cf. F) « r. apr. r. «&/.] > BA So de escis (v. 10 pani.bus) illorum IL

12. mb ^33 mm O'mi Ar (cf. F) k. ore] Kadon BA et quoniam IL pmA°] > BA £> IL + ^b ^33 M F

13. K l°.] > (v. SUpra k. art) IL fioi] > BA o v^ictt.'] Xr6x Ar M 'bti mn" F XaP- <• P°P4>-] XIDm X3n

Ar~M (cf. F) Ei/.] (vide v. 2) + regem Assyriorum a j3 8 Ar M +regem y Ps.-Aug. F

rjyop. . . . x^W^ 1MV avrov ayopavrrjs BA SS rfb mm HO ?3 7$ TfP? *301 ^/"M to 7rpo? r. xpijo-tj'] quae-

cumque volebat in usu suo IL 14. k. (nop. . . . em.] > i/M *. «?rop.] (nop. B iens 31 MrjSiai/j

-Sfiai/ B a *> />/-. r. BA pr. regionem IL />/-. D31 ini3^D ^>33 F *. nyop. avr. «(td.] > BA So IL F «wt out.

chto&iv.] >BASF n-apeft] /r. N3on K»nn21 ^r ra/3ijX<j> X*] -ar,Xo x ca BA Gabelo IL ^X33 Ar

btrsi M b&2]} F jSaXXama] >BA5a(3y^rMF r. aS.] fratri meo a M fratri 8 >y ro)2°]

> BAM filio a)3yF et 8 ra/3p fl] -p« BA Gabahel a/3 Gabeli y Gabin 8 nap -4/- +W3»Tp ^
>M bxnsa F r 7 x«apa] Payou BA IL U^U S> M^Sias] -Seias B ab regionis Medorum a /3 civitateMy

in terra M. 8 + E?an nipQ -4/- TO! n3 ,"l031 M 15. Ei/f^tuo-o-ap] -neo-aap B -peo-aapos A ^mjoN*. &

irM +mnXT ND^O .4r M ^DH F k.2°] > BA 5 IL Sewa^petp] A^petX B Ax>?pftaBb
wd o-^lflo S

annaD ^4r M «.3°] +KrvnajK wj.d jmov p^rai -4r °5ot . . . cm-ear.] xr6m3 ^ido xnmx nay ipddt ^r

D^pSpD V3~ni nS^pl y~1 Uni F tj?j M.] avrov BA terrae Medorum IL aneo-rrjo-av] rj/caraorar. B mT€0-r. A
^m-.^ao JJ S constantes erant a p incon. er. y recesserant S (+ ($£ -4^) VH I^N nion^on '3BD naD'1

pxn) M k. ovk(ti . . . MqS.] 'an nt'o .tddd no: k^i ^4'' ('/• M /^ M,A) K
-
ol"ceri '?8-] et nemo

poterat . . . postea IL pr. nnQOI F Tropev.] 21b6 F ets r. M.] illuc />w/ pot. IL 16. e/j /./-. «. x ca

BA^IL ev . . . Ei»] (pnnNl) M Ewpfo-o-apou] -crap BA ^CftM V),\ ». S> F 3^1130 ^r f7roir;o-a] -otow

(ow sup ras 4 litt Aa
) BA t. a8. pov r. e< t. yei». pov] t. aS. pou BA & omnibus de natione mea IL NO'K'n? Ar

(cf. (pkn.) M) nX b& F r. apr. . . . -yupi/.j > M »««>.] + piDHM .4r 17! ip-ar.] pr. r. A +pov A

> M kX] +"}D XlDn ^03 n\m ^4r r. «k r. e^. p.] > Ar t6v.] yep. BA S re^.J >bbn a«/e e<c r. e<9.

M (r/I F) k.3°] > y4rM epptM.] p fp«p. B cp^. A ott.o-o) r. retx- Nt"-] WWJH XnllXa ^r OTTtao)]

em A pno M Ntv.] pr. (is A €0a7r.] /r. 1CX ny ^na X^l TlOpt? X^ M 18. mulla verba apud M
addita e Script, et aliis loci's, simil. F e. r. aneKT.] > Ar Sew^xiP"!*

10
] AXW"X B ^.^jjo S +0 /3a-

o-tXeus x c a (w
'

d ) BA S IL annaD ArM +mcx *j^o M <.^w.J ^xd. BAS ^>«wy«i'] psx nmua Ar M
+ 'ai?x mvws M ev -7p e^Xao-(p.] > BA S bopi mnxT xjnxan troa^ n^y b ran pppna 'a^ai? ^>tx

1UP n^l nnnixa }«01 Jinnb'a mm UD pnao ^4r {+ simil. M) o> W - • • • H propter defensionem IL

e| oi/t.] de illo IL o /Sao-.] Dominus IL efla^. . . . Io-p.] H^JJ B^K3 >aD JH3 U10 XOn ID ^r e^a^.]

+ avrovS Kkenrap BASILM " « r. m. . . . k. e&wr.] > BA S> xX] ego IL pr. x^2 Dpi Ar e*X.]

involvebam IL f^r. . . . tvp. avr.'] -^6^ vno r. |3aa. ra emu. k. ovX (vpedr) BA & njB 3nn3D y3n XHn X3Dn

14. ^opaCov (without the mivra . . . XP^
"
1" of v - ! 3) maY refer t0 journeys to Media for the purchase of slaves,

the sense in which ayopi&iv is used in the will of Attalus III, Dittenberger, Orient. Graeci Inscript. Select. No. 338,

cf. I Cor. vi. 20, vii. 23.

15. 'AxnpeLX (Vat.) is the result of haplography eBACiA€Yce N [ceN]AX HpeiM. The phonetic interchange of /3 and p is

frequent ; consequently Marshall's hypothesis, that 3 was misread in a supposed Aramaic original, is needless :

see Introd., p. 182. TjKarao-rdrqo-ai' (Vat.) exemplifies the tendency of new verbs to take an external augment.

16. In Ar Levi reads XO^n but XOnSTI is correct as D appears elsewhere, e.g. vii. 16 ;
xvi. 5, 9, 13 ;

soyn has

dropped out after it, and a similar omission occurs in v. 18, where M shows that the common parent of Ar and M
originally followed the tradition of Rs fairly closely.

17. In p«pip. (Vat.) initial p is reduplicated contrary to the Attic rule.

18. IL's involvebam is due to the influence of xii. 13, or the presence of nepio-TeXXfiv in his MS. of Rs
,
not to inde-

pendent translation of naaa misread nnay, a corruption ingeniously but quite unnecessarily invented by Marshall.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 1. 19—2. 1

19 And a certain one of those of Nineveh went and informed the king concerning me, that it was I who
buried them, and that I was hid. And when I perceived that the king knew concerning me and

20 that I was sought for to be put to death, I was afraid and ran away. And all that I possessed was
seized, and there was nothing left unto me which was not taken to the royal treasury save my wife

21 Anna and my son Tobias. And there passed not forty days before two of his sons slew him. And
they fled into the mountains of Ararat, and Esarhaddon his son reigned after him. And he

appointed over all the accounts of his kingdom Ahikar, my brother Anael's son, and he had authority

22 over all his affairs. Then Ahikar made request for me, and I came down to Nineveh. For Ahikar
was chief cupbearer, and keeper of the signet, and steward, and overseer of the accounts in the days
of Sennacherib king of Assyria, and Esarhaddon appointed him a second time. And he was my
brother's son and of my kindred.

ii. The starting-point of the present story, ii. 1-14.

2 1 And when Esarhaddon was king I came home again, and my wife Anna was restored unto me,

and my son Tobias. And at our feast of the Pentecost, which is the holy Feast of the Weeks, there

.JVH1* rDK>K X^l X^Dp Ar 2.2°] rex IL avra] > IL +fX ,|JD pJQ*T *Uy PDI Ar 19. k. enop(v6r{\

-8eis fit BA& 1^1X1 Ar (nop. . . . ffxov'] renuntiatum est illi IL (is ns] 'SMK Ar n$] > BA « rr)s

N.] ep N. B Niwwra>j> AS uire8ei$cu~] -£* B rp^nip bltt Ar -\-multa verba M «yw] > BA
ffanrui] (Qojijov A k. (Kp.~\ > o fi y 8 Luc. ArY k. ore (ncyvovj (niyvovs 8f BA ,3 ot( . . . ooto^.J

quaerebat me occidere IL ^id yDC "in wbttpd? xnta Tps Ar (cf. F) eypoo . . . oti3°] > BA & tov)

> BA ecpcfi^v k. an(8pa(jaj cpofitfus av(x<»pwa BA & ego autem fugi IL p-iyi Dp Ar V02E "nma M
(cf. F) 20. nwa TV \hwxh X3^E T»p31 Ar (cf. + mul/a verba M) simil. F yprrayrj] hi- BA direpta

est IL ova vTTr)p^(v poij r. vnapxovra pov BA & substantia mea IL o ovk . . . /3a(7(XiK.] > BA %> IL Ta>/3ta]

-fitir B -fiiov A 21. ov dir]\d. T)p.. + ((os ov] contigit dum laterem post dies a fi contigit ( + ut y) post

dies y Luc. latui diebus 8 ny }W * * • iTCpD "IDD^XI ArY plen. el aliler M reo-o-epaicovTa] v x earner

nepTrjK. BAS> quadraginta quinque ofiybAr > M -)£>y T\WT\ F an-exr.] -f-xmro ^4r ot Suo

vt.] />r. "iVXICI "]^CT1X ArTAY tfpvyov X ca
]

-y(v x* r. opr?] montem IL jnxb ^4r M F Apapnr]

-atfBIL \1~\p Ar Sa^epSoi/o?] -8a«/ A j o .j o ..». ;.*» S. Archedonossar a y 8 Luc. jnmDX^rMF viosj

pr. o BA p.(T civtov~] avr avrov BA IL Ar M F > 3 «"a£.] + JHrPlDK XD^D Ar Ax(iXaP°v] -tiaxapov

X ca -taxapov BA »a*~/ 3 Achicarum a /3 y 8 np'pX ^4r M pinx F Ara^X] $>xsn ;4r bxiin M F r.

tou ab(\. p. viop] vi. (pr. r. A) t. aS. p.. BA M TIX F «Xoyto-Ttai/] -etav B CUram a0y8 iT^H ^3 ^4r M (r/". F)

ntroy ei^. r. e^ow.] > BA <S aliter Y t. Si ot<.] "iinxi xy"lX ^4r M 22. IL vide apud Reusch rore] *.

BASyir ^twa-.] /r. XD^D^ ^Itt ^y pnD J^O "lp^N ^131 yir (^ M) Ax«xaPosl ° 2 °] AxtaxaP°s- BA
»g***/ 3 Achirarus a^y 8 pinx F tpov\ +erat enim consobrinus mens n/3 n*j*D ^4r /car^X^.] r;X^.

BA£ niranXI yJr ((/I M) F tij^] > BA ' ^X"X-
a

- • • 8el""-] > aftArM yap]8fBA3 apXi-oivoxoos~]

oiv. BSF oivcdoxos A 8iot/c/;r7js] DIDfl bv F «7rt 2«/. pao-i\(ais (X* -ea X c a
) Aao-up.l > BA 3 F 2axep-

8oi/orj pr. o x ca BA -80^00-0? A »o.oj-»o;~od <S Acedonassar 8 > F (< Stvrepasj pr. vws BA wo» ^0
^*L»U 3 iterum 8 > F ip»] ij N* > F fie] enim IL.4r f|aS.] rrtD>m <4r M > F k. « r.

crvy. M .] > BA £ IL F

II. I. k. i0
J

ore 8e (8. > A) BA & > IL M or« 2. Baa.] > BA S > IL M XMH HJi:X3 ^r I^DH TU1
'dx F kot^.] > 2; ArM F «y t. . . . p.0^ ] /^/ n»\ 122 il > y4r k. aweS.] mnx ^4r M [rui F vyw.

19. dniSpao-a, a form occurring elsewhere in LXX only in X Judith xi. 3.

20. jBao-iXiKov, cf. Dan. ii. 5 (LXX avakrip<$>8r)<j(Tai vpu>v ra vnapxovTa (Is to finer.), I Esdras i. J.

21. Rv has 'graecized' the name of Esarhaddon ; for X by its fVt 2apxe86Vo? fiao-. ii. 1, shows that Rs had Sa^fpScoi/

(cf. Cod. Al. 2a^fp8di/). For Ahikar cf. note to xi. 18.

22. a second time {ci. Markxiv. 72) : so Ball, Rendel Harris, the fern, being employed on the analogy of JTW. Rv
,

however, preferred ' son by a second wife ', unless it is right to accent and punctuate 6 2a^ep8of6s vios, (k 8(vt. = Sacher-

donus' son appointed him a second time. Dr. Charles conjectures that vios is a dittograph ofthe last three letters of 2a^ep.

II. I. In X the gen. was written for rrj topr^ under the influence of the following genitive unless rfj fjptpa is to be
understood, irevr. (sc. r)p(pa cf. 2 Mace. xii. 32 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 8

;
Jos. Ant. iii. 10. 6 ; cf. Philo, De Septenar. 21) =

DV D'^On IT\, a somewhat new and unusual name for the ' feast of weeks ' at the time when our author wrote ; hence
he denned it as % . . . (fid. which is an integral part of Rs (not lacking in X as Hatch and Red. Concord., p. 361, sub.

tfihopas, incorrectly state), and R v undoubtedly witnesses to subsequent misunderstanding of his purpose.

With w. 2-4, 5 (first letter) and 8 cf. Ox. papyr. No. 1076. Presenting the recension of Rc
, it shows the usual

deference of that recension for the ancient tradition of Rs against the less antique Rv in several respects, e.g. v. 2

fid8t(e (-(ov Rv
) 7ttco^. (against «V8. of Rv though the latter's order is followed) ; v. 3 k. (nop. T., avaorp(i\r. (= ('nio-Tp(\j/.

Rs
) against e\6mv of Rv

, lbov2° (> Rv
), 'ddvovs (yev. Rv

)
; in v. 4 TJpn (auaipovpai Rs

) against dva\6pr]v (Rv ), (k t. 7rXar.

(> Rv
), ev tcov against « of Rv

, ptxP1 ar>d infin. against «W ov and indie, in Rv
, retention of the clause ' in order to

bury him'; see above for O.v.'s coincidence with R v
, and Introd., p. 176, for the emendation in v. 8.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 2. 1-8

2 was a good dinner prepared me
;
and I laid me down to dine. And the table was set for me, and

abundant victuals were set for me, and I said unto Tobias my son, Go, my boy, and what poor man
soever thou shalt find of our brethren of the Ninevite captives, who is mindful < of God > with his

whole heart, bring him and he shall eat together with me ; and lo, I tarry for thee, my boy, until

3 thou come. And Tobias went to seek some poor man of our brethren and returned and said,

Father. And I said to him, Here am I, my child. And he answered and said, Father, behold, one
of our nation hath been murdered and cast out in the marketplace, and he hath but now been

4 strangled. And I sprang up and left my dinner before I had tasted it, and took him up from the
5 street and put him in one of the chambers until the sun was set, to bury him. Therefore I returned
6 and washed myself, and ate food with mourning, and remembered the word of the prophet which
Amos spake against Bethel, saying,

Your feasts shall be turned into mourning,
And all your ways into lamentation.

7, 8 And I wept. And when the sun was set, I went and digged a grave and buried him. And my

p. A.] A. t) yvx>. p. BA vi. nov] +'}) -tftTN T^OTl fl« "3 M kA°] > BAIL r. hot.] > ArF Kftfl TOP31 M
t. topTt)?] -prr, (pr. t. A) BA j)fjia>v\ >BAS>Ar r, . . . e/38.] Wyiatn Ar MF «/38o/i.] pr. vrtra BA S>

a septem annis a ex (a y de Aug.) septimanis y Luc. Aug. septimanarum 8 (vide Reusch) ey*".]

*nU*3fl M F pot. ap. koX.J ap. KaX. fioi BA k. 5°] > B tsS avtireo-a] avtiravo-apr)v A apta-rrjaai] (paytiv

(a sup ras Aa
) BA S> 2. a [n\(io~\va usque ad [«uor.] ouk v. 5 cf Ox kA°. . . Tpair^a > BAS^rMF

nap. not 2°J tBmo-aix-qv BAS) afiy Luc. > L4r M F otyapia nXttova] o^a 7roXXa BA J5 > ft ArM.F n\uova~\

[no\]\a Ox t. T.} >BA&Ox nmb-.l ] > BkOx&ArM ^aS.fe] -crov BA ov) pr. ayayt BA Ox
& IL au\ tav BA Ox fvpr)t~\ vpgg Ox ttt<ox. r. a8. qp.] r. a8. r)p. evb~er) B SS (cf Ar M) r. a8. rjp. A F
tK r. a8. 17/u. wtq>xo>v Ox €K N. . . . p.fXP L TOV non exst. Ox (K N. aixP-.~\ > BA^4r M F os p-epv.) > A F
+ t. Kvpiov BA J5 Deum a/3y Cypr. Luc. dom. suum 8 Nn^NT Kvm Ar > M tv oX. *cap8. avr.)

> BA £S Ar M ayayf . . . tpov k.~\ > (v. supra) BA {cf. Ox) & k. <pay.] Ut manducet IL koiv. per tpx>v]

panem nobiscum e't prandium hoc y pariter nobiscum prandium hoc a/3 way ArMF ibe N*] i8ov «<=*

BA3 > ArM nnxn bt* F Trpoo-peva] p.tv<o BA pr. »DJJ DUBTA b3\ M 7rai8.2°. . . eX^etv] >BASF
TraiS.] >^rMF ov «X0.] [7rapuyej/«]o-6\ii ae Ox 3. tnoptv. . . . k.2°] > BA & ^JXI Ar {qr. . . .

*7ft.
l0

j > Ox 71-twx.] +captivum IL t. a8eX.] > M ano-Tpe^as] (\0<ov BA 5 avaorpe^as Ox > Ar
+ t?BJ "ID M Xey. . . . edvovs rjpmv] rOBM Ar Xey. . . . anoKpid.) > BA Ox & M Xryei] dixit mihi IL

avrw] > IL anoicp. eurev] ait IL 7rarf/j] p.01 Ox % i8ov2°J > BA & M */c] rwf ano Ox e^i/ouy] yt i».

BA & ex fratribus nostris a /3 8 (y Z«c. = N) M ^N"T«^ »33D F ir«p. usque ad yevcr. /j. aw. (v. 4) »<?«

^ATj/. Ox 7T€<p. k. epp. ei/ r. ay. ic. auT. p. for/j.l to-TpayyaXcopevos (-\i]ptvos B a^ A > M) tpp. tv t. ay. BA & a /3 y 8

+vn:ii6 *ini NniiN3 ndt ^dp in N"ia: ^4r rnt^a bsj F 4. k.i°] *cayo> BA^ y?x> nai irMF
am7rij8.] />^/"pf BA > ArF HND ^ "W\ T>^na3 M a0r?»ca r. apiar. + k.'^] > BA S NIIDD JD Dp p ^4r

7rp. »j yeua-. p«] a»/^ ai<a7rf/8. BA (r/I F) 73N S?1 ^4r > M q] > A aiyrou > BA avaipoufiai] avtiXoprjv

BAE r)pa Ox pr. blH) ArM ck t. wXar.] > BA & +NmpTylr <c.3°] > BA Ojl" S IL f «/ r. ot/ctSiujp]

ti oiKqpa BA ev t. oiKrjparav Ox fc-.->N. S in domum apud me IL (</! F) KflU ina ^4r ^nitJ'ia M e^Kaj

> BA C'^C S IL PeXPl T« T* 7^*o" 8mum <w£ ou f8u o rfK. BA P*XP l 8w€B» t. jjXioi' Oj? k. da\j/<i> ai/T.J > BA S F
»c. 6aTrra> avr. Ox ut ilium sepelirem IL 5. emo-rp. ow] k. cmo-Tp. BA S IL M <c. (reliqua non exst.) Ox
+ nrp37 ^4rM > F tXova-.] >irM +H N F aprov] + pov BASIL /iera TTfvQ.~] ev Xvnt] BASS

pr. Nl^NH Ar pr. nyon3 M +nn3Nl F 6. 6pr»7(r. . . . \*y<i>v\ K12 OFpfinm Ar t. priparos t. Trpocpijrov]

t. npo(f)r)Teius (-ias A) BA Sb F sermonum prophetae IL lain M oo-a . . . \(ya>v] naSas timv BA & DIDy

KUM F oral quod IL A.] post npo<p. BA S IL fn-i Ba.^X] in Bethleem IL a-rpa^rja-.] ijiasm y4r M
> F v/z. ai topr.] ai topr. vp. BA omnes dies festi vestri IL > F k. natr. . . . ^p7".] > ArF 'V\ M
oSot] (vcppoo-vmi BA SS cantica a^ Luc. (viae y semitae 8) ^pr;i;oy] -ok BA 7. «X.] +Nin? N3"t nH32

Ar M k. or? . . . »;X.] 3"iya F opu^.] > ^IrM 8. simil F 01] pr. omnes IL jrXrjo-.] vinnp
Ar >nnQK^)1 nnpl M p.] > BA icany.] «rry. BA deridebant me IL r«/ra ou <po3. . . . iSou cf. Ox ov

2. Rs had tov 8. which a j3y have preserved ; N omitted (or they have fallen out after alrou) and Rv varied to nvplov.

3. On the surface the avao-rpe^as of Ox. and the arroKptdds of X might seem to suggest independent translation of

a Heb. or an Aramaic word. This, however, apart from the general difficulties (see Introd., p. 182) of the independent

translation hypothesis, is precluded by the fact that dvaa-Tpe^. of Ox. corresponds to (Xdatu of Rv (=€7no-rpe\^. not

anoKpiO. of Rs
), \iyti . . . airoicptd. being omitted in conformity with Rv and only k. inop. T. retained in Rc

's usual

compromising tendency in the first clause of the verse.

4. k. ddylra (-r<o Ox. = Rc
) > Rv

, an instance of the resolution of an infin. into a finite verb in Hebraistic style

and of its rejection or modification in a subsequent recension.
6. Rs

(cf. y8 in addition to N's al 68oi read by Swete but 810801 by Reusch) had 'ways' (used metaphorically like

"l~n and well paraphrased by Rv
). The emendation &>8ai which was made as long ago as a 3 (and accepted even by

Reusch) is preferred by the partisans of Rv
(e.g. Noldeke, Lohr) as giving colour to the fiction that Rs

is merely

a secondary revision Undertaken in the interests of Biblical style and Semitic idiom.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 2. 8-14

neighbours mocked, saying, Is he no longer afraid ?—for already I had been sought after to be put

to death for this matter—And yet he fled away < and lost all his possessions > and lo, again, he

9 burieth the dead ! And the same night I washed myself and came into my courtyard and lay down
10 to sleep by the wall of the courtyard, and my face was uncovered because of the heat. And I knew

not that there were sparrows in the wall above me ; and their dung settled warm into mine eyes and

brought up white films ; and I used to go to the physicians to be healed ;
and the more they

anointed me with their medicaments, the more mine eyes were blinded by the films, until they were

totally blinded. And I was impotent in mine eyes four years. And all my brethren did grieve for

me, and Ahikar nourished me two years until he went to Elymais.

n, 12 And at that time my wife Anna used to work for hire in the tasks of women, and would send

the tasks back to their owners : and they would pay her the wages. And on the seventh of Dystrus,

she cut off the web, and sent it home to the owners and they gave her all her wages, and gave her

13 in addition to the wages a kid of the goats. And when she came into my house, the kid began to

cry, and I called her and said, Whence is this kid ? is it stolen ? Render it to its owners ;
for we

14 have no right to eat anything that is stolen. And she said unto me, It hath indeed been given me

4>oP. ovk€:-i\ ovKen (f>o$. BA tiavSvvevcrev Ox quomodo non &c. IL <po/3.] + hie homo IL +iTB>aa \0 ArM.
17817 yap eirefrrijfyv] -9rj N a b ?

IL > BA Ox & Ar M r. <pov. . . . aired.] > Ar M toiA] > BA Ox
(pov.l anodaveiv Ox ntpi t. npay. rovr.] > Ox a7T«S.] ano8. A + k. ancdXetrcv navra ra vnap^ovra avrov Ox
+ et perdidit substantiam suam a j3 k. naXiu tSou] k. i8ov BA Ox iterum IL iraX. iS.] > Ar M dairr.']

sepelire coepit IL i>e*p.] + ego autem intentus in mandatis Dei non timebam quid loqueretur homo Spec. 30

9. avr. t. vvkti iKovcr^] ei> avr. r. wkti aveXvtra (aveXva: sup ras B ab
) da^as BA & iterum lavi ea hora postquam

sepelivi a/3 ilium sepelivi y sepelivi 8 riDH nx ^Ip nnx M eXaiwr.] KrVO JO ^20 t6 Ar n^3Q WW M
x.2°. . . av\. p.~] > BAB Ar plen. et aliter M nvX.] domum IL f>coip.~] + pepiappevos BAS t. rot*, rr/s

avX.] parietem IL X^W3 "lUD iTDIi? b]3 Ar TpH i)W M avXrjs] + pov BA avaKeicaXvppev.~] aKoXvuT. BA
fi.a t. Kavpa] > BA&ArM io. arpovBia) "im F tnavo) p.] > BA eiaiv] ear. BA residebant IL

(if. Ar) k.
2°] +t. o(p6aXpa>v p. avecoyor. BAS (cf. F) eicad.] > IL taaO. t. a(po8. avr.] a<pa>8tvcrav t.

arpovBia BAF «a5.] insiderunt y residerunt 8 > BA depp.~] ante us BA > ArM «.3°] > A
tnrjyay.] tyevrjdq BArM(c/.F) fcewc.] -f th t. ocpdaXpovs (-01s B edit

) p. B & Ar M (cf 8 F) aropcvopr/v] -6rjv

BA +caeCUS IL pr. COtidie 8 pr. "IQ^l ~|3V P2 Ar pr. *ip32 M tovs~\ > BA OepanevB. . . . err] reo-atpa]

k. ovk aXptXtjaav pe BA & [cf. F) r
J1 K1VPI ""JDX X^X ""DIVX \h\ 13*JJ '"IXDX^ Ar \by t6) WX nXETl^ M

k. iravr. . . ntpi e/x.] > BA & F 01 a8eX<p.] + et amici mei HArM nepi ep.] »j»y nmy ^y M #c.s°

Ax«nxaP0J] A^axapoy 8e BA Ku*»/ S Achicarus autem IL 1p*pN -4r M + ,21*lpM pinx »nxi F fr»; 8i;o]

> BA,S^rM Trpo r. avroi- 3a8io-at] tws ov enopevdrjv BA 5 F priusquam iret 3L > Ar M t. EXv/^.J t.

EXXi//z. BA Limaidam 3L >^4rM X"Jc6x3 F 11. «.] > % tv r. xP "- «"«'] > BA& pX^D p»V^ y4r

nan F A. ?; ywy»j ^.] -*- BA ypidevtro] toa 5 deserviebat «^ mercede serviebat y operabatur 8

epyots t.] > BAS xm^y yir ywaiKiots] -etois B )ju Ko S mulierum a^y muliebribus (= mulieribus)

8 + lanam faciens et telam ex mercedibus suis pascebat me a/3 1. f. et conducens telas texendas et ex

&c. 8 xrvmn iwv:b Ar trwb MF 12. anear. . . . navra k.] > Ar {cf. F) xsnNsh niyn'1 nmxi M
mittebant et adducebant (due. y) illam ad texendum et dabant ei mercedem suam a /3 y quae accipiebat

et texebat et cum detexuisset (detexisset ?) remittebat domino rerum et ille mercedem dabat ei 8 avrwv

. . . kv/nois2°] > BASS f£(T(p( t. to-Tcw] COnsummavit texturam IL tSoin. avr.] arrtSuK. avr. k. avroi

BAS Trai/ra] > BA& k.6° t8a»cav avTrj] irpo(r8ovTfs k. BA et insuper dederunt ei a/3y$ />r. DW VT1 M
f^' earta] > BA8 pro detexto a;3 telaticum y +ad manducandum a /3 8 mjx pJ2 ^4r M F «^ atywi/]

> BAS^rM 13. »f.l . . . KPa(.] XDU3 p'PT XHJ »OB» Him ^r ( + F f/ M) k. ore] ore 8e BA
eio-»/X^.] t;X^. BA inX,3m F o ept0.J > BA & F (C/jafetvl Kpava£. A e<aX. avr. k. ei7ra] ei7ra (-ttov A) auri;

BASMF vocavi ad me uxorem et dixi illi IL ^n, ^XCI Ar tovto] > BA Si + qui balat IL fxijTj-ore . . .

KXc^ip.] niJ3 n\T> X^ IB'BSa nOBTI M ptjnore] pr) BA *cuptois] iTIO^ ^4r avrou] > BA e£ov(r.

tX*optv r/peis] dfpirov ea-Tiv BA & IL ou8«/] > BA & F KXe^t/x.2°] supra mercedem IL 14. k. Xey. p.

uvtij] r) 8t (inev BAS> et respondit mihi et dixit IL (cf Ar) F 8oati . . . pia6cf\ miy -|3X3 D13 tOUTX p wb

10, Miiller finds in 8epp6v of R8
, which he regards as the original Greek, an improbable epithet for d<t>68evpa and

conjectures that *mn (= dirt) has been mistranslated. aveayoTusv Rv
perf. act. in late passive sense. Dillon's con-

jecture (Contemp. Rev. 1898, p. 367) that 'EXXvp. (Cod. Vat., but elsewhere 'EXvp.) is a misunderstood transliteration

of a Hebrew word = ' hiding-place' derived from up]} is favoured by Dr. Harris, Story of Ahikar, p. Hi, n. 1, but see
Introd., p. 186.

12. e'<p' e'ari'a (Swete). Reusch conjectures eVi tov to-dUiv (cf. 8) or *Vi tc5 pio-da (telaticum y = mercedem pro tela

= io-tioj/? v. 11). a /3 presuppose the existence of both these conjectures. Dr. Charles suggests that of an original

€CTiATopiAi (=/or a meal) the last five letters were lost before tpifpov and the remaining six became cctiai. For la-ros see
Deissm. B.S., p. 135.

14. The presence of n-oii elaiv in Rs shows that Si(caio<rui>ai here keeps its old sense. At times however (as here in

Rv
) it appears in Rs

, e.g. xii. 9, beside e'Xejj/x. as an early gloss or doub.et translation and should be omitted.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 2. 14—3. 7

over and above the wages. And I did not believe her, and I bade her render it to the owners ; and
I was abashed at her because of this. Then she answered and said unto me, And where are thine

alms-deeds? Where is thy righteous course of life? Behold, this thy case is known.

iii. Tobit's Prefatory Prayer, iii. 1-6.

2 And I was much grieved in my soul and groaned and wept. And I began to pray with groanings : O
Lord, thou art righteous, and all thy works are righteous, and all thy ways are mercy and truth : thou

q judgest the world. And now, O Lord, remember thou me, and look upon me ; and take not vengeance

4 on me for my sins, both for mine ignorances and my fathers'. They sinned against thee and disobeyed

thy commandments, and thou gavest us for spoil and captivity, and death, and for a proverb and

5 a by-word and a reproach among all the nations among whom thou didst disperse us. And now
thy many judgments are true in exacting from me the penalty of my sins, because we did not keep

6 thy commandments and walked not truly before thee. And now deal with me according to thy

pleasure, and command my spirit to be taken from me, that I may be released from off the earth

and become earth : for it is more profitable for me to die than to live, because I have heard false

reproaches, and there is much sorrow in me. Lord, command that I be released from this distress,

let me go to the everlasting place, and turn not thy face, O Lord, away from me. For it is more
profitable for me to die, than to see much distress in my life, and not to hear reproaches.

B. Sarah's Previous History, vv. 7-15.

7 On this day it happened unto Sarah the daughter of Raguel who was in Ecbatana of Media,

iWl^ap ""NT Ar > F 8oaei] 8copou BA S pr. *3 linn p X7 M avrji] XH7V27 Ar > F k. fXey.

. . . airo8ow.~\ sed magis dicebam illi Furlivis est redde ilium IL > Ar 'y\ ITvS *npjfifl M anobowaij -8i8ovai

BA -fauroBAS irpoarjpvd.] -r)pv8. BA jcfcofcsja £ contendebam et erubescebam 3L .Toy XV31 Ar

irr o^Dipno ti*m M > F Xopo> rour.j > BAS F xna bv ArM «to] r, 8e BAS mnnax nan nay Ar
> F Xe-yfi] an™ kA° BA K*j.s S > F > BAe k. ttov . . . 8lk. gov] ubi sunt iustitiae tuae a/3 Cypr.

Aug. {bis) ubi sunt eleemosynae luae 8 ubi sunt el. tuae quas faciebas y aliter F nov «o-ti/2°] K . BA
tSe (x*) ravT. pera o\ yvuor. ear.] idov (x c °) yv. navra p. a. BA S ecce quae pateris omnibus nota sunt 3L (cf. F)

X7137 '•bnx *p7pi ArM pr. -\rcK nyn 17 i?*yv vb& M
III. i. «.i°J + y»B> 13 Ar (cf. F) nepiX. yep.] \vmj6ea BA fcsji^U/ jo £ contristatus 3L ion ^D F

t.^vX .~] > BA S ArM >bv F k. o-rev. ekX.] €<\. Bk&ArF ingemui lacrymans 3L n2B> 7y ^nai Ar
T)p£. irpoo-evxeadai] Trpoaevgap.r)v BA S M pr. introivi (intravi y8) in atrium meum (aulam meam 8) et u#yS > F

per. o-rev.] p<t oSvvtjs BA S + animae meae % Ar •* ^337 M tt>33 103 F 2. Sue.] pr. Xtyav BAS (cf. Ar

MF) Kvpte] X3n X.n7K Ar « M + TDDtS>D "1B»1 MF nav. r. epy.] > F SiKata] > BA S F magna

1L(cf.ArM.) «X. k. aX.] misericordiae et verit. plenae IL -o-wt)~] -vm BAS ov] 001 A pr. k. apio-iv

a\r)6tvr)v k. dtKaiav BA S F pr. et iudicium vemm a /3 y (8 = X) roc] />/'. et? BA S 2L />r. 'X3 737 F aiuva]

XyiX 73 ^4r pxn M +"Tiy£nn S3X1 p^S nntO M 3. «/»& sed plen. MF k.i°. . . *Trt/3A. *.]

> vlr *. w o-. Kvp.] > BAS €7r t/3A.] + en epe BA S respice in me 3L k. 3°] > BAIL p(] > B
ckSk/jo-.] e«8tK. B "ONI F ran ap.] de pecc. 5L k. ei» r. aye. p.] > /)r 'niiy31 M ff] > BA %> Ar
de IL wnpr."| pr. a. B />/-. ot x ca AS a/3 /»r. si quid y quia 8 x:3n ''KnnaNl xaNI Ar {cf. 8 F) waw.l

€i/co7r. BA3Lylr"F 4. «W/. sed ple?i. {verba e Scrip/.) M /<. Trap.] Trap, yap BASE napr]Kovo-a X*]

-aw X ca BASa/3y COntempsimUS 8 (r/: v4r) k.2°] > B8 apway.] 8iap7ray. B post aixp. Ar > M
aixp-1 > M 6av.~\ > Ar MF «tf-°] > BA k. XaX. k.] > BA£^4r oi/eiSto-poc] -pou BAS ante

napaBAr >F ei/l°] > BA cell/.] + pXn F r)p. 8if<ncopnLCTas] <ukopittape6a BA S WJV Kn»?3nM ilr

5. M»w7. M //(?«. F vw] +Domine 31 xni?X Ar aov m <p.] at *p. a. BA /r. "jt^m Ar vnapx-]

fio-iv BA aX»;(9.] +at 0801 o-ov X ca + oa^> S />r. et 3L ttod/o-. . . €i/o)Tr. o-.l 'Kami »oy pioan X7 ^4r

ttoi. e| «p.] f| fu. ttoi. BA quae de me exigas 21 pov] +k. t. narfpaiv (npa>v X ca
)
pov X ca BxASa^y (> 8)

k. ov»f] ou yap BAS non !L aX»j^i/co?] (v -8aq BA S 6. aliter et plen. F k. vw . . . epou] "JlDnJ D~Q

VDy T-iy X^D Ar 0-01A
]
/r. 6ca)Trtoi/ A +-1CM M K. 2°] > BAS fTTtraf . . . yn~] W1 p ^33 7UP1

^4r (f/ MF) • e^ 6/1.] > BASIL air. . . . yys] > BAS.4rM ^n 737 njn» n>3 Tf\2H 7X ^3SDXntr F
k. yevupat y^] > IL 8to] Sioti BA airo^aj/.] "JlOrl F paWop] > B <f. 4 °] > B on oveio. usque ad V.

fin.'] my X37P yotyx X71 P7X xmD ,, n3i xn3i ni33DD3 Ar my sn3nn yct^x xS M Xvn-.] +eo-rti/ BA
per ep.] ec fp. BA S Kup.l ] > BA S ano\v6u] -Brfval pe BA a7r 2°] > BA ravr.] > BA S ottoX.

pe] t)8t) BA S et da mihi refrigerium IL tow. t. aia>v.] at. roir. BA (t.s°] > BA S Kvp.2 ] > BA S IL

8to2°. . . OW18.] > BAS j3XeTreii/] vivere et pati IL 7. <5r^. F rjp. raur.] nvr. r;p. BAS IL o-u^^.]

> ^4r 2.] post Pay. BA r//2°] > A ro^J > BA Ek/3.] > F r. m.] /»r. xyix.3 xn3HD Ar

III. 7. Israel LeVi {Revue des Etudes juives, vol. xliv, April-June, 1902, pp. 289 ff.) points out the disproportion
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 3. 7-15

8 that she also heard reproaches by one of her father's maidservants ; because that she had been given

to seven husbands, and Asmodaeus the evil demon had slain them, before they had been with her as it

is appointed for women. And the maidservant said unto her, It is thou that slayest thy husbands

;

behold thou hast already been given to seven husbands, and thou hast not been named of one of

9 them. Wherefore dost thou scourge us on account of thy husbands because they have died ? Go thy
10 ways with them and let us see neither son nor daughter of thine for ever. In that day she was grieved

in her soul and wept ; and she went up into her father's upper room, and desired to hang herself; and
again she considered and said, Nay, lest they reproach my father ; and shall say unto him, Thou
hadst one beloved daughter, and she hath hanged herself because of her calamities ! and I shall bring

down my father's old age with sorrow to Hades. It is fitter for me not to hang myself, but to
11 supplicate the Lord that I may die and no longer hear reproaches during my life. At the self-same

time she stretched forth her hands towards the window and prayed, and said, Blessed art thou,
1

2

O merciful God, and blessed is thy name for ever : and let all thy works bless thee for ever. And
13 now unto thee my face and mine eyes I lift up : command that I be released from the earth, and
14 that I no more hear reproaches. Thou knowest, Master, that I am pure from all uncleanness with

15 man, and that I never polluted my name, nor the name of my father either, in the land of my

(cf. M) pr. pltO F our.] ravT BA ipsa 3L aicovcr. oi/ei8io-p.] -Sicrdrjvai BA & Nrl3~l NIIDTI J"iyDCJ> Ar
m ta^ytai nnis D'sniro M ijnn F (sed v. F v. 8) «ro... eaunp] > Ar V3K rnn2K>o M rwrfnap F
+ rm ttb*t rrw "]b xipb "Wn b» nb rb nnniNi M vno] ano A IL pu« r.] > BA & tou2°] > B
tavr.] avr. BA 8. plen. F «8«8.] SeS. BA tnTa] +Njnx bl miX3 EM»N rb]} b]} tib) Ar (cf. M)
AoytoSeoy] -Bavs B -Saios A u»o|?cu*u»/ & •'NnDE'N Ar F HDB>S M bmp. t. TJ-oi/.] Tror. 8. BA *TBH N3/D

Ar M aneKTevvevj -Kravtv BA trpiv . . . avr,~\ ea hora qua ad illam introiebant ad concumbendum a /3

qua hora introibant ad illam y M antequam iierent cum ilia in coniugio 8 nad. . . . rats] a>r tv BA J5

sicut solitum est mulier a /3 sicut traduntur mulieres 8 > y njnx ^3 miN3 Ar psn b^ TT13 M > F
fiTtfi/] -av BS r) 7rai8.] > BA 5 + sua 1L 2u ft rf\ Ov (rvvifts BA ,3 J"IX DD? M anoKT(vvovcra^ -irviyovaa

BASF SUffbcas a /3 y suffocasti 8 r. avdp. o-.] o-. r. av8p. BA tSou J7817] t}8t] BA *i ^,DD Ar > M
anticSed. cirra ai/8p.] errra eo^es BA Si > M k. 3 °. . . avopaadrjs N B a ?

*'] k.3°. . . covaadrjs BA 5 et nullo

eorum fruita es a y frunita es 8 > MF pnn"1 ni'pO ri3Kl "]i>y ^xy N^ JVBO ir\) Ar g. n rjpas . . .

avdp. o\] Jim yin n^nn ^J? WllS V^r>1 M (</. F) Trept r. ai/8p. <r.] > BA pr. aut IL on firretf. . . . avro>./]

onnn (cf F) »roer»B> t^k^ pint 31D1 M on] « BA £> F qui L oTrt^oi/] -vav BA -** B a ?
"rivon F

k.] > BA£ tSot/xfi/] itfT< M vtov n*] />r. o-oi; BA5 +irouN ca />r. ex te a»/<? videamus IL pjSe] i/BAS
io. €i/ r. /^ep. ««i/.] rai/ra aKouo-ao-a BA i5 (<r/l ^r (r/! M) F) eadem hora a/3 in ilia hora y in ilia die 8

eXwr.] mn M tv t. yfrvx-~\ o-^oSpa BA 8>ArM nioi? ny F K. «Aaucr.] > BAS nb "iXni F k.
20

ai/a/3ao-.

. . . tj&fA.] coo-re BA S B>p21 F r)6(\. . . . e\oy.] ID b\\)2 " "»3S^ pymi M ij^eX. . . . kukwj/] w«//. a///^r

et plen. M. ^a<5. supplicationem nd\. eXoy. *. Xey.] tiTiei/ BA S cogitavit !L M77 . . . Ka/cwj/] Mta pei/ eipu r.

rrarpi pou fai/ noirjao tovto oveiftos avrco forat (eariv A) BA S supplicationem et dissini. verba habet M HB'yK DK

ntn 13nn F aura)] > 3L «7ro t. (caK.] > E /cara|o] ^Oj/ avrov BA S NnnN?1 ^4r t. tvarpos yx.] aurou

BAS +'0N F Xvn-^y] oSw. BA + animi 3L aSov xc&BA] aSous- n* xpw- • • fag p.] > BA S>

MF -fneque ego neque pater meus a/3y + pater meus 8 xw "- M01
] /l/'- nb ]2 Ar aXXa] b 3D D11 ^4r

Kv/j.] NH^X ylr orrcos ano6.~\ > Ar 11. > M tv civt. t. Kaip.] k. BA S TX F 8ta?r. r. X"P-]

> BA& n^fiUI nal»n r. 0upi8a] tv -Si BAS Kni>N Dip ^4r e8*^ff] fl«& Trpos BA& 1^1 yir

+ mDN pHDI Ar 8(€ tX.] <cupit o &os- pov BA S Domine Deus miseiicordiarum IL N3JITI NJDm D^ni'K " ^4r

ttfl^N nin"1 F oovl°] +7-. ayioi/ A(. evnpoi/ BA S 51 N^y ^D2 C1QD1 ^np Ar NTlini "»33n 5»113PI "IDK* F
ff. :i°] > BASILylr €vXoyj)o-arcoo-ai/] -yrjaaiaav BA trou] ^T1 yi/' tis t. at.] pD^y ,D!?y^1 D^ ^4r /cj/

N113H F +-IBO ^3 D*n3B>D 1^1 F 12. > M i»w] + <vpie BA %>Ar -r-13^K HliT F ctu o-e] etc

<re post pov2° BA J5 7rpoor.] > F t. ?rpocra>7r. ^t. r. o^5. p.] -*- BA povl
] + levo a@Ar + veitO y

ar/e^Xe^a] 8€8wKa BA S dirigo a /3 y respiciunt 8 p>?n ^4r <z/?'/<?r F 13. ^«. ^/ aliter MF ft7roi/]

Lwao^ 5 aTToXv^at] -Xvo-ai BA ^Ujjk.i? S STIKT ^r ,|3n3Nni F otto r. yj]i\ nQyi? ^4r D^iyn }D F
ctKoufit/] -o-at BA oi/et8to-/iouy] -pov BA S \\. plen. F 8eo-7rora] Kup. BA ^4r > F OKa^apotay]

apapr. BA oz/Spos] /r. /cat B (sed non B ab A) & 15. ou^t] ovk BA pov r. ot/.] r. 01/. pov BA corpus

between the cause— servant's gibes—and the result—desire for death ; the strangeness of g
b in the mouth of servants

(but rightly used by parents, x. 11, Rs
, 12, Rv

), Sarah's anxiety for herfather's sake ; the figurative use elsewhere in

Tobit of pao-Ttydo) (e.g. xi. 15, xiii. 2, 5,9). He ingeniously conjectures that her mother (HDX) not a maid (HDN) taunted
her, that narpos avTr/s was a gloss inserted afterwards, and f]pas (v. 9) = the parents. Even if Levi were right, Rs

(a single maid) would be nearer to the intention of the author than Rv
.

8. imoKTcw. ( + vi. 14 f. N, xiv. 11 N), Th. Gram., p. 225. avda-0. (Rv), Th. Gram., p. 200.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 3. 15—4. 2

captivity. I am the only daughter of my father, and he hath no other child to be his heir, nor has
he kinsman near him, nor has he relation, that I should keep myself for a wife unto him. Seven
husbands of mine are dead already ; and why should it be mine to live on ? And if it pleaseth thee

not to slay me—O Lord, now hear my reproach.

C. The Union of Sarah's and Tobit's Destinies, w. 16, 17.

16, 17 At the self-same time the prayer of both was heard before the glory of God. And Raphael
was sent to heal them both : in the case of Tobit to remove the white films from his eyes, that he
might see the light of God with his eyes ; and in the case of Sarah the daughter of Raguel, to give

her for a wife to Tobias the son of Tobit, and to unbind Asmodaeus the evil demon from her

;

because it belonged to Tobias that he should inherit her rather than all those which wished to take

her. At that time did Tobit return from the courtyard into his house, and Sarah the daughter of

Raguel herself also came down from the upper chamber.

THE JOURNEY OF TOBIAS, iv-xiii.

A. Its Cause and the Preparations, iv. i-v. 17*

i. The Cause, vv. 1, 2.

4i In that day Tobit remembered the money which he had left in trust with Gabael in Rages of
2 Media, and he said in his heart, Behold, I have asked for death. Why do I not call my son Tobias

and shew unto him concerning this money before I die ?

meum aj8 > y k. 2°] > BA ovSe] + dehonestavi a/3 narpos u.] im3X F aixp. p-] IJTll^ F
T r;s] > A cTepov~\ > BA 3 Ar M F TfKvov~\ imibiov BA filium vel filiam IL "\2 ArM tsnv F iva] o

BA 3 qui 3L . K\r)povopr)<Tp~\ -aei BA avTOV~] rTTCDrlX ArM a8eX(p.] > ArM aura)2°] > BASIL ArM
tyy. owe o-vyy.] vel proximus aut propinqilUS IL ovre] ot>8. BA o-vyy. avr. vwapx*i~\ -xow avr. vios (1 sup

ras Aa
) BA £< 3np ArM VnxS p F avTo>3° vnapxti] post ab~e\<pos IL aliter F o-vvrqp. ep.~] custodiat

me TLAr IIWVPW M i"l"DDN1 F (pavrrjv X^BA] avrqv X* > M ai'Tw yvvaaca] avr. yv. sup ras X1 aura>

ywai sup ras Aa (seq ras 2 litt.) > M aliter F yw.] > Ar 7787] nm ArM eiTTa~] pr. viri IL

(plen. F) K.i°] > BA «ttw «-t] >BAS adhuc IL jnrv TO M > F &"] «n Ar T\Vrb M
+ D^iy3 M > F o-ot So*.] -^ BA Kup.] > BA^r ante anoKT. IL wv~\ emragov BAIL > IL Ar
aaaKova. ovft8. p.] eni^Xc^ai (pr. impera et 8) (n epf (e. e. > y Ar) k. tXeqarai pe k. prjKeTi QKovaai pe ovttb. BA S a /3

yd ArM phn.Y 16. Ev avr. r. icaip.~] k. BA & Ninn XDV3 Ar 7\W i"iniX31 F eio-rjKOvadri'] -atv Tt A
exauditae sunt IL rbv ArF 7] > B ttjsA npovivxn X Ba

] -xns B* A preces IL t. &>£. r. &w] r. 8.

t. peyuXov Pa<par)\ BA Jo> J<*^> S />r. summi IL X3~l mbtn Xip 11

»D"YI3 ^4r Tl33n XD3 (XD3 'JE&I rtfOBVl

* 1133 + zvrfo ^awa M et n) M EPDBQ W3X F 17. an-tor.] n^l -4rM PIW1 (/>r. z'<?r<5a /><2«f.) F

P.] ante k. BA (v. 1 6) />r. X3XTO ^4r M + niXISHn b]} HiCOn 1C5>n M Tco/3ei01° ap-oX. r. X. ajro t. 00(9. avrov]

tov T. X«no-ai (Xnrtio-ai A* ras Xt A ? >°)\n^\ S) /c. t. X. BA S id est T. curare a maculis oculorum a /3 sanare

a mac. oc. y desquama maris (= desquamare) 8 vry »5>f» inX3~l^ M (cf. F) tra . . . 6tov~] > BA & Ar
M F et reddere ei (ei > y) aspectum luminis a /3y lumen coeli 8 2appa x*] -pav x 1 BA S IL rg X*] r?;i'

X ca BASIL Pay.] />r. tov X ca BA ainvji/] > BAIL Tw^fi^] />r. tov A Xvo-ai ] 8770-. BA S colligare

a/3y alligare 8 nvnyxb ArM innanbt niy^l F A<r/xoS«i'v] -Saw B -Satoi/ A IL a»|?QJ»)wflft^ & (c/. 38)

^XIDCX ^4r F HOE>X M 8aip. t. 7701-.] n. 8. BA ^fBH XD^O ArM > F Sion . . . avrqv 30 ] > ^r I\I

nhxjn DDtJ'D 'nb *3 F air avr.'] > BA S tmp. k\. avrqv^ '] destinata erat haereditas eius IL irapa . . .

aVTt}vZ°] > BAS tV (K. T. Katp.~\ HTll^V JT1 'D ^^ 131 u4r M (cf. F) f«U-(»] OUT. BA & (7T(0-Tp. T. flJTO

r. auXr/r] «7rio-Tp€\^af T. (larjKdfv BA £ 3n ^4r M DJDJ1 F k. avr.] > BA 3) post Karefir) % Mr.] + avri^f

BA S +T®&b nJWPE' 13 ^4 r (r/ MF)
IV. I. tov] />r. 7Tfpi BAS apyvptov] inter p2° ^/ t parva ras in ~B vid o] ov BA Ta/Sa^Xw] -»jX BA IL

"^li^S ^X3j Ar btvn M bx-'ny F e» Payoty] U^jis & mn nipn Ar wan n^1D2 M > F
M»j8tay] -fias B al> 2. r. Kap8. avr.^ tavra B aura) A op S 171^13 F i8ov] > BA S> °"A'] 0llX BA
pr. ^loa S > ^4rM »3J*K niD^ F T.] > A k.2°] iva avry BA S wirofift^w] UWX1 F avrw . . .

12. a«>a/3X. causative as in Is. xl. 26 (= Xb>3).

17. Xvo-at (R s
) and 8q<rai (Rv

) were both technical terms in contemporary magic, Deissm. L.A.E. 306-10. It is note-

worthy that in Dan. iv. 12 these two words both correspond to the Aramaic XT^ J
cf. 1 Enoch viii. 3.

IV. 3. F's iimnediately may be due to his intimate acquaintance with some recension based on an Aramaic text in

which X11H3 had been corrupted into nTlfQ, but this particle is very characteristic of F's style {e.g. iv. 3 et passim)

and but little weight therefore can be attached to its appearance here.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 4. 3-10

ii. The 'Teaching' of Tobit, vv. 3-21.

3 And he called Tobias his son and he came unto him and he said unto him, Bury me well, and
honour thy mother ; and forsake her not all the days of her life, and do that which is pleasing before

4 her, and grieve not her spirit in any matter. Remember her, child, that she hath experienced many
5 dangers for thee in her womb ; and when she is dead, bury her by me in one grave. My child, be
mindful of the Lord all thy days, and let not thy will be set to sin and to transgress his command-
ments : do acts of righteousness all the days of thy life, and walk not in the ways of unrighteousness.

6 < For if thou doest the truth, success shall be in thy works, and so it shall be unto all that do

7 righteousness. Give alms of thy substance : turn not away thy face from any poor man, and the

8 face of God shall not be turned away from thee. As thy substance is, give alms of it according to

thine abundance : if thou have much, according to the abundance thereof, give alms ; if thou have
9 little bestow it, and be not afraid to give alms according to that little : for thou layest up a good

10 treasure for thyself against the day of necessity : because alms delivereth from death, and suffereth

TOVTO'Ju] > BA & +quam commendavi IL NBD31 NpDJ? TY>b Ar (cf. M F) 3. k.i°] TO F acaXeaev]

Kuktaas BA £> T. r. viov avr.] avrov BA & filium SUUlTi 1L F k. r]\d. np. aur.] > BAILS^lrMF k.J

> BA3> avTa>] > BA & + Fili: et (et > y) ille respondit: Quid est pater et Thobis dixit (et dixi y) a/3

6a\ls.~\ pr. Ilai8iov fav anodavco BA a fiy 8 & ArM F icaXws] > BA <& diligenter IL TO F rtfia] fit) vnepibr}?

BA j$ \cf. F) k. fir) «VK.] Tipa BA 5S avrrjs] <rov BA SF k. 7roi . . . 7rpay/x.] > <S tvcojr. avr.] avry

BA illi ... in conspectu eius IL Xi^o-.] 3")Dn Ar mon M r. -nvev. aur. J avrr}v BA NnoiQ "lO^O by

Ar fPS FIN M +fT*n riN mon bt?\ M > F tv jr. Trpay.] > BA^rMF 4. avn/fl ^
] > BAa/3y

8 Spec. Kivb. no\.] ^ BA quanta pericula IL > Ar Jm* n03 M pr. yby nmOJ nimon n3~in F
fapaK.~] eop. B passa sit IL np*yr>N Ar Tthv H2J) M e" T - *otX - awT-] > Ar pr- *jnvn3 MF ».] > BA£
€1/ ew ra(p.] />r. T333 M 5. paetie simil. M *c.i°] > BA 71-. t. q/xep.J cum praeced. coniung. A via

aov~\ > BA tou Kup.] +t. &ou >»U6W BA&ylr Deum IL 1*013 M Tn>K ni.T F k.2°. . . aStwar] plen. F
(c.2°J > B apapmi> *.] > B -rai/eti/ k. B^"^ A 8iKaioovvas~] -qv BAa/3 8 Cypr. Luc. pr. k.AS
> y noifi] -eivAS > y ran o8.~\ in viam a/3y8 (in vias Spec. 24) cpon "133 Dy Ar 6. > M
01 noiovvres] iToiovin-os aov BA a /3 y 8 Z«r. Cy/>r. & a\rjfl«tai/] -ta«* B* k A pr. ttjv BA ex (in /3) veritate a y
Z#f. Cj^r. veritatem 8 fvoSw^o-.] ei/oSiui eo-o»>rai BA S& erit respectus a/3y Cypr. -tio Z«r. bene tibi

erit 8 rvi>¥ri F tv t. epyow aurtui/] ev t. f. aov BA a y S + omnibus ( + in (ex Cypr.) substantia e versu seq.

8 Cypr.) 8 operibus tuis Luc. operum tuorum Cypr. "J7*l bl2 Ar piDBTl TX1 T3T1 nx F *c. 7r. t. notovcnv

Sik.] f«w v. 19 coniung. n (Swete) +1^^310 Ar > F Sucatoo-.] />r. t?ji/ BA > F 7~i9a
. > K

[7 usque ad I9a B:—] 7. nM ]\I o-ot] o-ou A <c. \u\ <pd. . . . eXerjpovvvrjv] > 71 106 Sa/3yS 6^^. 24

.4rM ere] > A k.2°] > A ou M »? . . . <9eou] TnJO^ nD3'1 «^ NH^N ^4r '?K 1DO D^ N^ F Trpoo--

wn-oi/] f/C T3»y M F tttwx-] 5/^ bKiB^ MJyo 1\1 + JV3N1 F rov 0tov~\ > £> 8. simil. M ny n3
xnpnv T3y nnmy i^o pmno dki T3y xnpn^ n3yo^ 1T3 Nbav n^n ^4r vn-ap*.] J^aao l^./ ^» ^.^ 5
+ fili IL «^ avrov eXe»jp.] + cap 7roXu ox>i vnap\j] Kara to ito\v e£ avrwv noitjcrov (Kcrfpoo-vvqv 249 a y ( > 8 el reh-

qua verba huius versus > 8) Cypr. Aug. (c/. F?) Kara to oXty.] -f-communica et a)3y Cypr. Spec. 24 Aug.
7roieix>] cum (quia 0) facies (facis y Cypr!) a/3y Cy/r. (r/. .S)^^. 24) <poj8ou noiuv] ov not sup ras B ab

9. «*»m7. et plen. M xnnn Dr3 ropn 30 pnam KnpTi Tiyn dki posa n:pni -4r yap] > a /3y8 Cypr.

Caes. IO. eX^/ioavvi;] -rjv (y ras A?

) A* NYI -4r npTi INI (cai ovk . . . o-kotos] nm' 'V3 pDynOH ^31

5. Cf. Test. Job xlv, ' Behold I die; only forget not the Lord.'

6b-i9a , full of reminiscences of Ahikar (see Introd. pp. 191 f.), certainly stood in Rs
. Apart from the fact that their

presence in % cannot be attributed to later insertion from Rv or Rc
, a comparison of v. 5 with v. 19 shows that

some ethical instruction of the type found in 3L and Rv intervened in Rs between these two verses. The omission
therefore is simply confined to N and is explicable on the supposition either of the loss of a page in a MS. or that

the eye and mind of a scribe passed from the objective fact expressed in noiovo-iv 8ik. v. 6 to the cause and subjective

motive for such action stated in 8d>o-<i . . . /3ouX. dyad. The gap has been filled in above from Rv except in a few
cases (v. infra) in which that recension has evidently and seriously departed from the more ancient Rs

.

7. The words and when . . . grudging seem to be an interpolation in Rv from v. 16. The combination of 71, 106,

u/3, Spec. 24, S>, Ar, M is emphatically against their originality in Rs
.

8. The parallelism demands the text of Rs preserved in IL and the Patristic quots. :—&>? <ro\ far. tratiiav outus noia iav

nXr/dos o~oi vndpxn Kara to irXfidos noirjo'ov e'| aiiTatv eXeryp." fnii oXry. o"oi virilpxj], Kara to dXiy. peraSof {Cotnniunico = pjtTa-

8i8<opi in Wisd. vii. 13, cf. Test. Issachar vii. 5 ; Test, of Zeb. vi. 4. 7).

9. Possibly ydp should be omitted and the verse construed closely (cf. IL. Cypr. Caes.) with the preceding :—pq
<}>o[$ov' oTi (v tw 7ro«Zi/ at tXtijp. 6Vpa dya6\ drjo: Ar's pJ"lS1"l should be read either pnDin = vnodrjKr} (Neaub.) or

pDSn = diroOrjKT) (Nold.).

10. Cf. Prov. xi. 4 (generalized in Sir. xxix. 12) with its counterpart in Syriac Ahikar (R. Harris, Story ofAhikar,
pp. xlvii f.).
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 4. n-17

11 not to come into darkness. Alms is a good offering in the sight of the Most High for all that give

12 it. Beware, my child, of all whoredom, and take first a wife of the seed of thy fathers, take not

a strange wife, which is not of thy father's tribe ; for we are the sons of the prophets. Noah,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, our fathers of old time, remember, my child, that they all took wives of

13 their kinsmen, and were blessed in their children, and their seed shall inherit the land. And now,

my child, love thy brethren, and scorn not in thy heart thy brethren and the sons and the daughters

of thy people so as not to take one of them ; for in scornfulness is destruction and much trouble,

14 and in idleness is decay and great want, for idleness is the mother of famine. Let not the wages of

any man, which shall work for thee, tarry with thee, but render it unto him out of hand : and if thou

serve God, recompense shall be made unto thee. Take heed to thyself, my child, in all thy works,

15 and be discreet in all thy behaviour. And what thou thyself hatest, do to no man. Drink not wine

16 unto drunkenness, and let not drunkenness go with thee on thy way. Give of thy bread to the

hungry, and of thy garments to them that are naked : of all thine abundance give alms ; and let not

17 thine eye be grudging when thou givest alms. Pour out thy bread and thy wine on the tomb of the

'«i ainro d\-6n »aa M mm bv .-oho nbv»i nnsnjn num F <w«] -«« A u. Corrupt, et e Script.

multa addita Ar ( + on M) "•ech p icy D>pDiyi M w$h Nirt yra tsnpn vzb tpehwo rnttai nbn ronK»

HpTS F yap] > A 8<opov] JosiaX) S naai B] -anv A « 12. 7rpoo-eX .] + pNttn DVJ? b^D Ar ^DO

nxiDD M yw. npwTov X«/3e] accipe primum uxorem 8 ux. primo ace. y ux. proximam ace. a /3 ux. ace.

Cypr. irvy-irci Nnns ^? noi Ar {cf M) »a« rvaoi *r\vmryo twk npi F ^J pr. k.aif fo-^v] +qui
in veritate prophetaverunt priores a/3 et secundum veritatem ambulamus 8 > F Ncoe] +prophetavit prior

a/3 +propheta fuit prior y quia prophetavit primus 8 > M pr. "'XOnp "'N'on ^00 Ar {cf F) A/3p.] pr.

Km 3LArF Ic] pr. km AIL lax.] pr. km AIL^rMF aurot] our. AIL rap a8t\cp.~\ genere patrum a /3

semine fratrum y sem. patrum 8 DmnstJ'DO M fvXoyrjd.] rjvXoyio-0. A pr. "OJ "033 jnnnni? UN ab M
anepfi. avr.~\ semen filiorum 3L ln^yv Ar > M KXrjpovop..] I^DIIN Ar > M 13-16. similiter (?) sed

ord. confus. ArM wv~\ tu aj3y (nunc 8) Arm propter quod et tu Spec. 13 et 34 tovs aS«X^>. aov~\ "pco ~\y~\?

F ano t. a8e\(p. k. t. vkov k. 6vyar.] filiabus filiorum a/3y filiis et filiabus 8 io Ar filiabus filiarum Spec. 13

et 34 "pDy "021 yr\H F tov Xa. o-ov] > Ar \aj3ctv atavTco etj civtwv yw.~\ ut non accipias unam ex illis a/3y

accipe unam ex illis 8 {cf. Spec. 13 et 34) > Ar ev r. vntprjQ. . . . tj-oX.] rVN W&&& &MHD Ar OD^ U
'31 J1X3 ~QE> F a:. a> tt) . . . ptyaXrj'] > 8 Ar ttj axpeor.] JIo.a»a*. U i5 n2"in F t) yap . . . Xtpov~] > a /3 y
iugalitas est mater inopiae 8 luxuiia mater est famis Amir, mullo plura sed confusa et corrnpta exhibel Spec.

> Ar aira>\ia B] -eia B ab A 1 4. ' In nonnullis diversus fnisse videtur iextus Sin. ab ' Vat. {vide a /3 y 5

Amor Spec.) apud Reusch sim. M aXXa . . . napavriKa] > Ar 1DJ? MriDn -)B>N DVil }D M {cf. F) fau

. . . aot] ^ptUn ~\b Ebw "in?Wai M a///^r F €ai-2
J pr. K . A jrpoatxe . . . aov2°] > M tv na<r. avaarp.

o-.j in omnibus sermonibus tuis a/3 (>y) in univers. serm. tuis «S^«-. 91 in omn. cogitationibus tuis 8

"J01T733 F 15. »cat o /uto
-
. pr)8cvi noi.j o piaeis aXAa) o-u iroirjo-fis Clem. Strom. o pn<r. a\\a> p.rj not. Chrys.

o ov pia. aXAw prj not. Did. de Trin. et quod oderis alio (alii y) ne feceris a /3 y cf Const. Aposl. 3. 15. 7. 2

^4/^. 6>rw. Bened. Reg. Ether, c. Elep. Faslid. de v. Chr. Greg. Mor. Paulin. Ep. Valer. Cemel. horn, {apud

Reusch) -pnyn vb irwrb "\b ywDii {post v. 13) Ar unrwb n-^yri *6 T&sb Vn i^ni (/w/ ». 13) M
lion n^i D^pn n^ F oivof . . . o8<? o-.] > v4r px b>2 "]b nw xi?i piatyo n^vy ns y:oi M «? /xe<9.] in

ebrietate 3L m«^] o'** ? 44- IQ6 nequitia {pr. ulla a ^) a/3 y -|OC F nj oS.] omni vita y (8 //a^ tantum

habet: ab ebrietate abstine) omni via a /3 16. o\5ov] SmStS. A ttjh'coj/ti] -too-i 58, 74, 76, 249 a /3 8 (-wi

y 6^>^. 24) Ambr. de Tob. rots yvpv."] rots sup ras B ab nudos lege a (3 nudum veste y da nudis 8 lege

nudis Spec. 24 7rai> . . . eXfl/ft.] > ^4r M TTfpto-a-tvo-fl] -ewij A (^JB ^D3 F) /«?... o(/)(9aX.J "J3>yi HCP" N^l

y4rM ^2^ yT N^ F as] > A 17. t***01'] funde a 3 frange ( + funde) y ^w^. &rm. distribue 8

effunde Aucl. imperf in Mth. horn. 26 TitJ>K ^4/- 1l2t^ M constitue "B rbv F t. opr.] />/-. vinum tuum et

11. 80>pw = oifering (cf. <S), Lev. i. 2, Mark vii. 11. F's paraphrase is good.

12. See Test. Job xlv, Jub. iv. 33. See Introd., pp. 183 f., 186, and espec. 196.

13. Restore Rs from 1L:— tov ^17 Xafidv piav e£ avT<i>v. On axpforris (Rv ) see Th. Gram., p. 82.

16. Restore in Rs tovs yvppovs and pr rrepiftaXe (Is. lviii. 7) on basis of 3L.

17. The impossibility of literally 'pouring out bread' (Rv ) and the alleged paganism of the funeral rite here

inculcated have led to numerous emendations and suggestions as to how a hypothetical Hebrew or Aramaic original

could have been misread. Graetz (cf. 8) suggested D*p"lXn 2"ip3 -\C,xb rbv ;
Hilgenfeld conjectured D'pnXTl 13^

misread as 'XH "\2pb ; Hitzig JCm misread l^n?; others yDK' misread IDtJ'. The difficulty, even if Rv were the

true text, is not sufficiently great to warrant these hypotheses. But the zeugma in Rs (recovered from ILArM)^ is

quite defensible and its claim to be the original text is now beyond controversy through the discovery of the Syriac

and Arabic texts of Ahikar (see Introd. p. 192, footnote 2, and Cambr. Ahikar, pp. xlvii f.). It is, however, quite

conceivable that D 's. constitue may be a mistranslation of an Aramaic imper. -p. For the custom of offering such

sacrifices see Introd. p. 198.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 4. 18—5. 3

18 just, and give not to sinners. Ask counsel of every man that is wise, and despise not any counsel

19 that is profitable. And bless the Lord thy God at all times, and ask of him that thy ways may be

made straight, and that all thy paths and counsels may prosper : for every nation hath not >good
counsel ; < but > the Lord will give to them < all good things > ; and whom he will the Lord
humbleth unto the nethermost Hades. And now, child, remember these commandments, and let them

20 not be blotted out of thy heart. And now, child, I shew thee that I left ten talents of silver in

21 trust with Gabael the brother of Gabri at Rages of Media. And fear not, my child, because we
have become poor: thou hast much wealth, if thou fear God and avoid every kind of sin and do

the things which are good in the sight of the Lord thy God.

iii. The Preparations, v. 1-17.

1 Then answered Tobias and said unto Tobit his father, All things, whatsoever thou hast com-
2 manded me, I will do, father. But how shall I be able to fetch it from him, seeing he knoweth
me not nor do I know him ? What token shall I give him that he may recognize me and trust me

3 and give me the money ? And the roads to Media I know not to journey there. Then answered

Tobit and said unto Tobias his son, His note of hand he gave me and a note of hand I gave him and

I parted it in two and we took to each of us apart, and I put it with the money, and now lo, it is

twenty years since I left this money in trust. And now, child, seek thee a trusty man which shall

a/3 +funde vin. t. y Aug. Scnn. +vin. t. b vin. t. Auct. pr. na +T")»m Ar +~\)"'\ M tn. r. ra0.]

super sepulcra a|3yS cum iustis 8 Stir.] + D7W7 F km ^ . . . apaprP] > ArM ni^py JTty inn 7K

'W~b F bus] + illudIL 18. py 733 X3D tab®
1

? VOW Ar {cf.pkn. M) Cv1''? '-] non 7N F KaTa<ppovr
l
o-r

] s']

nera(f>pov. A em . . . \PW-~\ quoniam omne consilium utile est IL i9a. pkn. et multa e Script,

addit. F K<ni . . . Ka^°] > Ar M rail ] > 3L Kvp. r. 6.] Deo IL -]K TI37 F nap out,] -jn7K Ar
o77a>j . . . 6w8»Abow] inimiN ~\wy Nim Ar {cf. M) <Wt . . . ayaBa] mbm pnta 3D *]7» wvtib nb nnx Ar

(H37) n"an T3 X7K rrcy D1C D~IK T3 px O M nav «cV] caeterae nationes a/3y omnes gentes b @ov\r)v~]

+ bonam (-um b) a y b a\X' wjtos . . . ayada] >a /3 y Dominus dat nobis omnibus b 19b usque ad 13 :

6 rt N:— oWet Kvpios] a\\a avrus u Kvp. bibacriv BA £ (Ar M V. supra) fiov\. ay.] navra t. ayada BA & (v. Ar
M supra) ov av] o tav B ov tav A quern ergo a /3 y quemcunque b Kvp.] > BA £ ipse a /3 Deus y

(Dom. b) > ArM. ranavoi] pr. allevat et quern voluerit ipse a/3y pr. exaltat et quemc. vult b pr. 731 DHD
*3n Ar (cf MF) ta>s ab. Kar.] Ka6as PovXovrai (-eTat A %>) BA £ usque ad inferos y (deorsum a |3 sub terram

b) apyb > ArM Km vvv . . . aov] > & I^JJO P37
1 X71 ?Tpai »Dffi n»X "10 n3 Ar (cf. M) r. evroXas

Tavr.~] t. -\a>v pov BAIL + "JC33 7331 • • • • pTm M 20. natb.] > BA.£ v7ro8«<ci>ua>] €7rt8«K. B on] ra

BA £ > ArM apyvp.] pr. tov BA pr. pDJJ .4;- (</. M) Traped?.] />/-. a BA£ ^4r M Va^Xco] Tap. A
Gabelo IL ^.{jj^S bull Ar btV23 M 7t03y F ra/3pfi] -peta B -iaA Gabahela/3 Gabrin b Gabeli

y > £.4r anp nnN M bttnn F Apyo«] Payoir bail k^j^ £ ^n nips ^^ ^N*n nnoa M
+TO DV n^T1 X7 nilK ArM > F 21. kui pTj . . . €7Ttg>x-] > ArM km] > £> iraib.] -biov

absciss, est in A ayatf.i ] > BA deov] kv. A ^y^r] anoar. BA recesseris 3L "]D"U ncn ^r 7roir;o-.

. . . 6. oov~\ iTDy "]nn ny:V31 -4r > M r. aya(9.] t. apeorov BA £ bene 5L "l^n F fi»a>n-. . . . crew]

> IL K. t. t^eou crov] avrov BA £ F + D173 HDnn X71 F

V. I. rort] k.BAMF fSO & > Ar T. r. 7raT. aur.] aurto BA & VT13K7 ^4rM >F Trot, jrar.]

waT. 7toi. ante navra BA & T3yN ^Ir 2. 7T(as S«] aXAa w. BASvlr Quomodo autem IL />r. v jn '3N nnyl

7T*]) M avTo] to apyvpiov BA $> Ar M F hanc pecuniam a |3 y pec. S Trap* out.] > BA 7X3J TO ArM
t^Kn fO F avros . . . tyco] > BA %> Tt cr»;p. . . . «et] > BA £ F //'. vel IL 8w] 1D1K M «t. crnyva

ftf] > ArM k. wio-Ttv. p.] > M to] hanc 3L r. ft? M.] regionis illius IL t. rrop.] > IL 'O^TH (a«/^

fty M.) Ar DD3 137^ M e/«i] > ILArM 3. totc . . . €tTr«i>] > F tote . . . tovto eyco] »c. eSox.

avrcp to x«poyp. BA 5 r. i/tco aur.] NJD^D "]7 pT """IS ArM +1? "IDNn "1CX M > F XftP°yP- eSa"cu avr<?

. . . ptra t. apyvp.] et meum similiter accepit et divisit in duas partes unum accepi ego et alium posui cum ipsa

pecunia a/3y et cyrographum meum accepit in quo posui pecuniam apud ilium et alterum habeo b 3iT rroyio

nn»a ('si > M) nwmptti ndd3 •
,n ,i^T nD3 (t'd bip M) nb nnn 1

" ^yioi "b ArM jnai it 3n3 x^n td
5)D3n 17 jn^i 3n3 nr 17 nx-in n»«i 17 F «.»»,,. tovto «yo>] '&?

r
y pn kov ny «wn xdv joi -4r dim

HJC Dnt^y M > F vwrratb.'] aneu BA S ,:3 "IHD1 F 7rtcrTov] > BASF iroptvo-. p. aov~\ avpir. aot

19. Trans, presupposes Reusch's restoration of Rs
. /caTcoTttrco (Rs

), Th. Gram., p. 183.

V. 3. Rv
, in abridging, has altered the story considerably, and Ar and M substitute bag for bond, possibly through

a confused recollection of a debased form of the Heb. original, e.g. Perles proposed either Din (= a writing Isa. viii. 1,

and a bag, 2 Ki. v. 23), or the Tahnudic NpOH.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 5. 3-10

go with thee, and we will give him wages, until thou return : and fetch thou this money from him.

4 And Tobias went out to seek a man who would go with him into Media and knew the way well
;

(5) and he went out and found Raphael, the angel, standing before him. And he knew not that he was
5 an angel of God, and said unto him, Whence art thou, young man ? And he said unto him, Of the

children of Israel thy brethren ; and I am come hither to work. And he said unto him, Knowest
6 thou the way to go to Media? And he said unto him, Yea, I have often been there, and I know it

well and I know all the ways ; many times did I go unto Media and lodged with Gabael our kinsman,
who dwelleth in Rages of Media ; and it is two regular days' journey from Ecbatana to Rages ;

7 for it lieth in the hill country, but Ecbatana in the middle of the plain. And he said unto him, Wait
for me, young man, until I go in and shew my father ; for I need that thou go with me and I will

8, 9 give thee thy hire. And he said unto him, Behold, I will wait, only tarry not. And Tobias went
in and shewed Tobit his father and said unto him, Behold, I have found a man of our brethren
the children of Israel. And he said unto him, Call me the man, that I may know what is his family

and of what tribe he is, and whether he be a trusty man to go with thee, child.
10 (9) And Tobias went forth, and called him and said unto him, Young man, my father calleth thee.

And he came in to him, and Tobit saluted him first. And he said unto him, Much cheer to thee !

And Tobit answered and said unto him, What cheer have I any more, who am a man impotent in

BA eat tecum IL Scoo-o/xfi/] -o-a BA S «os or. (\0. k. Xa/3e] for (a> k. X. BAS ArM (niOX D"103 M) et

dum adhuc vivo recipe a/3y vade fill dum vivo accipe 8 D ,DD3 1T3 npb TO 'n "'JTiya 131t?n "hxi F nap'

avr.] nopevdas BA S br {ante «os) Ar M >F tovto] > BAIL S ArM F + '31 V *rht& /,v
» M 4. 4qk0.

8.] k. fnop(v6ri BA et exiit IL +[>\vb F Tufaa] > BAS os nop. . . . e£nX0.] > BAS iTOy Tr*i Ar M
nop. per. avr.] eum duceret IL M778.] pr. regionem IL > F os] pr. et IL o8.^\ 4- regionis illius IL > F
k. tfrxe.] > IL F k. (vptv . . . for™] '0 imx nxi piea *ioyi din men non: 'i -jx^oi F p.] pr. tov A 23, 64,

243, 248 t. a-yyeXoi/] or tjv -Xo? BA S + 'V M ear?;*.] > BA S an(v. avT.] > BAIL & Ar fyvco] j)8(i

BA +'D INI on . . . «ttiv] > BA S 4-(JT!X3¥) M 5. k. (in. avr.] TvbtW Ar 'o bii ^OH lOX 1
! I\I

Uo6(v . . . tmtv avT.3°] > BASF reliq. V. 5 ct 6a aliter F v(av.~\ > Ar k. (in. avr6>2 ] IT3TIX Ar
nCN^I ITOIO ;j?M M r. a8(\(p.] pr. nn -4r [>33X ^XIC"1 ^30] INI *. eXqX.] veni IL > vlr M <o8( (pyar.]

> ^rM (m. avT.3°J 4- Thobias ILy4r M (mar. r. 08. 7rop.] « Swapai nop. p.(ra oov BA S nosti viam quae

ducit IL *oy D3^> y"inrt Hnx INI «is M778.] «v Payois T . M»/8. BA £ in regionem Mediam IL 4- k. d (pnupos

(t t. ronwv BAS 6. odtw] 4° ayy- BAS-d/'M Nat . . . (K(i) nop(vaop.ai p.tra a. BA S multa ego
(cog- y) novi a£y multa sunt quae scio 8 > ^4r (pn. k. (mar. ras 08. naa.] Trji 08. (pn. BA teneo vias

omn. a£y vias omnes novi 8 rpmix XJyT' ArM (4-D^3 M) n\(ova<. . . . M??S.j > BAS^l/M aliquoties

ivi in illam reg. IL tjvXiC] rivXiadrjP post rjpcov BA NPStyiK W»in HOn ^rl\I To/3. t<o a8.~\ Ta/3a^X toi/ a8.

BA & i>X"ay F r. oiKowTi . . . jreSto)] > BA SF (v Ek@. t. M.] in Rages civitate Medorum a /3 y 8

D^naaxn ^r »Tcri n3HD tyjia M k. an(x<*- . . . t. ni8i<6~] et est iter bidui ex Bathanis usque Rages civitatem

Phagur quae posita est in monte et est Bathanu in medio campo a et est b. iter a Batanis usq. ad R., quae

pos. est in m. et haec in m. c. y et continet Fcbathnis dierum duo stadiorum R. pos. est in montem Ecbathana
in m. c. 8 sneroa D^naaxi xniton mua K*m warn iy Ar cf. M (v. Ntui>.) (is raPpaS . . . ek/3«-

rni/a] >X* vid (/iab.Xim0) 7. k.
10

] > Ar avr.] 4-Ta)/3<ay BA IL S Ar M /zevoi' M«] vnofieivov p( BA
sustine IL fjnn M ifeew.] > BAILS "lnn^V ^4r "jnDnn QyoM DVO iJHN F /i«xP- <""• eweXA] k. BA S
^4r v7ro8ei^6)] (po> BA S hoc ipsum . . . nunciem IL 4- ~l2in DX M" /iov] > BAr xPeiav • • • /-"o^-

o-.] > BASF nmix i:x * ' • • rm ArM 8. «n-.] 4-Raph. ang. E 1801; . . . tt/joo-k.] Tropfuov BA S
4-te IL pr. *3 nno ^^ INI -:nxri ^X F 1801:] > ^r pop. M7 XP-1 ^m *iy ^r pot-oi/] k. BAM
> SF /r. >i?X ZmjmC? ny M 9. Tco/3«of . . . k.Z°] > BAS.<4r avTa>~] Tu Trarpt BAS^Ir F iSou]

> ArMF ap6p.] > BAyS 4- 310 M "tnx T.n3 F evpo^]-^aBAS >y t. a8. j/p.] > BA S F
ex (de 8) frat. nostr. a/3 8 > y r. w. Io-p.] o S o-vvnoptvo-(Tai (-pn. B '» A) poi BA a/38(>y)S^lrM HD1JO

NVin DipD3 F #c.3°] 8e BAS >F aw.] > BAILS +T«/3. Ar M V3X F Kak«T.\ <pwr,o-ov

BA roga % pr.b\ Ar poi] npot pe BA >^rF r. a^p.] 01x01- BA S Ar M F ottwj] iw BA S
t» . ... k.] > BAILS^rM «] > BA S <puX»;s] DlpD MF kttiv'i

]
> BS (/;«*. A 23, 64, 243, 248,

249) iva nop. p. oov] rov nop(vBrjvtu p. a. BA S Ar M F cui tu committaris IL watS.] > BAILS .<4rF

(£r}\0. T<o/3. k.] > BASF k. (m. ...«]> BAS^4rMF N«i»/.] 4- intra IL Trar^p] 4-meus IL

IO. rrpos avr.~\ 'ob PXDT Ar M {XaiP- • • • 7rPt0T-] r)o-nao~avTo aWrjXovs BASF > .^rM <c. «t7r. avr. Xaip.

. . . yivcoo-Kco] > BASF «n\] /r. ille IL nvr.] > IL^ir xaiP- • • • ye^fo] gaudium tibi semper sit

(frater a/3) a/3y pax super te 8 4-OTPXn C^X M rt . . . xaiP(lv] ut quid mihi gaudium «/3y quis dixit

6. The tradition of Rs seems to have been handed down in slight confusion, but the mistakes are easily rectified.

In X 'Puyois should be read with IL for 'EKftardvois. Reusch emends *ni 'Pdyai for tts Tappets but els 'Pdyas is simpler,

and it is possibly an explanatory gloss. In 8 Ecbatana has been dittographed, stadiorum written for statutorum ; in

a /3 quae before posita is possibly a remnant of Rages quae.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 5. 10-15

the eyes, and I behold not the light of heaven, but lie in darkness like the dead which no more see

the light ; while I live I am among the dead ; the voice of men I hear, and themselves I behold not.

And he said unto him, Be of good cheer ! it is nigh with God to heal thee ; be of good cheer ! And
Tobit said unto him, My son Tobias wisheth to go unto Media ; canst thou go with him and direct

him ? And I will give thee thy hire, brother. And he said unto him, I shall be able to go with
him, and I know all the ways, and often have I gone to Media and passed through all its plains

11 (10) and mountains, and all its ways I know. And he said unto him, Brother, of what family art thou,

12(11) ar>d out of what tribe ? Shew me, brother. And he said, What need hast thou of a tribe ? And he

13 (12) said unto him, I would know truly of what tribe thou art, brother, and what thy name. And he said

14 (13) unto him, I am Azarias, the son of Ananias the great, of thy kinsmen. And he said unto him,Welcome
and safety, brother ; and be not bitter towards me, brother, because I wished to know the truth and
thy family. And thou chancest to be a kinsman, and thou art of a noble and good lineage : I knew
Ananias and Nathan, the two sons of Semelias the great, and they used to go with me to Jerusalem
and worship with me there and they went not astray. Thy brethren are good men ; thou art of

15 (14) a good stock, and I bid thee welcome. And he said unto him, I give thee a drachma a day as

mihi pax 5 NT i>3 h yTN r\th "by tbv rVNI ArM k. eyo> . . . o(pda\.~\ > Ar k. ov . . . ovp.] > M
K«/xat] -|iy 3tJ>V M 01 vtKp. oi nrjK. 6s. t. <p.] > IL.<4rM £W eya> tv vei<p.~] mortuus inter vivos afty > 8

ArM (p«>vT)v . . . /3Xf7r.] > M avtipemav] J^tD Ar ovtovs X*] qvtos X ca ipsos IL NT331 Ar avTo>3°]

+ Raph. ang. IL 'a"l Ar ^Ofl INI Gapo-.i
] > 8 ArM eyyvr . . . laa. etc] D1~IN "py HXDX^ '^N bw

HX NTCPI ">3J Ar (« -|KN H

) p -\VW) 'QIB JJP1 itTIN pHV '3 ^aT1 N1H "p^ 1WCO "|rYIN "liyB> *» M dapa*
]

> a ft y ArM (. MijS.J in regionem Mediam IL k. ayay. avr.~\ > ArM k. oW.] dabo IL |rV31 Ar
a8eX.] > Ar enr.s

] + Raph. ang. IL "]tfbftn M avr<o« ] >ILM Awiju. . . . per avr.] X"132 Hth^y

X3N NrrvK> Ar i>31N p M emo-T.] > ArM *.] quoniam IL M78.] pr. regionem IL k. noMax. . . .

dirj\6. navra] > ArM iravra, nao-.] > Ar r. oprj] X^inD ^4r C/iajH bl M Traor. r. ofiovs] > M
II. etTT.] + Tobis 3LArM avrtu] > ILylrM AfoA.] > ArM not. narpiasei < .« tv. (p. ;] ex 7r. <p. k. «k 7t.

TrarptSoy tru « BASF JT3 "VH J1NT Nfllp D1E>1 J1X XB35? piKD /4r HT *NK» HDX B3£> nPNDl rlDX D1p*D HIWD
•vy M aS*X.] > BAILS/4/-F 12. w.] +awa.BAS +ThobisIL 'an /Jr 'i>on M" Tt XP . f*.

0vX.;J xfivXrju k. narpiav <rv ^reiy tj pioSiov cs avpnopevo-frat pera rov (r sup ras B aM vtov o~. BA 8 Salv. Ep. 9 S

(cf. F) -pi Dy ^^>•^ x:-iin n-d: ^bi ^r n^yn n^a x:x n^ ox -4r ^i^na in ny i^^ n^c "i^ vn vpin my
]\I f^- <pvX.] scire genus meum vel tribum meam mercenarium desideras genus et tribum meam cur quaeris

(desid. aut tribum et patriam meam y) sed si valde exigis a(3y k. em. avr. BovX. . . . o-ov] > a{jy(hab. S)

Salv. Ep. 9 qvt.J +Tco/3. BASM ywi».] tmyv. BA /»r. *l ^y Diyan X^ ^4r to /cmt' aX.] > BAS
MF rti/os «] to ywos aov BASF + XlTyiT ^4^ > M aSfX.] post ^ovXopai BA ri] > BASF
IT 'KID1 M o-ov] > BAF +nriX nnat^D i\I 13. *. . . . avr.] > aj3y k.] oj fit B o S« 64, 71, 74,

76, 243, 248, 249 avr.] > BAS +'?Cn M Eya>] > A + sum IL Avaviav] pr. nna^tDD F r. p.e-

yakov] pr. de domo Sellemmiae 8 pr. iVrbvn XflUO ^4r /;-. n^l^ n^O M pr. iTTiry p F r. afi«X<p. 0-.]

> F 14. avr.] +Thobis IL 'd ArM k. o-a>£] > BAS niKpav.~] opyia. BAS^rF irascaris IL

aSeX.] > BAILS F t. aXrjd. f/3ovX. yvavai k. t. narpiav^ ((r/Trjaa t. <pv\. <r. k. t. rrarpiav a. (o\ > B a^ A 23, 55>

58, 64, 71, 74, 76, 106, 108) cmyv. BAS vere (-urn y) scire de genere tuo a^y scire veritatem generis tui 8

inna^DD nux "an ny-£ t^p3D M r. aX^.] > ^4rF «. a-, rvyx-] xm ^4rM Tiyn* nny F «»] /iov

BAS ex fratr. meis IL > ^4rM «. f<c y«r. «aX. k. ay.] « t. koX. k. a. y. BAS X3D xn^yilD ^4r n o-v]

> BAILS eyij/coo-Koi'] tntyiv. yap fyw B tyiyi/. y. f. A Nosti a^y Uno vero foderas 8 ny"t^ nnx M
Na<9ai»] Ia^. BA Athanian y Nathanian 8 (Nathan a /3) yU*^ S DHV F 8vo] > BAyF viavs] >y
2f/i«Xiov] 2fMeov B -uov A Semeiae a /3 Sellemmiel 8 ( > y) .,..>> v>» S ifD^ ^4r rco^B' M JID^ F t.

/xeyaX.] novi magni viri 8 (magni viri aft) > y k. a. <rwar. P .] &>y eiroptvopeOa Koti/ws BAS />r. et dixit ille

angelus y k. 7rpoo-«/cvv.] -Kvi'fii' BAS pr. ^"ItS" NyiX3 X33W 12 ArM > F P«r' ep. €Ket] ai>a(f>epoi>Tes

t. nporoTOKa k. t. 8(Karas r. yevqpajwv BAS F €77X01".] + tv rr\ irkavT) B S t. jrXavt] 64, 248, 249 ttjv ttXuvtjv A
2 3. 55> 7^ 74, 76, 236 +iytDT x^i:x2 Ar +iyn icxd p«n na: vta* nnx M nnx lyo mh) iary x^

lyD ItTX 73nPI F 01 aS. o-ov] t. aSeX^wv r;p. BA S hi omn. fiatr. nOStli aft > y S irnX M F avdpom.

aya0.] > BA y S S Optimi Sunt aft > ArM ^>X1E» ^3 F aya#.] KaX. B pfyaX. A 55, 58, 64, 7 I, 74, 76,

236, 243, 248, 249 > M pr. BHPHp ynta F o-v] aSeX<pe BAS > MF k. x«'P- ^^-] > BASMF
salvus eas et salvus venias aft salvus sis y cum pace venias 8 15* post I5b M <. '"*. avr.] aXX.'

(-Xa A) «t7roi/ p.01 BA n^fin DX F EytB . . . /iia^.] Tiva aoi eaopai piad. 81801 at BA Sifico/xi] dabo IL r.

ripepav 8pax-~\ 8p. ttjs rjpepas (in ttis parvam ras prae sefert B) BA loocu^ J Jo) S didragmam diurnam IL

NOV ^3 Np-'yaitD Ar DV ^33 TIT M )bpW3 yp3 DV ^33 F r. fieo^ra] ^3*D1 ^4/'M > F «/no'<»v] *>* «-

15. The periphrastic future eo-opai 8i86i>ai is characteristic of Rv
's strong vernacular style.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 5. 16—6. 1

16 (15) wages, and those things that be necessary for thee, as unto my son ; and go thou with my son, and
I will add something to thy wages. And he said unto him, I will go with him, and fear thou not;

17 (16) we shall go safe and return safe unto thee, because the way is secure. And he said unto him,
Blessing befall thee, brother ! And he called his son, and said unto him, Child, prepare what is

needful for the journey and go forth with thy kinsman. And God which is in heaven preserve you
there and restore you to me in safety and his angel accompany you with deliverance, child.

B. The Departure, v. i7 b-vi. 1.

And he went forth to go upon his journey ; and he kissed his father and mother, and Tobit
18 (17) said unto him, Farewell. And his mother wept, and said unto Tobit, Why is it that thou hast sent

19 (18) away my child ? Is he not the staff of our hand, and doth he not go in and out before us? Let
20 (19) not money be added to money: but let it be a ransom for our child. As the Lord hath given
21 (20) us to live, so doth it suffice us. And he said unto her, Trouble not ; our child shall go in peace, and

in peace come unto us and thine eyes shall see him in the day when he shall come unto thee in peace.
22 (21) Trouble not : fear not for them, sister ; for a good angel shall go with him, and his journey shall be

6 1 (22) prospered, and he shall return in peace. And she was silent from her weeping.

BA& > F k. nop. . . . fiov] > BA S Ar + ban mryn inud rntasi M i^n -its>K ny F 16. <A a

]

+ "ny 01^2 na"pn DniW DN1 M (cf. F) enmpoo-0.] (tl npoad. BA adiiciam IL r. pio-8<p] tni t. pio-6ov

BAS ad mere, tuani IL + cav vyiaivopres (re Slip. ras. A a?
) (nio-Tp(\j/r)Te BA + "'1X~D F tc. (in. . . . aa(pa\.]

> BAS D^ea arwi "pa oy inx n:jo ^inn ttb 'an a:y Ar (cf M) ncys p y~\2~u "6 iok F aura,]

+ Raph. ang. IL 'i>Dn M k. prf] ne IL npos ere] > M 17. etTr.i ] > BA pr. Thobis IL£ > ArF
avr.i ] > BAIL ArF EvXoyia o~oi yei\] (vdoKr^o-av (pr. k. A) ovtcos BA S bene iter age frater et contingat tibi a/3

bene iter agere contingat tibi y > §^4rMF bene ambulatis 5J k. «a\.] > BAS +'0 ArM r. vi.

avT.~] > BAS pr. Thobiam % ArF auro>] 71730s Tco/3tai> BA IlaiS.] >BAILS.4rM (roip. to] Eroipos

ywov BA S praepara te IL Ar np. r. 08.] + k. (vo8a)6(ir)T( BA > IL& Ar "in?X? F k.4 °] + rjToipaaw o vi.

avr. ra npos t. o8ov BA et praeparavit (-erunt ea quae in itinere haberent o) se ad viam Thobias (post o-uTrjpias)

a(iy 8 (cf. F) f£eA0e] Hoptvov pr. k. an. avra o nar. uvrov BA 13T17 DKV? Ml F a8(X(pov crov] avOpton. BA S

*P 1313D TON ^nnm F k. o 6. o (v t. ovp.] o oe (v t. ovp. oikchv (kotoik- A 58, 243, 248, 249) 6. BA & Deus

autem q. in caelo est IL KWl Nr6tf Ar "Hi? $>N M Dno W3 \3&t\ D^Dfc'n Tlta •« F 8iao-. vp. ««.]

(vodoao-ti t. o8ov vpcovBASF perducat vos ibi cum pace ULArM k. anoK.vp.np. (p. vy.] > BA£> k. o ayy. . . .

pera aw.] JIDmiN flW flDOy ITDN^D I"6k"1 ArM F avvo8.] avvnopevdr]™ (avp- B b A) BA comitetur IL p. awr.]

> BAS 7J-aiS.J > BAIL & ArM efrXdtv nop. t. o8ov avrouj -8av (-ov A 44, 58, 64, 71) ap<por(poi ane\8fiv BASF
exiit ut iret a/3y egressi sunt ut proficiscerentur 8 Ar M /c.'J°J +0 kv<ov r. nai8apiov per avraiv BA & F <#iA. t.

nar. avr. k. t. prjT.] > BA & F k. (in. avr. T.] > BA £> F + pat. SUUS IL TV*? HDN1 Ar M nop.] >BASF
+ fili 3L F vy.] > BA S> F + venias IL 18. k. e/cX.] e<c\. 8e BA +Aw B 11133^ 1DK bnm M To.j3.] patri eius IL

rb)12 !>XMF on aTreorftX.] e^aTr. BASF rkwb XD^m X^> -4rM /xow] rjpav BAILS > Ar M F ov* 1

avros] »; o^t t) BA oik S DPN ^4r pa|3S. r. x^/J. Ww] W^ N1H ^HTrC "12 ^4/' (l^) KM D'JlpT }3 M /c. auroy

. . . €K7ropfverat] tv r. teo-—eo-^ai avrov k. ik—

f

adai BA S ev<on-. »?/x.] > F 1 9. Nunquam esset pecunia ilia

sed purgamento sit (filio meo y)oj3y Joo»j w>N»» )is? Jia&j so^wl )J/ I^-soj U }°>nmN ).°>flti-> S 19, 20.

Xrbt< N3D:~1D XDD3 N^a ^4/- .IJT^N 13
,,,

n'» P)D3 iniN X^31 M //e». ^/ a/^r F 2C. > M <os N*]

+ yap x ca BAS ik. r)p.~\ +vnaPX(iBAS sufficiebat nobis IL 21. evrg] +T. BA IL S Ar M t^6
]

+ a$fX$»7 BA S nop. . . . vytatv.* ] > BA S +2i c ^/22 a .4r plen. et aliter F Trpos r;/x.] > BA S Ar
o|oit.] + aiiroi/ BA IL S ^4r «k r. r)p. t) av ik6.~] > BA & F 21TVT ^4r > M np. o-e vy. pr] \oy. <x-] > BA
IL S M F m^ea Ar n <pop.] > BA S F »r. aira^] > BA S S F de illo ajSy^rM aSeX.] ^/-.

BA post fxf > F 2 2. ayy. . . . 08. avrov] lDIT rT^VI 1DJ? IJN^D n^"1 M (v. supra V. 21 Ar) avvc

Xtvaerai] avvnopevatrai B o~vpn. Bb o-vvnoptvtrai A 23, 249 SIL tuoS.] bene disponet IL

VI. 1. to-ty.] (navaaro BA S cessavit IL "•yjDI ArF Bpim M Kkaiovaa] *33D^B ^4r F my n»3? M

l6b. Cf. quoniam in via recta est, Jub. xxvii. 17.

18. %K\avo-(v. Ct.fevit, Jub. xxvii. 13.

19. <pdao-ai. lit. <:£>/«<?, 05at-&) having almost entirely lost its anticipatory force in the LXX (Th. Gratn., p. 289)

;

Muller can only understand the phrase as a translation from a Semitic original.

A ransom for : this translation can be justified by a comparison with Ignatius, Ep. to Ephes. viii. 1, while xviii. 1

of the same epistle suggests the alternative ' offscouring for our child'.

21 f. Rs more closely than Rv resembles the words 'et dixit Isaac ad Rebeccam, Soror, noli flere Iacob filium meum,
quoniam in pace ibit et in pace rediet . . . dirigentur omnes viae eius . . . quousque revertatur ad nos in pace et

videbimus eum cum pace. Noli ergo timere de illo, soror mea' in Jub. xxvii. 14-17.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 6. 2-8

C. The Events of the Journey, vi. 2-ix. 6.

i. Tobias' Adventure with the Fish, vi. 2-9.

2 (vi. 1) And the young man went forth, and the angel with him, and the dog went forth with him and
journeyed with them

;
and they journeyed both of them together. And once night came upon

3 (2) them, and they lodged by the river Tigris, and the young man went down to wash his feet in the river

Tigris. And a great fish leaped up out of the water, and would have swallowed the foot of the young
4 (3) man. And he cried out. And the angel said unto the young man, Grasp and take hold of the fish.

5 (4) And the young man caught hold of the fish, and hauled it up on to the land. And the angel said
unto him, Open the fish, and take out its gall and the heart and liver and put them by thee, and cast

6 (5) away the inwards ; for its gall and heart and liver are for an useful medicament. And the young
man opened the fish and collected the gall and the heart and the liver, and he roasted part of the

7 (6) fish and did eat, and left part thereof salted. And they journeyed both of them together until they
drew nigh to Media. And then the young man asked the angel and said unto him, Brother Azarias,

8 (7) what is the medicament in the heart and the liver of the fish and in the gall ? And he said unto him,
As regards the heart and the liver of the fish, make thou a smoke before a man or a woman who hath

2. <. eg avroji/] > BASF rray (/;-. ixtafl M) ^ND-11 ( + im-6 M) tufa bin ArM TratS.] +illorum
IL e£. per avTov K.j > IL (nop. per ovtcov] secutUS est eos IL k. enop. apcp.] 01 8e nopevopevoi t. o8ou BA
£ F > ArM 3~iyn ny (cum hac sententia) F k. er. qvt. wj; pia] rp\8ov eanepas BA £ Ar M et com-
prehendit illos proxima nOX IL k. tjvXio-6. en. tov Tiyp. nor.'] en. tov Tiypiv norapov (riN , p',

"li' "VJjn F) k. rjv\i(ovro

ewi BA £ Ar M F 3. k. KaTe^r; r. naiSiov] r. be naibapiov kut. BA £ et descendit Thobias IL M
'O Dmi Ar DM31 'IT i?m F nepivi^.~\ nepacXvo: BA laiJ -np^ F r. 7roo\] > BA£ e. t. Ttypiv

TTor.] > BA£ in flumine IL NVI37 (ante nepivity.) ArM F avanr)8r)o-as~] -en^o-ev (seq. ras. 2 circ. litt. in B)
BA p23 Ar MF pr. hwi\ ArM peyas] > BA&ArM e< t. v8.] ano t. norapov k. BA&ArF
e/3ovX. . . . TratS.j circumplexus est pedes eius pene puerum devoraverat (-ravit y) a /3 y ut puerum devoraret 8

e/3oiAero] -rjdrj BA > Ar M Karaneiv] -nieiv B ab A r. no8. tov 7rai8.] t. naibaptov BA £ F N^OH NDI"6
ArM k. €KP . n*] k. ano t. (frofiov cup. h ca > BA g et exclamavit puer a$yb + Domine, piscis

invadit me (cf. U) 3 +tfto Ar t£x tr\V\ 5?N iy^ mw H^Hl p >^DH n\11 F 4. k. o . . . eHr.] > F
k. o] o 8e BA£ '2"1 Ar t. nai8. em.~] em. avrco BA%> ArM k. eyupciT. yev.~] > BA £ TpyipSWT] X^M ArM
b»n B^M F r. TratS. tov 1*19. ] ™i> 1*0. r. 7ra<8. BA £ + TO F aj^ey/o] ai<e/3aX. BA £ eduxit IL > M
avr. . . . yt]v] > M *in3iV|0 F

. 5- ° ayy-] '21 -^ +'S"> F Avacr^.] Ai<are/*e BA JPXD3 K3U yf3

^4rM e|eXe] Xg^ojj; BA S tolle IL ^oX. . . . <ca/)S. . . . w.] Kap8. . . . rpr. . . . XoX. BASF H»3^ Ar
men nNI 3?n M o.\>tov\ > BAF k. anodes avra pera o-aurou] ^e? ao-(pa\cos BA & F >^4r »c. t. eyic.

tK?.] >BA&ArMF post utilia 5L e. <paPp. Xprjo-. . . . aw.] >BAS.4rF necessaria haec ad medica-

menta Utilia IL niN2"l^ DH DU1D ^3 M 6. /w/ &. 9 yir ai/ao-^. t. n-atS. . . . rjnap.] enoiyo-ev r. nat8.

a>sr ein-. avrw o ayy. BASF NJ1H NDTIDI N3^ 3DJ1 'o p *73y ^4r ny:n p B>jn M k. cotit. tou tX (9. k.] t.

fie i^'^i"' onTTjaavres BA S et partem piscis assaverunt et a j8 et partem pis. adsumptos y piscem vero assavit 8

assavit carnes eius F i:pn 'HH flKl F e^ayei/] -or BA S tulerunt in via a /3 sustulerunt in victu y man-
ducaverunt 8 secum tulerunt B" *. aoi^Kei/ e^ avr. ijXmt/*.] > BA S caetera autem (> y) salierunt a/3
reliquum autem eius in via reliquit 8 caetera salierunt quae sufficerunt eis quosque etc. U p2V NIHIDI
nrmxn Ar man nnum M > F eTrop.] <o8tvov bas no ny i^rxi ^4r /r. nojn F a^.] > iL/irMF
(ton/.] >BAILS^4rM eo? . . . j?yy«r.] > ^rM e« M.] ei> E*c/3arai/oif BA S in regionem Mediorum IL

> ^4/- D^Blp^X F 7. .4 tww 7 in codicibus 44, 106, 107 incipit grace, textus J?° > Ar rore]

> BA E & TjpcoT. t. 7rat8. roi/ oyy. k. eiw. avraj em. t. nai8. ('o M) ra) ayy. BA S M Tt t. ^)ap/Lt. ej/] ri eoTU*

BA g F quod remedium est IL n£>yn ntOBl no M r. Kap8. . . . r. w. tov iX6. . . . r. XoX.] to Wap k. r,

Kap8. k. x) Xo\. tov iX 6. BA £ F hoc fel cor et iecur piscis IL meni nn n^O INI vv. 8, 9 pr. v. 6 Ar
8 ff/zifer F em.] pr. ang. IL > Ar uur.] > IL^r >j Kap8.] t. -iav x cl 30 Nin ^4r *. r. ijn-.]

> ArM t. iX6.] avrov iX6. N* > BA IL S Ar M xanv.] -o-ai K ca rauTa 8€ . ffat (r _ €g„ .„.„ A) post novrjp.

VI. 2. Even ^4r and M employ the Greek word Tigris to denote the river known in O.T. as bp"m and in most
North Semitic lands as n?pT (so Syriac) or TVil (Jewish Aramaic arid Mandaic).

3. Ar would directly support the originality of Rs
if his 'ate the bread of the young man ' was written with a know-

ledge or indistinct recollection—Bickell believed Ar was a direct translation— of a Hebrew text in which Dn^ 3N»1

had been changed into Dn? ")3N'1 after the loss of bi~\. Nold.'s objections (p. 59) to the use of n3K would apply only
to classical Hebrew (but even so, see Job xxxix. 9, Is. i. 9). eKPa£ev (Th. Gram., p. 234) of Rs

is supported by F
(which attributes the cry to Raphael) as well as ArM.

8. a7ra J/T/,
/
xa = y:Qonlyin3(i)Kingsv.4(i8), }DB> p« jn y3B pKI, and in Eccles. ix. 11, and appears in Sym. Ec. ii. i4

fand Hos. xiii. 14. It is not a medical term. Rv has evidently rewritten this verse with due regard to the technicalities
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 6. 8-nj

an attack of a demon or an evil spirit ; and every attack will flee from him, and they shall nevermore

9 (8) find an abode with him. And as for the gall—anoint a man's eyes, upon which white films have
come up, <or> blow into them on the white films, and they become well.

ii. Tobias at Raguel's Home and his Marriage with Sarah, vi. 10-viii. 20.

Raphael's plans for Tobias' marriage, vi. 10-18.

10 (9) n (10) And when he had entered into Media and was already drawing nigh to Ecbatana, Raphael
saith unto the young man, Brother Tobias. And he said unto him, Here am I. And he said unto him,

In the house of Raguel we must lodge this night, the man being thy kinsman ; and he hath a daughter

12 (11) whose name is Sarah. And he hath no son nor daughter but Sarah alone, and thou art nearer kin

to her than any man to inherit her, and what things are her father's it is right for thee to inherit
;

(12) and the maid is wise and steadfast and exceeding honourable, and her father is an honourable man.
13 And he said, It is right for thee to take her ; and hear me, brother, and I will speak this night unto

her father concerning the maid, that we may take her to be thy bride. And when we return from
Rages we will celebrate her marriage. And I know that Raguel can in no wise keep her back
from thee or marry her to another—to incur liability to death according to the decree of the book
of Moses—and because he knoweth that the inheritance appertaineth to thee to take his daughter
before any man. And now, hear me, brother, and let us speak concerning the maid this night and
we will betroth her to thee ; and, when we return from Rages, we will take her and let us lead her

BA& fumigatur 3L fTONO Xiop ab Ar UOD "\^prb ^JlV INI ij yt»-.] > ArM ij] et 3L w] > BA&
anavr.] > BA S ArM (cf CpTw F) Bat. r\ ttv. ttou.] eav riva o;(Xjj o—iuv tj irv—a T.—pov BA (cf. S) nj?~l Jill

DHBTI nil IN M (j)ev£. . . . aicova] ou ynjKfTi (ovkcti ov pt] A) o)(Xr]dq BA S> Tavra Bvfiiaoets epnpoaOfP avrov k.

<pev£(Tai an avrov 44, 106 PWO pp"lJT1 Ar M (icur. per avr.] apparebit 3L (cf. 6, 18) 9. k. ij] >/ 8e BA
evXP-] «7W- B a? l> 44, 106 facit ad unguendos 3L rWD n^C'D^ Ar rwob bwn M T\W& OS F av6p.

o(p6. ov X. av. en. avr.] -op os f\fl ^- (^—A"1 A) tv rots o(f>6. BA S o(p8a\p<;vs tv 01s av Xev/ca/pa (-ara 106) 44, 106

x*ivn pna mn f>y>v ArM 'yn b\bosr £ya bz ^yi F ep<p. . . . a«hc.] >BAS^rM ^ fp.<p. «? avrov?

44, 106 pr. vel IL «. uy.~\ *. laOqaerai BA S M -owiv 44, 106 Ar F ut ad sanitaiem perveniat a /3 y
IO. k. ore] as 8f BA F k. 44, 106, 107 > Ar M eurrj\8. . . . jjStj] > BA 44, 106, 107 SMF eiar^dev]

-ov a @ y Ar M78.] pr. regionem IL k. tj8;j] > 3L Ar M ^WiT-] npoar)yyiaav BA S> a |3 y F irapayivovrai

44, 106, 107 iriNl ArM en KKfiaravuv] r. Payrj BA eis EKJBarava 44, 106, 107 civitati Bathanis a tf civ.

Exbathanis y j^JiJ^. S tPSIWivb M WH "VJ& F 11. X«y«] em. BA F k. em. 44, 106, 107 1LS ArM
P.] o ayyt\. BA £> 44, 106, 107 F Raph. ang. a/3y r. iraiS.] > 44, 106, 107 a j3 y Ar M T.] > BA S
44, 106, 107 a/3F 'ub ArM o8«X.] > 44, 106, 107 aj3F k. «nA° . . . aiW°] > BA 44, 106, 107

a /3 S6 Ar M F avrat Ifiov eyco] quid est y Ev rois P.] irapa PayovrjXo) (-r]\ A) post avXiodrja. BA £ r. vvie.

ravr.] Zr^epov (post aSeX^f) BA 44, 106, 107 > Ar M F fift 17^.] > BA Si Ar M ante orjptpov 44, 106, 107

rWTI DN F auXto-^/;.] -oopfda (post at}u.(pov) BA S M F TVA -<4r o a^/jw.l aurosBAS^irMF avyytv.

<r.] 2D ~\23 ArM +T3X JV3 nnDK'CtS F «tt. avr.] > 44, 106, 107 6vy.\ + p.ovoyevr]s A S +speciosam

IL +pia vnapx" am*? « a^- *aJv - T - flS" 44- io 6, i°7 MF Snri7 SJT^,SB' ^4r ?j 01/. 2.] > 44. 106, 107

»j ovo/xa] -art BA 12. (c.
10

J
> BA sed 3L vi. . . . pov.~\ XaX^<ra) 7Tfpt avrr;? rov 8o6r)vai (rii^rT'T ^/" M) aoi

avrrjv us yvvaiKa BA Ar M (r/i F) > 3 k.
20

] ot 4 BA S av] 001 A £ t-yy. . . . biK. K.\i)p.~\ e7it£aXX« ij

nXripovopta avrrjs k. av povos ft €K tou yevovs avrrjs BA S to dacaiaipa avrr]s tort K.\i]povopqaai nartpa avrrjs k. aoi oucatwpa

Xo/3etK avTTjv aoi eyyt^i napa iravras 44, 106, 107 > Ar M nX^pov. avTtjv. . .. . Kopnatoi'] Ut possideas ( + eam

et a 0) haereditatem illius et omnem substantiam patris eius ; accipe illam uxorem ; etenim (est autem y) puella

haec aj3y (cf F) > Ar M t. xop.] avTt] 44, 106, 107 ^4r M (ppov. k. av8p. k. ko\. \iap] KaX. k. (ppov. tariv

BA& avSpua k. (ppovipr] ( + k. KaX. 106, 107) 44, ic6, 107 sapiens, fortis et bona valde et constabilita IL

n.tun^ flyri* N*ni (post wpirjv v. 13) Ar bw riaiD M nTiT nxi n-n 1

" nnxi F *. o n-. avr. *aX.] > BA3F
<caX.] ayavra avr.jv 44, 106, 107 M diligit illam 3L K'OB' H/mi NH2D XnriX K'm X31D n^5 D^n"! Nl.TI ante k.

orav eniarp^. v. 13 ^rMF 13. k.^° . . . <nmji>i°] > BA 44, 106, 107 S Ar M F (et a 0) quaecunque

possedit (-sidet y) illi tradet (dabit ei y) ; tibi ergo destinata est haereditas patris eius et te oportet accipere

jllam a/3y aKova.] pr. vw BA 44, 106, 107 IL & MF > Ar o8eX.] > BA 44, 106, 107 S Ar M
MpZ F XaXrjaco] loquere a /3 y M nmaF r. Trar.] + ainvjs BASF > 44, 106, 107 « /3 y M 117 -4r

77. r. Kop. . . . v»f4.] > BASF iro^ ib m»an ^4r mny2 M tt. t. /cop.] it. m^? 44, 106, 107 a /3 y

of the magico-medical profession (cf. Nestle, Septuag. iii, p. 27), an interesting parallel to St. Luke's treatment of

St. Mark (cf. Hobart, The Medical Language of St. Luke). Moreover, o^Xe^ (Rv) and its compounds are character-

istically medical and Lucan (see Luke vi. 18; Acts v. 16, xv. 19). For a less speedy ophthalmic cure in papyri see

Deissm. L.A.E., p. 132.

13. Rs had Rages' in I3a, as in I3b , not Raguel, and dcpt^auv not -aiv (X) or -ad (Rv
), leaving it indeterminate

whether the subject is Raguel (aj3) or the suitors (y) ; see Introd., p. 196.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 6. 14-17

14 (*3) back with us to thy home. Then Tobias answered and said unto Raphael, Brother Azarias,
I have heard that already the maid hath been given to seven -men, and they have died in their
bridal-chambers ; even in the night when they went in unto her they died. And I have heard them

15 (14) say that a demon slayeth them. And now for my part I fear—for her he harmeth not, but the
man who would come in unto her, him he slayeth, and I am my father's only child—lest I should
die and bring my father's and my mother's life to the grave with sorrow because of me : and they

16 (15) have no other son to bury them. And he saith unto him, Dost thou not remember the commands
of thy father, that he commanded thee to take a wife of thy father's house? And now hear me,

17 i
1 6 ) brother ; and make thou no reckoning of this demon, but take her. For I know that this night she

r. vvk. r.] arjpepov {post avrrjv) 44, 106, 107 iva] k. 4-4, 106, 107 et a /3 y Xrjpyjs. o\ avr. vvpqb.] uppuo-u-
pi&a {-opeda 106) a. avr. 44, 106, 107 emcrr.] vnoar. BA enavaar. 44, 106, 107 Payov^X] Paywi>'BA 44,
106, 107 a|3y£ ArMF noirja-.] -wpev B 44, 106, 107 avrrjs] > BA S ArM "]nnr:t? F k.5°] 8wn
BA£ > 44, 106, 107 ArMF emcrr.] 018a 44, 106, 107 > F or. Pay.] Pay. or. BA %> ^XH O M
ov prj] ov 44, 106, 107 8vvrj6rj P. kwX. . . ; eyy.] 5<u avrrjv BA J5 8vvarai avreineiv aoi on av ap%eis avrrjs napa
nav. t. eBvrj on yivcoo-Ktts eav (on -Kd on 106) 6W>; avrrjv 44, 106, 107 negabit illam tibi novit enim quia (certus

sum autem quoniam y) si dederit illam a/3y •£ HIV ]TV) "pi3 3-)D* Ar nns* fn
, t6"\ "p3 nx m»> M J?3CJ

'}) PUn* i6& F erep.] pr. av8pi BA 44, 106, 107 a/3y Ul«xo/ l»J;:x.^ %> M F > Ar oCpeiXrjaiv] -Xeaet

B -X>jo-fi A 44, 107 -Xei 001 106 perieta/3 perient y o>)L o/ %> > ArMF k. t. kP . t. /3i/3X. Mu.] k.

t. vo/jlov Mu>vo-r) r) {ante c(pei\.) BA SM > Ar pr. n:XK*ni (P) M k. dta r. ytvao-Kfiv] > BA 44, 106, 107 SS

Ar INI F on aoi KXrjpovopta Kad. XajS. rrjv dvy. avr. napa navra avBp.] on rrjv KXrjp. croi k. X. rj n. av6p. BA Si > 44,
106, 107 Ar M tibi maxime (m. t. y) aptam esse haereditatem ( + accepta filia y) illius a /3 y {aliter F) rrjv

dvy. X lc-a
] avrrjv 6vy. X* *• vvv . . . oikov aav] > BA J5 F K. vvv . . . Payoii'] > 44, 106, 107 ArM

r. vvk. ravr.] > 3L \tjfx\jr. avr.] k. Xaftovres an. 44, 106, 107 > % Ar M rjpcov] (avr. 44, 106, 107 eis

r. oik. <rov~] npos r. narepa o\ 44, 106, 107 ArM 14. rore] k. 44, 106, 107 > F anoKpi6.~\ > BA 44,
106, 107 S> Ar M T. ein.] ein. r. 7ru(6apioi> BA S F ein. T. 44, 106, 107 P.] ayyeXw BA 44, 106, 107 5b M
Raph. ang. 3L A^apta] > 44, 106, 107 ArM aSeX.] > Ar TjKotW ] aKtjKoa tym BA ante ad. 44, 106,
I07 + mjjjn 7y F or. f7r. jj57 (8. ai\] r. Kopao-iov 8(8ocr8ai tn. av. BA 5 or. fS.

( + iam 2L M) av. en. 44, 106,
107 ILArMF edoQ. N ca

] edP. N* /c. an-, ev r. vvp-qbuai avr.] k. navras iv t. -covi ano\a>\oras BA > 5$

Ar M.F r. wKTa . . . anoKT. avr.] > BA t. vvKra o7ro7-e] vvktos 44, 106, 107 nocte ea hora qua H »a S
N^> ny ^4rM p^Nnn nW3 F «tror. Trpor out.] o*^V )ln^N>. 0f=>_V S > F k. mreOv.] > 44/106,
107 a/3y k. r)K.~\ k. fyw i?a:. 106 >SF Xeyovr. avr.] > 44, 106, 107 5$ Ar M F quosdam dicentes

a/3y «ai/z.] n'BH N3!>» WOBOT ^4r M > S F affOKrewet] -«w 44, 106, 1 07 >SF 15. «^.o/3ov-

^ai . . . 7rarpi /iov] «y<u fiovos ctp.i r. 7rar/3t /c. cio/3. BA S F 0oj3. tya> ano rov nptvp. r. aKadaprov (hoc daemonium
a@y) on (piXei avrrjv k. ravrrjv {avr. 1 06) ovk a8ix. aX. o? eav {av 106) #eX. ty. anoKTtva. avrov

( + unicus Sum patri

meo a/3y) 44, 106, 107 a/3y \XV& f» ^m NJN ylr nXD "JN NT- M anodavoo] pr. uo-f\6uv BAS /Jr. nore

{re 44) ovj/ /«. fyw 44, 106, 107 /r. forte a/3y yj^Bpi yir niDE'N WiT' JQ M k. Karn^w] pr. Kadeos k. 01 npor.
on {Siori A) daip.. (piXft avrr)v o ovk aBiKei ovdeia nXrjv rav npoaay. avrrjv k. vvv eyai (pofjovpai BA 5i {cf. F) r. (a>r]v\

r. yr/pas 44, 106, 107 ArMF tn ept] > 44, 106, 107 a fryArM F k. vios] pr. on fiovoyevr/s eip.i 44, 106,
107 frepos] +t) 6vyarr]p 44, 106, 107 ArM iva 6a\j/T) avr.] oS -et avr. BA 5S pr. orav anodavaai 44, 106, 107 Ar M
qui sepeliat illos et possideat haereditatem illorum a0 qui sit eis haeres y 16. k. Xey.] emev 8t BA £
{cf. F) k. tin. 44, 106, 107 1LM *\T.K Ar avra] +0 ayy. BASF o ayy. 44, 106, 107 Raph. ang. %
'1 Ar ov p.] memor esto 2L M pr. mix IDTI *» nN N1* M r. or.] r. Xoyco.. BA £ (r/ F) pr. naa. 44,
106, 107 t. war. . . . tvtr. 001] a>v ever. o"Ot o 7rar. o-ou (o nrjp o~ov Slip. ras. et in mg. Aa

) BA 5S F r. n. uov 44,
106, 107 Xaft. yvv.] vntp rov Xaftfiv ae yvvaiKa BA £ V7Tfp rev Xoyou toutov to Xaftii ae yvvat sup. ras. et mg. Aa ?

> 44, 106, 107 (k r. oik. r. nar. o\] f . r. yevovs a. BA £ > 44, 106, 107 de domo patris tui apy de
genere patris tui Auct. de voc. gent. 'NT Xn*y-|ID Ar (cf. MF) a*oi;o-oi> . . . ywg] pr, tpo^Brjs on eyu> oiba

ort §o6r)o-erai <toi k. pr) Xoyov e^e ntpi rov tv avrrj nvevp. 44, 106, 107 KW ( + »3 M) KT^ [O ^mfl N^l UD ^3p
in^^N? pin NVV rU^Dm Ar M k. pr) Xoy. . . . yi^. «y<»] Siort 0-01 fo-rai fiy yvv. k. rov 8aip. p,r]8eva Xoy. e^e BA Si

K.XaPe] postula illam a/3y {cf Auct. de Voc. Gent.) yvvrf] avrrj { > A) «s -at*ca B5h 17. k. orav] k.

tav BASS orav fie Xa/3i?y avrjji/ 44, 106, 107 e«y r. vvp.] rov v. sup. ras. B ab pr. rrpos avrrjv 44, 106, 107
+ HOy M Xa/3e . . . 6vp.iap.] Xr/p.yj/ri rtqbpav 6vp. k. eniOrjo-tis ano rrjs Kap8. k. rov rjn. rov ix&. BA SS entdr/a. rqv

Kap8. rov tX6. k.t. rjn. em r. depprjv r. 8vp. 44, 106, 107 NJU*T N3^ 3'D Ar M em r. r. r. Ovp.] super carbones

16. TVs postula may possibly have arisen through the translator's (or a reviser's) knowledge of a Heb. MS. in which
? had been dittographed (jb W for rh NtT) just as Ar (which M follows) in v. 17, though actually translated

from the Greek, might have been influenced by a Hebrew text in which rUni> nnn had been corrupted into TRTtb 'n,
but direct translation from such a text is precluded by the phrasing of viii. 2 in^ras well as by the fact that he
chiefly used Rs (Nold. op. cit., p. 50, n. 1). More probably Ars 'under her garments' is an independent version of
a baser process of exorcism (cf. a similar story in The Arabian Nights). F's affinities with Ar and M, especially in
vin. 2, are noteworthy. '
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 6. 17—7. 4

shall be given to thee to wife. And when thou comest into the bride-chamber, take of the liver of

18 (17) the fish with the heart and place them upon the ashes of the incense and the smell shall go forth,

and the devil shall smell it, and flee away, and never appear any more to her. And when thou art

about to be with her, rise up both of you first and pray and supplicate the Lord of heaven that

mercy and deliverance may be extended to you. And fear not, for she was set apart for thee

before the world was ; and thou shalt save her, and she shall go with thee. And I suppose that

thou shalt have children of her and they shall be as brothers unto thee. Take no reckoning. And
when Tobias heard the words of Raphael, and that she was his sister of the seed of his father's house,

he loved her exceedingly, and his heart clave unto her.

And they came to Ecbatana, and arrived at Rv

the house of Raguel. But Sarah met them ; and
she saluted them, and they her ; and she brought
them into the house.

Arrival and welcome at RagticFs, vii. 1-9

7 1 R8 And when he came into Ecbatana, he saith

unto him, Brother Azarias, lead me straight to

Raguel our brother. And he led him to the

house of Raguel, and they found him sitting by
the door of the court ; and they saluted him first,

and he said unto them, Much cheer to you,

brethren, and ye are well come in safety. And
he brought them into his house.

2, 3 And he said unto Edna his wife, How like is this young man to Tobias my kinsman ! And Edna
asked them and said unto them, Whence are ye, brethren ? And they said unto her, We are of the

4 sons of Naphtali, which are captives in Nineveh. And she said unto them, Know ye Tobit our

aj3 Auct.de Voc. Gent, super carbonesi gnis ardentis y CN nvy Ar k. tj oo-pt] nopev.] k. Kanvio-us BA £ > 44,

106, 107 new' mnn n^o -ibpni ArM \vw ny F 18. *. ocr(/>p. . . . pet avT.~\ > 44, 106, 107

ovKtTi . . . avT7]v'i-
J

ovk en-ai/eXewrerat (post tnavt ras. Clliq. B* ' a

!

V\ BA SzlrMF t. nav. aioovaj (fis A) t. ai.

tov ai. BA k. oravj or. 8e BA peWrjs . . . per aiir.] npoanopfvrj (-try A) avrrj BA Si !"ini? PJTO,? 'Q^n "131

ArM HOy ~iani? nsnnCOl F 6£fyep0>?7-f] ty. BA noieis avrr)v tytpdrjuat 44, 106, 107 + NDiy \OArM
jrpcor.] > BA & Ar M F ap<p. k. npoa. k. 8er]6. r. Kvp. r. oup.] a. k. (iorjaart npns t. t\er)poi>a 6. BA & (cf Ar MF)
7rpoo-. eKarepoi k. berjd. t. Kvp. 44, 106, 107 ambo et deprecamini dominum caeli IL pr. p 1")DN1 F ap<p.] >
Ar M W. «X. yev. k. au>T. e<p' up.] k. o~a>o-fi vp. (rjp. A) k. c\er)aei BA Si k. 8o6r)o-(rai avrrj laais k. eXeoi> 44, 106, 107

(cf.ArM) ut detur vobis misericordia et sanitas k. p.7 <po0. . . . o-ao-eis *.] > 44, 106, 107 pr. p33 ' * ' ?»JWlp31

ArM t. 8°] > BAIL \om Si <r. yap] on aoi BA «rr. pfp.~\ avrrj ijroipao-pevrj r]v BA & (IL cf. 6, 1 2)

npo tov tfi] rrpo ov K* otto tov BA 44, 106, 107 £ '^JH NOVO Ar (cf. M) rWN*U "'W IWlfB F cweis]

+ KT8> JD Ar M > F per. a. nop.'] nop. per. a. BA ucreKevo-y npos avrrjv (pr. F) 44, 106, 107 > Ar M
v7roXap/3. ort] > 44, 106, 107 Ar MF to~ovrai '<rotl°J tr. (orai BA ytvvr/atts 44, 106, 107 > Ar
nuibia] t(kvov 44, 106, 107 > Ar M k. (o-ovrni^ ... X. eje] > BA^4r M o rt ant eari t. fiixaicopa \afciu

avTT)v anor. auopos (v. supra) 44, 106, 107 rflTDBO F k. ore tjk. . . . (ko\\. fis avr.] > 44, T06, 107 M ore]

us BA t. Xoy. P.] tclvto. BA S> Ar F +angeli 3L «. on . . . nar. avr.~] > BA Si Ar F «c.] ante (k t. antpp. IL

Xtuv »?yan-.] f(pi\. BASi > 2LF flW3 'BH 'm nb]} Ar avr^v] in 77 ras. aliq. B > 3L *. 17 Kapd.

avr. fKoW. as avT.~\ k. t) \j/vx- avr. exoXX. avri) (»ce(coXXijTo A) o-<po8pa BA & (cf. F) haesit cordi eius 3L > Ar
+ K3MTP DTIp F

VII. I. k. ore . . . P.2°] D*3n33«3 'j?T n^3 ibyi ArM VJQ1D333P |V31 F ore] > BA fia^X^v] rjXd. B
ijXi9oi» A 44, 106, 107^0 /3y Ek/3.] civitatem Ec. IL Xey« . . . yp-wv] > BA 44, 106, 107 Si tarry] Th. angelo 3L

afitX. ?;p.] > 3L a7T»jy. auroi/] naptyevero B 7rap-owo A 44, 106, 107 IL r. oikoj/] t. -taw BA > 44, 106, 107 3L

P.] > IL k. fvp. avr. <ad. napa t. 6vp. t. auX.] 2. Sf vnr)UTT)a(v avT<* (-ots A F) BA 5 F ev. avr. <ad. n. t. auXfjaj; ^upai<

44, 106, 107 et inven. ill. sed. in atrio (> y) circa ostium domus suae (d. s. > y) a/3y jnn "W3D TVTV in2CNl

ffriO ylrM ^aipertaav] -tv BA rjanaaaTO 44, 106, 107. />r. l^-. r-o S awroi'] -tovs A 44, 106, 107 > F

7rpoj70i] /c. avros- avrovs B k. -rot -r^i/ A o»ik Oo»0 «*- oC^ ij-»|o S > 44, 1 06, 107 Ar DW DH7 3CM M N'm X1H F

k. tm. . . . vytaii/.] > BA Si k. tin. tv (tprjv. a8(\. fio-t\d. fis r. oik. t. ah(\. vpcov 44, 106, 1 07 DI/CQ )?)]} 7 N

KD'a? Ar n-\y:n riNT -\i6nn )b IDNI F a»ro«] > 3L »caX. r,\6. wy.] intrate salvi et sani IL jjyayfv

avTouf tts r. 04*01/ aiir.] eiarjy. t. t. -lau BA 5 tycvero ore eio-ijX0oo-ai> 44, 106, 107 NrfU/ 1/J?! ^tf nO^ 1D333 TN

iP2K 'yi F 2. k.] 4- Pay. 44, 106, 107 Si ArMF E5.] Annae (et ubiqui) IL Jjj/ S ouros] > BA
To)/3«a] -«T B 44, 106, 107 ra> -«r A a8€\.] ave^tw BA £ consobrini a/3 -no y E6\] Pay. BASF
Anna IL k. «tt. out.] > BA 44, 106, 107 S Ar M F 'dicens E no0. to-. a8«X. ; <c.] > 44, 106, 107 otoX.]

> ^4rF fHrw] -<»/ A > 44, 106, 107 aim?] -r<B BA F > 44, 106, 107 (K r. vu . . . «" N.] 44, 106,

107 ex f. N. sumus ex captivis N.IL 'D3T KOa^'O '^JZn ttTV2W \0 Ar M '3*33 T^K 'S3 np30 F w-~\

> BA ff] «k B pr. twv A 4. <o] tunc S > ^4/' ywoo-KfTf] -fTm A ^p.] p.ou 106 & K.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 7. 4-1

1

kinsman? And they said unto her, We know him. And she said unto them, Is he in good health?

5, 6 And they said unto her, He is in good health and alive. And Tobias said, He is my father. A.nd

7 Raguel sprang up, and kissed him, and wept ; and he spake and said unto him, Blessing be unto thee,

lad, who art the son of a noble and good father. Oh, dire calamity, that a man, righteous and
almsdoing, should have become blind ! And he fell on the neck of Tobias his kinsman and wept,

8, 9 and Edna his wife bewept him, and Sarah their daughter also wept. And he killed a ram of the

flock and received them gladly.

The negotiations and the marriage, vv. 9
b-i4.

And when they had bathed, and washed their hands and laid them down to dine, Tobias said unto
10 (9) Raphael, Brother Azarias, speak unto Raguel that he give me Sarah my sister. And Raguel heard

(10) the word and said unto the young man, Eat and drink, and make merry this night : for there is no
man unto whom it appertaineth to take Sarah my daughter except thee, brother ; and likewise, further,

I have not power to give her to another man than thee, because thou art my nearest kin. Yea,
1 1 verily, I will shew thee the truth, lad. I have given her to seven men of our brethren and all died

enrav 01/177] > B 01 8e ema A j& M k. etnov avr. 44 + r. (K t. vi. N. k. fine vat k. aneKptvavro 44, 106, 107

yu/wo-K.] > B yiyv. A rjp. avr.] > BA 44, 106, 107 S3LF TV? D?BH Ar k. em.~\ > BA Ar -av 106

avrois'] >B 44, 106, 107 3LAr 17 F vytaiv.~\ > B Ar foitis est IL 5. *.i° ...«. £,] > 44, 106, 107

& Ar k.1°] 01 8e BAIL avrji] > BAIL M F vy. k. f.] k. (. k. vy. BA Qlbty M F k. uir. . . . ear.]

nr in '0 n:ni F o] > BA 44, 106, 107 pr. n^^ns nit3 M «jt.] + de quo quaeris a/3 d. q.

interrogas y 6. aver:.'] ewqb. 44, 106, 107 rwilOTp? Bm Ar M pr. T» F Kare(p.~\ pr. s^sa .4/-MF
k. €Kkava-(v] k. -( BA > £> lacrymans IL 1231 Ar (cf. M) eXaX. k.~\ ev\oy. (r)v- A) avr. k. BA Sb F > 44,

106, 107 a/3y '"I TON ArN avra>] > 44, 106, 107 afty ArMF evXoyia croi yevoiro] > BA i5 ev. a.

-tfrai 44 'D *P"13 Ar 7ratS.] > BA 44, 106, 107 Ar +»? MF o tov] vie avSpos 44, 106, 107 pr. O M
narp.'] avdpcm. BA > 44, 106, 107 S6 a> raX. . . . e\er)p.] T3J? "133 "lliynxn b]) N1DTI »EwS> K1P1 NHH KJVSni

}N'3D '1XD1 '3T ^4r > M <o raX.] > BA & F peyaX, 44, 106, 107 O infelicitas IL kokcov] k. aKovaas BA &
(cf. F) eTVfljX.] T. ancoXeo-ev t. o(p6aXp. eavr. (e. > A) BA 3) (cf F) eirr)p. 44, 106, 107 avrjp 80c.] > BA i5 F
k.] > BA 44, 106, 107 SS F 770(. eXeqp.] > BASF it. SiKcuoo; 44, 106, 107 eniireo-. . . . ctSfX. avT.~] eXvjrr)8r)

k. BA Sb irepieXafi. avrov (T. t. viov r. abeX. avr. 106 IL) k. 44, 106, 107 % Ar > M F eicXavo-.] + em r. rpa^. avr.

44, 106, 107 3L^4r > MF 8. *.] + e(piXr)<rev avrov 44, 106, 107 1QW1 M l^nDH F avrov] P. 44,

106, 107 exXava. avr.'] > BA 44, 106, 107 a /3 y M V^J? 133^4/- '"1 1DJJ ni33^ M F ourav] -tijs BA 44,

106, 107 (cf. F) (KKavatv] -av BA (-€«/ B il

b

) 5L > 44, 106, 107 £> Ar MF k. avrr]~\ > BA
44, 106, 107 3L ^4r M F 9. k.1°] />r. k. vnedegavro (-aro 1 06 iS eS-airo 44, 107) avr. 7rpo^. BA
44, 106, 107 F e6v<Tfv\ -av BA 44, 106, 107 IL pr. 'jH ^4^ « 7rpo/3.] 7r/J0/i. BA 106 SS > 44,

107 3L Ar MF + 1/^*31 F vn-fSe^aro avr. irpod.] napedrjicav (yacoO S) o^a nXuova BA S V"W Jin^> l^pHXI

^IrM *:. orf . . . S«7ri/.] > BA & 1^3X N^? nj? IDt^l 1^53N1 ^7" (<_/! M) pkfl. F »c. ore] k. 44, 107 k. ei/i^.]

> 44, 106, 107 a/3y <c.
50

] > IL ai/eTrca-ai/] -croi' 44 bet.iTvrj(Tai\ ets r. 8ei7ri/oi' 44, 106, 107 €i7r.] + be.

BAa? S /c. tin-. 44, 106, 107 IL +T. ad ang. IL P.] "[K^On MF Af. aSeX.] > Ar emov . . . aSeX. pov]

XaXiytroi' vrrep av eXeyes fi» r. iropeia (-ta A) /c. Te\eadr]T(o (-ot?7Tg> A) r. irpaypa BA 5 (t/I F) XaX.
( + S»; 1 06) npos P.

7Tfp« rijs 8vy. avr. >t. Swaei /tot avr. eis yw. 44, 106, 107 Ar M IO. tjk. P.] perebtoicev BA £ (r/I ^4r F) > 44, 106,

107 t. Xoy.] +T6) P. BA&ArF > 44, 106, 107 <e.2°] > 44, 106, 107 Ar t. natSi] P. n-pof T. (-iav

Bb A) BAS ^4r illi IL (pay. . . . ravr.] >Ar M k.3°] > B t. WKTa TavT-.] > BA Si F t. vvkti ravr. 44,
106, 107 ov yap . . . wj croi yap BA JS eTTiaTa^iai y. on aXXcp ov 106, 107 «• eXaX. ravra Af, 7rpos P. 44 > Ar
M F KadrjKti . . . ttXtiv ffov] Kad. naibiov p. Xaj3. BA %> lead. Xa/3. r. ^. /u. ft pr) aoi 106, 107 >44^4/"MF
afieX.] > BA 44, 106, 107 SIL^irMF wtow. . . . fyy. pov] > BA 44, 106, 107 S> ':i JDKnD ^ nn* ;nNT 3D

ArM n^1X3n DQK'D *33 nniD "p n F fyyto-. pov] +et tibi Sarra a;3 y k. poXa t. aX. o-oi v7roS. 7rai8.] 7tXj;v

vn-oS.
( + o-(-t A/ir) t. aX. BAS^irF k. fp&) r. aX. n-pos cre Tf/ci/ov 106, 107 IL M > 44 II. > 44. tfico/c.]

pr. 77817 106, 107 Ar pr. ~133 s3 J?T M avrr;f] r. TratSioi' p. (naidapiov A* TratSetoi/ (^ sup. ras.) Aa ?

) BA & F
<T] twra BA 106, 107 r. aSeX. rjp.] > BA 106, 107 &ArM. tvavTes . . . npos avr.] o7rore eav (av A) eto-eTr.

Trp. avr. aTTt8vT)(TKov (.Ko<rav BaA) vtto ( + ttjv A) vvura BA S a7r«(9. 106, 107 .1711^ I^J? X^ *TV 1TV1D )1H^31 ^4;- M (f/". F)
r. i/vjcr.] > IL »c. vvv . . . 7m] aWa to wv t)^o>v.(-ov Ba ^A) rjbews BA *c. Kvp. . . vpti>] > BA 106, 107 a/3y Ar
l>Joi )>> \\r> ^o «ooto S 13nn mm M ntyy T-^VS 31D3 1p331 F »c. ftn-.] Jwl^o & ov pij . . . jr«e»] ov

yevopai (-aopai A) ovStv wSe BA ov pr) (p. ov8' o"v pii tt. 106, 107 713X N? Ar F ews av] e. ov 106, 107 ecu? Staar.

VII. 11. The precise and legalistic emendation of Rv seems to mean 'until ye make covenant with me and have
your covenant ratified by me ', Th. Gram., p. 254, n. 1, Ovrjo-Koaav (B aA), Th. Gram., p. 214. With this verse commences
the second SS recension, with affinities to Rs and Rc instead of Rv

.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 7. 11-17

in the night when they came in unto her. And now, child, eat and drink, and the Lord will deal

mercifully with you. And Tobias said, I will taste nothing here nor will I drink until thou settle

(12) mine affairs. And Raguel said to him, I do so ; she is given to thee according to the decree of the

book of Moses, and from heaven it hath been decreed that she is given to thee ; take thy sister.

From henceforth thou art her brother, and she is thy sister ; she hath been given to thee, from to-day

even for ever. And the Lord of heaven give success to you, child, this night, even to do mercy and
12 (13) peace towards you. And Raguel called his daughter Sarah, and she came to him and he took

her by the hand, and gave her to him, and said, Take her according to the law and according to

the decree which is written in the book of Moses to give her unto thee to wife. Have her and

*3 ( x 4) lead her away to thy father in peace ; and the God of heaven prosper you with peace. And he

called her mother, and told her to bring a book, and he wrote an instrument of co-habitation, even

14 (*5) that he gave her to him to wife according to the decree of the law of Moses. Then they began to

eat and to drink.

Saratis recovery and the consummation of the marriage, vii. 15-viii. 9A

15 (16) And Raguel called Edna, his wife, and said unto her, Sister, prepare the other chamber, and

16 (17) bring her in thither. And she went and spread the bed in the chamber as he bade her and

17 (18) brought her thither; and she wept for her and wiped away her tears, and said unto her, Be

npos tfu] <TTrj(Tr]T( k. (TTa8r)T€ irpoi fit BA uOBbX Ji*.l? % mecum rem confirmes 3L (cf F) *> roorvrn ArM
«i7T<] anacpidj) 44 avrco] > BA 44, 106, 107 Ar M on IIota> . . . aoi] <opi£ov avrrjv ano r. vvv BA (cf. Ar M)
ti dvvapat noirja-ai. k. avrr) fart 8e8o^. viro r. vofiov Kara ay^iOTfiai/ ihov avrr) am SeSorai Io6, 107 iSou (JtSco/ii tovt. yvvaiKa

44 )js?) um <*^ ffp roft 1 ^0 oa? i"^; Y>1 i-"»w Jxso & facio : tibi S. destinata est etc. y ne dubites

fili facio quod vis et his dictis adiecit dicens Thobi tibi etc. a /3 n^N? "p rrTffl yiib mysn n:n F k. t. Kpio-w t.

P. M.] FiaPrDl mirD F t. /3ij3A. M.] > BA r. vopov as yvv. 44, 106, 107 {cf ^./ Ulo ^ o»^. Ui «iW

t
-> y k»CL»j> &) 'on NDniK ArM + l

?X'W<) M k. (« . . . as r. auova] > 44, 106, 107 SM k. « . . . t.

vvv] > BAArM <rv] +Se B (hanc sent, ante roTf pOl hab. ArM) aStkcprf] > BA o-ov] +eariv BA k. a

KvP . t. ovp.] o 8s c\(T)p. 6. BA "t. ovp. Kvp. 44 Li»»J* & KnDKn wha « ArM mr^N F tvob.] > F
Vpas] -IV BA a 44 T]plV A* IO6, I07 7TmS.] > BA 44, IO6, IO7 £ Ar M F T. VVKTd TOVT.] t. KakXio-ra BA T.

wkti t. 44 > F <c. 7toi. . . . (ip>]".] > BA 44 \ *i\*;s ^oa^i^ yi—wo £ (cf. ArM F) vpas 2
] rjp. 106, 107

12. > 44, 106, 107 £> tKa\.] nail Ar P.] > BA k. ij\6tv npos avrov] > BA Ar M F Xa^optvos] -Pcov

BA > ArM naptb.] > F avra] T. (pr. to A) yvvaiKa BA ArM > F k. (in: . . . fipnv.] WDM M
Koptaai] tbov BA nj> TWripQ nsr nn ^2 nxi F k. Kara . . . /3i,8Xw] > BA 7

on iwiM na?na Ar

bvCW\ nnVT nna F fiowat . . . yvvaiKa] >BA^4rF «x€] «Vufo« avr^i; BA >^4rF aTraya-ye]

a»ray« BA "|?1 F vyiaifwy . . . tip^i'] k. evXoyrjarev (rjuX. A) dvTO'js BA pr. fili 3L > ylrF 13. > &

nana ya^ ima n^oi nnaina not^ lonm nroi nn^an nnw trnpi nny x-\p n^oi F (c/ ^4r M infra) «a\.]

notOl M t. pr)T(pa avTTjs] E. ()j^ S) t. ywa»ca qvtou BA^4rM matrem et puellam 1L «?r.] > BA

ArM tveyKtiv'] Xa/3coj/ BA -yicai 107 k. ^ey/cc 44 /3t/3Xioi»] chartam a /3 y tn«3 Ar }W3 M *.s°

. . . ffwouc.] >M *c.3°] > BA Uta^y^r awypafav'] <rvyy. B * 44, 106, 107 COnSCriptionem a^y

NmirD Ar /3i/3Xtov (7uto«i)«ws] > BA o-Dfonttouo-aK 44, 106, 107 C0niugiia/3y H^nnn? Ar k. us 81S.

. . . vop.] vnnD nn^ ionm wuina laroi p nnayi ^4r D^nvn nnix onnn nainan nx vb* anan M {cf.F supra)

k. co9 StScoo-ii'] K. eo-cppayio-avro BA wr SiSorai k. efiwAcai/ (eSoo-ai/ 44) 44, 106, 107 quemadmodum tradidit afiy

avrrjv . . . Kptaiv tov] > BA a. a. y. k. t. (JvyKpt<nv 106 M. vopov] > BA QipXiov M. k. 7;f«y(cai/ t) prjr. avr. k.

typax^e k. eo-fppayiaavro (k. eo". > 44) 44, 106, 107 a |3 y 14. arr' fftfii-ou] k. BA^I/MF ac. Tore 44, 106, 107

S) ex ilia hora a/3y >?p£. . . . Treiv] ((payov k. emov 44, 106, IO7 Si ArM +in0^1 M r)p£avro] -aro B "*>

Oiayfij/] fo-^iftr/ BA k. weiv] > BA 15. «aX. . . . yvv. avr. K.] > 44, 106, 107 S ylr M P.] > A
avrrj] P. E. (E. > 44) rj] yvv. avr. 44, 106, 107 Si Ar M ASeX.'J > % Ar M r. rapi. t. ST.] r. e. Ta^t. (-et. B »)

BA t. Ta/^ifiof 44, 106, 107 NaatS>0 n*3 pnTN ^4r Tina M , ,:Dn nnn F «o-ayaye] eio-ayt B a^7"]

puellam 3LF > Ar DniS M «<«] > BA 44 ^si^^ S Ar 16. PaBuraira . . . auriy] fTrot^o-ei/ cos-

etTr. BAS f77. ovrws E. 106, 107 Ar abiit in cubiculum (secretum y) et stravit sicut etc. a/3y > 44 M F
rjyayev] ettr- B 44, 106, 107 &% (icrrjyayov A > Ar M avrrjv] filiam suam IL F > ArM f<(i] «r r.

Koirco«/a 44, 106, 107 -f Jja^Ulii. S > Jr f(cXav.] />r. ncpuXaPev avr. (&) r) pr}r. avr. k. ( > S) 44, 106, 107

S (</: .4rM) n"D3? nny:n n^nnm F mP i avr.] > BA 44, 106, 107 Ar o.»o^ ^^ & noy M nnoa

ntra: F <c. an-f/z. t. 8.] > 44, 106, 107 SArM nnyon Nin n,na ismpn bipt F «. arr«/xaf] «. an-eSef BA
fiaKpwa] +T17S ^vy. avrr/s BA avrr;] > 44, 106, 107 Ar 1 7. 6ap.] > ArM pr. verba e Script. Fr.

13. o-vvypa(pr]v. Cf. the Isis Inscription from Ios. iy<o o-vvypaQas yapixa[s] dpa (i. 33 in reproduction in Deissm. L.A.E.,

p. 136).

16. Some of the changes made by the later redactors and versions are pleasing, e.g. Rv
's alterations (incorporated

as usual in F) to make the daughter weep and the mother catch her tears, and F's ' the Holy One, Blessed be He,

received her tears '; but Rc lacks the poetic imagination.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 7. 17—8. 6

of good comfort, daughter : the Lord of heaven give thee joy for thy sorrow : be of good

S 1 comfort, daughter. And she went forth. And when they had finished eating and drinking,

they desired to sleep, and they led the young man away and brought him into the chamber.

2 And Tobias remembered the words of Raphael, and took the liver of the fish and the heart

3 out of the bag which he had, and put them on the ashes of the incense. And the smell of the

fish baffled the demon, and he ran away into the upper parts of Egypt ; and Raphael went and

4 fettered him there and bound him straightway. And they went forth and shut the door of the

chamber. And Tobias rose up from the bed, and said unto her, Sister, arise ; let us pray and make
5 supplication to our Lord that he may work mercy and deliverance for us. And she arose, and they

began to pray and make supplication that deliverance might be wrought for them, and he began to

say, Blessed art thou, God of our fathers, and -blessed is thy name for ever and ever ; let the

6 heavens bless thee, and all thy creation to all the ages. Thou madest Adam, and madest Eve his

8vy.] re<v. BA ku/3.1 6. 44, 106, 107 Ar ovp.] +k. r. yrjs BA £ pr. TIPS F + ev r. WKTi ravr. 44, 1 06,

107 S ArM 8a>rj o\J So) a. A pr. eXeos efftSw (-0)077 106) em ae ( + 8(0<T( 1 aoi 106) 44, 106, 107 &ArMF
X«pav] xnpivBA ArM nnO£>l |1E>B> F tt)s] > 44 (rov] -\-ravr. BA (f/ F) + r. epnpoo-0ev 44, 106, 107
& Ar (cf. M) 6aP . 6vy.~] >%Ar k. e^Xft] > BA 44, 106, 107 S ArM +iride IL

VIII. I. k. ore] ore de BA k. eyevero orav (-e 44) 44, 106, 107 "13 mill ArM avver.] > £ HDJJ F
ro (pay.K.n. X*] rov <p. X ca Senrvovvres BA evCppavBqvai ( + k. 106) 44, 106, 107 dittiSO ftNTima £ COenam IL

NDiyi wm*s vaprwb ArM. \rbwn jo F tfeX. . . . veav. *.] > BA 44, 106, 107 &ArF eio-ny . . . .

ran.] rvnrUX 'B>1 'O prh \by\ Ar (cf. M) avr.] T. B 44, 106, 107 £ F ei?] npos BAF rap.ei.ov] avrr)v

BA(f/ F) r. Koirava 44, 106, 107 o»loJ^. £ 2. k.1°] o Sf nopevop. BA D^K* DTlpI F ep.vrjo-6rj . . .

p.] ttbnff\ oy nnno *b warn ms F ep^o-fy] -rjpovevo-e 44, 106, 107 t.] > BA 44, 107 p.] +ang. il

k. eXaft.] > F r. r)n. r. i\B- k. t. xapS.] r. icapd. r. t^5. k. t. rjn. ( + mOH F) post enedrjK. BA (cf F) r. Kap8. r.

i\0. 44, I06, 107 ArM. e< r. j3a\. ov et^.] > BA 44, 106, 107 & Ar M F k. erred] > 44, 106, 107

em r. re(pp. rov dvpi.] r. re(pp. r<ov 8vp.i. post eXa/3. BA > 44, 106, IO7 »oii^i. ««.V>*iYi» ]»CU» i-VCLfiJ ^-X
jktama £ super carbones vivos (ignis y) a/3y (cf. F) nnno i>y ^4r M (r/1 F) 3. *. 7; ooyar? r. i%6vos e«oX.]

k. (> A) eKonvio-ev ore fie o><T<pPav8r) t. 8aip. r. oaprjs BA > 44, I 06, 107 ^3p \X*10BW TTW W?l mnn IDpl

snn ArM ':) 'wa nnntwi iron ^3 D31 iovy nxi myj nx p^ym d»ji F f /co>x.] chas/ £ prohibuit ai3y «. a™-
Spayu.] €<|)uy. BA /c. e£e@a\e 44, I 06, 107 /r. [H3DD 8W)] M r. 8ai/i.] > (f. SUprd) BA 3L .4r M F t. anadaprov

7Tvevp.a ( -f- k. cmeo-rr] 106) 44, 106, 107 (2«/^ t. 2 ° 2L ai/<o ets ra /xep/7] eiy (/T. ecos A) ra aywrara BA ft? ra avo) pep/;

44, 106, 107 L^i* JloilJJ & in superiores partes a/3y nynx 'B«Da ^4r (^ M F) /3aS. . . . Trapa^.] > F /3a8.]

> BA 44, 106, 107 £ ^4r abiit . . . et 3L P.] o ayyeXoy /»oj/ aw. BA + ang. 3L M o-we7ro8.] efyo-. BA 44, 106,

107 S ovroi/] -ro BA 44, 106, 107 eKei] > BA post eitoh. Ar k. enodrja. rrapaxp.] > BA 44, 106, 1-07

SM et reversus est continuo a/3y rflDNI yir 4. k. e^\8. . . . k\iv. k.] > 44, 106, 107 %> k.i° . . .

rap.] <uy Se aweKXeiadrjo-av ap<porepoi BA ITOn njDl D^IKH DB>D 1X^ T«1 F E^Xft] ^">1 M +W1TTR JO

^4rM r. rap.] JliTHfl ^12 ^4r M k. rjyepd.] avear. BA an", r. «Xa'.] > F enr. avrr) AoeX. afaa-rij^i]

k. enr. ava. aS. k. BA k. T. et7r. 7rpof 2. al avaara k. 44, 106, 107 odJU wls*» )»)>Ja^. U^Q-jJ i-W £ dixit S.

surge soror ILArM npoo-evfap.] £ sup. ras. B ab -op. 106 k. 8erjd.] > BAyirM r. /cvptov yp. onus
ttoi. e<p. T)p. eXeoj k. o-cot.] iva {pr. Deum 3L) rjp. eXerjar) o. Kvp. ( > !L) BA It (cf. F) r. npoo-coTiov Kvp. omos n. e(p. r]p. eX.

k. o-cor. ev r. vvkti ravr. 44, 106, 107 Juot |«^ ),^Q.^.jk, ^. \ljje ^^X yi-^'» Li_^> ^ao S 'N D^p

.TnU^OI PIHDTI NJ^J? TpSH (Dipon M) yir (r/: M) 5. wear. . . . <rcor. *.] > BA 44, 106, 107 Si ArM
H^ana im Hoy TIC F aveo-r^] surrexemnt H 56»7^.] + Dom. IL >

?
/j^aro Xey.] r;p^. T. Xey. BA ein. T.

44, 106, 107 Juoc* w»JocX U=>tt^ &£>\o Si dixerunt IL nONl 'N* mp '0 »bsi ^r (cf. M) T130
r ^nnn F

evXoy. . . . aicovusZ ] aliter M et] /cuptos 44, 106, 107 +L.j»aD S>%At'F r. rrar. r)p.] ^X"1K'',T Ar (cf. F)
o-ovl°J 4-r. aytov k. ev5o£. BA (r/! F) irav. r. aicovas r. yei<.] r. atajfar BA r>\ N-N S Ar r. yeveaj r. acufcoi/ 44,

106, 107 in omnia saec. saeculorum a/3y Aug. euXoy. . . . kt. a-ov] > £ aliter F m rj Krto-ty] n.

at -ets BA en it. r. aicovas] > BA 44, 106, 107 a /3 y ^4//^r . ^4r 6. rov Afia/t] A. BA r. avdpvn. 106

)l^j|o Ji^^ £ + JltWlH F en-ot.] ebanas BA 44, 106, 107 afiyArM F ^01?^. ar^p. Eu. r. y. aur.] /3. Ev.

or. r. y. aw. BA /3. Ev. r. y. 44, 106, 107 Ar M ot^**j»»^.."«» JtfcoJJ £ adiutorium Evam a^y Aug. Spec. 56

int5>N mn F »c. e| . . . /Soij^opa ] > M a/z<por.] rovr. BAIL^r > y^4«^. aliter F cyev.] multiplicasti

a^ > y Aug. aliter F r. o-rr. r. av^p.] r. ai/5p. o~n. BA r. yeyo? r. avdp. 44, 106, 107 > y ^4«^. ^J3 73

VIII. 3. In Rs
els ra ava p. (cf. a/3y) was written, which was retained in Rc and paraphrased in Rv

. In N (which
Swete, Expos. Tim., vol. xi, p. 39, appears to treat as the sole authority in this verse for Rs

!) the ova has been acci-
dentally inserted before els ra. The reference to Egypt is pertinent historically (see Introd. p. 186) and mythologically

(Jeiemias, A.T.L.A.O., pp. 180, 432), and Kohut's emendation JTUVD for D^'O is pointless, but see J. H. Moulton,
Hibbert Lectures, excursus to lecture ii. IL's reversus est may possibly have crept into the text from the mg. where it

had been placed by a reader who had before him an Aramaic text in which "lin had taken the place of ~l3n.
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THE BOOK OF TOB1T 8. 6-14

wife for a helper and a stay for him : of them both came the seed of men : and thou didst say, It is

7 not good that the man should be alone ; let us make him a helper like unto him. And now
I take not this my sister for lust, but in truth: command that I and she may find mercy and grow

8, 9 old together. And they said together, Amen. And they slept the night.

The parents joy and the ensuing feast, vv. 9
b-2i.

10 And Raguel arose and called his servants with him and they went and digged a grave, for he

11 said, Lest he perish, and we become a derision and a reproach. And when they had finished

12 digging the grave Raguel came into the house, and called his wife, and said, Send one of the maid-
servants and let her go in and see if he be alive : and if he is dead that we may bury him, that no

13 man know it. And they sent the maidservant and lighted the lamp and opened the door, and she

14 went in and found them sleeping and slumbering together. And the maidservant came forth, and

ttWH Ar > y Aug. aliler F k. o-v . . . Porjd.z ] > 44, 107 a£y Aug. k. av] a-v BA on] > BA 106

r. avdp.~] »?( & Ar noiT)(ra>(i.] «-=Om 5> ArF 7. vvvj -f- Kvpie BA <S + Kvpie av yivaxrK. on 44, 106, 107

afiy Aug. (in 4 loc.) ArM ov^i] ov BA ha rropvtav] 8. -*iav BA 44, 106, 107 luxuriae causa IL t.

a8«X. p.. ravr.~\ UXOrem sororem meam a /3 aXX' e7r' aXrjd.j aXXa e. a. A aXXa Kara (ra 44) 8iKai<ap.a (-am 44) r.

vofiov o-ov (<r > 106 £>) 44, 106, 107 5 sed ipsa veritate 5L NrVniX nzbra Ar ^N1E^1 TWO ni3 33^ "lt^3 M
nDXn 1"in D^p? F eniT. . . . koh\] plen. F ewir. e\er]o: pe k. avrr/v] (. eX. p. BA em. tco e\er)6rjvai rjpas

Kvpie ( + epe re k. (ivttjv 106, 107) 44, 106, 107 m\\, »*."* U,o» ~» »v=> 56 ut ( > y) miserearis nostri Domine

a/3y Aug. *pDn N3/ 3H1 Hi?]) Din Ar (cf M) k. avvKarayripaaai Kotvasj k. avrrj (tovt. A) avvxarayripaaai

(avy. B a t" o-WKa.Tayr)pacrop( (ayrjpa Slip. ras. A il

) A) BA k. o-vynarapyrjaai (=- av Karapaaai?) t<b anadapr. 8aip. k. bos

r)p.iv Kvpie tckvcik. wXoyiav io6, 107 et (ut y) consenescamus pariter sani cum pace ajiy jon "]N N~)3nnx,>1 ArM
+ ( + "]min CpDIJJI M) Jfcoi&s? Lj.=> ^=>oio ),

<o i\a=> 5b a p Ar M 8. tumv fuff eawrwv] -€i> per' aurov BA
-ac <eoiwos 44, 106, 107 J»/Vco l;>ao|o S (cf F) dixerunt E n~IDS1 V nSTlKI ^4rM 9. eKoi/x.] + apCporepot

BA (<^/~. F) nnvi? ?yi .<4r M et receperunt se a/3y r. i-ukto] ei> 1-77 »>. ««i/. 44, 106, 107 SF post ratpov a/3y

avao-r. P. «(caX. tou? oiKer. p. eav. k.] avao-r. P. BA F em. (pr. DpM + H?v M) P. tois oik. uvt. 44, 106, IO^ SM
\Tl~Qy^ "IDX1 '"I Dp H^b ma^Sa mill -<4r a^ofTo <c. a>pu|ov to$.] (Tropev^ (f. -«/ r. BA (cf. F) opv^are t. »-u(tTt

ravr. ( + »oOJ II Ow S) 44, 106, 107 S + per noctem 1L tvb'kl N"l2p tf1Dr6 ^4rM IO. f<?r. ynp] Xfycoi/ BA
> 44, 106, 107 pit? "IDN1 -<4/" Mr; 71-07-f] /x»j k. ovros (avr. A) BA iva (av 44, 106, 107 DN Ar airodavjj'j rj

TtGvrjKw ( + N^D Ar) 6atya> (jW'ftp) Ar) avrov vvktos k. pijdeisyvcp (cf. V. I 2) 44, 106, 107 5 Ar simil. (pr. JVTBp 7N) F

k. yev. Karay. k. ovei$.~\ > BA iva pr) ytva>p.ai (S3? NrT1 Ar) (is oveidi(rp.ov k. KaraytXiora 44, 106, 107 Ar (cf. F) )oo*J Vo

j.tvin, ^X S et omnibus fiam derisio et opprob. 3L 11. ore . . . oucok] > ^4rM ore . . . Ta<poi/]

> BAF eyfveTo (> 44) o-av t^rfkBoaav 01 oik(t. (+.aM*A3* OOO .Q»-^\J» JS) '44, 106, 107 <S ore] > IL

^X^. P.] > 44, 106, 107 <S r. oikovJ t. -iav eavrov BAF > 44, 106, 107 S (Ka\. tt)v. yvv. avr. k.J

> BA 44 F (k. P. (P. > Ar) E6\ (e8. > S) r. y. nv. 106, 107 3 ^4r M 12. et»r.] +E. (P. 44) r/7

y. avT. BAF +avr7) 106, 107 & ArM An-oo-T.] +817 44, 106, 107 k. ttatX^.] > BA JO F as t. Koiru>va k.

44, 106, 107 %Aril +nnn XJ^m Ar i8*ra>] eiSfTwo-ai' (18. Bb
) BA Cu\ +'» "P1V

T1 44. Io6 »
io 7

> F k. (i . . . yi/w] et 8e pr] (an mortUUS est iL) tva ^a^. avr. (+"lp2n TIN DltO M) k. ^';8. yi/w (-coTO)

A) BAILy4rM 1H"l3pX1 X1H D3 10D: NDC F > 44, 106, 107 £ 13. afffo-T. . . . \vK u. «.] «o-»jX^. i;

77ui8to-(c>? BAF anto-r. E8va r. wmS. k. 106, 107 S^4r M anrjke. rj naid. k. 44 +K3mt6 ArM misit unam
ex ancillis et a/3y Tji/oi^ac] ai/oi|ao-a BA avcw£e 44, 106, 107 Saj3y > ^4/

-

INI F 6vp."\ + tov koit. 106, 107 5b

> ylr M F uarp\6. <c.] > BA 4rM F o Xu^fos €«/ tij xllP l avrT
l
i K - 44. io 6> io 7 ^ K - *VP- owrovr KadtvS. k.

vttv. koiv.~] k. tvp. t. Sua) Kadfvd. BA <S k. tSov avTot Ka^«v8. Kotv. 44, 106, 107 et invenit illos pariter dorm. IL

( + m^3 -im M) pmnn p32^ «m mm ArM du^v onN^Di F 14. €£e\6ovo-a] e^xft ( + e8. 44) «. 44, 106,

107 ,S Ar M 77 ttqiS.] > BA 44, 106, 107 & % Ar M F un-eS. avT.~] No^y na 13 ,|n3 pn^ TVHOtXi Ar nrb 1DX1 F

V77€8«^.] anrjyydX. BA 44, 106, 107 avrtns] E8. t. av8pt auTJiy 106, 107 S > 44 + (Di"17 ~lDS*m) M

9. In the original story (Rs
), along with his servants (who are omitted in Rv

, accidentally or for brevity's sake, as

Muller admits), Raguel digs the grave and returns from doing so before he addresses his wife (v. 11). Rc
,
however,

denies Raguel's presence at the digging and his share in the manual labour, as it is inconceivable ' that a rich man
should himself do such work' (Nold., op.cit., p. 48, who with singular inaccuracy attributes this alteration and motive

to Rs
!).

12. tl8eT(oo-(iv. B* A, misplaced augment, Th. Gram., p. 209.

13. The three chief recensions, particularly Rc
, have not retained their individuality in this verse, but both the

later ones seem as usual to have been based on Rs either in the form it assumes in N or in that of IL.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 8. 15-21

1 5 told them that he was alive and that there was naught amiss. And he blessed the God of heaven

and said,

16 Blessed art thou, O God, with all pure blessing; let them bless thee for ever. And blessed

art thou, because thou hast made me glad : and it hath not befallen as I supposed, but thou hast

1

7

dealt with us according to thy great mercy. And blessed art thou, because thou hast had mercy on

two that are the only begotten children of their parents : shew them mercy and deliverance, O
Lord ; and fulfil thou their life with gladness and mercy.

1 8, 19 Then he bade his servants fill the grave before the morning came. And he bade his wife

make many loaves. And he went to the herd, and fetched two oxen and four rams, and bade

20 prepare them; and they began to make ready. And he called Tobias and said unto him, For

fourteen days thou shalt not stir hence, but shalt stay here eating and drinking at my house, and

21 shalt gladden my daughter's sore afflicted soul. And all that is mine take thereof the half, and go

in safety to thy father ; and the other half, when I and my wife die, is yours. Be of good cheer,

child ! I am thy father, and Edna is thy mother ; and thine now are we and thy sister's ;
from

henceforth we are for ever. Be of good cheer, child !

ort . . . €ot.] o. £ BAAr > 44, 106, 107 S ilium vivere et nihil mali passum IL ton ^n INI {cf F) 15.

k.i° . . . finav] bw\ "IDN1 Ar (v\oyr)(jav\ -tv (r,v- A) P. (P. > y) BA a /3 y F rov] pr. * M F r. ovp.]

> BA 44, 106, 107 SF ivmn M k. «tt.] X*ya»/ BAIL > Ar + 'l M tfee] av o 6fos BA Kvpce o 8eos

(6. > S) t. ovp k. t. yns 44, 106, 107 £ Ar + ,DD1 TID riX Ar {cf. M v. 16) 1JTI13N v6k * M -\V1 ^3 F
(v it. tv\. Kadapaj e. n. €v. B e. n. (V. Ka6. k. ayia Ba b m(J A a /3 e. n. ev. ayie k. taBape k. apiavrt 106, 107 ayie

Kadape k. ap,iavT€ 44 omni benedictione sancte et munde y NOIl KtP'Hp "1713131 Ar >SM aliter F evXoyti-

raxrav ere] -rjaar. 106, 107 > 44 S pr. k. <vXoy. cf 01 aytot aov k. ntia. at ktht. aov navr. {pr. k. A) 01 ayy. aov k. ot

oikeKT. aov (*. 01 e. a. > Ar) BA {cf ArF) + omnes sancti tui y et benedicant tibi omnes electi tui et omnis
creatura tua benedicat tibi aj3 > M fty rravras r. atcof.] fis r. at. B Ar iravres 01 aitovfs aov (> 44) o rvnra>v k.

iwptvos (v\oy. a( navT. 01 ayy. aov ev\oy. ae (f. a. 44 k.) iravr. 01 (k\(kt. o-ov 44, 1 06, 107 > SM in omnia Saecula

saeculorum a in saeculum s—li y 16. <-cfcsj*> oo» fcofo -a_~m_-^ oot 1V«j|? £• {cf. M) aliier M simt'L F
k.1°] > BA 44, 106, 107 IL ft] "]~\p* D1£> Ar evepp.] r)v. (tu. Ba

) B* b A fu] r)pas 44, 106, 107 Ar fycv(ro~]

+ itot BAIL + r)piv 44, 106, 107 > Ar vntvoovv\ -ovptv 44, 106, 107 Ar a\\a . . . r)pu>v\ "jni3 ,D ni{03D3
ante k. ovk Ar n-oXu] > 44, 106, 107 17. simil. F k.i°] > BA 44, 106, 107 <£ IL Ar tvk. et] >SM
+ Kvp« 44, 106, 107 +mr6t< Ar f\er

1
o-.'] nrn n^dh n^y M 8vo] pm-in Ar n^x wM povoy.] +k.

r. yovcis avTojv 106, 107 S > Ar^Sl noirjo-. . . . eXeov] thyh JIH^ni nnm XtDni K07ff JIH^ 3H Ar aliier INI

€\cos k.J > S k. car. k.] > BA crvvTt'K.l yOi*,o )l^^i*.)J joo*^ S /ter' «u0. k. eXeoi\J tv vyeiq (-t€ta Ba ^

-la A) /xera <uo!>. »f. eXtovs BA /xera eXeovr k. ev(p. 44, 106, 107 IL > j$ 18. rorf (t7r. rotj oik. aurou] (/r. 1*!D1

F) eKfAeuo-ef 8t t. ot»c. BA F k. rp\6oo-av 01 oik. k. (in. avrois 44, 106, 107 S -<4r +'"1 M ^coo-at] 0°) .. aXj S

1X7D1 F Tacf>.~] +quam fecerunt 5L +isy F ?rpo r. opdpov yev.~\ > BA F 77. t. >//Ltep. (1*jsqj». S) 7 44, 106,

107 S CO "13 N32 ^a"!* X? IV ^r ( + 5 M) 19. k. enoirjo-ev avrois yap.ov rjpfpav Sena reav. BA {cf. F) r. yvv.^

E. (> 44 jo) r. y. civtov post emev 44, 106, 107 S > M noirjo:^ (Toipaaov 44, 106, I07 S +pauc. verb. M
t. /3ouk.] ray (tov? 44) /3oo? 44, 106, 107 /3aSt(r.] eSpo/x. avrov (av. > 44 S) k. 44, 106, 107 SM abiit ipse 3L

^imi ^4r qyayev] J0n» 'JW itr 8vo] > 44, 106, 107 Ar M rco-o-.] > 44 ^4r +U^»? £> M et;r.

o-v^TfX.] trof (+o»fcwO »iaN. S) fTotitoC. 44, 106, 107 S IL^lr 30 JIIDDnN 12])vb Tprft Ar k. t/pg. napao-K.]

> 44, 106, 107 & 3LM p m3jn Ar 20. f/caX. T. /c.] > BAS* ArM +apoo-ev avra k. 44, 106, 107 IL 'li

1?3C3 F avTO)] -rots A + P. Trpivrj o-vvTe\ecr6r)vai r. r/pepas t. yattou €i/op»ccos BA > 44, 106, 107 3L )^oo^.\, & ArM
fiexa r«o*. ^iifpcoi/J eaf itr; TrX^pco&oaiy at S. Tfo-

. T;tt. t. yapov post avrov BA (r/! F) etoj rjfi€pwv SfKarfO". 44, I06, 107 />0J/

otfcoi/ o~. 44, I06, 107 ^cccu \jCt\ V V QJ5C^.*J» ^. \ post pr) kiv. S ov pr) kiv. evrevd.^ pr) e^eXdeiv avrov BA
ov pr) f£e\6r]s €K t. oikov <t. 44, 106, 107 Ar M *OCl9i JJ S 'jl in^N N^l F aXX' . . . KaTa>6\] > BA F aXX' . . .

f/tot] > 44, 106, 107 &ArM k. fvcppaveii] iva -r)g 44, 106, 107 <£ r. r/'u^.] > ^4r M Karcobvvcdpevrjv^

-08. 44 -oibvvop. 106 multis adflictam doloribus IL 2 1. 00-a poi . . . to r)piav <c.] rore Xafiovra r. rjp. r.

vnapxovratv avrov BA r. rjp,. rav vnapx. ttot Xa/3f napaxprjua 44, 106, 107 S .-Jr {cf F) ^>r. D'DVJ nX/D ,1riK1 F
waye vytatf.] rroptveaBai ptra vyaas (-tas B*A -tftns Ba ^) BA vn. ev apr)vr) 44, 106, 107 > £>Ar vade salvUS et

sanus cum pace IL i"irW3 ^m M "|^>1 F np. r. nar.'] > £Ar o-ov] > BA &Ar r. aXXo rjp.'] r. Xotn-a

BA F t. r)p. 44 N?12 30^ ArM oraf] fws 44, 106, 107 eyto t*] > BA eyw 44, 106, 107 vptr.

. . . 7rai8.2°] >BAM "\b r\J2n D>nrU F vper.~\ o-ov 44 > ^4r t9apo-.l°] >S^/" TratS.l ] re/ci/. 44,

106, 107 > s> -ppi 13^ ^ Nnn nx Ar o-ov o] > 44, 106, 107 es.J +Tin:K Ar r)~\ > 44, 106, 107

k. napa o\ . . . 7raio\2°] > 44, 106, 107 5 ch]) IV Ar dapo: 7ratS.2°] > IL

15. Rs wrote (v\6yr)o~(v . . . k. tl-ntv which should be read in S\ See Introd., p. 174, footnote 2, for the importance
of liturgical and theological additions in Rv and Rc

.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 9. 1-6

ii. Raphael's journey to Gabael, ix. 1-6.

9 i, 2 Then Tobias called Raphael, and said unto him, Brother Azarias, take along with thee four

servants, and two camels, and go to Rages and get thee to Gabael, and give him the bond ; receive the

4 money and bring him with thee to the wedding feast. For thou knowest that my father will count

3 the days, and if I tarry one day, I shall sorely grieve him ; and thou seest what Raguel hath sworn,

5 and I cannot break his oath. And Raphael went on his way with the four servants and the two
camels to Rages of Media and they lodged with Gabael, and Raphael gave him his bond ; and (he)

made known to him concerning Tobias, Tobit's son, that he had taken a wife and that he invited

him to the wedding-feast. And he arose and counted out to him the bags, with their seals and placed
6 them together < on the camels >. And they rose up early in the morning together and came to

the wedding-feast. And they came into the house of Raguel, and found Tobias lying at meat.
And he sprang up and greeted him. And he wept and blessed him and said unto him, Honest and

IX. I. Tore] k. BA P.] pr. rov BA 44, 1 06, 107 +ang.5LF 2. 7rapaXa/3e] Xa/3e BA 44, 106, 107 ptra o\]

tvrtvBtv 44, 106, 107 £ +hinc IL ArM rtcraap. oncer.] naida BA > 44, 106, 107 k.1°] > 44, 106, 107
xa/x. fifo] 8vo leap. BA 44, 106, 107 eir Payor] ev Payois r. Mr/ddat {-tas A) BA ^ n.\ j© in civitatem

Rages IL > F k. i?«] > 44, 106, 107 £IL^4rMF wapei] rrpos 44, 106, 107 Ta/3.] 4- JTipsn \>])2 F
Sor] > BA avrco] > BA avrois 44, 106, 107 r. x (lP-] > BA jjot Jofco £ + suum IL iTQl¥"ID

Ar innnDN M Kouto-ai] +1x01 BA Xa/3e 44, 106, 107 pP Ar MF pr. k. X 1 (> N*) £ 44, 106, 107 Ar
MF 77apaXa/3e avr.] avr. aye pot (p. > A) BA ayaye avrov {-to 44) 44, 106, 107 fWl Ar M F pera o\]

> BA IL Ar M rovs yap.] rov y. BA 4. pr. V. 3 BA^4r ctv . . . carat] k. BA Ar yap] > 44 apidpcov o

7rar.] o jr. p. apiQpc-i BA o 77. p. apidpcov 44, 106, 107 IL Ar ')j.Vi.\n\, Jlo Ji £ 4- ^ENl M t. rjptp.] > 44, 106,

107 XP ""7"] yj-0( £ F NJiy "13^ ArM W fP- M ta"] H-eya (y SUP- ras - Aa
) BA piav rjpep. 44, 106, 107

una plus die IL . > F Xvnr]o-co avr.] o8vvr)di}o-tTai BA <*i». \**i.2> Loot SF contristabo animam eius IL (cf. Ar M)
\iav\ > 44, 106, 107 SILyir 3. k. decop. rt] fiion BA *. 44, 106, 107 i*^^ Sed vides quomodo IL ^)DD

^-n jon^ bvnb tsfcy xb n:nt ^4rM > F topoo-tv p.] opapoxev (-«» Bab ) p. BA 44, 106, 107 4-7x77 «&\6W

pe (4-V»V ~1D2~IN ny iW3 ;» ^rMF) BAylrMF 4-tietvai ue (/xoi 44) SeKarecro-apes ()-jcn\. £) r)pipas (o\ 77. 44)
nap avrco 44, 106, 107 £ k. ov. . . . op*. aur.] > BA 106 ^4r M dvvapai] -rjcropai 44, 107 poSSUniUS IL

irapafir)vai\ aderrjaai 44, 107 spernere IL 5. enopevOrf] QpM M P.] + ang. IL it. ot t oik. k. ai 8.

#cap.] > BAF *e. ot oik. avrov 44, 106, 107 pr. Hp'l M «s P. r. M.] > BA eis P. 44, 106, 107 M ^j-i^.

«oe? £ in civ. M. IL J^K", mp$> ^r > F rjuXio-fyo-ai/] -fy BAIL pr. rp\8ov npos T. k. 44, 106, 107 SF
>M 4-Ninn nWa F napa r.] «€t 44, 106, 107 o»ia^ £ avrwl ] 4-Pa<p. 44, 106, 107 & IL />r.

"Ipaai F r. xf£/>-] Ju**/ l^slS^) £ avrov] > BA 44, 106, 107 S) k. vnt8. avrco] > BAF ©£>. oo{o £
77. T. w. T.] > BA it. t. vi. Tco/3ia 44, 1 06, 1 07 > £ F on eXa/3.] > BAF +'£ & yvv.~\ > BA +t. 6vy.

P. 44, 106, 107 £IL /_
l
'2 'B> ^4r M k.7°] > BA . on /caX.] > BA eo-riv f/cci *taX<av (/(. > 44) 44, 106, 107

^ ]^> Ao oot ^filo S pr. 'D Ar +'TM >F (is t. yapov] > BA 44 |'pM >F k. avaaras] os

8f BA »c. aveo-TT) T. 44, 106, 107 p 7N3J yDC H3 ^4r > M F 7rapr;pt^/x.] npoqveyKtv BA F ffrvtyKt 44, 106, 107

> yirM avra)3°J > BA 44, 106, 107 ArM aw r. o-cppayiaiv] (u t. o(p. BA k. edeit-e ras o-(p. 44, 106,

107 £ 4-Suis IL > ArM 'O PC 1Dmn2 F o-vvedrjKav avral to'coKtv avrco BA rjpidpr/o-e r. apyvpiov k. (ntdrjKfv

em ras xap. 44, 106, 107 £ 4- supra camelos a/3y x^D3 ^y N3D3' jyo ^irM ^KUy nxi f)D3n '") np^1 F
6. wp8picrav] cop8p(vaavB > 44 Ar M vigilaverunt IL koiv. k.] > 44^rMF eurrjkdov 1°] rjhdoo-av B* b 44, 106,

107 a^y TjAtfoi/ BaA NHNI M «s r. ya/xoK] > 44 4-"^-,{a^
!

»> £ k. €icrrp\8. . . . CKkava. *.] > F k.

(io-T]\8.2 ] > BA 44, 106, 107 £a/3y ArM «s ra P.] > BA£a/3y ArM npos P. 44, 106, 107 k. tvp. T.

ai/a>cfi/x.J > BA et invenit Gabelus Th. discumb. (accumb. y) a/3y k. arew.] > BA 44, 106, 107 Ar M k.

770-77.] > BA 44, 106, 107 £ auToi>i°] > 44, 106, 107 o»aajo £ a/3 yirM *. f«X.] > 44, 106, 107 £
4- Gabelus a 13 + NJINVin rilN^DD ^4rM k. tvXoy.] > 44, 106, 107 £y auroi/] Twfitias r. yvvama avrov

BA (<r/". F) > 44, 106, 107 £y Deum a/3 k. (w. . . . opoiov avr(o] > BAF k. e«r.] 4-T. 44, 106, 107 £
dicens IL aurcol > 44, 106, 107 ILArM KaXf . . . fXe^poTr.J eiAoyqr. o Kup. os t8a)Ke croi (iprjv. ( 4" bone et

optime vir a /3) on vios £i (fvX. . . . ei > y) avdpos xaX. »f. (k. k. > 44 £) aya^. k. eXeijpoovvas ttoiovvtos 44, 106, 107 ( 4" et

benedictus tu fili a 3) £ a /3 y W^p 'd 'i^N ^31 'pTX n3y D^pi 3D 133 1*13^ N-DCT Krbt* Ar bvCW^ 'nbx " 1112

nCNH Dy nnDC2 "JT'Snri "ICX 1\1 fia)77 . . . yvv. a.] euXoyrj/xej/of «t k. «vXoy. (fv. > 44) o 7raT. o-ov <c. tvXoy. («?.

> 44 £)v yvi/. o-ov k. o 77ar. k. 77 7x777. (k. 77. /x. > 106) aurT?^ 44, 106, 107 £ Kin ND3t3 NnflX 1CK71 "]UX7l "J^ 2HH

IX. 3. 6pa>pox<v (Rv ), Th. Gram., p. 205.

5. o-w(6r]Kav alra is possible alone, but probably eVi t. /ca/xijXour should be restored from afiyAr and M. On the

other hand afiyArM inadvertently wrote k. uo-tjXOov only once in the next verse and then omitted tls ra 'P. Rc clings

at any rate to the mention of Raguel though its compromise has suffered in 44 and is lost in £. Rv so radically abridged

the verse that the second half was unintelligible to the copyists, but restore k. ev\. 'P. rov T. k. rqv yvv. avrov in Rv
.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 9. 6—10. 7

good lad, son of a man honest and good, just and merciful ! The Lord give thee the blessing

of heaven, and unto thy wife and thy father and thy wife's mother ! Blessed be God that I have
seen Tobias my cousin like him.

D. The Home-coming, x. i-xi. 17.

i. Tobias' sorrowing parents, x. i-7 a
.

10 1 Now day by day Tobit kept counting how many days he would spend in going and how many
2 return in. And when the days were expired, and his son was not come, he said, Is he perchance

3 detained there ? or is Gabael perchance dead, and there is no man to give him the money ? And
4 he began to grieve. And Anna his wife saith, My child hath perished, and is no longer among the

5 living ; and she began to weep and bewail her son, and said, Woe is me, my child, that I let thee

6 go, the light of mine eyes. And Tobit kept saying unto her, Hold thy peace, trouble not, sister, he is in

good health ; doubtless some distracting business hath befallen them there ; and the man who went
7 with him is trusty and one of our brethren

;
grieve not for him, sister, soon he will be here. And

Ar « mim bVDIJJI DH3T Cm TOCO "]b JJV VDrTD Wm M 8«g trot Kvp. tvXoy. ovp.~] det tibi benedictionem

(ben. det tibi y) Dom. coeli a /3 y k. t. nar. . , . yw. o-ov] > y evXoy. . . . op. avr.~\ > 44, 106, 107 Sb ArM
on eiB. . . . opoiou ovt<o] quoniam video Thobi consobrini mei similem a £ et benedicat Deus Thobi consobrinum
meum y.

X. I. brev. M ffcaar. , . . errtoTp.J k. T. o nar. avr. eXoywaro (-£<eto A) eKaor. rjpep. BA (cf. F) k. T.

rjpidpei (-rjcre 44) r. rjp. a(p' r)s f^rjXdt T. o vios avr. 44, 106, 107 Sb 8tj et 3L Ar tlftfP-] +'"1 ,|*12 Ar Tropevo-.]

NDD2 bzpb b^^b b^y Ar (v 7TOO-.2 ] > IL en-tor.] + fillUS eius it ore o-vi>ereX.] as enXrjpcod. BA
en\(ovacrav 44, 106, 107 ^pepat] + r. nopeias (-tas A) BA F 4-

n

,33K'in Ar o vi. avr.~\ > BA 44, 106, 107
pr. 't3 Ar k. . . . ov naprjv] ovk rjpx^ro (-ovto A F) BA k. eXvnr^dr) Twpias (T. > 44) 106, 107 ( + F) otX fc^.;0

^ci^\ Sb 2. brev. M tar,'] +T. A pr. k. 44, 106, 107 Sb + rW£»3 Ar (cf F) M^i . . . q]

> 44, 106, 107 Sb Kareo-xedn] Karrjaxwrai BA iT0123y Xftbl Ar J1DN IHXnp F e«t] > BA "JT12 F
a7re^.] re6vr)K€ 44, 106, 107 o] > BA 44, 106, 107 ovfieu] ov 44, 106, 107 ^4r U ,*j(o <S et nemo IL

avr. 818.] fitS. avi\ BA StS. r. via) p.ou 44, 106, 107 Sb iT7 12iT Ar (cf. F) 3. k. rjpg. Xvn-.] k. eAvn-etro Xtai> BA
> 44, 106, 107 Sb HKJynK? 'ntJ'l ^4r (cf. M) a«& P. 2 F 4. <5m'. M *. A. r) y. avr. Xey.] etTr. 8e aura)

7; yvvq ( -f avrov A) BA F k. ein. A. 44, 106, 107 Sb +iT? -4r r. 7rai8.
p..

J r. 7r. BA o vt. p. 44, 106, 107 Sb

k. ovk. . . . f.] (+ Ar) 6Wt Ktxpoviicev BA .<4r k. ov^ert fj; 44, 106, 107 5b quare tardat (-tur y) a j3 y > F
»?p£. ... vi. avr.] »;p|. 8pr)veiv avrov BA tOp-qvti nepi avr. 44, 106, 107 S at. ewr.J edprjvfi Xtyovwa 44 5. > M
Ovai pot] ov peAei pot (p. J^. ra^. Aa

) BA otpot 44, 106, 107 Sb orij npos Tt 44, 106, 107 S 7j-opfv#.l

> BASb antXdfiv an epov 44, 106, 107 Sb + NnpTll V"1X7 ^4r a/z'/^r F t. (p. t. oqbd. p.] ante tskv. 44, 106,

107 Sb +bvvh TVTlpttP nrb Ar +'fl»llF 6. ^rro. MF T. fXey^ auri;] T. Xfyet avr>? BA Trape^aXet

avT^f T. k. €itt.(k. (. 44 Xeywf) 44, 106, 107 Sb o-iy. . . . vy.J 6apo~fi aSeX. napearac o vios rjp. vyiaivmv 44, 106, 107 £
aoeX.] > BA ^4r «. paXa . . . x)hrj napeo-T.'] > BA k. pa>,a] > 44, 106 107 «S sed forsitan 3L Q")3 yir

7repto-7rao-p.] |a3o^. Sb mora 3L J?11?D Ar avr. ey. eKft] detinet illos 3L avrots . . . o ac^p.] to avTwi/ (-rw 44 51

)

yeyove prj Xvnov on k. (k. > S) 44, 106, 107 Sb avrois~\ nv f. «s] « 44, 107 et ex 5L > 106 Ar t. aSeX. r)p.l

> 106 ^4r p»; Xvtt. . . . 7rap«or.] pr) d$s em rr)v icapd. o~. kokov I06, 107 5 > 44 7T€pt avr. aSeX.1 D1"1N Ar
7. k. tin. . . . watS. p.] Dmnn^ JNOrll M (pr. F) avrw] Awa 44, 106, 107 S > 3L + run ^4r Sty. . . . 7rXnj/a]

> 44, 106, 107 Sb Sty. an-' tp. *.] o-iy. BA^4rF tace molestus es mihi a/3 molestus es mihi esse noli y
pr; pe 7rX.] p?j 77X. pe BA

( + F) 'ia^Oflirl X?1 Ar F an-tuX.] > ^4r 7ratS.] reicv. 44, 106, 107 *-Q ^ Jr
tK7rr)8. 7T(pi((3\. t. od.j cnopevtro Ka6* rjpep. fis t. 08. BA F tKTrrjd. cni t. o8ov nepiefiX. 44, 106, 107 V tt3 ( O ItQuA.

loo» )^o )L-»cis loot JJ)|o Sb (pmix n^-)3^ npsj mm ^4r tyaiin b« twn M r, aX . . . . ^ep«"] ^
otas anrp\6. (-av A) rjpepas re (qp. re > 1L) BA5L (cf. F) et fp^erat o vt. avr»jj (av. > 44) 44, 106, 107 > Sb

iT3 Tl« Him iriN N»^31 NDD-a y4r H32 Na1 DN T\\sVh QV ^32 M k. ov/c ejrcid ou8.] aprov ovk t)<t6uv

X. 2. KaTj/o-^vi/rat (Rv, an unlucky substitute for KaTeo-x^l ot Rs
> which is supported by Ar and F) must be

translated 'are they disappointed ?' (cf. B>n). Rc omitted the clause because of this difficult expression, and most
moderns who uphold Rv are here compelled to emend on the basis of R8

. On -eo-xcdn v. Th. Cram., p. 238.
4-6. On the relation of these verses to Jub. ch.xxvii. v. R. Harris, A.f.Th. pp. 349 ff.

5. ov pi\u pdt (Rv) is corrupt. It might be emended o> (cf. Ar) or cos or o-v (Fri.) pe'Xet pot or av pe'Xct aot (Tisch.).

6. 7rfpto-7rao-pof (Rs
) = 'distracting business, distraction' (e.g. Polyb. iii. 87, 9; iv. 32, 5), represents py (occupation,

task) six times in Eccles. The words 6 iivBp. . . . pi) Xvnov (Rs
j give the key to the difficult ' perfectus vir (et) verax . .

.

noli fiere ' in Jub. ch. xxvii.

7. -Xtpn-. -Xitt. (Rv), Th. Gram., p. 227. In Ar 1D21N (cf. viii. 20, ix. 3) may be original, but prob. it is a trans-
formation by a late scribe of the numerical '-p.
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THE BOOK OF TOB1T 10. 7-12

she said unto him, Hold thy peace at me and deceive me not ; my child hath perished. And hasten-
ing forth early she spent every day watching the road, by which her son had gone, and would hearken
to no one; and when the sun went down she would enter in, and mourn and weep the whole night,

and have no sleep.

ii. Tobias sets out for home, vv. 7
b-i3.

And when the fourteen days of the wedding feast were expired which Raguel had sworn to

celebrate for his daughter, Tobias entered in to him and said, Send me away, for I know that my
father and my mother believe not that they will see me again ; and now I pray thee, father, that

8 thou send me away that I may go to my father ; already I have told thee ho\y I left him. And Raguel
said unto Tobias, Abide, lad, abide with me, while I send messengers to Tobit thy father, and they

9 shall tell him concerning thee. And he said unto him, Nay, I pray thee that thou send me away to
10 my father. And Raguel arose, and handed over to Tobias Sarah his wife, and half of all his goods,

men-servants and maid-servants, oxen and sheep, asses and camels, clothing and money and chattels

;

11 and he sent them away in peace, and he embraced him and said to him, Farewell, child, depart in

peace ; may the Lord of heaven prosper you, and Sarah thy wife, and may I see children of you
12 before I die. And he said unto Sarah his daughter, Go unto thy father-in-law, because henceforth

(-te B b
) BAa/3yF > 44, 106, 107 £ Ar k. ore eSu . . . virvov] t. fie vvicras ( + oX A) ov SttXipnavev (B b ( ri

'

rf
) A

-i7r. B*) dprjvovcra T. t. vi. avr. BA (cf. F) ecor ov efiu o rfX. k. -icrqXd. eij r. oik. out. (jLlQ

^

ft>v S) *• ovk tyevcraro

ovbevos k. ovk rjbvvaro vnvcoaai (k. o. r-. v. > 44) 44, 106, 1 07 5 nib TV t&l X^^2 NDJJDn JH^N DIB nO*J83 S&l

('7 'J 'l > M) Ar M k. 0Te2°J (as ov BA F k. eyevtro coy 106, 107 M k. cos 44 t. yr»/x.] > S as cop. P.]

> 44 Ar M F os] ko.8q>s 106, 107 Ttoirfo-. t. 6vy. aw.] itoi. avrov -k-i BA > 44, 106, 107 S IL Ar M F
eiariXd. . . . T. ic] > BA 44, 106, 107 & ArMF fiarjXe.] > IL e<7r.2°] + Se ( > Ar) T. too (r. > B ab

) P.

(<*^ S) BAS^Ir.M (cf F) +T. 44, 106, 107 -filli IL E$<nr. . . . yap eyco] (£an. pe BAyirMF noptv-

aopai npos t. irar. pov 44, 106 ( + F) 107 > S pr. \JHX F ov mar. . . . pe eril ovKeri tXni(ovaiv otyccrBai pe

BA Ar aycovioocriv (-iovltiv 106) et tri (ert > 44) oyf/ovrai r. npotrcon. pov 44, 106, 107 r 1 ;**«"*
t*<-*' Jk*3' )k»fl^.2>

W ^u* *%***> JJ? & '31 ca^in WW ccn nx Dn^no M ^co warn nny iy »a F m] > il k.

vvv . . . a<pi)K. avr.] > BA 44, 106, 107 Si M F k. vvv\ nunc itaque IL var^\ > Ar k. nopevd. . . .

avr.] Clin NnsyrVN^ H&y N^H Ar 8. *e. eiir.] etn-. Se BA P. t. T.] uvtco o ncvd. ( + avrov A) BA P. 44,

106, 107 S I\I '") iT9 ylr Metv.i . . . tier' ctiov] p. Trap' fitot BAIL > 44, 106, 107 S Remane hie penes

me ILM ^3 3K> F k. eyco a7ro<JTeXXco] Kayco e|a7r—Xco (-XXa> B a
) ~B* vlcl A n/3y eyco e£—Xco (-XX 106) 44, 106,

107 oyy.] >BA^rMF T.] >BAS3L^4rMF r. ». «r.] >^lrM + |ON^ F woS«f] SjjXcob-.

BA vTrofi—coctiv 44, 106, 107 aura)] "J13X? ^4r M wept oov^ ra /tora ere BA )V -»-- loot M-3o*> S + a"v

Se /LinK. ert oXiy. rjpepas p(r epov (p. e. > 44) 44, 106, 107 £ m^PT ?3 yir I\I *U*7n F 9. et7r. aur.] T.

Xeyei BA (in. T. 44, 106, 107 MF + T. %> ille dixit IL 'a Tfb STIR Ar Mr;Sapcoy] > (ovX i B ab
) B yir

ov^t a\\a A 23, 55, 64, 71 \j? w^a^ H S in totum 3L +co ?rarep 44, 106, 107 3L ^niN "HIND bit M N^

K^X ^nN a|ico tre] > BAMF petO IL IBn ^ an Jr on-coy] > BA 44, 106, 107 S.4rMF e^aTro-

rrretX.r;?] -Xoj/ BA 44, Io6, 107 3^^ yi^ ^>H F ej^rev<9.] > BA 44, 106, 107 <S ylr F PD^MI M Trpoy]

iva pt) \vnrj(Ta 44, 106, 107 )t*.L U? S + "
lDN"?N1 F IO. K.l°] > BA et COntinUO IL avaaras] + fie

BA -eo-7-r; 44, 106, 107 > M P.] + k. eXa/3e 2. (2. > £>) t. 6vy. avr. k. 44, 106, 107 & post nap. M irapeS.]

(8. BA +avTt)v 44, 106, 107 +'n T.] avrco BA F 2. t. yw. avr. K.] > 44, 106, 107 S. filiam suam IL

*c. to rjpio-v (N A* vtd
) ra (a «^>. raj.) rjp. BA ?

/c. eficoic. avrco 44, 1 06, 107 JTOiTfflv] > BAIL A r M F navra 106

avTw] > BA + to rjp. 106, 107 -\-iravTu>v to ripiar) avrov 44 7raiS. k. 7rat5.] o-u>paTa HAAr /3. k. ?rp.] k. Krrjvrj

BA zrp. 44 oves et boves IL (pos/ Kap. Ar) ArM > F o«/. k. «ap.] > BA F k. k. ov. 106, 107 Kap. 44
post o~k.1L Ar t/xar.] > BA 44, 106, 107 SF pkn. M k. apy.] apy. BA et pecuniam <c. cr*.] > BA pkn. M ((/".

F) II. e£«7r.] ^>r. evXoy^o-a? airovs BA + t2pKTI31 rivt^3 ylr > F aiTOvr . . . rjcmaa-aTo avrov] > BA avr. k.

Tjo-naaavro avrov 44, 106, 107 & ilium Salv. san. et vale illi fecit IL. p^Dnil ArM.F k. hit. avrco] X-ytov BA
*c. e. P. 44, 106, 107 & et dixit IL M F JVv "1DN1 yir vy. . . . u/raye] > BA ArMF (Sa&i&Tt TtKva vytmvovTfs

44, 106, 107 & vade fili salvus sanus IL o »cvp.] o f5. (post TtKva BA) BA 44, 107 Ar MF />/-. «. 44, 106, 107

ovp.] +^>|»oS >Ar WW3NM btn^F evoScocrai] -tret B 44, 106, 107 -Xoyr/crei A Mohp ^B" ^lr ~J-»n'' M
vpas] +T-Kva BA -«f 106, 107 D3,3"n F k. 2. r. y. rr.] > yir M F k. 2. . . . 7raiSia] >BA <c. tS. feKva

vp. 44, 106, 107 Si k. tfi.] >b nns
i ylrMF 7ratt5.] « nninn cpDivO) Q*"i3J Q,J2 M wpo . . . p-] > M

/xe] a«/f a7rot9. BA 12. k.1° . . . axreX. avr.~\ > 44 K.l°] + ecpiXTjtre 2. r. c^ny. uur. <c. T. /f. 106, 107 5

10. ra fjpto-t; (Rv ), Th. Gram., p. 180. cnopara (Rv
) = slaiies in classical Greek, e.g. Dem. (480. ioj.Plut., but always

with aixpdXcora, oikctiku or some similar epithet, in the Ptolemaic papyri (cf. espec. Demophon's letter to Ptolemaeus
c. 245 B.C. in The Hibeh Papyri, No. 54), in the LXX (e.g. Gen. xxxiv. 29, Bel and Drag. 32 ; 2 Mac. viii. 11), in

Polybius and later writers, and in the N.T. See Deissm., B.S., p. 160, L.A.E., p. 151.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 10. 12—11. 3

they are thy parents as they who beg?t thee ; farewell, daughter. May I hear a good report of
thee so long as I live. And he embraced them and let them go. And Edna saith unto Tobias,
Child and brother beloved, may the Lord restore thee, and may" I see children of thee while I live

and of Sarah my daughter before I die. Before the Lord I commit my daughter unto thee in trust

;

vex her not all the days of thy life. Child, farewell ; henceforth I am thy mother and Sarah thy
sister. May we all be prospered in the same all the days in our life. And she kissed them both

13(11,1) and sent them away in peace. And Tobias departed from Raguel in peace and rejoicing and
blessing the Lord of heaven and earth, the King of all, because he had prospered his journey. And
Raguel said unto him, Mayst thou be prospered to honour them all the days of their life.

iii. Tobias' reunion with his parents and the return of Tobit's sight, xi. 1-17.

11 i, 2 And when they drew nigh to Caeserin which is over against Nineveh, Raphael said, Thou
3 knowest how we did leave thy father : let us run forward before thy wife, and prepare the house

+ apprehendit ilium et ( + salutans a/3) osculatus est ( + ety) Sarram ( + filiam suam a/3) et a/3y p'tpji |in7 ^331

}1il7 ArM 2.] > BA 106, 107 a/3y t. dvy. avr.~] avrr] dvyarep 106, 107 a /3 illi y > F Ytt.

npos] Tifxa BA 1 06, 107 55 a /3 y Ar MF +TND M tov nevd. aj tovs it. o~ov (ov sup. ras. (seq. ras. I ///.) A*)
BA + k. ti)v n. <r. 106, 107 55 afiyArMF oti 0770 . . . yoveis a.j avT. vvv yov. o~. tioiv BA a /3 y on avr. a.

yov. ano r. v. fieri 106, 107 55 > M an. t. v.] JIiTI"!]"! Ar <cs 01 yew. ere] > BA Ar MF Kadcos rjpeda rjfi.

106, 107 55 pr. (post toy) pater tuus et mater tuus 3L j3ad. . . . 6vy.~\ > BAF /3. vyiaivovaa 106, 107 Ar M
uk. a. ay. okotjv e. £>] ok. a. aic. ko\. BA > 106, 1 07 55 +et gaudium 11 13*113 * * * ]J1DB>31 M WyDB" n3"pi11

'31 F f. Ceo] (+ M) NJ13"1 NTim Ar M cf. F k. anao-n. ane\. avr.] k. t<pi\rjo~ev avrrjv BA F et OSCulatUS est

earn et dimisit ( + illam y) a/3y cf. Ar pr. Dili? pSS"! M > 44, 106, 107 S5 *.3°] > 106 E. Xey. T.] E.

em. npos T. AB em. E. np. T. 44, 106, 107 55 'O ?N TO^l M Tew. . . . anod.] abeh. ayanijre (nS W) m Ar
'33 M) anoKaraa-Trja-fi (-at A) ae (salvum te perducat (ducet te y) a(3y Ar M) o Kvp. t. ovp. k. 60)77 poi ibeiv <rov (cr.

> afiyAr) TraiSta (+ JW5>p Ar + « "327 D»31B M) <•« 2. r. dvy. pov ( + antequam moriar a/3yM) BAa/3y
ArM. simil. F > 44, 106, 107 55 evcon. r. Kvp.] 'Dip Ar ante e< 2. M evcon.] pr. iva eveppavdeo BA a /3 y
rov] > 44 nvp.~] +COeli a/3y naparid.] pr. k. ibov BASF napabih. 44, 106, 107 53 F NiYl ^4r M trado
(-am y) a/3y t. 0uy.] ^r. Sarram 1L Ar M «i»] €7n 44, 106, 107 > 55 napad^Kr/] napaKarad. (koto sup.

ras. Ai) BA nap-rjv ( + ovtcos 106) 44, 106, 107 > 55 tanquam bonum depositum IL (+ F) "]T3 v4r MF
/x»; Xvnrjo-.] pr] <tkv\. 44, 106, 107 55 IL />r. et IL 7rao-. r. rjpep.1- . . . arrf(TT. vytaiv.] > BA tf/z'/W" F WfP']

7D"1 M t. C o-oui ] > 44, 106, 107 M rVTI Ar naib. et? «p.]. > 44, 106, 107 55 vade f. salvus et sanus

a£y WOW? 1371 M 7ratS.] > Ar airo r. j/ui/ . . . £077 ji/n.] Q313M M otto t. vvv] k. idnv 106, 107 55

k. 44 > yir o-. /afir. k. 2. aS.] ptjT. a. k. 2. 7; ad. a. 44, 106, 107 55 u8eA<p7i] uxor IL^4r ei;oS. . . . £cory »)M-]

> 44, 106, 107 55 diligat (dirig. y) te deus et illam ut sitis in loco sanctitalis omn. dieb. vit. vest, (diebus

vestris y) a/3y apepor.] > ArM }13«n W 73 fUTlIM rbv K3H7N Ar k. antar. vy.] k. (£r)\6oo-nv 44, 106,

107 55 Jjy.J > Ar M 13. k. anT)Xd. . . . /3acr. t. 7rair.] pera ravra eiroptvero k. T. tvXoyoiv tov 6. BA k. enop.

T. Xaip. k. (k. > 44) evX. tov 6. t. ovp. k. t. yTij 44, 106, 107 55 aliter M « riK ^'3 '01 D^D 137H }3 nnNI F
ajro P.] > Ar vy. k.] > a^y Ar Kvp.] deum afiy Ar t. /3acr. . . . oti] 1 rV3t<7?D l"l7EH ^4r on
euoScoK. t. 08. aur.] oti euofittio-ei/ (-oS. B*A -cod. Ba b

) r. o. a. BA > 44, 106, 107 5j aliter M k. eiv. . . . (.

avT.] k. KaTtvXoyci P. k. E. t. ywaiica avr. ( + et dixit iniunctum est mihi a Domino
(

,33^yD , ND7N Ar) honorari
(-are y) VOS Omnibus die. vit. Vestr. (meae y) aj3y Ar) BA a/3 y ^4r k. npoo-rjvgaTO Xeycov yevoiro pot npav tov TTivd.

pov coarrfp tovs epavT. yov. n. r. r/pep. t. £. avT. 106, 107 55 > 44 M F

XI. I. pletl. M 10s rjyyio-av] tnoptveio
( + 'L3 Ar 13711 F) p€%pis ov eyyiaai avrov (-tovs B b ? c?F) ets BAArF

erropevdrjo-av r. odov avTiov k. rfkdov 44, 106, 107 55 N3M "J^l M Kao-ep(iv] > BA Kaiaapuav 44, 106, 107

»i«a\ (v. I. wiiniaii.) 55 Charam o/8 Caracha y Charan F Q1"!?*? ^rM >F r; eo-ni/] > BAF
KOTfj/ai/n] > BA F anev. 44, 106, 107 in medio ilinere contra F N.] />r. tti? 44, 107 +undecimo die F
ni:^? F 2. eiTref] />r. K. BA 44, 106, 107 +npos T. BA 44, 106, 107 55 Ar P.] +}N^on F 2i/| v

BAF yivcoo-K.] + a8e\(f>e BA Ar + Thobias frater 3LM 7ro>r] > 55 aoiTi/ca/xei']

-

Key B -Kay (s absciss.)

A 44, 107 irMF -*a 106 > 55 reliqueris E r. Trarepa] ^as{? (? /. o>i.j-V^. vel oC^^^Ci.) oaA^ 55

oov] +"]DX ONI M 3. npobp.] + ovv 106, 107 ^) «CUJ U,o» ipiS 55 r. yvvaiKos o~.] pr. epTrpoaBtv BA
> 44, 106, 107 55 Ar M F +et eamus IL (Toip.] ^ol 55 > M ev u fpxo,/rat] > BA F 77 Se yw. o-.

napeo-rai (-eort 106) /cara o-xoXtji/ (LjwO.=» UNta 55) om(T<o rjp. 44, 106, 107 55 dum prosequitur nOS ( + puella ai3)

XI. 1. Rv followed by certain Vss. omits purposely to avoid the difficulty as to the precise name of the locality.
Rs on the contrary, though possibly not absolutely original (Reusch conjectures XaXdx, cf. y and Gen. x. 11), was the
most ancient tradition and is presupposed by the majority of the variants.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 11. 4-1

1

4 while they are coming. And they went both together; and he said unto him, Take in thy hands the
5 gall. And the dog went with them, behind him and her son. And Anna sat watching the road by
(> which her son would come. And she espied him coming, and said unto his father, Behold, thy son
7 cometh,and the man that went with him. And Raphael said unto Tobias before he drew nigh to his
y father, I know that his eyes will be opened ; stuff the gall of the fish into his eyes and the medicament
will draw up and scale off the white films from his eyes, and thy father will see again and behold

9 the light. And she ran, and fell upon the neck of her son, and said unto him, I have seen thee, my
10 child ; hereafter I can die. And she wept. And Tobit rose and stumbled with his feet and went forth
11 toward the door of the porch. And Tobias went towards him with the gall of the fish in his hand

;

°Py +fo*l NnaU DJ? (pr. DHnyrTDJ? M) ArM 4. k.1° . . . aura,] > BAF koiixos] k. o kviov npo(rp(X(f

(fxnpoa-Bev avriov 44, 106, 107 & K. (in. avr<p] > BA P. 7rpoy T. 44, 106, 107 5 M + ailgelus IL Aa/3e]

+ 8e BA > Ar /ifra xflPas] 7raPa X(lPa BA > 44, 106, 107 tecum IL M > Ar x°Krlv~\ + t-<-x^vos

( + 1T3 il \>U 'lOn n« 'O npb TO F) k. (nopevBrjaau ([ + nnW] M) BAFM + r. ix 6. tv r. x«pt aov 44,
106, 107 £> de felle illo, et habe IL > Ar k. avvrjX.] > 44, 106, 107 S Ar M et abiit IL avrois] > BA
44, 106, 107 £ o Kvpiosj o Kvmv BA a/3yF > 44, 106, 107 &ArM (< r. oniaa> avrov k. r. viov avrrjs]

oTno-div avrtov BAF epnpoadiv avr, 58, 71, 74, 76, 236, 249 > 44, 106, 107 £ ArM. cum illis IL 5- > 44,

106, 107 & Awa] fPDN 1PDB>60 Ar 10K PUm M «a6nro] -f invia et IL + NWTIX nBHBa Ar +1"i*in bv M
7repi/3Ae7r.] > F rt)v olov] pr. (is BA > ArF r. 0801/] adventum IL > ArY N3'' DX M r. tiov] naiha BA
ArM filii IL 6. > 44, 106, 107 £ (pxopwov] WT3ni p)mO M DT3H TO F k. (m . . . p(T avrov] > Ar
K. an.] pm F *2 .] > BA t. narpi avrov] n&MK INI F pr. 'xh M iSow] + »J*1K F aov] /uov B M > F
7. > y^r P. etir.] 44, 106, 107 Tco/^fia] > B lafiia post (ya> A 7rpos T. 44, 106, 107 nyj7 F npo r.

€yy. . . . t. 7r(ir.l > BA M Xa/ie t. xoXijv r. i\6. (v ry x(lP'
""• *• *orai ej/ r. eyy. r. narpi a. npoa(\(vatrai aoi (np. cr.

> 44 ylcL^ wc»clu^ oio.-co &) 44, 106, 107 <£> antequam adpropinquemus patri tuo IL vip3 yoc TIN

n*33 DMntJQl F En-tor.] + cyco B + fyat T. A > 44, 106, 107 & on] &J «r. A + avoi^d B ayoryfi

A k. 106, 107 > 44 enim quia IL «_X S 01 o(p0.] rows o$6\ BAF ^*J©» £ TJ? M avrov] o narrjp

o-ov. BAMF > 5 avewx^o-oirat] > BAM -to-y/xei/ot 44, 106, 107 & 1P2TW F 8. cf. NJ1JT Nm"lO 3D
wya 'lan (postx. 10) ^4r nqti wy "inns'1 nxrn nnnom M (vnXao-ou] w (yxpio-ov BF o-v ow f^. A 23,

55> 58, 64, 71 €/i7rno-oj>] 44, 106, 107 »o_X & + ergo IL t. 1x6.] > BA 44, 106, 107 F )»o» £
aTj-offrv^fi t. <£ap/ja.K(H'] 8^6€(s biarpi^d BA o*^. £»-io S insidet medicamentum IL > F ano\(mo-(i]

anofiaXdrai B (3a\(i A 23, 58, 7 1 pr. ©^ v3fi» )c*>0 £ deCOliabis IL D^l NDnn^ TOl F nn-o r. 005. avr.]

>BAF avaP\(yj/(i . . . k.] > BA %> F t. obcus] o-e BA + -o.2>/ £> >F 9. ««. M g'1
. Sim. Ar

<c.l°] njni F a^fSp.] npoabpapovaa BA Aj>ea (io~rr)K(i (ni^X(novaa (ni r. 0S01/ k. eiSe r. Kvva nporp(xovra (n(pirp. 44

JllO ^ot» S) k. (8pap( (k. e. > 44) /c. (mat (+ Xoci^l S) tSou T. ( > S>) o vi. aov (pov 44) (px(rai. k.
( + fcsA^S.o 5)

av(aTpc^/(v A. (is anavrr)o-iv tov vi. avrrjs (r. v. a. 44 avrof) k. n(pi(kaj3(v avrov (k. n. a. > 44) 44, 106, 1 07
k.2°] Ai-va BA mater Sua a/3F €7T€7recr6j'] en-eo-. A 44 (ni] (is 44 t. viov avrrjs] avrov 44, 106, 107SF
+13ni F ovtco] iSou 44, 106, 107 > sf Eibov kt\.] Ttvb mnw no • • • • d^b>3 laTitn xn^N f*a
lnn^N 'nw ny tutnp n:ni t^^ an ^ ^ nnoNi k-jd nanm xnaiy ^d n^ »im i4r Ti^-i nnx cyan nniox

(nniN F) TJa nN M F EiSoiT] 18ov A vides IL TratSiov] rew. 44, 106, 107 till IL arro r. vvv] ^ 1*^. J^io )J £
amodo E a7rofl.] +^^JL» Jo»»

,^^*> & K.*°] > 44, 106, 107 £> €AcXavo-«i'] -o-av BA +dpq)6r(poi BA
> 44, 106, 107 &ArF +Thobias edam lacrymatus est a/3 et Th. lacr. est y +Ty VINIV i>y M
10. (/: inib iro^ xfry t6 njxi •

•
' *mi> nn noxi • • * ^o yoc nai Toy i?xam 'o ^tni ^4;- av^rr, Tw/3«f . .

.

auXqy] r. (£qpx(ro npos r. 6vpav k. npoo-(Konr(v BA cf. M ( + lHSn S? ''D) M r/X5e tt/jos t. ( + k*o»as/ S) k. vvros

(i(srt]K(i (ni (npo 44) r. dvpas k. ot( t)kovo-( t. cf>a>i>r)s r. won air. r/X5ev (|oo» |^>, S) anavrqaai avrco k. avros npoo~(Konr(

{*%SLj<i Vlllo o);-.\ wo»a*Ji.»Jj> K^ ^,|o S>) 44, 106, 107 £ "\p2rb M3 1333 noy T3101 F *. t^aS. T.

7rpor avr.] o fie riof ('0 M) npoa(bpap.(v avra> k. «7T«Xa/3. («. e/r. > I\l) t. narpos avr. BA M k. npoa(8pap. T. t. narpi

avr. k. T)p( T. <pi\rjo-ai avr. (r. moy avr. 106) /c. aptportp. 01 o$>6. avr. Tji>(<oyfj.(voi 44, 106, 107 ot»s pc^ fc^*

wweuiiAU? )oo> U"^=>o "^i^. -c»a3? «oo» .w«*^a ajs *oo k*oto.2>)J y±+£>lo *-.(o S V3N vJT ?y 731 'o J'T
1

!

Dp s
1 F 11. f/ N711N |0 T3 '•m^y T Xn7N »DN1 Ar t] xoXi; . . . avrov «c.2°] >BA 44, 1 06, 107 (V((pvar,o-(v]

npoo-tnao-(v (a sup. ras. Aa
) r. xoXi?i> BAF errao-f 44, 106, 107 JL»^» J-.^O & insufBavit IL DS^I M (is] (ni B

44, 107 > 106 uvrov2°] pr. r. narpos BASIL +r. ;(oX. r. t^d 44, 106, 107 k.3° . . . avrov^ ] > BA
I\I F (KK.appvo~( (

xn N.t< S) rovs o(p5. avrov 44, 106, 107 S> *c. fiTref] Xeytoi/ BA -fiili IL > M Qapad, Trarep]

ti Tovro tnoirjo-as raivov k. (in( Toftias (+ ; a*JDO «*s/ Ci^XL/ S) <pappa<ov laaeoos (ariv nar(p (> & + « *!> V j^AdO

5. dog, see Introd., p. 195.
8. at-ipXeS//^ (N Rc

), Th. Gram., pp. 232, 262.

9. Cf. Gen. xlvi. 29 f. for thought and language. & with true Oriental instinct adds the detail of Anna's veiling

herself.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 11. 11-17

(iij I2
) and he blew into his eyes, and took hold of him and said, Courage, father! And Tobias threw the

I2
>
I 3( I 3) medicament upon him, and gave it him ; and he peeled off <the white films > with both his hands

r 4 from the corners of his eyes. And he fell upon his neck, and wept, and said unto him, I see thee,

child, the light of mine eyes. And he said, Blessed is God, and blessed is his great name, and blessed

15 are all his holy angels. May his great name
[

|
be blessed

|
] to all ages; for he did chastise

me, and behold, I see my son Tobias. And Tobias went in rejoicing and blessing God in his whole

body, and Tobias shewed his father that his journey had prospered and that he had brought the

money, and how he had taken Sarah the daughter of Raguel to wife ; and, Behold, she is at hand and
16 is nigh the gate of Nineveh. And Tobit went out to the gate of Nineveh to meet his daughter-in-

law, rejoicing and blessing God. And when the men of Nineveh saw him go and pass on with all

J 7 his strength and not led by the hand by anyone, they marvelled. And Tobit gave thanks before

vi^. S) 44, 106, 107 % > M k. en-f/3. . . . (neoaiK.] as Se <rvvehi)x6r]<Jav dierpi^/e (-\]/ev A) rovs o(p$. avr. BA
>44, 106, 107 woiasli otjfln :*>,.. lo £ et iniecit (introivit y) medicamentum in oculis eius et morsum illi

praebebat (et momordit eum y) a/3y >F 12, 13. >Ar aneXfmaev . . . o(p8. avrov] eXcmo-or) aito t. kcivQ.

t. o(pd. uvtov r. Xeuiccop. BA aneX. r. cpapp. r. Xeu/c. 44, 106, 107 fc*^.o» (OQao Oot &.^J9 o*^. »**»/ oot «-^o

Jioia*. jb 4-aibugines (-emy)a/3y Msnnai v^yo }i^n b\2p) ws? msvi M wp HK nnsichi'ann ntsru TCI

133 riS nX11 F *r.2°] + t§coi> r. viov avr. BA a/3y + etSc ( + T. £) r. (fxos 44, 106, 107 eneaev (en-cn-. B) . . .

Tpa\. avr. J rjvKoyqcre rov 6. k. avafiXetye eis r. viov avrov ()-^»^ S) k. e(piXr)o-(V avr. (01; ->V S) 44, 106, 107 £

14. aliter Ar eKXavo-.] > 44, 106, 107 Ar M +et benedixit Deum a/3 avrcp] > BA 44, 106, 107 a/3y

JrMF Etdov o-e tckv.] >BAArMF r. <f>nS . . . pov] > BA 44, 106, 107 IL Ar MF k. e«r.] >BA
44, 106, 107 IL Ar MF o] pr. ti BA > 44, 106, 107 IL 6.] Kvpios 44, 106, 107 k. 2 °] on ibov (HXenco

rov viov pov 44, 106, 107 r. fieya] > BA 44, 106, 107 M ini3?0 1123 F avrovl ] aov BA F Kupiou 44,

106, 107 + «s T - aicovas BAM + rov davpavra noiovvros 44, 106, 107 k. 3 ° . . . avr.
2°J > 44, 106, 107

"ITnCD bl DOTllI F avrov2°] aov BA ytvoiro t. ovopa] > BA 44, 106, 107 Ar {aliter M) F r. peya

avrov] > BA 44, 106, 107 F illius Sanclum a/3y Spec. ecp rjp. k. evXoy. iravT. 01 ayy.] > BA 44, 106, 107 a,3Ar
F benedictum y et bened. Spec, aliter M eis navr. r. aiuvas] >BA 44, 106, 107 ArF i5a . plen.

el aliter Ar^I on . , . pov] > 44, 106, 107 avroy] > BA y Spec. 28 fp-acrnycoaev] -aos BA + in

redargutione mea Spec. 28 pe] pr. k. eXe?;o-ay BA +ipse misertus est mei a/3y Spec. 28 + N2V11 ArM
(cf. F) k. tSou . . . pov] > Ar~M et reddidit lumen oculis meis ut viderem filium meum Spec. k.i°] >BAIL
15b. brev. Ar > M Tafias* ] o vios avr. BA Tco/3ir k. Kvva rj yvvrj avr. fis r. oikov 44, 106, 107 a|3(y = X)

> F xmPuv ~\ *• avroL (xaiPov 44> 1Q 6, 107 gaudentes a/3 (y = N) > F evXoy. . . . «.4°] > BAF
fvXoyiovl -ovv 44, 106, 107 benediceiltes 3L ev . . . t. o-co/xart] irepi navTiov r. yeyevT]pev<ov avrois 44, 106, 107

tOtO Ore SUO pro omnibus quae sibi evenerant IL erreSeit-tv] anrjyyeiXev BA vnefteitje 44, 106, 107 133 v l^m F
To)/3etas 2

°J > BA ortl . . . Ntreur;] to. p.tya\eia ra yevop-tva aura) [XIH "J113 CTpH n^'J?C FJ ev tjj M^fitta BA
F >^4r evoba>8rf] +a Domino Deo IL on2°] > 44, 106, 107 tvrjvoxev] avrjvtyK<= 44, 106, 107
<or] ort 44, 106, 107 yvvauca] pr. eavrco 44, 106, 107 on a°] > 44, 106, 107 Trapayivtrai k.] > 44, 106,

107 o-vvvtyyvs] eyyvy 44, 106, 107 Nii/eu/;] eio-ep)(op(vrj 44, 106, 107 1 6. K.j pr. k. exaP r
l
Tco/3tr k. Awa

44, 106, 107 a/3(> y) pr. XrVO VJSl ^4r f^X^y] -ocrav 44, 106, 107 a/3 > y + Tcoi3fta? BF Ta),3eir Bab

Tco/3tr Ari" anavTTjaiv r. vvpcprjs] crvvavr. ttj -(pr) BA > y +)1TOy ?N2"11 Ar aurovj -tcov 44, 106, 107
a /3 > y xalf,a>v • • • Ntvewi;] > 44, 106, 107 a/3y ttvXtjv] ttj -At; B >^4/'M N^.] > a /3 y ^4r M
toovrfs] edu.vp.a£ov 01 (Oeoopovvres BA (cf. M F) eiSoi/ 44, 106, 107 a /3 y > y4r 01 ft- Ntveuij] > BA 44, 106, 107
qui erant in porta Ninive aj3y k*° . . . e6avp.ao-av\ on ePXttycv BA (cf. M F) 01 yeiToves uvtwv k. nav. 01 crvvav-

tcovtcs k. eOavpa^ov on Siffiatve T. raxv iraa. r. io~xvt. avr. k. ovoeis odrjyei avrov 44, 106, 107 venientem et ambu-
lantem cum omni virtute sua nemine dante ei manum et mirabantur a/3y > Ar 17. 17a. brev. Ar > M
T.J > 44, 106, 107 i^capi] *£op. A evXoyei T. 44, 106, 107 "12DD F evavnov avrcovj evmriov avrov (-r<ov A) BA^>r.

peyaXrj TTf (poovy 44^ 106, 107 >F avra>v~\ -rov B rov Qeov 44, 106, 107 D?n F ffaiT. avr.] coram Omnibus 5L ^r.

et benedicebat magna voce Deum et ambulabat cum gaudio IL avrov] -rovs B o Geos] > 44, 106, 107
N1H "jn2 BYlpn (et saepe) F ort . . . x.3°] > BAF ^yyiaev] />r. cos BAIL pr. on 44, 106, 107 HNin ID
u4r F > M lappa] adducens Sairam 3L ry yw. T. r. viov avrov] r-q wpq^Tj avr. BA 44, 106, 107 F
UXOrem SUam IL k. evXoy.] xarevXoy. BA evXoy. 44, 106, 107 avrrjv] +Thobis IL k. etTr. avrrj] Xeycov BA IL

"(ONI ^4rF E^o-fXd?.! . . . <9vy.3°] fon 1DN 0^1 TDI pt3»B>p P33 K1H NTiriJK JO "]b NH^X fn
, .4;' ^r«.'. et aliter M

Eio-fXc^.] 6Xd9. BA hivpo tX. 44, 106, 107. intra IL >F c^vyartp] +npos p.e 44, 106, 107 pr. Sarra IL >F
<c.6° . . . k.7°] > 44, 106, IO7 K.6°J >BAILMF o-ou] >BAa/3yMF ^vyarep2°] > BA IL M F
evXovj/xevofl ] > BAM "JITS lUm F o 77ar. trov] + K, prjrrjp aov X ca BA 44, 106, 107 IL > M k. evX.

T. . . . (9vyarfp4
J
> BA M F r. o vios p.ov] o v. p.. T. 44, 106, 107 > M F k. iv r. rjptp. . . . Nii>.] > Ar

12, 13. ra Xevicupara is to be restored after ^po-iv avrov (from a |3y). 5J alone states that Tobit held his father quasi
dimidiamfere horam and that the peelings were quasi membrana ovi.

14. The second reference to the angels (which occasioned the insertion of e'<p' r)p.as k.) in N is a mere repetition from
the preceding clause, being unknown to a /3y as well as to Rv Rc Ar M F.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 11. 17—12. 5

them, because God had shewed mercy on him, and because he had opened his eyes. And Tobit
came near to Sarah the wife of Tobias his son, and he blessed her, and said unto her, Welcome,

18 daughter; and blessed is thy God which hath brought thee unto us, daughter, and blessed is thy
father and blessed is Tobias my son and blessed art thou, daughter ; welcome, daughter, to thy
home, with blessing and joy, welcome, daughter. On this day there was joy to all the Jews which
were at Nineveh. And Ahikar and Nadab his cousin [ ] came rejoicing unto Tobit.

E. The Self-revelatiox and Ascension of RaphXel, xii. 1-22.

i. The Offer of Wages, w. 1-5.

12 1 And when the wedding feast was ended Tobit called his son Tobias, and said unto him, Child,
see that thou give the wages to the man which went with thee, so that thou give him more for his

2 wages. And he said unto him, Father, How much shall I give him as his wages ? It is no harm
3 to me to give him the half of the possessions which he has brought with me. He hath led me in

safety, and he cured my wife, and brought the money with me, and cured thee ; how much shall I

4 give him further as wages ? And Tobit said unto him, It is due unto him, child, to take the half of

5 all which thou hadst when thou earnest. And he called him and said, Take the half of all that thou
hadst when thou earnest for thy wages, and go in peace.

k. 9 > 44, 106, 107 ev t. rjnepq tout.] k. BA 44, 106, 107 F (cf. AI) XaPa ] + tp T - 1P(Pa *«'".'? 44, 106,

107 +i*vnj F Iov8aiotsj tv Nivei/i; aSeX<po«? avrov BA > F rots . . . Sivtvrf) > BA r. KarotKovaiv 44,
106, TO7 F 18. > Ar AxtiKap N*] Axetaxapos K c a A^ia^apoy BA A^tn^np 44 >£i.Cl^» 5 AchicarUS
a 8 Achiacar y Achior F >MF Na/3aS] Sa<r8as BA Na/3ar 44, 106, 107 ^=»X S Nabal a 8 in

navis y Nabath F >MF ot e£a5t\<pot x*J o -<pos a ch BA oiUp S avunculus a 8 consobrini F
> 7 M F aurov] o> Vi \ 3L Tobiae F > 31 F xaiP0VT€s ^P * T -] ( + a P y) * 1X.&1 ° 7aP°s Tco;3eia per' (v(ppo<rvvT]<:

€nra t)p.(pa<; BA a 8 y (cf. F) n. r. x- 44, 106, 107 + et data sunt UJV1 M illi munera multa ( + nnp',

1 M)
a 8 y AI xaiP0VT(S ] > (postea restiluil) N c b gaudens y

XII. aliter Ar I. ore(N lu ' dJ > ore N*) eirer. o yap..] > BA M F €«aX. . . . iwtcd] eirr. T. T. r. via

avr. 44, 106, 107 5 AI 7rcu8. opa] o. TtKv. BA tckv. 44, 106, 107 > 1L opal > AI Sovvai roi>] > BA
airoSanev 44, 106, 107 S 3L JT13 AI DvBTIl F nopevd. ptr. o\] avvekBovn aoi BA qui tecum fuit IL trpoa-

8ewai~\ pr. k. BAS k. ( > 2LAI) -Bwpev 44, 106, 107 2L AI > F avrcp\ > 44, 106, 107 F eis t. picrd.] Set

BA + avTov 44, 106, 107 S > F 2. flt>T<»] > B IL Tadtas 44, 106, 107 5 pr. 'u H3y F 7jw. . . .

pia-d.j > BA AI F avr. Saxraj] Sa> avr. 44, 106, 107 rov\ > 44, 106, 107 S IL pioS.] > S 3L ov

/3Xa7ir.] \j( jx>\~ i*^ JJ S non enim satis est 11 > AI i:b ^ni F SiSous] Sovs BA yap (> 44) tav §a>

44, 106. 107 r. virapx.~\ > BA 44, 106, 107 5 ?)D2n Al F fvrjvoxfv] ~xa BASo|3yMF TjvcyKt 106, 107

P ?t' tp.] > BA D»D M 3. (fit] on pe pe BASIL pr. 8ion 44, 106, 107 pr. 1^ nt^J? H3"in ^3 F
aytoxei'] -^X6 B b 4- tr<u BA tTTjp-qcrev 44, 106, 107 S duxit et reduxit 1L nrTJD Wn F vyuuvovra~] -it]

BA €»< r. oSa) 44, 106, 107 S +D^BO 'Mfam M apy^p-] +pov BA p«r «pov] > BA 44, 106, 107 S F
7tV2i 1SD Al <r. tr. «0ep.] > S <re] + opotws BA y?y nX Al rroo"oi/ . . . p.i<r8ov] > BA F ov ^Xanro-

/.ini oo-of ai/ (cav 106 > 44) So avrw 44, 106, 107 0^ \j( oov»? )l»/ .£U- i*^ U S 17 nn? "OXI HJ21 Al

rn] > !LF nxr ^3 ^y AI 4. > S AI *c.i°] pr.
r
O njy F owre] > BA 44. 106, 107 IL T.] o

TTpeo~8vTT)s BA AtKaiourai] At/catof fiowat 44, 106, 107 X? ^Nl plVH fDI pin |D F iraibiov . . . qX&i']

> BA F iratSiov] > 44, 106, 107 F Xa/3etf] > 44, 106. 107 F ithi<t<bj>] horum IL 5|D3n *ST1 F €^0)1/

T)\8ts] rjkdtv (Sen 44) e^. pera aov 44, 106, 107 tecum attulit E 5. ffcaX.] 4-n ,,

3'ID AI pr. TD F avrov]

r. ayy. BA /r. T. 51 'v^M AI ^NSI 1N^> F or.] + mTw BA S il (AI) F +[l N3] TW .Tiry AI '•Jl 'ry

F TraKroji/] horum IL 5]D3n AI F e^cov ^X^ff] €VT)voxare B evrji/o^ay A exw 44 kO&JV. fcol^-»(> S

DCO [•'jriNlTj' 31 > F €tr r. pto-^o^ o\] > BA S haec erit merces tua IL \y\atf Xin ^] AI imiD ID'^a F

18. Rs (except y) and Rc reproduce fairly faithfully the original form of the name Ahikar, which Rv has by no

means entirely lost. "S has Achior, an instance of U's affinities with some Syriac version (»a**»/ = »,n .—
( ). Nasbas

in Rv (with which Rc
is a compromise) may be meant for the younger brother of Nadan, but Nadab is the original, the

second and third conss. having suffered metathesis in N, characteristic transcriptional changes ina/3 5 ( ^
. t*N into

o^V ), vocalic confusion in U, and more serious textual corruption in y. Cf. the variations in the Ahikar story

and Ed. Meyer, DerPapyrusfund von Elephantine, 1912, p. 106, footnote 2. a 8 (cf. F) contain the original statement of

Rs
, from which N only departed by mistaking the sing, for the plur. Granted this slight change, Rs

is quite in

conformity with the Ahikar story.

XII. 3. dyio^e*', Th. Gram., p. 204.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 12. 6-n

ii. Raphael's Wisdom and Self-revelation, vv. 6-15.

His maxims of life, vv. 6- 1 o.

6 Then he called them both privily, and said unto them, Bless God, and give him thanks in the
sight of all that live, for the good things which he hath done unto you, to bless and praise his name.

7 The words of God show forth to all men with honour and be not slack to give him thanks. It is

good to keep close the secret of a king, but to confess and reveal the works of God. And confess ye
8 them with honour. Do the good, and evil shall not find you. Better is prayer with truth, and alms
with righteousness than riches with unrighteousness ; it is better to give alms than to lay up gold

:

9 almsgiving doth deliver from death, and it purges away all sin. They that do alms shall be fed
10 with life ; they that commit sin and unrighteousness are enemies to their own life.

His revelation of his own being and office, vv. 11-15.

1

1

I will show you all the truth and will keep close nothing from you. Already I have shown you
and have said, It is good to keep close the secret of a king, but the works of God to reveal gloriously.

*.] > BA waye] > BA /3u8i£e 44, 106, 107 vyiaiv.~] > BA 6. tots'] k. B >MF «a\.]

KaXaras BA pr. Raph. !L 'l IDX^I M ->DX F t. 8vo\ pr. P. opov 44, 106, 107 yoj/ S 'd btO 'a ba M
r6 '") F KpvnT.~\ > 44, 106, 107 M ple?l. F k. (in. . . . t^op. out.] aliter M k.1°] > BA avTots]

(Ootiit^t 5 tov
6.J post evkoy. BA aura)] -tov 44, 106, 107 €£°M-J -\- pfyaXoxrvvrjv 8i8ot( aura k. «£o/j.

uvTcoB /jLtyakviHiTf 44, 106, 107 +et ipsius maiestati date honorem et confitemini illi a/3y t. £a>iT.
]

avBpuTT. 44, 106, 107 J5 Dy S"lp2 F a . . . e£o/x. ai/r.] > y a] rrfpt <ov BA quia a /3 > F vp.] rpi.

106 > F ayada] -fe BA -Gov yap 106, I07 > 44 C^* ^>«&-*> J^^ ^ WlS^M F tov . . .

ai'Tov] > 44 euXoy.] +tov 6. BA 106, 107 a & pr. 2M2 F W-] vy\rovi> (-oiv B) BA 106, 107 S r.

Xoy.] +t. tpyoji/ BA pr. k. 44 et sermones de operibus a/3 tov #.] avrov 44 a /3 vito8uk.] -kwovtcs

(-yv. A) BA post evrip. anayytiX. 44, 106, 107 ~J-W S naaiv avBp.] > BA 44, 106, 107 > a|3 ^s> "^a^s

5 ei>Tip.~\ > 5? k. pij . . . avTcp] > 44, 106, 107 £> et confitemini illi a /3 7-12. > y 7. aliter M
simil. F \xvo-Tr\piov\ -ia 44, 106, 107 pr. quoniam a /3 /3n<rtXecor] )iaa^-so» <S Kpv-n-T. . . . evnu.] > 5

KpVJTT. KClX.j K«X. -\j/ai B KdX. -TTT€IV A 44, 106, IO7 6Pya] + KVplOV 44, I06, IO7 «£ &" *. apaK. K. ii;—8e efTtp.j nvaK. evSofas BA avayye'Wtiv (VTip.<i>s 44, 106, 107 revelare et confitere honorificum est a/3 et

mult. pair. to ay. . . . vpas] > A 44, 106, 107 a /3 to ay. noieiTf] ay. -rjO~are B Jk-^ »>Vfl\o 5
(vp. v/i.~\ Jfcsjsl U/ .aso uoI^aj 5 8. similiter M Jiajj^o Jl,a..ttj»jo jloX-so jooo.^ jlaioo/ joalo

)K=>» )toa*CQ )lcua-,») ,^> \>P>^, ^^J ^opUi ^Acn? '^^'iO •& aXr]6eias] vrjarei.. (-Tins A) BA 44,

106, 107 a j3 Spec. 24 Cypr. Aug. Ps.-Aug. F iker\poo-vvr\] --qs BA > F /iera
2°J

K . BA Cypr. Aug.
Ps.-Aug. (a(3 Spec. 24 := N) > F SiKaioo-.l + ayaOov to oXiyov para SiKaiocrvMjf BA /LiaXXoyl . . . aStKiny]

super utrumque autem melius est modicum cum iustitia quam plurimum cum iniquitate a et in his

omnibus etiam modicum cum iust. melius est quam plur. cum iniq. Spec. 24 > F paWov (bis)] > BA
44, 106, 107 77] vntp 44, 106, 107 ttXovtos] itoXv BA ap.(pOTfpa 44, 106, 107 ptra a8t<cias] > 44, 106,

107 koXov] Kpeiaaov 44, 106, 107 Troirjcrai] pr. to A irouiv 44, 106, 107 Orjo-avpio-ai] -£(iv 44, 106,

107 9. eXfijp.l ] +yap A 44, 106, 107 a /3 avrrf] > 44, 1 06, 1 07 £ an-ofca^atpei] -api€i BA
Kadupifrt. 44, 106, 107 a/3 > SM 7rao". apapTiav] ano n. ap.apTiai 44, 106, 107 >SM peccata a /3 py F
€XeW .2°j +/c. ftiicatoo-vvas BA + et miserationem et iustitiam a/3 > M xopTao-0.] tt\t]<t0. BA a 3 e/«rX. 44, 106,

107 vaikij & na"pn 1^y'l3C, F > M IO. > &M simil. F ot] +8e BA tvolovvth ap.. k. a8iK.~\ afiapTavovTfs

BA V,WX'? S] C "?^ BA 44, 106, 107 II. Tratj. . . . vnodaga) k.] > BA M F * vvv avayye\a> vp.iv nao~. t. ahrjd. 44,

106, 107 7rao-.] > S Kpv\js.] anoKp. 106, 107 770^] > 44, 106, 107 & PW ] > & 17S17 . . . vne8ft£a k.]

> BA44, IQ 6, 107 SMF tinov. . . . tvhofas] > 44, 106, 107 S M simil. F turov\ (iprjKa 8rj (8* A) BA
koXov Kpv\j/ai] Kp. KaX. BA k. to] ra fie BA autem a/3 Aug. > Cypr. ui-aKaXunreif] + et confiteri

<j/3 Cypr.> Aug. 12. simil. MF k. wv\ > 44, 106, 107 S et tunc a/3 ot«J ovtco 44 <c. 2.] o-v

( + T. S) k. rj uvpcprj o-ov 2. BA 44, 106, 107 SMF tu a/3 Cypr. Aug. Spec, tyv . . . vp.u>v\ <no-r)Kovo6rj (pr. k. 44)

>} (puivrj (.aola^.. S) ap,<poTcp<ov 44, 106, 107 S D3nyDT FIX TIDWH F t. So|. Kv/j.] t. ayiou BA tov 6. 44,

106, 107 & in clar. Dei et legi a/3 ""Jinan XDD M m"pn »3S7 F /c. otc ^ottt.] «r. narjKovaOr) (o^^Uo
£) o-ou r. fpya »c. ekerjpoo-vvai (pr. at 44) abu (o~ > 44) ay cnoiqaai eni 44, 106, 107 S a>o-avT<osj + avp.napr)pTju

(o-wtt. A fii)i/ sup. ras. Aa?
) o-ot BAM (if. F) > 44, 106, 107 & similiter a/3 ^w^. simpliciter 0'/>r.

6. Cod. Vat.'s v\j/olv is the only infin. in -oiv in LXX ; among the papyri the earliest example of it belongs to the

year 18 a.d., Moult., Prol. 53, n. 2.

to)v tpyuv after \6yovs probably once stood in Rs (as 1L suggests), but was either a gloss or a doublet translation,

which is rightly omitted in N and Rc but retained in Rv
, exactly as in v. 9 Rv has retained the doublet 8iKaioo-vi>r)v and

inserted the copula before it. Midler's supposition that t. epyav here points back to DTJ7K HJ'JJB (HDX) T13T misread

as 'X 'D (
,-lDX) H3T is untenable since the verse is already more than sufficiently well supplied with verbs.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 12. 12-21

12 And now, when thou didst pray and Sarah, I did bring the memorial of your prayer before the
J 3 glory of the Lord : and when thou didst bury the dead, likewise. And when thou didst not delay
J 4 to rise up, and leave thy dinner, but didst go and cover the dead, then I was sent unto thee to try

(
I 4), l 5 thee ; and at the same time God did send me also to heal Sarah thy daughter-in-law. lam Raphael,

one of the seven angels, which stand and enter before the glory of the Lord.

iii. Raphael's Commission and Ascension, vv. 16-22.

16, 17 And they were both troubled, and fell upon their faces; and they .were afraid. And he said

18 unto them, Be not afraid, peace be unto you ; bless God to all eternity. I when I was with you,

was not with you of any favour of mine, but by the will of God ; him bless ye day by day, him
praise.

19 Rs And ye behold me that I have eaten nothing,
-o but a vision hath appeared to you. And now

bless the Lord on the earth and give God thanks :

Behold I ascend to him that sent me: writedown
all these things which have been happened to you.

21 And he ascended. And they rose up and could

All these days did I appear unto you ; and I R
did neither eat nor drink, but it was a vision ye
yourselves saw. And now give God thanks
because I ascend to him that sent me : and write

in a book all the things which have been done.

And they rose up and saw him no more. And

13. pkn. M k. ore] et quia a/3y Cypr. Aug. ovk w.] > 44, 106, 107 MF fcoJkA^SO S avudTrjvai]

-a-ras > 44, 106, 107 ,3 > MF k.2° . . . k.
40

] 44, 106, 107 S KaraXmetv] -Xeirnv A <rov] post apior.

BA K.J ottws BA a>x.ov (C.J aiveXOcnv BA TrepieoreiXesj -OTeiX^j BA -eoreiXas 44, 106, 107 k>^„f)> 5

Sepelisti IL M F + i"6v21 F Tore . . . 7retp. ere] ovk eXades pe (s tie Slip. ras. Aa
) ayaOonoitov (ayaBov notav A) aXXu

o~vv aoi tjprjv BA k. rp\6ev em ere neiparrpos 44, 106, 107 (a /3 y Cypr. Allg.= ii) +et S. nurum tuam (ex V. 14) a /3

plen. M 14. > afi simil. M *.] > i5 iterum Cypr. Aug. apa] vw BA F o 8. 44, 106, 107 Sb

*jm¥ njni M aTreo-TaXicei/] -eiXev BA 44, 106, 107 fu] + ^.-3|» & o 6.] > 44, 106, 107 £ k.2°] pr.

o-e BA 44, 106, 107 Sy Cypr. Aug. 2.] post any BA > 44, 106, 107 & 15. eyw] pr. JJ/ £> P.] + "j^cn

M ets] +e« BA enra] > 44, 106, 107 M ayyeX.] pr. ayiuv BA a /3 y Cypr. Ps-Aug. (> in altero loc.

Ps-Aug.) > 44, 106, 107 + iustis Cypr. Aug. in alt. loc. D"ntJ>n M ot] > 44, 106, 107 % napeo-Tr)-

kchtivj npoaavacfcepovcnv r. rrpocrev^ai t. ayicov BA r. napeaTcoTaiv 44, 106, 107 <S k. eto"7rop.] > 44, 106, 107 £? M
t. 3o£.] > 44, 106, 107 £> F pr. ND3 M Kup.] r. aytov BA tov 6. 44, 106, 107 2> Dei 31 > M m"pn F
16. fTapaxd.~] Cui-llLio a\~» S 01 8vo] afKporepot 44, 106, 107 Q^OTH ^D HX DyOtSO Wl M (cf.) F eneaav]

-ov B 44 + ap(porepoi 44 avrwv] > BA + tin r. yrjv 44, 106, IO7 & k.3°] oti BA 106, 107 > 44 S
tcpofad.] > 44SM 17. eiTi-.J +R. ILM «pw] pr- on. A ante p. cpo/3. M vpiv] + en-rat BA 44,

106, 107 tov] +8e BA tov 6.] post evXoy. 44, 106, 107 eiyj 44, 106, 107 S> iravra] > BA 44, 106,

107 & r. aicova] > 44, 106, 107 & aliler M (cf. F) 18. > M aliler F eya> . . . vpwvi ] > BA 44,

106. 107 <S5 ovX l] or* ov BA 44, Io6, 107 & e/xjjj epavTOv BA ^apiri] wici-t*^.^ & 1M" H-
€^' v

f
J-]

> BA 44, 106, 107 £ 3L c^eXijcreiJ o>l.n~>.^.a £ c^eou] + vp.eev B + v. rp\6ov A + eya> rp\6ov 44,
106, 107 -j- fro^oi OOot <S avrov . . . vpveiTej > 44, 106, 107 S uvt. evX.J oQev tvk. avr. BA IL KaTa . . .

77/iep.] eu t. aicow BA /r. et a /3

y

aura> v/xr/.J > BA 1 9. et videbatis me a/3 videbatis enim
me quia manducabam sed visu vestro videbatis y videbatis me manducare sed visu vestro videbatis Aug.

13122 vidistlS me &C. Aug. simil. MF k. tiecopeiTt fiej naa. t. rjpepas (OTTTavoprjv vpiv BA > 44, I06, IO7

& otiJ k. BA 44, 106, 107 & ov6(vj ovde tmov BA 44, 106, 107 S opaens . . . toeoiptno] f.+ y+* »ol^sj(

).j/ JfcsjwO Jj( ^o{? wkik »ol<s-.Oo» yO^o/ & opaais] -oiv BA -o-eu 44, 106, 107 vpiv] -eis BA > 44,

106, 107 eflecupeiroj -peire BA 44, 106, 107 20. Dn^'yD £&]}} TD DM2in TIN D^'CHDI F eiAoy. . . .

Kup. k.~] > BA M avao-Tr)T€ e< r. y»yy 44, 106, 107 5 et nunc benedicite in terra y et nunc surgite a terra a p
e^opo~\. . . .anoo-T. pe] > 44, 106, 107 & M i8ov ey<o] 5(oti BA ypa^.] pr. k. BA 44, 106, 107 So pr. ergo iL

navra] pr. TavTa 44, 106, 107 »^ii.o» ^J( & to.vt. t. avpfiavTa vp.] t. avvTfkfaBfVTa BA > 44, 106, 107 S

k. avefir)] eis fiiftXiov BA 44, 106, 107 & (-\-7Hult. verb.) M + k. tov 6. euXoyerre eyco yap ava@at.va) npos t. anoo-Tii-

Xavra pe 6. (6. > g>) 44, 106, 107 & (cf. M) +Vur6t?,
1 M 21. > (if. V. 20) F k. avto-rqa ov] IN^O 5>JT1

16-22. The linguistic affinities with the records of the Transfiguration, Resurrection, and Ascension of Christ are

remarkable. With the whole of v. 16 cf. Matt. xvii. 6, Luke xxiv. 5. With pr) c/>o/3eio-c9e in 17 cf. Matt, xxviii. 5,10.
tlprjvr) iip'iv cf. Luke xxiv. 36 (>D + e'yco tlpi, pr] c/>oj3eio-#e G old Lat.), John xx. 19, xxi. 26. (With v. 18 cf. John i. 13.)

With IQiapiiTt (19) cf. Luke xxiv. 37, 39 ; ovk ecpayov contrast Luke xxiv. 43 ; with d>7TTav6nr)v (in LXX 3(1) Kings viii. 8

and in papyri, e.g. onruerai in Paris No. 49. 33. c. 160 B.C., and onravonivcov Tebtunis No. 245. 117 B.C.) cf. Acts i. 3
and the 'Great magical papyrus' of c. 300 A.D. (No. 574 of the Supplement grec in the Bibliothcque Nationale at

Paris, reproduced in part by Deissm. in L.A.E., pp. 250-60), in the Jewish text of which occur the words 6pKi(o> o-e tov

omavdiVTa rco 'OaparjX. In v. 20 with dvapaivw npos ct. John xx. 17 ; npos tov dnoo-T. pt cf. John xvi. 5, xx. 21. With
ypd^are and els ftifiXiov (IV) cf. John xx. 30, xxi. 25, Rev. i. 11 ; dvefir] (Rs

) cf. Ephes. iv. 9. With v. 21 cf. Acts
xxi. 9, 10. With jjvXoyow in v. 22 (Rs

) cf. Luke xxiv. 53 ; a><p6r] o.vtoIs ayyeXos cf. I Tim. iii. 16 SxpBrj dyye'Xoiy.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 11. 22—13. 6

22 no longer see him. And they blessed and praised

God and they gave him thanks for these his

great works, how the angel of God had appeared
unto them.

they confessed the great and wonderful works
of God. and how the angel of the Lord had
appeared unto them.

iv. Tobit's Prayer of Joy, xiii. 1-18.

The Exile s prayer of exhortation and consolation, vv. i-6.

13 i And he said

Blessed is God that liveth for ever, and his kingdom,
2 For he chastiseth, and showeth mercy.

He leadeth down to Hades below the earth,

And he bringeth up from the great destruction
;

And there is nothing that shall escape his hand.

3 Give thanks unto him before the Gentiles, ye children of Israel,

For he hath scattered you among them,
4 And there he hath shown you his greatness

;

And extol ye him before all the living.

Because he is our Lord, and he our God, and he our Father,
Yea, he is God to all the ages :

5 He will chastise you for your iniquities,

And will show mercy unto you all.

6 When ye turn unto him out of all the nations
Whithersoever ye shall be scattered,

HD'OBTI w M ovk(ti t]8vv. i8eii>] ovk eiBov BA 44 ovk ei8o<rav 106, 107 OOn ^ASE £ JlHOn? ^D 1 H? M
avrov] +ovk€ti 106, 107 + wOtefeW JJ O & 22. T)v\oy. . . . avrov] ante mr6tJ»1 M brev. F r\vXoy. . . .

6(OV K.] > BA T]vXoyOVV T. 6. K. 44, IO7 & -OVVTO T. KVpiOV 106 OVT(o] > BA 44, 106, IO7 & €7Tt] > BA
avrov] > BA r. p.fyaXa] > 44, 106, 107 & ravra] k. davpaara avrov (tov 6. A) BA > 44, 106, 107 &
omnibus IL as . . . 6(ov] a enoit)0(v avrois 44, 106, 107 <S > M as] pr. k. A ayy«\or] pr. o A
6(ov] Kvp. BA

XIII. > Ar I. (c.l°] pr. k. T. typa^tv npoo-evxrjv (7-171/ 7173. ()V ..o->«, 1 jo) ravr. 44, 106, 107 S) eis ayaXXiaaiv

BA 44, 106, 107 SM ?£>anr£ ^nnm ni>an }pn 'B1 F Tunc locutus est T. et scripsit orationem in laetitiam

(-ia a) a/3y e«r.] + Uoo» & M EvXoy. o 6.] Benedictus es (5£> passim in vv. 1-18) deus IL & o £W] quia

magnus es et vivis IL )H3jn \Z$b VN^a (n solum) TW& N^flOn bmn M as r. aiava] as t. -mm BA 44,

106, 107 >SM k.2°] on (is iravr. r. aiavas 44, 106, 107 IL +);->^ Jl Z r) Pa<T. avr.~\ + est 51 D{?

imaijO 1133 F 2. />r. UNST1 BpB K1H F «Aea] -eei B a *> Nam M F iTTIEI JVDD1 M ea>s aSou]

as aSrjv BA Karcor. t. yrjs] > BA 44 SMF Kara, 106, 107 IL [<c. avr. avay. usque ad cap.
fi.71.

aliltr MJ
avr.2°] > BA 44 £ IL « t. Q7rcoX.] > BA 44 % F t. pty.] > BA SF (v r. neyaXaxTvi'i] avrov 44, 106, 107 IL

ouS.] > BA 44, 106, 107 &ILF o] os BA 44, 106, 107 &ILF «e£ew|.] effugiat IL t. *. avr.]

... V «JS & > F 3. e£o/noXoy€icr#e] ef-copoXoyaaOai A ot] > 44 lcrP-l $€W 44) 106, 107

(6vu>i>~\ pr. T»n VJ3 V^pn * • ' n>B> F vpas] rjp. BA 44, 106, 107 2> 4. m«k7. F k.1°] > BA 44,

106, 107 5 f«et] > 44, 106, 107 & viredeigev . . . favros] »&2kf dii^ajLo otLao/ fc«~^.0 <S vff€5et|f j/

v/uvj v7robti£ar( BA 44, 106, 107 a/3 /xeyaXcocr.] misericordiam IL k.2°] > BA 44 Kadort] Bloti 44, 106,

107 quoniam IL 7yx.i° Kvp. eo-nv k.s° uvr.2 6.1 rjpX] Kvp. r)p. k. 6. avr. (o c9? o A) BA kv^j. k. (9. t)h. 106, 107
itvp. (9. 44 est Dominus Deus noster IL kA° aur.3°J > BA k. 106, 107 044 k.5° nur.4°

^.2°J > BA S
et deus IL 5. /xacrr.] />;-. k. BA flagellavit IL F p-ao-rty. . . . vp,a>v K.] ^o»^.*» ^^» i-s^, ^*^c» S
vpas] t]p. BA 44, 106, 107 e/ri] ev BA 44, 106, 107 ob IL vpcopj r)p. BA 44, 106, 107 navr. vpj]

iraXiv BA 44, 106, 107 & > F tXfrjo-.] +D31PK>in7l DH3»n nnnX2 F k. avva£ei rjpas BA 44, 106, 107 Sa/3
07rov av] ou «av BA ov 44, 1 06, 107 ublCUmque IL diao-Kop-rno-drjTf] a/copTr. B eo-K.opnio-t)T]T( A dieJ-KOpTTLoSripev

6VC07T. T.

44, 106, 107 & dispersi mentis IL 6. aliter F oravj eav BA 44, 106, 107 .1° vpcov
°J > IL

22. t£opoX. (Cod. Vat.) cf. Th. Gram., p. 199.

XIII. 3. on may be an error for ov or, as it is common to all recensions, a mistranslation of "IBW (Miiller, op. at.,

P. 33, n. 1).

6b-loa . N's lacuna is due to that very common cause of such omissions, homoeoteleuton, and is not a proof of more
than average frailty on the part of its scribe. After he had transcribed r. /3ao-. t. aia>v, of 6 l

, his eye returning to the
MS. he was copying, lighted on t. fiao-. r. aiw. in v. 10* and he proceeded to transcribe io,J

.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT— 13. 6-10

With your whole heart and with your whole soul, to do truth before him,
Then he will turn unto you, and will no longer hide his face from you.

And now see what he hath wrought with you,
And give him thanks with your whole mouth,
And bless the Lord of righteousness,

And exalt the everlasting King.

< I, in the land of my captivity, give him thanks, *

And show his strength and majesty unto nations of sinners.

Turn, ye sinners, and do righteousness before him.
Who can tell if he will accept you and have mercy on you ?

The Neiv Jertisalem, vv. 7-1

8

a
.

7 I exalt my God, and my soul
[ ] shall rejoice in the King of heaven

;

<s Of his greatness let all men tell,

And let them give him thanks in Jerusalem.

9 O Jerusalem, thou holy city ! he will chastise thee for the works of thy hands,
And will again have mercy on the sons of the righteous.

10 Give thanks to the Lord with goodness, and bless the everlasting King, >

That thy tabernacle may be builded in thee again with joy,
And that he may make glad in thee ail that are captives,

And love in thee all that are miserable and all the generations of eternity.

TD l0
\ > B ev oXrj. . . -v/ l A?/J > «5 vp.u>v

2°J > B evcomov] epirpoadtv 44, 106, 107 aXrjdJj

+ Y+31 [iNa £ Tore . . . a(f). Vfuovj > £ «TtoTpe\^«i] e Slip, ras. A ;

ovKert] > BA 44, 106, 107

k. vvv . . . diKaioavvrjs *.] > 44 vvu] > BA 106, 107 enotrjaev] noirjaa. BA 106, 107 /xe0'] pe sup. ras.

Bab oro/ittTi] acopan B yon V\ £> corde 3L evXoyrjaare^ -jure A 106, 1 07 vpav 5°] + ut

faciatis coram illo veritatem IL iwpiov] JoC^U £> IOC F r. Sikukxtw.'] > F in iustitia IL r. auovVv]

nyi ohy? n-oy mi37D it?x F eyw—ioa > k [usque ad ioa B:—] ey<» . . . apaPT<oXcov] > £ iddni

Tl 73 Wy? irni321 iri31 VrilK7D3 F funi\ > 44, 106, 107 ($opoXoyovpai] -yqaopiu 44, 106, 107 iit^w

+ ipsius IL edvrj afjiapTujXojv B.] -vei -X<u 248, 249 coram [in Cypr^\ natione peccatrice « /3 Cypr. apapraiXoi

> 44, 106, 107 pr. D**I"H!2n F k. Troirjo-are . . . avrovj > F Tit yiv. . . . vpiv ;] > 44 tis yiv. (yiyy. A)

> SF r, B*] fi A > B*> o & »71K F ^fX^crei] > F vfias] was 106, 107 > a ft (vos Spec. 5)

k. nuirjtrei] Ut faciat IL w/xii»] <ty vpas A jj/utv 106, 107 + nOK1 nDf! 3~ll * * * Dim 7N '3 F 7. toj>]

/>r. «y<o 44, 106, 107 F pr. Jot? ^>^» S r. dtov p.] > aft i>\^<u] K"tpX F. ego {vide sub t. ovp.) aft

t. ftao-iXeij r. ftuo-iXta A 44, 106, 107 wo»XJo £ r. ovp. (v. u\//g>)] > J5 caeli laetationem (-orum -titiam

Fac. Herm. Def.) dicimus aft «c.2°] +anima mea (iterum) a/3 k.2° ayaXAiaa-trai] aya\Xmo-opai 44, 106

> & VJ27 TWfi "lin F + omnibus diebus vitae meae a ft t. /«y. avr.] > S itnpca mNSni Tiy F maie-
statem eius post laudate (v. 8) aft 8. Xeytr. inures] Benedicite domino omnes electi, et omnes laudate a/3

Xeyer.] > SF iravrts] post Itpoa. 44 > £> + D^Dyn F k. e|o/t.] Ofo/ ^? yOfco/ £ +VniN72: F et

confitemini IL fi- lepoo-oX.] seq. ras. 2 zy/ 3 It'//, in A +7rawes 44 agite dies laetitiae ante k.'^° 3L 9.

Iepoo-.J > SF [aytov usque ad cap. Jill. > j&] aytov] ayta AIL ayiatrparos 44, 106, 107 fiao-Tiywo-et]

flagellavit 3L piorty. . . . 8«.] D713J7 £2^3 13^1 nin11 DNJ innnK7 nipfl B»l Dy^T1 "liyi T33 ni3iy 1? D7C wn
F efft t. f/>y.] in operibus IL *pya] riJiy F v*wi/] otKero)!/ 44, 106, 107 manuum a $ k. naXtv . . .

dtKataivj > aft io. > 44 pkn. et aliier F Kvp. aya^coy] aya^cu A in bono IL [<c.i° usque ad libri

caputs:—

]

K.l iva BA 106, 107 !L >? o-kt)vt) ovt. oikoS.] cf. -pim IDC [3^7 F rf] > A (tk»;i/>j]

ottovSt) 106 ctok] auTov BA 106, 107 oiJtoSo/iJj^o-frot] -<?ij BA 106, 107 0-otl
]

^/-. €„ A 44, 106, 107 IL

tu^pai/ai] -pavrj A -poa-fff/j Io6, 107 rrai/Tas^ > BA 106, 107 (bis) <it^aXcor.] /r. e««t A k.3°J > 106,

7, 8. A line seems to be lacking and XeytV. is awkward without an object. Metre, parallelism, and grammar are

alike improved if nal in v. 7 is omitted, ^vxq taken as subject of ayaXX., and t. p.ey. as object of X«yer. on the analogy
of "1CK and -m with direct accus., Ps. cxlv. 6, II, Sir. xxxiii. 10, John viii. 27.

9. works of thy hands, i.e. idols (with reference to Is. xxxi. 7), restored by Reusch from aft in place of the colour-

less sons (derived from 9
b

) of Rv and Rc
.

10. The connexion of iob with the earlier portion of the poem being lost after the omission of 6b-io*, the scribe

of K substituted ml for Iva, which must therefore be restored. The Semitic construction of the infin. (etcppdvai) carrying

on the finite verb was first altered in Rc
.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 13. n-14

11 A bright light shall shine unto all the ends of the earth
;

Many nations < shall > come from afar,

And the inhabitants of the utmost ends of the earth unto thy holy name
;

With their gifts also in their hands unto the King of heaven,

Generations of generations shall utter rejoicing in thee,

And thy name that is elect unto the generations of eternity.

12 Cursed shall be all they that shall speak a hard word
;

Cursed shall be all they that demolish thee,

And throw down thy walls

;

And all they that overthrow thy towers,

And set on fire thy habitations
;

But blessed shall be all they that fear thee for ever.

13 Then go and be exceeding glad for the sons of the righteous

:

For they all shall be gathered together,

And bless the everlasting Lord.

14 Blessed shall they be that love thee
;

And blessed shall they be

That shall rejoice for thy peace :

And blessed shall be all the men
That shall sorrow for thee

For all thy chastisements :

Because they shall rejoice in thee

And shall see all thy joy for ever.

107 (v2° trm 3°] k. 106, 107 > 3L k. 4°1 fn BA 106, 107 a£ t. aiwvos] vpa>v 106, 107 II. (jW

. . . yr)i\ > BA 44, 106, 107 F (pas Xa^7r. Aa/^et] luce splendida fulgebunt a/3 luce clara fulgebis Brcv.

Moz. Vig. Epiph. ICPTl -|Cr?t£>2 I^KC F k. kotoik.] qgei BA 44, 106, 107 venient tibi habitare (-tatores

Brev. Prosp.) a/3 Brev. Ps.-Prosp. navr. . . . yt)s~\ > BA 44, 106, 107 navr. t. fax] a novissimis

partibus a/3 r. ayi. <tov] kvP . tov 6. BA 44, 106, 107 Brev. Ps. Prosp. dei mei a/3 (cf tWtfl ^O )vbv fttPP

DVtO F) K.3°] > BA 44, 106, 107 to. 8. avrcovl- ] S. BA 44, 106, 107 rais x- avrav 2°] x . BA 44, 106,

107 IL ex-] +*• B 44, 106, 107 tb /3ao\] pr. S<opa iierum BA 44, 106, 107 tov ovp.~\ caeli (-orum

Prosp.) et terrae 3L ytveat yef.] -ea yev. A > F > (sect V. ety ras y.) 3L Sa>o-owii'] pr. aiveaovatv aoi k. A
post in laet. offerentes a /3 post terrae offerent Prosp. -runt Brcv. (cf unp 11 "OSJ'N N3D1 X2V WO F) cv <rm

ayaXXiafia] 001 ay. B 44, 106, 107 -\iaaiv A in laetitia post terrae a/3 cum laet. post off. Prosp. k.s

ov. . . . mcovos] > BA 44, 106, 107 F 01. rr]s e«X.] nomen magnum ( pr. domini Brcv.) erit a(3 us

ras yev. t. aiavos] in saecula saeculorum a/3 Prosp. in omnibus -lis Brcv. 12. f7rtKar.] cf. idl"1

"iinx 1J1DM F navrts] +qui spernunt ( + in Brev.) te et omnes q. blasphemant te : maledicti erunt

omn. q. odiunt (-erunt Brcv.) te et a/3 Brev. tpovcriv . . . ok^o-us o-ov^ pio-owres o-e BA 44, 106, 107
(niKaT.z eo-ovr. 7rai/r.] ante q. odiunt a/3 Brev. Karao-navr.^ pr. omn. q. Brev. (p.nvpi(.^ />r. omn. q. ft,

k.4° . . . oe] > F k.4°] > BA 44, 106, 107 fvhoyrjT.^ -yrjpw. BA 44, 106, 107 fty r. atawa] post at BA
a 13 Brev. 01 <£o/3. o-e] ot ayaTroovrts BA 44, 106, 107 qui aedificant te a @ Brev. 13. to™] > BA 44,

106, 107 Tvoptv6r)Ti\ xaP r
l
T '- B* A 44, 106, 107 aji Brcv. xaP1&1 Bilb +D!>CW F npoi tovs ut.] cm rot? tit.

BA 44, 106, 107 in filiis a/3 Brev. r. vi. r. Sik.] -pips W>2Wn "pn J'Up by F 7rai>r«] > BA 44, 106,

107 F cmcrvvaxd.~\ <rvvax6. BA 44, 106, 107 1"1V Dd F Kvptof] mil* DC F r. ata)i»oy] StKatcop BA 44,

106, 107 > F 14. p.aK. . . . ae] > 44 F /uuk.2
] pr. a> BA wy 1 06, 107 k. p.aK. ot] > BA F

tv\oyr)p.evoi urovrai navrts 44, 106, 107 et qui IL XaP- (7rt T - tlP- <T0V] <H ayairavns <rt us t. aimva 44, 106, 107

> F xaP-~\
gaudent 3L k.2°] > BA 44, 106, 107 3L F iravr. ot ai>0p.i°] 00-01 B 44, 106, 107 01 A art 0-01

\vnr)6r]o-.^ e\v7rr)dr]aav BA 44, 106, 107 eontlistabuntur % 7rao-ats] > B (cXC B u!b
) 44, 106, 107 ef] cm BA

106, 107 k. ov/zwrai] dtaaafitvci BA 44, 106, 107 ln^n'1 F XnP-] ^"1- BA 44, 106, 107 F o-ot>2°] 4- K , tv(ppav8r^aiTai

II. The fine metaphor of Rs in n a finds support in a/3 Brev. Moz. Vig. Epiph. The prosaic Rv omitted it along
with the universalistic k. kcitoikoi . . . yf?? which has been handed down by the scribe of X in a corrupt form. Reusch
emends kutoikoi airo mivr. and inserts ij|fi after panpoSev from 3L.

13. x <*P1Tl B*A, cf. Sir. iv. 25 e'vr^imijTi B*AC for -r)6i Bb
. The emendation xnP- f°r iroptv. (R s

) was so obvious that

it was adopted not only in Rv and Rc but in 3L.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 13. 15—14. 2

x 5 My soul doth bless the Lord the great King

;

16 For Jerusalem shall be builded again as his house unto all the ages.

Happy shall I be if the remnant of my seed come to see thy glory

And give thanks unto the King of heaven.

And the gates of Jerusalem shall be builded with sapphire and emerald,

And all thy walls with precious stone.
,

The towers of Jerusalem shall be builded with gold,

And their battlements with pure gold.

17 The streets of Jerusalem shall be paved
With carbuncle and stones of Ophir.

18 And the gates of Jerusalem shall utter hymns of gladness

And all her houses shall say, Halleluiah.

Final benediction, v. i8b .

Blessed is the God of Israel.

And the blessed shall bless the name
That is holy for ever and ever.

CONCLUSION OF THE HISTORY, xiv. 1-15.

i. Tobit's Age, xiv. 1, 2.

14- 1 And the words of Tobit's thanksgiving were ended, and he died in peace being an hundred and
2 twelve years old, and was buried magnificently in Nineveh. And he was threescore and two years old

when he became maimed in his eyes ; and after he recovered his sight he lived in prosperity and gave
alms, and he still continued to bless God, and to give thanks for the greatness of God.

B k. €v<ppav8r](rovTai A 44, 106, 107 F 15. eiAoyet] -yeira) A 44, 106, I07 benedic IL F Kvpiov] 6. BA
44, 106, 107 16. Iepouo-.i

] > BA 44, 106, 107 liberavit Hierus. et % oiKodopnOrjaerai] 1 sup. ras.

(sea. ras. 1 Hi.) Aa aedificabit a/3 -ur Brev. PUl1 Nin *2 F tj? 71-oAet . . . at G\ip7\ > BA 44, 106, 107 F
Tj) 7roXet] iterum IL tco /3a<r.] nomini regis IL k. 2°] > IL acm<peip.] o-amrttp. B aan(pip A oiKodoprjdA

]

> BA 44, 106, 107 F Ai0. rifjLi.~\ Ai0. evripw B 44, 106, 107 Xtd. fmrcpa A n3"131 F navra] > BA 44,

106, 107 +rVlpN '•JSN F 01 nvpy.~\ pr. k. BA 44, 106, 107 \epovo~. XRvo~. oucooopr)6.] > BA 44, 106, 107 F
npopaxovti] -fxaxoi 44, 106, 107 awarn] > BA 44, 106, 107 eius IL F XP v(TlV 2°^ Pr - tv ^ 44> io^» io 7

17. pr. k. BA 44, 106, 107 IL nt] > 44, 106, 107 nXareiai] -lai A pr. ^3 F av6p.] pr. PrjpvWtp k.

BA 44, 106, 107 nip'' ^2N1 *|213 F avQp. . . . 2ou<£eip] carbunculo lapide sternentur IL ^cpoAoy^.] post

Sotxp. BA -Xoyrja-. post 2ov(f>. 44, 106, 107 2ov<p.] pr. e« BA 44, 106, 107 "11D1ND F 18. ai 6vp. . . .

ayaAA.] > BA 44, 106, 107 F Iepova-.] illius IL F k. 2° et fpovo-(j/2°J Aeyovrer (yov sup. ras. Aa
) post aivto-.

BA 44, 106, 107 oiKi.j pvp.. BA 44, 106, 107 ILF AAAr;A.] + k. aiv«nv BA + k. aive<rov<Tiv (covcnv sup.

ras. Aa
) Aa 44, 106, 107 > IL t. Iffp.] os v^coaev (-(re o~e 44, 106, 107) navras (pr. eit A 44, 106, 107)

r. aiwvas BA Dominus qui exaltat te et benedictus in omnia saec. (-nibus -lis Brev.) saeculorum a Brev. miT

1J?1 cbtyb "jniD^D pp Dnrt *1E>K F k. tv\oy. . . . k. en] > BA 44, 106, 107 F quoniam in te benedicet

(-cent? -etui- Brev.) nomen (omne Brev.) sanctum (suum a/3) in aeternum a/3 Brev.

XIV. > ArM. I. crwereA. . . . (^opohoyr](T€(osj tnavcraTf e£op.o\oyovpevos BA Jfcs_.»ofc-»s ht&CL^Jtt pN-iv

& rbzn JX3 my F cruw.] pr. ut k. antd. . . . ev N.] > BA F pr. [-*\~s Joo» o)a» £> 8<o8eKa]

^.Ljl, S ei/8o£.] +Jfcs^» j& 2. %$ fTCOV T)V~] T)V (T. TTtVTTjKOVTO. OKTO) B j5 IL F T]U €T. OySoTJKOVTa OKT0> A
eyev. . . . otpd.

J
avrcikea-ev r. o\ff(is BA F r. ava[3\. . . . ayad.\ trr) oktoo ave/BXeyj/ev BA F L*» « -'r> >^^a.O

sy^i*.o ^kO^.1 ool Ua* wotoioN,, uu»]^9l!o jjotcu ]o»^( o*^. isogo waal/ Jlaoafl&d <S et quin-

quaginta quattuor annis postquam lucem recepit vixit in omnibus IL «A. enotr^a-.] enota. ?A. BAF en]

> BA& npo<re0.~\ bis scr. k. npos A* (ras. I Al) propOSuit IL > £> euAoy.] (pofieio-dai BAF
colare E > & tov 6.~] pr. Kvpiov BA N1H ~\T\2 Wlpn W \Q& F tgop.o\oyeio-6m] -a>p.o\oyeiTo (-(io-6ai

A) avTo) BA 44, 106 %> F TTjv pey. r. #.] /zeyaAws (<:«»i fie V. 3) BA p-eyaAws 44, 106 )o»\/ o»* j$

16. As IL testifies 7rdAii; stood in Rs
. N has rfj iroXd, rrj being an incorrect repetition of the last three letters of the

previous word, and woAei a later scribal blunder for irakiv under the influence of the rfj. For the complete disappearance
of the aspirate in o-a7r7r. (Vat), see Th. Gram., p. 121. For thought and language cf. Is. liv. II, 12, Rev. xxi. 10-21.

XIV. 1. $ supports Rs
, the difference resulting from the Syriac copyist's omission of ten, as in viii. 20 he omitted

four.
2. avcmeip. not -ntjp., cf. 2 Mace. viii. 24 A.V. ; Luke xiv. 13, 21 ; Th. Gram., p. 8$.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 14. 3-5

ii. Tobit's last words and hopes for the Messianic Age, vv. 3-1 i
a
.

The future of Jerusalem, Israel, and the heathen, vv. 3-7.

3 And when he was dying he called Tobias his son, and charged him, saying, Child take thy

4 children ; and go into Media, for I believe the word of God upon Nineveh, which Nahum spake, that

all those things will be, and will befall Assyria and Nineveh. And all the things which the prophets

of Israel spake, whom God sent, shall befall ; and nothing shall be minished of all the words ; and all

things shall come to pass in their seasons. And in Media shall be deliverance more than among the

Assyrians and in Babylon ; wherefore I know and believe that all the things which God hath spoken
will be accomplished and will be, and there will not fall to the ground a word of the prophecies. And
as for our brethren which dwell in the land of Israel, against all of them will God devise evils, and they

will be carried captive from the goodly land, and all "the land of Israel will be desolate, and Samaria and

5 Jerusalem will be desolate, and the house of God will be in grief and be burned up for a time ; and
God will again have mercy on them, and God will bring them back into the land of Israel, and they

will again build the house, but not like the first, until the time when the time of the seasons be

fulfilled ; and afterward they will return, all of them, from their captivity, and build up Jerusalem
with honour, and the house of God shall be builded in her, even as the prophets of Israel spake con-

+ ny 733 F magnitudinem eius IL 3. k. ore] Se [pr. peyaXoos e v. 2) BA us 8e 44, 106 airtdv.~\

eyrjpacrei' k. BA + Thobis IL T.] > BA avrov] f k. t. viovs (e£ views nisi potius e£viovs A) avrov BA
et Septem filios eius IL 'D "03 7WW F ever. avr. Xeycoi/] emev avr. BA Sb precep. illis dicens IL IJaiSiov . . .

7raiSia] rtKV. Xa/3e r. vtovj BA pr. w^lt^CO lfcs-k_"»? \x3 5b > F a7ray.] dilige IL aov] + i8ov yeytjpana k.

npos t. awoTptxe <-v « {("to A) t. fyv et/xi BA (cf. F) 4. plen. et aliter F k. an-orp.] aneXde BA recurre IL

MrjSftav] -lav B* A pr. rr\v BA + tckuov BA regionem Medorum IL mar. eya> r. p. r. B.~\ ncrreio-pai BA
JL^J? wota^-io ^*j/ jAfSi.o^ap? Sb em N.] irept N. post, trpofp. BA > Sb post tXaX. IL a] otra BA quod IL

Naov/x] lavas o irpoCprjT. BA > IL )a».20? o»JCU3 Sb on iravrn . . . an-apr. 2"] > Sb navra earat . . . Kaipois

avravj Karao-rpa<pt]o-trai B KaraaKacp. A k. oaa . . . anavr.l > Sb k. oaa] quae IL k. ov prjd. . . . prjpar.j

Jo^L JJ yOoU.^5 Jfc*-X*50 Sb prjdev N* M ovdfv K<5 a k. navra . . . Kaip. avr] > Sb k. ei»l°] ev fie BA
M^fieia] -iq A -\-na\iv 44, 106 acorr/pia] eiprfvi) BA )»;.*. Sb rjnep . . . Xoya)i»] fcos Kaipov BA ev A.aa.

J

pr. ^so ^ks-,o )oi.it>? Sb bio . . . Xoywv] > 5$ o #.] dominus IL Bianco-.] excedet IL Xoyuv] +dei IL

k. 01] k. on 01 BA 01 kotoik.] > BA ev r. y#] > Sb Io~p. navr. Xoyiad. *.] > BA I°"P-] YaN^tojo 5b

nuvrwv] omnes IL ^00*^0 5b Xoy<a-#.] dispergentur IL aixpaXcor.] anopn. BA 5b pr. ex illis IL e< r. yrjs

r. ay.] airo t. ay. y. BA '^.|;jd|' 1^*s ^sd U*i{ oiias 5b ad terram optimam IL <c. tort irao: . . . ep»?/xos2
J

)^»S»*» Jk^J K^»/ o»^ )oo»Lo 5b tarai tvao-. . . . 2np. /c.] > BA IL lap.. . . . eprjp.Z ] > IL ev XuTrg]* ev

avr. BA )^»x*
?
_ao ^40 5b quae in ilia est IL k. kovOtjo-.] KaraKarjo-. BA IL > 5b pfXP l XPov-~\ Pr - K - *p*)n°s

eo-rai BAIL > Sb 5. plen. F eX«j<r.] ~OV F avr.l ] > 5b k. emarp 6jf] > IL o(9.2']>BA3
aur.2°] )otA, S (c. tmo-T. avr.] > IL f <? r. yr;c] > S in terra E t. Io-p.l°J > BA 7raX»;2 ] > BA 5b

k. ov^ . . . 7rpa>r.] ov^ 010s o nportpos BA > 5b tcos . . . K.aipa>v~\ (us (<os A) ir\rjpa>6(no-iv Kaipoi t. aiiovos BA > 5b

quoad usque repleatur tempus maledictionum IL k. pera ravra . . . oiko&.s
]
^A>/ . an ^^ %oa3o»j .00^20

)k>»->a-> ooo) fc«_.{» 5b p-era ravra] > 5b cf. Tiyi THN D/iy mN?D ^D? F tt)s aixpaX. avr. navres] tow at^uaX. BA
fl-aires] ^><?j/ k. IL r. ^. «»/ avr.] > 5b tov 8.~\ > Sb oiKodoprjd.j -{- ev&o£a>s (ei/So£aj B^ pr. eis 7Tao~. r.

yt\veas r. atcoiw oiKoSopr) (seq. ras.^j B 11'1 "'S' S) B£ + ftj I naa. r. yev. r. aiuv. \ oiKodopjj ei/So|co A (if/! F) + et in

omnia saecula saeculorum aedificabitur IL fXaX.] a*^ji/ 5b 01 npo(p.~\ pr. omnes IL r. Ia-p.2 ] > BA

3. The k. 5t( of Rs was changed in Rv into cos fie, his favourite construction, e. g. vi. 10 (where Rs also has teal ore)
;

viii. 4 (Rs simply km) ; xi. 12 (where the whole verse is edited by Rv
). Rc has preserved this u>s &e of Rs

, but it has
fallen out of BA by haplography. peydXios therefore in Rv originally belonged to v. 2 and appears to have been
a conjectural abridgement (earlier than Rc

) of p(ya\u>o-vvr]v (Rs
) necessitated by a scribe's insertion of avrtii before it

and the consequent omission of r. 6. after it.

4. Before the discovery of N Grotius had correctly conjectured that Jonah had been inserted in place of Nahum
under the influence of Jonah iii. 4. KaraKarjo-. (Rv) Th. Gram., p. 237. Dr. Charles conjectures that Xoyto-6. (R8

) is a trans-
lation of JUKTin"1

,
which was a dittography of JUnt^, and regards navTiov as a solecism for iravrts. Marshall suggests

that o-Koprr. (Rv) = pKHsrv, Xoyiatf. (Rs
) = pyiDriS but this does not account for the difficult navruv. Further o-<opn.

in Rv (followed by Sb) is a variation of aixpaX. (to suit the circumstances of the Diaspora of that time), not of navraiv
Xoyiad. which was omitted on account of its difficulty and which is paraphrased in IL just as ex Hits is inserted
in the next clause with a definite motive, navroov Xoyiad. is an intentional corruption of in\ ndvras Xoyi(erai 6 Bebs nana,
oi 'a8eX. . . . 'lo-p. was thus a casus pendens, and «ri ndvras (cf. the resumptive ndvres in 5

b
) was only corrupted into

ndvrojv after Xoy/ferai 6 Beds had been changed on dogmatic grounds into Xoyio-df]o-ovT(u and xa/ca omitted. Cf. Mic.
ii. 3 tSov e'yd) Xoyi(opai eVt rfjv CpvXfjv ravrrju nana, Ps. xxxiv. (xxxv.) 4, xl. (xli.) 7.

5. irp£>Tov (Rs
) and npdrepos (Rv ) v. Th. Gram., p. 183. For > vs s.\ Ilgen would read »_»fcs^..
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 14. 6-10

6 cerning her. And all the nations which are in the whole earth, all shall turn and fear God truly, and
7 all shall leave their idols, who err after their false error. And they shall bless the everlasting God in

righteousness. All the children of Israel that are delivered in those days, remembering God in truth,

shall be gathered together and come to Jerusalem and shall dwell for ever in the land of Abraham
with security, and it shall be given over to them ; and they that love God in truth shall rejoice, and
they that do sin and unrighteousness shall cease from all the earth.

Special injunctions to his descendants, vv. 9-1 i
a

.

9 And now, children, I charge you, serve God in truth and do what is pleasing in his sight ; and
upon your children it shall be enjoined to do [ ] alms, and that they be mindful of God and bless

8 his name at every season in truth and with all their strength. And now, child, depart thou from
10 Nineveh, and abide not here. In what day soever thou buriest thy mother with me, in the self-

same day abide not in the borders thereof; for I see that there is much unrighteousness therein,

and much guile is wrought therein, and they are not ashamed. See, child, what things Nadab did
unto Ahikar that brought him up ! Was he not brought down alive into the earth ? and God
recompensed the shame upon his face, and Ahikar came forth into the light, and Nadab went
into the eternal darkness, because he had sought to slay Ahikar. Because I did alms, he came
forth from the snare of death which Nadab had set for him, and Nadab fell into the snare of death,

pr. ls*=* J-oo> ot.v>,T> oi^»f» **-^.*/ 55 6. simil. F m « . . . navres] > BA 55 terrae a/3 onn F
emar.] +>5^|w»*(? Jc*W la^ 55 k. $oPr)6.~] (pofteiaBai BA a/3 12]b F rov 8.] pr. Kvpiov BA
o»^. 55 mrV F aX^.J post emarpe^. BA )l»CUUaa 5s > F k. acprja. . . . rrXav. avr.^ Karopv£ovaiv

(pr. k. A) t. etSwXa avT. BA > 55 r. likavavr, . . . avr.~\ quae seducunt illos falso errore a/3 7. > 55

plen.Y euXo-y.] -\-navra r. e8vx] BA pr. Omnes a/3 rov 8. . . . ev 8ik.^\ Kvpiov (pr. rov A) BA
dominum in aeternum et in iustitia a /3 navret . . . rjpep. e««/.] k. o Xaos avrov BA pr. et a /3

ot (Tw(ofi.
j

qui liberabuntur a /3 pvip. . . . 0X77$.] egopoXoyrjatrai ra> 8. BA pvr)p^] memores erunt a

entavvaxS. . . . irapaboQ. avr.
J

k. v\jsa>crti Kvpios r. Xaov avrov BA emavvaxS.
J
pr. et a /3 t. aia>i>a] pr. ill

a/3 (v r. yj] . . . napabod. out.] in die ilia cum diligentia et omnis iustitia in illis erit a /3 01 ay.] pr. 7ravres

BA rov d.j pr. Kvpiov BA 67r' nXi^.l (V ClKr}8, k. SiKaioavvrj BA K. 01 7TOIOVVT. . . . t. yr]s~\ TTOlOVPTfS (XfOS

rots a8eX. r]pu>v BA naa. r. yqj] teil'is Omnibus a 3 9, 8. Simil. F 9. k. j/w] 55 7roi8. . . . aXr^.l
]

> 55 Traidiaj t(kv. BA «yco vpiv . . . diKai. k. eXerjp.j av 8e rt]pr]aov r. vopov k. r. npoaraypara k. yevov (yiv. A)
(pi\eXrjpo>v k. diKatos post npocp. Icavas BA to) #.] domino 2L tvvnoray.~\ o»Ad 55 a /3 Spec. Cypr. k. iva . . .

ta\. avrcov] iva o~oi koXgk r\v (77 BhA) BA tm 8.~\ \* ^» SS > IL ev aki]8. »c.] ^s> ^AS S + ill tOtO COl'de

SUO et 3L 8. k. vw av 7rai6\] > BA nunc vero fill IL t£t\6e tn N. k. prj pau. cofit] uneX6e ano N. on 7rajrco?

(navrois A) carat a fXaX. o npo(p. lavas ante av 8e rrjp. BA . )ai*J *_so -«\ jsq.3 S IO. > F ev rj av rjp.

0a\|/r/s] k. da\jsov pe koXus k. BA ^aoJJo u^. fc*jliitD» JOsO ante f£e\8t v. 8 55 pr. sed 3L avr. rrj rjp. . . . opiois

avr.~^ priori av\ia8r)T€ eis (ev A) N. BA > 55 opco yap . . . aia^ui.] > BA o& 1^»( t*^P >-i>**'»?
>

^^":!0 *
€i- ai/T. 2°] > IL i8f . . . Na8a3 tffot.] tckvov ifi« ti enoi. Adap (Apav A) BA J>fl S» ^3 00? '^k^JSD 55 ecce

filius Nabad quid fecit a/3 A^ft(cap&)] Axiaxap<» BA ;p>.« >\ 55 AchicaiO a/3 r. (ndpe^. avr.~\ r. Bpt^r.

avr. BA loal^, oo>! }U •/ 55 o^X' C03" • • • "f\
v * J

"^ 6K r - 0«*tos rjyaytv avrov eis r. anoros BA JOo» JJ»
>^^»SO

o»k^-«( l^-iU 55 quem vivum deduxit in terram deorsum a/3 anfSaiK. . . . irpoaam. avr.] k. oaa a<rreba>Ktv avrat BA
> 55 t. art/it.] malitiam illius a /3 f^rjKB. . . . A^iica/jor] Axiaxapov (-os A) pev eacoaev (-By A) BA > (vide

infra) 55 k. Na8a/3 . . . atcoros] tKftva 8e t. avranobopa arrebodr] k. avros Karej3r] ei? t. (t. > A) aicoros BA ^^.O
>a3.V |o^» 55 OTi tC7

?
1"- awoKr. A^etKapoi'] > BA 55 f^r-] + Nabad aft ev t. notrja. . . . aira>\. aur.]

> a /3 ev r. Trotrjaat pe (\er)p.j Mavaaarjs enoirjaev eXerjp. BA > 55 e£rj\d. . . . Na8ti/3j k. eacodt] etc nay. t. 6av.

r?y enrj^fv aurco BA wia.V o*^. JJ.» ]^*S ^iO J3.&J )»ajX iia^Jl^O 55 ffaic.] 7ray. Kc a (to) »f. Na8(i/3

6. Tovy wX. ktX. in loose apposition to <i'8a>Xn, the gender of the original Hebrew or Aramaic probably being left

unchanged, cf. Ezek. xlviii. II.

9, 8. Rv by no means placed v. 8 entire before v. 9, as Swete's verse-numbering (which is retained for con-

venience' sake) suggests.

10. 'A8a/z in Vat. has arisen from NaSa/i (= Nadab) by the attachment of its initial v to the end of enoirjae while

Cod. Al.'s'A/xai/ is an attempt to identify Ahikar's nephew with the villain of the book of Esther. Mavaaaqt in Rv
is the

result of textual confusion in that recension, possibly for Nao-33? (xi. 18 R.V.), possibly through a misreading of an

anticipatory and partial excised pe e\er]p. before eimi. In 55 the order is disturbed and the text possibly corrupt.

|>oo^\ after o»*2>>> may be a gloss from ii. 10 (Ilgen) or a corruption of pa^\ (Frit.). c>f> ^ , is not = Ahab (Fuller,)

but a corruption of o»J and >a>n.V, is a variation of i-a~-(.
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THE BOOK OF TOBIT 14. 11-15

1 1 and it destroyed him. And now, children, consider what alms-giving doeth, and what unrighteous-

ness doeth, that it slayeth. And behold my soul fainteth.

iii. Tobias' piety towards his parents and his long life, vv. n b-i4.

ii b
, 12 And they laid him upon his bed and he died; and he was buried magnificently. And when

his mother died, Tobias buried her with his father, and he and his wife departed to Media and

13 dwelt in Ecbatana with Raguel his father-in-law. And he sustained their old age in honour and

buried them in Ecbatana of Media, and he inherited the house of Raguel and of Tobit his father.

14 And he died, being an hundred and seventeen years old, full of renown.

iv. The Dawn of the Messianic Age, v. 15.

15 And before he died he saw and heard of the destruction of Nineveh, and saw her captivity

led into Media which Nebuchadnezzar the king of Media took captive. And he blessed God for

all he did unto the children of Nineveh and Assyria ; and before his death he rejoiced over Nineveh,

and blessed the Lord God for ever and ever. Amen.

eirea. . . . ana>\. avrov] Abap. (Apai> A) 8e eveneo-ev eis t. ivayiha k. anaAeTO BA J.J^»JJ ou. ^*X Oo»0 S II— 15.

> F 11. > 55 a/3 k. vw . . . anoKT.~] ^Xot wo»a2v*> fc-^a.^ aim, *oo 55 net. cX.] fX. wt. BA r»2° . . .

a7TOK7-.] blKCllOCTVU] [pr. T. I. A) pVCTCll BA K. l8oV . . . T. KklVT]v\ K. TCtVTCl OVTOV XfyOVTOS (gfXlnfV (-X«7T. A) aVTOV 71

yp-v\r] em t. kKivtjs BA o*ttj..V:» o*^. ^aj 55 k. <i7re#.] r\v 8e erav enarov irevTrjKovra oktm BA o**»0» li>-.^0 55

eraCpr]'] eda^ev avrov BA 12. ore ane6. . . . anrj\0. avros] abiit T. pOStquam Sepelivit parentes SUOS a /3 77 fiTjT.

ovt.] Avva BA 55 T.] post airr,\6. 8e BA t. narp. avr.] pr. ^OO^ 55 * . aTrriXtf.] air. 8e BA avro?

•
. . yvv. avrov] pera ttjs yvv. avr. k. r. vtccv avr. (iwt. > A) BA wOiQISO o»Ll^J( 5$ ^StO ante k. airrjXQ. 55 yvv.

avr.~] -f-et filii a/3 M. . . . Ek/3.] E^arava BA ev Ek/3.] U^-^=> 55 pera P. rov irevO. uvt.~] npos P. rov n.

avr. BA 13. eyrjpo^oaK. avr.] eyqpavev BA avrovsl rovs irevQ. iwtov BA 55 e rip..
J

Jj>> )_ia..>L> 55 ev Ek/3.

r. M.] evBofas BA ^L^=> 55 oik. P.] ovai. avrav BA »OtCL»«. lS-^> 55 T.] > 55 14. aned.] +l*2>a£ 55

Seta] > B 55 eiKoa-i A nonaginta novem F tvb~o£a>s~] ev EKfiaravois r. M. BA > 55 15. et8 if.] > BA
a/3 k. t)kov.] > 55 npo tov] irpiv r, BA aTrcoXiuv] -eiav Bb ^°id) A k. eid. . . . ets M] > BA K. «S.]

&\o 55 rjv . . . M77S.] > 55 T)Xp.aXaTto-ev] -revaev A A^iaxapoy o /3acr. r. M.] Na/3ovxoSoi»o<Top k. A<rvr)pos

{A0-0-. X c a Ao-ovr)p. A) X c a BA k. euXoy. . . . A<9.

a£ eXaP7] /r - k. A a/3 o Joo» Jjl*» 55 wptv

> BA emr. . . . A0.~\ > 55 ABovpews N* AavepoS X c a

7rpo BA k. euX. . . . atwKcoy] > BA 55 a/-"?*] > a /3

II. In Rv 'if the text be right, there should be a strong stop after 8iKaioo-vvr) ', Dr. Harris, 5/^ry of Ahikar, p. 1, n. I.

13. For e'yr)po0. cf. Eur. AiW. 1033, Ale. 663, and in the passive Ar. Ach. 678. Rv
is impossible since Tobit could

himself scarcely have grown so old before he buried his parents ! He has been influenced by a desire to emphasize

the fulfilment of the prayer in viii. 7. Cf. Nestle, Sept., iii, p. 24.

15. 'Aavrjpos seems originally to have stood in Rs
, for which the scribe of X wrote 'Ax £<'XaP0f > influenced by the

frequent recurrence of the latter. Dr. Harris (op. cit. p. xxxii) however supposes that Na/3oux. has been omitted and that

in Cod. Vat. 'Aainpos is a corruption of 'Advp or'Advpeias and fjv y^aX. a gloss or displacement (A.f.T., p. 354). Nestle,

Septuag. iii, p. 24, argues that just as a corrector attached 'Ao-uepoy to 'Adovpeias in X, if Tisch. is right and it should

not refer to 'Axiaxapos, so in Rv
ical 'Aa-[o-]vr;poy, for which two MSS. have 'Ao-[<r]vpioy whilst another omits the two

words, may be a confusion with <a\ 'Advpeias, i. e. kui 'Ao-o-vplas, which found a place in the text after Na/3ovx- instead of

after Nivevrj. The assumption of confusion with Cyaxares or Xerxes (Lohr) is improbable.
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THE BOOK OF JUDITH
INTRODUCTION *

§ i. Short Account of the Book.

The Book of Judith falls naturally into two parts: (i) The Introduction (caps. 1-7). War was
proclaimed by Nebuchadnezzar against Media, and a summons was sent to Persia, Syria, and Egypt
to join in the expedition. The remoter parts of the Empire, however, treated the order with

contempt (i. 11), whereupon Nebuchadnezzar determined, after conquering Media (i. 13, 15), to take

vengeance on Syria and Egypt. This task was entrusted to Holofernes, the commander-in-chief (ii. 4),

with 120,000 infantry and 12,000 cavalry (mounted archers, ii. 15). He marched three days' journey

from Nineveh and encamped ' at the left hand of upper Cilicia ', thence devastated ' the hill country ',

crossed the (upper) Euphrates as far as the coast, then turned south, 'compassing' the Midianites, to

the plain of Damascus (ii. 27). After receiving the submission of Tyre and Sidon, Azotus and
Ascalon, he went south to Esdraelon (iii. 9). The Jews, who were lately returned from the exile (iv. 3),

resolved to resist, and Joakim the High Priest at Jerusalem sent instructions to Bethulia, which was
near Esdraelon, to stop the passes leading to the capital (iv. 7). All Israel then fasted and prayed
(iv. 9). Holofernes, hearing of the intended opposition, called a council of officers, when Achior the

Ammonite gave a long account of Israelitish history (v. 5), pointing out that they could only be
conquered if they had offended against their God (v. 20) and advising Holofernes to leave them alone.

The advice was rejected, and Achior was handed over to the people of Bethulia (vi. 10), who received

him in a friendly manner (vi. 20). Holofernes then moved his camp towards Bethulia, his army
being now 170,000 infantry and 12,000 cavalry, besides accessories (vii. 2). It was decided to get

possession of the water-supply at the foot of the mountain (vii. 7, 12) on which Bethulia stood, and
thus to force the city to surrender, instead of risking a pitched battle. After thirty-four days, the

stores of water within the city being exhausted (vii. 21), the people compelled Ozias and the leading

men to agree to surrender in five days if no help came in the meantime (vii. 30).

(2) The story of Judith (caps. 8-16). This decision came to the ears of Judith (viii. 1, 9), the

widow of Manasses, who lived in austere retirement (viii. 5, 6). She sent for the chief men (viii. 10),

expostulated with them on their want of trust in God, and promised that she would herself effect

their deliverance within the five days (viii. ^). They agreed to her project, without hearing the

details, and departed (viii. 36). Judith then prepared for her plan by prayer (ix. 2). She put on her

adornments, which had been laid aside since her husband's death (x. 3), took with her a single maid-

servant with a bag of 'clean' food (x. 5), and went towards the Assyrian camp (x. 11). In an

audience with Holofernes she informed him that what Achior had said was true (xi. 10), but that

now the people had sinned by using first-fruits and tithes (xi. 13), and therefore God would deliver

them up to their enemies (xi. 15). She would herself advise him when this was to take place (xi. 17).

Holofernes, attracted by her appearance, invited her to his table (xii. 1), but she refused. She was
allowed to go out of the camp every day to pray and bathe (xii. 6, 7). On the fourth day she con-

sented to go to Holofernes' feast (xii. 10, 14), but partook only of her own provisions (xii. 19). The
critical moment arrived when the guests departed (xiii. 1) leaving Judith alone with Holofernes.

His excitement had caused him to drink immoderately, and he now lay on his couch helpless (xiii. 2).

Judith, calling on God for strength (xiii. 4), took his sword and with two blows cut off his head
(xiii. 8), which she put in the bag (xiii. 10) carried by the servant who was waiting outside. The two
went out of the camp as if to pray, as usual, and escaped to Bethulia (xiii. 10). They were received

with enthusiasm by the citizens (xiii. 17), and Achior became a convert to Judaism (xiv. 10). A
sortie was made (xiv. 11), and the Assyrians, thus surprised, tried to rouse their general (xiv. 13), but
found him dead (xiv. 15). They fled in a panic (xv. 2), pursued northward past Damascus (xv. 5),

while their deserted camp was sacked (xv. 6, 7). The High Priest Joakim came in person from
Jerusalem to bless Judith (xv. 8).

Chapter 16 contains a hymn of praise by Judith. The book ends by relating that Judith
dedicated to God her share of the plunder (xvi. 19), that she remained a widow till her death at the

age of io') years (xvi. 23), and that the land was at peace all her lifetime and for long after.

The book is thus almost equally divided between the introduction and the story proper. The
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INTRODUCTION

former is no doubt somewhat out of proportion, and the author dwells at rather unnecessary length

on the military details. In spite, however, of these defects of composition, the literary excellence of

the work is universally recognized even through the uncomely disguise of the Greek translation. It

was originally written in Hebrew (now lost) for Jewish readers, with the object of encouraging and
edifying the people in a time of trial or persecution. In order to carry conviction the more, it aims
at the appearance of being historical, in its use of well-known names and of precise details, but this

historical character is only apparent. The author is concerned with theology rather than with history,

of which perhaps he had a not very exact knowledge, although he adopted this form as the most
suitable for his purpose. He seems to have had in mind the time of Artaxerxes Ochus, with whose
campaign in Syria many of the incidents agree, but it would be unsafe to assume that he is consciously

depicting an episode in that campaign. The name and date of the author are alike unknown. He
must have written at a time of oppression, such as the Jewish race often suffered, and various indica-

tions point to the second century B. C. as the most probable date. It is, however, possible that the

author adopted an existing story or popular tradition, purposely confusing his historical allusions in

order to disguise it.

§ 2. Title of the Book.

The title of the book in Greek is simply '\ovbeiQ (or 'lovbriO, or 'lovbid). In Hebrew it would

have been IVTirp rtao, like iriDX rtao and DinvoJK rfaio, or rvTiiT ncyo, derived from the name of the

principal character. The name, of course, simply means ' Jewess ', and hence Grotius, explaining

the story allegorically, makes it represent the Jewish people. But apart from the fact that this

method of interpretation is forced and unconvincing, there is no need to suppose that the name
suggested this meaning. It is used personally in Gen. xxvi. 34 as belonging to the Hittite wife of

Esau, where at any rate it cannot mean ' Jewess '.

§3. MSS.

The Hebrew original (see § 5) being lost, the earliest form in which we have the book is that of

the Greek translation, the only primary version existing. Of this there are three recensions: (1) the

usual and no doubt the most original form, represented by the MSS. K, A and B (Swete's text)
;

(2) that contained in codd. 19, 108; (3) that of cod. 58, with which the Old Latin version (VL) and
the Syriac (Syr) agree in a remarkable manner. All three recensions, however, represent the same
version and go back to the same original. Their differences are due to corrections made not on
a fresh comparison with the Hebrew, but subjectively by editors of the version, and though consider-

able, they concern the form rather than the matter. Such ' corrections ' are most evident in the

second and third classes of MSS., and vary even within the same class.

In the notes here added to the English (R.V.) variants are only mentioned where they materially

affect the sense.

§ 4. The Ancient Versions.

The Greek version, at least as contained in N A B, is as a rule easily intelligible and probably
a correct rendering of the original, but it is very hebraistic. From it were made the Syriac and the

Old Latin, both of them fairly close and agreeing in general with cod. 58, as will be seen from
the notes. VL is rough, often merely latinized hebraistic Greek, and sometimes misunderstands the

Greek which it translates. The MSS., of which Sabatier used five for his text, have been much
corrected, perhaps from different Greek MSS., so that they vary considerably in minor details,

though all derived from one text.

The Syriac version was first printed in Walton's Polyglot. It was derived from two late MSS.,
now in the Bodleian Library, of which one, dated 1614, belonged to Pocockc (MS. Poc. 391), and
the other was copied for Ussher in 1627 (MS. Bodl. or. 141). With these a Cambridge MS. was
collated and the variants are given (by Thorndyke) in vol. vi of the Polyglot. The version has been
edited by Lagarde, in his Libri V. T. apocryphi Syriace (Lipsiae, 1861), from a tenth-century MS.
in the British Museum (from the Nitrian collection) with a full apparatus criticus. The Museum
possesses two other MSS., of the twelfth and seventeenth century respectively.

A third version, the Vulgate, is of less value for textual purposes. Jerome's own account of it,

in his preface, is not altogether clear. He says that he found great variations in the MSS. (' multorum
codicum varietatem vitiosissimam amputavi') and implies that he endeavoured to produce a consistent
text by embodying in his work only what he found in the ' Chaldee '. The questions which naturally
present themselves are, What were these divergent MSS. and what was the ' Chaldee' text? The
MSS. cannot have been Greek, because the Vulgate differs from that version in important particulars :
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e. g. xiv. 5-7 comes at the end of xiii ; i. I2b—16 and iv. 3 are omitted ; iv. 13-15 is altered ; additions

are made after xiv. 12 and elsewhere; names and numbers often differ. In fact, if compared with

the Greek, the Vulgate presents the appearance of a paraphrastic recension. On the other hand,

apart from these material differences, it often follows VL closely even in diction (cf. cap. 16), and the

resemblance throughout is sufficient to show that Jerome used MSS. of the VL, which he merely

adapted and corrected, as he considered, by the help of his 'Chaldee' text. It is evident from his

own remarks (' huic imam lucubratiunculam dedi, magis sensirm e sensu, quam ex verbo verbum
transferens ') that he spent very little time or trouble on it, and for this reason its style is less like

Jerome's than the rest of the Vulgate.

As to the ' Chaldee ' text, we have no other evidence. It will be remembered that he speaks

in the same way of a Chaldee text of Tobit, and that an Aramaic recension of that book was actually

found and published by Neubauer (Oxford, 1878). No such text of Judith is now known, but as

Jerome's statement is explicit with regard to both books, we have to inquire what the text was.

Probably the answer is to be found in a sentence in the preface to Judith, ' Chaldaeo tamen sermone
conscriptus inter historias computatur.' If historias represents TIVK'JJD, he means that the story of

Judith was regarded as a rwyv, such as we find embodied in midrashim, or even composed separately

for use on special occasions. Later forms of the story, in Hebrew (see § 8), were composed and so

used, and in Neubauer's midrashic MS. the story of Tobit is called as a matter of course mm r\ww.

We may therefore conclude that Jerome, finding no Hebrew text of the book, used an Aramaic
nt}>yD (hisiorid) containing a free treatment, not a translation, of the story, derived probably from the

Greek. He evidently attached more importance to it than to VL, since he included in his own work
only what he found in the Chaldee, but in language he was naturally influenced by VL where the

two coincide. Thus the Vulgate of Judith is a hurried version of an Aramaic midrash containing a

free presentation of the story, rather than a translation of any given text. It omits about one-fifth

of the book.

§ 5. Date of the Original, and of the Versions.

(a) The existing versions thus all go back, through the existing Greek, to the same original,

their differences being due to alterations within the versions. It is now generally agreed (against

earlier scholars such as Fabricius, Jahn, and Eichhorn) that this original was Semitic, and Hebrew
rather than Aramaic. Indeed there can be no possibility of doubt if we consider the style of the

Greek and the nature of some of the mistakes in it. The language is not merely that popular Greek
which we now know from papyri of the early centuries A. D. to have been identical with the kolvij

gidAe/cros of the New Testament, even when independent of any Semitic idiom. The translation is

so literal that it can be put back into Hebrew with ease, and in some cases becomes fully intelligible

only when so re-translated. Moreover, the unusual lack of particles shows that the writer was under

the influence of a foreign idiom, while the constant recurrence of phrases uncommon in late Greek
but frequent in Hebrew shows incontestably the language of the original. Such are e. g. 0776

TTpcHTcaiTov ="020, et? irp6<T(o-nov =^tb, the frequent use of a(f>6bpa = *ikd, h = ?, and many more : see

the notes on iv. 2, v. 12, 19, vii. 10, 28, xii. 4, xiii. 4, 8, 13, 16, xiv. 2, 6, 11. The same conclusion

is indicated by the confusion in the geographical names, due to uncertainty in the mind of the

translator as well as to mistakes of copyists, so far as it is not intentional on the part of the author

(see § 6). So also in other names, e. g. Achior no doubt = mrpnK, chosen as meaning ' friend of the

Jews ', with the common confusion of 1 and ~\.

Against this comparative certainty we have the express statement of Origen (ad Afric. 13),

oibt rrj 'lovbr]d (\pG>vTai) oiibz yap Z)(0V(tiv clvto. ko.1 kv anoKpv<pois f/3patcrri, wy air clvtcov padovres eyiHOKapiev,

as well as the fact that Jerome did not use a Hebrew text, which he certainly would have done if he

had found one. It is possible that in the statement which Origen received from his Jewish informants,

stress should be laid on xpwzmu rather than ZyovoLv, and that it had fallen out of use and was not even

included among the apocryphal books at the beginning of the third century. This must have been

only temporary, since in 398 Jerome says ' Apud Hebraeos liber Judith inter apocrypha legitur '.

Jerome's preface is all rather obscure, and it may be that he really means here to indicate a Hebrew text

which he knew to exist but did not possess. In the very next sentence he speaks of the Chaldee

which ' inter historias computatur ', a degree lower than apocrypha, and seems to draw a distinction

between them. No trace of the Hebrew original now survives.

The story is represented as taking place just after the return from the exile (iv. 3). The author

does not, however, represent himself (as e. g. Daniel) as contemporary with the events recorded. In

fact, he must have written much later. The return is far enough away to have become a sort of

golden age, a time of simple happiness granted by God in consequence of the piety of the people.

In this, as in its details, the description is wholly at variance with history (see § 6), either because the
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author did not know the facts, or because he was intentionally disguising them. He cannot have
written as late as the first century A. D., for the book is quoted by Clement of Rome (i Cor. 55).

Moreover, there is no allusion to the final destruction of the temple, nor even to the Roman occupation

of Palestine. Jewish tradition connects the story with the time of the Maccabees, making Judith the

daughter of Johanan or Mattathia (Zunz, Gottesd. Vortrdge, 2nd ed., p. 131), and this date agrees

on the whole best with the author's point of view (see § 9). We must, however, be careful to

distinguish between the date of composition and the real or supposed date of the events related

(see § 6). The author evidently puts back into his post-exilic story the state of things under which

he himself lived. There was no king, but the whole people is united under the High Priest (Joakim)

governing with the yzpovaia or Sanhedrim. The object of the book, too, is clearly to encourage the

nation to resist the enemies of their religion and country even under the most desperate circumstances,

and presupposes a time of great political or religious emergency. These several points, as well as

the definitely Pharisaic theology, most naturally indicate an author living towards the middle of the

second century B. C. Such is the view of Schiirer, Hilgenfeld, and Noldeke. (Cf. also Chajes in

Festschrift . . . Harkavy, p. 105 Heb.,.who finds a number of parallels with the books of the

Maccabees.) Ball proposes a date about 79-70 B.C., and argues with great ingenuity that Judith is

modelled on Salome, successively wife of Aristobulus and Jannai, but this seems less probable than

the earlier date.

The fact that the book is not mentioned by Josephus or Philo or in the New Testament proves

nothing. Josephus does not refer to Job, besides other books, and Philo does not notice any of the

Apocrypha.
(b) The versions can only be approximately dated. The earliest reference to the book, and

no doubt to the Greek version of it, is by Clement of Rome (1 Cor. $$. 4 and 5) about 90 A. D. He
alludes to the story as if it were well known to his Greek readers, very much in the same way as he
goes on to speak of Esther. Allowing some time for the original book to become established before

it was translated, and some time for the translation to become known, we should probably date the

Greek not later than the beginning of the first century A. D.

The VL was made from the Greek, and as in Jerome's time (see § 4) it was already very
corrupt, it must have been a long time in existence. The Syriac, which agrees closely with it, was
possibly made about the same time from the same Greek text, for the use of oriental Christians.

Fritzsche surmises vaguely that both were made between the first and third centuries a. D., and we
have no means of dating them more precisely.

§ 6. Integrity of the Text ; its Historical Framework.

It has been suggested that the story is founded on a popular tradition, true or imaginary.

Reuss thought that the Song in cap. 16 was an early composition, like the song of Deborah, and that

the story was built upon it. It is certainly remarkable that in xvi. 10 Persians and Medes, not

Assyrians, are mentioned. There can be no doubt that Judith belongs to the family of Jael, Esther,

and Joan of Arc. Such a theme appeals strongly to popular imagination, and even if based on fact,

easily tends to be overlaid with fiction. Whatever may be the truth, the work, as we have it, is

a consistent whole, and, with the possible exception of the song, shows no signs of being by more
than one hand.

What then is the period which the author is proposing to describe, and how far is it in agree-

ment with history ? The question has been very variously answered. Attempts have been made
to identify the Nebuchadnezzar of the story with Assurbanipal, Xerxes I, Artaxerxes Ochus,
Antiochus Epiphanes : Arphaxad with Deioces or Phraortes. Without discussing these theories in

detail, it may be said at once that none of them is consistent without a good deal of forcing. The
historical Nebuchadnezzar did not reign at Nineveh (i. 1) : he died in 562, and the return from the
exile was not till about 536. He did not make war on Media (i. 7) nor capture Ecbatana. Nor do
the annals of Assurbanipal, though they are very full, record anything of the kind, while Media had
ceased to be a power before the time of the other kings whom it has been proposed to identify with

Nebuchadnezzar. At the time of the Return, the Babylonian empire had passed to the Persians.

They were not likely to send a punitive expedition against the Jews, who were not then in a position

to offer any resistance. Moreover, Arphaxad is not the name of any Median king mentioned by
Herodotus, and the fortifications of Ecbatana were not built by him but by Deioces (Hdt. i. 98)

:

(H)olofernes (= Orofernes) and Bagoas, if they are historical names, are Persian, and belong to the

time of Artaxerxes Ochus (see below). Again, there was no king in Israel, but the people was ruled

by the High Priest Joakim (iv. 6, 8, 14, xv. 8) and a Sanhedrim (iv. 8, xv. 8). It has been
suggested that this points to the reign of Manasseh when he was a prisoner in Babylon, or to the
minority of Josiah. Either explanation is improbable. If a High Priest was acting for the king, so
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unusual a situation would have to be explained, whereas it is taken for granted, and also it is in-

consistent with the references to the exile (iv. 3, v. 18). The suggestion that Joakim (Eliachim in

the Vulgate) is the same as the Eliakim of 2 Kings xviii. 18, and that he may have survived as High
Priest under Manasseh, is not supported by the list of High Priests. In fact the author clearly

intends to put his story at the time of the Return, but makes no attempt to fill in the picture con-
sistently. If it is to be made consistent, this can only be done by explaining the names as pseudonyms
disguising really historical persons. This is the view taken by Ball, and it must be admitted that he
finds some remarkable coincidences, on the assumption that Nebuchadnezzar is Antiochus Epiphanes,
the Assyrians are Syrians. Nineveh is Antioch, and Arphaxad is Arsaces of Persia ( = Media), against

whom Antiochus made an expedition. But if the book is historical fiction, as it seems to be, we need
not expect to explain all its statements. The writer selected such incidents as suited his purpose,
without troubling about historical accuracy. The framework of the story was most probably
suggested (so Schiirer and others) by the campaign of Artaxerxes Ochus against Phoenicia and
Egypt (about 350 b. C). One of his generals was Holofernes, brother of the king of Cappadocia
(Diod. Sic. xxxi. 19), who was sent against Egypt, though it is expressly stated that he died in his

own country, and a certain Bagoas was his most trusted servant (Diod. Sic. xvi. 47). Sidon sur-

rendered to the Persians (cf. Judith ii. 28 seq.), and the army then marched south towards Egypt,
passing, no doubt, through Esdraelon (iii. 9). If any incident occurred in the campaign similar to that

related here, we have no other record of it. The details are not meant to be historical. Nebuchad-
nezzar is introduced as the typical arch-enemy of Judaea : the time of the Return is chosen as being
far away and little known, and the author is guilty of a further anachronism by describing his

characters under the conditions of his own day. In the song (xvi. 10), if that is by the author of the

rest, the mention of Persians seems to show that he was really thinking of the campaign of Artaxerxes
Ochus. He also affects archaic names and allusions : hence with Nebuchadnezzar's army he includes

princes of Moab and captains of Ammon (v. 2), the traditional enemies of Israel, who were in place,

e.g. in 2 Kings xxiv. 2, but can surely not have been important in 150 or even 350 B.C. Similarly

Midian (ii. 16) and Esau (vii. 8) are archaistic for Arabs and Idumaeans.
Such being the method of the book, we need not expect to identify all the geographical any

more than the personal names. Bethulia, the scene of the story, is very like Shechem, and, if the

author was thinking of Shechem, that may account for his using the name BervKova = n^x TV2, since

the Samaritans call Mt. Gerizim ?N n*3. It also fits the story, as a place of first-rate strategic

importance, far better than Safed or Bait Ufa, which have also been proposed. With regard to the

other place-names, there is evidently a good deal of corruption either in the original or in the

versions, or both. Many of them are too much distorted to be recognizable, but they may conceal

actual sites, known or unknown. They can hardly be purely imaginary. Torrey (JAOS, 1899,

pp. 160 sqq. and Florilegium . . . de Vogue, p. 599) shows that, taking Bethulia to be Shechem, the

other places agree, so far as they can be identified. See further on iv. 6.

§ 7. The Author of the Book.

As to the anonymous author there is no tradition. From his writing in Hebrew and from his

detailed references to the geography of the Hoiy Land, it may be inferred that he was a Palestinian

Jew. From his theological views (§ 9) it seems that he belonged to the Pharisaic party. He was
a man of some literary skill. The story is well told, and apart from a certain tendency to exaggerate
the magnitude of the military operations, the style is restrained and straightforward, without
unnecessary elaboration. He was also well acquainted with the literature of his people, for, while his

descriptions have vigour and originality, the book is full of reminiscences of the Old Testament,
c. g. with the story of Achior in caps. 5, 6, cf. that of Micaiah in 1 Kings 22 ; with viii. 3 cf. 2 Kings
iv. 18 seq. ; viii. 16 is a quotation from Num. xxiii. 19 ; ix. 7, xvi. 3 from Exod. xv. 3 ; xiii. 18 from
Gen. xiv. 19, 20. The fact that the quotations agree with the LXX rather than with the Hebrew
text may be merely due to the translator. The author apparently knew some of the latest of the

O. T. books (Esther and Daniel), and in v. 6-8 draws upon some midrashic source for the story of

Abraham.
§ 8. Later Use of the Book.

(a) Although the Book of Judith was not received by the Jews, the story was well known to them,
at least in the middle ages. It is mentioned in the liturgy for Hanukka (the feast of the Dedication
of the temple, instituted by Judas Maccabaeus on Chisleu 25), and appears in various Hebrew forms
among the minor midrashim (see Zunz, Gottesd. Vortrage, ed. 2, p. 131). A short recension of it is

edited by Jellinek in his Bet ha-Midrasch, i, p. 130, a longer text, ibid. p. 132, and another, ibid, ii,

p. 12. Three more forms of the story are found in MSS. of the Bodleian Library. See also
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Gaster in PSBA, xvi, p. 156. A text translated from the Vulgate, and agreeing with that of

two Bodleian MSS. (Heb. d. 11 f. 259 and MS. Opp. 713 f. 164), was published at Venice about

1651, under the title of JVHTP nss>jJD. None of these is in any sense a translation of the Greek, still

less the original form of the book. They are free sketches of a well-known story, set down from

memory, like other nWJJB, in more or less detail according to the taste of the writer. They are

usually short, and of no great antiquity. In the MSS. they are generally headed 'for Hanukka'.

Hebrew translations of the Greek were published by Meir b. Ascher at Berlin in 1766, by Benseb

at Vienna in 1819, and by Frankel at Leipzig in 1830 (with other apocrypha). A Judaeo-German
translation by S. Landau appeared at Frankfurt a. M. in 17 15. A Persian version exists in a

Bodleian MS. (Hyde 19). It is anonymous, but is made from the Vulgate, and the MS. was probably

written about 1600.

(b) In the Church it was well known from the Greek (and Latin) translations, and was often

quoted, not as canonical but as edifying, e. g. by Clement of Rome, Clement of Alexandria, Origen,

Tertullian, Ambrose, Augustine (see Fritzsche, Einleitang, § 9), thus gradually acquiring a quasi-

canonical recognition. On the use of the book in mediaeval times, see Pentin, Judith, London, 1908.

After the Council of Trent, the Protestants, though rejecting it from the canon, maintained the

early view that it was good for edifying, and used it largely in preaching. It was never admitted to

the English Church lectionary.

§ 9. Theology of the Book.

The theology of the book is strongly Pharisaic. The story is clearly intended for edification, to

encourage the people in some time of trial, and to point out the true way to deliverance by showing

that Israel's troubles are due to sin (v. 17, 18, xi. 10), that salvation comes through trust in God and
obedience to Him, and that God uses the weak things to confound the strong (ix. 10 and frequently).

But obedience to God, which is righteousness, consists in the strict observance of the Law. Judith

is strong because of her consciousness of keeping the Law (xvi. 16). She observes not only the

pentateuchal feasts of the Sabbath and New Moon, but also the eves of them (viii. 6), as required by
the later teaching. She not only abstained from forbidden food, but she fasted continually, and
underwent further mortification (viii. 5, 6) although she was rich. She is thus a perfect type of

Pharisaic righteousness. She even dilates on these doctrines to Holofernes (cap. 11), laying stress

on the sureness of punishment which would follow on such sins as the eating of forbidden things and
the using of tithes and first-fruits by the citizens of Bethulia in their extremity. For even in the

most desperate case God will find a means of deliverance for His faithful people and will punish

the oppressor. This punishment is inflicted not only in the present life. There will be a day of

judgement (apparently after death) when the wicked will be condemned to torment by fire

and worms for ever (xvi. ij).

The objection which has been made to Judith's deceit (xi. 5) and approval of violence scarcely

deserves notice. It could only be made in complete ignorance of the spirit of the time, and shows

an utter inability to appreciate the position of a people struggling against overwhelming odds for

their religion and their very existence.
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1 i In the twelfth year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, who reigned over the Assyrians in Nineveh,
2 the great city ; in the days of Arphaxad, who reigned over the Medes in Ecbatana, and built at

Ecbatana and round about it walls of hewn stones three cubits broad and six cubits long, and made
3 the height of 'the wall seventy cubits, and the breadth thereof fifty cubits ; and set the towers thereof
at the gates thereof, a hundred cubits high, and the breadth thereof in the foundation threescore

4 cubits ; and made the gates thereof, even gates that were raised to the height of seventy cubits, and
the breadth of them forty cubits, for the going forth of his mighty hosts, and the setting in array of

5 his footmen : even in those days king Nebuchadnezzar made war with king Arphaxad in the great

6 plain : this plain is in the borders of Ragau. And there came to meet him all that dwelt in the hill

country, and all that dwelt by Euphrates, and Tigris, and Hydaspes, and in the plain of Arioch the
king of the Elymaeans ; and many nations of the sons of Chelod assembled themselves to the battle.

7 And Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians sent unto all that dwelt in Persia, and to all that dwelt
westward, to those that dwelt in Cilicia and Damascus and Libanus and Antilibanus, and to all that

8 dwelt over against the sea coast, and to those among the nations that were of Carmel and Gilead,

9
and to the higher Galilee and the great plain of Esdraelon, and to all that were in Samaria and the
cities thereof, and beyond Jordan unto Jerusalem, and Betane, and Chellus, and Kadesh, and the

io river of Egypt, and Tahpanhes, and Rameses, and all the land of Goshen, until thou comest above
Tanis and Memphis, and to all that dwelt in Egypt, until thou comest to the borders of Ethiopia.

ix And all they that dwelt in all the land made light of the commandment of Nebuchadnezzar king of

the Assyrians, and went not with him to the war ; for they were not afraid of him, but he was before
them as one man ; and they turned away his messengers from their presence without effect, and with
disgrace.

12 And Nebuchadnezzar was exceeding wroth with all this land, and he sware by his throne and
kingdom, that he would surely be avenged upon all the coasts of Cilicia and Damascus and Syria,

that he would slay with his sword all the inhabitants of the land of Moab, and the children of

Ammon, and all Judaea, and all that were in Egypt, until thou comest to the borders of the two
13 seas. And he set the battle in array with his host against king Arphaxad in the seventeenth year

;

and he prevailed in his battle, and turned to flight all the host of Arphaxad, and all his horse, and
14 all his chariots ; and he became master of his cities, and he came even unto Ecbatana, and took the

15 towers, and spoiled the streets thereof, and turned the beauty thereof into shame. And he took
Arphaxad in the mountains of Ragau, and smote him through with his darts, and destroyed him

I. 1. On the history see Introduction, § 6. Nebuchadnezzar reigned from 604 to 562 B.C. at Babylon. Nineveh
and the Assyrian empire were destroyed about 607. Arphaxad is not known as a king of Media. It was Deioces
(according to Herodotus i. 98) who fortified Ecbatana, about 700 B.C., and Cyrus who destroyed it in 550.

5. The apodosis begins here, with Ka\ 'then'. Ragau = Ragae, the plain which begins about 100 miles north-east
of Ecbatana.

6. Hydaspes. There is no river of this name in the region. Perhaps the Choaspes is meant. Syr. has Ulai.

and in the plain of Arioch the king, Kai nt8i<a 'Aptu>x ° 0atrcX*w (X* -etos). The nominative cannot be trans-

lated as in R.V. The sentence may originally have run ' they that inhabited the hills . . . and in the plain, and
Arioch . . . and . . . Chelod assembled . . .' The plain is the plain of Elam. The name Arioch is borrowed from
Gen. xiv. 1, in accordance with the author's love of archaism.

of the sons of Chelod ... to the battle, eh imp-irai-iv vlu>v X. properly ' many nations assembled to the army
('battle', 'camp', as below, xvi. 12) of the sons of Ch.' The name (otherwise unknown) may be a corruption of
* Chaldaeans '.

8. those among the nations (D'W), probably the non-Jewish inhabitants are meant. The Jews are mentioned
later.

9. beyond Jordan, i. e. from the Babylonian point of view, though this should have come earlier in the verse.

Ball thinks that Betane is Beth-anoth (Jos. xv. 59), that Chellus is Alius in Idumaea, and that Kadesh is Kedesh
in Judah (Joshua xv. 23) or Kadesh-Barnea. The river of Egypt is the Wadi-al-Arish, the boundary of Palestine

and Egypt.
II. as one man, d>y dvrip els, N A and Fritzsche. The ordinary reading is a>s dv^p laos. If this is the original (and

<ts a correction of X A) it may represent rT1B> ES"tO, a misreading of fcflB> ' a man of naught '.

12. the two seas, the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, or possibly two parts of the Mediterranean.

14. beauty . . . into shame, a play on words in the Hebrew SD13 'B'.

15. destroyed him, i.e. him and his kingdom.
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16 utterly, unto this day. And he returned with them to Nineveh, he and all his company of sundry
nations, an exceeding great multitude of men of war, and there he took his ease and banqueted, he
and his host, a hundred and twenty days.

2 1 And in the eighteenth year, the two and twentieth day of the first month, there was talk in the

house of Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians, that he should be avenged on all the land, even as

2 he spake. And he called together all his servants, and all his great men, and communicated with

3 them his secret counsel, and concluded the afflicting of all the land out of his own mouth. And
4 they decreed to destroy all flesh which followed not the word of his mouth. And it came to pass,

when he had ended his counsel, Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians called Holofernes the chief

captain of his host, which was next after himself, and said unto him,

5 Thus saith the great king, the lord of all the earth, Behold, thou shalt go forth from my presence,

and take with thee men that trust in their strength, unto a hundred and twenty thousand footmen
;

6 and the number of horses with their riders twelve thousand : and thou shalt go forth against all the

7 west country, because they disobeyed the commandment of my mouth. And thou shalt declare

unto them, that they prepare earth and water ; because I will go forth in my wrath against them,
and will cover the whole face of the earth with the feet of my host, and I will give them for a spoil

8 unto them : and their slain shall fill their valleys and brooks, and the river shall be filled with their

9, 10 dead, till it overflow: and I will lead them captives to the utmost parts of all the earth. But thou
shalt go forth, and take beforehand for me all their coasts ; and if they shall yield themselves unto

n thee, then shalt thou reserve them for me till the day of their reproof. But as for them that are

disobedient, thine eye shall not spare ; but thou shalt give them up to be slain and to be spoiled in

12 all thy land. For as I live, and by the power of my kingdom, I have spoken, and I will do this with

13 my hand. And thou, moreover, shalt not transgress aught of the commandments of thy lord, but
thou shalt surely accomplish them, as I have commanded thee, and thou shalt not defer to do them.

14 And Holofernes went forth from the presence of his lord, and called all the governors and the

15 captains and officers of the host of Asshur ; and he numbered chosen men for the battle, as his lord

had commanded him, unto a hundred and twenty thousand, and twelve thousand archers on horse-

16, 17 back ; and he ranged them, as a great multitude is ordered for the war. And he took camels and
asses and mules for their baggage, an exceeding great multitude; and sheep and oxen and goats

18 without number for their provision ; and great store of victual for every man, and exceeding much
19 gold and silver out of the king's house. And he went forth, he and all his host, on their journey, to

go before king Nebuchadnezzar, and to cover all the face of the earth westward with their chariots

20 and horsemen and chosen footmen. And a great company of sundry nations went forth with them
like locusts, and like the sand of the earth : for they could not be numbered by reason of their

multitude.

21 And they departed out of Nineveh three days' journey toward the plain of Bectileth, and
encamped from Bectileth near the mountain which is at the left hand of the upper Cilicia. And he

16. B has 'and he returned with them (i.e. the spoils, &c), he and his host, for 120 days'.
company is o-v^iktos, used here as a noun, ' a mixed multitude ' ; cf. f'jrifiiKros ii. 20 and Exod. xii. 38. Herodotus

(vii. 55) uses o-u///xi*:roy (adj.) of the army of Xerxes.

II. 1. the twenty-second day of the first month evidently ended the 120 days' rest, so that the return to 'Nineveh'
took place just before the end of the ninth month of the seventeenth year of Neb. The precise date is meant to give
the appearance of real history.

2. communicated, tdtro, lit. placed. The Greek of this verse is strange.

concluded, trwercXttrcv. Fritzsche suggests that this translates !"I73^ a misreading of iwl ' revealed (his purpose
to destroy) '. If so, ' ended ' in verse 4 is also for ' revealed '. Cf. the decree in Esth. iii. 13.

3. all flesh, a common Hebraism, "nt?2 P3.

4. (H)olofernes (always with the smooth breathing in Greek) is usually taken to be for Orophernes, a Persian name
borne by the kings of Cappadocia. It is quite out of place in the time of Neb.

6. the west country is Egypt and Syria, which were the objects of the campaign of Artaxerxes Ochus ; cf.

Introd. § 6.

7. earth and water as a sign of submission. The formula is Persian, not Assyrian or Babylonian (Ball, referring
to Hdt. vi. 48, 49).

I will go, i. e. my power will go.

8. river . . . overflow. Rather 'even a strong, rushing river shall be choked up and filled . .
.' nora/xos

emiiKifav translates ^OIC 7113 in Isa. lxvi. 12.

10. Rather ' and they shall yield . . . and thou shalt reserve . . .'. Resistance is not regarded as conceivable.
reproof. eXeyfiov is nrOMI, implying conviction with consequent punishment.

11. thy land. 58 VL Syr 19 108 omit 'thy'.
20. company, iwlfuKros, cf. <tvhhiktos in i. 16. Note the exaggeration.
21. Bectileth, BaiKTtiXaid. None of the proposed identifications is at all convincing. Apparently it was near N.

Cilicia, about 300 miles from Nineveh—an impossible journey to perform in three days.
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took all his host, his footmen and horsemen and chariots, and went away from thence into the hill

23 country, and destroyed Put and Lud, and spoiled all the children of Rasses, and the children of

24 Ishmael, which were over against the wilderness to the south of the land of the Chellians. And he
went over Euphrates, and went through Mesopotamia, and brake down all the high cities that were

25 upon the river Arbonai, until thou comest to the sea. » And he took possession of the borders of

Cilicia, and slew all that resisted him, and came unto the borders of Japheth, which were toward the

26 south, over against Arabia. And he compassed about all the children of Midian,and set on fire

27 their tents, and spoiled their sheepcotes. And he went down into the plain of Damascus in the days
of wheat harvest, and set on fire all their fields, and utterly destroyed their flocks and herds, and
spoiled their cities, and laid their plains waste, and smote all their young men with the edge of the

sword.
28 And the fear and the dread of him fell upon them that dwelt on the sea coast, upon them that

were in Sidon and Tyre, and them that dwelt in Sur and Ocina, and all that dwelt in Jemnaan ; and
they that dwelt in Azotus and Ascalon feared him exceedingly.

, 2 And they sent unto him messengers with words of peace, saying, Behold, we the servants of

3 Nebuchadnezzar the great king lie before thee : use us as it is pleasing in thy sight. Behold, our

dwellings, and all our country, and all our fields of wheat, and our flocks and herds, and all the

4 sheepcotes of our tents, lie before thy face: use them as it may please thee. Behold, even our cities

and they that dwell in them are thy servants : come and deal with them as it is good in thine eyes.

5 And the men came to Holofernes, and declared unto him according to these words.

6 And he came down toward the sea coast, he and his host, and set garrisons in the high cities, and

7 took out of them chosen men for allies. And they received him, they and all the country round
8 about them, with garlands and dances and timbrels. And he cast down all their borders, and cut

down their groves : and it had been given unto him to destroy all the gods of the land, that all the

nations should worship Nebuchadnezzar only, and that all their, tongues and their tribes should call

9 upon him as god. And he came towards Esdraelon nigh unto Dotaea, which is over against the

10 great ridge of Judaea. And he encamped between Geba and Scythopolis,and he was there a whole
month, that he might gather together all the baggage of his host.

encamped = lJJDJ (for which LXX three times has oTpa.Tontbtvei.v, as here), ' they went a day's journey to their

next camp at B.'

the left hand in Hebr. is the north, cf. Gen. xiv. 15.

23. Put (Pontus ?) and Lud (Lydia?) are often found together in O.T. Probably Put (Phut) does not always

represent the same country, but in any case neither name can be identified with any region bordering on Cilicia.

Rasses is also unknown. Vulg. has Tharsis (= Tarsus in Cilicia), VL Thiras et Rasis, Syr Tiras and Ra'amses.

Chellians, X A, are unknown. B 58 Syr 19 108 read Chaldeans, which cannot be right.

24. As it stands, this verse can only mean that he left Cilicia, re-crossed the Euphrates, and then returned to Cilicia

—a most unlikely proceeding. Or the verse is out of place, since he must have crossed the Euphrates to get to

Cilicia. Evidently the writer had very vague ideas as to the relative positions of Mesopotamia, Cilicia, and the

(Mediterranean) sea.

Arbonai is unknown. N Xtfipuv, B 'A/fycoi-u, Syr Jabbok, VL Beccon, Vulg. Mambre.
25. He now turned south, towards Damascus, and, roughly speaking, in the direction of Arabia, but the meaning

of the ' borders of Japheth ' is obscure.

26. Midian, again an archaism for Arabs in general.

27. wheat harvest would be about the beginning of June. As the expedition started in the first month, the author

has allowed far too little time (Ball), since there is no suggestion that this was the harvest of the next (nineteenth)

year.

28. Sur looks like a dittography of Tvpco ("Yl¥) ; 19 108 have 2oC8 (11V) a misreading of the Hebrew ; X has Tovp;

B has 'Aaaovp, which is clearly out of place. Fritzsche proposes to read Dor, a port near Carmel.
Ocina, unknown. X has 'Appav (= Hamath ?). Ball suggests Accho-Ptolemais, a haven north of Dor ; Judges i. 31.

Jemnaan = Jamnia, Jabne, a well-known city on the south coast of Syria. The author evidently means to give

a list of important towns going from north to south. His geography is more intelligible when he is dealing with

Palestine, which he knew.

III. I. they, i. e. the inhabitants of the non-Jewish towns just mentioned.

8. borders, ra opm, is strange. Fritzsche and Ball think it is a mistranslation of niD^n, 'the high places.'

Holofernes is represented as doing what a Jewish conqueror or reformer would have done, cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 14 (of

Josiah).

as god, hardly an allusion to the title of Q(6s assumed by Antiochus, &c. It is more probably imitated from the

story in Dan. iii.

9. Dotaea, a Greek form of Dothan (= Dothayim). The plain of Jezreel was a suitable place for assembling a large

army.
The ridge, npiav, lit. ' saw ' = sierra, must be the high ground on which Jerusalem stands, over against,

nnivavn, is a vague expression, which may only mean that you can see the ridge from Dothan. Fritzsche (following

Reland) suggests that IIB^D, 'plain,' has been misread as "IICD, 'saw.'

10. Geba, about six miles due south of Dothan (Ball).

Scythopolis (*= Bethshan) is the only purely Greek name occurring in the book. Elsewhere the translator uses

Hebrew or Graecized Hebrew forms.
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4 1 And the children of Israel that dwelt in Judaea heard all that Holofernes the chief captain of

Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians had done to the nations, and after what manner he had
2 spoiled all their temples, and destroyed them utterly. And they were exceedingly afraid before

3 him, and were troubled for Jerusalem, and for the temple of the Lord their God : because they were
newly come up from the captivity, and all the people of Judaea were lately gathered together ; and
the vessels, and the altar, and the house, were sanctified after the profanation.

4 And they sent into every coast of Samaria, and to Konae, and to Bethhoron, and Belmaim, and

5 Jericho, and to Choba, and yEsora, and to the valley of Salem ; and they possessed themselves
beforehand of all the tops of the high mountains, and fortified the villages that were in them, and

6 laid up victual for the provision of war : for their fields were newly reaped. And Joakim the high

priest, which was in those days at Jerusalem, wrote to them that dwelt in Bethulia, and Betomesthaim,

7 which is over against Esdraelon toward the plain that is nigh unto Dothaim, charging them to seize

upon the ascents of the hill country ; because by them was the entrance into Judaea, and it was easy

to stop them from approaching, inasmuch as the approach was narrow, with space for two men at

8 the most. And the children of Israel did as Joakim the high priest had commanded them, and the

senate of all the people of Israel, which dwelt at Jerusalem.

9 And every man of Israel cried to God with great earnestness, and with great earnestness did they

10 humble their souls. They, and their wives, and their babes, and their cattle, and every sojourner

11 and hireling and servant bought with their money, put sackcloth upon their loins. And every man
and woman of Israel, and the little children, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, fell before the temple,

and cast ashes upon their heads, and spread out their sackcloth before the Lord; and they put

12 sackcloth about the altar: and they cried to the God of Israel earnestly with one consent, that he
would not give their babes for a prey, and their wives for a spoil, and the cities of their inheritance

13 to destruction, and the sanctuary to profanation and reproach, for the nations to rejoice at. And
the Lord heard their voice, and looked upon their affliction : and the people continued fasting many

14 days in all Judaea and Jerusalem before the sanctuary of the Lord Almighty. And Joakim the high

priest, and all the priests that stood before the Lord, and they that ministered unto the Lord, had
their loins girt about with sackcloth, and offered the continual burnt offering, and the vows and the

IV. 2. exceedingly, acpoSpa <r(f>68pa = "INC 1ND, a favourite expression with the author.

3. The sanctification after profanation might refer to what is narrated in I Mace. iv. 36, but for the definite state-

ment that the people had just returned from the captivity. In v. 18, too, the temple had been actually destroyed. If

the description here is suggested by the action of Judas Maccabaeus, the author purposely puts it back to the earlier

period (soon after 516 B.C.).

4. Samaria in 516 was bitterly hostile to Judaea, and would not have been consulted. The political situation

represented is imaginary.
Konae. A reads Kaifxas, ' villages ', and so VL.
Belmaim (K Abelmain) is unknown. Syr Abelmeholah.
Choba and jEsora are also unknown, and the valley of Salem.

5. newly reaped, cf. ii. 27. It was still the month of June.

6. The name of the high priest Joakim is no doubt derived from Neh. xii. 26. VL in this chapter and Vulg.
throughout read Eliachim, El- being substituted for Jeho-.

Bethulia, BatTovXova. A BervAova. N here BmrovXia. The question of the historical value of the book turns

largely on this name. As the town is the scene of the main action of the story, many details of its situation are

incidentally mentioned. It can hardly be doubted that the author had in his mind some well-known and important
site, although he may not have described it accurately in all points. No place of the name is known, however, and we
can only suppose that a fictitious name has been adopted for some actual town. Ban-(o)uXoua is now generally explained

as i"nvtt JV2 = ^X JV2 = Bethel = House of God, a name which might suitably be applied to any town which is to

be represented as true to its faith in God, cf. e.g. viii. 20. It cannot, of course, be the historical Bethel, which was
never of sufficient importance. The whole fate of the nation depended upon Bethulia, cf. viii. 21, 24. What place then

is hidden under this assumed name ? It would be natural to think of Jerusalem (|V¥ J"D ri7irU), but this is out of the

question, since in this verse Joakim wrote from Jerusalem to Bethulia. On the whole, Torrey's view (see Introd. § 6)

is most probable, that the author is describing Shechem, even if every detail is not exact. Supposing the story to be

a romance, such exactitude is unnecessary. The importance of the position of Shechem is just what is wanted, while

the antipathy to everything Samaritan affords a sufficient reason for not using the name, cf. on v. 16. For a description

of the site see vi. II, x. 10.

Betomesthaim is unknown. Apparently near Bethulia and Dothan. Torrey suggests that it is a pseudonym for

Samaria, and that it is a corruption of rtSXD rV3, House of outlook, as fnDIC from "IPS?, to watch.

8. senate, ytpovaia = pTtrUD. Its constitution (seventy members and the president* tOBO) no doubt was modelled

on the seventy elders of Exod. xxiv. 1 , &c, but as an official body it probably is not older than the time of the

Maccabees. It certainly did not exist in 516 B.C.

dwelt, eKadj]VTo, rather ' sat ' as a court or deliberative assembly.

13. Jerusalem, &c. N reads 'and those in Jerusalem fell down before . .
.

'

14. continual burnt offering, the TDfl, Num. xxviii. 3.

vows and free gilts, nm^l DHU, as in Num. xxix. 39 and often.
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15 free gifts of the people ; and they had ashes on their mitres : and they cried unto the Lord with all

their power, that he would look upon all the house of Israel for good.

) 1 And it was told Holofernes, the chief captain of the host of Asshur, that the children of Israel had
prepared for war, and had shut up the passages of the hill country, and had fortified all the tops of

2 the high hills, and had laid impediments in the plains : and he was exceeding wroth, and he called

all the princes of Moab, and the captains of Ammon, and all the governors of the sea coast, and he

3 said unto them, Teil me now, ye sons of Canaan, who is this people, that dwelleth in the hill country,

and what are the cities that they inhabit, and what is the multitude of their host, and wherein is

4 their power and their strength, and what king is set over them, to be the leader of their army ; and
why have they turned their backs, that they should not come and meet me, more than all that dwell

in the west.

5 And Achior, the leader of all the children of Ammon, said unto him,

Let my lord now hear a word from the mouth of thy servant, and I will tell thee the truth

concerning this people, which dwelleth in this hill country, nigh unto the place where thou dwellest

:

6 and there shall no lie come out of the mouth of thy servant. This people are descended of the

7 Chaldeans : and they sojourned heretofore in Mesopotamia, because they were not minded to follow

8 the gods of their fathers, which were in the land of the Chaldeans. And they departed from the

way of their parents, and worshipped the God of heaven, the God whom they knew : and they cast

them out from the face of their gods, and they fled into Mesopotamia, and sojourned there many
9 days. And their God commanded them to depart from the place where they sojourned, and to go
into the land of Canaan : and they dwelt there, and were increased with gold and silver, and with

10 exceeding much cattle. And they went down into Egypt, for a famine covered all the land of

Canaan ; and there they sojourned, until they were grown up ; and they became there a great

11 multitude, so that one could not number their nation. And the king of Egypt rose up against them,

and dealt subtilly with them, and brought them low, making them to labour in brick, and made
12 them slaves. And they cried unto their God, and he smote all the land of Egypt with incurable

13 plagues: and the Egyptians cast them out of their sight. And God dried up the Red sea before

14 them, and brought them into the way of Sinai, and Kadesh-Barnea, and they cast out all that dwelt

15 in the wilderness. And they dwelt in the land of the Amorites, and they destroyed by their strength

16 all them of Heshbon, and passing over Jordan they possessed all the hill country. And they cast

out before them the Canaanite, the Perizzite, the Jebusite, and the Shechemite, and all the

17 Girgashites, and they dwelt in that country many days. And whilst they sinned not before their

15. mitres, Exod. xxviii. 40 (A.V. bonnets).

V. 2. Moabites and Ammonites were employed against Judaea by the historical Nebuchadnezzar, see 2 Kings xxiv. 2.

and all the governors of the sea coast, omitted by K. The word for 'governors' is a-arpdnm, a Persian, not

Babylonian, term.

3. A rhetorical question expressing scorn, cf. vi. 2.

Canaan is merely used archaistically for Syria, not (as Ball says) in its correct sense of Phoenicia and the coast.

The name is rarely found in the later O.T. literature, and then only in reference to the early history of Israel (e.g.

Neh. ix. 24). Holofernes, whether he was a Babylonian or a Persian, would not have used it.

5. Achior probably = Ahihud, by confusion of 1 and 1 as in LXX of Num. xxxiv. 27.

this people . . . thou dwellest. tov Xaov . . . nXrjalov aov oIkouvtos probably go together, 'the people dwelling

near thee.' The sentence is very awkward, and one of the two clauses would be better omitted. R.V. seems to me
impossible.

6-8. This is rather the later midrashic development of the story of Abraham (refusing to worship the gods of Terah,

incurring the wrath of Nimrod, and banished) than that contained in Gen. xi. 31-xii. 5, which is followed, e.g. in

Neh. ix. 7-8, Acts vii. 2 f.

6. descended of the Chaldeans, i. e. Abraham came from Ur of the Chaldees.

7. in Mesopotamia, i. e. at Haran.
which were, t'ycvovro, would naturally refer to 'fathers'. 58 VL Syr add epSo^oi, 'which were worshipped,'

making it refer to the gods.

8. God of heaven, cf. Dan. ii. 28, iv. 37, &c, and Sachau, Aramaische Papyrus aus . . . Elephantine, i. 2, &c. The
expression was common in Persian times.

knew, entyvaxTav, perhaps ' whom they had come to know ' or recognized as the only true God in consequence of

a revelation, cf. Acts vii. 2.

9. See Gen. xii. I.

10. grown up, nfxpt* ov burpa^aav. A.V. ' while they were nourished ', which is correct. R.V. seems to mean
' until they increased in number', but that is said in the next clause. Possibly the Hebrew was Vnc "IJJ 'as long as they

lived (or were fed) '. Cf. Gen. 1. 20.

1 1. B reads ' they dealt subtilly with them in (or with) labour (clay N, cf. Exod. i. 14) and brick, and they humbled

them and made ..."
12. The speech of Achior is part of the scheme of the book, to encourage the people in time of trouble by showing

how God has given deliverance formerly when His people were worthy of it. Achior is represented as tending to

a belief in the God of Israel, so that his sudden conversion later on is the less surprising.

out of their sight, anb npoaunov axniav is merely the Hebrew DiTJQPD, 'from them.'

16. Shechem is not named in the list in Joshua xii. It is introduced here out of hostility to the Samaritans.
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18 God, they prospered, because God that hateth iniquity was with them. But when they departed

from the way which he appointed them, they were destroyed in many battles very sore, and were

led captives into a land that was not theirs, and the temple of their God was cast to the ground, and
19 their cities were taken by their adversaries. And now they are returned to their God, and are come

up from the dispersion where they were dispersed, and have possessed Jerusalem, where their

20 sanctuary is, and are seated in the hill country : for it was desolate. And now, my lord and master,

if there is any error in this people, and they sin against their God, we will consider what this thing

21 is wherein they stumble, and we will go up and overcome them. But if there is no lawlessness in

their nation, let my lord now pass by, lest their Lord defend them, and their God be for them, and
we shall be a reproach before all the earth.

22 And it came to pass, when Achior had finished speaking these words, all the people that

compassed the tent and stood round about it murmured ; and the great men of Holofernes, and all

23 that dwelt by the sea side, and in Moab, spake that he should kill him. For, said they, we will not

be afraid of the children of Israel : for, lo, it is a people that hath no power nor might to make the

24 battle strong. Wherefore now we will go up, and they shall be a prey to be devoured of all thine

army, lord Holofernes.

Q i And when the tumult of the men that were about the council was ceased, Holofernes the chief

captain of the host of Asshur said unto Achior and to all the children of Moab before all the people

of the aliens,

2 And who art thou, Achior, and the hirelings of Ephraim, that thou hast prophesied among us

as to-day, and hast said, that we should not make war with the race of Israel, because their God
3 will defend them? And who is God but Nebuchadnezzar? He shall send forth his might, and
shall destroy them from the face of the earth, and their God shall not deliver them : but we his

4 servants shall smite them as one man ; and they shall not sustain the might of our horses. For with

them we shall burn them up, and their mountains shall be drunken with their blood, and their plains

shall be filled with their dead bodies, and their footsteps shall not stand before us, but they shall

surely perish, saith king Nebuchadnezzar, lord of all the earth : for he said, The words that I have

5 spoken shall not be in vain. But thou, Achior, hireling of Ammon., which hast spoken these words
in the day of thine iniquity, shalt see my face no more from this day, until I shall be avenged of the

6 race of those that came out of Egypt. And then shall the sword of mine army, and the multitude

of them that serve me, pass through thy sides, and thou shalt fall among their slain, when I shall

7 return. And my servants shall bring thee back into the hill country, and shall set thee in one of

18. led captives, by (the historical) Nebuchadnezzar in 588. Achior is telling this to a representative of Nebuchad-
nezzar seventy years later

!

temple . . . cast to the ground. It was not merely desecrated as e. g. by Antiochus.

19. are come up (vj?), i.e. about 516.

the dispersion, tiaa-rropii is the common word in Hellenistic times for the Jews scattered in various lands, not
exiles in one place, as here.

20. Rather, 'if there is any fault due to ignorance (rU3B>) . . . and we see that this offence (o-KiiifBaXov) is in them,
then (km) we will go up ... '

21. lawlessness, dvopLa, a breach of the Law, = dyvcrjpa in verse 20.

lest . . . for them, rather 'lest their Lord and their God defend (be a shield over) them'; vmpairniori . . . intp

avTZ>v = tsxbv |3».

and we shall be. ftropeBa is not dependent (incorrectly) on pr\ non, but means ' for then (nai) we shall be ...

'

VI. I. about the council, i.e. were round about forming the council.

and to all the children of Moab is omitted by B, and transferred to the next verse by homoioteleuton, where it

is evidently out of place. For ' Moab ' 19 108, read ' Ammon ', more appropriately, as Achior was an Ammonite.
aliens, d\A6<£vXoi in LXX means Philistines, but here only ' non-Jews '.

2. hirelings, meaning that they were mercenaries in the ' Assyrian' army (Ephraim being then incorrectly used for
' Syrian '), or perhaps that they were bought over by Ephraim, i. e. Israel.

For Ephraim 19 108 read Ammon, and similarly 58 VL Syr.

as to-day. Kada>s arjpfpov is no doubt Di*3 'to-day', ' now '.

3. Cf. 2 Kings xviii. 32-5.

4. burn them up, KaraKavaopfv {"^V^), an unsuitable word. The variants KaTaicXvaoptv and KarcnraTrjo-opev (0]}2) are
evident corrections.

for he said . . . , better 'for he hath spoken (it). The words of his sayings (K 19 108 "of his mouth") shall

not be in vain
'

; cf. verse 9.

6. the multitude of them that serve. Aaos t5>v BtpmrovTOiv passing through his sides is a strange expression.
Fritzsche emends x"Wr, comparing VL and Syr. But it may mean ' cut him in two and march between the parts '

;

or, more probably, it is a mistranslation of """Dy 7^1 '7*11 2~in (for rod Xaov), 'the sword of my army and of my
servants.' So above, i. 6 ftaaikeis.

I shall return, B ' they '.

7. bring thee back, diroKarao-TTjaovo-i a-t used loosely for 'take thee away ' (so Fritzsche), cf. Hos. xi. 12, LXX (not
bring back).
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3, 9 the cities of the ascents : and thou shalt not perish, till thou be destroyed with them. And if thou
hopest in thy heart that they shall not be taken, let not thy countenance fall. I have spoken it, and
none of my words shall fall to the ground.

io And Holofernes commanded his servants, that waited in his tent, to take Achior, and bring him
ii back to Bethulia, and deliver him into the hands of the children of Israel. And his servants took

him, and brought him out of the camp into the plain, and they removed from the midst of the plain

12 country into the hill country, and came unto the fountains that were under Bethulia. And when the

men of the city saw them on the top of the hill, they took up their weapons, and went out of the city

against them to the top of the hill: and every man that used a sling kept them from coming up, and
13 cast stones against them. And they gat them privily under the hill, and bound Achior, and cast him
14 down, and left him at the foot of the hill, and went away unto their lord. But the children of Israel

descended from their city, and came upon him, and loosed him, and led him away into Bethulia, and
I., presented him to the rulers of their city ; which were in those days Ozias the son of Micah, of the

16 tribe of Simeon, and Chabris the son of Gothoniel, and Charmis the son of Melchiel. And they
called together all the elders of the city ; and all their young men ran together, and their women,
to the assembly ; and they set Achior in the midst of all their people. And Ozias asked him of that

17 which had happened : and he answered and declared unto them the words of the council of Holofernes,

and all the words that he had spoken in the midst of the princes of the children of Asshur, and all

18 the great words that Holofernes had spoken against the house of Israel. And the people fell down
19 and worshipped God, and cried, saying, O Lord God of heaven, behold their arrogance, and pity the

20 low estate of our race, and look upon the face of those that are sanctified unto thee this day. And
21 they comforted Achior, and praised him exceedingly. And Ozias took him out of the assembly into

his house, and made a feast to the elders ; and they called on the God of Israel for help all that

night.

7 1 But the next day Holofernes gave command to all his army, and to all his people which were

come to be his allies, that they should remove their camp toward Bethulia, and take aforehand the

2 ascents of the hill country, and make war against the children of Israel. And every mighty man of

them removed that day, and the host of their men of war was a hundred and seventy thousand

footmen, and twelve thousand horsemen, beside the baggage, and the men that were afoot among
3 them, an exceeding great multitude. And they encamped in the valley near unto Bethulia, by the

fountain, and they spread themselves in breadth over Dothaim even to Belmaim, and in length from

Bethulia unto Cyamon, which is over against Esdraelon.

4 But the children of Israel, when they saw the multitude of them, were troubled exceedingly, and
said every one to his neighbour, Now shall these men lick up the face of all the earth ; and neither

5 the high mountains, nor the valleys, nor the hills, shall be able to bear their weight. And every man
took up his weapons of war, and when they had kindled fires upon their towers, they remained and
watched all that night.

6 But on the second day Holofernes led out all his horse in the sight of the children of Israel which

7 were in Bethulia, and viewed the ascents to their city, and searched out the fountains of the waters,

ascents, i. e. the hill-country of the enemy.
8. with them, i. e. the cities.

9. Meaning ' if you really believe what you have just said, you need not look dismayed as you do '.

10. bring him back, see verse 7.

Bethulia, BervXovd B, ButTovXoud X. Note that it was on a hill, and there were springs just below it (v. 1 1 and vii. 12).

12. on the top of the hill, though read by the chief MSS., is due to homoioteleuton from the line below. It is

omitted by 58 VL Syr.

13. cast . . . and left, better 'left him lying'.

15. The forms of the names vary very much in the MSS.
Micah, XeLfxd A : of the tribe of Simeon, as Judith was, ix. 2.

Charmis, XaXptis A.
Melchiel, SeXX^ N*.

19. those that are sanctified ... i.e. 'thy holy nation', T'tt'Tpp, which Syr seems to have taken as "iKHijt?, 'thy

sanctuary.'

20. VL adds, ' saying, As it shall please God (to do) concerning us, (so) shall it be also with thee.'

21. feast, ttutov = nnCD.

VII. 2. the host . . . properly ' their host of warriors '.

170,000. N* has 8,000, corrected to 120,000.

baggage and, B has 'baggage of.

3. The fountain was below the city, cf. vi. II.

Belmaim, X Abelmaim, cf. iv. 4.

Cyamon, Syr Kadmun, VL Chelmona, is unknown.
5. when . . . towers, omitted by N* and added by the corrector.
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and seized upon them, and set garrisons of men of war over them, and himself departed to his

people.

8 And there came unto him all the rulers ot the children of Esau, and all the leaders of the people

o of Moab, and the captains of the sea coast, and said, Let our lord now hear a word, that there be not

10 an overthrow in thy host. For this people of the children of Israel do not trust in their spears, but

in the height of the mountains wherein they dwell, for it is not easy to come up to the tops of their

11 mountains. And now, my lord, fight not against them as men fight who join battle, and there shall

12 not so much as one man of thy people perish. Remain in thy camp, and keep safe every man of thy

host, and let thy servants get possession of the fountain of water, which issueth forth of the foot of

13 the mountain : because all the inhabitants of Bethulia have their water thence ; and thirst shall kill

them, and they shall give up their city: and we and our people will go up to the tops of the

mountains that are near, and will encamp upon them, to watch that not one man go out of the city.

14 And they shall be consumed with famine, they and their wives and their children, and before the

15 sword come against them they shall be laid low in the streets where they dwell. And thou shalt

render them an evil reward ; because they rebelled, and met not thy face in peace.

16 And their words were pleasing in the sight of Holofernes and in the sight of all his servants ; and

17 he appointed to do as they had spoken. And the army of the children of Ammon removed, and with

them five thousand of the children of Asshur, and they encamped in the valley, and seized upon the

18 waters and the fountains of the waters of the children of Israel. And the children of Esau went up
with the children of Ammon, and encamped in the hill country over against Dothaim : and they

sent some of them toward the south, and toward the east, over against Ekrebel, which is near unto

Chusi, that is upon the brook Mochmur ; and the rest of the army of the Assyrians encamped in the

plain, and covered all the face of the land ; and their tents and baggage were pitched upon it in

a great crowd, and they were an exceeding great multitude.

19 And the children of Israel cried unto the Lord their God, for their spirit fainted ; for all their

enemies had compassed them round about, and there was no way to escape out from among them.

20 And all the army of Asshur remained about them, their footmen and their chariots and their horse-

21 men, four and thirty days ; and all their vessels of water failed all the inhabitants of Bethulia. And
the cisterns were emptied, and they had not water to drink their fill for one day : for they gave them

22 drink by measure. And their young children were out of heart, and the women and the young men
fainted for thirst, and they fell down in the streets of the city, and in the passages of the gates, and

23 there was no longer any strength in them. And all the people were gathered together against Ozias,

and against the rulers of the city, the young men and the women and the children, and they cried

with a loud voice, and said before all the elders,

24 God be judge between you and us: because ye have done us great wrong, in that ye have not

25 spoken words of peace with the children of Asshur. And now we have no helper: but God hath
sold us into their hands, that we should be laid low before them with thirst and great destruction.

26 And now call them unto you, and deliver up the whole city for a prey to the people of Holofernes,

27 and to all his host. For it is better for us to be made a spoil unto them : for we shall be servants,

and our souls shall live, and we shall not see the death of our babes before our eyes, and our wives

28 and our children fainting in death. We take to witness against you the heaven and the earth, and
our God and the Lord of our fathers, which punisheth us according to our sins and the sins of our
fathers, that he do not according as we have said this day.

7. to his people, i. e. went back to the main body of his army.
8. Esau, archaistic.

10. wherein they dwell, ev ofs avrol (voikovviv iv mVoZs-, a Hebraism.
11. as . . . battle, napc'im^is is battle-array; ' as a war is conducted in the field.'

13. to watch . . . , properly ' as an outpost, so that no one shall ..."
17. Ammon, 19 108 VL Syr Moab. The same variant in vi. 1.

waters (i. e. reservoirs) and springs.

18. Ekrebel in A: the rest have Egrebel : probably Akraba, about ten miles south-east of Nablus or Shechem
Ball and Torrey.

Chusi in A : the rest and VL, Chus : mod. Ouzeh, five or six miles south of Nablus (Torrey).
Mochmur, omitted by A : mod. Makhueh, south of Nablus (Torrey).
in a great crowd, perhaps 'among a great throng of camp-followers ' (Ball).

20. four and thirty days. 19 108 have fourteen days and a month ; VL Syr four days and two months ; Vulg.
twenty days. The long siege by this large army is meant to emphasize the importance of Bethulia.

vessels, ayycla, in which water was stored in private houses.
28. witness, cf. Deut. iv. 26.

Lord of our fathers is only used to vary the phrase, which is a translation of UVIUK TvNl i;\~6x.

that he do not . . . ought to mean 'we urge you (to take steps) that he do not . .
.' If the text is correct, the

subject of 7roii)o-/y must be either God cr Holofernes. The former is better, since they recommend surrendering to
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29 And there was great weeping of all with one consent in the midst of the assembly ; and they cried

30 unto the Lord God with a loud voice. And Ozias said to them, Brethren, be of good courage, let

us yet endure five days, in the which space the Lord our God shall turn his mercy toward us ; for

31 he will not forsake us utterly. But if these days pass, and there come no help unto us, I will do
32 according to your words. And he dispersed the people, every man to his own camp ; and they went

away unto the walls and towers of their city ; and he sent the women and children into their houses

:

and they were brought very low in the city.

8 1 And in those days Judith heard thereof, the daughter of Merari, the son of Ox, the son of Joseph,
the son of Oziel, the son of Elkiah, the son of Ananias, the son of Gideon, the son of Raphaim, the

son of Ahitub, the son of Elihu, the son of Eliab, the son of Nathanael, the son of Salamiel, the son

2 of Salasadai, the son of Israel. And her husband was Manasses, of her tribe and of her family, and

3 he died in the days of barley harvest. For he stood over them that bound sheaves in the field, and
the heat came upon his head, and he fell on his bed, and died in his city Bethulia : and they buried

4 him with his fathers in the field which is between Dothaim and Balamon. And Judith was a widow
5 in her house three years and four months. And she made her a tent upon the roof of her house,

6 and put on sackcloth upon her loins ; and the garments of her widowhood were upon her. And she

fasted all the days of her widowhood, save the eves of the sabbaths, and the sabbaths, and the eves

7 of the new moons, and the new moons, and the feasts and joyful days of the house of Israel. And
she was of a goodly countenance, and exceeding beautiful to behold : and her husband Manasses
had left her gold, and silver, and menservants, and maidservants, and cattle, and lands ; and she

8 remained upon them. And there was none that gave her an evil word ; for she feared God
exceedingly.

9 And she heard the evil words of the people against the governor, because they fainted for lack of

water ; and Judith heard all the words that Ozias spake unto them, how he sware to them that he

10 would deliver the city unto the Assyrians after five days. And she sent her maid, that was over all

11 things that she had, to call Ozias and Chabris and Charmis, the elders of her city. And they came
unto her, and she said unto them,
Hear me now, O ye rulers of the inhabitants of Bethulia : for your word that ye have spoken

before the people this day is not right, and ye have set the oath which ye have pronounced between
God and you, and have promised to deliver the city to our enemies, unless within these days the

Holofernes and in verse 31 Ozias promises to do so. ' That he do not . . .' then means ' that he let us not die of thirst '.

But X omits rf, and VL reads ut faciatis (Vulg. 'ut tradatis civitatem,' &c), which suggests a reading Iva not^a-TjTe,

1 that^ do as we say,' i.e. surrender, cf. verse 31.

32. every man. The Greek requires eieao-Tov, as in 58 VL Syr.

camp. TTape^oXijV is rather ' station ' or ' post ' of duty in guarding the walls, as shown by the next clause ; cf. vii. 7

(garrisons).

he sent, ' they sent,' arreartiKav, is the common reading.-

VIII. 1. heard. 58 VL Syr have ' was living in the city '.

If the genealogy is fictitious, it is strangely elaborate. The names are corrupt, and we have no means of checking

them.
Ox, which is not a Hebrew name, may be for Uz (19 Oz) or Uzzi (VL Ozi).

son of Ananias . . . Ahitub, omitted by B.

Raphaim (cf. Gen. xiv. 5) cannot be right. Ball suggests Raphaiah or Raphael.

For Ahitub (X 19 108 VL Syr) A has Akitho.
After Elihu X B add vl<w XeA<c(f)iW.

Eliab, X ENAB, VL Enar.
Salamiel, X Samamiel.
Salasadai, X Sarisadai ^"ItJ^Hb?), B Sarasadai.

3. Cf. 2 Kings iv. 18 f.

4. i. e. she had been a widow three years and four months up to the date of the siege.

6. save the eves of the sabbaths, VL ' praeter cenam puram '.

The observance of eves as well as the festivals was in accordance with the later Talmudic rule.

joyful days, xaPfi0lfv i's>''- We should expect a word answering to DHyiO, the general term for festivals, since

e'oprat are D^n, the three great feasts. 58 adds «u nvrmotrvvw, VL ' et memoriae ', and so Syr.

7. 58 VL Syr have '. . . countenance and wise in heart and good in understanding (cf. xi. 23), and she was

(exceedingly) rich, for her husband . .
.

'

After Manasses VL adds his genealogy, copied from verse I.

remained, Uivbv n3B", she made her home on the property. Cf. Sayce and Cowley, Aramaic Papyri C 5, 6

jnrux Dj? «a an ... "]t xpnx.
8. gave her an evil word, i. e. slandered her.

9. how he sware. 58 Syr ' how he hearkened (i. e. gave way) and sware '. So VL.

10. maid, afipav, said to be a foreign word: possibly from the root "13n, and so 'companion': but she was a

slave (xvi. 23). Ozias is omitted by X A B.
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12 Lord turn to help you. And now who are ye that have tempted God this day, and stand instead of

13 God among the children of men? And now try the Lord Almighty, and ye shall never know
14 anything. For ye shall not find the depth of the heart of man, and ye shall not perceive the things

that he thinketh : and how shall ye search out God, which hath made all these things, and know his

mind, and comprehend his purpose ? Nay, my brethren, provoke not the Lord our God to anger.

13 For if he be not minded to help us within these five days, he hath power to defend us in such time

16 as he will, or to destroy us before the face of our enemies. But do not ye pledge the counsels of

the Lord our God : for God is not as man, that he should be threatened ; neither as the son of man,

17 that he should be turned by intreaty. Wherefore let us wait for the salvation that cometh from

18 him, and call upon him to help us, and he will hear our voice, if it please him. For there arose none
in our age, neither is there any of us to-day, tribe, or kindred, or family, or city, which worship gods

19 made with hands, as it was in the former days ; for the which cause our fathers were given to the

20 sword, and for a spoil, and fell with a great fall before our enemies. But we know none other god
21 beside him, wherefore we hope that he will not despise us, nor any of our race. For if we be taken

so, all Judaea shall sit upon the ground, and our sanctuary shall be spoiled ; and of our blood shall

22 he require the profanation thereof. And the slaughter of our brethren, and the captivity of the land,

and the desolation of our inheritance, shall he turn upon our heads among the Gentiles, wheresoever

we shall be in bondage ; and we shall be an offence and a reproach before them that take us for

23 a possession. For our bondage shall not be ordered to favour: but the Lord our God shall turn it

24 to dishonour. And now, brethren, let us shew an example to our brethren, because their soul

25 hangeth upon us, and the sanctuary and the house and the altar rest upon us. Besides all this let

26 us give thanks to the Lord our God, which trieth us, even as he did our fathers also. Remember
all the things which he did to Abraham, and all the things in which he tried Isaac, and all the things

which happened to Jacob in Mesopotamia of Syria, when he kept the sheep of Laban his mother's

27 brother. For he hath not tried us in the fire, as he did them, to search out their hearts, neither hath
he taken vengeance on us ; but the Lord doth scourge them that come near unto him, to admonish
them.

28 And Ozias said to her, All that thou hast spoken hast thou spoken with a good heart, and there

29 is none that shall gainsay thy words. For this is not the first day wherein thy wisdom is manifested
;

but from the beginning of thy days all the people have known thine understanding, because the

30 disposition of thy heart is good. But the people were exceeding thirsty, and compelled us to do as

31 we spake to them, and to bring an oath upon ourselves, which we will not break. And now pray
thou for us, because thou art a godly woman, and the Lord shall send us rain to fill our cisterns, and

32 we shall faint no more. And Judith said unto them, Hear me, and I will do a thing, which shall go

33 down to all generations among the children of our race. Ye shall stand at the gate this night, and
I will go forth with my maid : and, within the days after which ye said that ye would deliver the

12. instead of God. vntp tov dtoi. Ball renders ' above God ', but the meaning is probably as in R.V. VL has
pro Deo, ' as God ', and similarly Syr.

13. 58 VL Syr have <a\ vow <vpiov . . . k<u ovdtls yvaxTtrai. Probably f^eraffTf is indicative 'ye are trying' (or

tempting). Cf. Job xi. 7, and I Cor. ii. II, 16, which is not a quotation.

14. 58 VL Syr have ' the depth . . . shall not be found ', and diaXoyiapovs for Xoyovr.

15. For . . . days, omitted by 58.

Syr has ' and to destroy our enemies before us '.

16. Cf. Num. xxiii. 19 (LXX), where binpr^drivaL (to be undecided) is used, as here by 19 23 44 55 al. R.V. ' turned
by intreaty' is dinirrjdrivai, the common reading.

17. voice. 19 23 44 55 al. dcrjo-uos, ' petition ', as in ix. 12.

18. age. en rais ytvtals r]p.a>v = WflVTfTO, i. e. within living memory, which might be true of the time after the exile.

18-20. This is the chief lesson of the book.
20. we know . . . rjpus . . . ova iirtyvZoptv, ' we (emphatic) have never recognized any . .

.' 58 VL insert {olb')

dn-oor^o-et to trcoTijpioj/ Tkeos avroii, ' nee auferet salvationem et misericordiam suam a nobis et a . .
.'

21. all Judaea shall sit . . . KaOrjo-erat. 19 23 44 64 al. KXt&jererai, Others KXrjdqarfrat. 58 VL Syr \r)(pdf]o-erax.

Fritzsche conjectures Kav6qo-(Tat and Thilo TravOrjatTat. But probably ' sit ' is right, and some word for ' solitary ' has

dropped out. Cf. TQ n3K", Lam. i. 1.

of our blood is the reading of the MSS., but the expression is unusual, and seems to be due to a mistranslation.

Fritzsche reads aTo/xaros (without MS. authority) which is no better. The meaning is
; he will punish us for its

profanation '.

22. turn upon our heads, i.e. punish us for it, cf. Judges ix. 57 (Ball).

23. to favour, as in the case of Jehoiachin, 2 Kings xxv. 27 ff. (Ball).

24. rest upon us. Note the importance of Bethulia. It was the key of the whole situation.

27. scourge, cf. Heb. xii. 6. This verse is quoted by Clement of Alexandria, Strom, ii. 447.
31. 58 VL Syr have ' for us and God shall speedily hear us, because '.

godly, evo-f^Tjs
; 58 Syr dtoatPqs (as in xi. 17), VL sancta.

32. 58 VL Syr ' a thing of wisdom '.

33. 58 VL Syr add ' as I trust ' at the end.
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34 city to our enemies, the Lord shall visit Israel by my hand. But ye shall not inquire of mine act

:

35 for I will not declare it unto you, till the things be finished that I do. And Ozias and the rulers

said unto her, Go in peace, and the Lord God be before thee, to take vengeance on our enemies.
36 And they returned from the tent, and went to their stations.

9 1 But Judith fell upon her face, and put ashes upon her head, and uncovered the sackcloth where-
with she was clothed ; and the incense of that evening was now being offered at Jerusalem in the

house of God, and Judith cried unto the Lord with a loud voice, and said,

2 O Lord God of my father Simeon, into whose hand thou gavest a sword to take vengeance of the

strangers, who loosened the girdle of a virgin to defile her, and uncovered the thigh to her shame,
3 and profaned the womb to her reproach ; for thou saidst, It shall not be so ; and they did so :

wherefore thou gavest their rulers to be slain, and their bed, which was ashamed for her that was
deceived, to be dyed in blood, and smotest the servants with their lords, and the lords upon their

4 thrones ; and gavest their wives for a prey, and their daughters to be captives, and all their spoils

to be divided among thy dear children ; which were moved with zeal for thee, and abhorred the

pollution of their blood, and called upon thee for aid : O God, O my God, hear me also that am a

5 widow. For thou wroughtest the things that were before those things, and those things, and such
as ensued after ; and thou didst devise the things which are now, and the things which are to come

:

6 and the things which thou didst devise came to pass
;
yea, the things which thou didst determine

stood before thee, and said, Lo, we are here: for all thy ways are prepared, and thy judgement is

7 with foreknowledge. For, behold, the Assyrians are multiplied in their power ; they are exalted

with horse and rider ; they have gloried in the strength of their footmen ; they have trusted in

shield and spear and bow and sling ; and they know not that thou art the Lord that breaketh the

8 battles : the Lord is thy name. Dash thou down their strength in thy power, and bring down their

force in thy wrath : for they have purposed to profane thy sanctuary, and to defile the tabernacle

9 where thy glorious name resteth, and to cast down with the sword the horn of thine altar. Look
upon their pride, and send thy wrath upon their heads : give into my hand, which am a widow, the

10 might that I have conceived. Smite by the deceit of my lips the servant with the prince, and the

1

1

prince with his servant : break down their stateliness by the hand of a woman. For thy power
standeth not in multitude, nor thy might in strong men : but thou art a God of the afflicted, thou

36. 58 VL ' returned and went down from the tent ', which was on the roof of her house (viii. 5).

IX. I. uncovered, i.e. rent the mantle which she wore over it, so 58 VL Syr, or took off her mantle.

2. Referring to Gen. xxxiv. 25.

girdle, pirpav, is Grotius's emendation for firjrpav (as all MSS.). But ' to loose the girdle ' is not a Hebrew expression

in this sense, and hitpa is used elsewhere in this book for head-dress, not girdle. Auetv pqTpav, if it is for Dm nns,

is quite unsuitable here. The verse is evidently corrupt, as the second fiyrpav shows (which 248 has changed to

irapB(viav). We should expect in Hebrew rpirQ Jiny rV?3
t Can nny have been misread THOV and translated /wYpa?

The result would be sufficiently unintelligible to lead to corrections in the Greek.
It shall not be so, as LXX in Gen. xxxiv. 7.

3. bed . . . blood. The text is difficult, and must be corrupt. B has >} gdecraro Vf/v andrr^v airmv dnaTr)6a.tmv,

apparently meaning ' which was ashamed of their deceit (wherewith they had deceived)'. A and X* omit dnaTrjv, and
so R.V. Fritzsche omits dnaT^e'iaav. 58 has ibil-aTo rrjv dyanrjde'iaav (and similarly VL Syr) which must be a
conjectural emendation. For rj^eaaro Fritzsche conjectures rjSuvaTo, Ball fjorjaaTo, 248 has TjpSevcraTo, others qSeuo-nro,

&c. None of these is an improvement on the ordinary reading, and some are impossible. The parallelism requires

the whole relative clause to be omitted. Read ' thou gavest their rulers to slaughter and their bed to blood '.

with, iit't = ?V, and so the second iiri perhaps = ' with their thrones ', cf. verse 10.

5. those things, and. intiva nai is very clumsy. K omits urn. A omits rd. Syr has 'the middle things'. We
should expect the Hebrew to be nvnnKI nTOimp iy&]}

}
for which there may have been a variant 'fTKfl ."6ni 'pn 'j?

giving rise to the existing Greek. The present things are mentioned in the next sentence.

devise (1) is dievorjdrjs, ' intend '.

devise (2) is evevofjStjs, rOBTl, ' thou hadst in mind'. Cf. Sir. xxxix. 30 and Midrash Ber. R. § 3, where creation is

said to originate POBTIOS.

6. judgement. A has 'judgements'. 58 VL Syr ai ktuths.

7. breaketh . . . name, from Exod. xv. 3 LXX.
8. in thy power, rather ' by ', iv = 3 as frequently.

58 VL Syr have 'dash down their strength, oh Eternal (alane), break their multitude by thy power, smite

(iruTu£ov for K.dra£ov) their force . . .' X has a-vvpa^ov, which may be the original reading for <rv pd£ov.

tabernacle ... Cf. Deut. xii. 1 1 and frequently.

9. the might . . . i. e. strength to do what I have conceived.

10. deceit. Vulg. read dydnrjs for dndrt^i, as in ix. 3. ' Lips of deceit' is a Hebraism "tpK> TID&', cf. Ps. cxx. 2.

With this clause cf. ix. 3.

stateliness, dvda-Ttpa, a form also found in xii. 8 in some MSS. A has dv.iarrjpa.

by the hand of a woman. She was thinking of Jael, cf. Judges ix. 54.

11. might. 58 VL Syr have 8601s 'gift', N Sf£iu.
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art a helper of the oppressed, an upholder of the weak, a protector of the forlorn, a saviour of them
12 that are without hope. Yea, yea, God of my father, and God of the inheritance of Israel, Lord of

the heavens and of the earth, Creator of the waters, King of every creature, hear thou my prayer

:

13 and make my speech and deceit to be their wound and stripe, who have purposed hard things against

thy covenant, and thy hallowed house, and the top of Sion, and the house of the possession of thy
14 children. And make every nation and tribe of thine to know that thou art God, the God of all

power and might, and that there is none other that protecteth the race of Israel but thou.

10 1 And it came to pass, when she had ceased to cry unto the God of Israel, and had made an end of

2 all these words, that she rose up where she had fallen down, and called her maid, and went down
3 into the house, in the which she was wont to abide on the sabbath days and on her feast days, and
pulled off the sackcloth which she had put on, and put off the garments of her widowhood, and
washed her body all over with water, and anointed herself with rich ointment, and braided the hair

of her head, and put a tire upon it, and put on her garments of gladness, wherewith she was wont
4 to be clad in the days of the life of Manasses her husband. And she took sandals for her feet, and
put her chains about her, and her bracelets, and her rings, and her earrings, and all her ornaments,

5 and decked herself bravely, to beguile the eyes of all men that should see her. And she gave her
maid a leathern bottle of wine, and a cruse of oil, and filled a bag with parched corn and lumps of

figs and fine bread ; and she packed all her vessels together, and laid them upon her.

6 And they went forth to the gate of the city of Bethulia, and found standing thereby Ozias, and
7 the elders of the city, Chabris and Charmis. But when they saw her, that her countenance was
altered, and her apparel was changed, they wondered at her beauty very exceedingly, and said unto

8 her, The God of our fathers give thee favour, and accomplish thy purposes to the glory of the

9 children of Israel, and to the exaltation of Jerusalem. And she worshipped God, and said unto
them, Command that they open unto me the gate of the city, and I will go forth to accomplish the

10 things whereof ye spake with me. And they commanded the young men to open unto her, as she
had spoken : and they did so.

And Judith went out, she, and her handmaid with her ; and the men of the city looked after her,

until she was gone down the mountain, until she had passed the valley, and they could see her no
11, 12 more. And they went straight onward in the valley: and the watch of the Assyrians met her; and

they took her, and asked her, Of what people art thou ? and whence comest thou ? and whither goest
thou ? And she said, I am a daughter of the Hebrews, and I flee away from their presence ; because

13 they are about to be given you to be consumed: and I am coming into the presence of Holofernes
the chief captain of your host, to declare words of truth ; and I will shew before him a way, whereby
he shall go, and win all the hill country, and there shall not be lacking of his men one person, nor

oppressed, {'Xcittovcov, is right (not as R.V. margin) = those who are inferior to others, i.e. overcome by them.
58 VL Syr have 'saviour of the forlorn ', omitting aKcrvao-rrjs dTrrj\Tno-fj.evajv.

12. of every creature, nda-rjs nrlaeoos aov = "JJWQ 73 ' all (thy) creation ', a common expression in late Hebrew.
13. against thy covenant. Ball eft. Dan. xi. 28, and suggests that this is an indication of Maccabean times, but

the indication is too slight to be pressed.

top, i. e. mount, unusual with Sion.

14. every nation ... of thine, N B eVt nav to tdvos o-ov, A eVt nnvros edvovs o-ov. 58 ' every nation of every tribe to
know thee '. VL also omits aov. The meaning is (as Syr) ' make thy whole nation (Israel) and every (foreign) tribe
to know ', not as R.V.

X. Ball rightly points out that x. i-xi. 5 is modelled on the Greek Esther v. 1-15.
2. maid, afipav, as in viii. 10 and in the parallel passage in Esther.
house. She lived usually in a tent on the roof", but went down into the house for festivals.

3. braided, &Wa£e, properly 'arranged'. Syr 'anointed'. VL (cod. Corb.) and Vulg. discriminavit', 'she parted
it.' X 8ii£ave. 19 108 8u£r)varo = VL pectinavit, ' she combed it out.'

tire, is filrpa, cf. above on ix. 2.

4. sandals would not have been worn during her mourning.
chains, x^iowas, following sandals, are probably ' anklets ', as VL.
decked herself. Vulg. adds that her beauty was miraculously increased because of her virtuous object.
to beguile, eis dndrrjaiv. A B awavrrjenv, to meet.

5. lumps of figs, rraXdOns. X om. Syr has plural.

After bread 19 108 add ' cheese', and so 58 VL Syr.
It is in accordance with Judith's pious observance of the Law that she should make these careful preparations to

ensure having clean {kosher) food while away from home. The vessels were for such cooking as might be necessary.
Gentile vessels would be or might be unclean.

8. give thee favour, h<Li) ae «y x^Plv- A Hebrew expression = make thee to be favoured. 58 VL Syr have fi^
aot xapiv.

10. Bethulia was on a mountain and was approached by a valley. The outposts (npo<pv\aK.I)) of the enemy were at
the other end of the valley.

12. Hebrews. Correctly used to distinguish them from foreigners, to whom she was speaking.

13. lacking, &uxpa>vr
t
(rei, a late Greek use of the word. In 1 Sam. xxx. 19 it renders T1J?3. The end of the verse

would be strange, even in Hebrew. It means ' no one shall be taken prisoner or killed '.
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14 one life. Now when the men heard her words, and considered her countenance, the beauty thereof

15 was exceeding marvellous in their eyes, and they said unto her, Thou hast saved thy life, in that
thou hast hasted to come down to the presence of our lord : and now come to his tent, and some of

16 us shall conduct thee, until they shall deliver thee into his hands. But when thou standest before
him, be not afraid in thine heart, but declare unto him according to thy words ; and he shall entreat

17 thee well. And they chose out of them a hundred men, and appointed them to accompany her and
her maid ; and they brought them to the tent of Holofernes.

18 And there was a concourse throughout all the camp, for her coming was noised among the tents;

and they came and compassed her about, as she stood without the tent of Holofernes, until they told

19 him of her. And they marvelled at her beauty, and marvelled at the children of Israel because of

her, and each one said to his neighbour, Who shall despise this people, that have among them such
women ? for it is not good that one man of them be left, seeing that, if they are let go, they shall be

20 able to deceive the whole earth. And they that lay near Holofernes, and all his servants, went forth

21 and brought her into the tent. And Holofernes was resting upon his bed under the canopy, which
22 was woven with purple and gold and emeralds and precious stones. And they told him of her ; and

23 he came forth into the space before his tent, with silver lamps going before him. But when Judith
was come before him and his servants, they all marvelled at the beauty of her countenance ; and
she fell down upon her face, and did reverence unto him : and his servants raised her up.

11 1 And Holofernes said unto her, Woman, be of good comfort, fear not in thy heart : for I never
2 hurt any that hath chosen to serve Nebuchadnezzar, the king of all the earth. And now, if thy
people that dwelleth in the hill country had not set light by me, I would not have lifted up my spear

3 against them : but they have done these things to themselves. And now tell me wherefore thou
didst flee from them, and earnest unto us: for thou art come to save thyself; be of good comfort,

4 thou shalt live this night, and hereafter : for there is none that shall wrong thee, but all shall entreat

5 thee well, as is done unto the servants of king Nebuchadnezzar my lord. And Judith said unto him,

Receive the words of thy servant, and let thy handmaid speak in thy presence, and I will declare

6 no lie unto my lord this night. And if thou shalt follow the words of thy handmaid, God shall bring

7 the thing to pass perfectly with thee ; and my lord shall not fail of his purposes. As Nebuchadnezzar
king of all the earth liveth, and as his power liveth, who hath sent thee for the preservation of every

living thing, not only do men serve him by thee, but also the beasts of the field and the cattle apd
the birds of the heaven shall live through thy strength, in the time of Nebuchadnezzar and of all his

8 house. For we have heard of thy wisdom and the subtil devices of thy soul, and it hath been
reported in all the earth, that thou only art brave in all the kingdom, and mighty in knowledge, and

9 wonderful in feats of war. And now as concerning the matter, which Achior did speak in thy

council, we have heard his words : for the men of Bethulia saved him, and he declared unto them
10 all that he had spoken before thee. Wherefore, O lord and master, neglect not his word ; but lay

it up in thy heart, for it is true : for our race shall not be punished, neither shall the sword prevail

14. The two halves of the verse are connected by nai. Perhaps the Hebrew original should be translated ' and noted

her countenance, that (or for) it was very wonderful in beauty to look at (Dn^J??), then they said . .
.'

16. when, properly 'if, i. e. if you are fortunate enough to be admitted.

17. appointed them to accompany, nap((evi;ai>, lit. 'they yoked (them) alongside'.

18. Better ' until they had told him', i. e. she stood outside while some one went in and told him. The whole account
is very vivid.

19. because of her, an avrr)s, properly '(judging) from her'. 58 VL Syr 'they wondered at her beauty and
received her words because they were very good, and marvelled . .

.'

deceive, Karao-cxpiaaadtu, i. e. beguile with the beauty of their women.
20. that lay near. 58 napeSpeCoirts, ' that were in attendance,' and so VL Syr.

21. under (prop. ' in') the canopy, which probably means the mosquito net.

22. 58 VL Syr ' very many silver lamps going before him, and they brought her in to him \

23. was come. 58 VL Syr 'stood ' more probably represents the Hebrew.

XI. 4. The construction is awkward. Lit. 'there is none who shall harm thee but shall entreat . . .' i.e. we (ora\\)

will entreat. 19 44 al. VL Syr nostra).

6. Ball suggests that the phrase ' God shall bring the thing to pass ' is intentionally ambiguous, but the concluding

words are against this. On the morality of Judith's device see Introduction.

7. Not very clear. At the end B has (rjcrovTai Nn/3. kuI ndvra t'ov oikov gvtov, which will not translate. The other

MSS. have tVi N. nal wdma . . . , of which the meaning is not evident. R.V. follows Fritzsche's emendation navrdt, &c,
which may be the sense but has no MS. authority. VL has ' per virtutem tuam sciet N. et omnis domus eius '. Syr
'shall know (acknowledge) N. through thy strength'. Cf. Jer. xxvii. 6.

8. brave, dyades, rather 'a good general'. He was dpxt-vrpdTrjyos, ii. 4.

feats, o-TpaTtvpao-i, perhaps ' campaigns '.

9. as . . . matter, \6yos is a nominativus pendens. 58 VL Syr ' and now, my lord, the word which A. spake

'

(ou eXdXria-f \6yoi> A.). At the end 19 108 add 'and all thy words'. 58 omits 'before thee', and ' lord and master' in

verse 10.
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11 against them, except they sin against their God. And now, that my lord be not defeated and

frustrate of his purpose, and that death may fall upon them, their sin hath overtaken them, where-

12 with they shall provoke their God to anger, whensoever they shall do wickedness. Since their

victuals failed them, and all their water was scant, they took counsel to lay hands upon their cattle,

and determined to consume all those things, which God charged them by his laws that they should

13 not eat: and they are resolved to spend the firstfruits of the corn, and the tenths of the wine and

the oil, which they had sanctified, and reserved for the priests that stand before the face of our God
in Jerusalem ; the which things it is not fitting for any of the people so much as to touch with their

14 hands. And they have sent some to Jerusalem, because they also that dwell there have done this

15 thing, to bring them a licence from the senate. And it shall be, when one shall bring them word,

16 and they shall do it, they shall be given thee to be destroyed the same day. Wherefore I thy

servant, knowing all this, fled away from their presence ; and God sent me to work things with thee,

17 whereat all the earth shall be astonished, even as many as shall hear it. For thy servant is religious,

and serveth the God of heaven day and night : and now, my lord, I will abide with thee, and thy

servant will go forth by night into the valley, and I will pray unto God, and he shall tell me when
18 they have committed their sins : and I will come and shew it also unto thee; and thou shalt go forth

19 with all thy host, and there shall be none of them that shall resist thee. And I will lead thee

through the midst of Judaea, until thou comest over against Jerusalem ; and I will set thy seat in

the midst thereof; and thou shalt drive them as sheep that have no shepherd, and a dog shall not

so much as open his mouth before thee : for these things were told me according to my fore-

knowledge, and were declared unto me, and I was sent to tell thee.

20 And her words were pleasing in the sight of Holofernes and of all his servants ; and they

21 marvelled at her wisdom, and said, There is not such a woman from one end of the earth to the

22 other, for beauty of face, and wisdom of words. And Holofernes said unto her, God did well to

send thee before the people, that might should be in our hands, and destruction among them that

23 lightly regarded my lord. And now thou art beautiful in thy countenance, and witty in thy words :

for if thou shalt do as thou hast spoken, thy God shall be my God, and thou shalt dwell in the house

of king Nebuchadnezzar, and shalt be renowned through the whole earth.

12 1 And he commanded to bring her in where his silver vessels were set, and bade that they should

2 prepare for her of his own meats, and that she should drink of his own wine. And Judith said, I

will not eat thereof, lest there be an occasion of stumbling : but provision shall be made for me of

3 the things that are come with me. And Holofernes said unto her, But if the things that be with

thee should fail, whence shall we be able to give thee the like ? for there is none of thy race with us.

4 And Judith said unto him, As thy soul liveth, my lord, thy servant shall not spend those things that

5 be with me, until the Lord work by my hand the things that he hath determined. And the servants

11. Translate . . .'purpose, death shall fall upon them, and (= for) their sin, wherewith they will provoke their God,
has (already) got a hold on them, whensoever they may (actually) commit folly ' (58 VL Syr ' commit it '). There are

many small variants, but this (Swete's text) seems to give a suitable sense. They were already in the power of their

sin by intending to commit it (see verse 12), although she does not know when the actual commission will occur.

13. which ... it is not fitting for any of the people (but only for the priests) ... to touch (much less to eat). The
author feels so strongly on the point that he makes his heroine select this as her proof of wickedness even when speak-

ing to an unbeliever.

14. have done, (rrol^aav, i. e. did it on some former occasion.

to bring is Fritzsche's fjLeTaKOfiiaovTas. The ordinary reading neToacicravTas gives no sense.

Note their dependence on the Sanhedrin.

17. religious, deoae^s, rather ' god-fearing' (cf. Gen. xlii. 18), as the reason for her receiving a divine communication.
18. Properly ' there is none of them that shall . .

.'

19. a dog ... Cf. Exod. xi. 7. Here literally 'growl with his tongue', according to my foreknowledge, Kara

npoyvodaiv (pov om. 19 108), probably means 'by way of revelation' (Ball).

20. 58 VL Syr 'at her beauty and wisdom'.
21. for beauty of face, iv (/caXw 7rpoow&>) is again the Heb. "3.

22. that might should be ... , tov yevijdrjmt . . . , rather ' send thee to be made a strength to us and a destruction

to them ' ('31 b'rb WT3 nvnb).

23. beautiful, ao-reLa, * pretty.'

witty, i.e. wise, ayadrj, 'acceptable.' The text may be right considering what follows, but it is tempting to

suggest that after 'beautiful of countenance' (nN'lO nD'1

) the Hebrew had "IKfl J"Q1t31 'and goodly in form' (cf.

Esther ii. 7) which was misread "IDSn 21D1 'and thou speakest well'. 19 108 have 'if thy God do as thou sayest',

which would then be original and have been altered to agree with dyadq i» to?? Ad-you crov. It is her beauty which
should entitle her (as Esther) to dwell in the house of the king, not her intellectual qualities or her services to Assyria.

XII. 1. prepare, Karaa-Tpibaai, should no doubt mean 'spread a couch', &c, but here it must be 'set on the table'.

Then niveip is simply epexegetical (TWTW?) ' set before her of his own viands and of his wine to drink'.

2. As before, stress is laid on the duty of using only clean food.

4. B omits 'the Lord' wrongly.
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of Holofernes brought her into the tent, and she slept till midnight, and she rose up toward the
6 morning watch, and sent to Holofernes, saying, Let my lord now command that they suffer thy
7 servant to go forth unto prayer. And Holofernes commanded his guards that they should not stay
her : and she abode in the camp three days, and went out every night into the valley of Bethulia,

8 and washed herself at the fountain of water in the camp. And when she came up, she besought
9 the Lord God of Israel to direct her way to the raising up of the children of his people. And she
came in clean, and remained in the tent, until she took her meat toward evening.

10 And it came to pass on the fourth day, Holofernes made a feast to his own servants only, and
1

1

called none of the officers to the banquet. And he said to Bagoas the eunuch, who had charge over
all that he had, Go now, and persuade this Hebrew woman which is with thee, that she come unto

12 us, and eat and drink with us. For, lo, it is a shame for our person, if we shall let such a woman
13 go, not having had her company ; for if we draw her not unto us, she shall laugh us to scorn. And

Bagoas went from the presence of Holofernes, and came in to her, and said, Let not this fair damsel
fear to come to my lord, and to be honoured in his presence, and to drink wine and be merry with
us, and to be made this day as one of the daughters of the children of Asshur, which wait in the

14 house of Nebuchadnezzar. And Judith said unto him, And who am I, that I should gainsay my
lord ? for whatsoever shall be pleasing in his eyes I will do speedily, and this shall be my joy unto

15 the day of my death. And she arose, and decked herself with her apparel and all her woman's
attire ; and her servant went and laid fleeces on the ground for her over against Holofernes, which

16 she had received of Bagoas for her daily use, that she might sit and eat upon them. And Judith
came in and sat down, and Holofernes' heart was ravished with her, and his soul was moved, and
he desired exceedingly her company: and he was watching for a time to deceive her, from the day

17, 18 that he had seen her. And Holofernes said unto her, Drink now, and be merry with us. And
Judith said, I will drink now, my lord, because my life is magnified in me this day more than all the

19 days since I was born. And she took and ate and drank before him what her servant had prepared.

20 And Holofernes took great delight in her, and drank exceeding much wine, more than he had drunk
at any time in one day since he was born.

13 1 But when the evening was come, his servants made haste to depart, and Bagoas shut the tent

without, and dismissed them that waited from the presence of his lord ; and they went away to their

2 beds : for they were all weary, because the feast had been long. But Judith was left alone in the

3 tent, and Holofernes lying along upon his bed : for he was overflown with wine. And Judith had
said to her servant that she should stand without her bedchamber, and wait for her coming forth, as

she did daily : for she said she would go forth to her prayer ; and she spake to Bagoas according to

4 the same words. And all went away from her presence, and none was left in the bedchamber, neither

small nor great. And Judith, standing by his bed, said in her heart, O Lord God of all power, look

7. Properly ' she used to go out (of her tent, cf. verse 9) by night . . . and bathe in the camp at the spring '. This

is awkward, but Movers' suggestion (quoted by Ball) that the Hebrew was rTWiTD, which was misread iTjriD3, is impos-
sible. 58 VL Syr omit ' in the camp '. It may be due to dittography from the line above. If it stands, it must mean
that she was not allowed outside the limits of the camp, but went out of her tent and did her (merely ceremonial)

washing (nb'OD) at the spring, which was within the camp (cf. vii. 3).

S. came up, i.e. from the water, TwV, as e.g. in Mishna Yoma vii. 3.

direct, KarevOvvai, to make it straight by removing the difficulties, cf. "JTl "Wil, Ps. v. 9.

10. feast, ttotov = njX'D.

called . . . banquet, e is ti)v \p?]a-iv (al. kXtjitiv) oldeva twv npos rals xptiais is difficult. xp*laiv rnay be ' the enjoy-

ment of it'. k\t\<tiv (which is well supported), 'invited to the invitation,' is no better, tok npos rals xpeiW are the

officers on duty. He only invited his personal friends.

11. Bagoas, a Persian name, *13?, Ezra ii. 2, spelt TI1J3 in the Elephantine papyri of 407 B.C. It is derived from
O. Pers. Baga = god, as if Theodorus, &c. He was in charge of Judith.

15. sit, KaraKKivo)i(vr]v, prop, 'recline' (and so avinartv in ver. 16), according to the later practice. The earlier

custom was to sit, cf. 1 Sam. xx. 24 with Amos vi. 4 (Ball).

16. was watching, erf/pei, a proper use of the imperfect :
' he had been waiting for an opportunity to seduce her.'

19. Again it is carefully noted that she ate only clean food.

20. delight, tjvtppairfhj an ai/Tfjs, ' was merry because of her.'

XIII. 1. dismissed, a-rrtickfio-fv, prop, 'shut out' those who had been in attendance on his lord, IJIIK »3D? D^TDIJJil,

lit. (v 7rpocru>7ra> rov xvpiov avmii, which has been corrupted in the Greek to in irpoo~ioTTov.

2. lying along, nponfTrTcoKws, fallen forward.
overflown, lit. the wine was poured all over him.

3. had said, i. e. before starting out. Spake, i. e. had spoken.

4. And (= 'so') all went : resuming what was said in verse I.

from her presence. The common reading is e« 7rpocra>7rou, as if = eicnoSuv, ' out of the way.' A adds uvrfjr, others

uvtov, &c. The Hebrew would naturally be V3B/D referring back to verse 1.

bed. 58 VL Syr KKpaXr'iv.
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5 in this hour upon the works of my hands for the exaltation of Jerusalem. For now is the time to

help thine inheritance, and to do the thing that I have purposed to the destruction of the enemies

6 which are risen up against us. And she came to the rail of the bed, which was at Holofernes' head,

7 and took down his scimitar from thence ; and she drew near unto the bed, and took hold of the hair

8 of his head, and said, Strengthen me, O Lord God of Israel, this day. And she smote twice upon

9 his neck with all her might, and took away his head from him, and tumbled his body down from the

bed, and took down the canopy from the pillars ; and after a little while she went forth, and gave

10 Holofernes' head to her maid ; and she put it in her bag of victuals : and they twain went forth

together unto prayer, according to their custom : and they passed through the camp, and compassed
that valley, and went up to the mountain of Bethulia, and came to the gates thereof.

11 And Judith said afar off to the watchmen at the gates, Open, open now the gate : God is with us,

even our God, to shew his power yet in Israel, and his might against the enemy, as he hath done

12 even this day. And it came to pass, when the men of her city heard her voice, they made haste to

13 go down to the gate of their city, and they called together the elders of the city. And they ran all

together, both small and great, for it was strange unto them that she was come : and they opened

14 the gate, and received them, making a fire to give light, and compassed them round about. And
she said to them with a loud voice, Praise God, praise him : praise God, who hath not taken away

15 his mercy from the house of Israel, but hath destroyed our enemies by my hand this night. And
she took forth the head out of the bag, and shewed it, and said unto them, Behold, the head of

Holofernes, the chief captain of the host of Asshur, and behold, the canopy, wherein he did lie in his

16 drunkenness; and the Lord smote him by the hand of a woman. And as the Lord liveth, who
preserved me in my way that I went, my countenance deceived him to his destruction, and he did

17 not commit sin with me, to defile and shame me. And all the people were exceedingly amazed,

and bowed themselves, and worshipped God, and said with one accord, Blessed art thou, O our God,

18 which hast this day brought to nought the enemies of thy people. And Ozias said unto her, Blessed

art thou, daughter, in the sight of the Most High God, above all the women upon the earth ;
and

blessed is the Lord God, who created the heavens and the earth, who directed thee to the smiting

19 of the head of the prince of our enemies. For thy hope shall not depart from the heart of men that

20 remember the strength of God for ever. And God turn these things to thee for a perpetual praise,

to visit thee with good things, because thou didst not spare thy life by reason of the affliction of our

race, but didst avenge our fall, walking a straight way before our God. And all the people said, So
be it, so be it.

14- 1 And Judith said unto them, Hear me now, my brethren, and take this head, and hang it upon the

2 battlement of your wall. And it shall be, so soon as the morning shall appear, and the sun shall

come forth upon the earth, ye shall take up every one his weapons of war, and go forth every valiant

man of you out of the city, and ye shall set a captain over them, as though ye would go down to the

5. now is the time, sc. which thou didst appoint.

destruction, 8pavp.a (B), rpavpa (58), dpavapa (A), Opaiaiv (19, 44). The last would best express the Hebrew

6. rail, kclvuv, a bar at the he^d of the bed.

scimitar, diuvdiajs, a Persian sword.

9. took down (or off) the canopy, cf. x. 21. She took it away as a trophy, verse 15.

10. unto prayer, omitted by B. 'As if to prayer,' 58 VL Syr. It would be past midnight, 'toward the morning
watch ' (xii. 5). This time they went out of the camp. Compassed, eKiiKKaxrai', perhaps means ' took a circuitous route

*

along the side of the valley, so as not to be seen. Went up ... , rather ' went up the mountain to B.' (which was on
the top). For to opos K* has npos.

11. now, Si? (one of the few particles used in the book) = N3.

12. her city. N 44 106 58 VL Syr omit avTrjs, rightly.

13. strange, irapubo^ov, i.e. unexpected.

14. destroyed, Wpavo-e, ' broke,' the same stem as in verse 5.

16. deceived, rjn-uTrjaev, 'beguiled.'

17. Blessed . . . 1JTI7K ^lK nnK "]1"n, the usual formula in later Hebrew.
18. A reminiscence of Gen. xiv. 19, 20, LXX.
directed thee to the smiting of the head ... is a strange expression. 58 alters it to 'directed thee to the

head'. The Hebrew must have been I^IK CN1 ni3i"6, 'directed or inspired thee to smite the head (i.e. chief) of

our enemies.' The incident of the head has caused C'N"1 to be translated twice.

19. thy hope. 58 VL Syr have 'the praise of thee'. Hope, &c, may mean 'thy trust in God shall always be
remembered when men recall (or talk of) the mighty works of God '.

20. avenge, e7re£»)\#er, ' you went to meet (and avert) our fall.'

XIV. 1. The account of Achior (vv. 5-10) precedes this in the Vulgate, certainly a better arrangement.
2. a captain over them, apparently over those who go out, but the change of person is strange.
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3 plain toward the watch of the children of Asshur ; and ye shall not go down. And these shall take

up their panoplies, and shall go into their camp, and rouse up the captains of the host of Asshur, and
they shall run together to the tent of Holofernes, and they shall not find him : and fear shall fall upon

4 them, and they shall flee before your face. And ye, and all that inhabit every coast of Israel, shall

5 pursue them, and overthrow them as they go. But before ye do these things, call me Achior the
Ammonite, that he may see and know him that despised the house of Israel, and that sent him to us,

as it were to death.

6 And they called Achior out of the house of Ozias ; but when he came, and saw the head of

Holofernes in a man's hand in the assembly of the people, he fell upon his face, and his spirit failed.

7 But when they had recovered him, he fell at Judith's feet, and did reverence unto her, and said,

Blessed art thou in every tent of Judah, and in every nation, which hearing thy name shall be
8 troubled. And now tell me all the things that thou hast done in these days. And Judith declared

unto him in the midst of the people all the things that she had done, from the day that she went forth

9 until the time that she spake unto them. But when she left off speaking, the people shouted with
10 a loud voice, and made a joyful noise in their city. But when Achior saw all the things that the

God of Israel had done, he believed in God exceedingly, and circumcised the flesh of his foreskin,

and was joined unto the house of Israel, unto this day.
1

1

But as soon as the morning arose, they hanged the head of Holofernes upon the wall, and every
12 man took up his weapons, and they went forth by bands unto the ascents of the mountain. But

when the children of Asshur saw them, they sent hither and thither to their leaders ; but they went
13 to their captains and tribunes, and to every one of their rulers. And they came to Holofernes' tent,

and said to him that was over all that he had, Waken now our lord : for the slaves have been bold

14 to come down against us to battle, that they may be utterly destroyed. And Bagoas went in, and
15 knocked at the outer door of the tent ; for he supposed that he was sleeping with Judith. But when

none hearkened to him, he opened it, and went into the bedchamber, and found him cast upon the

16 threshold dead, and his head had been taken from him. And he cried with a loud voice, with

17 weeping and groaning and a mighty cry, and rent his garments. And he entered into the tent where
18 Judith lodged : and he found her not, and he leaped out to the people, and cried aloud, The slaves

have dealt treacherously : one woman of the Hebrews hath brought shame upon the house of king

19 Nebuchadnezzar; for, behold, Holofernes lieth upon the ground, and his head is not on him. But
when the rulers of the host of Asshur heard the words, they rent their coats, and their soul was
troubled exceedingly, and there was a cry and an exceeding great noise in the midst of the camp.

lO x And when they that were in the tents heard, they were amazed at the thing that was come to
2 pass. And trembling and fear fell upon them, and no man durst abide any more in the sight of his

neighbour, but rushing out with one accord, they fled into every way of the plain and of the hill

3 country. And they that had encamped in the hill country round about Bethulia fled away. And
4 then the children of Israel, every one that was a warrior among them, rushed out upon them. And

3. these, i.e. the Assyrian outposts.

panoplies, mvmrkias. 'Arms' would be less pedantic. Outposts when not expecting an attack would lay down
some of their equipment. They would take this up again and so become navcmXoi. before going into camp.

4. as they go. Rather ' leave them lying in the paths by which they flee '.

5. Looks as if it had been put in to introduce an episode which had somehow got misplaced ; see on verse I.

7. recovered, avihafiov alrov (N B) = 'had lifted him up '. dveXafiev avrov (A, &c.) = ' he had recovered himself.

tent. A reminiscence of Judges vi. 24 ?

troubled, i. e. alarmed at such things being possible.

9. made a joyful noise, tba>Kav (58, &c, -k(v N A B.) (povqv fv<ppoa<i>vr)s (A 58 VL, -vov KB) = nriDK> 71p 13JV1 (Ball).

10. God of Israel. 58 VL Syr ' God had done for Israel*.

exceedingly, a<p68pa. The author's favourite word is not very suitable here. It must mean ' with all his heart '.

unto this day is really meaningless. The Vulgate applies it to his descendants.

Achior became a proselyte at once. The author overlooks the law of Deut. xxiii. 3.

12. leaders, i.e. subordinate officers, and they (the subordinates) went to their superiors, who eventually came to

Holofernes' tent.

tribunes, ^iXiap^ovs, 'captains of thousands \ Rulers, iravra apxovra, should be ' commanders '.

13. to him. 58 VL Syr ' to Bagoas'.

the slaves, D*UPfl, for which Movers suggests (' plausibly,' Ball) Dnayn, ' the Hebrews ' (cf. VL), but this is

unnecessary, cf. verse 18. Ball seems to prefer D*"123yn, ' the mice,' as Vulg.

14. door is necessary after 'knock', but atXalav is prop. ' curtain ' (cf. verse 15). 19 108 e/cpo'rijo-e tjj x«P* *'" r
TI

avXaiq, and similarly Vulg. ' stetit ante cortinam et plausum fecit manibus suis '.

15. opened, SiaareiXas, 'drew aside the curtain.'

threshold, iv) rqs xtXwi&os, more probably the step at the side of the bed (Ball).

18. dealt treacherously, i-i6(tt}<t<iv, alluding primarily to Judith's promises. The verb ought to have an object.

XV. 3. These were the Edomites and Ammonites, cf. vii. 18 (Ball).
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Ozias sent to Betomasthaim, and Bebai, and Chobai, and Chola, and to every coast of Israel, such as

should tell concerning the things that had been accomplished, and that all should rush forth upon
5 their enemies to destroy them. But when the children of Israel heard, they all fell upon them with

one accord, and smote them unto Chobai : yea, and in like manner also they of Jerusalem and of all

the hill country came (for men had told them what things were come to pass in the camp of their

enemies), and they that were in Gilead and in Galilee fell upon their flank with a great slaughter,

6 until they were past Damascus and the borders thereof. But the residue, that dwelt at Bethulia, fell

7 upon the camp of Asshur, and spoiled them, and were enriched exceedingly. But the children of

Israel returned from the slaughter, and gat possession of that which remained ; and the villages and
the cities, that were in the hill country and in the plain country, took many spoils : for there was an
exceeding great store.

8 And Joakim the high priest, and the senate of the children of Israel that dwelt in Jerusalem, came
to behold the good things which the Lord had shewed to Israel, and to see Judith, and to salute her.

9 But when they came unto her, they all blessed her with one accord, and said unto her. Thou art the

exaltation of Jerusalem, thou art the great glory of Israel, thou art the great rejoicing of our race:

10 thou hast done all these things by thy hand : thou hast done with Israel the things that are good,
and God is pleased therewith: blessed be thou with the Almighty Lord for evermore. And all the

11 people said, So be it. And the people spoiled the camp for the space of thirty days : and they gave
unto Judith Holofernes' tent, and all his silver cups, and his beds, and his vessels, and all his

furniture : and she took them, and placed them on her mule, and made ready her wagons, and
heaped them thereon.

12 And all the women of Israel ran together to see her; and they blessed her, and made a dance
among them for her ; and she took branches in her hand, and gave to the women that were with

13 her. And they made themselves garlands of olive, she and they that were with her, and she went
before all the people in the dance, leading all the women : and all the men of Israel followed in their

16 1 armour with garlands, and with songs in their mouths. And Judith began to sing this thanksgiving

2 in all Israel, and all the people sang with loud voices this song of praise. And Judith said,

Begin unto my God with timbrels,

Sing unto my Lord with cymbals :

Tune unto him psalm and praise

:

Exalt him, and call upon his name.
3 For the Lord is the God that breaketh the battles

:

For in his armies in the midst of the people

He delivered me out of the hand of them that persecuted me.

4 Asshur came out of the mountains from the north,

He came with ten thousands of his host,

The multitude whereof stopped the torrents,

And their horsemen covered the hills.

4. Betomesthaim, see iv. 6. Bebai only in A. For Chobai X* has Choba, cf. iv. 4. For Chola A has Kola, N*
Abelmaim, X ca Keila. The sites are unknown.

5. past Damascus. This was the way they had come, cf. ii. 27.

6. dwelt, KaroiKovvTfs = 0*32^, ' remained (behind).'

7. cities, al noKfis, H A ; fimvXtis, ' farmsteads,' B.

9. they came. 58 VL Syr 19 108 'when she went out to meet them', a correction in the interest of the high
priest's dignity.

rejoicing, Kavxnpn, ' the boast.'

12. for her, i.e. 'in her honour'.
branches, dvpo-ovs, a strange word to choose. It properly means the wands of the Bacchants. In the LXX only

here and in 2 Mace. x. 7.

13. Lit. ' thsy crowned themselves with olive', a Greek, not a Jewish, custom, indicating a late date for the book
(Ball).

XVI. 1. sang with loud voices, vnepefyavei, so K A B. The common reading is inrtcpewa, '(J. began and) they
were singing in answer.'

2. Begin, t^apxtrt = My in Ps. cxlvii. 7.

and praise, koi alvov. A has mump, 'new ' (cf. xvi. 13), as in Ps. xxxiii. 3, &c.
3. breaketh the battles, cf. Exod. xv. 3 LXX, as above, ix. 7.

The rest of the verse is corrupt, in his armies, els rat napefxftoXas avrou is properly ' into his camps '. For

f|eiXaro, X has (t-t\ei<TC(rdai, &c. ; for e'<c x eiP"s N* has tm x fl p°s- Perhaps the Hebrew was tiVft *]1D3 inMI"Q 7N, ' God,

when he encamped among . . .,' which was misread as ITlMriD"?^, eis naptfi^oXas avrou.

4. from the north. They came by way of Damascus.
stopped, i. e. blocked up.
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5 He said that he would burn up my borders,

And kill my young men with the sword,

And throw my sucking children to the ground,
And give mine infants for a prey,

And make my virgins a spoil.

6 The Almighty Lord brought them to nought by the hand of a woman.
7 For their mighty one did not fall by young men,

Neither did sons of the Titans smite him,
Nor did high giants set upon him

:

But Judith the daughter of Merari made him weak with the beauty of her countenance.
8 For she put off the apparel of her widowhood

For. the exaltation of those that were distressed in Israel,

She anointed her face with ointment,

And bound her hair in a tire,

And took a linen garment to deceive him.

9 Her sandal ravished his eye,

And her beauty took his soul prisoner

:

The scimitar passed through his neck.

10 The Persians quaked at her daring,

And the Medes were daunted at her boldness.

11 Then my lowly ones shouted aloud,

And my weak ones were terrified and crouched for fear

:

They lifted up their voice, and they were turned to flight.

12 The sons of damsels pierced them through,

And wounded them as runagates' children
;

They perished by the battle of my Lord.
13 I will sing unto my God a new song

:

O Lord, thou art great and glorious,

Marvellous in strength, invincible.

14 Let all thy creation serve thee :

For thou spakest, and they were made,
Thou didst send forth thy spirit, and it builded them,
And there is none that shall resist thy voice.

6. brought them to nought, r)6trif(rev as in xiv. 18, but here with a personal object. 58 19 108 add Karrja-xweu

ainovs '.—
' The Lord Almighty set them at nought,

By the hand of a woman he brought them to shame.'

7. their mighty one, DTD2 = their champion, as I Sam. xvii. 51 (Ball). The next two lines look like alternative

renderings of the same Hebrew. Sons of the Titans may be D'K&I '33. Cf. 2 Sam. v. 18, LXX.
high giants, perhaps pJJ? ^2.

9. For sandals as an adornment, cf. Cant. vii. 1. Chajes suggests that nbyj (her sandal) is a mistake for HDyj (her

beauty).

10. quaked, e(f>pii;av, shuddered at it.

daunted, (ppdx^wav N B, iTapdx^aav N ca A. Neither word could be construed with an accusative. VL and
Vulg. omit the verb, thus making ' boldness ' depend on €<ppi$av. The mention of Persians here suggests that the

author was really thinking of the time of Artaxerxes Ochus, and forgot for the moment that his invading army was
Assyrian. Medes are naturally parallel to Persians, although, according to i. 13-16, Media had been devastated in

the previous year.

11. my lowly ones must be Israelites. So also ' my weak ones ' (VL ' aegrotantes in siti '), but tcpo^rjdrjaav, ' were
terrified,' is unsuitable as a parallel to r)\d\u£uv, ' shouted in triumph.' Several cursives and VL Syr have i$6r)<rai>,

' cried aloud.'

crouched. Apparently the subject changes to the enemy and the next three verbs form a climax, ' they crouched,

they cried out, they fled,' as often in Hebrew poetry. 19 108 read rjTTrjdrjaav for tnTori(di))(rav, and add ol exOpol pov

at the end.

12. sons of damsels, i.e. of young wives, whose sons would be mere children. But Kopdaiov in LXX often means
' maidservant ', so that it may be contemptuous, ' the very slave-boys.'

runagates' children, properly 'sons of runaway slaves'. 19 108 VL Syr have naldas avTopoXovvras, 'runaway
slaves.'

by the battle, i.e. by means of the army . . . Trapdra^is (cf. i. 6) prop, 'an army in fighting order'.

13. Cf. Exod. xv. 11. ,

invincible, dwntp3\r)Tos, prop, unsurpassed. Perhaps a loose rendering of N/Q nt?y.

14. send forth, (Mre'oTfiXas-. X eWo-rpc^/as

.

it builded is Harsh. N has 'they were builded'. Probably the Hebrew was 1N1231 (were created), not 1J3J1

(were built). Cf. Ps. xxxiii. 6-9, civ. 30 (Ball).
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15 For the mountains shall be moved from their foundations with the waters,

And the rocks shall melt as wax at thy presence

:

But thou art yet merciful to them that fear thee.

j6 For all sacrifice is little for a sweet savour,

And all the fat is very little for a whole burnt offering to thee

:

But he that feareth the Lord is great continually.

i>j Woe to the nations that rise up against my race

:

The Lord Almighty will take vengeance of them in the day of judgement,

To put fire and worms in their flesh

;

And they shall weep and feel their pain for ever.

iS Now when they came to Jerusalem, they worshipped God ; and when the people were purified,

io they offered their whole burnt offerings, and their freewill offerings, and their gifts. And Judith

dedicated all the stuff of Holofernes, which the people had given her, and gave the canopy, which

20 she had taken for herself out of his bedchamber, for a gift unto the Lord. And the people continued

feasting in Jerusalem before the sanctuary for the space of three months, and Judith remained with

21 them. But after these days every one departed to his own inheritance, and Judith went away to

22 Bethulia,and remained in her own possession, and was honourable in her time in all the land. And
many desired her, and no man knew her all the days of her life, from the day that Manasses her

23 husband died and was gathered to his people. And she increased in greatness exceedingly ; and
she waxed old in her husband's house, unto a hundred and five years, and let her maid go free

:

24 and she died in Bethulia; and they buried her in the cave of her husband Manasses. And the

house of Israel mourned for her seven days : and she distributed her goods before she died to all

them that were nearest of kin to Manasses her husband, and to them that were nearest of her own

25 kindred. And there was none that made the children of Israel any more afraid in the days of Judith,

nor a long time after her death.

15. For the mountains . . . waters, opt] yap t< 6ept\iu>v avv vSaaiv o-aXtvSrjo-eTai is obscure. Perhaps it means
' the mountains (or cliffs) shall be swayed down to their foundations, together with (i. e. just as much as) the waters

which roll up against them '.

melt as wax, cf. Ps. xcvii. 5.

16. i. e. Any sacrifice is unworthy of God's acceptance as a sweet savour, but, while sacrifices are obligatory, it is

the spirit which underlies them, namely the fear of the Lord, which is really important. Cf. Ps. li. 16-19.

17. Cf. the end of Deborah's song, Judges v. 31.

It is evident that the writer looks forward to a judgement after death, P*in DV, a later and more definite doctrine

than the TtSV DV of Mai. iv. 5. The belief is indicated in Ecclus. vii. 17 (Ball), and developed in the Book of Enoch,
thus corroborating the date assigned to the composition of Judith.

fire and worms are no doubt suggested by Isa. lxvi. 24, but applied to hell as in the N.T.
weep and feel, lit. weep at (or ' with') feeling, i.e. without losing consciousness of their pain.

18. Note again the insistence on purification (after contact with the dead) and sacrifice.

19. stuff, <TKfVT] = v3, his silver plate.

gift, avaBrjpn (or dvddepa) = D"in (Ball) as a thing devoted.
20. three months. Another instance of the author's love of exaggeration. Three days would be more likely.

21. inheritance. 58 VL Syr ' tents '.

to Bethulia. X ' to her house at B '.

23. increased in greatness, rjv npo^aivovcra ^yd\rj, is not clear. Prob. VL (and Vulg.) is right, ' she increased in

reputation.'

24. She bequeathed her property according to the Law in Num. xxvii. II.

25. Cf. again Judges v. 31. If Judith was twenty-five or thirty years old at the time of her exploit the land must have
had peace for at least eighty years. Such a period can only have occurred ' under the Persian kings, and according

to Jewish ideas under the Hasmoneans ' (Ball).

The Vulgate adds that a festival was instituted to commemorate the deed of Judith, probably in imitation of

Esther ix. 27, 28. No such festival is known, it is not mentioned in any other version, and cannot have been recorded

in the original book. The statement may be founded on the fact that the story was read at the feast of Hanukka, see

Introd. § 8 a.
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THE BOOK OF SIRACH

INTRODUCTION 1

§ t. Short Account of the Book.

Ben-Sira's Book of Wisdom belongs, together with the Book of Job, a number of the Psalms,
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Wisdom of Solomon (so-called), to the Hokmah or Wisdom Literature

of the Hebrews. This literature represents the development of the crude philosophy of more
ancient times, a philosophy which sought by means of proverbs and fables to express the results of
reflections concerning the general questions of life. Such proverbs and fables were not necessarily

of a religious character; see, e.g., Judg. ix. 8-15 (Jotham's parable), 2 Sam. v. 8, xx. 18 ; but they
tended to become so more and more (cp. Jer. xxxi. 29, Ezek. xviii. 2) ; this is well exemplified by
such parables as those contained in 2 Sam. xii. 1-4 (Nathan's parable of the ewe lamb), and Isa. v.

1-4 (the parable of the vineyard) ; and ultimately all wise sayings, upon whatsoever subjects they
were uttered, came to have a religious content inasmuch as it was taught that all wisdom emanated
from God. Ben-Sira, therefore, as a constructor of 'wise sayings, belonged to the class of Sages or

Hakamim ('wise men') who already in the days of Jeremiah occupied a recognized position along-

side of the priests and the prophets :
' For the law shall not perish from the priest, nor counsel from

the wise {hakam), nor the word from the prophet' (Jer. xviii. 18). So that in presenting his book
to his people he is making a justifiable claim when he says

:

/, indeed, came last of all,

As one that gleaneth after the grape-gatherers

:

1 advanced by the blessing of God,
And filled my zuinepress as a grape-gatherer.

(xxxiii. 16-18 [= (S xxxvi. i6a and xxx. 25-27]).

The claim is modestly urged ; but Ben-Sira, while whole-heartedly admitting his indebtedness to

earlier sages, clearly reckons himself as one of the ' grape-gatherers ', i.e. as one of the Hakamim,
like the authors of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, though the last in the succession.

A notable feature in our book is that it offers many examples of expanded proverbs ; a little

essay, as it were, is constructed on the basis of a proverb. A good example of this is xxxviii. 24-
xxxix. 11 ; here the proverb, or text of the essay, is:

The wisdom of the scribe increaseth wisdom,
And he that hath little business ca?i become zvise.

Then Ben-Sira proceeds to expatiate upon these words by giving a number of illustrations showing
that those who are occupied with ordinary trades and professions cannot possibly find the requisite

leisure which must be possessed by those who would acquire wisdom (xxxviii. 25-35) > an^ the

essay concludes with an eloquent description of the ideal seeker after wisdom, thus presenting the

positive side of his thesis.

Although Ben-Sira exhibits no great signs of originality there is plenty of individuality in his

book ; this is shown chiefly (in addition to what has just been said about the expansion of the pro-

verb into the essay) by the use he makes of the Old Testament Scriptures. He does not merely
quote from the Old Testament, but he utilizes the words and teaching of the inspired writers as the

authority for what he has to say, and then proceeds to set forth his own ideas upon a given subject.

An instructive example of this may be adduced. Ben-Sira's teaching on death and the hereafter is

identical with that of the Old Testament, but in xli. 1-4 he offers some thoughts upon the subject

of death which are evidently quite his own. He shows that two views concerning death exist among

1 The two editors who are responsible for Sirach as a whole, apart from the Prologue and ch. xlix (the notes on
which were written in consultation), shared the rest of the book between them as follows:

Mr. Box is primarily responsible for §§ 3, 6, 7, and 10 of the Introduction, and for the commentary on chs. ix. 1-

xiii. 23, xxx-xl, xlii-xlv : Dr. Oesterley is primarily responsible for §§ 1,2, 4, 5, 8, and 9 of the Introduction, and for

the commentary on chs. i-viii, xiii. 24-xxix, xli, xlvi-xlviii, 1, li.
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INTRODUCTION

men ; to those who are living at ease and prosperity the thought of death is bitter, but it is welcome
to such as are in sickness and adversity, who are broken and have lost hope. Then he goes on to

utter a word of comfort to those to whom the thought of death is painful, by saying that it is the

destiny of all men, and that it is the decree of the Most High ; he concludes by reminding them
also that

:

In Sheol there are no reproaches concerning life.

For the rest, the book contains a large collection of moral maxims and sage counsels regarding

almost every conceivable emergency in life; if the majority of these appear to be merely moral, it

has to be remembered, as already pointed out, that to Ben-Sira the apparently most secular forms
of wisdom partake of something religious fundamentally, because all wisdom is in its multifarious

and varied expressions so many offshoots of the one primeval Wisdom which emanates from God.
These maxims and counsels are applicable to people in every condition of life ; a large proportion of

them deals with the ordinary, every-day relationships between man and man, whether in regard to

the rich or the poor, the oppressed, the mourners, &c, &c. ; rules of courtesy, behaviour at table,

politeness, respect for one's betters, and many other similar topics, abound. Ben-Sira's intimate

knowledge of human nature meets one at every turn, and is certainly one of the most instructive

features of the book. It was clearly Ben-Sira's object, in writing his book, to present to the Jewish
public of his day an authoritative work of reference to which recourse could be had for guidance and
instruction in every circumstance of life. In doing so, however, Ben-Sira makes it his great aim to

set forth the superiority of Judaism over Hellenism. For some time previously the Hellenistic

spirit had been affecting the Jews both in Palestine and in the Dispersion, and though there was
immense good in the wider mental horizon fostered by this spirit, yet there can be no doubt that
Hellenism had assumed a debased form in Palestine, 1 and a true Jew, such as Ben-Sira was, rightly

felt bound to oppose its extension in the best way he could, namely, by offering something better

in its place. Nevertheless, Ben-Sira was himself not unaffected by the Hellenic genius, probably
unconsciously ; and his admiration for Judaism of the orthodox, traditional type is unable to conceal
altogether the newer tendencies of thought brought into existence through that Greek culture by
which he, too, had become possessed. The results of the past and the beginnings of a future

development were still in juxtaposition—not amalgamated, but as yet not separated, nor were their

further sequences in view. Alike the close of the old and the beginnings of the new are side by
side in Ecclesiasticns. The former reaches back to the early times of Israel's glory ; the latter

points forward to that direction which was to find its home and centre, not in Palestine, but in

Alexandria.' 2 The traces of the influence of Greek modes of thought to be found in our book are

not seen in definite form, but, as one would expect where the influence was at work unconsciously,
they are to be discerned rather in the general outlook and conception ; what is perhaps the most
striking example of this is the way in which virtue and knowledge are identified ; this is a distinct

Hellenic trait, and is treated in the book as axiomatic. In the past, human and divine wisdom had
been regarded as opposed, whereas, owing to Greek influence, both in our book and in the Wisdom
Literature generally, it is taught that wisdom is the one thing of all others which is indispensable to
him who would lead a godly life. The evil of wickedness is represented as lying in the fact that
wickedness is foolishness, and therefore essentially opposed to wisdom. On the other hand, the
Jews were faithful to the Law, the ordinances of which were binding because it was the revealed
will of God ; and, therefore, in order to reconcile this old teaching with the new teaching that
wisdom was the chief requirement of the man of religion, wisdom became identified with the Law

:

'The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom'; by the 'fear of the Lord' is meant, of course,
obedience to His commands, i.e. the observance of the Law. These words express what is, in truth,

the foundation-stone of the Wisdom Literature, and this identification between wisdom and the Law
formed the reconciling link between Judaism and Hellenism in this domain. Nowhere is this

identification more clearly brought out than in the Book of Wisdom and in Sirach. This fully

explains why Ben-Sira, following herein, without doubt, many sages before him, divides mankind
into two categories, the wise and the foolish, which correspond respectively to the righteous and the
wicked.

But while there is no sort of doubt that traces of Hellenic influence are to be discerned in the
book, there is a danger which must be guarded against of seeing them where they do not exist.

1 'We have reason to believe that it was just in Syria that Hellenism took a baser form. The ascetic element
which saved its liberty from rankness tended here more than anywhere else to be forgotten. The games, the shows,
the abandonment of a life which ran riot in a gratification of the senses, grosser or more refined, these made up too much
of the Hellenism which changed the face of Syria in the' last centuries before Christ' (Bevan, Jerusalem under the
High-priests, p. 41).

2 Edersheim in the Speaker's Commentary.
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Ben-Sira has here and there thoughts which at first sight look like traces of Hellenic influence,

but are not so in reality ; they are independent parallels, but have not otherwise anything to do
with Greek culture. For example, the following might well appear at first sight to be an echo of

Epicurean philosophy

:

Give not thy spiel to sorrozv,

And let not thyself become nnsteadicd with care.

Heart-joy is life for a man,
And human gladness prolongeth days.

Entice thyself and soothe thine heart,

And banish vexation from thee

:

For sorrow hath slain many,
And there is no profit in vexation.

Envy and anger shorten days,

And anxiety makcth old untimely.

The sleep of a cheerfid heart is like dainties,

And hisfood is agreeable unto him (xxx. 21-25).

But quite similar thoughts are found in a fragment of the Gilgamesh epic found on a tablet written

in the script of the Hammurabi dynasty (2000 B.C.), and published by Meissner in the Mittheilungen
der Vorderasiatischen Gcscllschaft, 1902, Heft i. On p. 8, col. iii, line 3, we read :

. . . Thou, O Gilgamesh, fill indeed thy belly

;

Day and night be thou joyful,
Daily ordain gladness,

Day and night rage and make merry

;

Let thy garments be bright,

Thy head purify, wash with water,

Desire thy children which thy hand possesses . . .
T

There are other passages which might likewise seem to manifest the influence of Greek philosophy
;

in some of these it may well be that this is actually the case
;

2 but it is well to be on one's guard,
lest what appears to be a Hellenistic note is in reality nothing more than a parallel. While the

Judaic elements in the book preponderate to an overwhelming degree, tinges of Hellenic influence

are to be discovered here and there.

§ 2. The Title of the Book.

As the fragments of the Hebrew text of our book which are extant only begin with the con-
cluding words of chap. iii. 6,

3 we do not know how the title ran, but the third line of the subscription

reads :
' The Wisdom of Simeon, the son of Jeshua, the son of Eleazar, the son of Sira '

; and the last

line of the subscription in most of the Syriac manuscripts has :
' The writing or the Wisdom of Bar

Sira is ended.' Jerome, however, says in his Praefi in Libr. Sal.
y

' Fertur et iravaperos Iesu filii Sirach
liber, et alius yf/evheiriypac^os qui Sapientia Salomonis inscribitur

;
quorum priorem Hebraicum reperi,

nee Ecclesiasticum, ut apud Latinos sed Parabolas praenotatum
'

; this title = vfPB,4 i.e. the Hebrew
title for the Book of Proverbs, but that this was a title, in the ordinary sense, of our book is very
improbable ; it is more likely to have been a general title, descriptive of the contents, which was
applied to the three books Ecclesiasticus, Ecclesiastes, and Canticles, for Jerome (in the context of

the passage quoted above) says that these two latter were joined to Ecclesiasticus. In the Syriac
Version the title is ' Wisdom of Bar Sira ', while in most manuscripts of the Septuagint it runs :

2o<pia 'Irjaov vlov Setpax, or abbreviated in Cod. B, Socpia Seipax- 5 The probability is that the original

title of the book was NTD_p SHE* man ('The Wisdom of Jesus Ben-Sira ').
u The title ' Ecclesias-

ticus ' of the English Versions comes from the Vulgate, though it is one which has been in use in

the Western Church ever since the time of Cyprian (d. A.D. 258). It meant the ' Church Book' par

1 Quoted by Barton, Ecclesiastes (Intern. Crit. Com.), p. 39.
a e.g. when Ben-Sira controverts the fatalistic philosophy of the Stoics.
3 According to Smend, a clause= ii. 18^ is placed after vi. 17.
4 In later Jewish literature quotations from Sirach are sometimes prefaced with the words, 'the Parabolist said'

(^ON jWOT\) ; see Cowley-Neubauer, p. xxiv. n. v. liv, and xx. n. x.
5 In Cod. 248

'

EKic\r)(na<TTiK6s is placed before the ordinary title.
6 In some Latin manuscripts the title is ' Liber Iesu filii Sirach '.
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excellence among the ' Libri Ecclesiastici '. Among the early Greek Fathers the book is referred to

as riavaperos 2o$ta ; see, e.g., Eusebius (Chronicon, ed. Scheone, ii. 122); and Jerome (Comm. in Dan. ix)

speaks of it as 17 navaperos ; Clement of Alexandria calls it ITaioaycoyo's (Paed. ii. 10. 99, &c), and
sometimes quotes from it with the words fj ao(pCa Ae'yei.

1 In the Talmud it is called ' The Book of

Ben-Sira ' {Hagigah 13 a, Niddah 16 b, Berakhoth 1 1 b) ;

2 and Sa'adya speaks of it as "1D1E> ISO, ' The
Book of Instruction,' while other Rabbis call it K*PD"J3 1D1D, ' The Instruction of Ben-Sira.'

Schechter {JQR, xii. 460 f., 1900) quotes the words of a Rabbi Joseph that the ' Proverbs of Ben-

Sira ' (N"PD"p ^e>d) must be read because they contain useful matter.

§ 3. The Original Hebrew Text.

Apart from a few scattered citations in the Talmudic and post-Talmudic Jewish literature the

Book of Ben-Sira was, until recent years, known only in the two principal ancient translations of it,

viz. the Greek and Syriac versions, and the secondary versions based thereon. The disappearance

of the Hebrew MSS. of the book may be explained as due, ultimately, to its exclusion from the

Canon, for which early rabbinical evidence exists. 3 In spite of such exclusion, however, the book
long retained its popularity in Jewish circles, 4 and in Jerome's time apparently MSS. of the Hebrew
text were still accessible in Palestine. In his preface to the Books of Solomon, Jerome expressly

mentions one of these which he had in his possession: 'Quorum priorem—sc. Iesu filii Sirach

librum —Hebraicum reperi.' In the succeeding centuries, down to the eleventh, the book was still

freely quoted in a Hebrew (and also an Aramaic) form. One of the most interesting references to

the existence of copies of the Hebrew text is made by Sa'adya, Gaon of Bagdad (A. D. 920), who
states that vowel-points and accents—usually reserved only for canonical writings—were to be found
in copies of Ben-Sira.5 Sa'adya also cites some seven (or eight) genuine sayings of Ben-Sira in

classical Hebrew. Of the existence of the book in Spain, Provence, or among the Rabbis of France,

the Rhineland, and Germany, there is no direct trace. The Hebrew text was apparently unknown
(or at least inaccessible) to Rashi, the Tosafists, and even to Maimonides,G and seems to have com-
pletely vanished from knowledge in the eleventh century. The recovery of large portions of it has
been one of the most striking discoveries of recent years.

(a) The recovery ofportions of the lost Hebrew original.

It was in 1896 that the first portion of the lost Hebrew text came to light—a single leaf con-
taining the text of ch. xxxix. 15-xl. 7, among some manuscript fragments brought from the East by
Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Gibson, together with the famous palimpsest of the Syriac Gospels. This leaf

was examined by Dr. Schechter, then Reader in Talmudic in the University of Cambridge, who
recognized its contents and published it, with an English translation, introduction and notes, in The
Expositor for July, 1896. Almost simultaneously Professor Sayce presented to the Bodleian a box
of Hebrew and Arabic fragments, among which Messrs. Cowley and Neubauer ' recognized another
portion of the same text of Sirach, consisting of nine leaves, and forming the continuation of
Mrs. Lewis's leaf from chapter xl. 9 to xlix. 11 '.

7 Both fragments proved to be furnished with
marginal notes ' giving the variants of another copy of Sirach, or more probably of two other copies. . . .

In the Bodleian fragment there are also at least two Persian glosses (ff. 1 and 5
b
), which point to its

having been written in Bagdad or Persia, possibly transcribed from Sa'adya's copy '. 8

These fragments had come from the Genizah at Cairo. In consequence Schechter at once
proceeded thither, and, having obtained the necessary authority, made an examination of the manu-
script material there deposited, with the result that a considerable amount of the collection was
brought to Cambridge. In this collection other fragments of Sirach were discovered by Schechter,
all from the same MS. (denoted B by Schechter), covering parts of chapters xxx-xxxviii, as well
as the final portion, covering chapters 1-li. Two additional fragments of the same MS., containing
xxxi. 12-31 and xxxvi. 24-xxxvii. 26, were secured for the British Museum, and edited by the
Rev. G. Margoliouth (JQR, xii. 1-33). Meanwhile Schechter had discovered in the Genizah
collection at Cambridge fragments of a second MS. of the Hebrew text ( = MS. A), containing

1 Cp. Hart, Ecclesiasticits in Greek, p. 333. 2 JE, xi. 388 a.

^
* Cp. Tosefta, Yadayim ii. 13 (ed. Zuckermandel 683), which runs: 'The gilyonim and the books of the heretics

{minim) do not defile the hands [i.e. are not canonical] ; the books of Ben-Sira and all books written after the prophetic
period do not defile the hands ' : cp. also T. J. Sanh. 28 a.

4 For its influence on early Jewish and Christian literature cp. § 7 below.
6 Sefer ha-galny, p. 162 (cp. Cowley-Neub. O. ff. p. x f.).

n Cowley-Neub. op. cit., ibid.
7 Ibid., p. xii. 8 Ibid., p. xiii, where see a full description of the MS. and its peculiarities.
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ch. iii. 6-xvi. 6, with a hiatus from vii. 29 to xi. 34, which was afterwards made good by some
leaves that came into the possession of Mr. Elkan Adler. When the remaining contents of the
Genizah were sold Israel Levi discovered a fragment of a fresh MS. (= MS. D) in a single leaf

covering ch. xxxvi. 24-xxxviii. 1 (thus providing a second text against that of MS. B for this portion
of the book). Finally, Schechter, Gaster, and Levi found in material derived from the same Genizah
fragments of an anthology of the Book of Ben-Sira (= MS. C) embracing the following : iv. 23 b,

3°> 3 1 *> v - 4-8, 9- J 3 ;
vi - l8-IQ

>
28 - 35 I

vii. r, 4, 6, 17, 20-21, 23-25 ; xviii. 30-31 ; xix. 1-2
; xx.

4-6, 12 (?) ; xxv. 7 c, 8 c, 8 a, 12, 16-23 > xxvi. 1-2
; xxxvi. 16 ; xxxvii. 19, 22, 24, 26. The MSS.

may be classified as follows :

—

(a) Manuscript A, containing ch. iii. 6-xvi. 26 ; this consists of six leaves, and maybe of the
eleventh century. There are 28-29 lines to the page ; in some places vowels are added, and, in one
or two cases, accents. The size of the page is 1 1 x 1 1 cm.

(b) Manuscript B, containing xxx. 11-xxxiii. 3, xxxv. n-xxxviii. 27, xxxix. 15-li. 30 ; this

consists of 19 leaves, and may be of the twelfth century. 'The MS. is written on oriental paper,
and is arranged in lines, 18 to the page, and the lines are divided into hemistichs.' x There are

many marginal notes, containing, apparently, variant readings from- two other codices, one of which
is closely related to MS. D. ' As a rule, the body of the text corresponds to the Greek version, and
the glosses in the margin to the Syriac ; but occasionally the reverse is the case.' 2 The size of the

page is 19-1 x 17 cm.
(c) MANUSCRIPT C (= Levi's D), containing an anthology from chapters iv-vii, xviii-xx, xxv,

xxvi, xxxvii (as specified above). This MS. consists of four leaves, and, according to Gaster, is older

than the other MSS. It contains 12 lines to the page, the size of which is 14-6 x 10 cm. ' The
text is often preferable to that of A, and offers variants agreeing with the Greek version, while the
readings of A correspond to the Syriac' 3

(d) Manuscript D (= Levi's C), containing xxxvi. 29-xxxviii. 1. This MS. consists of a single

leaf; there are 20 lines to the page, which measures 16 x 12 cm. Words, and in some cases entire

verses, are provided with vowels and accents.

It will thus be seen that the MSS. so far recovered yield a Hebrew text for something like

two-thirds of the entire book. In some cases two MSS., and for four verses three, are available for

the restoration of the text.

The following list shows the extent of the Hebrew MS. authority for different parts of the text

:

(a) The portions of the text for which one manuscript authority only is available are : From MS. A, iii. 6-
iv. 23 a, iv. 24-29, v. 1-3, 8, 14-15, vi. 1-17, 18 (C), 20-25, 27, 29-33, 36-37> vii - 3> 5> 7~ l6 > 18-19, 22 >

26
>

29-36, viii. i-xvi. 26: from MS. C, xviii. 30-31 [32-33], xix. 1-2, xx. 4-6 [5-7], 12 [13], xxv. 7 c, 8 c, 8 a, 12

[13], 16-23 [17-24]; xxvi. 1-2: from MS. B, xxx. 11-xxxiii. 3, xxxv. n-xxxvi. 15, xxxvi. 17-28, xxxviii. 2-

27 ; xxxix. 15-li. 30.

(£) The portions of the text for which two MSS. are available are: iv. 23 b, 30-31 ; v. 4-7, 9-13; vi. 19,

28, 35; vii. 1, 2, 4, 6, 17, 20-21, 23-25; xxxvi. 16 ; xxxvi. 29-xxxviii. 1.

(c) The portions of the text for which three MSS. are available are : xxxviii. 19, 22, 24, 26.

(d) The portions of the text for which no Hebr. MS. is yet available are: i. i-iii. 5; xvi. 27-xviii. 3 ; xix.

3-xx. 4, 8-12 ; xx. 14-xxv. 6, xxv. 9-12, 14-16, 25-26; xxvi. 3-xxx. 10; xxxiii. 4-xxxv. 8 (10); xxxviii. 28-

xxxix. 14.

(b) The value and authenticity of the recoveredfragments.

The questions touched upon in this section have given rise to much controversy which it will be
impossible to review here in detail. All that will be attempted will be to indicate the main lines

and directions of the best critical opinion.

The problems raised by the Hebrew fragments are of an exceedingly complex character. The
first point to determine, in a general way, is the relation of the MSS. to each other. The manuscript
material that has been recovered, fortunately, is sufficiently extensive—overlapping as it does for

certain parts of the text of the book—to make it possible to establish certain relations.

(i) The relation of the Hebrew MSS. to each other.

The most important point of relation between the MSS. is the frequent agreement of the

marginal variants of B with D against the text of B in the section where comparison is possible,

i.e. where the two MSS. overlap (xxxvi. 29-xxxviii. 1). A good example of this is to be seen in

xxxvii. 16 :

1 Cowley-Neub., op. cit., p. xiii.
2

I. LeVi \rvJE, xi. 393 a.
s LeVi, op. cit., xi. 392 t.
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Here B mar«- and D have
idno n'tyyo b tr'jo

na^'no kvi (D ^ya) by® ^a *aab

77^ beginning of every action is speech,

And before every work is the thought.

For this B text has
-im rftyyo bz p'tn

nacrno N\n bya ?a «wni

Another good example is afforded by xxxvii. 25, where B marg
- and D read fnt^ against Tinfe* Dy

of B text
. According to Peters 1

, about 7,5 per cent, of the variants conform to this rule; in the

other cases where D has a variant not attested in B marg * some are explicable as scribal errors in D,
or as corruptions produced under the influence of the text of B. In several cases B mars* and D
agree in purely orthographic variants, and even in reproducing identical scribal errors. The impor-
tant conclusion deducible from these phenomena is that the marginal variants of B are not the

emendations of the scribe,Abut represent readings derived from another MS. which has close affinities

with D. Probably the marginal variants of the rest of B are derived from an identical or related

source. Regarding the relation of C to B and D the material for comparison is too slight to enable

any certain conclusions to be drawn. In one striking case, however, C = B text in reading bn"\i against
3 marg. anc| jj which read bun- Hence Peters concludes that C is to be ranked with the B type of

text (against D + B marg#
). The other important area of contact is iv. 23-vii. 25, where C and A

partly overlap and comparison is possible. Here the divergence is occasionally considerable, as in

iv. 30, 31 (see next subsection). But this must not be unduly exaggerated. The similarity of whole
verses is so marked as to make it clear that we are confronted with different recensions of the same
archetypal text, and not with independent types of text.2

(ii) The general character of the Hebreiv fragments and their relation to the Versions.

The relation of the Hebrew fragments to the Versions presents many difficult textual problems
which cannot be said yet to have been fully solved. 3 In the case of MSS. A and B, which may
conveniently be considered first, the Hebrew sometimes agrees with the Greek version against the

Syriac, sometimes differs from both, and occasionally explains one or the other, or both. The cases

in which the Hebrew seems to follow the Syriac and to be dependent on it are, perhaps, the most
crucial. In this connexion the doublets, which are particularly numerous in B, are most important.

These have been indicated in the critical notes of the commentary. The following example will

illustrate many others. In xxxi. 13 3§<
B has :

ny-\ py nyi *a {marg. yn) mat (1)

bvt. njVb> rv yi (2)

:k-i3 mb uoo ym (3)

py (marg. yrn) jmn nan bs ":do n? »a (4)

(marg.? ynn) yoin nym dmboi (5)

ba pbn ab ryo yn (6)

:nr6 dj ba (vzbv) mso (marg. bz ^y) p by (7)

(1) Remember that an evil eye is an evil thing ;

(2) The man of evil eye God hateth,

(3) And He hath created nothing more evil than him.

(4) For this—by reason of everything the eye quivereth,

(5) Andfrom the face it maketh tears.

(6) God hath created nothing more evil than the eye,

(7) Therefore by reason of everything its freshness is abated.

1 Der jiingst wiederaufgefundene hebraische Text des Buches Ecclesiasticus (1902), p. 23*.
2 Schechter (fQR, xii. 458) pertinently remarks :

' Had we here to deal with different translations, it is impossible
that they should agree as closely as they [MSS. C and A] do. Those who are inclined to doubt this obvious fact should
take the trouble to compare these same fourteen verses [covering iv. 23-v. 13 + xxxvi. 24] in the three Hebrew versions

we possess of Ben-Sira, viz. by Ben Zeeb, Frankel, and Joshua Duklo, and he will see at once the difference between
independent translations and families of MSS. differing but descendant from the same common origin. In the first case
he will, before a closer reading, hardly be aware that they represent the same work, whilst in the latter it will take him
some time before he detects their differences.'

3 The most elaborate and detailed reconstruction of the text, taking the fullest account of all relevant data, is that

of Smend (as cited in § 10).
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Here (i) (6) (7) substantially = ffi: and (2) (3) and (4) = £> (see crit. note on xxxi. 23 in the fol-

lowing commentary) : (5) is a doublet of (4) and (7). It is noticeable that & does not, as it stands,
yield an exactly corresponding text either to <E or &, while it provides one doublet (5) and (7) which
corresponds to neither. The simplest explanation is that ^ embodies variants from different recen-
sions of the original text that lie behind ffi and &. 1 Not improbably & itself has been glossed and
emended by scribes. The variant in (7) above (' its freshness is abated ') may, perhaps, be explained
in this way (from Deut. xxxiv. 7). As another example of a gloss in ?§ to which nothing corresponds
in ffi or £> xxxi. 2 may be cited. Here M adds the following two lines

:

nsnn *ron paa y~\

Reproach putteth to flight thefaithfulfriend,
But he that hideth a secret loveth (a friend) as his own soul.

As this couplet does not harmonize with the context it is probably a gloss (?from the margin of
a MS.). In general W* has many scribal errors and corruptions in its text, which is also marked by
the occasional presence of strong Syriasms 2 and late Rabbinical expressions.3

In the case of ?$
A the number of marginal variants is comparatively small. There are a certain

number of doublets which exhibit features on the whole similar to those of ?!?" illustrated above. But
S!

A diverges more from the text of ffi than is the case with ffl*—it very rarely sides with ffi against &.

It has certain orthographical peculiarities of its own, and is marked by a number of errors due to
the carelessness of the copyist. 4 In the case of 3^

D
, which covers xxxvi. 29-xxxviii. 1, and provides

(with 3^") a duplicate text for this section of the book, we have, on the whole, a text superior to
that of ?§

B
, though there are numerous cases of corruption. In two instances it yields a text which

agrees with 5L against the common text of <&, viz. in xxxvii. 26 s
, where it reads ni2D (= bo£av 248

and 3L) against itivnv of the ordinary text of ffi ; and in xxxvii. 28 b where, against W which = <&,

it reads

:

l • l l l
"iron |r ?3 psa ?z? n?i

which = 1L (et non omni animae omne genus placet). In this MS. late Hebrew expressions are of
frequent occurrence. In the three fragments of selections which make up Hc a type of text is preserved
which is, on the whole, remarkably free from the corruptions and blemishes which disfigure the other
MSS. It agrees sometimes with ffi, sometimes with &, and occasionally with neither (e.g. v. 11). In
those parts of the book where it coincides with $ A

it often agrees with the text of ffi against £>.

The relation of the Hebrew fragments to the citations of Sirach that occur in the Talmudic
and Rabbinic literature 6

is not easy to determine owing to the uncertain state of the Talmudic and
Rabbinic texts, and also to the loose way in which such citations are often made. It would appear
that in some cases the two Talmuds had different texts of Ben-Sira before them. Thus iii. 21 is

cited in one form in T.J. Hag. Jj c (agreeing with ?^
A

in first and last word), and in another (doublet)

form in T.B. Hag. 13 a (also in Midr. rabba Gen. viii). In the latter the first couplet agrees with £
and ffi (and partly with J^

A
) ; the second diverges considerably from all the other forms of the text

(though agreeing in one word with !§\ and in another with T.J. Hag). The most natural inference

to draw from these phenomena is that two divergent types of text of Sirach were current in the
fifth century A.D. The citations from Sirach in Sa'adya (Sefer ha-galuy) are of a different character.

They agree much more closely with the text of %, give the impression of being more exact citations,

and are apparently derived from substantially the same text as that represented in the Hebrew
fragments.

It is important to note, in this connexion, that collections of detached sayings derived from
Sirach were apparently in existence in the Talmudic period. The only long continuous quotation
from Ben-Sira given in the Talmud (T.B. Sanhedrin 100 b) is apparently made from such aflori-
legiutn. It consists of the following passages in the following order: xxvi. 1-4 ; ix. 8, 9 ; xi. 29-34,
and vi. 10. Another such collection is represented in the fragments denoted $c

. Such collections

1 See further the discussion in the next subsection.
2 e.g. VriDD xlii. 5, which apparently = inf. Pael (Syr. memahdyu) ;

Tinpn xlii. 12, ' converse '= Syr. 'estawwed=
6fxt\elu : n*3 xlii. 12 = perhaps 'among ' (Syr. beth).

3 e.g. 13 K»*3 xxxviii. 17, < such as befits him ' (in $ B
; also in $ A

x. 28) ; *Bh"ID JV33 li. 23.
4 Of differences of diction the following is the most notable : J^

A writes JVD'O where $ B has TD^. See further
Taylor-Schechter, WBS, pp. 7-12.

5 This verse is wanting in ?§
B

.

6 For a collection of the citations conveniently grouped together see Cowley-Neub., pp. xix-xxx ; also Schechter
]T) fQft, iii- 682-706 (with full critical notes],
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seem to have superseded the original Hebrew text of the entire book after it fell under the ban and
was reckoned among ' the books of the heretics '. The ' good things ' profitable for reading were
excerpted ; the rest consigned to neglect. 1

It is worth noting that some of the sayings of Ben-Sira
are cited in an Aramaic form, which implies that an Aramaic translation of parts of the book was
at some time or other made. This factor must be allowed for as a possible source of corruption in

the diction of the fragments.

(iii) The authenticity of the Hebreiv fragments.

The authenticity of the Hebrew fragments was early called in question by Professor D. S. Mar-
goliouth,2 who, noting the decadent nature of the diction, coloured as it is by the frequent presence
of Syriasms and Arabisms, as well as of neo-Hebraisms, and struck by the presence of Persian

glosses in $ B
,
propounded the theory that S is itself a retranslation of a Persian version, which was

based partly on the Greek and partly on the Syriac versions of the book. The hypothesis is that

a Syriac version, which had been revised by the Greek, was used as the basis of a Persian rendering,

and that this Persian translation was rendered by an unintelligent Persian Jew, who knew neither

Syriac nor Greek, into Hebrew. ' The theory is incompatible with the known facts ; the agreements
(often literal) and the disagreements of the Hebrew with the primary versions make it practically

inconceivable that it could have arisen in the way described.' 3 The obscurities in the Hebrew text

alleged to be due to a misunderstanding of Persian expressions are all susceptible of a different

—

and more probable—explanation.4 Consequently the hypothesis of a Persian basis for the text of $
may be ruled out. But in a modified form the hypothesis of retranslation may be made much
more defensible, viz. on the basis of the Syriac—and Greek—versions. It is not, indeed, alleged

that the whole of the recovered Hebrew text can be explained in this way, but the dependence of
parts of the text on ffi or So is seriously maintained by some scholars. It will, therefore, be necessary
to subject some of the crucial cases adduced to examination. Nestle 5 brings forward a number of
cases from 3^

c
in which he concludes that the Hebrew text of these passages ' cannot be explained

in any other way than by the supposition that ' it rests ' on a corrupt and glossed text, sometimes of
ffi, sometimes of <£

'. He, however, does not allege of $c as a whole that it is a simple retranslation
of ffi, ' for even in p?

c
there are passages which are at variance with <&.' The passages in question

are iv. 30, 31, v. 9 b, 13 b, vii. 25, xxv. 17. The first and last of these may be taken as crucial

examples.

In iv. 30 ffi has

:

[AT] X(t6l 0)S Xi(JiV €V T(5 OIKO) (v. I. TY] OtKia) (TOV

KOLl (paVTCHTLOKOTrtoV €V TOIS OtKCTai? (TOV.

IL noli esse sicut leo in domo tua
;

evertens domesticos tuos et opprimens subiectos tibi.

Be not a dog (a?a) in thy house,

And rebuking and fearful in thy works.

$A
irvaa aba *nn bo,

inaxtaa ncmaH thci

& B
irvaa rpnsa \in i>x

nmuya inanoi

Here &A
' like a dog ' (ai>aa) = S>

; and &c
' like a lion ' (mxa) = <£. ' Can there be any doubt,'

says Nestle, 'that A (S
A
) agrees with & and C ($t) with ffi?' The mistake in £ (ab) may be due

to a misreading of ""aba (= x'aba) ' like a lion '. He, however, admits that the couplets as they stand
cannot be explained entirely as retranslations. In particular, ' how would a late Jewish translator
hit upon mano to render so obscure a word as <j)avTaaioKoira>v ?

' But if the two couplets are not
retranslations the obvious inference is that they represent two recensions of the original Hebrew
text, one of which lies behind & and the other behind ffi. In $A aba is a corruption of aba = *ab

(ioab), which may be explained as a variant on the true reading (preserved in P?
c
) nnxa : "in»l may

be a gloss : "jnaxba has come in by mistake from the previous verse ; the correct reading is preserved

1 Cf. Schechter mJQR, xii. 461.
2 The Origin of the ' Original' Hebrew of Ecclesiastictcs (1899).
3 Toy in EB, ii, col. 1 168.
* For a detailed criticism of these alleged cases see Taylor-Schechter, JVBS.
6 Art. * Sirach ' in Hastings's DB, iv. 547 f.
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in $ c imnya (cf. <& and Sty ; NTnoi is probably original, and rnsnoi in W~ a corruptiun of nnsnoi a

variant on NTnoi. Thus the original Hebrew of the couplet may be restored :

"jrv:n mxa std ba

Be not like a lion in thy family,

And timid among thy slaves.

[Smend, however, keeps "itiei in line 2 : then render

And shy and timid among thy slaves.]

In the text so .read SOTIO affords an excellent word-play (suggested by Amos iii. 8) on nns* in line 1

—quite in the style of Ben-Sira. 1

Again, in xxv. 17 :

The tvickedness of a woman . . . darkeneth her countenance like sackcloth (A.V. marg. ' or like a

bear ') : R.V. as a bear doth.

<&B &c. <!><? (tolkkov. <&*AV 55, 106, 155, 157, 248, 253, Syro-Hex. us apuos : IL (combining both

readings) tanquam ursus et quasi saccum.

& ... maketJi pale the face of her husband, and
Maketh it black like the colour of a sack.

:nr6 wa nnp ,

'i

From these data Nestle concludes that ' all rules of textual criticism . . . must be naught, or

C ($
c

) is here the retranslatio?i of a corrupt Greek text' The assumption is that ap/cos is an inner

(Greek) corruption of o-clkkov, and that W here has followed a Greek text which had the corruption.

But it should be noted that 1&
Q
for the rest of the verse diverges strongly from <£, and agrees with

$> against ffi (1) in adding b»k, and (2) in making the following word (yoa) refer to the husband {his

face). We are, therefore, driven to suppose that |§ has here followed <& in one word only, viz. in

reading ' bear ' for ' sack
'

; in the rest of the verse it is independent of <&, and approximates to

(though it does not coincide with) S. The phenomena point in the same direction as in the other

case examined, viz. to the existence of divergent recensions of the text of ?§, one of which has been

followed by ffi and another by &, W partly agreeing with both. At least two alternatives are

possible to Nestle's hypothesis, either of which is to be preferred to his solution ; either (1) ctclkkov

is an inner (Greek) corruption of apKos which has affected &, or (2) the readings j?B> and an existed

in different recensions of &. In either case an is probably the true reading of the original Hebrew,

which may be restored from W thus

:

nxno nw ntafc m
:aro ma Tnp»i

The wickedness of a woman maketh black her look,

And darkeneth her countenance like a bears.

The meaning of the couplet appears to be that wickedness makes a woman sinister of aspect and

fierce ; the alternative reading ' like sackcloth ' would introduce the idea of sadness and mourning,

which does not harmonize so well with the context. As the previous couplet 2 suggests the comparison

of the wicked woman to a lion or dragon, the further comparison of her aspect to a bear's is in

keeping. What is referred to, apparently, is the hardening effect of a course of wickedness, which

makes a woman brazen. The context, therefore, does not really favour the idea that a woman's

wickedness makes her sad of countenance (' darkeneth her countenance like sackcloth '). Schechter 3

aptly cites in illustration a passage from the Midrash {Gen. rabba, § 87. 4) where Potiphar's wife

is compared to a bear (' I will incite against thee the bear '). The bear is proverbially associated

with fierceness in the O. T. ; cp. Prov. xvii. 12, 2 Sam. xvii. 8, Hos. xiii. 8.

The hypothesis of partial retranslation of £> in £? has been urged by Prof. I. Levi with much force.

It may be stated in his own words: 4
' Certain details indicate that both A ($

A
) and B ($

B
) are derived

from a copy characterized by interpolations due to a retranslation from Syriac into Hebrew. In a

number of" passages the same verse is given in two distinct renderings, one of which usually corre-

1 So Taylor mJQR, xv. 611.
2 / would rather dwell with a lion and a dragon than keep house with a wicked woman.
" JQR, xv. 464.

4 JE, xi. 393 (art. Sirach ').
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sponds to the Syriac, even when this text represents merely a faulty or biased translation of the original.

These verses, moreover, in their conformity to the Syriac, become at times so meaningless that they

can be explained only as incorrect translations from that language. Such suspicious passages are

characterized by a comparatively modern style and language, by a commonplace phraseology, and by a

break in the parallelism which is affected by Ecclesiasticus. It may, therefore, be safely concluded that

these doublets are merely additions made to render the Syriac version more intelligible. The same
statement holds true of certain textual emendations made by the glossarist. In this, however, there

is nothing strange, since it is a well-known fact that the Jews of certain sections were familiar with

Syriac, as is shown by the quotations made by Nahmanides from the Wisdom of Solomon, from

Judith, and from Bel and the Dragon, and also by the introduction of the Peshitta of Proverbs

into the Targum of the Hagiographa.' The alleged cases in the doublets of p? in which retranslation

from £> is assumed by Levi have been subjected to close examination by A. Fuchs, 1 who has shown
good grounds for rejecting the hypothesis. The alternative view that these doublets represent

variant readings derived from different recensions of P? is strongly upheld by Fuchs, and may be said

to hold the field. With regard to the final acrostic hymn (li. 13-30), of which the version in P?
B

is,

according to LeVi, a retranslation from <S,
2 Levi's hypothesis is again rejected by Fuchs, and also

by Dr. C. Taylor, who, after a careful discussion,'' concludes as follows :
' Further study of P? has now

brought out much positive evidence for its independence of Si, and seemingly none to the contrary.'

A word must be said in conclusion regarding the canticle which follows li. 12, and does not appear
in any of the Versions. Is this a genuine part of the original Hebrew text of Ben-Sira? In favour

of its authenticity may be urged the presence of the sentence :

Give thanks unto Him that chooseth the sons of Zadok to be priests,

which apparently contains an allusion to the pre-Maccabean high-priests who were descended from
Zadok. The absence, too, of any reference to specifically Pharisaic ideas, such as the doctrine of

the resurrection of the body, may also be cited in favour of its genuineness. Its omission in the

Greek translation of Ben-Sira's grandson may be explained by the reference to the ' sons of Zadok

'

—which might have proved a source of offence at a time when the high-priesthood was no longer

held by descendants of that line. On the other hand, the sentiment expressed in the line :

Give thanks unto Him that maketh the horn of the House of David to bud

is directly opposed to that expressed in ch. xxxvi, and in the entire ' Hymn of the Fathers ' (ch. xliv-

xlviii). Perhaps the solution reached by Fuchs 4
is least open to objection. Fuchs concludes that

the Psalm, which is not a genuine part of the original Book of Ben-Sira, is old and originally existed

in an independent form ; it was inserted in the Hebrew text of Ben-Sira before the year 153 B.C. by.

a reader who thought the context, which already contained psalm-pieces, a suitable one. It may
have emanated from the circles of the Hasidim (' the Assideans '), who had already taken a stand
against Hellenism before the Maccabean revolt.

Enough has been said to show that the text of P?, though it is disfigured by scribal errors and
corruptions, and—in some places—by the presence of glosses, is yet essentially independent of© and
& ; the hypothesis of retranslation breaks down, at best a plausible case for the influence of such
a factor can only be made out for an insignificant number of verses, where, however, an alternative

—

and, on the whole, more probable—explanation is possible.

On the other hand, it is all-important to remember that P? constantly explains the variations in

the Versions. This is one of the surest indications of its essential genuineness. One or two examples
will illustrate many others. In vi. 30 a P? reads : r6iy an? ^y and ffi has koct/xo? yap xpvveos ia-riv in
avTi]s. Here the first word in p? can be corrected by ffi to ny (' ornament '), thus yielding the line

:

An ornament ofgold is her yoke.

At the same time the third word in p? explains ffi's in airijs, which is obviously due to r6iy being

misread n^y.

The following is an example of a different kind. In xiii. 1 b p? has :

urn no^ yb ba -aim

And he that associateth with a scorner will learn his way. ffi has koX 6 koivoovuv vneprityavio 6/xoio>0T/o-ercu

airy. <S He that associateth with a godless man is clothed with his way.

Here S reads vsn trnb"1 for P?'s imn 1D^ ;
<& has apparently corrected the expression (cf. 3L)

;

1 Textkritische Untersuchungen zum hebraischen Ekklesiastikus (Freiburg i. B., 1907).
2 'The hymn, which follows the Syriac version closely throughout, is evidently a retranslation from the latter

{JE. xi. 393). For Levi's detailed arguments see his UEcclesiastique, ii, pp. xxi-xxvii.
" Journal of Philology, xxx, pp. 95-132. 4 Op. at., pp. 102-110.
3

1L(5
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ivb* and Bw< may have arisen by confusion ; or ie^> may be a correction of an original eb^. In

any case $? independently throws light on the text ; even its corruptions are illuminating. Another
indication of originality in $? is the frequent word-plays. A good example of such is viii. 18:

n B>yn ?y "U vsb. Here -it and n provide an excellent instance, and will serve to illustrate

numerous others.

If any further confirmation be needed as to the value and genuineness of the Hebrew fragments
as a whole it may be furnished from the words of Prof. Levi, who, as has been pointed out above,
feels constrained to adopt the hypothesis of retranslation in the case of a restricted number of verses

(mostly doublets). Yet, despite these assumed ' corrections and interpolations ', he declares that 'the

originality of the text in these fragments of Ben-Sira cannot be denied. Besides the fact that many
scholars deny the existence of any interpolations, there are portions in which it is easy to recognize

the author's hand, for he has a characteristic technique, style, vocabulary, and syntax which are

evident in all the Versions. It may safely be said that in the main the work of Ben-Sira has been
preserved just as it left his hands, while the chief variant marginal readings recorded in the fragments
and confirmed by the translations may be regarded as evidences of the existence of two separate

editions written by Ben-Sira himself. It is self-evident, moreover, that Ecclesiasticus has undergone
some alterations at the hands of scribes, and it would have been strange indeed if this book alone

should have wholly escaped the common lot of such writings. No more conclusive proof could be
found, were any necessary, of the fidelity of the Hebrew version than its frequent agreement, in

citations from the Bible, with the text on which the Septuagint is based rather than with the

Massorah, as in the case of i Sam. xii. 3 as compared with Sirach xlvi. 19, or Isa. xxxviii. 17 with

Sirach 1. 2.' l

6

(c) The secondary Hebrezv recension.

The indications that point to the existence of a secondary Greek version of Sirach are

discussed and set forth in the next section (§ 4). It is there shown that this secondary and amplified

recension— undertaken clearly in order to make the teaching of the book more acceptable to later

orthodox (Pharisaic) circles— is not fully represented in any group of Greek MSS. ; it has affected

most extensively the 248 group, and is largely in evidence in the Old Latin and also in the Syriac
versions. 2 Originally, however, it seems probable that it existed in a complete and independent form,
of which the readings mentioned above are traces. In other words, the secondary Greek recension

has affected in varying degrees certain groups of the Greek MSS. of the book, and also the Versions.

The question arises : was this secondary Greek version due to a purely Greek revision of the book,
or does it depend upon a revised Hebrew text—in other words, upon a secondary Hebrew recension ?

The phenomena of the text point unmistakably to the latter alternative ; the secondary Greek text

depends essentially upon, and is a translation of, a younger Hebrew recension of the book.

Traces of this younger recension remain in the MSS. of % though there are only traces ; it has
in fact affected these MSS. only partially, and its influence can also be seen in the Rabbinic citations.

The following from among the examples cited by Smend 3 will illustrate what has just been said.

In xvi. 3 c the ordinary Greek text (B, &c), which represents the origina.' Ben-Sira, has:

Kpeiaauiv yap ets 77 \l\101.

For this J£?
A
has an expanded text, viz.

:

P|b«o px-i n'tpy nnx no »a (so S exactly).

Chrysostom, in citing the verse, has the doublet

:

kcu Kpdi(T(XMv els 770i(5i> to 6e\-qp.a KVpiov ?) [xvpioi irapdvopLOL.

N,c - a has the doublet

:

Kpeicraaiv yap 619 8/Katos trottav dikr]fia KVpiov ?; p.vpioi irapavop.oi.

ffi 70 248 have for 3 c

:

Kpdcro-cov yap els bUaios ?/ xi\lol (70 + a^aprooAot).

it Mehor est enim unus timens deum quant mille filii impii.

What Ben-Sira wrote was:

The addition pvi nb>y belongs to the secondary Hebrew recension which underlies the revised Greek

1 JE, xi. 394-
8 The Syriac version, though made directly from the Hebrew, has apparently been influenced often by Greek MSS.,

which contained secondary readings ; see § 5 below and cp. Smend, § 12 (p. exxxixf.).
3 Op. cit., xciif.
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text. Another example shows the same verse as it appeared in the original Hebrew text and in the

secondary recension. Ch. v. n is preserved in two forms in p?
A and ?^

c
. In W x

it runs

:

pieenb nno» rwi

:D;na 2m nn insni

Be swift to give ear,

And zvith patience of spirit ret?.'rn anszvcr.

In W it runs

:

55 = 3?\

ffi has : yiyou ra^vy (V avpoaaei (rov (248 +dya^rj)]

K.a.1 (v naKpoQvixiq <p94yyov a-noKpuriv (248 &C. + 6p9ijv).

Here clearly the Greek MSS. 248 &c. have corrected the older text of <£ according to the later

Hebrew recension represented in $c
; the ordinary text of ffi and 35 = ?£?

A (except that ffi appears to

have read rtJJICBfr for pntPl?, the latter being a variant of the former perhaps).

In some cases the doublets in $?, to which reference has been made in the former part of this

section, are to be explained in this way, one couplet reproducing the older Hebrew text, another the

younger. 1 It might be argued that these additions in the text of <& are merely glosses and inde-

pendent amplifications made in the Greek MSS. which have affected the Hebrew fragments. But
Smend, after a very close and exhaustive investigation, has made it probable (a) that the additions

as a whole—though a certain small amount of inner Greek amplification, perhaps under Christian

influence, must be allowed for—possess a number of striking and peculiar features which point to

a common origin and their being part of a comprehensive and deliberate revision ; in other words, they

belong to a special recension : and (b) that this recension depends upon a Hebrew basis : many of

the expressions and phrases used are fundamentally Hebrew, and are clearly translations of Hebrew
originals. 2 The difficulties of the hypothesis which would account for the presence of such elements

in the Hebrew MSS. as due to retranslation have already been discussed.

(d) The reconstruction of the original Hebrew text.

It has already been shown that the Hebrew fragments contain the genuine original text, though
with many corruptions and with a certain amount of text-mixture due to the existence of different

recensions. The first task of criticism, therefore, is to free the text, as it has been handed down in

the MSS., from corruptions, glosses, and scribal errors. For this purpose the Hebrew text itself

offers, in the first place, the most valuable aid. Ben-Sira's language constantly echoes that of the

Old Testament, and it is remarkable how clearly and frequently these reminiscences display them-
selves in the text of ?^.

3 Then, again, the form of the text in couplets of short lines of a certain

approximately equal length and defined rhythm is of material assistance. It is often possible to reduce

the lines to the normal length and rhythm by the removal of a superfluous word or words. The use

of the ancient Versions—especially of© and &—is often of great value for reconstructing the original

Hebrew, though it must not be forgotten that these Versions are themselves beset with many draw-
backs. Both have suffered much from textual deterioration ; both are often free and not literal

renderings ; even the original form of ffi, as it was made by the author's grandson, does not, it would
seem, depend upon the Hebrew text of Ben-Sira's autograph, but upon a later transcript. Yet, when
all possible reservations have been made, the ancient Versions constantly afford aid of inestimable

value for the work of reconstruction. Finally, the data derived from & is often of the greatest

possible value for criticizing those parts of the book for which no portions of the Hebrew text have
been recovered. These points receive ample illustration in the text and textual notes which are

printed in the following commentary. We are unable to subscribe to the verdict of Prof. Toy when
he says

:

4
' In general the text of Ben-Sira remains nearly as it was before the discovery of the

fragments.' On the contrary, a careful study of $, and the use of it for the purpose of constructing

1 Cp. xxxiv. 20 a b, xxxv. 22 in J§ ; xi. 15, 16, which appears in J^
A

, apparently belongs also to the secondary recen-
sion, and so xvi. 15, 16.

2 Such expressions as evroXai alavioi (i. 5), yvaxris ivroKStv (xix. 19), naKporrjs ypep&v are of this kind : bivbpav

aOavaaias (xix. 19) = Dwfl XV : in some cases the renderings amount to mistranslations, e.g. <pa>Tto-p6s vyteias (xvii. 26)=
D**nn "TIN : see further Smend, p. cxv f.

3 See e.g. the elaborate list of parallel passages given in Taylor-Schechter, WBS, pp. I 3-32.
4 EB, iv, col. 4651.
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a critical text of the book, has confirmed to us the verdict of the distinguished scholars who first

made it available for the scientific world. How far-reaching and transforming its effect on the old
currently-received Greek Sirach really has been will be apparent to any careful reader who will take
the trouble to compare the critical version of the text, as it appears in the following commentary,
with that printed in the Authorized and Revised English versions. 1

§ 4. The Greek Version and the Secondary Greek Text.

Among the versions of Sirach this is the most important as being the earliest. As the
Prologue tells us, the Greek translation was made from the original Hebrew by the author's grand-
son ; there was, therefore, not a long period of time between the original writing and its Greek
translation. The Greek form of the book was that in which it was first officially received by the
Church. Another fact which enhances the importance of this version is that in a number of

instances the text represents a purer form ofthe original Hebrew than that contained in the manuscripts
of the Hebrew text recently discovered. This fact makes the use of the Greek version extremely
valuable, and indeed indispensable, for the reconstruction of the Hebrew text.

The text of this version, as the critical notes in the commentary will amply show, has come
down to us in a bad condition ; not infrequently it defies emendation. But in connexion with this

two points must be taken into account when using the Greek text for the purpose of reconstructing

the Hebrew. In the first place, there is in many cases of an apparently bad condition of the text

the possibility that it was always so ; that is to say, that it may be due to the initial inability of

Ben-Sira's grandson to give a proper translation, so that what appears now as a bad text was so from
the beginning. ' Ye are entreated, therefore,' says the translator in his Prologue, ' to make your
perusal with favour and attention, and to be indulgent if in any parts of what we have laboured to

interpret we may seem to fail in some of the phrases. For things originally spoken in Hebrew have
not the same force in them when they are translated into another tongue.' And, secondly, Ben-Sira's

grandson clearly does not consider it the duty of a translator to give anything in the shape of

a literal translation of his original ; he seeks, rightly, to present as far as possible a well-constructed

Greek interpretation rather than a slavish reproduction of what he translates ; and when, as in the
present case, it is poetry which is in question, the translator's freedom is of course increased. These
two points must, therefore, not be lost sight of. But when all allowance is made for this, the fact

still remains that the Greek text is in a far from satisfactory state ; it has suffered greatly from
corruptions made in transmission, it has often been inflated by the addition of glosses, inserted some-
times for explanatory, at other times for doctrinal purposes, and further, marginal notes, not originally

intended to be additions, have been later on incorporated into the text. Before proceeding, mention
may here be made of the great displacement in the Greek text ; we quote from Dr. Swete

:

2
' A

remarkable divergence in the arrangement of the Septuagint and Old Latin versions of Ecclesiasticus

xxx-xxxvi calls for notice. In these chapters the Greek order fails to yield a natural sequence,

whereas the Latin arrangement, which is also that of the Syriac and Armenian versions, makes
excellent sense. Two sections, xxx. 25-xxxiii. 13a (ws KaAa/xw^o? . . . dwAa? 'laxw/j) and xxxiii. 15b-
xxxvi. 16 a (Xa.fj.TTpa Kapbia . . . ZaxaTOS i?ypv77i>?j(ra), have exchanged places in the Latin, and the change
is justified by the result. On examination it appears that these sections are nearly equal, containing
in B 154 and 159 o-rLyoi respectively, whilst x exhibits 160 in each.' There can be little doubt that

in the exemplar from which, so far as is certainly known, all our Greek MSS. of this book 'are
ultimately derived the pairs of leaves on which these sections were severally written had been
transposed, whereas the Latin translator, working from a MS. in which the transposition had not
taken place, has preserved the true order.' 3

When the various MSS. of the Greek version are examined it is seen that they exhibit great
divergences,4 and these divergences are further increased when the other versions and the patristic

quotations are taken into consideration. For English readers the most instructive way of being
brought face to face with these variations found in the Greek MSS. is to compare the Revised and
Authorized versions together, for in the margin of the Revised version the following note occurs

again and again :
' Verse ... is omitted by the best authorities

'
; by these ' best authorities ' are

meant the great Greek uncials of the fourth century a.D. (Bx A). In the Authorized version, on
the other hand, all the verses or parts of verses omitted by the Revised version find a place, the

1 It should be noted that the displacement in chapter xxxi. 25 f., which has affected all extant Greek MSS., does not

appear in ?§, which has the true order. See further on this point next section.
2 The Old Testament in Greek, vol. ii. p. vi.
3 The solution is due to O. F. Fritzsche, Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zu den Apokryphen, v, pp. 169, 170.
4 For examples recourse must be had to the apparatus cnticus in the commentary.
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reason for this being that the Greek text of which the Authorized version is a translation is that

represented by a number of cursives belonging to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, a text

which is also to a large extent represented in the Old Latin version, and in the quotations from

Sirach in the writings of some of the Church Fathers. These great divergences, then, in the

Greek MSS., all of which, as we have just seen, go back to one copy in which the great displacement

was already present, occasion a difficult problem. Two points, however, emerge clearly ; in the

face of the striking and numerous divergences and additions it is evident that all the MSS. cannot

ultimately all go back to one original form of text ; and, again, since all the extant Greek MSS.
are descended from one copy in which the displacement was already found, the divergences and
additions must have been in existence at a very early period. The matter can be put in another

way ; Cod. B, for example, represents one type of Greek text, Codd. 248, 253 represent another type,

that, namely, which contains the additions : both have the great displacement, and therefore both,

presumably, must ultimately go back to one and the same copy, although in the actual dates of

these two manuscripts there is a difference of, roughly speaking, a thousand years. But how can it

be possible that these two manuscripts should go back to one original copy when one of them has

so many variations and additions as compared with the other ? Here let us note another factor

which is of real assistance in helping to arrive at a solution of the problem—the Old Latin version,

which is a translation of the Greek, has the additions, but has not got the displacement. Now the

Old Latin version represents a condition of affairs which is older than either the great uncial codices

or the cursives as we now have them ; this, therefore, proves that the type of text represented by
Codd. 248, 253 was extant in some MSS. before the existence of the archetypal MS. which contained

the displacement.

It seems clear that there existed at a very early period, probably as early as the last century

B.C., two types of the Greek text, a primary text, which lies at the back of all the Greek MSS., and
which represents the original translation of Ben-Sira's grandson, and a secondary text. The former

of these, the primary text, is represented by the great uncials BnA and the group of cursives 68,

155, 157, 296, 307, 308, as well as in the Aldine and Sixtine editions. The secondary text is

represented in varying degrees by the group of cursives 55, 70, 106, 248, 253, 254, and in the MS.
used by the seventh-century corrector of Cod. Siniaticus, K c *a>

; of these the foremost representative

is 248 ; this type of text is also reflected in the Old Latin and the Syriac versions, as well as in

the Syro-Hexaplar (in this latter many of the passages belonging to the secondary text are marked
with the asterisk), and in the Complutensian text ; it also has the support of Clement of Alexandria
and Chrysostom in their quotations from our book. This secondary Greek text was, like the

primary one, translated from the Hebrew. 1 In the Talmud, and in some other Jewish writings,

there are Rabbinical Hebrew quotations from Sirach which vary from the text of the great

uncials (the primary text), but which are represented in the secondary Greek text. Again, in some
cases the secondary Hebrew text, remnants of which are preserved in the recently-found Hebrew
MSS., is represented in the '248 group', but not in the uncials and their followers. And there is

this further fact that many of the additions found in the ' 248 group' can, on account of their form,

only be explained on the supposition of their having been translated direct from a Hebrew original.

These points go to show that the additions which belong to the secondary Greek text are not

interpolations, but are based in the main upon a secondary Hebrew original.

To come back again, then, to the question with which we started ; how are the two (apparently
contradictory) following facts to be explained ? There are great divergences in our Greek MSS.,
and yet all go back to one archetype, because all have the same great displacement. The most
probable hypothesis would seem to be that the archetype responsible for the displacement was
a Greek MS. which contained the primary text represented by the uncials. From this MS. the
uncials were directly derived, but at the same time other Greek MSS. were in existence which
contained the secondary text and were without the displacement.2 As copies were multi-

plied of the former group the distorted order was adhered to, while in some cases the variant text

of the MSS. representing the secondary recension was adopted and embodied ; hence two varieties

of text, both of which contain the displacement, come into existence. The purest extant form of
the text of the secondary recension is represented apparently by the Old Latin version ; the text

of Cod. 248 only partially embodies the variants and additions of the Greek MSS. behind the
Old Latin.

But although there are some half-dozen Greek MSS., in addition to the Syriac and Old Latin
versions and the Syro-Hexaplar, in which the secondary Greek text is represented, it is certain that
no one of these actually contains that text as such ; all that can be said is that these authorities

1 On the primary and secondary Hebrew texts see the preceding section, § 3 (esp. (c)).
2

It should be noted that ffi agrees with 3L, &c, in having the true order ; it has not the displacement.
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have to a greater or less extent been influenced by it. Thus, apart from a great many minor
additions, the ' 248 group ' of MSS. (including N c,a and the Syro-Hexaplar), taken altogether, have
about a hundred and fifty sticlwi which are not found in the MSS. representing the primary Greek
text

;

x of these additions thirty-two are found in the Syriac version, which has, besides these, thirty-

seven more of its own ; the Old Latin version has a much larger number of its own, together with

thirty-three of those found in the '248 group'. 2 The other group of cursive MSS., mentioned
above, which with the uncials represent the primary Greek text, were originally based on the

secondary text, for they still contain traces of this latter, and must therefore be regarded as the

descendants of manuscripts representing the secondary text which were corrected on the basis of

the uncials.

Although the fragments of the secondary Greek text now extant are considerable, they are but

fragments, and, as -the sequel will show, it is reasonable to assume that at one time the divergences

between the two types of text must have been considerably greater. The question, therefore,

naturally arises why it was that a secondary type of text (in the first instance, as we have seen,

existing in Hebrew) should ever have come into existence ? The additions found in the ' 248 group
'

and other authorities are so considerable that they cannot be accounted for by the assumption

that they are merely arbitrary expansions of the text or explanatory glosses ; they must have some
more specific purpose. We believe that Mr. Hart is right in saying that these additions are
' Fragments of the Wisdom of a Scribe of the Pharisees, and contain tentative Greek renderings

of many of the technical terms and watchwords of the sect. As Jesus ben Sira dealt with the

earlier Scriptures, so some unknown disciple dealt with his master's composition. He received the

deposit and added to it
;

' the additions are ' traditional accretions, which— so far as external evidence

testifies—descended from an immemorial antiquity', though 'they do not necessarily proceed from

the hand of one individual '.3 In fact, the secondary Greek text represents a Pharisaic recension

of the original work of Ben-Sira. But before we deal more fully with the subject of this Pharisaic

recension, it is important as well as instructive to indicate the standpoint represented by Ben-Sira

himself in his work ; this will help to explain and justify the existence of the later recension.

Dr. Taylor, in his edition of Pirqe Aboth (1897), p. 115, says in reference to the books of the

Sadducees :
' We have no authentic remains of Sadducee literature, but it has been suggested with

a certain plausibility that the book Ecclesiasticus approximates to the standpoint of the primitive

Caduqin as regards its theology, its sacerdotalism, and its want of sympathy with the modern
Soferim.' The name of Ezra is significantly omitted from its catalogue of worthies. ' It remains

singular ', remarks Kuenen, ' that the man whom a later generation compared, nay, made almost

equal, to Moses, is passed over in silence. ... Is it not really most natural that a Jesus ben Sirach

did not feel sympathy enough for the first of the Scribes to give him a place of honour in the

series of Israel's great men ?
' The modern Scribe was to Ben-Sirach an unworthy descendant of the

primitive Wise, in accordance with Elfezer ha-Gadol's lament over the degeneracy of a later age

:

' Ex quo Templum devastatum est,
4 coepere Sapientes similes esse Scribis ; Scribae aedituis ; Aeditui,

vulgo hominum ; Vulgus vero hominum in peius indies ruit, nee quis rogans, aut quaerens, superest.

Cui ergo innitendum? Patri nostro coelesti ?
' Dr. Taylor points out, further, the important fact

that in the Babylonian Talmud {Sanhedrin 100 b) the Books of the Saddncces and the Book of Ben-

Sira are placed side by side on the ' Index expurgatorius'

:

What Dr. Taylor says receives confirmation from the Hebrew text of the Canticle following 1. 12,

which was discovered subsequently to the publication of his book :
' Give thanks unto Him that

chooseth the sons of Zadok to be priests ; for His mercy endureth for ever.' 5
It is also in accordance

with the Sadducean theology contained in the book. There is no mention of the existence of

angels, and only the scantiest reference to demons (and even this is not certain), the central idea

being that of a personified Wisdom. 6 Then, again, special prominence is given to the Law ; here we
may be permitted to quote again from Dr. Taylor's book, especially as in connexion with what

he says a further Sadducean tenet, the denial of a resurrection, is included (in Sirach belief in

a hereafter is restricted to the Sheol-conception) :
' The Sadducees said, ixt] tlvai avdaraaiv (Matt.

xxii. 23), and our Lord answers by an indirect argument from the Pentateuch, instead of bringing

1 Cod. 248 alone has a hundred and twenty-three. 2 See Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, pp. xciv.
3 Op. at., p. 274.

4 Mishnah, Sotah ix. 5 (Surenhusius, vol. iii, p. 308).
'- These words do hot occur in either the Greek or the Syriac versions. 6 See further 5 9, iii.
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proofs of a more obvious and direct kind from other parts of Holy Scripture. Hence it has been

inferred that they accepted the Pentateuch only, and rejected the Nebiim and Kethubim. On the

other side, it is asserted that this inference is wholly inaccurate ; that they accepted the three divi-

sions of the Old Testament, and rejected only the extra-scriptural ' Tradition ' and scribe-law. The
truth, perhaps, lies in medio. The Jews in general esteemed, and still esteem, the Pentateuch more
highly than the Prophets and the Hagiographa

:

fW p»N mpo baoi nty& mens pxni
1

[jna] pbipo vw nbip nrt nninm dwm iir\p)W '»w ^x "pfc

:'w D»pmi nrco £w onsD npior6

' And therefore I say that the Prophets and Hagiographa are called words of Qabbalah, because they

were received by hiahoyj}, and they came from the days of Moses ; and by no means are they equal

to the Five Books, which are all precepts and ordinances, &c.' If the Sadducees were of the number
of those who insisted most strongly upon the superior authority of the Pentateuch, it might in

certain cases be nearer to the truth to say that they rejected the Prophets and Hagiographa than

to say that they accepted them. If a prophet were quoted in opposition to Moses they would
have questioned the authority of the prophet.' 2 The antagonism between the Sadducees and the

Pharisees on this point is clearly indicated by Josephus (Ant. xiii. 10. 6), where he says :
' The

Pharisees have delivered to the people a great many observances by succession [cp. Dr. Taylor's

quotation above] from their fathers, which are not written in the laws of Moses ; and it is for this

reason that the Sadducees reject them, and say, that we are to esteem as obligatory (only) those

observances that are in the written word, but are not to observe those things that are derived from
the traditions of our forefathers.' The prominence given to the Law in Sirach may, therefore,

well indicate the Sadducean attitude. Again, the very meagre reference to the Messianic hope,

which is also characteristic of our book, likewise points to its emanating from a Sadducean milieu,

for the Sadducees did not share the Messianic hopes of the Pharisees ; the latter, following the

teaching of the Prophets, looked to God to guide the destinies of the nation, while the Sadducees
disbelieved in such divine guidance ; they ' take away fate, affirming that there is no such thing,

and that the events of human affairs are not at its disposal, but they hold that all our actions are

in our own power' (Josephus, Ant. xiii. 5. 9; cp. Bell. hid. ii. 8. 14). Further, Ben-Sira shows
himself to be a Sadducee by his comparatively favourable attitude towards the heathen world ; it is

true that one of the main objects of his book is to show the superiority of Jewish wisdom over that

of the Greeks, but he does not show that contempt for non-Jews which was so characteristic of the

Pharisees.

What has been said is sufficient to show that our book, in its original form, represented the

Sadducean standpoint ; and this fact offers a prima facie presumption that with the growth of

Pharisaic influence a book which enjoyed so much popularity as Sirach should have been later

on moulded, as far as possible, into a form more in accordance with the ideas of the dominant
party, and that therefore the additions which constitute the main feature of the secondary Greek
text should reflect specifically Pharisaic teaching. As an active movement Pharisaism emerges from
the Maccabean conflict with surrounding heathenism and only becomes quiescent after the annihila-

tion of the Jewish national life in the reign of Hadrian (from about 150 B.C.-A.D. 130). The work
which the teachers of the Law had begun—viz. the application of the Torah to the practical affairs

of everyday life—was continued and made effective by the Pharisees. Elbogen, in his Religious

Views of the Pharisees, p. 2, says: 'The Pharisees are usually described as the party of narrow
legalistic tendencies, and it is forgotten how strenuously they laboured, against the Hellenizing

movement, for the maintenance of Monotheism ; it is forgotten that they built up religious indivi-

dualism and purely spiritual worship ; that it was through them more especially that belief in

a future life was deepened ; and that they carried on a powerful mission propaganda. They are

represented as merely the guardians of the Pentateuch, and the fact is overlooked that they no less

esteemed the Prophets and the Hagiographa, and were not less careful to make it their duty, in the

weekly expositions of the Scriptures, to preach to the people the truths and hopes of religion out of

these books.' Fully in accordance with these religious views of the Pharisees are the three great

watchwords in reference to practical religion to be found in Pharisaic literature, viz. npTifl r6sm miBTi,

i.e. repentance, prayer, and almsgiving (lit. ' righteousness ') ; these three are mentioned together as

the three things which ' avert the evil doom '. 3 In illustration of these Pharisaic religious views we

1 [Read PN1 for 1 |!"Q. Then we get the right sense: 'though they came not* instead of ' and they came.'

—

Gen. Editor.]
2 Op. cit., p. 114.
3 With what is said here regarding the Pharisees cp. Box's ' Survey of Recent Literature on the Pharisees and

Sadducees ', in the Review of Theology and Philosophy, vol. iv, No. 3, pp. 133 ff.
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will take a few examples from the additions found in the secondary Greek text in order to show the
high probability of their having been put in by a Pharisaic scribe or scribes for the purpose of
bringing the book more into harmony with the views of what had become the dominant religious

party in Palestine.

We have seen that in contra-distinction to Sadducean teaching the Pharisees believed strongly
in the divine governance of the world and in a close relationship between God's children and their

heavenly Father; in illustration of this we may turn first to xvi. 10, where the Hebrew text has :

Thus {did it happen) to the six hundred thousandfootmen,
I Vho were destroyed in the arrogancy of their heart.

To this 55 70 248 add :

Chastising, showing mercy, smiting, beatifig,

The Lordguarded them in mercy and in discipline.

This addition is quite inappropriate where it stands, and has evidently got out of place, but it must
evidently have been inserted for the purpose of emphasizing God's activity among His people.

A similar emphasis is found in the addition to xvii. 17, where 70 248 insert:

Whom (i.e. Israel) He brought up as His firstborn with severity,

Yet loving them, imparting to them the light of love, and He forsook them not.

Further, in order to assert more strongly the divine guidance in the world, which, as we have seen

from the words of Josephus above, the Sadducees denied, the Pharisaic scribe inserts in the middle
of xvi. 19 (as preserved in 248), The whole world was made, and cxisteth, by His will; the fine passage

in which Ben-Sira describes the transcendent might of Jahveh scarcely seems to require this inser-

tion, but, as a matter of fact, it does afford a better answer to the words of the supposed sceptic which
Ben-Sira uses ; the point cannot be grasped unless the passage is quoted ; in xvi. 17 it is said :

Say not: ' I am hidden from God,

And in the JieigJit who zvill remember me?
I shall not be noticed among so illustrious a people ;

And zvhat is my soul among the mass of the spirits of all the children of men ?
'

These are the words which a sceptic is supposed to utter, and Ben-Sira answers the objector thus,

xvi. 18, 19 :

Behold the heavens and the heavens of the heavens,

And the deep, and the earth ;

When He treadeth upon them they standfirm,
And when He visiteth them they tremble ;

Yea, the bottoms of the mountains, and the foundations of the world,

When He looketh upon them they tremble greatly.

Ben-Sira's reply is a fine one ; it is probably true to say that he was a better Scribe than Sadducee
in spite of the main tendency of his book (see the exegetical notes in the commentary for the

Biblical references echoed in the lines above), but his answer was not sufficiently to the point for

the practical Pharisee, whose added words offer in reality a more direct and pointed argument
against the erroneous view expressed. Again, for practical purposes, as Hart well points out, ' it

was necessary to guard against the tendency towards the Sadducean position, and to assert against

them the fact that God governed the world '
; and so the Pharisaic glossator adds after xviii. 29 (248) :

Better is trust (lit. ' boldness ') in a single Master (i.e. God),

Than witli a dead heart to cling to dead tilings (i. e. idols)}

With a similar object the following addition is made after xviii. 2 (70 248) : Ben-Sira says, The
Lord alone shall be justified ; then comes the addition :

And there is ?ione other beside Him,
Who guideth the world in the hollow of His hand,

And all things are obedient unto His will

;

For He is king of all things, and they are in His power

;

He separateth among them the holy thingsfrom the common.

1
K0fi<T<j<vv irnppr)(Tia iv dtVTrori] pov<o

t\ vfKpa Kapdia vticpatv avTixfadai (xviii. 29 Cod. 248).
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And with the same purpose these striking words are added after xx. 31 (248)

:

Better is persistent endurance {viroyiovq) in seeking the Lord
Than a driver (rpoyj\KaTt\<i, ' charioteer') of his own life without a master.

Hart {op. cit., p. 280) has some interesting remarks on these passages. ' The description of the
typical Sadducee ', he says, ' as clinging with dead heart to dead things goes little beyond the account
of Jo*sephus. It is true he never identifies the sect formally with the Epicureans, but he describes
them both in similar terms, and indicates his conviction that their denial of Providence leads to
virtual atheism. A God who has no oversight of the universe is equivalent to a dead idol. Epi-
cureans and Sadducees might acknowledge the distant existence of the gods of their respective
nations,1 but this formal acknowledgement could not save them from the lash of the orthodox. The
Rabbis employ the word Epicurus to denote the fool who said in his heart, There is no God. And
such were dead even in their lifetime, as the righteous live on even in death. 2 The picture of the
charioteer, who drives his life, which is his chariot, at random, directed by no master, corresponds
closely enough with one of the metaphors employed by Josephus :

" The Epicureans ", he says, " expel
Providence from life, and do not admit that God oversees events, nor yet that the universe is guided
by the blessed and incorruptible Essence for the permanence of the whole ; they say that the world
is borne along lacking a charioteer and uncared for."

' 3

The divine unity, together with the belief in God as the unique Saviour, is brought out by the
addition in 70 248 (with slight variations) to xxiv. 23 :

Faint not, but be strong in the Lord,
And cleave unto Him that He may strengtJien you.

Cleave unto Him; the Lord, the Almighty, is the one and only God

;

And beside Him there is no Saviour.

This passage offers one of the most striking instances of the Pharisaic doctrine of God, both as
regards the Divine personality as well as the relationship between Him and His true worshippers.
This double aspect of Pharisaic doctrine, which has not always been adequately recognized, has
been insisted upon with some emphasis by a recent writer. ' It is well ', he says, ' to lay stress upon
the Pharisaic belief in the nearness of God and the directness of access to Him ; also to make clear
the fact that emphatic resistance was offered by the Pharisees to any idea of a plurality of Divine
persons. ... Of course it was never denied that God was the Almighty, the Lord of all worlds,
supreme over everything. Indeed, that was affirmed over and over again, and is one of the axioms
of Pharisaic belief. But, whatever other Jews may have done under the influence of Hellenism, the
Pharisees never doubted for a moment that God Himself, the one supreme God, was actually near to
every one of His people ;

" near in every kind of nearness," as it was said (Jer. Berak. 13 a).'
i

The cleaving unto the Lord so strongly emphasized in the last-quoted addition leads us on
to illustrate the Pharisaic characteristic of pietism

; personal religion, that religious individualism
which did so much to foster spiritual worship, is brought out in a number of the additions found in
the secondary Greek text. Not that Ben-Sira was himself wanting in deep piety, but as compared
with the Pharisaic ideal it is not surprising to find that the book was considered in some respects
wanting, and that it seemed to the more ardent religious temperament of the Pharisees as not
sufficiently expressive of the close relationship between God and His pious ones. For example,
Ben-Sira says in i. 12 :

The fear of the Lord delighteth the heart,

Andgiveth gladness, andjoy, and lengtJi of days ;

but the Pharisee deepens the sentiment by adding (70 253)

:

The fear of the Lord is a giftfrom the Lord,
For it setteth \ineii\ upon paths of love.

In the same way, a few verses further on (16 f.), Ben-Sira's words

:

To fear the Lord is the fullness of wisdom,
And she satiateth men with herfruits ;

1 Cp. xvii. 17.
2
fer. Berakh. ii. 3 (4 D) :

' For the living know that they shall die ; these are the righteous, who even in their
death are called living. But the dead know not anything ; these are the wicked, who though living are called dead,
for it is said, For I have no pleasure in the death of non.'

3 Antiq. x. 11. 7. The word which Josephus uses for 'charioteer' is, however, not the same one which occurs in
our book.

4 Herford, Pharisaism, p. 259 f., and see also the pages that follow.
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are supplemented by the similar thought (70 248)

:

And both are gifts of God unto peace.

Few better examples could be given illustrative of the trust which a pious Pharisee had in the mercy
of God than the words added to xvii. 20. Ben-Sira says

:

Their iniquities arc not 1ridfrom Him,
And all their sins are [inscribed'] before the Lord.

To this the Pharisaic glossator adds (70 248)

:

But the Lord, being merciful, knowing also {that they are made in) His own image,

Spared them, andforsook them not, nor cast them off.

The closeness of God to those who love Him—a characteristic Pharisaic doctrine, as we have seen

—

receives illustration from the following addition in 70 248 to xvii. 26 a

:

For He Himself will lead (thee) out of darkness unto the light of salvation.

The religious individualism of the Pharisee is brought out again in the addition of these words to

xxiii. 5 in 248 :

And Him that desireth to serve Thee

Do Thou ever hold up.

This is added in spite of the fact that the passage xxiii. 1-6 is one of the most striking ones expressive

of personal religion in the whole book. One more example of this characteristic trait of the best

Pharisaic spirit may be given ; Ben-Sira says in xxv. 11 :

The fear of the Lord surpasseth all things,

He that holdeth it, to whom shall he be likened?

The addition in 70, 248 breathes a deeper personal religion

:

The beginning of the fear of the Lord is to love Him ;

And the beginning offaith is to cleave unto Him.

Among the characteristic watchwords of the Pharisees few, if any, occupied a more prominent position

than ' repentance ' (fDIBTj) ;
' in their efforts to confirm the faith of their own people and to effect the

conversion of those without, the Pharisees, like the Prophets and the Rabbis, were concerned to insist

upon the paramount importance of repentance. For the latter it was the condition of reception, and

for the former it was the means of restoration. It was the function of the Pharisee to convict all

men everywhere of their need of repentance.' 1 A good illustration of this occurs in the Pharisaic

addition to xx. 2 ; Ben-Sira (according to the Syriac version, which has preserved the best text

here,—the Hebrew is wanting) says :

He that reproveth a sinner getteth no thanks ;

But let him that maketh confession be spared humiliation.

To this is added in 70 248 (the Old Latin version also has the words, but in a wrong place)

:

Hoiv good it is when he zvho is reproved manifesteth repentance,

For thus wilt thou escape wilful sin. 2

The phrase (pavepwam jxeravoiav certainly connotes more fullness of meaning than the one Ben-Sira

uses in this connexion, hel£ov (ttkttpo^v (xviii. 21) ; the former, as Hart well puts it, ' includes all

forms of outward manifestation of the inner change of mind.' Again, in xvii. 22, Ben-Sira says

:

The righteousness of men is to Him as a signet,

And the mercy of man He preserveth as the apple of an eye ;

but according to the Pharisaic glossator the real preciousness of man in God's sight lies in the fact

that repentance, divinely accorded, is manifested ; therefore he adds:

Granting repentance to His sons and daughters (70 248).

1 Hart, op. cit., p. 305. For instructive quotations from Rabbinical literature on the Pharisaic doctrine of

repentance, see Herford, op. cit., pp. 211-15.
2 An almost identical addition occurs in 70 248 after xx. 8.
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There are at least two of the additions in the secondary Greek text which contain a reference to the

future life, a doctrine the development of which the Pharisees did-much to foster. In xvi. 22, where

Ben-Sira puts the following words into the mouth of a supposed sceptic :

My righteous dealing, who declareth it ?

And what hope (is there), for the decree is distant?

The Pharisaic glossator adds what is evidently intended to be a reference to future judgement in

saying

:

And the trying of all things is 7iot until the end (70 106 248).
x

But more pointed is the longer addition found in 70 248 after xix. 17 :

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of acceptance (by Him),
A nd wisdom will gain lovefrom Him.

The knowledge of the Lord is life-giving instruction ;

And they who do the things that are pleasing imto Him shall pluck the fruit of the tree of
immortality.

There are also, as Hart points out (op. cit., p. 312), one or two references among the additions to the

Future Life under the term ' Holy Age', but as the references occur only in the Old Latin version
' they are perhaps to be relegated to a lower place in the succession of scribes who followed

Ben-Sira . . . but their contexts contain nothing that is demonstrably Christian \ Thus in xviii. 27

the Old Latin has this addition :

Go to the lot of the Holy Age
With the living and them that offer thanksgiving to God.

And in xxiv. 32

:

/ zvill leave it to them that seek zvisdom,

And I zvill not leave their progeny until the Holy Age.

' Speaking generally, there does not appear to be any definite demarcation of the future from the

present in these fragments. The mercy which rewards the faithful here differs in degree perhaps,

but not in kind, from that which awaits them hereafter.'

We have dealt only with some examples of the additions found in Greek MSS. which represent

to a greater or lesser degree the secondary Greek text ; the character of this text could be still

further illustrated by taking the Old Latin version into consideration, for this version has retained

a number of the additions belonging to the secondary Greek text which have disappeared from all

extant Greek MSS.; 2 but enough has been said to show that this text, translated originally from
the Hebrew, has with every justification been called the Pharisaic recension of Sirach. For
illustrations from the Old Latin version reference may be made to Hart's book, pp. 289 ff., 313, in

connexion with which should be read Herford's Pharisaism, pp. 267-281.
Turning now once more to the original translation of Ben-Sira's grandson, there are some

special points to be noticed. His knowledge of the Septuagint is very considerable ; as Smend
has pointed out, he frequently utilized this for the purposes of a lexicon. But his use of the
Septuagint varies with the different divisions of the Old Testament ; thus, he appears to be most
familiar with the Greek text of the Pentateuch, of which he makes a far greater use than of the two
other divisions ; for example, the words in xx. 29 b&pa anoTvcfiXol 6(pda\[j.ovs <ro(f)S>u are a verbal

quotation from the Septuagint of Deut. xvi. 19 ; the same is the case in xxiv. 23, which contains an
exact quotation from Septuagint of Deut. xxxiii. 4 ; cp. also xxiv. 15 with the Septuagint of
Exod. xxx. 23 f., 34 ; xlix. 1 with the Septuagint of Exod. xxxv. 28, &c. His use of the Greek
version of the prophetical books is considerably less, though in a variety of instances he shows his

knowledge of this (e.g. with xlviii. 10 cp. Mai. iii. 24, and xlix. 7 with Jer. i. 10). But he does not
seem to have had any acquaintance with a Greek translation of the Hagiographa.

It is very probable that in his desire to attain a more than ordinary knowledge of Greek Ben-
Sira's grandson was to some extent versed in the general literature of the Greeks ; he uses over two
hundred words which do not occur elsewhere in the Septuagint

;

3 he is fond of using compound

1 These words are also preserved in the Old Latin version. 2 See further § 5, ii.

3 Smend, Die Weisheit a'es fesus Sirach, p. lxiv.
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verbs instead of the simple forms, and he shows his liking for variety by rendering the same Hebrew
word by different Greek ones. Not infrequently he expands his translation of the Hebrew by adding
an explanatory word or two (see e.g. the Hebrew and Greek of viii. 12, xl. 19, xli. 9) ; he also often
renders concrete words and expressions by abstract ones. The difference between the Greek of the
Prologue and that of the book itself is so marked that Smend is justified in believing that Ben-Sira's
grandson was helped in composing the former. 1

§ 5. Other Ancient Versions.

i. The Syriac Version.

It is impossible to fix the date of the Syriac version of our book with any certainty ; the
earliest known MS. (Cod. Mus. Brit. 12142) belongs to the sixth century, but this MS. contains
already a very large number of scribal errors, which points to a long previous history ; it

seems, however, to be the parent of all other extant Syriac MSS. of Sirach, for its corruptions

occur in all of them. Wright, in speaking of the Syriac translations of the Old Testament
Apocrypha, the dates of which are quite unknown, says that ' it seems tolerably certain that

alterations were made from time to time with a view to harmonizing the Syriac text with that of
the Septuagint ',2 a process which Burkitt thinks ' may have begun as early as the episcopate of

Palut (about A.D. 200) ', which would imply the existence of a Syriac version some time previous

to this date.

Although some scholars long ago sought to show that the Syriac version of Sirach was a
translation from the Hebrew, their contention was combated by Syriac scholars, who maintained
that it was translated from the Greek. 3 The discovery of the Hebrew text has, however, definitely

settled the matter ; if there was reason to believe, as was certainly the case, that the Syriac text

itself presented indications of its having been translated from Hebrew and not from Greek, there is

absolutely no doubt about this now that we can compare the Syriac with the Hebrew. Nevertheless,

the Syriac translation was not made from the original form of the Hebrew, though from a form
which seems to have been in many respects nearer to the original form than that represented in the

recently found Hebrew MSS. This fact makes the Syriac version valuable for correcting, where
necessary, the Hebrew text in the form in which we now have it ; and for those large portions of the

book of which the Hebrew text has not been found the Syriac is, of course, indispensable. Another
fact which makes the Syriac version valuable is that it contains a number of verses and parts of

verses which are only found elsewhere either in the Hebrew alone, or in isolated Greek MSS., in

some few cases also in the Old Latin version.4
' In some instances the Syriac has retained the

correct text where both the Hebrew and the Greek agree in having gone astray. But in a consider-

able number of passages the Syriac is not a translation of the Hebrew, but of the Greek
;

5
it is

possible that the reason of this was that in such cases the Greek version represented what the

original Syriac translator believed to be the reflection of a more original form of the Hebrew than

that which he had before him ; or else, and this is more probable, it may be that the Syriac, as we
now have it, has been corrected on the basis of the Greek ; this would have been a very natural

proceeding (even if a comparatively speaking pure Hebrew text had been available) at a time when
the Greek Bible was regarded in the Christian Church as more authoritative than the Hebrew.
That the Syriac translator of Sirach was a Christian seems more than probable. The Greek

MS. or MSS. which the Syriac translator made use of contained elements representing the

secondary Greek text, and it was a text which had undergone deterioration in other respects.' 6

In any case, the Syriac version is one which has a distinct value ; nevertheless it must be used with

caution, for, in spite of what has been said about its usefulness and importance, it has some grave

blemishes which must be taken into consideration when utilizing it. Smend says it is the worst

piece of translation in the whole Syriac Bible, though in many cases it is uncertain in what pro-

portion its mistakes are due to the translator himself, or to the Hebrew text which he had before

him, or to some deteriorated Greek text which he utilized, or to textual corruptions which crept

in during the process of transmission. But, however this may be, the fact remains that the work
of translation has been done carelessly and without much trouble having been expended upon
it

;
paraphrases abound ; sometimes they are of a purely arbitrary character, at other times they

1 For many examples illustrating what has been said about the Greek translation, see Smend, op. cit.,

pp. lxii-lxvii.
2 Syriac Literature, p. 4, quoted by Burkitt in EB, iv. 5026. s Smend, op. cit., p. exxxvi.
4 See e.g. ii. \%d, xxv. 8 6, xlvii. 23^, xlviii. i2c,d, li. 11 d, igd, 26d. 5 See e.g. xxvi. 19-27, xliii. 1-10.
6 Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus, in the Cambridge Bible, p. ci.
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apparently represent what the translator believed to be the general meaning of the original, which

he did not understand in all its details ; in yet other cases these paraphrases were evidently due to the

desire to give a Christian sense to a passage. But perhaps the most serious blemish in this version

is the large number of omissions ; Smend says that these amount to 370 stichoi, or one-ninth of the

whole book. In many cases it is evident that the Syriac translator had what seemed to him good
reasons for omitting certain passages ; thus, as a Christian he felt justified in omitting such words

as these

:

Thanksgiving perisheth from the dead asfrom one that is not,

(But) he that liveth and is in health praiseth the Lord (xvii. 28).

It was probably owing to an anti-Jewish tendency that he omitted xxxvii. 25 :

The life of a man {numbers) days butfew,
But the life ofJeshurun days injiumerable.

A similar reason would account for the omission of xxxviii. 11, xlv. 8-14, parts of 1. 18-21, and
the litany after li. 12, though this last is also omitted in the Greek version. Quite comprehensible

are the omissions of xxxiii. 26 (<& xxx. 35) and xxxvi. 21, 23 (<& 26, 28) ; but why such passages,

e.g., as xli. 14—xlii. 2, and most of xliii. 11-33 should have been passed over it is impossible to say,

excepting on the supposition that they are difficult ones to translate, and the Syriac translator did

not feel inclined to undertake the task.

It will thus be seen that while the Syriac version has a distinct value of its own and can

certainly not be neglected, it must nevertheless be used with great caution ; indeed, the student will

be wise never to utilize it without at the same time referring to the Greek. It should be added that

in this version the right order of the chapters is preserved.

ii. The Old Latin Version.

This is the oldest 1 and most important of the daughter-versions of the Greek. Like the Syriac

version, while in some respects it is valuable for correcting the Greek, in other respects it presents

grave drawbacks. As we shall see later on (§ 8), Jerome left the Latin text of Sirach as he found
it—a matter for congratulation, since as the version now stands it contains many really ancient

elements which would probably have been lost altogether if Jerome had undertaken a translation of

his own. That it contains, as we have already seen (p. 281), the chapters in the right order is also

a fact of importance. But the text of the Old Latin version has come down to us in a deplorable

condition, added to which it has the further disadvantage of having been made from a Greek text

which was in a worse condition than that represented by any extant Greek MS. Moreover, the

Old Latin text is full of scribal errors, and many arbitrary alterations have been introduced ;

quotations from this version in the writings of the Latin Fathers are of little use for emending its

text. Emendation is made the more difficult in that the original translation was apparently
subjected to constant correction on the basis of different Greek texts ; one example out of a great

many may be given: in xiii. 8 the Greek text runs:

Trpocre^e fx-q aTT0Tr\avi]9fis (V 106 248 253 Syro-Hex add 777 biavoiq crov),

kclI jxt) Tcnreiva>9fis (v evcppoavvy (248, &C. add Kaphias) <tov.'

For this the Latin has

:

Attende ne seductus

In stultitiam humilieris.

Noli esse humilis in sapientia tua,

Ne humiliatus in stultitiam seducaris (= vv. 10, 11 in Latin).

In cases like this the question arises as to whether the .additions have been inserted from other

Latin texts, or whether they are doublets due to the incorporation of marginal notes into the text

;

in other words, do they represent different Greek texts from which Latin translations were made,
or are they merely Latin variations of one and the same Greek text ? It is by no means always
possible to decide which, a fact which materially increases one's difficulties when utilizing the

Latin version.

1 Of its date nothing further can be said, but the earliest known citations are found in Cyprian.
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The question as to whether the Old Latin version was made from a MS. representing the

primary or secondary Greek text is one of extreme complexity ; at first sight one would feel

impelled to postulate the secondary Greek text as the basis of the Latin version, but the fact that

many of the additions belonging to the secondary Greek text are preserved in the Syro-Hexaplar
but not in the Old Latin goes to show that the latter cannot have been made directly from the

secondary Greek text. And yet, as Smend has shown, the copy from which the Old Latin was
made was more influenced by the secondary Greek text than any other known Greek MS., though
that copy did not in itself represent the secondary Greek text; for, as Smend says, ' trotz aller

sekundaren Elemente, die die Vorlage enthielt, und trotz aller Bearbeitung, von der der urspriing-

liche Text des Lateiners betroffen sein mag,— durch Massenbeobachtung lasst sich nachweisen,

dass die Vorlage des Lateiners im Wesentlichen der griechische Vulgartext war, den der Lateiner

nicht nur in alten guten Lesarten, die freilich auch aus Gr. II' (i.e. the secondary Greek text)
' stammen konnten, sondern auch in hochst sekundarer Entartung vor sich hatte ' {op. cit., p. cxxiv).

The proof of this is minutely worked out by him. The conclusion which Smend draws from this

complicated state of affairs is that the foundation of the text from which the Old Latin Version

was made was the primary Greek one, but that in that text was incorporated a later recension of

the secondary Greek text, the offspring, perhaps, of a Hebrew original. 1 And it must be confessed

that only on this hypothesis can all the phenomena of the Old Latin version be explained.

iii. The Syro-Hexaplar.
This is the Syriac version made by Paul of Telia from the Greek (c. A.D. 616). ' If we retain

the designation Syro-Hexaplar/ says Nestle, ' we must bear in mind that Sirach had no place in

Origen's Hexapla ; but in one particular respect this- Syriac version reminds us of the Hexapla ; one
of the critical marks of Origen, the asteriscus, appears also in Sirach, at least in its first part up to

chap, xiii.'
2 Hart, on the other hand, remarks :

' Origen valued the Book of Jesus Ben-Sira, and
its text required a settlement. It seems reasonable to accept the evidence—direct and indirect—as

it stands, and to conclude that he attempted to purge the current Greek version of its accretions,

and that his disciples removed them bodily, and sometimes parts of the true text with them '

{op. cit., p. 359). It is true we are nowhere told that Origen incorporated the books of the

Apocrypha in his Hexapla, but the way in which he quotes from them, speaking of them as
' Holy Scripture ' (see below, § 8), would naturally lead to the supposition that he did so incorporate

them. There is also the fact that in the Syro-Hexaplar the Book of Baruch undergoes much the

same treatment with regard to the Hexaplaric signs as the canonical books. As Smend says :

' The excellence of Syro-Hexaplaric Sirach text would not be unworthy of Origen.' In general

the text of this version follows very closely a MS. with which Cod. 253 was intimately related, but

the translator also utilized the Peshitta when for one reason or another he found it convenient

to do so. The translation is in parts very free. There are a number of marginal notes which
were presumably taken from the Greek MS. which the translator had before him ; these not

infrequently present the better reading.

iv. The Sahidic Version.

The MS. containing this version, which is based on a Greek text closely related to the Greek
uncials, has suffered a good deal of mutilation ; the Prologue is almost entirely wanting through

this cause ; in addition to this a good many stichoi are omitted. Other Coptic versions of more
or less value are the Bohairic and Akmimic ; only fragmentary remnants of these are extant. For
the published texts of them see Smend, op. cit., p. cxxx f.

v. The Etliiopic Version.

This version is rendered from the Greek, of which it is often a literal translation, but in his

desire to make the meaning of the original before him clear the translator often interprets, i. e. he
gives a paraphrastic rendering. Smend {op. cit., p. cxxxii) gives as an example of this xxiv. 21, where
for the Greek

:

ol ZaOiovTcs jue In ireivdaovaiv, nal ol Trivovris /ue en bi\}/ri<TOV<nv,

1 Cp. the words of Herkenne {De Veteris Latinae Ecclesiastici capitibus i-xliii [1899]): ' Nititur Vetus Latina
textu vulgari Graeco ad textum Hebraicum alius recensionis Graece castigato

' ;
quoted by Nestle in Hastings's DB,

iv. 545-
2 In Hastings's DB, iv. 544. There are altogether forty-five asterisks, about twenty of which are placed against

words and sentences belonging to the secondary Greek text.
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the Ethiopic has

:

They that eat me, eat me and are not satisfied,

And they that drink me, drink me a?id are not satisfied.

The value of this version is not infrequently marred by the fact that its renderings only partially

represent the Greek, the reason being presumably that the Ethiopic translator did not really under-

stand .what was before him and made a guess at the meaning. Smend quotes Dillmann (who has

edited this version, V.T. Aethiopici, torn, v, Berol. 1894) to the effect that the Ethiopic has been

subjected to revision in later times on the basis of the Greek text ; he does not believe it possible

to restore the Ethiopic text to its original form from the MSS. which are now extant. Upon the

whole the Ethiopic follows the text of Cod. B ; the MS. from which the version was made, however,

represented in some cases a purer, in others a more corrupt, form of text than that of Cod. B.

Here and there the Ethiopic is of value for correcting the Greek.

vi. The Armenian Version.

This version exists in two forms, one translated from the Old Latin, and the other from the

Greek ; the former is but of small value for text-critical purposes. The latter is of more use, but

a good deal of the text is wanting, viz. xxxvi. i-xxxviii. 14, xliii-li, besides a number of isolated

passages. On the other hand, it has some additions which are singular to it ; see Herkenne,
Armenischer Sirach, p. 30 ff.

vii. The Slavonic Version.

One point of importance regarding this version is that it sometimes agrees with the Old Latin

against all extant Greek authorities ; moreover, in agreement with the Old Latin and against all

known Greek MSS. (with the exception of Cod. 248) it has xxx. 25-xxxiii. 13 a in the right place.

According to Margoliouth it ' follows a text similar to that of the Complutensian edition, but with

only a portion of the additions '.1 It has been revised from the Syro-Hexaplar.

viii. The Arabic Version.

This is a translation of the Peshitta (Syriac Vulgate). ' The translator', says Smend,' was not
concerned to offer a careful translation of his copy ; he desired rather to present an elegantly-

written Arabic book.' His translation is, therefore, throughout a free one, and he inserts additions

of his own. The text, or that of the MS. from which it was made, has been influenced by the

Greek. But the manifold lacunae of the Syriac version recur in the Arabic. The version is of but
small value.

§ 6. Authorship and Date.

i. The name andpersonality of the author. In the MSS. of the Greek Bible the author of our
book is called 'Irjaovs 2eipax> or more briefly 2ei/)dx

2
; among the later Jews NTD p, and so in the

MSS. of the Syriac Bible k*vd *U (or in a less authentic form ntdk ~Q, i.e. Son of the Captive).

The full name of the author is given in the body of the book, in 1. 27, which in & appears as

Simeon the son ofJeshua (Jesus) the son of Eleazar the son of Sira (in Hebrew "ttyta p jntj" p pyoc
N"PD p).

3 For this <& has : 'Irjcrovs vlbs Seipa^ 'EAea^apou 6 'Iepoo-oAupeirrjs (but 248 Complut. Sixtine
> 'EA.ea£apot>). In & this passage is omitted altogether ; the Syro-Hexaplar has : Jesus the son of
Sirach of Eliezer. The usual designation of the author in the Syriac MSS. of the Bible is : Jesus
the son of Simeon.^

Now as the author's grandson states explicitly in the Greek Prologue to his version of the book
that his grandfather's name was Jesus ('Ir/o-oCs), it is likely that the name Simeon is an intrusion
in the text of % ; this is made exceedingly probable when it is seen that the clause 1. 27, as it appears
in 3^, is overloaded ; by the removal of p pycty symmetry is restored, and the line may be read
with Smend :

:ktd p nrj^K p jw6

OfJesus ben Eleazar ben Sira.

1 Quoted by Nestle in Hastings's DB, iv. 544.
2 2

f
lP?X (Sirach) is the Greek form of Sira (KT'D), the final x being added in the Greek form of the word to indicate

that it is indeclinable; so 'AKeXSa/mx Acts i. 19, in some MSS., for 'AKeXSa/zn : cp. Dalman, Grammatik d. jiidisch-
paliistinischen Aramdtsck 2

, pp. 137, 202.
3 This form of the name reappears twice in the Hebrew subscription of the book, which follows li. 30.
4 Nestle [HDB, iv. 541 b) remarks that the name Simeon 'is firmly attached to the author of this book in the

Syriac Church'.
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Thus the name of the author was Jesus, and his grandfather's name Sira ; the use of a grandfather's

(or earlier ancestor's) name as a patronymic (with Ben prefixed) was not uncommon, especially

when a father's name was not sufficiently distinctive. The intruding Simeon may have been derived
from 1. i (the name of the High-Priest), and in this way may have come erroneously to be attached
to the name of the author of the book. 1

From the data supplied by the book itself it may be inferred that Ben-Sira was a professed

student and teacher of ' wisdom '. As a ' scribe ' (he is described in the Prologue as avayivwa-Koov =
*121D)—for by this, time ' scribe ' and 'wise' had become amalgamated—he imparted instruction to

young members of the Jerusalem aristocracy, who assembled in his ' house of instruction ' (b?YJO J"P3

li. 23) ; and there, doubtless, he lectured on matters of jurisprudence, as well as ethics, in the manner
congenial to the Teachers of the. Law (cp. xxiii. 11, 23). Ben-Sira, however, belonged to the earlier

Soferim in whom the spirit pervading the Wisdom -Literature was still strong. Though possessed

with a deep sense of Israel's unique position among the nations, the class of teachers to which
Ben-Sira belonged was animated by a broad and tolerant spirit that could take a genial view of

life as a whole. This spirit pervades the book. It is marked by sound piety mixed with a thorough
knowledge of human nature, and a sympathetic and cultivated appreciation of the amenities of the

social side of life. Both the follies and the heroism of the fanatic are carefully avoided by Ben-Sira.

When he sings the praise of the ideal scribe (xxxix. 1-11) we doubtless have in the description

a piece of self-revelation of the author :

Not so he that applietli himself to the fear of God,

And to set his mind upon the Lazv of the Most High ;

Who seareketh out the wisdom of all the ancients,

And is occupied with the prophets of old ;

Who heedeth the discourses of men of renown,
And entereth into the deep things ofparables ;

Searcheth otit the kidden meaning ofproverbs,
And is conversant zvith the dark sayings ofparables.

Court life and foreign travel are part of his experience :

Who serveth among great men,
And appearetk before princes ;

Who travelletk through the lands of the peoples,

Testeth good and evil among men.

It has been suggested that our author may have travelled as a young man, and at one time

have been in the service of one of the Greek kings (successors of Alexander the Great), perhaps

Ptolemy IV (220-204 B.C.). During these experiences, it would seem, he encountered much
personal danger

:

In myjourneying I have seen muck,
And many tilings have befallen me

:

Often was I in danger even unto death,

But was preserved . . . (xxxiv. 11-12).

The opening verses of chap, li refer, in a tone of unusually deep feeling, to deliverance from

a grievous danger which seriously threatened the author's life. This may have been, as has been
suggested, some peril of a political kind, possibly connected with his life at court or with his

responsible public life. He alludes in this passage more than once to ' cunning lips ' and ' framers

of lies ', the result of whose machinations was that his

Soul drew nigh tinto death

And I turned about on every side, yet there was none to help me.

The author's relation to contemporary Jewish life, as revealed in his book, could not be better

summed up than in the words of Edersheim. 'The book of Ben-Sira', he says, 'represents an

orthodox, but moderate and cold, Judaism—before there were either Pharisees or Sadducees

;

before these two directions assumed separate form under the combined influence of political circum-

stances and theological controversies. In short, it contains, as yet undistinguished and mostly in

1 Schechter, however, thinks that the author's name may have been Simeon (or Simon) :
' Probably he was so

called after the High-Priest Simeon whose younger contemporary he was—a custom usual enough among the Jews at

a very early period' (WBS, p. 65).
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germ, all the elements developed in the later history of Jewish religious thinking. But beyond all

this the book throws welcome light on the period in which it was written. If we would know
what a cultured, liberal, and yet genuine Jew had thought and felt in view of the great questions of

the day ; if we would gain insight into the state of public opinion, morals, society, and even of

manners at that period—we find the materials for it in the book Ecclesiasticus.' 1

ii. The date of composition of the Book. The two crucial factors for determining the date of the

book's composition are (a) the identity of the High-Priest Simon, who is the subject of the eulogium

in ch. 1 ; and (b) what is meant by ' the thirty-eighth year ' in the Prologue of the Greek translation ?

(a) Simon I or Simon II ? With whom is the Simon son of Jochanan (so ?£? : but <& Onias),

mentioned in 1. 1 f., to be identified ? From the .glowing description which is given by Ben-Sira of

this High-Priest it has been surmised, with considerable plausibility, that our author wrote of one
whom he had actually seen officiating in the sanctuary. The Simon referred to has been identified

with ' Simon the Just ' (pHXn py»B>), who, again, is identified by some scholars with Simon I, son of

Onias I, and grandson of Jaddua (he flourished 310-291 or 300-270 B.C.), according to others with

Simon II (219-199 B.C.) son of Onias II. As far as Ben-Sira's description is concerned it would fit

either of these identifications. The question of date must be determined on other grounds.

Josephus {Ant. xii. 2. 5) relates of Simon I that, on account of his piety, he was surnamed 'the Just'.

Reference to Simon II is made in Ant. xii. 4. 10 f. Herzfeld identifies the 'Simon the Just' (p**Wfl pyEt?) of

Pirqe Aboth iii. 1 with Simon II, and fixes the date of his high-priesthood as 226-198 b.c. (Zunz 221-201 B.C.);

see Dr. C. Taylor's note on Aboth ii. 1. Derenbourg also {Essai sur Vhistoire ct la ge'ographie de la Palestine,

p. 46 f.) argues strongly in favour of the identification of Simon the Just, whose memory is preserved in Rabbinic

tradition, with Simon II. It is this Simon, according to Derenbourg, who is the subject of Sirach 1. Josephus'

application of the epithet (' the Just ') to Simon I is a mistake.

(b) The date in the Prologue. An explicit indication of date is given in the Greek Prologue

written by the translator as a preface to his Greek translation of the book. In this the translator

says he came to Egypt ' in the thirty-eighth year i-m. tov Evepyerov Bao-iAeoos '. This, it is true, has

been taken by some scholars to mean in the thirty-eighth year of the translator's age ' under king

Euergetes '. If this were right it would be impossible to say what date is meant, as we have no
other means for determining when the translator was born, or which king Euergetes is referred to.

As there is no particular reason why the translator should have stated his age in this context, it is

natural to interpret ' the thirty-eighth under king Euergetes ' as referring to the thirty-eighth regnal

year of the king so named. This limits the reference to the two Ptolemies, among the Egyptian
kings, who were called Euergetes : of these Euergetes I reigned only twenty-five years (247-222 B.C).

and is thus excluded ; Euergetes II, surnamed Physcon, reigned in all fifty-four years, partly as

joint king (170-145) and partly as sole king (145-116). Reckoning from this king's accession his

thirty-eighth regnal year would be J 32 B.C. It may be concluded, therefore, that the translator

reached Egypt in this year, and completed his translation of the book some few years later (between

132 and 116 ; see the note on line 15 of the Prologue in the following commentary).
The translator calls the author of the original book his ttolttttos, a term which may be inter-

preted in its usual sense of ' grandfather '. 2 The composition of the original book of Ben-Sira may,
therefore, be assigned to the first quarter of the second century B.C. (200-175 B.C.). The author
would thus have been a younger contemporary of the High-Priest Simon II, and could have
witnessed a service on the Day of Atonement in the temple in which Simon took part. The tone
of the references to Simon in ch. 1 suggests that when Ben-Sira wrote Simon had been dead for

some time. This rather suggests a date about 180-175 B.C. for the actual composition of the book.
As there is no allusion in the book to the events that led up to the Maccabean conflict the date

cannot well be placed later than 175 B.C.

The internal evidence of the book itself favours the suggested date—especially the traces of Greek influence

on the thought ; notably the personification of Wisdom (cp. esp. ch. xxiv), and the acquaintance shown with Greek
customs, such as the use of music at feasts (xxxv. 3-6).

Recently, however, a much earlier reckoning for the date in the Prologue has been proposed
on new grounds and maintained by Mr. J. H. A. Hart. 3 Hart thinks it incredible that a Jew from
the outside world should have visited and stayed for any length of time to work in Egypt in the
reign of Euergetes II, who was notoriously hostile to Jews, and, in fact, to all foreigners. He

1 In Wace's Apocrypha ii. 2 (Introduction to Ecclesiasticus).
2

' It sometimes means "ancestor"; but in such cases the connexion usually indicates the wider sense' (Seligmann,
EB, ii, col. 1 171, note 3).

3 Ecclesiasticus in Greek, pp. 249 ff.
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accordingly proposes to interpret the date in the Prologue as follows : the preposition e-ni—though
he allows that it is sometimes used in Greek translations of Hebrew date-specifications in a
pleonastic sense = of, and that this usage can be paralleled from the papyri and inscriptions (e.g.

the Rosetta stone)— is not, as it is used in the Prologue, without definite significance, and merely
a meaningless part of an established formula. While admitting that the words might conceivably
mean the thirty-eighth year of Euergetes II, yet the number ' may equally well belong to some
familiar and therefore unspecified era ', and that this is the common Egyptian era which begins with
the accession of each king and ends with his death. Ptolemy Philadelphus (284-247 B.C.) was
succeeded by Euergetes I in the thirty-eighth year of the reign of the former, i.e. Euergetes I

ascended the throne in the thirty-eighth year of the reign of Philadelphus (247 B.C.). The formula
in the Prologue therefore means that the grandson of Ben-Sira came to Egypt in the thirty-eighth

year of the era of Ptolemy Philadelphus, but after Euergetes I had come to the throne. Thus,
according to Hart, the younger Ben-Sira came to Egypt in the year 247 B.C., and stayed there
during the whole reign of Euergetes, till his death in 222 B.C. 1 These results would necessitate

placing the composition of the original book of Ben-Sira at least a century before the commonly
received date (i.e. 300-275 B.C.).

Hart's arguments are unconvincing. In particular he seems to exaggerate the hostility of Ptolemy Physcon
to the Jews in Alexandria. The Jews were persecuted for a time by this king, not on account of their religion,

but for political reasons. ' With the establishment of order, peace was doubtless restored to the Jews also.' a

Willrich, indeed, has given good reasons s for believing that this Ptolemy was far from being hostile to the Jews in

general. It has been shown that he possessed many Jewish officials, and that the Jews prospered and increased

in Egypt under his rule exceedingly. The proposed explanation of the date is also anything but convincing. If

the translator wished to say that he arrived in Egypt in the year which concluded the reign of Philadelphus and
was marked by the accession of Euergetes (I) he might have written ' in the thirty-eighth year of Philadelphus nri

tov Eiepyerou /3ao-iXea>s '. But it is difficult to imagine him writing at least twenty-five years after the era of

Philadelphus had come to an end

:

4 'in the thirty-eighth year eVt tov Evepytrov Pa<n\ea>s '. On Hart's own
showing a new era had intervened (that of Euergetes I) ; why then should not the first year of this era have been
specified distinctly, if it was meant ? Further, Hart's criticism of the very strong examples adduced by Deissmann 5

of the independent use of em in such date-specifications cannot be said to impair their cogency. The internal

evidence of the book, as well as the character of the diction of the original Hebrew, also points to a later date than

300-275 B.C.

§ 7. The Influence of Sirach on Later Literature.

The influence of our book on the later literature of the Christian Church may be measured, in

a general way, by the history of its relation to the Canon, which is summarized in the next section. 6

Restrictions of space will only allow of citations here to illustrate the influence of the book on
(a) the New Testament, and {b) later Jewish literature.

{a) The relation of Sirach to the Netv Testatnent. When it is remembered that the New
Testament writers, as a rule, use the Greek Bible in their citations of Scripture it is somewhat
surprising to find so few direct quotations from the books which find no recognition in the Pales-

tinian Canon. Not even all the books included in the latter are cited—no quotation occurring from
Canticles. Qoheleth, Esther, or Ezra-Nehemiah. On the other hand, a rich use is made of the
Pentateuch, Prophets, and Psalms, while the historical books are referred to more rarely. Still

some quotations from deutero-canonical and extra-canonical books do occur, such as the citation

from the Book of Enoch in the Epistle of Jude. In view of the important place occupied by
Sirach in the Wisdom-Literature, and the popularity enjoyed by this literature, especially

among the Jews of the Greek Dispersion, it would be surprising not to find any traces of its influence

on those books of the New Testament which markedly reflect the Alexandrine spirit. If there are

no actual citations of Sirach in the Epistle to the Hebrews, there are at least some possible indica-

tions of acquaintance with it (in its Greek form). Thus in Heb. xii. 12 a citation is made of

Isa. xxxv. 3 (tcls irapeiixevas \elpas nal to. TrapaKekvjxeva yovara) in a form which exactly agrees with
that of Sirach xxv. 23, against the LXX (which has x€V€S avecixivai). Such examples are not, it

must be confessed, decisive. On the other hand, in the Epistle of St. James indications of direct

acquaintance with our book are abundant and clear. The more important may be given here.

1 o-vyxpovlaas, ' I stayed in Egypt as long as king Euergetes reigned.' But see our note on this word in the
Prologue, line 15.

2 Krauss in/E, x. 265 a. 3 ludaica (Gottingen, 1900), p. 11 f.

4 This is involved in o~uvxpovio-at, according to Hart's explanation. s Bible Studies (E.T.), pp. 339 ft".

6 And also by the number of secondary versions based on the Greek text (see § 5 above).
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Ep. of St. James.

i. v : But if any ofyou lackeih wisdom, let him ask

of God, who giveth to all liberally and upbraideth not

(kcu fir) 6vci8l£ovTos).

i. 6, 8 : But let him ash in faith, nothing doubling

;

for he that doubteth is like the surge of the sea driven by

the wind and tossed ... a doubleminded man (dvrjp

8i\j/vxos), unstable in all his ways {aKcnaaTaTos ev ndo-ais rals

68ols avToij.

i. 2-4 : Count it all joy, my brethren, when ye fall

into manifold temptations, &c. (cf. v. 12).

i. 13-15: Let no man say when he is tempted, I am
tempted, of God : for God cannot be tempted with evil, and

He Himself iempteth no man, &c.

i. 19: Let every man be sivift to hear (raxvs els to

dicovo-ai), slow to speak.

i. 23 : For if any one is a hearer of the word, and not

a doer, he is like unto a man beholding his natural face

in a mirror {ev eowrpw).

v. 5 : Ye have lived delicately on the earth, and taken

your pleasure {eo-naTa\r}o-aTe).

v. 14 : Is any among you sick? let him call for the

elders ofthe church; and let them pray over him, anointing

him with oil in the name of the Lord.

Sirach (<£).

xviii. 18 : A fool will upbraid (omfiiei) ungraciously,

&c. xx. 15 : He [the fool] will give little and upbraid

((WiStel) much. xli. 22: After thou hast given upbraid

not (/ttera to 8ovvai pfj oi/ei'Si£e).

i. 28 : Disobey not the Lord ; and come not unto Him
with a double heart (ev icapSia §£0-077). ii. 1 2 f. : Woe unto

fearful hearts, and tofaint hands, and to the sinner that

goeth two ways ; zvoe unto thefaint heart, for it believeth

not, &c. ; cp. v. 9 (6 dlyXaxro-as), vii. 10 {Be not faint-

hearted in thy prayer).

ii. 1 f. : My son, if thou comest to serve the Lord,

prepare thy soulfor temptation, &c. (cp. i. 23).

xv. j 1-20 : Say not thou, It is through the Lord that

Ifell away. . . . Say not thou, It is He that caused me to

err, For He hath no need of a sinful man, &c.

v. 1 1 : Be swift to hear {yivov Ta\iis ev aKpodo-ei crov) :

cp. iv. 29.

xii. 11 : And thou shall be unto him as one that hath

wiped a mirror (a>s eKpepa^cbs ecro-n-Tpov).

xxvii. 13: The discourse offools is an offence, and
their laughter is in the wantonness of sin (iv (mardXj)

d/xaprias).

xxxviii. 9-15 : My son, in thy sickness be not negligent,

but pray unto the Lord and He shall heal thee, &c.

There are also many resemblances in thought and theme throughout the two books : cf. e.g. the

treatment of humility (Jas. i. 9, Sirach iii. 18), pride (Jas. iv. 6, Sirach x. 7), of poor and rich

(J as. ii. 1-6, Sirach x. 19-24; cp. xiii. 9), of stumbling (Jas. iii. 2, Sirach xix. 16), and of true

wisdom (Jas. iii. 13-17, Sirach xix. 18-22) ; and other parallels are to be noticed in the use of

figure, such as that of the crown of life (Jas. i. 12, cp. Sirach xv. 6), and of rust (Jas. v. 2, 3, cp.

Sirach xxix. 10, xii. 10).
x

If these examples are not sufficient to establish a relation of direct dependence, they are

sufficient to justify the inference—which is confirmed by the general character of the Epistle and its

relation to other books of the Wisdom-Literature— that the author of St. James was well acquainted
with, and was influenced by, Sirach.

It is difficult to believe that a book that enjoyed in the early centuries of the Christian era such
popularity both among the Jews of Palestine and the Dispersion could have been entirely unknown
to the writers of the other New Testament books. And, in fact, possible signs of acquaintance with
it are not wanting. In this connexion the following parallels have been noted :

2

Matt. vi. 14 lav yap dcpiyre toIs dvBpamois to. napa-

irTapara avTwv, dcpqo-et Kai vpXv 6 naTrjp vp<ov 6 ovpdvios.

Matt. vi. 19 f. p.fj 6r)<Tavpl^eTe vp.lv dr/cravpovs eVl rfjs ytjs,

onov o-fjs Ka\ (Spcocri? d(f)avi£ei, ical onov KKenTai §iopvo~crovcn <a\

KheTTTOvaC 6rj<ravpi£eTe de xiplv Orjaavpovs ev ovpava kt\.

Matt: Xvi. 27 *ai rdre dTroBd>aei e/caora) KaTa ttjv npd£iv

avTov.

Luke i. 17 firwrpeyfrat «ap8ias naTepeop err\ Teuva kt\.

(of Elijah).

Sirach XXviii. 2 tlcpes dSiKr/pa ra TrXrjaiov aov, Ka\ Tore

SerjdevTos crov ai dpapriai aov XvSrjaovTat.

Sirach Xxix. 12 o-vvk\uo-ov eXerjpoo-vvrjv ev rols rapeiois

crov, Ka\ avTT) et-e\e~iTai ere eV Trdo-rjs KaKcIxjeeov.

Sirach XXxii. 24 ecos dVra7ro8ai dvdpanra) Kara rds irpd^ets

avTov kt\.

Sirach xlviii. 10 enio-Tpe^/ai, Kapbiav iraTpos npos vlov

kt\. (of Elijah).

These parallels are, it must be confessed, not very convincing. On the other hand, the Parable
of the Rich Fool (Luke xii. 15 f.) may have been suggested by more than one passage in Ben-Sira.

The theme of the parable finds an exact parallel in Sirach xxxi. 3 enomaa-e 7rAowio? ev awayuyf
XpiUJ-aTfov, kclI iv Tjj avaTTav(T€i ifj.it LTrXarai tG>v rpu<pTjjuara)i> avrov. St. Luke has parallels to some of the

phrases used here (avva£oo, ava-navov). There is also the remarkable parallel to the same passage,

presenting similar features, in Sirach xi. 18-19 :

1 See, further, Mayor, Ep. 0/ St. fames 3
, pp. cxvi-cxviii ; Zahn, Einleitimg, i. 87.

2 Cp. Nestle in HDB, iv. 550 £.
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There is that waxeth rich by his wariness and pinching

,

And this is the portion of his reward:
When he saith, I have found rest,

A7id now will I eat of my goods ;

Yet he knoweth not what time shall pass,

And he shall leave them to others, and die (R.V.).

It will be convenient in concluding this paragraph to note a passage from the Didache, which
looks like a real quotation either from Ben-Sira or a common source.

Sirach iv. 51 runs :

Let not thy hand be stretched out to take,

And closed in the midst ofgiving (so $?
A
).

This is apparently quoted in the Didache iv. 5 :

Be not one that stretches out his hands to receive,

But draivs them in when he should give.

It is difficult to believe that our book did not exercise a considerable influence on the formation of

the Didache as a whole. There are many parallels both in thought and sentiment.

(b) Sirach and later Jewish Literature. In this connexion it will be convenient to note

some of the more striking parallels between our book and (i) Ahiqar, (ii) Tobit, (iii) other non-

Rabbinical Jewish literature, and then (iv) to estimate and illustrate its influence on the Rabbinical

literature.

It is difficult to determine priority of date in the case of Ben-Sira's relation to Ahiqar and
Tobit. The parallels may merely imply the presence of common matter from older sources. A
strong case, however, can be made out for the priority of Ahiqar. Thus the famous dictum, which

is repeated over and over again in different forms in later literature, and appears in Tobit as

Alms deliveretJi from death,

And sujfereth not to come into darkness (iv. 10, cp. xii. 9),

already implies the legend of Ahiqar, and is only explicable by it.
1 In Sirach we meet with the

same maxim, but in a form modified from that of Tobit

:

Store up almsgiving in thy treasuries,

And it shall deliver theefrom all evil

;

Better than a mighty shield and a heavy spear

Shall (this) fightfor thee against an enemy}

i. Parallels with Ahiqar. Of matter common to Sirach and Ahiqar the following are striking

examples:

Sirach iv. 26 : Stand not against the stream.

Ahiqar ii. 65 : Stand not against a river in itsflood.

Again,

Sirach xxii. 14, 15: What is heavier than lead?

And what is its name but ' F00V ?

Sand and salt and a weight of iron

(Are) easier to bear than a senseless man.

A close parallel occurs in Prov. xxvii. 3 ; but Ahiqar (Syriac version) ii. 45 contains one even nearer

My son, I have carried salt and removed lead : and I have not seen anything heavier than thai

a man shouldpay back a debt that he did not borrotv.

My son, I have carried iron and removed stones, and they were not heavier on me than a man who
settles in the house of his father-in-law?

ii. Parallels with Tobit. The following may be cited to illustrate the parallels that occur in

Tobit

:

Sirach iv. 4 : Despise not the supplication of the poor,

And turn not awayfrom the afflicted soul.

Tobit iv. 7 : Turn not azvay thy face from any poor man,
And the face of God shall not be turned awayfrom thee.

1 See the discussion in The Story ofAhikar, ed. by Rendel Harris, p. xlviii. f.
2 xxix. 1 2, 13 ; cp. vii. 32, xii. 2.

3 Cited by Rendel Harris, op. cit., p. liv: see also Nau, Histoire et sagesse a"'Ahikar, pp. 60-63.
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Sirach xxxviii. 16 : My son, let tears fall over the dead;
• a • • • •

In accordance ivith what is dne to him bury his body.

Compare with this the passages in Tobit which commend the pious duty of burying the dead ; esp.

xii. 13 :

And when thou didst not delay to rise up . . . that thou migJitest go and cover the dead, thy

good deed was not hidfrom me, &c.

iii. Parallels with other not-Rabbinical Jewish Literature. Sirach has apparently influenced

two other important books, viz. 2 Enoch (the Slavonic Enoch) and the Psalter of Solomon.
In 2 Enoch passages of Sirach are sometimes cited verbally ; thus xlvii. 5 (

Who has numbered
the dust of the earth, and the sand of the sea, and the drops of rain, &c.) is cited from Sirach i. 2

;

in 2 Enoch li. 1-3 parallels occur with Sirach vii. 32, xiv. 13, xxix. 20, xxix. 10, and ii. 4.

The following further parallels are noted by Charles (Secrets of Enoch, p. 96): 2 Enoch xxx. 15 = Sirach

xv. 14, 15; 2 Enoch xlii. 11 = Sirach vii. 3 ; 2 Enoch xliii. 2, 3 = Sirach x. 20, 22, 24; 2 Enoch lii. 5 =
Sirach xxxix. 14; 2 Enoch lii. 8 = Sirach xxxi. 26; 2 Enoch lii. 12 = Sirach xxviii. 9; 2 Enoch lxi. 2 =
Sirach xxxix. 25; 2 Enoch lxi. 4= Sirach xxxi. 21-24, 28; 2 Enoch lxv. 2 = Sirach xvii. 3, 5.; 2 Enoch
lxv. 11 = Sirach xiv. 19.

In the case of the Psalms of Solomon there are many parallels, but dependence cannot be
shown conclusively to exist. ' The language and thought of Sirach often illustrate ' these

Psalms; 'actual correspondences of expression are found, but the agreement is generally to be
explained by some passage of Scripture from which both writers have borrowed' (Ryle and James).

The following passages are cited by Ryle and James in their ed. of the Psalms of Solomon (p. lxiii f.)

:

Ps. S. ii. 19, cp. Sirach xxxii. 12 ; Ps. S. iii. 7, 12, cp. Sirach iii. 25, v. 5, xxi. 1 ; Ps. S. v. 15-17, cp. Sirach

xviii. 12; Ps. S. v. 14, cp. Sirach xl. 14; Ps. S. ix. 16-18, cp. Sirach xxxvi. 17; Ps. S. xiii. 2, 3, cp.

Sirach xxxix. 29, 30; Ps. S. xiv. 3, cp. Sirach xvii. 14 ; Ps. S. xvi. 2, cp. Sirach li. 6; Ps. S. xvi. 7, 8, cp.

Sirach ix. 8 ; Ps. S. xvii. 6, cp. Sirach xiv. 18.

iv. The influence of Ben- Sira on Rabbinical Literature. That Ben-Sira's book has exercised

a considerable influence on Rabbinic literature hardly needs any further demonstration. Allusion
has been already made more than once, in the course of this Introduction, to the large number of
quotations from the book that occur in the Talmuds, the Midrashim, and the works of some great

Jewish scholars and poets like Sa'adya and Ibn Gebirol. 1 Even after the work had been banned
by distinguished Rabbinical authority, and so became suspect to the orthodox, collections of extracts

from it were still circulated and read (in the original Hebrew) among the Jews.2 Apparently, also,

it was at some time or other translated, either in whole or in part, into Aramaic for Jewish use. It

was only in the Middle Ages that the original work entirely vanished from knowledge in Jewry.
The extent of its influence in the earlier period can be measured by recalling one or two important
facts. It apparently exercised a formative influence on such important Jewish works as the tractates

Pirqe Aboth and Derek 'eres (rabba and, perhaps, zuta). Not only is Ben-Sira actually cited in

Pirqe Aboth iv. 7 (= Sirach vii. 17 ; see note), but a whole series of parallels can be traced
throughout the tractate,3 which shows that the book was, in the earlier period, closely studied and
much esteemed in Rabbinical circles. For parallels in the tractate Derek 'eres rabba reference must
be made to the notes in the commentary. A good illustration is to be seen in the section concerning
behaviour at banquets (xxxi. 12-24 and notes). 4 This tractate is mainly concerned with rules

about behaviour in social intercourse. Ben-Sira's book also influenced the liturgy. At any rate, in

the prayer contained in xxxvi. 1-17 there are some remarkable parallels to parts of the Shemoneh
l

Esreh (' Eighteen Blessings '), which occupies so important a position in all the synagogue services.5

Of course, it is possible that an earlier form of this liturgical prayer was already in existence in the
time of Ben-Sira, and that he is quoting from or alluding to it. This is, on the whole, the most
probable explanation. Ben-Sira's prayer has a liturgical ring about it which suggests that it is not
his own individual composition. The following citations will illustrate the parallelism referred to

:

1 Ben-Sira's vogue among the Rabbis of the period before the Middle Ages is well brought out (in detailed
references) by Zunz, Die goitesdienstlichen Vortrdge derfuden, pp. 100-105.

2
?^ c is an example of one suchflorilegium.

3 Cp. e. g. the notes in the commentary on the following passages, where the parallels are cited : vii. 36, xi. 9, 28,
xiii. 4, 9-13, xiv. 10, xxxi. 12, xxxviii. 24, &c.

4 Cp. also xxxii. 1-10.
5 The full form for week-days can be seen in Singer's Authorized Daily Prayer Book, pp. 44-54.
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Sirach xxxvi. 4 : As Thou hast sanctified Thyself (nBHpa) before them
So glorify Thyself in them before us.

Compare paragraph 3 of the Shemoneh 'Esreh (' the sanctification of the Name ')

:

Thou art holy and Thy name is holy . . .

Blessed art Thou the holy God.

The key-note here is 'holy' (sanctification).

Again, Sirach xxxvi. 1 1 a runs

:

Gather all the tribes of Jacob,
That they may receive their inheritance as in the days of old.

The tenth paragraph of the Shemoneh
K

Esreh is

:

Sound the great horn for our freedom . . . and collect usfrom the four comers of the earth.

Possible parallels or allusions exist in this section to all except the sixth, eighth, and ninth
paragraphs of the prayer, which it must be remembered in its present form contains nineteen
sections. There is, however, at least one important part of the Jewish liturgy which is unquestion-
ably dependent on Sirach. This is the rapturous description of the beautiful appearance of the
High-Priest as he officiated in the temple on the Day of Atonement, which is still recited in the
services of the day. It is largely based upon, and imitated from, the description of the High-Priest
Simon the Just, given in Sirach 1. It begins

:

In truth, how glorious zvas the High-Priest as he came forth from the Holy of Holies in
perfect peace}

§ (S. Canonicity of the Book and its Use in the Early Church.

As is well known, Sirach owed its place and use in the Christian Church to the fact that
it was included in the Alexandrine Canon ; before coming to speak, therefore, of the early patristic

evidence concerning our book, it will be well to draw attention to the ecclesiastical lists of the
biblical books. ' Our earliest Christian list ', says Prof. Swete {Introduction to the Old Testament in
Greek, 1900, p. 221), ' was obtained from Palestine,2 and probably represents the contents of the
Palestinian Greek Bible. It is an attempt to answer the question, What is the true number and
order of the books of the Old Testament ? Both the titles and the grouping are obviously Greek,
but the books are exclusively those of the Hebrew Canon.' Sirach, therefore, together with
the rest of the books of the Apocrypha, is excluded. Origen, in his Commentary on Ps. i, gives
the second list that we know of, which belongs to a time not later than a.d. 231 ; he reckons as
belonging to the Canon the twenty-two books of the Hebrew Old Testament.3 But, strange to say,
Origen includes in his list the First Book of Esdras (he treats 1, 2 Esdras as one book) and the Epistle
of Jeremiah, neither of which had ever been regarded as canonical by the Jews. Origen's list is

adopted by Athanasius, Cyril, and Epiphanius, 4 as well as in the Laodicean Canon, in each case with
the addition of Baruch. Furthermore, as Dr. Swete goes on to say {pp. cit., p. 222), ' Amphilochius
mentions two books of Esdras, and it is at least possible that the Esdras of Gregory of Nazianzus
is intended to include both books, and that the Epistle, or Baruch and the Epistle, are to be under-
stood as forming part of Jeremiah in the lists both of Gregory and Amphilochius.' The point of
importance which these facts reveal is that 'an expansion of the Hebrew Canon, which involved
no addition to the number of the books, was predominant in the East during the fourth century '.

Dr. Swete gives two other lists : one mentioned by Lagarde {Septuagintastudien, ii. 60 ff.), Swo^i?
fa tVirojuoj, in which the Wisdom of Jesus (the son) of Sirach is mentioned among the canonical
Scriptures (so, too, Tobit and Judith) ; and the other is anonymous ; in it Sirach is, together with
Tobit and the Wisdom of Solomon, placed under Apocrypha, though Judith is reckoned among the
canonical books.

1 This composition is the work of the Jewish mediaeval poet Meshullam bar-Kalonymus. It forms part of the
Musaf, or Additional' Prayer for the Day of 'Atonement, and can be seen in any of the Collections of Jewish Festival
Prayers (in Routledge's edition, vol. ii of Day of Atonement Festival Prayers, p. 166 f.). See also The Religion and
Worship of the Synagogue (Oesterley and Box), ed. 2, p. 428.

2 MelitO (c. A. D. 180) ap. Eusebius, H. E. iv. 26 eneidfj pa6e7v rfji/ t5>v naXaiwv fttfiXicov e'/3ou>ij#r;y aKpifitiav, rrocra tou

aptSpov (cat onola tx]v Ta£iv eUv . . . avt\6u>v tls rfjv avarokrjv Kat eu>s toxi toitov ytvoficvos (vda €Kr]pv^6r] Kal £npa)(6r) . . .

tnep*\ra croi.

3 Eusebius, H. E. vi. 25 el<r\ fie at eiKoai 8vo /3i'j3Xoi <a&' 'Eftpalovs a18e . . .

* On the evidence of these Fathers see further below.
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The following evidence of a more official kind may be added. It is conceivable that there is

in the Muratorian Fragment x (which, as Westcott says, ' expresses with fair distinctness the first

known judgement of the Catholic Church on the sum of the Christian Scriptures ') a reference to the

Wisdom of Sirach in the words :
' Et Sapientia ab amicis Salomonis in honorem ipsius scripta ;

'

2

it has to be remembered in this connexion that, as we shall see presently, the book of the Wisdom
of Sirach, together with other books of the Apocrypha, seems from the beginning to have enjoyed

greater esteem in the Western than in the Eastern Church. Next, the eighty-fifth of the Apostolical

Canons gives a list
3 of the books of the Hebrew Canon, and adds the three first books of the

Maccabees and the Wisdom of Sirach ; these last four are not, however, included in the Canon,
though the Wisdom of Sirach is specially recommended for the instruction of the young. Again,

in the Apostolical Constitutions, vi. 14, 15 (= Didascalia), quotations from Sirach are given

with the same formula as those from the books of the Hebrew Canon,4 but in the list given in ii. 57
of the same work there is no mention of any of the books of the Apocrypha.5 On the other hand,

at the Council of Hippo (a.D. 393) Sirach was specially mentioned as being one of the canonical

books, while at the Council of Carthage (A.D. 397) the 'five books of Solomon', i.e. Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Wisdom, and Sirach, are reckoned among the canonical Scriptures. This

was also confirmed by the Council of Carthage in A.D. 419.
Coming now to speak in some detail of what the Church Fathers 7 say as to the canonicity or

otherwise of the book, we turn first to the Eastern Church.
In the Didache iv. 6 (c. 120) Sirach iv. 31 is quoted thus: Mr) yivov irpos \xev to Xafitlv

fKTfufatv ras xelpas, npos be to bovvai avcnru>v, which is sufficiently near the wording of Sirach iv. 31
to show that it is intended to be a quotation, viz. Mr) loro) fj ye^P aov eKTeTap.evr] els to \aj3eiv, ko.1 ev

tw aTTobibovat aweo-Taknevr]. The same text is quoted in the Epistle of Barnabas, xix. 9 (c. 120).

Eusebius, as we have already seen, quotes Melito of Sardis (d. c. 180), however, to the effect that

the books of the Hebrew Bible are the only canonical ones ; he excludes, therefore, Sirach.8

The evidence of Clement of Alexandria (d. 220) is conflicting ; in his Paedagogns he quotes very
often from Sirach, and speaks of it as t\ ypa<pr\ and Oeia ypcupri (e.g. II, chap, xxxiv. 4, xlviii. 4,

lix. 4 ; III, chap, xviii, xxiii. 4, lxxxiii. 3), from which it would evidently appear that he
regarded it as canonical Scripture ; but, according to Eusebius, Clement reckoned Sirach

among the ' Antilegomena ', for in speaking of Clement's works he mentions the Stromateis, or
' Medleys ', and says :

' He quotes in them passages from the disputed Scriptures, the so-called

Wisdom of Solomon, for example, and (that) of Jesus the son of Sirach, and the Epistle to the
Hebrews, and those of Barnabas, Clement, and Jude.' 9 Origen, too, gives conflicting evidence ; we

1 Published by Muralori in 1740 from a manuscript in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, though belonging originally

to the great Irish monastery of Bobbio. ' It was found in a volume of Latin fragments and translations which dates
apparently from the eighth century. But the fragment itself was evidently copied from a manuscript of much higher
antiquity ; for it was mutilated both at the beginning and end before it was transcribed. The writer claims to be
a contemporary of Pius, who was bishop of Rome in the middle of the second century; so that its date may be fixed

with tolerable certainty between A.D. 160 and 170' (Westcott, The Bible in the Church (2nd ed.), p. 112).
2 See further on this G. Kuhn, Das muratorische Fragment, pp. 94, 112.
3 Westcott says in reference to this :

' The list of the books of the Bible in the eighty-fifth of the Apostolical
Canons was introduced into its present place at a much later date. Yet the list itself is remarkable, and probably
Alexandrine in origin. . . . This canon, together with the canon of Carthage, was ratified at the Ouinisextine Council
[of Constantinople, a.D. 553], and had a powerful influence on many of the Eastern Churches' (pp. cit,, p. 176).

4 Cp. Herbst, Hist.-krit. Einleitung in die heiligen Schriften, ii. pp. 1 f.

Metros d 6 dvayvaxrTrjs e<p' iy^rj'Kov tivos iarws dvayiva>o-KtTa> ra Mwcre'ojs Ka\ 'ir/erov tov Navf), ra ratv Kpncop ttai ratv

Bacri\eia>j>, ra tuiv UapaXfmofifvwv /cat ra ttjs 'EnavoSov' npos tovtois to tov 'lco/3 kiu tov SoXofxavos /cat to toiv eKKaidtKa

irpo(pr]T<bv. Ava 8vo Se yivopevcov avayvaxxyLoratv erepos tis tovs tov AaviS ^aXXtYco vpvovs Kal 6 Xa6s ra aKpooTi\ia
wo^aXXeVo).

6 The thirty-ninth canon reads as follows :
' Item placuit ut praeter Scripturas canonicas nihil in ecclesia legatur

sub nomine divinarum Scripturarum ; sunt autem Canonicae Scripturae hae '
: then follow the books of the Pentateuch,

Joshua, Judges, Ruth, four books of Kings, two of Chronicles, Job, the Psalter, after which it continues :
' Salomonis

libri quinque, libri duodecim prophetarum, Jesaias, Jeremias, Ezechiel, Daniel, Tobias, Judith, Esther, Esdrae libri duo,
Machabaeorum libri duo ' : and then the books of the New Testament are enumerated. After this the following words
occur :

' Let this be made known also to our brother and fellow-priest Boniface, or to other bishops of those parts, for the
purpose of confirming that canon, because we have received from our fathers that those books must be read in the
Church' (quoted by Westcott, Canon, pp. 439 f., 541 f.). As Westcott says further :

' Between the years A.D. 390 and 419
no less than six councils were held in Africa, and four of these at Carthage. For a time, under the inspiration of
Aurelius and Augustine, the Church of Tertullian and Cyprian was filled with a new life before its fatal desolation.'

7 Among the writings of the Apostolic Fathers there is only one citation from Sirach, viz. iv. 31, which is quoted
in Ep. Barn. xix. 9.

8 Eusebius, H.E. iv. 26. In Strom. II. chap. xiv. 5 (ed. Stahlin), however, Sirach vi. 33 is referred to as Solomon's.
And such a passage as the following suggests that Clement regarded Sirach as canonical Scripture : Strom. V. chap. ii. I

" Maicapios 6 Xe'ycuj' as Ztra aKovovrmV " (Sirach XXV. 9) h'kttis de S>ra ^v\^s, Kal tovttjv alvio-O'tTni ttjv niariv 6 Kvpios Xtyav
"6 e\o>v 2)ra aKOveiv clkov€T<o" (Matt. XI. 15).

9 Eusebius, H. E. vi. 13.
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have seen above that in the list of canonical Scriptures which he gives he only regards the twenty-
two books of the Hebrew Canon as the genuine Scriptures of the Old Testament, but elsewhere he
speaks of Sirach, the Book of Wisdom, and other books of the Apocrypha as ' authoritative

Scripture ', or as ' the Divine Word ', or as ' Holy Scripture' (see e.g. Tiepi 'Ap^uv, ii. 95, ed. Migne
;

Contra Cels. vi. 7, vii. 12) ; in these works he quotes Sirach vi. 4 and xxi. 18 as ' Holy Scripture'.

As Westcott says, in speaking of Origen :
' In his other writings he uses apocryphal books as divine

and authoritative, yet not without noticing the difference of opinion on the subject. But even in

his case the familiar use of the Greek Bible practically overpowered his knowledge of the original

Hebrew Canon, and in his famous " Letter to Africanus " he expressly defends the reception

among Christians of the additions found in the Alexandrine Septuagint.' 1 Not that Origen was
ignorant of the Hebrew Bible, for Eusebius (H. E. vi. 16) tells us that 'so accurate an examination
was Origen undertaking with the Holy Scriptures that he even learned the Hebrew language, and
acquired as his private possession original copies of the Scriptures in Hebrew characters, which were
current among the Jews themselves '. 2 The evidence of Eusebius (d. 340) has been admirably
summarized by Westcott as follows :

' Eusebius has left no express judgement on the contents of

the Old Testament. In three places he quotes from Josephus, Melito, and Origen, lists of the

books (slightly differing) according to the Hebrew Canon. These he calls in the first place " the

canonical Scriptures of the Old Testament (lit. 'Scriptures in the Testament'), undisputed among
the Hebrews "

; and, again, " the acknowledged Scriptures of the Old Testament "
; and, lastly, " the

Holy Scriptures of the Old Testament." In his Chronicle he distinctly separates the Book of

Maccabees from the " Divine Scriptures ", and elsewhere mentions Sirach and Wisdom as
" controverted " books. On the other hand, like the older Fathers, he quotes in the same manner
as the contents of the Hebrew Canon passages from Baruch and Wisdom. On the whole, it may
be concluded that he regarded the Apocrypha of the Old Testament in the same light as the books
of the New Testament, which were " controverted and yet familiarly used by many ". The books
of the Hebrew Canon alone were, in his technical language, " acknowledged." One general charac-

teristic of his judgement must not be neglected. It is based expressly on the collective testimony

of antiquity expressed in the works of the chief ecclesiastical writers. There was no combined
decision of any number of churches to which he could appeal. . . . According to Eusebius the

only method by which the contents of the Bible could be determined was that of a simple historical

inquiry into the belief and practice of earlier generations, and this did not appear to him to lead to

a certain conclusion in every case.' 3 The evidence of Athanasius (d. $']'$) is likewise very important,

both on account of his high ecclesiastical position as metropolitan of Egypt, as well as on account

of his dominating personality. In the thirty-ninth of his Festal Letters i he writes as follows :
' As

I am about to speak (of the divine Scriptures), I shall use for the support of my boldness the

model of the Evangelist Luke, and say as he does, Forasmuch as some have taken in hand to set

forth in order for themselves the so-called Apocrypha, and to mix these with the inspired Scripture

which we most surely believe, even as they delivered it to our fathers whichfrom the beginning were

eyewitnesses and ministers of the word ; it seemed good to me also, having been urged by true

brethren, and having learned the truth from the first, to publish the books which are admitted in

the Canon, and have been delivered to us, and are believed to be divine, that if any one has been

deceived he may condemn those who led him astray, and he that has remained pure from error

may rejoice in being again reminded (of the truth). All the books therefore of the Old Testament
are in number twenty-two.' He then enumerates the books of the Hebrew Canon ; these are followed

by a list of the New Testament books, after which he continues :
' But for the sake of greater

accuracy I add this also, writing of necessity, that there are also other books excluded from among
these (eVepa j3t(3\[a tovtocv efco0ei>), not canonical, which have been framed by the Fathers to be read

1 The Bible in the Church, p. 1 36 ; and cp. Eusebius's words (H. E. vi. 31) : 'At this time Africanus also, the compiler

of the Cesti [i. e. " Mystic Girdles "] as they are called, came into note. A letter of his, written to Origen, is extant, in

which he intimates doubts about the Story of Susannah, in Daniel, as being ungenuine and fictitious, to which Origen

wrote a very full answer.' It is true that Sirach is not mentioned by Origen in his letter to Africanus, but since

he defends Susannah, much more would he have defended Sirach if the authority of this book had been speci-

fically called in question ; moreover, the objection urged by Africanus against the reception of Susannah, viz. that it did

not exist in Hebrew, did not apply to Sirach, the Prologue of which was sufficient to prove its Hebrew origin even

if Africanus did not know of any existing Hebrew copies.
2 Cp. also the words of Jerome (De viris illicstr. liv), who tells us that Origen had so much holy zeal for the

Scriptures ' ut etiam hebraeam linguam contra aetatis gentisque suae naturam edisceret ' (quoted by Hart, op. at.,

p. 348 note).
3 The Bible in the Church, pp. 153 ft".

* Migne, Patr. Gr. xxvi, col. 1347. These Paschal, or Festal Letters, were pastorals issued by the bishops of

Alexandria ; they were originally written for the purpose of announcing the date of Easter, but gradually assumed the

character of an annual metropolitan pronouncement in which topics of prominent interest were dealt with.
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by those who are just approaching [entry into the Church], and who desire to be instructed in the

word of godliness : the Wisdom of Solomon, and the Wisdom of Sirach, and Esther, and Judith,

and Tobias, and the so-called Teaching of the Apostles, and the Shepherd. And, nevertheless,

beloved, neither among those books which are canonical, nor among those that are read [i.e. those

just enumerated], is there anywhere mention made of the apocryphal (books).' It is worth noticing

here that Athanasius uses the word ' apocryphal ' in an entirely different sense from that in which

the word is now used in reference to the books of our Apocrypha; indeed, he goes on to say in

this passage that such apocryphal books are ' a device of heretics ', words which in view of the

passage before us he could not possibly have ever applied to the books of what we now understand

by the Apocrypha. One example, at least, exists of Athanasius quoting from Sirach, and
speaking of it as 'Holy Scripture' {Contra Arianos, xii), but it is evident that, upon the whole,

Athanasius did not regard Ecclesiasticus as belonging to the canonical Scriptures, for among these

he included only the books of the Hebrew Canon.1 Amphilochius (c. 380) enumerates the books
of the Old Testament, but includes only the books of the Hebrew Canon, and makes no mention of

the books of the Apocrypha. 2 Cyril of Jerusalem (d. 386) in his Catechetical Lectures (iv. $$) quotes

the books of the Hebrew Canon (among which he, too, includes Baruch and the Epistle of Jeremiah
as belonging to the Book of Jeremiah) as the canonical Scriptures of the Old Testament, after

which he says : Td 8e Aonrd iravra e£co Keicrda) iv bevTtpu. He, however, quotes Sirach in his Cate-

chetical Lectures, vi. 3. Gregory of Nazianzus (d. 389) divides the books of the Hebrew Canon,
which alone he acknowledges as canonical Scripture, into three groups—historical,3 poetical, and
prophetical; in the second, besides Job and ' David ', he includes three of ' Solomon ', Ecclesiastes,

Canticles, and Proverbs ; no mention at all is made of any books outside the Hebrew Canon, there

is only a reference to 'strange books', against which the reader is warned.4 In the Preface to the

Synopsis Sacr. Script. (pseudo-Chrysostom) 5 there is a threefold division of Scripture : to i<rropi/coV,

to o-vixfiovktvTiKov, and to TrpocfjrjTiKov, in the second of which are included Proverbs, the Wisdom of

Sirach, Ecclesiastes, and Canticles. Chrysostom himself quotes passages from Baruch, Sirach,

and Wisdom as ' divine Scripture '. We come next to the evidence of Epiphanius (d. 404)

;

in three places 6 he enumerates the canonical books, holding these to be only those of the Hebrew
Canon ; but he is not altogether consistent, for in one place he includes the ' letters of Jeremiah and
Baruch ' in Jeremiah, while in another he remarks that ' the letters of Baruch ' are not found in the

Hebrew Bible. ' He is equally inconsistent or uncertain ', says Westcott, ' with regard to Wisdom and
Ecclesiasticus. These ', he says, ' occupy a doubtful place. They are useful, and still they are not

reckoned among the acknowledged books, nor were they ever placed in the Ark of the Covenant,' 7

i.e. regarded as Scripture by the Jews. Yet again, after enumerating summarily all the books of the Old
and New Testaments, he adds, ' and the books of Wisdom, that of Solomon, and of the son of Sirach,

and generally all divine writings.' It is evident that he wishes to combine the practice of the early

Fathers with their direct teaching. He will sacrifice nothing which had even the appearance of

authority, and this characteristic of the man gives weight to his repeated statement that the books
of the Old Testament ' were twenty-seven, counted as twenty-two '. The Hebrew Canon was that

which he, like all the other Greek Fathers, wished to mark as definitely authoritative, though he
admitted to a second place the books which had been sanctioned in some measure by Christian

usage.8 In the list given by Leontius (De Sectis, ii) and in the Stichometria of Nicephorus no
mention is made of Sirach, though in the latter Baruch is mentioned among the canonical

books.9 Finally, John of Damascus (d. 750) in his De fide orthod. iv. 17 speaks of Wisdom and
Sirach, after enumerating the books of the Hebrew Canon, in the following way: 'H 5e

Y\avap€TOS, tovt£(ttlv rj 2,o<pia rod 2oAo/x<Si>tos kcu r] ~2o<pla tov 'l-qaov, r\v 6 Tta.Tr)p p.ev tov 2tpd^ i^idtTo

EjSpa'urri EAArj^tart 8e 7]pp.r]v€vo-ev 6 tovtov p.ev tyyovos 'Ir/trou? tov 8e Sipa^ vlos' ivaperoi p.ev Kai KaXal

dAA' ova api6p.ovvTat ovbt e/cetz/ro iv 797 ki/jootw. 10 In his De Lmag. i he speaks of Baruch as ' divine

Scripture '.

1 At the same time it is worth noting that Athanasius clearly did not feel himself bound by the Hebrew Canon,
for he includes Baruch and the Letter of Jeremiah among the canonical Scriptures, and excludes Esther from
the Canon. 2 Migne, Patr. Gr. xxxvii, p. 1593.

3 Ruth is treated as a separate book, and Esther is omitted altogether ; Nehemiah is not mentioned, but included
under Esdras among the historical books.

4 Haer. I. i. 5 ; De mens, et pond., §§ 4, 23.
5 Migne, Patr. Gr. iii. 473 f.

6 Migne, Patr. Gr. lvi. 513 fF. Westcott regards this as 'certainly a Syrian catalogue of Chrysostom's time' {The
Bible in the Church, p. 174).

7
i.e. the 'ark' in the Synagogue ; the rolls of the canonical Scriptures read in the Synagogue service were kept

there ; Kificoros = H2VI (' chest ').

8 The Bible in the Church, pp. 172 f.
9 Cp. Swete, op. cit., p. 207.

10 Cp. Westcott, The Canon of the New Testament (5 th ed.), p. 546.
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We turn next to the Western Church. The earliest evidence is that of Irenaeus (d. 202)

;

although he nowhere quotes from Sirach,1 he has in his Adv. Haercs. iv. 26, v. 35, quotations

from Baruch, which he cites as 'Jeremiah the prophet ', .and from the Additions to Daniel, which
he cites as ' Daniel the prophet ', and also from Wisdom

;

2 presumably, therefore, he would have
regarded the books of the Apocrypha as canonical. Tertullian (d. 220), in quoting from our book
(e.g. Contra Gnostic, viii, De Exhort. Castit. ii, De Hab.Mul. iii), uses the same formula as that with

which he introduces the quotations from the books of the Hebrew Canon, viz. sicut scriptnm est.

Cyprian (d. 258), in his Testimonia (e.g. iii. 95, 96)
3 and in his letters (e.g. Ep. lix. 2o),3 has many

quotations from . Sirach, and, like Tertullian, introduces them with the formula sicut scripturn

est, or with the even more definite words Scriptura divina dicit. Methodius 4
(c. 311), who was

bishop of Lycia, and afterwards of Tyre, quotes without reserve from Sirach, Wisdom, and
Baruch, treating them all as ' Scripture '. Hilary of Poitiers (d. 368) has a list of the books of the

Old Testament in his Pro/, in libr. Psalm. 5 in which only the Epistle of Jeremiah among the books
of the Apocrypha is included, but at the end of this list he adds the words :

' Ouibusdam autem
visum est additis Tobia et Judith xxiv libros secundum numerum Graecorum literarum connume-
rare

'
; nevertheless, he cites Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom as ' prophets ', an expression which seems

to imply his belief in their canonicity. Philastrius of Brescia (d. 397) gives an account of the

Scriptures in his De Haeres. lx, lxi, in which he says that only the canonical books, meaning
thereby the books of the Hebrew Canon, should be read in church ; in the same work (lxxxviii) he
says that the ' book of the Wisdom of Sirach ' is used by a heretical sect, but he quotes Wisdom
as the work of a 'prophet'. Rufinus (c. 410), in his Comm. i?i Symbol. ApostoL, §§ 36-38, gives

a list of the Old Testament Scriptures comprised in the Hebrew Canon as those which ' the Fathers

included in the Canon ' (§ 37) ; he then continues, in the next section :
' Nevertheless, it should be

known that there are also other books which by men of old were called not " canonical " but
" ecclesiastical ", namely, Wisdom, which is called Solomon's, and the other Wisdom, that of the son

of Sirach
'

; he also includes other books in this category. 6 The important evidence of Jerome
(d. 420) requires a little more detailed consideration. He was the first to make any thoroughgoing

and successful attempt to differentiate between the canonical books of the Hebrew Bible and the

books of the Apocrypha in the Christian Church ; his intercourse with Rabbis and his knowledge
of the Bible in Hebrew were the means of equipping him in a special way for his biblical studies.

Jerome was, moreover, the first to use the term ' Apocrypha ', in its present technical sense, in

reference to the uncanonical books. In the Prologns Galeatus (the ' Helmed Prologue ', with which
he prefaces his translation of the books of Samuel and Kings), after enumerating the books of the

Hebrew Canon, he says that every other book (referring, of course, to the Alexandrine Canon) is

to be reckoned among the Apocrypha (' quidquid extra hos est, inter Apocrypha esse ponendum
')

;

and he goes on :
' Therefore Wisdom, commonly entitled (The Wisdom) of Solomon, and the book

of Jesus the son of Sirach, and Judith, and Tobit, and the Shepherd are not in the Canon.' To the

same effect are his words in the preface to his Commentary on the Salomonic books :
' Porro in eo

libro qui a plerisque Sapienta Salomonis inscribitur, et in Ecclesiastico, quam esse Iesu filii Sirach

nullus ignorat, calamo temperavi, tantummodo canonicas Scripturas vobis emendare desiderans et stu-

dium meum certis magis quamdubiis commendare' ; and, again, in the same preface he says :
' Sicut

ergo Judith et Tobi et Macchabaeorum libros quidem legit Ecclesia, sed inter canonicas Scripturas

non recipit, sic et haec duo volumina (i. e. Sirach and Wisdom) legat ad aedificationem plebis,

non ad auctoritatem ecclesiasticorum dogmatum confirmandam.' But in spite of what Jerome says

here, he not infrequently quotes from the books of the Apocrypha with the same introductory

formula which he uses when quoting from the books of the Hebrew Canon ; thus in his Commentary
on Isaiah (ii. 3) he prefaces quotations from Sirach and Wisdom with ' sicut scriptum est '. 7

Our next authority is Augustine (d. 430), whose authority over the Western Church was almost

as great as that of Jerome. The following, from his De Doctr. Christiana, ii. 8, will show that he

regarded the books of the Apocrypha generally as more authoritative than Jerome did. After

enumerating the Old Testament books in the order—Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1-4 Kings,

1 This silence does not of itself necessarily mean that Irenaeus did not regard Sirach as Scripture ; it is worth

noting that some books of the Hebrew Canon are never quoted or even alluded to in the New Testament, viz. Esther,

Canticles, Ecclesiastes.
2 He also mentions this book in a work of his which is now lost ; see Eusebius, H. E. v. 26. s Hartel's edition.
4 Not to be confounded with the Methodius who, in conjunction with his brother Cyril, translated the Greek Bible

into Slavonic in the ninth century, and preached the faith to the Slavs.
5 Migne, Patr. Lat. i. 241.

' 6 Ed. Migne, pp. 373 ff.

7
It is worth noting that the books of Tobit and Judith were translated by Jerome from the Aramaic and incorpo-

rated in the Vulgate, but Wisdom, Sirach, the two books of the Maccabees, and Baruch as found in the Vulgate are not

the work of Jerome, but are all ante-Hieronymian (cp. Swete, op. cit., p. I03).
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i, 2 Chronicles, he goes on :
' Haec est historia quae sibimet annexa tempora continet atque ordinem

rerum : sunt aliae tanquam ex diverso ordine quae neque huic ordini neque .inter se connectuntur,
sicut est Job et Tobias et Esther et Judith et Machabaeorum libri duo et Esdrae duo, qui magis sub-
sequi videntur ordinatam illam historiam usque ad Regnorum vel Paralipomenon terminatam :

deinde Prophetae in quibus David unus liber Psalmorum, et Salomonis tres, Proverbiorum, Cantica
Canticorum, et Ecclesiastes. Nam illi duo libri unus qui Sapientia et alius qui Ecclesiasticus
inscribitur de quadam similitudine Salomonis esse dicuntur, nam Iesus Sirach eos conscripsisse
constantissime perhibetur qui tamen quoniam in auctoritatem recipi meruerunt inter propheticos
numerandi sunt.' Though he thus speaks with some reserve respecting Wisdom and Sirach
he regards them as canonical, for at the end of his enumeration of the books of the Old and New
Testaments he says :

' In his omnibus libris timentes Deum et pietate mansueti quaerunt voluntatem
Dei.' In the Speculum 1 Augustine deals in the same way with Sirach as with the canonical
books. John Cassian (c. 450) cites Sirach ii. 1 as Scripture in his De Inst. Caen. iv. 3H.2 Innocent II,

in a list of the Scriptural books in his Ep. ad Exsuperium? reckons five books of Solomon (i.e. he
includes Sirach and Wisdom); the pseudo-Gelasian list

4 includes Sirach and Wisdom, as
well as Tobit, Judith, and 1, 2 Maccabees, among the canonical books. And, lastly, Cassiodorus
(d. 570), in his enumeration of the books of the Bible {De hist. Div. litt. 14)

5 also includes Sirach
and Wisdom among the books of Solomon, and therefore regards them as canonical ; so also Tobit,
Judith, 1, 2 Esdras, 1, 2 Maccabees.

It is unnecessary to give further evidence, for from this time onwards all the books of the
Apocrypha are usually found in the Old Testament undistinguished from the other books. So that
the evidence of the early Church, taken as a whole, is in the direction of looking favourably upon
Sirach as being, at the very least, a book which was both edifying and instructive ; never-
theless, it is regarded as less authoritative than the books of the Hebrew Canon.

§ 9. The Theology of the Book.

i. The Doctrine of God. Ben-Sira's conception and teaching of the Almighty is very full ; not
only his orthodox belief, but still more his religious mind which so often expresses itself in his
book, impelled him in the most natural way to refer very frequently to the Divine Personality,
His attributes, and His relationship to men. First and foremost comes, of course, his teaching
concerning the Unity of God, e.g. xlii. 21 :

From everlasting He is the same ;

and again in xxxvi. 5 (€t xxxiii. 5)

:

That they may know, as we also know,
That there is none other God but Thee.

In the long section xliii. 1-26 Ben-Sira describes the divine activity in Nature, and he concludes
(v. 27) with the words :

The conclusion of the matter is : He is all?

The Greek (to -nav eanv avros) might be thought to point to a pantheistic tendency, but the context
makes it clear that all that Ben-Sira wishes to show is that God is to be discovered in all His works

;

the very definite personality which he always imputes to God amply proves that he was entirely
free from all pantheistic tendencies. This teaching of God as the All-God leads on naturally to
that of God as the Creator of all

; here Ben-Sira gets his main inspiration from the Psalms, see the
fine passage xlii. 15-xliii. 33, and cp. also xxxix. 16 and xlii. 21. In this last passage it is said that
all created things are the products of the divine wisdom ; this is further emphasized by the
description of the all-knowledge of God in xlii. 18-25, see especially vv. 18, 19 :

For Jahveh possesseth all knowledge?
And seeth what cometh tmto eternity?

He declareth what is past and what is future,
And revealeth the profoundest secrets.

The eternity of God also frequently finds expression, e. g. xviii. 1 ff. .-

He that liveth for ever created all things together . . .

1 Chap, xxiii (ed. Weihrich). In the pseudo-Speculum almost every chapter of Sirach is quoted from.
Ed. Petschenig. » Swete, op. tit., p. ail. 4

Ibid. • Ibid.
Cp. also xxxvi. 1 :

' Save us, O God of all.' 7 These two lines are wanting in the Hebrew'
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and xxxvi. 17 (ffi 22):

. . . That all the ends of the earth may know
That Thou art the eternal God.

Belonging to this cycle of conceptions is also the Holiness of God ; this is taught, e.g. in xxiii. 9 :

Accustom not thy mouth to an oath,

Nor make a habit of the naming of the Holy One.

See further iv. 14, xliii. io, xlvii. 8, xlviii. 20.

Another side to Ben-Sira's doctrine of God is that in which he deals with the relationship of

God towards Israel on the one hand, and towards the Gentiles on the other. The more usual Jewish
view that God is the God of Israel only is taught, e.g. in xvii. 17 :

For every nation He appointed a ruler}

But Israel is the Lord's portion ;
x

and the fact that the Wisdom of God belongs to Israel in a pre-eminent degree shows them to be
in a special sense His people ; see the whole passage xxiv. 8 ff., especially v. 12

:

And I [i.e. Wisdom] took root among an honotiredpeople}

In the portion of the Lord [and) of His inJieritance x

Moreover, the whole section on the praise of Israel's heroes of old (xliv-xlix) reveals the belief that

Israel is a particularly favoured nation in the sight of God. On the other hand, Ben-Sira is not
wholly particularistic ; he realizes that God is the God of all the world, and therefore he sometimes
strikes a universalistic note, e.g. in xviii. 13, 14 :

The mercy of man is [exercised upon) his own kin,

But the mercy of God is (extended) to all flesh,

Reproving, and. chastening, and teaching,

And bringing them back as a shepherd his flock.

He hath mercy on them that accept (His) chastening,

And that diligently seek after Hisjudgements}

The attributes of mercy and forgiveness here portrayed find very frequent utterance, and of course

the same is true of, the converse; God's wrath strikes the wicked whether they be Jews or Gentiles.

The doctrine of the divine Fatherhood also finds expression in our book. As Toy says, referring

to the older view :
' The old Israelitish idea of the divine love was, so far as we can gather from the

literature, a purely national one. Jahveh was the father (Hos. xi. 1) or the husband (Jer. ii. 1, iii. 4 ;

Isa. lxii. 5) of Israel. In the later psalms more individual relation is expressed
; Jahveh is said to

pity them that fear Him as a father pities his children (Ps. ciii. 13). Gradually the paternal relation

as expressing most completely the combination of guidance and tenderness came to be employed
as the representative of God's relation to man

'

;

3 and he quotes several passages from the Apo-
crypha, among them xxiii. 1 of our book :

O Lord, Father, and God of my life}

which certainly witnesses to a real belief in the Fatherhood of God in regard to the individual.

ii. The Law. ' About half the passages in which the Law is mentioned in this book are

wanting in the Hebrew; in those which are extant in Hebrew the usual word rendered v6fj.os in

Greek is min, but in ix. 15 the Hebrew is certainly corrupt,1 in xliv. 20 the word is mx» (" com-
mandment "), and in xlv. 17 it is tDStro ("judgement"). With three exceptions (ii. 16, xv. 1, xlix.

4) pofios is used without the article. In the Prologue it is used with the article three times, but in

each case it is in reference to the threefold division of the Canon (6 vo^os, ko\ ai irpocpriTelat., kol \onra

t5>v /3i/3AiW). On the other hand, the concluding words in the Prologue are : . . . h W/xw /3icor€vei*\

In xxxvi. (EV xxxiii.) 3 the article is almost necessary grammatically.' 4 Ben-Sira gives great

prominence to the Law both in its ethical and ritual aspects, differing in this markedly from
Proverbs, to which he is in other respects so much indebted ; and the stress which he lays on the

importance of the Law, and legal observances generally, marks his book out as perhaps the most
striking link we have between the older and the newer Judaism, that is to say, the Judaism of post-

1 Wanting in Hebrew. 2 The whole passage is wanting in Hebrew. 3 Judaism and Christianity, p. 83.
4 But we should probably read M min3. 6 Oesterley, Ecclesiasticus (Cambridge Bible), p. liii.
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exilic times and Rabbinical Judaism. But he uses the word 'Law' in a wide sense ; and herein, too,

we are able to recognize the way in which the teaching of this book leads over in so many respects

to the later Rabbinism, for what Schechter says regarding the meaning of the term ' Law ' in

Rabbinic literature applies also to its meaning in Sirach : 'The term Law or Nomos is not

a correct rendering of the Hebrew word " Torah ". The legalistic element, which might rightly be

called the Law, represents only one side of the Torah. To the Jew the word Torah means a teaching

or instruction of any kind. It may be either a general principle or a specific injunction, whether it

be found in the Pentateuch or in the other parts of the Scriptures, or even outside the Canon. The
juxtaposition in which Torah and Mitzvoth, " teaching " and " commandments ", are to be found in

the Rabbinic literature implies already that the former means something more than merely the

Law. . . . To use the modern phraseology, to the Rabbinic Jew Torah was both an institution and
a faith.'

1 Torah is, therefore, to be understood in both an extended and in a restricted sense

according to the general purport of the passage in which the term occurs.

We may note, then, first of all the general emphasis which Ben-Sira lays on the observance of

the Law as being the prime duty of the people to whom Jahveh has given the Law ; he says, for

example, in ix. 15:

With the intelligent let thy communing be,

And all thy converse in the Law of the Most High.

He teaches that there can be no honour for those who do not observe the Law :

A despicable race is that which transgresseth the commandment (x. 19).

The duty of seeking the Law, of believing it, and of meditating upon its precepts is insisted on in

xxxii. 15-24:
He that seeketh out the Law shallgain her,

But the hypocrite shall be snared thereby. . . .

In all thy works guard thyself,

For he that so doeth keepeth the commandment.
He that observeth the Lazv gtiardetJi himself,

And he that trusteth in Jahveh shall not be brought to shame ;

and see also xxxix. 1 ff. Ben-Sira urges men not to be ashamed of the Law (xlii. 2), and recalls

how the nation's great heroes in the past observed it and were enlightened by it, and taught it to

others (see xliv. 20, xlv. 5, 17, xlvi. 14). The observance of the commandments of the Law is the
one thing to be thought of at the approach of death (xxviii. 6).

Since the Law was given by God it is, like Him, eternal, and this brings us to what is perhaps
the most interesting part of Ben-Sira's doctrine concerning the Law, namely, his identification of it

with Wisdom ; for this implies the pre-existence of the Law, as well as its divine character (see

further the section on Wisdom). This conception of the Law, which, as far as is known, is found
here for the first time in Jewish literature, became later on, with one exception (viz. the doctrine of

the unity of God), the most important dogma of Rabbinical Judaism.2 But the way in which the
identification of Wisdom with the Law is taken for granted in Sirach makes it clear that
Ben-Sira was not expressing a new truth, but one which had already received general acceptance.
He says, for example, in xv. 1 :

For he that feareth the Lord doeth this

[i.e. seeks Wisdom, which is the subject of the preceding verses],

And he that taketh hold of the Law findeth her [i.e. Wisdom].

Again, the Law and Wisdom are used synonymously in xxxiv. (ffi xxxi.) 8 :

So also in xxi. 1 1 :

3

Without deceit shall the Law be fulfilled,

And Wisdom is perfect in a mouth that is faithful.

He thai keepeth the Law controlleth his natural tendency?
And the fear of the Lord is the consummation of Wisdom.

Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, p. 1 17 f.

See the authors' book The Religion and Worship of the Synagogue (2nd ed.), pp. 161-177.
See the note on this in the commentary.
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This identification is further implied by ' the fear of the Lord ' being both the true observance of

the Law as well as the 'beginning' of Wisdom ; both thoughts occur a number of times in the book.
But the most direct assertion of the identity of the two is found in xxiv. 23, where it is said :

All these things [i.e. things concerning Wisdom which are mentioned in the preceding verses] are

the book of the covenant of God Most High,
The Law which Moses commanded (as) an heritage for the assemblies ofJacob.

The same is taught in xix. 20

:

All zvisdom is the fear of the Lord,
And all zuisdom is the fulfilling of the Lazv.

Ben-Sira taught, as we have seen, that the Law was eternal, a doctrine which is further illus-

trated by the way in which he identifies the Law with Wisdom, which is also eternal (see next
section) ; the special point of interest in this connexion is that the doctrine of the existence of the

Law before the Creation—a thoroughly Rabbinical doctrine— is seen to have been taught long

before Christian times. As an example of the Rabbinical teaching reference may be made to the

Midrash Beresliith Rabba viii, where it is said that the Torah is two thousand years older than the

Creation; and in the first chapter (in the comment on Gen. i. 1) of the same Midrash it is said:
' Six things preceded the creation of the world ; among them were such as were themselves truly

created, and such as were decided upon before the Creation ; the Torah and the throne of glory

were truly created.'

Another important point concerning the Law is Ben-Sira's teaching on the spirit in which legal

ordinances should be observed. ' It might seem doubtful ', says Toy, ' whether the introduction of

the finished Law was an unmixed good from the ethical point of view. The code was largely

ritualistic ; it fixed men's minds on ceremonial details which it in some cases put into the same
category and on the same level with moral duties. Would there not hence result a dimming of the

moral sense and a confusion of moral distinctions ? The ethical attitude of a man who could regard

a failure in the routine of sacrifice as not less blameworthy than an act of theft cannot be called

a lofty one. If such had been the general effect of the ritual law we should have to pronounce it

an evil. But in point of fact the result was different. What may be called the natural debasing

tendency of a ritual was counteracted by other influences, by the ethical elements of the Law itself,

and by the general moral progress of the community. The great legal schools which grew up in the

second century, if we may judge by the sayings of the teachers which have come down to us, did

not fail to discriminate between the outward and the inward, the ceremonial and the moral ; and the

conception of sin corresponded to the idea of the ethical standard.' x Now the teaching of Ben-Sira

on the spirit in which the sacrifices prescribed in the Law are to be observed is a striking illustration

of what is here so truly said : in xxxiv. 18, 19 (ffi xxxi. 21-23) he urges :

The sacrifice of the unrighteous man is a mocking offering,

And unacceptable are the oblations of the godless.

The Most High hath no pleasure in the offerings of the ungodly,

Neither doth Heforgive sins for a multitude of sacrifices.

And again, a few verses later on, he says :

He who washeth after (contact with) a dead body and toucJtetJi it again,

What hath he gained by his bathing?
So a man fastingfor his sins

And again doing the same—
Who will listen to his prayer ?

And what hath he gamed by his humiliation ?

Such words offer an eloquent proof of Ben-Sira's spiritual conception concerning the observance of

the Law.

iii. The Teaching on Wisdom.

The divine character of Wisdom is graphically brought out in xxiv. $-5 :

I came forth from the mouth of the Most High (cp. i. 1),

And as a mist I covered the earth ;

1 Judaism and Christianity, p. 186.
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In the high places did I fix my abode,

A nd my throne was in the pillar of cloud.

Alone I compassed the circuit of heaven,

And in the depth of the abyss I walked.

That Wisdom took her part in the creation of the world comes out clearly in the two following

passages

:

Before them all [i.e. the heavens and the earth] zvas Wisdom created (i. 4) ;

from the words which follow a little later on Ben-Sira evidently conceived of Wisdom having been

created in preparation for the work of Creation which was to come, for he continues in verse 9 :

He Himself created her, and saw, and numbered her ;

Andpoured her out upon all His works . . }

The existence of Wisdom before the creation of the world is again, and more definitely, stated in

xxiv. 9 a

:

He created mefrom the beginning, before the world.

This vivid personification of Wisdom is based on Proverbs, where the same thought finds expression

in viii. 22, 23 :

The Lord possessed me in the beginning of His way,

Before His works of old.

I was set tipfrom everlasting,from the beginning,

Or ever the earth was. (See the whole passage, Prov. viii. 22-31.)

The intimate relationship between Wisdom and the Almighty naturally involves the eternity of

Wisdom, a truth set forth in the opening words of our book :

All Wisdom cometh from the Lord,

And is zvith Him for ever.

The same is implied in xxiv. 9 b

:

The memorial of me shall never cease. 2

The personification of Wisdom is illustrated in another way when it is said that she takes up her

abode among men, and invites them to come and dwell with her:

With faithful men is she, and she hath been establishedfrom eternity?

And with their seed shall she continue (i. 15).

Come unto me, ye that desire me,

And be ye filled with my produce ;

For my memorial is sweeter than honey,

And the possession of me than the honey-comb (xxiv. 19, 20).

It is characteristic of Ben-Sira's attitude in desiring to show the superiority of the wisdom of Israel

over that of the Greeks that he should represent Wisdom as having sought a resting-place among
the nations of the world, but that Israel alone was worthy of her, and that among them, therefore,

God bids her abide
;

i he says in xxiv. 7, 8 f., 12 :

With all these [i.e. every people and nation] I sought a resting-place,

And (said) : In whose inheritance shall I lodge ?

Then the Creator of all things gave me commandment,
And He that created mefixed my dwelling-place (for me)

;

And He said: Let thy divelling-place be in Jacob,

And ill Israel take up thine inheritance. . . .

And I took root among an honouredpeople,

In the portion of the Lord (and) of His inheritance.

1 Cp. Ps. civ. 24 : O Lord, how manifold are Thy works !

In wisdom hast Thou made them all.

Prov. iii. 19 : The Lord by wisdom founded the earth

;

By understanding He established the heavens.
2 So the Syriac ; the Greek and Latin read, ' Unto eternity I shall not fail.'
3 So the Syriac ; the Greek text is probably corrupt.
4 Cp. with this the somewhat similar case of the Law, which, according to the later teaching of the Rabbis, was

originally intended by God to be a revelation of Himself and of His will to all nations, but that Israel was the only

nation that accepted it (see Oesterley and Box, op. cit., p. 164).
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The thought of Wisdom dwelling among men is already taught in Proverbs (e.g. viii. 31, 34 ff.), but
Ben-Sira elaborates it, and in such a passage as that just quoted treats it with great poetical beauty.

Further, it is characteristic, not only of the Wisdom of Ben-Sira, but also of the Wisdom-
Literature generally, that the term Wisdom is never used in the sense of pure knowledge ; in its

essence it connoted originally the faculty of distinguishing between what is good and what is bad,
or, perhaps more accurately (in so far as earlier times are concerned), between what is advantageous
and what is harmful. But in any case, regarding the nature of Wisdom, it is true to say that in the

Jewish conception it had primarily a religious content from the beginning ; that is to say, that it

was in its origin essentially a divine attribute, the possession of which made man in some measure
like God. In comparatively early times it must have come to this, that to be able to differentiate

between good and eyil, i.e. the exercise of the moral consciousness, enabled man to stand in a closer

relationship to God than the mere external observance, however assiduously carried out, of

a ceremonial law ; this, at any rate, would have been the essence of the teaching of the prophets.

It is in following such teaching that Ben-Sira inculcates the truth that the way to lead a wise life

is to live according to the divine commandments ; in contemplating the wisdom of God, as set

forth in the commandments of God, and acting accordingly, man makes his human wisdom
approximate to the divine, and worldly, practical wisdom, in its many and various forms, is

thus of the same kind, only less in degree, as divine wisdom. It is thus easy to see, one may
remark in passing, that the identification between the Law and Wisdom, referred to in the previous

section, was inevitable. 'Human wisdom comes from the communion between the mind of man
and the mind of God. The unity of the divine and the human attributes (implicitly contained in

the book) appears to involve the conception that the divine wisdom fills and controls all things,

including man's mind, and thus manifests itself in human thought;' 1 this is true, but it needs to

be emphasized that Ben-Sira's strong insistence on human free-will makes it a matter of man's

choice whether his mind is filled with divine wisdom or something else.

Wisdom is, therefore, in the first place, of a religious nature. How essential an element this

was in Ben-Sira's conception of Wisdom will have been seen by what was said above as to the

origin of Wisdom, namely, that it was an emanation from the Deity. This truth is further

emphasized by the dictum, common to all the books of the Wisdom-Literature in one form or

another, that

:

Thefear of the Lord is the begmning of Wisdom (i. 14).

Though Ben-Sira takes this thought over from earlier sages, he nevertheless makes it thoroughly

his own, and elaborates it in such sayings as

:

The crown of Wisdom is the fear of the Lord (i. 18)

;

To fear the Lord is the root of Wisdom (i. 20).

But besides this specifically religious content, Wisdom has, according to Ben-Sira, another

element in its nature. While the knowledge of God may be said to describe its most exalted

characteristic, it has also a less exalted, but extremely useful, further characteristic in that it

connotes knowledge of the world ; not that this would imply a non-religious element in Wisdom,
for the man with knowledge of the world has acquired this lower form of Wisdom, too, by his

observance of the divine commandments ; so that it need cause no surprise to find that it is this

latter element in the nature of Wisdom to which Ben-Sira devotes most attention in his book. Nor
is this an unnatural thing when it is remembered that the writer, having none but the vaguest ideas

about a life hereafter, is mainly concerned with the affairs of this life. So he says of Wisdom that

:

They that love her love life (iv. 12);

and again

:

The wisdom of the poor man lifteth up his head,

And causeth him to sit amongprinces (xi. 1).

The large number of precepts which Ben-Sira offers as to general conduct of life are the utterances

of a sage whose whole life has been spent in the acquisition of Wisdom ; they form part, at least, of

the result of his labours in her service ; and the contribution which he has to offer his fellow-

creatures is to teach them what in very large measure is worldly wisdom. These moral precepts

differ widely, of course, from divine wisdom, but, as we have seen, both emanate from the same
source, and both are ultimately to be traced back to the Giver of all good things.

1 Toy, in EB, ii. 1175.
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It is owing to this practical nature of Wisdom that Ben-Sira insists on its being not only

possessed, but also exhibited among men, so he says:

Hidden wisdom and concealed treasure,

What profit is there in either ?

Better is the man that hideth his folly

Than a man that hideth his wisdom (xx. 30, 31).

To those who are desirous of acquiring Wisdom, Ben-Sira gives a piece of advice which well

illustrates what has already been said above as to the religious element in every form of Wisdom

:

If thou desire Wisdom, keep the commandments,
And the Lord will give her freely tinto thee (i. 26).

That Wisdom is the gift of God is again declared to be the case in i. 10 :

Without measure doth He grant her to them that love Him.

Wisdom is thus the free gift of God
; but this does not mean to say that man has not his part to

play in order to enjoy this free gift ; he has a discipline to go through which is irksome, and which

will test the sincerity of the seeker :

But I will ivalk with him in disguise,

And at first I will try him with temptations.

Fear and dread will I bring upon him,
And I will torment him with chastisements (iv. 17).

Wisdom will also make great demands upon those that would be her servants ; it is a hard

course of instruction through which they must go

:

. . . Bring thy feel into her fetters,

And thy neck into her chain ;

Bow down thy shoulder, and bear her,

And chafe not under her bonds (vi. 24, 25).

But if Wisdom can only be acquired by earnest and sustained effort, if to possess her requires

concentrated zeal and self-denial, the reward of those who persist is great in proportion. In

a beautiful passage Ben-Sira describes this great reward :

For at length thou wilt find her rest,

And she shall be ttirtiedfor thee into gladness.
And her fetters shall become a stay of strength for thee,

And her bonds for robes ofglory.
An ornament ofgold is her yoke,
And her fetters a cord of blue.

Thou shalt array thee with her (as with) robes ofglory,
And crown thee with her (as with) a crown of beauty (vi. 28-31).

Clearly such a reward cannot be for the many ; only the best types of men are able to obtain her

;

so Ben-Sira says :

For Wisdom is according to her name,
And to most men she is not manifest (vi. 22).

Indeed, Ben-Sira holds that humanity is divided into two categories, the wise and the foolish, or

the good and the evil—to him the two terms are respectively synonymous ; Wisdom's attitude to

each is thus expressed :

As a prison-house is Wisdom to a fool,

And the knozvledge of the tuise as coals offire.
As chains on (their) feet is instruction to the foolish,

And as manacles on their right hand.
As a golden ornament is instruction to the wise,

And as a bracelet upon their right arm (xxi. 18-21).
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So lasting is the power of Wisdom among those who truly possess her, that the possession is

regarded as hereditary

:

If he trust me, he shall possess me,

And his posterity shall hold me fast (iv. 16, see also i. 15).

Yet even he who possesses Wisdom may lose his treasure by sinning, so it is said

:

If he turn away (from me), I willforsake him,

And will deliver him over to the spoilers (iv. 19).

The only truly blessed are they who persistently follow after Wisdom (xiv. 20-27)
;
yet for this

leisure is required ; the ordinary occupations and callings of men are all good and necessary, but
none are to be compared to that in which a man devotes himself wholly to the seeking out of the
Wisdom of the ancients, which is none other than the fear of God and the Law of the Most High
(see the whole of xxxviii. 24-xxxix. 11).

iv. The Doctrine of Sin. The great problem of the existence of sin had, of course, exercised
the minds of men for ages before the time of Ben-Sira. How was one to reconcile the facts of daily

experience with the belief in an all-righteous, all-powerful God, who governed the world ? ' The
ancient mythical religion had certainly connected physical evil with Adam's sin ; but when, after the

Exile, the individual, as contrasted with the nation, became more prominently an object of

consideration, difficulties doubtless began to appear to which the answer of the old theology was
felt to be incomplete.' 1 A suggested explanation of the difficulty is expressed in Ps. xxxvii, where
it is said that the destruction of the wicked comes suddenly, while he is in the midst of his

prosperity (vv.~35, 36) ; and again, in the same psalm the Psalmist seeks to explain the difficulty by
contrasting the ' latter end ' of the righteous and the wicked respectively :

Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright :

For the latter end of that man is peace.

Asfor transgressors, they shall be destroyed together

;

The latter end of the wicked shall be cut off (vv. 37, 38).

In neither case was there any real solution of the problem. Later thinkers were impelled to offer

another explanation ; so, for example, the writer who explained that everything had been made for

its own purpose

:

The Lord hath made everythingfor its oivn end

:

Yea, even the wickedfor the day of evil (Prov. xvi. 4).

Ben-Sira was on safer ground when, in re-echoing earlier teaching, he said :

He that seeketh God will receive discipline (xxxii.[xxxv.] 14),

i.e. any misfortune which befalls the righteous is looked upon as a discipline, and is, therefore, in reality

for his benefit. None of these attempted solutions could, however, have been regarded as satisfactory,

for they did not account for the divine acquiescence in the prosperity of the wicked, however much
they might satisfy men as to the necessity of adversity for the righteous. In one passage Ben-Sira
does strike out a somewhat original line of thought in seeking a solution of the mystery, though
within the limits of the present life ; a wicked man may, he says in effect, enjoy prosperity all his

life, but so terrible may God cause his last hours to be that all his former enjoyment of life becomes
wholly obliterated, and thus the apparent contradiction between the facts of life and the divine

justice is harmonized ; his words are :

For it is easy in Jahveh's sight

At the end to requite a man according to his deeds.

A n evil time causeth forgetfulness of delights,

And the last end of a man will tell of him.

Pronounce no man happy before his death ;

For by his latter end a man shall be known (xi. 26-28).

This attempted solution, if it does nothing else, witnesses at any rate to the very earnest desire

to try and explain a grave difficulty ; and if, as a matter of fact, no advance is made in our book
towards a satisfactory solution of what must have constituted a cruel mystery to the God-fearing of

1 Tennant, in the fournal of Theological Studies, ii, p. 209.
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those days, it cannot cause surprise; with their lack of knowledge concerning the general laws upon
which society is based and by which it exists, with their absolute ignorance concerning the laws of

nature, with their very hazy conceptions concerning a fuller spiritual life hereafter, it was wholly
impossible for the ancient Hebrew thinkers to frame any really satisfactory working theory whereby
to harmonize the seeming contradiction between belief in the existence of an almighty, just God
and the facts of human experience. Nevertheless, Ben-Sira had very definite ideas upon the
existence of sin and its universal prevalence among men ; he had also clearly thought and taught
much about the nature and essence of sin, and the special importance of his book in connexion
with this subject is that it is the only non-apocalyptic writing which unquestionably reflects light

upon the Palestinian thought of its time concerning the introduction of sin and death into the
world. ' It is a unique link ', says Dr. Tennant, ' between the Old Testament and the ancient
Rabbinism. It is also important as a guide to the views of the time from the fact that its author,

though perhaps conscious of the inadequacy of his inherited theology to solve all the problems and
difficulties which presented themselves to an educated mind, allows himself but little liberty of

thought.' 1

With regard to the origin of sin, Ben-Sira's treatment is highly instructive, for it reveals the
difficulty in which he found himself involved as soon as he began to grapple with the subject.

He mentions altogether three theories regarding the origin of sin ; one of these he combats as

erroneous. The first is that the existence of sin is due to God ; this is the theory which he combats,
though he does not seem to realize the difficulty in which he involves himself in doing so. The
passage in which this is dealt with is xv. 11-20, where Ben-Sira replies to those who trace back the
origin of sin to God ; he says :

Say not : ' From God is my transgression?
For that which He hatetJi made He not.

Say not : ' {It is) He that made me to stumble'
For there is no need of evil men.

Evil and abomination doth the Lord hate,

And He doth not let it co7ne nigh to them that fear Him (xv. 11-13).

He says further in the course of his argument (and here his teaching on human free-will comes
strongly to the fore)

:

God created man from the beginning,

Andplaced him in the hand of his Yeser.

If thou (so) desirest, thou canst keep the commandment,
A?id {it is) wisdom to do His good pleasure.

Poured out before thee (are) fire and water,
Stretch forth thine hand unto that which thou desirest.

Life and deatJi (arc) before man,
That which he desireth shall be given to him. . . .

He commanded no man to sin,

Nor gave strength to men of lies (xv. 14-20).

With regard to the word Yeser it may be noted in passing that in its primary meaning it

denotes ' form ' or ' framing', hence what is formed or framed in the mind, and it therefore comes
to mean 'imagination' or 'purpose'. It is used in a good sense in Isa. xxvi. 3, 1 Chron. xxix. 18

;

on the other hand, in Gen. vi. .5, viii. 21 it is used of the evil imagination. In later times there
arose the doctrine of a ' good ' Yeser as opposed to the ' evil ' Yeser, two opposing tendencies
which, it was taught, were constituent elements in man's spiritual nature. Prof. Schechter says

:

' The more conspicuous figure of the two Yesers is that of the evil Yeser. Indeed, it is not impos-
sible that the expression good Yeser, as the antithesis of the evil Yeser, is a creation of later date.' 2

It is, therefore, probable that Ben-Sira, when making use of the expression in the passage just
quoted, had the evil Yeser, or ' tendency ', in mind ; at any rate, the context shows that even if the
word was used in a neutral sense it was at least potentially the evil Yeser to which he referred ; but
as this tendency or inclination to evil was part of man's nature it was created by God, so that
Ben-Sira shows himself to have been in danger of falling, by implication, into the very error which
he combats in the previously quoted passage (xv. n-13) ; indeed, further on in his book he comes
perilously near to a direct assertion that God created evil ; see xxxiii. (ffi xxxvi.) 13-15, xxxvii. 3.

1 Op. cit., p. 207. 2 Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, p. 243.
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So that, at least by implication, Ben-Sira might well be convicted of imputing the origin of evil to

God, though he refrains from doing so explicitly. 1

A second theory which Ben-Sira brings forward is expressed in xxv. 24 :

From a woman did sin originate [lit. is the beginning of sin],

And because of lier we all must die.

Dr. Tennant, in writing on this verse, says :
' It has to be borne in mind that when, in the

second clause of the verse, the writer passes to the thought of death, to the relation of Eve's sin to

our universal mortality, a causal connexion is distinctly asserted. The use of tchillah ['beginning']

in the former clause does not perhaps in itself preclude the thought of such connexion, in the case

of sin, having presented itself to Ben-Sira's mind, but it certainly does not suggest any such con-

nexion. ... If Ben-Sira intended to imply that Eve's transgression was the cause or origin of

human sinfulness he was venturing further than was his wont beyond the letter of the Scriptural

narrative which he had in mind, and was already in possession of a much deeper view of the first

transgression than is to be met with in Jewish literature until we come to St. Paul's Epistles, the

Slavonic book of Enoch, and 4 (2) Esdras.' 2 In any case, this second theory of Ben-Sira's only

traces the history of sin from the time that it existed in humanity without following it further back.3

Finally, a third theory, though not expressed in definite form, can with much probability be
shown to have been in the mind of Ben-Sira. In xxi. 27, 28 it is said :

When the fool curseth his adversary [lit. Satan],

He curseth his own soul

;

The whisperer defileth his ozvn soul,

And is hated wheresoever he sojourneth}

This is a difficult passage, but it seems clear that by the words ' The whisperer defileth his own
soul ' Ben-Sira meant to express the truth that the evil in man is of his own making ; it is also

evident that the words are intended to be an illustration of the truth enunciated in the preceding

couplet. Whatever is meant by 'adversary'—whether 'Satan' in the sense of the devil, or an
adversary in its ordinary meaning—the words which follow (' He curseth his own soul ') show that

what Ben-Sira intends to teach is that the ' adversary' is synonymous with the ungodly man's own
self; or, as Hart explains it, ' not Satan, but the man himself is responsible for his sin.'

5 The
verse, as Cheyne has pointed out, can be illustrated by Ps. xxxvi. 1 (R.V. marg.) :

' Transgression

saith to the wicked within his heart . .
.' G To explain the words by saying that when a man curses

somebody else who is his enemy he curses himself, i. e. that the curse recoils upon his own head,

would not only be contrary to the ideas of the times, but would also be out of harmony with the

words which follow. The Syriac translator evidently saw the difficulty of making ' the adversary
'

refer to somebody other than ' the fool ', but not perceiving the point of the words he put in

a negative, thus giving a different turn to the whole, and rendered :
' When the fool curseth him

who sinned not against him, he curseth his own soul.' The gist of the passage may then be taken

to be that man is his own ' Satan '

; in other words, that the origin of sin is to be sought in man
himself. This may be illustrated by another passage :

What is brighter than the sun ? Yet thisfaileth ;

And {how much more) man who (hath) the inclination ofJlesh and blood!"1 (xvii. 31).

Dr. Tennant paraphrases the Greek thus :
' Even the sun darkens itself—the brightest thing in the

world; how much more, then, frail man!' He says, further, in connexion with this verse, that if

1 Some later Rabbis had no hesitation in directly asserting what Ben-Sira here implies ; in the Midrash Bereshith

Rabba xxvii it is definitely stated that God created the evil Yeser; and in Qiddushin 30 b (T. B.) the following words
are put into the mouth of the Almighty :

'
I created the evil Yeser ; I created for him [i. e. for man, in order to overcome

the evil Yeser] the Law as a means of healing. If ye occupy yourselves with the Law, ye will not fall into the

power of it.'

2 Op. cit., pp. 210, 211.
3

It is interesting to note that in a later, but pre-Christian, book the writer believes in the existence of sin before

the creation of the human race ; in the ' Book of the Parables ' (1 Enoch lxix. 6), in reference to the evil angels, it is

said :
' And the third was named Gadreel ; he it is who showed the children of men all the blows of death, and he led

astray Eve . .
.'

4 The Hebrew of these verses is not extant.
5 Op. cit., p. 154.

6 The Expositor, series xi, p. 346.
7 The Hebrew is not extant ; the first clause of ihe above represents both the Syriac and the Greek ; the second

is based upon the Greek and the Syriac ; the Greek runs :
' And an evil man will think on flesh and blood.' See the

critical and exegetical notes in the commentary on this verse.
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Ben-Sira offers any excuse for man's depravity ' it is that of his natural and essential frailty, referred

to in such passages as xvii. 30-32, but never traced to an external cause'. 1 Difficult as the verse is,

it may be concluded that its meaning illustrated Ben-Sira's teaching in the previously considered

passage that the origin of sin is to be sought in man. 2 That this belief was held in certain Jewish
circles may be gathered from the following words which occur in 1 Enoch xcviii. 4 :

' I have sworn
unto you, ye sinners, as a mountain has not become a slave, And a hill does not become the handmaid
of a woman, Even so sin hath not been sent upon the earth, But man of himself hath created it, And
under a great curse shall they fall who commit it.'

3

The three passages discussed suggest, therefore, a belief that sin originates within man, and is of

his own making, irrespective of any external agency ; but there are other passages which point

distinctly to a belief that sin is external to man ; see, for example, xxi. 2, xxvii. 10.

So that Ben-Sira's teaching on the origin of sin may be summed up in the following way : He
implies, though he does not definitely assert it, that the creation of sin is due to God

;
yet in one

passage of considerable importance he strongly combats this theory. He teaches, further, that so

far as the human race is concerned the origin of sin is to be sought in the fall of Eve ; but he does

not attempt to trace its history further back ; this, however, was from his point of view unnecessary

if, in accordance with his third theory, sin originates in each individual ; nevertheless, he involves

himself in a contradiction here in saying that because of Eve's sin all men must die. In addition to

this, however, there is the further inconsistency regarding his third theory, for while teaching that sin

originates within man, he speaks of sin as something external to man. These contradictory thoughts

bring into clear relief Ben-Sira's inability to formulate a consistent and logical doctrine as to the

origin of sin ; and in this he but shows himself to be a forerunner of the Rabbis, from whose writings

it can be seen that later thinkers were involved in precisely the same inconsistencies as soon as they
attempted to construct a working theory on the subject.

But the theoretical difficulties in which Ben-Sira was involved did not in any way detract from
his deep realization of the existence and universal prevalence of sin ; he witnesses to this in many
passages, as may be seen by a reference to the following passages among many others : iv. 26, vii. 8,

viii. 5, xxiii. 4-6.

> v. The Doctrine of the Future Life. In the main Ben-Sira's belief concerning the Hereafter
was that of the normal teaching of the Psalms ; such passages, for example, as Ps. vi. 5 (' For in

death there is no remembrance of Thee: In Sheol who shall give Thee thanks?'), and cxx. 17, 18,

cvi. 2, cp. Isa. xxxviii. 18, 19, are clearly the pattern on which he bases his teaching in xvii. 27, 28:

For what pleasure hath God in all that perish in Hades,
In place of those who live and give Him praise ?

Thanksgiving perisheth from the dead asfrom one that is not,

{But) he that liveth and is in health praiseth the Lord.

Although death, as a rule, marks the end of all things and is usually connected with corruption
(x. 11, xvii. 32, xxviii. 6), yet Ben-Sira does not speak of it as necessarily a cause of terror ; indeed,
under certain circumstances, it is preferable to life ; he says, e. g., in xli. 2

:

Hail! Death, how welcome is thy decree
To the luckless man, and that lacketh strength,

That stumbleth and trippeth at everything,

That is broken, and hath lost hope.

See also xxxii. 11, xxx. 17, xl. 28. On the other hand, death is terrible to him who is in prosperity
and in the enjoyment of health (xl. 1). Sometimes death is spoken of as a punishment (vii. 17,
xl. 9, 10) ;

but there is nowhere any mention of punishment after death. The only sense in which,
according to Ben-Sira, a man can be said to ' live ' after death was by means of his wisdom which
he had acquired in his lifetime

:

His understanding many do praise,

And never shall his name be blotted out

:

His memory shall not cease,

And his name shall livefrom generation to generation (xxxix. 9).
1 Op. cit., p. 212.
2 On the question as to whether the evil Yeser is external to man or not there is much division in Rabbinical

writings
;
see Schechter's very instructive chapters xiv, xv, xvi in Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology. Further useful

information on the Jewish doctrine of sin will be found in chap, viii (' The Doctrine of Divine Retribution in Rabbinical
Literature') of the same writer's Studies infudaism (First Series).

3 Charles, 1 Enoch-, p. 242.
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Or, again, in the following fine passage (xli. 11-13):

Vanity is man {concerning) his body,

But the name of the pious shall not be cut off.

Be in fear for thy name, for that abideth longer for thee

Than thousands of precious treasures.

Life s goods lastfor limited days,

But the reward of a name for days without number.

In some few instances there seem to be the beginnings of what might naturally have developed
into a somewhat fuller conception of life hereafter, the adumbration of a belief in something more
than a mere shadowy existence beyond the grave. The instances are those in which the dead are

said to ' rest', an idea very different from that of death being corruption and the end of all things,

which is the more usual one in our book. The conception of the dead ' resting' must involve some
sort of a belief beyond that of the bare existence of the spirit in the future state ; thus, in xxii. 1

1

Ben-Sira says

:

Weep gently for the dead, for he hath found rest (cp. also xxix. 17, xxxviii. 23).

It is of particular interest to note, in view of the development of ideas concerning the future

life which took place during the second century B.C., that in at least two instances the Greek shows
an advance upon the corresponding Hebrew conception ; in vii. 1 7 the Hebrew has

:

Humble [thy] pride greatly,

For the expectation of man is worms.

For this the Greek has :

Humble thy soulgreatly,

For the punishment of the ungodly man isfire and the worm. 1

The other passage is xlviii. 11, but for the details of this recourse must be had to the notes in the

commentary.
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PROLOGUE a

SINCE many things and great have been delivered unto us through the Law and the Prophets
and the others who followed after them—for which things' sake we must give Israel the praise of
instruction and wisdom—and as not only must the readers themselves become adept, but also the
lovers of learning must be able to profit them which are without both by speaking and writing

;

5 my grandfather Jesus, having given himself much to the reading of the Law and the Prophets and
the other books of our fathers, and having acquired considerable familiarity therein, was induced
also himself to take a part in writing somewhat pertaining to instruction and wisdom, in order
that those who are lovers of learning and instructed in b these things c might make so much the
more progress by a manner of life (lived) d in accordance with the Law d

. Ye are entreated,

10 therefore, to make your perusal with favour and attention, and to be indulgent, if in any parts of
what we have laboured to interpret we may seem to fail in some of the phrases. For things

a For the spurious Prologue found in cod. 248, in the Complutensian text and in the 'Synopsis of Holy
Scripture ',falsely attributed to St. Athanasius, see Edersheim (in Wace\p. 25 ; an English translation of it is given

in the A. V. before thai of the getiuine Prologue. Tlpoloyos B A : np. aipax C : om. X [The whole is omitted in &
Elh and in 157 248, which have the spurious Prologue] b Reading tvT)ypi : Syro-Hex N c - a A V 254 &c.for
(voxoi B C c~c Reading with B 7toAAg) paXXov fnnrpoaOoMTiv : {< tri (= Syro-Hex) npocrdrjo-ovaiv d-d

- Reading

I. the Law . . . after them. The threefold division of the Hebrew Canon is here explicitly mentioned for the
first time ; it is noticeable, however, that the third division is referred to in a somewhat vague way (as again below),
namely,as 'those that followed after them', 'the other books of our fathers ', and 'the rest of the books'. It is clear that

a third division was already in existence by the side of the Law and the Prophets ; but the indefinite way in which it

is referred to suggests that this third collection had not yet been delimited, and that it may still have been incomplete.
The tripartite division of the Canon is also clearly indicated in Luke xxiv. 44, ' all things . . . which are written in the
Law of Moses, and the Prophets, and the Psalms concerning Me '

; but this is the only passage in the N . T. which makes
explicit mention of it. See further Ryle, The Canon of the O. T, passim ; Buhl, Canon and Text of the O. T.\ and
Box, Short Introduction to the Lit. of the O. T, p. 4. The expression ' followed after them ' may imply chronological
succession.

3. instruction and wisdom. Perhaps the order of cod. 253 ' wisdom and instruction ' (= 1D101 nD3n) may be
more original ; the foundation and first principle of true life is the moral culture implied by the term 'wisdom' (== the

fear of the Lord), of which instruction, or discipline, is the specific application. Israel is worthy of praise because it

has made the Law, which was graciously bestowed upon it by God, a means of imparting wisdom, and a means of

discipline, to itself.

readers . . . lovers of learning. Both terms refer to one and the same class; perhaps, as Smend suggests,
primarily teachers of the Law (i. e. Scribes) are meant ; for 'reader '= scribe (dj/ayi/woTijs = IBID) cf. I Esdras (3 Ezra)

viii. 8, 9, 19, ix. 39, 42, 49 (these correspond to Ezra vii. 1 1, xii. 21, Neh. viii. 1,4, 9).

4. them which are without, i.e. either those that are ' in the land of their sojourning' (see below), or the laity
;

the latter, perhaps, suits the context better, as the original writer, Ben-Sira, wrote for the Palestinians, not for the

Diaspora (so Smend).
by speaking and writing. Oral instruction was, of course, one of the most important departments of the

Scribes' activity ; the reference to writing in this connexion is interesting; doubtless other works besides Sirach were
produced by members of the scribal class which were not embodied in the Canon ; a specimen of such has recently come
to light in the Aramaic version of the ' Sayings of Ahikar ' from the papyri of Elephantine,—a work which reminds one of

the Wisdom Literature ; the Book of Tobit may also be thought of in this connexion. The literary activity of the earlier

scribes, as well as the later, is also implied in a number of references in the Rabbinical literature ; see Strack, Einleitung
in den Talmud (4th ed.), pp. 12 ff.

8. instructed in these things. For the reading see critical note.

9. a manner of life (lived) in accordance with the Law. This expresses the practical aim which governed all

the activities of the teachers of the Law ; a good comment on this point may be read in Josephus (Contra Apion. ii.

§ 8) :
' But, as for our people, if any do but ask one of them concerning our laws, he will tell all more readily than his

own name, and this because of our learning them at once, as soon as we could understand anything, and because they
were, as it were, graven upon our souls

'
; cp. also Philo ap. Eusebius, Praep. Evangel, viii. 7 (Migne); the expression

fwopos fiiaxTts may be illustrated by /3i'or v6p.1p.os, which occurs in 4 Mace. vii. 15.

II. to fail in some of the phrases. For things originally spoken . . . The younger Sirach is acutely con-
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originally spoken in Hebrew have not the same force in them when they are translated into

another tongue : and not only these, but the Law itself, and the Prophecies, and the rest of the

books, have no small difference when they are spoken in their original form. Now 6
, in the

15 eight and thirtieth year under king Euergetes, having come into Egypt and continued there,

I found opportunity 1 for no small instruction. I, therefore, deemed it most necessary myself to

devote some zeal and ' love-labour ' to (the task of) interpreting this book ; devoting, indeed,

much sleepless care and skill in the interval in order, having brought g the book to an end, to

publish it for them also who in the land of their sojourning desire to be lovers of learning, being

20 already prepared in respect of their moral culture to live h by the Law h
.

(a) I. 1-10. The Origin of Wisdom (=4 + 4 distichs).

ffi 1 1 All wisdom eometh from the Lord,
And is with Him for ever.

2 The sand of the seas, and the drops of rain,

And the days of eternity,—who can number (them) ?

with B (wofiov : but n* V e« mpov : 70 253 iv vopu> e So K*V : yap B A C f Reading acpopprjv with 254 and

two other cursives: a<pop.oiop B K A C s Reading ayayovra with K r - a AC (x* ayayovras) and some cursives:

ayoira B b-h (v vopu ^ B : wvopas A C*V 253 Syro-Hex

scious of the difficulties which beset the translation of one language into another; he is thinking not so much of the

original sense and meaning as of the wording of the Hebrew text, which he feels that he renders inadequately. The
reference to the Greek translation of the Bible which follows is interesting; the Siracide wrote at a time when the

work of translating the Scriptures into Greek was still unfinished, and he feels at perfect liberty to criticise it freely.

The expression ' in Hebrew ' (F.ftpa'io-Ti) occurs here for the first time.

12. when they are translated. The Greek word here used (ptTayw) occurs nowhere else in this sense, according to

Smend.
13. not only these. ' These ' refers to the present work. For the character of the Greek translation of Ben-Sira

see Introd. § 4 (end).

14. in the eight and thirtieth year. The rest of the Prologue states the translator's reasons for undertaking his

work. The date refers to the year in which the younger Sirach actually came into Egypt, probably the thirty-eighth

regnal year of Euergetes II, viz. 132 B.C. ; for a different view see Introd. § 6, iib.

and continued there. The Greek word used (avyxpoviaut) seems to imply that he continued there till the end

of the reign of Euergetes ('synchronize'), i.e. 117-116 B. C. ; the Prologue was, therefore, in all probability written

between the years 1 32-1 16 B. c. For a full discussion of the question of date see Introd. § 6, ii b.

16. I found opportunity for no small instruction. The alternative reading dtpopotov (see critical note), which.has

the weight of manuscript evidence in its favour, is difficult to interpret. The word means ' unlikeness ', ' difference ',
and,

if read, the sentence would run :
' I found no small difference of culture,' namely, between the Palestinian and Egyptian

Jews, with a depreciatory reference to the latter; but the context negatives such a meaning. The Latin understands

dcpopoiov as equivalent to dcpopoiapa, ' copy ' or ' book', cp. A. V. 'a book of no small learning ', R. V. ' a copy affording

no small instruction' ; but it is best to adopt, with Smend, the reading dcpop^v, in spite of inferior attestation. This

affords an excellent sense which harmonizes admirably with the context ; the younger Sirach found large opportunities

in Egypt for instruction in the wisdom of the Scribes. As in later times, the synagogues of the Egyptian Diaspora

were the centres where such instruction was given, cp. Philo, Vita Mos. ii. 168 :
' For what are the Jewish prayer-

houses in the cities other than places of instruction, and wisdom, caution, moderation, and righteousness, in piety and

holiness, in short, in every virtue which recognizes and accepts both human and divine goodness ?
' In another passage

Philo (De Septen. ii. 282) says: 'The listeners sit in perfect order and absolute stillness, eagerly drinking in most

excellent doctrines. For here one of the most experienced puts forth the most perfect and most useful teaching by

which human life can be adorned in the most beautiful way.'

17. love-labour. (piXonoviav, R. V. ' travail \

18. sleepless care, dypvirvla, cp. xxxi. 1 (ffi xxxiv. 1), xxxviii. 26 ff.

in the interval, i.e., as suggested above, in the interval between the years 132-116B. C.

19. for them also . . . sojourning, i.e. for those abroad in the Dispersion. The word napoucia is used of a sojourn

in a strange land, as in Acts xiii. 17, 1 Pet. i. 17 ; so also the verb and adjective, e.g. Luke xxiv. 18, Acts vii. 6, I Pet.

ii. II, &c, and frequently in the Septuagint and in Philo.

I. 1— IV. 10. The general theme of this section is Wisdom regarded as the fear of God in its various relations.

The subsections are indicated by (a), (b), (c), &c.

(a) I. 1-10.

1. 1. wisdom. See Introd. § 9, iii.

eometh from the Lord. Cp. Jas. i. 5.

And is with Him for ever. 5L ' et cum illo fuit semper et est ante aevum'. Cp. Job xii. 13, Prov. viii. 22, 23,

30, Wisd. vii. 26, John i. 1. 2.

2. The sand of the seas. Cp. Gen. xxxii. 12, 1 Sam. xiii. 5, Ps. Ixxviii. 27.

the drops of rain. Cp. Job xxxvi. 27 (Sept.).

the days of eternity. Dbty *»? in the O. T.= ' the days of old ' (cp. e. g. Isa. lxiii. 9), but according to the later
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ffi 3 The height of the heaven, and the breadth of the earth,

And the deep 3
,—who can trace (them) out?

4 Before them all was Wisdom created,

And prudent insight from everlasting.b

6 The root of Wisdom, to whom hath it been revealed ?
cAnd her subtle thoughts, who hath known them ?

cd

8 e One there is
f

,
greatly to be feared 6

,

The Lord 8 sitting upon His throne

;

9 He himself created her, and saw, and numbered her,

And poured her out upon all His works

;

io Upon all flesh h in measure h
,

But without measure doth He grant her to them that love Him.'

a
-f 'and wisdom 'ffi, >SE b 248 Syro-Hex ILSah + v. 5 : 'The source of Wisdom is the word of God

in the heights, and her ways are eternal commandments' c-c >Arm d Several cursives (not 248) Syro-Hex
IL Sah add thefollowing doublet (= v. 7) : 'To whom hath the understanding of Wisdom been manifested, and
who hath realized the wealth of her experience ?' e~® ' One (there is) who hath dominion over all her treasures

'

& Ar f + 'who is wise' ffi e <£ (exc. B) places this in thefolloiving clause h~h Lit. 'according to His
gift ' » Two cursives (not 248) Syro-Hex* + ' The love of the Lord is glorious wisdom ; He imparts it to those

usage the expression means (cp. xxiv. 9) the time eternal to come. In Rabbinical literature Dpty (ND^y) is generally

used of this world or the next, cp. e.g. Chullin 44 b (T. B.) : N2H cb)V HTH D^ly (' this world and the world to come ')

;

though this is not always so; in Berakhoth ix. 5 (Mishnah), for example, the word is used in reference to the
eternal past.

who can number. Cp. v. 9.

3. The height of the heaven. Cp. Ps. ciii. n.
the breadth of the earth. Cp. Ps. xix. 4.

the deep, &j3vovos = Dinrij the subterranean waters ; cp. the phrase, ' the waters under the earth ' (Deut. v. 8).

' It must be remembered that to the Hebrews the earth was not a large globe, revolving through space round the sun,

but a relatively small flat surface, in shape approximately round, supported partly, as it seemed, by the encircling sea
out of which it rose, but resting more particularly upon a huge abyss of waters underneath . . .' (Driver, Genesis, p. 8).

Cf. the Greek 'QKtavos.

who can trace (them) out. Cp. xviii. 8, Rom. xi. 33.

4. Before them all . . . Wisdom is identified with the Law both by Ben-Sira (see i. 26, xv. 1, xxi. 11, xxiv. 23,
xxxiv. 8). and by the Rabbis ; cp., in view of this, the Midrash Bcreshith Rabba, § 8, where among the comments on
Gen. i. 26 it is said :

' According to R. Simeon ben Laqish the Torah was in existence 2000 years before the creation of

the world'; the same is said in the Midrash Pesiqla 109a. Cp. Prov. viii. 22-30.

prudent insight, vvvtais <ppovr)<jeu>s ; in Job xxviii. 20 awwit (= rWM) is also used as a synonym for Wisdom.
The addition of (f^povqa-ecot here seems unnecessary (but cp. Prov. viii. 12); & 'And firm faithfulness from of old ',

reading perhaps H313K (' faithfulness '), for which <B apparently read rtiian (' understanding '). After this v. a number
of cursives, including 248, add v. 5, see crit. note; with it cp. Wisd. ix. 17, Bar. rji. 11, 12. The verse is a later

insertion, added probably to explain how it was that Wisdom existed before all things; Hart (p. 285, note) thinks

it is a Pharisaic doublet to v. 4.

6. root. The source, not the origin, of Wisdom, cp. v. 20 and Job xix. 28.

her subtle thoughts. The Greek word occurs again in xlii. 18, where the corresponding Hebrew is D^Tiyo
in reference to hidden thoughts of the heart ; the exact form is not used in the O.T., but D^Dny occurs in Prov. xiv. 18

of 'prudent men '. This clause is wanting in Arm. On the doublet to this verse (= v. 7) see critical note.

8. One there is. Cp. xliii. 29; the words 'To fear the Lord is the beginning of wisdom' (v. 14, Prov. ix. 10,

xxviii. 28, Ps. cxi. 10) must be understood in the light of this v. ; wisdom and awe-inspiring might are correlative ideas

(cp. Smend in,loc).

The Lord. See critical note.

sitting upon . . . Cp. Ps. xlvii. 8 (9 in Hebr.), Is. vi. 1.

9. saw. Cp. Prov. viii. 22, 1 Cor. ii. 7.

numbered. Cp. v. 2, Job xxviii 27. 3L adds ' et mensus est'.

poured her out. . . igex&v, cp. Acts ii. 17 ff. (Joel ii. 28 ff.), where the same word is used of the pouring-out of

the Spirit upon all flesh. In Berakhoth 58 b (T. B.) occur the words :
' Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, King of the

Universe, who hast imparted of Thy wisdom to flesh and blood.' In Wisd. i. 4-7 the Holy Spirit is identified with

Wisdom ; this is also the case in Rabbinical literature, e.g. in the Midrash Bereshith Rabba (§ Ixxxv, to Gen. xxxviii.

26) it is said that the Holy Spirit was present in the judgement-hall of Solomon when he displayed his wisdom; the 1

reference given is to 1 Kings iii. 27.

10. Upon all flesh . . . That Gentile rulers were believed to have some share of Wisdom is seen from Prov. viii.

15,16.

in measure. Kara t!ju Soatv avrov, cp. xxxii. 10 (= ffi xxxv. 12), =ironco ; and with the whole v. cp. Prov. iii.

13-17, as illustrating the richness and pleasantness of the gift of Wisdom.
to them that love Him. i.e. the Jewish people ; a particularistic note, characteristic of the book generally ; in

the later Rabbinical literature this is, of course, still more emphasized; see e. g. Qiddushin 49 £ (T. B.), where it is

said :
' Ten measures of Wisdom came down from heaven, and nine of them fell to the lot of the Holy Land ' (quoted
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SIRACH 1. 11-17

{b) I. 1 1-20. The Fear of the Lord is the true Wisdom (=3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

1

1

The fear of the Lord is glory and exultation,

And k gladness, and a crown of rejoicing k
.

12 The fear of the Lord delighteth the heart,
kkAnd giveth gladnesskk , and joy, and 'length of days 1

.

13 Whoso feareth the Lord, it shall go well with him at the last,

And in the day of his death he shall m be blessed™.

14 u To fear 11 the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom,
And with the faithful p was she created p in the womb q

.

15 8 With faithful men is she, and she hath been established from eternity 8
;

*And with their seed shall she continue 1
.

16 To fear the Lord is the fullness" of Wisdom,
And she satiateth men with vher fruits.

17 She filleth all her house with w pleasant thingsw
,

And her garners with her produce 1
.

to whom He appears, in order that they may behold Him'; 1L adds this after v. 11. k_k C 'giveth gladness,

and joy, and length of days ', addedfrom v. I2 b kk-kk > 253 S> Syro-Hex 1_l ' eternal life '
; two cursives

{not 248) Syro-Hex* + ' The fear of the Lord is a gift from the Lord, for it sets [men] upon paths of love'

m-m ' find grace ' B "-» ' The fear of ' C S> % ° God B p~p > & 1 + ' of their mother ' & »-* So &
;

the text of (St is probably corrupt; "%, conjecturally emended, according to Smend, 'Among faithful men hath

she been established (ffi "nested herself") from eternity ' t_fc So probably ?§ ; the rendering off&, 'shall she be

had in trust,' is due to a misunderstanding of theforce of]12nr\, which was most h&ely the word used in the Hebrew.

1L adds another verse which is a combination of vv. 11, 12 u 'beginning' S> v +'the multitude of 5
w-w < wisdom ' &, ' from generations (of old) ' IL * ' treasures ' 1L

; + ' And both [i. e. thefear of the Lord and

in fE, xii. 538 a). For the addition to this v. see critical note. The first clause of this addition (dydrrrjaa Kvpiov e'j/fio|ow

aotpia) is quoted in the anthology of Antonius and Maximus (see Hart, p. 364).

(b) I. 11-20.

11. The fear of the Lord. As frequently in the O. T., this connotes in the Wisdom of Ben-Sira true piety; the

Law has for its object the instilling of fear in the hearts of the Israelites (cp. Deut. iv. 10, ' Assemble Me the people,

and I will make them hear My words, that they may learn to fear Me all the days that they live upon the earth '), and
therefore the observance of the Law, which is the manifestation of divine Wisdom, is the visible proof that the fear of

the Lord is in the heart of a man (cp. Ps. cxi. 10).

is. i. e. brings with. it.

exultation, kwx^^o, cp. x. 22 (Grk.).

a crown of rejoicing. Cp. v. 18, vi. 31, xv. 6, Prov. iv. 9.

12. delighteth the heart. Cp. Prov. xxvii. 9 (Sept.).

length of days. Cp. Deut. vi. 2 ; it is characteristic of the book (the same holds good of Prov., see e.g. iii. 2,

16, iv. 10, x. 27, 30) that attention is concentrated on this life ; the rendering of £, ' eternal life,' shows Christian

influence. For the addition to this v. see critical note.

13. at the last. eV eaxdraiy ; the reference is to the end of life in this world, cp. & ' at the last of his days '

; in iii.

26, where the same expression occurs, the Hebr. equivalent is IVinN ; see also xxxviii. 20, Prov. v. 11, Wisd. iii. 17.

he shall be blessed. Cp. 1 Chron. xix. 28, ' And he died in a good old age, full of days, riches, and honour
'

;

the reading of B, 'he shall find grace,' is due apparently to Christian influence.

14. To fear the Lord. Cp. Ps. cxi. 10, Prov. i. 7, ix. 10, xxviii. 28.

the beginning, ap\j (= KW~I) means either the starting-point of a thing, as e. g. in xv. 14, or the most important

part of something, as e.g. in xxix. 21, xxxix. 26, or the essence of a thing, i.e. its best part, as in xi. 3 ; in the passage

before us the meaning is that the fear of the Lord is the starting-point as well as the essence of true Wisdom.
the faithful. D^CNJH (cp. pN ^W Ps- ci.6) = ffpHWI, ' the righteous ' (cp. Job xvii. 9).

was she created in the womb. The later Jewish doctrine of the Yeser tob ('the bias towards good') was
based on passages like this, cp. Gen. viii. 21. An interesting passage occurs in Nedarim 32 b (T.B.), where, in discuss-

ing the parable in Eccles. ix. 14, 15, it is said that the poor wise man who by his wisdom delivered the city means the

Yeser tob, 'for he delivered the city through his wisdom, namely, repentance and good works' (see Weber, fiidische

Theologie, p. 217); Wisdom is thus identified with the Yeser tob, which is implanted in man when he is created (see

the Midrash, Bemidbar Rabba, § 22).

15. See critical note. For this v. and its addition, as found in 1L, see Herkenne, pp. 46-49.
With faithful men . . . Smend, on the basis of S>, supposes with much probability that the original Hebrew ran :

HJipri D^iyo NTI r)DH ^JN Oy ('Among men of truth hath she been established for ever,' i.e. from of old).

shall she continue. So critical note. Cp. iv. 16, xxiv. 7-49.
16. satiateth. pedvaKei, lit. 'intoxicates', cp. xxxii. 13 (= ffi xxxv. 13), Ps. xvi. 11. xxii. 7 (Sept.).

her fruits. Cp. Prov. viii. 19, xi. 30.

17. She filleth all her house . . . Cp. Prov. ix. 1-6. For the addition to this v. see critical note.
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SIRACH 1. 18-25

<K 18 The cro\vn>' of Wisdom is the fear of the Lord,
5 zAnd increaseth peace and a

life and health az
.

19 b She is a strong staff and a glorious stay b
,® And c everlasting honour to c them that hold her fast.

20 To fear the Lord is
d the root of Wisdom d

,

And her branches are length of days e
.

(c) I. 32-30. Wisdom is shown forth by the exercise ofpatience, self-control, and humility

(= 34.3 + 3 + 2 distichs).

22 ilb Unrighteous wrath b cannot be justified,

For the wrath": of his anger (will prove) his ruin.

23 He that is patient d controlleth himselfd until the (proper) time,

And afterwards joy springeth up for him.
24 He suppresseth his words until the (proper) time,

And (then) shall the lips of many 6
tell forth his understanding.

25 In the treasures of Wisdom (there are) wise proverbs f
;

But godliness is an abomination to sinners 8
.

Wisdom] are gifts of God unto peace * 70 248 J" beginning ' & "&S;fi lit. ' Making peace and
health of cure to flourish

' ; + ' He increaseth glorying to them that love him ' 248 a~a N c - a ' life eternal' (aiavtos

for taaews) t>-b So Si ; B N A C read: ' He both saw and numbered her ( > 248 253 Syro-Hex Sah) ; he rained
down skill and knowledge of understanding

' c-c © ///. < exalted the honour of d~d ' eternal life
'
S>

e 70 248 253 Syro-Hex* add with slight variations v. 21 :
' The fear of the Lord driveth away sins ; and he who

abideth therein will avert all wrath
' ;

+ ' In the treasures of Wisdom is understanding and reverence of
knowledge ; but Wisdom is a curse to sinners ' &

a
3> has in place ofvv. 22-27 twelve distichs which differ almost entirelyfrom <K; if they were translatedfrom

Hebrew, which is probable, they belong to a later recension qf$l and not to the originalform ; they run asfollows :—
Blessed is the man who meditateth therein,

For Wisdom is better to him than all treasures.

Blessed is the man who draweth nigh thereto,

And who occupieth himself with her commandments.

She prepareth (for) him an eternal crown,
And eternal righteousness among the holy ones.

He rejoiceth over her, and she rejoiceth over him,
And she rejecteth him not to all eternity.

The angels of God rejoice over him,

And tell forth all the glory of the Lord.

This whole book is full of life,

Blessed is the man who hearkeneth thereunto and
doeth according unto it

!

Hear me, ye who fear God,
Hearken unto, and mark, my words

!

He who will inherit life,

As an eternal heritage and a great joy

—

Hearken unto all my words and do them,

And thou shalt be inscribed in the book of life.

Love the fear of the Lord,

And stablish thine heart therein, so shalt thou have

naught to fear.

Draw nigh unto her, and be not weary,

So shalt thou find life for thy spirit

;

And when thou drawest nigh,

Do it as a hero and as a mighty one.

The text of % in these vv. is largely corrupt b_b ' A wrathful man' 70 248 253 Syro-Hex c So X* &
all other Gk. MSS. including Nc - a read 'sway' d_d So V 248 253 av^rai (= IL) ; ffi avOegcrw, 'endures'

the sense is much the same in either case e ' of faithful (men) ' B C *plur. in K 70 248 253 %> Syro-Hex

18. The crown of wisdom. Cp. xxv. 6, Prov. xii. 4, xvi. 31, xvii. 6. For the addition to this v. see critical note.

19. See critical note. The rendering of (S is a partial repetition of v. 9, and is evidently out of place here.

20. Just as the fear of the Lord is the root, i. e. the very essence of Wisdom, so does it also bring forth the most
desirable fruit, viz. prolonged life. Again the thought of reward hereafter for a godly life is quite absent. For the

addition to this v. (= v. 21) see critical note.

(c) I. 22-30.

22. The abruptness with which this and the following vv. are introduced suggests that possibly something has fallen

out between this and the preceding section. This appears the more probable on account of the form of & and the

state of the text of IL (see critical note, and cp. further Herkenne in toe). Further, the later addition of v. 21 points

to the desire of a glossator to smooth over the roughness of the passage.

wrath. Reading 6pyf) with X* (= 3L iracundia), cp. xlv. 19, instead of ponrj of all other MSS. of ffi.

23. until the (proper) tims. i.e. until the time is past during which the exercise of self-control was called forth.

springeth up. avaddxra, a word used in the Bible elsewhere only in Acts xxiii. 33, of a letter being delivered to

a ruler.

24. the lips of many . . . Cp. xxxix. 9.

25. godliness, etoo-tftia, 'the fear of God' = Wisdom. The word does not occur elsewhere in this book. In

Job xxviii. 28 »3
i
TK J1KT is translated Qeoafttia in the Sept., cp. Prov. i. 29. For the identification between the fear of

God and Wisdom cp. Pirqe Aboth iii. 26 :
' No wisdom, no fear (of God) ; no fear (of God), no wisdom.'
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SIRACH 1. 26—2. 3

ffi 26 If thou desire Wisdom, keep the commandments 11

,

And the Lord will give her freely unto thee.

27 For the fear of the Lord is wisdom and instruction,

And faith and meekness are ^well-pleasing unto Him lk
.

28 My son 1
, disobey not m the fear of the Lord",

And approach it not with a double heart.

29 Be not A hypocrite in °the sight of "men,

And take good heed to thy lips.

30 Exalt not thyself lest thou fall,

And bring disgrace upon thyself p
,

And the Lord reveal q thy hidden (thoughts),

And cast thee down in the midst of the assembly,

Because thou earnest not r unto the fear of the Lord,

And thy heart was full of deceit 3
.

(d) II. 1-6. On Faithfulness to God and Resignation to His Will (= 3 + 3 distichs).

2 1
aMy son, when thou comest b to serve b the Lord,

Prepare thy soul for temptation.

2
ed Set thy heart aright d and endure firmly,

And f be not fearful f
in time of calamity 6

.

3 Cleave unto Him g
, and h

let Him 1 not go h
,

£ k That thou mayst be wise in thy ways k
.

in E v. 25follows v. 20 sPlur. in 70 253 Syro-Hex E, otherwise sing. t1 ' justice ' E '^ Lit. ' His good

pleasure '
" k + ' and He filleth His treasures (therewith) ' E l So & m ' be not unbelieving (in) ' N E

11 +' when thou art in need' 70 248 253 Syro-Hex °-° So 253 £ Syro-Hex E; <& 'in the mouths of (reading

»Efl instead of *3S3) v Lit. 'thy soul' i +'all' 70 248 253 Syro-Hex r +'in truth' 248 253 Syro-Hex;

'[Because thou didst draw nigh] unto the Lord with evil intent' (maligne) E a ' guile and deceit' E
a 248 inserts the title : ' Concerning endurance

' b~b ' to thefear of £> ; ad servitutem dei E < Thou wilt

deliver' & d-d < Humble thy heart' E e-e >£ f-fffi lit. 'haste not' e ' God ' E h~h So S;
' depart not (from Him) ' ffi

i ' her ' & ; in & the reference is to Wisdom k~k So & ;
' That thou mayst be

increased' (n* 'and it shall be increased') 'at thy latter end' <& ; 'That thy life may increase at the last' E

26. If thou desire ... Cp. Jas. i. 5 ; also Berakhoth 58 £ (T. B.): 'Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, King of

the Universe, who hast imparted of Thy Wisdom to flesh and blood.' The v. before us offers a good example of the

combination of grace and free-will.

27. . . . is wisdom and instruction. Cp. Prov. xv. 33, which must have been in the mind of Ben-Sira here.

faith and meekness. Cp. xlv. 4, where the same words occur together, and the Hebr. is '"I13V1 H3M3K. On the

meaning of 'faith' see Lightfoot's admirable note in his Galatians, pp. 154ft".

28. a double heart. Cp. Ps. xii. 3, 3.S lb, and Jas. i. 8, iv. 8, dvfjp dfyvxm ; see also 1 Enoch xci. 4 (ed. Charles)

:

1 Draw not nigh to uprightness with a double heart, and associate not with those of a double heart.'

29. Be not a hypocrite. Cp. xxxii. (ffi xxxv.) 15, xxxiii. (ffi xxxvi.) 2.

30. Exalt not thyself . . . Cp. Ertibin 13 a (T. B.) :
' He who humbles himself, him will God exalt ; he who exalts

himself, him will God humble.'
in the midst of the assembly. Cp. iv. 7, vii. 7, xxiii. 24, xli. 18, xlii. 11 ;

Prov. v. 14.

full of deceit. Cp. xix. 26.

(d) II. 1-6.

II. I. 248 has as title to this section IJepl no^ov^s.

My son. In the Wisdom- Literature this is the regular mode of address to pupils; cp. vii. 3; Prov. ii. 1, iii. 1, &c.,&c.

The plural is also used at times ; cp. xxxix. 13 ; Prov. iv. I.

Prepare thy soul . . . Cp. xliv. 2od; Prov. iii. 11, 12 ; Heb. xii. 7, 13 ; and especially Jas. i. 2-4, 12-15.

2. Set thy heart aright. Cp.xxxvii. 15 ; Ps. lxxiii. (Sept. lxxvii.) 8 = Hebr. X> (some MSS. pan) pan.

endure firmly. Kapreprjcrov, cp. Job ii. 9 ptxP1 T'v0? naprfprjaeis, where the Hebr. has ^J]E>ri3 pMflD ^J*iy (' Dost

thou still hold fast thine integrity?') ; cp. Heb. xi. 27.

be not fearful, pf) aneva-rjs ; cp. I Sam. xxviii. 21 <ai eiSev on Zontvatv a(p68pa, where the Hebr. has N^Ffi

1ND bnay^a (' and she saw that he was greatly afraid ') ; cp. Prov. xxviii. 20. The meaning, therefore, is not :
' Haste

not (i. e. to forsake the Lord) in the time of calamity.' (Ryssel), but that he is not to be afraid however much outward
circumstances may be against him as a result of serving the Lord.

calamity, iirayayh, lit. ' that which is brought upon' a man by God ; the word is often used in the book (<5),

iii. 28, v. 8, x. 13, xxiii. II, &c. This is one form of temptation, or 'trying', for which a man must prepare his soul.

3. Cleave unto Him. Cp. Deut. x. 20 npos avrbp /coM^o-fl, Hebr. panri 13.

let Him not go. Cp. Prov. iv. 13 ; Cant. iii. 4.

That thou mayst ... It is probable that both (5 and S> have retained parts of the original, which was very
likely a quotation from Prov. xix. 20^, ' That thou mayest be wise in thy latter end.'
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ffi

SIRACH 2. 4-12

ffi 4 Accept 1 whatsoever is brought upon thee,
& mAnd be patient in disease and poverty"1

,

ffi 5 For gold is proved in the fire,

And men acceptable [to God] in n the furnace of" affliction .

6 Put thy trust in God?, and He will help thee,
qAnd hope in Him, and He will make straight thy ways q

.

(e) II. 7-1 1. The. Blessedness of those who fear the Lord (=3 + 3 distichs).

7 ™Ye that fear the Lord, wait for His mercy

;

And turn not aside, lest ye fall.

8 Ye that fear the Lord, put your trust in Him,
& rHe will not withhold your reward 1

.

9 Ye that fear the Lord, hope for B His benefits 8

,

And for eternal gladness and mercy 4
.

10 Look at the generations of old and see,

Who ever trusted in the Lord, and was put to shame ?

Or who did abide in His fear, and was forsaken?
Or who did call upon Him, and uHe did not hear him u

?

1

1

For compassionate and merciful is the Lord w
,

xAnd He forgiveth sins, and saveth in time of affliction*.

(/) II- 12-14. A threefold woe against the faithless ( = 3 distichs)

12 Woe unto fearful y hearts and unto z faint hands 1
,

And unto the sinner that goeth two ways.

1 + 'readily ' 70 248 253 Syro-Hex m-m So & ; ffi lit. 'And in the changes of thy humiliation be enduring' ; 3L 'Be
enduring in pain and be patient in humiliation ' n-n > C ° Lit. ' humiliation '

;
+ ' in sickness and in poverty

put thy trust in Him ' tfc.a 253 Syro-Hex p&H; ' Him ' ffi, ' the Lord '253 q-i So 253 & Syro-Hex';
+ ' Observe the fear of Him, and grow old therein ' iL <i« 248 lias the order of this and the twofollowing vv. thus:
8

> 9. 7 _

r-r So & ;
' And your reward shall not fail ' ffi -« So & ;

' good things '
ffi ;

' Him ' IL t+'for an
eternal gift with joy is His recompense ' K c - a 253 Syro-Hex

;
+ ' Ye that fear the Lord, love Him, and your hearts

shall be enlightened ' % *-*So$b; ' He despised him '
ffi !L w +' longsuffering and of great pity ' N c - a 70 248

253 Syro-Hex *-* ' And heareth in time of affliction, and heareth all them that do His will ' & ;
' And forgiveth in

time of affliction the sins of all them that seek Him in truth ' % r ' double ' Syro-Hex 3L *~z ' abominable

4. Accept. . . The reference is to adversity of any kind which Providence sees well to send, cp. Job ii. 10, Jas. i. 2.

be patient . . . Cp. v. 11 ; Job vi. n
; Jas. v. 7, 8. <& (see critical note) lit. ' in the changes of thy humiliation '.

5. gold is proved. Cp. Is. xlviii. 10 ; Prov. xvii. 3, xxvii. 21 ; Wisd. iii. 6
; Jas. i. 12 ; 1 Pet. i. 7.

men acceptable, i.e. because they have been tried and purified, cp. Prov. iii. 10.
6. The v. is an adaptation of Ps. xxxvii. 3, 5, cp. Prov. iii. 5, 6.
He will help thee. Cp. Ps. xl. 17, xlvi. 1.

hope in Him. Cp. Ps. lxxi. 5.

He will make straight ... Cp. Prov. iii. 6.

(e) II. 7-11.

7. wait for . . . Cp. Judith viii. 17.
And turn not . . . Cp. iv. 19.

8. He will not withhold ... Cp. Lev. xix. 13 ; Tob. iv. 14.

9. eternal gladness. Cp. Is. xxxv. 10, li. 11, lxi. 7.
10. ... the generations of old. Cp. Ps. xxii. 4, 5 ; it is, of course, to the Scriptures that Een-Sira is referring

his pupils.

. . . and was put to shame. Cp. Ps. xxxvii. 25. Apparently lien-Sira recognized that the Book of Job did not
record history.

and He did not hear him. The rendering of & seems to correspond better with the first part of this clause, see
crit. note.

11. compassionate and merciful. Cp. Exod. xxxiv. 6 (Sept.); Ps. ciii. 8, cxlv. 8.

forgiveth sins. Cp. Ps. ciii. 3, 4.

and saveth . . . The compassion and mercy of God saves them from the result of sin.

(/) II. 12-14.

12. fearful hearts. Cp. xxii. 18 ; Deut. xx. 8 ; 2 Chron. xiii. 7.

faint hands. Cp.'xxv. 23 ; Job iv. 3 ; Is. xxxv. 3.

that goeth two ways. Cp. 1 Kings xviii. 21 ; Prov. xxiii. 6, 18 ; Jas. i. 8, iv. 8 ; see note on i. 25.
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SIRACH 2. 13—3. 1

ffi 13 a Woe unto the faint heart, for it believeth not a
,

Therefore shall it not be sheltered.

14 Woe unto you that have lost your endurance 15

,

And what will ye do when the Lord visiteth you ?

ig) II. 15-1K. The Characteristics of those who fear the Lord (=3 + 2 distichs).

15 cThey that fear the Lord d will not ebe disobedient to e His words a
,

And they that love Him will keep His ways fc
.

16 They that fear the Lord will seek His good pleasure,

And they that love Him «will be filled with8*(His) b Law.

17 They that fear the Lord will make ready their hearts,

'And will humble k their souls before Him':
18 l

[* Let us fall into the hands of the Lord m
,

And not into the hands of men ; 'J
1

For as is His majesty, so also is His mercy,

& "And as is His name, so also are His works".

(h) III. 1-16. On Filial Duty and its Reward (= 7x2 + 1 distichs).

3 1
a Hearken, ye children, to the judgement of your father a

,

& And do thereafter, b that ye may be saved b
.

lips and harmful hands ' 3L a~a ' Woe unto the heart that believeth not ' & ; + ' in God ' % b + ' who have

left the right ways and have turned unto evil ways ' 3L «« > 253 d_d ' will seek His good pleasure ' A

;

' will not be unfaithful to God ' E e-« ' hate ' £> f ' commandments ' K c - a e-g' will learn ' & h expressed

in & IL H 1 But he that forsaketh Him destroyeth his own soul ' & ; + ' They that fear the Lord will keep His

commandments, and will be patient until His visitation ' 2L ;
+' saying' 253 ;' sanctify ' 3L 1-1 >S> m 'God'

248 3L n~n So & only, >ffic3L; + ' He that feareth God will increase possessions, and his seed shall be blessed

after him ' Sb. That the words in the text are original is probable,for they occur in Jfy, though they have got mis-

placed in the extantform of the Hebrew, coming there after vi. 17
a_a So 253 & Syro-Hex 3L; ' Hear me your father, O my children ' ffi ; the Aldine text reads Kpipafor tjuou, and

70 adds Kpia-iv after reicva, to this HL prefixes: 'The children of Wisdom are assemblies of the just; their race is

obedience and love ' b_b £ ' that ye may live the life which is eternal

'

13. the faint heart. Cp. iii. 26.

for it believeth not . . . Cp. Is. vii. 9.

14. endurance. If the equivalent Hebr. was ITlpn, as in xvii. 24, xli. 2d, the word should be, rather, 'hope' or

'expectation' ; cp. also xvi. 13, 22.

visiteth. twuTKtTTTrjTai, a play on (TKcnaaB^aerai in the preceding v.

ig) II- I5-I8.
,

15. will not be disobedient . . . Cp. xvi. 21 ; Ps. cv. 28, cvii. H. pNT^EK mon" 11

!), cp. xxxix. 31 (Hebr.).

His ways. Cp. Ps. xviii. 21, xxv. 4.

16. will be filled with (His) Law. Cp. Pirqe Aboth iv. 14 :
' Have little business, and be busied in the Law (Torah),

and be lowly in spirit unto every man ; and if thou idlest from the Law, thou wilt have idlers many against thee ; and
if thou labourest in the Law, He [i.e. God] hath much reward to give unto thee.' Taylor, in his edition of Pirqe Aboth,

p. 69, quotes from Sanhedrin 103 a (T. B.): 'Whosoever starves himself for the sake of words of Torah in this world,

the Holy One, blessed be He, will satiate him in the world to come.'

17. will humble. Cp. iii. 18, vii. 17, xviii. 21.

18. The first two lines of this v. are probably not part of the original ; their contents have no connexion either with

what precedes or follows ; its omission by & is significant. Cp. 2 Sam. xxiv. 14, of which it is an inexact quotation.

For as is His majesty . . . These words must be read in connexion with 17$.

And as is . . . See critical note.

(//) III. 1-16.

III. 1. The words prefixed by 3L (see critical note) are, as can be seen by their Latin form, of Hebrew origin

(Breitschneider, Herkenne, Smend), though they probably do not represent part of the original Hebrew book, but

belong rather to the secondary recension of this, see Introd. § 3 {c) ; the words in ILrun: ' Filii sapientiae ecclesia

iustorum, et natio illorum oboedientia et dilectio.'

Hearken, ye children ... .S3L have evidently retained the more correct reading here, see critical note.

judgement. = DBKto (not p"1

]), the right, or that which is due, cp. Deut. xviii. 3, xxi. 17; Jer. xxxii. 7.

that ye may be saved. tva acodr/rf, not in the Christian sense (as paraphrased by &, see critical note), but in

reference to prosperity in this world (cp. Deut. v. 16) ; (rafeadai is often used in the Sept. as the equivalent of the Hebr.

n^n (n\"in), e.g. Gen. xlvii. 25 ; Ps. xxix. 4 ; Prov. xv. 28 ; Ezek. xxxiii. 12 (see Sept. in each case).
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SIRACH 3. 2-12

C 2 For the Lord hath given the father glory as touching the children,
And hath established the judgement of the mother as touching the sons c

.

3
d He that honoureth his father e maketh atonement for sins ed

,

4 And as one that layeth up treasure is he that honoureth his mother.
5 He that honoureth his father shall have joy of his children f

,

And what time he prayeth he shall be heard.
6 He that giveth glory to his father shall have length of days,

5 sAnd he that ''giveth rest to h his mother 1 shall receive reward from God*.
7 o 248 253 7

k He that feareth the Lord honoureth his father k
,

xAnd serveth his parents as masters 1
.

$A
8 My son 11

, in word and in deed honour thy father"1

,

That "every blessing" may overtake thee.

9 The blessing of a father established °(his) seed
,

^
But the curse of a mother rooteth up the 0oyoung plant 00

.

10 Glorify not thyself in the dishonour of thy father,

For that is no glory to thee p
.

11 A man's glory is the glory of his father,
ppAnd he that dishonoureth* his mother 'multiplieth sin rpp

.

<K 12 My son 3
, 'help thy father in his old age*,

$A And "grieve him" not "all the days of his.™ life"
;

c 'her children ' S d~d ' He that loveth God obtaineth (forgiveness) for sins, and will keep himself from them
;

in the day of prayer he will be heard ' 3L e"e ' his sins are forgiven ' £> f B repeats v. 4 here s-g So 3>

;

' He that obeyeth the Lord giveth rest to his mother ' fflr
h-h So & ;

' honoureth '
S> '+' from anguish

'

70 253 Syro-Hex k~*So 70 248 253 Syro-Hex 3L; >$ ffi S> M >& II ><& m + ' and mother'
70 248 n-n Lit, ' all blessings '

; + ' from him '
(i.e. thefather) <&, + ' from them ' {i.e. the parents) 248 253

°-° #?///. 'a root'; 'habitations' Si; 'the houses of children' ffi
°-°o ' foundations ' ffi P + npos aripiav {doublet

to (v anuia in the first clause, cp. 248) <Sr ip-pp • And a mother in dishonour is a reproach to her children' ffi

^Reading r6[?p instead of bbpQ (= ffi Si) r "r Lit. '(it is) increasing sin' 8 ><& t~t So ffi, which, as
the context shows, is preferable here to $ Sh (' Be strong in the honour of thy father ') **-** Reading imsyn
(= <&) for inaryn (=&; 'forsake him') "-"'as long as he liveth' ffi ""'thy' $ Si V 70 248

2. hath given the father glory ... i.e. He has commanded the children to honour their parents, cp. Exod. xx. 12;
Deut. v. 16 ; Matt. xv. 4 ; Mark vii. 10 ; Eph. vi. 2. Cp. the explanatory paraphrase of Sah :

' For the Lord gave the
father more honour than the sons ' (Smend).

the judgement of the mother. The mother's ' right', or ' due', must be equally respected with that of the father,
cp. Prov. i. 8, vi. 20.

3. maketh atonement for sins. We are met here with the beginnings of the development (especially in one
direction) of the Jewish doctrines of atonement and mediation, which assumed great prominence in later times. The
honouring of father and mother was the fulfilling of a mitzvah, or 'commandment', of the Law, which being a meri-
torious act, effected atonement. The observance of the Torah, or Law, became, as time went on, to an ever-increasing
extent the main basis of practical religion among the Jews ; cp. Pirqe Aboth ii. 8 :

' He who has gotten to himself
words of Torah has gotten to himself the life of the world to come'; vi. 1 :

' It clothes him with meekness and fear,

and fits him to become righteous, pious, upright, and faithful ; and removes him from sin, and brings him towards the
side of merit

' ; vi. 7 :
' Great is Torah, which gives life to those who practise it in this world and in the world to come'

;

and see the whole of vi (Pereq R. Meir). One of the most striking expressions of this honouring of the father is to be
seen in the custom of a son praying publicly in the synagogue on the anniversary (' Jahrzeit ') of a father's death ; see
further Oesterley and Box, The Religion and Worship of the Synagogue (2nd ed.), pp. 369, 434.

4. as one that layeth up treasure. <*>$• 6 dnodrjo-avpifav ; this form only occurs in the Bible elsewhere in I Tim. vi.

19, where it is used of making provision for the life to come.
5. shall have joy. Cp. Prov. xxiii. 24, 25 (Sept.).

6. he that giveth rest to his mother. Cp. v. 1 ; ION rVJD is all that is left of this v. in $.
7. And serveth . . . hovkivaa implies the service of a slave ; some Rabbis interpreted the Law to mean that the son

was in the position of a slave to his father; cp. Exod. xxi. 7; Neh. v. 5. It was even taught by some Rabbis that
a father had the right to exercise the power of life and death over a son, on the basis of such passages as Gen. xxii;

Judg. xi. 39 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 10.

his parents, ev rols ytwrjaaaiv avrov; as Smend points out, the tv may represent 7. Cp. Hebr. of x. i8,xxiv. 22,

and 1 Sam. iv. 9 7 "QJ?.
8. in word and in deed . . . Cp. Matt. xxi. 28-31 ; Luke xxi v. 9.

9. The blessing of a father. Cp. Deut. xxxiii. 1 ; Prov. xi. 1 1 ; Test. Twelve Pair., Issachar v. 6 :
' Our father Jacob

blessed me with blessings of the earth and of first-fruits.'

the curse of a mother. Cp. Jer. vi. 5 ; Zeph. ii. 4.
the young plant- J?t?3 in this particular sense occurs elsewhere only in Job xiv. 9,

10. in the dishonour of thy father, i.e. when a son does not honour his father.

11. And he that dishonoureth . . . Cp. Prov. xv. 20, xxiii. 22, xxx. 17.

12. all the days of his life. See crit. note on next v.
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SIRACH 3. 13-20

'3 And even if his understanding fail, be considerate with him,

And dishonour him not v
all the days of his life

v
.

14 Benevolence to a father shall not be blotted out,

And as a substitute for sins it shall be firmly planted w .

15 In the day of affliction it shall be remembered 'to thy credit',

It shall obliterate thine iniquities as heat (disperseth) hoar-frost.

16 x As one, that acteth presumptuously* is he that despiseth his father,

And as one that provoketh his Creator is he that curseth y his mother.

(i) III. 17-25. On the Need of Humility in all things (=3 + 3 + 1+1 distichs).

17 My son, when thou art in prosperity walk humbly,
And thou wilt be loved more than him that giveth gifts.

18 Humble thyself z in all greatness 2
,

And thou wilt find mercy in the sight of God a
.

20 For many are the mercies of God,
And to the humble He revealeth His secret.

v_v So fe £> ;
' (when thou art) in all thy strength '85 * So J£ mg. S ; 'it shall be added to build thee up ' 85

*-x Reading *flfD3 for T?» »3 >' Reading ^|50 *-z Reading xbfM 723 (Smend) for D7iy m^HJ 72B
a N c - a 248 % Syro-Hex add, with slight variations : ' Many are exalted and esteemed ; but the mysteries (of God)

13. all the days of his life. The rendering of 85, e'v -rrda-r] lar^Ct <rov, suggests in J^ "pTI 733, which is perhaps more
satisfactory than the repetition of 'all the days of his life', see v. 12.

14. Benevolence to a father. Lit. ' righteousness (np"I¥) (shown) to a father ' ; as is clear from the rendering of 85

(fXetjfioo-vvr]) HplV has here the technical sense of 'almsgiving', i.e. righteousness par excellence ; it is interesting to note

that the word is used in this specific sense as early as the time of Ben-Sira. In Matt. vi. 12 'righteousness' and
' alms ' are used synonymously. Cp. further Sukkah 59 b (T. B.) :

' Greater is he that giveth alms (np~I¥ iTJ'y,

lit. "that doeth righteousness") than (he who offers) all sacrifices' (quoted by Weber, Jiidische Theologie, p. 285).

shall not be blotted out. p? is stronger than 85 (' shall not be forgotten '). This v. offers another instance of

the teaching of the efficacy of works, for the fulfilling of this mitzvah is reckoned as merit. The good deed is written

down in God's book and therefore cannot be blotted out.

as a substitute for sins. The son's righteous act in succouring his aged father is written down to his credit, and
thus counterbalances his sins; cp. Qiddushin 40 £ (T. B.), where it is said that a man is judged 'according to that

which balances ', i.e. according as to whether the weight of sins or of good deeds weighs heavier ; cp. also Baba bathra
\oa (T. B.) : 'Almsgiving is a powerful mediator between the Israelites and their Father in heaven ; it brings the time
of redemption nigh.'

shall be firmly planted, i.e. set fast, cf. Eccles. xii. 11. With 85 (see critical note) cp. Jer. i. 10, ' to build and
to plant.'

15. In the day of . . . 85 ' In the day of thy affliction it shall remember thee ', which obscures the sense of the v.,

viz. that when affliction comes, as the result of sin, it will be mitigated, because his good deeds will be remembered to

his benefit ; mitzvoth are meritorious.

to thy credit. Lit. ' to thee '.

It shall obliterate ... ' It ' refers to the benevolence shown to the father ; 85 inexactly, ' As fair weather (acts)

upon ice, so shall thy sins melt away.'

16. As one that acteth presumptuously, 85 ' is as a blasphemer' suggests spJO (= $$) in pj ; the verb spJ (pi'el)

is used of blaspheming God, cp. Num. xv. 30, 2 Kings xix. 6 = Is. xxxyii. 6 ; so, too, in Rabbinical literature, e. g. in

Shabbath 75 a ^SIIJ = ' one who blasphemes God ' (Levy, Chalddisches Wbrterbuch, s. v.).

he that despiseth. nn2 (= J5>); 85 'he that forsaketh', reading 3Hy, cp. v. 12 above (crit. note).

And as one that provoketh ... 85 (so also %>) has interchanged the verbs :
' And he that provoketh his mother

is cursed of the Lord '; cp. Lev. xx. 9 ; Deut. xxvii. 16.

(*) III. 17-25.

17. when thou art in prosperity. Lit. 'in thy wealth' ("p£'y3), which 85 read as "pjyyD 'thy works', or
' business '.

walk humbly, p? has"pnnn, which© ('go on with') misinterpreted owing to the mistake referred to in the last note.

more than him that giveth gifts. 85 'of an acceptable man ' is explanatory but misses the point of the

comparison (\0) in |^ ( = S); cp. 3L ' super hominum gloriam '. The meaning of the v. is that the rich man who is

humble in spite of his wealth is loved more than the rich man who is proud, even though he dispenses charity.

18. Humble thyself in . . . Cp. Matt. xx. 26, 27; Phil. ii. 3 ; I Pet. v. 5. 85 paraphrases :
' The greater thou art,

humble thyself the more.' & ' Make thyself small (= ^ lit.) in (the face of) all that is great in this world
'

; this agrees

with the unamended text of JJ?, which Smend rightly regards as a later form. The pi'el of DyD ('make thyself small',
i.e. ' humble thyself) occurs elsewhere only in xxxii..(85 xxxv.) 8 and Eccles. xii. 3.

mercy. 85 'grace'; cp. Prov. iii. 34.
God. 85 'the Lord'.
For v. 19 see critical note.

20. For many are ... 85 ' For great is the potency of the Lord ' ; it is certainly possible that 85 represents here
a more original text than f$, for it corresponds better with the second clause of the v. whether we follow 85 or J^ there.

He revealeth His secret. Cp. critical note on v. 18. 85 ' he is glorified'. W7
ith 3$ cp. Amos iii. 7 ; Ps. xxv. 14;

Prov. iii. 32.
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SIRACH 3. 21-27

$ A 21 b Seek not (to understand) what is too wonderful for thee,

And search not out that which is hid from thee.

22 Meditate upon that which thou must grasp,

And be not occupied with that which is hid b
.

23 Have naught to do with that which is beyond thee,

For more hath been shown to thee than thou canst understand.

24 For many are the conceits of the sons of men,
And evil imaginations lead astray.

25
dWhere (there is) no apple of the eye, light is lacking,

And where (there is) no knowledge wisdom is wanting d
.

(J) III. 36-28. Retribution on the Sinner (= 3 distichs).

ef

26 eA stubborn heart shall fare ill at its latter end,

But he that loveth good things shall be led by them
27 (As for) the stubborn heart, its griefs shall be increased,

And the profane 8 man heapeth iniquity upon iniquity.

are revealed to the lowly' (= v. 19), cp. v. 20 $ b_b Quoted in Hagigah 77 c (II) (T. J.): 'that which is

too difficult for thee why shouldst thou know ? That which is deeper than Sheol why shouldst thou search out ?

'

Cp. also Hagigah 13 a (T. B.) c Reading ttbttfor rVft^D (Smend) ' too hard' <£ d-d © ft om{t (his v., but

it is preserved, with slight variations, ly 70 248 253 & Syro-Hex*; in f^ it is placed after v. 27 e_e ffi with the

exception ofX c >* 248 253 transposes the order of these clauses ; £ IL = ffy
f + ' a stubborn heart shall be grieved

at the last ' (5 B S Reading phnno for 7?innO h_h Following Smend's emendation of the text based

21. that which is hid from thee, €c 'the things which are above thy strength'. This and the following v. are

quoted freely in Hagigah 13 a (T. B.) thus :
' For so it is written in the book of Ben-Sira, Inquire not concerning that

which is too high for thee, and seek not out that which is hidden from thee ; but meditate upon that which thou canst

grasp, and be not occupied with that which is hid.' So, too, in Hagigah 77 c (T. J.) :
' Rabbi Lezer (said) in the name

of Bar-Sira, Why wilt thou know what is too high for thee, and why wilt thou search out what is deeper than Sheol ?

Meditate upon that which thou canst grasp, and be not occupied with that which is hid.' In the Midrash Bereshith
Rabba, § viii (on Gen. i. 26), it is said in reference to Job xx. 4, 5 that the Torah alone knows what happened before the

creation of the world when man was placed upon the earth, so that it is not for us to inquire about these things ; then
it continues :

' Rabbi Eleazar said in the name of Ben-Sira, Inquire not concerning that which is too great for thee, and
search not out that which is beyond thy strength, seek not to understand what is too high for thee, nor (desire) to

know what is hidden from thee. Meditate upon that which thou canst grasp, and be not occupied with that which
is hid.' For the thought cf. 2 Esdras iv.

22. that which thou canst grasp, ffi ' the things that have been commanded thee
'

; the reference is to the

commandments of the Law, cp. Pirqe Aboth ii. 18 : 'Be diligent to learn the Law.'

And be not occupied with. <5r ' for thou hast no need of, a bad rendering of Jl? which means lit. ' and have no

business (PP5?) with ' ; for the Hebr. word cp. xi. 10, xxxviii. 24.

that which is hid. Cp. Deut. xxix. 29. For the J^ nnnDJS cp. xlii. 19, xlviii. 25.

23. Have naught to do with. (K ' Be not over busy ' (pf) Tr(picyd(ov, cp. 2 Thess. iii. 11), cp. xli. 22.

that which is beyond thee. fir, quite mistaking the point of ?!?,
' in thy superfluous works.'

For more hath been . . . Cp. 1 Cor. ii. 9, quoted from Is. lxiv. 4, lxv. 16 a.

24. For many are ... <& ' For the conceit of many hath led them astray ' ; the reference is no doubt to the

philosophic speculations of the Greeks. The Hebr. word for 'conceit' (iliiFIK'J?) here is a late one, and occurs elsewhere

only in Ps. cxlvi. 4, where it means 'purposes'. The corresponding Aramaic word, which is frequently used in the

Targums, always has a bad sense, e.g. Targ. Is. xli. 29; Jer. xviii. 12. Here the meaning seems to be ' speculation',

in a bad sense ; cp. 248 which adds ' vain', and possibly represents, as Hart suggests, an original JH ('evil'), read p"l

(' vain ') ; cp. 1L of next clause.

And evil imaginations ... ffi 'And evil surmising hath caused their judgement to slip '
; !L ' Et in vanitate

detinuit sensus illorum '. The words in <& refer to the teaching of Greek philosophers which led away from the Law.
25. See critical note.

Where (there is) no . . . i.e. just as a blind man cannot see, so a fool cannot acquire knowledge.

{j) III. 26-28. .

26. A stubborn heart. "132 37, lit. 'a heavy heart' ; the same expression occurs in Exod. vii. 14, of Pharaoh.

But he that loveth ... ffi 'And he that loveth danger shall perish therein'. 1L adds : 'Cor ingrediens duas vias

non habebit successus, et pravus corde {or pravicordius) in illis scandalizabitur.'

27. shall be increased, ffi ' shall be laden ', a free rendering of $?.

the profane man., Q5x 'the sinner.' The meaning of the v. is that just as troubles accumulate for one who is

obstinate and will not understand, so do the sins of the ungodly man accumulate.
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SIRACH 3. 28—4. 3

28 (As for) h the wound of the scorner, there is no healing for it
1

,

For an evil growth k
is his plant hl

.

(k) III. 29-31. Rewardfor the Righteous (=1+3 distichs).

29 A wise heart understandeth the proverbs of the wise,

And the ear that listeneth to wisdom rejoiceth"1
.

30 A flaming fire doth water quench,

So doth almsgiving atone for sin.

31 He that doeth good, it shall meet him on his ways,

And when he tottereth he shall find a stay.

(/) IV. 1-10. On right behaviour towards the Poor and the Oppressed (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 2+3 distichs).

I 1
aMy son, b defraud not b the poor of his sustenance

,

And grieve not a the eyes of him that is bitter in (his) soul d
.

2 e Despise not f the needy soul,

And vex g not the heart h of the oppressed.

3 Hurt not the feelings 1 of the afflicted,

And withhold not a gift k from the poor k
.

on <&\ % as it stands reads : ' Run not to heal the wound of the scorner, for there is no healing for him

'

1 -+ ' his ways shall be rooted out ' <5r (C 70 248 253) Syro-Hex k Lit. 'plant' I + 'and he shall not be

known' €r (248) IL Syro-Hex m +' Sapiens cor et intelligibile abstinebit se a peccatis, et in operibus iustitiae

successus habebit ' IL

a IL inserts the title: 'Concerning almsgiving and the poor' b-b So ffiiL; 3^ S 'mock not'; possiblyfor
vhr\ should be read jnjn (= <£), cp. Ezek. xvi. 27 c Lit. 'life'; 'alms' 5L d-d Reading C33 "10 >y<y instead

o/WQS "101 *3JJ K>23 e In % the clauses of vv. 2-4 have got misplaced f Cp. IL ne despexeris (ffi firj AvTr^trr/s)

s Reading DJJDn, the text is mutilated ^Lit. 'bowels' ("»]JD) » Lit. 'inward parts' (mp) k_k Reading

28. See critical note, ffi ' (For) the calamity of the proud there is no healing, for a plant of wickedness hath taken
root in him.'

(k) III. 29-31.

29. A wise heart. Spoken of in reference to God in Job ix. 4 (127 D3n) ; cp. Prov. x. 8, xvi. 21. <& ' The heart of
the prudent' (cp. Eccles. viii. 5) is due to a misunderstanding. The expression is used in a different sense in Job xxxvii. 24.

the proverbs of the wise, ffi ' a parable'. t'K'O ' s used in the sense of ' parable ' in Ezek. xvii. 2, xxi. 5, xxiv. 3,

And the ear that . . . Cp. Prov. ii. 2. xv. 31, xx. 12. <5r 'And the ear of a listener is the desire of a wise man';
cp. Prov. xxiii. 15.

30. A flaming fire . . . With the general thought of the v. cp. Prov. xvi. 6; Dan. iv. 27 ; and see notes on v. 14 above.
So doth almsgiving atone . . . Cp. Baba Bathra 10 a (T. B.), where a saying is preserved of Rabbi Aqiba to

the effect that benevolence (= almsgiving) saves from the torments of hell (quoted by Bacher, Agada der Tannaiten,
i, p. 295).

31. He that doeth good. . . i.e. he that shows kindness in its manifold expression will be rewarded. (S ' He that

requiteth good turns is mindful of the things (that come) after
'

; this paraphrase in so far gives the sense of |§ that it

refers to ' the things that come after', i. e. the reward for doing good.
And when he tottereth. Lit. 'And in the time of his shaking'; ffi'in the time of his falling' gives the sense ofpf.

(/) IV. 1-10.

IV. 1. defraud not. See critical note. With <& (p.r) dnoarfp^jif) cp. Mark x. 19 ; 1 Cor. vi. 8
; Jas. v. 4.

his sustenance. Cp. xxix. 21 ; Prov. xxvii. 27; Luke xii. 16.

grieve not. <& (it) naptXKvo-rjs, lit. ' defer not ', cp. v. 3, xxix. 8 ; the word does not occur in the Bible elsewhere
excepting in Ps. cxix. 5 (Symmachus), though eXicco, {\kv<o often occur in the Sept.; cp. John vi. 44, &c. for i\Kva>, and
Acts xxi. 30, Jas. ii. 6 for eX/c<o. For the Hebr. ^XUT^K cp. Ps. lxxxviii. 10.

the eyes of . . . 05 'the needy eyes'.

2. See critical note.

Despise not. ffi /117 Xvutjo-^s, cp. Jobxxxi. 39. The Hebr. root niD means lit. ' to puff at', cf. Ps. x. 5, implying
contempt. In later usage it comes to connote the state brought about by being despised ; cp. Shabbath 127 b (T. B.)

t^DJ ^riD2 WOP "I/-H ' He went to his house with downcast soul.'

the needy soul. €r ' a hungry soul ', which is explanatory.
vex not. ffi ' provoke not ' (nq napopyiarjs) ; cp. Gen. xxvi. 35 (Sept.). IL ' non exasperes pauperem '.

the heart of the oppressed, ffi 'a man in his distress'. With p? D'yD (lit. ' bowels ') cp. Lam. i. 20, ii. 1 r.

3. Hurt not. . . (S'Toa heart that is provoked add not more trouble '. The root 3X3 is used of causing both
physical (e.g. Ezek. xxviii. 24) and mental (e.g. Ezek. xiii. 22) pain.

the feelings. The two words used here and in v. 2 for the inner emotions (ty'D only used in the construct, plur.

with suffixes, and 3"1p) occur together in Is. xvi. 11.
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SIRACH 4. 4-10

p?
A

4
] Despise not the supplication of the poor 1

,

11 And turn not away from the afflicted soul 11
.

ffi 5
m From him that asketh turn not thine eye away mn

,

$A And give him none occasion to curse thee
;

6 When in anguish of soul the broken-hearted p crieth"1

,

pHe that created him r heareth his plaint.

7 "Make thyself beloved in the assembly 81
,

And to the ruler" uu of the city uu bow thy head.
8 Incline thine ear to the afflicted vw

,

And return his salutation" in meekness.

9 Deliver the oppressed from his oppressors,
yAnd let not thy spirit hate y zjust judgement z

.

io Be as a father to orphans,

And in place of a husband a to widows a
;

Then God will call thee ' son ',

And aa will be gracious to thee aa
,

band deliver thee from the Pit b
.

pDD»/w I^DDOO w Reading Vl n^KS? fltan b» (Smend) u-">Sah lu~m >$ S n + 'because

of wrath ' 1L 253 Syro-Hex* ° Lit. ' place
'

p Lit. ' bitter of spirit

'

1 ' curseth ' <S 5 « ReadingW (= <E Si)/or Ttd (' his Rock ') h-s 24 8 IL/ollow $ Si here t
-f

' of the poor ' IL « ' elder ' «c.a £
nu-uu > <£ v + 'without causing (him) pain' 70 248 253 E Syro-Hex w +et redde debilum tuum !L, r/>.

next clause * Lit. 'peace' J~y Hebr. , , . ppn ?N ; <£, which is more logical, firj oXiyo^vxW^ (= *1Spn ?N).

**
' when thou judgest ' <E (r/>. 3L in iudicando) a_a ' unto their mother ' <£ aa~aa < w;u ]ove thee ' <£ b-b < more

4. Despise not ... ffi ' Reject not a suppliant in his affliction ', a free rendering.

And turn not away . . . Ci ' And turn not away thy face from a poor man,' cp. Ps.xxii. 25 (Hebr.), Prov. xxviii. 25;

Tob. iv. 7 ; in Pirqe A doth i. 2 ' the bestowal of kindnesses ' (D^Dri ni^DJ) is called one of the three things on which
the world is stayed.

5. From him . . . Cp. Prov. xxviii. 27 b
; a saying of Rabbi Aqiba, preserved in Baba Bathra 10 a (T. B.), runs :

' By charity wealth is to be made a means of salvation ; God, the Father of both the rich and the poor, wants the one
to help the other, and thus to make the world a household of love ' (quoted in JE, iii. 668 a) ; and cp. Test. Twelve
Pair., Issachar iii. 8 :

' For on all the poor and oppressed I bestowed the good things of the earth in the singleness

of my heart' (ed. Charles).

And give him . . . Cp. Prov. xxviii. 27. That such a curse was believed to entail evil consequences is seen from
the words of the next verse, 'He that created him. .

.' 'Talmudic literature betrays a belief amounting to down-
right superstition, in the mere power of the word (Berakhoih iqa, 56 a ; cp. ZDMG, xlii. 588). Not only is a curse

uttered by a scholar unfailing in its effect, even if undeserved (Makkoth 1 1 a), but one should not regard lightly even
the curse uttered by an ignorant man (Megillah 15a)' (JE, iv. 390 a).

6. When in anguish ... ffi ' For if he curse thee in the bitterness of his soul', a free rendering.

He that created him. See critical note. In Deut. xxxii. 37 "11V (' Rock') is used as a divine name, and rendered

Oeos in the Sept.; cp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 3; Ps. xviii. (xvii.) 3, 32, 47; in many of the Psalms, especially the later ones, "11V is

used for 'God' as One who is a refuge of His people. The rendering of ffi here, however (6 iroirjcras avrov), makes it

probable that it read 1"W ; S> has nH3 (' his Creator ').

7. Make thyself beloved, i. e. by giving alms to those in need ; for the phrase cp. xx. 13.

the ruler of the city. The ' ruler ' in ]^ in flaW? = ' Sultan '. 5 reads ' rulers . .

.

'; there was no single ruler in

Jerusalem, but a Gerousia, or assembly of great ones, which became known later on as the Sanhedrin.

8. Incline thine ear. Cp. Ps. xvii. 6 ; Jer. xi. 8.

And return . . . Cp. Gen. xli. 16. ffi, 'And answer him with peaceable words,' is a misunderstanding of the

Hebrew form of salutation : 'Peace' (DvB').

9. Deliver the oppressed . . . Cp. Ps. lxxxii. 3, 4.

And let not. . . See critical note. <K 'And be not faint-hearted in giving judgement', cp. Jas. ii. 9, and see

Amos v. 10, 15.

10. Be as a father . . . Cp. Job xxix. 16, xxxi. 18 ; Ps. lxviii. 5 ; Is. i. 17.

to widows. Cp. Deut. xxiv. 17-21
; Jas. i. 27.

Then God will call . . . Cp. Job xxxi. 18.

And will be gracious. . . ffi ' And He shall love thee more than thy mother doth '
; Smend explains the words

' more than thy mother doth ' in ffi as due to a desire to beautify the text on the basis of such passages as Is. xlix. 15,

lxvi. 13. For ^ cp. Ii. 2
; Job xxxiii. 18, 24, 30; Ps. ciii. 4 ; Is. xxxviii. 17.

The care of the fatherless and widows was reckoned by the Rabbis among the DHDn nvVDJ, lit. 'practice of

kindnesses', which is constantly urged upon men in Rabbinical writings, e.g. in the T. B. Nedarim 39 £, i,oa,

Kethuboth 50 a, Sanhedrin \<}b; cp. also the following words in the Apocalypse of Peter, § 15 : . . . olroi 8i rjaav ol

nXovTOvvres Ka\ ra> 7tXouto) airaiv nfnoiOorts K(ii fiq iXtqcravrfS 6p<pavovt KQi \'!Pai i
nAX' dfifXTjaavrfs t?is ('vtoXtjs tov Qtoii, and

cp. Apocalypse of Paul, § 35.
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SIRACH 4. n-17

(a) IV. 1 1-19. The Reward of those wko seek Wisdom (= 1+2 + 2 + 1+2 + 2 + 1 "distichs).

% 1 1 Wisdom instructeth her sons,

And enlighteneth a all who give heed to her.

12 They that love her love life,

And they that seek her b shall obtain grace from the Lord b
.

13 They that take hold of her shall find glory bbfrom the Lord bb
,

And they shall abide in the blessing of the Lord.

14 They that serve her serve the Holy One,
cAnd God loveth them that love her c

.

15 He that hearkeneth unto me shall judge d (in) truth 6
,

And he that giveth ear unto me shall dwell in my innermost chamber f
.

ffi 16 g If he trust h me', he shall possess k me 1

,

And his posterity 111 n shall hold me° fast
n
^.

W 17 But I will walk with him in disguise p
,

And at first q I r will try him with temptations q
.

fit s Fear and dread will I* bring upon him us
,

W" And I will torment him with chastisements,

than thy mother doth '
fit ; >& a So & ; ?£= fic ' taketh hold of b_b Cp. IL complectebuntur placorem eius

(complebuntur placore illius) ; 'shall be filled with joy' ffi
bb-,jb >ffi c-c Reading rWHMD SHIN b\X\ (= ffi)

d DDK" ; Smend suggests pC1 =' shall abide ', whichforms a belter parallel to the next clause e DON ; fit appa-

rently read niEX = 'peoples', as in Num. xxv. 15
*' Reading "ttn| '"HO?; cp. 1 Kings xx. 30 s-s >J§

h Reading with K A C fpnia-Teva-rf ' So S> only ;
' her ' fit IL k Lit. ' he shall inherit ', reading with xAC

KaraKXrjpovofj.rjaet l So & only ;
' her ' fit Syro-Hex m Lit. ' generations

'
; 2> ' on behalf of all the generations

of the world
' n-n Lit. ' shall be (plur.) in possession

'
; S> ' he shall receive

'

° So & only ;
' her ' (EH

p Lit. ' in making myself a stranger ', cp. fir foevrpapptvas = ' tortuously ' ; 253 Syro-Hex IL ' with (in) temptation

'

4-<J ><&; eligit eum 5L r So)b; $ erroneously 'he' 8_8 >?^ t So & only; 'her' <&% u +ad proba-

IV. 11—VI. 17. This division falls into seven subsections. It further develops the general theme of Wisdom,
but the subject-matter is somewhat miscellaneous.

(a) IV. 11-19.

11. instructeth. ffi ' exalteth
'

; cp. Prov. iv. 8, and Pirqe Aboth vi. 1, where it is said of the Law :
' It magnirieth

him and exalteth him over all things.' 3L ' vitam inspirat ', Clement of Alex, ive^va-ioare
;
perhaps (K had originally

eVe^xaxre (Ryssel).

her sons. Cp. Luke vii. 35 and Matt. xi. 19 (R. V. marg.); i.e. those whom Wisdom has begotten spiritually,

cp. Gal. iv. 19.

enlighteneth. ffi % 'taketh hold of; |§ may have originally read TKri (= £>) instead of TyD (Smend); cp.

Ps. xix. 9, cxix. 130.

who give heed to her. Cp. 2 Chron. xxvi. 6 ; Ezra viii. 15 ; Neh. xiii. 7 ; Dan. ix. 23 ; €r ' who seek her '. 3L

adds :
' Et praeibit. in via iustitiae '.

12. They that love. . . fit ' He that loveth . .
.'

; cp. Prov. viii. 17, from which this verse is taken, and see Prov. iii.

18, viii. 35 ; Wisd. vii. II ff., viii. 16
; Jas. iii. 17.

they that seek her. Cp. Prov. xi. 27. $} JT'CpaD, but ffi 01 6p6pi£ovres npos alrrjv suggests n'HnCE. Cp. xxxii.

14, Eccles. vi. 36.

shall obtain grace. See critical note. Cp. Prov. xviii. 22, where the Sept. renders Jl^l ('grace') IXapoTrjs

(synonym for wfypoavvri).

13. They that take hold of her . . . Cp. Prov. iii. 18.

shall find glory. IL 'shall inherit life ', cp. v. 12.

they shall abide ... ffi ' And where he (or she) entereth, the Lord will bless '. The Hebr. rwn has the mean-
ing ' to enter in ', as well as ' to abide ', in Neo-Hebrew. For the thought of this clause cp. Gen. xxxix. 5 (Peters).

14. serve the Holy One. Lit. ' the servers of the Holy One ' (tJHp *THB>Dj; the term niiT THCD is used of the

Levitical priests, cp. Deut. x. 8, xvii. 12, xxi. 5 ; Job vi. 10; Jer. xxxiii. 21 ; see also Joshua i. 9, 13, ii. 17. For 'the Holy
One'cp. xxiii. 9, xliii. 10, xlvii. 8, xlviii. 20; Bar. iv. 22, v. 5 ; in later Jewish literature this term is that most frequently

used when speaking of God; it is, as a rule, followed by the words N1H "]1"Q (' Blessed be He'); cp. Mark xiv. 61,

where 6 evAo-y^rdr is used as a name of God.
And God loveth . . . See critical note.

15. unto me. ffir ' unto her ', so also in the next clause, oblique instead of direct narration.

shall judge (in) truth. See critical notes. Cp. Is. xlii. 3 (Hebr.). Smend understands DDK (' truth ') in the sense
of ' safety', and refers to 2 Kings xx. 19, which offers a good parallel to the next clause.

shall dwell in my . . . Cp. Prov. viii. 3ff., ix. 1. ffit ' shall dwell securely ', cp. xiv. 24 ff., Ii. 19 ; Deut. xxxiii. 14;
Prov. i. 33 ; Is. xxxii. 18.

16. The omission of this verse in ?§ is probably an oversight. See the critical notes.
And his posterity . . . Cp. i. 15.

17. See critical notes.

I will walk. . . Cp. vi. 24, 25, 28 ; Prov. viii. 34.
Fear and dread . . This is an interpolation in (St ; the oblique narration of ffi is altered above in order to agree

with the rest of the verse.
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SIRACH 4. 17-25

Until his heart is filled uu with me,
ffi

vAnd I try him with my ordinances v
.

$A
18 (Then) will I lead him on again vv

,

And will reveal to him my secrets.

19 w If he turn away (from me), I will forsake* him w
,

And will deliver him over to the spoilers.

(b) IV. 20-28. Practical Precepts on Right-doing (= 3 + 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

20 My son, observe y times and seasons y
, and beware ofz

evil,

And be not ashamed a concerning thy soul.
21 For there is a shame b that bringeth sin,

And there is a shame (that bringeth) honour and favour.
22 c Respect no man to thine own detriment

,

And be not ashamed d
, to thine own stumbling 6

.

2 3 Withhold not speech f in due season g
,

$A $c
hAnd hide not* thy wisdom h

.

& 2 4 For Wisdom is known k through utterance k
,

And understanding by the word of the tongue.
2 5 Speak not against the truth 1

,

mAnd be humble towards God m .

tionem E uu <& evniarewrj, ' he trust ', is perhaps to be p'referred (= \a\Pfor xta>) v~v >% £ (it is a gloss
on i^d), cp. IL donee temtet ilium in cogitationibus illius et credat animae illius vv

ffi + ' and she will gladden
him ' ; %> % > with ft

w~w
ft has a variant to this clause :

' If he turn away from (following) after me, I will

cast him off ' (==£) * Reading, following ffi, irvn&vnfor lfWrMMI (Smend) J-v Reading, with Schechter,

Jion ny {cp. Eccles. Hi. i)for pen ny 2 Lit. ' be afraid of a + ' to speak the truth ' % ; see v. 25 b Reading
ntsa (=<&) for nNBO due to the following nKB>e c_c Lit. .' Lift not up thy face (technical term for showing

consideration) against thy soul ' <* Reading Knnn b» (= <&) for ^>KOn ba = ' stumble not ', due to thefollowing

'T'Tieoe? e Lit. plur. f Lit. ' a word '

s Reading iny3 = ' in its time \for vbwi = ' in eternity ', i. e.
1 constantly

' h-h ><£, but preserved in 70 248 253 Syro-Hex IL, which add ev koWovt)
; +in decore eius £

i
ft

c
' shut not up ' k-k Lit. ' by word '

; Syro-Hex IL ' by the mouth

'

l So ffi Sh IL ;
' God ' ft HON,

'truth ', should probably be read instead of ^xn = * God ', cp. the next clause m_m ' And be ashamed of thine

And I try him . . . See crit. note ; (Ur has oblique narration as in the rest of the verse.

With the whole verse cp. Matt. vii. 14 ; Heb. xii. IX.

18. (Then) will Head. . . IL 'Et firmabit ilium ' ; the Hebr. word ("IK'S) has the meaning of 'strengthen ' in xxv. 23.

And will reveal . . . Cp. xxxix. 3, 7 ; Job xi. 6 ; Dan. ii. 21, 22. IL adds :
' Et thesaurizabit super ilium scientiam

et intellectum iustitiae.'

19. ... to the spoilers, ffi lit. ' into the hands of his falls ', cp. Ps. Ixiii. 11 (Sept.) ; IL ' in manus inimici sui '.

(b) IV. 20-28.

20. times and seasons. (K ' the opportunity ', cp. xxvii. 12.

And be not ashamed. . . i.e. Do nothing, by becoming entangled in anything evil, which will cause you to be

ashamed of yourself. ' Soul ' here = ' thyself, according to the frequent use of CB3 in the O.T.

21. This verse is added to Prov. xxvi. 11 in the Septuagint.

a shame that bringeth sin . . . Cp. xx. 22 f., xli. 16.

a shame (that bringeth) honour . . . Cp. xxix. 14, xli. 17 ff. ; 2 Cor. vii. 10.

22. See critical notes.

Respect no man . . . An instance of the wrong kind of shame (cp. v. 9) ; a man must not be ashamed to offend

others if a right course of action necessitates it ; in such a case it is to his own detriment if he spares the feelings

of others.

And be not ashamed. . . If the precept given in the last clause be neglected, the result will be 'thine own
stumbling', i.e. it will lead to sin.

23. Withhold not speech ... To do so would be another example of false shame.
in due season. © eV Knipwa-wrrjpias ; cp. viii. 9 . . . iv xaipto xpfLas Sovvai dnoKpiatv. Perhaps in the verse before us

(in ffi) xpuar should be read instead of o-vTrjpias. Smend ingeniously suggests that a copyist misread XPIAC instead of

CPIAC, the usual abbreviation for awrripias. Cp. Eccles. iii. 7, ' ... a time to keep silence, a time to speak' ; cp. Prov. xv. 23.

And hide not . . . See critical note. Cp. xx. 31, xli. 15.

24. Wisdom is known . . . For Wisdom from another point of view cp. Pirqe Aboth iii. 20 : 'A fence to Wisdom
is silence,' a saying of Rabbi Aqiba.

And understanding by . . . Cp. Prov. xvi. i
b

. 3L adds : 'Et firmamentum in operibus iustitiae.'

25. the truth. Cp. Sanhedrin i. 18 a (T. J.), where it is said that ' Emeth ' (' Truth ') is the name of God ; and cp.

John xiv. 6, ' I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life.'

And be humble . . . See critical note.
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iC

SIRACH 4. 26—5. 1

26 Be not ashamed to confess 11 (thy) sins,

And stand not against the stream.

27 Prostrate not thy soul in the sight of a fool,
nnAnd accept not the person of one that is mighty 11"

.

28 Strive for the right p until death,

And the Lord will fight for thee q
.

(c) IV. 29—V. 3. Further precepts for everyday life (= 3+3 distichs).

29 Be not boastful
1- with thy tongue 8

,

(Nor) slack and negligent in thy work.

30 Be not like a lion* in thy home,
And "tyrannous and terrible" towards thy servants 7

.

31 Let not thy hand be stretched out w to take*,
yAnd closed 2 a at the time of giving back ay

.

5 1 Trust not in thy wealth b
,

And say not, ' I have power .'

own ignorance '
fir ;

' And keep thyself from thine own foolishness ' & n Lit. ' to turn from ' nn-nn Reading,

on the basis of'(&, 7K>1D OS KKTl ?N1 °J^ inserts viii. 14 here, but in a differentform from fir, see note below
V truth' ffi & ; IL = % <ip? inserts here v. 14 a, b r Nca V 55 70 157 248 254 dpaavs (=pj 2>) ; K* A 155
raXvs (= IL Syro-Hex) ' hasty

'
; B C TPaXvs ' rough ' a ' hearing ' n* ;

' words ' K c - a & t So $c
(= ffi IL)

;

|§
A

' dog ' (=&) -* So ffl (= Si, cp. IL evertens domesticos tuos et opprimens subiectos tibi) ; (ffi (pavrao-ioKonav,

'suspicious'; J£j
c 'reckless' (inSHD, for which Smend would read "insno 'terrifying' ; the hithpael form is not

found in Biblical Hebrew). v So $c
, reading f*ny (=<&%); p?

A
' in thy work '

(= S>) w So ffi (= fit) ; p?
' open ' (= S) ^^A (=ffi5);Sc ». ' to lift up ' y-y So &c

* ^ $A
fflNDp ; $c .map, gathered

up ' (= IL) a_a
?^
A

' in the midst of giving ' (= &) ; IL ad dandum b Lit. ' strength ' c ety £fflJ?„ y 248

A

26. to confess (thy) sins. The root 31B> is that from which the later Jewish word for ' repentance ' comes, viz.

Teshubah. In the O. T. this word does not occur, no noun being used for 'repentance'; the idea is expressed by
the verb 31C, 'to turn,' i.e. from a wrong course. Ben-Sira's teaching on repentance is the same as that of the O. T.

;

the first step is confession of sins (cp. Lev. v. 5, Num. v. 7) and self-abasement in the sight of God (cp. I Kings xxi. 29).

The later Rabbinical doctrine teaches that the act of repentance (the technical term is i"l21t/Tl ncy 'to do repentance')
is perse meritorious ; cp. the Midrash Bereshith Rabba xxii, and on the whole subject see Weber, Jiidische Theologie,

pp. 261 ff., and Schechter, Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, pp. 313-343.
In Rabbinical writings the confession of sins (the technical term is ' Widdui ') is often insisted upon ; e. g. Rabbi

Aqiba in Chagigah \$a (T. B.), says : 'As vessels of gold or of glass, when broken, can be restored by undergoing
the process of melting, so does the disciple of the Torah, after having sinned, find the way of recovering his state of
purity by repentance.' In Sanhedrin 14 a (T. B.) it is said that he who assumes a high public office after the
confession of his sins in the past is ' made a new creature, free from sin like a child ' {JE, ii. 280 a).

And stand not . . . Fritzsche takes these words in the sense of ' Swim not against the current of a river ', i. e.

Do not attempt the impossible ; but the meaning seems to be that one might as well try and stop the current of
a river as seek to hide sins, i. e. from God.

27. Prostrate not thy soul ... <& ' Lay not thyself down (lit. " spread not thyself out ") for a fool to tread upon ' ; i.e.

do not place yourself at the disposal of a fool. The Hebr. word translated ' prostrate ', like the Greek equivalent, is used
of spreading out sackcloth (see Is. lviii. 5, Hebr. and Sept.); so, too, in the Targums, e.g. in the Jerusalem Targum to
Deut. xxxiv. 6 of spreading a bed. According to Smend, the word is also used of a slave who throws himself down before
his master in order that the latter may step upon his slave in getting into the saddle.

accept not.. . Cp. Jas. ii. 1. The ignoring of either of the prohibitions contained in these two clauses brings
shame.

28. Strive. The Hebr. rrcirn should perhaps be read DXJPn (Smend), or DSfJUTfl (Schechter) ; the latter means lit.

' Show proof of ' = ' strive for '.

will fight. A different word in J^ from the foregoing.

(c) IV. 29-V.3.
29. boastful. See critical note. Cp. Jas. i. 19.

(Nor) slack . . . Cp. Prov. xviii. 9.

30. thy home. Cp. xi. 34 for this use of JTQ.

And tyrannous . . . See critical note.

31. Let not thy hand . . . Cp. Acts xx. 35. This v. is apparently cited in Didache iv. 5 ; cf. Introd. § 7 (a).

V. 1. Trust not in. Lit. 'Lean not upon.' & 'Set not thy heart upon,' the Greek word means lit. 'to be intent
upon ' something ; cp. Ps. lxii. 10. With J^ cp. xv. 4 ; Luke xii. 15 ; 1 Tim. vi. 17.

wealth. 7TI is used primarily of physical strength, but also frequently of wealth, Is. viii. 4, x. 14, xxx. 6, &c.

I have power. Lit. 'There is to the "god" (?X) of my hand'. For the phrase cp. Gen. xxx. 29; Ueut. xxviii. 32 ;

Prov. iii. 27 ; Neh. v. 5 ;
Mic. ii. 1 ;

?X must be taken here in the sense of ' might ' or ' power '. H5 avrapta) /W itmi;
' I have sufficient,' does not quite give the meaning of $, which refers to the sense of power which the possession of
wealth inspires, not to the boast of possessing much.
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SIRACH 5. 2-9

$A
2 *> Trust not in thy wealth,

cTo walk after the desire of thy soul cb
.

[Go not after (the desire) of thine heart and of thine eyes,

To walk in the desires of thy soul d
.]

3 Say not, ' Who shall have power over me ?
' e

For Jahveh is an avenger fof the persecuted f
.

(d) V. 4-8. The Wickedness of tempting God (= 2 + 1+2 + 1 distichs).

W f\
c

4 Say not, ' I have sinned, gbut what 'happened unto me?' g

For Jahveh is longsuffering h
.

5 Count not upon forgiveness,

That thou shouldst add sin to sin.

6 k And say not, l< His mercies are great 1

,

m He will forgive the multitude of mine iniquities
' mk

;

For mercy and wrath are with Him,
And His indignation abideth upon the ungodly.

7 Delay not to turn unto Him,
And put (it) not off from day to day

;

For suddenly doth His wrath come forth 11

,

And in the time of vengeance thou shalt perish.

?^
A 8 Trust not in unrighteous gains,

For they shall profit (thee) nothing in the day of wrath.

(e) V. 9—VI. 1. On the Need of Straightforwardness in Speech (= 2+1+1+1+2+2 distichs).

?§
A$C

9 Winnow not with every wind,
pAnd walk not in every path pq

.

(= Syro-Hex); + Nihil enim proderit in tempore vindictae et obductionis, 1L cp. v. 7
^-b ><S c_c ><2>

d Reading "jcd: for HJTi (' evil ')
e Several Grk. cursives Syro-Hex 3L+ ' Because of my works '

f-f Several

Grk. cursives read <tov ttjv vfipiv (= Syro-Hex 3L) g-g?£A ' What will He do unto me ?—Nothing !
'

h +ou

M ai avr, 70 248 ' +\vTrr]Pou 70 248 (=3L) k-k > & ]
~

] * Jahveh is merciful ' |^
Al m-m < And He

will blot out all mine iniquities ' f^
A1 n + ' And if thou rememberest not thou shalt be destroyed N c - a 248

"?$A 'day' i
,_p & ^c

, the text of'%%
A

is corrupt : 'Turn the way of the stream', cp. iv. 26 q + ' Thus

2. Trust not . . . This and the next clause are doublets based on vv. 1 a, 2 b ; they are rightly omitted in <K.

To walk in the desires . . . Cp. Job xxxi. 7.

3. Who shall have . . . Cp. Ps. xii. 4.

of the persecuted. (E 'of thee'. Cp. Eccles. iii. 15, where almost the identical Hebrew of clause (b) occurs.

(rf) V. 4-8.

4. I have sinned . . . Cp. Eccles. viii. 1 ; Ps. liii. 12. This verse is quoted in Chagigah 16 a (T. B.).

For Jahveh is longsuffering. With this rejoinder contrast the teaching of later sages, who, in accordance with a
more developed belief concerning the hereafter, taught that retribution awaited the ungodly in the next world ; cp.

e.g. 1 Enoch li. 2.

5. Count not. Lit. ' trust not', ffi 'be not without fear'. This verse and v. 6 are quoted by Nissim ben Jacob (first

half of eleventh century) in his Sepher Mdasiyoth ; also by Sa'adya (d. 942) (Smend).

forgiveness. Cp. Ps. cxxx. 4. ©'atonement'.
That thou shouldst ... i. e. Do not think that because sins are forgiven you can therefore continue to commit

sins. See further the note on xvi. 14.

6. %A S place the first two clauses of this verse before v. 5, the former repeats them here.

He will forgive. €r (^i\datrai, ' He will be pacified.'

For mercy . . . This clause occurs again in xvi. 11 ; cp. the teaching of the books of Hosea and Amos in which

the divine characteristics of mercy and wrath are respectively taught, with special emphasis.

7. This verse is quoted in Shabbath 153 a (T. B.).

Delay not . . . For the thought cp. Ps. cxix. 60, but the Hebr. word is different.

And put (it) not off. i.e. the turning = repentance ; see note on iv. 26.

from day to day. For the phrase cp. 1 Chron. xvi. 23 ; Ps. xcvi. 2 ; Esther iii. 7 (Hebr.).

suddenly doth . . . Cp. Lev. x. 2 ; Num. xvi. 35 ; Is. li. 5 ; Mark xiii. 36.

in the time of vengeance. . . Cp. xviii. 24 ; for 'the day of vengeance ' cp. Is. xxxiv. 8, lxi. 2, lxiii. 4; Prov. vi. 34.

8. Trust not. G£ /^ en-e^e.

unrighteous gains. Cp. Prov. x. 2; Ezek. vii. 19; Matt. xiii. 22; Mark iv. 19; Luke xvi. 11.

For they shall profit. . . Cp. Prov. xi. 14.

in the day of wrath. (5 ' ... of calamity'; cp. ii. 2 and 1 Enoch lxiii. 10, ' Our souls are satisfied with the

mammon of unrighteousness, but this does not prevent us from descending into the flame of the pain of Sheol.'

(e) V. 9—VI. 1.

9. The addition of ffi, &c. (see critical note), is from vi. 1 c.
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SIRACH 5. 10—6. 2

?£?
A

?I?
C io Be steadfast concerning r that which thou knowest r

,

And let thy speech 3 be one.
11 Be swift* to hear uv

,

w But with patience make replyw .

12 If it lie in thy power answer thy neighbour;

And if not, —x thy hand upon thy mouth !
y

13 Glory and dishonour come through speaking 2
,

And the tongue of a man a
is his fall

a
.

&A
14 Be not called ' Double-tongued ',

And slander not with thy tongue

;

For shame hath been created for the thief,

bAnd sore reproach for b the double-tongued .

15 Deal not corruptly either in a small or a great matter

;

Q 1 And be not an enemy in place of a friend,
d (For then) wouldst thou get an evil name, and reproach, and shame d

;

So it is with an evil man who is double-tongued.

[f\ VI. 2-4. A Warning against lustfulpassions (= 3 distichs).

2 e Be not a slave to thy passions 6
,

Lest they f consume gthy strength Mike a bull h
;

(doth) the double-tongued sinner' ffir Syro-Hex ; + Sic enim peccator probatur in duplici lingua 3L r-r 'thy

word ' f^
c s 'words ' f^

c
fc ' firm '

|^
c

, cp. v. 10 u ?§
c

lit. ' with a good hearing ' (see notes below)
;
+good

70 248 Syro-Hex. v +'and let thy life be in truth' 70 248 % w~w $c has: ru«3 n:yn n:y "pN31
x
5?

c
inserts 'place

'
; <& 'let . . . be . .

.' y + Ne capiaris in verbo indisciplinato et confundaris 3L, cp. v. 14
z 'one that babbleth ' J^

c a_a ' bringeth him into security,' evidently a corruption f^
c

; + ' evil' f^
b_b Reading,

with Smend: b]} nyi nsini c +susurratori autem odium, et inimicitia et contumelia % d_d Reading, with

Smend : tS»"iin p^pl na~in y~l DC e_e Lit. 'Fall not into the hand of thy soul
'

; 'Deliver not thyself . . .
.' 3>

f Lit. ' it

'

s Reading nynni for myn (Smend) h-h So S> ffi ; >T&

10. steadfast. Cp. Ps. cxii. 8 ; Is. xxvi. 3.

let thy speech ... i. e. be consistent in what you say.

11. Be swift to hear. Smend thinks that |§
c

(lit. ' Be steadfast with a good hearing ') means ' Be attentive during

a good lecture ', or the like. %A
, however, contains the right text ; cp. Jas. i. 19.

with patience. Cp. Eccles. vii. 8, 1 Pet. iii. 15. Perhaps nil "JIN has here the sense of 'deliberation '.

make reply. . With the Hebr. phrase DJDE5 2CTI cp. Ezra v. n ; Dan. iii. 16.

12. If it lie in thy power. Lit. ' if there is with thee ' ; ffi adds crvvecns for clearness' sake ; cp. Job xxxviii. 32.

thy hand . . . Cp. Job xxi. 5, xxix. 2 ; Prov. xxx. 32.

13. Glory and dishonour. Cp. Prov. xviii. 21.

come through. Lit. ' (are) in the hand of ; cp. Prov. xviii. 21, ' ... in the hand (or, power) of the tongue.'

speaking. The Hebr. word (XD3, HD3) means properly 'to speak rashly', or ' unadvisedly ', in the O. T. ; cp.

Lev. v. 4 ; Ps. cvi. 33 ; Prov. xii. 18. The root is a rare one, it occurs again in ix. 17 ; in Neo-Hebrew the noun means
simply ' utterance' in a neutral sense (Smend), as in ix. 18.

And the tongue . . . Cp. Matt. xii. 37, Jas. iii. 2 ff., and Abodah Zara 11 b (T. B.) : ' . . . their tongue causeth

them to stumble '
( Peters, quoting Bacher).

14. In f% the first two clauses of the verse come also after iv. 29.

Double-tongued. Lit. 'master of two (tongues)'; ffi 'a whisperer'; cp. iv. 28, xxviii. 13 ; Prov.xvi. 28; 2 Cor. xii. 20;

Schechter quotes Baba inezia 48 <? (T. B.) : '. . . who doth not speak one thing with his mouth and another with his

heart.'

slander not. Cp. Ps. xv. 3 ; ffi 'lie not in wait ', cp. Prov. xii. 13 ; 1L ' (ne) capiaris et confundaris ', cp. v. 12.

hath been created. Cp. Prov. xii. 13, xviii. 7. ffi 'there is'.

the thief. The reference is to him who, through slander, has stolen the good name of another.

the double-tongued. See above.

15. Deal not corruptly, ffi ' Be not ignprant (concerning)
'

; a misunderstanding of $?.

VI. 1. (For then) wouldst thou ... ffi ' For an evil name inheriteth shame and reproach ', a free rendering.

get. Lit. ' inherit '.

(/)VI.2-4 .

2. Be not ... ffi ' Exalt not thyself in the counsel of thy soul ', which is difficult to account for excepting on the

supposition that the point of^ was misunderstood. For the phrase T3 ?23 (' to fall into the hand of) cp. Judges xv. 18

;

2 Sam. xxiv. 14. In xxxvii. 7 <JEt also renders T as |3ov\>y ('counsel '). The reference, as the context shows, is to impure
passions.

Lest they consume ... ffi gives no sense :
' That thy soul be not torn in pieces like a bull

' ; % as it stands is

corrupt (see critical note). The original meaning was probably that lustful passions, if not resisted, consume a man's
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SIRACH 6. 3-1

1

ft 3 Thy leaves will they d eat up, and thy fruits will they d destroy,

4 And they d will leave thee as a dried-up tree.

For 6 fierce passion destroyeth its possessor 1
,

' And ff B maketh him 8 the scorn h of his enemy.

{g) VI. 5-1 7. Concerning trtte andfalse Friendship ( = 2+3+2 + 2 + 3 + 1 distichs).

5 k Gentle speech k multiplieth friends 1

,

And m kindly words m "those that give greeting".

6 Let those °that are at peace with thee be many,
But thy confidant p one in a thousand.

7 If thou makest a friend q test him q
,

And be not in haste to trust him.

8 For there is a friend (who is so) according to occasion,

And continueth not in the day ofr affliction

;

9 "And there is a friend that turneth to an enemy*,
uAnd he revealeth strife to thy reproach".

10 And there is a friend who is a table-friend,

But he v
is not to be found v in the day of affliction W3 .

n xWhen thou art in prosperity he will be like thee*,
© yAnd will lord it over thy servantsy

.

d Sing, in ?^
e >ffi but +yap 253 f Reading r6jD for iT^yn ff + ' quickly ' 70 s-s Reading 1JDWI

for DVBTI h Lit. ' joy ' k~k
ffi lit. ' A sweet throat '

l + ' et mitigat inimicos' (cp. Prov. xv. 1 ) IL m~m Lit.

'lips of grace'; 'the lips of the righteous' & ; lingua eucharis IL n-n Reading HOW vK!B>; 'peaceful greet-

ing ' &; in bono homine abundat IL °-° ' that greet thee ' & p Lit. ' the master of thy secret
'

; consiliarius sit

tibi IL 1-1 Lit. ' acquire him by testing '
r ffi+ * thy

'
s~* >X* & {homoioteleuton), hab N c - a * B N ' en-

mity '
; A C &c. = 3^ u_u Et est amicus qui odium et rixam et convicia denudabit IL v_v ' will not continue

'

(5x, cp. v. 8 b, 1 2 b w
' thy affliction '

ffi
x~x Amicus si permanserit fixus, erit tibi quasi coaequalis IL ss ' And

strength
; impure desire is aptly compared to a bull, because of the havoc it causes. The repetition of \^v\r] is a mistake

for iV^us
(
= ^Tl). With the whole verse cp. Job xxxi. 9-12.

3. The metaphor is now changed, and the man who does not control his passions is compared to a sapless tree.

(K makes the man himself the subject, in % the lustful passion is the subject. Cp. Job xxxi. 12.

leaves . . . fruits. Figurative for youth and offspring ; cp. Ps. cxvii. 3, cxxxii. 11 ; Is. xiii. 18.

a dried-up tree. Figurative for a man without posterity, a bitter thought to the Jew ; cp. 1 Kings xvi. 3, xxi. 21 ;

see also Ps. cxxviii. 3, 6 for a man's delight in his children. For the picture of a tree used figuratively for a man see
Ps. i. 3, xxxvii. 35; Dan. iv. 10 ff.

4. fierce passion, i.e. uncontrolled desire (cp. Is. lvi. -11); (S, ' a wicked soul,' apparently read i"IJH for niy, and
translated B>S3 literally.

its possessor, p? lit. ' its master'; dS rbv KTrja-u^vov avrfjv ; cp. Is. xxvi. 13 ; Prov. xvi. 22 (Sept.).

the scorn, inlxapy-a of ffi well brings out the idea of malignant delight,

enemy, ffi 3 IL ' enemies', probably correct.

(g) VI. 5-17.

5. Gentle speech. Cp. Cant. ii. 14; Prov. xvi. 21.

kindly -words. <& ' a fair-speaking tongue', cp. Prov. xi. 16 (Sept.), xv. 1. ffi unnecessarily repeats the verb.

those that give greeting. $? lit. 'those that ask peace
'

; ffi '
. . . courtesies '.

6. This verse is quoted in the T. B. feba?noth 63 b, Sanhedrin 100b.

those that are . . . Cp. for the phrase Ps. xli. 10 ; Prov. xvi. 7 ; Rom. xii. 18.

thy confidant, i.e. thy most intimate friend ; ffi 'thy counsellor', is too general, cp. Is. xl. 13 ; with % cp. viii. 17.

7. If thou makest. The Hebr. word (H3p) means 'to acquire
1

, and occurs often in Proverbs for acquiring wisdom,

test him. Lit. 'by testing' (fVDJS), cp. iv. 17.

be not in haste. Cp. xix. 4.

8. according to occasion, i. e. only in so far as it suits his own purpose. Cp. Pirqe Aboth v. 22 :
' All friendship

(ninx) which depends on something, when the thing ceases, the friendship ceases ; and such as does not depend on
anything never ceases.'

9. revealeth ... Cf. Prov. xxv. 9, 10, which offers an explanation of this clause.

10. there is a friend ... i. e. his friendship only lasts as long as he receives hospitality. The Hebrew word
chaber means primarily, as here and in the O.T. generally, a companion, but later on it came to mean a companion
in studying the Law, and thus came to be synonymous with 'scholar'. The word had, however, besides this the

technical meaning of a member of a society or order (e. g. one who belonged to the sect of the Pharisees), whose aim
was to observe in all strictness the laws of ' clean ' and ' unclean ' ; in contrast to the chaber was one who was not particular

in the observance of these, viz. a 'am-ha'ares ( = ' one of the land '), i. e. one who knew not the Law, cp. John vii. 49.

11. When thou art in . . . Cp. xii. 8, 9 ; Prov. xi. 10, xix. 6. In Shabbath 32 a (T. B.) it is said :
' At the door

of the rich all are friends
; at the door of the poor there are none.'

he will be like thee. i.e. he will agree with you in everything.
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SIRACH 6. 12-19

$A 12 ^* If evil overtake thee 2 he will turn against thee a
,

bAnd will hide himself from thee c
.

13 Separate thyself from thine enemies,

And be on thy guard against thy friends.

14 A faithful friend is a strong defence*1

,

And ehe that findeth him 6 findeth a treasure.

15 A faithful friend is beyond price,

And his worth cannot be weighed.
16 A faithful friend is a ' bundle of life ',

He that feareth God fobtaineth him f
.

ffi 17 gHe that feareth the Lord directeth his friendship aright g
,

$A
For as he is, so is his friend h

.

(a) VI. 18-22. Wisdom is ajoy to those who seek her, hit harsh to the foolish (=3 + 3 distichs).

ffi 18 «My son, receive k instruction from thy youth up 1

,

rAnd even unto hoar hairs 1 m shalt thou find wisdom™.
&c

l 9 Draw nigh unto her as one that plougheth and soweth n
,

And wait for the abundance of her fruits.

when thou art in adversity he will depart from thee ' %A £ z_z ' If thou fall ' & a~a Si humiliaverit se

contra te H b S inserts : ' He will depart '
c + unanimem habebis amicitiam bonam IL, rendered necessary by

the misunderstanding of(& in the first clause d Reading 7HN (/*/. ' tent ')for 2i"T)N (= fir) e_e Reading ISSIDl

(= ffi) for N¥E> W Reading WWfor X£W* 8-g >$ h & + < And as his name so are his works '

#? (= ii.

18 d i%)
i-i >$ IL inserts the title : ' De Doctrina Sapientiae ' k Reading embf£ai (= 5> IL) for tniktgai

l-l >$ m-m ^^ j§c . < _ grace ' N Syro-Hex * So <& ; * and reapeth ' $ 3

l-A

And will lord it . . . The reading of fit is, as the context shows (see v. 12), right. M reads "JDD rnjJV "jnjn21,

which should, on the basis of fit, be emended to Znjrv *]H3JQ1 , as the antithesis does not come until the next verse.
The meaning is that this false friend seeks in all things to identify his actions with those of him whom he calls his friend.

12. If evil overtake thee . . . Cp. Job xix. 19 (Hebr.) ; fit ' if thou be brought low ', cp. xxii. 26.

And will hide himself . . . See the contrast to this in xxii. 23 ff.

13. And be on thy guard . . . Cp. vv. 7, 10.

14. defence, fit o-KeVq ; cp. Exod. xxvi. 7 (Theod.), xxxv. 1 1 (Aq. Theod. Symm.)
; Job viii. 22 (Aq.), xxi. 28 (Theod.)

;

where S"1K is thus rendered.

a treasure. The word fin, lit. ' wealth ', belongs especially to the Wisdom literature, cp. Prov. i. 13, vi. 31, viii. 18.

1 5. A faithful friend . . . Lit. ' For a faithful friend there is no price ' ; fit has for ' price ' diraXXuyna, lit. ' exchange
',

cp. xxvi. 14, and for the Hebr. "V1"ID vii. 18.

And his worth . . . Lit. ' And there is no weight for his goodness ', fit . . . rhs KaWovrjs avrcv, cp. xxxiv. 23.
Schechter {Studies in Judaism, second series, p. 93) quotes Pirqe Aboth i. 6 (T.J.) : ' Let a man buy himself a friend
who will eat and drink with him, who will study with him the written and the oral Law, and to whom he will entrust all

his secrets . .

.'

16. a ' bundle of life '. D^n "ITTC ; the meaning is that a man's life is as safe in the hands of a faithful friend as his
soul is in the bundle, or bag, of life. This latter expression occurs for the first time in 1 Sam. xxv. 29, where Abigail
says to David :

' And though man be risen up to pursue thee, and to seek thy soul, yet the soul of my lord shall be
bound in the bundle of life with the Lord thy God ; and the souls of thine enemies, them shall He sling out, as from the
hollow of a sling.' Mr. S. A. Cook, in the fQR, xiv, pp. 413 ft"., refers to this in the words : 'Although Semitic examples
of the belief of the external soul in its crude form appear to be exceedingly rare, the conception that a man's life can be
wrapped up in some external object on the safety of which his immunity depends, is one that readily lends itself to
development and refinement. Thus David's soul is bound up with (i.e. in the care and custody of) Jahweh (1 Sam.
xxv. 29), and, according to 2 Sam. xxi. 17, the life of the nation is wrapped up in David, since the extinction of the
"lamp of Israel" seems to entail that of the people.' The phrase is still used in the liturgies of the Ashkenazic and
Sephardic Jews.

Schechter quotes the well-known Jewish saying from Taanith i. 23a (T. J.): 'Friendship or Death' (0/. <;//., p. 93).
He that feareth ... i. e. a faithful friend is to be regarded as a gift from the Almighty.

17. He that feareth . . . The accidental omission of this clause in ?l? is due to the fact that the opening words
were the same as those of the preceding clause (7K N"V).

directeth . . . aright. tvBwtl, ' maketh straight,' cp. Isa. xl. 3 ; John i. 23 ; Jas. iii. 4.

For as he is . . . i.e. both are alike to him, his friend is as dear to him as he himself; cp. Matt. xix. 19 : 'Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.'

VI. 18—VIII. 7. The contents are again miscellaneous; Wisdom is still the main theme. The division falls into
fourteen subsections.

(a) VI. 18-22.

18. hoar hairs. Cp. xxv. 4.

shalt thou find. The Hebr. J*BTI means rather 'shalt thou attain ', cp. xxv. 3.

19. the abundance of her fruits, fit ' her good fruits '; with the clause cp. Jas. v. 7, 8.
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SIRACH 6. 19-27

ft
A
ft° For in cultivating her thou [needest to] toil but for a little,

For to-morrow shalt thou eat her fruits.

ft
A

20 How p harsh is she q to the fool r
,

And he that is lacking in understanding cannot abide in her.
ft ft 2I Upon him s she is like a burdensome stone 8

,

And he is not slow to cast her off.
22 fcFor Wisdom" is according to her name 1

,

And to most men she is not manifest.

ft

ffi

ffi

{b) VI. 23-31. They who seek Wisdom shall receive a crown ofjoy (=3 + 3 + 3 distichs).

23 w Hearken, my son, and receive my judgement,
And refuse not my counsel

;

24 And bring thy feet into her fetters,

And thy neck into her chain w .

ft
A

25 Bow down thy shoulder, and bear her,

And chafe not x under her bondsx.

26 *Draw nigh unto her with all thy heart 2
,

And keep her ways with thy whole power 7
.

ft 2 7 Inquire and search, seek and fmd a
,

And take hold of her, and let her not go

;

° Reading bwn {=&<&)for myr\ p Inserting no ( = 9> ffi) ;' exceeding harsh ' (5 i ' Wisdom ' £ 3L 'plur.
ffi S> 8-s ' like a mighty stone of trial ' <&, reading nvofor N^O

;
quasi lapidis virtus probatio IL t-t < Her name is

like her teaching ' $> " Reading, with Smend, nODnn/cr IDlOn, and vmfor Sin w~w >ft, substituting instead

xxvii. 5, 6, £«/ «'» the marg. *-i Reading, with Smend, rpmiwQ (= <£)_/tfr .TTlhannn ' at her counsels ' >-y >ft& 3 ; ffi ' soul '
a

« thou shalt find ' 5 b + < ancj
joy

'5 c-c 1 And thou shalt rejoice in her (a/, thy)
end ' S> d « her net

' ft (5 //«/-.) e-e
i n protectionem fortitudinis et bases virtutis IL M >S K-K Reading

in cultivating her. Lit. ' in her cultivation '. Wisdom is compared to land which, though productive, requires
labour to be expended upon it before its fruits can be enjoyed.

but for a little. Cp. xl. 6. The reference, as the context shows, is not to the smallness of the labour, but to the
short time during which one need labour, so soon does Wisdom reward those who seek her.

to-morrow. Reading "ino?
; Peters may, however, be right in reading Itixh ' quickly '(=<£), but cp. Exod. viii.

19 ; Is. xvii. 11.

20. harsh, i.e. rough (<5r rpa^ela ; only B, wrongly, ra^eta). Wisdom is compared to a path, cp. iv. 17 ; Prow ii. 9;
and see the next clause, '

. . . cannot abide in her.'

the fool. P^N is generally used of one who is morally bad, as well as deficient in understanding, cp. Prov. i. 7,
vii. 22, xiv. 9, xx. 3.

in understanding. Lit. 'heart'; for the heart as the seat of the understanding cp. Prov. vi. 32, vii. 7, x. 13, &c.
cannot abide. Cp. xlix. 9 (Hebr.).

21. Wisdom is now compared to a great weight which to the fool is so burdensome that he flings it from him, thus
forfeiting all the benefits which a little perseverance would have obtained.

a burdensome stone. Cp. Zech. xii. 3.

22. For Wisdom . . . Lit. ' For Wisdom—as her name so is she ', i. e. her name expresses her essence.
manifest. Lit. ' plain ', as in Prov. viii. 9.

(b) VI. 23-31.
23- judgement. yv6>^v, i.e. estimate, or opinion, viz. of Wisdom ; used only here in Sirach. With the whole verse

cp. Prov. xix. 20.

24. And bring . . . Cp. v. 29.

25. Bow down . . . <5r ' Put thy shoulder under her '; Wisdom is compared to a yoke ; with this metaphor cp. Pirqe
Aboth ill _ 8 :

' Whoso receives upon him the yoke of Torah (Law), they remove from him the yoke of royalty and the

yoke of worldly care (pIN TVl); and whoso breaks from him the yoke of Torah, they lay upon him the yoke of royalty
and the yoke of worldly care'; Matt. xi. 29, 30: 'Take My yoke upon you, and learn of Me. . . for My yoke is

easy, and My burden is light.'

chafe not . . . Lit. ' loathe not '. Cp. Erubin 54 a (T. B.): ' If thou bring thy neck under the yoke of Torah she
will watch over thee '

; for the identification between Wisdom and the Law see Introd. § 9 (iii;.

under her bonds, ft ' at her counsels', cp. Prov. i. 5 ; but the context justifies the reading based on ffi (see

critical note). Cp. the Midrash Debarim Rabba to x. 1 : 'It is as if a lord said to his servants, " Here is a golden
chain (if thou doest my will), but if not, here are iron fetters

"
'

; the reference is to the obeying of God's will as

revealed in the Law.
26. The omission of this v. in J^ is probably accidental; there is no reason to doubt its genuineness; indeed the

words of the next v., 'Inquire and search,' seem to demand a reference to the walking in her paths, i.e. the ways
that lead to Wisdom.

with all thy heart . . . with thy whole power. Cp. Deut. vi. 5.

27. Inquire and search . . . (5 ' Search {lit. trace out) and seek, and she shall be made known unto thee \ a free

rendering; cp. Deut. xiii. 15 (Sept.).

let her not go. Cp. Prov. iv. 13.
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SIRACH 6. 28-37

^c 28 For at length thou wilt find her rest b
,

cAnd she shall be turned for thee into gladness .

k
2 9 And her fetters'1 shall become 9 a stay of strength for thee 6

,

fAnd ffher bonds ff for grobes of glory 8
.

3° An ornament of gold is her yoke,

And her fetters a cord of blue f
.

31 Thou shalt array thee with her (as with) robes of glory,

And crown thee with her (as with) a crown of beauty.

(c) VI. 32-37. A reward awaits those who diligently seek Wisdom (= 2 + 3 + 2 distichs).

32 My son, if thou desirest it thou shalt be made wise,

And if thou set thy heart (thereon), thou shalt learn prudence.

33 If thou desire to hear, h thou shalt receive 11

,

*And if
1 thou incline k thine ear, thou shalt be wise.

34 *Stand thou in the assembly™ of the elders,

And whoso is wise, cleave unto him 1
.

k$c
35 Desire to hear every discourse"1111

,

And let not a wise proverb 11 escape thee.
k

3 6 °Look for him who p is wise , and seek him out earnestly,

And let thy foot wear out q his threshold q
.

37 Meditate in the fear of the Most High r
,

BAnd think upon His commandments 3 continually
;

Then will He instruct 'thine heart 1
,

And He u will make thee wise u
(in that) which thou desirest.

.Tntan {see v. 25). e-s ' robes of gold '

f| ; 'a robe of life ' 3L h-h So ffi ; the verb hasfallen out in $ ;
' thou

shalt learn ' £> ; + ' understanding' 70 248 253 Syro-Hex; + doctrinam 3L i So ffi S> ; the words havefallen
out in % k M imperative, but probably the mistake arose through thefalling out of the preceding letters 1_1 >|^
m So $> ;

' multitude ' <£ mm
ffi inserts ' godly ') + dei 3L n <Scplur. ; ' the sayings of the wise ' &

°-° 'See who is wise
; & p Reading ^12for no i-Q ' the steps of his doors '

<St r ' God ' S
b-8 Reading nan WYIXD31 (= S5 ffi) ; the text is corrupt t-t < thy ways ' £> u~u ' will teach thee ' S

28. her rest. i. e. the rest which Wisdom finally gives to those who seek her.

she shall be turned. . . To follow after Wisdom seems hard and grievous at first, cp. in'. 24, 25, but to those who
persevere Wisdom reveals herself as she really is.

gladness. aiayn , lit. ' luxury', cp. Prov. xix. 10.

29. a stay of strength. fJJ }13D, cp. Ps. Ixxxix. 15 1NDD |130 (Smend).
bonds. Cp. v. 25° ; ffi

B ol xXaSot ('branches) ' is a corruption; AC read 01 kXoiol ('bonds'), which probably
represents the original reading.

robes of glory. Cp. 1. 11, where f^ has 'robes of glory'; (ffir is to be preferred here (see critical note).

30. her yoke, n^y, which ffi read nvy ('upon her'); cp. v. 25.

a cord of blue, nbsn Wis, the same as in Num. xv. 38, lit. 'twisted threads of blue'. €r has the same rendering
as the Sept. of Num. xv. 38.

31. a crown of beauty. Cp. Prov. iv. 9, xvi. 31 ; (3r ' a crown of rejoicing ', cp. i. 1 r, xv. 6.

(c) VI. 32-37.

32. if thou set thy heart (thereon), fflt ' if thou yield thy soul '.

thou shalt learn prudence. Lit. 'thou shalt be shrewd'.

33. If .thou desire. K2in DX, written defectively as in Prov. i. 10; but possibly it is a scribal error for

afwn dk ( = <&).

34. Stand thou . . . Cp. viii. 9.

in the assembly . . . Cp. xxxii. (<£ xxxv.) 3.

cleave unto. Cp. xiii. 16 b.

35. discourse. Cp. viii. 8, xi. 8. HITE' in the O. T. means a 'complaint', also 'musing' or a 'meditation'; in

Ps. cxix. 97 it has the sense of the ' study' of the Law. In Neo-Hebrew it means an edifying discourse.

escape. Lit. ' go forth ', cp. Gen. xliv. 4 ; Jer. x. 20 (Hebr.).

36. Look for him who is wise, ffi ' If thou seest a man of understanding', a free rendering.

seek him out earnestly. Cp. Job vii. 21. (£ ' Get thee betimes unto him ', cp. iv. 12.

let thy foot . . . Cp. Prov. viii. 34 and Pirqe Aboth i. 44.

wear. For the Hebr. word pflW cp. Job xiv. 19.

37. the fear of the Most High. <8x 'the ordinances of the Lord '. As Smend points out, Ben-Sira has " riNT

or DS"6n nN~i\ but never elsewhere flvy nx-V, this being the only place where it occurs ; on the other hand, in xxxviii. 34

}Vvy rnm occurs, and perhaps that is what should be read here ; the verb ' meditate ' suggests this.

will He instruct, ffi ' establish', reading ^ for p3\
And He will make thee wise. . . <& renders freely :

' And thy desire of wisdom shall be given unto thee.'
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SIRACH 7. 1-8

(d) VII. 1-3. An Exhortation to keep from Sin (= 2 distichs).

It?
A

T$
c 7 1 Do no evil a

, and evil will not overtake thee

;

2 Avoid iniquity, and it will turn from thee.

$A
3
bc Sow not in the furrows of unrighteousness

,

Lest thou reap it sevenfold.

(e) VII. 4-7. An Exhortation tofollow after Humility (=2 + 3 distichs).

$A $c
4 Seek not dominion d from God e

,

Nor f a seat of-honour from g the king.
$ A

5 Justify not thyself in the sight of God h
,

'Nor display thy wisdom 1 before the king.

$A 8C
6 Seek not to be a judge k

,

^est thou be not able 1 m to put down presumption™,
(And) lest thou be in fear in the presence of a mighty 11 man,
And thou put a stumbling-block in (the way of) thy uprightness.

7 p Sin not p against the assembly in the gate q
,

"That it cast thee not down 1 "among the multitude 8
.

if) VII. 8-10. A warning against a false doctrine of Atonement {= 3 distichs).

8 'Do not wickedly continue in sin ut
,

For in respect of vone (sin)
v thou art not without guilt.

a +' to thyself ' p?
A b <£ inserts ' My son ' {tikvov) ^^ Reading {after <& Ss) r6l]> *BTin jnm bx, the

text of& is corrupt d < pre-eminence '
ffi e < fr0m the Lord ' <& ;

' from man ' 3L f So ffi ; $ reads pi

g ' like ' $c h Reading bx (= S) for *]!?D ' the Lord '
; + quoniam agnitor cordis ipse est IL W noli

velle videri sapiens % k Reading BQ1C {= <&)for bw ; >$c W Soft; 'If thou art not able ' $ & 3L
m-m < to take away iniquities 'ffi(=Sl) a « rich ' 5 ° Z//. ' a bribe ' ; ' a blemish ' £ p-p Lit. ' Make
not thyself evil

'

Q Reading -yvfor £>K njJB> (' the gates of God ') *-* ' And cast not thyself down ' <&
s-8 'in its judgements '5 t-t g ///. « repeat not to sin sins ' u Reading HNDn {Peters)for Dn v-v ' the

former (sins)' & w 'my gifts ' 70 253 Syro-Hex IL *~* ' Be not grieved ' & y + ' and tarry not to fulfil the

commandment ' £ * > & ffi 3L «-?L has the title ' De mendacio vitando ad amicum ' *> ' noli amare ' {for

(d) VII. 1-3.

VII. I. Smend gives references to the Midrashic literature in which this verse is quoted several times, viz. Wajjiqra
Rabba xxii. 190c, Bemidbar Rabba xviii. 272*/, Qoholeth Rabba v. 97 £.

2. Avoid. Lit. ' be far from '.

3. Sow not . . . For the metaphor cp. Job iv. 8 ; Prov. xxii. 8 ; Gal. vi. 8.

sevenfold. Cp. xxxv. 11 (ffi xxxii. 13).

(e) VII. 4-7.

4. Seek not
. . . The reason for the prohibition is not because these things are in themselves wrong, but because

power becomes, for most men, a temptation to wrongdoing.
dominion. For the Greek rjye^ovia cp. x. la.

5. Justify not thyself. . . Cp. Job ix. 20 ; Ps. xliii. 2; Eccles. vii. 16 ; Matt. xix. 20 ; Luke xviii. 11.

Nor display thy wisdom. Lit. ' be not wise '; ffi ^ <ro<f>i(ov, ' play not the wise man ', cp. 3L (see critical note).

The form pnnn does not occur elsewhere in this sense ; Smend suggests QDnriD.
6. Lest thou be not able. See critical note ; lit. ' lest thou have not might '.

to put down. Lit. ' to make to cease ' ; ffi ' to take away '.

lest thou be in fear ... (£ ' Lest haply thou fear the person of a mighty man,' lit. ' lest thou act cautiously

'

{fxrj noTt (v\aj3rjdrji), used in a bad sense here, viz. not doing his duty for fear of offending the ' mighty man '

; cp. Lev.
xix. 15 ; Mic. vii. 3.

uprightness. Cp. xlix. 3.

7. Sin not against. . . This would be done either by acting unjustly in deference to the ' mighty man ', or else by
taking a bribe ; cp. 2 Sam. xix. 8 ; Amos v. 15.

in the gate. *W is rendered no\is in the Sept. of Gen. xix. 1 ; Deut. xii. 12; Is. xlv. 1 and elsewhere; see
also xxxi. (ffi xxxiv.) 24.

That it cast thee not down ... i. e. that the multitude cast thee not down. The words are probably to be taken
in a figurative sense, cp. Prov. v. 14.

(/) VII. 8-10.

8. Do not wickedly . . . Lit. 'Conspire not to repeat sin'; (£ 'Bind not up sin twice' (^17 KaTadta-fifva-rjs 8)s

afMpriav),cp. awSuv in I Sam. xviii. 1, and avvhiapos in 2 Kings xi. 14 (Hart).
For in respect of . . . i.e. each individual sin deserves, and receives, punishment.
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SIRACH 7. 9-16

ffi 9 Say not, 'He will look upon the multitude of my gifts,

And when I offer (them) to the Most High God He will accept (them) w .'

ft
A 10 x Be not impatient" in thy prayer,

And in righteousness be not behindhand y
.

(g) VII. 11-17. Various preceptsfor conduct of life (= 3 + 2 + 2 distichs).

1

1

Despise no man (who is) in bitterness of spirit,

Remember that z there is one who exalteth and humbleth.
12 a Devise not b evil c against a brother,

dNor do the like d against a friend e or a neighbour withal 6
.

x 3 Take no delight in lies of any f sort,

For the outcome thereof will not be pleasant.

*4 Prate not g in the assembly of elders h
,

And repeat 1 not (thy) words in (thy) prayer.

15 k Hate not 1 laborious work,
mNor husbandry, for it was ordained of God rak

.

16 nNumber not thyself °among sinful men on
,

Remember that wrath p will not tarry.

'arare') 1L c So 55 ; ft lit. 'violence'; 'a lie' ffi d~* So dSc ; ft lit. 'and thus' e-e ><& ''Reading blfor b))

s «. ' Hide not thy soul ', reading perhaps inDri for niDn (Smend) h So ffi ; ft lit. ' princes '

{= &) ' ' alter ' 55

k~k >55 l Reading y\pr\for pxn {Smend) m-m The text is in part corrupt n~n ' Love not thyself

more than the men of thy people ' 55 °-° Reading fly Tlttlfor DV TID3 P Reading jnajj (= ffi £)/<?/- [H3y

9. This verse has fallen out in ft ; in its place v. 15 stands here. IL places v. 10 before v. 9.

Say not, 'He will look upon'. . . Cp. xxxiv. I9 b ; Prov. xxi. 27 ; on the false conception of atonement and
satisfaction here combated cp. Is. i. 11-15.

10. Be not impatient. . . As Smend points out, ~l¥pnn is an abbreviated form of nil n~l¥p ; for this phrase see

Job xxi. 4 ; Prov. xiv. 29. (ffir fir) 6\iyo\l/vxri<rns, cp. iv. 9, Jas. i. 6, and the Midrash Debarim Rabba iii. 24 : 'Pray and
pray, again and again ; a time will come when thou wilt be answered' ; see also Matt. xxi. 21, 22 ; Mark xi. 24.

And in righteousness ... i. e. almsgiving, cp. xxix. 8 ; ffi ' Neglect not to give alms ', cp. iii. 30. For almsgiving

as the highest form of righteousness, as it is according to Rabbinical teaching, cp. Matt. vi. 1 ff.

(g) VII. 11-17.

11. Despise no man. ffi ' Laugh not a man to scorn ', free rendering.

in bitterness of spirit. The more usual expression in the O.T. is 'in bitterness of soul' (= ffi), cp. Job iii. 20,

vii. 11 ; Prov. xxxi. 6. The reference is to one suffering destitution who would be an object of scorn because his evil

plight would be regarded as a visible sign of divine wrath for sin committed, cp. Is. liii. 34.

there is one who . . . Cp. for this thought 1 Sam. ii. 7 ; Luke i. 52, 53.

12. Devise not. Lit. ' plough not ', so €r ; cp. Prov. iii. 29. CHn means both ' to plough' and ' to devise ', cp. Prov.

iii. 39, and for the metaphorical sense, as here, cp. Hos. x. 13 (Hebr.).

a friend or a neighbour, y~t (' friend ') is more intimate than *13n (' companion ') ; on the latter see also note

on vi. 10.

13. Take no delight . . . Lit. 'Delight not to lie any lie'.

the outcome. Hlpn means usually ' hope ' or ' expectation ', but it occurs in the sense of ' result ' or ' outcome '

several times in this book, cp. v. 17, xx. 2-6
; Job xi. 20. ffi misunderstands the clause in rendering: ' For the custom

(lit. 'continuance') thereof is not for good.'

14. Prate not. (G ^17 dSoXeVx" (lit. 'babble not '), seems to bring out the meaning, cp. xxxii. ((R x*xv.) 9 ; Eccles.

v. 2. The Hebr. word means simply ' to converse', cp. xlii. 12.

repeat not. . . Cp. Eccles. v. 1, and Matt. vi. 7, 'And in praying use not vain repetitions.'

15. Hate not . . . Lit. ' Hate not a warfare of work ', cp. Job vii. 1 (R. V. marg.); the verse shows that already in

the time of Ben-Sira manual labour, the honourableness of which is often emphasized in Rabbinical writings, was held
in high esteem ; cp. Matt. xiii. 55, Mark vi. 3, and Pirqe Aboth ii. 2 :

' Excellent is Torah study together with

worldly business ... all Torah without work (i.e. manual labour) must fail at length, and occasion iniquity '; this is a
saying of Rabbi Gamaliel, a grandson of the great Gamaliel ; he lived at the end of the first century A. D. Cp. also

Qiddushin 99a (T. B.): ' Whosoever doth not teach his son work, teacheth him to rob.'

husbandry. miy in this sense occurs in Exod. i. 14 ; 1 Chron. xxvii. 26 ; the verb is used in Deut. xxi. 4 ; Ezek.
xxxvi. 9, 34 ; Eccles. v. 8.

ordained. Lit. ' apportioned ', cp. xv. 9 b (Hebr.).

16. 17. The order of these verses varies in the Greek MSS.

16. Number not thyself. "}3!BTin ?H, the pronominal suffix used reflexively is not found in the canonical books of

the O. T. (Smend), cp. v. 7, where another example occurs in "jy'iSHri ?tt ('make not thyself evil'; in Pirqe Aboth

ii. 17 this is expressed "]DXy '333 yC~l Vin ?N). An analogous usage is found in Arabic, according to Smend.
among sinful men. ffi ' among the multitude of sinners ', cp. xvi. 6, xxi. 9.

wrath. The Hebr. word fl~l3y does not occur elsewhere
;
possibly it is a corruption of n*13y, cp. Prov. xxii. 8 b.

In ft there is a word-play in this clause : "OyrV nb p*T3y 1UT.
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SIRACH 7. 17-23

$?
A
3?

C
17 Humble (thy) pride* greatly,

For the expectation 1 of man is decay 8
.

['Hasten not to say, 'Violence
'

;

Commit (thyself) unto God, and delight (in) His way 1
.]

(//) VII. 18-21. A mans duties to a friend, a zvife, and a servant (=2 + 2 distichs).

W" 18 Change not a friend for money,
Nor a natural" brother for gold of Ophir.

19 Reject not v a wisew wife

;

And a well-favoured (wife) is above pearls.

$A
J£

C 20 x Maltreat not y a servant that serveth truly 7
,

Nor a hireling 2 who giveth his life (for thee).

21 A wise slave love a as thyself,

And withhold not from him (his) freedom.

(i) VII. 22-25. A man's duties to his cattle and to his cJiildren (=2 + 2 distichs).

&A
22 Hast thou cattle b

, look (to them) thyself 1
',

And if they are 6 profitable, keep them f
.

gA $c
23 eHast thou sons, correct them,

hAnd give them wives 1 in their youth h
.

<J ' soul ' ffi & ;
' spirit ' IL * « punishment ' ffi Lit. ' worms ' ; 'for worms ' $c t-t >& <g &

;

the text is corrupt " Beading L'bnfor ^n v ' Forgo not ' (w aatoXfi) ffi ;
' Exchange not ' 2> (cp. v. 26) ;

'Depart not from ' % w >£>; -f'and good' ffi; IL adds quam sortitus es in timore dei (cp. xxvi.
3)

x?L has the title ' De bono servo' y~l 'a trusty servant ' ?^
c z Reading "V2W for -nit? ('the hirer')

a$A has 33n (cp. Deut. xxxiii. 3, a mw Neo-Helr. word); 2HX $c b Lit. 'a beast' ° Or 'to it'
d Lit. ' with thine eyes

' eOr'itis' f Or ' it

'

z 3L has the title ' De filiis
' ^-h < And bow down

17. Humble. . . Cp. ii. 18.

decay, ffi ' fire and the worm', cp. Job xxv. 6, Mark ix. 48. A development of thought regarding the Hereafter
had taken place in the intervening period between the time when Ben-Sira wrote his book and the grandson translated
it, hence the addition in ffi ; cp. with the latter 1 Enoch xlvi. 3 (The Book of Parables, c. 94-64 B.C.) :

'
. . . Darkness

will be their dwelling, and worms their bed. . .'; and I Enoch xcviii. 3 (c. 134-95 B.C.): '. . . and in shame and in

slaughter and in great destitution will their spirits be cast into the furnace of fire.'

In Pirqe Aboth iv. 7 this verse is quoted thus :
' Rabbi Levitas of jabneh said, Be exceedingly lowly of spirit, for

the hope of man is the worm.'
Hasten not . . . These two additional clauses are certainly not original.

Commit (thyself) unto . . . Cp. Ps. xxii. 9, xxxvii. 5 (Hebr.) ; Prov. xvi. 3.

(h) VII. 18-21.

18. for money, ffi dStacpopov (' a thing indifferent '), a mistake for dia<f)6pov (' profit ').

a natural brother. The reading DvD nx is that suggested by Noldeke (ZATW, xx. 85). The word occurs in

the Targ. of Pseudo-Jonathan and in the ' Fragment' Targ. to Gen. xlix. 5 in the sense of 'twin ', and seems preferable

to the text as it stands 'vfi nX ; but Schechter thinks that the latter is correct, and compares it with the Rabbinical

term ''VD Dt^X, ' which means the trespass-offering of one who is in doubt whether he has committed an act that has to

be atoned for by a sin-offering ; "'vn nx would then mean a doubtful, questionable friend, an indifferent friend.' The
meaning of the verse would then be that a friend is so valuable a possession that even the semblance of one should not
be exchanged for gold.

gold of Ophir. Cp. 1 Kings ix. 28 ; Job xxii. 24, xxviii. 16.

19. a well-favoured (wife). For the expression |n 0310 ('well-favoured'), cp. Nahumiii.4(Smend) ; ffi ' her grace'.

pearls. The exact signification of D^JD is uncertain, whether 'pearls', ' corals', or 'rubies ', cp. Job xxviii. 18
;

Prov. xxxi. 10, and R. V. marg.
20. who giveth ... i.e. who devotes his whole life to thy service, cp. ix. 246, li. 20 ; Deut. xxiv. 14.

21. And withhold not ... In reference to the law according to which servants were to be granted their freedom
after six years of service, cp. Exod. xxi. 2 ; Deut. xv. 12-15 ; Lev. xxv. 39-43 ; Jer. xxxiv. 8-18.

(t) VII. 22-25.
22. cattle. Lit. 'a beast'; Smend suggests that a riding-horse is meant, cp. Neh. ii. 12, 14, which seems

probable. Cp. Prov. xxvii. 23 ffi, of flocks and herds generally.
profitable. Lit. ' reliable '.

keep. Lit. ' let it stand firm ', i.e. do not part with them.
23. correct them. Cp. xxx. 1-3, 13 ; Prov. xxii. 26, xxiii. 13.
And give them wives . . . Schechter (Studies, 2nd series, p. 96) refers to Qiddushin 30 b, where it says that

the chief duties of a father towards his son consist in ' instructing him in the Torah, bringing him into wedlock, and
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SIRACH 7. 24-31

£?
A
??

C
24 Hast thou daughters k

, keep 1 their bodies,

And show them not a pleasant countenance.
25 Marry thy daughter, and sorrow will depart [from thy house],

But bestow her upon a man of understanding 01
.

(/) VII. 26-28. A mails duty to his wife and to his parents ( = 1 + 2 distichs).

EA 20 Hast thou a wife 11

, °abhor her not
,

But trust not thyself to one that hateth (thee).
ffi 2 7 p Honour thy father with thy whole heart,

And forget not thy mother who bare thee q in pangs q
.

28 qqRemember that rof them thou wast born r
,

And how canst thou recompense them for what they have done for thee p ?

{k) VII. 29-31. A mans duties to God arid to His ministers (=2 + 2 distichs).

%A
2 9 8Fear God 1 with all thy heart",

And reverence His priests.

30 With all thy strength v lovew Him that made thee,

And forsake not His ministers.

3 1 x Glorify God x and honour the priest,

And give (them) their portion as it is commanded (thee)

;

xxThe food y of the trespass-offering, and the heave-offering of the hand xx
,

The sacrifices of righteousness, and the offerings z of holy things 2
.

their neck from their youth ' ffi (= IL) > >%c by mistake k
« sons '

|§
c 1 ' give heed to '

ffit m + km
(xiaoy/icva (X c « a pKTovvr) <re) prj (fimaTevarjs (reavrov (Sc*, cp'. V. 26 D n + ' after thy mind '

(Br °~o 'cast her not
out ' ffi ;

' forsake her not ' & p-p >f£ q-i > £ qq 3L has the title ' De parentibus ' m
« if they had not

been thou hadst not been ' Si (= E) s 3L has the title • De timore dei et honore sacerdotum ' t ' the Lord '

ffi

« ' soul ' <£ v
' heart ' & w < honour ' £ m ' Fear the Lord ' <& «-xx & ;-««&/-$ //fci f/a»« m various

ways i' <& a an apxn* (B ab NA anap\r)v) z~* > ffi
B

teaching him a handicraft '. The point of the admonition is that fathers should, by marrying their sons while
young, save them from temptation. With the rendering of ffi (see critical note) cp. the interpolated passage xxx. 12 a.

24. And show them not . . . Lit. 'And cause not thy face to shine unto them'; see xxvi. 10-12, xlii. 10, 11.

25. Marry thy daughter . . . Lit. ' Let thy daughter go out, and sorrow will go out '. Marriages were arranged
by the fathers ; daughters had no say in the choice of their husbands.

But bestow her upon . . . The Hebr. word 721 in this sense occurs elsewhere in the Bible only in Gen. xxx. 20. In
the Midrash Pesiqta 49a, it is said that a man should give up all he has (i.e. for the purpose of offerino- an
adequate marriage-settlement) in order to marry his daughter to a learned man ; and it goes on to say that if the
daughter of a learned man marries one of the 'am-hdares ('the people of the land', who were unlearned), the
marriage would be a failure.

(J) VII. 26-28.

26. abhor her not. The reference is to Lev. xxi. 7, 14.

But trust not ... See critical note on the preceding verse.

27. The omission of this verse and the next in |^ is probably due to the fact that vv. 27 and 29 both began with

the same words *pb ?22 (' with all thy heart ').

Honour. Lit. 'give glory to'; cp. Exod. xx. 12, Deut. v. 16, where the Sept. uses ti/xuo), instead of 8o£d(a>,

as here.

28. how canst thou recompense. Cp. the saying of Rabbi Judah ha-Nasi (middle of second century a.d.) : 'Be
careful of the honour due to your mother ; let the lamp be lit in its place, the table be set in its place, the couch
be spread in its place' (T. B. Kethuboth 103 a, quoted \rvJE, ix. 99 a).

for what they have done for thee. (K KaOios airol a-oi.

(k) VII. 29-31.

29. reverence. Lit. 'regard as holy' ; ffi davfj.a(e, cp. xxxviii. 3.

30. And forsake not. . . Cp. Lev. ii. 3, vi. 16, vii. 7, 9, 34 ; Num. v. 9, xviii. 8-19 ; Deut. xii. 19, xviii. 1-5.
31. their portion. Cp. Lev. vi. 14-18.

The food of the . . . Cp. Num. xv. 20 f., Lev. v. 6; (S 'the first-fruits and the trespass-offering '.

the heave-offering of the hand. Cp. Exod. xxix. 27 ; Lev. vii. 32 ; Deut. xviii. 3 ; <K lit. ' the gift of the shoulders '.

sacrifices of righteousness. Cp. Deut. xxxiii. 19 ; the Mn3D ('meal-offering') is most likely meant, it is called
' a thing most holy ' in Lev. ii. 3, 10.

the offerings of holy things. Cp. Num. xviii. 5-1 1 ; (5 'the first-fruits of holy things '.
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SIRACH 7. 32—8. 3

(/) VII. 32-36. A mans duties to the poor, to his departedfriends, to mourners, and to the sick

(== 1 +3 + 1 distichs).

fc
A

32 a Also to the poor stretch out thy hand a
,

That the blessing may be perfected.

33 A gift is acceptable 13

in the sight of every man living,
cAnd also from the dead withhold not kindness*3

.

34 Withdraw not thyself from them that weep 6
,

And mourn with them that mourn.

35 Forget not f to visit the sick f
,

For thou wilt be loved for that.

36 In all thy doings 8 remember thy last end,

Then wilt thou never do corruptly.

(m) VIII. 1-3. A caution against quarrelling with the powerful, the rich, and the boastful

(=3 + 1 distichs).

o 1
a Contend not with a mighty man,

Lest thou fall into his hands b
.

2 Strive not against c the man that is rich c
,

Lest he weigh thy price d
, "and thou be destroyed 6

.

For gold f hath made many reckless,

And wealth hath led astray the hearts of princes.

3 Quarrel not with a loud-mouthed man,
And put not wood on fire.

a-ft The text is somewhat mutilated b Reading jn (lit. 'a grace ')for jn ;
' Grace is a gift . .

.
' %> °% has

the title 'De defunctis' d Lil. 'mercy' « + in conrogatione (in reference to the funeral feast) IL

M Reading 3KD Ipzb/or 3iT.NO 2b ('thy heart from a friend ') s 'words '
fflr

a 3L has the title ' De non litigando
' b + the doublet: ' That thou needest not to turn against his heart,

contend not with a man that is mightier than thou '
f^

c_c ' the possessor of gold ' £> d Reading "]bp&K)

(Smend)for "pTiD e_e > & ffi 3L f + * and silver ' IL s-e ' an untutored man '
ffi l»-h Reading

(/) VII. 32-36.

32. Also to the poor . . . The reference is to sharing with the poor, &c, the tithe of every third year, cp. Deut.

xiv. 28, 29.

33. And also from the dead . . . The reference is to offerings for (or to ?) the dead; cp. Deut. xxvi. 14; Hos. ix. 4;

Jer. xvi. 7; Tob. iv. 17. (5 seeks to tone down the point of ?§ by rendering: 'And for a dead man keep not back
grace '

; cp. xxx. 18 (Greek).

34. mourn . . . Cp. xxii. 11.

35. to visit the sick. This has always been regarded as a paramount duty among the Jews; the technical

name for the visitation of the sick used in Rabbinical literature is Biqqur Cholim. Schechter (op. cit., p. 99 f.)

says: 'It is clear from certain injunctions in the Talmud in connexion with this duty, that it included, in case of

need, also nursing, and sweeping the room (Peah iii. 9, Talm. J.). His friends also prayed for the patient, and it

was part of their duty to remind him to make a will and to confess his sins, "for all those who were about to die

had to confess their sins." They had also the belief that a confession, which concluded with a prayer for the

forgiveness of sins, might bring about his recovery' ; cp. Jas. v. 13-16. In the modern Jewish Liturgy there is a special

Office for the visitation of the sick ; see the Jewish Authorized Daily Prayer Book (ed. Singer), pp. 314-317.

36. remember thy last end, Then . . . Cp. Pirqe Aboth iii. 1 : 'Consider three things, and thou wilt not come
into the hands of transgression : know whence thou art come, and whither thou art going, and before whom thou

wilt have to plead thy cause, and make thy reckoning.'

do corruptly. For the verb nnc cp. xxx. ii ; Dan. ii. 9.

(m) VIII. 1-3.

VIII. 1. Lest. On the Hebr. FID? here, see Smend in loc.

2. Strive not. Lit. ' devise not ', cp. Prov. xiv. 22.

Lest he weigh thy price, i.e. lest he offer a larger bribe than thou art able to pay. ffir 'Lest haply he

overweigh thee '.

reckless. Lit. 'boastful', i.e. the possession of much wealth has made men reckless in giving bribes.

ffi renders, ' And gold hath destroyed many.'

And wealth ... G ' And turned aside the hearts of kings '.

3. a loud-mouthed man. Lit. ' a man of tongue ', cp. ix. 18, xxv. 20
; Jas. iii. 8.

And put not .*. . Cp. xxviii. 8-12 ; Prov. xv. 1, xxvi. 20, 21 ; Jas. iii. 5,6; in the Psalms of Solomon xii. 2 the

tongue of a malicious man is compared to 'fire in a threshing-floor that bums up the straw', ffi has 'and heap

not' (nn e7riaroi/3ao-ijr) ; for the. word cp. Lev. i. 12 (Sept.).
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SIRACH 8. 4-9

(n) VIII. 4-7. A warning against associating with a foolish man ; the need of having respectfor
the penitent, the aged, and the departed (= -i +3 distichs).

$A 4 Associate not with a g foolish man g
,

Lest he despise h (thy) sound (words) h
.

5 Reproach not a man who repenteth,

Remember that we are all guilty 1
.

6 Dishonour not k a man that is old,

For 'we shall be numbered among the aged 1
.

7 Rejoice not over one that is dead,

Remember that we shall all be gathered™ (to our fathers).

(a) VIII. 8-9. An exhortation to learnfrom the wise and the aged (=2 + 2 distichs).

8 Neglect not the discourse of the wise,

And busy thyself with proverbs
;

For therefrom 11 wilt thou learn instruction
,

That thou mayst stand p in the presence of princes q
.

9 Reject not the tradition 1" of the aged,

Which they heard 8 from their fathers;

For therefrom wilt thou receive* instruction",

That thou mayst (be able to) return answer in time of need.

DTDJ/br 0*3*13. (' princes ') > ' sinners ' £> ;
' worthy of punishment ' <& k ' Laugh not at ' £ W Reading

tMpfS UEJ ;
Smend emends the text EW*pft3 1JDO ('from among ourselves some will grow old'); 'remember

that . .
.' 3> m<die'ffi£ «' From them '

ffi
° 'wisdom' k p +' at ease '

<ffi
v

; + ' readily ' 248 Syro-
Hex ; + sine querella 3L °.

' great men ' ffi r Reading nj?lDB>3 ;
' the discourse ' <&. »* learned ' ffi

t ' learn ' ffi
u ' understanding '

ffi

(«) VIII. 4-7.

4. (thy) sound (words). The emendation of the text (see critical note) is that suggested by Matthes and
Dyserink (ZATJV, iii. 163); cp. xi. 21 ; Prov. iv. 25, xxiv. 26. The rendering of ffi npoyovoi is probably based on the
corrupt Hebr. text.

5. a man who repenteth. Lit. 'a man who turns from transgression'. Cp. Baba mezia iv. 10 (T. J.): 'When
a man repenteth say not to him, " Remember thy former sins."

'

6. Dishonour not . . . Cp. Pirqe Aboth iv. 28 : 'He who learneth from the aged, to whom is he like ? To one who
eateth ripened grapes, and drinketh old wine.'

7. Rejoice not . . . Lit. 'boast not', i.e. because thou art still living, while another is dead.
we shall all be gathered . . . Cp. Gen. xxv. 8 ; Judges ii. 10 ; 2 Kings xxii. 20

; Job xxvii. 19.

VIII. 8—X. 29. This division contains thirteen subsections; the contents are miscellaneous, consisting mainly of
rules about conduct towards many classes of persons.

(a) VIII. 8-9.

8. the discourse. For iirW cp. vi. 35.
busy thyself. This form of the Hebr. word does not occur elsewhere, and its meaning here is uncertain

;

Hart suggests KHT, following <£, which in Hebr. means 'to seek out', and has become the technical term for

studying the Scriptures, &c. ; cp. Beth ha-Midrash, 'the house of study,' in li. 23.

That thou mayst stand . . . Cp. xxxviii. 3, xlvii. 1 ; ffir ' minister ', cp. Prov. xxii. 29.

9. Reject not. DNDD ?H, cp. vii. 19 ; ffi /it) aaroxei ('miss not'), as in vii. 19.

the aged. Cp. v. 6, vi. 34, xxv. 4, xxxii. (ffi xxxv.) 13.

Which they heard from . . . The reference is to the Oral Tradition, technically known as HD b]12W min
(lit. ' The Law which is according to the mouth ') in Rabbinical literature, cp. Ps. xliv. i. The following passage, from the
preface to the Yad ha-chazaqah (' the Strong Hand ') of Maimonides, shows the traditional belief of the Jews regarding
this subject :

' All the commandments which were given to Moses on Sinai were given with their interpretation
;

for it is said, And I will give thee the tables of stone, and the Torah (" Law "), and the Mitzvah (" Command-
ment"), Exod. xxiv. 12 ; Torah : that is, the Written Law ; Mitzvah : that is, its interpretation. He commanded
us to observe the Torah in accordance with (ns 7J7, lit. "according to the mouth of") the Mitzvah. And this

Mitzvah is called the Oral Law. Moses, our teacher, wrote down the whole Law with his own hand before he
died . . . ; the Mitzvah, that is, the interpretation of the Law, he did not write down ; but he commanded it

(H3 niV) to the elders and to Joshua and to the rest of Israel ; for it is written, " All the words which I have com-
manded you, these shall ye observe and do" (Deut. xii. 28). And therefore this is called "Oral Tradition" (min
iTB 7y3B>).' Cp. Pirqe Aboth i. 1 :

' Moses received the Torah from Sinai, and he delivered it to Joshua, and Joshua
to the elders (Joshua xxiv. 31 ;

Judges ii. 7), and the elders to the prophets, and the prophets delivered it to the
men of the Great Synagogue.'
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SIRACH 8. 10-16

(b) VIII. 10-11. The danger of consorting with sinners (= 2 distichs).

ft 10 v Kindle not w the coals* of the wicked v
,

Lest thou be burned with the flame of his fire.

11 y Be not enraged because of the scorner,

That he should use z thy mouth a as an ambush.

(c) VIII. 12-13. Warnings against lending and standing surety (= 2 distichs).

12 Lend not to a man that is mightier than thou,
• And if thou lend, (thou art) as one that loseth.

13 Be not surety b for one who is more excellent than thou b
,

And if thou become surety (thou art) d as one that payeth.

(d) VIII. 14-19. Warnings against having dealings ivith various types of evil men
(= 1+2 + 2+3 distichs).

14 Go not to law with a judge,

For he will judge according to his good pleasure.

15 Go not e in the way 6 with a cruel f man,
Lest thou be overwhelmed with misfortune

:

For he will go g straight before his face,

And through his foolishness thou wilt perish.
16 bj) not obstinately gainsay h a wrathful 1 man,

And ride not k with him through the desert 1
.

For blood is as nothing in his eyes,

And where there is no helper, he will destroy thee.

v-v ' Be not a companion of him who is wholly bad ' S> w Reading n^n bti (= <&) for r6vn bti (' rush not
')

* Reading rbv&for ni?nj >' 3L has the title 'De vitandis malis ' z Lit. ' set '
a Reading yt& (= <&)for y:sb

*>-*>
' above thy power '

ffi c ' stronger ' & d ' take thought ' <& ;' thou art become ' & *-* So Q& & ; >?£
1 ' rash ' ffi ; ' hard ' & (lit. ' heavy') & noirjo-ei ffi, a mistakefor Troptverai h-h ^ noirjo-rjs pax r

l
v ®> reading

ro» E>yn bttfor ran ryn btf i
« an unrighteous ' £ k « strive not' £ 1 Reading nmoa (= ffi 2>)for "jTn

(b) VIII. io-ii.

10. Kindle not. See critical note; cp. Is. ix. 17 (18 in E.V.).

the flame . . . Cp. xlv. 19. With the clause cp. the Mishna, Aboth ii. 10: 'Warm thyself at the fire of the

wise ; but beware of their coal (jn?njn "VilT mm), that -thou burn not thyself (mDD N?t?).'

11. Be not enraged. I"I1T in Aramaic and Syriac means 'to set in movement '„ 'to become excited' (Smend)

and this seems to be the meaning here (cp. fflt ^17 c£avaorjjs). In Hebr. the cognate word nnT means 'to move
away'; it only occurs twice in the O.T. (Exod. xxviii. 28, xxix. 21), each time in the Niph'al voice; but in later

Hebrew it is common, occurring frequently in the Targums.
scorner. Cp. Ps. i. 1 ; ffi ' an injurious man ', or ' one who is insolent ', cp. 1 Tim. i. 13.

That he should ... ffi 'Lest he lie in wait as an ambush for thy mouth '. The meaning of the verse is that

a man should not lose his temper before a scorner (i.e. one who scoffs at religion), because by doing so he gives

his case away ; the scorner gains the advantage through the intemperate speech of the other.

(c) VIII. 12-13.

12. Lend not . . . Cp. Prov. xxii. 7.

13. Be not surety . . . Cp. xxix. 14-20 ; Prov. vi. I, 2, xi. 15, xvii. 18, xxii. 26, 27.

more excellent, i.e. of higher social standing, cp. Esther vi. 6 ; see also Gen. xlix. 3 (Hebr.).

(d) VIII. 14-19-

14. This verse occurs in a somewhat different form after iv. 27 :
' Sit not with an unjust judge in order that thou

judge not with him according to his good pleasure ' (= & here).

For he will judge ... <3r ' For according to his honour will they give judgement for him '.

15. a cruel man. Cp. Job xli. 2 (Hebr.).

Lest thou be overwhelmed . . . Lit. ' Lest thou bear thyself down with thy evil '. ffi Iva
fj.q

Karaj3apvvr]Tai Kara,

(tov (' Lest he be aggrieved against thee '), which Smend, on the basis of ?!?, emends thus : Iva /m) fiapvvr) ra Kaica <rov

('Lest thy evils bear thee down').

For he will go . . . i.e. he will follow his bent blindly, irrespective of consequences.

thou wilt perish. Lit. ' thou wilt be swept away'.

16. Do not obstinately gainsay. Lit. ' Harden not thy forehead', cp. Prov. vii. 13, xvi. 29, xxii. 24 ; Is. xlviii. 4 ;

Ezek. iii. 7.

a wrathful man. Lit. ' a master of wrath ' (SIX ?y2).

nothing. Lit. ' a lightly-esteemed thing '
(?P), cp. Deut. xxv. 3 ; Prov. xi. 9 ; Is. iii. 5, xvi. 14.
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SIRACH 8. 17—9. 5

1

7

Take no counsel with a fool,

For he will not be able m to keep thy secret 1",

18 "Do no secret thing before a stranger 11

,

For thou knowest not what he will ultimately do (therewith).

19 Reveal not p thy heart p to every man,
And q drive not away q from thee prosperity.

(<?) IX. 1-9. Of conduct towards women (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 2 distichs).

9 1
aBe not jealous of the wife b of thy bosom

,

c Lest she learn c d malice d against thee.

2
e Give not 6 thyself unto a woman,

fSo as to let her trample down thy manhood f
.

3 gMeet not g h a strange woman h
,

Lest thou fall into her nets 1
.

4 j With a female singer j k have no converse 15

,

Lest thou be taken in her snares.

5 On a maiden fix not thy gaze,
J Lest thou be entrapped in penalties with her 1

.

m-m < to conceal the matter ' <& n~a >& ° ><& p-p ' what is in thy heart' & ^-^ Reading

mn 7m, /or which Smend suggests rPT ?N ('that he drive not away')
a IL inserts the title ' De mulieribus ' b~b So ?£? <K : >S> c~c So $ 1D$>n |S : ffi w8e Ma&s : 21 ne ostendat

(= fir} Set|»?) d~d So j& ny~l ; (fie ivaihttav ttovr)pav (so &) = ? njn njn (? conflation ; but Peters reads so) e~e So

<& 8s : Tfy NJpn ba (dittography) ; read fnn bn f_f So $ TTHD3 bv no*TWlb ('To cause her to tread upon thy

high places '
; cp. Hab. iii. 19) ; emfBrjuat avTrjv em rrjv i<Txvt> crov (fit ;

' To give her power over all that thou hast ' S&

s-s bx anpn btt Jt?
h_h mrr nt?N it?

; [w vnavTa] ywaiKi traipiCoiuva ffi » $ + -vbr\ jd n«non ba rmroy

: iTnip^3 (read TVmpbnfor the last word or nTn^pru) i.e. ' Consort not with a courtesan lest thou be caught in her

flatteries or in her snares ' (Jyj3PI in NH= ' snare ', ' stumbling-block ' : B.H. biBOO). The line is a doublet and
variant on 40 H f§ rU'SJO DJJ (point na^SJO^ k-k Read TVfflfl b$ (from variant in preceding line) = &
and (?) (fix (ht) tv8e\fxi-Cf) ' so Smend : It? text IIDin bn = ' do not sleep

'

1_1 So ^ (variant) i. e. reading

rvnvpro *1D,TI ;& (ja? «oA? i_i above) :
' Lest haply thou be caught by her attempts ' (!& = jfy (variant) : f^ text

nVD',M *pS")^ J2 = ' Lest they (m.) burn thee with their mouths ' (sic !) is hardly possible. & ' Lest she destroy

thee with her utterances ' (Smend keeps the reading rvnip?3 qfffy variant = ?
' with her punishments '

: cp. NFflp? =
' punishment', ' disorder', 'defect') 1_1 % = (fie (lit. ' in her fines '

: Efoty = ' fine ', ' indemnity') :
' Lest thou be

mulcted in her dowry doubly ' £>, interpreting after Deut. xxii. 29

17. Take no counsel. Cp. ix. 14 (Hebr.).

18. secret thing . . . stranger, n . . . "IT, evidently intended for a word-play; n (' secret thing') does not occur

elsewhere in the Bible, but it is used in the Targums.
what he will . . . do. Lit. ' what he will bring forth', i.e. what mischief he will do with the secret that has been

confided to him. For the more general use of lb* cp. Prov. xxvii. 1.

19. every man. Lit. ' all flesh '.

drive not away. i.e. If a man publishes his private concerns to all the world he will suffer for it.

(e) IX. 1-9.

IX. I. Be not jealous .. . The Rabbis, as Edersheim points out, often warn against groundless jealousy. Ben-Sira
here gives a good reason for avoiding it—it may promote the realization of the thing feared. For the subject cp.

Num. v. 14. For the expression ' wife of thy bosom' cp. Deut. xiii. 6.

2. Give not thyself unto a woman. On the other hand, a man ought not to go to the other extreme, and be
over-trustful.

So as to let her trample down thy manhood. Lit. ' to cause her to tread upon thy high places ' ; cp. for the

expression Hab. iii. 19. (& ' that she should set her foot upon thy strength '. The term ' high places ' in such
connexions appears to have lost its original significance, and to have acquired the meaning ' strength ' or the like

:

so & renders the word in xlvi. 9 ; and the LXX (htxvs) and Onqelos render similarly in Deut. xxxii. 13. The man who
is ruled over by his wife is held up to pity and scorn as no man in several passages in the Talmud (see Edersheim
on the verse).

3. Meet not a strange woman. |^ has 'draw not nigh'. 'Strange woman ', as in Proverbs (cp. ii. 16, vii. 5) =
courtesan. For the doublet in ^ at the end of this verse see critical note.

5. fix not thy gaze. Cp. Matt. v. 28.

Lest thou be entrapped in penalties with her. Or ' lest thou be caught in her punishments '. The verb might
also be rendered ' lest thou come to fall ' (in the penalties inflicted on her account). Perhaps ' penalties on her
account ' would be a better rendering. Such cases involved a fine of 50 shekels, and an indissoluble marriage
according to Deut. xxii. 28-29.
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SIRACH 9. 6-9

ft
A

6 Give not thyself unto the harlot,
m Lest thou losem n thine inheritance 11

,

ffi (5) 7
opLook not round about thee p q in the streets of a city q

,

rAnd wander not about in the broad places thereof
1-

.

ft
x

8 st Hide thine eye* from a lovely woman,
uAnd gaze not u upon beauty which is not thine

;

v By the comeliness v of a woman many w have been ruined"',
xAnd this way* y passion y flameth z like fire 2

.

9 saWith a married woman a b
sit not at table b

,

cAnd [mingle not] wine in her company
;

Lest thou incline d thine heart d towards her,
6And in thy blood 6 f [descendest] f to the Pit.

m-m So <& iva fir) ano\e<rr)s : so & = "DNn |S {cp. Prov. xxix. 3) ; ft aiDfl |B (' Lest thine inheritance remove : cp.

Num. xxxvi. 7). Pelers keeps 31Dn and explains it as an Aramaism fr. 2D3 = 'to take away'—'Lest she take

away ', &c. n_n So ft = <& ; & ' the inheritance of money

'

° ft here is very corrupt p-p So <& m
7T€pi/3x«nov = (?) Dn:nn b$ {so Peters, Smend) : ft feunnS> = S ("lyoVDl) <J-<i .So ffi = £ Ty wnCQ (jo .Sw<?«^ :

Peters mK12M) : $ "p3*5 PIKIM {corrupt) *-* (55 Knt 6„ Tats fpWaiy (x* pupnty : Eth ' streets ') avrrjs pr,

nXavco = HTlimna BBrefrl ^X1 (raz</ nTnaims/br /<zj/ word, ivith Smend). Ss 'And thou shalt be inscribed in the

book of sins ' (? reading rTOttWQ "»BUJ>S) : ft rtff3 inK DDIB^l {corrupt) [ft may be rendered: ' to be treated with

contumely in the sight of thine eyes and to be amazed behind her house'] 8 vv. 8-9 {partly) are cited in

Sanhedrin (T. B.) 100 b, Yebamoth 63 b asfollows

:

jn ntyxo f3»jj D^yn (= 8 a)

: nmraoa nabn ja (= 4 b or 3 b)

(v.l. nbya bs«) nbvs an b« (= 9 a)

:"db?i j« nojj iide^ (= 9 b)

innc^n Dm na> new nxinn ^ (=8c)
:nwin ^a d*dww

i. e. Hide thine eyes from a lovely woman,
Lest thou be caught in her snares;

Turn not aside to her,

To mingle wine and strong drink with her

:

For through the comeliness of a beautiful woman many have been ruined,

And 'all her slain are a mighty host' (Prov. vii. 26)

[j© has a double recension o/ver. 9, one be/ore and one after ver. 8] *-*
ft py Dvyn = <K {u<pdd\pov) : Talmud

(l^iy) + aov (N c - a C 106 157 254 Sah : cp. ILfaciem tuam = &) "-"
ft D^n 7N1 = ffi km pn Karapav6av( = &

v-v Reading "IN1D3 {for 1]}2 of ft) = <3r en KoKXtf. so IL (70 248 Syro-Hex tv yap k. = & and Talm.) w-w^
$? innKVl : ffi fn\avr]dr)<Tav : 5b 'have perished' .x-z.Stf ft pi = ffir kcu « toutou : >$$ *~y ft text 'her

lovers ' FMBTK : r<?<2</ n3HK = ' love ' = ffi : 'her love ' 8> z~z So (Sc = Sh {reading e>N3) : ft B>N3 • in the fire

'

a_a ?^ i"6y3 Dy {i.e. n?V?) : & 1
' With the mistress of a house ' (= ,

"
I?V?) & 2 = ffi p«"a vn-aj/Spov •yvi'aiKor b_b /z7.

'stretch not out thine elbow' {reading ^H on ^K = & 1 'prop not thine elbow'): so the doublet in 248 km m
KaraicXiBrjs €ir ayKaXav per aurijs (jo C/?»Z. ^(/ifJC. w//A tn ayxajva for err ayKaKwv) : i&

2 {paraphrasing) 'multiply not

talking ': ffi w Kaflov to o-vi/oXof : ft text ' do not taste ' Dyon ^N c_c Reading }« noy lDDH PNl = S1 (w^?ifA ^j
'old wine'): cp. the Talm. citation: ffi 'And revel not {km p»; o-vix^oXoKorrrjarjs) with her at the wine': &2 'Nor

shalt thou protract conversations with her ' {with the variant ytivnfor HDDn) : ft text 113C 1DJJ 3DT1 5»M1 (= ? ?«1

"B' noy N3Dn , z'. ^. ' And imbibe not strong drink in her company ' : this may underlie <&) d_d So ft (3?) S>

:

also Clem. Alex, rj KapBia and%: <8x tj y\rvxn crov e~e
ft [POTO <8x-km to> nvevpaTi {but Clem. Alex, mpari : so & l

6. Lest thou lose thine inheritance. Cp. Prov. xxix. 3 ('he that keepeth company with harlots wasteth his

substance') : cp. also Prov. v. 10, vi. 26.

7. Look not round about thee in the streets ... A warning against giving opportunities to the courtesan

:

cp. Prov. vii. 8 f.

vv. 8-9 cited in the Talmud. See critical note.

8. . . . many have been ruined. Cp. Prov. vi. 26.

this waypassion {lit. love) flameth like fire. Cp. Job xxxi. 12 (sinful passion compared to fire).

9. With a married woman sit not at table. Lit. ' stretch not out thine elbow ' (corrected Hebr. text : see critical

note), ft has ' do not eat ' (contrast 9 b, which refers to drinking in her company—eating and drinking form, perhaps,

a designed contrast). The verse is a general warning against undue familiarity. The married woman is the subject

of the verse ; but the reference is not intended to exclude her husband. Married women were often present with

their husbands at banquets given to guests—such occasions are dangerous, says Ben-Sira. Cp. Pirqe Aboth \. 3

(a saying of Jose b. Jochanan): ' Prolong not converse with a woman' (and Taylor's note) : cp. also John iv. 27, and,

in our book, vii. 28.

And [mingle not] wine in her company. Or ' and imbibe not strong drink in her company ' (see critical note).

Lest thou incline thine heart towards her. Or ' lest thine heart incline towards her '. Cp. Prov. vii. 25.
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SIRACH 9. 10-15

(/) IX. 10-16. Precepts regarding friends and others (= 2 + 2 + 3 + 3 distichs).

10 Forsake not ff an ff old friend,

For the new g [is not his equivalent] 8
.

New wine is a new friend
;

h But when old—then thou mayst drink it
h

!

11 Envy not 'the ungodly man 1

,

For thou knowest not what *his destiny shall be J
.

12 k Take no pleasure k 1 'm the arrogant man that prospereth 1

,

Remember that mhe shall not escape unpunished"1 n
till death".

13 Keep far from the man that hath power to kill,

°And so thou needest have no terror p of death's terrors p
.

q But when q thou comest nigh (him) rcommit no fault r
,

Lest he take away s thy life 8
.

Know that thou marchest amid snares,

And walkest Hipon nets'.

14 As far as thou canst "associate with" thy neighbour,

And converse with the wise.

15
vw With w x the intelligent* let ythy communing* be,

And all thy converse z in the Law of the Most High 2
.

(
+

' guilty ') : £>
2

' condemned to death ' : so 3L) o-ov M Reading nnn : so (?) ffi oXiafyo-flr and S> : f^ text HBrl

{repeated by mistakefrom previous clause) ff-ff So ft <& :
' thy ' B e-sffi ovk etrriv t$io-os avr<o = 17 nD"P K7

(so read with Peters, $c.) : £ ' doth not attain unto him ' : ft , , , . T (partly illegible) h~h
ft : MWTI ~inx JCTl

lit. 'But when old— afterwards thou mayst drink it': (WIBT1 = MVfDT\ ' mater leclionis ') : <& eav naKaioodrj fxtr

tv(f)poavvT)i (? reading TWff\for "H"IN : so Levi) iruo-at. avrov (%> evades the difficulty of ft)
i-i

ft ]}W~\ Uh$2 <& Sogav

afiapraXov (& = ft) H So ft (//'/. ' what his day [shall be] ') : ffi rt eorai (so X* A = 3> : 70 248 ns «ttiv :

106 Tt t<TTiV. 55 254 ti TfgfTai) 7] Karaarporpr) avrov'. & 'what his end shall be' k~k So ffi (fir} evfioK^o^s) =
runn 7K (so read with Peters) : ft illegiblefor this word (Levi reads wpn = % ; Smend -|mn) 1_1 fTpXO \T\X1

(i.e. ffXi adj. Cp. Ps. CXXiv. 5) : ffi (V evBoKias (B Sah tvboKiafor evobia) ao~t$a>v = ft
m-m 3^ ,-jpj-. N7 = <£ ov ^

8iicata>da>(Tiv n-n <j£ ((0S a8ov = ]"I1D *iy (correct ft r\V to ny with ffi and &) — Ss *-o So ft : ' And thou shalt

have no Suspicion' (»cat ou /xj; [= 7fcO] v7ro7rTfv<TJ7?) ffi P-P 50 ft (cp. Job XV. 2l) : <po@ov davarov (Br <1-Q 5b ft

0X1 = 5: eav ffi r-r $DCNnN7: © M (?= 7N) ttX^^Xtjot?? : + in»B>: & 'make not thy breath guilty'

("ifrorn line 13 d which & omits) s-s-inOKO |£ : rrjv f<aip» o-ov <& t_t$ rlBh 7y: © 'upon the battlements

of a city' («« endk&av TroXttus) = ? Ty rVBW 7J? (Hart, comparing Jer. xxvii. (I.) 15 //<?£>. a«rf LXX) : ffi wzrty,

however, depend upon a variant nni¥0 (understood as = ' strong places ' instead of ' nets ') : Peters proposes r\Wti~\

(' pinnacles ' : cp. Zech. iv. 7)
u~u f^ njy in Syr. sense (cp. Eccles. i. 13, iii. 10 = ' be occupied ',

' busied with ') :

Hart renders (Hebr. sense) 'answer kindly': ffi a-roxao-ai (= 'have regard for', 'seek after': cp. 2 Mace. xiv. 8)
v ver. 1 5 follows 16 in IL *-w So ft = & : + icai ffi *-* f^ }133 = ffi wwroiy :

' him that feareth God ' £
y
_
y |^ "iJUtyn = © o 8taXoyta-/io? a-ou (^ *n = ' reckoning' in B.H. : here ' interchange of thought ',

' communing '

:

cp. xxvii. 5-6) z~z So (5 (and & corrected text) : ft enwa (read « mini)

And in thy blood [descendest] to the Pit. For the expression 'in thy blood
1

(lit. 'with blood') cp. 1 Kings
ii. 9 ('bring his grey hairs down to the grave with blood

1

). The reference is to the vengeance of the husband,
who slays the adulterer. Cp. Prov. vii. 26, 27 (esp. 27 a, ' her house is the way to Sheol ').

' The Pit ' = Sheol, as
often elsewhere.

(/) IX. 10-16. The subject-matter is rather varied, ranging from friends (v. 10) to warnings as to the attitude
to be adopted towards prosperous godlessness (vv. n-12), and the tyrant (v. 13), and precepts regarding the value
of good companionship (vv. 14-16).

10. Forsake not an old friend. The Alphabet of Ben-Sira has a similar admonition : 'An old friend repudiate not.'

11. Envy not. In the sense of desiring to be like him : cp. xlv. 18 ; Prov. iii. 31, xxiv. I.

his destiny. Lit. ' his day ', i.e. the day of his death (<3r 'his overthrow').
12. Take no pleasure in the arrogant . . . till death. According to Ben-Sira's view the overthrow of the godless

man who prospers for a time is certain : cp. xvi. 6-12 (also 13), xxi. 10, xl. 15 fF.

13. Keep far from the man that hath power to kill. Avoid contact with tyrants : cp. Prov. xvi. 14, xx. 2.

have no terror of death's terrors. For the terror of death cp. Job iii. 25, xv. 21, &c. (phrase).

. . . thou marchest amid snares, and walkest upon nets. Cp. Job xviii. 8,9 (' . . . he walketh upon the
toils ', &c). For & see critical note.

vv. 14-16 : an admonition to associate only with wise and pious men.
14. associate with thy neighbour. The meaning is not quite certain (see critical note). Smend renders :

' advise [berate) thy neighbour ' : teach and instruct others, but be careful, above all, to learn thyself of the wise.
converse with the wise. On the other hand, the wise have as little as possible to do with the ungodly

;

cp. viii. 17, xi. 9, xii. 13 ff., xiii. 17, &c.
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SIRACH 9. 16—IO. 6

$?
A

1 6 Let men of rectitude be a the companions of thy board 3
;

And in the fear of God be thy boast.

(g) IX. 17—X. 5. The value of God-fearing ivisdow as exemplified in rulers (= 2+3 + 2 distichs).

17
bBy the cunning-handed b ca shapely work is devised c

,

dEven so d one who ruleth over his people (must be) e wise in discernment 6
.

18 A man (full) of tongue is dangerous f
in the city',

gAnd he that is hasty in speech g is detested.

10 1
hlA wise governor 1 j instructethJ his people;
And the rule of one that is discerning k

is well-ordered k
.

2 As is the governor 'of a people 1

, so are his officers
;

And as is the head of a city, m som are its inhabitants.

3
nA reckless king" ruineth °his people

,

But a city becometh populous through p the prudence of its princes p
.

4 q The rule over the world is in the hands of God,
And at the right time He setteth over it

r one that is worthy 1'.

5 q In the hand of God. is "the rule of every man",
And He investeth "the commander 8 with his dignity.

(h) X. 6-18. Pride in rulers ruins whole nations (= 2+4+2 + 1+4 + 1 distichs).

6 'Requite not [evil to] thy neighbour' for any wrong,
"And walk not in the way of pride u

.

a-a
1$ *[Ori7 ^SH = ffioi awdunvoi <tov (so S ' eaters at thy table ') b_b ?§ DV"P yD2r\2 : ffi (v \tipt o-ex Vi™ l/ '

S ' By the wisdom of the judge '
(= }H noara) 0-0 fpy0v fnaiveae^atrai (= ? nt?y rOSS*) :

' the city is established
'

S (= ?-pyn 3B>V): & "WW TBTP =s? 'uprightness is preserved' so Peters. Perhaps "W 3#TP should be read
("UP might easily be corrupted to TJ? as in 5b : and 2Z'JV is an easy correction of rUB" in ffi : "IS* = ' something
shaped or formed '). Smend keeps $ which he renders : ' a work of art ' ("ICW, cp. "*t£|D 1 Kings vi. 35) ' is mastered

'

d~d Lit. ' and '
(f§ = <E) e-e Cp. & * wise and prudent ' (= ? iT3*2 D3n : so read 'here with Peters) *o(pos tv Xoyw

avrov (£. Jfy text HD'O D3n (wrongly attaching T\W2 to v. 18) = ' wise of (?) speech ' (n\?2from H03 = N03 ; cp. Neo-

Hebr. !>UW = ' vain speech '). <& ? = $ W Reading ^]}2for nyu = &: cp.<& s-e $ i.tq by NB731 (part. N&P,

cp. Syr. HD1Q ?y 2D3T = 'to speak hastily, unadvisedly') = <& km o Trpo-ner^s n> Xoyw avrov ^Upr. lit. ' de
iudicibus

' H $ qjj u21KJ
(
r,fl<f Dan/or Dy = ffi S) H nDV $ (r«a/ 1DV = ffi &) k-* $ nTlD (r«a/

niHD) = ffi TCTayfji(VT) : 5b ' settleth his city
' 1_1

ffi tov \aoV avrov (but Nc -a 248 &c. Syro-Hex 3L > avrov = J§ S)
m"m 5b ?£ (p) = <£ : <£ Trai/T-fs (= ^3) (00. 2 a«<? 3 /;-. in |§)

n-* $ yna -]ta = ffi Pao-tltvs uiraifevTos : 'An
unrighteous king ' & 0-0 So (5 = 1DJ? : $ TJ> >'_p $ fmk = So : <8k bwao-ruv (= Dn'B>) 1 Vv. 4 a«<f 5 /r.

in jfy
r~T So <& Sb (= -\W or IBb) ffy 65""« rr~« $ 13J bl n^DO : £ 'power of all ' (omitting -Q2) :

' prosperitas

(read " potestas ") hominis ' 3L = ?^ : Peters nn^D : tvodia (?for t^owia) aubpos <& «-a |^ ppiriD = <K ypannar«os

(traditional rendering ofppviV : /^^ Targums render same word by ' scribe ' [nidd] in Gen. xlix. 10) t>-t J^ ^x

^1^ J?"l D^KTl : © ' Be not wroth with thy neighbour ' (\ir\ p^viao-^ [al. fup^c] = ? iiton i?x) tu rx^o-iov \ S ' Offend

not thy friend ' [>Sb (S y~i = ' evil ' of% : probably added to produce word-play with ynb] u-u So ^ = S> : €c

16. Let men of rectitude be the companions of thy board. Cf. vi. 19.

Or) ix. 17-x. 5.

17. By the cunning-handed . . . wise in discernment. In spite of the uncertainty of the text (see critical notes)

the general sense is clear
;
just as the skill of the trained adept produces a perfect piece of work, so insight (or ? wise

speech) enables the wise man (or ruler) to govern his people successfully.

X. 1. A wise governor ... well-ordered. Cp. Prov. xx. 8. The word rendered ' governor ' = lit. 'judge ', 'magis-
trate ' ; here it is applied to rulers (cp. vii. 6, |i? and (E) : cp. also verses 2 and 24 of this chapter, and xli. 18.

' Instructeth ' has the idea of moral discipline.

2. As is the governor... his officers. Cp. Prov. xxix. 12. The Hebrew word rendered ' officers ' = lit.

' interpreters', i.e. those who represent the ruler and interpret his will to the people.

3. A reckless king. Lit. ' a king broken loose ' (viz. from all restraints) : cp. Exod. xxxii. 23 (' the people . . .

broken loose ').

4. The rule ... of God . . . setteth over it one that is worthy. Cp. Dan. ii. 21. ' One that is worthy,' i.e. a worthy
ruler : such good heathen kings as Cyrus are in the writer's mind, probably.

5. In the hand of God is the rule of every man. Or (pointing "tiU) of every man of power : i.e. the power of rulers

comes from God. Cp. Wisd. vi. 1 ff. (5 has ' success ' (so Peters reads) : the success which enables a man to secure

power and rule well comes from God.

(A) X. 6-18.

6. Requite not ... Or |^ may be rendered : 'in the case of every wrong requite not,' &c. Levi renders^
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SIRACH 10. 7-12

#?
A

7
vPride is hateful to the Lord and to men,

wAnd before both oppression is an offence w .

8 Sovereignty is transferred from nation to nation
x On account of the violence of pride*.

9 How should he that is dust and ashes vaunt himselfy
,

7 He whose entrails rot (even) during his life
2
?

io aA suspicion (?) of disease defieth (?) the physician a—
h To-day a king b

, and to-morrow c he shall fall
c

!

n When a man dieth he inheriteth
dWorm and maggot, lice and creeping things'1

.

i2 The beginning of pride is "when a man becometh shameless e
,

And 'his heart f departeth from his Maker.

{freely) km pi] npao-o-e p.Tjb'ev ev fpyois vfipews [J5 adds the doublet, perhaps translatedfrom a Hebr. variant ofthe verse, ' from

all sins and lying depart, and walk not in a lofty spirit ' {reading ami for Kmw)] v Pr. ' for ' & w_w DFWOl

p&y byO ?^ = ffi
B Kai e£ afKporepcov n\r]p.pe\r)(rei adiKa (but for last two Words X c -a 70 248 jrXlJ/i/*eXeta aSiKias) '. et

exsecrabilis omnis iniquitas gentium &= ? D^Dy by» bs ilKtttin : £> = p? with+ 1 (p£>yi by®) *~s So J% DDn bb:2

nixa : 81a aBiKias kqi vfiptis km xp»?Mara <& = S> 'Because of sins and pride and Mammon': -fdiversos dolos

IL = km dicKpopa {cp. vii. 18, xlii. 5 = TITO) » +' there is not a more wicked thing than a covetous

man: for such an one setteth his own soul to sale' 70 248 IL {so A.V. = <pi\apyvpov \nv yap ovbev avopcorepov

ovtos yap km ttjv eavrov ^vxnv (KnpaKTov noui : IL nihil est iniquius quam amare pecuniam hie enim animam suam
venalem habet

—

a catechetical addition ; see Harf) z-z Reading {with one correction offfy) Via DIT1 VTQ "IKW :

(8x ' Because in life I {or they) have cast away his bowels ', on w fay eppitya {so B : but 248 &c. tppi^av) ra evboo-6ia

avrov : proiecit IL : Syro-Hex egovbevooo-t {? a correction) : f^ text has DTP which yields no satisfactory sense : emend

to tSWfrom DP"J = 'to rot'. S> {correct text: see Levi, Peters) 'whose sides and bowels worms creep through

during his life ' a_a Text very difficult. & NBH 3*W nbflD YDV = ffi
* A long disease the physician mocketh

'

{paKpOV appUXTTT/fia 0~K<OTTT(l (C a~KOTTTei, Sah (TKOTTd, 248 &C KOTTTd, 254 &C. (KKOITTfl) IdTpOS (N C,a IdTpOv). IL hOS

a doublet: omnis potentatus brevis vita {— tit. pr.1). Languor prolixior (= paicpav) gravat medicum. Brevem

(= fiiKpov) languorem praecidit medicus \here ' gravat medicum ' = f^ NSH y>TW : and ' praecidit ' = iconm or

€KKom€i
}
suggesting a variant yiTV ' cuts short ']. p»B> in xviii. 32 = ' much ' (' much luxury ' aiayn yftW) : but in

Job iv. 12, xxvi. 14 *'/ = 'a little' ('the whisper of): so in Neo-Hebr. {suspicion of a thing, 'particle'): the meaning

of 3VW is also uncertain (? gleam, provoke, grieve, defy): 3^ might mean : 'a long disease provokes (grieves,

defies) the physician ' : or ' there is a suspicion of disease—the physician is alarmed '

—

or as rendered above in

text b~b So $ = ffi (+ <ai) : & ' walking ' ("]brmfor "]hl2 :
' walking to-day and dead to-morrow ') c_c

f£

ha*1
: TfXevrjjj-ei ffi == Sb d~d So $ tTD"ll tWa ny^ini flOl : (ffi epnera Kai Oijpia Kat <TKcoX»j«as (oxwXijwis = ny^ni HlTl

:

(pnera = {j>oi : fit ffl<2j/ «<?/ fo in original order) : Sb ' and his worm before him creepeth ' (= tWV naaD Dnyiini)

\Jn Neo-Hebr. H33 pi. D*33 = ' vermin ' or ' lice '] e_e
ffi TyiD D")K = €r avOpanov acpio-ranevov ano Kvpiov {free

rendering : TJND — Hof. part of]]]})
M Reading 13^ zf//A (ffir a«</ ^S : ?^ UPD [S renders the whole verse: ' The

1 Quelle que soit la faute ne punis pas ton prochain.' The sentiment (cp. Lev. xix. 27) seems hardly in place here,

the sudden introduction of ' neighbour ' having no apparent justification from the context. For this line the doublet

in S(see critical'note) gives : 'from all sins and lying keep far away' (= ?pm £TD1 yK>Q /I'D), which yields a satis-

factory sense and harmonizes with the context. It may well represent a variant (and superior) Hebrew reading.

The connexion would then be : from all sins and lying keep away, but especially avoid the sin of pride.

7. And before both. Lit. 'and from both of them', i.e. in the opinion of both God and men: (|D = ^D?).
' Oppression' is not only an offence against men (in their social life), but also an offence against God.

8. Sovereignty is transferred from nation to nation, i. e. nations decline and fall (for reasons adduced in S3).

On account of the violence of pride. The versions (see critical note) add a further reason—greed of money.
Of this, however, there is no trace in 5?, and it may be due to later revision. God will not allow pride in nations to

go unpunished ; much less in the case of individual men (cp. xvi. 11). There is probably an allusion to the transfer

of the sovereignty of Syria from the Ptolemies to the Seleucidae, which was consummated by the victories of

Antiochus III (a comparatively recent event when Ben-Sira presumably wrote). Ben-Sira, however, makes the

principle one of universal application, and, perhaps, hints that the sovereignty of the Seleucidae is not likely to be
more permanent than that of other oppressive world-powers.

9-1 1 have probably some contemporary historical incident in view : Smend suggests that it was the death of one of

the Ptolemies
;

perhaps Ptolemy IV (died 204 B. a). According to Dio Cassius, this monarch died of a painful

disease (v6<ra> xaXeirjj ^KTaXXdrrei rbv (3iov).

9. ... he that is dust and ashes. Cp. Gen. xviii. 27 (cp. also xvii. 32 and xl. 3 of our book).

10. a suspicion of disease . . . The logical gaps in the verse seem to be due to rapid description (adopted for

graphic effect)—a sudden and (seemingly) trifling ailment defies the physician : the next day all is over.

11. When a man dieth . . . worm . . . Cp. Is. xiv. 11. Cp. also vii. 17 of our book.

12. The beginning. According to Smend the word so rendered denotes (like rWNI) the essence or chief part

of a thing.
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SIRACH 10. 13-19

2?
A

13 gFor sin is the rallying-place of insolence 8
,

hAnd its source overfloweth with depravity h
.

For this cause 'hath God stricken such an one marvellously 5

,

And smitten him to the uttermost.
14 j The throne of the proud j God overthroweth,

kAnd setteth k the humble in their place 1
.

16 raThe roots of the proudm God "sweepeth away 11

,

°And extirpateth them to the foundations of the earth .

17 pHe teareth them out of the earth p °-and rooteth them up 11

,

And extinguisheth their memory rfrom among men 1
.

18 Insolence 8 was not the heritage of man 8
,

*Nor savage wrath* (apportioned) to the earth-born.

(z) X. 19-25. Honour to whom honour is due (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

19 An honourable race is what ? The race of men !

® uAn honourable race is that which feareth God.

beginning of the sins of men is their pride, and their deeds (= in^I?D) make foolish their heart
'] e-sSoft:

apxn vntpri^avms <& for JttJ nipo : & 'the source of sin is pride ' = apxn apapnas vntpri<pavui the reading 0/248
Syro-Hex and Chrysostom h-h So ft nor W n-lipoi : km o Kparw avrtjs t^op^prjati P^Xvypa ffi : < and
fornication is the source of bolh ' £ (nor often in Biblical Hebrew of sins of unchaslily) : <& apparently read

n^lpl for nipoi (so Levi) i-i .Reading lyjj DT^K .N^SH with Smend (so Peters substantially) : irapfbogaatv

(= N'l7Sn) Kvpws rat fnaycoyas (=HDD) ffi :
' God separated (= ? r&afl) their conflicts ' j& : ft has yjj W^bx X& vb'O

(' God filled his heart with a stroke ' : ub xi>0 corrupt) H So ft = & : 6povovs apXovrav ffi
k~k

ft 2W) i.e. 3^?
C5 adds two lines (=. v. 15) : p^Cas *6vw c£(ri\(v o Kvpios km apvTtvcrev rairfivovs avr avrcov =

wrbti ipy d*k: (nshBl) npy (15a)

:nnnn ttuy yo^i (15 b)

(15 a) ' The roots of the proud God plucketh up,

(15 b) And planteth the humble in their place '
: so $b.

Here 15 a is a doublet 0/163.; and 15 b a doublet of 14 b (with slight variants). Smend and Levi {but not
Peters) regard the verse, however, as original, and as omitted in ft accidentally (by homoioteleulon) m-m^
D*ti H3py ' The traces of the nations ' (read D"NJ npy with Peters) : & = EWti mpy ' The traces of the proud ' (so

Smend): <& x<»pas ethwv = ft (cp. xvi. 3 T\2py = tojtos) n~a
ft DOOO = ' stoppeth up '

: Fraenkel proposed NBKD
(Is. xiv. 23) or DNtpNB or DBKD (indicated also in MS. of ft) : G Karto-Tpetytv. & ipy (2> suggests ~ipy DW ^pv
D\"PK, cf 15 a above) °-°ft ypyp px ny DEheh = 'And their root (? root-offshoots) He cutteth down to the
earth '

: but <E km anwXtatv avrat tas OfpeXiav yqs r= px Vp^p *W DCJHC*1 (cp. Amos ix. 3), which is preferable (the

first word of 2nd distich should be a verb on analogy of previous verses: hence Db"lC?,
l is preferable). & 'And

destroyed from the earth their memory ' (cp. 1 7 b) p-p Reading (pNO) DnDJ (cp. xlviii. 1 5 : so Ltfvi, Smend)

:

ft (Y~Mti) DnDI = 'and He scoureth them from', &c. (cp. Ezek. xxvi. 4): egqpavtv e£ avra>v (A X c - a and some
cursives etjnpc avrovs) <& i_(i DBW ft ; km arraXtafv avrovs fir ;

' He destroyeth them and uprooteth them and
sweepeth them away' & r-r So & (= mxo or B>i:xo) ft pxo = fit (but repetition of this word cannot be

right) s-sjs ovk (ktkttcli avdpanois = B>OX^ pbm xb (so read) = Si : ft niXJ xb ('doth not befit')
t-t *)K mryi ft : ov8e opyrj Ovpov Cr u_u Lines b and c omitted in ft by homoioteleulon. <& aneppa tvripov nowv

;

13. For sin is the rallying-place (mpo) of insolence, And its source (nnipp) overfloweth with depravity.
' Insolence', i.e. aggressive wrongdoing— sinning with a high hand, contemptuous both of God and men— finds its

source or reservoir in sin, which also pours forth every form of depravity. The words rendered ' rallying-place ' and
' source ' occur together (as synonyms) in xliii. 20 = ' pond ' : but text doubtful ; see critical note there,

such an one [lit. ' him '] . . . him. i.e. the proud and arrogant sinner.

14. The throne of the proud . . . Cp. 1 Sam. ii. 7 f. ; Luke i. 52.

15. For this verse see critical note.

16. The roots of the proud God sweepeth away (v. I. ' rooteth out '). Cp. Ps. xliv. 2 (3) :
' With Thy hand thou

didst root up nations and plant them in ' (corrected text). In 16 b ('extirpateth them,' &c.) there may be an allusion to

Sodom. Cp. Ezek. xvi. 49.
17. extinguisheth their memory. The worst punishment of all : cp. xxxviii. 23 ; Deut. xxxii. 26.

18. was not the heritage. Or ' was not ordained '.

the earth-born. Lit. ' born of a woman', i.e. mortal : cp. Job xiv. 1.

(0 x. 19-25.

19. An honourable race is what? . . . Mankind may attain to honour or dishonour, in accordance with their

relation to God.
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SIRACH 10. 19-27

ffi. A despicable race is what? The race of men u
!

MA VA despicable race is that which transgresseth the commandment v
.

20 Among brethren their head is honoured,

And he that feareth God aamong his own people a
.

22 bc Sojourner and stranger, alien and poor man —
Their glory is the fear of God.

23 A poor "man that hath understanding is not to be despised,

Nor is
d any man of violence*1 to be honoured.

24 e Prince 6
, ruler and governor are honoured,

f But none is greater than he that feareth God f
.

25 ^Nobles will serve a servant that hath understanding 8
,

hAnd a wise man will not complain*.

(j) X. 26-29. The wrong and the right kind of self-esteem (=2 + 2 distichs).

26 'Play not the wise man 1 when thou doest thy business,

*And glorify not thyselfi in the time of thy need.

27 Better is he that worketh kand hath wealth in abundance k
,

Than he that glorifieth himself 2and lacketh sustenance 1
.

{but Syro-Hex Eth > rroiov;) 01 (po^ovpevoi (254 o cpofiovpevos) rov Kvpiov. = DTl/X NT1 1333 D"tf (so io + 'the

honourable race is that which observeth the commandment') : for c €r has oneppa anpov now, aneppa avdpconov

= B>i:t6 jnr ? TO i"6pj in? (so &) v-v $ 3^ = £ : © o-^p^a anpov noiov
;

(but Syro-Hex Eth > noiov ;)

01 Trapafiaivovrfs (vroXas a-a <& ev o(p6a\pois avrov = V^JD (so Peters): So = 13BD (so Le'vi), i.e. ('is more
honourable) than he': Smend emends 1DJQ b Some cursives Complut. + (= v. 21) npoaX^eus (248 npo

\T)£e<i>s) apx") <po{5os Kvpiov (k(3o\t)<i Be ap^r/ (eKJ36\rj Be ap%r)s 248) km (>248) 0-K.Xrjpicrpos Kai vnepr/(f)avia—a summary tfl

gnomicform of verses 7-25 (Hart) c_c So Jf? : <5r nXowios km ev8o£os km nru>xos = BH1 13331 "VE'y (for ~|?1 "13

BH1 n33) : £ ' Sojourner who is poor and troubled ' d~d J& defective D[on] WH 72 (Smend) : Adler D["1V] K*X 72
' every one that is exalted' (so Levi, with some reserve) : <& avBpa apapreoXov : £ ' the godless rich ' (reading "VKJy

for K^N) cp. IL (virum peccatorem divitem) e_e ?§ defect. €r peyio-rav km = 3H3 (so read with Smend and Strack):

Adler, Peters \jy& So = ffi f_f £0 ?^ = ffi (-faimoi'): £ ' And there is none who is greater than he that

honoureth (= "J33D) the God-fearer' ( + 133D ?a variant from line above) s-s So (5 otKerrj a-ocfxo eXevdepoi

Xftrovpyrjo-ovo-iv = M2V nmn ^3B>1D 12V (so Smend, Peters) = Sb : $ ["l]3yi Dim ^3^3 12]} h_h xat aw;p

fma-rripav ov yoyyvau = |31NrV X^ D3n K»N> (w raztf with Peters) ; & ' And a wise man when he is corrected will

not complain' = fir + nenMBevpevos (so 70 248 Syro-Hex : cp. IL). [f§ hasfor both distichs :

D-nn ^3'co nsy

: }jin;v *6 [nsn i]3yi

i.e. 'A slave that hath understanding is exalted;

And a slave that is wise will not murmur']
i-> So 1$ D3nnn 7K = ffi pr) o-o(piCov : 3L noli te extollere = prj 8o£a(ov (b) : So ' Be not slack ' (p3nnn ?for D3nnn)
[IL transposes verbs in a and b] H 5b J^ fir £ : 1L et noli cunctari (verb transposedfrom (a)) k-k

f^

pn invi = £ : ffi fpya^o/Li€i'09 (cat trepia-o-fvav ev iraaiv (so N* V 70 248 Syro-Hex !L = Sah) = $% 3> (with 72 for
Jin) : B tv iraaiv t] trfpmaTu>v is not original 1_1 Reading J1TD SDm (jo Z/z7

-

, Smend, 6fc.) : ffi »cat anopow aprav

20. Among brethren their head is honoured, And he that feareth God ... A comparison is implied. Just as

among a people (brethren) the leader is honoured, so the God-fearer is honourable among men. ' Brother' often =
fellow-member of the same community or nation (cp. vii. 12). The alternative rendering (see critical note) is 'but
he who feareth God is more honourable than he '.

[For v. 21 see critical note.]

22. Sojourner and stranger, alien and poor man . . . The reference is, perhaps, to poor Jews living in heathen
lands (so Smend). <& (' The rich man, the honourable and the poor ') makes the statement more general. All classes

alike, whatever their condition, find their highest glory in the fear of God.
23. A poor man that hath understanding, i.e. a poor man who is pious, since piety (fear of God) is the only

true source of wisdom according to Ben-Sira. Poverty and piety are often synonymous in the Psalms.
any man of violence. Even though he be rich. S (' the godless rich ') expresses this distinctly.

25. Nobles will serve a servant that hath understanding. Cp. Prov. xvii. 2 f. Character overcomes all the

artificial barriers of social conventions.

(j) X. 26-29.
26. Play not the wise man. i.e. do not make a show of superior wisdom—do thy work quietly and honourably;

do not pose as being superior to thy work (for then the work will suffer). Such superior wisdom is an excuse for idleness.

And glorify not thyself . . . Viz. as to what thou mightst have done. The fact remains that all that thou
couldst have done has not availed to keep off want.

27. Better is he that worketh... The man who goes quietly about his work, and 'does' it, is infinitely

superior to one who merely talks and boasts ; cp. Prov. xii. 9.

And lacketh sustenance, i. e. through his own idleness.
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SIRACH 10. 28—11. 3

$A
28 My son, glorify thy soul in humility,

mAnd give it discretion™ n such as befitteth it
n

.

29 °p\Vho will justify him that condemneth himself5 ?

And who will honour him that dishonoureth ll himselfi?

(a) X. 30—XI. 1. Wisdom rather than mere wealth brings honour (= 3 distichs).

30 There is a poor man that is honoured on account of his wisdom,
rAnd there ijs

r he that is honoured on account of his wealth.
31 9 He that is honoured (in his poverty)—how much more in his wealth*!

And he that is despicable in his wealth—how much more *(in his poverty) 1
!

11 1 The wisdom of the poor man lifteth up "his head",
And causeth him to sit among princes.

(b) XI. 2-13. Warnings against hastyjudgements (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 1+3 distichs).

2 Praise no man v for his beauty v
,

And abhor no man w for his appearancew .

3
x Of no account* among flying things is the bee,

But her fruit is ysupreme among products 7
.

(= ? Dr& IDm Prov. xii. 9) : but £> = pro m~m <& koi 80s avrr, n^v = Q1?D rh \JW (5 = DJJB : <£ »W chosen

for its sound-resemblance ? see Smend) : S , . , , B "j!> JJV1 (Ryssel 2\0 "]b JPH) n-nj£ nn x^3 (a ia/e idiom : cp.

XXXVlii. 17) o £ pr. < My son
'

P-P $ has Uj?*TO 'B WQ1 WTO : © top afiapravovra us tt)v ^vXr\v avrov ns
8iKa.iaso~et

;
Q-Q % ItTQJ : ffi ttjv (q)T)v avrov (p mistakefor ttjv \Jsvxt]v avrov) r_r^ K>>1 : (K km TrXovcrios (?for Km

earn os) : 5L suggests "1K>K m (also read -VB>y m : so Hart) «-s ffi 8« dot-a(o^vos (but N* Syro-Hex >8e :

SO % in Cod. Am.) (AC 248 &C. o 8f8o£ao-p.tvos) (v Trrcoxua Kai (v ttXovto) noo-axtos ; j% 1T33*K )1X?]}2 "Q3J ( = 'one

honoured—in his wealth how much more !
' £«/+W*6*l2 after 1222 : so Smend, Peters t- fc + in^-Q (so Smend,

Peters) : <8x tv nra>xua [H «d(fr a« explanatory doublet:

inv 133DB nrtn irnhn taansa

im* r£pj lnihn ntyja n^pjni]

«-«&> gS: ffi ice^aXi}!* ( + avrov a AC &c. Syro-Hex E = $) w^oSffi: * 'that is beautiful in his

appearance
'

w-w So <& = irn03 (H "n njnaB = ' hateful in appearance ' [cp. xiii. 22] : £»/ omit lyiDB zw'/A (5

Zm, Peters, 6,c.) ^-^^ ^M = S : ffi pupa (Sb + yap pr.) y-J $ TKSQT\ Pin : <£ ' the chief of sweetmeats '

28. glorify thy soul (i.e. thyself) in humility. In humility, not in pride and self-assertion, shall true honour
be found.

give it discretion ... i. e. cultivate sound sober sense in thyself, such as is worthy of thee. The implication
seems to be that a proper self-respect is desirable.

29. Who will justify . . . Want of proper self-esteem, undue self-depreciation, are here condemned.

X. 30—XIV. 19. A series of warnings in connexion with various contingencies of life. This division contains
eleven subsections.

(a) X. 30—XI. 1.

30. that is honoured. Even while he is still poor. The lives of many of the Rabbis would illustrate the truth of

this remark.

31. He that is honoured (in his poverty) ... i.e. wealth enhances the honour of the wise, and poverty the
degradation of the foolish.

XI. I. The wisdom of the poor man . . . princes. In both Talmuds and in the Midrashim clause b of this verse

is quoted in combination with Prov. iv. 8 as from Ben-Sira :
' In the book of Ben-Sira it is written :

' "Exalt her and
she shall lift thee up (Prov. iv. 8) and set thee among princes.'" (So T.J. Berakhoth vii. 2 ; cp. T. B. Berakhoth
48 a, &c.)

(b) XL 2-13. .

2. Praise no man ... A warning against being misled by external appearance ; cp. I Sam. xvi. 7.

3. Of no account . . . The bee is an excellent example to point the moral.
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SIRACH 11. 4-10

£?
A

4 z Mock not the dress of the wretched 2
,

aAnd scoff not a b at those whose day is bitter b
:

For wondrous are c the works of Jahveh ,

And His operation is hid d from man d
.

5 Many edowntrodden 6 have sat fupon a throne f

,

«And those who were never thought ofg have worn b a crown h
.

6 Many exalted have suffered * great 1 abasement,

And also honourable j been delivered up j
.

7 Before thou hast examined k blame not k
;

Investigate first, and afterwards Rebuke 1
.

8 mAnswer not a word before thou hear,

And in the midst of n a discourse 11 speak not.

9 °In a matter where thou art not affected ,

p enter not into strife p
,

q And with the quarrels of the arrogant .meddle not q
.

io My son, rwhy multiply thy business (unduly)'?
sBut if thou so doest thou shalt not go unpunished 8

.

{apxn yXvKva-ixaTov) : & + bl before nnun z_z So ft ("DK HEyo might = ' at him that is clothed with destruction')

<& ' Glory not in the putting on of raiment ' (ev mpifiohr) ipanav prj Kavxwn = ??nnn ?K TQ nDjn) : %> = ft

a-a So ft Cibpn btV: ffi ' And exalt not thyself {taking xhp in NH sense = ^IDDn ^N1) b_b So ft W nnm :

ffi ev rjfifpa 8ot-T)s [J5 'And do not despise the man whose throat is bitter'] c_c So ft <& : & ' the secrets of God '

d-d So ft = £> : <Sc ev nv0pcoTToi<: (= Dlsi2) e_e Soft &K212 {lit:' crushed ones ') = S> : ffi rvpawoi = D^HJ
f_f So ft = & (seat of kingship): <& em edacpovs (? corruption or correction of em 8«ppov = IL in throno). ss So

& = "iDy 2b by'lby bl"\ (<& has singular 'And one who was never thought of, &c): ft corrupt: sp¥ 1BJJ lb b]} i>2n :

correct to r?V ?2"l as above: so Levi: Peters nb]) ?31 : Smend DvJ?. h~^ So ft = (5c : <S> ' clothing of honour
'

i_i
ft "INS = ffi: & ' together' ($ + 1rV )bwTV\ a variant: irv = &) H ft f»2 UTU : €r irapedodrjo-av us \eipas

fTatpav : & ' were brought low from their honour
' k_k

ft fpDri ?N = ' distort not ' (sc. ? the judgement) : ffi

pep^y : & 'associate not thyself (s)ninBTl sib) M So ffi == ft (eptn Hif of f)T3 = ' rebuke ' in NH : Hif only

here : if*$[\T\ could be read the sense would be ' be angry'; cp. Prov. xix. 3) : <& make ' marriage ' m
f^ pr. ' My

son
' n-n

f^ nrVB> (cp. vi. 35) : <& Xoyav = nrPB> : so & °-°ft mxy p«3 = ' When thou hast no concern

(care)' : ffi mpi npa.ypa.TOs ov ovk eanv <roi XPua (oul NAC 248 &C. > Xl}tla )
'• Syro-HeX nepi irpayparos ov toriv aoi

dKvncos (cp. 3L de ea re quae te non molestat) = ? <&II(= ft): & (corrected text) = DDSJ? PN1 p~p Heading

nnnn bit (for ft -inwi btt) = ffi (cp. viii. 2) : so A i-s So ft noipn i?N a>ii anai : ffi «« e» »cpt(r«t apaprakuv pr/

o-vve8peve = ft (tv Kpiati = 3"12 rightly) : £ ' And in the midst of sinners multiply not thine exactions
' r-r

ft

lp£>y i"Q"in njD? (pCJ? = PDJ?): G& pr] mpi noWa eo-raaav ai npagets crov: & = ft (interpreting "JpE>JJ asfrom P&V)
s~s Heading npm N^ n3"in DN1 = ' But if thou multipliest it thou shalt not go unpunished ' = <&: ftsb nmn^ yet)

4. Mock not the dress of the wretched. Or 'at him that is clothed with destruction' (less probable). For 'dress
of the wretched' cp. Is. lxi. 3 (read 'garment of mourning'); and for 'those whose day is bitter' cp. Amos viii. 10
('a bitter day '). As Edersheim remarks, great importance was attached by the Rabbis to dress. A saying attributed to
Ben-Sira (in Derek eres zuta, towards end) runs :

' The adornment (splendour) of God is man ; the adornment of man
is his dress.' It does not, of course, follow from this that a man would be estimated entirely by his dress, though Ben-Sira
here enters a warning against conduct which may indicate the presence of such a tendency in certain quarters.

For wondrous are the works of Jahveh . . . God can (and often does) upset man's estimates by reversing
in wonderful ways the conditions that determine a man's place in society. ' God may send sudden reversal in
punishment of our pride, or else the prosperity of which we boasted may be only apparent and temporary : vv. 5 and
6 carry out this idea ' (Edersheim).

5. downtrodden. Lit. ' crushed ' = humble, lowly: cp. Is. lvii. 15. ffi reverses the sense of 5 a ('Many rulers
have sat down upon the ground '). For the sentiment cp. Ps. cxiii. 7.

vv. 7-9. A warning against hasty action in regard to things heard.
7. blame not. The Hebrew word (see crit. note) perhaps = ' pervert not ' (sc. the judgement) : i. e. be not

prejudiced, (ffir renders ' blame not ' (so Levi).

8. Answer not . . . speak not. For the sentiment of the verse cp. Prov. xviii. 13 ; it is also expressed in Pirqe Aboth
v. 10 : 'Seven things are in a clod, and seven in a wise man. (The wise man) . . . doth not interrupt the words of his
companion, and is not hasty to reply . . .' Cf. also Baba Bathra 98b (cited by Edersheim) : 'interrupt not in the
middle of a discourse ' (in a quotation from ' the book of Ben-Sira').

9. And with the quarrels of the arrogant meddle not. By the 'arrogant' are meant high-handed (pre-
sumptuous) sinners : the wise man will not trouble himself about the quarrels of such among themselves ; he will
confine himself to matters that concern the pious.

vv. 10-13. Warnings against hastiness in action.

10. My son, why (i.e. do not) multiply ... In 10 b an alternative rendering to 'thou shalt not go unpunished'
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SIRACH 11. 10-16

#?
A

* If thou runnest thou shalt not attain*,
u And if thou seekest thou shalt not find".

11 There is one that toileth and laboureth v and runneth v
,wAnd is so much the moiew behind.

12 x There is (another) that is weak and wandering in misery x
,

y Lacking in strength and abounding in frailty y
;

2 And the eye of Jahveh watcheth him for good 2
,

aAnd He shaketh him up out of the stinking dust a
.

13 He lifteth up his head b and exalteth himb
,

So that many may marvel at him c
.

(c) XL 14-28. All things are in the hands of God (= i[ + 3] + 1+3+ 3 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

1 4 Good and evil, life and death,
d Poverty and wealth come from Jahveh d

.

15 e [Wisdom and insight eeand discernment ' of the Law' ee

Come from Jahveh

:

fLove f and upright ways
Come from Jahveh.

16 Folly and darkness have been formed for sinners;
gAnd as for evil-doers -evil abideth with theme 6

.]

npv = ' But he that hasteneth to multiply shall not go unpunished ' = So (Levi renders rtpfl
' succeed ' = N3T in

Aram.) t-t Reading y*an t6 pin DK = ffi : $ has JPan i6 pin vb DN »J3 = S> ™S& H £: ffi « And
thou shalt not escape by fleeing' (<cai ov pr, e^uy??? Siabpas = ? D^on t6 psn DX1 (Peters). [Thus according to <&

the two lines would run :

yjn tb p-in dx

:D^»n vb pxn dki]

v"v So ft : <& km wvbwv w-w $ p >n31 = © KM Toa(p ^Xov x-x
ft «]$>no -I3K1 pKh K* (ft MS. places "^TO

at beginning of next stichos) : VVh = B*Bh iv . 29 : ffi (freely) «rriv va>6pos km irpor&eoptvos avrtW™ (vcodpos =
twn iv. 29 : npoa. avri. = ?a doublet of vartpnv t<rXvi = ro ">Dn of next line)'. So 'There is that toileth and
laboureth (= v. 11 a) and is lacking in body '(=?<£ above) y-y ft defective : . . . . N IJIVI ^3 IDVi (read
BON TTIV1 ru IDPI

; Peters m 1

?! for last word = ffi: » = fi ;» razaVwg' b "IDn and for rest of line = ffi

z~«
«S"<? (!K (n* 248 &c. kw «'«£-. o ocpdaXpos ... = ESS: »./. o<p6a\p,oi) : So ' The word of the Lord shall be good

upon him ' a_a So ft : <& weakens ' stinking dust ' to « TaTrtivo>ota>s avrov : & to ' from dust and ashes '
b_b So

ft : 248 &c. Syro-Hex ano o-wrptPqs : other Codd. > : So = ft
c 248 Syro-Hex + Seuprjo-avres d-d So ft =

<&: So ' Rich and poor are equal before God ' *-*vv. 15-16 are omitted in tfA B, but are attested in 248 &c. IL

Syr Ar as well as ft : they are regarded as original by Peters, but are rejected by Smend (who also thinks they do
notform part oflL in its originalform). Schlatter regards them (together with v. 17) as a glossator's addition to

the text of (5 (so Ryssel). ee-ee So ffi km yvao-ts vopov = min }"Ortt (so Peters) : ft im piTJ : So = <& f"f So
ffi = So (sain) = ? '"I3n (so read) : ft NDn g-effi ' And evil shall wax old with them that glory therein ' (rots 8e

is ' thou shalt not succeed ' (see crit. note). LeVi compares the French proverb :
' Qui trop embrasse mal etreint.' Cp.

also Pirqe Aboth iv. 14 :
' Have little business (pD]3 as here) and be busied in Torah.' The idea expressed in our verse

is that over-eagerness in business matters defeats its own ends.
If thou runnest (for text cp. crit. note) : developing the thought of 10 a, b.

11. There is one that toileth . . . Cp. Ooh. ix. n ; Prov. xi. 24, xxi. 5 (toileth . . . runneth to amass riches).

12. And He shaketh him up out of . . . ~Cp. 1 Sam. ii. 8 ; Ps. cxiii. 7-8.

13. So that many may marvel at him. Cp. Is. Hi. 14.

(c) XI. 14-28.

14. Good and evil. i.e. good fortune and misfortune : cp. xxxiv. 24-5 (and notes) ; also Is. xlvii. 7. God creates
welfare and calamity.)

Come from Jahveh. So comments :
' are equal before God.'

On vv. 15-16, which are considered secondary by Smend, see crit. note. They may be an addition due to later

revision of the book (part of the secondary Hebrew recension : cf. Introd. § 3 e).

15. Wisdom, insight . . . Law. Note that 'wisdom' and 'insight' are equated with knowledge of the Law. This
is characteristically scribal : the point of view is that of the doctors of the Law (cp. 1 Chron. xxv. 8 [' teacher ' and
'scholar'] and xxvii. 32 ['a counsellor, a man of understanding, and a scribe']). The source of the passage is

Dan. ii. 20-21 (Levi).-

Love and upright ways. The fruit of a real knowledge of and devotion to the Law.
16. Folly and darkness . . . The sinner, by his presumption in persisting in his evil ways, brings upon himself
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SIRACH 11. 17-21

ft
A

17 h The gift of Jahveh abideth for the righteous 11

,

And His good pleasure is ever successful.

18 There is that waxeth rich 'from self-denial 1

,

*And this is his allotted reward*:
19 k What time he saith: ' I have found rest,

And now J
I will enjoy my goods' 1—

He knoweth not mwhat lot shall befallm
;

He shall leave (them) to others and die.

20 nMy son 11

, °be steadfast in thy task pand think thereon p
,

And qgrow old q in thy work.
21 'Marvel not at the doers of iniquity 1'

—

8 Trust 8 in Jahveh and wait for *His light*

;

For it is
ueasy u in Jahveh's sight

Suddenly—in a moment

—

v to make a poor man rich v
.

yavpicocriv €7rt Kama avyyrjpq kuko) ; ft has DDy ny"l D^yTOI (Smend thinks a Verb has fallen out offt = (Tvyyrjpa :

? i"l*K>"l foil. CyiO : Peters restores Ddy nyi nyn3 D"a*lTO1 = (fie and &). h-h = ffi : ft only partly legible

.... pnv . . [jn]0 {restore with Smend TOy pH^ « ]T\ti) : & = (fie {with the reading evXafcaiv Xca for tv<Te$e<riv)

l
~*ft DUyriTO ' from humbling himself = (fie (free rendering) 'by his wariness and pinching' {ano npoa-oxrjs km

acpiyytas avrov) : J5 ' from his poverty
' H So (fie km avrrj r) p-tpis tov p.i(r6ov avrov = TO& ppn H?1 (so read with

Levi) : ft \~OV nTT1 ,... = ' maketh his reward liable ' (' mortgageth it ') : but the expression is a strange one :

& 'There is whose wealth does not follow him ' k j§^ pr. 'And ' 1_1 €r (payopai e« rav ayadwv /xov = ft ^dx

(M"I31DE>) m_n* ft here defective : Smend ")i>n[* 01 ]^ TO= ' what sort of day ' (or ' what day '
=

' how much day ')
' shall

pass ?'= (K tis Kmpos nap€\evo-eTai : Slrack spn [rftT1

] TO : Levi pbn FIW TO : Peters 1pn n\T TO = ' what his (time)-

limit shall be '
: cf S> ' what his end shall be

' n~n So ft & : ffi> °~° & <ttt)6i = TOy (so read with Levi,

Peters) : ft illegible p-p<& km ofiiKfi tv avrrj = runri 121 (so Adler, Levi) : Smend yinn 121 = und lass sie dir

gefallen : Peters "]bnnr\ 121 : & 'and thereon prop thyself Q-q <& iraXatadjjTi =ft [jc^nn = & r~r Reading

}1K "6yQ2 nonn ^ = (K S (ffi vocalized \<$#): Z<?W 5>1JJ "6yS2 : 5»^»</ yT »"J"n2 : S defective *~u & <!5 77ior«ve (to

Kvptw) = [^] psttn: £ 'wait for' (~DD) = ? "ine> = 'look diligently (for)' '-t&S5: <!& ra ttow» trow

(= ? "piN^> /br 1~I1S?) u-u
i^ l"D* = 'a straightforward thing', i.e. 'something plain and easily compassed':

ffi Kovcpov = £> v~v So ffi £ = bl ^V])rb (ft MS. defective)

an inevitable doom— he is plunged into folly and darkness which have been created for him by God (predestinated
for him).

evil abideth with them. Or 'waxeth old with them ' (ffi) : i.e. it becomes inveterate.

17. The gift of Jahveh abideth ... i.e. the good fortune that God bestows upon the righteous lasts— it is not
transient like that of the wicked.

His good pleasure. Jahveh's goodwill always makes itself felt, and is seen in tangible evidences of it.

[Schlatter regards v. 17 as part of the gloss, which includes vv. 15-17 according to him.] According to Smend the
divine gift to the pious consists in the triumphant vindication which they enjoy at the latter part of their lives.

vv. 18-22. The subject of these verses is the old one of the prosperity of the wicked and the reward of the
righteous (cp. e.g. Ps. lxxiii). Here vv. 18-19 are concerned with the rich fool, to which vv. 20-21 form an antithesis,

having for their subject the poor righteous man : v. 22 sums up in favour of the righteous. Riches carefully amassed
elude their possessor when he proposes to enjoy them ; while piety leads to a good end of life.

18. from self-denial. Lit. 'from afflicting himself : dSc interprets well 'by his wariness and pinching'.

his allotted reward. The same person is, of course, referred to as in clause a (for reading see critical note).

19. What time he saith . . . Cp. the parable of the rich fool (Luke xii. 16) : also Ps. xlix. 10 (11) for the last

line. The sentiment is common also in the Rabbinic literature : cp. e.g. Qoheleth rabba (on i. 4) :
' In this world

one man builds a house and another inhabits it ; one plants a garden and another eats the fruit thereof ' (cited

by Edersheim).
20. My son. The form of address marked by the expression ' my son ' introduces a new division, or a new

paragraph.
be steadfast in thy task. i.e. in thy allotted task ("jpirQ: cp. for this use of ph, Exod. v. 14), which in

the case of the righteous is the fulfilling and carrying out of God's commands, (ffi renders :
' Be steadfast in thy

covenant with God.')

in thy work : of leading a God-fearing life.

21. Marvel not. i.e. at the success of his works so as to envy: cp. Prov. iii. 31 ('Envy thou not the man of

violence ').

Trust in Jahveh and wait for His light. Cp. Is. lix. 9 ('we wait for the light'); Jer. xiii. 16
; Job iii. 9, &c.

'Light' is a common metaphor for divine deliverance (so here).

to make a poor man rich. As Edersheim remarks :
' the moral of this verse can scarcely be considered

elevated.'
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SIRACH 11. 22-28

&A
22 wphg blessing of God is

x the portion 35 of the righteous,
>'And at the right time y z his hope shall flourish 2

.

23 Say not: a< What is (yet) my desire a
?

bAnd what henceforth is left unto me b ?

'

24 Say not :

c<
I have enough

,

dAnd what mischief can befall me d ?

'

25 eA day's happiness maketh misfortune to be forgotten 6
,

fAnd a day's misfortune maketh happiness to be forgotten f
.

<G 26 sFor it is easy in Jahveh's sight

At the end to requite a man according to his deeds g
.

&A
27 ^An ev jj t jme causeth forgetfulness of delights'1

,

'And the last end of a man will tell of him 1
.

28 JPronounce no man happy before his death

;

k For by his latter end k a man shall be known'.

™vv. 22-26 omitted in & *-s $ ^*U : ffi iv pio-6^ (= Ha i.e. a essentiae ; so Smend reads) J-y$ nyai :

(fie km ev a>pa TaX i.VT) (Sah > raxtvr)) l % — $g
z~z $ man lmjTl : ffi nvadaWci evhoyiav avrov (? tv\oyiav corrupt

for ivohia = IL processus illius fructificet) a~a
ffi ns eanv pov xp"a : ffi 'van impy *3 itWf zw'//z P<?/<?r.r

^Van DO = ffi : f^ wmj /a embody an explanatory addition (it makes the line too long : Smend's restoration is hardly

Hebrew) b-b ^ ^ nTV Hny flDl {correct nnj? /<? nnyD ZM'//Z ffi) : ffi /cat Tti>a otto tou w eorat poi; ra ayatfa = HOI

?
<P? 2U" rmyO (Z/z;?') c-c ffi avrapKrj pot evnv = )JB>> rtl (w ra</ ZW//z Peters) d-d

J^ a^/"^/". ^>y \T
/><?/<?/-.* restores missing words J1DN HOI : Smend tWN rPN : ffi «h ti ajro tou wk KaKcodrjo-opai

;
(otto tov i/w > from 23 b)

e_e &> ?§ : ©61/ ?7/ifpa aya<W apVT)(ria kokvv f-* <S"<? f^ : ffir k<u ev WfP? KaKwv ou fiirrjadrjcreTcu aya6a>v [J^ + JVinKI

VPy PPnn DTK = 27 b z'« £ (j# 7Z0/V below): v. 27 z'« (he form preserved in & seems to have been introduced as

a doublet in ^ and to have displaced v. 26 ; z/_//z*/z this occurred its first stichos was omitted owing to its similarity

with 25 b. See further Peters ad loc] es So (fie (omitted in Jfc) : Peters restores :

rw wya naj ^a

: mana d*i&6 a^rii? nnnxa
Peters plausibly explains the omission of vv. 22-26 in S> as due to the similarity of 21 b, c and 26 (homoioleleulon).

h-h
«Si> 3^ : (5r KaAtojo-ts topas (|^ ny*i ny) (niKr](rnoprjv noiet rpvcprjs : Si ' The evil of a day causeth forgetfulness

of good ' (assimilated /025 b) »-* S0 $ V^y T3» D1K PpDI : ffi (freely) km ev owreXeia avdpotnov anoKa\v\j/is tpya>v

avrov : & exactly = vby PfflW DIN rmriKI (doublet in $ added at end of v. 25) : here irnn is a corruption of

MWI, a«<f this and nnnKI ar^ variants on ejiDl and 1W J
_
J ^0 ffi = ?^

2
: J^

1 = S. 7%« <&«£/;/ (J^
1

) a»</

M^ original text ("jfy

2
) appear in ffi side by side, thus:

imBWi W ens npnn mea \ ,

din nehR* innn«a »a j
* —

naa ntrNn ^n mo »js!> )

b«m na: 1

' mnnto »a I
w

Saadya (as cited in Cowley, iv, p. xxi) quotes f^
2

ze/z'/z'z j/z^/z/ variants (omitting ~\2y at end of line 1, awd? reading

"OITPfor laJ'1 z'« /z'«^ 2) k-k 3§ innnsa ^a which (5, misunderstanding , renders km ev tckvoh avrov : _/br n^nS

22. The blessing of God . . . flourish. Cp. Prov. x. 22.

z/z\ 23-28 : God's retribution smooths away all inequalities at the last.

23. . . . What is (yet) my desire? i.e. what is there left for me to desire? (= 23 b).

25. A day's happiness ... a day's misfortune . . . Developing the idea of 24 b. ' Past sufferings will be forgotten

by the righteous when prosperity cometh, and the opposite will be the case with the wicked' (Edersheim). For
' a day's happiness' cp. xiv. 14 (' a good day '). For the general senthvent cp. xviii. 24 f.

26. it is easy ... it is easy for God, because the retribution that comes at the last is final and complete.

27. the last end of a man will tell of him. The last circumstances of a man's life will reveal whether he has
lived his life on the whole well or badly. This appears to be one of the main convictions of Ben-Sira.

28. Pronounce no man happy before his death. Cp. Pirqe Aboth ii. 5 (ed. Taylor) :
' Trust not in thyself until

the day of thy death ' (a saying of Hillel).

by his latter end a man shall be known, (fie has ' in his children (by his posterity) a man shall be known '.

The idea introduced by (fit's interpretation is not present in the original form of the verse. It is, however, one of

the developments natural to speculation on the subject. It implies that the misdeeds of a man will involve his

children in punishment, and that, if he dies unpunished, retribution will yet assert itself in their punishment. It

was a common notion among the Jews that the sins of parents resulted in physical or moral defects in children

(cp. John ix. 2). It is noticeable that the idea of a future life is entirely absent from the passage.
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SIRACH 11. 29, 30

(d) XL 29-34. Beivare of intercourse with strangers and bad characters (=3 + 1 + 2 distichs).

$ A
29 ! Not every one is to be brought into m the house™

—

nAnd how many are the wounds of a slanderer 11
!

30 °As a decoy partridge in a cage , so is the heart of the insolent (sinner),

And as a spy that seeth r the nakedness 1' 1
.

= ' posterity,' cp. Ps. cviii. (cix.) 13 ; xxxvii. (xxxviii.) 37 ; Jer. xxxviii. (xxxi.) 17.
1_1 vv. 29-30. These verses

have a number of additional tines appended to them in f§, where they appear in thefollowingform :

iva bx wanb b*n bs sb = 29a

ban w> ian hbi = 29b

spy vbft 3lb33] = 29c \ citation from

[.ID-ID D*s6b DiTrQ p = 29d J Jer. v. 27.

ma ab 3^33 nn« *pya — 30a

: F)-»i3^» anfc 3K13 = 30b

ysn WS un"1 DB = 30 c

JT3 (1. ^3^> N3) ^3N3 Nlf7 3^33 = 30

d

yvn b [p] DBim = 30

e

: ( bab) 3i-l D^Bl N3 = 30f

cxb n*ab 3H3 bann amx = 30 g
:nny run* banB3i = 3oh

//<?>-!? 29 c, d w a citation from Jer. v. 27 (£ fir >): 29 a, b, 30 a, and 30 h = €r vv. 29-30 and represent the

geftuine text of |^ ; These lines are also attested in Si. Besides S also represents 30 c-f. (30 a, b in S = 30 a, b

in ffi : & thus preserves the tivo genuine clauses consecutively). In English 30 a-h may be thus rendered

:

' As an imprisoned bird in a cage (so) is a proud man's heart ' (= 30 a).

' As a wolf that lieth in wait to tear' (= 30b).
' How many are the iniquities of the pillager !

' (= 30 c).

' Like a dog that entereth every house (= 30 d)

and stealeth (so) is every pillager ' (= 30 e).

' He cometh and maketh strife in all ' (= 30 f).

' The slanderer lieth in wait like a bear at the house of the scoffers (= 30 g)
and like a spy that seeth the nakedness ' (= 30 h).

A citation of the passage also occurs in T. B. Feb. 63 b, Sanh. 100 b.

irv3 "jiriB n*an yaB)

lira (ivu) N*3n ban xbiJ " 2ga"

(v. I. ban) ban »yxa vn Mn = 29 b.

(v. 1. nn'ay) nny n3ib D'banBn = 30 h (i.e. 30 b in <&).

: nbna n*y3B pY>aa = 32 a.

The origin of the additional clauses in f§ may be explained asfollows : [29 c, d is a citation from Jer. v. 27 ;] 30 b

u a gloss developing 30 a
; 30 c is a doublet of 29 b, and 30 d (down to DBini of 30 e) of 30 a

; 30 e (yxi3 b3 p)
and 30 f <2 doublet of 31 b ; a«</ 30 g #« expansion of 30 h (= 30 b z'« (K) m_m .S0 ^ : ffi S> + ' thy '

Il-n So f^ :

b3in j/yJXB 13n PIOl (z'« i?.i/. ban = • trafficker' : b'an = ' slanderer ') : €r ttoXXo yap ™ ei/eSpa tov SoXtov (248 Sia-

iSoXov) = & : hence Peters reads baU 31N 31 PTB1 °~
ft 3lb33 Hfl« «]iy3 : ffi 7T€pSi£ drjptvT^s (but 70 <%>eu0«$-

= IL) fi- (capraXXw = aib33 Tinx Nnip (xo S) : i^&rx jo r<?a<fr. p-p
Jfy TVHV = 'nakedness' (cp. Gen. xlii. 9, 12) :

(d) XL 29-34.

29. Not every one is to be brought into the house. The citation in the Talmud (see critical note) runs :
' Keep

away many from the midst of thy house, and bring not every man into thy house.' To be ' brought into the house ' =
to be placed on terms of intimate friendship ; to be made a ' house-friend '.

30. As a decoy partridge in a cage. Lit. ' as a partridge imprisoned in a cage ' (see critical note for text). The
simile is drawn from the custom of employing a bird in a cage, provided with food, as a decoy, the cage being so

arranged that other birds can enter, but, having once entered, cannot get out again : cf. Jer. v. 27 : 'Asa decoy (cage)

is full of birds, so are their houses full of deceit.' This verse from Jeremiah has been inserted in the text of ^
(at end of v. 29) to illustrate our passage here, which, indeed, is based upon it. The point of the comparison is

the apparent harmlessness of the lure which is so dangerous.

the insolent (sinner). Lit. ' the proud man '
: ' proud' often = wicked, just as ' meek ' often = pious in O. T.

The heart of a sinner ic as dangerous to know as a decoy bird is to other birds that come to it.

as a spy that seeth the nakedness. The phrase is to be explained by the full phrase ' spies to see the
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SIRACH 11. 31—12. 3 •

$?
A

31 qThe backbiter turneth q good into evil,

And in thy loveliest qualities he putteth ra stain r
.

32 "From a spark cometh much coal 9
,

•And a villain lieth in wait for blood'.

33 Shrink from an evil man, for he begetteth evil

—

Why "shouldst thou incur" a lasting blemish?
34 v Let a stranger dwell with thee and he will estrange thy way of life,

And alienate thee from thine own house v
.

(e) XII. 1-7. Against indiscriminate benevolence (= 3+3 + 1 distichs).

12 1
w If thou do an act of kindness, know to whom thou doest it

w
,

x That thou mayst have hope of thy kindness*.

2 Do acts of kindness to the righteous and find recompense
;

If not from him, y from Jahveh y
.

3
z No (return of) kindness (cometh) to him that giveth satisfaction to the ungodly 2

,

a Nor hath he done any act of benevolence a
.

(fit interpreting) nraa-iv = <S : Talmud citation confirms "% q~<i fa pi: "]&"!» = E convertit insidiator : ffi fura-

aTp«pa>v (veSpevti (3 > }Ji:) r~r So ffi p<*p.ov = ? "'DVH {Levi) or XRQ \ M K&p : & 'stumbling-block' (= ? K»*p1»)

8-8 So % n?rB TUH1 pW0 (emend to rain) : ffi ano tnrwSrjpos nvpos (248 pucpas) ir\r)8vvdr)oerai avdpaKta : <& ' From

a little tow (' tow '= ? my:) a fire is kindled' **So $ == <£: & (freely) ' So the man that is a sinner

sheddeth blood like water
' m 55? p? : RBTI [i1D7] ffi = "£ NK« or

-J^» }rV V_T & has twoforms of this

v.: the first, which follows v. 33, runs:

Tan ^on ytn? pain k?

1'. A ' Cling not to a godless man lest he overturn thy way and turn thee from thy covenants ' (so &) : a second

form follows xii. 1, and runs:

z'. ?. ' from a corrupt (?) neighbour (be) thy way warned, for he will estrange thee to them that are dear to thee '.

Prob. the Hebrew original of (Br underlies this : <8r has cpoikutov aWurpiov, km Siaarpt^rti at tv rapaxais km anaWo-
Tpioxrei ae tcov iSitov aov. Correct ?§

2 (with Smend)

:

: in»ao yxm
This text prob. underlies <& (see Smend). "JJV3D has been corrupted into "]WQD z'« f£ 1 : ^TDrUH z'w ?^

2 ^«J /«><$.

«8R4 in from v. 31 w-w <E tav tv nays yvwdi tivi noifis = TDn w yT a^H DK (j<? raz*/ wz/A Peters,

Smend, $c.) : $ 3*0*1 *»? ynn 31B DK = 'If thou doest evil to the good, to whom wilt thou do good? ' £ ' If

thou doest good to the evil (= y"l 3H3TI DN) thou doest nothing' (& supports (5f, and the evidence shows that in

^ ynn 310 DK is corruptfor yn a^n DN) x_s So J§ : <8r k« forai x«p*r ™« ayaflots aov which = (?) H31B W\
"]n3107, 'And thou shalt have kindness for thy kindness' (so & inserting 'not'): Smend so reads (ny\Qfor nipn

in g) y-y Ag: ffi ?rapa u^io-rov : £ ' from his Lord ' *-* Reading W~\ D*:oi? H3H3 pS ($ /foj ni:07 which

Schechter takes as an infin. of a verb. POO = ' to bestOw ' [cp. nn:o] ; then render ' No good cometh of bestowing

upon him that is wicked) ' : 5b ' There is no good to him that honoureth (= ? 13207, cp. Prov. iii. 9) the wicked ':

nakedness of the land' (cp. Gen. xlii. 9, 12). A base and unscrupulous person, if admitted to intimacy, will use his

opportunities of intimate knowledge merely for malicious purposes.

31. The backbiter. This word (Heb. p"i:) otherwise occurs only in Proverbs (xvi. 28, xviii. 8, xxvi. 20, 22).

32. From a spark cometh much coal. The general sense is : Do not play with fire.

lieth in wait for blood. Cp. Prov. i. 11.

33. Shrink. <5 'take heed of.
an evil man . . . begetteth evil. Cp. Is. lix. 4.

incur . . . blemish. Cp. xviii. 15, xx. 24, xxx. 31, xliv. 19, xlvii. 20.

(e) XII. 1-7.

XII. 1. If thou do an act of kindness .. . Lit. 'if thou do good'. This forms a sort of text for what follows.

1. hope. sc. of a return for thy benevolence.

2. Do acts of kindriess to the righteous . . . This forms the complement of v. 1.

3. No (return of) kindness (cometh) to him . . . benevolence, i.e. acts of benevolence to the unworthy and
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SIRACH 12. 4-10

t5(^)
bWeapons of bread give him not b

,

t5 (c) c Lest he attack thee with them .

t5(<0 d Twofold evil d shalt thou obtain 6

t5 (e)
fFor all the good thou shalt have brought him f

.

t6 For God also hateth them that are evil,

gAnd to the ungodly He repayeth vengeance 8
.

t7(4) Give to the good h and withhold 11 from the evil

;

iS (a) 'Refresh 1 J the humble J", and kgive not k x to the arrogant 1
.

(f) XII. 8—XIII. i. Against trust in false friends (= 2+3+3+3+2+a+i distichs).

8 A friend m
is not known™ in prosperity

And an enemy is not hidden in adversity.

9
n In a man's prosperity even an enemy is friendly 11

,

But in his adversity even a friend °holdeth aloof .

10 Never trust pan enemy p
,

q For even as brass his wickedness rusteth q
.

<& ovk evTiv ayada t<o tv8e\cx i(°VTl «* ««« (= V?h n k
3E>b ; & may = V^\ rTMBp : so Backer, JQR, xii. 278)

a_a So 35 PlB>y tib np*l¥ D31 = ffi {taking 35 as a rel. clause, ' And also to him who hath done no benevolence ')

:

& 'And he that doeth alms loseth it not ' tt (vv. 4-7): these verses are out of order in (£ 35 and & (they are

numbered according to (Si's reckoning) : v. 4 = v. 7 (a doublet) and should be eliminated : 5 a should follow 7 :

thus the true order is most nearlypreserved in <$x, and is 5 b-e, 6, 7 (= 4), 5 a : in 35 and <£ (but 5 e is omitted in

&) the order of the clauses is : 5 d, e, 5 b, c, 6, 7, 5 a (both 35 and & rightly omit 4). % also places 5 a after 7

(showing that this was original order of <£).
b_b So 35 1^> }nn ?X Dr6 vO : (K ' Keep back his bread and give

it not to him' (fp,no8io-ov tovs aprovi avrov [tf* > avrov : 248 Sah crou] (cat fir/ 8a>s avrm (fflr took vD as = H?3, ' with-

hold') : & ' The instruments of thy warfare (= ? "jnonbD ^a) thou shalt not give him ' [Dl"6 ^3 is rendered by

Schechter ' weapons of war '; cp. Judges v. 8] c_c So 35 "pbtf ^'3p' D3 \\xb ("1D7 = JQ : r/>. viii. 1, xi. 10, xi. 33,

xii. 12, xxx. 12 : <& iva prj): <& iva fir) ev avrois <re 8vpaorev<rj] (inexactly) : & 'Lest with them he war with thee
'

d-d
ffi dinXaaia yap kuko = 35 ny-| DW »a, 'a double portion of evil': w & (ffi + yap) «35 £ + ' in the time of

(thy) need ' ("pl¥ ny3) : omit with ffi M So 35 = © (°« a" n-oujo-fls aura> = vbx jWn) : & >. S-« 55? 35 ffi :

& 'And upon the ungodly He bringeth His retribution ' h-h 35 yjoi : ffi *at ^ avrtXa^jj (freely) i-i 35 "Vpn,

*'.<?. T*&7, -#£/". ^/""np, 'to be cool': <!& tv noirjo-ov = £> H 35 *p = ffi Ta7r«ti/w k~k 5<? 35 © : S ' withhold ' (^3) :

1-1
35 "Ifb = €r ao-f^ei m"m 5b 35 ynV j6 : = & : ffi yvcoo-drjo-eTai (Nc -a Syro-Hex : fmyva>o87)<reTai 253 IL) = 35 :

/fe ordinary reading of <& is (KdiKijdrjaeTai = ? DpJJV (or "!£??) n_n -Sc 35 : ® 'In a man's prosperity his enemies

are grieved ' (tv Avn-fl) = &
( + yap) 0_0

55 1*113 : ® btaxppurdtiwnu = & (IL agnitus est = SiayfcDpio-^o-erui)

p-p 5c 35 & : (& + (tov Q-1 5o 35 N^n*1 lyn ntS^rua 'O : S (' For even as brass is he that polluteth his comrade')

=$1 with iy'1 for lyil = €5 'For like as the brass rusteth so is his wickedness' (lovrai ovtws rj Trovrjpia avrov : but &

godless are not requited, and are not to be regarded as real benevolence. Cp. Midrash Qoh. rabba v. (Tanch.

npn § 1), where a proverb is attributed to Ben-Sira : 'Do not good to the evil and evil shall not befall thee'

(Qoh. rabba adds :
' and if thou doest good to the evil thou hast done evil'). These citations illustrate the idea which

is worked out in our passage, viz. that doing good to the evil will produce positively evil results to the doer (cp. vv. 5 d, e

below), fflr has entirely misunderstood the verse.

5. Twofold evil. The Hebrew expression here (D ,3B' 'D) = lit. 'a double portion (of evil') : it recurs xviii. 32

(35), xlviii. 12 (35) ; cp. in Biblical Hebrew 2 Kings ii. 9 ; Zech. xii. 8.

6. For God also hateth them that are evil. Justifying the advice given in the previous verse. With the whole
contrast Rom. xii. 19-21.

7 (4). Give to the good and withhold from the evil. Cp. T. B. Baba Bathra 9 b :
' when given to undeserving

persons it [alms] is not a meritorious act receiving reward.'

(/) XII. 8—XIII. 1.

8. A friend is not known in prosperity . . . This opening verse provides the text for what follows. A true

friend is difficult to determine. Two Hebrew words are used for 'friend' in what follows, viz. "JniN^ lit. 'one who
loves', i.e. the true friend, and y'"l = a friendly acquaintance.

9. In a man's prosperity . . . Cp. Prov. xix. 4 :
' Wealth addeth many friendly acquaintances, but in the case

of a poor man his friend separateth himself ; also v. 7.

10. For even as brass his wickedness rusteth. Just as the metal is ever liable to rust, so the wickedness of the

enemy is ever active and assuming new forms. For the figure cp. xxix. 10 and Jas. v. 3.
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SIRACH 12. 11-15

#?
A

11 Yea r
, when he is obsequious 1 sand walketh humbly 8

,

*Take care 1 u to have a fear of him u
:

Be to him v as one that brighteneth a mirrorvw
xAnd so (thou shalt) know how to be rid of rust x

.

12 Let him not stand beside thee

Lest he thrust thee aside and stand in thy place

:

Set him not at thy right hand
Lest he seek thy seat

—

yAnd too late thou shalt comprehend 7 my words,
zAnd sigh o'er my plea z

!

13 Who a pitieth a bthe charmer that is stung b
,

Or any one that cometh nigh c a ravening beast c
?

14 dSo is he that associateth with an impious man d
,

eAnd polluteth himself with his iniquities 61".

15 gb So long as thou standest he doth not reveal himself1

,

But if "thou fall 1 jhe no longer restraineth himselfJg.

> ovtws and = ?^ : ovtus due io a reviser). r_r 3§ "]b PDt^ DK (= VD^, ' is obedient, compliant') : <& {freely)

tav ranfivwffp 8_8
1^ nnill j?m : (K Kai nopevTjrai avvKtKv(f><»s (' and go crouching ' R.V.) == & {which adds T'JD? :

SO Peters) t_t ^ *]37 \r\ = fflr eniaTrjaov rrjv ^v^i/ <rov u""u So ?^ : & = (K Kai (pvXa^ai an avrov v_v
fflr ' as one

that hath wiped a mirror ' (uj (Kpepa^^s eo-onrpov), cp. Syro-Hex ' as a wiped off mirror : pointing to a leading

iX~l : Jfy n npJEO, ' as one that revealeth a secret == & («"I?a here may = 'brighten ': Smend compares Arab, bi =
' to polish bright ', of a sword, silver, 6fc) w % +. "jrvntJ>n7 X¥D^ xi>1, ' and he shall not find opportunity to

harm thee ' (or ? 'to rust thee '

—

Aram, sense) : so S> but <& > {prob. a gloss) x_x
f^ ' And know thou the end

ofjealousy ' (i"IX3p JTHriK JTll) = & : but (Sr (koi yvaxrj) on ovk [but Syro-Hex prob. rightly > ovk] €is re\os KaTiuaev)

suggests ntibn for HX3p : so read zvilh Smend ?">' % JHSTI "UriN^I : fflt Kai en to-xaT<? eirrfvuurg = Sb : 106

fvprjo-ds (cp. xxxi. [xxxiv.] 12) B-«
ffy ruNnn YinSCCT, lit. 'And sigh at my sighing' : <& Kai «rt twv pi)parwv pov

Karawyrjo-T) ('and be pricked with my sayings', R.V.)', J5 'And wonder at my sayings' (? reading norm) : 'at my
sayings ' ((£ <£) suggested by ' my words ' of preceding line. a_a Reading prV with <& & : ^ }PIV b_b So $ =
ffi (naoibov o<piodr)KTOv (<& = &) c-c J^ jgf j-pn (so xxxix. 30) lit. ' beast of tOOth '

: ffir Brjpiois d-d
J§

jnr (1. t^X) ntt'X 7X "Qin p : ffi ovtus tov npovnopevopfvov avbpi apapraAa) (3L qui comilatur) e~e
J^ VrUiy3 77JDD1

:

<5 Kai ovv<pvpoptvov ev rats apapnais avrov : & > f
?§ + B>X 13 *iy3Tl ny "I3y X?, 'he will not cease until a fire be

kindled in him'= xxiii. 16 f(= (Sc 23 b) ov pi) navo-rjo-ai €<bs av fKKavo-rj nvp (so & here) : the insertion of this clause in

1^ and & is due tofalse reading }1*iT J"1B>X in 14 a: in & it has taken the place of 14 b s-g f^ has 4 stichoi

:

ysv X7 toy ny ny (c) "ji* rfarr X7 -joy xi3^ ntwo (a)

: 737arv xi> (1. Dion) oid: dxi (d) : -{p^rb bw *b ^lan dxi (b)

(a) ' When he cometh with thee, he doth not betray (lit. reveal) himself.

(b) And if thou fall he doth not fall to help thee

;

(c) So long as thou standest he doth not show himself (as he is).

(d) But if thou stumble he doth not restrain himself.'

& = (nearly) (a) and (b) ; (K = (nearly) (c) and (d) : prob. (a) and (b) are doublets (with an explanatory tendency)

of(c) and (d)—~\b rfarV (a) doublet of ))W (c) and b)2T) of D1DJ (t2icn) in (d), while ib^nb (? /. blY) b)& (b) is

a doublet of
' W>3rV (d). Smend thinks £> at the end of (b) attests the reading i^arv X^ (S> reads r&Vl riJX XVO X^)

<?«</ concludes that the translator of & had the 4 stichoi before him which he reduced io 2, partly conforming to ffi.

ffi (= (c) (d) of ?£) represents the original text. h~t 3^ yar X^1 "IDy ny ny : ffi a>pav ptra <rov Siapfvti (—?!]}

11. Yea, when he is obsequious (or compliant) . . . Cp. Prov. xxvi. 24 f. (' he that hateth dissembleth with his

lips', &c). When a friend is especially compliant and humble be on your guard !

Be to him as one that brighteneth (lit. polisheth) a mirror . . . rid of rust. The danger of rust can be
avoided in the case of the metal mirror by regular polishing ; so one can avoid the dangers arising from an enemy's
malice by constant watchfulness (being on one's guard against, and not confiding in such). For the text see

critical note. For the figure of the mirror cp. Jas. i. 23.

13-18 (and xiii. 1) depict the consequences that follow neglect of the warning given in the previous part of the

section.

14. So is he that associateth with an impious man. i. e. a man who runs risks by associating on terms of

friendship with sinners (impious) is equally undeserving of pity when dire consequences ensue, as the cases referred

to in the previous verse.

polluteth himself . . . The sinner is unclean and defiles all who come near him (Smend).

15. So long as thou standest . . . restraineth himself, i.e. so long as one sustains one's position the false friend
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SIRACH 12. i6—13. 2

% K 16 k With his lips 'an adversary speaketh sweetly lm
,

But in his heart he deviseth "deep pitfalls".

"Yea", though an enemy p weep with his eyes p
,

qWhen q he findeth opportunity he will not be satiated with blood.

17 If misfortune have befallen thee r he is at hand'

;

8As though ready to help he seizeth the heel 3
.

18 He shaketh Uhe head* "and waveth the hand",
TAnd with much whispering vW changeth w his countenance.

13 1 Whoso toucheth pitch, x
it cleaveth to his hand x

,

And he that associateth with a scorner y will learn his way y
.

(g) XIII. 2-13. Against dangerous and unequal association (a) with the rich, (b) with rulers

(= 2 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 1 distichs).

(a) vv. 2-8.

2 "What is too heavy for thee a do not lift*,

bAnd with one that is richer than thyselfb "associate not .

loy *|Oy nj?) : here "joy might be a mutilated 11V]) which would be a variant on IDy : then the orignalform would

have been, perhaps, [jPSV t6] "poy ny = 'what time thou standest,' &c. Smend reads y»3V X7 1»yn ny IV :

yar K7 is omitted by <&, but its originality is guaranteed by the doublet ri7*rV N7. i_i Reading BlCrl = €r ($ B1»")

i_j $ 7373IV N7: <S ov w KaPT€pT)OT) kffi pr. kcli (but 254 &c. Syro-Hex 3L > with $ £>).
1_1 Reading

y& p*n»* = ffi (so Peters) : S> ' an enemy giveth a sign ' (ton) : $ ncnClV (/V«<? /o assimilation with xxvii. 23 b.

m Ba,b + «u ttoXXq ^iGvpurti km epa aoi. Ka\a \tyav n"n $ nipicy nnCilD (<#. Ps. cxl. 11) : ffi (freely) ' to over-

throw thee into a pit' (wavrpt+u ae as faBpov) : & 'deep devices' °-° $ D31 = 5 : <!& > p-p p? y^Dl^ W»»
(/ft/", not attested in any other passage) = & (' cause tears to issue from their eyes ') : ffi Saxpvaei <i

_
<i & pr. kch

(254 &C. > Km) r_r
f^ CB> NXEO : £ ' thou wilt find him there '

; ffi tvprjatis ovtov «ft irportpov aov (or irporepov

aov €Kti) (Smend suggests that irportpov aov may have arisen from an uncorrected mistake in writing nrtpvav aov

of next line) «-»$ Spy fefelT "pID tPsN3 = ' As a man that would help he seeketh reward ' (or 'seeketh to

supplant'): read with Smend {{'BIV for PSrV : <Sr im-c<rxa<ret nrrpiav aov t-t
ffi+ aurov u-u]^

<it» ?pni :

<5c (inexactly) kch tn inpoTTjo-fi rats x(P(Tlv (Syro-Hex iL ttj \ eiPl) avTOV V-V S has B>n7fl 21171 (raz</ zw'//4 Smend

K'n^tp 31171) = £ ' and whispering much '
: <& km vo\\a bia^iBvpiaci w~w $ MB" = nJB» (/A xiii. 25) x"* $

H» p3in (ra</ ITS, f/>. 5): <& po\w6r)o-tTai (' shall be defiled' R.V.), ?a correction for noW^o-eTai (248, 3L Syro-

Hex+ (c avr»?) y-y .S0 $ 13*11 1D7': S 'is clothed with his way' = 1311 B>37\ <:/>. 3L induet superbiam (Smend

reads "l B>ab') : ffi ouoioe^ataM avrw (= ?17 .101'; jo Peters reads) z 5L /r. tit. (before v. 1) de societate

divitum superborum a~a (S fir) apr)S = ffy iWT) HD (.1*3 sometimes= b#, just as HD7 = }B in later Hebrew: cp.

Cant. viii. 4 ;
Qoh. v. 5, vii. 16 : another case of HO = 7X <?aw\y ;'« fA. xxxii. (xxxv.) 4)

b-b So J^ 55 : <!R >tat

laxvpoTtpa aov km n'\ovaiu>Ttpa (double rendering) c_c $? 13nnn ID

does not reveal his true character ; but he comes out in his true colours when misfortune befalls. (K gives a different

turn to the sentence, but expresses a similar general meaning (cp. R. V.).

16. With his lips . . . speaketh sweetly . . . deep pitfalls, i.e. when misfortune comes he professes to be
sympathetic, but secretly plots further ruin for the victim : cp. Prov. xxvi. 24 f. (' he that hateth dissembleth with his

lips'). The Hebrew word rendered 'pitfalls' (ni1Di"!C) occurs only again in Ps. cxl. n. The meaning ' pitfall' or
' pit' (Jerome, on the Psalm, renders foveas) is guaranteed by our passage.

Yea, though an enemy weep with his eyes . . . blood. Illustrate from Jer. xli. 6. The expression ' he

will not be satiated with blood' is usually understood literally to mean that such an enemy will not be satisfied

until the blood of the victim of misfortune has been actually shed. But Edersheim prefers to interpret the expression

metaphorically (in conjunction with the following verse), as meaning that the false friend will not be satisfied with

the mere coming of misfortune (= the shedding of blood), but will himself actively take part in making the ruin

even more complete.

17. he seizeth the heel. i.e. to trip thee up. He actively assists in making the overthrow complete. For text

see critical note.

18. He shaketh the head . . . changeth his countenance. His enmity now becomes open and undisguised.

He shaketh the head. A gesture of contempt; cp. xiii. 7 ; Job xvi. 4: 'with much whispering', i.e. secretly

preparing all manner of evil devices.

changeth his countenance, i.e. becomes openly hostile ; cp. xiii. 25 ;
Qoh. i. 8.

Or) xiii. 2-13.

2. What is too heavy for thee. ..richer than thyself associate not. i.e. such a proceeding is too difficult

to carry out successfully.
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SIRACH 13. 2-7

$A What association can djar and kettle d have in common
ddWhen dd

, if the one smite, the other is smashed 6
?

3 The rich man f
if he perpetrateth a wrong f gplumeth himself 6

,

While if a wrong is perpetrated upon a poor man h he must implore favour h
.

4 ' If thou art useful to him 1 he maketh a slave of thee,
j But if thou be brought low 1 k he is sparing of thee k

.

5
kk If thou possessest anything kk ! he will live with thee 1

,

And will impoverish thee without a pang.
6 m Hath he need of thee m ?

n then he will deceive thee 11

,

°And will smile upon thee and raise thy hopes.
©(*) p He will speak thee fair p

,

7 qAnd shame thee with his hospitality*1
.

?t?
A r So long as it profiteth he will cajole thee,

Twice (or) thrice he will . . . thee r
;

d-d ^ y ljN "n na = ffi xvTPa npos Xf^^ra (Si ' the vessel of clay to the cauldron of brass ') dd-dd So $
IPX = ILquando: ffi > (& 'which [knocks it and breaks it']=$) «$ (£) + b~l bit, "VB>y ")3nrv rlD 1K

' or why should the rich associate with the poor'; ffi > {rightly as a g/oss) f- fHeading my to correspond

with mjtf in next clause {or my) : so <& (r}8iKr,<T(v) and 2> g-sp? nwn*= Neo-Hebr. MfefU, 'to make oneself

handsome, be vain (plume oneself)': ffi rrpoa-fVf^ptp^aaTo (=?marp): & 'is unconcerned' (xcno) h~h ^
fjniV : ffi km npo<T8tr)dr}(T€Tai : Si (misunderstanding 3^)

' he prays
' i-i

jfy )b "Itsbn DX = 55 : <£ «n/ xpwwwji*
(> \b) i-i So $ (y"Dn DKl): <& <cai fa* vmeifpan's (=?yun DK1: #>. Num. ix. 7): £ ' if thou art poor'

(ffi and & may be free renderings of Jfa)
k-k f^ "j^y tarV (= ' he pitieth thee ') : ffi KaraXet^u o-e = S

(/interpreting $) kk-kk $ «^gj Dx . <£ eav ,xns — -]b W qk (_ %y so reaj ^Wnn pe/ers> Smend) H £<? <£

<TvpPt<ocT(Tai a-ot = icy 1W (j0 raz</ zo/'M Peters) : $ = 55 "|Dy Vim 3*0* = 6 c (accidentally misplaced: so Peters)

m-m ^ «jDy ^ (/t -p.,^ «p«^ . ffi xpetn„ €a-

XVKe o-o!, :
<j • while he does his will with thee

' »~n $ -^ yWil =
?

' he will flatter thee ' (reading W^from WW : cp. Aram, sense of verb) or ' toy with thee '
: <& km aatotrkwnprei <re

= ~fr tPBTH : so read with Peters : 8> 'he will seem to do thy will ' °-° $ -\b (I. "]TW)) prWI , cp. Job xxix. 24

(^N pn'B>) P-P Reading "]0y V~im 3*8* (= 5 a $): ffi XaXrjtrci crot KoAa: ffi + *ai fpet nt r; W«a aov, Zfl/fc/cA

Peters regards as an explanatory doublet (but Smend keeps). Si ' and will call thee a fortunate man ' (/paraphrase

of ' will speak thee fair ') : $ > <J-i .So ffi and 3 = 1^3MD3 "jetol (w r«*rf zw/A /V/wj, Smend) : $ >
r_r $

13 iri.T b"yv n^x ny

nvny> b6b> cpoya

(J$ prob. = $? substantially!) d& ecor ov anoKfvuxrri <rt 81s t) rpis, km en «t\qt(o KarapwKq&fTM croi. Peters thinks the

Hebrew text underlying (K to have been :

wbw D*oya tbWt "irx ny

H3 i?nm nnnxai

^«/ />%w raw hardly be right (D ,|*inX3 /b//. 4y p31 »a/ //'«<?). ^ z> essentially right : but the meaning of ']^^y, is

uncertain. Smend suggests that it may = a corresponding verb in Arab., which means ' to deceive
'

s
~8 $ p31

What association . . . smashed? i.e. the weaker is bound to go to the wall : when a collision takes place

the earthen pot ("^S, cp. Num. xi. 8) is bound to'be smashed by the brass cauldron (TD, cp. Ezek. xxiv. 3, 6). 'The

one ' =, of course, the cauldron or kettle, ' the other' the earthen pot. The latter was also used for boiling purposes
;

cp. Num. xi. 8.

3. The rich man . . . perpetrateth a wrong. . .
' The folly of the whole thing, viewed from the standpoint of the

rich, could scarcely be more graphically set forth than in this and the following verses' (Edersheim).

4. he maketh a slave of thee. The same expression (2 12y) occurs in Jer. xxiii. 13, xxvi. 14, xxx. 8: lit. = he

uses thee as an instrument for work. For the Hebrew word here for ' to be useful ' ("tf^O) Cp, Eccles. v. 10 (' skill,

success '). The original meaning is to be fit, suitable.

he is sparing of thee. The Hebrew word here used = usually ' to pity ' (' he pitieth thee '). But here the

meaning seems to be to neglect, leave alone : cp. Horace, Odes, i. 34. 1 ' parcus deorum cultor et infrequens ' (<5 gives

the meaning correctly— ' he will forsake thee '). Cp. Pirqe Aboth ii. 3.

5. without a pang. lit. ' and it will not pain him '.

7. wag his head at thee. In mockery and scorn ; cp. xii. 18.
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SIRACH 13. 7-1

#?
A sAnd then 8 he will see thee 'and pass thee by 1

,

And wag his head at thee.

S Take care "that thou be not overbearing",
vAnd that thou be not crushed by senseless folly v

.

(b) vv. 9-13.

9 Doth a noble w draw nearw ?
x keep at a distance 1—

yAnd so much the more y z will he cause thee to approach 2
.

10 aDo not thyself draw near a
, lest thou be put at a distance

;

And keep not (too) far away, lest b [thou be forgotten] b
.

11 e Venture not c d to be free d with him,

And mistrust his much conversation.
e For fby his conversation at large f g he is testing thee g

,

hAnd when he smileth at thee he is probing thee he
.

12 iA ruthless one maketh peace,
While plotting against the life of many'.

(cp. Prov. viii. IO, Esther iv. 16): <5r ptra ravra t_t ^ "]3 13ynni (cp. Prov. xiv. 16) <5r KaraXei^rd ae (N KaXv\^€i

at = & 'be hid from thee') u_u |^ "1NO 3mn b\k ('be not arrogant, overbearing, violent, overmuch'):

(5 fir) anonXavridys (248 &c. Syro-Hex + rg diavoiq <rov, i. e. ' be not deceived in thy mind, act foolishly '

—

an

interpretation of fa): £ ' be not given into his hands ' = ? VT3 SiTTin i»8.
v_v

ffi JTR3 *1*D3 n»*in ?R1 ' and

be not like to them that lack intelligence' (Schechter): <& km prj TairdvcoOfjs tv evcppoa-wji a-ov (248 &c. +Kap8ias

after (v(f>poavvrj : but Sah IL tv ttj atppoo-wj] = the original reading of (St) : the Hebr. text underlying (G is prob.

:

yno TDrd nann btx\

i.e. ' and be not crushed by senseless folly ' (so read with Peters : Peters also reads in line 1 : *p^3 3mn bn : cp.

<& tt] Siavotq a-ov) w-w So p? 3*1 p, i. e.
3*1"*

( parlicip.) : (S irpotnraXecra/m-ov a* = K"!p ; & = J$
s-x ^ pim nVl :

(S V7roxwpcor yivov, so & + ' from him ' y~y J^ p H31 (r/. xi. 1
1
) = ffi k<h tccw /taXXor : & ' and at every time

'

(|21 ,>33l) z~z So |^ *]£"*i' = S : <& npoo-KaXfo-frai <re [Peters adopts ffi in both clauses : ' doth a noble invite thee

will he invite thee
']

a~a So $? 3*ipnn bx = S> : <& {freely) ' do not press (upon him),' (piwrre

b-b So ffi : f§ {Obn, ' be hated (detested) ' = & : «»*»</ /o N^'n = PlBfen : <r/>. xlii. 9, 10 $, a«rf Isa. xliv. 21 "•'P'ri

(but text doubtful) C"c $ nD3*1 bit = <& M err€Xe (crrex^v = "1D3, v. 8, xiii. 1 1, xv. 4)
d-d gj ^sn^, z'.f. ^0?,

' to be free ' (Qal does not otherwise occur): <& laqyoptio-dai, ' to speak as an equal (with him)': %> 'to speak' (from
context the word means * to speak freely '). Bevan (so Slrack), however, suggests the pointing W$rp. e-e These

two lines are cited by Sa'adya (cp. Cowley-Neub., p. xxii) asfollows :

inw nom ire> 3*13 "o

:*pprM *]!> pneh

' For with much talk will he try thee,

And will laugh at thee and probe thee.'

f-f% ffpfe> mains : <& « noWrjs \a\ias (read WWfor HTB*, so Sa'ad.) s-g Reading *]'D:* (for J% }VW 1 (the 1
^"

irv'E>)) = © TTdpavt 1 ae (cp. Sa'ad. ^nitf HDiD) : ^0 Smend: % = % ('for in the multitude of his speech there are

trials') h-h
- So $% = ffi »cat aw Trpoa-yeXa)!/ «|fTao-e ae (248 &C Syro-Hex ra Kpvnra crow instead of (rt

:

cp. &) H ^ :

^eho jm nT3N

: i^p nenp &2-\ b^dj ^yi'cn* {<bi

<5 av(Xer)pa>v o prj (rvvrrjpwv Xoyovs Kai ov prj (pfiarjTai iiepi KaKa><r«os Kai Stcrpup (' unmerciful is he that keepeth not words
;

and he will not spare injury and bonds'): & 'and he that is without pity exacts recompense (= Cw for bw'ti)

and pitieth not the souls of many '. Thus ffi omits tarv xb and & -|K>p IXhp. Smend attaches ^DrV t6) to first line

vv. 9-13 contain a warning against incautious intercourse with highly-placed members of the governing class

(princes, governors, and their entourage). In Pirqe Aboth ii. 3, a passage occurs which expresses similar sentiments
(attributed to Rabban Gamaliel, son of Judah ha-Nasi) :

' Be cautious with (those in) authority, for they let not
a man approach them but for their own purposes ; and they appear like friends when it is to their advantage, and
stand not by a man in the hour of his need.'

10. Do not thyself draw near ... be forgotten. Avoid both extremes—pressing forward or holding back unduly.
12. A ruthless (or cruel) one maketh peace, While plotting against the life of many. A deliberate contrast
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SIRACH 13. 13-19

l 3 Take heed J'and be wary'",
k And go not about with men of violence 1* 1

.

(h) XIII. 15-20. Like consortetJi with like : what common bond can there be between rich andpoor ?

(= 2+3 + 1 distichs).

15 m All flesh m loveth n
its kind 11

,

°And every man his like .

J 6 pAII flesh consorteth according to its kind p
,

And with his kind man q associateth q
.

17 'What association 1" can wolf have with lamb?
"Even so is the ungodly that Consorteth with the righteous*.

18 'What peace* can the hyena have with the dog?
u Or what" peace rich with poor?

19 v Food v for the lion are the wild asses of the desert

:

Even so the pasture of the rich are the poor.

and renders :
' the tyrant employeth (ubt) cruelty and doth not pity, against the life of many he plolteth ' {but this

is highly doubtful): Peters reads ~Wp "iK-lp 7^^ N^l ?BTD fJV ni3K, {.e, ' the cruel one taunteth, and is without pity

in his plotting '. A better result is obtained if Tftbv is read {ivith £>) in line 1, and /BIT vh\ {? an explanatory gloss

on nt3N) M omitted ; then read: IVp iB'lp D*3"1 K>£3 bv Dl^ |TV nT3N, i.e. as rendered in text above {for

V,W jro cp. Lev. xxvi. 6, 1 Chron. xxii. 9) Hj| l\ir fK!1 : ffi xai npoo-exf o-<po8pus (248 + anovdv = E auditui

tuo) : i5 = flj
k-k So J^ : (Br ort fx(Ta rr/s Trreoaews o~ov irfpinarets = "pi"l]"l "piKOD DJ? *3, 'for thou goest with

thine own fall' (£ 'for with the ravishers thou walkest'). So Peters reads * 248 253 3L Amb + verses

13 c and 14 (' when thou hearest these things awake in thy sleep. 14 Love the Lord all thy life, and call upon

Him for thy salvation'): for text see Hart and Schlatter, p. 108 f. The verses are a late gloss m_,n
J^

"IBOn b"2 : (Br nay (aov n-n
J^ 13H3 = <Br to ofioiov avrtp {cp. V. 1 6, xxvii. 9)

0-0 So $ )b nD1*in DX DIN 5»31 :

(Br /cat nas avdpam-os tov nXtjaiov avrov. An echo of this line appears in a Talmud citation {T. B. Baba qama 95 b).

Thirdly, in the Hagiographa ; as it is written : ' Every bird dwelleth according to its kind, and (so doth) man
according to his like ' (~]b n^lb D*1K pi). Note Talmud has DIN ]2for % DIN V~V Reading hfK' WD^ "1B>3 bl

= (Br naaa aap£ Kara yevos (Syro-Hex 254 + avrr]s : SO 3L ad similem sibi) o-Lvaytrai (307 o~vv<mTtTai = !L COn-

iungitur) : $ ^VK ~fe>3 i>3 P» (& = M with fD for }*») <i-q $ "13m'' : II sociabitur : (Br Trpoo-KoW^o-trai.

r-r 3^ "l3irP HO : (Br rt (coti/wvi/ffei 8_s 3§ &« twoforms of this line, viz. :

(1) p*rb yen 13

(2) : !?YX3 K»N i>K "vpy pi

(S owBs apaproXos npos tvirfftr) = $} (1) : £ 'and so the rich to the poor man ' = $ (2): read with Smend

: bw p»*li6 S?Kn ?3 (13 = p«S(i) ?> Neo-Hebr.) *-* Reading Dlh? B?* iTO = <E : $ {corrupt) "V &»ND (#>. B»K

= E», 2 Sam. xiv. 19, Mic. vi. 10, Prov. xviii. 24) u_u (Br «<u ™ = ? no IN (w /V/erj reads): J& p«o

'whence?' v-v ^ ^ = 5 ; (£ Kvvrfyux {a free rendering : but Peters reads T¥ = icwiyyta, Gen. xxv. 27)

is drawn between the real character and the methods of the unscrupulous ruler. While pretending to make (or give)

peace (i.e. to be full of active goodwill) he is secretly plotting murder. For the text see critical note. For a similar

contrast cp. Ps. cxx. 7 ('I am for peace; but when I speak they are for war'). (Br runs: 'Merciless is he that

keepeth not words (i.e. betrays confidences in free and incautious conversation), nor will he spare (sc. to inflict)

injury or bonds '.

13. Take heed . . . men of violence. For the second clause (K (cp. 55) has ' For thou goest about with thy fall
'

(so Peters prefers to read) : the expression is a figurative one (to have ruin as a companion in thy walk) ; cp.

Job xxxi. 5 ; Prov. xiii. 20 (cp. also ix. 13 of our book).

14. See critical notes.

(h) XIII. 15-20.

vv. 15-16. A reference is made to this passage in the Talmud (see critical notes for the citation). Our passage

is cited as from the Hagiographa in conjunction with passages from the Law and the Prophets (see Edersheim,

in toe).

15. All flesh. (Br 'Every living creature'. 'Flesh' has here a general sense, including the forms of animal life

generally. Cp. Lev. xvii. 14 (' the life of all flesh . . . the blood thereof, &c).
kind . . . like. Cp. xxvii. 9. The law of ' like consorteth with like ' is ' a universal law in the physical and moral

world, as well as of society '. ' Similis simili gaudet ; aequalis aequalem delectat ' (Edersheim).

17. What association . . . wolf . . . lamb ? Cp. Is. xi. 6 ; Matt. x. 16.

18. rich with poor. Throughout these terms connote ungodly and pious respectively. Cp. Ep. James ii. 6

(' But ye have dishonoured the poor man. Do not the rich oppress you ?
' &c.).

19. the wild asses of the desert (or steppe). Cp. Job xxiv. 5, where the poor (as here) are compared to the wild

asses in the desert. For the lion as a figurative expression for the rich cp. Ps. xxxiv. 10, xxxv. 17, lviii. 7; Zech. xi. 3.
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SIRACH 13. 20-25

ft
A 20 wAn abomination x to pride* is humility;

Even so an abomination to the rich are the poor.

(z) XIII. 21-23. The worlds treatment of rich and poor—a contrast (= 1+2 + 2 distichs).

21 A rich man y when he is shaken y z
is supported by a friend 1

,

a But the poor man* b vvhen he is shaken b
is thrust away c by a friend c

.

22 A rich man d speaketh d
, and his helpers are many

;

eAnd though his words be unseemly, they are pronounced lovely 6
.

A poor man ' speaketh f
,
gand they jeer at him 8

;

h Yea, though he speak with wisdom h
,

j there is no place for him 1
.

23 When the rich man j speaketh j
, all k keep silence k

,

And they extol 'his intelligence 1 to the clouds.

When the poor man speaketh :
' Who is this? ' say they

;

And if
m he stumble m n they will assist his overthrow".

(j) XIII. 24—XIV. 2. A Collection of Miscellaneous Proverbs (= 1+2 + 2 distichs).

24 Wealth is good if it be without sin,

And evil is poverty a which is due to presumption a
.

25 The heart b of a man changeth his countenance,
Whether for good or for evil c

.

w v. 20 omitted by £ *-* So ft DIN* : ffi vTreptjfava
>'_ >" So <E aaXevoptvos = DID* (so read) : ft DID : Sh ' falls'

*-z <£ arrjpiCfrai (= ? "JDB* or JDD'1
: so read) vno (pi\wv

; ft y-|D *}DD3 : £> ' is cast into evil ' (y"6) a"a
ft ^>*ll

:

ffi rantivos fie (N* 248 Trrco^oy fit :
' <5r prefers the synonym [raniivos] which more easily admits of a spiritual

interpretation' (Hart)) b-b
ft DID* : ffi neaw = Sh (contrast renderings 21a) c_c <& vno (piXav = y*lD

(cp. v. 21 a), so read : $> ' from evil into evil ' = ft jn ^>N y*lD d_d
ft 13*tD = & : ffi = DID* (in clauses a a«</ c

the two terms must correspond—either ' speaketh ' or ' falleth ' must be read in both : (5r expresses in both ' falleth '

;

& in both ' speaketh
' ; ft in a ' speaketh ', in c ' falleth ') e~e So ft pBlilD p*iyi3D mill (ptfDO, part. Hof. of

*iy3 common in Neo-Hebr. = ' to be dark, ugly, repulsive, unseemly ' (cp. xl. 2) : paiHD, part. Hof of JIB* = //'/.

' they are made beautiful ': note the pi. endings in p*). Schechter suggests reading pairiD = ' they (his words) are

veneered over', as base with precious metal. ' and his hateful words are glozed over ' (Hart). <& (\a\Tjo-tv anoppryra

mi (diKaiaaav avrov = ? paiDl p*iyi3D "13*71 (so Peters reads) f~f So Sh : ft DID* = <ffi ss Reading (with

Peters) : in'*}'* y* y*l (lit. ' and they raise [cries] of ' y*, y*) : S ' they say to him ' yi' : <£ (freely) km (mnp^o-av

avrm : ft N*}*1 y* y* h_h % b'SB'O *0"I1 : ffi (Cp8ty$aTo o-vv«tiv H ft Q»po ^ pNl : ffi *at ov* eSofy awo tottqs

H So ft (part.): ffi tXa\r,<Ttv Ms So ft W3D* (<:/>. Deut. xxvii. 9) = <E : * hearkened
' H ft •fefc" DK :

€5 (freely) o-ov \oyov avrov: & 'his favourers' m-mft ^pj-jj = <J£ n-nft 'niBliT Oil D* = ffi

*-» Lit. 'according to the mouth of presumption' (;n* 'B i>y); NA 55 157 248 253 307 «»> m-opart

amPovs (= ft Si Syro-Hex H) ; B C 70 254 €v o-Topaaiv tvoffiovs h & ' sins' c 248 253 Syro-Hex +
'And a happy (lit. flourishing) heart maketh a face cheerful with delight'; gloss on the following clause.

20. an abomination to the rich are the poor. Cp. Prov. xxix. 27 b (' he that is upright ... is an abomination
to the wicked 'j.

(z) XIII. 21-23.

21. when he is shaken, i.e. come into a dangerous and unfortunate situation ; cp. Ps. xiii. 4 (5) :
' mine adversaries

rejoice because I am moved ' (' shaken '), xvi. 8, x. 6 'I shall not be moved' (Hebr. Dit3N~?3 = LXX ov pf) aa\ev6«>,

as here). Edersheim thinks the meaning need not be restricted to the decay of external fortunes, but may include
a wider connotation.

22. A poor man speaketh ... no place for him. Cp. Qoh. ix. 16 :
' The poor man's wisdom is despised, and

his words are not heard.' For the expression ' there is no place for him ' cp. iv. 5 ; Pirqe Aboth iv. 6 (ed. Taylor),
'there is not a thing that has not its place ' (a saying of Ben Azzai, second century a.d.) ; cp. also Rom. xii. 19. Here
the expression may mean : they refuse to hear him.

23. all keep silence. From respect ; cp. Job xxix. 9.

extol ... to the clouds. Cp. for the expression Job xx. 6.

(j) XIII. 24—XIV. 2.

24. Wealth . . . After having pointed out the consideration shown to the rich for the sake of their wealth, Ben-Sira
goes on to say that riches per se are not bad, but, on the contrary, good when they do not bring sin in their train.

And evil is poverty . . . See critical note. Poverty is an evil when it is the result of wickedness ; this is

a poverty to be ashamed of.

25. The heart of aman . . . i.e. the inward state of a man, not his outward circumstances, determines hishappiness
or otherwise, and this is reflected in the expression of his face ; cp. Prov. xv. 11; Eccles. viii. 1 ; Luke ix. 47.

Whether for good ... In the Midrash Bereshith Rabbj. to Gen. xxxi. 2 this verse is quoted verbatim, excepting that

the DN1 ... DN of ft is, in accordance with the later Hebrew usage, expressed by p31 . . . p3.
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SIRACH 13. 26—U. 5

$A 26 The outcome"5 of a happy heart is a cheerful countenance,

But solitude and meditation occasion toilsome thoughts.

14- 1 Blessed is the man whose mouth doth not grieve him,
eAnd (who) doth not mourn for the sorrow of his heart 9

.

2 Blessed is the man whose soul doth not reproach f him,

And whose hope g hath not ceased.

(k) XIV. 3-19. On the proper use of zvealth (— 2 + 3 + 3[ + 1] + 2 + 2 + 3 + 3+1 distichs).

3 To him that is small of heart wealth is unfitting 11

,

And wherefore 1 should the evil-eyed have gold k
?

4 He that withholdeth from himself gathereth for another.

And a stranger shall satiate himself with his goods.

5 He that harmeth his own soul, to whom will he do good ?

For 1 m he hath no delight m in his own goods.

d Lit. ' result

'

e_e Reading 13? *fl b]} FUM K^l ; the text of ffy as il stands cannot be right, it reads : mx ttb)

: 12? pT vb]}, 'And his heart doth not desire judgement against him': €r 'And (who) is not pricked at the heart

(km ov Karfwyrj) with sorrow for sin'; excepting for afrnpnas (= py) ffi = ?^ as amended above ; afi. may be

an explanatory addition. J5 reads: vyD }H N2n N>1, 'And judgement is not hid from his eyes'; Vy*0 suggests

a corruption of py (= (St), but ' heart ' is required to correspond with ' mouth ' in the first clause. Smend suggests

the reading Uiy pi bv n3X VQ\, 'And (who) doth not sigh for sorrow of his sin.' Another possible form might be

12^2 *11 7jfn tfol; 'And (who) doth not cause sorrow to enter into his heart' {cp. Sanh. 100 b, ~\ybl ton ^yn xb

'Let not sorrow enter into thine heart,' quoted by Levy, i. 164) ; ??y is only used in the Po'el in the O. 71, see

Job xvi. 15 * Reading iniDn {for iniDn), cp. Prov. xxv. 10: cp. IL qui non habuit animi sui tristitiam

e V 248 253 Syro-Hex + ' in the Lord ' h Lit. ' not comely ', as <K » $ £> repeat ' not comely '
; ffi is

more probably correct here, iva n (= TV2?) k 3L = f% : <K 'money' : & ' mammon
'

1 Lit. ' and
'

m-m Reading mrT> (= £> NIpJ and <&) for JTHpf 'he shall not meet with' (i.e. 'will not retain possession of)

26. a happy heart. To be understood in accordance with v. 25. ffit
' a heart that is in prosperity'; cp. xii. 8.

But solitude . . . ITK'I 3*2> (lit. ' withdrawing and musing ') occur in the reverse order in 1 Kings xviii. 27, where
Elijah says of Baal : '

. . . for he is a god ; either he is musing, or he is gone aside.' The clause seems a little inappro-

priate (possibly it expresses the thought of Eccles. xii. 12: 'Much study is a weariness to theflesh'), and Smend suggests

as an emendation :
' Weary eyes (reading D^y D^'BTIO for 712]} niBTID) are a sign of worry

' ; cp. xii. 9ff., xxv. 23^. At
any rate the words as they stand must be taken in a general sense, and not in reference to Ben-Sira's own studies, ffi has

:

' And the finding out of parables is a weariness of thinking,' which is not far from |$ ; the meaning of the words which
is intended is to offer a contrast to what is said in the previous clause.

XIV. 1. whose mouth . . . Cp. xxv. 8b; 1 Kings i. 6 ; Ps. xvii. 3, xxxix. 2, cxli. 3 ; Jas. iii. 2. (5 'that hath not slipped

with his mouth' is explanatory.

And (who) doth not . . . See critical notes.

2. whose soul doth not . . . Cp. 1 John ii. 19-22.

(i) XIV. 3-19.

3. small of heart, i.e. one who is grudging; cp. 3L' viro cupido et tenaci'. & fiixpoXoyoi, one who cavils about trifles.

unfitting. Cp. xv. 9 ; IL ' sine ratione '.

And wherefore . . . See critical notes.

the evil-eyed. i.e. envious, as ffit ; cp. xviii. 8, xxviii. 11^; Prov. xxiii. 6, xxviii. 22: it is equivalent to TOt3p

('jealousy') in its bad sense. In Pirqe Aboth v. 29 the'evil eye' is contrasted with the 'good eye' (cp.xiv. 10 below);

in the same tractate (ii. 15) an 'evil eye' is reckoned among those things which 'put a man out of the world'. The
expression here is used with reference to the envy which the miser feels at seeing riches in the possession of others.

gold, ffi xPWaTa ' s a free rendering ; cp. Job xxvii. 13, where the Sept. has the same word for the Hebr. ^DD
('silver').

4. He that withholdeth . . . The reference is to the miser who denies himself many things in order to increase his

hoard ; he is in reality only laying it up for others.

a stranger . . . Cp. Eccles. vi. 2 ; ffi ' others '.

satiate himself. The Hebr. root yy3 means lit. to be full to bursting ; the verb does not occur in the O. T., but

in Exod. ix. 9 a derivative is used for ' blisters' or ' boils'.

5. He that harmeth . . . The reference is only to the miser ; the ' harm ' refers to the miser's denying himself every

enjoyment.
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SIRACH 14. 6-1 o

$A 6 None is worse than him that is evil to his own soul,

And the recompense of his evil is
n in himself".

(5 7 °And even if he doeth good, p he doeth it in forgetfulness p
,

And at the last q he showeth forth q his wickedness .

8 r Evil is he that envieth 3 with his eye,

Turning away his face and despising men".
$A

9 In, the eye of the covetous" (too) small is his portion,

But he that taketh his neighbour's portion v destroyeth his own portion v
.

io wThe eye of the envious w hasteth* after bread,

And naught is on his table.
y [A good eye causeth bread to increase,

And 'A dry fountain sendeth forth water' upon (his) table.] y

Erubin 54a 11 z My son, a if thou possessest aught, do well to thyself1

,

bAnd prosper to the best of thy power b
.

$A
12 c Remember that death tarrieth not,

Nor hath the decree of Sheol been told thee c
.

r 3 Before thou diest do good to him that loveth (thee),

And d as thou hast prospered*1

,
give to him.

n~n Lit. ' with him '

°-°1fy > p
_
p 248 'he doeth it not willingly' : IL ignoranter et non volens facit

a-q & ' he will look upon ' r-rp? > s 7o 248 + ' to look
'

* Lit. ' souls ': IL ' his soul' *So<&:

J§
' of him that stumbleth ' is a corruption : 3s ' of a fool ' is an attempt to improve upon $ (^"D $, k?2& •£)

v_v & ' loseth his own soul', so V 248 Syro-Hex : <£ 'drieth up his soul': IL donee consumat arefaciens animam

suam : Smend is perhaps right in emending ^ in accordance with these, reading tt?£« ttQ'D instead of 1p,n H2NO

w-w Lit. 'The eye of (him that hath) an evil eye' (py J?1 py): ® o<f>8a\p.os vov^pos— T\V~\ VV, which perhaps

represents the original x <& ' (is) envious ' (= $ inexactly) ?">'
ffi > : but £ = p?

z IL inserts the title

' Concerning well-doing, for death tarrieth not

'

a~a The Babylonian Talmud has preserved the right reading

here: $ £> ' Serve thy soul, and if thou hast [i.e. possessest aught], do well to thyself b_b Lit. ' And according

to the God [i.e. power] of thy hand, make thyself fat ' : the rendering oj <8x, km irpocr<popas Kvpta agues npoaayt, betrays

ignorance of the Hebrew idiom here g-c Ln the Babylonian Talmud, Erubin 54a, this verse is quoted thus:

' For in Sheol there is no delight, and death hath no tarrying ; and if thou say, I will give rest to my sons, the

decree of (///. in) Sheol who will declare (it) unto thee?' d~d Lit. 'according to the finding of thy hand',

6. None is worse ... Cp. Prov. xi. 17.

that is evil to . . . ffi ' that is grudging to himself ; cp. Deut. xxviii. 54, 56 Sept. (Smend).

is in himself, ffi ' is this ', i.e. being evil to his own soul, which does not fully bring out the force of J§.

7. The omission of this and the next verse in $? is perhaps only accidental ; & has v. 7, though probably it is freely

rendered ('And if by chance he doeth good, it is by mistake, and at the last he will see his wickedness ')• The omission

in $? can be accounted for by the similar beginning of vv. 6 (y*l) and 8 (Hy~l) ; the beginning of v. 5 (JTI) and the end

of v. 6 (lriy^) may also have tended to confuse things.

in forgetfulness. i.e. not of set purpose.
And at the last ... In spite of the apparent good done in forgetfulness, his true nature is sure to be revealed

ultimately and seen of all the world.

8. that envieth with his eye. Cp. v. 6, where ffi uses the same word (6 fiao-icaLvwv).

despising men. lirepopa>v \lrv\as. Smend would read Inepopcov ^vxqv eavrov, as the verse is evidently intended to

describe the harm done to the envious man himself; cp. the second clause in vv. 6, 7, 9, 10.

9. In the eye of . . . <& 'A covetous man's eye is not satisfied with his portion '.

destroyeth his own portion. See critical note. With <ffi cp. Num. xi. 6, '. . . but now our soul is dried up,' i.e.

there is no more enjoyment of good things ; and Ps. xxii. 15 (16 in Hebr.).

10. The eye of the envious. See critical note.

hasteth. The Hebr. root t^y (cp. xxxi. [xxxiv.] 16) means to pounce greedily upon something, cp. 1 Sam. xiv. 32

((fri)) xv - J 9 f
xxv - J 4 (probably corrupt) ; these are the only occurrences of the verb in the O. T. ; the coll. noun C?y

' birds of prey ' occurs more often, Jer. xii. 9, &c. The picture is that of a bird of prey darting upon its spoil.

And naught is on . . . (K Kal e'Winrjs enl ttjs Tpanffys airov. Although the miser is ever grasping, he has naught

to show for it.

A good eye. For the expression cp. xxxv. 8 (= xxxi. 10) ; Prov. xxii. 9 ; Pirqe Aboth v. 29.

A dry fountain . . . This seems to be a quotation. The bracketed clauses are secondary according to Smend.
11. See critical notes.

do well to thyself. Cp. Ps. xlix. 18.

12. the decree, pn, i.e. that which has been determined, cp. xli. 2.

13. as thou hast prospered . . . Cp. Lev. v. 1 1.
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SIRACH 14. 14-21

SA
14

e Refrain not from the joy of the present 6
,

© fAnd let not the portion of a good desire pass thee by f
.

3E
A

15 Wilt thou not leave thy wealth to another,

And thy labour to them that cast the lot ?

16 Give and take
;
yea, indulge thy soul,

Erubin 54^ g For in Sheol there is no delight 8
.

17 All flesh withereth h like a garment,

S A And the eternal decree is: ' Thou shalt surely die !

'

18 As the leaf thatrgroweth on a luxuriant tree,

One fadeth, and another sprouteth

;

'So (are) the generations of flesh and blood,

One dieth, and another flourished 1

;

19 All his works will surely decay,

And the labour of his hands followeth after him.

(a) XIV. 20-27. The Blessedness of him who seeks Wisdom (=4 + 4 distichs).

20 Blessed (is) the man that meditateth k on 1 Wisdom 11

,

And that giveth heed m to understanding,

21 That directeth n his heart upon her ways,

And giveth heed unto her paths
;

reading nwmfor WVn e"e Lit. 'Withdraw not (thyself) from the good things of a day
'

f~f% which

is corrupt, reads: 'And upon the portion of a brother trespass not': CIS ('brother') is a corruption of niN

('desire'); 2H3 ('good') should, according to <£, be added ; for *ny in the sense as used in dSc cp. Jer. xiii. 24,

Isa. xxix. 5. £ >. : 3^ % + ' And an evil desire, desire not ', a gloss, which, however, shows that <£ has preserved

the correct rendering s-gj^ ' For in Sheol there is no seeking of delight (=<&); but all (that is) fitting to do,

do in the sight of God '
; the addition is due to the desire to tone down the flippant sentiment of the verse. & > the

second clause, but has the addition h Lit. 'wears out '
i_i /« the Talmud, Erubin 54 a, these clauses are quoted

thus : 'the sons of men are like the herbs of the field, some flourish (lit. ' sparkle '), others fade
'

i Lit.

' ripeneth '. At the end of the v. 253 Syro-Hex +
' (It is) by the decree of the Lord

' k Nc -a 70 248 253

fif\(TT](T€i (= S), so <£ Syro-Hex : (St (TeXfVT»?o-ft) is corrupt 1 Lit. ' in
' u 3L 4-Et in sensu suo cogitabit

circumspectionem dei m Lit. 'that hath respect' n Lit. ' setteth
'

° Reading iTni2 sn: (= &)

14. See critical notes.

15. Wilt thou not leave . . . Cp. Ps. xlix. 6-1 1, 17. Therefore why not enjoy it while you have it?

to them that cast the lot. ' In Palestine brothers divided their patrimony by' lot as late as, and probably much
later than, the second century ' (Baba Bathra 106 b (T. B.) ; seefE, viii. 188 a).

16. indulge thy soul. Cp. Prov. xxix. 21.

17. withereth like . . . Cp. Job xiii. 21 ; Ps. cii. 26 (Sept.) ; Is. 1. 9, li. 6.

Thou shalt surely die. ffi ' Thou shalt die the death ' ; cp. Gen. ii. 17 (Sept.), iii. 19. The Hebr. root VU occurs

mainly in the poetical books of the O. T.

18. As the leaf. . . The two first clauses of this verse are quoted in Erubin 54 a (see crit. notes above) ; cp. Is.

xxxiv. 4, xl. 6, 8 ; 1 Pet. i. 24.

a luxuriant tree. €r ' a thick tree ', cp. Deut. xii. 2, &c.

One fadeth ... <Br ' Some it sheddeth, and some it maketh to grow '.

So (are) the . . . This and the next clause were inadvertently omitted in the text of ffi ; they are added in the

margin.

flesh and blood, D"ll 1C3 (= <rap^ <a\ alp.a, also in the order aifxa iaii vapg; cp. xvii. 31 ; Matt. xvi. 17; 1 Cor.

ipens

is added nnnN p ('so is [their] latter end '); see Cowley \nJQR, xii. no.

19. All his works ... ffi ' Every work rotteth and fadeth away'. £>, in order to tone down this rather pessimistic

note, substitutes : 'All his works shall be proved before Him' (i.e. God).

will surely decay. Cp. Is. xl. 20, where this word (3p">) is used of a tree rotting, and Prov. x. 7, where it is used

in reference to ' the name of the wicked'.

And the labour . . . Just as man perishes and is forgotten, so it is with his works (cp. Job xxi. 13 ;
John xii. 19)

;

contrast with this thought Rev. xiv. 13. <3r 'And the worker thereof shall depart with it '.

XIV. 20—XVI. 23. The general theme of this division is Divine retribution. It contains six subsections.

(a) XIV. 20-27.

20. that meditateth. See critical note. Cp. vi. 37, 1. 28 ; Ps. cxix. 15, 23, 148.

that giveth heed ... Cp. Ps. cxix. 1 17; (5 'And that shall discourse by his understanding'; some cursives add
' holy things'.
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SIRACH 14. 22—15. 3

$A 22 Going forth after her like a spy,

He looketh stealthily upon p her enterings-in q
.

23 [Blessed is he] that peereth into her window,
And hearkeneth at her doors

;

24 Who encampeth round about her house,

And fixeth his pegs into her wall

;

25 rWho pitcheth 6 his tent *close beside her tr
,

And dwelleth in a goodly dwelling
;

26 And buildeth" his nest v in her foliage,

And lodgeth among her branches

;

27 Seeking refuge from the heat in her shade,

He dwelleth within her habitations.

(b) XV. 1 -10. How Wisdom is to be attained (= 2+2 + 2 + 2+2 distichs).

15 1 For* he that feareth the Lord doeth this,

And he that taketh hold of the Law findeth her.

2 And she will meet him as a mother,

And as a youthful wife will she receive him

;

3 And she will feed him with the bread of understanding,

And will give him the waters of knowledge 13 to drink.

v Reading ?y for 73, which the sense demands 9 Cp. B aaoSois : <& otherwise 0801s r-r & > 8 Lit.

' stretcheth out ' H Lit. ' upon her hand ' u Lit. ' setteth '
v <£ ' children ', misreading Up (' his nest ')

as VJ2 ' his children

'

a
ffi $> > b Reading ronn instead 0/ ntOSn

21. That directeth ... Cp. xxi. 17 b, xvi. 20 ; Is. xlvii. 7. ffi ' He that considereth her ways in his heart'.

And giveth heed unto . . . fflr 'And he shall take knowledge of her hidden things ' ; cp. iv. 18, vi. 22, xxxix. 3, 7.

Pirqe Aboth vi. 1 : '. . . and they reveal to him the secrets of the Torah.'

22. Going forth ... He looketh stealthily. <£ renders both verbs in the imperative.

like a spy. Cf. 2 Sam. x. 3. ffi ' as one that tracketh ' (<as Ixv(vt^), using the metaphor of a hunter.

He looketh stealthily. Cp. Prov. viii. 34. ffi ' lieth in wait ', continuing the metaphor of a hunter.

23. into her window. Cp. xxi. 23 ; Song of Songs ii. 9.

at her doors. Cp. Ii. 19 ; Prov. viii. 34.

24. encampeth. Cp. iv. 13, 15. (S 'lodgeth'.

his pegs. The same Hebr. word as in Judges v. 26.

25. And dwelleth . . . Cp. Prov. i. 33.

26. his nest. See critical note.

in her foliage. Cp. Ps. civ. 12. (S ' under her shelter '.

lodgeth among, ffir
' shall rest under '.

27. Seeking refuge ... (5 ' By her he shall be covered from heat (cp. Eccles. vii. 12), and shall lodge in her glory
'

(cp. Is. iv. 5f.).

(b) XV. 1-10.

XV. 1. For. Wrongly omitted by <&, since this and the following verses are connected with what has preceded ; the

way in which men should seek Wisdom is now followed by a description of the reception accorded to those who
find her.

doeth this. Referring to what has preceded.

he that taketh hold of . . . mm K>Qin ; cp. Jer. ii. 8, where four offices are enumerated, among which this is one,

iz. priests, lawyers, rulers, prophets ; the second of these (' handlers of the Law ') came to be technically known as the

Scribes (= ' Sopherim ', cp. xxxviii. 24-xxxix. 11); in the N.T. ypafiftarels, and, more rarely, vopiKoi (Matt. xxii. 35;

Luke vii. 30, x. 25, xi. 45 ff., xiv. 3) or vofiobiMo-KaXoi (Luke v. 17 ; Acts v. 34 ; 1 Tim. i. 7) ; they were those who
occupied themselves with the study and teaching of the sacred Scriptures, and, above all, with the Law.

the Law. The most important point about Ben-Sira's teaching regarding the Law is that he identifies it with

Wisdom ; but the way in which this identification is taken for granted shows that Ben-Sira is not expressing a new truth,

but one which in his time had already become generally accepted ; cp. the following passages : i. 26, xix. 20, xxi. 11,

xxiv. 23, xxxiv. (<J5 xxxi.) 8.

findeth her. i.e. Wisdom ; nj3~iT is more strictly ' shall attain her ' or ' overtake ', as in Judges xx. 43.

2. ... as a mother. The same comparison is used in reference to Jahveh in Is. xlix. 14, 15.

a youthful wife. See the same expression in Prov. v. 18, 'a young wife'; <& ywf] napStvdas, cp. Prov. vii. 4, 5 ;

Jer. iii. 4 ; Joel i. 8 (see Sept. in each case) ; cp. also Wisd. vii. 8.

will she receive him. With ^ cp. 1 Chron. xii. 18.

3. bread of understanding. Cp. Prov. ix. 5.

waters of knowledge. <& v8<op <jo<plas. In the later Jewish literature the ' water ' and ' bread '
of the Torah are

often referred to; e.g. in Shabbath 120a (T. B.) the words of Is. iii. 1, 'the whole stay of bread,' are explained as

referring to the Torah ; in the Midrash Bereshith Rabba, § lxx (to Gen. xxviii. 20), it is said that the proselyte may find

in Israel « the bread of the Torah '. In the Midrash Shir Rabba i. 4 it is said :
' As water refreshes the body, so does

the Torah refresh the soul.'
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SIRACH 15. 4-13

$A
4 And he that stayeth upon her will not fall,

Nor shall he that trusteth in her be ashamed
;

5 And she will exalt him above his neighbour,
And will open his mouth in the midst of the assembly.

6 Joy and gladness shall he find,

And she will make him inherit an everlasting name.
7

c Ungodly men c shall not obtain her,

And the arrogant shall not look upon her.

8 Far from the mockers is she,

And liars do not think of her.

9 Praise d
is not seemly in the mouth of the wicked,

For it hath not been apportioned e to him 6 by God.
10 In the mouth of the wise praise is uttered,

And f he who is mighty f with her shall teach her.

(c) XV. 1 1-20. On Free-will (= 2+1+2+2+2+1 distichs).

11 Say not :
' From God is my transgression,'

For that which He hateth made He not.
12 Say not: ' (It is) He that made me to stumble,'

For there is no need of g evil men g
.

13 Evil and abomination doth the Lord hate,

And gg He doth not let it come nigh to them«g that fear Him.

c~c Lit. 'men of falsehood

'

<i £ 'wisdom' e-e © > exc% 70 I0g 24 g f-f Lit. 'he who ruleth

'

e-e Lit. ' men of violence ', cp. 3L ' homines impii

'

ezsz Lit. ' he doth not cause it to encounter them
'

4. he that stayeth upon her. On the other hand, in Ps. xviii. 18 Jahveh is man's stay.

5. she will exalt him. Cp. Pirqe Aboth vi. 1, where it is said : 'And it [the Torah] magnifies him and exalts him
over all things'; cp. also Sirach iv. 11.

will open his mouth. In order that he may teach.
in the midst of the assembly. Cp. xxi. 17 ; Prov. xxiv. 7. The reference is probably to those gathered together

for instruction in the temple, for, as Friedlander has shown {Synagoge unci Kirche in ihren Anfdngen), the synagogue
did not exist in Palestine until the latter half of the second century B.C.

6. ffi ' Joy and a crown of gladness and an everlasting name shall he inherit
'

; for ' crown ' cp. i. 9, vi. 31.
an everlasting name. Cp. Is. lvi. 3, where, however, this is given by God.

7. Ungodly men. <& ' Foolish men '. $ N1K> TID, cp. Job xi. 11 ; Ps. xxvi. 4 ; 3L homines stulti.

the arrogant. <& ' liars '. $ }H? n«K, cp. Jer. xliii. 2.

8. the mockers, ffi ' pride '
; cp. Eth ' the proud '. The 'mockers ' are the cynical free-thinkers to whom wisdom,

as contained in the Law, is foolishness ; cp. xiv. 6.

do not think of her. Cp. xxiv. 20.

9. This and the next verse belong to what has preceded, but form, at the same time, an introduction to what follows.

seemly. nriKJ, cp. Ps. xxxiii. 1, cxlvii. 1 (Smend).
apportioned, ffi 'sent'. Cp. 3L Quoniam a deo profecta est sapientia.

10. In the mouth of . . . (Br ' For praise shall be spoken in wisdom '. Cp. ii. 29 ; Prov. xi. 9.
And he who is mighty ... <& mil 6 Kvpws eloSwcrd uvtov, but, as the rendering of IL shows (' Et dominator dabit

earn illi '), this is a corruption of kcu 6 Kvpievcov daati avTto, which is much nearer to ?? ; alrio must originally have been
avrijv. Cp. Matt. vii. 29.

(c) XV. 11-20. Cp. with this passage James i. 13 f.

11. From God is my transgression. "

<K ' Through the Lord I fell away'.
that which He hateth made He not. <K ' For thou shalt not do the things that He hateth ', a misunderstanding

of the point in flf. The reference is probably to the Yeser ha-rd (the ' Evil Tendency ') which, according to the text,

was evidently believed by some to have been created by God, a belief which is reflected in later Rabbinical writings,

e.g. Qiddushin 30b (T.B.) :
' I (God) created an evil tendency ( Yeser ha-rd) ; I created for him (i.e. for man, in order

to counteract this) the Law as a means of healing '; and in Bereshith Rabba, § xxvii (to Gen. vi. 6), Rabbi Ibo explains
the text to mean :

' It repenteth Me for having created in him (i.e. in man) the evil tendency ; if I had not created it

in him, he would not have rebelled against Me.' In earlier days, too, it was believed that God was the cause of sin ;

see 2 Sam. xxiv. 1
; Jer. vi. 21 ; Ezek. iii. 20.

12. Say not. lONH |B, i.e. 'By no means say . . .'; cp. Is. xxxvi. 18 (Smend).
stumble. €r 'err'.

evil men. & ' a sinful man '. With the whole verse cp. Job xxii. 2 ft".

13. Evil and abomination. (K ' every abomination'.
He doth not let it come nigh, ffi ouk eanv ayanr)T6v should be emended to . . . <itt(ivttjt6v (Knabenbauer).

14. God. G ' He himself.
created man . . . Since man was created by God he cannot have been bad from the beginning ; the teaching here

implied seems to be that man became bad because he followed his evil inclination ; contrast, however, xxxiii. (ffi xxxvi.)
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SIRACH 15. 14— 16. 3

?i?
A 14 God created man from the beginning,

hAnd placed 1 him in the hand of his Yeser.

15 If thou (so) desirest, thou canst keep the commandment,
j And (it is) wisdom k to do His good pleasured

16 Poured out before thee (are) fire and water,

Stretch forth thine hand unto that which thou desirest.

17 Life and death 1 (are) before man,
That which he desireth shall be given to him.

18 Sufficient is the wisdom of the Lord,

(He is) mighty in power, and seeth all things.

19 And the eyes of God behold his works,

And He knoweth every deed of man.
20 He commanded no man to sin,

Nor gave strength to men of lies
m

.

(d) XVI. 1-5. The Curse of sinful Children (= 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 distichs).

16 J a Desire not the sight b of unprofitable sons,

And delight not in corrupt children
;

2 Yea, and if they c are fruitful , exult not because of them
If they have no fear of the Lord.

3 Trust not thou in their life,

dNor rely on their eend ed
;

h
ffi inserts thefollowing gloss :

' And delivered him into the hand of him that spoilelh him '
; addedfor doctrinal

purposes i Lit. ' gave
' H & > : $ & + ' and if thou trust in him, of a truth (lit. even) thou shalt live

'

k Lit. ' understanding

'

1 3L + ' good and evil

'

m $ + the gloss :
' And He hath no mercy on him that

committeth falsehood (lit. doeth vanity), nor on him that revealeth secrets.' £> + ' And He said not to the sons of

flesh that they should sin, and He hath no mercy on them that commit falsehood.'

a IL has the title ' Concerning ungodly children
' b Lit. ' beauty ' : <& & ' multitude

'

"ffiS
' multiply ' d-d £ ' And trust not that there will be a good end for them ' e-e <£«c <

p iace »

. K A V 55 155

248 253 254 Syro-Hex Sah 'multitude'; $ + the gloss: 'For there will not be for them a good end'; K c - a

+ areva^n yap irtvdti acopco icai f£t(f)VT)s avrav crvpreXeiav yvaxrerai

14, 15. Yeser is here used in a neutral sense (almost equivalent to Free-will) in which lay the power of doing right or

wrong ; the origin of evil is, therefore, in this passage, traced to man ; cp. xxv. 24 ; Wisd. xii. 1 1 ; 4 Esdras iv. 29-31.

A later scribe, realizing the difficulty which could be urged, that as the Creator of all things God must have created the

Yeser with its tendency to evil as well as to good, added the gloss that God delivered man from his spoiler (i. e. Satan

;

see critical note) ; cp. iv. 19. This later scribe, in his turn, however, did not realize that the difficulty still remained.

Yeser. Cp. xxvii. 6, xxxvii. 3 : ffi diafiov\iov.

15. If thou (so) desirest. In this and the two next verses the normal Jewish doctrine of Free-will is well

illustrated ; it is characteristic of this that divine grace occupies a relatively subordinate position.

the commandment. niVD, i.e. any precept of the Law ; the keeping (Nt?y) of such is reckoned as of merit. Cp.

x. 19, xxxii. ((& xxxv.) 23, xxxvi. 12, xlv. 5 ; Prov. xix. 6 ; Eccles. viii. 5.

And (it is) wisdom . . . ffi 'And faithfulness (it is) to do (His) good pleasure, cp Frov. xii. 22; for njun

('understanding') it is perhaps better to read H31DX ('faithfulness'), following <£ (and see the addition of $?, with

which cp. Hab. ii. 4 ; see critical note) ; cp. IL ' Et in perpetuum fidem placitam facere '.

16. Poured out before thee. <ffir
' He hath set before thee '.

fire and water. Corresponding to ' life and death' in v. 17 ; opposing elements ; cp. Light and darkness =
Good and evil. For the synonym ' Fire ' for ' Good ', applied to God, cp. Deut. iv. 24.

17. Life and death. With the addition of IL (see criticalnote) cp. Deut. xxx. 15, 19 ; see also Jer. xxi. 8.

18. Sufficient is . . . i.e. God knows what each man chooses, cp. xlii. 17. ffi ' Great is . .
.'

(He is) mighty in power, i. e. It lies within His power to punish those who choose the evil, and to reward those

who choose the good.
and seeth all things. Cp. Ps. xxxiii. 13-15.

19. And the eyes of God ... <& ' And His eyes are upon them that fear Him ', cp. Ps. xxxiii. 18, xxxiv. 16.

And He knoweth every deed . . . Cp. Pirqe Aboth iv. 31 : 'He is the framer, and He the creator, and He the

discoverer . .
.

' ; cp. Ps. xxxiii. 15.

20. to sin. (Si ' to be ungodly ' (aa-e^tv).

nor gave strength ... (ffi 'And He gave no man licence to sin'. For the addition in $ see critical note.

(d) XVI. 1-5.

XVI. 1. Desire not . . . Cp. xlii. 12.

sight, ffi ' multitude ', anticipating v. 2.

unprofitable sons. Lit. ' vain youths '. Cp. Philemon 11.

2. If they have ... <& ' Except the fear of the Lord be with them '.

3. Trust not thou . . . For the reason that it may suddenly come to an end cp. Job xxiv. 24.

on their end. For the Hebr. word 3py in the unusual sense of ' end ' cp. Ps. cxix. 33, 1 1 2. Possibly the word is

to be understood in the sense of ' gain ', as in Ps. xix. 11 (12 in Hebr.) ; Prov. xxii. 4.
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SIRACH 16. 3-12

$A For better is one' than a thousand 6
,

And to die childless than h (to have) h a presumptuous posterity.

4 From one that hh feareth the Lord a city is peopled,
But through a race of treacherous men it is desolated'.

5 Many things like these mine eye hath seen,

And mightier things than these mine ear hath heard.

(c) XVI. 6-14. God's righteous wrath against the Wicked (= 1 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 2[+ 2] distichs).

6 In the assembly of the wicked a fire is kindled,

And in an apostate nation doth wrath burn.

7 He forgave not the princes k of old,
1Who revolted ml in their might.

8 He spared not n the place where Lot sojourned
,

Who were arrogant in their pride
;

9 Nor did He spare the nation accursed
,

Dispossessed because of their sin p
.

10 Thus (did it happen) to the six hundred thousand footmen,
Who were destroyed in the arrogancy of their heart q

:

11 Yea, and if there be one who is stiff-necked,

A marvel it would be were he not punished.
For mercy and wrath are with Him,
He forgiveth and pardoneth, but rupon the wicked' He causeth His wrath to rest

r
.

12 As great as His mercy (is), so is His chastisement 8
:

(Each) man doth He judge according to his works.

f 248 + 'righteous'; N c - a + 'doing the will of the Lord' (=%£): 3L + timens deum g^ca +
'transgressors': 70 + 'sinners': H + filii impii h-h $ 4- 'one that hath many unprofitable children

and than

'

^ & + ' is childless (but)

'

' 248 + ' quickly

'

k © & <

g jants
'

l-l £ < who filled

the world' "> % + 'of yore' n-n & 'the inhabitants of the city of Lot' ° N c-a + 'the nation

of Canaan

'

p x c -a + ' All these things did He do to the hard-hearted nations, nor was He appeased
by the multitude of His holy ones' 4 55 70 248 + 'Chastising, showing mercy, smiting, healing,

the Lord guarded them in mercy and in discipline

'

r_r & ' punisheth sins
'

B <5 + ' great

'

4. that feareth the Lord. © 'that hath understanding'; JS ' that feareth God'. To have understanding and to

fear the Lord are synonymous terms in the Wisdom-Literature, cp. i. 14; Prov. i. 7, ix. 10; Ps. cxi. 10.

But through . . . Cp. Gen. xix. 24, 25. G ' But a race of wicked men shall be made desolate ', misunderstanding
the point of ?^.

5. mightier things than . . . These are enumerated in the verses that follow.

(e) XVI. 6-14.

6. a fire is kindled. Cp. Num. xvi. 35 for the thought, but probably the reference is not specifically to this as

in the enumeration of events in the succeeding verses the chronological order is followed.

an apostate nation. The same phrase in Is. x. 6.

7. He forgave not. (5 ' He was not pacified towards '.

the princes of old. & 'the ancient kings'; (5 follows the Sept. of Gen. vi. 4, 'the giants ' of old time; cp.

Num. xxi. 21-31 ; Wisd. xiv. 6; Judith xvi. 7 ; Bar. iii. 26 ff.
; 3 Mace. ii. 4 ; Enoch vii. 2, ix. 9 ;

Jubilees v. i.

Who revolted ... 1L Qui destructi sunt confidentes suae virtuti.

8. He spared not . . . Cp. Gen. xix. 14.

the place . . . sojourned. Dv ,_
I13D as in Job xviii. 19, V^3D3 ; not as $b 5b.

Who were arrogant . . . Cp. Ezek. xvi. 49 ; 3 Mace. ii. 5 (Smend). fflr
' Whom He abhorred for their pride '.

9. spare, ffi & % 'pity'.

the nation accursed, i.e. Canaan, as Nca explains correctly in an addition, ffi ' the people of perdition '.

10. to the six hundred thousand . . . Cp. xlvi. 8, and see Num. ix. 21 ; it is improbable, as the context shows,

that the reference is to Exod. xii. 37, as Ryssel thinks.

destroyed. Lit. ' taken away '
; (S ' gathered together '.

in the arrogancy of . . . For the Hebrew cp. Deut. i. 43 ; £5 ' because of their murmuring ' (cp. Num. xiv.

12). fflr 'in the hardness . .
.

', cp. -o. 11.

11. stiff-necked. Cp. Exod. xxxii. 9, xxxiii. 3, 5, and for (ffi Neh. vii. 51.

A marvel. iTOfl
; the noun (Aramaic) occurs, outside our book, only in Dan. iii. 32, 33, vi. 28.

For mercy and wrath . . . The same clause as v. 6 c (^ <&).

He forgiveth ... (5r for the whole clause, 'He is mighty to forgive (Sueuar^r t£i\a<Tfia>v, cp. Ps. lxxxvi. 5,

exxx. 4), and poureth out wrath.'

but upon the wicked . . . The same clause as v. 6d (f^ (5).
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SIRACH 16. 13-19

SA
13 The sinner shall not escape with his spoil,

And He will not suffer the desire* of the righteous to fail for ever.

M Everyone that doeth righteousness shall receive his reward,

And every man shall find" (his reward) before Him, according to his works.
l 5

[
vThe Lord hardened the heart of Pharaoh who knew Him not,

Whose works were manifest under the heavens;
r 6 His mercies are seen by all His creation,

And His light and His darkness w hath He apportioned unto the children of men.] 7

(/) XVI. 17-23. Mans insignificance in the sight of God (= 2 + 3+3 + 1 distichs).

*7 Say not :
' I am hidden from God,

And in the height who will remember me ?

I shall not be noticed* among so illustrious a people,

And what is my soul among the mass of the spirits y of all the children of men y ?

'

18 Behold the heavens and the heavens of the heavens,

And the deep, and the earth z
;

19
aWhen He treadeth upon them they stand firm,

And when He visiteth them they tremble a
.

b Yea, the bottoms of the mountains, and the foundations of the world,

When He c looketh upon them they tremble greatly.

t ffi £ 'patience' u Reading [after <K 3s) VCS&for X^ v_v
<Sc > (exc. 106 248) : S> Ar = $ : the two cursives

vary only slightlyfrom fa
w Reading (after the cursives 106 248 and 3s) 13KT1 instead of\T\2V (' His blessing')

S BC remembered ' >-y <& > z 70 248 106 IL + ' and all that in them is

'

a_a B ' when He
visiteth them they are shaken' b 248 inserts: ' The whole world was made, and existeth, by His will'

c 70 248 'the Lord'

12. according to his works. Cp. xv. 19, and Pirqe Aboth iii. 24 :
' The world is judged by grace ; and everything

is according to work.'

13. the desire. Cp. Prov. x. 24, xi. 23 ; Ps. cxii. 10; Smend, on the basis of xliv. 10 (Hebr.), emends to 'hope

(ropn for m«n).
for ever. Omitted in ffi.

14. Every one that ... to his works, ffi 'He will make room for every work of mercy; each man shall find

according to his works'. Concerning the efficacy of works, see iii. 14, 31, xi. 27, xvii. 22, xxix. 9, xxxi. 9, 10, &c.

;

the Hebr. phrase np"l¥ ntJ'y is the technical one for fulfilling the commandments of the Law (Mttzvoth) ; Ben-Sira

frequently lays stress on the need of this, though occasionally he finds it necessary to utter a note of warning, e. g.

in v. 5, 6, where he combats the belief that any number of sins can be committed provided that a sufficient number
of good works are done to atone for them (cp. xxxiv. 26 [xxxi. 31]). The danger of works assuming a mechanical
character became a more urgent one as time went on, see e.g. Matt. vii. 15, 27; it is seen clearly also in the later

Rabbinical literature (for many examples see Weber, Judische Theologie, pp. 279 ff.), though passages in which the

efficacy of works is balanced by teaching on the need of grace are not wanting.

before Him. i.e. in His (God's) sight.

15. 16. These verses are probably not original, but they must have got into the text at an early period, as they are found
in the Syriac and Arabic versions, as well as in two Greek cursives. They belong to the secondary recension off!?.

15. The Lord hardened . . . Cp. Exod. ix. 12 ff.

under the heavens. Cp. Exod. v. 2, xvii. 14 ; Deut. xxv. 19, xxix. 19 ; Job xli. 3.

16. the children of men. (fix tw abapavri., a corruption for roi «S<j/x (DltO).

(/) XVI. 17-23.

17. lam hidden from God. Cp. Ps. cxxxix. 7-12.

noticed. Lit. ' known ', i.e. recognized.

among the mass ... €r ' in a boundless creation
'

; Sa'adya, who quotes this verse (Smend), omits ' of all the

children of men ', which overloads the clause, and is evidently not original.

18. 19. The whole-hearted acknowledgement of the divine glory and power contained in these verses cannot be
intended to be spoken by the sceptic, in whose mouth they would sound strange ; it is clear, on the other hand, that

vv. 20-22 belong to the same speaker as v. 17. It would seem that vv. 18, 19 have got out of place; they would
come more appropriately after v. 23, where, after having rebuked the sceptic's way of thinking, Ben-Sira utters his own
confession of faith.

iS. the heavens of the heavens. Cp. Deut. x. 14 ; 1 Kings viii. 27; 3 Mace. ii. 15.

the deep, and the earth. These, with the heavens, went to make up the universe, according to the ancient Hebrew
conception. The 'deep' = Tehoni (cp. Gen. vi. 11), i.e. the subterranean abyss of waters.

19. treadeth. Lit. ' cometh down', cp. Ps. xviii. 8, civ. 32.

And when He visiteth . . . IpB often has the sense of ' punish ' ; cp. Is. x. 12
; Jer. ix. 24 (Hebr.) ; with the

whole verse cp. Test. 12 Patriarchs, Levi iii. 9 : 'When, therefore, the Lord looketh upon all creation, the heavens
and the earth and the abysses are shaken.'

the bottoms of the mountains. Cp. Jonah ii. 6 (Hebr. 7) ; <& ' the mountains'.
When He looketh . . . Cp. Ps. civ. 32 ; Nahum i. 5.
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SIRACH 16. 20-27

$A 20 ' In truth, unto me He will not have respect

;

And as for my ways, who will mark them ?
cc

21 If I sin, no eye beholdeth it,

Or if I deal untruly in all secrecy, who will know it ?

22 dMy righteous dealing, who declareth it?

And what hope (is there) ? for the decree is distant

*

de.'

23 They that lack understanding think these things,
And the man of folly thinketh this.

(rt). XVI. 24-30. Wisdom as seen in Creation (= 2 + 2+2 + 2 distichs).

24 Hearken ye unto me, and receive my wisdom,
And set your heart upon my words.

25 I will pour out my spirit' by weight,

And g by measure 8 will I declare my knowledge.
26 When God created His works from the beginning,

(&
hAfter making them h He assigned them (their) portions'.

27 He set in order His k works for ever,

'And their authority unto their generations 1
.

They hunger not, neither m are they weak m
,

And they cease not from their works".

cc n c.a + < And according as a man asketh, his eye shall see (his reward ') : cp. v. 14 b d-d & > * Reading
pm^/or pWN (Smend) e 70 106 248 IL + ' And the trying of all things is not until the end

'

f $> ' words
'

e-g S> ' in wisdom ' h-h $ < Concerning their life '
: this is all thai is left offe in the clause; it is wantingfrom

here to xviii. 23 'S 'laws' ktf 253 'their' (.= & IL) 1-1 70 106 248: 'In His hand are their

beginnings from generation to generation
' m-m SoK: ffi

' do they labour ' : 70 106 248 +' in His works '

:

& ' do they labour,' + ' nor are they weary
' "S' strength

'

20. In truth. In this and the two next verses the sceptic's train of thought is continued from v. 17 ; he says, in effect,

that neither evil actions nor righteous dealing matter since God is indifferent to both, ffi misunderstands the point of
the words, and renders: 'And no heart shall think upon these things, and who shall conceive his ways?'

21. If I sin ... It is difficult to make much out of ffi : 'And a tempest which no man seeth [tf
c - a adds :

' shall come
upon him', to make sense], and the more part of his works are among hidden things'; with the second clause cp. xliii. 32.
Smend ingeniously emends the first clause thus : Kav KaKonoifj ,1vdpa>nos ovk fyerai 6 6(pda\p.6s avroi, but the unanimity of
the Greek MSS. in reading mraiyis points to an original misreading of %. With the whole verse cp. xxiii. 18-20.

22. who declareth it? Since God Himself, according to the sceptic, does not see it (cp. vv. 20, 21), who is there to

tell Him if a man deals righteously? The sceptic is represented as not believing in the ministry of angels (cp. Job
xxxiii. 23, 24).

And what hope (is there) ? ffi ' Or who shall endure them ?
' vnofievfl is probably a corruption of vnofiovf) (=mpn

in Job xiv. 19 ; Ps. ix. 19, lxi. 5).

for the decree is distant, i.e. the decreed reward for well-doing, or punishment for evil-doing, is, in any case, so
far off that one need not be concerned with either.

23. And the man of folly ... (S paraphrastically :
' And an unwise and erring man thinketh follies.' Cp. Ps. xiv. 1

(Sept. xiii. 1), liii. 1 (Sept. lii. 1).

XVI. 24—XVIII. 29. Divine retribution further exemplified. This division contains seven subsections.

(a) XVI. 24-30.

24. 25. These verses form an introduction to this section, which deals with the wonders of Creation, in which the
divine Wisdom is revealed.

24. receive my wisdom. Cp. viii. 9. ?$P means ' insight ', or ' good sense
'

; cp. Prov. iii. 4, xiii. 1 5, &c. <E ' learn

knowledge'.
set your heart. With (St npoaexe 17] KnpSia aou cp. Deut. xxxii. 46 (Sept.).

25. I will pour out. The Hebr. root J?20 is a late one, and occurs only elsewhere in the poetical books, Psalms,
Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes ; cp. x. 13, 1. 27.

by weight. Cp. xxi. 5, xxviii. 25.
by measure, <& iv aKpifieiq.

will I declare my knowledge. Cp. Job x. 17, xxxii. 6.

26. When God created, ffi iv Kpiuti (a scribal error for Kriaet) Kvpiov. Cp. 1 Enoch ii. 1-3.

... He assigned them . . . Cp. Gen. i. 20, 25 ; Ps. cxxxvi. 6-9.

27. He set in order . . . Cp. Ps. civ. 24, 31.
their authority, ras apxat avrwv. Cp. Gen. i. 16, 18; Ps. ciii. 22; i.e. the sphere of their activity. Ryssel refers

to Philo (De Monarch., I. § i, II. § 5 ffi), where the sun and the stars are designated apxovrts.

unto their generations. Cp. Ps. cxxxv. (cxxxvi.) 8f. (Sept.).

They hunger not . . . Cp. xliii. 10.
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SIRACH 16. 28—17. 7

ffi 28 °Not one thrusteth aside his neighbour
,

They never disobey His word.
2 9 And after this the Lord looked upon the earth,

And p filled it with His good things p
.

30 With every living thing He filled*1 the earth
;

rAnd into it is their return 1
.

(b) XVII. 1-14. God's gifts to man (= 2 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 2 distichs).

17 1 God a created man b out of dust c
,

And turned him back thereunto.

2 He granted them d a [fixed] number of daysd
,

And gave them authority over all
6 things fon the earth f

.

3 e He clothed them with strength gg like unto Himselfggg
,

And made them according to His own b image.

4 He put the fear of them 1 upon all flesh,

And k caused them to have power k over beasts and birds 1
.

<5 Si* *\a
m With insight and understanding He filled their. heart"1

,

jb And taughtmm them good and evil.

6a n He created for them 11 tongue, and eyes, and ears,

6b And He gave them a heart to understand,

0-0 $ ' they hate not one another '
p-p & ' blessed it with all its fruits ' 1 So Si ; <& ' covered '

r_r & ' And
gathered within it all His works

'

» So 5% : ffi « The Lord '
b & Adam 0S0S6: E + 'and made him after His image '

d-d So Si E :

<£ ' days by number ' : ffi E + ' and a set time
'

e So 70 Si f_f Lit. ' thereon
'

«_g E omits this clause

here, but places it before v. 2 : Si ' By His wisdom He clothed them with strength and covered them with fear

'

gg-gg heading xaff eavrovfor Kaff tavrovs h So X A > So Si : ffilL ' him

'

k~k Cp. Bb
: Si > : 70 248 +

' in His likeness' (i.e. like Him) ' 70 248 + :
' They (i.e. men) received the use of five powers (i.e. the five

senses) of the Lord ; but as a sixth He also accorded them the gift of understanding (vovs), and as a seventh the

Word (Xoyos), the interpreter of His (i. e. God's) powers ' (= v. 5)
* The order of the clauses herefollows Si :

€r lacks logical sequence ; the order in E differs from both m_m So Si : (Sc 3L ' He filled them with skilfulness

of insight ' : IL + ' He created for them the understanding of the spirit, and filled their heart with reason

'

mm So Si: <& ' showed them' *"» So Si : ffi 8w£ouAmw, the result of reading "Up instead of "W?l ; the omission

of Dr6 (< for them
') followedfrom this ° Si Lit. ' granted as their portion

'

28. Not one thrusteth aside ... i.e. the heavenly bodies have been ' set in order', they follow their course without

interfering with one another ; cp. Ps. civ. 19.

They never disobey . . . Cp. Ps. cxlviii. 5, 6.

29. And after this . . . Cp. Gen. i. 20-31.
And filled it . . . Cp. Ps. civ. 24, 28.

30. With every living thing, ffi tyvx'iv (h ^xri) navros (wov ; cp. Gen. i. 21 HTin B'BJ'/S, naa-av yf/vxqv £a><i>v . . .

;

cp. also Gen. i. 24.

And into it . . . Cp. Gen. iii. 19 ; Ps. civ. 29 ; Eccles. xii. 7.

(b) XVII. 1-14.

XVII. 1. After speaking of the Creation generally, Ben-Sira now deals more specifically with man and God's
gifts to him.

God created . . . Cp. Gen. ii. 7.

And turned him back . . . Cp. Gen. iii. 19 ; Ps. cxlvi. 4.

2. He granted them . . . Cp. Ps. xc. 10.

And gave them authority. Cp. Gen. i. 28 ; Ps. viii. 6-8.

3. like unto Himself. . . according to His own image. Cp. Gen. i. 26, 27.

4. the fear of them . . . Cp. Gen. i. 28, ix. 2 ; Wisd. ix. 2.

caused them . . . Cp. Gen. i. 26, 28 ; Ps. viii. 6-8.

5. See critical note '. In reference to this insertion Grotius (quoted by Smend) says: ' Videtur ad marginem anno-
tatum fuisse ab aliquo Stoicorum librorum lectore. Nam Stoici ad quinque sensus notissimos tres annumerabant
alios, quorum hie omissum est to o•^fpflaTlK6v.

, The verse is, on the face of it, not original.

6 ft. See critical notes.

7 a. With insight . . . Cp. Ps. viii. 5

.

7 b. ... good and evil. See, however, Gen. ii. 17, iii. 22.

6 a. He created. See critical note.

6 b. heart. As usually in the O. T., the seat of understanding.
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SIRACH 17. 8-17

(Br5 83 p To show them the majesty of His works,
8c qAnd that they might glory in His wondrous acts q

;

*9 That they might evermore declare' His glorious works r
,

10 And praise 8 His holy name.
<!& 11 He set before* them the covenant"

;

The law of life u He gave them for a heritage".

12 He made an everlasting covenant with them,
And showed uu them His judgements.

13 Their eyes beheld x His x glorious majesty,

yAnd their ear heard His z glorious voicey
;

14 And He said unto them, a Beware of all unrighteousness"
;

And He gave them commandment, to each man concerning his neighbour.

(c) XVII. 15-24. God's recompense to those who serve Him (= 2[+ 1] 4- 2 4 2 distichs).

15 Their ways b are ever b before Him,
They are not hid from His eyes c

.

17 [
d For every nation He appointed a ruler,

But Israel is the Lord's portion 6
].

p S> > 8a : <8r IL : ' He set His eye (254 Syro-Hex ms 'fear') upon their hearts
' q_(i So, with some variation,

N c-a 7o 248 (as v. 9) £ 3L * vv. 9-10 are misplaced in (Er
r_r %> 'the fear of Him in the world'

8 70 248 ' the elect shall praise

'

t ^potB^y (= &) instead o/npoatdrjKeu (' He added ') W So £ : <Sr ' know-
ledge

' u_u & ' He taught them '
: 248 4-

' to perceive that they are mortal

'

uu £> ' made known unto'
*-* So £ 3L

: ffi > y-y IL > z So N C V 70 253 254 Syro-Hex Ar : BA &c. ' their' »-» S> ' take heed
and be not faithless' b_b £ 'are manifest' 070 248 + 'From their youth up every man (70 their

way) was towards evil, neither were they able to make their hearts (to be) of flesh instead of stone' (= v. 16),

cp. Ezek. xi. 19 d 70 248 insert here: 'At the separation of the peoples of the whole earth/ cp. Gen.
vi. 5, vii. 21, Deut. xxxii. 8 e 70 2484-' Whom (i.e. Israel, the Lord's portion) He brought up as His
firstborn (cp. Exod. iv. 22) with severity, yet loving them, imparting to them the light of love, and He forsook them

8 b. the majesty. Cp. xviii. 4.

8 c. See critical note.

9, 10. The order as given above is that of &.
11. He set before them. Cp. Deut. iv. 44.

the covenant. <& read rU*3 for rV"G .

The law of life. i.e. the law which gives life, the Law of Moses; cp. xlv. 5 (D^n miri), Baruch iv. 1, and the
Midrash St/re 84 rt : 'As water giveth life to the world, so do the words of Torah give life to the world ' ; and Pirqe
Abothn. 8 :

' He who hath gotten to himself words of Torah hath gotten to himself the life of the world to come.'
Ben-Sira is, of course, only referring to this life.

12. made. Lit. 'set up' (eorj/tro) ; cp. xliv. 18 a ; Ezek. xvi. 60.

an everlasting covenant. Cp. Baruch iv. 1.

13. Their eyes beheld . . . See Exod. xix. 16-20, xxiv. 16, 17.
His glorious voice. Cp. xlv. 5 ; Is. xxx. 30; Rev. i. 10, iv. 1.

14. Beware of . . . A summary of all the prohibitory commandments of the Law, referring especially to that against
worshipping other gods.

He gave them commandment . . . This and the preceding clause sum up the 'great commandments' of the
Law, love to God and one's neighbour; cp. Matt. xxii. 36-40.

(c) XVII. 15-24.

15. Their ways are. . . Cp. Ps. xc. &a ; Is. xlix. 16.

They are not hid . . . Cp. Ps. xc. 8 b. See critical note.

17. See critical note for addition in 248. This verse (17) can hardly be original here. If genuine it has been mis-
placed (it breaks the close logical connexion between vv. 15 and 19, which form 2 distichs).

For every nation . . . portion. This verse is of importance as illustrating the Jewish doctrine of God both in

His relationship to Israel and to the Gentiles. By their acceptance of the Law the Israelites became God's 'peculiar

people' (i"vJD Dy ; cp. Deut. xiv. 2, xxvi. 18; Ps. cxxxv. 4), and were therefore His particular care (cp. the Sept. of

Deut. xxii. 8, 9,
' But the Lord's portion was His people Jacob, the lot of His inheritance was Israel '). On the other

hand, since He was the God of all the world, His interest in other nations could not be denied (cp. the Midrash St/re 40

:

' God doth not provide for Israel alone, but for all men ') ; thus the belief arose that, while God reserved the Israelites

for His special care, He deputed angels to look after, and champion, the cause of other races. It is said, e.g. in the
Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan to Gen. xi. 7, 8, that every nation has its own guardian angel who pleads the cause of the
nation under his protection before God. It is interesting to observe that in later times even the divine guardianship over
Israel was deputed to the archangel Michael; in Hagigah 12b (T. B.) he has the title of 'Advocate of the Jews';
and in the Yalkut Shimeoni, Bereshith 132, Michael is described as the prince over all the angels, because he is the
guardian angel of the Israelite nation; he acts as Israel's representative and patron in the presence of God, and he
intercedes there on behalf of his people.

For v. 18 see critical note.
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SIRACH 17. 19-27

<Br 19 All their works f are [clear] f as the sun before Him,
gAnd His eyes are continually upon their ways g

.

20 Their iniquities are not hid from Him,
And all h their sins h are [inscribed] 1 before the Lord k

.

22 The righteousness 1 of men m n
is to Him as a signet 11

,

And the mercy of man He preserveth p as the apple of an eye q
.

23 Afterwards rHe will rise up r and recompense them,

And will visit 8 their deeds' upon their own head".

24 Nevertheless to them that repent doth He grant a return v
,

And wcomforteth them that lose hopewx .

(d) XVII. 25-32. An exhortation to turn to God andforsake sin (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

25 y Turn unto the Lord, z and forsake sins
;

Supplicate before (His) face, and (so) lessen offence.

26 Turn unto the Most High, and turn away from iniquity zz
,

And vehemently hate the abominable thing 2
.

& 27 a For what pleasure hath God in all that perish* in Hades'',

® In place of those who live and give Him praise?

not ' (= v. 18) f-f So 3L (lit. ' manifest '):£>' stand '
: ffi > s-s & ' And all their thoughts are manifest

before Him

'

t_l1 & ' the sins of men ' > So & only k 70 248 + ' But the Lord, being merciful, knowing
also (that they are made in) His own image, spared them, and forsook them not nor cast them off' (= v. 21).
1 Lit. ' alms

' m £ ' of all men ' n-n & ' is sealed and deposited with Him '
° Lit. ' grace

'

p & ' is preserved
'

1 70 248 + ' granting (lit. allotting) repentance to his sons and daughters ' r-r SS ' shall

He reveal Himself B Lit. ' render ' * Lit. ' retribution '
: 5S ' debts '

u it + ' and He will consign (lit. turn)

them to the lower parts of the earth
' v IL ' a way of righteousness ' : & ' repentance '

w~w & ' will destroy

all who cause hurt to the righteous' x Lit. 'endurance': 3L + 'and hath apportioned to them the lot of

Truth ' y 3L has the title ' Concerning conversion ' : 248 ' Therefore turn
' I_Z S ' and ye shall turn from

destruction ; turn from sin and cause not anger (unto the Lord)' zz 70 248 + 'For He Himself will lead (thee)

out of darkness unto the light of salvation '
(lit. ' health ') a_a (K ' who will praise the Most High in Hades '

:

% has instead of v. 27 :
' and recognize the justice and judgements of God, and stand in the lot of the favour and

prayer of the Most High ; walk in the places of the holy world with the living and with those who give thanks unto

God. Abide not in the folly of the wicked ; confess (God) before death '
b £ ' the world ' : 70 248 + 'in heart

'

19. All their works . . . Cp. xvi. 22 ; Eccles. viii. 9.

And His eyes . . . Cp. xxiii. 19 ; Ps. xciv. 1 1.

20. Their iniquities . . . Cp. Ps. xxxiii. 5, lxix. 5.

And all their sins . . . Cp. Jer. li. 5.

22. righteousness. tXerjuoo-wr) (= np~T2f) ; almsgiving was reckoned as the greatest of the DUItt WWyi2 ('good

works'), and therefore righteousness par excellence. & has NniDT, i.e. a state of justification in the sight of God
brought about by the accomplishment of good works.

a signet, i.e. something which is especially precious; cp. xlix. 11
; Job xiv. 17.

mercy. For \dpis (= HDn) used in reference to a human virtue see xl. 17, and cp. xiv. 1, where 5? reads "TDn V3K,
lit. ' men of mercy', for the Greek avSpas t'v86£ovs.

He preserveth. i. e. He keeps in memory ; cp. Acts x. 10 :
' Thy prayers and thine alms are gone up for

a memorial before God.'
the apple of an eye. Cp. Deut. xxxii. 10 ; Ps. xvii. 8 ; Prov. vii. 2 ; Zech. ii. 12.

23. Afterwards . . . The reference here is to those mentioned in v. 20 ; the words of v. 22 are parenthetic.

He will rise up. i. e. to judgement.

and will visit. For ?]} TpQ in this sense cp. Amos iii. 2, 14 ; Hos. i. 4, ii. 15, &c.
upon their own head. Cp. Joel iii. (Hebr. iv.) 4, 7.

24. to them that repent . . . Cp. Shabbath 32 a (T. B.) :
' Repentance and works of charity are man's

intercessors before the House of God'; and Yoma 86 a: 'Great is the power of repentance; for it reaches up to

the thronte of God ; it brings healing . .

.'

a return, i. e. to divine favour.

that lose hope. Cp. Hebr. of Ezek. xxxvii. 1 1.

(d) XVII. 25-32.

25. Turn unto . . . Cp. Ps. xc. 3 ; Mai. iii. 7.

Supplicate before (His) face. i. e. before the place in the temple where God's presence was believed to be,

in the Holy of Holies.

offence. npoo-KOfJua, cp. Rom. i\\ 32, 33 ; 1 Cor. viii. 9.

26. ... the abominable thing. Cp. xv. 13.

27. The thought is that God's delight is in those who live and can therefore praise Him, not in those who go down
to Hades and are cut off from communion with Him ; the teaching here coincides with the normal teaching of the O.T.
(some passages in the Psalms show, however, a great development), that God's interest in man is restricted to this

world ; cp. the next verse.

. . . who live and give Him praise. Cp. Ps. cxvi. 2, cxx. 17, 18 ; Is. xxxviii. 18, 19.
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SIRACH 17. 28—I8. 4

ffi 28 Thanksgiving perisheth from the dead as from one that is not,

(But) he that liveth and is in health praiseth the Lord .

29 How great is the mercy of the Lord d
,

And e His f forgiveness unto 6 them that turn unto Him g
.

& 3° h For it is not like this in man,
Nor is (God's) thought like the thoughts of the children of men h

.

© 3 1 What is brighter than the sun ? Yet this faileth
;

And (how much more) 'man, who* (hath) the inclination 11 of flesh and blood !

3 2 He looketh upon ^he hosts of heaven 1

,

mAnd on men m who are dust and ashes.

(e) XVIII. 1-14. The works of the Almighty arc past finding out ; the insignificance of man, and
the magnanimity of God (= 1+2 + 2+1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

lo 1 He that liveth for ever created a all things together 1*.

2 The Lord alone c shall be justified .

4 de Who is sufficient 6 to declare His works,
And who can trace out f His mighty deeds?

c 3L + ' and thou shalt glory in His mercy
' d 248 + ' our God ' e~e %> ' He forgiveth

'
f Expressed

in 7L only s 248 + ' holily
' h-h

(ffi 1L ' For all things cannot be in men, for a son of man is

not immortal': 1L + 'and they take pride in the vanity of iniquity' i-i Reading avrjp os instead ofnovrjpos

* So & : <& 'thinketh', reading ~))P as a verb, cp. xvii. 6, where the verb is understood as a noun: N c -a km ti

novqportpov (vdvpfirai (= 1L) : 70 253 km avrjp os fvOvprjOrjaeTai (= SyiO-Hex) 1_
1 So S 111-m £g j$

a & ' tried ', or ' proved
' b 254 ' by word (and) in order' c_c 70 248 ' is just' ; adding : ' and there

is none other beside Him '
: % + ' and He abideth as king, invincible for ever' d 70 248 insert here : 'who

guideth the world in the hollow of His hand, and all things are obedient unto His will ; for He is King of all things,

and they are in His power ; He separateth among them the holy things from the common' (= v. 3)
e_e So

Ss%: (ffir ' to none ' (248 ' to whom ') ' hath He given power ' f& ' number

'

28. The omission of this verse in S is probably owing to the sentiments expressed, which would naturally be
distasteful to a Christian translator.

Thanksgiving perisheth . . . Cp. Ps. vi. 5, xxviii. 1, xxx. 9, lxxxviii. 4, 5, cxv. 17.

29. How great is . . . Cp. Ps. lxxxvi. 5, 15.

forgiveness. f£i\ao-p.6s, lit. 'appeasement;
'

; see further, note on xviii. 20.

30. The rendering of & of this verse is to be preferred to that of dSc, according to which the meaning is that because
man is imperfect and mortal, therefore he is entitled to appeal to God's mercy ; & accords better with the context.

it is not like this in man. Cp. xviii. 13.

Nor is (God's) thought . . . Cp. Isa. lv. 8, 9.

the children of men. ffi vlbt avdpvnov, i.e. a human being; cp. Judith viii. 12, the only other place in the

Apocrypha where the expression occurs. (Cf. however 4 Ezra viii. 44, emended text.)
'

31. What is brighter . . . i.e. If the sun with all its brightness ceases at times to give light, is it to be wondered at

that man, the victim of the manifold temptations which flesh is heir to, should sometimes fail ? Logic of a somewhat
similar incongruous character is found in Job xxv. 5, 6 : ' Behold, even the moon hath no brightness, and the stars are not
pure in His sight : how much less man, that is a worm ! and the son of man, which is a worm !

' But similes of the

kind, especially in Oriental writers, must not, of course, be unduly pressed.
the man who (hath) . . . See critical notes.

Sb paraphrases the verse thus :
' When the sun, having run its course through the bright day, has sunk, it becomes

dark ; so also man, who, being flesh and blood, does not control his inclination ' PJP).

32. the hosts of heaven. Cp. xxiv. 2, xlii. 17; Deut. ix. 19, xvii. 3 ; Isa. xxiv. 21 ; <& 'the power of the height of

heaven', bvvap.iv vtyovs olpavov; in the Sept. bvvapis is the rendering of ?Tl even when it means 'a host'. Here the

reference is to the sun, moon, and stars, regarded as eternal ; God looks upon these as well as upon man who passes away.
on men. dS, misunderstanding the point of the verse, viz. that God looks upon things eternal and also upon

things transient, made an independent clause of the second half of the verse, and added ' all ' to ' men '.

dust and ashes. Cp. x. 9 ; Gen. xviii. 27 ; Job xv. 14, 1 5.

(e) XVIII. 1-14.

XVIII. 1. created. '<Iktio-(v, for which Ryssel would read Kpivti ('judgeth'), cp. &, and the reading of the cursives

(see critical note) in v. 2 ; cp. the scribal error iv Kp'urti for iv nrlo-ei in xvi. 26.

together, Koivfi ( = Virv as in 1. 17), referring to Creation in its entirety.

2. shall be justified. diKaiadqcrcrat, lit. 'shall be declared just'. For the additions to this verse see critical notes,

and cp. Isa. xl. 12, 21 ; Ezek. xxii. 26.

4. Who is sufficient . . . Cp. i. 6. The similarity of language with that of the Psalms (Sept.) in this and the following

verses is noteworthy.

to declare His works. f'£ayyu\ai ra tpya iwTOv ; cp. Ps. cvi. 22 t^ayytikdruaav ra tpya avrov.

who can trace out. i^xvuuni '> CP- Wisd. vi. 23.
His mighty deeds. Cp. Ps. lxx. 7 (Sept.).
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SIRACH 18. 5-15

<5 5 8Who can declare the might of His majesty,

And ggwho can recount*-'8 His h mercies'?

6 No man can take (from them) nor add (to them),

Nor can any one trace out the marvellous acts of the Lord 8
.

7 When a man hath finished, then doth he but begin,

And when he ceaseth, he is in perplexity.

8 What is man, m and what profit is there of him m
?

What is the good of him, and what is the evil ?

9 The number of man's days
Is great (if it reach) an hundred years 11

.

10 °As a drop of water from the sea, or as p a grain q of sand,
q<1 So are r (man's) few r years in the eternal days 8qq

.

11 Therefore is the Lord longsuffering towards them,
And poureth out His mercy upon them.

12 4He seeth u and knoweth 1 that their end v
is evil,

Therefore doth He multiply His forgiveness".

13 The mercy of man is (exercised upon) his own kin x
,

But the mercy of God y is (extended) to all flesh 2
,

Reproving, and chastening, and teaching*,

And bringing them back as a shepherd his flock.

14 b He hath mercy on them that accept (His) chastening b
,

And that c diligently seek after His judgements.

(/) XVIII. 15-18. The right spirit in giving (= 2 + 3 distichs).

15 C0My son, d bring no e blemish on thy good deeds d
,

fNor in (giving) any gift 8 (cause) grief through words f

;

g-g S> > gg-gg <E lit. ' who shall add to make a description of h C ' the Lord's '
> C ' works '

: 307
Htya\ua= ftVli, ' mighty works '

m~m So & 'what is his loss and what is his gain?' "70248 + ' and eternal

(///. incalculable) is the sleep of such (which is common) to all

'

0_0 & ' as when one fills a boUle

'

p So
70 248 & £ : ffi > « So V 253 £ : 6t E « pebble

'

<ii-ai £ 'So a thousand years of this world are not
(even) as one day in the world of the righteous

' r_r 248 ' a thousand

'

B <& ' in the day of eternity ' (248
253 Syro-Hex ' days of) t_t £ ' for He knew ' : N c -a places an asterisk before this v. u 3L + ' the pride of
their heart, that it is evil' v So £ : <& Karaarpo^T} w£ 4.' among them, and showed them the way of
righteousness ' (viam aequitatis) x So £ : (E IL ' neighbour ' >' So £ IL : ffi ' the Lord ' z £ ' his works

'

a £ +' them '
b-k& ' Blessed are they that wait for His mercy '

: IL ' He hath mercy on them that receive the

teaching of mercy

'

C"C S' accept

'

cc *N has the title «y«par«a ^u^r d-d £ ' hinder not him that

doeth a good deed to his neighbour

'

e ffi lit. ' give not

'

*-* ffi lit. ' nor in every gift grief of words ' ; cp.

IL et in omni dato non des tristitiam verbi mali : £ ' and on him that gives look not askance' g 248 ' request

'

5. Who can declare, ris i^apiB^erm ; cf. Ps. lxxxix. 12 (Sept.) = i"UD.

who can recount. Cp. Isa. xlix. 16 (Sept.).

His mercies. Cp. Ps. xvi. 7 (Sept.).

6. No man . . . Lit. ' It is not, (possible) to . .
.
'; so, too, in the next clause. Cp. x'ii. 21 c.

the marvellous acts . . . Cp. Ps. lxxvi. 12, lxxvii. 12, lxxxvii. 11 (all in the Sept.).

7. he.is in perplexity, i. e. because he realizes the impossibility of his task.

8. What is man. Cp. Ps. viii. 4 (Sept.),

what profit is there of him ? i. e. that he should think it possible to trace out the wonderful works of God.
What is the good ... i.e. neither are worth consideration in view of his insignificance in the sight of God.

9. The number . . . Cp. Ps. xc. 10. The addition to this verse (see critical note) probably represents something
which the original contained ; cp. with it Eccles. ix. 5, 6.

10. As a drop of water . . . Cp. Isa. xl. 15.

So are ... i.e. man's few years of life are like a day compared with eternity.

11. Therefore. Because his time is short and fleeting.

12. end. Lit. ' overthrow '.

doth He multiply. Cp. Ps. xxxv. 8 (Sept.).

13. his own kin. See critical note. Cp. Peshitta of Lev. xviii. 6 (=r>C3 ~INw', lit. ' flesh of his flesh ', i. e. ' near
of kin '), quoted by Ryssel ; cp. also Lev. xxv. 49.

as a shepherd. Cp. Isa. xl. 1 1.

14. He hath mercy . . . Cp. xxxii. (<& xxxv.) 14.

chastening, i.e. 'instruction' which is given by means of chastening; cp. vi. 32, ^3-

{/) XVIII. 15-18.

15. Nor in (giving) ... i. e. do not humiliate the receiver of chanty.
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SIRACH 18. 16-22

® 16 h Just as h the rain' maketh the burning heat to cease

;

k So a word changeth 1 (the character of) a gift k
.

17 m For there is a good word which is better than a gift™,

And both belong to a saintly" man.
18 A fool upbraideth ungraciously

,

And the gift of an envious p man consumeth q the eyes.

(g) XVIII. 19-29. The need of foresight andpreparation in view of many things which happen to

men ; this is true Wisdom (= 3 + 2 + 3 + 1 + 2 distichs).

55 19 r Before thou fight, seek thee a helper r
;

8 Before thou art ill, seek thee a physician 8
.

® 20 'Before judgement "examine thyself 1*',

And in the v hour of visitation v thou shalt find forgiveness w .

21 Before thou fall*, y humble thyselfy
,

And z in the time ofz (committing) sins, ashow forth repentance 11

.

22 Delay not b c to pay thy vow in due time
,

dAnd wait not till death to be justified d
.

k-h So J5 : ffi ' dolh not

'

* So 55 : <£ lit. ' dew ' k-k So £ 1 £//. ' turneth ' : <K 3L ' is greater than
'

m-m So & : ffiJL ' Lo, is not a word above a good gift 1

'

n So 55 : <K!L ' gracious
' & * before he doeth

a gracious act' p (Hr properly ' evil-eyed '
: 55 'evil ' ^ Lit. ' melteth ' ; 1L ' maketh to waste away' r_r So

55 ; fflc ' before speaking learn '
: 3L ' before judgement prepare justice for thyself,' cp. 20 a 6~3 So $b : (Ex

lit. 'before sickness heal': 3L 'and before thou speak learn, and before sickness apply to a physician'
t-t 55 ' and before sorrow come upon thee, pray

'

u~u 248 ' prepare thyself by well-doing' v~v JL ' sight

of God' w 55 + 'and it shall help thee' x So 55 : <ffi & ' art sick ' y-v55 ' pray and beseech': 70248
+ ' with self-control '

z~2 55 ' before ' a~a 55 ' give alms ' b <£ lit. ' be not hindered

'

c-c 5 - to caUse
thy sins to pass away ' : 3L ' to pray unceasingly ' 55 inserts here two clauses : ' be not careless until thou art in

trouble, put not off the time of turning from thy sins
' d_d 55 ' remember that death delayeth not': % +' for

16. Just as the rain . . . Cp. xliii. 23.

17. For there is a good word . . . Cowley and Neubauer quote Baba Bathra 9 b (T. B.) : 'He who giveth

a farthing is blessed sixfold, but he who addeth words elevenfold' ; the 'word' refers to the encouragement and words
of cheer addressed to the recipient.

And both belong . . . Words as well as acts mark the truly charitable man.
18. A fool . . . He is a 'fool' because the efficacy of the gift in the sight of God is done away with by the churlish

remark which accompanies it.

consumeth . . . The reference is to the humiliation suffered by him who receives when the gift is accompanied
by cruel words ; for the expression in Gr. cp. Lev. xxvi. 16.

(g) XVIII. 19-29.

19. 55 is to be preferred in this verse ; cp. 3L (see critical note).

seek thee a physician. Cp. xxxviii. 12-15.

20. Before judgement, i. e. the judgement of God ; the reference is to the ' hour of visitation ' in the next clause
;

see note on vii. 35.

thou shalt find forgiveness, ttjikaanov (' propitiation '). According to Jewish teaching suffering and sickness, as

well as death itself, are in themselves means of atonement, and therefore of reconciliation with God, though the need of

repentance as well is often insisted upon in Rabbinical writings. In the Midrash Sifre 73 b (belonging to the second

century A. D.) it is said that a man should rejoice more in chastisement than in prosperity, because if he enjoyed good
fortune all his life his sins would not be forgiven him. In the same Midrash (33 a) a saying is quoted to the effect that

'All who die are reconciled through death'. Very pointed are the words in the Midrash Bereshith Rabba 5 a:
* Suffering is more apt than sacrifice to win God's favour and to atone for man.' Teaching of this kind is only

adumbrated by Ben-Sira, but it was greatly developed and elaborated by later teachers.

21. humble thyself. Cp. xxxiv. 26 (ffi xxxi. 31).

show forth repentance. Repentance is also, according to Jewish teaching, a mediating agency ; cp. Yoma 86 b

(T. B.), where it is said that repentance 'brings redemption, and is the cause of God's regarding sins as though they

had been unconsciously committed, and even of His regarding them as good works and (therefore) meritorious. It

prolongs the days and years of men.' Cp. also Shabbath 32a (T. B.): 'Repentance and works of charity are

man's intercessors before the House of God'; and Sanhedrin 43 £ (T. B.) : 'He who sincerely repents is doing as

much as he who builds temple and altar, and brings all sacrifices.'

22. Delay not to pay . . . See critical note ; perhaps the rendering of 55 is to be preferred, for it seems to accord

better with the words of the second clause ; vowing is dealt with in the next verse. Smend adds the distich from 55 to

the text between verses 21 and 22. (See crit. note 0_c
.)

wait not till death to . . . As in the later Rabbinical literature (cf. on v. 20), Death is regarded as a means of

atonement.
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SIRACH 18. 23-33

SA
23 e Before thou vowest, prepare thy vows 66

,

And be not as one f that tempteth God fe
.

ffi 2 4 Think of the wrath in the ^latter day*
And (when), in the time of vengeance, He turneth away His face.

2 5 Remember b the time of famine h in the time' of fullness,

And poverty and want in the days of wealth.

26 From morning until evening the time changeth,

And all things k haste on 1 before the Lord.

27 mA wise man is discreet 11
in all things om

,

And in days of sinning p keepeth himself from offence p
.

& 28 <j Every wise man teacheth r wisdom 8
,

*And they who know her must give thanks tq .'

© 29 They that are wise in words" also show that they are wise,
v In that they pour forth apt proverbs v

.

(a) XVIII. 30—XIX. 3. An Exhortation to Self-control in all things (= 2 + 3+2 distichs).

30 wMy son*, follow not the lusts of thy soul y
,

And refrain thyself z from its desire z
.

5 3 1 a If thou fulfil the desire of thy soul,

Thou wilt be like him that fulfilleth his enemy's wish a
.

H 3 2 b Delight not thyself in overmuch luxury,
c For double is the poverty thereof .

33 Be not a squanderer and a drunkard,
Else there will be nothing in thy purse d

.

the reward of God abideth to eternity '
e_e So Jfy, of which this verse is extant ee

ffi atavrov, a correction

of tt)v tyv\r)v aov (3L animam tuam), which is a mistakefor ttjv (vxrjv aov (= & pluri) f_f So according to Smend's
emendation (= & IL) ; the text is corrupt ss Lit. ' days of the end ' (n ' day

')
h_l1 IL 'poverty'

'A 254 & 'days' k 70 248 IL ' these things' J Lit. ' are speedy '
m-m 248 > n & ' is concerned

'

& 'these things' p-p & ' feareth no evil': 70 248 + 'and the fool observeth not (248 > 'not') the

opportunity' 1-1 So & : (5 ' every man of understanding knoweth, &c.' ' (S IL 'knoweth' s 70 248
+ ' and instruction

'

t-t <fc % < and to him that findeth her he will give thanks

'

u & ' in teaching
'

v-v£3L are paraphrastic : 70 248 + ' unto life:' 248 adds further 'Better is trust {lit. boldness) in a single

master (1. e. God), than with a dead heart to cling to a dead one (i. e. an idol)

'

w N A B C ( > Ca
) 70 248

254 307 have the title ' Self-control of the soul

'

* So & y So & z_!£ So £> : ffi ' from thine appetites '

:

IL ' from thy will

'

a_a So & : ffi ' If thou grant to thy soul the delight of (her) desire thou wilt make thee

a rejoicing to thine enemies' (248 +'who bear thee malice') b $1 is extant from here to xix. 3
c-cffiB < neither be tied to the expense thereof: B ^7 irpojfcdrjs should be read with x*AC /x^ npo<r8eT)dr)s ('that

thou be not in need besides'): & 'that thou become not twice as poor' d 7o 248 3L add, with slight

23. This verse is quoted in Tanchuma rw^l 13 a (Smend).
prepare, i.e. think over, so as not to vow rashly.

And be not as one that ... In making a rash vow a man tempts God ; for rash vows are not likely to be kept,
and divine punishment will ensue on their being broken. Cp. Deut. vi. 16.

24. in the latter day. i. e. the day of death ; cp. i. 13, xi. 26-8.

He turneth away His face. Lit. ' In the turning away ', i.e. when God turns away His face, or ' hideth His face '

;

cp. Deut. xxxi. 17, 18, xxxii. 20; Ps. x. 10, xxx. 7, meaning that He repudiates the sinner.

25. Remember . . . Because evil days may come quite unexpectedly ; cp. next verse ; the reference is quite general.
26. From morning . . . i.e. within the space of a single day all may be changed ; cp. Job iv. 19-21.

before the Lord. i. e. it is the will of God.
27. is discreet. (uXa^qd^a-frai, cf. Prov. xxviii. 14 (Sept.).

in days of sinning, i.e. when a man has succumbed to temptation and committed sin.

28. See critical notes.

29. They that are wise ... i.e. their utterances proclaim their wisdom.
In that they. . . Perhaps in reference to the writer himself, who has just been pouring forth apt proverbs.

XVIII. 30—XX. 26. Warnings against various faults. This division contains nine subsections.

(a) XVIII. 30—XIX. 3.

30. The title in Q5x runs : 'Eyicpdreia ^v^/jr. In one or other of the Gr. MSS. titles are found before xix. 29, xx. 27,
xxiv. 1, xxx. 1,16, xliv. 1, li. 1

;
probably none of these belonged to the original.

the lusts of thy soul. Cp. 2 Tim. ii. 22
; Jas. i. 14.

31. See critical note.

32. For double is . . . i. e. poverty in purse and poverty in health.

33. Be not ... (!& paraphrases :
' Be not made a beggar by banqueting upon borrowing' ; this, when taken, as it

must be, with the following clause, makes it tautologous.
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SIRACH 19. i-ii

$c 19 i He that doeth this will not become rich,

And dd he that despiseth small things dd e will become wholly poor 9
.

2 Wine and women make the heart lustful,
® fAnd he that cleaveth to harlots g will perish8 f

.

3 h Moulder 1 and worms k will take possession of him kh
,

fi 'And a brazen soul will destroy its owner 1
.

(b) XIX. 4-12. A warning against too much talking (= 2 + 3 + 3 distichs).

® 4
m He that is hasty in reposing confidence n

is unwise 11

,

°And he that erreth sinneth against his own soul .

5 He that hath pleasure in wickedness 1* q shall be brought to destruction*1
,

6
rAnd he that hateth 8 gossip is without malice*.

7 Never repeat a word u
,

—

v Then no one will reproach thee v—
8 "Speak not of it to TT friend or foe—

Unless it be a sin to thee w reveal it not w—
Sb 9

x Lest he who hear thee hate thee,

And regard thee as an evil-doer*.

& 10 Hast thou heard something 7 ? let it die with thee 2
;

a Be of good courage, it will not burst thee a
.

11 A fool travaileth in pain b because of b a word,
As a woman in labour b because ofb a child.

variations, 'For thou wilt become a snare unto thine own life and much talked about' dd-dd £ « he that

loveth the flesh
' e_e Lit. ' will become altogether naked': Sb 'will inherit poverty '

: the rendering of<& (<ara

ixiKpov neodToi) is due to a doublet {~{M > BsSoSb : fir 'will become reckless' (B A 'more reckless'):

3L ' will become bad (nequam)
' k-h $ Sb > i So B tfc-a A C (o-t/tttj) : Bbfollowed by R. V. arjrfs (n* o-^fj)

k_k <£//'/. 'will inherit him' W So $ Sb : 70 248 'and he shall be destroyed as {lit. in) a terrible {lit.

greater) example' m ^ is wanting from here to xx. 4
u_n So Sb, lit. 'wanting in understanding':

<& lit. ' empty of heart

'

0-0 Sb ' He who accuseth his own soul, who will hold him guiltless ?

'

p&S*V
253 H Syro-Hex : B A C Kc -a 70 ' in his heart ' : 248 Sb ' in evil living ' 'i->i So Sb: <& ' he shall be condemned '

:

70 248 + ' he that averteth his eye from pleasures crowneth his life' r 70 248 insert ' and he that controlleth

his tongue liveth without strife '
8 Sb ' repeateth ' * Sb ' understanding ' (= A ' heart ') : 1L ' life '. In 3L the

text 0/ this verse has got out 0/ order u E ' an evil and cruel (///. hard) word '
: Xc -a 253 + ' in (' thy ' 253)

prayer ' v_v So Sb : (J5 ' and thou wilt derive no disadvantage '
vv_vv 5b ' deceive not '

w_w 5b ' (then) pray

for them, but accuse no one

'

x_* So 5b, which on the whole is preferable to <& ' For if he hear thee he will

guard himself from thee, and will hate thee (1. e. show himself thine enemy) at the (fitting) time

'

V Lit.

' a word ' : HL + ' against thy neighbour '
z Sb ' in thy .heart '

a_a 5b ' it is not an arrow (cp. v. 1 2 a) that it

should pierce through thee and come bursting forth' b-b Lit. 'in face of

XIX. I. He that doeth this. <8r 'A workman that is a drunkard' ; cp. Prov. xxi. 17, xxiii. 21.

he that despiseth.. . It is not easy to see the connexion between the two clauses of this verse ; this want of

connexion probably accounts for the reading of Sb (see critical note), which is apparently an attempt to make sense.

Possibly these words are to be explained in the light of Eccles. x. 1 :
' Dead flies cause the ointment of the perfumer to

send forth a stinking savour,' i.e. looking upon any sins as venial must have evil results.

2. Wine and women . . . Cp. Hos. iv. 11 ; Prov. xxxi. 3-7.

make the heart ... ffi ' make men of understanding to fall away ' is a toning down of the directness of ^.
3. Moulder and worms . . . Cp. Prov. v. 5, vii. 26, 27, ix. 18.

a brazen soul. i"tty CD3. Cp. vi. 4, xix. 3, and a similar phrase B'WMJJ in Isa. lvi. 11. fflr 'And a reckless soul

shall be taken away' is a free paraphrase ; for roX^pos cp. viii. 15.

(6) XIX. 4-12.

4. He that is . . . confidence. 6 raxv ivnurrivutv ; cp. vi. 7 nn raxu e'pnio-Ttvo-ris, where the Hebr. has ri03? inon ?N

.

unwise. Kov(pos is not found elsewhere in the O.T. in this sense.

against his own soul. Cp. Prov. xx. 2 (Sept.).

5. He that hath pleasure in wickedness. The reading of K* novripd is evidently the more correct one (see critical

note). The addition in 70 248 may well contain an echo of the original.

6. See critical note.

7. Never repeat. Cp. xlii. 1.

Then no one . . . Cp. Prov. xxv. 10.

8. Speak not of it. Cp. 1 Pet. ix. 15. Possibly Sb represents a more original text, ' Deceive not friend or foe.'

Unless it be a sin to thee. i.e. unless by keeping silence thou become a partaker in another's guilt.

9. Lest he who . . . Cp. Prov. xxv. 10. With ffi (see critical note) cp. xxii. 26.

10. it will not burst thee. Cp. Job xxxii. 18, 19 (Hebr. and Sept.).

11. because of a word, ano npoavnov \6yov = "m 'JS^D.
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SIRACH 19. 12-24

© 12 Like an arrow that sticketh in the fleshy thigh,

So is a word in the d inward parts'1 of a fool.

(c)' XIX. 13-17. On taking a friend to task on any matter (=3 + 2 distichs).

*3 Reprove a friend 6
,

f that he do no evil f
,

And if he have done anything, g that he do it not again 8
.

14 Reprove a friend h 'lest he speak 1 [evil],

And if he have said (it), that he do it not again.
x 5 Reprove a friend k

, for often there is slander 1

,

And m believe not m every word.
T 6 "Many a man 11 there is that slippeth ,

p though unintentionally 1*,

And who hath not sinned q with his tongue

!

17 'Reprove thy 8 friend r 'before thou threaten him',
uAnd give place to the law v of the Most High uw

.

(d) XIX. 20-30. The Difference between Wisdom and Craftiness (== 2+3 + 3 + 2 distichs).

20 X A11 wisdom is y the fear ofy the Lord,
zAnd all wisdom is the fulfilling of the Law z

.

22 a But the knowledge of wickedness is not wisdom*,
bAnd the counsel of sinners is not understanding''.

2 3 There is a prudence bb
,

c and the same is abomination
,

And there is a fool dwho is without d sins 6
.

24 Better is one that hath small understanding, and feareth,

Than one that hath much prudence and transgresseth the Law.

c So & d"d So &: <£ ' belly ' ; !L ' heart

'

£ ' thy friend

'

f-f So & : ffi ' it may be he did it not

'

g-g3L 'and shall not have perceived it, and he say, I did it not' h NC 253 & Syro-Hex i thy neighbour'
*-* So Sb: (K 'it may be he said (it) not' k Sb 'thy friend' ^48 5b 'mere {lit. vain) slander'
m-m 248 Sb 'let not thine heart believe' n-n Lit. 'one' °S ' sinneth '

: 70 248 + ' in word':

IL + 'with his tongue' p~p Lit. 'not from the soul' 1 70 248 Sb 'slipped' r~r Sb 'rebuke

the evil man' (reading VI instead ofV). = <& 'neighbour') 8 X7o 248 1L > t-t Sb 'for he hath

oppressed many' n Sb 'and believe not every word of his' v 2L 'fear' w 70 248 + 'being

without wrath.' These also insert here: 'The fear of the Lord is the beginning of acceptance (by Him), and
wisdom will gain love from Him. The knowledge of the commandments of the Lord is life-giving instruction

{lit. instruction of life) ; and they who do the things that are pleasing unto Him shall pluck the fruit of the tree

of immortality ' (= vv. 18, 19) x Sb inserts ' The words of prophecy and ' : iL inserts ' Because
'

y~? C
248 'from' z_z <& lit. ' and in all wisdom is the doing of the Law': Sb IL 'and the fear of God, that is

wisdom'; 70 248 + 'and the knowledge of His omnipotence', to which is added ' A servant that saith unto
his lord, I will not do according to thy will, though he do so afterwards, angereth him that feedeth him'

(= v. 2 1)
a_a Sb ' There is no wise man who is evil

'

b_b So N* A C 5 IL : B Nc -a ' and it is not (found)

where the counsel of sinners (is deemed) prudence' ^Reading navovpyta (70 253) instead of novr\pt.a (see

exegetical notes) c_c Sb ' that createth sins
'

d_tl Lit. ' who is wanting in
' e So S> : dSc 3L ' wisdom

'

12. inward parts of. TO TU"Q (Edersheim).

(c) XIX. 13-17.

13. Reprove . . . Here in the sense of 'exhort'; if the reading of Or be accepted then it has the force of 'examine'.
In these verses the various meanings of eXeyx^iv are well illustrated.

14. Reprove, i.e. expostulate with, or the like.

15. Reprove, i. e. find out the truth concerning him.
16. that slippeth. Cp. xx. 18, xxi. 7, xxv. 8, xxviii. 26.

1 7. Reprove, i. e. call to account.
give place to the law. i. e. Lev. xix. 17.

18. 19. See critical note.

(d) XIX. 20-30.
20. the fulfilling of the Law. Cp. Jas. i. 25.

22. the knowledge of wickedness . . . Cp. Wisd. i. 4, 5.

23. There is a prudence. Although navovpyta ('subtlety', or 'prudence') is rarely used in a good sense, it is best

to adopt this here. ' Subtlety,' as a form of wisdom, may be good ; but in the sense of craft or sharp dealing it is bad .

It is in this latter sense that it is spoken of as ' an abomination '.

And there is a fool . . . The meaning of the verse may be expressed thus : On the one hand, there is a good type
of wisdom which can be made bad ; on the other, there is a bad type of man which may be good— i. e. prudence, good
in itself, may take the form of craft, and thus become bad ; while, to be a fool, bad in itself, may take the form of
guilelessness, and thus become good.

24. What has just been said is illustrated by this verse.

that hath small understanding, ^rrw/uei/o? eV oW<m, cp. iii. 13, xiii. 8, xxv. 2.
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SIRACH 19. 25.—20. 5

ffi 25 There is
f a subtle (form of) craftiness which is unrighteous'

-

,

8And there is the man who 8 dealeth tortuously to gain' 1 a judgement'.
26 There is one that walketh k 'bent and mournfully ml

,

But inwardly he is full of deceit".

27 There is
un one with downcast look, "pretending to be deaf

,

But p when unobserved p
,
q he will get the better of thee q

;

28 And there is one who qq
, if for want of power he be hindered from sinning,

Will do harm when he findeth opportunity.

29 A man is known by his appearance,

And the wise man recognizeth r him by his look 6
,

30 A man's attire 'proclaimeth his occupation*,

And his gaft v showeth what he is.

(e) XX. 1-8. There is a time for silence and a timefor speech (= 3 + 2 + 2 distichs).

20 * There is a reproof that is uncalled for a
,

Then he that is silent is wise.

% 2
hHe that reproveth a sinner getteth no thanks*,

But let him that maketh confession c be spared humiliation .

$' 4
dAs is an eunuch that sojourneth with a virgin dd

,

So is he that would do right with violence 6
.

$ c 5 fOne f keepeth silence, and is accounted 8 wise,
fAnd another f

is despised for his much talking.

f-f & ' a crafty man who rejoiceth in deceiving

'

e-e ffi lit. « and there is one that . .

.

' : & ' and there is one
that acteth perversely' b <K lit. ' to bring to light' > 248 + ' and there is a wise man who justifieth the

judgement '
k Reading with two cursives, noptvoptvos (= Syro-Hex), instead of novrjptvopfvos 1_1 & 'humbly

and broken in spirit' m
ffi lit.' with black ' n 248 ' burning deceit' Dn So & IL : <K > 0_0 & ' planning

evil ' i-P Lit. ' where he is not known '
°.-<i Lit. ' he will be beforehand with thee '

: 70 248 + ' to harm
(thee)

'

«fl So & : ffi % ' And ' T So & : (& ' shall be known '
6 Omitting with & ano aitavrrjatm

*** So & (' occupation,' lit. ' deeds ') : <E lit. ' and laughter of the teeth

'

vg' appearance '
: <& ///. ' the

footsteps of a man '
: Nc -a ' the step of the foot

'

a Lit. ' not comely ' t-b So & : ffi IL ' how good it is to reprove rather than to be wroth ' : 70 248 + i in

secret

'

c_c Lit. ' be kept back from hurt '. The interpolation (= v. 3), which 70 248 place after v. 8, IL after

v. 4, but which logically belongs here, runs :
' How good it is when he who is reproved manifesteth repentance, for

thus wilt thou escape wilful sin ' d^ is extantfrom here to v. 7 inch dd % + ' And the Lord will seek it at

his hand
' e

J^ wrongly transposes the clauses of this verse : the whole verse has got misplaced ; ffy B b m8
, several

cursives, Syro-Hex place the second clause after xxx. 20 f~f Lit. 'there is (one) that': so frequently

25. dealeth tortuously.] What the Greek is intended to express here is uncertain ; biaa-rpi^v x^Plv 's ht.

1 that distorts grace ' (R.V. ' that perverteth favour
') ; but it is best to take x°-Plv (

= the Hebr. ]]fc7 ,
' for the sake of ')

with tov iK^apai, and to regard diaa-Tptcpav as the rendering of /JIDriD ('that dealeth tortuously'); cp. the Septuagint of

Ps. xviii. 28, 2 Sam. xxii. 27 ; Start'^fit = irisnri (cp. also Deut. xxxii. 5) ; the clause then forms a good parallel to the

other half of the verse.

26. See critical note, and cp. xii. II.

that walkethbent and mournfully. Cf. Ps. xlii. 10; Mai. iii. 14.

full of deceit. n'KrjprjS 8d\ov : cp. Acts xiii. IO nXrjpr/s navrot 86\ov.

27. one with downcast look, crvvuvfyav npacranov : cp. Job ix. 27 avvKv^as ru> Trpocr^nrfo.

28. £> is probably right, as against ffi, in not joining this verse on to the preceding.

30. And his gait ... In the Babylonian Talmud directions are given as to how the inner worth of a man may
be gauged by his outward appearance and behaviour, Berakhoth 43 d, Erubin 65 b (Ryssel).

(<?) XX. 1-8. With this subsection cp. xix. 4-17.

2. He that reproveth ... In this clause the rendering of & is to be preferred as fitting in better with the context

than ffi.

thanks. Cp. xii. 3, where the Hebr. HT.D has the sense of ' thanks '.

But let him . . . Cp. viii. 5.

For v. 3 see critical note.

4. The point of the comparison is that in neither case is the design accomplished.

right. Lit. 'judgement'. (5 for the second clause, 'So is he that executeth judgements with violence,' taking

BBCO in a legal sense. For the phrase DDKTD ntJ>y, i. e. ' to do justice,' ' maintain the cause' of some one, see I Kings

viii. 45, 49 ; Ps. ix. 5.

5. One keepeth silence . . . Cp. Prov. xvii. 28, Pirqe Aboth i. 18 :
' Simon [the son of Gamaliel I] said, " All my

days I have grown up amongst the wise, and have not found aught good for a man but silence ; not learning, but doing,

is the groundwork ; and whoso multiplies words occasions sin."'
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SIRACH 20. 6-15

$c 6 One keepeth silence, having naught to say
;

And another keepeth silence, for he seeth (it is) a time (for silence).

7 The wise man is silent until the (proper) time,

But h the arrogant and the scorner h j take no note 1 of the time.

& 8 *He that is abundant in word is abhorred k
,

And he that taketh to himself authority 1
is hated m .

(/) XX. 9-17. Things are not always what they seem (= 2 + 3 + 3 + 2 distichs).

9
U0 Sometimes it is advantageous for a man p to be in adversity",

qAnd sometimes prosperity resulteth in harm*3
.

10 r Sometimes a gift there is that profiteth thee nothing,

And sometimes a gift bringeth double recompense.
11 Sometimes cometh loss 8 through honour,

*And sometimes honour cometh through loss tr
.

12 uuuSome buy uu much for little",

And some pay sevenfold. '

3§
c

13 v The wise man with few words VT maketh himself beloved vv
,

But the pleasantries of fools are wasted w
.

fflr 14 The gift of a fool profiteth thee nothing*,
y For. he looketh for recompense 2 sevenfold ay

;

15 He giveth little, and upbraideth much,
And openeth his mouth b like a crier b

;

To-day he lendeth, to-morrow he will demand it back :

Hateful is such an one c to God and men c
.

e ffi 3L ' found '
h~h $ ' the fool ' : the text is corrupt,for ^D31 read yb"\ In (Smend) : ffl ' the braggart and

the fool ' : & ' the arrogant and the unrighteous '
: 3L ' the haughty and the shameless ' i_i So ^ & 3L :

<£ ' oversteppeth
' * ?§ i's wantingfrom here to v. 1 2 inch k IL ' injureth his soul

'

J 3L + ' unjustly
'

m £> ' his life will be hated '
: 70 248 + ' How good it is when he who is reproved manifesteth repentance, for

thus wilt thou escape voluntary sin' : see v. 2 above {note) n_n & ' there is that which is to a man's hurt'

o-° <K lit. ' there is prosperity

'

p 70 248 IL + ' that is a sinner
'

a
-
i <E //'/.

' And there is a gain that

turneth to loss
' r-r In place of these two verses & has :

' For as thou throwest a stone at a bird, thus causing

it to fly, so dost thou destroy the friendship of thy true friend, and findest it no more' (= xxii. 20 + xxvii. 25,

Hart) B ffi lit. ' humiliation' *-' <& lit. ' And there is (the man) that hath lifted up his head from a low

estate

'

u_u & ' One lendeth much like (i.e. as though it were) little
' uu_uu <£ lit. ' There is (the man) that

buyeth
' v This verse is extant in ffi, but is placed after xxxvii. 26 : & omits it

w-w $ <$[) inadvertently

omitted in }fy
w heading 132K* : fa

' poureth forth wisdom ', an obviously corrupt text : €t lit. ' are poured out '

:

^ is wantingfrom here to xxi. 21 inch x 70 248 + '(who) receivest (it) ; so is it with the niggard who only

giveth under compulsion ' >->' & lit. ' For his eyes are many instead of one '
: 248 adds ' with a view to receive

'

*So & *So &1L t>-b 5 ' and speaketh evil and lieth ' o-c S0 248 S : <ffi IL >

6. having naught to say. <& 'for he hath no answer' ; the discussions of the wise often took the form of question

and answer; cp. Prov. xv. 23 a, xvi. 1 b.

7. The wise man . . . Cp. xx. 20^ ; Eccles. iii. 7.

take no note. (5 'oversteppeth ', but in xviii. 27 ^ is followed by 70 248 (see critical note there).

8. he that taketh ... i. e. He who arrogates to himself the sole right to speak. For the addition to this verse in

some Gr. MSS. and IL see critical note.

(/) XX. 9-17. ...
9. prosperity. Lit. ' gain ', evpt^a, cp. xxix. 6 b.

10. a gift. i. e. which is given to another.

11. honour. Lit. 'glory'. With the verse cp. 1 Sam. ii. 4.

12. The original text probably presented a contrast, as indicated in the text ; according to ffi the meaning would be

that a man thinks he has made a good bargain, but finds that he is ultimately a good deal worse off: ' There is that

buyeth much for little, and payeth for it sevenfold,' i. e. apparent good fortune is in reality a loss.

13. This verse forms the antithesis to v. 8.

pleasantries. \apiTts, lit. 'kindnesses', cp. xxix. 15.

wasted, i.e. thrown away; for the Hebr. cp. Lam. iv. 1.

14. profiteth thee nothing. Because what is expected in return is much more than what has been received. The
'fool' is here, according to Ben-Sira, a rogue as well as a simpleton.

15. He giveth little ... In Berakhoth iv. 2 (T. J.) reference is made to those ' who give little, and reprove much'
(quoted by Smend).

upbraideth much. Cp. xviii. 18 ; the upbraiding refers to the reproaches made because he does not receive

back as much as he expected.

And openeth ... i. e. he complains to all the world.

Hateful ... to God and men. Cp. x. 7.
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ffi

SIRACH 20. 16-25

C 16 The fool saith :
' I have no friend,

And my good deeds receive no thanks
;

They that eat my bread are evil-tongued d.'

17 How oft—and how many there are—they laugh him to scorn 6
.

(g) XX. 18-20. Concerning unseasonable speech (= 3 distichs).

18
fgA slip on the pavement is better than a (slip) of the tongue*

;

So doth the fa-11 of the wicked come swiftly f
.

5 19
hAs the fat tail of a sheep, eaten without salt,

So is a word spoken out of season h
.

20 A parable from- the mouth of a fool is worthless 1

,

For he uttereth it out of season.

(/*) XX. 21-23. Some are unintentionally without sin, while others sin intentionally (= 3 distichs).

21 One, through want, is hindered from sinning,
kAnd when he resteth he will not be troubled k

;

22 Another destroyeth his life through sense of shame,
And perisheth 1 through "'his want of frankness"1

.

23 And another, for shame's sake, maketh promises to a friend,
"Thus making for himself" an enemy ° without reason .

(i) XX. 24-26. The Liar shall be destroyed (= 3 distichs).

24 A lie is a foul blot in a man,
It is continually [found] in the mouth of the ignorant.

25 p Preferable is a thief to one who continually lieth p
,

q But both shall inherit destruction 11
.

d ffi lit. 'evil with their tongue' : & 'like a rock of stone' « >jQ 248 + ' For he hath not honestly received
[that which he possesseth] ; likewise that which he hath not is unimportant (abuxpopov) to him ' : so 1L, excepting
that instead of ' received ' it reads ' distributed

' M £ ' As waters poured out on a rocky stone, so is the tongue
of the wicked among the righteous

'

e-g JL ' The slip of a false tongue is as one falling upon the pavement

'

h-b So & : ffi 1L ' A man without grace is (as) a table out of season (3L tabula vana) '
: ffi IL+ ' It will be continually

in the mouth of the ignorant ' (= v. 24 b) « <& lit. ' will be rejected
' k_k £> ' and who that is righteous

taketh his ease in (his) wealth ?

'

1 So S> : <£ IL ' destroyeth it

'

m~m So S> : ffi
' by a foolish countenance

'

n-n ffi //'/. ' and hath obtained

'

0-0 8a>p«ai/ p~p & ' he loveth stealing as well as lying

'

<i-'i S ' and his

16. I have no friend. His good deeds have been unable to make friends for him, because his constant seeking for
recompense has deprived them of all virtue.

receive no thanks, i. e. not sufficient thanks according to his estimate.
They that eat my bread, i. e. that live on his charity.
evil-tongued. (pavXot yXoxrarj ; i. e. they do not thank and praise him sufficiently.

17. How oft . . . The essence of folly is not to see how others scorn it.

(g) XX. 18-20.

18. A slip . . . Smend quotes Zeno : Kpdrrov elt>ai tw 7ro8l 6\icrdaLi>eip f) tjj yXoxrcra.

So doth . . . The point of the comparison is that each is sudden.
19. fat tail. Cp. Exod. xxix. 22. '€t cuts the obscure allusion, compresses, and adds 24 £ to make the couplet'

(Hart).

20. A parable . . . Cp. Prov. xxvi. 7.

(A) XX. 21-23.
21. want. i.e. poverty.

hindered from sinning. Cp. xix. 28.

And when he resteth ... i. e. he will not be conscience-stricken when, after the day's activities are over, he
thinks over what he has done. Ou Karanryijo-fi-m, lit. ' he will not be pricked (at heart) '.

22. Another destroyeth . . . Cp. iv. 20-21.
want of frankness. Lit. ' the covering of his face '.

23. an enemy without reason. Because, being weak, he promises what he cannot fulfil, and thus makes enemies
unnecessarily.

(*') XX. 24-26.

24. A lie is . . . Cp. xxv. 2.

of the ignorant, anaiheiruiv, i. e. those uninstructed in wisdom.
25. a thief. Cp. v. 14, where a thief and ' one that hath a double tongue ' are mentioned together.

. . shall inherit destruction. Cp. Ps. v. 6 ; Prov. xv. 5, 9.
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SIRACH 20. 26—21. 3

r 26 The end r of a liar is dishonour 8
,

And his shame is ever 1 with him.

(a) XX. 27-31. The Rezvard of the wise and prudent ; but wisdom must be apparent (3 + 2 distichs).

27
UTThe wise man advanceth himself by means of his words v

,

And a prudent man ruleth w the great.

28 x He that tilleth his y land raiseth high his heap 2
,

And he that pleaseth the great atoneth for wrong 1
.

29 Presents and gifts blind the eyes a of the wise a
,

And as a muzzle on the mouth turn away reproofs.

30
b Hidden wisdom and concealed treasure,

What profit is there in either ?

31 Better is the man that hideth his folly

Than a man that hideth his wisdom bd
.

(b) XXI. 1-10. The Nature of Sin (=1 + 2 + 2 + 1+2 + 3 distichs).

21 1
aMy son, hast thou sinned, (then) add not thereto

;

And pray concerning thy former (sins)
ab

.

2 c Flee from sin d as from the face of a serpent d
;

For if thou come nigh it, it will bite thee 6
;

Like f the teeth of a lion g are the teeth thereof,*

It slayeth h the souls of men.

3 Like a two-edged sword is 'all iniquity 1

,

From the stroke thereof is no healing.

ways will bring him to destruction
'

r So 5S: (Ri ' disposition
' 8 J5

'' for a curse
'

* S ' destroyed

'

u <& 3L insert the title : Parabolic sayings : lit. ' words (iL ' word ') of parables ' v_v SS ' he that is full of wise

parables showeth himself humble {lit. small)

'

» So £ : ffifL ' pleaseth ' ^S> y So 248 IL only :

others >' his' Z 1L +' and he that doeth justice exalteth himself a-»IL ' iudicum '
: & > b_b 'lhese verses

recur in xli. 14, 15, which see c Lit. ' in both
'

cl 248 + ' Better is persistent endurance (//'/. patience)

in seeking the Lord than a driver (///. charioteer) of his own life without a master

'

u_a J5 > b IL + ' that they may be forgiven thee' c 5 inserts ' my son' d_d Si > e S^h-ck : but

70 248 &c. Srjitrai — % f So % only s-e S> ' is falsehood '
h Lit. ' slaying ' H S> ' an harlot

'

26. The end . . . The rendering of S ' is manifestly right, since n*lX even in the sense of "fate " does not suit here
'

(Smend).

XX. 27—XXIII. 27. Further Warnings and Contrasts. This division has eleven subsections.

(a) XX. 27-31.

27. by means of his words, tv ( =2 of the instrument or means) \6yois.

. . . ruleth the great. Smend thinks that the reference is to Jewish sages at the court of a Gentile king, and that

perhaps Ben-Sira had here some particular historical personage in mind, who through his influence was able to be of

help to his co-religionists ; see v. 28 b.

28. He that tilleth. Cp. Prov. xii. 11. Just as proper attention to the land brings its reward, so does due attention

paid to the great result in real advantage.
his heap. i. e. of corn.

atoneth for wrong. It is very possible that the reference here is to the wrongdoing of some Jew, which was
overlooked through the kind offices of some influential Jewish person, perhaps Ben-Sira himself.

29. Presents . . . Cp. Prov. xxi. 14. For £ewa cp. Sept. of 2 Sam. viii. 2, 6 ; Hosea x. 16 (= nrUD).

the eyes of the wise. Cp. Deut. xvi. 19 (Sept.).

a muzzle. Lit. ' a gag '.

30. 31. See critical note.

(*) XXI. 1-10.

1. And pray. i. e. for forgiveness.

2. Flee from . . . Cp. Prov. xiii. 21.

it will bite thee. Cp. Prov. xxiii. 32, where strong drink is compared to a serpent that bites.

the teeth of a lion. Cp. xxvii. 10 ; Joel i. 6.

It slayeth ... Cp. 1 Pet. v. 8.

3. a two-edged sword. Cp. Ps. cxlix. 6 ; Prov. v. 4 ; and the Sept. of Judges iii. 16.

no healing. Cp. iii. 28 a.
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ffi

SIRACH 21. 4-1

1

® 4 k Tyranny and violence 11 make kk habitations 1 desolate,

And 11 the house™ n of the arrogant" is rooted out°.

5 The supplication of the poor man cometh p unto His ears,
qAnd his vindication 1 cometh quickly*).

6 He that hateth reproof B [walketh] in the path of a sinner 8
,

But he that feareth God* will turn [to Him] whole-heartedly".
& 7

vThe wise discerneth him that is before him,
And spieth out the sinner at once v

.

8 He that buildeth his house with other men's money
Is as one gathering stones for his w sepulchral mound w

.

9 (Like) tow wrapped together is the assembly of the ungodly,
And their end is the flame of fire*.

io The way of sinners is ymade smooth without 2 stones y
,

And at the end thereof is
zz the pit of Hades zz

.

(c) XXI. 11-17. The contrast between the godly man who is wise and the godless man who is a fool
(= 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

xi He that keepeth the Law controlleth a his natural tendency*,
bAnd the fear of the Lord is the consummation of Wisdom bc

.

k-k & 'from morning till evening' kk & ' she maketh' 1 So Si: ffi 'riches' J1 So Si: ffi !L 'so' m £'many
palaces '

: 1L ' the wealth ' M S> Reading, instead of «pr^oxfyo-ftu, with 3L, «ptfcaiVfra« : Si ' she rooteth

out

'

P&l only : (J5 ' is from the mouth

'

i1(iS' and it ascendeth unto the presence of the eternal

Judge '
r Lit. ' judgement '

*-* Si ' is an unrighteous man ' : 3L ' (it is) the mark of a sinner ' t So A & !L :

N B C 'the Lord '
u Lit. ' in heart ' : & ' from his heart '

v_v
ffi

' He that is mighty in tongue is known afar

off, and the man of understanding knoweth when he slippeth
' w~w Read with 248 w x^a (= Si)for «r

XtifKova (ffi): 248 + ' for his tomb
'

* 248 + ' unto destruction' >-y & 'is a stumbling-block to

them ' z (k Xi8(ov = pxD zz-zz Si ' a deep pit ' : IL inferi et tenebrae et poenae
a~a So Si (="W, misunderstood by <&): N* > (had X c - a)

b_b £ ' and he that feareth the Lord lacketh naught

'

4. Tyranny. KaTan\r}yp6i is an. \ty. ; it might have also the meaning of 'intimidation'.
habitations. This rendering (of S) is preferable to that of <K because one expects a parallel to ' house ' in the next

clause ; see further critical note.

is rooted out. Cp. Prov. xv. 25.

5. His ears. i. e. the ears of God ; cp. Ps. xvi. 8, ex. 5, exxxix. 10.

And his vindication . . . See the rendering of Si for this clause in the critical notes
;
perhaps it is to be

preferred to €r.

6. in the path, iv lxV(h ht. ' in the track ' (cp. IL ' vestigium est') ; cp. Prov. xvi. 17.

7. The context makes it probable that the rendering of& is nearer the original than that of <&.

8. He that buildeth his house. A figurative expression for making a fortune ; cp. Ps. xlix. 16.

sepulchral mound. See critical note.

9. tow. o-TLirnvov — myj ; cp. Isa. i. 31 and Judges xvi. 9, the only occurrences of the word in the O.T.
the assembly of the ungodly. For the phrase a-waycoyfj dv6ua>v cp. vii. 16, xvi. 6.

the flame of fire. i. e. Gehenna ; for the expression <p\6^ nvpos cp. viii. io.

10. without stones. Cp. Isa. lxii. 10.

the end thereof. . . Cp. Prov. xiv. 12 b, xvi. 25 b. ' In Ecclesiasticus the problem of retribution takes a peculiar
form. On the one hand it is uncompromisingly tory, and refuses to admit the possibility of the new views as to the
future life. All retribution, without exception, is confined to this life (cp. xli. 3, 4). On the other hand, this writer
supplements Ezekiel's theory of exact individual retribution with the older view which Ezekiel attacked, and seeks to
cover its obvious defects with the doctrine of the solidarity of the family. A man's wickedness must receive its

rec:ompens2 either in his own person in this life, or, failing this, in the persons of his surviving children, since Sheol
knows no retribution. Thus, on the one hand, he teaches the doctrine of individual retribution (see ii. 10, II, ix. 12,
xi. 26, 27 b, xii. %). But this theory of individual retribution was inadequate, for obviously all men did not meet with
their deserts. Hence a man's sins are visited through the evil remembrance of his name and in the misfortunes of his

children after him. Thus our author declares that a man's character shall be manifest in the fortunes of his children
(see xi. 28, xxiii. 24-6, xl. 15, xli. 6). On the other hand, the children of the righteous are blest (xliv. 11-13). Since
there is thus no retribution beyond the grave, there is no organic relation between this life and the life in Sheol (in xxi. 10
thoughts of the penal character of Sheol do seem to be present, though not in harmony with the doctrinal system of the
author). Sheol is out of the sphere of moral government ; for there no account is taken of man's past life on earth
(xli. 4) ; there is there no recognition of God (xvii. 28) ; in that region there is no delight of life (xiv. 16) ; its inhabitants
are bereft of light (xxii. 1 1) ; they are plunged in an eternal sleep (xliv. 19) ' (Charles, Eschatology . . . , pp. 162 ff.).

(c) XXI. 11-17.

11. controlleth his natural tendency, ffi ' becometh master of the intent thereof, as though the reference were to

the Law (see critical note) ; cp. Qiddushin 30 b (T. B.) : 'I created the evil tendency (JHH "BPJ [and] I created the
Torah for healing. If ye occupy yourselves with [the study of] the Torah, ye will not fall into the power of it (i. e. of

the evil tendency)'; and cp. also Pirqe Aboth iv. 2 :
' Who is mighty? He that subdueth his nature (liy).'
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SIRACH 21. 12-23

<!R 12 dHe that is not wise 6 will not be instructed,

And ee there is a wisdom f which maketh bitterness to abound*1
.

13 The knowledge of a wise man aboundeth like a gspring of water 8
,

And his counsel h
is like h 'the water 1 of life.

14 The heart k of a fool is like a broken vessel,
2 He holdeth no knowledge 1

.

15 If a mail of understanding hear a wise word,

He commendeth it, and addeth thereto
;

So m If a foolish man hear it, he mocketh at it
m

,

<& And casteth it behind his back.

16 The discourse of a fool n
is like a burden on a journey,

But grace p is found qon the lips of the wise q
.

17 The utterance r of the prudent is sought for in the assembly,

And his words are pondered in the heart.

(d) XXI. 18-28. Further contrast betiveen the godly man and thefool (=3 + 1 + 1+3 + 2+2 distichs).

18 As a prison-house 8
is Wisdom to a fool,

And the knowledge of the wise* as "coals of fire u .

19 As v chainsw on (their) feet is instruction to the foolish,

And as manacles on their right hand.
21 As a golden ornament is instruction to the wise,

And as a bracelet upon their right arm.
20 The fool lifteth up his voice with laughter,

But the wise* man smileth y in silence 2
.

$c
22 a The foot of a fool hasteth into a house,

23 b But it is
agood manners 3, b to stand outside b

.

23 a The fool through the door looketh into a house,

22 b But the cautious man c demeans himself humbly .

c 248 'the acceptation of Wisdom ' : H + ' and understanding '
d_d & > e IL + ' in (that which is) good '

:

ffi lit. * crafty '
m M AC ' But '

f Lit. ' craftiness
' s-g^^ffil' flood ', reading b)2V instead 0/ yiao

fr-b IL ' abideth
' '-'&*: ffi'a fountain ' : 248 ' a pure fountain (as)

'

k So Sb IL : (ffi
' the inward parts

'

1-1 Sb ' he learneth no knowledge all the days of his life' : 70 248 + ' in his life
' m-m <8r 'The wanton

man heareth it, and it displeaseth him ' n Sb ' the ungodly ' °SI Syro-Hex ' a heavy burden ' p A > :

X c-a ' parable ' «5' in all the speech of the righteous ' * Lit. ' mouth ' » So £ : ffi% ' a house that is

destroyed

'

t So K* only : ffi Sb IL ' unwise

'

u_u So Sb : ffi lit. ' unexamined words
' v So Sb : ffit >

"S 'a net' J&SiiH' clever ' (navovpyos) y So Sb: <& IL + < scarcely

'

z Sb ' in peace
'

a-a 3^ gfcg^ -P23 (= Sb) ' the glory of a man ' (Smend conjectures "\V\Qfor "V\22) b_b So ffi Sb : M corrupt icy JV33

* in the house of his people ' (Smend conjectures TiDJ?? "Q2) c_c 3*3 D^l ]}22^ ('shall humble many'),/br which

12. a wisdom, navovpyia, cp. xix. 23.

. . . which maketh . . . Craftiness is a kind of wisdom which is often a cause of sorrow and bitterness to others.

13. aboundeth like a spring of water. (S read 7UD, the technical Hebrew word for the Flood, instead of JH3D
('a spring'). Cp. Pirqe Aboth vi. 1, where it is said that the man who is busied with the Law is like 'a spring that

ceaseth not, and as a river that continueth to flow on '. In ii. 10 of the same tractate, Rabbi Eleazar ben Arak is called

a ' welling spring' because of his devotion to the study of the Law.
. . . like the water of life. Cp. the Midrash Sifre 84 a :

' As water giveth life to the world, so do the waters of
the Torah give life to the world.'

14. like a broken vessel. Cp. Jer. ii. 13.

15. casteth it behind . . . Cp. Ezek. xxiii. 35.

16. grace. For the word used in this connexion cp. vi. 5, xx. 19, xxxvii. 21 ; Ps. xlv. 3 ; Prov. xxii. 1 1 ; Eccles. x. 12.

17. . . .are pondered in the heart. Cp. xiv. 21.

id) XXI. 18-28.

18. coals of fire. i.e. to a fool. Sb is preferable here, because the context demands something that is disagreeable
to the fool to correspond with ' prison-house ' in the first clause.

19. Contrast vi. 24 ff".

21. That this verse should come before v. 20 is manifest, cf. vv. 22, 23.

20. the wise man. navovpyos.

22. 23. In % these verses have got misplaced ; both verses are preserved in a quotation in BTlPfl U'STl Xp~ID 14 a
('The Lecture of our holy Rabbi,' i.e. Judah ha-Nasi), an ethical treatise; v. 32 is also quoted in the Babylonian
Talmud, Nidda 16 b, Pesachim 112 a (Cowley and Neubauer, p. xxiv).

23. good manners. For the Hebr. phrase cp. Prov. xx. 3.
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SIRACH 21. 24—22. 6

ffi 24 'Tis unseemly e for one to listen at the door,

And the wise man would be grieved f at the shameful act f
.

25 The lips of babblers g [only] repeat h 'what others say',
J'But the words of the wise are weighed in the balance .

26 The heart of fools is in their mouth,
But the mouth of the wise is

k in their heart k
.

27 When the fool 1 curseth his adversary™,

He curseth his own soul.

28 The whisperer defileth his own soul,

And is hated "wheresoever he sojourneth n
.

(e) XXII. 1-2. The Despicablcmss of Sloth (= 2 distichs).

22 1 The slothful man is like a a filthy stone b
,

& c Every one fleeth from the stench thereof .

ffi 2
dA slothful man is like 3, the filth of a dunghill d

,

He who e taketh it up e shaketh out his hand.

(/) XXII. 3-6. The shame and grief of evil children (=3+1 distichs).

3 [There is] shame to a father in ee the begetting ofee an uninstructed (son),

And a daughter is born to his loss.

4 * A prudent daughter ff
is a treasure" g to her husband 8

,

But 83 she that bringeth shame is a grief to him that begat her f
.

5 She that is bold h bringeth shame on'father and husband'.

And she is despised of both.

6 As k music in (time of) mourning, (so) is unseasonable talk 1

,

But m stripes and correction are at all times wisdom".

read COD ...(=<£) e Lit. ' want of instruction' ^ Lit. ' with the disgrace (of it)

'

s So 248 : <&

' strangers '
: St>

' ungodly ' : 3L ' unwise
' h Lit. ' declare ' : so N V 248 <£ 3L Syro-Hex : B A C ' are grieved

'

i_i Lit. ' the things that are not theirs '
: so 248 only : (5 ' at these things ' : Ss ' in his own body ', i. e. ' his inner

thoughts ' : 1L ' foolish things ' H & ' The wise man speaketh by measure ' (lit. ' by weight') k-k So 248
& IL : <£ ' their heart '

] So & : ffi IL ' ungodly

'

m <S ///. « Satan ' (see note below) : IL ' the Devil '
: & ' him

who sinned not against him' 11-n So C V 248 253 254 (= Syro-Hex); ffi tv irapoiK^au. S> readsfor tnis

verse :
' The soul of the wise is grieved at the fool, for he knoweth not what to say to him

'

a Lit. ' is (to be) compared to '
b N ca & ' a stone cast out ' (£> lit. ' thrown out into the street ')

c-c ©
'and every one hisseth at the shame thereof : €i + ' every one keeps clear of him ' d-d <S ' when a man goeth

out into the street and disgraceth himself e_e & 'seeth it ': 3L 'toucheth it' ee-ee&> f-f & > fi-ffffi

' shall inherit ' : IL ' is an inheritance': (& misread ntshj ('she shall inherit') instead of nen^ ('treasure,' lit.

' inheritance ') s-g ffi avbpa qvttjs ss Lit. ' and '
h & ' foolish ' i S> ' her mother ' : E inserts ' she will not

be menaced by the ungodly ' (i.e. ' they will be in sympathy with her ') k So & only 1 Lit. 'discourse'

m B ' and
' n So X* & IL : (5 ' of wisdom '

: 70 248 + ' Children who live comfortably in good circumstances

24. the wise man. <Pp6vipos means here 'discreet '.

25. are weighed in the balance. Cp. xvi. 25, xxviii. 25.

26. Fools talk without thinking, the wise think before they speak.

27. his adversary. (5 evidently read jDBTI, the original meaning of which was simply 'adversary' (cp. Num.
xxii. 22, 32 ; 1 Kings v. 18, xi. 22) ; the meaning is either, that in cursing Satan the curse recoils on the man's own head,

or else that a man's real spiritual adversary is his own evil nature ; cp. the next verse.

28. Cp. v. 14, xxviii. 13.

(e) XXII. 1-2.

1. a filthy stone. Cp. the Midrash Wayyiqra Rabba, § xvii, chap. xiv. 34, where the passage Job xxxi. 34 is

commented upon. Cp. Job ii. 8.

2. A slothful man . . . Ben-Sira's disgust for slothful people is coarsely expressed.

(/) XXII. 3-6.

3. in the begetting of. Cf. Prov. xvii. 21.

a daughter . . . According to Jewish ideas it was a misfortune to beget daughters ; cp. Menachoth 43 b (T. B.),

where it is taught that a man ought to bless God every day for not having made him a woman or a slave. In the daily

service for Morning Prayer in the Jewish Liturgy occurs the following Benediction :
' Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God,

King of the Universe, who hast not made me a woman.'

4. a treasure to . . . See critical note. Cp. xxvi. 1-4.

she that bringeth shame, i.e. to her husband ; this is also a grief (tis \vnqv) to her father, because her shame is

a reflection on him, implying, as it does, that he did not bring her up properly.

5. She that is bold. >; dpaatla ; cp. Sept. of Prov. ix. 13, yvvrj aippwv kcl\ Bpwrtia.

6. talk. 8t{]yr)<Tis (Syr. NJVyiB>) means the discourse of the sages ; this is ' unseasonable ' at times when ' stripes and
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SIRACH 22. 7-16

(£) XXI 1 . 7-1 8. The Futility of the Fool (=2 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 1+2 distichs).

<£ 7 He who teacheth a fool is (as) one that glueth together a potsherd
,

(Or) as p one that awakeneth a sleeper out of a deep sleep.

8 q He that discourseth to a fool qq is as one discoursing to him that slumbereth q
,

And at the end he saith, ' What is it ?

'

11 Mourn for the dead, r for his 8 light hath failed
1-

;

And mourn* for a fool, for understanding hath failed (him).
uWeep gently v for the dead", for he hath found rest

;

w But x the life of a fool is y worse than y death w.

12 The mourning for the dead (lasts) seven days,

But z the mourning for a fool z
all the days of his life.

13 Talk not much with a foolish man,
And consort not with a pig a

:

Beware of him, lest thou have trouble,

And thou becomest defiled b when he shaketh himselfb ;

Turn from him, and thou wilt find rest,

And (so) shalt thou not be wearied with his folly c
.

14 dWhat is heavier than lead d
?

And what is its name but ' Fool ' ?

15 Sand and salt and a weight of iron

(Are) easier 8 to bear than fa senseless man f
.

16 As g timber girt and fixed into the wall'1

k Is not loosened by an earthquake k
,

conceal the humble origin of their own parents
;
(but) children who grow up in arrogance and wantonness besmirch

the noble descent of their kin (= vv. 9, 10) ° V Syro-Hex plur. : IL + (' and as one) who telleth a tale (lit.

word) to him that heareth not' p So 55 IL °.-<i 55 'he that teacheth a fool is like one that eateth bread
when he is not hungry ' qq IL + ' wisdom

' r_r 55 lit. ' for he is kept from the light

'

Expressed in IL

i 55 > u~u 55 ' it is not (fitting) to weep for the dead ' : Sah ' it is good to weep for the dead

'

v Lit.
' more sweetly '

: IL modicum w_w 55 ' For an evil life is worse than death
' x So B only y-y 248 >

*~*So 55 : Cr IL 'for a fool and an ungodly man' a So 55, which adds 'in the way': 70 248 + 'for

being without sense he will altogether despise thee

'

b-b So 55 : ffi ' in his onslaught ', lit. shaking '
:

IL ' in his sin
' ^S' much talk' d_d 55 ' for he is much heavier than lead

' e So 248 E : ffi ' easy '

:

55 ' pleasanter

'

f-f 55 ' to dwell with a fool

'

s So 70 55 h Lit. building ' : 55 + ' of the corners of

a house ' k~k 55 >

correction ' are really what is required. Ben-Sira is laying stress on the need of firmness towards children ; the lack
of this in their earlier years results in the shame and grief which, later on, are brought upon a father (vv. 4, 5) ; cp. the
gloss on v. 6 (see critical note).

stripes and correction. Cp. Prov. xxii. 15, xxix. 15.

(g) XXII. 7-18.

7. He who teacheth . . . Cp. Prov. i. 7, xxvii. 22. A potsherd glued together is useless for all practical purposes,
one that is awaked out of a deep sleep is unfit for doing anything ; nothing can be done with either—nor yet with a fool.

8. He that discourseth ... A fool cannot understand sensible talk, although he hears, any more than one who is

asleep and cannot hear. For vv. 9, 10, see critical note.

II. Mourn . . . Cp. vii. 34, xxxviii. 16.

his light hath failed. Cp. Prov. xx. 10 b, 27. On Jewish tombstones the following ancient formula is often
inscribed : ' May his light continue to shine.'

12. (lasts) seven days. This is still observed by modern orthodox Jews ; the period is technically called ' Shiba'

'

(pronounced 'Shiva''), 'seven' ; cp. Gen. 1. 10; Judith xvi. 24; and see below xxxviii. 17.

13. Talk not much, fifj nKijBivgs \6yov = new i"Q"in ^K, a phrase which occurs in Pirqe Aboth i. 5.

consort not. Lit. ' go not to '.

with a pig. This rendering of 55 is evidently correct, as is shown by the context (see clause d) ; (Br is a toning
down. The swine is referred to as the emblem of filthiness in the T. B. Berakhoth 43 b {JE, xi. 609 b). The fool, like

the man of sloth, is regarded as unclean ; for the uncleanness of swine cp. Lev. xi. 7.

And thou becomest defiled . . . The outpouring of a fool's nonsense is compared to the filth carried about by
a pig which it shakes from itself after having wallowed in the mire.

wearied. The verb aKrjdiafa occurs very rarely in the Sept. : Ps. Ix. 3, ci. I, cxlii. 4 ; Dan. vii. 15.
folly, dnovoia means also 'madness', which is perhaps preferable here, as a strong word is required.

14. What is heavier . . . Cp. xxi. 16.

what is its name. i. e. the name of that which is heavier than lead.

15. Sand. Cp. Prov. xxvii. 3. See further Introd. § 7 (b).

16. The contrast offered by the wise man.
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SIRACH 22. 16-26

© So a heart established on well-advised counsel
1 Will not be afraid 1 in time m [of danger].

T 7
mmA heart fixed on thoughtful understanding

Is as an ornament graven" upon a polished wall mm .

J 8 p Small stones p lying upon a high place

Will not remain against the wind,
q So will the fearsome heart (bent) on foolish imagination
Be unable to withstand any terror,q.

(h) XXII. 19-26. How Friendship is dissolved; the duty of afriend (= 2 4- 3 + 1\ + 1] + 2 distichs).

19 A wound r in the eye maketh tears to flow,

And a (heart)-wound r "severeth friendship 3
.

20 * He that throweth a stone at birds scareth them away,
And he that reproacheth" a friend dissolveth friendship.

21 Even if thou draw the sword against a friend,

Despair not, for there is
T a way out v

;

22 And w
if thou open thy* mouth against a friend,

Fear not, for there is a (way of) reconciliation
;

y But reproach and arrogance, and betrayal of a secret, and a deceitful blow,

—

In (face of) these every friend will departs
23 Support z thy neighbour in his poverty,

That in his prosperity 3, thou mayst rejoice b
;

Remain true to him in the time of his d affliction,

That thou mayst be heir with him in his inheritance®.

24 [
ee Before the fire is the smoke of the furnace f

,

So revilings before bloodshed].68

5b 25 »Be not ashamed of a friend who becometh poor g
,

® hAnd j hide not thyself 1 from his face h
;

26 k For kk
if evil happen unto him 1 through thee llk

,

Whosoever heareth it will beware of thee m .

l-l £ 'no fear will shake him' ^ 70 248 5b £ 'at any time': 248 3L + 'with fear' inm-mm % >
n Reading yKvymaros (Smend) for ^a^coror ° So 248 5b p~v Reading with AC 70 248 mg. 254 x ^™**

(= 1L): Bx xaPaKts > 'pales' mg 4 So is the heart of a fool broken in his innermost being, and he

cannot stand up against grief r Reading vovos (= 5b) for pvaamv (= IL) *-* So Sb (lit. * change!

h

friendship') : <S ' showeth feeling ' t % inserts the title :
' Concerning friendship ' »S' robbeth' : and adds

'change not towards thy friend, but if thou change think not that thou wilt retain his love' V"T Lit.

'a returning' (= itXIWl), i.e. ' a way of repentance '
w So V 253 Syro-Hex. 1L : <E> * So 5b y-y & ' He

who reveals a secret is worthy of contempt (///. is a son- of contempt), and a deceitful blow puts friendship far

away' z So Sb: (ffi IL ' acquire trust in
' a Lit. ' good things ' b &KA 25 -248 253 254 Syro-Hex 1L

(tv<f)pavdr]s) : B C V 70 opov 7r\T)<r0T)s : 5b ' thou mayst share

'

c Lit. ' steadfast

'

d So 1L only e 248
+ ' For not always is the (outward) appearance to be despised, nor is the rich man void of understanding

to be respected' ee_ee This verse seems to have got out ofplace, as it breaks the sequence of thought f ffi 3L

-f ' and smoke ' (Kanvos), which 5b rightly omits es <£ E 'I will not be ashamed to shelter a friend

'

h-h % > i-i ©it 'I will not hide myself k_k 5 'If thy companion reveal to thee a secret, repeat it not'

17. an ornament graven. See critical note.

18. Small stones . . . The reference, as Ryssel points out, is to the small stones which were placed on the top of

the walls surrounding gardens and vineyards ; these were put there in order that, when jackals or foxes leaped on to

the wall to enter the vineyard, the noise occasioned by the rattling of the displaced stones might warn the watcher. As
these small stones were always lying in an exposed position they were easily blown down by a high wind.

(h) XXII. 19-26.

19. A wound. See critical note.

maketh tears to flow. Cp. Prov. xxx. 32, 33.
20. reproacheth. Cp. v. 22, xviii. 18, xx. 15.

21. ... for there is a way out. Cp. xxvii. 21. The meaning of the verse is that every straightforward quarrel,

however serious, is capable of adjustment, but when such things as those mentioned in the third clause of v. 22 sever

friendship, then the breach is irremediable.

22. if thou open . . . The reference is to outspoken, straightforward differences between friends.

reproach, i. e. abuse.

betrayal of a secret. Lit. ' revealing . . .'; cp. Prov. xi. 13, xx. 19, xxv. 9.

23. thou mayst rejoice. See critical note.

24. So revilings . . . Cp. xxvii. 15.

25. And hide not . . . Cp. vi. 12.

26. The rendering of Or in this verse is clearly not in order, but its general sense agrees better with the context than
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SIRACH 22. 27—23. 6

(i) XXII. 27—XXIII. 6. The Need of Self-control (=2 + 4 + 1+2 distichs).

ffi 27 noO that one would set a watch over my mouth
,

And a seal of shrewdness upon my lips,

That I fall not p by means of q them r
,

And that my tongue destroy me not 8
!

23 2 aO that one would set scourges over my mind b
,

And c a rod of correction over my heart,

That they spare not d their errors d
,

eAnd overlook not their sins 6
!

3 That mine ignorances be not f multiplied,

And that my sins gabound not f e h
,

And i cause me to fall
1 in the sight ofk mine 1 adversaries,

So that mine enemy rejoice over me m
.

1 (= 40) O Lord, Father, and God" of my . life,

Abandon me not p to their counsel 1"1
.

4 b Give me not r 8a proud look 3
,

5 *And turn away concupiscence" from me v
.

6 May w the lust of the flesh w x and chambering* y not overtake me y
,

zAnd give me a not over to a shameless soul 2
.

{lit. ' give it not out ')
kk © < an(i ' 1 ffi 3L ' me '

n ffi ' him
' m

ffi ' him '
: £> + and will account thee

a mischief-maker' {lit. 'one that doeth harm') n 254 Inserts here: 'O that one would set scourges over my
thought' (= xxiii. 2d) °-° ffins oW« (= jTP ""O) /iot ( > XA & 3L) em arona fiov cf>v\aKr)p p 248+ 'suddenly'

q <& ' from
' r So V (= & 3L) : ffi ' it ' : Sah ' through my mouth

'

8 The negative is preserved in 248 253

(= S> Syro-Hex) a For the reasons of the above order in the clauses of vv. 1-5 see note below b Lit.

4 thought

'

c_c So & : (Br ' a discipline of wisdom ' d-d So IL (ignorationibus eorum) : dSc em rots ayvorj/xaa-i

nov = & e-e x ca has tne clause under the asterisk : 248 ' Overlook not the insults (v/3peis) of sinners, according

to {lit. 'in') (Thy) promise': £> > , but has instead: 'that they in their assembly inherit not, nor take delight

(jinmj) in destroying (V2tflDb)' ) Sah > the clause altogether: IL et non appareant delicta eorum f 3L > the

negative s-s & lit. ' be not strong ' (|«B»J?3)
h 70 248 + ' to (my) destruction

'

H S' reveal me '

(^ta:), a scribal error which should, according to Smend, be corrected to "OJlbEO (= W^D"), ' cause me to fall '

:

ffi 3L ' I fall

'

k Lit. ' before
'

J So 3L : ffi S> > m 70 248 + ' from whom the hope of Thy mercy is

far-distant '
n & ' Master ' ° 70 248 ' all my

'

p-p 5L > 1 ffi + ' and suffer me not to fall by them

'

{& ' on their account) : 70 + ' as a (standing) example ' {<v 7rapa8fiy^iaTio-/iw) : 3L + in ilia exprobatione r
<ffi /w?

8as 1x01
*-B Lit. 'a lifting up of eyes' : 3L '

. . . of mine eyes' : & 'an exalted eye'; 248 +'and an overbearing

(lit. gigantic) soul' * 248 inserts here : ' Keep ever from Thy servant vain hopes
' u & ' a lustful (NTPIS)

heart ' : IL ' every desire

'

v 248 + ' and him that desireth to serve Thee do Thou ever hold up' : <& + ' and

suffer naught that is good to escape me' w_w So & : ffi 3L ' the appetite (desire) of the (IL 'my') belly'

x-x S> > y-y & ' not make me lustful

'

z-z & ' And let not a shameless soul have dominion over me

'

a 248 ' Thy servant'

is the case with & ; if the pronouns in (5 are corrected on the basis of 5£> good sense can be made out of the verse.

The first word of the verse should be ' For ' instead of ' And '; this is demanded by the context.

(*) XXII. 27—XXIII. 6.

27. O that . . . Cp. Ps. cxli. 3.

that my tongue . . . Cp. Prov. xviii. 21, xxi. 23.

XXIII. 1-5. A reference to the text of dfr will show that it is out of order as it stands: v. 1 breaks the sequence

between xxii. 27 and xxiii. 2 ; the first clause of v. 1 = v. 4 a ; v. I h is omitted by <S, and inserted in v. 4 ; something

has evidently fallen out in vv. 4-5. That there is something radically wrong with the text of these verses as they

stand is evident from the variations in the Gr. MS. and the Versions (see critical notes). Smend (following J5

partly) keeps 1 a and 1 c and 4 a of (3r, adding 1 b to 4 a.

2. O that one would set. Lit. ' who will set . . .', cp. xxii. 27.

a rod of correction. Cp. Prov. xxii. 15 b.

their errors . . . their sins : i.e. those of his heart and mind.

3. So that mine enemy . . . Cp. Ps. xiii. 4.

1. . . . their counsel, i.e. the counsel of his own heart and mind.

4 b. a proud look. Perhaps this should be interpreted in the sense in which the expression is used in Gen. xxxix. 7,

in view of what follows (Ryssel).

6. the lust of the flesh. See critical note.
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SIRACH 23. 7-14

(J) XXII I. 7-15- The need of keeping the tongue under control ( =2+3+3 + 2 + 3 + 2 distichs).

ffi 7 Hear, O children, (concerning) the discipline of the mouth c
:

He that keepeth (discipline)*1 "shall not be taken [captive] 6

8 But f the sinner is ensnared 8 through 11 his lips,

S 'And the fool stumbleth through his mouth 1
.

9 Accustom not k thy mouth to an oath,
! Nor make a habit of the naming of the Holy One ml

.

© 10 n For as a servant who is constantly being questioned"

°Lacketh not the marks of a blow,

So also he that p sweareth and is continually naming q the name of the Lord qp

Is not free r from sins.

11 A man of many oaths 8
is filled with iniquity 3

,

And the scourge* departeth not from his house
;

If he offend" his sin will be upon him v
,

w And if he disregard * it he sinneth doubly w ;

yAnd if he sweareth z without need 2
, he shall not be justified y

,

a For his house shall be filled with calamities Da
.

12 c There is a manner of speech d that is to be compared*1 with death :

Let it not be found in the heritage of Jacob.
S> e He that keepeth f his soul from this shall live 6

,

gAnd not wallow in sins g
.

© 14 h Remember 1 thy father and thy mother
kWhen 1 thou sittest in council in the midst of the mighty k

,

Lest, perchance, m thou stumble™ before them,

[In that] "thou showest thyself [to be] a fool" in thy manner [of speech],

"And dost wish thou hadst not been born
,

And cursest the day of thy birth.

13 Accustom not thy mouth to impure manner [of speech],

For p that is a sinful thing p
.

b B 70 248 254 insert the title :
' Discipline of the mouth

' c 248 + ' that is truthful

'

<l Not expressed

e-e Sb ' shall not suffer shame
'

f So & : <5r > (N c -a ' either
')

s Lit. ' overtaken ', reading Karak^BrfcrtTai

with 157 (= 3> 1L)for KaraXtupd. ffi : 157 248 + ' in his folly
' h Lit. ' in ' (= 2 ' by means of, cp. Ps. vi. 8)

i_' <5r
' the reviler and the arrogant shall stumble through them ' : IL superbus et maledicus scandalizabitur in illis

k-k % ' and thou wilt not (have to) sit before the judges

'

• £> ' instruct not ' : IL + ' for there is great calamity

therein

'

m Nc -a A ' the Most High ' : IL ' God ' n-n 5 < for (as) every man that sweareth continually
'

0-0 £ ' is not free from
'

P-P £> ' lieth and sweareth

'

li-<J So only A Nc -a 55 157 254 r So $t> : ffi % ' is not

cleansed
"

8-8 & ' acquireth sins

'

* £ ' strife '
u £ ' swear by mistake '

(i. e. ' falsely ') : IL frustraverit

v 55 254 +' he will hide it under his tongue
'

x?~w SS ' and if in truth he will not swear (at all)

'

x Lit.

' overlook '
: IL dissimulaverit >'

-
y & ' For whosoever sweareth continually, it is detestable, and he shall not be

justified
' z~z Lit. ' in vain

' «S > *> 248 IL ' retribution ' c-c «, < And if there is another thing

that is like it' ^-^ Reading with 70 253 (= Syro-Hex) avrnrapa^(ffKr)fnvr) : <& avrinepi.Qt$\.: 3L contraria

e-e <5r 3L ' For from the godly (IL 'the merciful') all these things shall be put away' f Z;'/. 'shutteth up'

g-s ffilL 'And they will not wallow {lit. roll) in sins
' h Vv. 13 and 15 belong together. > & + ' that thou

hast

'

k_k £> ' and from terror thou hast been preserved

'

J So & : <£ IL ' for

'

m~m So & : dSc ' that

thou be not forgetful ' : IL ' lest He (i. e. God) forget thee
' »-n S ' thou be despised

' °-°S' and sayest,

O that I had not been created ' p_p Lit. ' therein is the word of sin
'

(J) XXIII. 7-15. With the whole of this subsection cp. Jas. iii. 1-12.

7. shall not be taken [captive], i. e. by his mouth ; he will not fall under the dominion of his tongue.

9. ... to an oath. Cp. Matt. v. 34 ff., xxiii. 2off.
; Jas. v. 12.

10. a servant, oixenp, ' a household servant ' ; the context suggests that 8ov\os (="Dy), ' a slave ', would have been

a more appropriate word here.

being questioned. « £«r(ifo> means ' to examine closely ', but the word is frequently used in the special sense of

examining by torture (cp. Acts xxii. 24); f£tTa(6fiti/os is, therefore, used quite appropriately here ; so that Smend's

suggestion that i£ov<Tia(6nfvos (lit. 'one having authority over ', i.e. here in the sense of 'one rebelling') should be read

instead does not commend itself. ,

the marks of a blow. Cp. xxviii. 17; fia>\ai\j/ means the result of a blow, i.e. a bruise, as well as the blow itself.

the name of the Lord. Cp. Lev. xxiv. 16 (Sept.).

11. A man of many oaths. Cp. xxvii. 14. The last two clauses seem to be merely a variation of the first two.

12. There is a manner of speech . . . Cp. Lev. xix. 12, xxii. 2, 3, 32, and especially xxiv. 16.

the heritage of Jacob. In the O.T. this expression is used in reference to the Promised Land, cp. Isa. lviii. 14 ;

here it refers rather to the Jews in contradistinction to the Gentiles.

14. As the text shows, this verse must come before v. 13, which has got out of place.

Remember thy father ... i. e. so as not to bring disgrace on their name.
. . . thou hadst not been born . . . Cp. Job iii. 3 ; Jer. xx. 14.
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SIRACH 23. 15-21

ffi 15 A man that doth accustom himself to 'disgraceful talk'1

'Will not learn r wisdom "all his days 3
.

(k) XXIII. 16-27. Tke Wickedness of Impurity (=4 + 3+4+1 + 3 + 3 + 2 distichs).

16 Two types (of men) * multiply sins*,

And the third increaseth" wrath v
;

WA hot desire x
, burning like fire,

Which is not quenched till y it be consumed yw
;

A fornicator with the body of his flesh,

J§
A (For) he ceaseth not till the fire consumeth him

;

ffi 17 [And] the man to whom all bread z
is sweet,

(For) he will not leave off till he die.

18 A man a that b goeth astray b c from his own bed c
,

And saith in his heart :
' Who seeth me ?

£ dThe walls of my house hide me,
And the shadow of my roof covereth me,

And no one seeth me

—

Whathindereth me from sinning ?' d

eHe remembereth not the Most High 6
;

® r 9 f The eyes of men are his (only) fear f
,—And he perceiveth not that the eyes of the Lord

Are ten thousand times brighter than the sun,

Beholding all the ways of men,
gAnd looking into secret places 8

;

20 For h all things are known unto Him before they are created,
j So also [doth He see them] after they are perfected 1

,

—

21 k Such a man shall be punished 1 in the streets of the city,

And shall be taken where he suspecteth it not kru
.

i-q Lit. ' words of reproach ' : & ' worthless words

'

r_r So 5 : <& lit. ' will not be instructed
' s-a <E ' in

all . .
.'

: & ' all the days of his life' : B + ' and the man that is impure in the shame of his flesh accepteth no
instruction '

t_t So ' doth my soul hate ' u Lit. ' will bring': 5b ' causeth to arise '
v IL + ' and perdition'

w-w 5b > x Lit, ' Soul

'

y-y Nc -a < i t consume something ' (= 3L) ' Sb ' flesh
' a A + ' (that is) a

fornicator' b-b Sb' committeth adultery ' c_c Sb ' on the covering of his bed

'

d_d So 5b (pr. 'behold') :

<8x inverts and abbreviates 18 c d, and misunderstands 18 f *~e Sb > : (Br {jnisnnderstanding) ov fit] funpr(h\ovrai

v^/ta-Tos f-f Sb > g-g Sb ' and perceiveth the nature (//'/. the form) of their works (done) in darkness
'

k Expressed in SbIL i-i Sb ' and judgeth them at the end of the world

'

k_k Sb transposes the clauses
1 5& ' detected ' ni IL + ' and shall be a disgrace in the sight of (//'/. to) all, because he knew not the fear of God

'

15. disgraceful talk. Cp. Joshua v. 9 (Sept.).

(k) XXIII. 16-27.

16. Two types . . . And the third. With this form of expression cp. xxvi. 1, 5, 28, 1. 25 ; Prov. xxx. 7, 15, 18, 21, 24,

29 ; cp. also the whole of chap, v of Pirqe Aboth.
Increaseth wrath. Lit. ' bringeth ', i. e. the wrath of God ; for the Gr. word (endyu)) cp. ii. 4, xlvii. 20.

he ceaseth not. ffi ' He will in no wise cease till he have made a fire to blaze '.

17. ... to whom all bread is sweet. Cp. Prov. ix. 13-18, especially v. 17.

18. Cp. Job xxiv. 15.

19. Beholding ... Cf. xvii. 19, 20 ; Prov. xv. 3, II ; Ps. xxxiii. 14 ft".

20. For all things are known . . . Cp. Pirqe Aboth iii. 24 :
' Everything is foreseen ; and free-will is given

'
; and

see Taylor's comments on this in his edition.

So also . . . Cp. Gen. ii. 1, 2 (Sept.).

21. shall be punished . . . Cp. Lev. xx. 10; Deut. xxii. 22 ; the full rigour of the Law was evidently mitigated in

later times, since there is no mention of punishment by death here. ' Under the Talmudic law the severity of the

Mosaic code was in many instances modified, and the laws relating to adultery came under the influence of a milder
theory of the relation of crime and punishment. . . . Upon this mild view followed the entire abolition of the death
penalty, in the year A. D. 40, before the destruction of the Second Temple {Sanhedrin 41 a), when the Jewish courts,

probably under pressure of the Roman authorities, relinquished their right to inflict capital punishment. Thereafter
the adulterer was scourged ; and the husband of the adulteress was not allowed to condone her crime (Sotah vi. 1),

but was compelled to divorce her, and she lost all her property rights under her marriage contract . .
.' (/E, i. 217 a).

shall be taken . . . i.e. to the public place of scourging. The transposition of these two clauses in 5& is correct.
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SIRACH 23. 22—24. 3

ffi 22 So also a wife that leaveth 11 her husband,

And bringeth in an heir by a stranger.

23 For, firstly, she is disobedient to the Law of the Most High
;

And secondly, pshe trespasseth p against her own husband*1
;

And thirdly, she committeth adultery through (her) fornication,

And bringeth children in by a stranger.

24 She shall be led into the assembly,

And upon her children r there will be visitation 1
.

25 Her children shall not spread out their roots,

And her branches shall bear no fruit.

26 She will leave her memory for a curse,

And her reproach will not be blotted out.

27 BAnd they that are left behind shall know
That there is nothing better than the fear of the Lord *,

And nothing sweeter than to observe

The commandments of the Lord" 8
.

(a) XXIV. 1-34. a The Praise of Wisdom* (=2 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 3+1+3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2+1 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 3
distichs).

24- 1 Wisdom praiseth herselfb
,

And is honoured among c her people

2 She openeth her mouth in the assembly d of the Most High d
,

And is honoured in the presence of His hosts 6
.

3 T came forth from the mouth of the Most High,
And as a mist I covered the earth.

n % ' sinneth against

'

° & ' she lieth against' p-pS > 1 & + ' of her youth
' r-r & ' her sins

will be remembered' 8
~~s 3, which on account of its letter rhythmical measure is perhaps to be preferred, reads :

' And all the dwellers on earth will know,
And all the rest in the world will perceive,

That nothing is better than the fear of God,
Or sweeter than to keep His commandments.'

11 55 i57 254 £IL 'God' " 55 248 253 254 'God': 70 248 5L + ' to follow after God (IL 'the Lord') is

great glory, and length of days it is for thee to be accepted of Him ' (= v. 28)
a_a V 106 157 253 & Syro-Hex > b 2L + et in deo honorabimr c-c £ 'the people of God'

d-d £ ' of God '
e So & : ffi ' might

'

23. the Law of the Most High. See Exod. xx. 14 ; Deut. v. 18.

bringeth children in by . . . For the result of this entailed upon such offspring see Deut. xxiii. 2.

24. She shall be led ... i. e. for punishment.
upon her children . . . Their illegitimacy descended upon their children (Qiddushin 78 b).

25. ... shall not spread out . . . They were not regarded as belonging to the congregation of Israel (cp.

Qiddushin 78 b) ; for the belief that the children of adulterers do not come to maturity see Wisd. iii. 16-19, lv - 3~5-

26. ... will not be blotted out. Cp. Ps. cix. 14.

27. . . . shall know . . . Cp. xlvi. 10. For the addition to this verse see critical note.

XXIV. 1—XXVII. 3. (In praise of Wisdom, with practical applications.) The division falls into twelve subsections.

XXIV. 1-34. A fine hymn in praise of Wisdom follows. The author, in declaring that Wisdom is honoured
in heaven, as well as on earth, thereby shows that she is entitled to speak in her own name. The hymn falls into six

strophes, each containing six distichs.

1. Wisdom praiseth herself. Lit. '.
. . praiseth her soul'; she is entitled to do so on account of her inherent

excellence ; every utterance of hers is ipsofacto the praise of herself because it witnesses to her transcendent perfection.

among her people. The rendering of 5?, 'the people of God,' suggests that Israel is meant (cp. v. 8) ; Smend
thinks that the heavenly companions of Wisdom are meant, and the rendering of IL (in deo honorabitur) points to the

scene being in heaven ; but as the heavenly hosts are referred to in the next verse, it is probable that the Israelites are

meant here, the intention of the writer being to indicate that Wisdom is honoured both on earth and in heaven.

2. in the assembly of the Most High. Cp. Ps. lxxxii. 1 7^"ri"iy3 (5S reads 'of God') ; here it is clear that the

heavenly hosts are referred to.

. . . His hosts . . . 8uva.fj.fcos avrov ; cp. Isa. xxxiv. 4, where CDCJM X3V is rendered ai Swafids tcov ovpava>v in the

Sept. ; cp. Ps. xxxiii (Sept. xxxii) 6 ; Dan. viii. 10.

3. I came forth . . . Wisdom now speaks in her own name ; for the personification of Wisdom cp. Prov. viii. 4 ff.,

and with the whole of this section cp. Prov. viii. 22-ix. 12, with which it has many points of similarity.

as a mist I covered the earth. Cp. Gen. i. 2, 'The Spirit of God brooded upon the face of the waters,' and

Gen. ii. 6, ' There went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole face of the ground.' In connexion with these
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SIRACH 24. 4-10

ffi 4 In the high places did I fix my abode,

And my throne was ee in the pillar of cloud ee
.

5
fAlone I compassed the circuit of heaven f

,

And g in the depth of the abyss 8 I walked.

6 Over the waves of the sea, and over all the earth h
,

And over every people and nation I held sway '.

7 With all these I sought a resting-place,

And (said) : In whose inheritance shall I lodge?

8 Then the Creator of all things gave me commandment,
And He that created me fixed my dwelling-place (for me)

;

And He said : Let thy dwelling-place be in Jacob,

And in Israel k *take up thine inheritance 1
.

9 He created me from the beginning, before the world
;

& mThe memorial of me shall never cease™.

€t io In the holy tabernacle I ministered before Him,
Moreover™ 111 in Zion was I established.

ee-ee & < up0n the pillars of the clouds

'

f-f £ ' Together with Him did I dwell in heaven
'

s~« & lit. ' in

the roots of Tehom

'

t IL + steti v
' So N^a rjy^a^v (= & IL) : <& (KT^a^v (' I got possession

')
k 248

' Jerusalem ' '- 1 £ ' establish thyself m~m ffi IL ' And unto eternity I shall not fail '
mm So & : ffi km ovtus

the following should be considered : v. 5 d, 'in the depth of the abyss I walked,' and Prov. viii. 27, ' When He prepared

the heavens I was there, when He set a circle upon the face of the deep . .
.' Wisdom is here evidently thought of as the

Spirit of God ; in later Jewish literature Wisdom is identified with the ' Ruah ha-qodesh ' ('the Holy Spirit'). Here

we have, therefore, the germ of the later teaching ; but a great advance was made as early as the last quarter of the

second century B.C., for in the Book of Wisdom the identification of Wisdom with the Holy Spirit is implicitly taught

;

see Wisd. i. 4-7, and especially xi. 17: 'And Thy counsel who hath known, except Thou give wisdom, and send Thy Holy

Spirit from above?' In the Midrash Bereshith Rabbah lxxxv it is said that Solomon's wisdom was the Holy Spirit

guiding him.

4. In the high places. Here again may be discerned the germ of the teaching of later Judaism, according to which

there were a variety of ' Mehizoth ', or dwelling-places on high ; according to Hagigah 12 b there were seven heavens

above (cp. 2 Cor. xii. 2), in the uppermost of which, called 'Araboth', God Himself dwells ; in front of it a ' Pargod'

(' curtain ') of clouds is placed ; this is the ' Holy of Holies ' of heaven (see further Weber, Jiid. Theologie2
, pp. 162 ff.).

the pillar of cloud. See Exod. xiv. 19, &c. (the ' Shekinah ' of later Jewish teaching). According to Philo

(Quis Rer. Div. Heres. § 42= § 231 ff. in Cohn and Wendland's ed.) the 'pillar of cloud' was Wisdom; cp. v. 10,

' In the holy tabernacle I ministered before Him,' and Exod. xxx. 9, 10, '
. . . the pillar of cloud descended and stood at

the door of the Tent.' In Sotah 33 a it is said that the Holy Spirit and the ' Shekinah' dwelt in the Holy of Holies.

In Wisd. x. 17 it is said of Wisdom that she 'became unto them a covering in the day-time, and a flame of stars

through the night ' (cp. Ps. lxxviii. 14) ; cp. the words of Philo in reference to the pillar of cloud (De Vita Mos. lib. i

;

§ 29) : Ttixa fievroi Kai twv vnapx<»v tis rjv tov fieydXov (BaaiXivs, a(pavfjs ayyeXos, eyKaTdXrjpptuos rfj veCpeXi] npor)yr]Twp, ov ov

defiis crdufxaTOS 6(pdaX fjLols opaadai.

5. the circuit of heaven, yvpov olpavod ; the same expression occurs in the Sept. of Job xxii. 14 (= D ,OtS' 31fl) ; cp.

xliii. 12; Prov. viii. 27.

in the depth of the abyss. Cp. i. 3, and Job xxxvi. 30 DM *Bhtf (= & KOfrHTl X^\>])2, see critical note),

Amos ix. 3 DVI yplpa (' in the bottom of the sea'). Cp. the Babylonian belief of Ea, 'the lord of wisdom,' whose

wisdom came forth from Apsu, ' the deep,' which is called also ' the house of Wisdom '.

6. I held sway. See critical note.

7. With all these ... i.e. with every people and nation. 'On the thought here expressed the Rabbis based, later

on, the legend (referring to Deut. xxxiii. 2 and Job iii. 3) that the Law was offered to all nations, but ^vas refused by

them, before it was accepted by the Israelites at Mount Sinai {Abodah Zarah 2 b towards the end) '
(Ryssel in loc). So the

Midrash Pesiqta 186 a says that originally the Law was offered to all, but that Israel alone of the nations accepted it.

resting-place, avdmavaiv ; so too in the Sept. of Is. xi. 10, '
. . . and His resting-place (= inTIJO) shall be glorious.'

. . . shall I lodge ? avXi(opai is the Sept. for pB> in Job xi. 14, xv. 28, xxxviii. 19 (cp. 3 Esdras ix. 2) ; as Smend points

out, the expressions nniJD and pE' are used in this sense of God also.

8. the Creator of all things. Cp. li. (12
4
)

' He that formed all things ', as in Jer.x. 16, li. 19 ; cp. 1 Enoch lxxxiv. 3,

fixed my dwelling-place (for me). Karenavo-ev rfjv a<r]vr]v p.ov, lit. ' made my tent to rest' ;
Wisdom, after having

vainly sought a resting-place among a people who would welcome her, has finally to leave the decision with God.

Let thy dwelling-place be in Jacob . . . Karao-Kr/i/coo-oi/, cp. John i. 14. Contrast with what is said in this verse

1 Enoch xlii. I, 2: 'Wisdom found no place where she might dwell; then a dwelling-place was assigned her in the

heavens. Wisdom came to make her dwelling among the children of men, and found no dwelling-place ;
then Wisdom

returned to her place, and took her seat among the angels ' ; cp. lxxxiv. 3, xciv. 5. Wisdom is here identified with the

Law, the perfect expression of divine Wisdom.
9. He created me . . . With this thought cp. John xvii. 5.

The memorial of me . . . This rendering of £> is preferable to that of dSc, since it is the Law (see the verses which

follow) with which Wisdom is identified ; this is thought of here ; cp. Exod. xiii. 9, 16 ; Deut. vi. 8, 9, xi. 18.

10. In the holy tabernacle . . . The worship of the Tabernacle was the carrying out of the Law, so that, as

personified, Wisdom could be said to minister before God.
in Zion ... i.e. when the Temple took the place of the Tabernacle.
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SIRACH 24. 11-16

ffi 11 In the Holy" City likewise p He caused me to rest p
,

And in Jerusalem was my authority.
12 And I took root*1 among an honoured r people,

In the portion of the Lord (and) of His inheritance 9
.

13 I was exalted like a cedar in Libanus,
And like an olive-tree 1 on the mountains of Zion u

.

14 I was exalted like a palm-tree on the sea-shore v
,

And as rose-plants in Jericho
;

And as a fair w olive-tree in the plain 1
;

Yea, I was exalted as a plane-tree y by the waters y
.

15 As cinnamon and aspalathus z have I given a scent of z perfumes,
And as choice myrrh I spread abroad a pleasant odour

;

As a galbanum, and onyx, and stacte

;

b
(I was) as the smoke of incense in the Tabernacle b

.

16 I as a terebinth bb °stretched forth my branches
,

And my branches were branches of glory d and grace.

" So 248 3L Eth : ffi £ ' beloved

'

«&'(... beloved) like me

'

p-p S IL Eth ' I rested

'

oS'lwas
magnified ' * i<c.a

« approved
'

*& +' Israel ' : IL + 'and among the multitude of the saints was my abode

'

* So & (cp. % in 1. 10). « So 5L (cp. Deut. iv. 48, Sept.), see exegetical note v Nc -a 253 S> Syro-Hex ' in

Engadi': 248 <v yaddi: E 'in Cades' "S > * 70 248 'the beautiful plain' y^y So jo 157
248 5 3L

: ffi > z-z V 248 253 £ Syro-Hex > a & IL insert ' incense and
' b-* & *I gave forth my

perfumes as (that of) good oil '
bb & < oleander ' ^^' fixed my roots ' a IL ' perfume

'

11. the Holy City. . . Tjyiaa-ptpr] (cp. xxxvi. 18) instead of r^yan^ivri is perhaps to be preferred, as the phrase 'the
Holy City' fBhpfl *Vy) is supported by O.T. usage (Isa. xlviii.2, lii. 1 ; Neh. xi. 1,18; Dan. ix. 24), whereas' the Beloved
City' is not found (but cp. Ps. exxxvii. 2).

He caused me to rest. Cp. Ps. exxxii. 8, 14.

in Jerusalem was ... It is possible that the thought ofWisdom having had her abode above (see v. 4) and coming
to dwell in Jerusalem contributed to the later idea of Jerusalem having its counterpart above; cp. Test. Twelve Patr.,
Dan. v. 12, 13; Sib. Orac. iii. 657 ff., iv; 4 Ezra vii. 26, viii. 52, 53, x. 44-59; 2 Bar. iv. 2-6, xxxii. 4 ; and in the
N. T. Gal. iv. 26 ; Heb. xii. 22 ; Rev. iii. 12, xxi. 10 ; the same idea occurs often in Rabbinical literature ; the earthly

Jerusalem (HDD £>B> DvBTV) is paralleled by the Jerusalem that is above (r6y» i>B> D^BVfl) ; cp. e.g. Pesahim 50 a
and the Midrash Pesiqta 143 a.

12. ... of His inheritance. Cp. xvii. 17, and Sept. of Deut. xxxii. 9 ; Zech. ii. 16.

13. like a cedar ... Cf. Ps. xcii. 12.

an olive-tree, tevnapurvos is the rendering of fDB> J*J? (' Oleaster') in 1. 10 (= & NriE'CI JO^K).
Zion. 'Apparently 'Aeppuv is a correction in the Greek (" innergriechische Korrektur"), which put the more usual

name for the rarer one ' (Smend) ; cp. Hebr. of Deut. iv. 48. £ ' Senir,' cp. Deut. iii. 9.
14. on the sea-shore. See critical note. It is possible that the right reading is 'in'Engadi ', for, as Ryssel points

out, palm-trees do not grow to any great height on the seashore, whereas Engadi was famed for them (see Buhl,
Geographie des alien Paldstina, pp. 58, 165).

rose-plants in Jericho. Cp. xxxix. 13, 1. 8 ; i.e. 'the Rhododaphne ' (= 'Oleander'), which grows on the banks
of the Jordan (cp. the rendering of & ' field of roses ') : see Buhl, op. cit., p. 59.

a fair olive-tree. Still to be seen growing in great luxuriance in the plains round the site of Jericho.

a plane-tree. Hebr. pony as in Gen. xxx. 37 ; Ezek. xxxi. 8, the only occurrences in the O.T. ; see further J. Low,
Aramaische Pflanzennamen, p. 107.

15. cinnamon. Cf. Exod. xxx. 23, 34; Prov. vii. 17; Cant. iv. 14 (}i03p).

aspalathus = 'Genista acanthoclada (cp. Low, op. cit., p. 340) ; according to Pliny {Hist. Nat. xii. 24) the root
was used for making ointment.

choice myrrh. "li"n~~i£> Exod. xxx. 23.

galbanum. i"l33?n Exod. xxx. 34, a gum used as an ingredient for making incense (cf. Low, op. cit., p. 115).

onyx. ripriK' Exod- xxx. 34; 'unguis odoratus.' Onycha is 'generally believed to be the operculum of some
species of marine mollusc. The operculum is a horny or calcareous plate attached to the foot of certain Gasteropodous
molluscs, the function of which is to close the aperture of the shell when the animal has withdrawn into the interior'

(EB, iii. 35 11). The operculum when burned gives forth a strong but pleasant odour, and was likewise used as
an ingredient for making incense.

stacte. ^195 Exod. xxx. 34, an odoriferous gum ; the Hebr. name was given, apparently, because this gum was
gathered by drops. See further Nowack, Hebr. Archdol. ii. 64, 248.

as the smoke of incense. . . i.e. something holy, pleasant, and acceptable; its special sanctity is seen by
the punishment meted out to those who offer it without being entitled to do so, cp. Num. xvi. 6 ff., 17 ff. ; 2 Chron. xxvi.

16, and who use it for profane purposes, cp. Lev. x. 1 ff. ; for its pleasantness, &c, cp. Ps. xlv. 8; Prov. vii. 17, xxvii. 9;
Cant. iii. 6.

16. terebinth ... It is still seen to be characteristic for its far-spreading branches (cp. Nowack, op. cit. i. 63).
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SIRACH 24. 17-31

ffi 17 I as a vine put forth grace 6
,

And my flowers are the fruit of glory and wealth f
.

19 Come unto me, ye g that desire me,

And be ye filled with my produce h
;

20 For my memorial 1
is sweeter than honey,

And the possession of me than the honey-comb.
21 They that eat shall still hunger k for mek

,

And they that drink me shall still thirst k for me k
;

22 He that obeyeth me will *not be ashamed 1

,

And m they that serve me will not commit sin m .'

23 All these things are the book of the covenant of God Most High,
The Law which Moses commanded (as) an heritage for the assemblies of Jacob",

25 Which filleth (men) with wisdom, like Pison,

And like Tigris in the days of °new (fruits)
;

26 Which overfloweth like Euphrates, with understanding,

And as Jordan in the days of harvest p
;

& 27 qqq Which poureth forth qq
, as the Nile, instruction °.,

<K And 1 as Gihon in the days of vintage.

28 The first man knew her not perfectly,

So also the last will not trace her out

;

29 8 For her understanding is more full than the sea,

And her counsel is greater than the deep 8
.

30 And as for me, I (was) as a Stream from the 1 river,

And I came forth as a conduit into a garden
;

31 I said :
' I will water my garden,

I will abundantly water my garden beds '
;

e 248 'perfume' : IL in suavitate odoris f 70 248 IL (with slight variations) + 'I am the mother of beauteous

love, and of fear, and of knowledge, and of holy hope ; I, the ever-existing one, am given to all my children,

to those who are called by Him' (= v. t8). StfS 'all ye' h S> 'good fruits' * S> 'instruction':

IL
f
spirit' k-kSo &: ffi&> l"1 & 'not fail' m-m £ 'none of his works will be destroyed'

n 70 248 (with slight variations) + 'Faint not, (but) be strong in the Lord, and cleave unto Him in order that

He may strengthen you. Cleave unto Him ; the Lord, the Almighty, is the one and only God, and beside Him
there is no Saviour ' (= v. 24) 0-0 & < jts fruits

'

P & ' Nisan

'

<J-q ffi (ws 4>a>s) misread IIN'1 (= ' the

Nile ') as ~11N (' light '), and wrote eK^aivmv (' maketh to shine forth ') in order to make sense qq-qi = IL qui

mittit r So 248 254 Syro-Hex ILJ5 s-8 The rendering of ffi is due to a misunderstanding of the Hebrew
way of expressing the comparative t_t % >

17. the fruit . . . Cp. Prov. iii. 16, viii. 18, 19. See critical note.

19. Come unto me. Cp. Prov. ix. 4.

20. sweeter than honey . . . honey-comb. Cp. Ps. xix. 10 in reference to the Law ; cp. Prov. xvi. 24.

21. With the thought of the verse contrast John vi. 58, iv. 14.

22. will not commit sin. Cp. Pirqe Aboth, ii. 2: 'Excellent is Torah-study together with worldly business, for

the practice of them puts iniquity out of remembrance.' With the whole verse cp. Test. Twelve Patr., Levi xiii. 7, 8.

With this verse Wisdom concludes her speech.

23. All these things . . . The identification of the Law with Wisdom in this and the following verses comes out

very clearly. .

The Law which . . . assemblies. From Dent, xxxiii. 4, where the Hebr. reads l"lfflj? (but Sept. <rway<oyais)
;

Ben-Sira (so also the Sept. in Deut. xxxiii. 4) was thinking of the synagogues of the Dispersion.

25. Pison. Cp. Gen. ii. lift.

new (fruits). Cp. 1. 8 ; Num. xxviii. 26 (Sept.).

26. in the days of harvest. Cp. Joshua iii. 15.

27. See critical note.

And as Gihon. The addition of 'and ' is well attested (see critical note) ; its omission (so (&) would imply the

identification of Gihon with the Nile, as in the Sept. of Jer. ii. 18 (Smend).
in the days of vintage, i. e. September to October, when the river is in full flood.

28. The first man ... i.e. the first man who sought to fathom her (Fritzsche).

29. See critical note.

the deep. afUvo-o-os ; cp. v. 5 ; Gen. vii. 11 ; Ps. xxxvi. 6.

30. And as for me. i.e. the writer, who speaks now of himself; he continues the metaphor of the river (as in

vv, 25-27), and compares himself to a small irrigation canal leading out from the great river of Wisdom.
31. I will water my garden, i.e. he intended to use his waters of Wisdom for himself alone at first ; but later on

his stream 'became a river. . .', i.e. others were to benefit by it. Cp. Is. lviii. 11, 'thou shalt be like a watered
garden '

; John vii. 38.
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<K

SIRACH 24. 31—25. 7

© And lo, my stream became a river,

And my river "became a u sea.

32 Yet again will I bring instruction to light as the morning,
And will make these things shine forth afar off.

33 Yet again will I pour forth doctrine as prophecy,
And leave it for eternal generations.

34
v Look ye (and see), that I have not laboured for myself only.

But for all those that diligently seek her wv .

(b) XXV. 1-2. Three things which are' beautiful, and three which are hateful (=2 + 2 distichs).

* 25 1 "Three things hath my soul desired a
,

And b they are b lovely in the sight of God and men :

ffi The concord of brethren, and the friendship of neighbours,
And a bbhusband and wife bb suited to each other.

2 Three types (of men) doth my soul hate,

And I am greatly offended at their life

:

$* The poor man that is haughty, and the rich man that is deceitful
,

And an old man that is an adulterer cc lacking understanding 00
.

(c) XXV. $-6. A beautiful thing is wisdom and counsel among the aged (= 1 + 2 + 1 distichs).

3 (If) in thy youth thou hast not gathered 11

,

How wilt thou find in thine old age ?

4
ddHow beautiful e to grey hairs 6

is judgement,
And for elders to know counsel!

5 How beautiful is the wisdom of princes f
,

And thought and counsel in those (who are) honoured !

6 The crown* of the aged is their much experience,
And their glorying is the fear of the Lord.

(d) XXV. 7—11. Ten types cf men who are blessed (= 1 +5+ 1 distichs).

7
h Nine (types of men) have I conceived of b

;
(these) I accounted blessed

;

And a tenth will I speak of with my tongue :

A man that hath joy of his children hh
,

Who liveth to see his enemy's fall.

u"« & ' reached to the ' *-* 5 > w|< tiuth
»

a~a €t ' In three things I was beautiful ' : apaurBrjv is perhaps a textual corruption of rtpaadrjv (Hart) : 1L = £
b~b

<5r aveo-rrjv ('I stood') fj probably a corruption of a «ttiv ( = 253 H) bb-bb So&IL: ffir 'a wife and a husband
'

c <& ' a liar
' cc-cc 35 > d £ + < wisdom ' dd $ is wanting from here to v. 8 e-e g « among old men

'

1 So & : GK ' old men ' (cp. IL veteranis) s 3> ' honour
' h-h jjt, < nine conceptions ' (ewea wi-oko^™), to

which Nc -a 4- the correction awKovorjTa (= & 3L) hh & ' posterity
'

32. With this and the following verses cp. 4 Mace. i. 15-19.
afar off. i.e. to those of the Dispersion.

33. ... doctrine as prophecy. As Smend points out, these words show that there was no rigid idea as yet
concerning a fixed canon of Scripture.

34. This verse occurs in almost identical form again as xxxiii. 17 (= ffi xxx. 26).

(6) XXV. 1-2

1. concord of brethren. Cp. Ps. exxxiii. 1.

a husband and wife. Cp. xl. 23 b.

suited to each Other. tavTOis (TWTrepKpfpofMtvoi ; cp. Sept. of Prov. V. 19 oiii>/repifap6fJ.evns 7roXXo(rr6r ec,'/.

2. Three types, rpia f"8rj
; cp. xxiii. 16 8vo eidr) (lit. ' species'),

at their life. i. e. that they are alive. The two last clauses of the verse are quoted in Pesahim 1136 (T. B.).

lacking understanding. The Talmud quotation has instead of this: 'And a president who behaves himself
proudly towards the congregation' (Cowley and Neubauer, p. xxiv) ; the same words occur also in Hagigah 5 b

(invn bv nwnon dj-is).

(e) XXV. 3-6.

3. (If) in thy youth . . . Quoted in Aboth de R. Nathan, c. 24, thus : ' If in thy youth thou hast had no delight in

them, how wilt thou attain to them in thine old age ?
' (Cowley and Neubauer, p. xxiv) ; cp. vi. 18.

6. The crown. Cp. 1. 18.

(d) XXV. 7-1 1. -

7. Who liveth . . . Cp. Ps. xviii. 37, 38, liv. 7, cxii. 8.
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SIRACH 25. 8-18

f$
c 8 'Blessed is the husband of an understanding wife,

"That doth not plough with ox and ass".

j Blessed is he that hath not slipped with his tongue J",

And he that hath not served one "inferior (to himself) jji
.

ffi 9 * k Blessed is the man k that hath found a true friend kk
,

And that discourseth unto x ears that hear 1
.

10 How great is he that findeth wisdom,
But he is not above him that feareth the Lord.

11 The fear of the Lord surpasseth all things :

"He that holdeth it, to whom shall he be likened 11
?

(e) XXV. 13-15- Some of the xvorstforms of evil (=2+1 distichs).

f£
c

I 3 Any wound, only not a heart-wound !

Any wickedness, only not the wickedness of a woman !

<& 14 fAny calamity, only not the calamity (brought about) by those who hate !

Any vengeance, only not the vengeance of enemies!

15 There is no poison mabove the poison m of a serpent,

And there is no wrath above the wrath of a woman mm .

(f) XXV. 16-26. The evil of a wicked woman (= 1+2 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 distichs).

16 I would rather dwell with a lion and a dragon,

Than "keep house with" a wicked woman.
3§

c
17 The wickedness of a woman na maketh black im her look

,

And darkeneth her countenance like that of a bear 00
.

18 In the midst of his friends her husband sitteth,

And involuntarily 1' he sigheth bitterly •«.

i-i ?§ is much mutilated in this verse, and the order of the clauses is wrong, viz. c d a b ii_ii <& > H Most of
this clause is mutilated in $} ii-JJ ffi ' that is unworthy of him

'

* #? is wantingfrom here to v. 13 k-k So
N £ : ffi IL > kk.S0£:£'a friend ' : <E ' prudence ' H £ 3L « the ear of one that heareth '

U-ll £ < Hold
it fast, my son, and let it not go; there is nothing to be likened unto it' : 70 248 IL (with slight variations)

+ ' The beginning of the fear of the Lord is to love Him, and the beginning of faith is to cleave unto Him

'

(= v. 1 2) t ?§ is wantingfrom here to v. 1

7

m-m <£ 'head ', misunderstanding ofW\sr\, which means ' poison
'

as well as ' head '
mm So & : 3L<E ' enemy ' n-n So B K* : A Kc -a ' dwell with ' (= £) nn-nn & < maketh

pale ' (cp. Jer. xxx. 6) °S {later hand) + ' (of her) husband ' (= £) °" So N A all the cursives : B ' like

sackcloth '
: N A cursives = f§ : £ ' like the colour of a sack '

: % combines both renderings :
' like a bear and like

sackcloth' Pleading ID U]}0 for l»yt3 : <& axovtrat is a corruption of qkovoius (248 £) Q & > : 1L

modicum: 248 + 'through her'

8. Blessed is the husband ... ffir ' Blessed is the man that dwelleth with . . .' ; for 6 avmumv $ £ have 7JJ2

('husband'); ?^ is mutilated.

That doth not plough . . . This clause is undoubtedly genuine and occurs both in $? and S (out of place in

the former) ; it has dropped out of ffi by mistake ; without it there are only nine, instead of ten (see v. 7 b) types of
men enumerated. Cp. Deut. xxii. 10 ; 2 Cor. vi. 14 ; the words are of course metaphorical.

that hath not slipped . . . Cp. xiv. 1
; Jas. iii. 2.

9. a true friend. The second clause shows that ffi (' prudence ') is wrong here.

10. that feareth . . . Cp. i. 16.

11. He that holdeth . . . Cp. vi. 27. For the gloss added after this verse (= v. 12) see critical note.

(e) XXV. 13-15.

13. This verse is quoted in Shabb. 1 1 a (T. B.) ; see Cowley and Neubauer, p. xxiv ; cp. Schechter, JQR, iii. 697 f.

14. Any calamity . . . Those that hate obviously desire misfortune to befall the object of their hatred, and what
vengeance is there but the vengeance of an enemy? Smend rightly points out that (D , )N3B' (= /jlktovpt(ov) and (D , )"l¥

(= (\6p5>v) were mistakes for i"lKp£> (vii. 26) and H^X (xxxvii. 11). The passage refers to the evils of polygamy, which,

according to xxvi. 6, xxxvii. II, was still in vogue in Ben-Sira's day.

15. poison. For I2WI (see critical note) cp. Deut. xxxii. 33 ; Job xx. 16 : in the former passage the Sept. renders the
word by Ovpos (' wrath ') ; see next clause. Ss makes the same mistake.

(/) XXV. 16-26.

16. I would rather . . . Cp. Prov. xxi. 19, xxv. 24 ; evSoKijo-w.

17. maketh black. (K 'altereth'; the verb occurs elsewhere only in Job xxx. 30 in the O. T. ; for the noun see
Lam. iv. 8 ; Eccles. xi. 10, and for the adjective Lev. xiii. 31, 37; Cant. i. 5, v. II ; Zech. vi. 2,6.

like that of a bear. In the Midrash Bereshith Rabba to xxxix. 7 God is made to speak of Potiphar's wife as
a ' she-bear'. For the variant readings here see the discussion in the Introd. § 3 (b).

18. In the midst ... (5 ava ptaov too nXrjaiov avrov aviiirtaeLTni 6 avqp avrrjs.

involuntarily. See critical note. With the expression Dyt3 N?2 (Neo-Hebr.)cp.NDyD N?3 mGittin 14a (Schechter).
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SIRACH 25. 19-26

ft
c

19 (There is but) little malice like the malice of a woman,
May the lot of the wicked fall upon her !

20 rAs rr a sandy ascent to the feet of the aged,

So is a woman of tongue to a quiet man 1'.

21 Fall not s because of the beauty of woman,
88 And *be not ensnared* for the sake of what she possesseth 88

;

22 For "hard slavery" and a disgrace it is,

(If) a wife support her husband.
© 23 UA humbled heart and a sad countenance,

uuAnd a heart-wound, is an evil wife".

ft
c Hands that hang down, and palsied knees,

(Thus shall it be with) a wife that maketh not happy her husband.
24 From a woman did sin originate,

And because of her v we all must die v
.

<5 25
vv Give not water an outlet,

Nor to a wicked woman power x
.

26 If she go not xx as thou wouldst have her xx
,

Cut her off from thy flesh vvy .

r~r So according lo Smend's emendation {based on ffi) 0/ the text, which is mutilated ™<&(exc. 70 248) > :

%> IL = ft
a & ' Be not enticed

'

ss-ss So also & : for ffi see note below t-i heading with Smend
~vbr\ bii : IL ' look not upon

'

tt-tt J?eading nvp may (= &)for . . . mjO which ffi read as may (' wrath ') :

r\Vp is wanting in the MS. of ft, where a small hiatus occurs u_u
ft > u« 3> inserts ' darkness

'

v"v Lit. ' we die altogether ' (nrp) vv-w Wanting in ft
x N A and cursives napprjcnav : B c^ovmav : 248

rrapprjaiav e$ 8ov (cp. IL veniam prodeundi) : & + ' For as the bursting forth of water goes on and increases, so
does an evil woman continue to sin (more and more)

'

xx-xx £z7. « according to thy hand ' : IL + 'she will

shame thee in the presence of thine enemies
'

>' 248 + ' Give, and send her away '
: & + ' Give to her, and

send her from thine house ' : IL + Ne semper te abutatur

19. (There is but) little. . . (5 renders freely : 'All malice is but little to the malice of a woman'; £ renders
according to the sense of xlii. 14.

May the lot . . . i. e. may it be the lot of the wicked, not of the righteous, to have such.
20. a sandy ascent ... i. e. one that is wearisome, and where it is difficult to get a foothold.
a woman of tongue, i. e. one that is abusive. The point of the comparison is that just as it is impossible for

an aged man to ascend a slope where he can get no firm foothold, so it is impossible for a quiet man to get on with a
woman who has an abusive tongue.

21. Fall not. For the expression ?V ?S3 of falling into a snare cp. Isa. xxiv. 18 ; Amos iii. 5 ; cp. also Prov. xxii. 14.
ffi incorrectly, ' throw not thyself upon.'

And be not ensnared ... QH* ' And desire not a woman ' : something has clearly dropped out ; h koAX« is added
by n A and a number of cursives IL Syro-Hex

; 70 248 add els rpvcprjv.

22. For hard slavery . . . See critical note ; (5 ' There is anger, and impudence, and great reproach '.

23. The omission of the two first clauses of this verse (found in <G S) by ft suggests that they are not original ; the
sense of them is contained in the two last clauses.

A humbled heart ... & 'And the heart that is with her she covereth over', meaning probably that she suppresses
all womanly feelings.

Hands that hang down. D?T ffBT\, lit. ' hanging down of hands ', signifying helpless terror ; the same expression
occurs in Jer. xlvii. 3.

palsied knees. Lit. 'a tottering of knees'; the word P?t?| only occurs elsewhere in the O. T. in Prov. xvi. 18,

where it means ' a calamity '. Cp. Ps. cix. 24 : DIVE lPBO "•Din ('my knees totter from fasting ').

(Thus shall it be with). These words are unexpressed, but implied ; fearfulness and calamity are to be the lot

of the woman who does not make her husband happy.
24. From a woman . . . Cp. Gen. iii. 6 ; 2 Cor. xi. 3 ; I Tim. ii. 14, and see The Life oj Adam and Eve, §§ 15-19.

did sin originate. <£ ' (was) the beginning of sin '.

And because of her . . . Cp. the Targum (Pseudo-Jonathan) to Gen. iii. 6, where it is said at the moment of Eve's
succumbing to temptation Sammael, the Angel of Death (identified with Satan), appeared to her. In The Life of Adam
and Eve, § 3, occurs the following : 'And Eve said to Adam, " My lord, if thou wilt, kill me

;
perchance the Lord God

will then lead thee back into Paradise ; for it was only through my fault that the anger of the Lord God was kindled
against thee." ' The later Jewish theology, however, generally points to Adam as the real cause for the entering of sin

and death into the world (cp. 1 Cor. xv. 22), and that not so much on account of the 'Fall ', as that he refused to show
repentance for what he had done; see, e.g., the Midrash Bemidbar Rabba, chap, xiii : 'When Adam transgressed the
command of the Holy One, and ate of the tree, the Holy One demanded of him penitence, thereby revealing to him the
means of freedom [i.e. from the result of his sin], but Adam would not show penitence.'

25. Nor to a wicked woman . . . See critical note.
power. €^ovaiw

% i.e. liberty to do what she likes ; cp. 1 Cor. xiv. 34, 35.
26. Cut her off from ... i.e. Give her a bill of divorcement (the later Get), cp. Deut. xxiv. 1 ff. ; Matt. v. 31 ;

hitherto they had been 'one flesh ', cp. Gen. ii. 24 ; Eph. v. 31.
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SIRACH 26. i-io

(g) XXVI. 1-4. The happiness of the man ivJio has a good wife (=2 + 2 distichs).

3£
c 26 r A good wife,—blessed is her husband,

The number of his days is doubled.

2 A worthy wife cherisheth her husband,

ffi
aAnd he fulfilleth the years of his life b in peace ljba

.

Veb.6^b 3 A good wife c
(is) a good gift :

Sank. 100 b She shall be given to him that feareth God, cc for his portion ec
.

ffi 4 dWhether rich or poor, his heart is cheerful,

And his face is merry at all times.

(h) XXVI. 5-12. The fcarfulness of having a wicked wife (= 3 + 3 + 2 + 2 distichs).

5 Of three things is my heart afraid,

And concerning a fourth I am in great fear e
:

Slander in the city, and a concourse of the rabble,
fAnd a false accusation,—worse than death are they all.

6 Grief of heart and sorrow is a wife jealous of (another) wife f
,

The scourge of the tongue g all together 8 [are they].

7 Like h 'a hard yoke 1
is k a wicked woman :

He that taketh hold of her is as one that graspeth a scorpion.

8 Great wrath (doth) a drunken woman (cause) kk
;

She doth not cover her own shame.

9 The whoredom of a woman is in the lifting up of her eyes,

And she will be known by her eyelids.

10 Upon a headstrong daughter 1 keep strict watch,
m Lest, finding liberty, she use it for herself™.

a~a $ > b So 248 £ £ : (Sc > bb £ ' joy

'

«S> cc-cc So ffi : Feb. Sank. ' into his bosom '

d 3^ is wantingfrom here to xxvii. 5 ^npoa^ira e^o/S^r, so ANc-a 55 106 155 248 253 (= £IL) : B 71-p.

eSe»/<V (' I made supplication') : K* edodrjv f-f£ > e-e So £ : ffi ' communicating to all

'

b So IL :

<£ £ > i_i So £ ; <& ' a yoke of oxen shaken to and fro

'

k E ' so also is

'

kk 248 £ + ' who strays

about' 1_1 £ > ' daughter'; 'a wanton wife' m-mfi, Ne inventa occasione utatur se

{g) XXVI. 1-4.

1. This verse is quoted twice in the Babylonian Talmud, Yebamoth 63b, Sanhedrin \oob; the only difference

being that both these tractates read 'beautiful' for 'good '. With this and the next verse cp. Prov. xii. 4a, xxxi. 10-12.

2. worthy. Vn ; for this sense cp. Gen. xlvii. 6 ; Exod. xviii. 21, 25 ; Ruth iii. II, and the references above to Prov.
cherisheth. Lit. 'maketh fat', cp. v. 13 ; <&. ' maketh glad'.

fulfilleth ... Cp. Is. lxv. 20 : VCTIN Kk)^ "I6W jptl . . . PPrm6.r t t v •• - ; v ~~z "'t: v: •

3. a good gift. (K 'a good portion
'

; cp. Prov. xviii. 22.

for his portion. Smend suggests that the rendering found in the Bab. Talmud pTQ ('into the bosom of) is

a mistake for p?r\2 (' for [his] portion '), and refers to Num. xxvi. 53 for the use of 2.

4. Whether rich or poor . . . Lit. ' Of a rich man and of a poor man the heart is cheerful ' (aya8rj), i. e. if he has
a good wife.

(h) XXVI. 5-12.

5. I am in great fear. See critical note.

Slander in the city . . . Cp. Acts xix. 23 ff., xxiv. 12.

6. a wife jealous . . . The result of polygamy.
all together [are they], i.e. All the four things enumerated, slander, the concourse of the rabble, a false accusation,

and a wife's jealousy, are results of the scourge of an evil tongue.

7. a hard yoke. This rendering of £ simplifies matters ; but the rendering of ffi, (Boofryiov aakivoptvov, suggests

a misunderstanding of the original, which possibly had ?V DDDD (' like the bars of a yoke '), cp. Lev. xxvi. 13 ; Nahum
i. 13 ; noiD (' a pole', or 'bar') was understood as though part of the verb DID ('to shake'). In this case the point

of the comparison would be that just as the bars of the yoke were constantly rubbing and chafing the neck of the

ox, so a wicked woman was, by her behaviour, a constant source of irritation to her husband.
He that taketh hold . . . The thought seems to be that if a man attempts to assert his authority over a woman

of this kind he will suffer grievously for doing so ; deadly retaliation will be the result, i. e. some bitter slander or false

accusation (see v. 5 a, and cp. Ezek. ii. 6). The simile of the scorpion is the more apt inasmuch as its sting was
believed to be deadly (cp. Deut. viii. 15).

8. She doth not ... i.e. Drunkenness leads her to adultery.

9. . . . by her eyelids. Cp. Prov. vi. 25 ; see also 2 Kings ix. 30 ; Jer. iv. 30 ; Ezek. xxiii. 40 ; for the Oriental

customs and methods of painting the eyelids and eyebrows, &c, see ZDMG, 185 1, pp. 236 ff.

10. Upon a headstrong . . . This clause occurs also in xlii. \\ a.

Lest, finding . . . Cp. xxiii. 16, 17.
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SIRACH 26. n-24

ffi 1

1

Look well after a shameless eye,
n And marvel not if it trespass against thee".

12 As a thirsty traveller that openeth his mouth,
And drinketh of any water that is near,

So she sitteth down at every post,

And openeth her quiver to every arrow.

(i) XXVI. 13-18. Thejoy of the man zvho has a good wife (=3 + 3 distichs).

13 °The grace of a wife delighteth her husband,
And her understanding fatteneth his bones .

14 A silent woman (is) a gift from the Lord,
And p a well-instructed soul p q is above worth q

.

15 Grace upon grace is a shamefasf woman,
And there is no price worthy of 8 a continent soul 8

.

16 As 1 the sun arising in the highest places of the Lord,
So' is the beauty of a good wife in the ordering of his" [her husband's] house.

17 As the lamp shining on the holy candlestick,

So is the beauty u of a face u v on a stately figure v
.

18 As the golden pillars upon the silver base,

So are beautiful feet w upon firm heelsw .

(/) XXVI. 19-27. A later appendix to the preceding (= 3+4+1+1+1 distichs).

70248 19 My son, x keep thyself healthy in the flower of thine age x
,

And give not thy strength unto strangers.

20 Having found a portion of good soil out of all the land,

Sow it with thine own seed, trusting in thine own good birth.

21 Thus will thine offspring flourish,

And, having confidence in their noble descent, will become great.

22 A hired woman is as spittle 1*,

But a married woman is reckoned as a tower of death y to them that use her y
.

23 A godless woman shall be given to the man who regardeth not the Law as his portion
;

But a devout (woman) is given to him that feareth yy the Lord.
24 A shameless woman despiseth shamefastness

;

But a shamefast daughter will show modesty even before her husband.

u~a & ' And tarry not lest she deceive thee' 0_0 & > p-pS lit. ' a lacking of throat ', i.e. ' self-control in

speech
'

q-q Lit. ' there is no exchange for

'

r 248 + ' and faithful

'

8-8 & lit. ' a lacking of mouth
'

' So & 1L : ffi > "&B*: Ba «A avrrfs u-u g ' of a good woman

'

y - v S> ' in keeping her house
'

w-w heading em irrtpvais ewraBetn (cp. x 248) : B A ent artpvois cvo-radovs • 3L super plantas stabiles mulieris : & ' in

the ordering of her house' x~x & 'take heed to thyself in the time of thy'youth' xx & 'naught'
y-y £ ' to them that cleave unto her' ry 70 ' loveth

'

11. Look well . . . The reference is still to 'a headstrong daughter' ; in the second clause S (see critical note) is

perhaps to be preferred ; there must be no hesitation in dealing with such a daughter.

(0 XXVI. 13-18.

13. ... fatteneth his bones, i.e. is the means of giving him physical health and strength ; cp. Prov. xv. 30.

14. A silent woman. Cp. xxxvi. 23 (28 in ffir).

15. price. Cp. vi. 15.

16. the highest places . . . Cp. xliii. 9.

17. the holy candlestick. Cp. 1 Mace. i. 21, iv. 49, 50.

18. As the golden pillars ... i.e. the pillars of the Temple which were covered with gold ; cp. 1 Mace. i. 22, 23.

upon firm heels. See critical note.

(j) XXVI. 19-27. These verses occur only in 70, 248 among the Greek MSS. ; they are, however, preserved in the

Syriac and Arabic versions, and some of the clauses are quoted by Clement of Alexandria and in the 'Commonplace
Books ' of the monks Antonius and Maximus (see Hart, pp. 321-370). In the main they are derived from the secondary
recension of the Hebrew (see Introduction, § 3(0) ; this is proved by the fact that in & there are various errors of trans-

lation which can only be explained on the basis of a Hebrew original (see Ryssel in loc).

19. This verse is quoted in Antonius and Maximus (Hart, p. 367).

give not thy strength . . . Cp. Prov. v. 9, 10. xxxi. 3.

20. a portion of good soil. i. e. a good wife.

21. For the general sense of the verse cp. Prov. v. 15-19.

22. This verse is quoted by Clement of Alexandria (Hart, p. 330).

as spittle, "urq oid\a> ; cp. Sept. of Isa. xl. 15 is ait\ot = P~I3 (Smend).
... as a tower of death. See 2 Mace. xiii. 5 ff. (Nestle, quoted by Ryssel).

24. This verse is quoted by Antonius and Maximus (Hart, p. 367).
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SIRACH 26. 25—27. 4

70 248 25 zA headstrong woman 2 will be regarded as a dog;
But she that hath shame feareth the Lord.

26 The woman that honoureth her own husband appeareth a wise unto all,

But she that dishonoureth (her husband) aa
is known to aa

all as one that is godless in (her) pride.

Happy is the husband of a good wife,

For the number of his years is doubled b
.

27 A loud-voiced and tongueful woman is reckoned as bb a trumpet bb that putteth enemies to flight

;

c And the soul of every suchlike man will pass his life in the turmoils of war c
.

(k) XXVI. 28. Three things that cause sorrow (= 3 distichs).

ffi 28 For two things my heart is grieved,

And for a third cometh wrath upon me

:

A ccman of war cc suffering on account of poverty,

Men of understanding who suffer contempt,

(And) one that turneth from righteousness to sin ;

—

May the Lord prepare d him for the sword d
.

(/) XXVI. 29—XXVII. 3. The temptations of trade (=3+1 distichs).

29
e Hardly f shall the merchant keep himself from wrongdoing 8

,

And a huckster will not be acquitted of sin.

27 1 Many have sinned for the sake of gain gg
;

And he that seeketh to multiply (gain) h turneth away his eye.

2 iA nail sticketh fast between k the joinings ofk stones 1

,

mAnd n sin will thrust itself in n between buyer and seller.

3 °My son , if p thou hold not p diligently to the fear of the Lord,
qThy r house will soon be overthrown^.

(a) XXVII. 4-7. The appraising of a man's value (=3 + 1 distichs).

4 "When a sieve is shaken, the refuse remaineth
;

So (it is with) the filth of man in his reasoning 8
.

z-z
<SS

' A woman that hath no shame ' a 5b ' is reckoned

'

aa-aa
>j

<
js accounted by

'

h S + ' The
strife of a woman is even in her gentleness, and as a burning fever so shall she appear' bb-bb 248 >
c-c 70 > cc_c<5 & ' man of wealth

' d~d So 248 253 (= %) : ffi
' the sword for him '

: S> is a paraphrase
e 3L inserts the clause: Duae species difficiles et periculosae mihi apparuerunt f&'with great difficulty'

e& + 'But in many things he stumbleth' %% Reading, with N*, Siacpopov (BAxc -a a&cxpopov). Cp. vii. 18
h 3> 'sins '

J 3L inserts 'As' k~k 5b > ' & ' one stone and another '
m 3L inserts ' So '

a-n Reading
<rwff\i^r)(TfTai for avvrpifiriatTai (3L angustiabilur) : Sb 'sins are fixed' °~° So Sb r~i' So IL: S 'if thou

transgress but a little ' i-qS ' For long time wilt thou be in want '
r So % 8~3 254 %> >

25. as a dog. Used typically of some one without shame (cp. Deut. xxiii. 18).

26. Happy is the husband . . . These two clauses are almost identical with v. 1.

27. This verse is quoted by Antonius and Maximus (Hart, p. 368).

(k) XXVI. 28.

28. A. man of war. Perhaps Smend is right in preferring here the rendering of 5b, ' a man of wealth ' ; in the two
other types of men referred to in this verse contrasts are presented—a wise man suffering contempt, a righteous man
committing sin—so that logically one would expect a similar contrast in this case as well— a rich man suffering poverty

;

the Hebrew may have had TTI K^N ('a man of wealth,' lit. ' strength'), which was misunderstood by ffi ; cp. Ruth ii. 1.

one that turneth from . . . Cp. Ezek. xviii. 24 ; Matt. xii. 45 ; 2 Pet. ii. 2.

XXVI. 29-XXVII. 3.

29. Hardly shall the merchant ... Cf. Pirqe Aboth ii. 6 :
'

. . . Nor is every one that hath much traffic wise.' In
Erubiti 55 b, where Deut. xxx. 13 is commented upon, it is said that the Torah 'is not found either among hucksters or

among merchants', the reason being that their constant travelling from place to place prevents study. Schechter
{Studies infudaism, Second Series, p. 72) refers to Qiddushin 82 a, where it is said that the hawker and the shopkeeper
are engaged in trades of bad odour, and the latter are said to practise ' the handicraft of robbery '.

XXVII. 1. turneth away his eye. i.e. will acquiesce in what is wrong; cp. Prov. xxviii. 27.

2. nail. Lit. 'tent-peg', cp. xiv, 24.

3. My son ... <& ' Unless (a man) hold on diligently ... his house will soon . . .' ; cf. Prov. xiv. 11.

XXVII. 4—XXIX. 28. This division continues the general theme of the preceding. It gives further illustrations

of applied wisdom. Such topics as malice, anger, revenge, strife, calumny, and their baneful effects are dealt with
;

and lastly mercy in its several aspects. The whole falls into twelve subsections.

(a) XXVII. 4-7.

4. a sieve, i.e. the ' Kirbal-el-Kamachi ', still used in Palestine. The corn which has been threshed for the first time
is placed in it and sifted ; the refuse, i.e. the dung of the oxen which has been trodden into the straw, remains behind,
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SIRACH 27. 5^15

?^
A

5 'The furnace proveth u the potter's vessels,
v And the trying v of a man (is done) by examining him.

6 Upon the cultivation of the tree dependeth the fruit

;

So (dependeth) man's" thought upon his nature 1

,

ffi 7
w Praise no man x before taking stock (of him) x

,

For this (is) the (way to make) trial of men w
.

(b) XXVII. 8-10. Reward and retribution (= 3 distichs).

8 If thou follow after righteousness y
, thou wilt attain 2

,

Baba Qamma And put it on as a robe of glory.
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£

9 Every bird a dwelleth b with its kind,

ffi And truth returneth c to them who practise her.

10 The lion lieth in wait for prey
;

So do sins d for those who "work iniquity 6
.

(c) XXVII. 11-15. Concerning varieties of speech (= 2 + 3 distichs).

11 The discourse of the wise f man continueth 8 h in wisdom*1

,

But the fool changeth as the moon.
12 In the midst of fools * watch closely the time 1

,

But k among the wise abide continually 15
.

J 3 The discourse of fools 1
is an annoyance 111

,

And their laughter is "sinful wantonness .

14 °The oath of the godless maketh the hair stand upright
;

Tbeir strife maketh one stop his ears.

15 The strife of the proud is shedding of blood,

And their reviling is grievous p hearing.

t-t vv. 5, 6 come after vi. 22 in $A
: the text is in part corrupt u Reading ~\nhfor -|y:i7 (Smend) v-v Reading

nomfor 1HD31 (Smend) ™ Reading DIN w-w Wanting in Si: $ is wantingfrom here to xxxii * x Reading
irpo SiaXoyitTfiov (cp. v. 5 b)for npo XoyKT/iov y Si ' truth

'

z 248 + avro (= & IL) a & ' the birds of the
heaven' b ffi KaraXuaei (a/. KdTaXvei) : IL conveniunt c,g' Walketh' <l g> ' unrighteousness

' e-eg
* commit sins

'

* So A (= Si) : ©''godly '
: IL sanctus in sapientia J&1:IB> h_h So 248 & :

% ' as the sun '
*-»& ' bide thy time ' : IL serva verbum tempori k_k 5 ' among the wise speak continually

'

1 IL ' sinners

'

m £ IL ' hateful

'

n-u 5 < impertinence
' °-° So Si (reading xnoio/^r NnaniO ' gift

')
p Xca v ' evil

'

while the grain passes through the sieve (cp. Zeitsch.du dentschen Paldstina Vereins, xci. 2). The point of the com-
parison is that, in the case of the type of man under consideration, the bad qualities remain in him, just as the refuse
remains behind in the sieve ; while the good that is in him passes away.

5. With this verse cy.Test. 7welve Patr., Naph. ii. 4: 'As the potter knoweth the use of each vessel, what it is meet for,

so also doth the Lord know the body, how far it will persist in goodness, and when it beginneth in evil.'

by examining him. ffi ' in his reasoning'.
6. For this verse ffi reads :

' The fruit of the tree declareth the husbandry thereof; so is the utterance of the thought
of the heart of a man' ; i.e. just as the yield of a tree depends upon the way in which it has been tended, so the
utterances of a man depend upon the state of his heart, i.e. the way in which he has tended himself, in a spiritual sense.

7. before taking stock (of him). Lit. 'before his discourse ', i.e. before discoursing with him.

(*) XXVII. 8-10.

8. If thou follow after righteousness. Cp. Zeph. ii. 3.

a robe of glory, nod^prj (=7^0) 8o£m ; cp. Isa. Ii. 10; Job xxix. 14 fjIpTX 7^0) ; cp. the high-priestly robe
mentioned in xlv. 8 ; Wisd. xviii. 24. In the Test. Twelve Patr., Levi viii. 2, it is said :

' Arise, put on the robe of the
priesthood, and the crown of righteousness, and the breastplate of understanding, and the garment of truth. . .

.'

9. Every bird ... Cp. xiii. 15 ; ffi ' Birds will resort unto their like '.

10. The lion . . . Cp. xxi. 2.

(c) XXVII. 11-15.

11. ... continueth in wisdom. Cp. v. 10.

12. watch closely the time. a-vvT^prja-ov Kcupov ; cp. i v. 20, where the same phrase occurs. The meaning of the
verse is that one must grudge the time wasted with fools, whereas among the wise one may well spend all one's time.

13. annoyance. npoaoxGicrpa is the Sept. rendering of ppK'C abomination') in 2 Kings xxiii. 13, 24; Ezek.v. u,vii. 20.

. . . sinful wantonness. Cp. Prov. x. 23, xiv. 9.

14. The oath of . . . Cp. xxiii. 11.

maketh the hair . . . Cp. Job iv. 15.

maketh one stop . . . Lit. ' (is) a stopping ' (ev(ppayp.6s), N* orecay/xdr (' groaning '). The strife of the godless man
of oaths occasions language such as makes a man shut his ears.

15. is shedding of blood, i.e. their strife is as bad as shedding of blood in its results.
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SIRACH 27. 16-25

(d) XXVII. 16-21. The evil consequences of betraying secrets (=2 + 3 + 1 distichs).

<& 16 He who revealeth secrets'1 loseth r credit,

And he findeth no friend to his mind".

17 Prove 3 a friend, and *keep faith with him 1

,

But if thou reveal his secrets, follow not after him
;

18 For as a man that hath destroyed his inheritance v
,

So hast thou destroyed the friendship of thyw neighbour.

19 And as a bird which thou hast loosed out of thy hand,

So hast thou let thyx neighbour go, and thou wilt not catch him again.

20 Pursue him not. xx for he is gone far away xx
,

And hath escaped 7 like a gazelle out of a sna.re yy .

21 For a wound may be bound up, and for slander z there is reconciliation,

But he that revealeth secrets zz hath no hope zz
.

(e) XXVII. 22-24. The hatefulness of insincerity (= 3+ 1 distichs).

22 a He that winketh with his eye planneth evil things,

70,248 And he that knoweth him keepeth far from him.

© 23 Before thy face he speaketh sweetly.

And will admire thy words
;

But afterward he will alter his speech,

And with thy words will make a stumbling-block.

24 Many things I hate, but nothing like him,

And the Lord will hate him (too),
band curse him b

.

(/) XXVII. 25-29. Nemesis (=3 + 2 distichs).

25 He that casteth a stone bb on high bb c casteth it on his own head c
,

H dAnd a deceitful blow apportions wounds to the deceiver d
.

q 1L ' of a friend ' r So 2/ : ffi 2> ' destroyeth
' « Lit. ' soul ' (= *) So 56 (fflrE ' love ') *-* 5 « put

thy trust in him
' v So 56 : d5 L enemy '

: 3L ' friend

'

w So 248 56 : ffi > : % Syro-Hex ' his

'

x So H
Syro-Hex : (ffi 56 > xx-xx £ > y IL + quoniam vulnerata est anima eius yy 56 + ' and like a sparrow

out of the snare," cp. Prov. vi. 5
z 56 ' a quarrel

'

zz_zz 248 ' hath destroyed faith

'

a 56 in place of
vv. 22, 23 has :

' He who hath a proud eye it shall be his ruin ' b_b So 56 : <8x > bb-bb & > c-c 5 < it

will return upon him': % 'it will fall upon his head '
d~d ffi ' And a deceitful blow will open wounds': 56 'He

will be delivered over to destruction
'

(d) XXVII. 16-21.

16. He who revealeth secrets . . . Cp. xxii. 22 ; Prov. xx. 19, xxv. 9.

17. keep faith with him. Cp. xxix. 3.

follow not after him. It is useless to do so because his friendship is lost.

18. inheritance. Smend's suggestion (following Bottcher) that KXijpov should be read instead of e%0p6i>, which is also

the reading of 56, is worth adopting, though ffi makes good sense as it stands.

19. Friendship which has been forfeited by the betrayal of secrets is lost irretrievably.

21. hath no hope. i.e. of reconciliation, cp. xxii. 22.

(e) XXVII. 22-24.
22. He that winketh with his eye. Siavevmv d<pda\fia; cp. Sept. of Prov. vi. 13 eweiei 6<pda\fia>, x. 10 6 ivvtvav

6<f>du\pols (pi? Y^P)- A sign of insincerity.

planneth. TtKrnipei ; cp. xi. 33, xii. 23 ; Prov. iii. 29, vi. 14 (JH tJHI"l).

And he that knoweth him . . . This rendering agrees better with the context, and is preferable to ffi : 'And no
man will remove him from it,' i.e. it is impossible to dissuade him from planning evil things.

keepeth far from him. Lit. ' will depart from him '.

23. he speaketh sweetly. Lit. ' he will sweeten his (B ' thy ') mouth'; cp. xii. 16a ; Prov. xvi. 21.

he will alter his speech. Lit. ' he will twist his mouth ', diaarpeyj/ei to o-Top.a avrov ; cp. Prov. xii. 1 DTIQC B>py.

And with thy words . . . Perhaps IXPp iH 1 "P~I3"Q1, cp. xi. 31 ; i. e. he will conspire against thee by wresting
thy words and putting a wrong meaning upon them, and thus cause thee to give offence to others.

24. but nothing like him. See critical note, ffi lit. 'and I likened (themj not unto him', i.e. he hated many things,

but his hatred for them was not to be compared with his hatred for the insincere man who wrested his words.
will hate him. Cp. Prov. vi. 16, viii. 13. The addition 'and curse him' (from 56) seems to be demanded, as

otherwise the clause would be rather too short.

(/) XXVII. 25-29.
25. casteth it on his ... i.e. he will wound himself.

a deceitful blow ... So !L. The meaning of <K is obscure, but 1L gives good sense.
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SIRACH 27. 26—28. 7

ffi 26 He that diggeth a pit e shall fall into it
;

And he that setteth a snare shall be taken therein.

27 He that doeth evil things, they shall roll
f upon him,

And he will not know whence g they came 8 to him.

28 h Mockery and reproach (are the lot) of the proud,

And vengeance, like a lion, lieth in wait for them ih
.

29
kThey that rejoice at the fall of the godly shall be taken in a snare,

And anguish shall consume them ere they die k
.

(g) XXVII. 30—XXVIII. 7. Concerning forgiveness ; vengeance belongs to God alone

(= 3 + 3 + 2 distichs).

30 Wrath 1 and anger, these also are abominations,
m And a sinful man clingeth to them m .

28 r no He that taketh vengeance shall find vengeance from the Lord,
00 And his sins p (God) will surely keep p (in memory) 00

.

2 pp Forgive thy neighbour the injury (done to thee) pp
,

q And then, when thou prayest, thy sins will be forgiven q
.

3 Man cherisheth anger against another

;

And r doth he seek healing from God 8
?

4 *On a man like himself he hath no mercy
;

And doth he make supplication for his own sins*?

5 He. being flesh u,

v nourisheth wrath v
;

Who will w make atonementw for his sins?

6 Remember thy x last end x
, and cease from enmity y ;•

(Remember) z corruption and death 2
, and aabide in the commandments a

.

7 Remember the commandments, and be not wroth with thy neighbour
;

And (remember) the covenant of the Most High, and b overlook ignorance bc
.

e-e Sb ' shall fill it with his own body
' fSb ' shall fall

'

ss Sb ' evil hath come

'

^S >
1 So V 248 : ffi ' him

'

k_k Sb ' Snares and nets are for those who make {lit. know) them ; these shall cling

to them till the day of their death '
: 3L > • Sb ' envy

'

m-m Sb ' And a deceitful man destroyeth his own
way ' n IL inserts the title : De remissione peccatorum 0_0 Sb ' And ' 00-00 $b < And all his sins are

reserved for him
'

v-v Reading with 248 diarrjpav oW^o-fi (= IL): <& Siaa-r^puov Siao-i-^piem pp-pp Sb ' Put
away what is in thy heart, and thereupon pray' q-°. Sb 'And all thy sins will be forgiven thee' r Sb ' And
why' a So Sb%: <& 'the Lord' t-t Sb > "S'aman' v~v Sb ' will not forgive

'

w-w Sb ' forgive
' x_x Sb ' death

'

y 70 248 + ' and be not wrathful with thy neighbour' z~z Sb ' Hades
and corruption

'

a_a Sb ' keep thyself from sinning
' b_b Sb ' give him what he needeth

' c IL + ' of

thy neighbour

'

26. He that diggeth . . . Cp. Prov. xxvi. 27 a ; Eccles. x. 8 ; Ps. vii. 15.

he that setteth . . . Cp. Ps. ix. 15, 16.

27. they shall roll upon him. See Prov. xxvi. 27, and cp. Sirach xxxvii. 3.

29. . . . ere they die. Cp. Job xxi. 19, 20.

(g) XXVII. 30—XXVIII. 7.

30. these also ... i.e. in addition to the abominations above referred to.

XXVIII. 1. He that taketh vengeance. Cp. Deut. xxxii. 35 ; Rom. xii. 19.

will surely keep. €r 8ia<TTr)piQ>v diao-Tqpicrfi, lit. ' will surely make firm'. For the reading diarijpwv diaTijprja-fi of 248
' he will surely mark,' cp. Sept. of Ps. exxix. (exxx.) 3 (iraporrjpTjar])

; Job xiv. 16, 17.

2. Forgive thy neighbour. With this and the next two verses cp. the following passage from the Test. Twelve Patr.,

Gad vi. 3-7 :
' Love ye one another from the heart ; and if a man sin against thee, speak peaceably to him, and in thy

soul hold not guile ; and if he repent and confess, forgive him. But if he deny it, do not get into a passion with him,

lest catching the poison from thee, he take to swearing, and so thou sin doubly. . . . But if he be shameless, and persist

in his wrongdoing, even so forgive him from the heart, and leave to God the avenging.' In Rosh Ha-shanah 17 a occur

the words: 'God forgives him who forgives his neighbour' (cp. Matt. vi. 14, 15, xviii. 35). In view of these passages,

it is not necessary to regard the verse under consideration as a Christian interpolation (Edersheim).

3. With this verse cp. the Midrash Sifre 93 b :
' He only who is merciful with mankind may expect mercy from

Heaven' (quoted by Schechter, Studies in Judaism, Second Series, p. 94).

healing, i.e. forgiveness, cp. next verse; for this sense of laon cp. Sept. of Is. xix. 22, Sec.

4. Cp. Megillah 28 a : 'So long as we are merciful, God is merciful to us ; but if we are not merciful to others, God
is not merciful to us.'

5. being flesh. Cp. xvii. 31 ; the 'flesh' is regarded in itself as evil; cp. Rom. vii. 25 ; 1 Cor. xv. 50; Gal. v. 19.

6. Remember. . . Cp. vii. 36, xxxviii. 20.

7. be not wroth with . . . Cp. x. 6, and Shabbath 20 a, where it is said that the most important law is :
' Thou

shalt love thy neighbour as thyself ; cp. Matt. xix. 19.

overlook ignorance. napiSc ayvouw = mrvnCv NC xxx. 11 (Smend). Ignore sins committed against you uncon-
sciously.
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SIRACH 28. 8-17

(h) XXVIII. 8-12. Warnings against quarrelling (= 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

ffi 8 Keep far from strife, and d sins will keep far from thee d
:

6For a passionate man kindleth strife 6
;

9 And a sinful man fstirreth up strife among friends f
,

And casteth enmity g in the midst of the peaceful.

10 According to its fuel, so will the fire burn
;

hAnd according to the vehemence of the strife, so doth it increase hi
;

And according to the "might" of a man, so is his wrath
;

And according to (his) wealth, so doth he increase k his anger.
kk Strife begun in haste kindleth fire kk

,

11 And a hasty quarrel Ueadeth to bloodshed 1
.

If thou blow a spark it burneth, mand if thou spit- upon it it is quenched m ;

12 And both "come out of thy mouth".

(i) XXVIII. 13-26. The mischief that is wrought by a wicked tongue

(= 1 +2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 2+1 distichs).

x 3 ° Curse the whisperer and double-tongued
,

p For it hath destroyed many that were at peace p
.

M The third tongue q hath taken many captive q
,

And hath dispersed them ramong many nations 1
"

;

Even strong cities hath it destroyed 8
,

And laid waste* the dwellings of the great.
x 5 The third tongue hath cast out "brave women",

And deprived them of their labours v
.

J 6 w He that hearkeneth thereto shall not find rest,

Neither shall be dwell in quietnessw .

x 7 The stroke of a whip maketh a mark,
But the stroke of the tongue breaketh bones.

<l-d So & : ffi t, ' thou shalt diminish sins
' e-e g > f-f Cp. g : ffi lit. ' troubleth friends

' s^H:
<K ' calumny

'

h-h 3L > In B this clause has got out ofplace, coming at the end of the verse * So 70 248
avfrOrjo-fTai (= g)for eKKavdrjaerai » g lit. ' honour of the hands

' k Lit. ' exalt

'

kk-kk g ' Gum and
pitch kindle a fire

' 1_1 Lit. ' sheddeth blood
' m"m 248 > n-n g < are from thee

' 0-0 g « May
the third tongue be cursed ' p~p g ' For it hath cast away many slain ' «&i5: UHL' hath shaken many '

r_r Lit. ' from nation to nation ' 8 Lit.
1 pulled down ' ^ Lit. 'overturned ' u-»g'many' v g 'wealth' w_w g >

(h) XXVIII. 8-12.

8. Keep far. Cp. ix. 13. It is quite possible that, as Smend suggests, the clauses of vv. 8, 9 have got displaced, and
that their order should be 8 a, 9 a, 8 b, 9 b. With v. 8 cp. viii. 1, Prov. xxvi. 21, xxix. 22.

10. According to its fuel . . . Lit. 'As is the fuel of a fire, so will it burn' ; cp. Prov. xxvi. 20
; Jas. iii. 5. The

more inflammable the matter which is put on the fire the more fiercely it burns, and in the same way, the more
contentious the cause of the strife, the more bitter will it be.

vehemence, areptanns = ni2)ty, cp. xi. 9 (Smend) ; cp. also Isa. xl. 29, xlvii. 9. The varying degrees of the
vehemence of a quarrel are conditioned by the causes which give rise to it.

might. Not material strength here, but social rank.
according to (his) wealth . . . The richer a man and the more exalted his position the more will he resent any

one crossing him.
11. Strife begun in haste. These words, in view of the next clause, evidently do not represent the original ; S (see

critical note) very likely echoes the Hebrew, if it does not give the exact translation. Both in ffi and g, as they stand,
the parallelism between the two clauses is incomplete.

12/ If thou blow. . . Quoted in the Midrash Wayyiqra Rabba, ch. xxxiii, thus :
' There was a glowing coal (fibfll)

before him; he blew upon it, and it blazed up; he spat upon it, and it was extinguished.' Though Ben-Sira is not
mentioned as the author of these words in the Midrash, they are evidently a quotation from his book. It may be
gathered that in the Hebrew ' glowing coal ' was read instead of ' spark '.

And both . . . The words are illustrated by Prov. xv. 1 : 'A soft answer turneth away wrath, but a grievous word
stirreth up anger.' The words which will kindle strife, as well as those which will avoid it, come from the same
mouth ; whether it is to be war or peace depends upon yourself.

(*) XXVIII. 13-26.

13. the whisperer and . . . Cp. v. 9, 14 ; and with the whole section cp. Jas. iii. 1-12.

14. The third tongue. A literal translation of the Hebrew, which is represented in Rabbinical literature by

Wlvn |1K>v, a technical expression for the tongue of the slanderer; cp. e.g. Arakin 15 £: 'The third tongue kills

three,' viz. the slanderer, the slandered, and he who believes the slander ; on the last of these see v. 16.

15. hath cast out brave women. e£el3a\ev . . . ; cp. vii. 26, where oc/3dXX«i> is used of divorcing a wife. For the
expression 'brave women', i.e. noble women, cp. xxvi. 2.

16. He that hearkeneth thereto. This refers to the third person whom the third tongue ' kills
'

; see the quotation
in note on v. 14. The husband is primarily thought of.

17. . . . breaketh bones. Cp. Prov. xxv. 15.
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SIRACH 28. i8—29. 3

ffi 18 ww Many have fallen by the edge of the sword,
But not (so many) as they that have fallen through the tongue 1

19 Happy the man that is sheltered x therefrom,

And that xx hath not passed through xx the wrath thereof;

That hath not drawn the yoke thereof,

And that hath not been bound with its bands.
20 For its yoke is a yoke of iron,

And its bands are bands of brass.

21 The death thereof is an evil death,

£ y And the rest of Hades is better than hers y
.

<K 22 (But) it hath no power over the godly,
They will not be burned in her flame

;

23 zThey that a forsake the Lord shall fall into it
z

,

And she will burn among them, and not be quenched
;

As a lion shall she be sent upon them,
And as a leopard shall she destroy them b

.

£ 24(a) c For as thou enclosest thy vineyard with thorns
,

70 248 25(d) So make Moors and bolts d for thy mouth.
£ 24(d)

eThou makest a bolt f for 6 thy silver and gold,
ffi 25(a) Make a balance and weight for thy words.

26 Take heed that thou slip not thereby 8
,

Lest thou fall before hhim that ensnareth h
.

29
(J) XXIX. 1-13. On lending and borrowing (= 3 + 3 + 3+1 + 3 + 3 distichs).

1
a He that lendeth to (his) neighbour bshoweth kindness b

,

And c he that taketh him by the hand keepeth the commandments.
2 Lend to thy neighbour in time of his need,

And pay thou thy neighbour again at the appointed time.
3 Confirm thy word, and keep faith with him

;

And (so) shalt thou always have what thou needest.

ww-ww & 1 Many are they that are killed with the sword, but they are not (as many) as they that are killed by the
tongue.' x g « preserved

' xx-xX g < hath not mingled with
' >-y (5 ' And more profitable is Hades

than her
^ ™ £ < All who forsake the fear of God the fire shall burn

' a £ ' All who

'

b £ < tear them
in pieces

'

c-c ffi < See that thou hedge thy possession about with thorns ' d-d © < a door and a bar

'

e-e <£ ' bind up '
f Lit. ' seal ' e £ > : % ' in thy tongue ' Hi £ < thine enemy

'

a 307 inserts the title :
' Concerning loans '(=%)' b-b £ < obtaineth good interest ' e^So £ : ffi 'he that

19. . . . that is sheltered therefrom. Cp. the Sept. of Ps. xxxi. 20: 'Thou shalt shelter them in a pavilion from
the contradiction of tongues.'

hath not drawn the yoke. Cp. Deut. xxi. 3.
bands. Of the yoke, i. e. the tongue here.

20. a yoke of iron. Cp. Jer. xxviii. 14.

21. The death thereof ... i. e. the death caused by the third tongue (see note on v. 14).
22. They will not be burned. Cp. Jas. iii. 5-8.
23. into it. i. e. the flame of the wicked tongue.

destroy. \vpmvojim ; lit. ' to mutilate '.

24-25. The clauses of these verses have got out of order, as their contents show: the proper order should be as
given in the text. 70 248 !L read 25 b twice over, once after 25 a and again after 24 a ; £ places 25 b after 24 a.

25 b. make doors. Cp. xxii. 27; Ps. cxli. 3.

24^. Thou makest a bolt. For the rendering of dSc (see critical note) cp. Deut. xiv. 25 ; 2 Kings v. 23.
25 a. Make a balance. Cp. xvi. 25, xxi. 25.
26. that thou slip not. For 6Xi<rddva> cp. iii. 24, xiv. 1, xxi. 7, xxv. 8.

(/) XXIX. 1-13.

1. showeth kindness. Cp. xlvi. 7 (non TWy)
; also Exod. xxii. 25 ; Lev. xxv. 36 ; 2 Sam. ix. 3.

that taketh him by the hand. 6 firurxiav rfj x«p« alrov ; cp. Lev. xxv. 35 (1T3 pHflD).

keepeth the commandments. Cp. xxxvii. 12 ilWB TOW", and the Rabbinical phrase niyo nb>y.

2. Lend . . . Cp. Prov. xix. 16, 17. In accordance with both Biblical and Rabbinical teaching there is no mention
here of interest

; in Lev.xxv. 36 it is said : 'Take thou no usury of him, or increase ' ; cp. Baba Bathra 90a: 'A usurer
is comparable to a murderer, for the crimes of both are equally irremediable ' (quoted by Abrahams, Jewish Life in the
Middle Ages, p. 237).

pay thou thy neighbour ... Cp. iv. 31 ; Ps. xxxvii. 21. See also Pirqe Aboth ii. 13 : 'Go and see which is the
evil way a man should shun. . . . Rabbi Simeon said, " He that borroweth, and payeth not again."

'

3. keep faith. Cp. xxvii. 17.
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SIRACH 29. 4-13

ffi 4 Many have reckoned a loan as a windfall*1

,

And have brought trouble 6 on them that helped them.

5 Until he receive it, he kisseth thy hand,

And speaketh humbly about his neighbour's money

;

But when payment is due, he prolongeth the time,

3 fAnd after much time he repayeth 1
.

<& 6 If he*is able [to repay], he [i.e. the lender] will hardly ff receive the half,

And counteth it as a windfall

;

If not [able to repay], he hath deprived him [i.e. the lender] of his money,

And he hath made him an enemy unnecessarily 8
.

He repayeth him with cursings and railings,

And instead of honour 88 he repayeth him 88 with insult h
.

7 Many, therefore 1

, have turned away [from lending] because of wickedness,

(For) they feared k to be defrauded for naught k
.

8 kk But with the man of low estate be longsuffering,
!And let him notm wait for alms 1

.

9 mmHelp the poor man for the commandment's sake,

& nAnd grieve not for the loss 11
.

ffi ioLose money for the sake of a brother or a friend,

And. °let it not rust under a stone por a wall p
.

& 11 q Lay up for thyself a treasure of righteousness and love q
,

And it shall profit thee more than r
all that thou hast r

.

(Br 12 rrs Store up almsgiving *in thy treasuries 18
,

And it shall deliver thee from all evil

;

13 Better than a mighty shield and a heavy spear
Shall (this) fight for thee against uan enemy u

.

strengtheneth him with his hand' <* Lit. ' find
'

e So B : ffi 'grief (= IL Syro-Hex) f~f ffi ' He
returneth words of heaviness, and complaineth of the (shortness) of the time' ff 55 > 8 So A N c - ft

(= 5> IL) :

K*B ' not without cause

'

ssss S> > h Lit. ' dishonour' » B > : K? V 253 307 S> 1L Syro-Hex have

a negative (ov for ow) k_k 55 ' an empty quarrel

'

'{k 307 inserts the title ntpt eXe^/zoo-vp^s 1_1
55 >

111 B omits the negative mm 3L inserts the title : De dato in proximo n_n ffi ' And according to his need send

him not away empty ' (V 248 > ' empty •) °~» % ' put it not ' : 248 !L ' hide it not ' : V ' let it not be saved
'

(au>6r}Tafor icoOrjTQi) p~p So 55 : ffi ' for perishing ' q-q <8x ' Lay up thy treasure according to the command-
ments of the Most High' '-rffi'gold' rr 1L inserts the title : De misericordia 8-H 55 ' Bind up alms and
put them in thy store-chamber' t-^lL 'in the heart of the poor' u_u 55 'many'

4. ... as a windfall, i. e. they did not repay the loan.

5. he kisseth thy hand. i. e. in insincere servility.

speaketh humbly. Lit. ' humbleth his voice \ i. e. he speaks as one awestruck and humbled by his neighbour's

wealth, thus implying that it would be but a trifling matter for one of such wealth to make a loan.

prolongeth the time. i. e. delays repayment.
And after much time . . . See critical note. The rendering of 55 is to be preferred to that of (5 because ' he

returneth words of heaviness ' forestalls what is said in 6 ef; it is probable that the words km t'ov Kaipov niTidaerai are

merely a bad translation of nin J"\]}p (Smend), ' after much time.' The two last clauses of v. 5 (as in the text above)

are elaborated in V. 6 : with the words, ' But when payment is due, he prolongeth the time,' must be read v. 6 a-a", and
with the words, ' And after much time he repayeth,' must be read 6 ef. The rendering of 3 in the clause under
consideration must be understood ironically ; the borrower repays indeed, but with ' cursings and railings ' ; that literal

repayment is not meant is clear from 6 a-c.

7. . . . because of wickedness, i. e. many have refused to lend money because experience has taught them that

they may not be able to get the.ir money back owing to the unscrupulousness of the borrower.

to be defrauded for naught. The rendering of 5 (see critical note) is perhaps to be preferred.

8. But . . . Nevertheless ; the man is justified who will not part with his money for the reason just mentioned,
nevertheless there are other reasons which should induce him to part with it.

9. for the commandment's sake. See Deut. xv. 7, 8, cp. xxxii. 7. In Baba Bathra 9 a it is said that ' almsgiving
is equal in value to all other commandments' (quoted \nfE, i. 435 b).

And grieve not . . . The rendering of & accords better with the context, and is preferable to <5r.

10. Lose money . . . Cp. xxxvii. 6.

let it not rust. Cp. Matt. vi. 19 ; Jas. v. 3.

under a stone . . . For treasures hidden away cp. Isa. xlv. 3.

n. Lay up for thyself. . . The rendering of & strikes one as more original than (S, which reads as though it were
explanatory.

12. Store up . . . The renderings of (5 55 have the same meaning.
it shall deliver thee . . . Cp. vii. 32, xii. 2 ; Tobit ii. 14, iv. 9-1 1.

13. Shall (this) fight for thee ... Cp. iii. 30.
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SIRACH 29. 14-27

(k) XXIX. 14-20. Concerning suretyship (=3 + 2 + 2 distichs).

© 1 4 A good man becometh surety for his neighbour,

But he that hath lost the sense of shame v runneth away from his surety v
.

15 w Forget not the good offices of thy surety,

For he hath given his life for thee w .

16 xA sinner disregardeth y the goodness of his surety,

17 zAnd the ungrateful a man faileth him that delivered him z
.

18 Suretyship hath undone many b that were prospering 1
*,

bbAnd tossed them about as a wave of the sea bb
;

Men of wealth hath it driven from their homes,

And they had to wander among strange nations.

19 The sinner faileth in (his) suretyship
,

And d he that followeth after sins d faileth into judgements.
20 Help 6 thy neighbour according to thy power,

And take heed to thyself, that thou fall not.

(/) XXIX. 21-28. The advantages of contentment and independence (= 1 + 3 + 3 + 1 distichs).

21 fThe chief thing for life g is water and bread,

And a garment, and a house to cover nakedness h
.

22 Better the life of the poor under a shelter of logs,

Than sumptuous fare 'in the house of strangers 1
.

23 With little or with much, be contented
;

NC -A 2482L k So wilt thou not (have to) hear the reproach of thy wandering lkm .

ffir 24 An evil life (it is) to go from house to house,

And where thou art n a stranger thou 11 (must) not open (thy) n mouth.
£ 25 °A stranger thou art [in that case], and drinkest contempt ;

ffi And besides this thou wilt (have to) hear bitter things :

26 ' Come hither, sojourner, furnish (my) table,

And if thou hast aught, feed me (therewith)
'

;

27 (Or) :
' Get thee gone, sojourner p

, from the face q of honour q
,

My brother is come as my guest, r
(I have) need of my house 1 !

'

v-v So & : (E ' will fail him ' w_w £> > * IL inserts here 'The sinner and the dishonourable man (immundus)
fleeth from his surety': 248 adds this {omitting ' and the dishonourable man') at the end 0/ the verse V Lit. 'will

overthrow
' z~z & ' He who forsaketh his Creator forsaketh him that delivereth him ' a 248 ' unprofitable

in mind

'

b~b & > bb-bb «g < And they went unto a strange people
' c 70 248 & 3L + ' transgressing

the commandments of the Lord
' d-d So £ : ffi ' he that undertaketh contracts for work

'

eS'Go surety

for' f 3L inserts the title: De frugalitate honesta et hospitalitate s Aa most cursives <£ 2L Syro-Hex + ' of

man ' h Lit. ' shame ' H Lit. ' among strangers '
: 2 ' in exile' : 3L in peregre sine domicilio k-k <& > :

& ' And what he doeth in his house none seeth
'

1 So IL peregrinationis : read napoiKias/or omw m 253
Syro-Hex +

' For there is one who humbleth and exalteth ' n B £ 3L 3rd pers. °-° <& ' thou shalt entertain,

and give to drink, without thanks ' P & IL > <ri IL amicorum meorum r_r & >

(k) XXIX. 14-20.

14. becometh surety. Cp. viii. 13. Contrast with this Prov. vi. 1 ff., xvii. 18, &c.
15. the good offices. Or 'kindnesses' (xdpiras).

For he hath given. Cp. Prov. xx. 16, xxii. 27.

16. A sinner disregardeth . . . Lit. 'A sinner overturneth the good things of (his) surety', i.e. disregards his

obligations in spite of the kindness shown (cp. v. 15) ; it is also possible to take the words to mean that the sinner, by
disregarding his obligations, involves his surety in ruin ; but this is rather the meaning of v. 17.

18. Men, ruined by unscrupulous persons, have had to leave their homes and seek a living in foreign lands.

19. The preceding verse has described how good men have been ruined because they have become surety out of

kindness ; this verse refers to evil men who have been ruined because they became surety for evil purposes, e.g. for the
sake of usurious practices.

20. Help others as far as you can, but be careful not to ruin yourself; cp. viii. 13.

(/) XXIX. 21-28.

21. The chief thing for life. Cp. xxxix. 26.

23. . . . the reproach of . . . i.e. the reproaches which the wanderer has to listen to when dependent on others.

Although both <& and & omit this clause, it is most probably genuine ; cp. next two verses.

25. A stranger . . . The rendering of & is, on the face of it, more genuine than that of ffi.

drinkest contempt. Cp. Prov. xxvi. 6.

27. from the face of honour. A literal translation of Ij* "'JEl? (Deut. xxviii. 20) ; cp. & N^N Dip JO (Ryssel),
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SIRACH 29. 28—30. 8

<& 28 These things are grievous to a man of understanding:

"Upbraiding concerning sojourning 8
, and the reproach of a money-lender 1

*
1
' 1

.

(a) XXX. 1-13. The training of children* (= 3 + 3 + 1 + 3 + 3+1 distichs).

30 1 He that loveth his son b will continue b (to lay) c strokes upon him
,

That he may rejoice over him at the last.

2 He that disciplineth his son d shall have satisfaction
-1 of him,

And among e his acquaintance 6 glory in him.

3 He that teacheth his son maketh his enemy jealous,

And in the presence of friends exulteth in him.

4 When his father dieth f he dieth not altogether f
,

•

For he hath left one behind him like himself.

5 In his life he saw g and rejoiced h
,

And in death he hath not been grieved.

6 'Against enemies he hath left behind J ari avenger *,

And to friends one that requiteth favour 1

.

7
k He that pampereth his son k 'shall bind up his wounds 1

,

And his heart mtrembleth m at every cry.

8 An unbroken horse n becometh stubborn 11

,

And a son °left at large pbecometh headstrong 1*.

rr-rr g < Upbraiding and usury, and the loan of a money-lender
' 8 Reading irapoiiaas for otKias (Smend)

t £ + ' Give very freely to the poor, and feed him from that which thou hast at hand ; if he be naked clothe

him ; thus wilt thou be lending unto God, and He will repay thee sevenfold

'

a B &c. pr. tit. ircpt rtKvoiv (307 \oyos trepos tov avrov nepi tocpwv) : but Syro-Hex. 253 &c. omit\ IL de disciplina

filiorum b-b <& evBeXixW" ' & ' will renew
'

c_c <& uao-nyas avrco : 3> ' his Strokes
' d-d

ffir ovrjaerai (sc -a

aivcdr)<reTai = % \ rj<r6WeTai 106, ei^paj/fyo-fTai 248 = £>) : ?"? ? (n) WW e_e <£ yvvpipuv : £ ' his neighbours
'

f-f (Hr {(Te\tvTi](Tfv avrov o irarrjp) kqi cos ovk anedavtv : <S 'and is almost (= is not quite) dead' (niD tOl "12ni:

N^TOn = ' wellnigh ', ' almost', as in 4 Ezra vii. 48 : Lat. ' pene ', Greek as ovk) s& + ' him' h 248 +
or aura = % J-i & transposes clauses (a) and (b) {perhaps rightly) H ffi ckSikov : % defensorem domus
k-k ffi (S*BA Sah Eth 3L) nepi yj/vXo>v viw : read with 248 ™pityvx«>v vtov (Nc -a A &c. also read viop) = &
(n*l3 P3SDH : cp. p3BD Prov. xxix. 21 = ' one pampering

')
1_1

<!lx KaTabto-ptvou rpavp-ara avrov : & ' his wounds

shall be increased '(<& = ? nB-p : & = my [Bart]) m-m ffi TapaX6r]o-(Ttu : Si ' shall be empty '
n~n ffi ano-

fiaivfi aicXripos (= ? n^) °~° & auupevos (= ? n^o) P"P eKfiaivu irpoa\r)s (Sfor whole verse :
' like a young

meaning that the sojourner has now no more to expect any honour being shown to him, because a guest has arrived

;

the wanderer must only expect attention when there is no one else there to claim it.

brother. Used in the wide sense.

28. The addition to this verse in £ (see critical note) Smend regards as a translation from an original Hebrew text,

though of a secondary character (see Introd. § 3 (c)).

XXX. 1— XXXII. 13 (= ffi. XXXV. 13). With ch. xxx a new division of the book begins, the change being

marked not only by the difference of theme, but also by a difference in the method of treatment. A number of

subjects now come in for brief and practical treatment. The division contains eight subsections, the subjects of

which range over the upbringing of children, health, and conduct at meals and banquets.

(a) XXX. 1 -13.

1. He that loveth his son . . . strokes. Cp. Prov. xiii. 24 ('He that spareth his rod hateth his son', &c),

xxiv. 13, [4, xxix. 15.

at the last. i.e. in the latter part of his (the parent's) life.

2. He that disciplineth his son . . . satisfaction of him. Cp. Prov. xxix. 17 ('Correct thy son . . . and he shall

give delight unto thy soul'). The Greek word here rendered 'have satisfaction of (6vlvaa6ai) occurs only again in the

Greek Bible in Philemon 20, where it is used with the same meaning as here. It was regularly employed in Greek of

joy in children.

4. When his father dieth he dieth not altogether . . . like himself, i. e. the father lives on in his son. ' This

and the following verse cast light on one of the great consolations and hopes which the writer entertained in regard to

death : (viz.) continuance in one's children ' (Edersheim). The son being regarded in this light, it was all-important

that he should be pious.

6. Against enemies . . . Cp. Ps. cxxvii. 5 (a man who has a number of stalwart sons to support him will not be

exposed to the danger of an unjust conviction at the place of trial (the gate)).

7. shall bind up his wounds, i.e. the wounds of his son, incurred in reckless play or adventure, when allowed to

go on unchecked. $b (so Edersheim) understood the ' wounds ' to be those of the indulgent father.

at every cry. Either of the son, or that caused by him (so Edersheim).
8. a son left at large. Cp. Prov. xxix. 15 ('a child left to himself).
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SIRACH 30. 9-14

ffi 9 q Cocker q thy son rand he will terrify thee r

;

"Play with him 8 *and he will grieve thee*.

10 "Laugh not with him u
,

v
lest he vex thee v

,

vvAnd make thee gnash thy teeth vv at the last.

ft
B

11
w Let him not have freedom w in his youth,

xAnd overlook hot* y his mischievous acts y
.

12 zaBow down rhis neck1 in his youth a
,

And smite his loins sore while he is little
2—

Lest b he become stubborn b cand rebel against thee c
,

dAnd thou experience anguish of soul on his account"1
.

13 Discipline thy son eand make his yoke heavy e
,

Lest f
in his folly 1" e rhe stumble1 g

.

(b) XXX. 14-20. The blessing ofgood health (= 3+1+3 distichs).

14 Better is one that is poor, hand is healthy in his body 1

',

Than a rich man who is plagued in his flesh.

horse that has not been broken, so is a rebellious son that listens not to his father' <J-«i <& ndrjvqcrov (= ? jdn =
' nurture tenderly '

: cp. Lam. iv. 5) : % ' chasten' [read ' thy son ' with & : ffi has rfkvov only] T~v So (5 :

& ' lest thou be mocked '
B~3 So <Er : & ' and if thou laugh with him '

(ft ? pnc t_t
ffir koi Awnjcm ae = ? "pxjw

u_u So (5: S> ' do not go with him according to his pleasure' = ? 1EJJ nyill ?S (Smend), i.e. ' be not complacent
with him' (cp. Job xxxiv. 9, Ps. 1. 18): this may be right ' v_v So & = ?"p , y:>''

JQ : ffi am prj mvobvv^Btfs (248
&c. Syro-Hex 1L o8wr)6r)s) w-w <£ nas Kai yop.(piaaeis tovs oSovras <rov (' and thou shalt gnash,' &c.) : but 70

has yon<f>iaatt = ' he shall cause (thee) to gnash '(=&): so read w_w
ft (MS. B begins here) in^EWl bn, lit.

' let him not have rule ' or ' independence ' = (K pq 8a>s avru t£ovo-iav : £> = ft
x_x

l§ NBTl bn\ (' and forgive

not ') : ffi (248) koi fir) napiSps y-y f^ YftWlW? <£ (248) rat ayvoias avrov (3L COgitatUS = (vvoias) z_z
ft has

the first two stichoi of v. 12 in a doubleform, asfollows

:

yasn ti by insa (a)

:~iy: lmpe? i»ane y>r\ (b)

: pp Nintw wno ypm (d) J

"

Here (a) a«</ (b) form a doublet of (c) and (d)
;

(a) z'.y obviously corrupt, and yields no tolerable sense: Schechter

emends to ypan Tl *iy isrD
; /^« render (a) a«<f (b) :

' beat his shoulder while it is yet tender, crush his loins

while he is yet a youth' (Levi emends "n ic6y3 1QrD,/. e. 'beat his shoulder in his youth'). For 1CN"I in (c)

read IIXIV with ffi a«<f g (<:/>. li. 26) »-a Reading (after <£ 248) innyja TOtW &£3 [owing to homoioteleuton all MSS.
qftfr except 428 and three other cursives omit 11 b and 12 a: in 248 the two lines run : (1 1 b) nai jx-q napifys ras ayvoias

avrov (12 b) Kauyf/ov tov rpaxrjkov avrov (v v(ott]ti] ^-b Reading r]Wpi= dSc (o-k\t)pw0(is), so & : ft riptJ^ (scribal error)

ft mg. Wp'1 o-c £0 $ -ja n*1D1 =ffi airetdtjo-tj aot <l-d ?£ B>Q3 nDO UDD 1^31 (' and there will be born from him

an expiry of soul ') : & koi eo-rat o~oi ( + *$ avrov 106) oSwrj ^/vx^s : so 248 70 106 and 3L, but uncials omit (r reading

W&: TWQfor ": nDD : so Hart) e-e So 1& ibiy 133m : ffi /cat epyaaai tv avrco (= ?^JJ T3P?n) : 5 ' be hard

towards him

'

f-f So |^ : ffi ef 777 aaxrjpoo-wrj o-ov (but 248 3L &c. avrou) K_g (!G npoo-Ko^n = ?\>n) (so read

with Peters) : & "p y^rv (ft mg. byW = ' lift himself up against thee') h~h ft IDVyn Tl (T <3//^« = 'healthy'

z'« PBH) : <£ vyu?j (= T) /cat tcrx^cov tj; «^« (= explanatory paraphrasefor 1DVy2) : S ' that is healthy and firm in

his body' = ffi ^Reading "W\ D^n = ffl- vyeia koi tve£ia ("fe' = 'soundness,' 'strength': Aram, "nt^",

' to be sound,' firm ') ; so Peters : ft nt? "n (/'. e. 1B>* = INK', jc? 1^ mg.) ' bodily health ' (£ = ft) H ^ J§

9. Cocker. Nurture tenderly ('tend as a nurse', Edersheim ; Heb. }CK) ; cp. Lam. iv. 5 (' they that were nurtured
in scarlet').

10. Laugh not with him. Or 'be not complacent with him' (see critical note). Fritzsche quotes from Solon:
Miberis ne arrideas, ut in posterum non fleas' (cited by Edersheim).

1 2. Bow down his neck. Cp. li. 26 (' and bring your necks under her yoke '). ft has ' Bow down his head ', i. e.

humble him ; cp. iv. 7 ; Isa. lviii. 5.

smite his loins sore. Cp. Ezek. xxix. 7.

anguish of soul. Cp. Job xi. 20 (' giving up of the ghost').

13. Discipline thy son. Cp. vii. 23.

make his yoke heavy. Cp. I Kings xii. 10 (phrase).

{b) XXX. 14-20.
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SIRACH 30. 15-19

ft
n

15 health and soundness 1 jhave I desired •> more than fine gold,
kAnd a cheerful spirit k ^ore than pearls 1

.

16 There is no wealth mabove the wealth 1" n of a sound body 11

,

And no nngood DD above °a good disposition .

17 p Better death q than a wretched life -,

And eternal rest r than continual pain rp
.

18 Good things "poured out 8 before a mouth that is closed

*Are as an offering* "that is placed before an idol".

19 vHow can (such) w profit w x the images 1 of the heathen
Which are unable either to eat or smell y ?

Wlfct = i6 : fflr /3e\Ttcui> k_k So ft ri31D mil = 5S : (& Kai acapa fvpaxrrov (? autfia, a corruption of nvtvpa : SO Levi)
l"1 ft D^QD = 2> (' pearls ') : ffi (freely) r, o\0os apfTprjTos m~m Soft: <& (faXrucv) and S> (' like ') omit (Peters

omits second -\W])) : but 3L (census super censum) and the parallelism with nex J
line support ft

n_n
ft Wi]} ~\W

(i. e. ' soundness of body ') = ffi nn-nnj^ n:i1U : ffi ev^poawrj = & o-°
ft 33^> 31B = 'goodness of heart'

:

<E xaPav Kap&as p
_
p ft has this verse in a doubleform :

D^-i D"»tio mc6 310 (c) 1 nus> "no niD^ 310 (a)

dl J

= * = ffi

J 10iy 3N30 ^1NE> TT-S (d) >
'" ~ (Mg. D^l CTID) JEW 3N3D D^iy TiniJI (b)

ffi KptKTo-av Bavaros vnep fcoTjK niKpav (Nc,a 70 + »cat ava-rravuis aiwvios : SO 3L et requies etema) 7 appcotrrrjfia tp.(tovov =
$ (a) (b) : 5 = $ (c) (d) Q-Q heading D'yi D^no = $ (c) a«<? ffi : J0 P^rj, »SW«</ r_r Smend reads

"lOiy "3D = ft (d) a«rf & : Peters JCN3 "3D = f& (b) -• So ft = <£ : £ ' shut up ' = H (bona abscondita)

t_t $ nm3H ffi Btpara (B Syro-Hex &p-a) fipatparutv \ cp. & ' as foods
' u"u ft W?i ^xk DiVO : © 7rapa»cft/ifi/a twt

Ta<pa> (& = (ffi). reading ?.?U (*V?^) = ' the stone which closes a grave

'

v-v
ft has a lacuna in its text

corresponding to vv. 19 a-d and 20 a, which is supplied by the margin : ft text has 20 b immediately after 18 b

:

onan hhh f*y} no = 19 (a) \

: [jinn]' t6i ifaw k^> -kph = 1 9 (b)

*1B>'iy £ p5>»]B> *D p = 19 (c) [ft mg.

:wino roru pto = 19(d)

[rowroi] vrys [nun] = 20 (a) J

:roxnoi myj p3n" ono "iB'sa = 20(b) in ft text.

ft adds thefollowing to v. 20 :

obb>o d:in3 n't?iy p] = 20 c

rfcvu Dy ]b pva p = 20 d in ft text.

[These lines 20 c-e are unoriginal^ *- '

fflr rt crvfKpfpti Kapnaxris €iSaka * = I p (a)

ovt€ -yap e8«Tai, owe /x»j oacppavdr) = (19b)

OVr&Jf O (KdlWKOfXd'OS V7TO KVpMp.

ftXtJtuv 8e o(pda\fxois kcu oT(va(a>v = 2 (a)

a>(nrfp (vvov\os nepiXan^avcop napBcvov km artvafov = 20 (b)

(+ ouTcar o jtoioji/ ti/ /3ia Kpipara) = 20 c (j<? 254 70 V &c, 3«/ not uncials = XX. 4 (5)

& = 19 (a) (b) (c) (d), 20 (a) (d) (e). Thus 19 (c) (d) are attested in ft and &, but not in fflt : they are certainly

15. pearls. So & : or ' corals ' (H Oy'JB).

16. There is no wealth . . . disposition. This verse is cited in Solomon ibn Gebirol's 'Choice of pearls' (see

Cowley-Neubauer, p. xxx) as follows :
' There is no greater riches than health, no greater pleasure than a cheerful heart'

(310 3i>3 ni»*ya obi mx ,|n33 iKny px).

17. Better death than a wretched life. Cf. Tobit iii. 13, 15 ('why should I live?') ; the sentiment often comes to

expression in classical literature (cp. e.g. Eur. Hec. 377).
And eternal rest. Omitted by ffit (principal MSS.—see critical note), perhaps for dogmatic reasons (Edersheim).

The omission may be due to later revision ; note that IL (' requies etema ') attests the words, which probably belong to

the original form of 95.

18. Good things . . .before a mouth that is closed ... i.e. riches which cannot be enjoyed (owing to ill health)

are as futileas food offered to an idol that can neither taste nor smell.

an offering . . . placed before an idol. The heathen custom of offering food to idols is referred to (cp. e. g.

the story embodied in Bel and the Dragon), ffi ('as messes of meat laid upon a grave') makes the reference to the

well-known heathen custom of providing food at the graves for the dead: cp. Tobit iv. 17 (and the notes there).

19. unable either to eat or smell. The phrase is borrowed from Deut. iv. 28 (cp. Ps. cxv. 4 {.).
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SIRACH 30. 19-2,

ft"
z So is he who possesseth wealth,

aAnd hath no enjoyment* b of it
bz

:

20 c He seeth it
c with his eyes cand sigheth e

,

As d a eunuch d that embraceth a maiden ev
.

(c) XXX. 21-25. An exJiortation to dismiss sorroiv and care (= 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

21 Give not thy soul ee to sorrow ee
,

f And let not thyself become unsteadied with care f
.

22 Heart-joy is life for a man,
And human gladness ff prolongeth days ff

.

2 3 ^Entice thyselfg hand soothe h thine heart,

And Danish 1 J
' vexation i from thee :

For sorrow k hath slain k many,
And there is no profit 1 m in vexation™.

original. <& in its third line of v. 19 apparently preserves an unoriginal equivalent of 19 (c) (d) ; Peters regards

the three original lines in ft as added to amplify the textfrom other parts of the book: v. 20 (c) = xx. 4b ; v. 20 (d)

= xx. 4 a, and v. 20(e) — v. 3 b (D'STU K>p30 "" "o) [in v. 20 d JEX3, lit. 'trusted one' (i.e. one entrusted with

the care of the Harem) = ' eunuch': so Sb renders 20 d NJDTID ; but it is unnecessary to regard fDNJ as a translation

of &; see Peters ad loc. against Levi] w_ff Reading 7T = hw = ffir £> (so Peters) ; others 313" ; Smend 121JP

('what do men sacrifice, &c.') x_x Smend '7173? : Peters ,D^7 (cp. Ps. xxxix. 7, lxxiii. 20) = £> : ffi Kapnaois

y SS + ' and drink not

'

z_z So ft & : (fit ovra>s o acStcoKopevos (read with Syro-Hex eidiiKovpevos) vno Kvptov = ?

ppnD "D p = 19 c (p) + 20 e a~a
ft ruroi (Nif ofnih a PBH word) b"b

ft not quite certain : either

1300 (= %) or 131TO, 'of his substance' (the latter probably = ft's reading: so Schechter, Strack, Smend)
c"c Reading n3ND01 . . . PIKVl = ffi % d~d

ft DHD, a mistakefor DnD e
ft + n3Nri01 = fflr : probably an

addition from the previous clause (so Peters) ee-eeg p"ip (/. JH? : //fo jaw* graphical mistake in xxx. 23,

xxxviii. 18) f_f €c Kai fir) tfAi^r aeavrov ev pov\j) aov = "\r\)i]!2 7K>3n 7N1 (jo read with Peters) : ft text *T\ 7K1

13iya (? corrupt for 70^2, £«/ #. Ps. xxxi. 11): ft nig. -jnvyn = ffi & : $ w£\ 2
"irrajf "jWan 7ni ff-ff©

fxaKporj^peva-is : = vo* "JHsn (jo r^W) : ft text 13N "n (a scribal error) : & • his life ' for ' his days ' (= i"n : so

Schechter reads) e-g So ft *]&&) HQ = & : <£ a-ycwa (<fo/ Na-cC V 253 254 &c. Syro-Hex omara = ft)

h~h
ft jmqi = 5: ffi /cat napuKaXti [3«B, a« Aramaism = ? 'refresh' ('mitigate', 'soothe'), 'cause relaxation']

i-i
p? pmn = ffi /xaKpai' cmoaTrprov Hft ])^p (= 'anger' z'« PBH: Cp. f]Vp) k-k ®r antKjuvtv

(but x AC aTrcoAfo-*!' : 248 combines the two verbs) Up? r6yn, i.e. r6jrtfl (or n^yh) (</. PBH nSyifi =
'profit', 'use') = <& (ofaXia m~m Soft: <5r ev avrj] [Si for the whole line, 'And anxiety destroyed them']

n_n
ft pptn ny N?2 = <& npo Kaipov yrjpas ayei (yr]pas ayti = the causative of yrjpacrKtiv [Hart~\) '. SS ' bring grey hairs

'

0-0
ft flUtP, 1. e. nii^ (pi. conslr.) ; cp. Prov. vi. 10 : & apparently omits. Sb ? transposes (see next note) v~vft 2?

(c) XXX. 21-25 (= <& XXX. 21-24 + XXXIII. }Sbc).
21. Give not thy soul to sorrow. Cf. xxxviii. 20 a <&. The sentiment expressed in this verse and also in v. 23

is also re-echoed in the Talmud. Thus in T. B. Yebamoth 63 b the following is cited as from the Book of Ben-Sira

:

' Be not troubled for the trouble of to-morrow, for thou knowest not what the day may bring forth (= Prov. xxvii. 1).

Perhaps on the morrow he will be no more, and be found grieving over a world that is not his' (so Sank. 100 b).

Edersheim also cites :
' Suffice sorrow for its hour ' (T. B. Berakh. 9 b), and ' the sorrow of the hour (i. e. immediate

sorrow) is sorrow' (T. J. Abodah zarah 39^).
And let not thyself become unsteadied with care, ft text, 'and stumble not because of thine iniquity'; cp.

Ps. xxxi. 10 ('my life is consumed in sorrow . . . my strength stumbleth because of mine iniquity'). The rendering
given above ('and let not thyself become unsteadied') = 'stumble not'.

22. prolongeth days. Lit. 'his days' (or ' his life') ; see critical note, ft has 'prolongeth his anger' (maketh him
slow to anger) ; cp. Prov. xix. 11 ('the discretion of a man maketh him slow to anger'). The mistake of the copyist

may be due to his reminiscence of this passage (so Schechter).

23. soothe thine heart. The Hebr. word here rendered ' soothe ' (3
WB) ' is sometimes used in Rab. literature in

the sense of calming and rejoicing ' (Schechter).

banish vexation . . . For sorrow hath slain many. The Talmud cites a form of this passage as from
Ben-Sira in T. B. Sank. 100 b (in Aramaic): 'let not sorrow enter thy heart, for sorrow hath killed strong men'

(«*n 7Dp p-QM p-nn "p^a am 7iyn N7).

[At this point the dislocation of chapters, which has produced a different order in all extant Greek MSS., begins

(Cod. 248 is not an exception). Chapters xxx. 25—xxxiii. 16 have been placed after xxxiii. 16—xxxvi. II, thus
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SIRACH 30. 24—31. 4

S 24 Envy and anger shorten days,

And anxiety n maketh old untimely 11
.

(= ® 2 5 °The sleep p of a cheerful heart is like dainties",
xxxiii. <*And his food is agreeable unto him q

.

(d) XXXI. (XXXIV.) 1-4. The anxieties of poverty and riches (=2 + 2 distichs).

31 % B
1

r Watchful care over wealth 1,

8

wasteth the flesh 8
,

*And anxiety about it' "dissipateth slumber".
2 v Anxiety about sustenance y w breaketh off (?)

w slumber,
x Even as severe sickness dissipateth sleep x.

3 The rich man y laboureth y z to gather 2 riches,

And when he resteth, it is to a partake of delights a
.

4 bThe poor man c toileth c d for the needs of his housed
,

And if he rest ehe becometh needy 6 b
.

D^DyDD Jinn 31B : ffi Xapnpa napbia kcu. ayadij em cbcapairiv (= ? p? : ? Xapnpa . . . kcu ayadrj, a double rendering of

31D) : £ ' a good heart many (= ?n"0B> transposed—so Hart) are its meats ' {but Smend suggests that both (& and

& may have read D^DJJDD 3"l 3113 3/). Levi thinks T\XN) in "fa is a title (= 'of sleep'), and so is omitted by <&. and £
q-(1 ?$ vby ?by "63ND1 :

' and his food (£> ' all that he eats
')

goes up upon him ' (& ' upon his body '), i. e. ' agrees

with him' d5 misunderstands ^ and renders freely: tu>v $pu>paTu>v avrr)s empehtjo-irM. r_r So fflr = ^V IpK'

:

SS = & "W'y (/. nptf) "W (so & mg. IpV) s-s $ nKp m& (/. -,KB,) ffi «T^« = ? nDD*
(w S) *"* .So «6 =

$ mg. "injNTl u_u $ &AT/ iTD13 J?nan = ffi a<p«OTa i/tti/oj/ v-v f£ iTTID naXT ; ffi («/)ipa aypu;mas (aypuTrwas

from previous line) : 3> = ft
w~w ^ riDD : <5r aTran^au (but read with E [avertit] anoarrjaei = ? J^) ; £ = J^

(ns *» Aram. = to break, divide, exchange) s_x Reading rut? ynan (?£ »/£'.) npin i"6nD1 (^ mg. jnan /or

yHDn); ^ has fflDU a/ <?«<// <£«/ read n3B> = ffi : ffi /cm appacmiua /3apv fKi^et (= ? J'nan so % w§\) v7rfo«/ : but &
supports yHDD. [^ adds two lines, which are not original, to this verse : they are omitted by €r and & and do not

harmonize with the cojilext.

nsnn tjji jdm y-s

:K>DJ3 3H1K *11D •VflDOl

' Reproach putteth to flight the faithful friend,

But he that hideth a secret loveth (a friend) as his own soul.'

Cp. xxii. 22, xxvii. 17, xli. 22] s-f Reading bny with $ mg. = €r £ : $ /<?*/ »tay (' the labours of a rich

man are to,' &c.) z~z Reading yipb with <£&:$? ^3pi> (/row next line) a~a $ 3Uyn ^3p^ : ffir f/xwt/xTrXao-at

tcov TpvfapaTcop avrov (5b
' to partake of banquets ') b_b M gives a double recension of this verse :

iro *xarb >jy S>oy (c) wa nor6 *3y yv (a)

nb nnj ^i? nw qki (d)

.

:T^ tm ner> dni (b)

According to Smend (c) a»(f (a-) give the original text of ^ °-c |^ (a) ya» : % (c) ^>Dy («0 Smend) d-d $ (a)

1JV3 -|Dn^» : % (c) in3 nDn^ = ?ffi e» (Karawad j3iov (inD "IDH^ = ? 'for lack of means for himself ' = 5£>)

e-e 5o % (b) : » (d) « he hath no rest

'

producing the order in <£ xxx. 24; xxxiii. 16—xxxvi. II ; xxx. 25— xxxiii. 15 ; xxxvi. 12 et seq. ' It is evident that this

must have proceeded from a misplacement of the sheets in the archetype of our Greek MSS.' (Edersheim). Note that

IL and Si have the right order ; so |^.]

25. The sleep of a cheerful heart is like dainties. Cp. Prov. xv. 15 'he that is of a cheerful heart hath

a continual feast '.

And his food is agreeable unto him. The Hebr. phrase here used (see critical note) = lit. 'and his food goes

up upon him ' (& ' upon his body '). It may be illustrated from the A doth de Rabbi Nathan (ed. Schechter), ch. xxvi

:

'food which does not go up upon (i.e. which does not agree with) one's body' (isu ^>y Q**>y DrNC? QV31N).

{d) XXXI. 1-4 (= ffi XXXIV. 1-4).

1. anxiety about it dissipateth slumber. Cp. (for the phraseology) xlii. 9.

2. breaketh off(?) slumber. The Hebr. word rendered ' breaketh off' occurs also in Rabbinic literature in the

sense of 'to destroy', 'cause to disappear'. For the additional clauses in Ify which are attached to v. 2 see critical

note. They deal with the law of loving one's neighbour (cf. Lev. xix. 18, 34).

3. The rich man . . . delights. This verse may underlie Luke xii. 18-19 (so Peters). For the phrase ' to partake

of delights' cp. xli. ^d ($).

4. The poor man toileth ... Cf. with the sentiment here expressed the Rabbinic citation attributed to Ben-Sira
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SIRACH 31. 5-10

(e) XXXI. (XXXIV.) 5-11. The perils of mammon-worship (= 3 + 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

$ B
5 He that f loveth f gold gshall not go unpunished*,

And he that f pursueth f h hire h 'erreth thereby'.
6 Many there are that have j bound themselves to gold j

k And have put their trust in corals k
.

7 ' It is a stumbling-block 1 m for the foolish"1

,

nAnd whoso is simple is snared thereby 11

.

8 Happy is °the rich man that is found blameless,
And that hath not pgone astray following p mammon

!

9 Who is he ? that we may felicitate him

—

For he hath done wondrously among his people.
10 Who qhath been tested*1 by it

rand remained unharmed r

,

s So that it hath redounded to his glory? 8

f-f Reading 3niK in (a) and ^H in (b) with ffi5: J§ inverts the order e-e $ npj> xb = <& ov 8i«eai<u0ijo-«T«i

h-h
|£ -nno • (£ ^tacpdopav (corrupt for foacpopov = $):&' mammon '

i_i & TW* \2 = ffi avros n\r)<T0r]creTai

( + avrrjs 296 308 = IL)
: ? I. an avrrji likavB^fTai = $ and S (nat5>*)

: but <£ may = nab*) ; so Peters) H ^
3HT VDn = ' bound of (given in pledge to) gold '

: ffi t8o6r)<rav «s nrwpa xaf>
1" XPv(Tlov: bid 248 ebt8r)(Tav xaptv

xpwiov = % : & ' rich ' ($ /w/g^/ wm« ' have been destroyed of gold ')
k~k $ D^D by (/. DTlDUni) nD13ni

:

S ' and have trusted (= DTlDUm) in their riches' : <5r ku cy(m]8r) t> anaXeia avrav Kara npovonov avrwv = by Dbsrn

? Di"MB (or ?niin rvm : Peters reads jVDKilT—'and destruction was before their face'): $ + (jo So) 2 //w« :

nine bv:nb inyd xbi

:maj> ora yuhnb nai

'And they found not how to deliver themselves from evil,

And also to save themselves in the time of wrath.'

(So ' in the time of their end '.) But ffi rightly omits (the lines are a gloss; cp. Prov. xi. 4)
H So dSc £v\op

vpoaKopfxaros = nbpn py (?^ '3 yfrr f»y (displacement): So also inserts *o) m_m ^ b^fxb ® ro« 6i>#u<riafouo-ti> aura>

(' unlo them that sacrifice unto it ' R.V.) : but N* and three cursives give the right reading tv8ov(na(ovaiu (Peon/using

HIS with b^X : so Hart). See also IL n~a So & <& : Sb ' every one that erreth therein stumbleth

'

0-0 ©
nXovtrtos = Sb = "Wy : so read for ffi ^X (Smend keeps t^N) p-j»

J^ -)nN Tlbi : €r (inexactly) tTroptvdrj om<r<o

<J-Q ffi (SoKipaa6T} = pn32 (Peters 13 p*T3J *•») : $ /<?.*/ 13 p3*i:K> nr Kin *B : $? w^. p3"Un (nt N1H /row previous

line) :
' who is he that we should cleave unto him ?

' (= Jfy /^.xVj or ' who is he that cleaveth unto it ?
' (pn3 in

PBH = to examine, explore) " Reading xbw\ = (5 kcu «-(A«w0»7 : $ mbtS> lb rWT) 8_B 3^ lb n^ni

which is given in the notes on xl. 22. The alternative reading ' for the lack of his means ' (for nb in this sense cp. Prov.

v. 10
; Job vi. 22) may possibly be right against ' for the lack of his house '. Cp. xi. 1 1.

(e) XXXI. 5-1 1 (ffi XXXIV. 5-1 1).

5. He that loveth gold shall not go unpunished. Cp. Prov. xxviii. 20 (' he that maketh haste to be rich shall

not be unpunished') ; also Qoh. v. 10 (Hebr. 9) ('he that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver', &c). For
the same theme (the dangers of love of money) cp. also I Tim. vi. 9.

that pursueth hire. Or rather 'gain, profit' ; cp. xlii. 9, vii. 18.

erreth thereby. Or ' is led astray thereby ' (i. e. ' falleth into sin on account of it ').

6. And have put their trust in corals. Or pearls : for ffi see critical note. For the two lines (a gloss) that are

appended to this verse in ?§ and So (see critical note) cp. Prov. xi. 4 (' Riches profit not in the day of wrath, but

righteousness delivereth from death ').

7. It is a stumbling-block . . . Cp. xiii. 23 c.

simple. Cp. Job v. 2 (same word).
is snared. Cp. Eccles. ix. 12.

8. the rich man that is found blameless. Cp. for the phraseology xliv. 16, 17 (??).

following mammon. The occurrence of the word 'mammon' (JV2D) here is noticeable ( = in Biblical Hebrew

f]D3 or PDDD). Outside Ben-Sira its earliest attestation is in the N. T. (Matt. vi. 24 ; Luke xvi. 9, 11, 13). The spelling

'mamon' (so in Greek) seems to be probably correct; but both spelling and etymology are uncertain (see art. 'Mammon',
col. 2912-5 in EB, vol. iii).

9. Who is he? ... Apparently a pious rich man was as rare in Ben-Sira's time as an honest publican later in the

provinces of the Roman Empire.
10. Who hath been tested by it (sc. by wealth) and remained unharmed? Cp. Matt. xix. 23 ; Luke xi. 24. ffi

(text) ' Who hath clung to it ... '
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SIRACH 31. io-i 3

"$ Who could 'fall away', and did not fall away;
u And (could) inflict" harm, v and did not v

?

1

1

w Thereforew shall his good fortune x be steadfast x
,

And the congregation shall declare y his praise y
.

(f) XXXI. (XXXIV.) 13-24. ^Instruction concerning bread and wine together a

(= 3 + 2 + 2+1+3+1+2 + 2 distichs).

12 b If thou sittest c at a great man's table c
,

d Be not greedy upon it
d

;

e Say not : 'There is abundance upon it
f—

13 gRemember that an evil eye is an evil thing 8
,

JT1KSJ"17 ($ mg. mN2r6 : so Peters reads) : <K km «ttoo us Kavxw1" (put Nca 70 Syro-Hex earm avra> = $) [^ adds

four lines which are not attested by & or Q5c

:

mxanb i? (m. swm) nih
ii \*n nbm «*ia *d

' For when the peace of his life multiplied!, I will be to thee a glory—who hath blessed it and made his life

perfect? he (tn.l) will be a glory unto thee.' These lines form doublets to 10 ab] t-t 3^ -|^ = ffi napa-

firjvai u_u $? njj"l yirtPI (so Cowley : Schechter y"i) = ffi xm enoi^atv icana : & ' to evil entreat his comrade
'

(= ljn) v-v ^ © 5 _ ynn N^ . ^ n2K K^ w-w Up i>y:>ffiS (248, 70 & + &a rovro) w heading

pNT zw'M <£ 2 : $? pTPI y_ >' <K ray eXc^/joo-i/pos avrov = IDpIV : ?£? ir6nni a~a $ HIT }«1 Dr6 "ID1C (cp. similar

headings in xli. 16 and xliv. 1: a// doubtless secondary): €r JS > (3«/ 254 ^aj /?'/& nfpt fipanarcov : cp. IL de

continentia) b $ pr. »J3 ' my son ' : so & (but><&) c-c 6>r ' at a great table ' (so ffi) = ?!? h"13 |r&E> ^y (way

be rendered either way) *-d
£j (M JTtt) "pia V^y nnCD ^>N ///. 'open not thy throat (mg. the throat) upon

it ' = ffi £ e <£ />/-. (cat (jo &) f-f p? V^y piDD (lit. ' there is sufficient upon it ') = ffi TroAXa ye ra stt avTTjs :

& ' I have not enough
'

.

'^-" So $ = ffi : > £> : $ /fo>v adrfr _/wr //««, uufooS are not attested by ffi, but are

partly represented in & : ^ W1B> py yi (1)

:n-d n^ udo jni (2)

(M jr?h) py yirn -m b «as3 nr »a (3)

:(M? ynn) yoin nyon iraaoi (4)

' The man of evil eye God hateth,

And He hath created nothing more evil than him.

For this—by reason of everything the eye quivereth,

And from the face it maketh tears.'

& has:—
(= 1) 'The evil of the eye God hateth,

(=2) And He hath created nothing more evil than it.

(=3) Therefore the eye quivereth by reason of everything.'

Here it is clear that (2) is a doublet of 13 b, while (1) is prob. a gloss on the same slichus (13 b); (3) and (4) are

Who could fall away ... i. e. Who ever had the power and opportunity of falling away and inflicting

mischief, and failed to do so ? Such cases (see next verse) are so rare as to be marvellous. For ' inflict harm ' (inn?)

cp. Ps. xv. 4.

II. his good fortune ($? 1210). For this meaning cp. Prov. xi. 10; or it may mean 'his goods' (riches); cp.
Deut. vi. 11.

And the congregation shall declare his praise. Cp. xliv. 15 (same expression), ffi 'his alms' (=*= inp"l¥

:

so Peters reads) is probably an interpretation, but suggests the right meaning. A rich man who was pious would show
his piety by generous almsgiving : cp. the Rabbinic dictum ' the salt of mammon is almsgiving '.

(/) XXXI. 12-24 (= © XXXIV. 12-24). With the subject of this subsection cp. Prov. xxiii. 1-3.

_
12. at a great man's table. So $? preferably to ffi ('at a great table', i.e. one well provided) : cp. Pirqe Aboth

vi. 5 :
' lust not for the table of kings.' For the Rabbinic rules regarding table-manners cp. Derek eres rabba vi-viii

;

also Derek eres zuta and Kallah.
Be not greedy upon it. Cp. Derek eres zuta i :

' Be careful with your teeth (i.e. at your meals) that you do not
eat too much.' The Hebrew phrase lit. = 'Open not thy throat upon it ' (this possibly may mean, ' Make no remark':
so Edersheim, cp. next note).

Say not: There is abundance upon it. The Syr. it is not enough for me 'is', says Edersheim, 'characteristic.
The praising of the food in Oriental countries is done by the host ; the mere act of admiration by any one else would be
regarded as dangerous.'

13. Remember that an evil eye . . . 'When a person expresses what is considered improper or curious admiration
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SIRACH 31. 13-17

ft
B h God hath created 11 nothing more evil than the eye;

'Therefore over everything must it weep 1
.

15 Jk Be considerate k to hhy companion as thyself 1

,

And be mindful of all mthou detestestm .

14 Stretch not out the hand n wherever he may look n
,

And collide not with him p in the dish p J.

16 q Eat like a man rwhat is put before thee r

,

8And be not ravenous 8
, lest thou become disliked q

.

17 'Leave off first 1 "for manners' sake",
vAnd devour not voraciously' w lest thou become offensive w .

variants of 13 c [ft embodies a number of variants, Sfc.from different codices]. In (3) rtf »3 has displaced p b]3,

and 131 has been (erroneously) inserted ; while jnm has arisen, prob., from tyon a corruption of yoin (Perles)
h_h $ ba pbn t& (= variant (2) &TO vb) : ffi ri ^i-iorai

;

H Reading yoin J?1DT bl *JHD- p b]} = €t 81a

tovto arro ttqvtos npoaanrov BaKpvei (so Smend : yDin yiEH from variant (4)) : ft here for last two words yields

a further variant, viz. 7\xb D3, 'its freshness is abated' (from Deut. xxxiv. 7) H vv. 14, 15 /# &? transposed

(with Smend): in the usual order 'may look' Aaj no proper antecedent k-k Reading nyi (cp. xxxviii. 1 note)

zw'/>$ Smend: ft nyi (0/7/y a^a/« in this form Prov. xxiv. 14) = 'know': <&. von: & = ft ('know that thy

neighbour is like thyself) 1_1 So ft £> : (K (freely) to. tov nXrjatov ck atavTov m-m
ft nWB'B': fflt [tin ttclvti]

npaypan = ? nWQ (ft mg. nNJt? "1B>N is to be preferred) Q-Q
ft ^N &y DipD (fo repeated accidentally: omit) =

ffi ou €01/ (irip\t>i,ri («* 155 Syro-Hex enip\t\ffas = &) .0-0 ^^ ioy -jrvn bw ("urn = inn) lit. « and join not

thyself with him': ffi *cat ^»? <rwd\i$ov avra> (70 a«r (ivtou : Origen /ner (avrov)): J5 'do not force thy hand'
p-p & WM = ' in the basket ' : ffi ' in the dish ' (rpv^Kiw) (so Si) give WD an extended meaning (so Peters)

<i
-(

l In ft v. 16 exists in a doubleform, asfollows

:

:bvin p syri Jm 11 inaj ">b>k B>no aD.i (1) (2)

poa Tsnt? yn
( 3 )

of anything, he is generally reproved by the individual whom he has thus alarmed ' . . . and especially when one is

invited to partake of a meal ' he must reply if he do not accept the invitation " Heneean " (i.e. " may it be productive of
enjoyment "), or use some similar expression ; else it will be feared that an evil eye has been cast upon the food' (Lane,
Modern Egyptians, i. 183 (315), as cited by Edersheim). The thought of our passage, however, seems rather to be that
the guest at the great man's table should not be envious and greedy in the presence of the abundance he sees upon it

;

such envy and greed is equivalent to 'the evil eye': cp. xiv. 10 a, 'The eye of him that has an evil eye darts greedily (ft

D^yn, cp. 1 Sam. xiv. 32) upon bread.' In the same passage Ben-Sira also says that the 'evil-eyed' man is not only
greedy, but grudging (xiv. 10 b). For the Biblical senses of 'the evil eye' see EB, s.v. ' Eye' (ii, col. 1453), and for the
later senses JE, s. v. ' Evil ' Eye, v. 280 f. [For the variant additional clauses in ft see critical note.]

God hath created nothing more evil than the eye ; Therefore over everything must it weep. The eye
is a main cause of sin; cp. Num. xv. 38 f. (esp. 39: 'that ye go not about after . . . your own eyes'); Job xxxi. I

(' I made a covenant with mine eyes', &c.) ; it is therefore punished by God in that when misfortune comes it must
weep (so Smend).

15, 14. For the transposition of these verses see critical note.

15. Be considerate, i.e. treat in a friendly way; cp. xxxviii. 1 note (same Hebrew verb), fir here has 'know'
(voti) : see critical note [fflr for whole line has :

' Know the affairs of thy neighbour by thine own ' (R.V. ' Consider thy
neighbour's [liking] by thine own'). See next note.]

to thy companion as thyself. ' Thy companion ' here = , of course, thy companion at table, thy fellow-guest. To
see in this dictum an anticipation of the positive form of the Golden Rule of the Gospel 1

, as Friedlander claims (The
Jewish Sources of the Sermon on the Mount, p. 232 f.), is not justified by the context.

And be mindful of all thou detestest. Here, again, the reference is to the behaviour of the guest at table.

In Tobit iv. 15, which is cited by Fritzsche and Ryssel in this connexion, the reference is more general and less restricted

('And what thou thyself hatest do to no man').
14. wherever he may look. i. e. wherever thy fellow-guest may look. Possibly, however, the reference is to

the host.

16. like a man. i.e. as a grown-up man and not as a child, i.e. as becomes a man. Smend compares
Qoh. x. 17.

16, 17. be not ravenous . . . devour not voraciously. Cf. xxxvii. 29: 'Indulge not excess in any enjoyment,
nor immoderation in any dainties.' Prescriptions against gluttony are common in the Rabbinic literature.

1 Matt. vii. 12 : 'All things therefore whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, even so do ye also unto

them : for this is the law and the prophets.'
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SIRACH 31. 18-20

3§
B 18 And, moreover, when thou art seated x in a large company x

Stretch not the hand out y before a neighbour 3".

19 Surely a little is sufficient for z a man of understanding 2
,

And he need not a choke a upon his bed.

20 (c) b Pain and sleeplessness, and distress b
,

2o{d) cAnd inward disorder d are with a foolish man d
.

20(a) eHealthy sleep e fhath a purged belly f
,

20 (6) And when he riseth in the morning g his wits are with him g
.

•peb db»b> "m B^Ka biaw
(4 )

[This line added in smaller writing in MS. DXDn }D }"«*1J iTnn K7l] (5)

v. 16
ffit <pay€ <bv avdpwnos ra napaKftptva aoi

Kai htj 8ta/xao"a) ^117 piarjBijs.

[_& hasfor vv. 15-16 three stichoi = (3) (4) (5) [*« jawi? order\.

(1) ' Take thy seat like a man that is chosen,

(2) And dart not greedily (i. e. be not voracious) lest thou become abhorred.

(3) Know that thy neighbour is like thyself.

(4) And eat like a man what is placed before thee,

(5) And be not gluttonous, lest thou be rejected.'

Theform of'^ as it exists in the MS. is a mixture of two recensions. Apparently (3) (4) and (5) represent the

recension of the text which lay before Sb. It is clear that (3) is a doublet of v. 15a: it divides the pairs of doublets

(1) (2) and (4) (5); (1) is a variant form of (4) and (5) of (2). Peters adopts (4) and (5) as representing the

originalform offfi, and corresponding to (Hr ; but Smend adopts (4) and (2) thus :

yxb D'W "131 B»Stt f>WK = 16 a

: bym fa Dyn tai = 1 6 b

// should be noted that $? mg. gives as a variant to (i) rDJ C'^xa ?3N, _//tw« which Fuchs concludes that the

originalform of 16 a. in ffy was : *]ri3J ~ifc>K B*N3 P13K , i. e. ' eat as a man what is in front of thee '
: this, he thinks,

will explain *irQJ "lt?K WVQ in (i) and -]izb QW 131 m (4) : £«/ //fo /a//<?r is attested by ffi « ^ <£ =
f^ (4): the variant in ^ (1) 1133 (/. "jriDJ) = ' what is in front of thee ' (cp. Exod. xiv. 2, Ezek. xlvi. 9) : J§ (1)

"innJ K*K3 perhaps arosefrom ri3J t^iO, misread nb: = ' upright' : A<?«^ 3DH z>/ % (1)
8_3

?£ Byn ?K1 = ///.

'and dart not (greedily) upon'; variant Jfy (4) fHIJ HTin N?1 (JT3T3 = ' greedy ' : a Neo-Hebr. word with

Aramaic affinities) .

*~t
?£? {partly damaged) p^'NI ^in = ffi : 3 ' be watchful' u_u $ {damaged) "liajQ

"ID1D = ffi xo/j*" watSfiay v-v $ , . . ^>n ^0 i. e. y^>n (/r«« JJ"6 <?r yy^> ' to swallow greedily '
; <:/>. Obad. 16)

:

6r /cat ixtj an\r)(TTfvov w_w
|^ {damaged) DKCn JS : ffi /ir; 7tot-€ npoa-Ko^i = ? ?j5Wrl |Q {Peters) x-x Zz'/. ' in

the midst of many '

y
_

>' 5*0 ?^ y~l 'OB? : <& nporepos avrwv = DiTOB? (jo 3) : Schechter, Ryssel propose

E>K"I ^S? «-» $ J133 b>WN =: ffi av6pa>i>u nenaihevp.evv (J£ w§\ [133 = ' honest, steadfast) : & ' righteous ' =
f^ mg. a_a

?§ p^ 11
' burneth ' : ffi ao-Opaivei = ? pJriB'' {from next line : so read) b_b (3r 7roi/or aypvn-way «u

Xo\epas : & jMe>m njflfl AW TU1 31SGO : but <& = the first four words of $ : ^ro3. pflBTN ZJ an error for
p^rT = piJW a variant of p^* in previous line : it overloads the stichus here c~c

ft JTDIQn (M D^Dl) ^21 :

<E Kai arpo<pos : IL ' et tortura ' {but Cod. Tol. ' et tortura ventris ', which suggests that yaarpos has fallen out of ffi)

:

K<u a-Tpo<pos yacrrpos = ? niDISn D^OI {so Smend : so read: Smend also reads HJ^ 'HIJl for TWW T\)) in 20 (c),

prob. 'rightly ; cp. Targ. Job vii. 4 nrww miJ) d_d & '''Dl W'tt Dy : ffi p(Ta avbpos ankrjvTov — Sb; but & is

implied by fl3J BhJX z'« 19 a e_e ^ CTl DIOB' (Dvn = ' health ' as in Prov. xiv. 30) = ffi vm/or vyf«ar W g
bSs 2~lp ^y (^V in PBH= l

io clarify' (wine, &c.) ; here 'purge': ? read bblt pi. pass.) = ffi em tirepa

perpKo (/xerptw a toning down) s-e $% IPX IB'SJI = ffi [/A* rz^A/ ^ro^r of clauses in v. 20 is given in |^, aj above,

viz. 20 (c) (d) (a) (b) ^m^/ ffi]. Zb y. 20 |^ appends some additional clauses, six in number, which are partly

destroyed {gaps in MS.) :

18. Stretch not the hand out before a neighbour. Cp. Derek eres rabba vii: 'When two are sitting at table,

the elder begins to eat first, and the younger after him ; and if the younger begins first he is a glutton.' Cp. also Lane
{op. cit. i. 1 83) :

' The master of the house first begins to eat ; the guests or others immediately follow his example ' (this

last passage is cited by Edersheim.)

19-22. Moderation in eating conduces to health.

19. Surely a little . . . Cp. Prov. xiii. 25 :
' The righteous eateth to the satisfying of his soul.'

choke upon his bed. Or 'groan ', viz. from the effects of indigestion.

20. Pain and sleeplessness ... Cf. xxxvii. 29-31.
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SIRACH 31. 21-25

MB 2I h And even if thou hast been constrained with dainties,
1 Arise and vomit 1

, and thou shalt have ease.
22 i Listen, my son, and despise me not,

kAnd in the end k thou shalt comprehend my words'.

In all thy doings be ' modest 1

,

And no ID mishap m shall touch thee h.

2 3
n Him that is generous over meatn °the lip blesseth

;

p The testimony of his generosity p is lasting :

2 4 Him who is niggardly over meat q the city murmureth at q
;

rThe testimony of his niggardliness' is lasting.

(g) XXXI. (XXXIV.) 25-31. The use and abuse of ivine (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 distichs).

25 In wine "also 8 show not thyself valiant,

For *new wine* "hath been the ruin" of many.

101? WB31 "tj?3 *W i^
1

ll P33 V B> (i)
(
2
)

nm Nvcni 11 (3) (4)

II (5) (6)

£ = (1) (2) and by Us aid (1) can be restored to JU3 K*K DJ? Dwn ni3K> : thus (1) and (2) are doublets of 20 (a)

and (b) : the variant in (a) may be due to an attempt to refine away the somewhat coarse expression in 20 a 3"1p ?y

TTfif. I*1 (4) nm NVCm is, apparently, a variant of ~\b nU'l 21 b (end). [Note that IL in 20 b dormiet usque

in mane = & and $? (2) against <& (avarr*] n-pcoi)] h-h The right order of vv. 21,22 is preserved in ffi and J5.

In ^ 22 cd is placed before 21, and a doublet' = 19 a intruded (nyiO p23 ET3N H N/n), thus producing the order

22 c d doublet, 2 r, 22 a b »
_i ^ nip nip /. if. ' keep on hoping ' (patiently) : (Hr awurra fxtaoTj-opoiP : but 248, &c. +

tfuaov = IL surge a medio et vome [a conflation) : read nip Dip (or K'p) : jg ' withdraw thyself from the midst of

the company ' H J^ has these lines in a doubleform thus :

*b ran bm *a y»5? (a)

no« a^n rvnnxa (b)

noio npi »aa yoc (c)

nan Nvon nnnsn ^y (M. ay^n) vbr\ ba.) (d)

/irVr<?, again, we have double readings: (c) ««</ (d) represent the recension of % which lay before £S (reading

»3B^ =nD10): (a) a«</ (b) = ffi
>«-k Reading mnKni = <E (w fg (d) <5«/ p? (b)>l) H & 5H3X:

<8r ' adroit ' (tvr^xn^ = ^ : CP- Micah vi. 8, where y<3¥n = ' walk humbly ' is rendered by LXX (roifiov €tvai : <5r mis-

understood) : for yi3S f/>. xlii. 8 [/« T. J. Yoma 43 c ym is opposed to pana ' gluttonous '
: Levi] m_m ^ }1DN

(' mischief) : <£ app^ar^a : & ' evil '
n-n pj Dl"6 b]} 31D = ffi \ap,npov or aprott : & ' the good eye over ', &c.

(cp. Prov. xxii. 9)
«-° $ ngfe>: (5 ^Xt? : &> p-p $ niD niny = <&

( + >cai) & ' and a good witness'

(incorrectly) 1-1 So ffi Siayoyyvcra iro\is = ? "Vy fan' (jo Peters: but "Vy fern.) : $? nya>2 ran* 'shall be

troubled in the gate ' [perhaps nj?KQ f3"V should be read = ' he that is niggardly . . . shall be murmured at

in the gate ' r_r So J^ mg. (K ( + kcu) : #? text has nyn for Amy—a scribal error corrected by % mg. [&>v. 24]

s-9 M D31 = S> : >ffi (S = M) *-*$ BhTn : S * the old (wine) '
"""

p? b*BDH : ffi aTrwXfo-fi/ = S>

v_v Heading ni33 zw'/A Smend (cp. (5 70 a,? [C/^w. ^4/^jf. a>f apa] /ca/iii-os a/;^ &) : J§ /^aV 113 = ffi (ordinary reading)

21. Arise and vomit. This appears to represent the best attested text (see critical note). The custom of using

an emetic after immoderate eating was prevalent among the Romans ; cp. Cicero, ad Att. xiii. 52. 1, of Caesar : 'ffieriK^v

agebat; itaque et edit et bibit dSeis ' (cited by Edersheim). Here, however, the reference may be simply to natural

action. In Sifra (niD nnx end) on Lev.xviii.25 ('and the land itself vomiteth out its inhabitants') the explanation is

given :
' as a man vomiteth his food' (131TO HN VfpOV DntO).

22. be modest (as opposed to gluttonous) (see critical note).

23. Him that is generous . . . blesseth. Cp. Prov. xxii. 9 :
' He that hath a bountiful eye shall be blessed.'

24. Him who is niggardly over meat . . . Cp. xiv. 10.

(g) XXXI. 25-31 (= ffi XXXIV. 25-31).

25. In wine also show not thyself valiant. An echo of Isa. v. 22.

new wine hafh been the ruin of many. Illustrate from Judith xiii. 2. For the expression cp. xxx. 23 above.

Note the change of words for ' wine ' in the two clauses.
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IB

SIRACH 31. 26-31

26 v Like a furnace v which proveth w the work of the smith w
,

x So is wine in the quarrelling of the scornful*.

27 y Life-giving water y z
is wine to a man 2

If he drink it
a in moderation 3

.

bcWhat life
c hath a man that lacketh new wine,

d Seeing it was created*1 e for rejoicing from the beginning 61
".

28 Joy of heart fand gladness and delight f

Is wine drunk g in season and (for) satisfaction 3
.

29
h Headache, derision, and dishonour 11

Is wine drunk j in strife and vexation 1
.

30 j Much wine is for the fool a snare*

—

It diminisheth strength and supplieth wounds.

31 At a banquet of wine k<rebuke not> k a friend,
JAnd <grieve him not in his joy> 1

:

w-w 5^ |j? ^> nU^3=S : <& oro/iw/xa ev Qacpv (tv /3a^= ' by dipping ' R.V., r an incorrect gloss) x~x So $ : ffi ovtm
oivos Kap&tai (v fiaxn vTrtp-qfyavmv (248 o. o. (v Kapdia vTrtprjcpavcw fv pedrj): Kaphas an addition: & ' so is wine the provoker

of the ungodly' \% has a doublet with inferior readings of v. 26 : D»vb T"6 "QW p iti&VO n'B>yo |nu J133, i.e.

' the discerning man proves work by work (every work); so is strong drink in the contention of the scornful'

j

y-y heading D"*n ^d? (transposing D"n and pvi with Srnend) : ffi €(paroi> (<ot]s = D"n 1D3 : & = Dni1 'D3

z-z Reading WUtO |"n : $ text for whole line has W)it& D^n |«n ^ = ' To whom is wine life ? to the sick'

(cp. Prov. xxxi. 6)
a_a Lit. ' in its (due) proportion or measure' : so f^ = ffi & b~b ^4 doublet of v. 2"j c d

occurs in J^ fct7 a/ the end of v. 28, which appears to yield a better text ; read (following this) :

:b>kto \hra b»& Kim 11 ervn nor6 no «n

(jo Smend) (inferior text of'27 c d = fi?
1

; <fo#<5/<?/ (*«rf 0/0. 28) = p|
2

)
c-c p?

1
D"rl TO $2 TO «TI d_d & 2

p^nJ . . . Xini : W l^i: Nintr e-e -So % l and 2
: ffir eis cvfppoarvvqv av6pamoK (the last word an error for

an apxrjs, see Clem. Alex. paed. ii. 23) \S> for whole line 'for joy was created from the beginning] f-f
3£

••nyi XWB\ (l. i^Vl = ' delight ' in late Hebr.) : <& kql evcpporrvvrj y^v^s (cp. Hy Ps. ciii. 5 = ? ^vxn : so Peters

reads here) : & ' and good times ' s-g f^ ^"11 (so marg.) ny3 ^Kl = H ' saturation, moisture ' Job xxxvii. 1 1
;

mi Ps. xxxiii. 5) : ffi [ev Kaipa] avrapKrjs h-h $ $>p\ n:$b B'KI 3N3 (for njy$> ' wormwood '
/. }]}b with

Smend) : (5r irinpia tyvxqs (niKpia = n)]}? often in LXX) : S> ' pain, poverty, and headache ' = a double rend, of
vtr\ ato i-i $ Dym mnra = <& <v epediafia «u avTinrcofian (& > Dym) H

ffy ^Dzb idpi (/. nann) m-iD
K'pIO = ? J5 : (& TrXrjdvixi p.edr) dvpov acppovos fis npocrKop.pa (' Qvpov perhaps marginal correction of avrinT<op.a (29)'

Hart) k-k (JJ ^ *hey£r)s = n2in ?K : $? defective
I_1

ffi «ot ^»j (£av6(vr)o-r)s avrov tv (vcppoavuj) avrov =

26. Like a furnace ... So is wine ... ' Furnace ' and ' wine ' are parallel
;
just as the furnace tests and proves

the real character of the metal (gold and silver), so wine brings out the real character of the ' scornful '— their inherent

pride and viciousness being revealed in the quarrelsomeness that is engendered by free indulgence in drinking wine.

According to Aboth de Rabbi Nathan (p. 68, ed. Schechter) wine is one of three things by which a man's character is

tested (business dealings, much wine, and much talk), ffir has obscured the sense by the addition of an incorrect gloss

(' by dipping'— ' the furnace proveth the temper of steel by dipping,' R.V.) a reference to the process of dipping red-

hot iron in water to give it temper. See Edersheim ad loc.

[The word rendered 'smith' in 26a = lit. 'forger' or 'hammerer' (Heb. C^Ov) ; cp. Gen. iv. 22.]

27. life-giving water. Lit. ' water of life
'

; cp. for the expression Rev. xxi. 6, &c. (not in the O. T.).

If he drink it in moderation. Moderation in this connexion is often insisted upon in Rabbinic literature ; cp.

e.g. Derek eres rabba vii : 'Wine drunk in large quantity is bad for the body ; in moderation it is good.' Edersheim
remarks on the verse as a whole :

' These sentiments were perhaps natural at a period when there were practically no
drinks known save wine and water ; cp. Virgil, Georg. i. ad init.' [' In moderation ', lit. ' in its measure ', or (due)

proportion.]

Seeing it was created for rejoicing. Cp. Ps. civ. 15.

28. Joy of heart . . . gladness ... Is wine drunk in season . . . Cp. T. B. Yoma 76 b: 'If he acts rightly (i. e.

drinks in moderation, Rashi) it (wine) gladdens him ;
if he does not act rightly (i. e. drinks to excess) it ruins him '

(Heb. 1EWD H3? l6 inD'WS rOT ; see Cowley-Neubauer, p. xxv).

30. Much wine . . . diminisheth strength . . . According to Aboth de R. Nathan (ed. Schechter, p. 108 b,

chap. 37) wine is one of seven things which if used in moderation are wholesome, and if in excess are harmful (wine,

work, sleep, wealth, travel, warm water, and the letting of blood).

31. At a banquet of wine . . . This verse forms the transition to the following section which deals with behaviour
at banquets generally. Logically, perhaps, it should be reckoned with what follows (xxxii. 1-13).

rebuke not a friend. Cp. xx. 1

.
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SIRACH 31. 31—32. 3

$B m<Speak to him>m no reproachful word,
n<And quarrel not with him>n °in the presence of (other) people .

(//) XXXII. (XXXV.) T-13. On behaviour at a banquet (= 3+2+2+2+2+2+1 distichs).

o2 1 p<If thou hast been appointed (banquet-)master, do not exalt thyself>p ;

Be q to themi as one of themselves

;

Take thought for them/and afterwards 1 be seated.
2 Supply 8 their needs 8

, and Afterwards* recline
;

That thou mayst rejoice uon their account",
And v receive consideration v w for politenessw .

3 * Speak, O elder, y for it is thy privilege 5,
:

zBut be discreet in understanding 2
, and ahinder not* song*.

(lnnefca WW!) 7W : so Smend n*-n» So ffi £ m So S> = \oy n*n hm : <& «« pr, ovtov 6\i^vs = ? inavyn bm
°~°

fl? mg. D1X '33 "O^y? = <S : (& fv a7rairj7<r«i : but 248 ev airairi/«i avrov suggests corruption of «r anavTTjmv

tn&pwtrav = ^ mg. p~p linea ultima folii deest (Strack) : ffi rjyovptvov <re KaTf<TTr}<rav
; ^ enatpov = {Peters "&>)

BW (Smend) K&jnn bx 7lOB> := £ (S+'and at the head of the rich do not sit down ': this may be a corrupt
variant of, or a gloss on, the first line. It may have stood in the Hebr. MS.) Q-'i So ?§ & : <& *v avrots (but

X 2 48>«>) r"r So % text S> : ffi Km ovtco = ^ »^. p31 (<r^. xiii. 7)
*~* So ft & : but <& ttjv XP^av aov

(Sah><rov) t-t
ft -,nN1 : <£ £> u-u © 8t aurovr = D1«y3 : & D11333 ' in their honour '

: & 'in their

latter end ' (correct to finnnrQ ' in their joy '
: so Smend) *-v

ft bz\ff XbTI
(
cp. Prov. iii. 4 : 310 bx>1 pi XXD1

' and find favour and good repute ') : Smend thinks ?2W has come in from v. 3 ; possibly |fl or IDPI should be read

for ?3K> here. (K arttpavov = ? ?»*>3 : & ' honour ' = "033 : Schechler suggests -135? w_w
?§ 1D1D ^y = ffi *vKoapias

Xapiv : & ' at table '
(? misreading 3D1D /or ~JD!!D) x_s

z>. 3 lacking in & J-f ft "]b Xin »3 = <E Trpe™

T^ap o-ot •*-*
ft i>3fe> y3Sni : £? mg. T\^> y:xni = Micah vi. 8 (in PBH yovn = ' to hide, keep in the

background'): <K ev aKpifiu eTnarrjur) = >?2& y3¥i"G (248 (V aicpiPfia tt)s €TTi<TT7]pr)s), Cp. X\i. 25 a_a €r /jt;

31. Speak to him no reproachful word. Cp. xviii. 18, xx. 15, xxii. 22.

in the presence of (other) people. Lit. 'of men' (tt^X '33). The rendering of (S here ('by asking back a debt'
= with a demand for repayment) depends upon a corruption in the Greek ; see critical note.

(//) XXXII. 1-13 (=<K XXXV. 1-13).

1-3. The banquet-master should study not his own dignity, but the comfort and convenience of the guests.

1. If thou hast been appointed (banquet-)master. i.e. o-vpnooiapx * or ap^n-pi'/cAti/os : cp. John ii. 8. The
reference is to the sumptuous banquets which were given by wealthy Jews, and conducted according to the rules of

etiquette generally acknowledged by the polite society of the time (Greek or Roman). The npxirpiK\ivos was apparently
appointed either by lot or election in such circles. The rules governing his conduct 'regarding the invitation and
seating of the guests, the mixing of the wine and the serving of the dishes ', as also the methods of procedure to be
adopted by the cook and the servant of the house (tihSW), ' were no less strictly observed by the Jews than by the

Greeks and Romans' (Kohler mJE, ii. 497). A vivid account of the more luxurious banquets of this kind, such as

were given by wealthy heathen and even Jews, is set forth in Philo, Devita contempt., \\ v, vii (cp./QR, xii. 761-764 ;

also Wisd. ii. 7 f.). The Rabbis often uttered warnings against the dangers of such banquets, and tried to guard
against the worst evils by insisting on discussions of Scripture, sacred songs, and the presence of students of the Law
at such gatherings. Ben-Sira's advice is less tinged with rigorousness, but insists on a standard of good manners,
restraint, and consideration for the guests. He obviously has in mind banquets where such standards were not

observed.
Be to them ... 2 adds a clause here which is probably not genuine ; see critical note.

Take thought for them. 'This, according to Plutarch (Pollux, vi. 11), would refer to the nature and quantity

of the wine to be given to each ' (Edersheim).

be seated. Hebr. 31DD. This verb (in the Hif.) is used in Mishnaic Hebrew in the sense of ' recline at table' (lit.?

'surround the table'), but does not occur in this sense in Biblical Hebrew. (In Mishnaic Hebrew 3DD = 'banqueting

couch). Philo (op. cit. § 6) describes the couches used at a luxurious banquet thus :
' Couches, both for three to recline

upon, and which extend all round, are manufactured of tortoise-shell or ivory, and of the more valuable woods ; and of

them most parts are inlaid with precious stones. On them are laid cloths of purple with gold inwoven, as well as others

dyed with divers bright colours, in order to attract the eye.'

2. And receive consideration, ffi 'and receive a crown', which has been supposed by some (older) commentators

to contain a reference to the custom, common at the drinking-parties of Greeks and Romans, and perhaps known to

the Hebrews (cf. Wisd. ii. 8 ; Ps. xxviii. 1-5), of the guests crowning themselves with garlands. Fritzsche sees a reference

to a supposed custom of crowning the successful sytnposiarch, which, however, lacks attestation. In any case our text

probably did not read ' crown ' originally (see critical note).

for politeness. Cf. xxxi. 17, 'for manners' sake' (same Hebr. word, ~ID!0).

3-6. The elder should not obtrude his 'wisdom' in an unseasonable manner; music and song also have their

rights at a banquet.

3. O elder. The Hebr. word = lit. 'grey-head' ; cp. viii. 9, xlii. 8.

be discreet in understanding. Or keep thy wisdom in the background (see critical note for meaning of the

Hebr. word). ' Do not play the sage when others are laughing' (Edersheim).
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SIRACH 32. 4-10

$B
4 Mn a place of music pour not forth talk b

,

cAnd at an unseasonable time c ddisplay not thy wisdom 4

5 efAs a signet-stone of carnelian f gon a necklace (?) of gold g

h Is a concert of song h at a banquet of wine 6
.

6 "J Settings of fine gold and a seal of carbuncle J

Is the sound of music k with the pleasance of wine ki
.

7
! Speak, O young man, m

if thou art compelled™

—

n If thou art asked twice or thrice 111
.

8 opSum up thy speech p
,
qsay much in little q

,

rAnd be like r one that knoweth and can keep silence .

9 Among "elders 8 Assert not thyself*,
uAnd ply not "eminent persons" overmuch 11

,

io v
In front of.

w hail w speedeth the lightning,

And in front of x the shamefast* speedeth favour v
.

€ixno8urr]s = f^ : but 248 Chrysost. xii. 248 (Ben.)>pr) b-b ^ has a doublet here, rVB> *}2£TI ^N
}

Mn D1pE3 (1)

rrsp "par\ no -i»rc> x^3i (2) : /. rw "7Q£ti bt< "loro nip»a = ffi (otj-ou aKpoapa kt\.) -. s> = ^ 1 0-0 $
ny^/z'/. N?3l) 731 = <!& Kat anaipas d-d

?§ D3nnn !"ID e_e T'yfo /r#<? Hebrew text of this verse, which is preceded

by a variant (two lines), runs: }«n rtne>0 ^y "VK> DSPD II 3n? 3*3 ^y D11K T013 (/or TE13 Exod. xxxv. 22 /.

with variant DJTiro c/>. ffi : so Si?iend) ,-f Reading D11K Dniro : ffi <r<ppayis avOpanos £~s 5^ ant 3>3 ^y {meaning

of ay uncertain): $ variant 3i1T DO ^y = 3 h~h $ "VB' BSPB = ffi trvyKpifia povaiKav ($ variant ^X "M?
' divine son^ ' = &) i_i ^?r^ tfgw'w M<? /r«£ Hebrew text is preceded by a variant [two lines) which corresponds

to J5 H f^ np-Q Dnini ID niNvO : <5 (freely) tv Karaa-KevacrpaTi XPV<J<? cr(f>payis crpapaybov k_k
|§ DyiJ ^y

B>l*vn : <!K €0 778ft oieco [55 renders v. 6
' As a collar of gold and gems and emeralds, so are pleasant words at

a banquet of wine ' : this corresponds to f^ variant : : |«fl nntPD ^y D ,
D'' D^IQT D^NJ "p

II "VDD1 ID: 131 3HT T3~I3]
1-1

p. 7 wanting in & m~m % nDN *p*l¥ DK = ffi « xpe«* ow n-n ^ -j^K' DN b6b»1 Dnsjffl pTD3 : ffi poXis

Si? fav cirtpaTTjdys = ? ^NK>? DX 'D'DyB p?m (j<? Peters = ' at the most twice if thou art asked '
: this may be

right: Smend omits plH3
(
cp. ni"H3J3 Ps. xc. 10) and keeps BvKh D^yc = ?

' twice or thrice ' as above (but the

expression is strange) °~° v. 8 wanting in S> v~v ffi xttpaXaiocroi' \oyov = "1EN ?}2 (Smend) : ffy ~IEN^> ^3 =
? ' finish saying ' <r-«i $ rmn oyci = ?

' and make little (Piel) of much '
: & (freely) tv o\iyois iroMa (or ?

reading EyiD3 Schechter) r_r % 7 flJD*11 : ffi ywou o>y s-s |§ /« //w^ 1 has ' elders ' <7«<f in line 2 ' eminent persons

'

('princes' D^C) : & transposes : so ffi (^f-yto-Tai'aji' a#</ •ytpoi/rey /r«^ &at/: j^ note following) t-t ffi jur; fgiaa(ov

(' behave not as their equal ' R.V.) : £«/ x IL (praesumas) f|ouo-tafov : ffi DDIpn i?X = S u-u & |§ : ffi <m
(Ttpov \eyovros p-r) noWa aboXeax*1 ) but IL ubi senes:=o7rov -yepoirey (cp. 248 ottojj Xeyovrfs) : ILpreserves the true reading
v_v f. 10 wanting in %\ ffi has it in a double form with one variant, viz. 5^13 ('shamefast ') and N3T (' contrite ')

w-w So % = 1/ (grandinem) : fflr [»rpo] lipovT-qs (a correction : % preserves original reading) x_x (5 [wpo]

aicrxwr-qpov = $% {^12 (/^ variant is N31)

song. i.e. singing accompanied by music.

4. In a place of music, i. e. at an entertainment ((8r o<poapa). The entertainment here contemplated was,
apparently, in the main musical (vocal and instrumental). It followed at the conclusion of the banquet. Heathen
banquets included also at this point performances by jesters, story-tellers, and acrobats.

at an unseasonable time . . . Cp. for the general sentiment Derek eres rabba vii (end) :
' One shall not rejoice

among those who are weeping, &c. This is the rule. One shall not have different manners from those of his friends,

and of people in general among whom he is ' (in reference to social gatherings).

5. As a signet-stone of carnelian . . . Cp. Prov. xxv. 11.

6. Settings. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 17 and 20.

7-13. The young should be modest and not self-assertive; respectful to their elders, and not unduly talkative.

When the time comes they should return home quietly, and remember the duty of thankfulness to God.
7. Speak, O young man, if thou art compelled . . . For the general sentiment of the verse cp. Derek eres zuta ii

(beginning) :
' Sit before the elders, and let thine ears be attentive to their words. Be not hasty in answering. . . . Do

not speak in the presence of one who is greater than you in wisdom.'
If thou art asked twice or thrice, i. e. only speak after repeated invitations ; or the clause may run :

' (Speak) at the most twice if thou art asked ' (see critical note), ffi is rendered by R. V. ' Yet scarcely if thou be twice
asked' (= same sense as rendering adopted in text.

9. Among elders (or 'eminent ones ', see critical note) assert not thyself. Cp. Job xxxii. 6 (xxix. 7 f.).

ply not. viz. with questions. The verb ("HO) has the meaning of ' to weary ',
' trouble ' in later Hebrew.

10. In front of hail . . . Hail as well as thunder is inseparable from lightning our text says ; but the lightning is

swifter, and is seen first ; even so the favour and winsomeness inspired by modesty anticipate the exhibition of the latter

(Smend). The verse reads like a proverb. The Hebr. verb rendered 'hasten' here (ffiM : Karaa-nevdit, npoeXeva-tTai)
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SIRACH 32. 11-14

fa
b

11 y*At the time of departure 2 be not last,

Depart home aand linger not a
;

12 bAnd (there) whatsoever cometh up in thy mind, speak b
,

c In the fear of God and not in foolishness cy
.

13 dAnd for all these things'1 bless thy Maker,
Who satisfieth thee with His bounty.

XXXII. (XXXV.) 14-17. (a) The god-fearing and the sinful man : a contrast (= 2 + 2 distichs).

14 el He that seeketh 1 God will receive discipline,

And he that resorteth to Him diligently shall obtain g favour» e
.

y-y fa has: pxn tb&\ iir:£ nos (2) 11 nnxnn 7K *ipao nj?3 (1)

: -131 *p7 7y rhv d*o (4) I! onan nann 7N ]rb& nyn (3)

:$>a nom N71 7N nxTa (6) 11 psn D7B>i "i[n»3]7 [noa] (5)

( 1
) ' At the appointed time linger not (be not last)

;

(2) Depart to thy home and accomplish (thy) will.

(3) At table-time multiply not words

;

(4) But if anything comes up in thine heart, speak.

(5) Depart to thy house and accomplish (thy) will,

(6) In the fear of God and not in foolishness ' (37 for 73).

ffi does not recognize (3) and (4), which = & of v. 1 1 essentially: (3) is a variant of (1), npSD and \nb& being

corruptions of the variants ">OQD and TV&& (so Smend). Smend adopts (4) as the true text of v. 12 a; while

Petersfollows <& and corrects it by (5)
z-z Reading "1DQD nj?3 <& tv a>pq tgtyeipov (but % surgendi = avatrraaeus

Clem. Alex. paed. ii. 7. 56) : reading ofdSc is secondary, fa text npQD ]"IJ?3 = ' at the time appointed' a~a (&

km firj padvpei = N*inn 7N1 (Gen. xlii. 1) : fa pv*1 D7B>1 Ifrom (5) ; but Smend keeps here b-b So fa (4) above

(and Smend): Or «<« wat^t km ttoki ra cvOvfUHiara <rov. This partly corresponds to fa (5) above ; correcting by ffi

Peters reads \ pv~l D7B>1 pn't? 0& c_c £0 fa (6) a<5<w correcting 73 tf/ *»</ /0 37 : <5r (cat /ir; anaprrji Xoyw

wrepjj^avw, ? reading riNDn3 N71 a«<^ nDri3 d_d $ H7N 73 ?V\ ffi *cat ewt rovroiy (but % et super his omnibus)

e-e 7fo genuine text of this verse runs in fa thus : '. WSQ VW VTinty'DI || IDIO np< 7N K^nn 7^/> w preceded by

a variant which has \\tr\ for "IDID in line 1, a«</ £7zw tfj /*'«<? 2 fa of v. 15 b ; it isfollowed by another variant

which runs : : in7Dri3 VUJPI II np7 npi 7N *XBfl Bhll *'• *. ' He that seeketh things pleasing to God will receive

discipline, and He will answer him in his prayer' [this = & substantially : ' he who seeketh the service of God
receiveth instruction; and when he prayeth before Him He heareth him']: <& has: o (pofiovfitvos kvowv tKbt&rai

irathiav, km 01 np$pi(ovr(s fvpr)<rovfriv evbomav f-f <& o (pof3ovp,ft/os (ffrom V. I 6) : fa VIM 8-? Reading pVT

means 'to make brilliant ' in xliii. 5, 13 (where it is similarly rendered by ffi : see critical notes ad loci) : so here it might

be rendered 'flasheth'— ' In front of the hail flasheth the lightning, and in front of the shamefast flasheth favour'.

[Prof. Schechter suggests |W ; cp. I Kings xx. 19 = ' be urgent'; but the word is a doubtful one. A. common meaning

of nV3 is 'to be victorious'.]

12. In the fear of God and not in foolishness, fa text has 'in the fear of God and without lack of anything',

which may be a reminiscence, as Schechter suggests, of Ps. xxxiv. 9 :
' O fear Jahveh, His holy ones : for there is no

lack ("IDTO) to them that fear Him': but see critical note.

13. And for all these things bless thy Maker. This, according to Schechter (Wisdom of Ben-Sira, p. 32),

implies the institution of grace over food (JIIBfl 0313), which was undoubtedly very old ; it was, of course, based on

Deut. viii. 10.

Who satisfieth thee. Lit. ' who saturateth thee ' ("plEi!) ; cp. fflc (ptBvaKovra at).

XXXII. 14—XXXIII. 31 (=<& XXXV. 14—XXXVI. 16a and XXX. 25-40). Here a new section of the book

begins. The main themes that emerge in it are : (1) Wisdom above all else consists in foresight against danger. The

imprudence of the ungodly man is the result of pride, and the blindness so engendered ; the pious man, on the other

hand, finds the right path by study of the Law and attention to its teaching (xxxii. 14—xxxiii. 6 = <ffi xxxv. 14—xxxvi.6)

:

(2) a justification of the apparent arbitrariness of providential choice (xxxiii. 7-15 = <£ xxxvi. 7-15) ; (3) an appeal to

the rulers and guides of the people to listen (xxxiii. 16-1S = ffi xxxvi. 16 a, xxx. 25-27). All this, as Smend points out,

is introductory to the teaching that follows on (a) the importance of maintaining independence (xxxiii. 19-23 = (ffir xxx.

28-32) ; and (d) on keeping slaves and subordinates in order (xxxiii. 24-31"= ffi xxx. 33-40).

(a) XXXII. 14-17 (= XXXV. 14-17).

14. And he that resorteth to Him diligently ... Cp. xvm. 14.
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SIRACH 32. 15-19

$ B
15 hHe that seeketh out the Law ^hall gain her 1

,

J But the hypocrite J shall be snared thereby 11
.

16 klThey that fear Jahveh discern His judgement 1

,

mAnd elicit guidance from the darknessmk .

17 n The man of violence 11 °wresteth reproofs
,

pAnd forceth the Law to suit his necessity 1'.

(b) XXXII. (XXXV.) 18-24. Forethought before action (= 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

18
qrA wise man r s will not conceal understanding 8

,

4And a scorner* "will not receive instruction uq
.

19
v Without counsel carry out nothing

;

wAnd after the deed w
,

x rue it not 3X

(cp. first variant in $) = <& evboiciav (IL benedictionem = evXoyiav) : f^ text najjD ' an answer
' h~h v. 1

5

wanting in Si i_i So ^ (njp"1^) : ffi epTT\r)o8r)<r(rai avrov H ^ n^PPWDl (cp. Prov. xxvi. 18 :
' as a madman ')

ffi Km o viroKpivofitvos k_k p? has this verse in two forms : the variant runs : tWT\y\ || 1BDB>D U*3' »« WV
: Dif'JO W¥V nm (m. niDDni) = Si

1_1 Reading first line as variant above : <Sr 01 (pofiiovpevoi Kvpiou evprjo-ovo-iv

Kpijia (f^
1

BSB'ID p2* W N"v) m-m ^i k^ P|CW» ni^nnni (/. 1NV*V): ffi km SticatwpaTa <os <p<os e£a^ov(nv

(? afree rend, of % x
: or possibly reading irW *[W32) : Si = % variant (see above), tvhich may be a correction of the

original (or paraphrase suggested (?) by a corrupt reading {PB3D for ejtWD) n_n Reading DDn B^K = ffi

av6pu)TTos apaprcoXos : & Dan B^N = <£ 0_0 ^ nirDin ilQ'1 = <& tnKXiva eXtypov (' reproof sing.) : 5 ' concealeth

instruction' P~P j§ min "]W 1D"l¥ "iriNl : €r <cat Kara to fleX^/xa aurov (= ? 131X1 "lnNl) evpj;o-fi (248 (^vpiaKd :

I. ? fXicvrm [,SVw<?«</]) o-vyicpipa: Si 'and according to his will (= ffi) maketh his way' (3#/ /. KJXnftt&for imiX)
<i-a f^ has this verse in threeforms ; two in the text and one in the margin (f^

1

f§
2
f§ mg.) r_r ^ (all three forms)

DDPI B"K = Si : & avrjp j3ov\r)? (= ? nvy fc"X : so Smend reads) s_9 Reading blV HD^ t& (Smend) : ffi ov prj

napibji diavorjpa (diavorjpa = Jofe>) : $l
i"IMri HD^ N^ : ?§?

2
"Hit? np"1 K^ : % 7^. i>3B> np* N^ : Si ' will not leave

wisdom when it is hidden' (combining naptBr] with $?
1

)
t-t Reading y?) with $?

1
: ffi aXXorpior *cat vnepr)(pavos

(misreading If as It) = }*h "IT (ffi and ffi /w^.); £«/ the sing, verb .'hat follows (l"!p^ #r ~|DK' ,

) suggests that IT

is an addition; the line ought also to begin with 1: so Si (= pi) u_u Reading min np* N? (Smend):

M mg. ni^D np> K^ : W mm -1DK''
,| «b : $' Wlt^J 10{^ N^ = & : © ou (caraTrr^let (po^ov = ? ,TflD 11^ t6

(/ corruption of min np^ N^>) [P^rj r^aa'j /?'«^ 1 : i>3K> ^^D , X^ DDPI ^S ' a wise man doth not dissemble wit '

:

in line 2 he follows ^' ' and a scorner guardeth not his tongue ']. At the end of v. 18 ffi+ Kat pera to notrjo-ai per

ovtov avev fiovXrjs (but 70 1 55 > ; and Nc,a maris the words with an asterisk); the words have arisen from
a correction of 19 b; as they stand theyyield no sense (avev fiovXrjs repetition of 19 a) v 3L Eth praem. fill

w-w Xz'A < and after thy deed': f^ T'fetyD IrlXl: ffi «ai «i/ tu noirjcrai at (248. 155 > o-f ) : lit. km pera to noir]o-ai

(from end ofprevious verse) = 1L et post factum x_x
f^ S|¥pnn ?N : ffi pr) perapeXov (per avrov end ofv.iS has

15. He that seeketh out the Law shall gain her. Cp. iv. 12. The same Hebr. word (lp^) occurs in both passages,

and dSc renders in both passages ' shall be filled '. By ' seeking ' (BHV1) the Law is probably meant investigating it

(searching out its meaning ; cp. the technical use of the verb KHT in this sense in later Hebrew ; also SPTTO). Cp.
Ps. cxix. 45.

the hypocrite, i.e. the man who is not in earnest about the Law or its fulfilment, and who therefore only

pretends to be interested. Only those who love the Law will discover its secrets; cp. John vii. 17.

16. .They that fear Jahveh discern His judgement. Cp. Prov. xxviii. 5.

And elicit guidance from the darkness. Knowledge of God's will, gained by the study of the revelation of

it, will prove a beacon illuminating the darkness of life's journey. Possibly, as has been suggested, Ben-Sira has in

mind the great lighthouse of Pharos off Alexandria, which he may have seen. For the idea cp. Prov. vi. 23 ; Ps. cxix. 105.

17. The man of violence wresteth reproofs. Cp. xxi. 6. He will accept no guidance.

And forceth the Law to suit his necessity. So ?§. In fix o-vy/cpipia = prob. OSC^d, i.e. 'justice'. In its

original form (5 may have suggested (reading iXicvoei for evprjo-ei) :
* and will drag justice to suit his will.'

(6) XXXII. 18-24 (= ffi XXXV. 18-24).

18. A wise man will not conceal understanding, And a scorner . . . Here 'conceal' apparently = 'let be
concealed ', let lie dormant ; and the verse, as a whole, seems to mean : the wise man will take care to discover what
course is demanded by prudence, and then to follow it ; while 'the scorner', i.e. the proud, wicked man, obsessed by
his own conceit, is not willing to receive advice (' instruction'). Illustrate the general idea from Prov. xii. 15 (' The
way of the foolish is right in his own eyes ; but he that is wise hearkeneth unto counsel '). The verse states a
general principle which is illustrated in what follows (forethought and prudence is necessary before an effective course of

action can be followed). The alternative for line 2 offered by f^
1 (= Si) is: 'And the scorner doth not guard his

tongue,' i.e. is imprudent and reckless in speech ; cp. Prov. xxi. 23 f. For ffi, the text of which is in much disorder, see

critical note.

19. Without counsel . . . Cp. xxxvii. 16 (<£).
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SIRACH 32. 20—33. 3

W x 20 y ln a way set with snares y walk not,

And stumble not z at an obstacle twice 2
.

21 ab Be not careless b c in a way c

22 dAnd in thy paths be \vary da .

23 ef In all thy works guard thyself,
eFor he that so doeth keepeth the commandment 86

.

2 4 hHe that observeth the Law guardeth himself h
,

And he that trusteth in Jahveh 'shall not be brought to shame'.

(<:) XXXill. (XXXVI.) 1-3. Loyalty to God's Law brings its own reward (= 3 distichs).

33 ' Him that feareth Jahveh no evil befalleth,

But J in temptation 5 k<he shall again be delivered> k
.

2 lmHe that hateth the law is not wisem
,

nAnd is tossed about <like a ship in a storm> nl
.

3 °A man of discernment p discerneth the Word p
,

qAnd the Law <is faithful unto him as the Urim> qo
.

arisenfrom pfrapeXov) r-y
f£? TM\>\a TVT3 : ffi ei/ o8<o avrmTcouaros : 5 ' in a way of steepness

' z_z
fl? e|333

COyQ: <& (v \i6<o8«tip: 1. tu Xida Sir [Hart) = & a"a ^ has these hvo lines in a double form (p?
1 and 3U

2

)

*-* W and 2
riB3n

.
7N = ffi & c-<= $ l sjnne TVI3 ' in the way of (?) the spoiler '

:
#' OWl -j"n3 = &: <S ev

oB(o anpoaicoTTto = ? ppao "p~Q (so Peters reads). [In Rabbinic Heb. niDn occurs in the sense ' round and smooth '

:

nsntp might have some such meaning : ^ apparently corrupt] d-d ^2 -,nrn -jnrnKai
<
so reaj} — g . <& KCU aw0

Tav TfKvwv (tov cf>vXa$ai = "|OB>n ^ ,"inN31 (jfy
1

)
e~e

jfy has this verse in a doubleform ($
l and W) f~f

ffl

"JK>23 "HOB* "pB^fi ^>33 (J^
1

T3T1 /^r H^B'yD) : $* = £ : (5 « tram fpyo) jrnrifw 7-77 i/™w <rou (? mcrTeve for
7rpoafX( - CP- 2 4*) B

-
S Reading mSD "l»1K» PIT Ht^iy »3 (= ?§

2
): p?

1
yfoj "ttl H7K HCly ^3 *3 = &_: ffi *<u ya ;J

Tovro earn/ Typhis €vto\cdv (= ? i"ll¥D "11DB> Hi »3 : JO Peters reads) h~h
$J 1^23 TfilK' min "IV13 : (5 o Trtorevcoi'

(cp. v. 23) fo/iw (248 Kupiw = 1L) npoaexfi- epro\ais : $& 'he that keepeth his way keepeth the commandment of

God' (cp. Prov. xvi. 17) i-J $ ^1^ N^ : ffi cXaTTcodr)<reTu (= 1DIT I /M way &? r/^/) : 5 ' shall not perish for

ever' i~> ?§ OD^S
(
,!1Q3 a late Hebr. formation ; also again in xliv. 20: JVB3 ?> wor^ common, e.g. iv. 17, vi. 7,

xiii. n) k~k Reading 0713? 31 fc" (or D7D31 3K>1 = &, Smend): ffi k<u naXiv e$(X ftTai (f£ defective) I_1 J 1

. 2

\
wanting in & m~m

J^ nnin N31B» D3IT N^ (rightly) : ffi ai^p o-o^os ov pto-rjcrei vopov n"n Reading DD1Dn»1

[n^XD iy]DD3 (Smend): <& o 8e vnoicpivopfvos ev avrco (= ? rPrwIB! r/>. xxxii. 15) cor «i> icaratyiSi 7rXotov [lyDIO =
niyD ' storm '

; a «oz/;/ ;zt>/ otherwise attested] °~° v. 3 wanting in & p
_
p |^ ~m pS' : ffi cvirurfcviret vopu

(vopos =: 131 Ps. CXix. 57, 105) <1
-<

1 f§ lrnim : ffi /cai o i-o/^oy avra ntcrTos a)S fparrjpa S^Acov (tf;?/j'

B StKaiajv [fpwr^pa a« explan. addition]) = H30K3 DH1N3 17 mini (jo Peters, but without 1?) : Smend 17 mini

T riT'B'p nDDD 'and the Law is for him an amulet, a band on the hand ' r_r &. 4 wanting in &. From here

to xxxv. 11 //fore
1

is a gap in the Hebrew MS. consisting of two leaves (= seventy-two lines). Here again p? appa-

rently must have contained doublets. s-s
fflr (roipaaov \oyou = ~|3"1 pSil t_t ffi Kat ovrtoy = p31 (cp. xxxii. 2)

u-u ffi aKovadrjar] = ? nyDBTll (or y^DKVTl) : © ? read Nif v~v
ffi o-wSva-o^ : IL et conservabit (= ? o-wrrjprjaov = pj ?

Tl¥ (f/>. Isa. vui. 16)) w~w Reading km Tore with 248 &c. Syro-Hex 3L (x 70 &c. koi ovtcos): cp. insi xi. 7,

xxxv. 1 x_x & ' like a swift wheel' : ffi rpo^os apa^s (31 quasi mota carri) : = ? r6:y 7a?U (cp. Isa. xxviii. 28)

y~>" €r crTrXay^i^a papov z~z Reading ITin JS1XD : ffi cof a£av arp«popevos (a£a>v = JS1K Exod. xiv. 25): S ' like

20. And stumble not at an obstacle twice. For the figure of the obstacle (stumbling-block) cp. Isa.viii. 14. The
verse appears to mean : do not persist in a course beset with pitfalls ; after stumbling at one obstacle, learn the lesson

;

be warned and do not run the risk of stumbling a second time.

21, 22. Be not careless ... be wary. Repeating the general sentiment of the preceding verses. Possibly the

corrupt word at the end of v. 21 meant ' smooth ' ;
' Be not careless in a way that is smooth '— a warning ' not to trust

too much to the apparent ease and simplicity of a course ' (Edersheim).

23. In all thy works guard thyself . . . keepeth the commandment. ' In the Rab. literature (T. B. Berakoth

32 b) the exposing of oneself to danger is regarded as a transgression of the Scriptural words (Ueut. iv. 9) : "lCB>n pi

1B>S3 *}Dn lb (' Only take heed to thyself and keep [guard] thy soul [self)
']

(Schechter).

24. He that observeth the Law . . . Cp. Prov. xvi. 17, xix. 16 (' He that keepeth the commandment keepeth his

soul'), xxii. 5. Good fortune and happiness are the reward of loyalty to the Law and its diligent observance. Therefore

the observance of the Law appeals to the highest self-interest. This verse forms a natural transition to the paragraph

that follows.

(c) XXXIII. 1-3 (= © XXXVI. 1-3).

1. no evil befalleth. Cp. Job v. 19.

in temptation. Or 'trial'.

he shall again be delivered, viz. from the evil or misfortune that may threaten ; cp. Prov. xii. 21.

2. And is tossed about . . . And so is likely to founder. For the figure cp. 4 Ezra xii. 42.
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SIRACH 33. 4-9

(d) XXXIII. (XXXVI.) 4-6. Against thoughtlessness, especially in teaching (= 3 distichs).

G 4 rs Prepare thy speech 3
,

tand so* "let it be heard u
;

v Bind up v instruction, wand thenw reply r
.

<E (&) 5
x Like a cart-wheel* ^is the mind of a fool y

,

And his thought z like a rolling wheel-rim z
.

6 a Like a saddled horse is the love of a fool a
;

Under b whatever rider b he neighs.

(e) XXXIII. (XXXVI.) 7-15. Divine.preferences in Nature and Man justified

(= 3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

7
cWhy is one day distinguished from another

,

dWhen all daylight in the year is from the Sund
?

8 ^By God's <great> wisdom 6 they were distinguished,

'And He differentiated f gseasons and feasts g
.

9 Some h He blessed and hallowed h
,

And others He made 'ordinary days 1
.

a pig [are all his thoughts] ' misreading "inn as "fin
n_a So & : fflr nrnos fiy oxeiav (xa A.V. &c. ox«-ov : 307

icroxiov : 253 Syro-Hex to-o^tto?) coy <pi\os pa>icos (but Nca rightly pcopos : cp. j&) : for p<dkos V 70 have poixos (55

254 (f>i\ofjioixos) b~b So dSc : & (inexactly) ' whoever loves him
' c~c So 3> ( + ' of, the year ' after ' day ') =

B>na DVD DV B» n6b (Smend) : fit 81a n rjptpa rjpcpas vTrepe^" d_d ^ ® : * ' seeing that all lights serve

'

(misreading B>1DB>D =' from the Sun' aj ^SK'D = ' serve ') ' the days of the year ' e_e So £ (corrected) : €t ev yvoxrei

f-f (Hi Kai rjWoiaaev (= HSt?) g-g — Qnyibl DTI J?
h_h So £ (cp. Gen. ii. 3) : (& an'fwiTfi' /cat rjyiaa-ev (253 V

SyrO-Hex Tjv'Koyrjat Kat avv^faxrt) i-i (5 €iy api.6p.ov rjpepav

(d) XXXIII. 4-6 (= ffi XXXVI. 4-6). From the theme of the desirableness of pious study of the Law the writer here

passes to the work of the Teacher of the Law. The good teacher will take care that oral instruction is preceded by
careful preparation. As in the preceding subsection the point is emphasized by a contrast.

4. Prepare thy speech . . . Apparently the writer is thinking of the teacher who is answering questions.

Bind up instruction. Cp. Is. viii. 16. 'The metaphor is from provisions for a journey that are packed up'

(Edersheim). The subject to be taught should have been well thought out beforehand—made compact, and pre-

served for future use.

and then. i. e. and only then.

5. Like a cart-wheel ... A contrast. The mind of a ' fool ', i. e. an uninstructed person (the exact opposite of the

type described in v. 4), is ' like a cart-wheel ', i. e. has no fixed convictions, but changes constantly like a wheel that is

ever revolving.

6. Like a saddled horse is the love of a fool . . . Not only the mind, but also the affections of a 'fool' are equally

uncertain. Just as the saddled horse, in the joy of free movement and exercise, cares not who rides him, but neighs to

signalize his exhilaration ; so the careless ' fool ' is indifferent as to the object on which (or on whom) he lavishes his

transient affections. On the other hand, the pious are particularly careful to cultivate only the society of the pious,

and to shun that of evil-doers, (ffir (cf. R.V. and critical note) has misunderstood the verse.

(e) XXXIII. 7-15 ( = ffi XXXVI. 7-1 5). God in His unfathomable wisdom has willed that creation should be organized

in a series of opposites and contrasts. In themselves all men, so far as their creation is concerned, are on a level, just as

all the days of the year derive their light equally from a common source, the Sun; but just as God has distinguished some
days (the festivals and holy-days) from others, so has He distinguished some men from others—notably (the writer implies)

Israel from the heathen nations. The passage, as Smend suggests, was probably directed primarily against the Hel-

lenists, who were striving to break down distinctions between Israel and the outside world, at the time when he wrote.

For the passage as a whole cp. 4 Ezra v. 23 f., and the following from the Midrash (Tanch. on Numbers NK>3) :
' Out

of certain classes of things God has chosen one. Of days the seventh was chosen and sanctified. Of years, too, the

seventh was chosen as the sabbatical year ; and out of seven sabbatical years one was selected as the jubilee. Of

countries God made choice of Palestine. Of the heavens Araboth (i. e. the highest of the seven heavens) was chosen

for God's throne. Of nations Israel was the choice ; and of the tribes of Israel that of Levi.' See further the Midr. rab.

on Cant. ii. I. The following passage from Midr. Tanch. (already referred to above) is cited by Cowley-Neubauer,

p. xxvi (Exodus, i HDnn , p. 109 b ; cp. also T.B. Sanhedrin 65 b) :
' Turnus Rufus asked this question of R. Aqiba, and

said to him : Why is one day different from another ? He said to him : And why is one man different from another ?

He said to him : Because the Lord wills ; and the Sabbath also is because the Lord wills.'

7. Why is one day distinguished from another, viz. in length, according to Ryssel (see 7 b) ;
but it is more

natural to suppose that the distinctions of holy and profane are referred to, which are worked out in what follows.

Note that the days are regarded as real entities (cf. Job iii).

8. By God's great wisdom. The answer to all questions is : God has so willed, and His will is unfathomable :

'they were separated by a divine decree' (Edersheim). Cp. the Midrash extract cited above.

9. He blessed and hallowed. Cf. Gen. ii. 3 (of the Sabbath).

others He made ordinary days. ' Lit. "He put into the number of days" ; i. e. days distinguished by nothing

further than their "number" (in the month or year). In this use of the word signifying 'number", the Hebrew, Greek,

and Latin languages agree' (Edersheim).
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SIRACH 33. 10-16

<E (&) 10 JLikewise also j all men k are made from the clay k
,

And Adam was created lof earth 1
.

11 '"In His great wisdom™ God distinguished them,
And differentiated "their ways".

12 Some He blessed and exalted,

And others He hallowed °and brought nigh to Himself
;

p Some He cursed qand abased q
,

rAnd overthrew them r 'from their place 8
.

•3 l As the clay is in the power of the potter 1
,

uTo fashion it
u according to his good pleasure;

v So is man' in the power w of his creatorw
,

x To make him according to His ordinance*.
14 Over against evil (stands) y the good, and against death 5 life

;

z Likewise over against the godly y the sinner 2
.

J 5
a Even thus look upon all the works of God a

,

bEach different 1

', one the opposite of the other.

(/) XXXIII. 16-18 (XXXVI. 16 a, XXX. 25-27). Ben Sirds right to give instruction asserted

(=2 + 2 distichs).

16 C
I, indeed ,

dcame last of all
d

,

(xxx. 25)
eAs one that gleaneth e after the grape-gatherers

:

H & & = C01 : <& Kai k-k So & : (& ano ebacpovs • W <& e*. yr)s : 2> ' of dust
' m"m

ffi fv TrA^n
tmo-TT)(ir]s : j& renders as in v. 8 above n~n <S ras oSovy avra>v : SS ' [and He made ihem] inhabitants of

the earth' (/con/using DniiTiX and DniVIX; cp. 1 Kings xviii. 6, LXX [Smend]) 0-0 <£ Kai npos aVT0V

rjyyi<Tev
{= yjn I^NI) : & 'and they attained unto Him' (= y^NI Win) p 296 (= 2L &) praem. Kai

Q-q <8i Kai cTancivcoo-fv : & 'and overthrew' r_r <Sr Kai ovecrrpc^w (157 avtrprtyfv) avrovs : & 'and rooted
them out' 8-s ffi a7ro orao-ea? aurcoi/ (=?M¥DD or myDD : j'c Smend) : II a separatione ipsorum

(= A a7ro anoaTaa-ecos avrau) ; J5 'from their habitations' (= ? D3B>1DE)) t-t ([J toy 7ri;Xos Ktpafj.(a>s ei>

Xtipi avrov {& supports ' in the hand of the potter') u-u Heading ivith 70 nXaaai avro (avrov); cp. 1L plasmare
illud et disponere ( + omnes viae eius) ; a doublet: the ordinary reading of ffi iraaai ai 0^01 avrou is a

corruption of the true reading [S> combines 13 a and b thus: 'as the clay, which is fashioned in the hand of

the potter'] v_v Reading ovrws avBpmnos 248 = 3L & ; Other AfSS. of<& ovreos avBpoonoi w-w tov noirjo-avros

avrov 248 {other Jl/SS. avrovs) *""*
<Ec airobovvai avrois Kara Ttfv Kpiaiv avrov {last three words = IDStPOD) : & ' to

set him over all his works ' {misreading 1DDB>D3 as V5J>yB3 : the zvhole line in $ prob. ran : 1D2t?D3 inx WVr?)
y> yi y ^ 4-

' is created ' in each case {an unnecessary addition) z~z ffi ovras antvavn evo-f^ovt apapraXos (248 70
Syro-Hex 253 V ovrus anevavn [tod] apxipruikov [o] fiWfys) : & 'and over against light was created darkness'
a_a So ffit : 5 ' so hath God manifested all His works ' {? confusion of mn and Htn : jo Smend) k-t> ffi Svo flvo

(= ? D*3P D*JB>) = S
;

#>. xlii. 24 c-c ffi ^aya : & {one reading) ' and I also ' (= ^H~D1)) d_d
ffi eo-xaror

r)ypvr.vr)o-a \ % ' came last ' (rVTlN nnnx) = ? *ri3 nnnM (<£ ? misunderstood 'AS (/row/ nn) ; # = *n«f a* &
renders : so Edersheini) e_e Gr wr Ka\ap<optvos = ? ^ll'DD f_f d& e(p0ao-a = TlCHp (

;

I went ahead ') :

& 'I stood' (=TIOp): E speravi (=?>n ,|

lp) or emend to superavi {Brelschiieider) e-g & S: ffir \r\vov

10. Likewise also all men are made from the clay. Cp. Job x. 9.

11. In His great wisdom, i.e. for reasons known only to Himself; they are beyond the human mind to fathom.
their ways. i.e. their destinies (Smend).

12. Some He blessed . . . others He hallowed . . . Israel and the priesthood (within Israel) are referred to

(Smend). For the phraseology cp. Num. xvi. 5 f . It was the special privilege of the priests to 'come near' (cp.
' bring nigh' in 12^) to God ; cp. Ezek. xl. 46, xlii. 13, xlv. 4.

Some He cursed and abased . . . The heathen nations outside Israel, regarded in the lump, are apparently

referred to, especially, however, those (in Canaan) that were overthrown by Israel : cp. Gen. ix. 25-27.

13. As the clay is in the power (lit. hand) of the potter . . . For the figure cp. Jer. xviii. 4, and its application

by St. Paul in Rom. ix. 21.

To make him according to His ordinance. For the text see critical note. (K (' to render to him according
to his judgement ') misunderstands the original, and introduces an alien thought.

15. Even thus look upon all the works of God. Cp. Qohel. vii. 13 ('Consider the work of God : for who can
make that straight which He hath made crooked ?').

Each different. Or ' two and two '{(&&); cp. xlii. 24.

(/) XXXIII. 16-18 (= ffi XXXVI. 16 a, XXX. 25-27). Although he comes last in the succession of teachers Ben-
Sira asserts his right to be heard. He is conscious that what he has to say has been gleaned largely from predecessors ;

but his labour has been directed towards one end— to select and gather together what is most important for practical

wisdom in the affairs of life. Therefore the leaders of the people ought to pay close attention to his message. For the

general idea cp. xxiv. 30 ff.

16. came last of all. sc. of the wise. <& ^ypvnvrjTa might mean ' I was studious ', i.e. strove by study to acquire

wisdom ; Wisd. vi. 16.
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SIRACH 33. 16-24

ffi
f
I advanced f by the blessing of God,
And filled gmy winepress 8 as a grape-gatherer.

17 (xxx. 26) b Consider that not for myself alone have I laboured,

'But 1 for all that seek iwisdom Jh
!

h(&) 18 (xxx. 27) Listen k unto me k
, ye leaders *of the people 1

,

And ye rulers of the congregation, give ear !

(g) XXXIII. 19-23 (XXX. 28-32). Against surrendering one s independence to others

(= 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

19 (xxx. 28) To son or wife, to brother or friend,

Give no power over thyself while thou livest

;

mAnd give not thy goods n to another"

°So as to have to ask for them again om .

20 (xxx. 29) Whilst thou art yet alive and breath remaineth in thee,

p Give not any creature power over thyselfp .

21 (xxx. 30) For it is better that thy children ask of thee
qThan that thou shouldst look to the hand of thy sons q

.

22 (xxx. 31) In all thy works rremain uppermost 1
,

And 8 *let no stain come on thine honour 1
.

23 (xxx. 32) When u the days of thy life are ended,
u In the day u of death, distribute thine inheritance"7 .

(h) XXXIII. 24-31 (XXX. 33-40) On the treatment of subordinates

(=1 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2+1 distichs).

24 (xxx. 33) w Fodder x and stick and burdens 7 for an ass,
zBread and discipline 2 and work for a servant!

h_h V. 17 wanting in & M fir d\\a ( + *<n Nca) H C 155 296 aocpiav : other MSS. -rraibuav k"k So fir &
(but 2^8>fiov) 1_1

fir Xaov : but 55 254 \a<av = % : cp. 3L et omnes populi m~m & transposes these clauses

so as to make them follow the next verse (20) n_n & 'to others' = 3L {Cod. Amiat. aliis) ; so Syro-Hex
0-0 & ' to return and beg from them '

: fir iva pij p(Tapt\T)0fis Sty rrtpi avrav ^fxfTaptXrjdas prob. a false transl. of

yw?\ so Smend) p~p So £>: fir firj aWafas afavrov (= 'sell not thyself) irauji a-apKi : 1L non immutabit se

omnis caro <i~li & (freel}') ' than that thou shouldst beg from them ' r_r So & Sah = C (yivov vtrepava) =
!"6y©7 ffil (Deut. xxviii. 13) : B vrrtpaya>v s So 248 70 Syro-Hex Kc -a & ; others > t_t fir ^7 <W n<opov tv

T
!i &°£n (T0V u + u"u fir tv rjixtpq . . . tv Kaipq>: transpose with S> v_v

ffi Stados <Kj)povo)xiav (^ TOr\1 ,T\1T\ Cp. Is.

xlix. 8) : & 'cause thy sons to inherit thy money ' w Certain MSS. (248 &c.)pr. lit. ntpi dov\cov (IL de disciplina

servorum) x <8r ^prac-para (A 254 Sah xopTWf"1 = 5&) = NQDD y&ffi: 3L onus = & r
~z £> transposes

Here (in the middle of v. 16) occurs the great transposition in the Greek MSS. and the versions derived from the
Greek. See further note on xxx. 24-25.

I advanced, viz. in wisdom. The Hebrew word (TlOlp = tcpdao-a) means ' I went to meet', 'anticipated'. The
author attributes this advance to the grace of God (' by the blessing of God ').

as a grape-gatherer. Ben-Sira here explicitly affirms his indebtedness to previous teachers. For the figure

cp. Isa. xxiv. 13.

17. Consider. . .wisdom. = xxiv. 34.

18. Listen unto me, ye leaders of the people . . . For the address to rulers cp. xlv. 26 ; others, of course, are

included: cp. Matt. xiii. 9, &c. (' He that hath ears to hear, let him hear'), and the similar passages in Rev. ii. 7, 17,

29, iii. 6, &c.

(g) XXXIII. 19-23 (= ffi XXX. 28-32).

19. Give no power over thyself. So as to become dependent on them. .

20. Give not any creature power over thyself. Ryssel thinks that fir (see critical note) = ~lK>2 vD3 ^S? ~"?'?~?^,

'exchange not thyself with any flesh', i.e. do not ailow any other person during thy lifetime to usurp thy place:
following Edersheim he suggests that S> misinterpreted "OJI by the Aram. KID ' lord'.

21. look to the hand of thy sons. Cp. xl. 29 (' A man that looketh to a stranger's table') ; Ps. cxxiii. 2 (' Behold,
as the eyes of servants (look) unto the hand of their master '). Cp. the saying preserved in Aboth de K. Nathan (90 a)

:

' If a man eat of the property of his father or of his mother or of his children, his mind is not established ; much more
when he eateth of the property of others' (cited by Edersheim).

22. And let no stain come on thine honour. As would probably be the case in a position of dependence ; for the

expression cp. xviii. 15, xhv. 19.

23. In the day of death, distribute thine inheritance. In the so-called Second Alphabet of Pen-Sira the
saying occurs in the following form :

' Hide, my son, thy wealth in thy life and conceal it ; and to thy heirs give it not
till the day of thy death.' Note that the dying man is to distribute the patrimony ; written testamentary dispositions

were apparently not usual (Smend).

(h) XXXIII. 24-31 (= (5 XXX. 33-40).
24. Fodder and stick . . . Cp. Prov. xxvi. 3 ('A whip for the horse, a bridle for the ass, and a rod for the back of
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SIRACH 33. 25-31

<E(S)25 (xxx. 34)
a Put thy servant to work a

, ''and he will seek rest b
;

"Leave his hands idle c
, and he will seek liberty

!

26 (xxx. 35) ^Yoke and thong bow down the neck,

And for an evil servant (there are) "stocks and chastisement. 6

d

27 (xxx. 36) 'Put thy servant to work f
, «that he be not idle*;

(xxx. 37) For h idleness h teacheth much mischief.

28 (xxx. 38) * Appoint him (a task) in thy house 1 such as befitteth him,
And if.he obey not -"make his fetters heavy j

.

29
k But be not overbearing 11 against any creature,

And do nothing ] that is without right 1

.

30 (xxx. 39)
m Hast thou an only servant™, let him be as n thyself"

—

°For pthou hast need of him as thy very self po .

31
m Hast thou an only servant™, treat him as q thy brother*1—

or Be not jealous against thy very life™ !

0_a <E €pyaaat ev jtaibi = "UJO 12J? : 3) > (by homoioteleuton) b-b So 248 mi j^rqem avanavviv = IL (3>

'and give him no rest'): B &c. xai evprjo-tis kt\. c-c So <& : & ' if thou raise his head ' {? reading Din
for ^n) d-d & > e-e <£ (JTpedXai Kai Qaoavoi. = ? S'HTCM mSIO

; orpePKuT^piov (Symm.) = rDS.IE
Jer. XX. 2 : $aaavi&iv = -ID

11 iv. I 7 (Smend) f_f So S = ~\12]}2 13J? : ffi en@a\e avrov us epyaaiau SS So
ffi = ?*?!! (fs)K^l h_h ® apyta = nbsy i-i g, « give him power in thine house ' = ? "\tV22 HTTpan (Smend)

:

€r us cpya Kara(TTT)<Tov ( + avrov IL Syro-Hex) J~J <& ftapvvov ras irto'as (ivtov (>avrov X* A C &C.) : 307 fiapvvov

rats weSais cp. IL curva ilium compedibus k~k ffi koi p.r] nepio-o-tvo-r
}s = "vnirr^NI (Smend), or better, perhaps,

a misreading by ffi (iTlin) for nnTin (in Neo-Hebr. = ' be boastful', 'overbearing', cp. -|\T Prov. xxi. 24)
1-1

ffi aviv Kpio-ews = BSB>D tibl : £> ' which is not in the Law ' m~m & ' If one is thy servant ' : IS a (read tis)

eariv <roi oiKtrrjs n_n
ffi av (but 248 = IL 7 ^mxr) aov) °~° In (Ex these clauses are transposed ; the order

adopted above is supported by S> p
_
p ffi cos rj y^vxij vov emfcrjo-us avr<o : & ' like thee is thy loss '

(ffi read imDnn or

UIIDn : so Smend) i~4 Reading afcXQov (for aeavrov B) with N A C &c. Syro-Hex IL & r_r
fflt on «* aifian

€KTr)o-co (=njpn) avrov. S 'do not fight against the blood of thy soul' = ? "JB*SJ D*T3 NJpn bii (so read)

fools'). For ' discipline ' in the second line the Armenian has 'the lash', which may be a correct interpretation of
'discipline' here ; it corresponds to 'stick' in line I. Cp. Prov. xxix. 19.

25. Put thy servant to work. Lit. ' work with thy servant'; cp. xiii. 4 ('make a slave of).

Leave his hands idle = V *pn, which £> misread w Din (so Edersheim).

26. Yoke and thong bow down the neck. The terms are applicable to a beast of burden, which is, no doubt, in

the writer's mind. The word rendered ' thong ' (lp.ds) or ' strap ' refers probably to some sort of rough harness. In
Isa.v. 18 and Job xxxix. 10 it = ni3y 'cord'— in the latter passage the cord or band by which an animal is controlled

(' Canst thou bind the wild-ox with his band in the furrow ?
'). For the phrase ' bow down the neck ' cp. vii. 23 (S.

stocks and chastisement. For the 'stocks' (nDDID) cp. Jer. xx. 3, xxix. 26; 2 Chron. xvi. 10. It was an
instrument of punishment which compelled a crooked posture, or distorting ("IS'I) apparently, and, though not

recognized in the Law, is referred to (with the 'collar' or manacle [P^¥] and the 'fetters' [see v. 28 below]) as
a method of disciplining disobedient servants and other refractory persons. All these restrained personal liberty.

By ' chastisement ' (D'TlD^) probably scourging is meant. The right of a master to inflict excessive punishment was,
however, limited by the Law, even in the case of non-Israelitish slaves ; and the sabbath rest was a humane
institution by which they benefited (cf. Exod. xxi. 26 f., xxiii. 12 ; Deut. v. i2f. ). It must be borne in mind that the

case contemplated in our text is that of the ''evil servant'.

27. For idleness teacheth much mischief. Illustrate from 2 Thess. iii. II.

28. make his fetters heavy. Cp. for the phrase Lam. iii. 7 (' He hath made my chain heavy'].

29. be not overbearing. The Hebr. text underlying <3r is usually supposed to mean ' be not excessive ' (imrwN),
sc. in punishment ; for another view see critical note. In any case the rights even of foreign-born slaves were
safeguarded in the Law. Thus if a master struck his slave so as to cause the loss of an eye or tooth, the slave was to

be free ; if death resulted on the same day the deed was avenged as a murder, but not if it ensued on a subsequent day
(cf. Exod. xxi. 20, 21, 26, 27). A fugitive slave, according to Deut. xxiii. 15, 16, was not to be delivered up to his master
by those among whom he had taken refuge.

without right, i.e. contrary to the Law.
30. an only servant. For the reading cp. critical note. This reading explains the apparent contradiction between

the advice given in this and the following verse and the section that immediately precedes. For the transposition of

clauses b and d see critical note.

31. Be not jealous against thy very life. The original text probably ran "JtJ>DJ D13 XJpn ?N, lit. ' be not jealous

against the blood of thy soul (or thyself) ';
' blood ' = life according to Gen. ix. 3 f. and other passages. % renders :

'and fight not with the blood of thy soul,' i. e. with thine own blood—a rendering of the same text, probably. Smend,
following Drusius and other scholars, supposes 'with the blood' here to represent 'D"13, and explains this expression

from the Aramaic sense of pDI = 'worth' or ' price': then the line may be interpreted :
' for in him thou possessest one

worth thy very self ' : cp. A.V. (v. 30) ' because thou hast bought him with a price.'
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SIRACH 33. 31—34. 5

<5(S)(xxx. 40) If thou treat him ill,
8and he proceed to run away 3

,

On what way shalt thou find him ?

{a) XXXIV. (XXXI.) 1-8. The vanity of dreams and divinations (= 3 + 1+3+1 distichs).

34 S> 1.
a He who seeketh vanity findeth delusion/1

© bAnd dreams elate fools b
.

2 As one catching at a shadow cand pursuing the wind
,

So is
dhe that trusteth d e

in dreams .

3> 3
fAlike are mirror and dream f

,

gThe likeness of a face opposite a face 8
.

4
hFrom the unclean what can be clean h

,

And from the false what can be true ?

5 Divinations and soothsayings and dreams are vain
;

Even *as thou hopest (so) seeth thy heart 1
.

s-3 <& Kai airapas anobpq : g> ' and he goes and gets lost ' (niXJ p12j) = ? mm "pHI

a_a So Si (cp. v.- 2 a) : ffi mvai ai (XniBes km y^evdfis aarwera avdpi : 3L has sing, (vana spes et mendacium)
t-b So <&: Si ' and a dream is a vain delight ' (? = bin Jljyn for (D»)^U Ijmn) c~c So <& (avepov B,

avepovs 248 347 Compl.) : Si ' and as one startling a bird '
d-d So Si : ffic o enex™* (& qui attendit ad) e_e *S"c

€r : IL visa mendacia : j& ' to the vision of the night '
I_f Si ' thus is the vision ' (= HNIO mirror) ' and dream

of the night ' : ffir tovto Kara tovto (so N et al Syro-Hex 3L Syr Sah : but B koto, tovtov) opao-n twirvuov (tovto

Kara tovto = nT3 !"IT i. e. ' like one another [are] ', &c.) : 3L = ffi (hoc secundum hoc, &c.) s~s So <5r ((car«/ai/rt

npoo-anov opoiwpa irpno-anov) : IL ante faciem hominis similiiudo hominis : Si ' opposite a person (N31PID) the

likeness of a face

'

b-h So 1L : ffi = ins^ »» NDDD (inis^ = KadapiadwtTai : but read* inp^ = Kadapivaet

cp. aX-qdtvo-ei next clause : so Rysset) : Sb has ' and from the head of his people ' = IDy K>N~)0 misread from
HD ytJHD ' it {the dream) expels innocency ' : Si points to a Hebr. text (?) ror i"lD yEHDI, 'out of wickedness

what can be pure?' (a variant on text underlying <&) \_Edersh., Ryssel suggest pTi for nv in Syr. variant^

i-i ffi as coBivovo-tjs cpavTa&Tai <ap8ia (= ? ~\X> tlft
1 ^nn 103 : cp. Isa. xxvi. 17, LXX : read "J3^ HKT ^nin 103 :

If thou treat him ill . . . Si renders : 'because if thou afflict him he will go away and perish (or get lost) ; and by
what way shalt thou find him ?

' The runaway slave could not be recovered (see on v. 29 above).

XXXIV. 1—XXXVI. 16 (=ffi XXXI. 1—XXXIII. 13 a; XXXVI. 16 b-7.7). This division falls into six sub-
sections, viz. : (a) xxxiv. 1-8; (b) xxxiv. 9-17; (c) xxxiv. 18-26; (d) xxxv. i-il; (e) xxxv. 12-20; (f) xxxvi. 1—17.
Its themes embrace a disquisition on the vanity of dreams, the practical value of true wisdom, acceptable and
unacceptable sacrifice, the efficacy of the prayers of the oppressed, and, in conclusion, a prayer is set forth to God for

His people.

XXXIV = (XXXI). Three of these subsections are included in chap, xxxiv, viz. : (a) xxxiv. (xxxi.) 1-8
;

(b) xxxiv.

9-17 (= xxxi. 9-20)
;

(c) xxxiv. 18-26 (=xxxi. 21-31). The theme of (a) is the futility of dreams, divinations, and
soothsayings as sources of knowledge ; with this the writer contrasts (b) the outcome of his own much-travelled
experience, viz. that nothing can exceed in practical value, for the stress of life, the possession of true wisdom and the
fear of the Lord ; in (c) he turns to another subject, the ineffectiveness of sacrifices unaccompanied by a proper spirit

and true repentance (this is continued in xxxv. i-n [= <& xxxii. 1—13] by a paragraph on acceptable sacrifice).

(a) XXXIV. (ffi XXXI.) 1-8. In his strong repudiation of belief in dreams Ben-Sira is much in advance of his time.
Even the later Rabbis failed to reach so discriminating a standard, belief in the efficacy of dreams being practically

universal among them. 'The Jews of antiquity held almost the same views regarding dreams as did other ancient
peoples' {fE, iv. 837). False divination is denounced in Jer. xxviii. 8 : cp. Qohel. v. 6 (Hebr. v. 7).

1. He who seeketh vanity findeth delusion. So Si. ffir has 'A man without understanding hath vain and false

hopes '. The aphoristic style of Si here is probably more original. For thought cp. v. 2 a.

dreams elate fools. For the variant of Si here (' A dream is a vain delight ') cp. the dictum of R. Simon b. Yochai
(2nd cent. A. D.) : 'As there is no grain without chaff, so there is no dream without vain things.' The Greek
avaizT€povv = ' to furnish with wings ': then, metaph. 'to excite, elate '. It may here represent VJIH (in Cant. vi. 4 it =
3Tnn).

2. pursuing the wind. Cp. Hos. xii. 2 (xii. 1 Hebr.). Si ('as one startling a bird') is probably interpolated from
xxvii. 18 : cp. Prov. ix. 12 LXX.

3. Alike are mirror and dream. Dream and mirror are alike in this, that the image in both is a mere reflection as
contrasted with the reality. There may be the further idea that as a mirror merely reflects what is placed opposite it,

so a dream merely portrays what is read into it. It may be made to mean anything. 1L ('hoc secundum hoc visio

somnorum ') can only = ' all dreams are alike '.

4. From the unclean what can be clean. Cp. Job xiv. 4.

5. Divinations... The Latin qualifies the terms employed (' divinations
r
soothsayings, dreams ') : 'divinatio

erroris, auguria mendacia, somnia malefacientium,' 'reserving the rights of legitimate divination' (Hart) : cp. v. 6.

as thou hopest. . . The emended text yields an excellent sense, fflr is rendered by R. V. : 'And the heart
fancieth, as a woman's in travail,' i.e. is the victim of manifold self-delusions. The physical phenomenon alluded to is

often referred to by ancient writers.
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SIRACH 34. 6-10

£ 6 i If they be not sent from the Most High providentially 1
,

Do thou pay them no heed.

7
k For many there are that have been led astray by dreams k

,

® *And through placing their hopes thereon have fallen 1
.

8 '"Without deceit shall the Law be fulfilled"1

,

"And wisdom is perfect in a mouth that is faithful".

(b) XXXIV. 9-17 (XXXI. 9-20). The practical value of true Wisdom (=2 + 2 + 3 + 3 distichs).

9 "An (experienced man' knoweth much,
And (one that is well versed )-° p declareth understanding 15

.
*

10 He that is without experience knoweth little,

(11) But q the well-versed q hath much r skill
r

.

cp. Smend) : Sb ' he that trusteth in them his heart is there ' (248 lias (pavra^ni <rov r/ KapSia : so 1L) H (£ tav

fir) napa Yyjncrrov anovTaXy tv tmo-KOTrr) (tf A C) : + <tov (248): cmaKonr] (> (v) 106 = 3L nisi ab AllisS mo fuerit

emissa visitatio : so Arm : cp. % ' even though it be ordained of God to err in thought of the night

'

k_k %
lit. 'for many there are that have missed their way (srniK lyD) in a dream': ffi (C &c.) iroWovt ( + yap A
248 et al. Syro-Hex 3L &) cnXavyae ra twwia ]_1 So ffi IL : & ' and have stumbled in their paths ' m-m»,$i>

ffi 3L (verbum legis) : J$ ' where there is no sin God is well pleased ' (Heb. ? -)p{j> N^3 misunderstood by 5b : so

Ryssel) n_n <5r Kai <ro(pta (TTOfiari ttktto) (ntaraiv 253 296 308 : Cp. 3L in ore fidelis) TfXaaxris = HDP JIMrll

? W>D ;dn;K> (cp. Ryssel): Sb 'the wisdom of the ungodly at night is believed ' = [n]^3 ri3DW ycps!? nosn (so

Ryssel) 0_0 (£ avqp neirai8(vp,cvos (v. I. X A Vl'd. 248 347 &C. SyrO-HeX TrcnXavrifi(vns) (yvto no\\a, Kat o

noXvTTfipos : H virin multis expertus (= avqp noXvndpos) cogitabit muha, et qui multa didicit (= km o ircrrai-

d(vfifvos) transposing the two Gk. words [in xxi. 22 (25) avdpamos noXv-nupos is rendered by It homo peritus

:

in xxi. 23 (26) avqp Trtiraibevpevos by vir eruditus] : so Sb which renders: 'a wise man' (XE'On X13J = avqp

no\vTT€ipoi, cp. xxxvi. 25, xxi. 22) 'examines much, and the diligent man' (5b "Y*E>3 [so read] = Heb. TV\)
This would point to an original Hebrew text

:

(cp. xxxvi. 25) pvn K>'X

bw\

yy~\ (=. 'used to', 'well versed in ', parallel in meaning to pTll) prob. gave rise to the variant reading ircnKavq-

pfvos = ' travelled ' (= /^"l regarded as passive part of -5i"l) P
-

t' So ffi, IL (enarrabit intellectum) : 2 ' searcheth

out everything' i_(i €r o 8t ncnXavqutvos, so C 248 &c. : ir(naid(vp.tvos 55 106 157 254 (variant renderings of

p'JI as in v. 9): IL in multis factus est (= ? it\qdwop.fvo^, corruption of nfn\avqp(vot) : 5b 'he who is tried

(experienced)' (^Dit) r_r ffi navovpytav = nc~iy : 3L malitiam (nequitia) = nyi : 5b ' wisdom ' [vv. 9 a, 10, 1

1

in H = doublets'] »-* So <& IL : Sb ' when I tried (gathered experience)
' '"'5 = WK3 Dnm D'311 : this is

confirmed by 3L which has et plurimas verborum consuetudines (consuetudines = awqdetas, a corruption ? of

6. If they (i.e. dreams) be not sent from the Most High providentially (en firununrji, 'as a visitation'). The
writer here makes an exception of God-given dreams, of which many are referred to in the O. T. The iL, ' unless a

visitation be sent from the Most High' (which may represent the true text), apparently means : unless the dream be
followed by some definite and practical consequences, pay no heed to it— a good working precept which accords well with

Ben-Sira's general view of the matter.

7. through placing their hopes thereon have fallen. For the phrase cp. (K xiv. 2.

8. Without deceit shall the Law be fulfilled, i.e. without the aid of such false and delusive media as dreams and
divinations the Law will be realized (i.e. its threats and promises, dependent upon obedience or disobedience to its

precepts, shall be realized): so Ryssel. Or the sentence might mean: those who practise the Law can and should

fulfil its precepts without resort to such means (which, indeed, are contrary to it). Edersheim makes ' without deceit*

. = ' by telling the truth '—a harsh and strained construction.

wisdom is perfect in a mouth that is faithful, i. e. wisdom is only then perfect when it is allied with

truthfulness. ('A mouth that is faithful and true '
: so Ryssel.) 'Wisdom when combined with sincerity is perfect'

(Edersheim). Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 26. 24, Paed. 441 cites the clause in the form: <r<*pLa oro/zan ttkttcdv (without

TfAfiWtr, cp. IL). [For the equation of Law and wisdom cp. chap, xxiv, and see Introd. § 9, ii and hi.]

(6) XXXIV. 9-17 (= <K XXXI. 9-20). The writer in this subsection proceeds to enlarge on the benefit of true

wisdom and sound piety, as shown in his own wide experience of life.

9. An experienced man . . . one that is well versed. The context shows that the writer is referring to experience

gained in the school of life, especially by travel (cp. v. Ii). Edersheim thinks skill in practice in the arts or sciences

is meant (cp. v. 10 b).

10. the well-versed. For the reading (= Hebr. ^3*1) see critical notes. Sb 'one who is tried' (in the school of

experience) gives the sense well : cp. also %. [Against the view that yD3 and HDD have been confused in original

Hebrew here see Ryssel.]
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SIRACH 34. 11-18

ffi 1 1 (12)
s In my journeying 8

I have seen much,
& *And many things have befallen me*.

12(13) Often was I in danger even unto death,

But was preserved "because of these things".

13(14) v The spirit of those that fear the Lord remaineth alive v
,

(
I 5)

w For their hope is upon Him that saves them w
.

14(16) x He that feaieth the Lord is afraid of ^nothing*,

And doth not lose courage—for He is his hope.
J 5( r 7) Of him that feareth the Lord—happy the soul

!

(18) On whom doth he trust ? And who is his stay 2
?

16(19) The eyes of the Lord are upon athem that fear Him a
,

bA mighty shield, and strong stayb
,

CA cover from scorching Sirocco ,

da shadow from noontide heat d
,

6 A guard from stumbling 6
, and a succour from falling,

I l( 2 °) Heart-gladdener f and eye-brightenev,
g Healing, life, and blessing 8

!

(c) XXXIV. 18-26 (XXXI. 21-31). Unacceptable sacrifice (=2 + 3 + 2 + 3 distichs).

18(21) hThe sacrifice of the unrighteous man is a mocking offering 11

,

(
22

) And unacceptable are j the oblations' of the godless.

o-vvrp\8e ; or — r)6r) for t]\6t) : Or km nXeiova (248 ra ir\a<rpaTa—a secondary reading} ra>v Xoycav pov avveais pov

(106 > pov) = ? W2 ^319 POIl (VW*3 may be a corruption of >J1N3 : so Ryssel) *-o ffi tovtw Xapiv = & :

IL horum causa et liberatus sum gratia dei ;
' double rendering ofxaptv suggested by the familiar phrase " saved by

grace
"

' (Hart). Edersh. suggests that D13JD stood in the original Hebr. with the meaning ' when they passed

over (me) '
(
D"PV?) and that this was misread by the translators D"py3 = ' on account of them

'
v ~*' So <& =

iTnn fflff W nil: £ 'the will of those that fear Him the Lord does' = ?.Tnn iUT '•NT1 my-i (Edersh.):

IL quaeritur = ^r^o-erai for CwfTai (thefollowing clause in IL is an amplification) w_w So ffi IL + et oculi

Dei in diligentes se (= v. 16 (19) a) : & ' for great is his hope and He saves '

.

x &>the verse y-y ovbev

X &C. Syro-Hex. IL Sb : no\\a A : ov prj B &C. « ffi avnarripiypa = |yt?D Ps. xviii. 19 «-a
ffic (307) tovs

(pofiovpfvovs avrov (so IL) : tovs aycnroMTas avrov B &c 248 : i5 ' all His servants' [IL really has both readings : cp.

v. 13 (15)]
b_b %> 'protecting (fJD) and delivering, and He is a great confidence' c-c <£ o-Kenr) ano

Kavo-wos : IL tegimen ardoris (S> ' from the enemy
')

d-d So IL (umbraculum meridiani) : (5 o-Karr) peorjpPpias

(& ' from the foe ') e_e So <& : IL deprecatio (precatio) offensionis : & ' Saviour from affliction

'

W ffi

avv\^av tyvx>)v = (t^B37) 33&Q: so IL (exakans animam) : & 'joy of heart' = 2b niDK'D : .T0 raz</ for^ (DSK'ID)

e-s *S"o ffi adding 8i8ovs (cp. IL dans sanitatem, &c.) : 8i8ovs prob. an addition of <8x (so Ryssel) \j£> for the whole

verse has : 'joy of heart and light of eyes and healing of life and blessings—all these doubly upon the righteous

shall come ' (last clause an addition : cp. xl. 10)] h-h ffi Bvaiafav f£ <j8ikov, irpoo-<popa pcpa>Kr)pevr) = ? ?iy?o n3I

Cynyn r\r\X> (point PWO R3|: <£ read blVO nni)
: ^ Ryssel: & 'the sacrifices of the unrighteous are

unrighteous' ()UN *6iy"l N!?iyn |inmi>y) = Hebr. : (or ryiy) bjy 73.5? n^ : for pepmK^pfvrj (from po>Kao-8ai = to

11. In my journeying I have seen much. An interesting autobiographical touch. Ben-Sira's travels are again
alluded to in li. 13. Unfortunately no details are given.

And many things have befallen me. So & (see critical notes) : ffir has 'and more than my words is my
understanding ', i. e. my knowledge and insight is greater than might be supposed from my words.

12. because of these things, i.e. because of the good sense, prudence, and skill referred to in the previous
verses (vv. 9 and 10) ; or read :

' when they (viz. the experiences mentioned in the previous verses) passed over (me)';

see critical notes.

13. The spirit of those that fear the Lord remaineth alive, sc. in danger :
' spirit ' here = principle of life, as

in Isa. xxxviii. 16.

14. is afraid of nothing, i.e. nothing daunts him, because hs is sustained by a sublime faith in God's providence.
The v. I. of (Si (A) = 'shall reverence much ' (taking fvXa^elv in a religious sense, of God-fearing).

15. On whom doth he trust? TiVteW^fty ( = nD2 > ^D^y), 'And who is his stay ?' For the rhetorical questions cp.

Ps. xxiv (end) :
' Who is the King of glory ?' (to introduce the answer that follows).

16. The eyes of the Lord are upon them that fear Him. = Ps. xxxiii. 17 (= Hebr. xxxiii. 18) ; cf. xxxiv. 15 (16).

The clause is identical with xv. 19.

A mighty shield ... 'A mighty shield (u7repao-;no>i6r 8vvao-relas = ? PTI J3D) and strong stay ' (o-rqpiypa ur^uos

= ty jyK'D) ; for the terms cf. Ps. xviii. (xvii.) 3 and 19 Hebr. and LXX ; cp. also Ps. lxi. (lx.) 3 f., xci. (xc.) 1 f.

A cover from scorching Sirocco, a shadow from noontide heat. Cp. Is. xxv. 4.

17. Heart-gladdener and eye-brightener. Cf. Ps. xix. (xviii.) 8 :
' The statutes of Jahveh . . . rejoice the heart

;

the commandment of Jahveh . . . giveth light to the eyes.'

(t) XXXIV. 18-26 (= (5 XXXI. 21-31). This subsection introduces a subject which is continued in the next
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SIRACH 34. 19-25

G (*) IQ ( 2 3) The Most High hath no pleasure in the offerings of the ungodly,
j Neither doth He forgive sins for a multitude of sacrifices j

.

20(24) k (As) one that killeth the son before the father's eyes
Is he that offereth a sacrifice from the goods of the poor k

.

21 (25) 'A scanty bread is the life of the poor 1
:

mHe that depriveth him thereof"1
is

na man of blood".
22 (26) o He slayeth his neighbour who taketh away his living

,

(27) pAnd a blood-shedder is he that depriveth the hireling of his hire'
1

.

23(28) One building qand another 5 pulling down—
What have they gained but rempty r toil ?

24 (29) One "praying 8 and Another 1 cursing

—

To whose voice shall u the Lord u listen ?

25(30) He who washeth after (contact with) a dead body T and toucheth it again v
.

w What hath he gained by his bathing"' ?

mock at: cp. Jer. ii. (xxviii.) 18 where Cynyn flB^D = epya pepaieripfva LXX) : A 70 106 157 Cyril. Alex.
vi. 31 1 andU (maculata) read fttfua/aifumi ' contaminated ' (so S??ientf) : combining this last reading with Si we obtain

as the possible text in the original Hebrew, DIO nrUD rfyj/D nbiy, i-e. 'A burnt offering from that which is

unjustly gotten (cp. Isa. lxi. 8 iyiyi b)Y) is a blemished offering'. This yields an excellent sense, and may be right

(cp. Smend) 1_1 <& (Kca mg., 248) Scop^ai-a avofiav (cp. & 'their oblations'): IL subsannationes iniustorum :

but NCtt A 296 308 fiofir]fiara : B fKOKTjfiara avofiap (' the mockeries of the godless') H So (5 : & ' neither for

the multitude of their oblations (cp. IL nee in multitudine sacrificiorum eorum) doth He forgive them

'

k_k IL

transposes clauses (a) and (b). [ffi at beginning has 6vwv : Si IL Syro-Hex + cos 'as one that killeth '
: &

also adds ovros at beginning of clause (b)] 1_1 (K apros emdfonevwv £0x7 tttco^coi/ : Si ' bread of mercy ', &c.

(= IDn Drib for IDn Dr6 : point "IDn = 'want, poverty' (Prov. xxviii. 22, Job xxx. 3))
m-m <j& (g &c .)

.

o ano<TTtpa>v avTrjv : for avrr)v Nca 248 IL (qui defraudat ilium) read avrov : & ' he that exacts it from them

'

n~n So ffi IL: SS 'sheds innocent blood' (cp. 22 b) 0-0 So ffi = ? PWlD boun ran rffl : IL qui aufert in

sudore panem (cp. Gen. iii. 19, iv. 2) quasi qui occidit proximum suum : Si ' he who kills his neighbour possesses
his goods ' (Edersh. suggests &"\f> as the verb = o a<paipovp.evos : this would accountfor Si : t?T = ' to dispossess

'

as well as ' possess
')

p~p So <& : IL qui effundit sanguinem et qui fraudem facit mercenario, fratres sunt

:

£> has a much extended text here <i-<i dSc koi us : Si ' another ' : E et unus r_1* So & : ><& and IL fe
-s So

fflr IL : Si ' blessing

'

&-t ffi <ai et? : so IL : Syro-Hex /cat erepos : so Si u-u fflr o btanoTT)* : IL deus, so Si

y~ y So<&%: Si ' and returns (= again draws nigh) to him ' (i. e. the dead) "~w So 05 (Si ' from his washing) :

IL quid proficit levatio illius ? x-x % /ransposes these two clauses ?">' <£ ev tco Tantivu6t)vai avrov = IL

:

& ' that he fasted ' (correctly interpreting) = p? ? \&B2 ini3y3 or WWTQ .

z
[ Throughout this chapter Si seems to

chapter, viz. the value of sacrifices. The theme illustrated first is that of unacceptable sacrifice, which is defined as
consisting in what is derived from unjust gain and oppression of the poor.

18. The oblations of the godless. The better attested Greek reading = 'mockeries', a term applied to the
sacrifices of the godless. For the sentiment cp. Prov. xv. 8, xxi. 27.

19. Neither doth He forgive sins for a multitude of sacrifices. Cp. vii. 9 ; Isa. i. 11 f. ; Ps. 1. 8-15.
20. (As) one that killeth the son before the father's eyes. The point of the comparison is that a duty may not

be fulfilled at the expense of committing a great wrong. The poor are dear to the divine heart as a son to a father.

21. A scanty bread is the life of the poor. ' Life ' here = that on which their life depends and is sustained (= %
rvnD) ; cp. iv. 1. The reading of % (' bread of mercy ' = charity) yields the sense :

' Bread of charity is the livelihood

of the poor,' i. e. the poor depend upon the doles of the rich for their livelihood : but this is probably not right. Ball

(
Var. Apoc. ad loc.) suggests the rendering :

' The bread of the needy, the living of the poor [he that depriveth him
thereof,' Sec].

22. his living. The Greek word used (avppLaxris) has here the unusual sense of ' living ' (victus) :
' living together

'

(of social or marital intercourse) would be more literal. Probably the word was chosen to represent iTnD as distinct

from D^n (&los). For the clause cp. the proverb cited in Midrash Tatihuma 12 b : 'Any one who steals the worth of a

farthing from his neighbour is as though he took away his life' (WOO ITIDtM i>B13 &K3 1T3riD HOPQ IW blKn ^3).

who taketh away his living. The reading of IL, ' he who takes away sweat bread' (see critical note), is remark-
able. There is a clear reference to Gen. iii. 19; cp. iv. 2 (Cain) in a context which refers to unacceptable sacrifice.

And a blood-shedder is he that depriveth the hireling of his hire. Cp. the proverb cited in T. B. Baba mesia

112 a: ' Every one who suppresses the hire of an hireling is as though he took from him his life ' (T3B> "Ob B^Mfl 73

130D 1^23 bt21J VXD) : cp. also vii. 20 and Lev. xix. 13; Deut. xxiv. 14 f. ; Jer. xxii. 13; Mai. iii. 5 ; Tobit iv. 14;
James v. 4.

23-24. In the case of the sacrifice contemplated one builds (= the poor man by his labour produces) something which
the other pulls down (i. e. consumes by seizing it for an unjust sacrifice) : one prays (i. e. the sacrificer) and the other

(= the poor man who has been robbed) curses.

25-26. These verses give further illustrations of contradiction (between outward act and inward intention). It is futile
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SIRACH 34. 26—35. 7

(5(5)26(31) So a man fasting for his sins

And again doing the same

—

x Who will listen to his prayer ?

And what hath he gained y by his humiliation 5"5
.

(d)
ZXXXV. 1-11 (XXXII. 1-13). Acceptable sacrifice ( = 3 + 3 + 2 + 2 distichs).

35 1(1)
a He that keepeth the law multiplieth offerings 8,

;

(2)
b He sacrificeth a peace-offering that heedeth the commandments 1'.

2 (3)
cHe that practiseth kindness offereth fine flour c

,

(4) And he that doeth mercy d sacrificeth a thank-offering*1
.

3(5) A thing well-pleasing to the Lord it is
e to avoid wickedness e

,

fAnd ga propitiation 8 to avoid what is wrong f
.

4 (
6 ) Appear not with empty hands h in the presence of the Lord h

,

5(7) ^For all this (shall be done) because it is commanded'.
6 (8) The offering of the righteous 'maketh the altar fat*,

kAnd its sweet savour (cometh) before the Most High k
.

7(9) 1The meal-offering 1 of a righteous man is acceptable,
mAnd its memorial shall not be forgotten"1

.

have modified and altered the text to a considerable extentfor dogmatic reasons. These alterations are in a Christian
direction ; direct references to sacrifices have been largely eli?ninated, and even allusions to words offesus introduced]
a_a So (K (reading T>poo<pnpas with N A &c. Syro-Hex : against a-vpcpopas B) : IL oblationem (Hart orationem) :

Ss ' If thou hast done that which is written in the Law thou hast multiplied service ' *>-*> So <& : IL sacrificium

salutare est adtendere mandans(<r^>. dvma a corrected reading ofA): S 'and he that keepeth the commandment blessed
is his spirit

'

c~c So <& : 3L retribuet gratiam qui offert similaginem : & 'he earns good interest that offers

an oblation (or that celebrates the Eucharist)
'

l
~d (S Ovo-uifav aiveo-ccos (n* duo-ia ktX.) = riTIJI n3T : & offert

sacrificium: Sh 'keepeth the Law' (/> reading min for min) e_e <£ anoaT^vai ano novrjptas (ann ap.apri.as 55
106 254) : Ss ' from all that is evil' M So <& :

'& ' keep back thy strength from all that is hateful

'

s-s <£

f$t\aa-pos (= nrfbo, cp. v. 5) : 3L deprecatio pro peccatis h-h So <!&3L: & ' before Him ' H So ffi

(3L propter mandatum Dei fiunt) : & 'for every one that doeth what is pleasing keepeth the commandment'
H So <& %: B 'is the prayer of their mouth ' k~k So <& 3L : Sh 'their deeds penetrate the heavens' (cp. v. 17)
1-1

ffi 6va-ta : so%: & ' the gift ' (Smend ' Speiseopfer ') m-ni So ffir : 3L et memoriam eius non obliviscetur

to pass through the ritual act of purification, if the defilement is to be immediately contracted again : so it is equally
futile to ask for the divine forgiveness of sin (by a course of fasting) unless there is a real repentance : cp. for the thought
2 Pet. ii. 20-22

; Heb. x. 26. Similar illustrations and language are employed in the Talmudic tractate on Fasting
(Tdanith 16 a) ; cp. also Aboth de R. Nathan (as cited both by Edersheim).

26. humiliation = ' fasting': cp. later Hebr. rwyn (lit. 'humiliation', i.e. fasting).

(d) XXXV. i-il (= ffi XXXII. 1-13). The governing thought of the section is that loyalty to God's Law, which is

the expression of God's will, demands the offering of many sacrifices. But these are only acceptable if they are offered
willingly, from a grateful heart, and if they are combined with high ethical standards of conduct.

1. multiplieth offerings. The various kinds of sacrifice are specified in what follows. The elimination of these
references in Sh—who as a Christian recognizes no sacrifices—spoils the symmetry and appositeness of the original lines.

a peace-offering. (S crwr^ptou = probably ntpl a-coTrjpiov (so LXX 1 Chron. xvi. 1, 2, &c.) : so aiWo-fcoy v. 2 (cp.

LXX 2 Chron. xxix. 31) : Hebr.Dw l"QT . For the ritual prescriptions cp. Lev. iii.

2. offereth fine flour, i.e. a meal-offering (nmro) of which fine flour (a-epiSaXn = n?D) was the principal constituent :

cf. Lev. ii. The 'practice of kindness' (DHDn JIv'DJ) is a regular phrase in late Hebrew for benevolence generally,

which included much more than almsgiving.

he that doeth mercy. Hebr. prob. Hpl* nbiy.

3. to avoid wickedness, dnoa-rrivai dno 7vovr)pi<is = yiD "11D : cp. Job xxviii. 28.

4. Appear not with empty hands (lit. 'empty') . . . Cp. vii. 29-31.
in the presence of the Lord. i.e. in the temple. For phrase cp. Exod. xxiii. 15, xxxiv. 20; Deut. xvi. 16

and LXX.
5. because it is commanded. One of the main motives for observance of the Law is that such constitutes obedience

to the divine will. The prescriptions of the cultus must be obeyed because God has commanded them to be obeyed.
It is this only that gives the sacrifices religious- value. Though the best sacrifice is a moral life, yet the sacrifices of
the Law must be performed because God has enjoined them. This was the position later of the conservative Hellenistic

Jews such as Philo.

6. maketh the altar fat. A sign from which it may be concluded that the sacrifice is accepted (Smend). 5 here
simply paraphrases in a Christian sense (see critical notes).

7. The meal-offering, ffi duaia here = nrUD (£ 'the gift') : and ' its memorial ' = the !VDTN, i. e. that part of the
meal-offering which was burnt as a 'memorial' (Lev. ii. 2) : so pvr>p6<rvvov in xxxviii. II, xlv. 16. So also 'sweet savour'

in v. 6 = nrTO rV"l in reference to the fat pieces (of the burnt offering) which were burnt upon the altar (Lev. i. 6, iii. 5).
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SIRACH 35. 8-15

<S 8 (10) With a good eye "glorify the Lord",
And °stint not the heave-offering of thy hands .

ft
])

9 (n) Pin all thy deeds p let thy countenance shine,
qAnd with gladness dedicate thy tithe q

.

10 (12) Give r to God r as He hath given 8 to thee 8

,

88 With goodness of eye 88
, and 'as thine hand hath attained*.

1

1

(13) For He is ua God of requital",

And vsevenfold v will He recompense thee.

(e) XXXV. 1 2-20 (XXXV. 14-26). God hears the cry of the oppressed (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 5+1 distichs).

12 (14)
w Bribe not w , for He will not receive x

;

(15) And put not thy trust y upon a sacrifice of extortion y
,

For He is
z a God of justice 2

,

And with Him is no partiality.

13 (16)
a He will not show partiality against the poor man a

,

And the supplications of b the distressed 13 He heareth.

14 (17) He doth not ignore c the cry c of the fatherless,
dNor the widow, when she poureth out (her) plaint d

.

15 (18)
eDo not the tears f run down the cheek,

(19) «And sigh against mim who causeth them to fall ] s?

Dominus) : & ' and the memorial of the righteous shall not be forgotten for ever

'

n_n So <&%,: Sb ' give to

the poor' 0_n So ffi {cmapxnv x flP(0V [7° x«/>os] = "jt roin : cp. vii. 31, Deut. xii. n, LXX), %: % 'stumble

not (-Ijtt:n for DS?Dn) in thy gifts
' p-p ffi ep naa-j] Soo-ei (interpreting): so 3) <*-q So ft ("l'B>y», nig. "ptyyo

and ywyn) ffit (deKarrjv) : Sb ' lend to him who doth not pay thee ' (cp. Luke vi. 34 Pesh.) r-r
ft text )b :

variant (under tine) bi& : wS: (5 Y^«rrw 8-9 <Br> BB-sa So ft (\"V 3RB2) ffi ev ayaBa ocpOahfia : so &
t-t 5^ T rWHD ("P Wr\) = <£ md evpepa xeipos : S ' with a large hand ' (reading "l and interpreting by Aram. KJC?).

For phrase cp. xiv. 13 ft : 56 + (a gloss: cp. Prov. xix. 17) 'for he who giveth to the poor lendeth to God; for

who is a recompenser but Him ' = ft mg. :
• Kin DN "O rrt/IDJ b]}2

"
lD1 ]Y2l6 [nU w fT&O u-u

ft hVofowT] PIJ^K :

'O^ as in v. 12 (15) would be expected, and should probably be read: <& tevpios avranoSibovs (ni^DJ ?N Jer. li. 56)
v_v £ ' ten thousand times ten thousand ' [i5 transposes verses 10 and 1

1]
w_w

ft *inB>'n bit = <& w 8<opoiconei

(cp. Deut. x. j 7 Aq): §b ' do not tarry' (= ? inND bit): & noli offere munera prava x H + illa. ff ft

pK>yD rut b]) : © Qvaia abi«p *-z So ft (rightly) 0QK>O \"&K : ffi nvpios kPitt)s (= ? OSS? D*iT>K) : 5 ' a doer of

justice' a-a S 'the prayer of the poor man cometh up before Him' (cp. clause b) [248 and IL + xvptoj]

b-b f^ pTCO (read p¥lD : <:/>. iv. 9) : «K ^8uo}iuvm : £ ' the weary of spirit

'

c-° $ npy¥ (mg. npJK 'groan ' =
S$>) : ffi tKfTetaK (r/>. % preces) d~d <& km xVPav eav fKX fV ^w = ft (i*g- IW B3nn »3 : for Dann /«t/ ^aj

nnin) : Hfor last word has loquelam gemitus e v. 15 (= ffi 18, i9)>& f ffi (3L) + (i'«forrectly) xvpa*

s-e ft to be read HH^O ?y nC?£1 ^ FTTTID = <&: ft text iVWlB = 'her wanderings', yl z^r<5 z'j required

;

hence point n
0??f: (subject nyoi repeated): <3r /a^j «j j«^j/. = ' sighing ' (rendering km rj Kara^orja-is : 248

8. With a good eye. i. e. with a thankful and joyful spirit. Cp. xiv. 10.

glorify the Lord. i. e. by sacrifices.

9. Here the Hebr. MS. B resumes the text.

In all thy deeds. Cf. xxxi. 21 (ffi xxxiv. 27).

thy tithe. Here tithe is expressly mentioned (contrast vii. 31 ; xiv. 20 f.). For the sentiment of the passage cp.

2 Cor. ix. 7.

11. God of requital. Cp. xii. 2 : for 'sevenfold' cp. vii. 3, xx. 12 ; Ps. Ixxix. 12.

XXXV. 12-20 (= <K XXXV. 14-26). This section is mainly concerned with the prayers of the poor and helpless

oppressed. To such, prayer occupies the place of sacrifice in the case of the rich. The prayers of the distressed,

indeed, will be heard by God, while sacrifices which are the outcome of unjust dealing are rejected. At the same time

God will punish the oppressor who is the cause of bitter outcry (vv. 12-17). This thought suggests an appeal to God
on behalf of His oppressed people. The section ends with the expression of a confident hope that God will yet

vindicate His chosen people against their heathen tyrants (vv. 18-20).

12. Bribe not, for He will not receive, i.e. think not to bribe God to overlook sins unrepented by multiplying

sacrifices. God is not like an unjust judge—such sacrifices are unavailing, and are not regarded. Cp. Job vi. 22.

a sacrifice of extortion, i. e. derived from the gains of extortion and unjust dealing.

with Him is po partiality (lit. ' respect of persons '). Cp. Deut. x. 17 ; 2 Chron. xix. 7.

14. He doth not ignore . . . the widow. Cp. Exod. xxii. 21 f
.

; Deut. xxiv. 17 ; Ps. lxviii. 6 ; Prov. xxxiii. 10.

15. Do not the tears run down the cheek. The question suggests that the subject is no longer the widow
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SIRACH 35. 16-19

Jt|
B
16 (20) *>A bitterness accepted 11

is (such) 1 [sighing]i
,

j And (such) a cry 1 k(bendeth ) the clouds k
.

17 (21) The appeal of the lowly Hraverseth the skies 1

,

mAnd resteth not till it reach (its goal).

It shall not remove till God doth visit™,

(22 a) nAnd (till) the righteous Judge executeth judgement
18 (22 b) Yea, the Lord °will not tarry

,

pAnd the mighty One will not refrain Himself 1',

Till He smite q the loins of the merciless,

(23) And requite vengeance r[to the arrogant r
;

Till He "dispossess 9 Hhe sceptre of pride 1

,

And "the staff of wickedness" utterly cut down
;

19(24) Till He render to man v his due v
,

wAnd recompense people w according to their devising

;

(25) Till He plead the cause of His people,

And rejoice them x with His salvation*.

Syro-Hex Sah IL wrongly + ovttjs) h-h So |§ (jttn ""THDn) : <K Gepanevav ev evhoKia = ? |i¥"13 mTO Up.
Oepanav = mtPD Exod. xxxiii. 11, LXX) : IL qui adorat deum in oblectatione {/pointing to a different text:

Hart suggests 7N t?Dt?D : then the doublet at end of previous verse Dominus exauditor non = 7N 7tf yDt^O)

:

& 'the bitterness of the soul of the poor' = ? eh [B>2j] miDn. Schechter reads pv~l for JWI : so Smend
i_1

Vk (text) nnjri to be emended with Levi to nnJX {the subst. answering to the verb '"'C^ in previous line). For
interpretations offfi text see exegetical notes below H pj npy¥1 : ffi km rj dtrjais avrov ^ So & 'boweth down
the clouds' (=?nnne>): Jfy text nnKh = dSc 'to the clouds hasteneth ' ( + ««): so IL. Emend |§ to 7\T\T\V

(transp. two letters). Smend proposes np£TI= (?)
' is attached to, attains '. [For first clause Smend adopts Schechter s

emend. : *jy npy*l : then read npfch py W npyVl] ]-> So $ mg. HD^n Q>2]3 = ffi : ft text Dy 7P1 \1]}

:

(?n = shortened 27n and Dy a corruption of 2]}, Peters): %> 'above the clouds ascendeth

'

m~m
J§ = <£

:

5b ' and before the Lord of majesty it goeth, not passing away until He draw nigh upon it

'

n~n So f§ : (Sr =
^ mg. : & ' and judgement of truth judgeth [for koi Kpiva 8«<caui>r x* A 248 have Kpivti dimiovs = ' He shall judge
the righteous (and execute judgement)'] °-° % = <ffi : 3> 'He will despise

'

r-P — ^ mg. : <£ ovfie p.r\

paKpodvpr)<T(i en avrois (248 + Kparaios : so IL) : J5 'and shall not forsake nor cease' Q~a ffy = Q& (oo-cpw =
>jnn): IL dorsum ipsoium *-r Correcting % text DMJ7 (so <Sc &) to D»i07 : cp. x. 14 h~B M fc*'"lV = ®r

f£apu Up. xvi. 9). Smend proposes to read Bi"T or B^T (m/ E>Eh) = 'beat down': cp. Jer. v. 17, Mai. i. 4
t-t = f§ ; ffi nXrjdos vPpKJTw (= ? DHT nyDK> : cp. Hart ad loc.) : & ' the strength of sinners

' "-« & $ foe/
(?«§•. ' of the wicked ' = ffic) : S> ' the unrighteous rulers

'

v~v 5o $ = & : <& Kara ras npafets avrov »-w 3^

DIN 71031 = ffit Up. IL) : & ' to the workers of iniquity '
: emend f^ to 7DJ1 (Smend) x ~*

3^ inyit^U = ffi « tb

(€r adds x^pas incorrectly), but possibly oppressed Israel (so v. 18 onwards). The tears of Israel are often mentioned
in the Psalms (so Smend). Cf. Lam. i. 2 (' She weepeth sore in the night, and her tears are on her cheeks '). If the
subject is understood to be the widow clause b may be rendered (so Hebr. text) :

' and she sigheth because of her
miseries ' (iTHn?? 7y : cp. Lam. i. 7).

16. A bitterness accepted is (such) sighing, i.e. the bitterness produced by such oppression is not allowed to
pass by unheeded and unredeemed by God. The text of $? is here uncertain. If the last word of the line is retained
(nfUri) and flxT altered to pin, render: 'the bitterness of the crushed is accepted '(an accepted sacrifice) : Peters, who
keeps "M unaltered (pointing Pirttn), renders: 'amaritudo gratiae adducit requiem ei ' (see further critical notes).

(such) a cry bendeth the clouds. Cp. Ps. xviii. 10 (' He bowed the heavens and came down '). Perhaps the idea
is that the cry or supplication of the oppressed pierces the clouds (= God's dwelling-place) and brings about the divine
intervention. For God's dwelling-place in the skies (clouds) cp. Ps. lxviii. 34, lxxxix. 6 (7).

17. The appeal of the lowly traverseth the skies, And resteth not till it reach (its goal). Cp. Lam. iii. 44
('Thou hast covered Thyself with a cloud that our prayer should not pass through'). A similar phrase occurs in the
Zohar (according to Cowley-Neubauer) Lev. IX : 'this word ascends and cleaves the firmament.'

(till) the righteous Judge executeth judgement. Cp. Gen. xviii. 25.

18. Yea, the Lord will not tarry ... i.e. will not delay His judgement on the oppressors. In this and the
following verses the writer has in mind the heathen oppressors of God's elect people. For the thought cp.
Luke xviii. 7 f. : 2 Pet. iii. 9.

Till He smite the loins. Cp. Deut. xxxiii. II.

the merciless . . . the arrogant. Heathen ruling classes. (For phrase ' requite vengeance ' cp. Deut. xxxii. 43.)
Till He dispossess the sceptre of pride. The expression 'dispossess' in such a connexion is unusual, but

may be right, yielding a good sense. Smend proposes to read 'beat down'. For 'sceptre of pride . . . staff of
wickedness' cp. Ps. cxxv. 3 ; Isa. xiv. 5 ; Ezek. vii. 11 ; Ps. Ixxv. 1 1 ('all the horns of the wicked will I cut (hew) off').

19. to man (^13X7). i.e. the heathen : cp. Ps. lvi. 2 (1).

And rejoice them with His salvation. Cp. Is. xxv. 9; 4 Ezra vii. 28, viii. 39, xii. 34.
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SIRACH 35. 20—36. 8

$'"20(26) y [Beauteous is His favour in a time] of stress y
.

zAs a rain-cloud z in the season of "drought".

(/) XXXVI. 1-17 (XXXIII. 1-130, XXXVI. 16 b-%%). A prayer to Godfor Israel

(- 2 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 2+2 + 3 distichs).

36 1
ab Save us b

,

cO God of all
c

,

2 J And cast d Thy fear upon all the nations'5

.

3
f Shake Thy hand f against gthe strange people?,

And let them see hThy power h
.

4 As Thou hast sanctified Thyself in us before them,

So "glorify Thyself j in them j before us;

5 That they may know k
, as we also know,

That there is none other God but Thee 1
.

6 Renew m the signsm , and repeat mthe wonders™
,

(7) Make Hand and n Right Arm 11 glorious.

7 (8) Waken indignation and pour out wrath,

(9) °Subdue° the foe and p expel p the enemy.
8 (10) Hasten q the 'end '« and rordain the ' appointed time

' r
,

8 For who may say to Thee : What doest Thou ?
8

eXeet avrov (cp. Is. xlv. 8)
>'">' There is a lacuna in the Heb. MS. : ffi has copaiov eXeoy ev Kaipa 6\i\j/eus avrov

(X 248 Syro-Hex 3L and S> > avrov, which should probably be transposed to follow eXtos) : $ may be restored

npWV j[DT3 13l]v[l !"IXJ] : so Smend. After eXeos 5L (Sang. Am.) + dei [hence Peters restores niiT nDn]

:

S ' and put to shame the enemy '. [x 248 prefix m (o>? copaiov = nix: no)] z_z M DTin (/. pyi) ny^ : so <& 3>

zz-zz So dSc 5L : S> ' vengeance '
a 307 pr. apXn Xoyov = $ D(p~iQ = ' section ') b~b So $ XSffthn = ffi tXerjo-ov

r/fjias : cp. xxxv. (xxxii.) 25 c-c So pj : (5 Seo-n-ora (A and 1L>) o deos navrcov (fifo-n-oTa and o dtos variants) :

QSc + xai einl3Xe\}/oi> (3L et respice nos)

—

a dittographfrom €7nj3aXf top infoil, line d-cl Read Cb'l {Smend) : others

D*[lPfl]: $ "MS. defect. : £> 'and let [Thy wrath] come' [from Ps. lxxviii. (lxxix.) 6] e 248 (so 3L) + ra pq
ckCtitowtcl o-e (cp. ~Ps. xiv. 2) : S> 'that have not known Thee ' (Jer. x. 25): IL + ut cognoscant, quia non est deus

nisi tu et enarrent magnalia tua (cp. vv. 3, 5, 8)
f_f ffi enapov ttjp \€lPa

°"ov : H T^ (**%f-+ T) s_g £0 $ :

<K €0k>/ aXXorpta h_b ffi ttji/ Juwurniw ow — % fnTQa (sing.) i_i $ 1?|H
: <£ ntyaXvvdeir]s (= ^"Uni"!) :

£ ' sanctify Thyself H ,&> $ ;«^. ffi S : $ text 133 (a mistake) k ffi + a? (' and let them know Thee') : >
o-e $ £ 1 ffi + (cvpi€ ($ S>>) «>-m $ -fo.r DD1D . . , H1X : © o-^fia . . . 6avnavia (= ? HDH W ?£? w^. : f/.

xliii. 25, xlviii. 14) ,:_n &ffi S: $ ' and make strong arm and right hand '
: 70 248 4- onus S^y^prai ra 8avp.ao-ia

o-ov (from v. 10)
0_° |^ JP33ffi : <£ e£apoK (£w/ <KTpifi(t.v in xlvi. 18, xlvii. 7 : so LXX, Neh. ix. 24) p-p $

fjVini : fflr CKrpityov (but in xlvii. g fgatptiv) Or* $ fp = <& *aipof (jo fl/?^« in LXX) r_r .&> ?^ : ffi p.vrja6r]Ti

(= Tips Is. xxvi. 16) opicio-p.ov (but X Syro-Hex 3L [finis] read opio-p.ov = $ njnto rightly): %> 'let the time come '

8-3 60 ?^ & (cp. Job ix. 12): ffi Kai tKbir)yrjo-ao-8u>o-av (248 + 0-01) ra fityaketa (248 davp-aaia) aov * Z>. 9 (il) > 5?

20. As a rain-cloud. Reading D'Pin 3JD : T^n = '-cloud ' or ' rain ' rather than ' lightning ' as usually rendered

(Job xxviii. 26; Zech. x. 1). So Smend.

(/) XXXVI. 1-17 (= <£ XXXIII. 1-130, XXXVI. 16^-22) forms an independent subsection, which is linked on
naturally with what precedes. In the previous subsection the confident hope had been expressed that God would

punish the arrogant heathen oppressors of Israel, and grant His people relief. In the present subsection the writer

pleads with God, in the form of a prayer, that He will save His own, and strike fear into the nations in order that all

may know that He is God alone (vv. 1-5) ; God is urged to assert Himself by gathering in the scattered nation, and

by compassionating Sion (vv. 6-17). There are some striking parallels between this prayer and parts of the synagogue

liturgy, especially the Eighteen Blessings (Shemoneh 'Esreh), some of the key-words of which seem to be echoed here.

1. O God of all. Cp. xlv. 23, 1. 22 (ffi) ; Rom. ix. 5.

2. cast Thy fear upon all the nations. Cp. 1 Chron. xiv. 17.

3. Shake Thy hand. Cp. (phrase) Is. x. 32.

against the strange people, i. e. the Greeks.

4. As Thou hast sanctified Thyself. . . So glorify Thyself, i.e. As Thou hast punished us in the sight of the

heathen, so now punish them in the sight of us : cp. Ezek. xxxviii. 23.

5. there is none other God but Thee. Cp. Is. xlv. 14 ; 1 Kings viii. 43, 60 ; 1 Chron. xvii. 20, &c.

6. Kenew the signs, and repeat the wonders. As in the deliverance from Egypt: renew the wonders of the

Exodus.
Make Hand and Right Arm glorious. Cp. Exod. xv. 6 ; Is. li. 9, liii. 10, lxii. 8, lxiii. 12.

7. Waken indignation. Cp. Ps. lxxviii. 38.

pour out wrath. Cp. Ps. lxxix. 6 ('pour out thy wrath upon the heathen that know thee not').

8. Hasten the 'end' and ordain the 'appointed time'. The 'end' (Heb. KP) = the end of the period of

oppression : the ' appointed time ' is that of the deliverance (the same terms are used, almost in a technical sense, in

Dan. xi. 27, 35.) The Heb. word here rendered ordain pipD) means almost 'give the command that it may come'.

Even though the 'end' has been fixed, God can, if He chooses, shorten the period: cp. Mark xiii. 20 (cp. also

Is. Ix. 22 b). <t& mistranslates ' remember the oath '.

For who may say to Thee ... Cp. Job ix. 12 ; Eccles. viii. 4.
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SIRACH 36. 9-16

<1S 9 (11) *Let uhim that escapeth u T be devoured v in the wglowing fire
w

,

And may Thy people's x wrongers x y find destruction 3"

!

% 10(12) Make an end of z the head of the enemy's princes z

That saith : There is none beside me !

11a (ffixxxiii. 13a) Gather all the tribes of Jacob a
,

nb(i6b) bThat they may receive their inheritance 15 c as in the days of old c
.

12 (17) Compassionate d the people d that is called by Thy name,
Israel, ewhom Thou didst surname Firstborn 6

.

13 ( J 8) Compassionate Thy holy city,

Jerusalem, f the place of Thy dwelling f
.

14 (19) Fill Sion ^with Thy majesty g
,

And h Thy Temple h with Thy glory.

15 (20) Give testimony 'to the first of Thy works 1

,

And establish Jthe vision spoken in Thy name J'.

16 (21) Give reward to them that wait for Thee,
That Thy prophets may be proved trustworthy.

u"u ffi o (N* Sah +W : Nca + airefys o) ov&pevos = Tn'K> T-v © Kara^padrjTco = ^DfcO {cp. xlv. 10) : <g ' destroy

the enemy ' = W ^3X {/or Tn'e> bw<) w-w ffi ev opyy irvpos = B>N ncn2 : & ' in anger and in fire
'

x_x aSiKovvres (B 68) ; KaToiKovvres (70 A* vid. 306), KaTex°"Tes (106 corr.) : the rest kclkovvt(s J'~y ffi tvpoiaav

ancoXtiav 1 cp. "Q1N HJ7 Num. xxiv. 20 z-z
f§ 2N1D TINS 5?K"I {mg. y)tt) : <& KecpaXas apxovruiv e\0pav (?^ mg- =

0r): £ ' crown of the enemy' \j=xQpu>v v. I. e6va>v (106 157) and tOvcov €x^Pcov
(
I 55)]

a %>+ same clause as in

V. 5 (= 5 b) b-b ^ ibninM : ffi kcu. KaTaic\ripovofXT)(Tfts avrovt = ? DPTUJll (248 106 KartKKrjpovop^aa) c_c ^
Dip ^3 : ffi = ? Dip }D3 :

3'
' as Thou saidst from the days of old ' d-d go % Or : & and 3L ' Thy people

'

[ffi + Kupte : <W s 253 23 IL Sah> : >$? ««</ & a/jfl] e_e So $? i$ = ov npwToyovov ovopao-as, 1 57 248 : but

C &C. 01/ 7rpo)royoi'ft) (5L+ ' tuo ') (Xc -a nparroroKO)) oopoiaxras f-f
fi? ^TDK* j"D?0 : (3r 770X11/ (.5-0 1L : <$#/ K A Sah tottov)

KaTanavparos <rov SS |§ -pin T)H {mg. "pTlTO) : fflr aperaXoytaf o"ov (jo B* : on apeTaXoyta, used of ' glorifying
'

God, cp. Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 93 f. : it = i"01 z'« Ps. xxix. (xxx.) 6 Symm.): 253 307 Syro-Hex
apprjra (307 apera) \oyia aov (A.V. ' Fill Sion with Thine unspeakable oracles ') : also misread apai ra Xo-yia <tov

(B*> : R.V. ' exalt Thine oracles ') k-h $ "fam JTK so & : ffi roi/ Xaoi- o-ou (rarf «ioi/) i_i ^ 7>B>BB BOT&!? :

€r rot? ep apxji (IL ab initio) uno-pavi <tov = 5 ' to Thy works as from the first

'

H 3^ "jo^2 "Cfl }Hn = <5t

npo(pr]Ttias {= pin Dan. xi. 14) tos en- ovopan pov (248 7rpo(pr]Tas) \ cp. % & 'the prophecies of Thy prophets that

9. Let him that escapeth . . . destruction. Num. xxiv. 19, 20 seems to have been in the writer's mind here.

10. Make an end of the head of the enemy's princes. % text has ' of the princes of Moab ', a correction by the

text of Num. xxiv. 17. Here again there is probably a reminiscence of Num. xxiv. 17 :
' princes ' here = TINS

(R. V. ' corners '), which Ben-Sira understands in the sense expressed by the LXX ad loc. (apxiyovs). The ' head of the

enemy's princes' means some one pre-eminent hostile person, probably either Antiochus the Great, or Seleucus IV, or

Antiochus IV. [Perhaps Antiochus the Great (223-187 B.C.) is meant, who wrested Syria (including Judaea) from
Egyptian rule (198), and made many other conquests. In 190 B.C. he was defeated by the Romans at Magnesia, and
compelled to give up the greater part of his conquests (but not Coele-Syria). In v. 9 a (' Let him that escapeth be
devoured in the glowing fire ') there may be an allusion to Antiochus's plight after this disastrous defeat.]

11 (11 b = xxxvi. 16 b fflr). Gather all the tribes of Jacob, That they may receive their inheritance: i.e. that

they may once again receive possession of the whole of the Holy Land. The Restoration under Cyrus had been
incomplete, the Jews only recovering a small part of their ancient inheritance. The greater part of the nation was
still ' scattered ' in foreign lands, and this state of things was never essentially altered. Technically, therefore, the
' Exile ' still continued, and continues.

12. Compassionate the people that is called by Thy name . . . Firstborn. Cp. Exod. iv. 22. For ' that is called

by Thy name ' (neKkrinevov eV ovopari <rov) Syr. has ' over whom Thy name is called ' = 2t ' super quam (sc. plebem) invo-

catum est nomen tuum '. Cp. Deut. xxviii. 10. See further xliv. 23 b note.

13. Jerusalem, the place of Thy dwelling. Cp. 1 Kings viii. 39, 43, 49 (also 13) ; Exod. xv. 17. [(& ' place of thy

rest ' on account of the assonance between DDK* (3B^) and HZIBV]

14. Fill Sion with Thy majesty, ffi (R.V. ' Fill Zion ; exalt Thine oracles ' ; cp. also A. V.) has been misread (see

critical notes).

Thy Temple with Thy glory. Cp. Hag. ii. 7
15. Give testimony to the first of Thy works, i.e. openly acknowledge the position of Israel as firstborn.

According to the Rabbis Israel was one of the six things created (or created in the divine thought) before the creation

of the world. This was deduced from Ps. Ixxiv. 2, ' O remember the congregation which Thou didst create of old,'

Dip rWp "|nny (cited by Schechter ad loc).

And establish the vision spoken in Thy name. Cp. (for phrase) 1 Kings viii. 20 ; the prophecies of the

prophets are, of course, referred to ;
' Vision ' (ptn) often occurs as a title at the beginning of the prophetical books.

16. be proved trustworthy. 'Verified' ; cp. Gen. xlii. 20 (same verb).
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SIRACH 36. 17-21

ft
u i7( 22 ) Thou wilt hear k the prayer l o( Thy servants 1

,

"According to Thy good favour"1 towards "Thy people":

That °all the ends of the earth may know
pThat Thou art the eternal God p

.

(a) XXXVI. 18-20 (23-25). Moral discernment the fruit of experience (=3 distichs).

18(23) <i Every meat doth rthe belly r
eat,

Yet is
8 one meat more pleasant than another 3

.

ft
c
19(24) The palate tasteth Hhe dainties that are bestowed*,

And the discerning heart "the dainties of falsehood".

20(25) "A deceitful heart" produceth sorrow,

But an experienced man v wardeth it offv .

(b) XXXVI. 21-26(26-31). Concerning zvomen (=3 + 2 + 2 distichs).

ft
B
21(26)

WA woman will receive any man,
x Yet is one woman more pleasant than another 5

.

spake in Thy name
' k ffi + «/pi« (!L = ft >) w ft Tnay = ««iw o-ov (« A 155 253 H and g>)

:

C iKtruiv <rov (' Thy suppliants ') m_m So ft : ffi Kara ttjv evXoyiav hapav (but 307 Kara rr)v evboniav : the same

mistake xlii. 15): after the misreading ev\oytav had arisen the incorrect gloss hapav was added: £ = ft
n_n X*

tov vtov aov 0-0 Soft: ffi navres 01 «r* njs yrjs (IL orrines qui habitant terram) p-p ft [OTiy] bit nriN '3

(Hebr. MS. defect, at end of line) = fflr (248) on <n> Kvpios rav aiatvav {this the original reading) : C on Kvpios « o

6eos tco)/ aiavav (also other variants) iftpr.Q (= pns) marking a new section *-* = one of the marginal

readings of ft- as restored by Smend, viz. fcn[a] = <&: ft text ma"U (' throat ') : Sb ' soul '
s-» Reading ft (zvhich

is defective) D»y[j] b[a]l[K»] blN VP TK (Peters, Smend) = <K H fi mg. nat "DyDO (text nan) : <!E /3pa)p«ra

(fypas: (• dainties of the chase ' = ? TV "DJJtSO, <:/>. Gen. xxvii. 4 f.) """ So ft : ffi Aoyous ^«v8et? (adopting "\T\

/row //w* a ?^ : w i/ar/) : so 55. [jfifo .£fa5r. readings of the verse are uncertain, there being several variants in

mg. and in MSS. B and C. The more important may be exhibited thus : (C nat) nai <oyo» (C Dytr) |ma Tn

ara nspoo (v. l. jma, pa:) pao abi] u~u $ aipy ab : ffi Ka/.8w orpe/SAi, = cpy ai> T~ v % /«?/ 13 rvsw :

?§ otp-. ua^ : ffir aira77oSa)o-€i av™ : £ ' understands these things
' w This verse is misplaced in ft, being

inserted between vv. 18-19 (
2 3_2 4) : &> x_x ® renders freely (in order to avoid repetition of ywr)) eo-n fie

17. Thou wilt hear the prayer of Thy servants. Or ' Thy servant' = Israel ; cp. Dan. ix. 17 ; 1 Kings viii. 30.

According to Thy good favour towards Thy people. Cp. Ps. cvi. 4 (ffi ' according to the blessing of Aaron '

[cp. Num. vi. 22 f.] is due to a corruption in the Greek text ; see critical note).

That all the ends of the earth may know (ft mg. ' see '}. Cp. Is. lii. 10.

the eternal God (D^iy ^)- C P- Gen. xxi. 33 ; Isa. xl. 28. Cp. also 1 Kings viii. 60. Smend notes the significant

omission in this prayer of all reference to the Messiah.

A new division of the book begins with xxxvi. 18 (ffi xxxvi. 23) which extends to xxxix. II. Its contents, which are

somewhat miscellaneous in character, may, perhaps, be grouped under the general title of ' Precepts for social life '.

It falls naturally into the following sections: xxxvi. 18 (ffi xxxvi. 23)—xxxvii. 15 ; xxxvii. 16-31 ; xxxviii. 1-23; and

xxxviii. 24— xxxix. 11, with an Appendix, xxxix. 12-35.

XXXVI. 18 (ffi XXXVI. 23)—XXXVII. 15 again falls into four subsections, the first of which treats of the moral

discernment of a man of experience (xxxvi. 18-20 = «& 23-25), the second of women (xxxvi. 21-26 = V5 26-31), the

third of friendship (xxxvii. 1-6), and the fourth of counsellors true and false (xxxvii. 7-15).

(a) XXXVI. 18-20 (= (K 23-25). A parallel is drawn here between the senses and the moral faculties; in each

case the educated sense or faculty discriminates.

19. the dainties that are bestowed. Perhaps the dainties set on the table before a distinguished guest are meant,

or the 'portions' referred to in Neh. viii. 10, 12 (cf. Esther ix. 19, 22). For the Hebr. words = 'that are bestowed'

(nai »DJHK>) cp. Gen. xxx. 20 [Hebr. text nan »Dja50 yields no sense, ffi 'dainties of the chase' may be due to

reminiscence of Gen. xxvii. 4—possibly a Hebr. reading derived from the passage].

the dainties of falsehood. The deceptive and alluring appearance that disguises what is false. For the senti-

ment of the verse cp. Job xii. 11, xxxiv. 3.

20. A deceitful heart. Cp. Jer. xvii. 9 (same phrase). 'Produceth sorrow,' i.e. sorrow to itself; perhaps mis-

directed (tortuous) intelligence is referred to.

an experienced man wardeth it off. The Hebr. lit. rendered= causeth it (sorrow or trouble) to return by means

of it (sc. the heart or intelligence), i.e. wards off its attack by foresight and intelligence. The word for 'experienced'

here is P^ni, which occurs otherwise only in Neo-Hebrew.

(b) XXXVI. 21-26 (= <& 26-31) forms a second subsection. Its general theme is women : happy is the man with

a tactful wife.

21. A woman will receive ... ft misplaces the verse, inserting it between verses 18 and 19. x omits it.
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SIRACH 36. 22—37. 3

$ B
22 (27) The beauty of a woman brighteneth the countenance^

And excels every z delight of the eye z
.

23 (28) 2ZWhen she possesseth also aa soothing tongue 1

,

Her husband is not (like other) sons of men.

P?
IJU

24 (29) bfje triat getteth b a wife bb (getteth) the choicest possession bb
,

CA help meet for him c
, and d a pillar of support 4

.

25 (30) Without a hedge the vineyard is laid waste,

And without a wife (a man is)
dd a wanderer and homeless cU1

.

26 (31) Who trusteth e an armed band 6

fThat rusheth f from city to city?

So is the man that hath no g nest g
,

Who resteth where evening befalls him.

(c) XXXVII. 1-6. Offriendship, good and bad (=3 + 3 distichs).

37 $ D,B)
1 Every friend saith :

b I am a friend h
;

'But there is a friend who is (only) friend in name 1
.

2 Is there not i[a sorrow 1 '
k that cometh nigh unto death k—

*A deeply loved friend 1 m who changeth to an enemym ?

3
nO base nature! why then wast thou created",

°To fill pthe world's face p q with deceit 11
!

Bvyarrjp dvyarpos Kpeirro-u>i> y 307 + avhpos : 5L + viri SUi : Sb ' her face
' z-z = ?£? ?]) lOTO SO S> ffir (mdvfJLiav

avdpairov zz V. 23 >i5 a_a $? ])W? XQ1D (PrOV. XV. 4): ffir ewi y\u>cro-r)s avTrjs eXto? Kai irpavrqs (248 + laais) :

3L lingua curationis et mitigationis misericordia b-b
?§

B mg. has part. 131p = <& : so ?§
D (Levi) : |§

B
(text)

n:p 'get' (imperative) = & bb-bb ^b
pjp j-pBWi : <£ evapx*rai Kriaeeos: & 'at the head of thy possession'

c-c J|B MS. reads 1S3J01 ity : ffi j3ot/<9oi> kot avrov = 11333 ITS (Gen. ii. 18) = 5 (//fo'.r probably original reading) :

f£
B

?«§-. and^° 1V3D TJ? (Jer. i. 18) 'a fortified town' cl_<i & f£ - ® otvXop aiwrauo-ecoj : g> 'pillar over

against thee' (£> may have read a faulty text: "]1333 lioyi 1103 ITV) dd-dd^ -,:1 yj (Gen. iv. 12, 14):

€r oreta^t TrXavco/uez/os (LXX Gen. iv. 12 (ttckcbj' km rpep.(ov) = IL ingemiscit egens e_e ?§ N3¥ 11133 (cp.

1 Chron. vii. 4)
' in a band of war ' = (& ev£&>i/&> Xtjo-tt} («vf<BKor = 1113 z'« Aquila; Xtjo-ttjs = 1113 z'« LXX):

J5 'the youth like a gazelle' (1113 in Syr. sense: and ^yi for N3V : cp. also Cant. ii. 9)
f_f ^ 3?1D1 :

fflt (B) <T(pa\\op.(vu> but KpaWopeva (248 106 155): /^ rest atpaWopevco = ^ & BS So $? fflt : j& 'wife'
b-b jfr ccpiXiao-a civ™ Kayo (but all authorities omit avra except B : ii is a dittograph of Kayco (Smend)) i-i |§

D text

3.1X DB> 31N Vh "]H ' but there is a friend the name of a friend ' (/. e. ' only a friend in name '). But the Hebr. is

not smooth : (Br (ovop.au povou (pi\os) suggests 31X D£*3 ' a friend (only) in name ' : & ' whose name is friend

'

( = ? 3.1K 10B>) H $BD
/e^/ pi : £»/ «</ / |il = tristitia k~k £0 $ : ffir [Xwnj] ew tcoy tfamrou (w X* B* :

3L inest) : p. /. pevti (Bb tfc.a Syro-Hex mg.) : £ = f^
1_1 $ D

K>233 yn : ?£
B

"]K>233 yi :
' friend like the (thy)

soul ' : fflr eraipos km (piKos xa-m Qfc (A x gg 254 296 308) rpcnopevos eis e\6pov = $? (others (is tx®Pav = 5L) :

S (omitting "xh at end of v. 2 and confusing 1^ ^/* 3 a w2'/>6 iv) renders 2 b ' [a deeply loved friend] shall he be

to thee '. (v. 3) ' Enemy and evil ', &c. n_n ?§
D

*ni^13 yilD 1DN* yi ^n (w ?^
B
substantially) i. e. ' Woe to

the evil man that saith: Why was I created?' (cp. Is. xxix. 16): <5r o> novqpov w8vp.i)p.a no6ev fixKvXio-dris, i.e.

' O wicked imagination ! whence wast thou fashioned ' (rolled, sc. on the potter's wheel) : by this correct % and

read: m*i3 p yno yi 1^ »w °-° & vbzh: dSc KoXv^m p-p % ^in »j£j: ffi tt) V frpw i-q ^ n^in

:

22. The beauty of a woman brighteneth the countenance (for 7viT Hif. cp. Job xxxi. 26). Cp. xxvi. 16 f.

23. a soothing tongue, lit. ' healing of tongue' (Prov. xv. 4; cp. also Prov. xiv. 30 and Eccles. x. 4) ; (Sc ' if there

is on her tongue mercy and meekness ' (248 adds ' and healing').

Her husband . . . lit. 'her husband is not of the sons of men,' i.e. is unusually fortunate.

24. He that getteth a wife . . . The other form of the text (see critical note) runs :

* Get a wife, (as) the choicest possession

—

A fortified city, and a pillar of support.'

For the form of the distich see Prov. iv. 7. ['Get' has the idea of acquiring by purchase, as in fact was customary with
a wife.]

25. Without a hedge. Cp. Ps. v. 5 ; Prov. xxiv. 30, 31.

a wanderer and homeless. Cp. Gen. iv. 12, 14 (Cain) ; same phrase.

26. that hath no nest. No wife, no house. For ' house ' (rP3) = wife. Cp. Mishnah Yoma i. 1.

(c) XXXVII. 1-6. This forms a third subsection. Its theme is true and false friendship (cp. what is said on the
same subject in ch. vi).

1. Every friend saith: I am a friend . . . Cp. Prov. xx. 6 (' Many a man will meet one who is kind to him, but
a faithful man who can find ?

')

there is a friend who is (only) friend in name. This agrees with ffi ; but £> interprets otherwise : ' whose
name is friend,' i.e. who deserves the name.

3. O base nature! yi "UT = ' the evil Yeser : cp. Gen. vi. 5. In order to avoid imputing the creation of 'the
evil nature ' to God ffi rationalizes, translating ' wast thou created' by eVe/cvXur^s (see critical note).

To fill the world's face. Same phrase, Is. xiv. 21.
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SIRACH 37. 4-10

ft
Dm

4
r Base is the friend who hath regard to (one's) table 1

",

But in the time of stress standeth aloof.

5
BA good friend contendeth with (one's) enemy 8

,

*And* against "adversaries" holdeth the shield.

6 v Forget not v a comrade w in conflictw
,

x And forsake him not when thou takest spoil x.

(d) XXXVII. 7-15. Of counsellors true andfalse (=4 + 6 + 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

7 Every counsellor apointeth (with) the hand 3
,

But there is he that counselleth ba way to suit himself*

;

8 Beware of the counsellor,

And inform thyself beforehand what is his interest

:

c For he himself will also c take thought:
co

' Why should it fall out as he wishes ?' cc

9 And will say to thee :

dHow good d
is thy course

!

And (then) stand off to watch dd thy misfortune dd
.

f^
D

10 Consult not e with [those opposed to thee]e
,

And hide thy counsel from him that is envious

—

(fix tv 8o\iott)ti : IL malitia et dolositati illius r_r So ft (= & ' evil is the friend who approacheth the table ')

:

(fix misunderstanding y~lD mistranslates the whole line traipos <pi\ov tv tvcppoawr) rjSfrai, s_s So ft
D

: (fix again

mistranslates {but perhaps from a corrupt Hebr. text) eraipos (ptica avvnovti \aPlv yao-rpos (P reading Dy 7Dnj aniK

2~\p2 yi: i.e. ?jDri3 (= irovdv 1 Sam. xxiii. 21, LXX) for Dn?3 and y~i for "if with anpa from next verse)
t-t <&>(but 70 248 have *ai : so 3L and ft)

«-»
ft Dny (Neo-Hebr. for Dn*) : (fix iroXipov {but 248 no\tpiov)

y-y
ft rown bi< = (fix : & ' praise not ' = natSTrbx w_w

ft 3"Jp3 : ffi tv 777 yj/vxn vov x-x So ft = (& (but,

perhaps, ev xPWa(Tlv aov — "pW2 for ~p?W2) : & ' make him not ruler ' (perhaps an interpretation of maTyn"7N)
' in thy house '

(? ^22 for -j^ca). Cp. Gen. xxxix. 6 a~a
ft* ~P BJ»3*

' shaketh the hand '
: ffi etjmpei fiovXriv

(cp. tnatpfiv = Ppan xxxiii. 3, xlvii. 4 : and fiovXr] = T vi. 2) : ft
n mg. and ft

D
fttfl 1»1N ' saith behold '

: & ' behold

'

[for (gaipu. 23 296 have e|fp« = 3L prodit] b-b
J^

D ivy TV! = lit. ' a way according to him' c_c
ft

n

1$S3 Nin D3 »3 cc_cc
ft b)& vbtt HI nob : (fix prjnore £0X3 errt aoi tcXrjpop (% ne forte mittat sudem in terram)

:

ffi perhaps read b^ *]vV (cp. Job vi. 27 : 1 Sam. xiv. 42) : & ' lest he cast upon thee evil hurt '
d_d

ft aiDD =
aurniD dd_dd

ft "|t$>n lit. ' thy poverty ' (cp. iv. 29) : <!& to avp^o-opevov 0-01: £ ' thy shame ' e-e |^
D ^^n =

IL socero tuo (ft
B

illegible) : but "pon can hardly be right (T*?C — ' triv father-in-law ', i. e. husband's father,

always in ref to a zvoman : Smend explained by Arab. eL-=* = dux viae malus, ' an untrustworthy guide ' : but this

word is uncertain) : (fix tov virofSkenoptvov o-e : emend to *pDj3 (with Levi : this seems to be the best suggestionyet made,

and may, perhaps, be accepted provisionally) : cp. & ' thine enemy '. [Edersh., Margol. suggest ^pon as = & from

4. standeth aloof. Cf. 2 Sam. xviii. 13 (phrase).

[4 a is misunderstood by (fix ; R.V. renders 'There is a companion, which rejoiceth in the gladness of a friend'. See
critical note.]

5. A good friend ... <& again misunderstands the text (see critical note ; R.V. renders (fix 'There is a companion,
which for the belly's sake laboureth with his friend '.

against adversaries holdeth the shield. Cp. Ps. xxxv. 2.

{d) XXXVII. 7-15. This forms a fourth subsection. It treats of counsellors base and faithful.

7. Every counsellor pointeth (with) the hand. The Hebr. expression means ' to shake the hand ', and may be

understood as = ' to beckon with the hand ' as a preliminary to speech (cp. the phrase KaraatUiv 177 x (lP l > e-S- Acts xii.

17, &c). But this phrase is only used in reference to a public meeting, while here it is private counsel that is spoken

of. It is better, therefore, with Smend, to understand the expression in the sense of Is. xiii. 2, of pointing the way =
'he points out a way or course of action '. The alternative reading of the Hebrew (' Every counsellor saith : Behold !

'

cp. the alternative Greek reading and &) certainly is well supported. It is preferred by Levi. Smend, however,

regards this as an interpretation, [ffi ' extolleth counsel ' misrepresents.]

he that counselleth a way to suit himself. Cp. Derek Eres zuta 8 :
' Beware of him that counselleth according

to his own way' (= T. B. Sank. 76b) : 13T1 'Bib fyvno Till *im (cited by Edersheim).

8. what is his interest (lit. ' need ') (cf. ft <&).

For he himself will also take thought :
' Why should it fall out as he wishes ?

' The thought is set forth.

The metaphor of the lot underlies the expression (cp. also ft) = why should matters fall out as he wishes (IvX = Ivy) ?

Levi arrives at a similar meaning for the text. He explains by the phrase ?H /2J ('to fall to') = 'to go on the side of,

'espouse the cause of '.(cp. 1 Chron. xii. 20) ; so here = why should it go to his benefit or interest ? i.e. why should the

matter result in benefiting him ? (fix has misread and misunderstood the clause (cp. R.V.).

10. those opposed to thee. See critical note. For words expressing hostility and envy in parallelism cp. Is. xi. 13.
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SIRACH 37. n, 12

j^b(D)
j j With f a woman 8about g her rival,

hAnd from [an enemy]h 'about war with him 1

;

With a merchant about i business j

,

And from a buyer about selling

;

v With an evil-disposed man k *about benevolence 1

,

And a merciless man mabout human happiness™

;

n (With) the worthless workman 11 about his work,
nnAnd the yearly hireling 1"1 "about the sowing of seed ;

ffi (With) the idle slave about much work

—

Put no trust in these p for any counsel 1*

!

^b(d) I2 qgut rather w i t^ a man that feareth always"1
,

rWhom thou knowest to be a keeper of the Law r
;

8 Whose heart is at one with thine own 8
,

'Who*, if thou stumblest, "will be grieved for thee u
.

Aram. Hon = ' to see '. Here used in a hostile sense] f IL here inserts a doublet of clauses (e) and (f) s-s ft

by = nept (n C &c. also IL) : B > nepi : for TW^ by <$ substitutes ' lest thou commit adultery with her ' (to avoid

sanctioning concubinage implied by text) h_h
ft

n TIE1 : <8r km pera 8eiXov (= "]~|D: cp. Deut. xx. 8): but

context requires ' enemy ' {so Si) : read therefore with Smend *1TD (cp. v. 5)
i_i

ft® IflDrvD ba : ffi {so Si) nepi

noXepov = ft
D (but parallelism with PUVWt requires suffix) H ft "unn : fflt nepi pcTafioXias (n pera&oXrjs)

' concerning exchange ' k_k
ft y\ B»N Dy : ffi pera fiao-icavov (= py yn on, <:/>. xiv. 13). Perhaps \>y has

fallen out in ft : IL cum viro livido supports ft in reading K»N 1_1
ft

B IDn bftin bit {cp. ->*S?n Ps. cxvi. 12):

ft
D IDn ni^oa ^y ("n "l common in Neo-Hebrew : r substituted in MS. for the earlier expression) : <& n-epi

evxapuTTtas m-m
f§ -^3 3^3 ^y = ' about the happiness (welfare) of flesh

' n~n ft® N1SP by\2 : ffi Mei
"a

oKvrjpov : IL cum operario agrario = pera epyarov aypov {for apyovfrom next clause) : & ' with a cheating servant ',

cp. ft
D

T3fe> ^yi3 (^ misread ~ipB>) nn-nn ^d n3{y -,,3^ ^ |^b ^ .
^b ^p "pit?) : <S /iera /no-tftou acpetrnov

(B): but for last word Syro-Hex 253 23 f<peomov: n* C 155 308 eneo-riov : the rest rightly with IL ewereiou

(= ' yearly '
: <r/. Deut. xv. 18 LXX) °-°

ft
D

yir N¥10 i?y : <£ (freely) nepi owreXeias : IL consummatione
anni P~P <5r nepi iracrr)s (rvp&ovXias <1_(1 3^ TDn "11120 B^N (razd/ Dy) DN "JN : <Hr a\X j; /xera ai/Spos evcrepovs

evde\fx'(f, cp. % ' with men righteous be dwelling
' r_r

ft = ffi (but evroXas) : £ ' for they fear to sin before

God

'

h|B -]33^3 133^ Dy IPX = lit. ' with whose heart (it is) as thine own heart ' : <& = 133^3 IB'K,

w^iirA may be right t-t ^B nx : ft
D

DX1 = ffi S u_u <K o-vfaX^o-ct a-oi = "]3 "13^ (' will be troubled on

11. With . . . from. The clauses that follow in 11 are in subordination to 'consult not (with)' and 'hide thy

counsel (from) 'in 10.

With a woman about her rival, i.e. with a wife about another woman whom one is intending to take as

a second wife ; the Hebr. word used here (iTl¥ = dvriCrjXos) has this technical meaning ; cp. xxvi. 6 (also xxv. 11). In

these passages Ben-Sira apparently has in mind some of the evil results of polygamy, which were in evidence when
he wrote. The same word (= 'rival wife') is used in 1 Sam. i. 6; cp. also Lev. xviii. 18.

And from an enemy ... ffi ' and with a coward about war '.

With a merchant about business. (5r has 'concerning exchange', i.e. about what to buy (the goods that

the merchant has to sell). The cases enumerated are of persons directly interested in the results of the transactions.

From such the reader is warned not to seek advice.

And from a buyer about selling, i.e. about the price he should pay one. Such cautions as these are

especially necessary in the East.

With an evil-disposed man . . . The list of unsuitable counsellors that follows consists of such as are

incapacitated from giving advice on the particular matter by inherent defects of character. ' An evil-disposed man,'

i.e. an ill-natured, grudging man (Lat. 'cum viro livido'). For 'benevolence' (K has nep\ evxapurrias—evxapcaria

apparently = display of kindliness.

about human happiness, i.e. about the good fortune and happiness of any one. (5 'about kindness'.

And the yearly hireling about the sowing of seed. €r offers an interesting variety of reading here (see

critical note). The reading of the cursives (55 106 248 254 296), viz. enerdov (= IL ' annuli '), is correct as against

the uncials (B C N*), and is attested by ft. It is not 'the domestic (fcpeariov) servant', but the 'yearly hireling'

that the verse is concerned with. Such an one remained in his employment not a day longer than he was obliged

(cp. Isa. xvi. 14) ; hence it would be of all things most unprofitable to discuss with one of this class something which
would be carried out after the termination of his year's contract—viz. the sowing of seed in the autumn.

(With) the idle slave about much work. i.e. the opinion of a lazy servant must not be asked on the

question whether there is much work to be done (Edersheim).
12. with a man that feareth always . . . keeper of the Law. i.e. a man who is God-fearing and pious:

such a counsellor will be guided by right principle. For the phrase 'that feareth always' cp. Prov. xxviii. 14; also

xviii. 27 of our book.
Whose heart ... i.e. a faithful counsellor must be one who can act in a disinterested way, and is not

committed to any course by special interests of his own.
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SIRACH 37. 13-19

13 Do thou also v take knowledge v of the counsel of (thine own) heart,
wFor thou hast no one more true to thee w .

14 The heart of a man *telleth (him) his opportunities*
Better than seven watchmen yon a tower y

.

*5 But in all this intreat God,
That He may direct thy steps in truth.

(a) XXXVII. 16-26. True andfalse wisdom (= 3 + i[ + i] + 2 + 3 distichs).

16 aThe beginning of every action is speech,
And before every work is the thought*.

x 7
bThe roots of the heart's deliberations

(* 8 ) Bring forth four branches b
:

18 Good and evil, life and death
;

c But the tongue ruleth over them altogether .

^bd(C) I9 ^There is a wjse man wh }s w jse for manyd
But for himself e

is a fool e
.

account of thee '), which is the mg. reading of ffi (corrupted to 12y in fa
B

: fa
B

text ybx yy = ? (pointing JM})
condolebit tibi [Peters] :

' shall be weary for thee ') v-v
fa pan : © o-ttjctov = fin : & renders whole verse:

' for his faith shall quicken him, and also he is faithful like thee '
w~w

fa
B UDD J»N lb (I. px) POST ($

u O) 'D

:

ffi ov yap tcTTiv aoi niaTorfpos avrr)s x_x 3^ lTlVyt? (T3D) TO (/>/. ^/" nj>C> ' hour, time = opportunity '
: form

unusual): ffi cmayyikeiv (viorf (ia>8tv ('is sometimes wont to bring him tidings' R.V.) (157 + to a\rj6(s : io6b

dkrjOiva = IL) : & ' shall rejoice in (for shall show) his ways

'

vy fa
3

riDYO by : ffi «?" ptTtapov Kadijpevoi t-ni

(TKonrjs (icadTjfifvoi an addition : e. p. and t . a. a double rendering of HD¥D by) : %D has JtJ> 7J?
' upon a peak

'

[possibly em fifreoopov = jc? by £«</ ffi ^'z^j a conflation]. & renders ' more than the riches of the world that

profit not ' (' thinking o/Matt. iv. 8 ' [Bart]) a~a So fa
D

ffi : & ' before all men and before everything God hath

created all '. [For "OB? in (b) ?^
B has tWFl.l & ante omnia opera (a/, omnem operam) verbum verax praecedat

te et ante omnem actum consilium stabile b"b $B CEOC nymx 2& (D mhann) nib'Qnn (D -\py) mpy
(D /"P"^) imC1 (#Z£". -f-D D't^ait?) : <8r t^or aXAotoxrewy (= ? JTlDvIiri) tapdias reaaapa fiepi] avareWd [Hebr. explains

<& which yields no suitable sense]: p.<=pr) = D ,|D3B> |^
B

(cp. DDC? Gen. xlviii. 22) « &g = ffi: S 'he that

rules over his tongue shall be preserved from evil

'

d_d
fa D3l"0 D^l^ DDH B* : © com/ avr)p (Syro-Hex

253> a '"?/5) Jravovpyo? /cat iroWwv naiSevrris («u>K AC &C fL, & = fa) [<3r = fa : possibly, however, reading DDrP

ybr D2ITJ, and treating this as Hif: Levi considers DDF"0 a mistakefor DDir : A7//! not otherwise attested) e-efa D

?N1J (j<? |§
B

7W£\) = (IS: f^
B

<7«rf ?^
c

7X13 (Peters renders : et animam suam liberat) : 5 renders whole verse :

13. take knowledge . . . Self-reliance is, after all, best ; for the maxim regarding the counsel of the heart cp.

the Alphabet of Ben-Sira (I) :
' Take sixty counsellors, but the counsel of thine own heart do not abandon.'

14. The heart of a man telleth (him) his opportunities . . . The Hebr. word rendered 'opportunities' = lit.

'hours', (nyt^) : the right opportune time for doing a thing (in this sense in Neo-Hebrew). The 'seven watchmen
on a tower' of the second half of the verse may be an allusion to astrologers (Heb. is D'DIV lit. ' watchers';. For
the number 'seven' in such a connexion cp. Prov. xxvi. 16, 25 ; Jer. xv. 9. The moral of the verse is that man should

trust the instincts of his own heart most (so also ffi).

15. But in all this intreat God. ffi has 'above all these'; counsel, to be fruitful, must be taken in conjunction

with prayer. Prayer is of primary importance. The counsellors may be ranked in an ascending order of importance
as one's friends, oneself, God (Edersheim). With the verse cp. Prov. xvi. 9.

XXXVII. 16-31. This section falls into two well-defined subsections, the first of which is concerned with wisdom
true and false (vv. 16-26), and the second with wisdom or discretion applied to eating (vv. 27-31).

(a) XXXVII. 16-26 opens with some general remarks on reflection and thought. Thought precedes and determines

action. Wisdom and folly bring in their train good and evil, life and death ; but the fate of men is above all con-

trolled by the tongue of the teacher (vv. 16-18). In the verses that follow (19-26) three classes of wise who are not

really such (vv. 19, 20, 22) are contrasted with those who really deserve the name of ' wise ' (vv. 23, 24, 26). ' Wise

'

throughout is a term for the well-instructed scribe or teacher.

17. The roots of the heart's deliberations bring forth four branches. The Hebrew (note the v. I.) may be

rendered :

' The root of counsels is the heart

;

It brings forth four branches.'

This accords well with v. 16. The workings of mind and the moral will issue in action which results in a harvest of

good or evil, life or death. For the figure (root and branches) cp. i. 20. [<& gives no coherent sense.]

18. Good and evil, life and death. Cp. xxxiii. (xxxvi.) 14 ; Deut. xxx. 19.

But the tongue ruleth over them altogether. Cp. Prov. xviii. 21 (' Life and death are in the power of the

tongue ').

19. . . . who is wise for many But for himself is a fool. The verse may be explained to mean either (a) there
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SIRACH 37. 20-27

$BD
20 f«And there is a wise man who is loathed for his speech «,

And is cut off h from all enjoyment b
;

ffi 21 [For winning grace has not been bestowed upon him from the Lord,

And he depriveth himself of all honour].
j^BDfcj 22 i_/\ nd there is Ja wise man who is wise 3 for himself,

The fruit of whose understanding (is)
k upon his body k

.

JJj
BD

23 JAnd there is a wise man 'who is wise for his people 1

,

The fruit of whose understanding is
m lastingm.

25 "The life of a man (numbers) °days but few°,
p But the life of Jeshurun days innumerable p

.

guDtc)
24 nq^^ js w jse for himself*1 shall have his fill

r of enjoyment r
,

And s
all who see him 3 count him happy.

26 'Who is wise (for his) people* gaineth "honour",

And his name v abideth in life eternal v
.

(b) XXXVII. 27-31. Wisdom or discretion applied to eating (= 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

P?
BD

27 My son, prove thy soul w in thy life
w

,

And see (that) what harmeth it *thou give it not.

' every one that is wise in his own conceit is a fool '. [ffi axprjaros : IL insuavis = H] f Pr. tit. IL de sofistica et

versuta locutione §-S?§ DNEJ 1*13*13 D3"l ti"\\ <& tcrnv ao(piCofifvoi ev Xoyoit (Syro-Hex + (fat) /xier^Tor h-h|^

il'J?n ^>3KD i*3D ('from all agreeable food'): ffi n-a^s rpcxprjs (n* 106 157 248 253 Syro-Hex <ro<pias): Sah

Tpvfas = Jljyn rightly (rpcxpr) for rpvtpr) xli. 1). Read :i3J?n ^30 : !>3KD in Jfy is an addition (a conflate reading)

:

& ' and he depriveth himself of all honour '

(? = 21b): both 3> and ffi omit two lines : possibly & omits 20 b, 21a
and this line = 2 1 b (so Smend) : ^ > 2 1 a and b : not improbably there is a doublet in (5r (vv. 20, 21), and S> may
represent a variant of 20 b (^ 'is cut off from all enjoyment ' = & (variant) ' is deprived of all honour)

'

' £>

transposes vv. 22, 23 (wrongly : cp. 24, 26) J
-
J Soft = IL : ffi aocpos k-k So f^ : & ' from the sight of his

face '
: ffi em arofiaros (read a-aparos) mcrroi ( 2 9 6 > niaroi = an interpolationfrom 23 b) 1_1 The verse is wanting in

W '• S° 03*1' \G&> = <& rov eavrov Xaov naiSevoei : & ' who is wise at all times ' = D3rV D?W ' Cp. 1 9 a [<5t avrjp

at beginning of line = T& B>*1 misread B»n] m~m £0 ffi (= few) : ffl> Dn'133 = ' in their own bodies '
: but h>V

(not 3) would be expected here : cp. 22 b. Context supports ffi. & 'for themselves' n & transposes vv. 24, 25

(rightly): $$>v. 25 0_0
?^

B
D'lD* "1DDE : %D 1DDJD D'»' : <& a> apiBpa ^epeoi/. Read ivilh Smend IDDD 'D*

(r/>. (b) and xli. 13) p-p So p?
D

: $B to ^tOS?' DJ? /or piB" (= © ton Io-pa^X) : /)«/ pi^ original <i-a $
It^Bib D3"l : ffi ai/r/p rjo<poj : ^ = £ r-r |§ JUJjn (= &) : ffi fiAoyiay *-s

J^
D ln'Nll ^3 : <& navrts 01 opcovrts

(+avrov IO b, SO IL (7«<y <S = |^)
t-t ^ qjj D3p| : <£ 0-000? ei> ra Xaw avrov u~ u $?

CD
1133 : ffi 7T«nrj«« (<5///

248 So£ai/, jo 3L (77/^ S = ?£?): 7ri(7T»' war ^«?'f <5^« corrupted from nprjv (Smend) v_v
?^

u
Q?]} ''"13 "ID1JJ

:

ffi ^r/o-frnt (248 eo-Tai) eis tov aia>va (= D^iy **n!> : perhaps so read here with Smend) w~w £0 3^
B

ffi S : J^
B

w/^. f£?
n

1Cn3 (' in wine ') probably a scribal mistakefor *pm x ?^
D + 1 (' and give it not ')

: so <& : but W 5L Sb > ' and
'

are some who are wise where others' interests are concerned, but in their own affairs act as fools ; or (b) there are

some who pass as wise in the opinion of many, but who in their own estimation are as fools. Perhaps in view of the

use of 7 in 22 a the former interpretation (a) is to be preferred. Then 22 a is a contrast.

21. winning grace, ffi x"P ls = here also lovableness. Cp. xx. 19 ; xxi. 16.

depriveth himself of all honour. Cp. Num. xxiv. 11.

22. The fruit of whose understanding (is) upon his body. i.e. he experiences the results of his prudence in

material comforts ('upon his body ' = almost 'upon himself). For the reading of (!& see critical note, and cp.

Prov. xii. 14, xiii. 2, xviii. 21.

23. is lasting. The result of such public-spirited wisdom is seen not merely in material comforts and success,

but in lasting honour (fame among posterity).

25. The life of a man . . . life of Jeshurun. The verse gives interesting expression to one ancient view of

immortality. A man's memory might live on in honour in the life of his people. The nation could be regarded as

immortal. There is no hint of a survival of the personality of the individual. Cp. 2 Mace. xiv. 15. 'Jeshurun' is

a poetic name for Israel under its ideal aspect (= ' upright one') ; cp. Deut. xxxii. 15, xxxiii. 5, 26 ;
Isa. xliv. 2.

24. all who see him . . . Cp. Job xxix. 1 1 ; Cant. vi. 9.

26. And his name abideth in life eternal, i.e. will live on honoured in the memory of future generations: cp.

xxxix. 9, xli. 13 (' a good name endureth for ever'), xliv. 13, 14.

(b) XXXVII. 27-31. The theme of this subsection is prudence and self-restraint, especially as shown in eating.

Discretion in this regard will ward off disease and prolong life. It forms a good transition to the following section,

which deals with the physician and the healing art.

27. My son, prove thy soul in thy life ... ' Experientia docet.' The wise man will learn from experience what
to avoid as specially dangerous to himself.
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SIRACH 37. 28-38. i

j^b(d.
2 g por nQt y everything y is good for every one

—

z Every soul maketh not its choice of every kind 2
.

29 a Indulge not excess a b in any b enjoyment,
c Nor immoderation in dany d dainties.

30 e For in much eating 6 f nesteth sickness*",

kAnd he that indulgeth excess 8 cometh nigh to h loathing h .

3 1 'By intemperance 1 many have perished,

But he that is on his guard prolongeth life.

(a) XXXVIII. 1-15. The physician has been ordained by God and should be resorted to in

sickness (— 3 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 1 distichs).

38 x i Cultivate j the physician k in accordance with the need of him k
,

MB For him also hath God ordained.

y-y So $ B = (K : ?§
D nuyn (' luxury, enjoyment ' : 'for enjoyment is not good for every one '), cp. & (' food

is not,' &c. = ? ban for bib) *-* So %? = <&: cp. S>: SD nnan JT ba tys: $>:£ xb) = IL et non omni

animae omne genus placet a~a $B
[b] yim ^>X (mg. nm bx and [J>x] im) : $D

[bx] im bx (cp. $ B mg. 2):

<& pr) a-n\r\crTivov. Perhaps J§
B should be read (with a different division of the letters) ?y 1TD bn (so Levi, Strack)

:

then point "W? ;X (Nif of mi)= ' scatter not thyselfupon (dissipate not thyself) '= ' indulge not excess '(= <& 'be

not insatiable in ') : the reading offfi "till bii = ' be not excessive '(?). Smend reads ym~bx : Hif. (= strengthened

Qal) of J?1T
' to be restless ' : he renders ' sei nicht ausgelassen (bei) ', and regards the other readings as variants

arising (bn ["l]im and bx *WT\)from by "ITD and thisfrom b STW1 : cp. ynoni v. 30 b $B mg. b"b $B
b^7 = <ffi ;

$B mg. and ^D >^1 c"c W lD^'n ^X1 = ffir: $B mg. = $D 33nnn ^X1 = ? a scribal error for jcynn which

itself is a correction of "]QtJ>n (so Smend) : Levi reads Jjnnn and explains from Syr. as meaning ' desire

'

d~d So $B
: but $B mg. $u> ' any ' (bl) e~e So %D = p?

B mg. and <& (™ noWois yap frpupaaw) : $B
Jijyn 3n3 *3

f-f So $ : (& earai nova (B) : but other MSS. (x A 248 &c.) vovos (IL infirmitas : so &) s-s $D yvcn (cp.

note a_a above) = ?§
B mg. : |^

B
rmiDiTl : ffi Kai tj anX^a-Tia h_h ?§ X"1f = <£ (jco? ^oXepar) : so Num. xi. 20 (Hebr.

and LXX) « $ nD1D X^3 (' through lack of discipline '
: cp. Prov. v. 23 1D1D pX3 = Symm. hi anaibfvaiap)

:

ffi 8t" un\j](iTLav : 3L propter crapulam : 1 ' through much food
' H f£

B
ty")

*'. ft T) : mg. nyn nyi = $ D
:

ffi ripa = IL $t> and the citation in Rabbinic sources ("PplX *UD) : see exeg. notefor these, and alsofor the use of ny*l

in these connexions (ny"l used in an Aram, sense = Heb. mn 'to take pleasure in, treat in a friendly way')
k-k ^b m^ ^-ft i^b (W ^b here this MS. ends): <& npos ras xp(ias ( + <*vtov X A V 155 253 254 307 Syro-Hex)

28. For not everything is good for every one . . . Cp. 1 Cor. vi. 12.^

29. Indulge not excess. Cp. xxxi. (xxxiv.) 7, 'be not insatiable ' (ffi pn anXrjo-Tfvov, as here).

Nor immoderation . . . lit. ' be not poured out ' (ffi (xfj enxvOiis — M IBB^D ?X), i.e. do not allow yourself to be

given up excessively to. Cp. Ep. Jude 11 'rushed headlong (igexvdqo-av) for wages in the error of Balaam'.

30. sickness . . . loathing. There is a clear allusion to Num. xi. 20. Possibly both here and in the Numbers
passage the word translated 'loathing' (Vulg. 'nausea') may, as Smend suggests, denote something stronger, some
severe illness like dysentery (Smend renders ' Brechruhr '). Oriental dysentery is especially dangerous. For the whole

verse cp. xxxi. (xxxiv.) 20.

31. prolongeth life. Lit. ' will add life '
: cp. for the expression xlviii. 23 ; Ps. lxi. 6 (7) ; Prov. iii. 2, ix. 11.

XXXVIII. 1-23. This section falls into two well-defined subsections, the first of which treats of the physician and

his healing art, which should be resorted to in sickness (vv. I—
1 5) ; and the second with mourning for the dead

(vv. 16-23).

(a) XXXVIII. 1-15. God has ordained the physician, and given man the power and means to use the healing art,

in order that these should be resorted to when needful (vv. 1-8). In time of sickness, together with prayer, repentance,

and sacrifice, the skill of the physician should be called in to aid. The section seems to be addressed to people who,

on religious grounds, were unwilling to consult the physician in times of sickness ; cp. 2 Chron. xvi. 12 (' Asa . . . was

diseased in his feet ... yet in his disease he resorted not unto the Lord, but to the physicians '—the contrast is

significant).

1. Cultivate the physician in accordance with the need of him. The line is cited more than once in Rabbinic

works in the form— (' The proverb says:) Honour thy physician before thou hast need of him' (Midrash rabba to

Exod. xxi ; cp. Midr. Tank. Gen. fpD § 10; also in an Aram, form in T. J. Taanithm. 6). This form agrees with

$ B here in reading ' before (thou hast need of him) '
; but the alternative reading (»B7 = <&) ' in accordance with the

need of him '
is to be preferred here, being supported by the logical connexion. The physician is to be cultivated and

honoured ' because ' God has ordained him for a special and necessary office in human affairs. This point the author

is enforcing to people who were inclined to deny the necessity of the physician under any circumstances. The reading

'before' here may have arisen under the influence of xviii. 19 (' Have a care of thy health or ever thou be sick ') ; so

Taylor. The word rendered 'cultivate' (ny~l) occurs also in xxxi. (xxxiv.) 15, with the meaning to treat in a friendly

and considerate mariner ; cp. sy"l in Aram. = ' to delight in, welcome ' (B. H. n¥"l).

ordained. The Hebr. word here rendered 'ordained' (pit) sometimes has the meaning 'created' (so xxxi.
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SIRACH 38. 2-8

ft
3

2 It is from God that ! the physician getteth wisdom 1

,

And from the king he receiveth m gifts™.

3 The skill of the physician lifteth up his head,
nAnd he may stand before nobles 11

.

4 God °hath created medicines out of the earth,

And let not a discerning man reject them.
5 Was not pthe water p made sweet q by the wood q

,

r That He might make known to all men His power'?
6 And He gave men discernment,

That they might glory 8 in His mighty works 8
.

7 'By means of them the physician assuageth pain',

8 And likewise uthe apothecary prepareth a confection":

Ttfiaty (70 106 296 > Tifiais) avrov : Clem. Alex, has only npos XPflau avrov : Xc,a irpos ras xP tLas = Qi — MIX *a?

(so read) : ft
B
131V MS? = & : so Rabbinic citations (? \3&i> for *sb under influence of xviii. 1 9)

1_1
ft D3rV

NSn = & : ffi (freely) to-riv tao-is m~m So ft : <& 8op.a (but V 248 253 Syro-Hex 8o£ai>) fl-n So ft (with

mg. D*37D for D'Q'HJ) : <& <ai tvavn [iryto-ravav 8avfxa<r6r)(jfTai : & ' and before kings they set him

'

°~° So
ffi 3L S = ft mg. (JOS [ + D*De> i.e. D^DD]): ?^ (/«?/) [niQnn] W\D: for KW» «J«* of creation cp. Gen. i. 12.

[Z&? marginal D ,OB' (O^Ep) = 'spices' = 5 <z«fi? occurs in the Rabb. citation (see exeg. note), but is not to be

preferred to the text msnn = ' medicines'] p~p So ft €t : !L aqua amara = £> (amplifying ref to Exod. xv. 25)

i-q ft mg. yvQ =<&: ft text yyi = & " ft iro cjx i?3 jmr6 nnya (/or i> nuya +^ <^>. 1 Chron.

xix. 3) : Or ets ro yvaxrOrjvai rr\v urxw avrov = & (but 248 JO+vtto [248 ct7ro] avdpwnov [jo 3L] = 3^)
8_s ^ ffi 5 :

f^ ' in His (mg. their) mighty work ' (but pi. is required by DH2 7 a) t_t
ffi «i/ aurots tdtpanevo-ev km tjpev top ttovov

avrov (Nc -a 157 307 &c. Syro-Hex Sah Eth avro>v) = ' with them doth he heal and taketh away his (their)

pain' : 3L in his curans mitigabit dolorem (Aug. spec, mitigavit dolorem ipsorum) = depaTrevav avtiravo-tv = ft &
[(Hi may have added \ of pi to 31K2D] u-u 3L unguentarius faciet pigmenta suavitatis + et unctiones conficiet

[xxxiv.] 13 ft, 27 mg.) ; the Greek so renders here (iKTioev) ; cp. vii. 15, xxxix. 25, xl. i,xliv. 2. But in all these

passages the meaning ' allot ' or ' ordain ' is to be preferred. [The meaning ' create ' in xxxi. (xxxiv.) 13 may be explained
from the idea of smoothness, shape, according to Smend.]

2. It is from God that the physician getteth wisdom . . . The skill of the physician is derived from God, and
is not dependent on the favour of earthly potentates for the high estimation with which it should be regarded. This
seems to be the thought of the couplet. ' King ' in clause b probably means an earthly king, and is not to be regarded
as a title of God here (the King, i.e. the heavenly King). The verse, however, may not be intended to assert more
than the fact that the physician derives his skill from God, and at the same time receives recognition and is honoured
by the highest of earthly potentates. Physicians were regular officials of Oriental courts, and highly esteemed there,

ffi generalizes the statement (' from the Most High cometh healing').

3. lifteth up his head . . . stand before nobles. A physician specially skilful may rise to the highest honour.

For the expression ' stand before nobles' (v. I. 'kings') cp. Prov. xxii. 29.

4. created medicines out of the earth. Herbs used for medicinal purposes are specially in the writer's mind. In

the Midrash rabba on Gen. viii (cp. also Yalqut, Job, § 501) some sayings are grouped together which correspond to

vv. 4 a, 7, and 8 a here :

(4 a) God causes spices to spring up out of the earth :

(7) With them the physician heals the stroke,

(8 a) And of them the perfumer compounds the perfume.1

5. Was not the water made sweet by the wood . . . The allusion is to Exod. xv. 23 f. Ben-Sira rightly

interprets the miracle to have been effected by the nature of the wood : so Targ. Onq. ad toe. (' and the Lord
instructed him (in the properties of) a tree, and he cast it into the waters, and the waters became sweet': cp. also

Philo de. vita Moysi, i. 33, and Josephus, Ant. iii. 1. 2).

That He might make known to all men His power. So ft rightly. God is the subject of the sentence (ffi

makes the reference to the power (virtue) of the wood). God reveals His power through natural agents and properties.

6. That they (i. e. men) might glory in His (God's) mighty works. For the expression ' glory in ' (2 "lX2nn)

cp. xvii. 9, xxxix. 8, 1. 20.

7. By means of them the physician assuageth pain. ' By means of them,' i. e. by the forces which God has
placed in natural objects. The subject of the sentence in the text of ft is the physician : ffi (wrongly) makes the

subject of the sentence God. [ffit may have read HltOD X31D1 XS1"1 QH2 (cp. Rabb. cit. above).]

8. And likewise the apothecary prepareth a confection. Or the clause (ft) may be rendered : 'And likewise

the perfumer prepareth a perfume' (p.iypa). In B.H ni^n is a professional name = ' mixer, perfumer' (cp. Exod. xxx.

25, 35 ; Eccles. x. 1, &c.) ; in 1 Chron. ix. 30 cp. 'compounders of the ointment' : T\r\\P0 (the word used here) in

Neo-Hebrew = 'ointment' (ointment-mixture) (so 1 Chron. ix. 30). Thus the line might be rendered : 'And likewise

the apothecary (compounder) prepareth an ointment (ointment-mixture).' For npll (Gr. /uvpe^o?) cp. xlix. 1. The
offices of apothecary (compounder) and physician were, of course, not distinct.

1 npmon nx pmo npnn dtoi roon nx xqid xsnn ana .pxrrp d^dd nbyn rr&x
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SIRACH 38. 8-15

ft
B That His work may not cease,

v Nor health v w from the face of His earth w .

9 My son, x
in sickness 1 y be not negligent y

;

Pray unto God, for He can heal 2
.

io a [Turn] from iniquity, and [purify thy hands]a
;

And from all
b transgressions 15 cleanse thy heart.

11 cdfGive a meal-offering with 1 a memorial d
,

eAnd offer a fat sacrifice 6 f to the utmost of thy means'".
12 kAnd to the physician also give a place g

;

Nor should he be far away h
, for of him there is need.

13 For there is a time when successful help is in his power

;

14 For he also maketh supplication to God,
'To make his diagnosis successful 5

,

And the treatment, nhat it may promote recovery^.
15 He that sinneth before his Maker

k Shall be delivered into the hands k of the physician.

sanitatis (a doublet)
.

*-y
ft jrc'im : ffi mi tip^ [nap' avrov] (H reading yapfor nap : pax enim Dei) [? eiprprrj =

Mw for rrWl (Hart) : but Smend thinks it translates ft = ' Heil'] w-^ <& nap avrov «mv tm npoaanov tt,s

yis = 1V1X *3B 7V WOO [."Win] = ' and that health from him may be upon the face of the earth ' (Smend thinks
this may be the original text) : ft DIN »J30 fWtfrt, mg. 1X"1X 'JSE = S> (' from the face of the earth ') : in classical

Hebrew >JD b]}0 would be required *-» Soft: (Ss + aov (so & IL) r-J ft n3ynn ^N = <& {secfurther exeg.
note) : &>(& ne despicias te ipsum) z ffi + cxe (so &) a~a

ft (at beginning of line) is here defective: (DW)
D^D TSPItM PIJftD = ' flee from iniquity and from respect of persons ' (Schechler) : (DM « supplied also by Levi,
Sirack, Peters): ft mg. has DDJ = 'prove'. <& anoa-T-qo-ov nXrjppfXuav (248 70—/imar) k<u tv8wov x flpa * =
? D'SS "Uni 7yD Ton (eu<9vj = la Ps. Ixxviii. 1) : so Smend would emend the whole line : D^SD "Oill hyc "flD :

Mm z'j confirmed by parallelism of next clause. & has ' remove iniquity and falsehood

'

b-b © a/i0/3TUI s (sing.)
c

z». 1 1 > & d-d /&&-. yj/^. defective, only the final word of the line, PT"T3TM , being legible : © 6of <v<*hiav mi
fxvr)p.ocrwov o-(fuda\(a>s : ft mg. nmsTN : Smend remarks that a fern, noun must have preceded this, and he restores
the whole line: FTOfN D31 nmo |D : Uvi iTDtNl miTJ twn (*/>. xlv. 1 6)= 'offer incense and a memorial'
e_e

Ik "jny fBTl = ' and make fat what is set in order or prepared '
(1'. e. 'the offering prepared') : cp. ni3"iy» 1. 14

where ffi renders by npuo-cpopa : <& here mi Xmavov npoacpopav t-t
ft y^ 'Q333 (Schechter proposes "pin ""DiSS

' according to the savings of thy substance ') : <5c o>s fit) vnapx<»v = ? "pw i£33
: cr as Levi suggests fin ^33 :

perhaps "pin 153 (Z/z;*') should be read. IL > es So <& = ft (MS. defective) : ffi + «u yap avrov (kt«t(v kvPws

(additionfrom v. 1) h ffi+ crow : ^. f| /«£•. |-|N» (corruptedfor "]rlKD ?)
i_i mB>Q 1^ n^"1 "ISW (n"lB>3 =

"X?D 'solution', Eccles. viii. 1): <& avanavo-tv (j
3from ava\voiv. Avais = IB'Q Eccles. viii. 1. [$> here 'health'.])

For rbtT (read as Bif.) ft mg. has TOKft (i. e. PlgO?) = & : IL diriget H ffi xapii' fM/31(B<rea>s = ft: & ' in his
hand and life

' k-* 5i? ^ w^. »"p ^y -iJinb'1 = 5 and fflr (f/iTr«o-ot «y x^pas1

) : l§ /«?/ '33^ 13Jn , ' is pre-
sumptuous before

'

1 %pr. lit. de exequiis ™-b>
ft 3nn (///. ' cause to flow ') = ffi Kamyaye : £ ' multiply'

(= 31H Zrar/) n-n
|^ TMDnn : ffi co f Stii/a nao-Xov = TTDJ1D3 ~° |^ Di?ynn ^N1 (' hide not thyself)

J,_p |^ Dny*1J3 (^z// sing, stiff, is required: so read with versions): <& (for whole line) «ni fit] vntpifys rrjv racpTjp

That His work may not cease, Nor health from the face of His earth. 'His (i.e. God's) work.' The
idea is that God's mighty working manifests itself ceaselessly on the earth in the work of the physician. 'The reason
... is a divine design to encourage science, which otherwise would vanish, being useless. " Miraculous" healing would
never have suggested a study of botany or mineralogy ' (Edersheim). ffi obscures the meaning.

9. in sickness be not negligent. The Hebr. word rendered here ' be negligent ' (so (5r) means ' to let oneself go ',

i.e. be careless: so Prov. xiv. 16; Sir. v. 7, vii. 10, 16; cp. xiii. 7, xvi. 8. It is not necessary to alter the text in

these passages to "I3ynn, 'trouble oneself.
Pray unto God, for He can heal. Cp. Exod. xv. 26.

10. Turn from iniquity, and purify thy hands . . . The expression ' clean of hands ' (' he that hath clean hands ')

symbolizes innocence or freedom from guilt ; cp. Job xvii. 9, &c. The idea that physical ills are a punishment for sin

is here emphasized, as often elsewhere in the O. T.
11. Give a meal-offering with a memorial. The sacrifice as described in Lev. ii. 1-3 is meant; the 'memorial'

is that part of the minhafr, which is burnt upon the altar. All incense was so burnt (cp. xlv. 16). Levi restores here :

' Offer incense and a memorial.'
offer a fat sacrifice . . . Cp. vii. 31 ; Prov. iii. 9, &c.

12. And to the physician also give a place. Note the order of Ben-Sira's thought : In sickness first make thy
peace with God; resort to prayer and sacrifice ; then call in the physician ('for verily the Lord hath created him ' is

an addition in ffi from v. 1).

14. To make his diagnosis successful, And the treatment . . . For the text see critical note. The word
rendered 'treatment' lit. = 'healing'.

15. He that sinneth . . . Shall be delivered into the hands of the physician. This probably means that if a man
sins against his Maker he will be punished by sickness and ill health, and will then have to depend upon the physician

for relief—God will not help him (presumably till he has made his peace with God). <£ (ifiweaoi : but 23 55 254
(pneae'irai) renders :

' let him fall !
' but the alternative rendering is to be preferred.
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SIRACH 38. 16-20

(b) XXXVIII. 1 6-23. On mourningfor the dead (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

$n 16 'My son, m let tears fall m over the dead
;

n Show thy grief and wail out thy lamentation.

In accordance with what is due to him bury his body,

°And hide not thyself p when he expires p
.

*7 q Let thy weeping be bitter and thy wailing passionate*1
;

And make mourning such as befits him :

A day or two on account of rgossip r—
And be consoled 8 on account of (thy) [sorrow]s

.

18 *For out of sorrow 1 proceedeth u bane u
;

v Even so r wsadness of heart w x[prostrateth ] vigour*.

$> y 19 z [Worse than death is abiding sorrow 1
,

® (£) And an unfortunate life is cursed by the heart 2
.

$ B 20 aAnd let him no more occupy thy thoughts'1
:

b Dismiss the remembrance of him, and remember the end b
.

avrov (' and neglect not his burial
')

<i
_<

i |^ 1SDO (mg. Dilil) Dnni (mg. "aa) ^2 "IDH : <& iriKpavov KXav6p.ov kcu

Btpfiavov Konerov = "IDDD Dnni *aa "IDH (so Smend restores and reads) : nQDD Dnn = /*'/. ' make hot lamentation '.

Levi keeping % text "IEDD DJ"in renders ' accomplis exactement les ce're'monies funebres '. Ss (reading iDn ' wine '

for "iron) renders :
' wine and food for them that lament

'

r_r
ffi dm^oX^s = ? nm (so read) : $ nyon (& ' of

men ' = ? Dyn from nyoi : Levi) 8~s
f§ text py "iiaya : ffi Xvtt^s ti^a = ? ffa "YOya

; jo mzrf : & ' on account

of life

'

t-t Stf <& & : $ pTD (fftlrf tfW *2) u"° $ pDK : ffi dawn-or v-v g p w-w $ 33J g*1 (#.
Neh. ii. 3) = ffi

s_x «a/i\^et w^w = HOVy njy (.ro raz</) : $ /^jtV navy nja11 y 0. 19 >?^ z-z S (fusing

18 b <z«<f 19a) ^aj '[for so an evil heart] more than death crushes through anxiety the poor man and brings

distress, for the life of the poor is for a curse of the heart ' : fir (clause a) en cnraya>yr) (tf A &c. errayayrj) napafiaivei

(Nca A &c. Syro-Hex IL napauevei) xai Xvnr]. Smend proposes for this line 10)]} |H niOD y"l. & misread y*l as

EH: <& ignored y*l and read n"DD(a) for niDD (cp. iii. 28 enaywyr) = naD) : jc Smend. The second clause is

in <& Kai (3ios tttwxov Kara (55 248 254 Karapa) Kapdias a-a 3^ -py ^ ffpHi 3HJ71 ta = ' turn not thy heart

back to him again '
: ^ mg. my a? Ivy JVK*n t>K i.e. as rendered above : €r seems to have understood Ivy as =

' upon it (i. e. sorrow) ' = ' set not thy heart upon sorrow '
(p,rj das «$• Xvnrjv T-qv napSiav aov which = p*P jnn ?N

1B>D3, xxx. 21): 2 'upon oaths' ll_l) So p? : <3r (mitigating the harshness) anoa-Trjaov avrrjv /xi^o-tfeis ra «rxaTa

(b) XXXVIII. 16-23. Proper mourning and burial should be bestowed on the dead ; but sorrow, unduly prolonged,

can only harm the living, and cannot benefit the dead.

16. let tears fall . . . Cp. Jer. ix. 17-18.

In accordance with what is due to him bury ... ' Perhaps in grave-clothes suited to his station

'

(Edersheim). For the Greek word here used (n-fp/oreiXov) cp. Tobit xii. 12 and Ezek. xxix. 5, LXX.
And hide not thyself when he expires. So f£? (for the expression 'hide thyself, used absolutely as here,

cp. Deut. xxii. 3). fflt ' And neglect not his burial ' : this, perhaps, gives the sense fairly correctly. A passage in the

Babylonian Talmud, cited by Schechter (Moed Qatan 27 b), will illustrate the meaning :
' Formerly the funeral (lit. the

bringing out) of the dead was more grievous to his relatives than his death— so much so that his relatives used to leave

him and flee ; until Rabban Gamaliel came and himself set the example of going forth (in the funeral procession) in linen

garments,' &c. The abuse referred to is the burden of expense entailed by extravagant funeral fashions, which caused
relatives to abandon the dead and take to flight rather than face the requirements. It would seem probable that some
such abuse is aimed at in the text. Smend explains the verse as referring to the laws of ritual uncleanness in connexion
with a corpse (cp. Num. xix. 14 f.). Rather than incur this impurity people would leave the dying man. But this is

most improbable.

17. Let thy weeping be bitter and thy wailing passionate. Lit. 'make bitter weeping' (same expression

Zech. xii. 10) : the Syr. variant here, ' wine and food for them that lament ' (see critical note), is interesting. It is an
allusion to the customary funeral feast, mentioned in Jer. xvi. 7 (also ? Tobit iv. 17), but the reading is due to

misunderstanding of the original text, though some allusion to the custom would have been expected.
A day or two on account of gossip, i.e. to avoid slander or public criticism. S has 'on account of people'

(generally).

be consoled on account of (thy) sorrow, i. e. after the prescribed days of mourning are ended. These,
according to the strict letter of the law, were seven, but in ordinary life may have been reduced to one or two days. S
has ' on account of life ', i. e. that thy own life and health may not suffer. The duty of burying the dead with proper
respect is constantly enforced in Rabbinical literature ; cp. also the Book of Tobit.

18. bane, ffi renders ddvaros. The Hebrew word (PDN) may be understood of sudden death brought about by accident

or misfortune ; cp. Gen. xlii. 4, 38, xliv. 29; Exod. xxi. 22, 23 (Targ. Onq. renders NniJO, 'death,' in all these passages).

So again in our book xxxi. (xxxiv.) 21 $? (so Smend). Sorrow unduly prolonged will bring sudden misfortune (death).

19. Worse than death is abiding sorrow . . . Cp. xxx. 17. The verse is wanting in ?l? : for text see critical note.

<& in clause a (B iv cmaya>yfj napafiaivei Ka\ Xvirr)) is explained by Ryssel to mean : with the departure of the corpse from

the house, sorrow also passes away (cp. v. 23a). (ft? for 19 b ? a? TOpp "Oy **ni.)

20. let him no more occupy thy thoughts. (5 'give not thy heart unto sorrow '
: cp. xxx. 21.

remember the end. The sense of the whole verse is : Give not up thy life and energies to vain regrets

;

remember thine own end, that thou thyself hast to die, and live thy life, while thou hast it, in the right way.
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SIRACH 38. 21-25

21 cdRemember him not, for he hath no hope d
;

Thou canst not profit him, while thou harmest thyself.
22 cRemember his doom, for it is the doom of thyself

—

e His e yesterday, and thine to-day!
23 fWhen the dead is at rest, let his memory rest f

;

And be consoled when his soul departeth.

(a) XXXVIII. 24-30. The superiority of the scribe over the labourer and artisan
(= 1+3+3+4 + 4 distichs).

24 The wisdom of the scribe ^increaseth wisdom*
And hhe that hath little business 11 can become wise.

25 How can he become wise that holdeth 'the goad 1

,

And glorieth J'in brandishing the lance j ?

% transposes {wrongly) vv. 21, 22 (to 22, 21) d-d So M : <£ again diverges, modifying the original sense: fit)

tirChaet] ov yap tanv enavoSos (R.V. 'forget it not, for there is no returning again') : S> renders the whole verse

:

' Remember grief and dispel sins, and put not thy trust in riches, for there is no hope in them ; for like a bird
of the heavens that flieth and alighteth, so is wealth before the sons of men ; thee it rejoiceth and another it

harmeth

'

*-*> So & £> : <8x epoi {so in clause a <& has to Kpipa pov except B 253 308 which have avrov] ) : so
A V Syro-Hex. % t-1 $ mg% \r\y(\ nu^ DD nUKO = ffi (but Karanavo-ov may = rOKVl : cp. x. 1 7) e-g So
& = £ (

+
' for him ') : ffi tv evmipia o^oA^ (EV ' cometh by opportunity of leisure ') b-h So f§ : (So

eMaaovpcvos irpa^i avrov : & ' he who is not busy with vain things ' (xnpnD piDD tihl) cp. 1 Tim. v. 13 Pesh.)
i_i $ Itbtt = ' ox-goad' (^.Judges iii. 31): <& aporpov : 2> 'plough-share' {cp. LXX Theod. Judges iii. 31,
aparponovs : Vulg. vomer) H $ has -vynD JVJrG = ' (who glorieth) by reason of brandishing with the lance

'

{cp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 18) : <& a> hopan Kevrpov = ? yTlD l"^n2 : so Smend reads here (yTllD = B.H. VfW) k-k ^
VW sp^Nl {*\t>K Ps. cxliv. 14 = S]^>k) = ffi 0oas (Xavixov W

ft "V&2 22W"1 {mg. "VKO 22W"1

) : over line

21. Remember him not, for he hath no hope. So $. €r 'forget it (i.e. thy latter end) not, for there is no
returning' (? reading HDipn for mpn, Levi) : for this sentiment cp. Job viii. 8 ; Wisd. ii. 1.

22. Remember his doom . . . Cp. xli. 2, 3.

23. When the dead is at rest, let his memory rest . . . Cp. for the sentiment 2 Sam. xii. 23.

XXXVIII. 24—XXXIX. 11, with an Appendix, XXXIX. 12-35. This forms an independent section which has for
its general theme the scribes. It falls into three well-defined subsections (besides an Appendix), the first of which
brings out the superiority of the scribe over the labourer and artisan (xxxviii. 24-30) ; then, the place of the
craftsman in the civic economy is dwelt upon, but at the same time his inability to fulfil the higher offices of counsellor
and judge is set forth (xxxviii. 31-34) ; the last subsection gives a glowing picture of the work and activity of the true
scribe, and of his honourable status (xxxix. i-ll). The Appendix (xxxix. 12-25) contains a hymn of praise for

creation.

The whole section is extremely valuable for the light it throws upon the position and character of the older
Sopherim, and also, incidentally, on the trades that flourished in Jerusalem in Ben-Sira's days. These earlier scribes,

in contrast with the later Teachers of the Law, appear for the most part to have belonged to the upper and wealthy
classes (cp., however, xi. 1 ; Eccles. ix. 16), and to have been separated from the working classes (peasants, labourers,
and artisans) by a wide social gulf. They were apparently a leisured class, raised above the necessity of earning
a livelihood, who took the lead in public affairs and counsel, and acted, as judges in pronouncing judicial decrees (cp.

xxxviii. 33). They obviously belonged to the nobility, and perhaps to the noble families of the priesthood (hence their

position as judges). They appear to have familiarized themselves with foreign affairs and countries, and to have
sometimes occupied positions under foreign monarchs, in which capacity they would naturally act also as the
representatives of their own people and state. Smend points out that originally the tradition of the scribes grew out
of the priestly Torah, and, consequently, the earlier scribes were drawn from the priestly class. This was still the case
in the time of Ben-Sira.

(a) XXXVIII. 24-30. This subsection is particularly interesting as containing a more or less representative

enumeration of the handicrafts that flourished in Jerusalem, by the side of agriculture, when the author wrote. They
appear in the following order of precedence : engravers of gems (signets and precious stones), smiths, and potters.

Some of the more ordinary trades, such as weaving and carpentry, are passed over, as too obvious to mention,
perhaps.

24. The wisdom of the scribe increaseth wisdom. Schechter cites Baba bathra 21a: 'The emulation of

scribes increaseth wisdom' (HDDn ru~in D^IDID riNJp). ffi apparently understood ' wisdom' at end of the line to mean
' learned leisure '.

he that hath little business . . . Cp. Pirqe Aboth iv. 14: 'R. Meir said: 'Have little business, and be
busied in Torah.' But the rule in Mishnaic times was that study of the Law should be combined with a trade ; cp.

Pirqe Aboth ii. 2 (' Rabban Gamaliel said : Excellent is Torah study together with worldly business, for the practice of

them both puts iniquity out of remembrance ; and all Torah without work must fail at length and occasion iniquity ').

25. And glorieth in brandishing the lance. The ox-goad is apparently meant here, as in the preceding line (so

<5r and Smend's restored text; see critical note). [For phrase 'brandish the lance' cp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 18 ; I Chron.

xi. 11 and 20.]
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SIRACH 38. 25-28

$ kWho leadeth cattle k Jand turneth about oxen 1

,

mAnd whose discourse 111
is with bullocks?

26 mra He is careful n to harrow [the seed-strip]n
,

And his anxiety is °to complete the provender .

27 p Likewise the maker of carving and cunning device p
,

Who by night as by day q hath no rest q
;

rWho engraveth signet-engravings',
8And whose art it is to make variety of design 8

;

He is careful Ho make the likeness true 1

,

And his anxiety is to complete his work.
<£(*)'* 2 8 So also uthe smith" that sitteth vby the furnace v

,

w And regardeth the weighty vessels w :

The flame of the fire
x cracketh x his flesh,

And with the heat of the furnace y he gloweth y
;

zTo the sound of the hammer he inclineth his ear z
,

And to the pattern of the vessel a directeth a his eyes.

TIE&) : © km avaa-Tp€(f)ofxevos ev epyois avroou ™-m
J|| VnVJlPl = STVWV — HSc ™ & (wrongly) transposes

clauses a and b here. In transl. above the clauses follow the right order n_n
ffi {defective) rVK> , 37

[n]*1tJ>7 {most scholars complete by adding D NB?rO [cp. ffi] : but Smend reads JHJ n73J, cp. 25) :

ffi cKdowai. avXams: 25 'in his seed-row ' (nyin Kn7J3 = Smend's reading above: cp. n:y? in Neo-Hebr.=. ' row '

:

xrtf? in Targ.) °-° ^ p3"l£> 711737 (Schechler p3"ID 1*11737, 'to victual the stall'): <!& «s xop1
"00"/*07"" SapaXewv

{= ?-)D3 {pel 73737] 73N7) p-p % {defective: MS. mutilated) 3t?[ni B*]-\n 7WV fJX {point with Peters tf^n

3E'ni : others 3K>ni Knn) : (Br ovras nas t€kt<ov km apxtrtKrcov i
_
Q ?^ mutilated here : Smend {following 25 partly)

restores [l]jW = ' is (are) restless '
: ffi Stayei = f^ mg. iny (occupatus est) = but JHJ in v. 25 = ' lead ' (£>for

v. 27 a and b has: 'So also all the craftsmen are disturbed together, and night and day on them {i.e. their

works) they think' : here ' are disturbed ' (= ? lyp) has been transposed to the first clause : so Smend) r-r
ffi ol

yXvepovres yXvppara acppayibav = (?) Dmn ^nJlD riDDO {Smend) B~8 <8s km r) vnop.ovt] {so B : but X A Syro-Hex
IL cmpovrj) avrov aWoieocrM noiKiXiav : rj (nifiovrj avrov = (?) ini3D1{< and iroiKikiav = n3KTID : aKXotaxTM = HiK*

('change') t-t ffi us opoioxrM £aypa<piav {faypacpuv = npn
,
ppn Ezek. xxiii. 14, Is. xlix. 16, LXX) [/or

27 c-f 25 has : ' on the work of carvings and signets and of pearls ; also their thoughts are needed for the works

of their craft
']

*t xxxviii. 28-xxxix. 14 is not extant in p|
u-u

ffi xa\i«ii?=KHn {worker in metal is meant)

v"v (& eyyvs atpovos (' by the anvil ') : but 25 ' [to sit] by the furnace ' {rightly) = ? 113 7¥K {<& = ? ID 7¥K : or is

aKpavos a corruption of tapivov ?)
w-w 25 ' And to consider closely the implements of the balance ' {reading rightly

7pB*D v3) : ffi (cat Karapavdavcov apyut {so B Wrongly; V (pya>: 248 Syro-Hex ev epyw) (Tt8r]pa> (V aidrjpov: X 55 106

254 308 epya o-tSnpov) : orig. Hebr. ? 7pt^D '733 punffl (jfl Smend) x~* rq£ei (x A &c.) = ? yp3' (r/>. Micah i. 4
LXX, zy^rfi tt]kopm = yp3rin) : = 25 (' cracketh ') : B (V 253 308) 71^1 (' stiffeneth ') y~v <& Siapaxwe™ : 25

{rightly) ' he burneth ' ((Hr a misrendering o/"n"innn) 8_z <5r ^wk^ o-cpvpris { + aicp.ovos 248) Kati/tci to ow avrou (' The
noise of the hammer reneweth his ear'): but 25 (' Over against the model he will bend his hand') suggests k\ivu

for KMviti : so read {and accentuate 4>a>vfi)
a~a Cp. 25 ' And over against the image of his work his eyes shall

Who leadeth cattle and turneth about oxen, f^ mg. gives an excellent sense (' Who leadeth cattle and
turneth them about with song') : the construction of the Hebrew is easier, and it may be right (so Smend).

26. He. is careful to harrow the seed-strip, lit. ' he setteth his heart ' (137 1"W ffi Kapdiav avTov Sua-ei). In

Palestine the field is arranged in separate seed-strips, which are ploughed and sown separately. See further on this

point Krauss, Tahnudische Archdologie, ii. 179 f.

his anxiety is to complete the provender, ffi ' his sleepless care is for provender of heifers '
; cp. Gen.

xv. 9, xxiv. 35. See further critical note.

27. Likewise the maker of carving and cunning device. ' Likewise,' i.e. is likewise prevented by the demands
of his craft from enjoying the leisure necessary for a member of the learned class (a scribe). It is best to regard the

verse as dealing with one class of workers only, viz. the engravers of precious stones (seals and gems ; so 25). For
this form of art see Benzinger, Archaol., 258 f., and cp. art. 'Engraving' mJE. Smend understands two classes to

be referred to, the gem-engravers and the weavers of embroidered stuffs ; he renders 27 d ' and he also whose art it

is to weave embroidery' ('und auch der, dessen [Kunst] es ist, bunt zu weben'). But this is less probable.

28. So also the smith that sitteth by the furnace. The worker in metals is meant, here denoted by the

Heb. term K>TI probably. The work of the smith, as here described, is more particularly associated with the furnace,

in which the ore was melted, and the anvil, on which the metal was beaten out (cp. Is. xliv. 12). With the present

passage cp. also Ezek. xxii. 18-22 ; and see further s.v. 'metals' in EB and JE; cp. also Krauss, op. cit. ii. 299 f.

[<& reads by the anvil' ; but the rendering adopted is supported by the context ; see further critical note.]

And to the pattern of the vessel directeth his eyes. This clause apparently refers to the hammering
out of the metal according to a model.
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SIRACH 38. 28-33

® (&) He is careful to complete his work,
And his anxiety is

b to measure it off exactly 1
".

S (ffi) 29 Likewise the potter who sitteth c at his wheel
,

d And driveth the vessel with the soles of his feetd ;

eWho is all the time in anxiety over his work 6
,

fAnd all his handiwork is g by number

s

f
;

30 h His arms are cracked by the clay h
,

JAnd [before old age ] he is bent and bowed 1

;

He is careful to complete i the glazing 1',

And his anxiety is
k for the heating of k the furnace.

(b) XXXVIII. 31-34. Though unfitted for the highest offices the craftsman fills an essential

place (=2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

31 All these *are deft 1 with their hands,
And each is wise m in his handiwork 111

.

32 Without them a city cannot be inhabited,

"And wherever they dwell they hunger not n
.

33 °But they shall not be inquired of for public counsel
,

And in the assembly p they enjoy no precedence 5
.

be directed ' (€r> ' directeth') b~b <£ Koo-y^aai «ri o-wrikeias (cp. xlvii. 10) : Koapuv = ;pn xlii. 21 ; cp. xvi. 27
c_c So <S (HsN PJ?) : (3r fv (py<p avrov d-d $ <$ : {£ Kal o-vo~rp((pa>v cv tvoviv avrov rpo^ov (xca irri'kov) e_e So fflr

(%> > the line) f_f So fflr : S> (in disorder and corrupt) ' And his eyes are upon the vessels of all his work ' s-g (£

evapiOpois (B &c), tv api6p.a> (55 1 53), tv apiBpots (307) h-h £> ' His arms break up (split) the clay ' (transposing

subject and object) : ffir fv ftpaxiovi avrov Tviruxra nrjkov i-' & ' And until he die he is bowed down and bent '

:

<& icai npo nodwv Kau\}rfi tirxvv avrov [S?nend conjectures iXSfa \SS7 for DID *JB7 in ,3] H ft (xAV &c. H)
xpi-o-fia = nnCD (3 ' his work '

: ? confusing with nbyD) k_k ffi KaQapwai : & ' to build ' (context demands ' to

heat' = -iSw : KaBapio-ai wrong transl. of ~ijO in LXX : cp. Hos. vii. 4, Jer. xxxvi. 22) 1_1
(fix tvemo-rcvo-av (us

xcpas avrwv): EV 'put their trust in their hands' (probably mistranslating p3N or }13*X ; so Smend): J5 'for the

sake of their advantage '

(?)
m-m ® (V T„ fpyV avT0V . % < m the work of their craft

'

»-n So & : ffi kui ov

(? read ov) napotKrjo-ovaiv ovfie TKoinarrja-ovo-Lv (? last two words corrupted from ov prj neivaawo-iv : Edersh. suggests

confusion between I3"iy» and 13JJT) °-0
<5r (xca ) nXX tis /3ou\t/k Xaov C^T^o-erai : 70 248 *v fiovXr) Xaov ov

(r]TT]6r]o-tTai = S> p-*1
ffi ovx vnepaXowrai = ? 1D1"V X/ (jo 5) <l

_(
i This is the order of the clauses in X A V =

& : B ^<7J them in the inverted order *-* & ' covenants and judgements ' (suggests ^ BBE'Dl pl"l, f/>. xlv. 17 :

so read with Smend): ffir diadrjKrjv Kpiparos *-* (Hr (Kcpavwo-iv = iy,3 > (cp. xvi. 25): & 'consider' (/reading 1J
,2,

/tfr 1JT3*)
t_t So & (KHOam Xiah'1

) = ? i>3B> "1D1D: ffi(xAV&C. IL) rraififiaK (B 253 308 8iKato<rvvt)v) -.

to measure it off exactly. R.V. (= (ffir) 'to adorn them (the vessels made) perfectly'; the Greek Koanrjo-ai

might be understood of the polishing of the metal, but probably = a Hebrew word meaning 'to measure off' (see

critical note). The reference will then be to getting the dimensions of the finished vessel exact.

29. Likewise the potter. For the work of the potter as here described cp. the art. 'Pottery' in EB andfE ;

also Krauss, op. ctt., ii. 271 f.

who sitteth at his wheel. Cp. Jer. xviii. 3-4.

all his handiwork is by number. The meaning seems to be that the potter goes on mechanically

multiplying his products, which are all of one uniform quality (the reading of some Gr. MSS. ' without number', i.e.

endless, is a correction).

30. His arms are cracked by the clay. i. e. his hands are cracked and disfigured by his work. For the

text see critical note (the correction is necessitated by the context, which describes what the potter suffers from his

work, ffic
' he fashioneth the clay with his arm ' does not yield a suitable sense : the clay is prepared by stamping [cp.

Isa. xli. 25], and manipulated on the wheel with the hands).

the glazing. Probably smearing with paint, which was then polished ; see EB, s.v. ' Pottery ', § 10.

for the heating of the furnace. R.V. (= (S) 'to make clean the furnace': but the furnace of the potter

required no cleansing, as the soot was destroyed by the great heat. What was necessary was to raise the furnace to

the greatest possible heat, and maintain it there ; cp. xxvii. 5.

(b) XXXVIII. 31-34. This subsection follows closely on the preceding in logical order, by bringing out the value

of the craftsman for the community; but, at the same time, his inability to fill the higher public offices is emphasized.

32. Without them a city cannot be inhabited. Cp. xvi. 4.

they hunger not. i.e. have no difficulty in finding work and bread (€r yields no coherent sense).

33. But they shall not be inquired of . . . The clauses that follow refer to the public work of the scribes, who
must have included priests to some extent (cp. xlv. 17).
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SIRACH 38. 33—39. 5

& (ffi) qOn the seat of the judge they do not sit,

rAnd law and justice r they understand not q
.

8They do not expound* *the instruction of wisdom',
" Nor understand the proverbs of the wise"

;

34 uBut they understand the work [they have wrought]u
,

And v their thought v
is on the practice of their craft.

(c) XXXIX. 1-1 1. The ideal scribe described (= 2 + 2 + 2 + 2+4 + 2+2 distichs).

39 I Not so he that applieth himself w to the fear of God w ,

xAnd to set his mind* upon the Law of the Most High
;

Who searcheth out the wisdom of all the ancients,

And y is occupiedy z with the prophets of old 2
;

2 Who a heedeth a bthe discourses 15 of men of renown,

And c entereth c d into the deep things of parables d
;

3 Searcheth out e the hidden meaning 9 of proverbs,

And f
is conversant* g with the dark sayings of parables 8

;

4 hWho serveth among great men,
And appeareth before princes h

;

Who travelleth through the lands of the peoples 1

,

J Testeth J' good and evil among men ;

5 Who is careful k to seek k Hinto his Maker 1

,

And m before 111 the Most High n entreateth mercy"
;

i5 here = naiduav diBacTKaXiai (cp. xxxix. 8) tfc-tt So Sb : 05c Km tv irapa^oXan ov)( tvprjdrja-oiTai u~u & ' for

(=13) they are skilled in the works of the world': ffi aXXa (=13) KTia-pa aiuvos Trjprja-ova-iv (so B : o-Tr/piaovat.,

aTTfpiovoi. Nc -a 248): <TTrjpi<Tov(Ti = Wy , corrupt for U*3* (= ? &) : mapa = TVP]}!2 (so xxxvi. 24): both (ffi and &
appear to have read D?iy, which may have arisen, as Smend suggests, front. D?yD (so read) v_v So S> (jVWl) :

<& t) $(T)<ris avTa>v
(ty

? DTrUil : so Smend) w-w So S> (rightly) : ffi> "&S(=? pi3nr6) : fflr koi faavoovpevov

y-y ffi acrxokr}6r]a€Tai: cp. aaxohia xl. i = poy : & 'turns (to the', &c.) z_z 3L in prophetis (cp. IL ofxli. 3,

xliv. 22) : cp. S> (' to the prophets of old ')
: ffi ev wpocprjTiiais a_a

ffi avuTrjprja-ei = 1DB" or -\)tP (' treasureth ')

:

cp. Prov. iii. 1: S' learneth' b-b ffi (B 248 308) Saiyrjo-as (but the rest and 3L Sah ditiyrjuiv) c_c dSc aweio--

(XcvtreTu : cp. X3 Ps. lxxiii. 17 : i3 ' thinketh
' d_d

ffi ev arpo<pais napapoXaiv : & ' on what is deep (= ? D'pcyo)

corrupted in (Si's MS. to ffDpJTD VcpV Aram. ' perverse, crooked '
: Edersh.) e_e

ffi anoKpvcpa = m*UTD3 (£>

misplaces in next clause) I-i €t avaaTpacprjaerai : cp. viii. 8, 1. 28 §~S <Sc ev atviypaai napaftoXoov h~h & (with

clauses transposed) ' and in the midst of the powerful he goeth, and in the midst of kings and of great ones he

serveth ' : ffi = translation above i-i <3r tv yy aXXorpimv edvav : & ' through the cities of the world ' (? KD?yi

for NDDyn) = $ ? D'Oyn psn = ' through the land of the peoples
' H <& (ayada) yap . . . rrrttpao-f (but K*>

yap : so %>): IL tentabit (rightly : eneipaae wrong tense) : so J5 k-k <5r opdpiaai = "iriKv (& ad virgilandum

diluculo) : & ' to pray ' 1_1 56 > : ffi npos xvpiov tov noirjo-avTa avrov (Kvptov prob. gloss : omit) m-m So ffi (ewm) :

34. their thought is on the practice of their craft. Their mental horizon is bounded by the requirements of

their craft.

(c) XXXIX. i-ii. This, the last of the three subsections (apart from the Appendix), gives a glowing picture of the

work and position of the ideal scribe.

1. Not so he that applieth himself . . . the Law of the Most High. Cp. the description of Ezra, the ideal

scribe, in Ezra vii. 10.

Who searcheth out the wisdom of all the ancients . . . the prophets of old. One, the principal, source
of the scribe's knowledge is thus defined as the Law, the Wisdom books, and the Prophets. The other source of the

scribe's wisdom, as described in w. 2 and 3, is an oral tradition ; but the descriptive terms employed do not suggest
that it was legalistic or halakic in character, but rather of the type embodied in the Wisdom literature (proverbs,

sententious sayings, maxims for the conduct of life, perhaps (?) allegories).

2, 3. entereth into the deep things of parables . . . hidden meaning of proverbs . . . dark sayings of
parables. Cp. the description of Wisdom in Wisd. viii. 8 (' she understandeth subtilties of speeches and interpretations

of dark sayings'). For 'deep things of parables' fir has 'subtilties (a-rpo(pai) of parables' : cp. Prov. i. 3 (also Wisd.
viii. 8) ; what is meant is the process of investigation described in v. 3, by which the ' hidden meaning' is deduced—
all that is implicit in the sayings.

4. Who serveth among great men . . . Cp. xxxi. (fflr xxxiv.) 9-12 and notes there. The wisdom of the scribe is

culture—they are identical—and therefore the scribe has access to royal courts and enters into the service of kings.

The high estimation of travel and foreign experience is particularly interesting. The education of the ideal scribe is broad
and humanistic.
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SIRACH 39. 5-12

& (fir) Who openeth his mouth in prayer,

And °maketh supplication for his sins.

6 Plfp qjt seem good to God Most High -,

rHe shall be filled' with the spirit of understanding.
8 He himself poureth forth wise sayings in double measure 8

,

And giveth thanks ^nto the Lord in prayer 1
.

7 He himself u directeth u v counsel and knowledge v
,

wAnd setteth his mind w on x their* secrets.

8 He himself declareth y wise instruction y
,

And glorieth in the law z of the Lord 2
.

9 His understanding many do praise,
aAnd a never shall b his name b be blotted out

:

His memory c shall not cease
,

And his name shall live from generation to generation.

J§ io deHis wisdom 6 doth f the congregation f
tell forth,

And g his praise g the assembly publisheth.

&(<&) ii h If he live longh ,

she shall be accounted happy 1 more than a thousand
;

And when he cometh to an end, j his name sufficeth j
.

(d) Appendix. XXXIX. 1 2-35. Hymn in praise of creation (=3 + 3 and 2 + 2+3+3 + 2 + 2

+ 1 + 2+2 + 2 and 3 + 1 distichs).

12 kYet again will I fix my thoughts and [make my doctrine to shine forth]k
,

JAs the full moon on the twelfth day 1
.

Si ' from before ' n_n So Si : fir Se^o-frai 0_0 So fir (derjd^o-erai) : J5 ' seeketh good ' {perhaps 'good' belongs to

next verse) P-P fir tav (-{-yap 106 155 157 296 307 308 %) Q-<1 fir («"") nvptos o peyas deXrjo-T] (nvpios o peyas =
JIvV ba : cp. xlvi. 5) : Si> (but 'good ' at end 0/ previous verse may be a remnant 0/ this clause : then the line may

have run in $ ]vbv bit ^JD 21D DX : so Smend) r-r So fir: % * he shall be made wise
' 8_s S> ' he giveth

out parables doubly ' = ffi DW *B DvE>D yo'1 Klfl : fir avopfip-qau prjpara o-ocpias avrot t_t So fir : S> ' unto

Him in his thoughts ' (reading lb for *b) u_u fir KarevSma (= fy) : Si ' understandeth ' (= pn 1

')
v"v So

(Br (0ov\rjv civtov [t? 254 IL> avrov rightly^ Kai eTntrrr)pr)v) : Si ' parables of the wise
' w-w kch . . . ^lavor^Brjaerai =

piann (vi. 37 : xlii. 18) x-x fir avrov (mistake for avrmv or avrris) y-y Si 'instruction of wisdom'

(= blW ~ID1D) : fir TTaiSeiav SiSao-KaXias avrov z-z C5 SiadrjKj]! Kvpiov (probably biaBrjKj} and vop.a> original variants):

Si
' of life

' a~a X A C &c. Syro-Hex 3L have koi («os) : so Si : B><m b~b So & (rightly) : fir> c-c ©
ovk arroaTrjo-trai (= ? ^"in"1 ah : cp. Job vii. 1 6 LXX) d This versefollows xliv. 14 in % e_e So fir : ffi CHEOn
f-f S my <Br *8vt) e-e So fir: & Dn^nn h"h fir tav epptuni (= PiejP DN = 'if he abide' [sc. in life])

i-i (Br ' he shall leave a name ' (but does not harmonize with the context ') = ? INt^, a mistake for *"|B>N'' [so

Smend~] = Si (ovopafrom next line in fir) H (Br epiroifi avra> (? origin, cpiroui rrj ovopan avrov ; cp. xlii. 17 =
1DB> pIDD 11

)
k-k (Br tn (n Sah + 8e) diavor)8cK fKdirjyrjaopai. : Si ' attend (understand) and I will say my doctrine':

but the next clause suggests that a verb meaning to 'give light ' originally stood at end of first line—perhaps, as

Smend suggests, TKN which Si read 1D1N (so xxiv. 32 <£ $ama> = -|CN in Si): ? % TWO TNtO pUDN liy

1-1 £0 5 ('as the moon on the day of the Twelfths') : fir kqi (248, 70 on : 3L enim) as dixw111 f^w1^ 1' (^

5. Who is careful to seek unto his Maker . . . The note of true piety is strongly emphasized, as always. The
cultivated humanists of Israel always kept a firm hold on the practical side of religion.

6. If it seem good to God Most High. Even when the conditions previously mentioned have been fulfilled, special

grace is still required to inspire the scribe with the spirit of true wisdom.

He himself poureth forth wise sayings in double measure, i. e. he is not merely dependent upon the

tradition which he has inherited, but puts forth what is his own : contrast the ideal of the later teachers of the Law

—

e.g. ' Eliezer b. Hyrqanos is a plastered cistern which loseth not a drop ' (i. e. is a mere receptacle of tradition : Pirqe

Aboth, ed. Taylor, ii. 10). The attitude of the earlier Sopherim to tradition was essentially freer and more independent.

For ' in double measure ' (a double portion) cp. xii. 5, xviii. 32 in |§.

8. wise instruction. Cp. 1. 27, xxxviii. 33^.

glorieth in. Cp., for expression, xxxviii. 6, 1. 20.

9. his name shall live ... Cf. xxxvii. 26, xliv. 14.

10. His wisdom doth the congregation tell forth . . . = xliv. 15 (io£ = xxxi. [xxxiv.] n£). fir misrenders 'congre-

gation' (my) here by 'nations ' ; so by 'peoples' xliv. 15, cp. 'people', xlvi. 7.

11. If he live long ... i.e. if long life is granted to him his reputation is assured ; he reaps fame and honour ;

and when he dies 'his name sufficeth ', i.e. in memory—his memory lives on and is cherished. For the text of verse

see critical notes. The versions misunderstood it.
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SIRACH 39. 13-17

& (ffi) 13 Hearken unto me, m ye pious m , and "your flesh shall grow 11

,

°Like the cedar that is planted pby streams of water p
.

14 q Your scent shall be sweet as Lebanon q
,

rAnd ye shall put forth blossoms as the lily
r

.

s Lift up your voice 8 and ts'mg together 1
,

uAnd u v bless v the Lord for all His works.

15
vvO magnify His name,
And acknowledge Him with praisew

,

f^
H x With songs of the harp x yand of stringed instruments y

;

And z thus shall ye say 2
,

awith a shout a
:

16 The works of God bare all good
,

c And supply every need in its season .

17 (21 <r)
cc None may- say : This is worse than that

;

(21 d) For everything availeth in its season 00
.

d (By His word) He ordereth (the luminaries in the heavenly height) d
,

eAnd by the utterance of His mouth in His treasury e
.

?-fB>y CWn abo rm, cp. 1. 6) m-m <£ m0l 00.

l0l (j,ui 24 g Syro-Hex>woi; V 253 have 01 instead): 3> Npnr
n-n So &-. <& Kai pXacTTrjaare o-o g ' like the lilies ' {from v. 14) ' and like cedars ' : ffi as poSov = SL (?

' rose

'

Substitutedfor 'cedar') P_P <& em pevparos vypov (wNACV &C. : but B aypov) : = Clem. Alex, em pevparav vbara>v :

3L super rivos aquarum : & 'on the water' (cp. D^D ^ /. 8) «-<J £> 'and like pleasant odours (= rt313i>)

shall your scent be sweet, like the scent of Lebanon with its cedars ' (a double rendering) : = ? rV"r> p33^31

DDrT1 "!
: ffi km as Xiftavos eva>8iao-are oap.rjv r"i" So Q5c : % 'and like the root of the king's lilies' s_a So & :

<& diaftore oaprjv (wrong rend.) t_t mveaare aafxa—but read apa = j$ u~n Clem. Alex. 1L here Kai (so &) : (Sr>
v_v So ffit (evXoyrjcraTe = 1312) '. S> = VTini (' and give thanks ') w_w ffi Sore ra ovopan avTov /ityaXwoxiwjx (<r/>.

•H3 13H Deut. XXxii. 3) Kai egopoXoyrjo-ao-de ev mvecri avrov (Clem. Alex, and 3L have avrco for ev aivevi avTov : Eth
places avT<o after egopoX. : read avra ev mvecri (so Smend)) : S> ' recount His mighty deeds with praises

' x-x
?!?

^33 WVBa : <& ev cpSais x«Xew.> (corruptfor x^va>v) v-y ^ WO \?31 (1. e. *3» for 0*30 aj z'« Ps. xlv. 9 =
' strings ') : so Smend, Sirack : Levi reads Tt? WO ^31 'all kinds of music '

: ffir km. ev Kiwpais 2~z So <& & :

$? IDXn a~a $ nynrfl : ffi ei» f|<yioAoy77cm b-b So $ : dSc 7rai>ra on *aA.a o-^oSpa (& + ' together ') C"C So
f£? w§\ (?^ /fcr/ ' And He supplieth every need in its season ') : & 'And they all for their functions were created '

:

ffir icat rrav npoaraypa ev Kaipw avrov earai cc-cc These two lines misplaced in $%
—transposed tofollow 2 1 a and b

on account of similarity with that verse : with v. 16 they form a sort of refrain, which is repeated in vv. 33-34.
& has also a misplacement : vv. 16, 21, 17 d-d $ is here defective (one word, Tny, is legible): (St ev Xoycp avrov

eo-r-q as 6ip.avia vSap = ? DVO ijj lltDJP n313 (<r/. Ps. xxxiii. 7): & ' at His word the sun rises and at His word it

sets ' : according to Smend & read 13 "]ny» 113T3 and paraphrased as above : <& read 13 for "13 and thinking of
Exod. xv. 8, Ps. xxxiii. 7 rendered as above: Smend restores D[l]~l[ca] 13 *jny 1^313 (z>z xl. n Dno z>

misrendered in ffi <5y i/Sara^) : Ryssel DHDJJ ^y n^Dy^ '13 (
—

' He stations [them] at [their] stations '
: cp. 2 Chron.

xxx. 16; Neh. xiii. n): Levi V7H ywtl n»1 ('and what wilt thou compare unto Him?') e~e ^ VB 8S101

(rf) Appendix : XXXIX. 12-35.
With xxxix. 11 a distinct division of the book ends. The hymn that follows in xxxix. 12-35 may, perhaps, be

regarded as an appendix to the preceding section, which extols the wisdom of the ideal scribe. It may be intended
to serve as a specimen of such ' wisdom'—an example of the Sopheric teaching. Its theme is the creation and the
divine government of the world, which are revealed everywhere as all-wise. vv. 12-15 form an introduction, 16-31
the song proper, and 32-35 an epilogue.

12. Yet again . . . my doctrine shine forth . . . The author means, 'I will set forth the best doctrine I can
express.' For the figure cp. xxiv. 16.

the full moon on the twelfth day. The reckoning may depend upon an inaccurate observation of the time
of the new moon (Smend).

13. your flesh shall grow ... i.e. ye shall flourish and prosper (a promise). For the figures in this verse cp.
xxiv. 17 f. ; Hos. xiv. 6 f. ; Ps. i. 3, xcii. 13, 14.

like the cedar ... by streams of water. For cedars by water cp. Numb. xxiv. 6 ; Ezek. xxxi. 3 f.

15. and of stringed instruments ([D^O] '3'D v31). Cp. Ps. xlv. 9, cl. 4.

16. The works of God are all good, ffi has ' exceedingly (o-qyodpa) good'. Cp. Gen. i. 31, 33.
And supply every need in its season. So %l mg. p? text :

' He (God) supplieth.' ffi ' and every command

(?W ^531 for "pIS? b) shall be '.

17 a, £(=$? 21 c,d). None may say: This is worse than that; for everything availeth in its season.
These two lines have been misplaced in ?l? (at beginning, cp. v. 21); ffi has them in the right place (in a modified
form) ; correct ffi 17 a (rl roi/ro; els ri rox/ro ; to tovto rovrov novrjporepov, as in v. 34 a). The four lines (beginning
' The works of God are all good ') thus form a refrain, being repeated in vv. 33-34 at end of the poem. They express
the burden of the whole composition.

(By His word) . . . treasury. For the text of this difficult verse see critical notes. The meaning of the rendering
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SIRACH 39. 18-24

,R
18 f In His place (?) His good pleasure attaineth its end f

,

And there is no ^restraints to His deliverance.
19 h The works h of all flesh are before Him,

And there is nothing hid from before His eyes.
20 'From everlasting to everlasting He beholdeth',

JAnd there is nothing small or petty with Him
;

Is there limit (?) to His deliverance? 3

There is nothing too wonderful or hard for Him.

k 2 1 (a) None may say : therefore is this 1
?

21 (b) For everything m
is selected for its usem .

22 n His blessing 11 overfioweth as the Nile,

And °saturateth° the world p like the River?.

23 q Even so His wrath dispossesseth nations 9
,

And He turneth a watered land into salt.

24 'His paths' "are plain for the blameless 8
;

Even so 'they offer obstacles* u to the presumptuous".

1"WIK ('And the utterance of His mouth is His treasure ') : ffi km ev priori arop.aroi avrov oTroSo^eta vbarav (so Smend
corrects to KV1021) f-f So % (?) : ffi ei> npoa-rayaan avrov naaa t] tvboKia SS (5 os e\arTa>aei (cp. S) : but Clem.
Alex. ^arruois (= ? "none for 1Wyo) h~k So <&, S> : % riwyD H So f£? and ffi : &> H In $ these

clauses are inverted : probably they should stand as above so that clauses b and d (as in vv. 18 and 19) may begin

with pN (pxi) : <£> clauses b and c (? passing accidentally from first pst to second): clause b (c) ('there is

nothing small ', &c.) is attested by & as well a? f§ (against <&) k S> places the two clauses corresponding to this

verse after v. 17. I-1
f§ PIT HO? ffi : ffi « tovto; eis n tovto; — S> m"m $ "1*133 "OTi^P : ffi «s xP"™ av™v

cKTio-rai {=tTQ3for TPQ3: W &) n-n So <& S : $ rn3"Q (raza? inaia) 0-0 |g nnn : ffi e7r«a\v^

(mistakefor entic\vo-ev = IL inundavit) P-P J^ "VB3 : ffi <os.- KaraxXvo-pos (= ^2133 • j^ /V&r.y rrao'.r) <i~q & ^
<?«</ IL : ffi ot;ro)? opy^w (xc -a Sah Eth rightly opyrj) avrov tBvTj KXrjpovopTja-et (Sifor \thp has ' judgeth ') r_r So
(& : ?§? [ne>" D"OD] mms = ' the paths of the blameless are straight ' = &( + ' before his face ') s-3 Read

new D^onb : $ »#• = ffi (nB>" D^B^] vninnx :
' His paths are straightforward to the straight '

—

note word-play)

t-t % MinD' : ffi npoo-Kopfiara n-o ^ ffi g . J^ D«n£ (rfa</ DH?i>) v_v So % (pbn) : ffi «rj(rrat (' are

here given is that God, the great and all-wise Creator, disposes the heavenly bodies in their due order, and controls

their movements. 'In His treasury ' = in God's (celestial) treasury ; cp. Deut. xxviii. 12 ('J. shall open to thee His
good treasury, the heaven') ; cp. Jer. 1. 25. The lit. translation of 17 b, as the Hebr. text stands, is 'and the utterance

of His (God's) mouth is His treasure': another suggestion is to read "T1V13 for TltflK; then render 'and (by) the utterance
of His mouth they were formed '. Peters reads :

"a Tny fro nana

' By His word the waters formed a heap (wall),

And by the utterance of His mouth treasuries.'

There is then an allusion to Ps. xxxiii. 7 and Exod. xv. 8 ; cp. ffi (R. V.).

18. In His place (?) His good pleasure attaineth its end. ' In His place' = where He (God) is ; cp. for the

phrase 2 Sam. iii. 12. ffi has ' in (or at) His command '. Peters, following this, reads : PIvJP 131X1 in^3 = 'when He
commandeth, His will attaineth its end' (an excellent sense, which may be right). For the last phrase cp. xi. 17 b,

xliii. 26 a.

19. The works of all flesh are before Him ... Cf. xvii. 15.

20. From everlasting to everlasting He beholdeth. Nothing escapes Him—past, present, and future are open

before Him. For the thought cp. xlii. 18 f.

Is there limit (lit. number) to His deliverance ? Cp. for phrase Job xxv. 3. Wellhausen and others would read

iTVyKTip (a formation from njJK> like JT33ri) : then render ' Is there limit to His vision ?

'

21-27. God's works are a blessing to the pious, but a source of evil to the wicked.

21. For everything is selected (or created) for its use. Cf. Qoh. iii. 7 (' He hath made everything beautiful in

its season').

22. as the Nile. The yearly overflow of the Nile is meant, which fertilizes the country adjacent.

like the River, i. e. the Euphrates ; also much used for purposes of irrigation.

23. His wrath dispossesseth nations. The Canaanites are referred to; cp. xvi. 9.

turneth a watered land into salt. There is an allusion to Ps. cvii. 34 ; Sodom and Gomorrah are referred to.

24. His paths are plain for the blameless. Cp. Ps. xviii. 25 (26) f.

offer obstacles. The Hebr. word here (vPlDD'1

) may be taken to mean ' lift themselves up as a breastwork

'

(rbbo) or obstacle ; for the sentiment of the whole verse cp. Hos. xiv. 9 b (' for the ways of J. are right, and the just

shall walk in them ; but transgressors shall fall therein ').
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SIRACH 39. 25-32

ft
B

25 Good things for the good v hath He allotted v from the beginning

;

Even so to the evil wgood and evil w .

26 x (The" chief of all the necessaries) x of life for man
Are water and fire, and iron and salt,

xxThe fat of wheat xx
, milk and honey,

The blood of the grape, oil and clothing.

27 All these prove good to the good

—

Even so for the evil they are turned y to evil y .

28 z There are (winds) which are formed (for punishment) 2
,

"(And in their fury) a bremove moun(tains) b
.

<& (&) ° In the season of destruction they pour out their force,

And appease the spirit of their creator 1-'.

ft* 29 Fire and hail, dtfamine]d and pestilence

—

These also are formed for judgement.
3° e Beasts of prey 6

, scorpions and vipers,

And the avenging sword to exterminate the wicked

—

fAll these are created for their uses,

And are in the treasure-house (ready) to be requisitioned in due time f
:

3 1 When He giveth them the command they rejoice,

And g in their prescribed taskss disobey not His behest.

32 Therefore from the beginning b
I was assured h

,

And when I had considered it I set it down in writing

:

created ')=£(= p?n)
: soft=%& w-w

ffi Ka<a x~x
ft defective: <&apxn naar)S xp^as (="\~\))i ^3 B>K"l : soread

with Peters : Smend [«n]^3 VKl) xx_xx
fflr mi a^ibdkis Trvpos (= ? nt3p| 2^n : cp. £ ' fat and wheat

')
Tl ft

ny*17 = <&(&?): ft mg. Kit? (= ' to loathing '
: cp. xxxvii. 30) B-z

ft defective: (fix tariv nvevpaTa a eiy (kSik^iv

(KTio-Tat (restore ft TW3 DDBW mnn B* : so Le'vi, Peters, Smend Oplb) a-a
ft defective : the missing words

(= (fix km ev 8vpa> avrav) = DrVSKai ; cp. xlv. 24, xlviii. 10 {Peters): but Levi, Smend 02N21 b~b = f^ Onn
Ip'ny : (fix eoTepeaaav paoriyas avrwp (= ? iyp"V DiTny : cp. Jer. xv. 8, Hos. xi. 9, LXX, mid Hebr.: but Smend
DnW, cp. Job xiv. 18, xviii. 4) c-c = <£ = ^ <\rP2W DK113 mil 13BB* D^n nbl nym (Peters) ^^So (fii:

ft J?1 (raz<f 3jn): r/>. xl. 9 (zf^<?r<? read 2VT\ for nyi) e-e |§ «{$> nin («:/>. xii. 13) = ffi Brjpuov odovres (ft lit.

' beasts of tooth ') 1_f Clauses c ««</ d a/v preserved in ft :

wroa xsnth that ^

<fo/ (Hr z'« 31b (/cat en-i tjjs yijf eis xPflas eToipao-drjaovrat) attests the genuineness of the clauses : tm ttjs yrjs = JHK3
for VWX3 : and «? xPuas = WTW : (fix has shortened and misplaced the lines. <S attests them partly in v. 34, also

shortening and misplacing ss ft cpri3 : (fix (inexactly) ev tois Kaipois avrav h_h
ft TQVnn Cowley-Neub. (or

Tl3VJnn) : 3^ in Neo-Hebrew = ' sure ' : so TO^nn = ' I was assured (or assured myself ') = (fix ea-T^pixdn"

25. Good things for the good . . . The verse is cited in the Sefer Yesirdh in the following form :

' Good is kept for the good,
And evil for the evil

'

{Wyrb mW yn OVno? rn»tf naUS) : see Cowley-Neub., p. xxvi. ffi and 55 take ft p?n in the Arabic sense of
1 create ' as in xl. 1 (cp. xxxviii. I also) ; but this is unnecessary.

26. (The chief . . . necessaries) . . . water . . . Cp. xxix. 21. The place of iron in this list is certainly remarkable,
as Edersheim remarks.

The fat of wheat. A poetical expression for the choicest wheat ; cp. Deut. xxxii. 14 ; Ps. lxxxi. 17, cxlvii. 14.

The blood of the grape. Cp. 1. 15 (in (fix) ; the expression (= wine) is derived from Gen. xlix. 11 ; it recurs in

Deut. xxxii. 14 ; 1 Mace. vi. 34.

28. There are (winds) . . . The action of destructive winds (Dim") irvevpara), not spirits, is meant, as the context
shows. For the phrase ' remove mountains ' cp. Job ix. 5 (of God). In Rabbinic Hebr. the phrase (' uproot ' or
' remove mountains') = to accomplish what is seemingly impossible (cp. Edersheim, Life and Times offesus the Messiah,
ii. 109, 376, notes). Here probably earthquakes and similar catastrophes are in the writer's mind.

29. Fire and hail, famine . . . judgement. Cp. Ps. cxlviii. 8. The judgements in view are such as are described
in Gen. xix, Exod. ix, and 2 Sam. xxiv.

30. Beasts of prey (lit. of tooth) . . . The forces of judgement here are earthly, in v. 29 cosmic (Smend). For
' beasts of prey ' cp. xii. 13 (' wild beasts ' R. V.).

the avenging sword. Cp. Lev. xxvi. 25.
And are in the treasure-house (ready) to be requisitioned in due time. In xliii. 14 God's 'treasury' is

also the armoury of judgement, as here ; cp. Job xxxviii. 22 f. ; contrast Deut. xxviii. 12 (' the good treasury' of heaven
;

see v. 17 above).

31. in their prescribed tasks (Dpn3). Cp. Exod. vi. 14 ; Prov. xxxi. 15.
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SIRACH 39. 33—40. 4

3i?
B

33 'The works' of God are all good,
JThey supply J every need in its season.

34 None may say: This is worse than that

;

For everything k availeth k in its season.

35 And now ring out ^hole-heartedly 1

And praise the name of the Holy One !

(a) XL. 1-17. The woes of humanity and the destruction of evil

(= 3+3+4 + 2 + 2 + 1+2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

40 1 Much occupation ahath God apportioned 3
,

And heavy is the yoke upon the sons of men

—

From the day that he cometh forth from his mother's womb,
Until the day b when he returneth b c to the mother of all living :

<K (5) 2
d Preoccupation and anxiety of heart,

And watchfulness for the future, till the day of his death !

d

3£
B

3 From him that sitteth in exaltation on a throne,
Unto ehim that is- clothed 6 with dust and ashes

;

4 From f him that weareth f diadem and plate,

Even unto fhim that weareth f ^a garment of hair^

:

' > Readwyv {for TWWQ) as in v. 16 (so ffi, &) H ffi x PTiyrl<
3r^ = P*SD' (cp. v. 16 : readpi.) k~ ]i $ mg.

"123* (cp. 21 d): $ text 1*33' = ' displayeth strength '
: ffi evboKifi^aeTai = ? "11133 (cp. 21 b) M £? 3^ ^33:

(K tv naa-r] napfttq <ai aropaTi = J^ mg. ( + nSl)
a_a So J§ : ffi (KTiPTai navTi a.i>8podna> (fKriarai = p?n as in xxxix. 25: see note there): & 'hath God created'

l)_b
?$ 131B> = (2r (248 157) [ewr] tmo-Tpo(pr)s [q/xtpay] (N c -a emaTpacpr) ; B erri rn0i7 corrupted from emTa(pt)s : r^>. 1L

usque in diem sepulturae) <=-c j§ *n ^3 ^. pX ) qk ^ : ffi ets WTe/,a Tia^Tcov : S ' to the earth of the living

'

(Levi adopts $ mg. ' earth of all living ') d_d >?^ : ffi tovs diaXoyiapovs avrcov Kai fyofiov Kaphas emvoia irpoo-SoKias

Tjnepa t(\(vtt)s : S> ' their praises (reading a derivative of rut? for 3fc?n) and the perception of their heart and
the last of their words till the day of their death ' : perhaps fa underlying <£ may have been :

33^ rutni nuBTiD

(inio) ddid dv *iy nnnxb ruwpm

the substantives in apposition to pDy in v. 1 (<-/>. v. 5). Peters (following S> mainly) restores :

D3^ itopdi Dni3B>'no

:DniD nv *iy onnm nnnsi

[ecos rjptpas may have stood originally in <&: 70 155 ^az><? jypepas] e_e .S0 % wg'. (read K^3p)
; |^ /fct7 31^7 :

(K (freely) TtTairtivupevov (= nB'? according to Smend): %> = 3S?1v (<7>. nDiy repeated in next verse) 1-f
??

nt2ly , . . HDiy : but ffi (popowros . . . ireptPaWopepov (two different words) : hence Peters reads t)Biy . . . HDiy

(spy = Trept/3. Job xxiii. 9 : Ps. lxxii. 6) ss
ffi (last word defective) read (vet ~iiy) Hffi? TQW (' a garment

33, 34. The works of God are all good . . . season = vv. 16-17 (refrain repeated).

35. And now ring out . . . Cp. Ps. cxlv. 21.

XL. I—XLI. 13. With chapter xl a new section begins, which extends to xli. 13. Its contents may be grouped
under the following subsections : (a) xl. 1-17

;
(b) xl. 18-27

i (c) xh 28-30
; (d) xli. 1-4 ;

(e) xli. 5-13.

(a) XL. 1— 17. Following closely on the hymn of thanksgiving for God's goodness we have here, by way of contrast,

a lamentation over the woes of humanity. Suffering is inherent in man's lot. His life must be passed in restless

anxiety and misgiving, and constantly be visited by misfortune. But the godless experience the worst ills, viz. those

which are inflicted by God in punishment for sins. What is false and unjust comes to destruction, but what is true

abides. The two objects of the wicked man's desire, property {vv. 13-14) and children [vv. 15-16), are referred to, to

illustrate the writer's main contention; in the final verse (17) he sets forth the blessedness which results from the fear

of God.
1. Until the day when he returneth to the mother of all living. For the idea cp. Gen. iii. 19 ; cp. also in this

book (Sirach) xvi. 30, xvii. 1 ($ mg. adopted by Levi = ' land of (all) living ', cp. Ezek. xxvi. 20, xxxii. 32). The
conception of the earth being man's mother is worked out in 4 Ezra ix. 9-15 ; cp. also Job i. 21 ; Ps. cxxxix. 15.

2. Preoccupation . . . death. The substantives are in apposition to 'much occupation' in v. I, the governing

verb being ' (God) hath apportioned ' ; cp. vv. 5 a and b. The text adopted by Peters may be rendered :
' Their

thoughts and the imagination of their heart, and their last actions (or their fate) until the day of their death.' See
further critical note.

3-4. From him that sitteth in exaltation on a throne . . . Nobody, high or low, enjoys rest from distracting

care and peace.
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SIRACH 40. 5-9

I?" 5(rt) b (Naught but) anger and jealousy h
, anxiety and fear,

Terror of death, Strife 1
, and contention !

5 (l>) And what time he resteth upon his bed,

The sleep of night kdoubleth [his distraction lk
.

6 For a little, vainly—*for a moment—he reposeth',
mAnd then is disturbed by dreamsm :

"Deceived" by the vision of his soul,

He is like a fugitive fleeing °from before the pursuer —
7 p[Now roused he waketh from his sleep 1 p

,

qAnd his vision (?)
q

G 8 r (There are) with all flesh, both man and beast,

Yea and upon the ungodly sevenfold'

:

P?
B

9 Pestilence and bloodshed, s blight and drought 8
,

'Devastation and destruction, famine and plague'.

of hair or skin ') : (ffi u>po\ivoV (' a hempen frock ' R.V.) h-h © Svpos koi f^Xos (f§ flfeUp IN read HNJpl PJ«)

i-i $ mg. mnn k_k $? mg. inyn rwn = <E aXXoioi nj» yvuo-iv avrov (7 read iny~i or win : cp. Qoh. ii. 22):

& ' disturbeth them' ] -> $ BlpB* JETO: ffi fJ> at/aTraucm (= ym e.g. Job xxi. 13): <JK > Dlpt^''
ni_m

1^

{defective) B> .TO p3Dl : ffir k<ii ci7r (kcivov ev vnvois cos ev r)p.epq cncornas {/for kottio) (= Arm). Read
(?)tW"V niOl^ni -p31 (p331 = jaa : t/). xiii. 7, Qoh. viii. 10, Esther iv. 16 : ffi «a< arr ewwou = p3»i, corruptfor

pll) [». 6 ab>£] n~n $ yb Dye (/ raza? nyBTO Hof part, as in Neo-Heb. = ' misled '
: .SWwrf yayDD «'. e.

Hithpalpel of yyo = nyt3 : <rp. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 16, same form from yyn : <W /<^<? existence of such a root is

doubtful): Peters eliminates 12]}D as intrusion from previous line arid reads here ]}2 (= ' trembling on account

of, &c): <£ TedopvPr/pevos & (*jtan»"l) = ? DyriD == pyTlB [' for vision of his soul' & has ' vision of the night']

°-° So M &: ffi ano Trpoaomov nokepov P~I' $ (?) }»p O "ply [nyi] = ? (pp
1

") ppD n»r6» "pW IIS :

according to Lfoi = ' while still preparing to fight he awaketh '
: <& ev Kaipa o-ampias nvrov f^rjyepOri : & ' according

to the wish of his heart he awaketh ' = ? ppi mi>3 p¥"13. Perhaps ?£? z»oy <$£ restored: pp"1 irotJ>D Tiyj riy =
'now roused he waketh from his sleep': "iiya would account for p¥"t z>* £ (y awa7 ¥ <?/?«/ confused) and for
•ply m fl? MS". : ffi apparently read the text }*p inyiBTI ny[n] (inyiBTI r a corruption of tfUBfa "liyj) i_(3 $
defective (iT30 SOB1 r<7/z $t; wtfrt'f cw/ zw'M difficulty) : <& koi anoOavpafav us ovfcva (popov, whence Peters

restores ilNT' fN? Dental 'And marvels at there being nothing to fear ' : <S 'And seeth that there is nothing

therein' (= ? DJDD ps O HN^i : #>. ?§? MS.) v~r p? 77/5". defective here: <& = f|N n»n3 nyl D*1X0 lfe>3 ^D Dy

D^ny^K' ,DK'i ?y : S ' All the sons of flesh their care is with them, and wealth driveth away their sleep ' =
? dd:c Tyo "wi nnoy oniao ibo ^d Dy (ZcW). ffi ts to be preferred s-3 5^ ^ini -irnn (/>w'»/ ^nhi innn :

so in Deut. xxviii. 22): <3r (w/M different points) tpts km pop(pma t-t ffi (n A C V &c. : B>/^ w^/^ //«*)

«7raycoyat Xei/ios /cat crvvTpippa koi pacrTig (tf* juaanyes) = ? HC'I "O^ 3y"l H1DO = ?^ inverted, viz. Dyi "12^1 IK'

3. him that sitteth ... on a throne. Cp. Exod. xii. 29.

him that is clothed with dust and ashes. For the metaphor ('clothed with') cp. Job vii. 5 (' flesh clothed with

. . . clods of dust ').

4. him that weareth diadem and plate. The diadem or turban (5p¥) of the High Priest is meant, with the

metal plate (P^) attached to it. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 36-39 ; see also Josephus, Ant. iii. 7. 6, and Jewish War, v. 5, 7 ; cp.

further Zech. iii. 5 and Exod. xxxix, 30 f.

him that weareth a garment of hair. Cp. Gen. xxv. 25 ; Zech. xiii. 4 ; Matt. iii. 4. & renders 'garment of

poverty'; the mantle of hair was such, and was worn sometimes as a protest against luxury and extravagance, or as

a badge of simplicity.

5. Terror of death. Cp. Ps. Iv. 4 (5).

what time he resteth upon his bed ... Cf. Qoh. ii. 22 f. (' Even in the night his heart taketh no rest '). The
words of 5 a = xlvi. 19 a |^.

6. And then is disturbed by dreams. For this text see critical note. d5 is here obviously corrupt ; if, with the

Armenian, iwnviois and Koma be read (for ev vnvois crKomas) {ko\ an' eKeivov iwirvlois o>s iv rjptpq kottiq) it may be rendered
' and after that he toils with dreams as in the day', i.e. he works hard during the greater part of the night by dreaming.

Peters reads a Hebr. text {V^ ^vfln p301) which may be rendered, ' and then he wearies himself from the midst of

terrors' (for ni?!"Q cp. Jer. xv. 8).

7. Now roused he waketh from his sleep. For the conjectural restoration of the text here adopted see critical

note. The line thus restored affords an excellent sense : distracted by fearful dreams the sleeper at length awakes—the

disturbance of his rest is complete.
And his vision (?)... It seems impossible to restore |$ here (but see critical note). But the sense of the verse

is doubtless well preserved in ffi and & : ffi has ' And he marvelleth that the fear is naught '. For the general idea

(the shock of awaking from the dream) cp. Isa. xxix. 8.

8-9. (There are) with all flesh, both man and beast . . . Pestilence . . . The two verses form one long
sentence. Note that the whole animal world is here included (cp. Gen. vii. 23 ; Exod. ix. 25).

9. Pestilence and bloodshed . . . destruction. In f^ the three pairs of words form a series of alliterations
;

cp. Is. Ii. 19 (where, perhaps, 2}/! ' drought ' should be read for 2~in ' sword ').
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SIRACH 40. 10-15

&B
10 "For the wicked" v evil v is created,

And on his account w 'destruction is imposed 3

w

.

11 All things that are from the earth return to the earth,
xAnd what is from on high (returneth) on high x

.

ffi(») 12 j'AH that is false and unjust is destroyed,
But what is true abideth for every .

13 z Wealth unjustly gotten z atcometh to an end' like a torrent 3
,

bAnd like a water-course that is mighty in a thunder-storm b
:

14 c With its onrush [rocks are rolled away 1 c—
d Even so doth 'plunder 1 suddenly come to an end d

.

J 5
eA branch (sprung) from violence 6 fmath no tender twigl f

,

gFor an impious roots h
is on the point of a crag h

:

HOW (/. ajn) (&>ike verse) u-u ^ ygf-, ^ _
ffi e7Tl T0VS avoflQVS (_ < t0 be a burden upon the wicked')

v-v $ Hjn: <£ raura 7raz>ra (=?rl?3 = a variant TW3) ' »-w | p£a g^on (& ^fo ww /fo commentators
propose to insert \b = ' ruin departeth not, but ') : read Dfefln with Peters = <& ey^ero (m'B> = yuw&u 1 Sam.
xxx. 25, Job xxxviii. 33, &c): &>v. 10 *-* ^ ^ Dn£ t,

N DnDD n{J;x1 . <$ Kal awo vdaT(0l> us da\a(T(Tav

avo.icap.nTH
(= W ?N D^DD "IKW) : S3 = ?§ y-y >$ : ffi ^j 7raj> Scopo^ <cai adiKia 6|aX«^^o-«rat /cat troti? «r tov

aiiovu (TTTjcrfTai ( r= in Hebrew

:

nnf) rbm -inb> ba

(: *ras?n d^ njioxi (w Peters).

£> :

•' Every one that sins and cheats shall cease,

But the diligent of the world, even they shall stand

'

= ? rae* biyDi Non bs)

(:n»r c&iy yiaoi

£ may have read -\pw for nnB>* in line 1 : j<? emend (with Smend) z~z
?£? mg. ^no ^n 'wealth born of

wealth (or strength)': ffi X9Wa™ adaccov (= iwbwo Wl) : & 'wealth of deceit' ( ? byo b*n) : rwrf £>$D ^n
(or ^?]W?) a_a

?£ }IVK 7l"IJa = ' is like a perennial torrent '

—

an unsuitable sense [Smend ad loc. argues that
the meaning ' perennial ' is not made out. He thinks the original idea is that of strength, then (of a stream) strongly

flowing—a rushing current. So he retains the word here] : both ffi and S> have a verb in place of JJVK : viz.

<E £r/pavdri<T(Tai. (= |W according to Peters: cp. Isa. li. 12 LXX) : & ' shall be swept away '
: read, perhaps, with

Ryssel XX\\ (Levi, as well as Smend, keeps }rPN bm = ' a swiftly flowing torrent
')

^~h So % mg. = & (' like

rivers that are full of light clouds' [reading T\Si>p_ for mhp]): <& km us ppovrr) peyaXr) ev vera eitww" = 'And
shall roar themselves out like great thunder in rain ' (afree rendering) <*-« |§ mg. .£*J» D*B3 ir)NK> Di? (emend

to *H) and point D"1

??) : <8x tv ra avotgai avrov xetpas ev<f>pav6rja(Tai (read tvcppavdrjo-ovTai) = f^ : 55 0«/y ^tfj one line

for this verse, which is usually supposed to represent clause a : but more probably clause b (see next note) d-d ^
DrV riTO DNJ"I2 '•a : ffi ovto)s ot irapafiaivovrts (= ? DNHQ _/J?r DXriD) fts o-wrcXuav eic\'fi.\yovo-iv : & ' when they are

taken away they come to an end' (=?5Bh> 6|£ *3). Combining p|, (K, a»rf 5S r^<f Drp b.W DKD2 p (tfr

Dnn rbn) e-e ?^ /<?^-/ Done IXIJ w^. Don IXJ : |§ w^. = ffi <Kyova ao-t^v : S> ' and offspring to the wicked

man' (=&mg.l): read DOnD 1M f-fg n p:> N^(= ?' shall not be unpunished'): ffi ow ir^Bwa K\abovs

10. For the wicked evil (or calamity) is created ... Cp. xxxix. 29.
11. All . . . from the earth return to the earth. Cp. Gen. iii. 19; Eccles. xii. 7 ; Job xxxiv. 15.
what is from on high (returneth) on high. The return of the spirit to its Maker is meant ; cp. Qoh. xii. 7.

The prosperity of the ungodly shares the fate of all created things ; it comes to destruction (cp. Ps. xlix).

13. Wealth unjustly gotten . . . torrent . . . Cp. Job vi. 15-18 for the image. Just as the torrent suddenly
swollen in a thunder-storm as suddenly goes down, so wealth unjustly gotten disappears. In clause b ' in a thunder-
storm '= lit. ' in flashing of thunder '. For dSc see critical note.

14. With its onrush rocks are rolled away. For the word rendered 'rocks' here (D1
??) cp. Jer. iv. 29; Job

xxx. 6. ffi misread this as 'hands ' (D^i?), and may be rendered 'in the opening of his hands one shall rejoice' (i.e.

when he is made to disgorge his ill-gotten wealth there is general rejoicing), "fa might be rendered (understanding
the word in this sense), ' when he (the wicked man) lifteth up his hands (sc. as a beggar) men rejoice

'
; or ' when He

(God) lifteth up His hands (sc. against the wicked man to punish him and reduce him to poverty) men rejoice.'

Even so doth plunder suddenly come to an end. For text see critical note. ?§ as it stands = 'for suddenly
doth he (?the wicked man) come to an end for ever' (cp. <&). The words cannot be understood of the brook; they
must refer to the riches, and this is well expressed by the emended text.

15. A branch (sprung) from violence, i.e. the wicked man himself (not his offspring) ; cp. the parallel expression
in clause b ' an impious root '.

hath no tender twig. i.e. has no permanent posterity. For the idea cp. xxiii. 25 ; Job viii. 11 f.

an impious root is on the point of a crag. For Ss see critical note, and cp. with its rendering Matt. xiii. 5.
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SIRACH 40. 16-20

&B l6 'Like reed-stalks (P)
1 ion the bank of a torrentJ,

kWhich are consumed before any (other) [plant]k .

J 7 'But kindness shall never be moved 1

,

And righteousness is established for aye.

(b) XL. 18-27. The fear of the Lord is the greatest of all good things (=10 + 2 distichs).

*% mA life of wine and strong drink m is sweet,

But better than both is n he that findeth a treasure".
1 9 Child °and city establish a name,

p But better than both is he that findeth wisdom.
Young cattle and planting make ^abundance 1 to flourish 11

,

But better than both q is a woman beloved*1
.

20 Wine r[and song]r rejoice the heart,

But better than both is
s the affection of lovers 8

.

(kXoSos = rpW Hos. xiv. 7, LXX) : read 13 pr i& : with Peters, 6fc. ss <£ Kai pi(at aKaBaproi (? read

aKuOaprov): ffi Ppn BniB> *3 = £ h-h % = ffi: & (freely) [' for the root of sinners] is like an ear of corn

which sprouts upon a rocky crag

'

'->
ffi niDTipS {/pi. of tmp = Kapbapov, ' nasturtium or cress '

: Cowley-

Neubaner suggest rri'Enp? « like reed-stalks ' : pi. of IVEnp) : ffi a^et = f^ ins (cp. Job viii. 11): so Peters reads

here: Hart suggests that ffi may be a corruption of p"^|3 (piJ? = "inK in Targ. ofJob viii. 1 1)
H f^ nSJ ?]}

?ro (nE3 = ' side ', only here : cp. Syr. f\i ' wing ', and Aram. Pp ' bank) : (Br em (iravros vSutos /cat) xfl^ovs

TTorapov (navTos vbaros KM>V)Hh &) : (Br = ? 5>n3 flBB* ^J?
k~k p? WS^. rDSHJ IDC !>3 *3B^ (H? /<?#/ «JH3) :

© 7rpo navros x°PTOV (KTihrjaerai : Peters conjectures : ~\yi) JJDD ?3 ^Q? (ffi 7ravTo? vbaros in previous line =
? ">DO ^D : Zfar/) 1_1

Si?' U : ffi xaP l * wy napafcivos tv cvXoyims = nmi pJ?D IDIYl ' but kindness is like

a blessed Eden ' (/from xl. 27): 5b' But the works of the pious in season (= py3) are blessed' (cp. Isa. li. 3)

m-m go "fe ~OB>l p "n : /or "OEn pi $ w^. 7?aj i?3C> nnv ' wealth of understanding '
: (ffir has far) avrapKov;

epyarov (= 1P2& **TI : avrapKovs probably an addition in &) : % W£\ way, aj Peters suggests, be an independent

attempt to emend ^ in order to eliminate the offensive expression ' a life of wine and strong drink ' (by substituting

'a life of wealth of understanding'). ffi text is certainly strange, but is supported (partly) by 05 : 3)>line.

Hart ingeniously proposes to read ?2trl jn ' grace and understanding ' (}n for ;" ^n) : cp. Prov. iii. 4
n_n ^

"IVIX NVIO : <& rightly takes NVin a\r participle = ' one finding ' (jo »zw/ moderns) : a subst. NJfiD = ' finding ' (so

Peters) is highly doubtful 0_0 ^ "T'JJI : €t /ecu oucoSopr) rroXews t>-p <8i>i()b and c, tW the clauses are

attested by %> as well as ffi : omission in ffi probably caused by homoioteleuton (so Peters, Qc). Smend, however,

regards them as not a genuine part of the text, the double mention of ' a name ' (in 19 a and 19 c) being alleged as

suspicious. The repetition is certainly awkward : probably 'a name' in 19 c should be emended to 'abundance

(fatness) ' (Heb. \W7) as suggested by Fuchs : D£> may easily have arisen out of this (? through |DK>), perhaps under

the influence of the previous DB*5 «-Q
ffi npBTO n£'N : <Sc yvvr) apupos XoytfeTci (possibly, as Smend suggests,

Xoyi^Toi = nacna : «^<omo? a« addition) r_r
ffi *ai /iova-iKa = "i^ (cp. for the equivalence Gen. xxxi. 27,

Ezek. xvi. 13 in LXX, &c.) : & 'old wine' = fK^> ]* : 3^ 12^1 p wwoVr influence of v. 18 s
-s $ CTn nnnx :

16. Like reed-stalks ... ffir may have preserved the true reading here, ' sedge' (o^ei = inx ; see critical note),

and also the true construction of the sentence. Then the whole may be rendered, ' Sedge on a torrent's bank is

consumed before any (other) plant : but kindness, &c.' (so Peters). Cp. Job viii. 12.

17. Bttt kindness . . . righteousness. Kindness and righteousness as between man and man are meant. ^ in

clause a (cp. Prov. x. 30) differs from <& and £> (see critical note). If the latter be followed the first line will run :

1 But kindness is like a blessed Eden ' (cp. v. 27).

(b) XL. 18-27. In this subsection the various good things of life are enumerated— in a series of ten contrasted

sets of boons. The climax is that the highest good is the fear of God.
18. better ... he that findeth a treasure. Both Levi and Peters prefer to render—'the finding of a treasure '.

This certainly suits the construction of the verse, ' finding ' rather than ' the finder ' according with the predicate ' is

sweet '. But there is a grave philological objection to the rendering. ' Treasure ' here may, perhaps, be explained by
19 b as = ' wisdom ' (so Peters).

19. Child and city, ffi's rendering 'children- and the building of a city' gives the sense intended correctly.

There may be an allusion to the building of such cities as" were named after their founders (e.g. Alexandria). On the

perpetuation of one's name cp. xvi. 1 f., xli. 11 f.

Young cattle and planting. Operations which promote natural increase are referred to, breeding of stock and
sowing of crops being mentioned as typical examples.

20. Wine and song rejoice the heart. Cp. xxxi. (xxxi v.) 27 f.

the affection of lovers. Or ' the love of friends', ffi's ' love of wisdom ' is probably a deliberate alteration due
to revision ; cp. Wisdom ii. 7 f.
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SIRACH 40. 21-27

& ' 21 Pipe and harp make sweet the song,

But better than both is *a tongue sincere*.
22 "Grace and beauty" vcharm the eye v

,

But better than both are w the crops of the field"'.

2 3
XA friend and companion will each conduct himself opportunely x

,

But better than both is y a discreet wife y
.

2 4 ZA brother and helper will come to the rescue in a time of adversity 7
,

But more than- both doth righteousness deliver.
2 5 Gold and silver amake the foot stand sure 3

,

But better than both b
is good counsel 15

.

2 6 Wealth and strength c
lift up c the heart,

But better than both is the fear of God d
.

In the fear of Jahveh there is no want,
And with it there is no need to seek "support 6

.

2 7 The fear of God is a very Eden of blessing,

And 'its canopy f (stretcheth) sovers all that is glorious.

<& ayaTTrja-is crocpias (? a tendency alteration) fc_t p? m3 ])V? : <& yXcocro-a ^Sein (& r= ffy)
u-u

jfy defective :

<& xaPlv Ka <- <n\\os = -ixni W (Peters), Dyiai *S* (Smend), |ni *B* (Levi) (koKXos = 1W1 xlii. 12, xliii. 9, 18)
v-v

3^ py i"v»rV: fflr fTndvfirjau o ocpdahpos aov (crov>A &c. Syro-Hex 3L) w~w
J§ pflfe> >nDV ('the growing

things of the field ') : ffir x^or
)
v (v - ?• X^0Tl) crropov ' the green blade of corn ' (x* anopipov) x_x pj defective

lana' ny : <K (pihos kcu eraipor ftr naipov anavTavres (last word = ? O^V?^) : ^ _/w" /££/ word ' will receive

greetings from one another ' ()lD"l3nj) : read )W ny? 13P11 3i"l1X a«df render as above (others render : ' friend

and companion give support at the right time ') >'">' So p} = Si : (5r yui/77 pera avSpos z_z pj defective :

HIV n nx : (& aSeXcpot «ai ^orjdeia tiy /caipov d\i\j/ecos = J5 : Peters, following Levi mainly, restores :

t\y£ T\yb fay "lliyi nx : Versions do not support the insertion of verb : Smend restores mv ny2 Da fini^l nx =
' a brother and a partner ', &c. (s\T\W occurs in Neo-Hebr. = ' form a partnership or attachment

'
; it occurs again

in p? mg. xli. 18, xlii. 3)
a_a

ffi emarrivovaiv noda = by~i (ITBJP)

—

only last word legible in p?
b~b

ffi (3ov\t]

(only B* 55 have yvvr)) evdoKipeirai : j& ' good counsel ' (IL consilium beneplacitum) : read rQID HVy c-c 7%?

word is illegible in pj (MS. mutilated) : Cowley-Neub. read \TC3f = <K (aw^axrova-iv) : Smend X7P0!* (' make to

exult ') : L/viVli^ d Ln the MS. offfi there is a marginal note by the side ofvv. 22-26 a b, written in vertical

lines, asfollows :

rhbi bjn DtK kt»d p cm -ay vo* ba

: io-i3 onn onon ya twa Wa
{D'Dn^ 10T3 nsyo iai> o^aa iddd

' All the days of the poor are evil. Ben-Sira says, At night also.

His roof is the lowest of roofs, and his vineyard is in the height of the mountains
;

The rain of other roofs falls on his roof, and the earth of his vineyard falls on other vineyards.'

This citation agrees, with one slight variation (viz. rivv ^X for i"6v3 ?|x), with the passage as cited in T. B.

Sanhedrin 1 00 b. 77 is probably excerptedfrom some compilation of selected sayings which circulated wider the

name of Ben-Sira, and contained, together with genuine quotations, a number of others which do not belong to

the genuine text of Ben-Sira's book. The citation here given appears to belong to the latter class. A Persian gloss

is added in the MS. (written in Hebr. characters) as follows : ' It is probable that this was not in the original

copy, but it is used as a proverb ' (see Cowley-Neub., p. 7)
e_e Reading }yK>D (pj MS. defective): so Bacher,

Smend, Peters. <& (iorjdetav = & [jg here adds a gloss on next verse : ' the fear of God over everything is exalted
;

seize it, my son, and let it not go, for there is nothing like it ']
f_f p? nri2n = ffi ((KaXv^av ovtov) : & ' is

praised
' ss ffi Km vnep = by) (so &):'Jfy pi (Isa. iv. 5 by *3) h_h $ jno *TI ' a life of gift

' : © C^v

21. Pipe and harp make sweet the song. i.e. of course through their accompaniment.
22. Grace and beauty . . . crops of the field. For the sentiment cp. Matt. vi. 28-29.

23. will each conduct himself opportunely. Or ' will give support ' (and guidance) ' at the right time '. The

same verb (ana), common in NH, is used in iii. 26.

a discreet (or prudent) wife. The expression is borrowed from Prov. xix. 14 ; cp. also Sir. xxv. 1.

24. A brother and helper . . . Possibly the original form of the sentence was exclamatory :
' A brother and helper

in time of adversity.' Cp. Prov. xvii. 17.

But more than both doth righteousness deliver. Cp. Prov. x. 2, xi. 4, 6. 'Alms' (for 'righteousness') is

a possible rendering.

25. Gold and silver make the foot stand sure. i.e. give a sure footing, a firm position. Neubauer cites the

following from T. B. Pesachim 119a : in reference to Deut. xi. 6 ('and every living substance that followed them ' [lit.

' was at their feet']) R. Eleazar says :
' This means the wealth of a man, which makes him stand firm upon his feet.'
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SIRACH 40. 28—41. 2

(c) XL. 28-30. A beggar s life no life at all (=3 + 1 distichs).

$ B 28 My son, live not h a beggar's life
h

;

Better is one dead 'than importunate'.

29 A man that looketh to a stranger's table—
His life is not to be reckoned as a life :

jA pollution of his soulJ are kthe dainties presented k
,

JAnd to an understanding man inward torture 1
.

30 m In the mouth of an insatiable (man) m begging is sweet,

But inwardly it burneth as fire.

(d) XLI. 1-4. Two views on death (=2 + 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

4-1 1
abAh !

c Death, how bitter is
dthe remembrance of thee db

To him 6 f that liveth at peace f in g his habitation 8
;

hTo him that is at ease h
, and prospereth in all,

And that still hath strength to enjoy luxury 1
.

2 Hail ! Death, how k welcome is thy decree 1

mTo the luckless man m
, and that lacketh strength,

uThat stumbleth and trippeth 11 °at everything
,

p That is broken p
,

q and hath lost hope q
.

e7raiTT)<T(a>s i_i
p? ??iriDC?:> : ffi- rj enaireiv (& renders whole verse : ' him that asks refuse not ; and be not good

to kill but to keep alive '

—

misunderstanding $) H J^ &%) by:® (so readfor J§ text b)W) = G3 (possibly

1B>Q3 also to be read) k"k pj mg. tat 'OytSO (ffi read -)T for *ur) M p? (ivith nig.) TID'1 ytV Wtfb

D^yD : ffi misunderstands m_m ffi tv <TTop.aT i avaidovs (so &) = £>DJ ty s£)2 (for ?£? t?20 ny &&) : so read.
a Some MSS. of IL insert the title De memoria et iudicio mortis b_b <S ' Ah ! Death, how evil art thou ' c So
the margin ; the text has ' Life

' d-d So ffi ; the text of'flj is corrupt e & + ' rich '
: IL + et iusto f-f 5

' sitting
' s-g Lit. ' his foundation

'
; ffi %> ' his possessions

' h_b <& ancpHnrao-Ta ((VTrptTrearara) V 253) : S
'strong' >ffi rpofav, read rpvfav (= % g>)

k Heading TTO for »3 (= Kca 253 g> Syro-Hex) : >G
1 Heading ^P^lfor -ppn (ffc marg. pin, pTn, and ipin) m~m Reading Q^1« ST&6 (^. $ »zar§\ z« 0. 10) (' to

a man of sorrows ') : <& enideopevcp : S> ' broken

'

n~n Heading with ffi marg. B>pui 7B>U : G eo-xaroy^pw «at

7repiana>p.evco : 5 ' that is old and stumbleth ' (cp. 3L defecto aetate) 0-° ffi rrepi rraw-o)i/ 1 -p Reading "W3B>

(Ryssel) for HID (==<&): p? w^. reads nsOIDn DSK ('lacking sight'): £ ' lacking wealth
'

<i-<i £ ' and is

26. But better than both is the fear of God. The fear of God is the one all-sufficing and all-important posses-
sion ; cp. xxxiv. 10.

27. its canopy (stretcheth) over all that is glorious. Cp. Isa. iv. 5 (the source of the expression here).

(c) XL. 28-30. On begging : cp. xxix. 21 f.

28. live not a beggar's life . . . Perhaps this saying of Ben-Sira has influenced the dictum (cited from Ibn
Gabirol by Cowley-Neubauer, p. xxx) :

' Better the grave than a fall to poverty '.
' A beggar's life ' is lit. in p? a

' life of gift ' (or ' gifts '), i.e. a life dependent upon gifts.

In 28 b the word rendered ' importunate ' (b^lDDD) = lit. ' to make oneself a mound ' (denom. from TV^JD ' a mound '

thrown up by besiegers) ; fig. to advance against, beset, cp. xxxix. 24 ; here ' to beset ' (with requests) = ' to importune '

(see Driver in the Glossary in Cowley-Neubauer, p. xxxiii).

29. A man that looketh ... as a life. Cp. the citation freely given in T. B. Besah 32 b: ' There are three men
whose life is no life. They are these—The man who watches the table of his neighbour, and he over whom his wife
rules, and he whose body is ruled by pains.'

A pollution of his soul are the dainties presented. For 'dainties presented' cp. xxxvi. 19 (24) note. Such
gifts pollute in so far as they are begged for, not because they have been presented.

30. But inwardly it burneth as fire. Cp. Jer. xx. 9.

(d) XLI. 1-4. Death fearful to some, welcome to others, inevitable for all.

1. the remembrance of thee. Lit. 'thy memory' (T"DI).

in his habitation. il"l3i3D, cp. Hebr. of xliv. 6, i.e. the conditions under which he is living.

that is at ease. Cp. Job xvi. 12, xxi. 23.

to enjoy. Lit. 'to receive' (cp. ffi emdegaaQai), cp. Hebr. of xxxiv. (A. V., R.V. xxxi.) 3.

2. Hail. riND, an expression of satisfaction, as in Isa. xliv. 16.

how welcome. Lit. 'how good '.

thy decree. Cp. xiv. 12, and see Isa. xxviii. 15, 18.

stumbleth. The word ?EJ>12 has in Neo-Hebrew the meaning to be weak or ill (Smend).
broken. Cp. Ps. lxix. 21 (20 in R. V.), cxlvii. 3, where the same Hebr. word is used of being broken in heart.

The text of $? reads 210 ' intractable ', or the like (cp. fflr airtidovvri) ; but this word is out of place in its context.
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SIRACH 41. 3-9

W' 3
r Fear not Death, (it is) thy destiny 1

,

Remember that the former and the latter (share it) with thee.

4 This is the portion 8 of all flesh from God,
*And how canst thou withstand" the decree v of1 the Most High !

w (Be it) for a thousand years, for a hundred, or for ten (that thou livest) w
,

In Sheol there are no x reproaches concerning life.

(e) XLI. 5_I 3* The end of the ungodly contrasted with the honour accorded to the name

of the righteous ( = 3 + 3 + 1+3 distichs).

5 An abominable offspring is the generation y of sinners,

And z a godless sprout z
is

a in the dwellings of the wicked a
.

6
b From the son of the unrighteous man c shall the dominion be wrenched away cb

,

5 dAnd want 6 shall ever abide with his seed d
.

W' 7 A godless father do the children f curse,

C sFor because of him do they suffer reproach 8
.

8 hWoe unto you, ungodly men,
iWho have forsaken the Law of the Most High God ib

!

?§ R 9
k If ye increase (it will be) for mischiefk

,

xAnd if ye bear children (it will be) for sighing
;

If ye stumble (it will be) for everlasting joy 1

,

And if ye die (it will be) m for a curse 11
.

unable to work '
: (&'... patience '

: 3L . . . sapientiam r_r w evkafiov <pipa Oavarov s
ffi to <pipa : B ' the

end
'

t-t %>> u Lit. ' reject ', or ' despise
' v

ffi evdoKia w_w (E «re Se*a «re «utov «re xl^ ia eTT
)

x Reading px ($ marg.) for B*K y Reading "in for 1X1 (Smend) *-* Reading ^1K 1331 a_a So <K

(= J5 3L): ffi is mutilated, but may perhaps be read ytJH
,-

113JD
^~" © tckvu>v apapjuiKmv arroXeiTat KXrjpovopia

c_c Reading ynpn n^CPIDO (Smend) d_d
f^ is almost entirely mutilated ® <5 ovctSos f £ 'his righteous

sons
'

s-s J^ ij almost entirely mutilated : % + ' in the world
' h-h /« f^ <?«/j/ /-^r^ &//wj are preserved

1-1 i5> 'i_* (!Ir km eav yevvrjOrjre ft? Karapav yevvrjGrjcrto-Of
;
pr. tav yap TrKrjBvvrjTf eis ana>\fiav 248 (f/>. p?)

^"^
(15

>

m (S pepia6r)uia6( n ^or /^ zf^oA' verse S >^(7j : ' A fruitful woman is the joy of her people, and if there die an

3. thy destiny. Lit. ' thy decree,' as in v. 2, i.e. to which thou art destined, cp. xxxviii. 22 a.

the former and the latter. The reference is probably to the generations that have gone before and those that

will follow after.

(share it) with thee. The Hebr. might mean :
' (are) with thee ', i.e. they will all be together hereafter in Sheol

(cp. the expression ' to be gathered unto the fathers ', 2 Kings xxii. 20).

4. This is the portion. Cp. Job xx. 29, xxvii. 13.

how canst thou withstand . . . Cp. Lev. xxvi. 15 for this phrase in Hebr. ^DWDJjl TlpniTDN.

withstand. See critical note.

the decree, p? reads ' the Law ', see critical note, but this can hardly be right, because ' Torah ' is never used in

this connexion.
In Sheol there are . . . Since in Sheol it will be found that the same fate has overtaken all men, it will be

immaterial whether one man lived longer on earth than another ; men will not quarrel about that. Cp. Eccles. vi. 6.

(<?) XLI. 5-13. Death means far different things to the godless and the pious. In the case of the latter their name
lives on.

5. offspring. The Hebr. word pj occurs in Gen. xxi. 23 ; Isa. xiv. 22
; Job xviii. 19 ; in each case it is the parallel

to "I?? ' sprout ' in the next clause.

the generation of sinners. The reference is most probably to the Hellenistic party in Israel (see v. 8), and
especially to the high-priestly family, as v. 6 seems to show.

and a godless sprout . . . The Hebr. text is mutilated, and it is impossible to reconstruct it with certainty, but

the general sense is probably as given above.
6. From the son of . . . Ryssel renders this clause ' Because of an unrighteous son a kingdom falls to pieces

'

(reading JTffl), a rendering which the text may quite well bear, but if, as the present writers hold, the reference is to

the high-priestly family, Ryssel's rendering seems too general. In the marg. of |§ is read /1J? p^D, 'from amongst
the uncircumcized ', a term which could well be applied to the Hellenistic ruling party (cp. 1 Mace. i. 48, ii. 46, &c),
so that at all events a later scholiast understood the passage as in reference to the Hellenizers.

the unrighteous man. Try, the regular term for a tyrannical ruler, cp. Job xviii. 18, xxvii. 7, xxix. 17, xxxi. 3.

. . . wrenched away. Cp. 1 Sam. xv. 28 (DD^DTIN TfffV yip) ; I Kings xi. 1 1 ; 2 Kings xvii. 21.

8. Who have forsaken . . . This is a clear reference to the Hellenizers, cp. 1 Mace. ii. 23, iii. 6, 8, &c.

9. If ye increase ... i.e. If they have children, these will likewise be godless.

if ye die . . . The reference is not to anything that would happen after death, but rather to the execration in

which they will be held at the time of their death.
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SIRACH 41. 10-17

10 °A11 that is of naught returneth to naught
,

p So the godless man,—from nothingness to nothingness 1'.

n qVanity is man (concerning) his body q
,

rBut the name of the pious shall not be cut oft"
1'.

1 2 Be in fear for thy name, for that abideth longer for thee

Than thousands of s precious treasures 8
.

*3 'Life's goods last for limited days',
uBut the reward of a name for days without number".

(a) XLI. 14—XLII. 8. Moral ditties e7iumerated under the category of shame.

(i) XLI. 14-15. Introduction to the section on the subject of shame (=2 distichs).

14 [
v Hidden wisdom and concealed treasure,

What is the use of either ?

15 Better the man who hideth his folly,

Than the man who hideth his wisdom.]

(ii) XLI. 16—XLII. 8.
s Instruction concerning shame* (= 2 + 10 + 1 + 1 +9 distichs).

16 >'Hear, O children, instruction concerning shame zy
,

And be abashed a according to my judgement a
.

(16) For not every kind of shame is meet to retain,
bAnd not every kind of abashment is to be approved b

.

17
c Be ashamed of a father and a mother of whoredom,
Of a prince and a ruler cc of lies,

unrighteous father his righteous sons will not grieve over him
' °~° In place of this clause ffi has a variant of

xl. 11 a : &> v~p OS ovtcos aacj3tis ano Karapas ets anaXiav : j$ ' the end of the ungodly man is for destruction ',

sofor the whole verse <l
-<

i &> : €c nevdus avdpwnccv ev aapao-iv avrav r_r xc -a alone among the MSS. of <&.

has preserved the right reading: ovopa fie ayaOov ovk e^aXficpdrjo-eTai (= Arm): (E ovopa fie apapraXcov ovk ayaBov

(gaAu<fidr)creTai s-s So ?^ mg., the text reads 'treasures of wisdom' ; <& ' great treasures of gold
' t-* <& ayadrjs

far]? apidnos r}p.cp<iii> u-u
(!R xat ayadou ovopa as aiava btapivet: &~>from here to xlii. 8, except 19 b, 20 a v The

order of the clauses of vv. 14-16 differs in (& (= 14 b, c, 15) x_x S> ffi> ?-? This clause = 14 a in dSc

2 (K ' peace
' a-a (S fm tg> popart pov b-b

Qfc Kat ov navTa nao-iv (v ino-rei. cuboKipdrat c 3L inserts the title

De omnibus vitiis declinandum cc So ?£? mg. (= (E)

10. the godless man. ^.n is often used in reference to one who is an apostate.

nothingness. Cp. xli. 10. In each case the Hebr. word is inn (' tohu '), which in Gen. i. 2 is used of the ' waste

'

of chaos ; it is also used in reference to moral worthlessness (cp. Isa. xxiv. 10, lix. 4). Both the words for 'naught

'

and ' nothingness' occur together in Is. xl. 17 ; cp. Is. lix. 4.

11. But the name . . . This thought of the memory of the righteous departed being held in honour was the
beginning of a development regarding the conceptions about the future life ; this memory involved, sooner or later,

the question as to differentiation between the righteous and the sinners beyond the grave, and when once this point

was reached further development of thought was inevitable. (Cp. Prov. x. 7 ; 1 Enoch ciii. 4, civ. 13 ; Test. Twelve
Pair., Naphtali viii. 5.)

12. Be in fear for thy name. Cp. Eccles. vii. 1, and Pirqe Aboth ii. 8 :
' He who hath gotten a good name hath

gotten it for himself ; iv. 19, 'Rabbi Simeon said, There are three crowns, the crown of Torah, and the crown of
Priesthood, and the crown of Royalty, but the crown of a good name mounts above them.'

for that abideth. For the Hebr. word riv cp. Eccles. viii. 15.

Than thousands of . . . Cp. Prov. xxii. 1.

13. the reward. Lit. 'goods' (H21D) ; the same word as in ' Life's goods' ; in the Hebr. there is a play on the

double meaning of 31210 :
' The good things of life ' = prosperity, ' the good things of a name ' = its honourable

remembrance.

XLI. 14—XLII. 14. With xli. 14 a new section begins, which extends to xlii. 14. It contains an enumeration of
moral duties under the category of shame. It falls into two distinct subsections, (a) xli. 14-xlii. 8

;
(t?) xlii. 9-14.

(a) XLI. 14—XLII. 8. After an introductory piece (xli. 14 £, 15) there follows the main part of the subsection, with
the heading ' Instruction concerning shame'. It enumerates things to be ashamed of, and then the things not to be
ashamed of.

14. 15. These verses, which occur also as xx. 30, 31, are evidently out of place here; possibly they were added
from a marginal note (Smend), as seeming to offer an appropriate introduction to the section beginning at v. 16.

16. The title to this section is found in ^ only.
according to my judgement, i.e. in accordance with my teaching concerning this subject ; 3L paraphrastically,

' quae procedunt de ore meo.'

17. of whoredom, i.e. guilty of whoredom.
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SIRACH 41. 1 8—42. 2

$'"' 18 d 0f a master and a mistress*1 of deceit,

Of an assembly and a people of transgression,

Of a comrade and friend of treachery,
r 9 And of a place, where thou sojournest, of pride 6

.

ee [Be ashamed] to break an oath or a covenant 136

,

To stretch out thine elbow at meat,
fTo withhold g a gift that is asked for f

,

21a (<K)
hTo turn away the face h of thy friend,

2i£ (ffi) iTo cause the dividing of portions to cease',

20a (fir) To be silent towards j him that greeteth (thee) j
,

20^ (fir) To look upon a woman that is a whore,
G 21c kTo gaze on a woman that hath a husband,

22a To be busy with his maid kl
,

$ B
2 2£(ffi)

mAnd to violate her bed 111

,

22c (fir) To [speak to] a friend with reproachful words ;

—

22d{<&) And after giving a gift contemn not,

—

4-2 x "To repeat °the word thou hast heard
,

And to lay bare any secret counsel

:

So shalt thou be truly p shamefast p
,

And find favour in the sight of all living.

qBut of these things be not ashamed,
And accept not persons r unto sin r

:

2 Of the Law of the Most High, and the statute
;

And of justice, to do right by the wicked
;

d-^ ano Kpirov kcu apxovros e Reading IT ffl mg.)for "IT in the text : fir mpi KXonrjs ee-ee gj Kai ano a\rj8(iai

deov Kai biadrjKrjs
; Jlj IS much mutilated l~f fir ano o-KopaKiapov Xrjp^eai Kai bocrtas S Reading PilST? ^-h Reading

(on the basis ofGJk ano anoarpo^s npoo-u>nov) *JB ^KJHJD (Ryssel) i_i The text of% is partly mutilated H So % nig.

k-k
f^ is wanting with the exception of two letters at the end of v. 22 a ' Reading myj (Cowley-Neubauer)

m_m p? is much mutilated n xlii. 1 a-d = xli. 23-24 in EV : xlii. 1-8 omitted by & °~° So |^ : fir <ai

Xoyov aKorjs p~p 3L sine confusione : fir cu(rxm''rrlP s q Here xlii begins in EV 1_r Reading Xbnb =
fflt tov ap.apTa.veiv {with Cowley-Neub., Smend) : f^ text XDH1 (= ? ' And accept not persons and so bear sin ' : cp. Peters)

18. a master and a mistress . . . Smend thinks that the reference here is to Gentile kings and queens into whose
service Jews of noble family entered.

... of treachery. Cp. Lev. vi. 2.

19. of a place, i.e. the people of a place ; like "^V ('city'), which is often used of the inhabitants of a city, see

e.g. 1 Sam. iv. 13, v. 12 ; Isa. xxii. 2.

an oath or a covenant. Cp. Gen. xxvi. 28.

To stretch out thine elbow . . . Cp. xxxi. (ffir xxxiv.) 14. Peters thinks that the reference is either to the action

of the arm when taking an oath, connecting this with the previous clause ; or else to the withholding of a gift in the

following clause. It is, however, best to take the words as referring to behaviour ; the whole passage exhibits a curious

variety of topics referred to.

21 a. To turn away the face. i.e. to make him turn away in anger because the gift asked has been withheld
;

3L adds, apparently by way of explanation, ' ne avertas faciem a proximo tuo
'

; but the reference is to the turning away
of the face of the friend, cp. xviii. 24.

21 b. To cause the dividing of portions . . . The reference is possibly to the dividing of an inheritance (see

xlii. 3), but more probably to the bestowal upon the poor of portions of the offerings for sacrifice, cp. 2 Sam. vi. 19

(Smend). Peters understands the words in a general sense as a prohibition against niggardliness.

20 a. that greeteth. Lit. ' that asketh peace ' ; the usual Oriental mode of salutation.

20 b. that is a whore. Lit. ' a stranger', cp. Prov. ii. 16, v. 3, 20, vii. 5, xxii. 14.

22 c, d. Cp. xviii. 15.

XLII. 1. To repeat the word . . . Cp. xix. 7 ; a warning against circulating mere unsupported rumours.
lay bare any secret counsel. Cp. xxii. 22 c, xxvii. 16 f.

shamefast. The Hebr. word used (5^12) occurs only here and in xxxii. (xxxv.) 10 in this sense (as an adj. =
'shamefast').

find favour in the sight of all living. Cp. xlii. 8.

But ... be not ashamed, And accept not persons unto sin. This general exhortation applies to what
follows : of certain things (following) the injunction is to be not ashamed, while some of the things enumerated also

involve the application of a judicial and impartial mind. To the latter the injunction ' accept not persons (i.e. exhibit

not partiality) unto sin ' (i.e. so as to bring sin upon thyself) specially applies.

2. Law of the Most High . . . statute . . . justice. The ' Law of the Most High ' = the Law generally, regarded

as a body of principles invested with divine sanctions ;
' the statute ' = the particular enactments which result from
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SIRACH 42. 3-8o

3 Of reckoning with a comrade 8and (fellow) traveller 8

,

And of the division of an inheritance *and a property'

;

4
uOf the small dust" of the scales and balance,

vAnd w of testing w measure and weight v
;

4(b) Of buying whether little or much,
5

wwAnd of profit from traffick with the merchant ww ;

x Of frequent correction of children,

And of smiting the side of an evil-disposed servant 31
.

6 For an evil wife ya seal y
,

And where z many z hands are, a a key a
!

7
bUpon what is deposited make a mark b

,

And let giving and receiving all be in writing.

—

8 Of the correction of the simple and foolish (be not ashamed),
c Or of the tottering grey-head occupied with whoredom :

So shalt thou be truly well-advised,

And a man (truly) modest before all living.

s~8 So ft mg. mxi (read trrtRI) = <& Kai ohonropw (ft text ' and a master ' p*Wl) t_t
"ft 55*1 (Prov. viii. 21) : (5

eraipav (? read ercpuv) = B»K [ft mg. "\W\ ?to be read n&V) \ so Rysset] ll
~u So ft (omitting 1 in byi) = pnW by

(Isa. xl. 15): <3r nept. aKpt^aas : Smend supposes an infin. to be implicit in prtiP ('to rub off,' then ? 'to balance')
v_v > ffi

' w_w
ft ninon (or read ninDil): in Neo-Hebr. nn» (nnon) = ' to prove, test' (cp. nniMO — 'skilled,

expert, tried') ww-ww ^ (difficult to decipher) 13n "0»[o] TiTDD byi : © ntpi ahuxpopov (but N AC 155 157

307 buxpopav = 'difference, profit' = TnD) npaaevs (B + (cat) (piropav (C epnopov): read :"i3n "1DDO "VTO byi

x_x > ft (but ft mg. 5 a "IDIO points to the lines having been in text originally) : ffi *at (probably to be omitted) -nept

naiSeias t«vu>v iroXkrjs Kai oiKtrrj Trovrjpa w\(vpav aipagm : from which restore with Peters (cp. Levi):

31 D'33 idid by

yi n3yb ybv msn byi

(z/jy/.- yb* nnn y~i "uybi)

>'~y
?§ DDn Dnin (>D3n «j marginal note): ffi (taXoc <r(ppayis (<a\ov an addition) z_z 6*0 ffi = ri13"i which read

for ft niSI a-a
ft nnDn : <3r Kkuaov (? originally «Xetj) : rai nnQO (Ryssel), as parallelism demands b~b €r

' Whatsoever thou handest over (let it be) by number and weight ' (o cav napa8i8a>s, tv apidp.a> km aradpco) :

ft TfflDJTI 1* (mg. IpStV) ipan mpo by : <£ ;«ay few read bpK>D1 13DD T npSD by = 'upon a deposit number
and weight' pj "l^SD = 'what is entrusted to a hand', z'. *. 'a deposit': cp. T ncflbri Lev. v. 21): it will be

?iearer ft, however, to read with Peters ni2Dn T lpSO by c-c ^ mg. D13I3 miyi btP13 3CT1 ($ A'x/ 8W1 3B>).

Z*(?r ni3T3 nJiyl (ffir yfoj npivopevov ntpi nopveias (so 253 307 Syi'O-Hex.) (but B rrpoj i/eoin)

the application of these principles in practice ; while 'justice ' is a general term denoting the administration of such
laws. The injunction is obviously addressed to the Scribes, who are responsible for the administration of law and
justice. Smend explains the general meaning of the verse to be an admonition to the Scribes not to be ashamed of

the Law of their fathers (i.e. their ancestral religion) in the face of Greek fashions and influences.

to do right by the wicked, i.e. probably not to hesitate to acquit the ungodly man when he is proved innocent

of a particular charge.

3. Of reckoning with a comrade and (fellow) traveller. The meaning apparently is—do not allow feelings

of false shame and pride to deter from settling accounts, involving mutual indebtedness, where friends and fellow

travellers are involved. Levi aptly quotes the French proverb, ' Les bons comptes font les bons amis.' Smend
interprets differently. He takes ' reckoning with ;

to mean 'demanding from': 'Do not be deterred by feelings of

false shame from asking a companion (on a journey) and a fellow traveller, who is staying for the night at the same
inn, who he is.'

of the division of an inheritance ... i.e. of determining exactly the details involved in the division of an
inheritance or property (for the Hebr. of the last word cp. Prov. viii. 21).

4. Of the small dust of the scales . . . Cp. Is. xl. 15. ffi gives the sense well, 'of exactness of scales.' Care
must be taken that the exactness of the balance is not disturbed even by a fleck of dust. The scales, measures, and
weights used by the trader must be tested (' measure and weight,' lit. ' ephah and stone ').

Of buying whether little or much. Contrast xxvi. 29, xxvii. 2, where the dangers involved in buying and selling

are dwelt upon.

5. of smiting the side of . . . servant. Cp. xxxiii. 24 f. (= ffi xxx. 33 f.).

6-7. The construction changes in these verses, but it is not necessary for that reason to transpose them.

8. Of the correction of the simple ... i.e. Be not ashamed to correct the foolish and ignorant, and also to

correct the tottering grey-beard occupied with whoredom ; for 8 b cp. xxv. 2.

a man (truly) modest. The Hebr. word here rendered ' modest' (yiJJf) = ' lowly' in Bibl. Heb. (cp. Prov. xi. 2),

but 'pious' in PBH. Smend renders it 'gesittet'. [It is supposed by some scholars that the word 'Essene' is

equivalent to y^.]
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SIRACH 42. 9-1

1

(b) XLII. 9-14. The care of daughters (= 4 + 2+2 + 2 distichs).

P!
c

9 dA daughter is to a father e a treasure of sleeplessness 8
,

fAnd the care of her banisheth slumber f
:

In her youth, lest »she pass the flower of her age g
,

And hwhen she is married h
, Mest she be hated 1

;

io d "In her virginity", lest she be seduced,
J kAnd in the house of her husband k

,

kk lest she prove unfaithful kk
;

In her father's house, lest 'she become pregnant ]
->,

mAnd in her husband's house™, lest she be barren.
11 "Over thy daughter keep a strict watch 11

,

°Lest she make thee a name of evil odour —

d Thefollowing version of vv. 9 and 10 is cited in T. B. Sanh. ioo^ :

.nnsrin kbk> nrruapa

,ruTn sob' rtrmyaa

,nmn vh kdk> ma

.d*bb>3 ns?yn ndb> ruptn

(= 9 a) A daughter is a vain treasure to her father

:

(= 9 b) for fear about her he does not sleep

;

(= 10 a) in her youth, lest she be seduced;

(= 9 c) in her maidenhood, lest she play the harlot;

when she is marriageable, lest she be not married

;

(= 10 d) when she is married, lest she have no sons;

when she is old, lest she practise sorcery.'

e-e % text ~\pw roiDDO = ' a deceptive treasure ' (cp. ' vain treasure ' in Talm. citation) : <& anoKpv(pos aypvnvta :

read '"W for npK> (so Peters, Smend) : £ ' great honour
'

f-f So ffi £ : p? (defective) : [MOtt] [yn]an TMXtffl

(cp. xxxi. [xxxiv.] 1 <8x and Jfy)
s-g So dSc (napaKpaarj) =z ? -^jnn (cp. rru3 ' when she is marriageable ' in Talm.

cit.): pj "i^n ('she commit adultery') corresponding to nJTn in Talm. cit.: % '[that she] be not blamed'

t-h So ffi (& ' and by her husband ') = rfoya (so read) : $ n>hri33 i"1 So ffi£ (8 *«/ defective) : read MBtfl fB :

^ »2^. ntwn ' she be forgotten

'

ii_ii So f§ & : fflr f ^ napdtvetq ( + avr>7s Syro-Hex 3L) H Transposed in <&

(right order in ?§ aj gttw& above in the translation) k_k
|§ &.r/ (defective) [n]?[y3] JT'331 (2^ wz^. nt^N 71*33) =

dSc pera avbpos ova-a kk-kk
Qfc ^ noT( napa^rj : % text lacking read with f^ mg. noBTI J3 (Peters ; and Smend

with ah for J2)
1_1 (5 fy*uos yevrjTai : J§ lacking (read mnn) m_m

«S1? ?§ : & ' And when she is married

'

((rwwKjjKvia = iT?iy3l) n-n
J^ tfzg'. "1DK>D ptnn *]ri3 ?y "03 : ffi en-t Bvyarpi ahiarptTTTa arfpeaxrov (pvXaKtju : j& Z£v'/^

P? mg. + ' my son ' (g /<?*/ defective : is restored by Levi [noB>]o [o]pn [in]^[in3 ^y »»]) °-° $ fear/ defective—
/A* /aj/ /wo aw<fr ar^ (/. niD) niD o& : r«rf mD db> ["j^> nbyn }a] : $ »^. 'k^> V 'yn 'a = ? nvoB5 Y^yn fs

D^ix!? = ffi fit} noTt noirja-r] <re cmxappa (= niHDB' Exod. xxxii. 25) exdpois : perhaps, however, <8x read in Exodus

nntDK> (= (irtxappa in Exodus). Levi reads $ mg. Dnnxi' bum ~]&yr\ JB: £ ('a bad name') = J§ text

v~v |^ /^jc/ Dy rwpl (jo Z/^z", Peters, Strack) : but Smend reads it Dy npnpl = ffi (tai tKicKrjTov \aov : cp. S>

KDy3 N^IDII) 'I
-

*' ?§ /^^-/ ("in3C?ini) corrected in left margin to "jnE'Uini = <K : tt'Oin = ^3H ^ r;^/1 margin
n&brn (= ? n^ni) r-r

J§ -)y^ my3 : ffi 6f ?rXr;^i mAXav (? read nvXav) s_s 7%«^ /wo lines (1 1 e f ) are

(b) XLII. 9-14. The subject of this subsection is the care of daughters. The same subject is touched upon in

vii. 24-25, xxvi. 10-12.

9. A daughter . . . treasure of sleeplessness . . . Edersheim cites some of the Talmudic dicta on the subject

of daughters and women generally, among others the following :
' Happy he that has male children ; woe to him that

has female children ' (Qidd. 82 b ; Baba bathra 16 b, &c.) ;
' Women are of light mind ' {Shabb. 33 b ; Qidd. 80 b) ; and

the well-known one in Pirqe Aboth, ' prolong not converse with a woman ' (i. 5). The Blessing in the Jewish Morning
Prayer may also be cited : ' Blessed art Thou, O Lord . . . who hast not made me a gentile ... a slave ... a woman.'
But the harshness of tone manifest in Ben-Sira towards women generally was much mitigated in later (Rabbinical)

Judaism under the influence of the Pharisees.

. . . lest she pass the flower of her age. i.e. without being married. Smend prefers to keep the reading of jfy

("fljn }Q : Poel of "nj), which he renders ' lest she entice (men) '
: but ' lest she commit adultery' is a more probable

rendering.

10. be seduced. For the Hebr. word here used cp. Exod. xxii. 15 ; Ezek. xiv. 9.

she prove unfaithful. Cp. Num. v. 12, 19 f., 29 (same Hebr. word iTDfc' = ' go aside ').

1 1. Over thy daughter keep a strict watch. Cp. xxvi. 10.

a name of evil odour. Cp. the Biblical expression 'to make odious' (lit. 'cause to stink', B' ,N3n e.g.

Prov. xiii. 5).
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SIRACH 42. ii -15

ffi A byword in the city p and accursed of the people p—
qAnd shame thee q r

in the assembly of the gate r
.

8 In the place where she lodgeth Met there be no lattice*,
u Or spot overlooking the entrance round about us

.

12 *Let her not show her beauty to any male v
,

wAnd among w wives let her not converse.
x 3 For from the garment issueth the moth,

And from a woman a woman's wickedness.
r 4

xy Better is the wickedness of a man than the goodness of a woman y
;

z And a disgraceful daughter poureth forth disgrace* x
.

In praise of God as Nature s Lord.

(a) XLII. 15-25. Exordium ( = 1+2 + 2+2 + 2 + 2+2 + 2 distichs).

15 a
I would fain remember 3, God's works,

And what I have seen I would recount.
bBy the word of God His works were formed b

,

cAnd what was wrought by His good pleasure according to His decree .

lacking in dSc (accidentally omitted : r the translator s eye passingfrom JTQ1 in 1 1 f to JV31 or pal in 12b omitted two
lines) t-t So % \ & incorrectly ' let her not go forth ' u"« So $ 3»3D K13D 0*30 JT31 : S> (r reading rV3D JV31

3*3D N130) ' And let her not be round about in houses '
v_v So J^ : <& misunderstood the line (navn avdpmva pn

e/x,3X«7rf (v KaXXet) : as also £ (' Reveal not to every man what is in thine heart ')
w-w <5r km fv psa-a = p3l : so &

rightly : f% rV31 x~x >& y_y So ^ mg. = <Sc (tj ayadonotos ywt) ? an interpretation of HK'N 3^00 ; but

Levi makes it = nB>K ^DDO) z-z Reading with ffi mg. (correcting JV31 to mi) nann y3n nsnno D31 : cp.

(Br km yvvrj KaTaurxwovcra «? ovtibiapov (p afree rendering of nD"in y3n). Smend reads mano = ' shame causing
'

for nQinD a_a So p? = <K nvrjaOrjo-ofiai Se (be for S17) b~b So & : <& ev Xoyois Kvpiov ra epya avrov = J§ mg. :

& text »[ljn Dt6k "101N3 : read V!£& VB>yo for last word (?
=' £) : w /**/«-* e-c Nc.a Kut y€yoV€I/ ( „ (VAoy<a

aurou icpt/ia (B &C. >): Sah (tat ysyovtv euXoyta tcov Kpiparav avrov (evXoyia for evftoKia) : J§ inp? 1J1X"1 ?yi21 (read

tyn? for "inpv, f/. ffi) : f^ w^. Aa^ rip? which Peters retains: then render : 'and teaching (doctrine) is a work of
His grace ' : Cowley-Neub. render ?§ text ' and him that doeth His pleasure He hath accepted

'

Or spot. The Hebr. term (^31) has here a general sense as in AT/, ' place', 'spot'. Smend suggests 111371 JV31

for s3O 1V31 = and ' where she spends the night (let there be) no entrance,' &c.

12. Let her not show her beauty . . . Perhaps % pttin \T\T\ pH) may be rendered ' Let her not give a look to any

male ', i. e. show herself, be visible to (cp. Smend). "iNin has the meaning ' look ',
' countenance ' in PBH, cp.

also xvi. 1.

And among wives . . . i.e. let her not mix on familiar terms with married women.
13. For from the garment issueth the moth. The reference is to daughters. If such mix with married women on

familiar terms, and listen to the conversation of the latter, sexual impulses and desires will be stirred which will lead
to sin. The sentence is couched in proverbial form. The moth issuing from the garment is a figure of something
emanating spontaneously from within. & interprets rather than translates, ' For as a moth falls upon a garment, so
doth jealousy upon a woman from the wickedness of her fellow.'

14. Better is the wickedness of a man than the goodness of a woman. As Edersheim remarks :
' The

misogyny of the author here reaches its climax.'

poureth forth disgrace. Cp. x. 13 ('poureth forth abomination ').

XLII. 15—XLIII. 33. This piece forms a distinct division. Its theme is the praise of God—of God as the mighty
and all-wise Lord of nature. The introduction (xlii. 15-25) sets forth God's omnipotence and omniscience. The main
(central) part has for its subject the firmament and the sun (xliii. 1-5), the moon (xliii. 6-8), the stars and the rainbow
(xliii. 9-12), the storm, the snow and the hoar-frost, the ice, and lastly the sea (xliii. 13-26). A concluding section
(xliii. 27-33) has for its main thought that the highest praise man can offer to God is inadequate. As Smend points
out, the question of the origin of the heaven, of the dry land and the sea, does not come into the writer's treatment of the
theme (cp., however, xliii. 23) any more than the creation of vegetation, of the land animals, and of man. God shows
Himself to be the Lord of nature in the wonderful adjustment and economy that are maintained in natural forces
and life.

With xlii. 15 f. cp. xviii. 1-7. »

(a) XLII. 15-25. Exordium.
15. I would fain remember . . . Cp. Ps. lxxvii. 12.

And what I have seen . . . = Job xv. 17.

And what was wrought by His good pleasure according to His decree. For text see critical note. According
•to Peters' rendering (' and doctrine is a work of His grace ') creation and the wisdom-teaching are placed side by side :

cp. xliii. 33 ; Ps. xix (the light of creation and the light of revelation set together).
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SIRACH 42. 16-22

3^ 17 The rising sun d
is revealed d over all things,

And the glory of Jahveh e
is over all His works 6

.

16
f God's holy ones have not the power f

To recount sHis wondrous works of might 8
;

(Though) God hath given strength h to His hosts b

'To endure in the presence of His glory 1
.

18 He searcheth out the deep and (man's) heart,

JAnd all their secrets^ k He surveyeth k
:

(5
J For Jahveh possesseth all knowledge,
And seeth what cometh unto eternity 1

.

J^
B

19 He declareth m what is past and what is futurem
,

And revealeth n the profoundest secrets".

20 °No knowledge is lacking to Him
,

pAnd no matter escapeth Him p
.

21 qThe might of His wisdomq r
is established 1

,

From everlasting sHe is the same 8
:

* Nothing hath been added and nothing taken away (therefrom) 4
,

And He needeth none to give counsel,

ffi (&) 22 "All His works are truly lovely,

And are [like blossoms 1 to behold".

d-d So |§ : (Sz {inexactly) vnefSke^ev e_e So ^ : ffit (inexactly) n\r)pts to epyov avrov • f_f So <& : (Br ovk

fvenotrio-fu rots ayiois Kvpios SS j$ has nntPHDI Nrn"pJ = Vni"lU3 JTIN723 (so read with Smend) : (Br navra ra

davpaaria avrov : J^ text w FlwDJ {but M1PP here otiose with ?N in clause a : probably only a variant on 7N)
h-h So |^ VN3¥ : ffi (takiflg VK2¥ D\"vX together) Kvpios o iravroKparap i_i So f^: dSc (rr^pi^^i/ai «v 60&7 avrov to

irav (but 3L> to nav, which is not original) H ^ CrWnjtfD 7331 : (Br Kai tu navovpyevpaaiv avrtov k-k
J§ p13TV

1~*>-J£j : (5 eyi/to yap o Kvpios nao-av (iSrjaiv Kai evefikrfytv (is aqpeiov aioouos is restored in Hebrew by Peters thus :

njn i>3 mi? jtp *a

j$ attests the two lines also, rendering (freely) :
' for before God nothing is hidden, and there lie revealed before

Him all things that come into the world
'm~m ?§ (reading nvrm mg. for text DVH3) nVHJI niD^n =

ffi to irape\T)\v8oTa Kai eirto-opeva (so & which, however, omits niTO = ' He declareth ' at the beginning of line)

n~n |§ ni"inDJ ipn (~ipn= 'what is to be explored', 'the whole range': cp. Job xxxviii. 16): (Br i\vr) anoapvcpcav

;

£ paraphrases : ' [and there are revealed before Him] all things that are hidden ' 0_0 So p? : <£ ' no thought

'

(biavorjpa = pj ?3& as in xxxv. 1 8) ' escapeth Him '
( <& ' no wisdom ') p~p So ?^ : <& ' there is not a word hid

from Him '
: to ' word (thing)' %> + ' of man' _<i

-
iJ§ /fc*;/ defective: f§ #?£•. mUJ : (Br ra fxeya\cia ttjs ao(pias

avrov : read mean mU3 r-r $ pfl (/0?'«/ |3R : cp. & ' standeth fast ') : Smend prefers to point J2H —
'measured of!', ' regulated' (but parallelism favours i'3fi : so Peters): (Br eKoo-urjo-ev = ;pn 8-s $1 N1H "inN :

(Br (B) (cat «ojj, os (A 55 248 &c. Sah Lat Arm), «s (fc< 253 &c.) are all corruptions of an original [<«"] «s =
inN (ffi + «cai el? to»/ aioova) M 5*0 (S : f^ (defective) b)StU N7 [l f|DW KJ? (&> 21 b C d) u_u (Br cos Trarra ra

16. The rising sun ... i. e. just as the sun shines over everything, so the glory of Jahveh is manifest in all

His works.

17. God's holy ones . . . 'God's holy ones' here = the angels (cp. Job xv. 15). The meaning of the verse is:

even the angels are unable to recount God's wondrous works—they need special strength to be given to them in order

to stand in the divine presence. Sinful man can do neither. Cp. xliii. 27-33.

18. He searcheth out the deep and (man's) heart ... i.e. the two inscrutable things. Omniscience =
Almighty power (Smend). The word rendered 'deep' (ffi D1i"in) recalls the stories of the subduing of the monsters

of chaos (Rahab, Leviathan, the demons) by Jahveh as set forth in the old accounts of Creation (cp. e.g. Is. li. 9-10).

For our verse cp. Dan. ii. 22 ('He revealeth the deep and secret things'), Judith viii. 14 (a good parallel), and
Job xxxviii. 16.

For Jahveh possesseth all knowledge . . . what cometh unto eternity. For the thought cp. Is. xli. 21 ff.,

xliii. 9 f.

19. He declareth what is past and what is future . . . That God knows and reveals to men both the past and the

future proves Him to be the controller of history and events—again a thought characteristic of Deutero-Isaiah : cp. also

xxxix. 29 in our book.
20. No knowledge is lacking to Him . . . For the idea cp. Ps. cxxxix. 3 f.

31. Nothing hath been added and nothing taken away (therefrom), i.e. from 'the might of His wisdom'

(v. 20). Cp. xviii. 6 ; Qoh. iii. 14.

And He needeth none to give counsel. Cp. Is. xl. 10, 14.

22. All His works are truly lovely . . . like blossoms. The beauty of creation is compared to the loveliness of

flowers. For the text see critical note. The verse is regarded as a gloss by Schlatter (it is absent from ?$).
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SIRACH 42. 23—43.

ffi(<&) 23 T Everything liveth and abideth for ever v
,

wAnd to every need all things respond w.

24 x They are all different, one from the other 35

,

But He hath not made any one of them y superfluous y
.

25 *The one exchangeth what is good (in it) with the other 2
,

And who can be satiated with beholding a the beauty a
?

(if) XLIII. 1-26. Recital of the manifestations in Nature of God's might

(= 1+4 + 1+4 + 2 + 2+4+4+4 + 3 + 1 distichs).

4-3 $?
B]t bThe beauty of the (heavenly) height is the pure firmament 15

,

cAnd the firm heaven c d poureth out light d
.

fpya avTov (mdvvTjTa km cos <nriv6r)pus «ttiv 6eo>pr)(rai \here the first cos is probably due to assimilation to the second in

second clause: so Smend: anivOrjpos has probably arisen from an original o-nivdrjp os = IL tanquam scintilla quam
(quae) : cp. Peters'] : &freely ' And all H is works He establisheth in truth for ever, and in holiness they are all of them

praised '. ' in truth ' in clause a (= J1CN2) may be right. Perhaps fa offirst clause may be restored thus : V£>yo 72

QHDrU nOK2. In clause b km cos o-ntvdrjp os = ntPK p¥*331 according to Peters (= ' and are as a spark which can

be seen '). Put pY031 is probably corrupt. Read nK"»D>> ps 1031 {Levi suggests p¥Dl : 1031 may easily have

been corrupted into ^jai) v-v <& navTa ravrci Co Km P fVet €ts T0V at^va : J^ (defective) 7 n Kin = ?

ny^> noiyl Tl Kin: so Smend, Levi: Peters (following ffi) reads bin for Kin: ^ mg. has Cpi, thus reading the

line [nyi] D'pl *n Kin (Peters thinks Kin of ^ a correction for dogmatic reasons). Between this verse (xlii. 23 a)

cztfc/ z'/r wcu.7 half (23 b) /Ac? ^<?3r. #/.£ inserts v. 25 a«c/ xliii. 1, /A«j producing the dislocation xiii. 23 a, 25, xliii. 1,

xlii. 23 b, 24, xliii. 2. At the top of the nextfolio the Hebr. MS. has against v. 24 (Dno TWV K^l nTO ffl D'JIP D^3

. . . *&) thefollowing

:

mo *\bn nr ^y ml ,..

1 rxln. 25
iKin can? yoe» w °

nno ^y ypi nno "iKin | . ..

I'Xllli. Imm 0^0 cot? ovyi*

thus restoring the right order xlii. 24, 25, xliii. 1
w-w|| (/^-/ damaged) can be read: yoty ^>3n "pl¥ W[l]

(pj w*£\ yOK'j) : (5 fi/ nacrait xP(iais Kai itovra vnaicovei (but IL places km at beginning = $%: so Sah) : S implies same
text, but paraphrases x-x .S0 f£j (/ca7) : ffi (misunderstanding) 'All things are double one against another ' (rraira

rWcra fi» KdTtvavTt rov €vos) : jc? & (reading WW for p? D'OIC) y
~
y ffi c-KXi7rof (B), eWmov (A) : IL aliquid deesse :

$ , . "'{? raze/ K1B> ^ Zcr/, Peters (= 'He hath not made one of them in vain'). Smend restores [n,KB>], B>

*-'
f§ (mg. 310) 1310 e^n nr by nt : ffi inexactly ' One thing establisheth (c-crrfp«cocrfi/) the good things of another '

:

5 ' but one with the other (forms) pairs
' a_a

J^ mg. INin : ffi 8ogav avrov (= ' God's glory ') : £ (interpreting

rightly) ' their glory ', i. e. ' the glory (beauty) of all things (the whole world) '
b-'' &> : $ mg. yp-\ Dino "IKin

ino by : ffi -yaupcapa v\^oi/s o-Tepeeop.n KadapiorrjTos : read {with Smend) nno yp~\ nno "iNin c_c $ w^. COP DVyi

(c"/>. Exod. xxiv. 10 D^OC'n DVy3) : (5 eiSos ovpavov (cp. LXX Exod. xxiv. 10 km cocmep ecfios crTeptco/iaros rov

ovpavov) ll-d ?^ ///«. nnnj 0^0 (to be emended to y30 with Backer : cp. xliii. 2). f^ /cx7 Ac7j inn w^/<rA

Peters prefers to keep, reading mn y20 = ' bursteth with majesty '
: <& ev opaprm So|»ys (S> 1 b as well as 1 a)

23. Everything liveth and abideth for ever. ?^ has 'He (i.e. God) liveth and abideth for ever' ($ mg.
D'pl 'n is common in NH, but is always applied to God; often in the Synagogue Liturgy). The text as translated

('everything liveth', &c.) follows ffi and 3>. It may have been altered for dogmatic reasons in p? ; so Peters (cp.

Smend).
And to every need . . . Cp. xxxix. 33.

24. They are all different, one from the other. The rendering of ffi, ' All things are double one against

another' (see critical note), limits the reference in vv. 22-25 to living organisms that exist in pairs. But J£? is to

be preferred : in the text of II) the reference is to nature as a whole. Everything is distinct, but yet all things

harmonize.

25. The one exchangeth what is good (in it) with the other. 'All things work together for good.' There is a

constant interchange and mutual dependence.
the beauty, i. e. of the whole of nature.

(b) XLIII. 1-26. The Main Poem.
1-5. God's power manifested in thefirmament and the sun.

1. The beauty of the (heavenly) height is the pure firmament . . . There is a clear allusion (cf. J^) to

Exod. xxiv. 10 ('as it were the very heaven for clearness'). The subject of the verse is the firmament, as clause b

clearly shows : clause a in 1£ (see critical note) = ' the beauty of the (heavenly) height is spread upon purity'. This, as

it stands, might be interpreted of the sun ; but the context forbids it.
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SIRACH 43. 2-6

$ B
2

eThe sun when he goeth forth maketh heat to shine 6—
fHow awe-inspiring is the work of Jahveh f

!

3 gAt noontide 8 he bringeth the world to boiling heat,

And before h his scorching (ray) h who can maintain himself?

4 '(Like) a glowing furnace which keepeth the casting hot,

(So) the sun's dart setteth the mountains ablaze'

:

J'A tongue of flame consumeth the inhabited (world) j
,

kAnd with its fire the eye is scorched k
.

5 ^or 1 great is Jahveh that made him,
m And His word maketh His mighty (servant) brilliant 1".

6 n Moreover, the moon He made for its due season 11
,

°To rule over periods and for an everlasting sign :

e-e So g mg. which reads non inx*3 y'SID 65>BB> (& text has lmvn JP3D : ? y*3D confirms Backer's emendation

in previous clause) : <& ' The sun when he appeareth bringeth tidings as he goelh forth ' (rjXios ev onrauia biayytWw
ev «|oSw) = g with reading inx¥3 B*2D (ncn interpreted by Aram. XDn = 'to see') f_f $ «» tyya XII' no
{read nfe'JJD) : ffi o-Kevor Bavpaarov epyop v^narov read JP for HO, giving it its Aram, meaning = o-kwos B-g Zz'/.

' when he is at noon-tide ' (YVftttt: denom.from Qinntf) = ffi ev peor)p$piq avrov (so 5&) b_h Z?7. ' his scorching

heat ' (mn) >"'
f§ u wry difficult here (mg. jSflD) plTO DTK niQ* *VO == //»<? i ; line 2 : B>»B> (mg. nbw) rfaw

W*V\ (mg- P^D
11

) pvT1

: €r Kafiivov (pvvatv (so Xca A Sah : for the erroneous (pv\ao-<ra>v of B X C &c. 3L) ei/ *pyots

Kavparos rpmXaa-Kos tjXios oc.k(uu>v opr) : J5 ' As the furnace which blows in the work of the smith (so) three times

more doth the sun burn up the mountains ' : <5r suggests the reading DTO, and & a reading nslJ (or nS') :

in line 2 both <5r and % wrongly read W7W for n?1t£> or riw. A possible restoration is, perhaps : (vel nsi*) nS* "113

"l'l ItW p¥10 DriD = ' (Like) a smith's smelting-pot which - keepeth the casting hot, (so) the sun's dart', &c, or

(with the reading nlD* of f!? &;r7) ' Like a glowing furnace which keepeth the casting hot ' (so Smend substantially) :

perhaps p^D* of f% mg. (= ' kindleth ') is right (cp. v. 21). In line 2 ni?tf> = lit. ' what is sent ', i. e. missile, dart,

is to be preferred. For other possible renderings cp. exeget. note H J§ mg. "VIXD \W7 (= 11X0) : |^ text |lX£v

(n3K>l* "iDjn = $« /wo remaining words in p?) : (Sr (strangely) arptSas nvpwBtis vctpvamv (x A C : but B &c.

ttKpvaw) = ? natfu "11x0 cx"1'^ (ffi a£»or« noan) : S = ffi
k_k

P? i^y nisn mwei ("»« = ' fire ' <™ ?«

Aram.: cp. Dan. iii. 6, &c.) : <5r 'And sending forth bright beams he dimmeth the eyes' (km tK\ap.na>v annuas

ap-avpoi o(pda\povs) = ? ?y r»*OJl nT*»1 : 5 = (!R
H g»3: ffiS> m-m ^ Wax USD* VOTI ($ ^«

n^^) : ffi *at €i/ Aoyois avrov KciTwntvaev nopeiav ('and at His word he hasteneth his course ') : ffi ? <z#<? to reminiscence

of Ps. xix. 6 ('the sun rejoiceth as a mighty man to run his course'): so Levi (so that <& may have read

mx p*V Vl3"I3l) : Backer proposes to read VOX = ' his pinions ' : cp. Mai. iii. 20 Hebr. (for the sung wings) :

so Peters, who reads the whole line : VOX rflB* V"13*131 = ' and at His
(
Jahveh's) command he (1 e. the sun)

stretcheth (lit. ? stirreth up) his pinions': Smend reads the line: W3X VXT 1*1311 = 'And His word assureth

victory to His mighty servant ' (i. e. to the sun) : this may be right. S> = €r (rendering ' by the words of the Holy

One he hastens his march
')

n-n 3^ text ni3K> niny fTV ni* W1 <M mg. ny ny and ny *iy) : (S mi r, afX^vrj

ev nacriv etr Kaipov avrrjs (248 (cai crt\r)vr)v tnoiTjcrcv ets o-Tao'ii' [_€>' namv <fB, &C, corrupt for rnoir)atv) : hence Peters

restores : iny? i"lfe>y m' Q31 (w read) : Smend reads : ny ny niT VT? D31 = ?
' Moreover, trie moon shines from season

2. The sun . . . maketh heat to shine. <Br here (= R.V.) has misunderstood the text ; see critical note.

3. And before his scorching . . . who can . . . Cp. Ps. xix. 7 (' there is nothing hid from the heat thereof). The
sentence may be modelled on Nahum i. 6 ('Who can stand before His indignation ?

')

4. (Like) a glowing furnace which keepeth the casting hot, (So) the sun's dart setteth the mountains ablaze.

The ' glowing furnace ' (lit. 'furnace blown upon ', i.e. to maintain the flame and heat ; for the expression cp. Jer. i. 13)

keeps the metal-casting in a fluid state by its great heat ; in the same way the sun's dart (lit. ' what is sent ',
' projection ')

sets the mountains ablaze with its great heat. This rendering and explanation of the difficult text agrees with that of

Ryssel and Smend ; Peters less probably : 'A furnace glows with imprisoned heat ; the sun, let loose, sets the mountains
ablaze.' This does not yield a good comparison ; and the same remark applies to other renderings (collected by Levi).

5. And His word maketh His mighty (servant) brilliant. His ' mighty servant ' is, of course, the sun, the most
wonderful and impressive object in creation, according to ancient conceptions. The creator of such an overwhelming
source of power must Himself be all-powerful. For the alternative renderings see critical notes. In the preceding
description a vivid sense of the searching heat of the Oriental sun is apparent.

6-8. The Moon. As Edersheim has pointed out, the moon occupied an all-important place in the ancient world,

and more especially among the Jews, in the reckoning of time. The year was—and is—calculated among them by the

moon. Their festal calendar is also arranged on a lunar basis. Consequently the determination of the new moon—by
observation—was a highly important matter for the Jewish communities. Symbolically the moon in the Haggada
represents Israel (the moon is in the sky both by night and by day) : while the sun, visible by day only, stands for the

Gentiles, and so on.

6. Moreover, the moon He made for its due season. ?^ text has :
' Moreover, moon by moon the seasons return

',

which can hardly be right.

To rule over periods. Cp. Gen. i. 16, 18. The Hebr. word rendered ' period' (fp) = strictly 'end', and is used
of time in Neo-Hebr. : = the determining point which marks the end of a period of time (long or short). In

Apocalyptic it bears a technical sense.
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SIRACH 43. 7-13

ft* 7 pBy her (are determined) the feasts and times prescribed 11

,

qA light-giver waning with her course q
:

8 r Month by month she reneweth herselfr—
How wonderful is she in her changing

!

The army-signal of the cloud-vessels on high 8
,

*She paveth the firmament with her shining*.

9 "The beauty of heaven, and the glory, are the stars",

v And a gleaming ornament v w in the heights w of God.
10 * At the word of the Holy One* y they take their prescribed place y

,

zAnd they sleep not z at their watches.

11 Behold the rainbow and bless its Maker,
a For a b

it is majestic exceedingly in majesty b
:

!2 c It encompasseth the (heavenly) vault with its glory ,

And the hand of God hath spread it out d in pride d
.

13 e His might 9 f marketh out the lightning f
,

gAnd maketh brilliant 8 h the flashes of His judgement 11
.

[£> omits vv. 11-13.]

to season
' c~°

ft yp n?B>OlD = ffi avab'eigi.v xpovcop {free rendering) p~p So ft text (read with mg. 12) D3

pin »JtDTl 1JJ1D : ft mg. pin 13C01 1J71E 13 = 'by her is the appointed feast and from her is the prescribed

ordinance '
: <8r ano o-eXqvrjs <rr)neiov (opTTjs : & = (Br. Smend reads 13DD and Peters nTO at beginning of line

q-i So ffi 4>a>(TTr]p fieiovfitvos fm trvpreXfias (& = <&) = insiprn sj'jj yaio (so Peters reads) : ft insipro (VK>)y psm =
? ' and the good pleasure of her Maker by her circuit ' (Smend proposes an impossible restoration nsiy pan 13)
r-r So ft text : ft mg. K>*inno Nini 1DB>3 vnr\ (' the new moon is like its name in that it reneweth itself) =
(Sr fir]v Kara to ovopa avrrjs avgavofievrj (?from an original avaveoixtvt) : so Le'vi) : this reading is a good variant on that

of text 9_s
ft D11D v33 N3¥ ^3 (cp. Job xxxviii. 37) : ffi <tk(vos napapo\u>v e» v\f/ei = ft with ^33 omitted:

JS = CK t_t ft in^inTD JPpI spDO : (Br ev o-repfufiaTi ovpavov fKKap.ira>v = ? ft zw'M suppression of the obscure

*|S1D (& = (Br with particip. at beginning) n-u ^ ^ 33^3 -nni ffW 1NW (3313 collective : or ? read

CSSID) = £$ {which has ' Stars ') : (Br /caXXo? ovpnyov 8o£a aarpav v_v (Br Koapos (potTifav = ft W£\ p^lK^E ^J?1

(i.e. pn'E>D -/plb = ' to be bright red,' ' shine ') : ft /<-.*•/ "VATD 111N1 (' and her light shining ') w~w So ft text,

(Br : ft mg. V31103 (3 for 3) : [£> 9 b] *"* (Br ev Xoyois ayiou (B aytois) = £> : ft b$ "1313 : rra</ BTip 13*13

(j<? Peters) y~y £<? <Br oTTjeroirdi Kara tepipa = pn 110JJ* (j0 rfflfl? ZW
-

/^ Smend) : ft pn IDy z-,t (Br neat ov prj

tKkvdcocrtv : = f^ /or/ nK» tfh (*'.*. inK*} = < collapse,' 'sink down': cp. Lam. iii. 20, (?«-/): 3^ w£\ JIB'' (read

13B"'= 'sleep [not]': j<? £ a^'cA misunderstood \2Vh, taking it from 7W& 'to change') a_a
ft *3

: <£>
b-b S *Tl(rO) ninNJ nXD: JO Z/z»/, Peters: ffit <rcpo8pa upaiov eu tg> auyaa-^art avrov (^ OT^. miTO _/"or miW)
c~c J^ mi333 ."IQ'pn (/• 3in) nin = ffi d"d Peading J1N33 : ffi> (incorrectly) e~e So ft (1111133) : ffi Trpoo--

rayfiari avrov (= ? 1"11JJ3 : JO Smend reads) f""f .So ?§ p13 "linn : <Bt (carea-7reuo-fi' (jo Bal) A C &C. IL : Karenmo-e

?'« B* N* 248 &c. is a mistake) xl0"a (? xt0"a corrupted from ^ei/xcum) : (S misunderstood ninri aj a J>'«. of
n*Wn (= Ta^wei ?« ffi) Z« W^a:/ /z'«^ S~g ft riVim : ffi (cat Ta\vvei (cp. V. 5 Kareo-Treuo-ei/) h-h (5 aorpa7ra9

Kpifiaros avrov (= ?1BBE*» nip'! or, possibly, DD5W3) : ^ /^Jf/ Jllp'T muni (?^ mg.for the whole verse :

ip3 ninn imja
"03 Dip' rami

z'. f. ' His rebuke maketh signs in the morning,

And rejecteth what exists in judgement '

:

but p!3 and n¥3m are belter readings : Dip' also seems to be a corruption from D'p'1 (Prov. xxvi. 1 8) or nip'T

7. times prescribed. ' dates legales ' (Levi).

8. Month by month. Cp. Isa. lxiii. 23 (same phrase). Note the variant to this line (cp. R.V.) : see critical note.

The word-play in ft is marked.
The army-signal (or beacon) of the cloud-vessels on high. The reference is to the fire-signal or beacon which

in front of the camp or army serves to control and direct its movements. Edersheim refers to the haggadic story that

the moon, because she had humbled herself to rule only by night, was, by God's appointment, to be attended by the

stars as a retinue, both when she rose and when she went down. For ' cloud-vessels ' (lit. ' water-skins ' [of heaven] =
'clouds') cp. Job xxxviii. 37. Peters conjectures 'giants' (\?'B3 for '^33 = 'cloud-vessels') and renders the whole line :

' Weapons against the host of the giants on high ' (the giants here = the stars as opposed to the moon).
9-10. The Stars.

9. in the heights of God. Cp. Job xxv. 2.

10. At the word . . . prescribed place. Cp. Ps. cxix. 91.

they sleep not . . Cp. Baruch iii. 34 ('And the stars shined in their watches, and were glad ; when He called

them, they said, Here we are,' &c).

11-12. The Rainbow. Cp. Ezek. i. 2.

13-170. The Storm. The storm-piece in Ps. xxix should be compared. As Smend remarks, the genuine Jewish
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SIRACH 43. 14-17

£? 1 4 'On that account 1 JHe hath created a treasure-house >,

k And He maketh the clouds fly like birds k
.

<& 15 ! By His mighty power He maketh strong the clouds,

And the hailstones are broken 1
.

« ' 7 a m His thunder's voice maketh His earth to be in anguish™,
16 a "And by His strength 11 °He shaketh mountains .

16 b PThe terror of Him stirreth up the south wind p
,

17 b ^The whirlwind of the north q
,

r hurricane, and tempest r

;

8 Like flocks of birds s He sheddeth abroad *His snow 1

,

"And like settling locusts" v
is the fall thereof'.

(Is. 1. 11): [p.t = ' fiery arrow, brand, or spark ']. DStrca may be right) i-»
?§? mg. uyc6 = (K (^ text ]ycb)

j
_
j p? "1X1X NT3 : <E {freely) r)V€(ox6r]aav dqanvpoi k-k

fl) y ^y^l : ffi »cat f^tmrjirav v«pt\ai cos irtTewa =
SJBH3 py «iyi (Levi): ncTtiva = P|ty-| kb t>. 17 c. [Peters reads 3y] I- 1 6*0 <£ : /V/Vrj restores p? :

"113 "^K H3BM 3y pvnn imi333. [/« certain Greek MSS. the order 0/ the clauses of vv. 16-17 z'j confused (as

in Sweie) ; the first line of v. 17 (17 a) z> wrongly placed : it should precede 16 a and b : M«j /& right order is

17 a, i6ab, i7bcd. The translation in text above gives the correct order, though retaining the Greek numbering

of the verses'] m_m ?§ text has this line (it omits the two following lines = 16 a b) in the following form

:

1¥"1K PUT IDyi b)p : ?£? mg. supplies the missing clauses, together with 17 a:

inx ^rv ipy-i b\p (17 a)\

B»in EW 1rYI331 (16 a) |/foj or^r ?j alsofound in certain MSS.
\a>n spnn inc'N (i6b)r ^© : „&. I0 6, 157, 248, 253.

:rnyoi naio hyby (17 b))

i^r jW <& (original reading) has aSivrja-ev (so Sah &c. altered to avahio-tv in B «C 70 106 157 &c.)
n_n p? mg. "HTI331 : ffi rai (v onma-ia avrov (= ? a different reading: ? iniinil) 0_0

?l? W£". DHH D*JR* = 'He
maketh mountains indignant': <& (Ta\fv6>)atTai op-q (= Dnn D^yf) : read, perhaps, D ,-

"in y^ p-lJ So J$ ;;^.

(above): <5r 'at His will the south wind will blow' (ev 6eXrjp.aTi avrov nvfvatrai votos, /reading iniDN or mis :

probably <& did not understand $) <i-'i So p? text }ia[S n]lEy^r (///.
' heats of the north ') == ffi (caraiyi? 0upeov :

& mg. Piy?y (=' storm, whirlwind': Aram, and Neo-Hebr.: cp. also Job xxxvi. 33, za&yY i"6iy~by should

probably be read i"6iy?y ' His storm ') : r^a' p? w£\ r_r
|l? myDI ilDID : (5 kui o-vo-rpoabr] nvtvuaros (= myD nsiDl)

s_s
f^ W£\ SJ5J>"D : ffi tor TTfTemi KO.8iirTap.eva t-t 60 $? : (3r xlovn u-u

$? p3B" n3""IN31 : <5r *at «s axpis KaraKvovva

v-v 5b ?^ »/£". = (5 w_w
$? n:2? "INITI (//2ZJ W«y <5^ rra</ nb3? = ' its whiteness ') = & naXXos Xfvxor^Toy avrrjt

view of nature is reflected throughout. Every storm may be regarded as in a sense a foretaste and anticipation of the

world-judgement.

14. On that account, i. e. on account of His judgement.

He hath created a treasure-house, ffi suggests the reading ' the treasure-house is opened ' (reading VpD or VP^
for N"13). This certainly accords well with the context. God's treasure-house (or houses), containing the winds, storm,

&c, is opened, and the storm let loose : cp. Job xxxviii. 22 ('treasuries of snow . . . hail ') ; Deut. xxviii. 12 ('J. shall open
unto thee His good treasury, the heaven to give thee rain,' &c.)

;
Jer. li. 16 (' When He uttereth His voice ... He maketh

lightnings . . . and bringeth forth the wind out of His treasuries ') ; cp. also xxxix. 30 of our book. There is a reference

to the treasuries of snow, hail, &c, and the chamber of the whirlwind and the storm in T. B. Chagigah 12 b.

like birds. Cp. 17 c ('like flocks of birds'). The Hebr. word here used (^l^"1

) probably = 'birds' (so <K) both

in this chapter (its), and also in Deut. xxxii. 24 (SJBH = opveis LXX, aves Vulg.) and Job v. 7 (fJCjn 'J3 = in LXX
v(o(t<to\ yvivoiv)

;
possibly also in Ps. lxxviii. 48, D'DKHb = 'to the vultures' (so it is explained in Exod.rabbah, § 12, in

reference to the Psalm passage) :

i reshdfim means birds of prey ' (HlDiyn vN L^BW^). The more common meaning of

the word is 'flame', 'spark'. The conception of the clouds pictured as flying birds of prey may be due to mytho-

logical associations; cp. Ps.xviii. 10 ('And He rode upon a cherub, and did fly eagle-like upon the wings of the wind').

15. By His mighty power He maketh strong the clouds, And the hailstones are broken. ' On the one hand,

the light and elastic particles of cloud are combined into heavy masses ; and, on the other, solid blocks of ice are

splintered into hailstones' (Edersheim).

17. His thunder's voice . . . anguish. A reminiscence of Ps. xxix. 8 (' The voice of J. bringeth anguish upon the

wilderness').

16^. The terror of Him stirreth up the south wind. Cp. Ps. lxxviii. 26.

17 b. The whirlwind of the north. So $ mg. (PSS b)vb]3). ?^ text has 'the hot north winds s (pSX niSjpT,

lit. 'the heats of the north ') ; cp. Ps. xi. 6, 'a glowing wind,' i.e. the sirocco. But this does not suit the north, which

was a cold wind.

17^-22. Snow, hoar-frost, ice.

17 c. Like flocks of"birds. For this rendering cp. note on 14 £ above. Cowley-Neubauer render 'like darting flashes',

sheddeth abroad (|& T^). Cp. Ps. lxviii. 9 (10), of rain (same Hebr. word).

]/</. the fall thereof. Cp. Num. xi. 9.
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SIRACH 43. 18-23

ft
B 18 "The beauty of the whitenessw * [dazzlethi the eyes x

,

And the heart y tmarvelleth]y at the raining thereof.

19 The hoar-frost also z He poureth out z like salt,

a[And maketh the crystals sparkle 1 like sapphire*.

20 bThe icy blast of the north wind He causeth to blow b
,

cAnd hardeneth the pond like a bottle .

Over every basin of water d He spreadeth a crust d
,

And the pond putteth on as it were a breastplate.

21 e
It burneth up the produce of the mountains as a drought e

,

fAnd the sprouting pasture f as a flame.

22 sA healing for all such is the distillation of the clouds^.
h Even the dew, alighting to bring refreshment after heat'1

.

23 *By His counsel 1 JHe hath stilled the deepj,
kAnd hath planted k Hhe islands 1 in the ocean.

*-x
ft text D^y nftn (? read "lnj'' = ' dazzleth ' [Syr. ton^: A/el ' to blind ', 0/ the sun] : or read rtrO» == ' dim '):

<& (Kdavfiaafi o(p6a\uos (? reading PlprV and wrongly making py subject 0/ verb) : ft mg. r»fP (= ?' remove, take

away '
: cp. Prov. xxv. 4, 5)

nr Read with ffi (««rTij<rerat) FieW • ft nDn"1 (' is disquieted '

?)
z~z So ft mg.

•J3B" = ffi twi yqs **" («t« y?* an explanatory addition) : ft text \\2W {copyist's mistake under influence 0/ 17 d)

a_a
ft a*X»X T*flD3 pX'l ('And maketh it to bloom with flowers like sapphire,' Cozvley-Neub.) : emend with

Peters a^JX T»aD3 yT) (= tra?islation given above in text): <St 'and when it is congealed it is as points of

thorns ' (nai irayeura yiverai <TKo\oira>v axpa : the last three words = ? BWJX ^aiDS). In emended text y>)P is Hi/ 0/

p« = ' sparkle' : cp. Ezek. i. 7 (a^JX = ' thorns' lit.) b~b
ft 3*B* pax nil n^X (nrx = TWi from H3X

' cold '
: /A? word-play confirms a^SX ?'» previous verse) : ft = fit ' the cold north wind shall blow ' (reading 3i#?

/or 3HS») c"c Reading with ft mg. mpD K^ap"1 3pn31 (|§ /&#/ foj HlpO *" «. ^P9 : iSp ~ ' cold
' : Gen.

viii. 22) : <& nai TrayTjaeTcit Kpvo-raWus (Cp (so Syro-Hex 307 &C Sah &C. : but B a(p) vdaros = HlpO N^ap* mpv[mp
' ice ' = /cpvaraWos Ezek. i. 22 in LXX]. 3^-J = Aram. N3pi~l ' bottle ' probably in Job xiii. 28. Wellhausen and

Bacher conjecture ypnai ('and like a metal-plate'): Smend suggests D*1p31 (= Aram. NKHp 'skin', 'covering',

' surface') d~d $ onp» ((?<*/ occurs Ezek. xxxvii. 6, 8) : (5 KoraXwm (= ? mp») e~e
S? pV 3"iro ann h±»

:

ffi *caTa<|)a-y€Tat opT; Kat (PWov €KKav<rd (= p*B" 3"im Bnn J&3*)
f-f $? /*-*/ DTTDX H131 (#. KBH DIW

Ps. xxiii. 2): J§ 7«^. has "NX 'form' (Ps. xlix. 15) or 'rock': (S *ai cmoafifo-n x^orjv ="121 njDI e-g So ft

PJ? SpytD ^3 NaiD : <& ia<rtj 7ravra>i> Kara arrovhr^v ofiix^rj (? reading BJT10 /^r fpy») h-h $ |B>17 yiia ^0

(wz. 3D~i)31B>: fflt dpoa-os airavTwcra ano Kawavos CKapaxra. ('a dew coming after heat shall bring cheerfulness'

R.V.) = ? reading yjia/or jma (xo P^rj «!««»<&) fl«rf (?)n"JBto/or 31B> : r^a</ 3ltW IBH^ yaia ^U = 'Even

the dew, alighting to bring refreshment (or enrichment) after heat', ft text ynia is difficult: = ? ' hastening'

(Aram, sense VIE) : 'hastening to revive') i_i ffi Xoyio-^w avrov = in3BTHD3 (jo «arf) : p? inSK'nD, J§ w^.

lmisra (? ' from kis quietness ') H ft n3*l pny[y] (Z/z'Z p^B> [^])_= ?
' overpowereth_ the deep ' (but Hif of

pW]} does not otherwise occur): L/vi 'he maketh an arsenal of (p"1^ denom. from plW) : ffi eKOTrao-ef afiva-crov

(= H3"l yp^'n : JO razrf w//A Peters). H3~l ?> determined by ainn z« »<?.*•/ f/a«Je (= PI31 ainn) : Smend alters

unnecessarily to 3m k_k
ffi «ai e^reuo-fi/ = yt3M (jo rra<f) : ft DM: (Bacher proposes 7BM ' and uplifteth islands'

after Uz. xl. 15) W 5"o H D«N (te/ ^ w^. 1X1X) = ffi- i/r;crovs (jo 23 55 106 155 157 248 253 254 308),

18. The beauty of the whiteness. Or 'of its whiteness' (i.e. the snow's whiteness) ; see critical note.

19. The hoar-frost . . . like salt. Cp. Ps. cxlvii. 6 (' like ashes '). Cp. Ps. cxlvii. 16-17 for vv. 17-19 generally.

And maketh the crystals sparkle like sapphire. The sapphire, as Peters remarks, besides blue, flashes with

other colours, such as red, green, &c. The sense is : God makes the crystals of the frost sparkle with all sorts of

colours. For the comparison to sapphires cp. Lam. iv. 7 ; Cant. v. 14. For fir see critical note. [For ft text =
'And maketh it to bloom with flowers like sapphires,' cp. Num. xvii. 8 (= 23 in Hebr. text).]

20. The icy blast. Lit. ' the cold ' (cp. n3i* Prov. xxv. 13).

like a bottle. For this rendering see critical note. [In Joshua iii. 16 1). = 'heap' (cf waters) is rendered

N3pn in the Targum (Strack) : cp. ? *113 = ' bottle '.] For the conjectured alternatives see critical note.

as it were a breastplate. Cp. Isa. lix. 17.

21. It burneth up the produce of the mountains as a drought. ' It'= the north wind. The cold of the north wind

is as destructive in its ravages as the heat of the east wind (sirocco). For ' produce of the mountains ' cp. Job xl."20.

22. A healing . . . distillation of the clouds. For the expression (' distillation ') cp. Deut. xxxiii. 28.

Even the dew, alighting to bring refreshment after heat. ' Dew ' f?D) and ' heat ' (y]f = ' dry heat ' in NH)
are contrasted : in NH 'the time of dry heat ' (3"ltJ>n T\W), i. e. noon-day, is opposed to ' the time of dew ' (?CH nyK>).

23-26. The Sea. The passage shows reminiscences of Ps. civ. 25 fif.

23. By His counsel He hath stilled the deep. One of the mightiest evidences of Jahveh's power is that He tamed
monsters of the deep ; cp. Job ix. 13, xxvi. 12 (some scholars would read ' Rahab ' in our passage for ' deep ').

And hath planted the islands in the ocean. Apparently Ben-Sira shared the belief that the islands in the

sea arose as the result of Jahveh's conflict with the dragon of the sea (Tiamat, Rahab). When the sea was overcome

and sank, the islands appeared.
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SIRACH 43. 24-30

$' !

24 They that go down to the sea tell of m its extent"1

,

nAnd n when our ears hear it we are astonished.
25 Therein are marvels, the most wondrous of His works,

°A11 kinds of living things ,
pand the monsters of Rahab p

.

26 By reason of Him q[business] prospereth q
,

And at His word rwhat He wills is done'.

(c) XLIII. 27-33. Conclusion (=3 + 2 + 2 + 1 distichs).

27 s More like this we will not add 8
,

And *the conclusion of the matter* is : He is all.

28 uWe will sing praises, because we cannot fathom u
;

v For greater is He v than all His works.
29 Terrible is Jahveh w exceedingly 1

",

* And wonderful are His mighty acts*.

30 ^Ye that magnify Jahveh, ^ lift up your voice z
,

As much as ye can*, b for there is still more b
!

cYe that exalt Him c
,
d renew your strength*,

And weary not, e for ye cannot fathom (Him) 6
!

which has been corrupted into l»?o-ovy in BxAC Eth &c. ™-m So ft invp (' its bounds '
: lit. ' its end ')

:

(Br tov Kivbwov avTT]s (? interpreting : Levi suggests that ffi read irnv) n-n <!5 + «u (so read) : ft > °~°
ft

T\ ?3 pD = (fie noiKiXta iravros fyov P~P ft i"ft"1 nVu3Jl : (fit ktiuis Kijroiv (((AC ktij<tis kttjvw) : ktjtos =e 3m
Job xxvi. 12 in LXX : nni23 to be taken in a concrete sense (cp. Isa. iii. 25 : "imUJ = ot lo-xvovrts vpw. Peters)

q-q
ft 1N?D n?y,= «voSot o ayytKos avrov (Cod. 248): B &c. (va>8ia tc\os uvtov (rt\os arosefrom APPELOS misread

ATELOS): ? read TSSsbo ' work, business' (= rOK^O vy Ps. cvii. 24) r-r
ft \1Y\ ^VB"1 (point ^Q?):

<& ovvKUTdi navru b-s $% splJ K? rvN3 *liy : ffi ' we may say many things yet shall we not attain ' (noXXa

tpovfxtv Km ov fit) a<t>iKa>(ifda), i.e. ? reading PpDJ N?l and interpreting this to mean 'to attain the end' (e]1D : cp.

Dan. iv. 30) : then ft would = ' even more things like these (we might say) and not attain the end ' (so Smend):
an excellent sense, and suiting the next clause admirably : but S)1DJ is doubtful t_t

ft "|3"in yp ' ® o-wTt\ua

\oyow «-u
ft -npn: t6 »a my (mg. rbx) r6[Ti]3 : ffi $o£n(ovrts nov io-Xv™p*v ; = -iipru vb »a rbito (t6 '3

rendered by rhetorical question) : so read with Peters : liy probably intruded into ft text here from previous line

(ft mg. 7\btt = ? nb?3 ' we Will exult ') v~v
ft h*W RVti : (fit avrot yap o peyas w"w

ft *7NB "TK[0] :

<S (freely) Km a(f>o8pa pcyas *-*
ft text Van niN^DJI (ft mg. IDIU: read Vfinua,//. demanded by niK^DJ) :

<3r koi Oavpaa-rrj q SwavTtia avrov = emended text (8vva<TT(ia = rn*1132 xv. 1 8) y here in ft four distichs are

compressed into two lines: cp. xlv. 26, xlvi. 17 bfoll. in same Hebr. MS. (B) x~z ft blp lonn : (fit (abbre-

viating) wtymrart a~a
ft 173W1 ^>33 = ffi kqo1 00-01/ ay Svv^trdt *>-b

J^ "ny b* \3 : (fifreely ' for even yet will

He exceed' (u7rep«£« yap kcu eri) c_c
ft D^CPD : (K Knt (3L>*cat) vyjrovvTts avrov : rJ?a</ with ft mg. PDDTO3 (j<?

Peters, Smend) «l-d 3^ rD lBvnn : <E ir\r)6waTe <v iaXvi
e-e

J^ w^. [n]pnn N^5 »3 : ffi translates npnn <5v

/^ jawz^ z£;6>r</ aj PjDU (= ? fJIDJ) ?'« z\ 27 a<5w<?, wis. [ov -ynp /mj] a<piKT)o-0c m ^ (defect.) n^ND 3 311

:

24. They that go down to the sea. Cp. Ps. cvii. 23 (same phrase).

25. Therein are marvels . . . This and the following verses reflect the phraseology of Ps. cvii. 23 f. ' Therein ' (DB')

may be due to Ps. civ. 25 (which passage has also influenced Ben-Sira here).

26. business. A reminiscence, perhaps, of the phrase ' they that do business in great waters ' (Ps. cvii. 23), and so

to be interpreted here (Levi). Cp. Wisd. xiv. 2 f. (the vessel sailing for trade). The alternative rendering (cp. ft text),
' by reason of Him angels prosper' (i.e. in their various missions, which are controlled by God), introduces a more general
thought, which not inappropriately concludes the section (cp. also clause b). It should be noted also that the angels,

as God's ministers, are referred to in the Psalm (civ) which is in the author's mind here (' who maketh His angels of

the winds, His ministers of the flaming fire ', v. 4).

(c) XLIII. 27-33. Conclusion (cp. the Exordium, xlii. 15-25).

27. More like this we will not add. The sense is rather lame. Note the alternative reading :
' Even more such

things we might say and not attain the end,' i.e. fail to exhaust the catalogue of God's mighty works—an excellent sense.

And the conclusion of the matter is: He is all. For the phraseology cp. Eccles. xii. 12, 13. The
originality of this clause is guaranteed by ft, though it sounds very Hellenistic, and, in fact, was regarded by
Ur. Edersheim as ' evidently a spurious addition by the younger Siracide '. The whole context shows that the words
must not be interpreted in a pantheistic sense, though, taken alone, they might be so interpreted. What Ben-Sira
means is that God is manifest in all His works (cp. 3L ' ipse est in omnibus ') : cp. Col. i. 17 f. ; Heb. i. 3.

28. We will sing praises (lit. magnify) ... all His works. Cp. Ps. cxlv. 3.

29. Terrible is Jahveh . . . Cp. Ps. xcvi. 4 f.

30. renew your strength. Cp. Is. xl. 31, xii. 1.
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SIRACH 43. 3i-44. 2

© 3 1 Who hath seen Him, that he may tell thereof?

And who shall magnify Him as he is ?

ft
h

32 fThe number of things mysterious is greater (even) than these f
,

gAnd I have seen (but) few 8 of His works.

33 h Everything 1
* hath Jahveh made,

'And to the pious hath He given wisdom 1
.

J Praise of the fathers of old i.

(a) XLIV. 1-15. General introduction (=2 + 7+3 + 3 + 3 distichs).

4-4- 1
k Let me now hymn the praises k J of men of piety 1

,

mOf our fathers™ in their generations.

2
n No little glory 11 did the Most High °allot° them,

pAnd they were great p q from the days of old q
:

ffi noXka anoKpvcfia eoriv /xcifoi/a tovtcov : read rbtXO [hli nnnD]j 31"! {so Peters) B"*S J§ WS1 Dy» : ffi + yap

(o\iya yap xrX.) h-h
ft ^n HK I © irowa yap i"1 ,&? ffi : g {defective) [TODn }HJ CT'Dn]^ H 7%<?

/?% appears as a superscription in ?S? : D?iy nOX rOB>, <?«</ z'« ffiai
1 narcpwv vpvos {but Codd. 23 [V] 106 252

and Co'mplut. > ) : it is probably not original k"k ft KJ rbbriX : <& awto-apev 87 w $ nDn »BON = S> :

ffi nr/Spo? fvbogovs (= ? ni2D *IWK— 1133 .
p influenced by 2a: to/ = Tin B'JN according to Peters, who so reads)

m~m &> $ : <& + kcu, n-n ^ Ti33 an °-° $ pi>n (jw^. + Di"6) = <K (ktktsu {see notes on xxxix. 25). [For

]vbv pbn offfy text % has simply ' He hath appointed to them ' = ? DiT^y p^n : so Peters reads -f niif] p_p $
•j^j-131 /. ,?. ^7131 ; 3«/ ffi r^j/ /ieyaAoj(Tui/»;i/ avrou = v"|3 : w Peters reads v*]3] = [' No little glory did the Most High

allot them] and His greatness ' (5 'and all their greatness ') *-q f^ D?iy riWD : fflr {freely) an atavos : S ' to

31. Who hath seen Him . . . Only extant in <& (f^ omits). The verse is regarded as a gloss by Ryssel (cp.

xlii. 15).

32. The number of things mysterious (hidden) . . . Cp. xvi. 21.

33. Everything . . . God has created all things ; true wisdom consists in the fear of God (piety)—the two chief

affirmations of the Jewish faith.

Chapters XLIV—XLIX form a well-knit and distinct division of the book, having for their theme the praise of

the fathers of old. The heroes enumerated range from Enoch to Nehemiah (in a series of well-defined sections). The
connexion with the preceding division is a natural one ; God, whose glory is manifest in the mighty forces and
phenomena of the natural world (xliii), is also worthy of praise both for and in the lives of the great heroes and pious

men that shine through history. An appendix (1. 1-24) sets forth the praise of the high-priest Simon, who can
hardly be reckoned, as Smend points out, with the fathers of old.

The whole forms a historical retrospect of Israel's history from the earliest age; cp. similar surveys in the O.T. in

Psalms lxxviii, cv, cvi, cxxxv, cxxxvi, and Ezek. xx ; in the apocryphal literature, Wisdom xff., 1 Mace. ii. 51-60;
and in the N.T., Heb. xi, &c. The subject throughout is Israel, regarded as the chosen and truly representative race.

All that is best and highest in humanity is reflected in the Israelitish race, and comes to glorious expression in the

long line of patriarchs, pious kings, heroes, prophets, and teachers, which stretches from the beginnings of history.

Ben-Sira lays special emphasis on the duty and privilege of the community to remember the pious of the past

(cp. xliv. 9, 13, I5,"xlv. 1, xlvi. 11, xlix. 1, 9, 13). He also lays stress upon the splendour of the cultus as the

visible expression of Israel's unique relation to God. Thus Moses is subordinated to Aaron in importance, and David's
greatest glory is that he was the founder of the Temple music and psalmody (xlvii. 8-10). This is all the more
remarkable, as Ben-Sira was inclined, if anything, to depreciate the efficacy of sacrifices per se. Throughout Ben-Sira
closely follows the narrative given in the canonical Scriptures, and reminiscences of scriptural phraseology are of

frequent occurrence. It is clear that he values highly the written word (cp. xlviii. Io = Mai. iii. 23, 24), which he
obviously regards as among the most precious possessions of the chosen community of God. It is interesting to note,

in this connexion, that the author shows clear indications of acquaintance not only with the Law (Pentateuch) and the

Prophets (including Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings), but also with Chronicles (xlvii. 8 ff.), Nehemiah (xlix. 13),

the Psalms (xliv. 5, xlvii. 8 ff.), Proverbs (xliv. 5, xlvii. 17), Job (xlix. 9), and perhaps Ecclesiastes {Qoheieth) (xlvii.

23). No allusion is made to Daniel, which was not yet extant when the author wrote ; and it is uncertain whether
Ruth, Lamentations, and Canticles were yet regarded as sacred Scripture, as he makes no clear allusion to any of them.

The whole forms a carefully articulated composition, falling into strophes, and consisting of 211 distichs.

(a) XLIV. I— 15 forms an introductory section to the enumeration that follows, setting forth, in general terms and
under twelve categories, the different classes of eminence into which Israel's heroes fall. The reference is to Israel

only, and does not include the heathen (see on vv. 3-6). [The title is extant in ft and €r, but is absent from certain

Greek MSS. (see critical note). It is probably secondary, though the possibility remains that it may be an original

feature due to the author (so Smend) ; Peters thinks it original in the form ' Praise of the Fathers ' (omitting ' of old

'

= D^iy ; cp. ffi).]

1. men of piety. So ft (probably rightly). It is piety in its broadest sense of duty rendered to God that Ben-Sira
sees manifested in various types of character and achievement. For the alternative reading (' famous men ') see

critical note.

in their generations, i.e. in chronological order.
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SIRACH 44. 3, 4

3 '(Men) who wielded dominion 1-

over the earth 8 in their royalty 3

,

And men of renown in Hheir* might

;

"Counsellors" in their discernment,
vAnd all-seeing in their prophetic (power) v

;

4
w Princes of nations"' x in their statesmanship",

yAnd (trusted) leaders in their penetration y
;

z Clever of speech 2 a in their (scribal) instruction*,
bAnd speakers of wise sayings in their tradition 15

;

eternal generations
' v_r p? mg. pK *in : ffi Kvpievovrts [5b>v. 3 a b c] s

-s p? DrlD7»a : <& ev rats

/3ao-i\emts avrccv • t_t <£> their u_u p? mg. EPJQW (P? text+ article): ffi /3ouX«voi'Te? (55 106 155 157 248

254 Compl. : v. I. (3ov\(vtcu 296 308 Eth: the fiovXevo-ovrai of B is a mistake for pov\fvoi>Tt<:): IL [prudentia

Sua] praediti v_v p? DnN13:3 73 Wrl (#». 73 nnm XV. 18): ffi nTT^yyeXKores ei/ npo(j)r)T(iais {but N* 155 253

308 &c. awa? IL + fp irpocprjTais), misreading '•Tin as "'tin a«</ omitting 73: f/. i5 'And they declared by their

prophecies signs

'

w-w p? 0^3 ,
"lij> : (5r qyov/w voi Xaou : 5b ' and kings ' (omitting D>1J /o <zzw'<z* reference to

heathen : so Peters) x-s p? DDDTD3 ('in their prudence,' Cowley-Neub.) = Sb: fflr ei> BiafiovXiois jry p?

Dni~lpnD3 Q'JIHI : £>:, ffi rat fv ($0 248 &C Sah Eth: but B &C. > fi>) avvtaei ypap.pareias (tf ypafxparetais :

Sah Eth ypapp,arets) Xaov = ? Dri03n3 DJ? *3TD1 z-z
P? rW "TDOn = ffi trocpoi Xoyoi (z

5 originally Xoyw : «#/<?

variants Xoyoi? 296, fv Xoyoi? A &c): & 'the wise taught' a_a p? DJV1BD3 (<:/>. Neo-Hebr. nni"lSD = ' office

of scribe'): p? mg. has "D03 i.e. ? 1BDD3 or Dittos (Job xxxiii. 16) or D'JWOa = ffi f „ Traifiem aw-cov : 5b ' in

their wisdom
' h~h p? nnn»B>D3 D^SShlDl : <&> : Sb (combining 4 c] and 5 a) 'And the rulers have explored

their praises on lutes and harps '. For other possible renderings of pj cp. exeget. notes. Bacher emends second

word to Dni7B>0»2 (= ' in their parables ') c"c
pf pin 7J? 11DT10 npin («o& M<? word-play: pin ipin)

('who sought out music according to rule,' Cowley-Neub.): (Br e<^rowres /zeX^ /uovo-tK&)i> ignoring pin 7y: <r/>.

xxxii. [xxxv.] 6 zflfore- TlDfE 71p is rendered /x«Xos M°fcriKa>i>) d-d 2n33 7PD WlJ ( + 1 zw'M best MSS. of<&:

kcli 8ir}yovp,ei>oi enr) ev ypa(j)rj) e-e pj pipi *tWX = (5 ai/Spts ttXouctioi f_f pj 113 »3»JD1 : read '31DD1 = ffi mh

(w 155 : olhers>) KexopnyP* 1'01 t&xvi S-8 pj DI1313D 7J? D^BplK'l = ffi (point DTfttifi = ffi fI/ napoiKiais avruv)

3-6 (7). Twelve categories of men are here enumerated (for the number twelve in such a connexion cp. xxiv. 13-17
and 1. 6-10) ; of men who ' were honoured in their generation and in their days had glory ' (v. 7; it should be noticed

that vv. 1-7 form a single logical period). It is then stated (vv. 8 and 9) that some of these have left a name which
deserves to be honoured and remembered, while others have left no memorial. In other words, some were pious, and
are remembered as such by posterity (the enumeration of these is introduced in v. 10), while others were not, and are
deservedly forgotten (v. 9). Levi and Ryssel think that the reference in vv. 3-6 is to heathen heroes—the great

men of the pagan world— conquerors, warriors, counsellors, poets, writers, &c. ; and that Ren-Sira draws a deliberate

contrast between these and the heroes of Israel. The former are only partly remembered by their own people, while

the memory of the pious in Israel never fades. But the terms of v. 3 d (ref. to the prophets) and v. 4 c,d (ref. to

the scribes] can hardly be made to apply to the heathen ; and it is doubtful whether Ben-Sira would have reckoned
any heathen heroes among the truly pious. The terms used can all be applied more naturally to the heroes and
great men of Israel. The absence of any specific mention of priests in these verses may be explained by supposing
that Ben-Sira intends to include them among the princes and teachers.

3. (Men) who wielded dominion ... of renown . . . Rulers like David and Solomon and warriors like

Joshua are meant.
Counsellors . . . all-seeing in their prophetic (power), i. e. such men as Elisha and Isaiah, who were at once

counsellors of the nation and prophets.

4. Princes of nations in their statesmanship (lit. in their devising), And (trusted) leaders (or potentates).
' Princes of nations ' such as Joseph (a viceroy) ; leaders of Israel (' trusted leaders ') like Zerubbabel and
Nehemiah. ffi misunderstands 4 b (rendering, according to the probable original Greek text, ' scribes of the people in

understanding' (see critical note); 'scribes of the people' = Dy HESIB'i cp. for the expression 1 Mace. v. 42). The
Hebrew word rendered ' in their penetration ' (DrVflpnD3 lit. 'in their searchings out') does not occur again, apparently,

in this sense (in Ps. xcv. 4 "Ipnp = ' a place to be searched out ', i.e. remotest part) ; but a form of the same word is

used in Prov. xxv. 2 of the activities that characterize the life surrounding a royal court, ' It is the glory of God to

conceal a thing : but the glory of kings is to search out a matter' (131 "Vpn). Cowley-Neubauer render here 'in

their care '.

Clever of speech in their (scribal) instruction. The Hebr. word here rendered ' (scribal) instruction ' does not

occur in this sense in Biblical Hebrew (in Ps. lxxi. 15 ni*1BD = ' numbers'; but LXX ypapfuereia I fTJBD = "IBD

'book ', if it be a genuine form) ; but it can be justified from Neo-Hebrew (cp. SrillBD (firmBD) = 'the office of

scribe'; rWBD = 'the art of the scribe'). The reference in our text is doubtless to the work of the scribes as

instructors, in which Ben-Sira was so deeply interested. .

And speakers of wise sayings in their tradition. Lit. ' proverbialists (DvtPlE) in their keeping' (viz. of

the tradition) ; for the translation ' speakers of wise sayings' or 'proverbs' cp. Num. xxi. 27 ; and for ' keeping'
used in this sense (viz. guarding a tradition) cp. Prov. iv. 21, vii. 1, xxii. 18. LeVi objects to this rendering on the

ground that it anticipates v. 5 b, where ' the makers of proverbs' are the subject (thus involving an awkward repetition),

but the objection is not a fatal one ; in our present verse the author is thinking of the wise as a class of men who
expressed their wisdom in proverbial form orally (in their teaching) ; in v. 5 b he refers specifically to the authors of
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SIRACH 44. 5-12

Jt?
B

5
cDevisers of psalms according to rule c

,

dAnd authors of proverbs in books'1

;

6 e Men of resource 6 fand supported with strength f
,

gAnd living at ease in their dwelling-places 8
:

7 All these h were honoured 11 M'n their generation 1

,

i And in their daysi k had glory k
.

8 Some of-them there are who have left a name,
J That men might tell of their praise 1

:

9 And some of them there are who have no memorial,
m So that there was an end of them when they came to their end 1"

;

n They were as though they had not been,

And their children after them 11
,

io ° Nevertheless these were men of piety,
pAnd their good fortune shall not come to an end p

;

ii With their seed q their prosperity*1 remaineth sure,
rAnd their inheritance to their children's children 1'.

G 12 s In their covenant their seed abideth,

And their children's children for their sakes 8
;

h"h So p? mg. = ffi S> : p? text> i-» p? mm : <& ev ytvtais (jo + avTw) : £ ' in their generations
' H So

p? mg. (QTVWJi) = <& and & : p! text DrWEl k"k p? Dmssn = & : ffi <avxwa M ® rov exSa^murBtti

(7raivovs= S (
+ 'their') : % Dr6m3 (mg. Tfflrwrb) mjjmE>r6 ('That men might tell of it in their inheritance,'

Cowley-Neub.): read Dr£nm TWynwrb (with Smend : so Peters, omitting 2) [p^O^ = Aram. "V^WX 'to

narrate', 'tell'] m~m p? in2E> "1B>ND in38J»l : <£ (freely) teat airoAovvTows ovX wrapfyvre's (Si = p?) ^~^So p?

and ffi: Si> (Pfor dogmatic reasons) °"°
pf D^IKI = fflc aX\* t] P~P pj n[3trn tt]b DDlpni : ffi (' whose

righteous deeds have not been forgotten') u>v m SiKawa-wai (248 Sah + avrw) ovk (neXrjadrjauv (reading Dnp"W
for nmprn) : Si ' and their goodness shall not come to an end ' : reading Dnp"W (so emend p?) i~i P? D21D =
21D, i. e .

' their prosperity ' or ' their goods ',
' property ' (parallel to ' their possession ' next line) : (ffi ayadrj

(Si = p?)
I-''

p? (Dma iJ3]^ D)"6mi = Si (' and their root to their children's children) : <& K^povopia acyova

avrcov is obviously in disorder (P read K\r)poi>o[iia avrcov rots (nyovots avrcov): 5L (Codex Sang.) hereditas nepotum
illorum s_9 p?> ; but the verse is attested by <& and Si. <8r has c-v rats Stadqicais (70 + avrcov = Si) €<rrr) crneppa

avrcov km ra rtKva avrcov fit avrovs, i. e. DiTJS DTQyil DJHT 10^ DrVUl : Si in second line reads [rQIDil] DrnnjDI
for DTinyni and(?) DrM3 ^2for Di"W3 (Petersfollows Si in line 2, and renders ' and their children in their works ')

certain books (Solomon and others) who have reduced this proverbial wisdom to writing. The alternative rendering

adopted by Levi and others makes the line refer to governors or officials. Thus Cowley-Neub. render 4 c and d:

'Wise of meditation in their writing,

And governing in their watchfulness.'

LeVi

:

' Wise orators for their instruction,

And officials for their offices
'

(the reference, according to Levi, being to heathen orators and officers).
'

5. Devisers of psalms according to rule. Levi, ' perfecters of poetry according to rule.' The reference is to the

composition of psalms set to traditional melodies. In this connexion David and the guilds of temple-singers would be
thought of primarily.

6. Men of resource . . . living at ease in their dwelling-places. The patriarchs, and perhaps Job, were in the

writer's mind (so Smend).
8. Some . . have left a name. Such are again referred to in vv. 10 f.

9. And some . . . who have no memorial . . . The reference is to godless kings, doubtless of the northern

kingdom. As the Chronicler, so Ben-Sira passes these over in silence.

They were as though they had not been. For the expression cp. Job x. 19; Obad. 16.

10. Nevertheless these were men of piety. Cp. v. 1. This introduces the enumeration that follows of great

and pious men in Israel.

And their good fortune shall not come to an end. Not only were they happy and fortunate in their lives, but

their happy estate (reading Dnp"l¥1 with €r and Si ; np"1¥ = 'good fortune ', 'prosperity ' sometimes) lives on in their

descendants' happy and prosperous lives (this is further developed in vv. 11 f.). The reading of ffi affords a good
sense— 'their righteousness shall not be forgotten' (but anticipates v. 13 b). p? has 'their hope shall not come to

an end '.

11. With their seed their prosperity remaineth sure. Cp. Job xxi. 8, 16 ; also xlv. 26 of our book.

12. In their covenant (or covenants) . . . Though this verse is absent from p? the variants in (5 and Si (see

critical note), which can only be explained by a Hebrew original, show that it must have formed part of the original

Hebrew text. ' Covenant ' in Ben-Sira's phraseology means always a gracious promise by God. The covenants in the

author's mind are not only those with Abraham and Noah, but also those with Phineas, Aaron, and David (cp.xxiv. 25,

xlv. 15). So Smend.
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SIRACH 44. 13-16

ft
K

13 l Their memory 1 abideth for ever,

"And their righteousness shall not be forgotten";
14 v Their bodies were buried in peace 7

,

w But their name liveth unto all generations w .

15 "The assembly recounteth their wisdom,
And the congregation declareth their praise*.

{b) XLIV. 16-18. Enoch and Noah.

16 yz Enoch walked with Jahveh [and was taken]*,
aA miracle 'of knowledge to all generations'1

.

t-t So ft &: <& to aneppa avrw (DlTtf for D"Df) n-u ^ defective b DJlpTO : <& k<u t) 8o£a avruv

owe f^aXfi^o-tTai : read (?) n[3B>n tifi DnpTfl : so Levi (Smend thinks there are faint traces of a n [which
may be n] at end of line): Smend reads nnon : P^rj, following <&, ntjty x^> 011331 v"v $ defective

[ISDN: Dl]?[B>3 .....: <£ to o-w/m auTwi/ ev ftprjvr) (Ta<pr) : read with Peters : 1SDK3 D1^B>3 DH'13 (j«? S) w_w ^
defective 1111 [illy : ffi rat to oi/o/ia avru>v & eis yevtas : read 1111 ir6 'fl DOC1 = S s-x ?^ fe#/> :

but ft mg. has : bnp ISO' Dn$>nni my mm Dnoan = ffi (Xaoi = my): &>Iine 1 : z'« line 2 = <& and ft (the

whole verse = xxxix. 10) * v. 16 wanting in £ m $ np^l « Dy ^Trlfll D»on k[»m] fun (^«
1 D«n N[X03] must be deleted: came in from next verse) : genuine Hebr. text: 'Enoch walked with Jahveh [and
was taken'] = (K Eva>x tvr,peo-Tr)<rev Kvpia (so LXX Gen. v. 24) Km p(TeT(6r] (the last word ' and was taken '

is

probably an addition to the original text : see exeget. note). a-a So ft 1H1 *mb nyi RM: <S 'An example of
repentance to all generations ' (iwoo-fty^a Ferai/otas raw yeveais) b-b |^ /^a-/ n^a ny^ ^ ^, '

3 ,; e. nya)

:

(S ™ xaipco opyr, s c-c ^ ^m . ffi a»/TaXXayMa (& ' he was taken in exchange for the world ') <i-d So

13. Their memory abideth for ever. Cp. xxxix. c, d.

14. But their name liveth unto all generations. = xxxix. 9 d.

15. = xxxix. 10 (see notes there).

(b) XLIV. 16-18. Enoch and Noah.
16. Enoch walked with Jahveh [and was taken]. The phraseology is a reminiscence of Gen. v. 24 (for the

text cp. critical note). The last word rendered ' and was taken ' is probably an addition to the original form of the
text ;

it overloads the line and spoils the rhythm (so Schlatter and Smend ; the latter scholar points out that xlix. 10,
which uses the same phrase of Enoch, implies that his being ' taken ' has not previously been mentioned. See further
notes on xlix. 10).

A miracle of knowledge to all generations. So ft. <5 has ' an example of repentance to the generations '.

The translation of <& reflects in an interesting way the influence of controversy. At an early period Enoch lived in
popular legend as a heroic figure whose destiny was glorified by God. These features received elaborate and
exaggerated development in the circles of the apocalyptists : thus Enoch's wisdom, a feature that belongs to the oldest
form of the tradition (cp. Ezek. xxviii. 3 f., where read ' Enoch ' for ' Daniel

'
; so also in Ezek. xiv. 14, 20 J

), receives
elaborate development in the apocalyptic Enochic literature (cp. especially 2 Enoch), and Enoch becomes the exemplar
of piety and wisdom, the friend and confidant of God, and the accredited revealer of divine secrets to men.2

Against this, as it seemed, exaggerated estimate there was raised a protest in Rabbinical circles which is reflected
in some of the early Rabbinical literature. Thus in the Midrash rabba on Gen. v. 24 the idea that Enoch was
translated without dying is expressly refuted 3 (contrast the Christian view in Heb. xi. 5). Another view, reflected
in Wisd. iv. 10-14, was that Enoch had been inconsistent in his piety, and was removed (? by death) before his time,
in order that he might not fall into further sin (' he was caught away lest wickedness should change his understanding ').

Cp. alsoPhilo, de Abrahamo,\ 3, where' he was not' is explained to mean that his former blameworthy life was wiped out
and effaced, being no longer ' found '. In ffit's version of our text, therefore, the influence of a later exegesis which had
made its way to Alexandria is traceable. In ft, on the other hand, which represents the text of the original author, one
primitive feature of the Enoch-tradition has been retained, viz. his wonderful knowledge. Ben-Sira, like some of the
later Rabbis, would not have been predisposed to exaggerate unduly the claims of Enoch in the apocalyptic direction.
Nor, in fact, has he done so. See further on xlix. 14, and cp. Frankel, Weber den Einfluss der paldstinischen Exegese,
p. 44 f.

[It should be added that in the Targ. of Pseudo-Jonathan (on Gen. v. 24) the old popular view of Enoch reappears.
He is represented as a pious worshipper of the true God, who was translated to heaven, and received the names and
offices of metatron and 'great scribe' {Safra rabba). This doubtless was made possible after controversy (with
Christians) had ceased.]

1 Cp. on this point EB, s. v. ' Enoch '.

2 As Cheyne points out {EB, s. v. ' Enoch '), the Enoch-tradition shows traces of solar origin :
' A child of the

" all-seeing'' sun must be wise as well as pious.' This primitive idea will account for the later developments according
to which Enoch was the inventor of writing, arithmetic, and astronomy (cp./ubilees, ch. iv).

3 In the same passage it is said that he had been reckoned among sinners, and was still inconsistent in his piety,

and that God said if he continued pious He would take him out of the world. Cp. Wisd. iv. 10-14. Targ. Onq. says:
' God made him to die.'
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SIRACH 44. 17-21

$ 1!

*7 Noah the righteous was found blameless;
b In the season of destruction 1

* he became c the continuator
;

d For his sake there was a remnant d
,

cAnd by reason of the covenant with him the Flood ceased .

18 f By an eternal sign f s(God) concluded it g with him,

Not to destroy (again) all flesh h
.

(c) XLIV. 19-23. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (3 + 3 + 1+3 distichs).

10 Abraham, ' the father 1 of a multitude of nations ',

J Tarnished not his glory i

;

20 Who kept the commandment of the Most High,
And entered into a covenant with Him

:

k In his flesh k He engraved him an ordinance,

And in trial he was found faithful.

21 Therefore with an oath ] He promised him 1

m'To blessm n the nations 11 in his seed',
ffi (&) <"t/ muitiply him ' p as the dust of the earth p '°,

And to exalt his seed ' as the stars
'

;

» q To cause them to inherit 'from sea to sea,

And from the River to the ends of the earth '.

$% = & : ffi Sia tovto (for 81a tovtov = J^ 1"I13J?3) tyivr\6r] Karakippa rrj yr) (? tjj yrj originally after avTaWaypa :

cp. £> above) e_e ^ ^130 Tin 1JV"D31 : ffir 81a tovto (reading nUjD for inn33) eytveTo KmaKkvo-pos (3> para-

phrases) f-f So 3$ D?iy ]"I1N3: <£ SiadijKat atavos (= cb)]} n*13) (& may imply also rVH3 : rendering ' oath ')'

ss f^ text n*T33 = €r tirtOrfaav : ft mg. ma [£> renders the line :
' an oath God sware to him in truth '] h <& +

KaraK\vo-fia> i dSc + peyas (fieyas naTijp) H So % {lit. ' Put not in his honour any blemish ') 1*11333 jro to
D10 : & ' and there was not put any blemish in his honour ' = <& : <t& km ovx tvptdr) ofioios (read pop-os) tv tjj 8o£tj

[J^ mg. Wl for DID cp. Ps. 1. 20] k_k <& + Kai (xat ev o-apia uvtov), but % and a number of Greek codices (106

J 55 r 57 24§ 253), also Syro-Hex, >*ai (so also ]fy and &) J-i
J^ )h D'pn = ffi fo-rrjo-ev avra = ? 'assured

him '
: in Aram. D s£ = ' to swear ' : so & here ' God sware to him

'

m_m Sofe: <& tv(v\oyr)6rivai, so & (but 248
tvtvXoyeiv = fa)

n-n $ -fa and (ig
: ^ ' all the peoples of the earth

'

0-0 So <& and & : but H*>/he line

with ft p-p So dSc (cp. Gen. xiii. 6) : S> ' as the sand of the sea ' (cp. Gen. xxii. 17) 1 <ffi+ kcu (preceding)
:

bufmSt>>Km

17. Noah the righteous. Cp. Gen. vi. 9, vii. 1 (Heb. xi. 7).

In the season of destruction he became the continuator. ffi renders ' he became a substitute ' (iyepero

avToKXaypa). The exact meaning of the Hebrew word rendered ' continuator ' has been the subject of much discussion.

Its form (S]vnn) is similar to such Hifil noun-formations as 1*0711 ('disciple'), and it seems best to explain its meaning
from the Hifil of the verb (SJvniT) as it is used in Job xiv. 7 = 'to put forth fresh branches', 'sprout again '. So here the

noun would mean 'continuator ', 'renewer' (one who starts the race afresh). Cowley-Neubauer render ' successor ', and
in the Glossary this is explained as follows :

'
i. e. humanity at large perished, but Noah was spared to carry on the

succession and keep the race alive': cp. xlviii. 8 (in xlvi. 12 P|vrin is probably a verbal form). With this meaning

cp. the use of the verb in Hebrew ^vlTfl = 'to cause to come in place of, 'to make to succeed,' Is. ix. 9; in Aram.
N31?nn = 'substitute', 'representative'. S. Krauss mfQR, xi. 156 f., discusses the word and proposes to render our

passage: 'At the time of destruction there was a change (a reward, a compensation) '. See further Cowley-Neubauer
in JQR, ix. 563.

ceased, i. e. probably ceased to come any more, was not to be repeated (so % understands the meaning rightly).

18. By an eternal sign . . . Cp. xliii. 6 ; Gen. ix. 12 f., xiii. 17.

Not to destroy (again) all flesh. Cp. Gen. ix. 15.

(c) XLIV. 19-23. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
19. Abraham, ' the father of a multitude of nations'. Cp. Gen. xvii. 4 f. (xii. 2 f., xv. 5). ffi (' Abraham was a

great father of a multitude ', &c.) combines with this the other explanation of the name Abram = ' exalted father
'

(so Hart).

Tarnished not his glory (or honour). The same phrase (cp. critical note) occurs in xlvii. 20.

20. And entered into a covenant with Him. Cp. Gen. xvii. 10 ; and for the phrase Ezek. xvi. 8 (rp~l32 N3).

In his flesh . . . Cp. Gen. xvii. 9-1 1, 24.

And in trial . . . Cp. Gen. xxii.

21. Therefore with an oath . . . seed. Cp. Gen. xxii. 16-18 (also xii. 3, xviii. 18) : see also Gal. iii. 8.

To multiply him ' as the dust of the earth ' . . . his seed ' as the stars '. Cp. Gen. xxii. 17.

... to inherit 'from sea to sea . . . earth'. Cp. Gen. xviii. 18; Exod. xxiii. 31 ; Deut. xi. 24; Joshua i. 4 ;

Ps. Ixxii. 8 ; and Zech. ix. 10. ' The River' (i.e. the River par excellence) is, of course, the Euphrates.
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SIRACH 44. 22—45. i

&" 22 And to Isaac also r He promised it
r "likewise 8

,

For his father Abraham's sake
;

f And the blessing of all predecessors
23 Rested upon the head of Israel*

;

"And He titled him with the dignity of firstborn",

And gave him v his inheritance'
;

AVAnd He set him in tribes,

So as to be divided into twelve"'.

(d) XLIV. 23—XLV. 5. Moses (= 2 + 2 + 2 +3 distichs).

*And He caused to issue* y from him y z a man 2

aWho found favour a in the sight b of all living b
.

45 r c Beloved of God and men c

Was MOSES d of happy memory*3
.

r-r
ft D'pn = ffi eaTTjafv s-s ^ mgt p _ (g. 0VT(OS jQ text p is a copyist's mistake (' He raised up a son ')

t_t So 3> = : ?X-)b» E>N"1 fa nn: D^V^XI fa riDnai : <& (evXoyiav TTavrav av6po>no)i> Kai 8ia6r)Kr)v kqi Karenavo-tv em
K((t>a\r)t, laKo>/3) supports the reading suggested partly : avdpconuv may have displaced an earlier apxaiw. ft text has

una pcxn fa rmi
: bvrto* c?ni fa nru runai

)

l ' e '

' The covenant of every ancestor (predecessor) He gave him,

And the blessing rested on the head of Israel '.

// is noticeable that ffi like ft has the two words ' covenant ' and ' blessing ', only in the reverse order. This
suggests a double reading in the Hebr. text used by <&, viz. nrU and TYn3\, the latter a variant on the former
{perhaps originally nrrai). Line 2 of ft is overloaded. JIBWI was probably written in abbreviatedform for
ffW&n : 13D3, which is not attested in either ffi or <S, is probably a variant on nm u-u So ft mg. PTO333 lnaai

:

J^ text ro"i33 iruao^ ' and He confirmed (established) him in the blessing ' : ffi trreyvQ) avrov a> evXoyiais avrov :

reading WnW (<:/.. xv. 18) for lriaaUM (jo Smend—then render: 'and He (God) recognized him (*'.,?. singled
him out) in blessing ' (& = $ «^. //-<?<?/>/ rendered) v~v So $ : <!R ei> K^povopia (^povopiav 248 = 1L £)w_w .So ?^ way o> rendered (see exeget. notes) : & misunderstanding ft renders : ' and divided his portions ; among
twelve tribes did He part them ' : £ ' He made him father to the tribes, and they went forth and He divided unto
the twelve tribes

'

*-x So (Sr = NSV1 : so ft (which is defective in this word partly) is to be read (note the
assonance with XV1D which follows at the beginning of next line) sr-J So ft <& : but Sah Eth t£ avrov (sc.

'the tribes'

—

wrongly) *-a So ft: <& ai>8pa tXeovs (= 1Dn t^N : so Peters): 3> 'righteous men' (but original
reading probably 'righteous man'): IL Eth read avhpas tXtova (so 70) a~a

ft fn N¥1D (note X^IID a play on

HtJ'D) b-b
J£ in fa: ffi Tratn/y o-apicor c-c ^ ^ tPBUttt DTl^K WlJK : ffi t]yanr)p.fvov . . . [Ma)v<rr)v~] wrong

construction (making the clause dependent on preceding) : 5 ' beloved was he of God and also in the sight of men

'

d-d
ft POID/ T\St : ffi ov ro fivrjfxoawov ev evXoyuus : Peters reads nri3"l3? 1"I3T (cp. lxvi. n); jo apparently Sb here

(31L37 "O wo/ uncommon in Neo-Hebrew) e~e p? text defective : ft marg'. »« "3*1 : (ffir u>p.oia>o-ev avrov 8o£rj

22. And to Isaac . . . likewise . . . Cp. Gen. xxvi. 3-5, where the covenant and the promises made to Abraham
are repeated.

22-23. And the blessing of all predecessors Rested upon the head of Israel, i.e. the blessings promised
to Abraham and Isaac, and possibly also those promised to Adam and Noah. For text cp. critical note.

23. And He titled him with the dignity of firstborn. The foundation-passage is Exod. iv. 22 (cp. also Hos. xi. 1)

:

cp. further xxxvi. 12 (17) of our book. See further critical note (for variant forms of the text).

And He set him in tribes, So as to be divided (P^n? = \>?nb for P^nrp : so Peters) into twelve (reading

"ibj? D%3B>7 for text, which omits b : with Smend, Peters). Smend, however, renders substantially the same Hebrew

text : 'and He assigned it (i.e. the inheritance) to the tribes to be a portion (p?0p) for the twelve' (ft D"D3K'7 rVplMTO

"lb>y 'OK>[b] p^n?). For the division by Jacob cp. Gen. xlix. But more probably God is here the subject of the
sentence, in which case the laws issued by divine authority for the division of the land into twelve parts are in the
writer's mind.

(d) XLIV. 23—XLV. 1-5 (Moses).
He caused to issue. Cp. Isa. lxv. 9 (same verb fcWftfl).

from him. viz. from Jacob: Jacob's sons receive no further attention (but note the reference to Joseph, ch.xlix. 15).

found favour in the sight of all living. Cp. Exod. xi. 3. The author has also in mind, doubtless, the daughter
of Pharaoh and the priest of Midian.

XLV. 1. of happy memory. The Hebrew expression used here (rQIB? VIST) is varied from the one commonly

employed, ' his memory (be) for a blessing ' (HD"I3^ VDT ''n'
1

), which, in an abbreviated form (7't), is often used, as a pious

interjection, after the mention of dead Israelites: e.g. 'our Rabbis of blessed memory' (?"l 1^ri13"l), &c. The full

phrase (in its usual form) occurs in xlvi. 11.
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SIRACH 45. 2-7

2
eAnd <He made him glorious as> God e

,

And mighty f
in awe-inspiring deeds'.

3 § By his words 8 h he brought 1 <signs>* swiftly to pass' 1

,

jAnd He emboldened him j in the presence k of the king k
.

And He gave him a charge *<unto his people^ 1
,

And showed him m <His glory>m .

4 For his faithfulness and meekness 11

He chose him out of all °<flesh>°.

5 pAnd p q He caused him to hear His voice q
,

And let him draw nigh r into the dark cloud r
.

sAnd He placed 8 *in his hand* "the commandment 11

.

Even the Law of life vand discernment v
;

That he might teach w His statutesw x unto Jacob 35

,

yAnd His testimonies and judgements 3, z unto Israel 2
.

(e) XLV. 6-22. Aaron (3 +4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4+4 + 3 + 2 distichs).

6 And He exalted a holy one a <like unto him> a
,

Even AARON of the tribe of Levi.

7
bAnd He made him an eternal ordinance b

,

And bestowed c upon him His majesty :

ayuov = ? D\"l7Na 11133*1 (so Smend : cp. xxxvi. 17 where a>p.oi(ocras = PUV3»3) : <S has 'and He made him great in

blessings ' : Peters restores : DWNa imaa'1
'! (doth <£ and & paraphrase p? in order to mitigate its boldness)

*-* So p? marg. D'N-Iioa = & ; cp. & tp (patois (X0p<op : p? text DHJTina ss So ffi = V\212 : $? marg. nana
(pj text defective) h-b- p! IHD : <5r Karenavo-fp (a mistakefor Kareanevo-ev) i-J So ffi = niniN : P? defective [&
> 3 a] H % inpTrVl : «S «So£ao-f .> (248 />;-. Kai) : & ' and set him

'

k~k £0 p> : <K PaaiXeap (but 53 254
pao-ikfos) = & (Peters reads D'ota) 1_1 So ffi : p? defective : S = DJ?H (jo /Vtr.r r^a^) m-^ Reading
niaa n« = ffiS: "^defective [& + v. 5 a misplacing] n G + rjyiaa-tp (K 248 &c. 3L Sah + nvroiA, wrongly
°-° 5o ffi = "l'ca : & ' sons of men ' p-p&H(> ©) i~'i <£ > zfA>& /i'»* " So p? ffi : & ' His dark

cloud
' 8_s p? text D'S^l, P? war^-. frVI t_t & p! : <S avrtp Kara Trpoa-conop = & (= ? VJD?) u_u .So p? PI1SD :

ffi et*roXas: &> v~ v .So pj nJiam == (ffi: £ ' and blessings' (misreading pj)
w-w ^ 3^ vpn : ffi 8ici6t)kt)v :

S> ' His laws ' x~x .So pj wMrf (p? text apjpa) : 5 ' those of the house of Israel

'

>-y So p? 1U3BB>01 Vnnyi

:

& l and His laws and His covenants

'

i_z So pj ffi : & ' unto Jacob
' a~a .So ffi & (= + inoa) : pj>

t>
_b .So pj = (& (o-rrjoep avrov (inferior reading avrw) BtadrjKtjp auopos : j$ reads 0]} for D7iy (Pan intentional altera-

tion) c_c
p? A\x7"nn V?y : p> marg. nin 17 : >'ea</ with Peters nin V7y : <3r Kpareiap \aov (explanatory paraphrase)

2. And He made him glorious as God. The author has in mind Exod. iv. 16 ('he shall be to thee a mouth, and
thou shalt be to him as God') ; cp. also Exod. vii. 1. ffy mg. (which is adopted by Smend) has: 'And He titled him
by the name of " God '"

: the boldness of the expression has led to its mitigation in the versions (see critical notes).

awe-inspiring deeds, i.e. the wonders performed in Egypt (see Exod. vii-xi) ; cp. Deut. iv. 34, xxvi. 8, xxxiv. 12
('great terrors' = ' awe-inspiring deeds').

3. he brought signs swiftly to pass. There is a corruption here in (G which has obscured the meaning (see

critical notes). As Smend points out, vv. 2-3 a, b set forth Moses' power in the face of the heathen.
in the presence of the king. Cp. Exod. vii. 1.

And He gave him a charge unto his people. Cp. Exod. vi. 13. In vv. 3 c, d and 4 the pre-eminence of Moses
among his own people is set forth.

showed him His glory. Cp. Exod. xxxiii. 18, xxxiv. 6.

4. his faithfulness and meekness. Cp. Num. xii. 3, 7, also i. 27 of our book
out of all flesh. 'All flesh' here means, apparently, all Israel (not all mankind) : cp. 1. 17 (!£|) : so Smend.

5. His voice. Cp. Deut. iv. 36.

let him draw nigh into the dark cloud. Cp. Exod. xx. 21, xxiv. 18.

placed in his hand the commandment . . . Cp. Exod. xix. 7 ; Exod. xxxii. 15 ; Deut. vi. I. The Decalogue is

referred to.

the Law of life. Cp. xvii. 11. For ' life' in this connexion cp. Ezek. xx. 11.

teach His statutes unto Jacob . . . unto Israel. Cp. Ps. cxlvii. 19.

(e) XLV. 6-22 (Aaron). The great length of this section, which is devoted to Aaron, and the abundance of its

detail, suggest that the subject of the Aaronite priesthood, as embodied in the High Priest, was one which specially

interested Ben-Sira. See further the discussion in the General Introduction, § 9 ii.

6. a holy one. Cp. Ps. cvi. 16 ; Num. xvi. 3, 5, 7.

7. And He made him an eternal ordinance. In the Pentateuch the phrase 'an eternal ordinance' (D7iy pl"l)

is always applied to the rights, laws, and privileges of the Aaronite priesthood ; here it is applied to Aaron himself

;

in the possession of the glorious priesthood he is himself an 'eternal ordinance' ; for a similar turn of expression cp.
Is. xlii. 6, xlix. 8 (' I make thee a people's covenant ') : so Smend.

bestowed upon him His majesty. Cp. Num. xxvii. 20; 1 Chron. xxix. 25. © has 'the priesthood of the
people'; but such an expression is doubtful, as the 'priesthood' is always spoken of in the Bible as God's, not
the people's.
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SIRACH 45. 7-1

1

RB dAnd He blessed him d e with His glory 6
,

And girded him fwith beauteous magnificence fg
:

8 And He clothed him h with the perfection of adornment 11

.

'And adorned him' j with splendid vestments 5 *

—

]The breeches 1
,

mthe tunic and robemn—
9 And encompassed him °with pomegranates,
And with resounding bells round about,

pThat he might make music p with his steps,

So as to cause- the sound of him to be audible q in the inmost shrine q
,

For a memorial for the children of his people

:

io r (With) the holy garments of gold and violet

And purple', the work of the designer
;

(With) the breastplate of judgement, "(with) the ephod and waistcloth 8
,

ii *And (with) scarlet*, the work of the weaver
;

(With) precious stones u seal-engraven u

v In settingsT
,

w <the work of the stone-engraver> wx ;

d~d Reading "imBWl = ffi tpaKapurev avrov (so &) : ft has inmB^l = ' and He ministered unto him ' e-e So ft text

V11333 : ft nig. ni~l33 : ffi tv evKoafita M Reading with ft mg. -)tnn msyVU {so Smend) : ft text

DN1 niByirO (Sunder influence of Num. xxiii. 22, xxiv. 8): LXX mpurrokip 8d$ts: & 'in the height of His

glory

'

B ft + D^IDyS lfH^3?^ (a doublet made up of 8 a + 9 a to make up slichoi of verse after 7 a and 7 b

had beenfused into one line) b~h
ft niNSn 7*73 = ffi crvvriheiav Kavxiparos : J5 ' with garments of purple

'

i_i
ft iniKQM : <& <ai fo-Ttptaxrev avrov (read eartcpavcoo-ev = 3L coronavit) : J5 ' and honoured him ' H Reading

Iiy '733 {for ft njn TI333) = ffi and £ k Verses 8 c-14 b are lacking in & l"1
ft tTW3» : ffi n€pto-K(\r,

m~m Reading ^ydl rmri3 (ft Di:ri3) : ffi km nob^prj Km tirmptba (enopK often in LXX y^r "I1QK : Smend and

Peters regard (nafii8a as an errorfor (?) binXmtia which often = p^yo in LXX) n At v. 9 a in the margin the

note occurs in Persian :
' This MS. reaches thus far '

: see Cowley-Neub., p. 25 0_0 Reading (Noldeke, Peters)

port '•JIBysl D*31D"1 : cp. <E pow-Kois xpvw *»&»crai TrXfiarotr : |§ Jion D*3TO"M D'OIDya p~p ?£ HCyj fir6 :

ffi (freely) w^o-ai tjxovTjv [ilD^yj <w/y tf^az'tt m Neo-Hebrew = ' chant ',
' music '] <i

_<
i ft "1*313 : <5r «»< vam

r-r £0 3^ ( + 1 <5^rf ri73n : cp. <&) : ffi o-to\j] ayia, XPvart? Kai vaKivdco Kai nop(pvpa S~B So ft TlTKI "112N : fir SqAotr

a\t)0etas = D*fiW DHIX («? -P^rj raz<fr, <W J§ /<? be preferred ; see exegel. notes) t_t
ft nyhn "Wl = ffi

KfKkaxrutvT) kokko) (in Bible always in reverse order; "0B> nyTin) u-u = ft DJlin ^nlDS = fir yXvup-aros ocppayibos

:

this is given in next line in ft which adds here the incorrect gloss jtynn ?y v-v
ft [DW]i>D3 = <tix *v 8f<r« xpva-tov

(cp. Exod. xxxix. 13 in LXX) w~w fir fpyw (jo read for tpyvv) \160vpyov = J3N ehn nfryD (Exod. xxviii. 11):

jtf read with Smend * j^ + mp^ pg ^ (
a gloss: €t>) >_y Reading (nDJJfD) Syo = ffi: J§ nS3XDl ^yo

z_z ?^ t^Tp pVl > 1. The missing words in <S = Dnin THTIB : /5k/ /^/j </o^j «o/ suit the traces that

And girded him with beauteous magnificence. For text see critical note, ft text has ' and girded him about
(as) with the towering horns of a wild-ox', under the influence of Num. xxiii. 22, xxiv. 8. The word rendered

'towering horns ' in the Numbers passages (rnQyin) means here apparently 'magnificence'— a meaning for which there

is some support in the LXX rendering of the word in Numbers (viz. 86i-a).

The breeches. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 31.

the tunic, i. e. the ordinary outer garment : cp. Exod. xxviii. 39.

robe. i.e. the violet robe (l"l?Dri «^50) which was always worn with the ephod ; cp. Exod. xxviii. 31.

9. with pomegranates, And with resounding bells. For text see critical note. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 33 f.

to cause the sound of him . . . audible ... i. e. 'they were to call God's attention to Aaron as the representative

of his people' (McNeile on Exod. xxviii. 33); cp. Exod. xxviii. 35 ('And the sound thereof shall be heard when he
goeth in unto the holy place before the Lord, and when he cometh out, that he die not'). It has also been thought
that their purpose was to apprise the people when Aaron had reached the Holy Place. They were probably a survival

(some form of charm), the original meaning of which was forgotten. According to Josephus, B. /., v. 5. 7, 'the bells

signified thunder and the pomegranates lightning.'

10. (With) the holy garments. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 2-6. Here the ephod, girdle, and ' breastplate' are specially

meant (see following verses).

the breastplate of judgement. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 4, 15. 'Breastplate' is a somewhat misleading translation

of the Hebrew word (i^Vl), though it has become consecrated by usage. It probably denoted a bag or pouch of some
kind, in which were contained the Urim and Thummim (= 'of judgement').

the ephod. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 6-12.

waistcloth. Otherwise spoken of as the ' girdle' (D33K) ; cp. Exod. xxviii. 4, 39, 40.

10-11. the designer. . . the weaver. The division is only rhythmical— the same craftsmen are meant in each case.

scarlet . . . precious stones. Here, again, the division is rhythmical : 'scarlet' entered into the making of the

'breastplate of judgement ', as well as of the ephod ; and similarly precious stones (of both).

seal-engraven. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 21. The engraven stones (twelve) of the breastplate of judgement, inscribed

with the names of the twelve tribes of Israel, are meant.
In settings. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 17.
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SIRACH 45. 11-16

ffi' For a memorial in graven writing,

According to the number of the tribes of Israel.

12 (With) the crown of pure gold y <(resting) upon> the mitre 1
,

zThe diadem engraven, ' Holy to Jahveh
' z—

a Majesty most glorious, praise most puissant 3
,

bThe desire of the eyes, and the perfection of beauty b
!

13 c Before him there was nothing like them
,

dAnd no stranger shall He clothe therewith for ever d
:

eSo <He trusted him and> his sons 6
,

fAnd <his sons' sons> f ^throughout their generations^.

14 His (Aaron's) meal-offering is wholly consumed
hTwice every day as a continual sacrifice 11

.

15 'Moses consecrated him 1

,

And anointed him with the holy oil

;

And it became for him J an eternal covenant
,

kAnd for his seed k
, 'as long as the heavens endure 1

;

mTo minister (to God) and for Him to execute the priest's office m
,

And to bless His people n in His name 11
.

16 He chose him out of all living,

To bring near °the burnt-offering and fat pieces
,

remain in MS. : read with Levi Bhp "b nnn [)'V1]
a_a

ft TJ? r6nrn 1133 TJTI b~b Beading with ffi

{imdv^fiara o(f>0a\fj.aiv Koo-povpeva wpaia: last word belongs to v. 12 not to 130

—

so Syro-Hex.) 77DJDI py *l]DI"ID

«Mp c-c Reading (p n\T N)^> (V3S)^ = ffi
d~d Beading IT DW& t6 D^IV *W (cp. <&) •"• ft defective

HTD V3n^ Nil : Cowley-Neubauer suggest Dp VJ2^1 "b pCKH [so read) : ffi n\t]v tcov vim avrov povov (so

Peters, reading D*ni> VJ2 *]N) f_f Reading 1»53 *xb\ (cp. €c km ra eKyova avrov) : ft V)2 pi ss ft (restored)

Bm[ff6]: <& 81a navros h~h
ft tPBSB TCTl OV ^31 (>1 before ^3 with ffi) « $ VHW HJ^D N^EM =

j& ('And Moses placed upon him his hand ') : <& €Tr\r)pa>o-ev rag \eipas ( + avrov 70 248 IL) H $
ohy rp*ia : ffi *« hae^K^v aiaviov = "rvnb : w & k-k ^ ly-i^i = & : ffi «u €»> t« a-ntppaTi avrov 1-1 $
D^Dt? "ID'S = 5b: <& ev rjpfpais ovpavov m-m

ft )? jrO?} mBv : <5r Xfiroupyfti/ aura) n/xa Kai upartveiv : Si > V |i"D?1,

' omitting the eternal priesthood here ascribed to Aaron and his seed' (Hart) n-n So ft Sh : ffi « ra ovopart

( + avrov Nc -a &c. Syro-Hex. 3L : B X* A V 155 >ami;) °-°Soft: & ' burnt-offerings '
: (fie Kapnaxrw Kvpia

(=imb*b rh]})

For a memorial . . . According to the number of the tribes of Israel. Cp. Exod. xxviii. 21, 29 (' And Aaron
shall bear the names of the children of Israel in the breastplate of judgement upon his heart, when he goeth in unto the

Holy Place, for a memorial before the Lord continually ').

1 2. the crown of pure gold . . . The diadem. The terms are in apposition and synonymous ; the ' plate ' or ' diadem

'

which was fastened on to the ' mitre ' or turban is meant : cp. Exod. xxviii. 36 f. For text of second clause see critical

note. Cp. also Josephus, B. I., v. 5. 7, and Ant., iii. 7. 6.

Majesty most glorious . . . This emotional touch reveals the feeling of the writer that all the majesty and glory

of Israel were embodied in the High Priest.

13. Before him. i.e. before Aaron was thus invested.

there was nothing like them. i. e. like the holy vestments.

no stranger, i.e. no unconsecrated person of another tribe in Israel. The emphasis laid on this point is

noticeable. Evidently Ben-Sira would not have tolerated any breach in the legitimate succession to the High-
priesthood, such as, as a matter of fact, occurred shortly after the period when he wrote.

shall He clothe therewith. ' He,' i. e. God.
So He trusted him and his sons. The text is uncertain (see critical note). That adopted might, perhaps, be

rendered (following a Neo-Hebrew usage) :
' Such He entrusted to him and his sons,' i.e. such a position of honour

and responsibility.

And his sons' sons . . . The High-priesthood was to be maintained perpetually by legitimate succession.

14. His (Aaron's) meal-offering ... as a continual sacrifice. The daily meal-offering of the High Priest was
offered half in the morning and half in the evening ; and it was specially distinguished by being wholly burnt upon the

altar; cp. Lev. vi. 19-23 (= vi. 12-16 in Hebrew).
15. Moses consecrated him, And anointed him . . . Cp. Lev. viii.

And it became for him an eternal covenant . . . The anointing with the holy oil of Aaron was a solemn
guarantee that the priesthood should remain perpetually in Aaron's line.

as long as the heavens endure. The same phrase recurs in 1. 24 ('as the days of heaven'); cp. also

Ps. lxxxix. 30 ; Deut. xi. 21.

To minister . . . execute the priest's office . . . bless . . . Cp. Deut. x. 8 ; Exod. xxviii. 41, 43, &c.

;

Num. vi. 23, 27.

16. He chose him out of all living. Cp. v. 4 above ; also Num. xvi. 5, 7, xvii. 20.

the burnt-offering and fat pieces. The burnt-offering was, of course, wholly consumed upon the altar ; in the
case of animal-sacrifices which were not wholly burnt the fat pieces were reserved for burning on the altar.
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SIRACH 45. 16-21

$B pAnd to burn a sweet savour and a memorial 1',

And make atonement q for the children of Israel' 1

.

J 7
rAnd He gave him His commandments 1

",

"And invested him with authority over statute and judgement 8
,

l That he might teach His people statutes,

And judgements unto the children of Israel 1
.

18 u But strangers were incensed against him u
,

And became jealous of him in the wilderness
;

The men of Dathan and Abiram,
And the congregation of Korah v in their violent anger v

.

19 And Jahveh saw it
w and was angered w

,

xyAnd consumed them y in His fierce wrath x
:

z And He brought a sign to pass 2 upon them
xaAnd devoured them a b with His fiery flame bx .

20 cAnd <He increased* Aaron's glory,

And gave him d his inheritance"1
:

1(20 c) e<The holy contributions* 6 fHe gave him f for sustenance,

g
](2i<2) bAnd h the fire-offerings of Jahveh they might eat

:

1 (2 1 d) KThe presence-bread* 1
is his portion,

l(2i b) i And the gift-sacrifice j for him and for his seed.

p~p So Jl? : ffi dvpiapa km tvadiav fiy pvrjpoawov : & ' and sacrifices and incense
'

Q~<l So p? : ffi 77<pt rov

Xanv a-ov (n* 248><rov : 70 V 3L have avrov) : £ ' for all Israel

'

r~ v So ffy S> : ffi eS»jcfi» avrov [so B Syro-

Hex V 253 : the other MSS., also 1L, read avrco) tv tvroXais avrov s_s So ffi : ffi e^ovo-uw ev 8ia6qKais Kpiparatv

{reading D3B>D ^2) : £ = ffi (though pointed as plural nouns) t_t Verses 17 c d > in &: ffi has dibagai tov

Iaica>/3 ra p.aprvpta (Nc -a + avrov) (cat ev vopa avrov (pa)T«rai (inferior reading (pcovrjaai) la-parjX : this may be more

original than ffi, and suggests : ; ^OK"VlX nmr6 ffTWtl VDHJ? 2pyb "Vd9? {so Smend) u-u So ffi 13 nrn
HT *33 = &: ffi enio-vvearrio-av avra aXXorpioi (using the LXX word fro?ll Num. xvi. 19, xxvi. 9, xxvii. 3)
v~ v

ffi DDK ntyn : ffi tv ^u kui opyn : & ' in strength
' w-w £<? $ ,3 : ffi «at ouk tv8oKti<rep *-* U-x) 7%£f<?

clauses are transposed in S y-y .So J§ S : ffi <«u o-weriXfo-Oicrav (= 1^1 /or D^D ,
l)

z-z Reading tOTI (/or

K3*») = ffi <S (<:/>. Num. xvi. 30) [ffi has rtpara : & ' a blow ' for niN ' sign '] a~a So ffi (D^DN^) = & and
1L (consumsit eos) : ffi (carai/aAtuo-at aurovy b_b ?§ 1DK 3'3{^3 = €P <pAoyj nvpos avrov (so 55 254 1L) : Others

tv nvpi (p\oyos avrov : J5 ' with flame ' c_c Reading ?\DV) (Levi, Peters) = ffi <ai Trpoo-edqictv : J5 ' and He put

(upon Aaron)' [Smend rtiBh ' and He doubled'] d~d So ffi jg : ffi Kk^povo^iav .

e~e Reading niDlin]

B^[np : ffi aTrap^as nparoytvrjparcov = ? JVC'"! niD1""in (a conflation) : & = BHp 1"PK>N"I ; apparently there were two

readings, viz. BHp niEnn and B>np n^N"l : the former is supported by Num. xix. 18 f_f So Jl? : ffi ffifpto-fv

avrto (B against all other MSS. and 3L auroir) s f^ ^^ /^^ clauses rightly in this order : ffi (wrongly) 20 c d
21 a b: S> compresses thefour clauses into two, rendering :

' The holy first-fruits and the presence-bread

To him and to his seed.'

fr-h So ffi: $> M Reading D'J2 Dn^> w///^ P^rj (Noldeke ri3~iyro nn^) : f/>. S (/A? translator of 2>

apparently passed accidentally from r6 a/ <?«</ of 20 c to the Dl"6 a/ beginning of 20 d: ffi «»» n-pwrots r)roip.acrev

ir\T)o-puvr)v (pr. €« 70 106 &c. 248 &c. Sah tf nXrja-povrj) = ? y3t? "Jiy D^B? (? the first two words a corruption

of rD">yO D!"6) : /br e v rrpooron = D*3S7 : #. iv. 17 Hg n^DOl : ffi nr eSco/cev [avra] k"k Reading

to burn a sweet savour and a memorial. The former (' to burn a sweet savour ') is the technical term applied

specially (but also in other connexions) to the burning of the sacrificial pieces and the fat upon the altar (cp. Lev. i. 8, 9)

;

the latter ('a memorial 'j is applied specially to that portion of the meal-offering which was burnt upon the altar (cp.

Lev. ii. 2, 9).

17. And He gave him His commandments . . . Cp. Deut. xxxiii. 10, xvii. iof., xxi. 5. Ben-Sira evidently applied

Deut. xxxiii. 8 f. to Aaron. The divine authority of the priesthood in religious (ceremonial) enactments is emphatically

asserted.

18. But strangers were incensed against him. In Num. xvi. 40 (Hebr. xvii. 5)
' stranger ' is explained as = one

' who is not of the seed of Aaron '. Men not of the priestly tribe are here meant.
became jealous of him. Cp. Ps. cvi. 16.

The men of Dathan and Abiram. Cp. Num. xvi.

19. with His fiery flame. Cp. Job xviii. 5.

20. And (He increased) Aaron's glory. Not only did the abortive rebellion of Dathan and Abiram result in

the Aaronite priesthood maintaining its position triumphantly (cp. Num. xvii), but the privileges of the position were

strengthened (cp. Num. xviii. 1-7).

The holy contributions. Or ' offerings '. i. e. those parts of the sacrifice which were contributed to the priest

(the ' heave-offerings ' so called) ; cp. Num. xviii. 8 f.
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SIRACH 45. 22-25

$'• 22 Only k <in the land of the people>k might he have no heritage,
xAnd in their midst divide no inheritance 1

;

m Whose portion and inheritance is Jahveh m
n In the midst of the children of Israel 11

.

(/) XLV. 23-26. Phinehas (3 +4 + 3 distichs).

23 Moreover PHINEHAS the son of Eleazar

°<Was glorious> in might <as a third>°,

In that he was jealous p for the God of all p
,

And stood q in the breach for his people q
;

r While his heart prompted him 1
*,

8And he made atonement 8 *for the children of Israel*.

24 Therefore for him, too, uHe established an ordinance",
VA covenant of peace to maintain the sanctuary"7 :

That to him and to his seed should appertain

The High-Priesthood for ever.

25
wAlso His covenant wasw with David,

x The son of J esse
x

, of the tribe of Judah
;

y<The inheritance of the king is his son's alone> y
,

While the inheritance of Aaron (belongs) z to him z and to his seed.

Dj?n pxn = ffi : & ' in their land
' M So g? : ffi km p-tpis ovk etrriv avrcp tv \aw (cp. Num. xviii. 20) : & ' And

they did not divide a portion with them

'

m-m Reading ir&rm )pbn '« "1B>N : cp. <& avrot yap pepa o-ov

(248 70 Syro-Hex. 3L avrov) koi (B K* 248>kqi) K\r]povopia: ffi = & u-n So ffi (cp. &): (£> 0-0
J^

{defective) : miajQ : <8x rpiros us 8ogav : & ' in his power received three honours ' (= ? wbw f>ri3 miM)

:

read {with Smend) • *Vhb& TWU m033 P-P So $ b mbtfo : <£ e» <£o/3a> kvPwv : & ' in the matter of the
Midianitish woman and the son of Israel ' (from Num. xxv. 6 ff.) «-«) "^ icy J>"|22: <£ (V rponji \aov (155
(vrponj) : % reverentia) : j& = Dyn p~isn 1_r So ffi : <& €v ayador^n npoBvp-ias ^vxns avrov : & > 8-" So
$ = ffi : & ' and he prayed

'

*-* So & : ffi nepi rov lo-par,\ = & u-n
j% pn D>pn : ffi <o-Ta0n (ignoring pn

which is regularly rendered 8ta6r)Krj, in order to avoid repetition of the word [810^17107] ; seefollowing clause) : & ' with
oaths God sware to him' v~v So $: dSc oiadrjKt) fip^s (in previous stichus). npoo-raruv (so 106 157 254 Sah :

other MS. Trpoo-rarrjv) ayuov koi \aov (so 70 253 V Nc -a &c. Sah 3L : others \na>) avrov—the last clause is an
addition of<& : & ' that he should build for Him an altar' (P explanatory paraphrase) w~w So "$

: ffi koi Siadr)KT)p

(read koi SiaOrjKT) tjv— 70 106 Sah Kai 8ia9r]Kr)) x-x So J$: dSt via> (70 tfc-a 3L 4- lea-a-ai) J-y Reading
)12b M2? "p» nbn: : % MS. has 1*1133 ^>b B>K n?ra—w^'c^ w obviously corrupt : SW m regarded as a mis-

written B>>K 3y .row scholars : then (reading \zb _/tfr yfi>) /& sentence means :
' The heritage of a man (passes) to

his son alone '
: & has :

' The heritage of kings he alone inherited
'

''-' So &: Hfy and <&>

21. the fire-offerings of Jahveh they might eat. Cp. Num. xviii. 9, 18, &c.
(The presence-bread) is his portion. For the text see critical note. According to the Mishnah (Sukk. v. 7 f.),

all the loaves were eaten by the priests, one half by the outgoing division for the week, the other half by the incoming
division.

the gift -sacrifice. The word rendered 'gift' (fUrlO) is twice applied (in the form |BO) to sacrifices in the
Pentateuch; cp. Num. xviii. 11 (Gen. xxxiv. 12). The usual word is qorban (pip). It is a comprehensive term.

22. <in the land of the people) might he have no heritage ... Cp. Num. xviii. 20 ; Deut. xviii. 1
; Joshua xiii. 14.

(/) XLV. 23-26 (Phinehas).
23. Phinehas the son of Eleazar. Cp. Num. xxv. 7 ff.

(as a third). It is significant that Phinehas is set beside Moses and Aaron as ' third
'

; this may possibly point to
disputed succession to the High-Priesthood (cp. 1 Mace. ii. 54: 'Phinehas our father . . . obtained the covenant of an
everlasting priesthood'; cp. also 4 Mace, xviii. 12).

In that he was jealous . . . Cp. Num. xxv. II, 13.

24. A covenant of peace . . . High-Priesthood for ever. Cp. Num. xxv. 12 f.

to maintain the sanctuary, ffit (see critical note) has a significant addition here ; it renders [' to be leader of
the sanctuary] and of his people''; i.e. not only leader in ecclesiastical but also in political affairs. When the grandson
of Ben-Sira wrote, the political power of the High Priest had been strongly asserted. The High Priest had become
ethnarch. One consequence was that the office became the sport of constant political intrigues.

25. (The inheritance of the king is his son's alone),While . . . For the text see critical note. It is difficult to be sure
what the exact point of the couplet is. Apparently the second line forms the antithesis to line one. If so, the meaning
may have been: the power and privileges of the king, as sovereign, are transmissible only to his son, viz. by direct
succession

; whereas the power of the priesthood belongs to, in a sense, and is inherent in every member of the
priestly tribe, all Aaron's descendants, in fact, together with Aaron himself. Others (cp. ffi and JS) see no antithesis,
but, on the contrary, a parallel statement to the effect that in each case the dignity is only transmissible in direct and
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SIRACH 45. 25—46. 3

M B a And now bless ye Jahveh b
,

Who has crowned you with honour 11

;

26 c May He grant you wisdom of heart,
d<To judge His people in righteousness><l

;

That eyour prosperity 6 fmay never cease 1",

gNor your powers ^for perpetual generations'1
.

(g) XLVI. 1-10. Jos/uia, the son of Nun, and Caleb, the son of Jephunneh

(= 3 + 3+4 + 3 + 2 + 3 distichs).

46 1
aA mighty man of valour* was Joshua bthe son of Nun 1

',

cdA minister of Moses in the prophetical office d
,

eWho was formed to be e according to f his name 8

hA great salvation for his chosen hc
,

'To take vengeance upon j the enemy ji

kAnd to give an inheritance 14 to Israel 1
.

2
mHow glorious was he when he stretched forth n his hand niu

,

°And brandished the javelin against the city !

3 pWho was he that could stand before him? p

q For he fought the wars of Jahveh q
.

a"a So $ : ffi> [Si > last line] b $ + 31011 : £ > c'c
p? |n»l : <& fyr, = jjv (jo M, ch. 1. 23 a) : £> ' that giveth

'

d~d So ffi = S> (with ' in His name 'for last words) : $> : supply text : p*m 1»y DDC^ e_e $? D3310 = £ : <&

ra ayada avroov f-f p? rOB» N? an errorfor T\1W H7 '. Cp. <8x iva p.rj a<pavio-8jj : Si = pj ZS ffi Kat tt)v 8ogav

avrav : Si ' their power ' : ?£ defective : read ? DDmi331 : Peters Dmxsni : Smend DamilON h_h So ?& : cp.

Si ' for all generations for ever ' : ffi»s yt vtas mw
a"a

ffir Kparaios (V noXtfxots (no\tp.«> X A C 1 55 248 = IL) b-b © Navr;, N* o Navr] (tfc.a 248 o tov Navr)),

A V 70 155 Syro-Hex Sah Eth vios Navr] (= Si IL) c-c % < By prophecy he was reserved to become
like Moses the great one, to bring salvation by his hand to them that love him ' d_d

ffi km 8ia8oxos Moo-r)

(v Trpo^ryTfiais : % successor Moysi in prophetis e~e
ffi os eytvtro : 3L qui fuit magnus f

ffi Kara (= IL)

8 Reading, with Smend, 1JDKO (= <ffi it) /or W?3 h_t) <5r ^e-yar tn-i aurriptq eK\eKTa>v avrov : 3L Maximus in

salutem electorum Dei i-i eKdiKrjo-ai (neyapontvovs (reading iDp3 y&r ^CpJ) tx^P0VS (
= "*) H^' the

hateful men' k_k
ffi anas Khr)povop.r)o~r] (xara^X. n A 55 157 248 254 Syro-Hex): 3L ut consequeretur

haereditatem ' Si ' the children of Israel ', and adds ' the land of promise

'

m-m
<tix »? ftiogao-dr)

(v ra> tirapai x flPas avrov n-n Si ' the Spear that was in his hand
' °~°

ffi Km ra> cKKXivai ponqiatav em iroXfis

P
-

'" ffi th nportpov avrov ovto>s to-rr) (Si = J^) 1_tl fit tovs yap irokepiovs Kvpco? (V NC-a 7° 2 4^ 2 53

legitimate succession, from father to son. In this case the external position and power of the High Priest is primarily

thought of, not his spiritual authority. There is probably some allusion intended to contemporary events— the intrigues

against the legitimate holder of the position of High Priest (Simeon,who would be regarded as a descendant of Phinehas)
by the Tobiadae. For the covenant with David cp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 5 ; Jer. xxxiii. 21 ; Ps. lxxxix. 4 ; 2 Chron. xiii. 5,

xxi. 7; Isa. lv. 3. See further in ch. xlvii of our book, especially vv. II and 22.

And now bless ye Jahveh. Cp. 1. 22 a.

Who has crowned you with honour. Cp. Ps. viii. 6.

26. May He grant you wisdom of heart. Cp. 1. 23. The reference is to the legitimate representative of Phinehas
the High Priest.

(g) XLVI. 1-10 (Joshua and Caleb).
1. A mighty man of valour. Cp. Judges vi. 22, and 2 Chron. xxvi. 12 (Sept. and Hebr.).

A minister of Moses. fflBflO mE>» ; cp. Exod. xxxiii. II ; with <& cp. 2 Chron. xxviii. 7 ("I-'Dn i"OK>!0 . . ,). ffi is

explanatory; the prophetic minister becomes in due course his successor, as in the case of Elisha, see 1 Kings xix. 21.

For the prophetic succession see further the note on xlvii. I.

the prophetical office. DNUJ may rightly be rendered here ' prophetical office', though in the O.T. it is not used
in this sense; it means 'prophecy' in 2 Chron. xv. 8 (genuine prophecy), Neh. vi. 12 (false prophecy), and
'prophetical writing' in 2 Chron. ix. 29. With (K cp. xliv. 3^.

Who was formed to be according to his name. The emended reading is preferable, especially as it is

supported by (5r
; Joshua (= 'Jahveh is salvation'), as the leader of the Israelites into the Promised Land, would be

appropriately called the saviour of his nation. For a somewhat similar word-play in the Hebrew see xlvii. 18.

for his chosen. Cp. xlvii. 22 ; Num. xi. 28 (Sept.).

To take vengeance upon the enemy. The reference is to Joshua x. 13.

to give an inheritance . . . Cp. Deut. i. 38, iii. 28.

2. How glorious. "Hi"IJ !"!£
; cp. 1. 5.

when he stretched forth his hand. See Joshua viii. 18, 26.

against the city, i.e. Ai.

3. Who was he . . . Cp. Joshua i. 5. The rendering of (£ seems to have been based on Joshua x. 14.

the wars of Jahveh. Cp. Joshua x. 140; 1 Sam. xviii. 17, xxv. 28 ; and ' the book of the wars of Jahveh',

Num. xxi. 14.
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SIRACH 46. 4-8

W' 4 Was it not through him that the sun stood still
1
*,

(And) one day sbecame as two ?•

5 'For he called upon the Most High God u
\

vWhen he was in sore straits (and) his enemies around him T
;

And w the Most High Godw answered him x

yWith hailstones and bolts 8*;

[S
B
] 6 a He cast them down upon the hostile people"1

,

And b in the going down b he destroyed cthem that rose up c
,

p?
B In order that all d the nations e (devoted to) destruction 6 might know

f That Jahveh was watching their fighting f
:

gAnd also because 8 he fully followed after God b
,

7 And 'did an act of piety 1 in the days of Moses,

He and Caleb, the son of Jephunneh,
k In that they stoo firm when the congregation broke loose k

.

xTo turn away wrath from the assembly 1

,

m And to cause the evil report to ceasem—
8 "Wherefore also they two 11 were set apart

From among the six hundred thousand footmen p
,

To bring them into their 4 inheritance,

(Into) a land flowing with milk and honey r
.

Syro-Hex noXepovs Kvpiov, A noXtpiovs Ku) emjyayev r <8r avtirdburtv (A (VfirobiaOr) = IL) 8-s Heading

nvt D"Ot5>3 (= <Sr 3L, cp. xxv. 19) following Sniend ; Peters reads WlXsb PI*PI : & 'And one day became
two days

'

t_fc SS ' For he prayed unto {Hi. before) the Lord

'

u <8c bwaarr^v v_v Reading

3»3DB WPN 1? HS3N3 (Smend) : & ' And He heard him and put strength into his hand ', cp. xlvii. 5
«-w <£

fieyas Kvpms : J5> x <EB uvtuv y-y j$ 'And He cast down sulphur from heaven' z
ffi Swapem npnraias

a-a Reading a^K Dy 7V "IwH (cp. ffi Kareppa&v tn (6vos nokepop [read noXepwv = S 3L Eth] and see Joshua
x. 1 1). In Jfy the text of this and thefollowing clause is almost wholly obliterated b_h i&> c_c Reading
D^Dp (= ffi avdf<TTT)KOTas) ; Smend reads jy3D ('Canaan'), which ffi, he thinks, intentionally paraphrased : j© 'them all

'

d <&> e_e D"in, which Smend thinks that <8k misread as "Din ('his sword') and paraphrases by rendering

navonXiav, or that perhaps imvonXiav is an errorfor aircoXeias 1_1
ffi on evavriov Kvpiov o iroXepos uvtov : & ' that

God Himself was fighting against them' e-g ffi Kai yap -. £ ' and he also '
: IL> *» (K Awao-rov »-» ffi

fwonjo-eK fXfor k_k <& avTiarrjvai tvavri tx^P0V (V 248 253 Syro-Hex e^A^o-ias) '"' <& KutXvcrai Xaov ano

apapnas : & ' To turn back the assembly ' (' a compromise between <& and f^
' [Smend])

ni-m <K k«i Konao-ai yoy-

yvo-pov novrjpias : &+ ' from the land of promise '
n_n

ffi k<u auroi 8vo ovrts : & ' and they alone
'

° "^ 17VW,
which <£ (Siro-ajfyo-ai/) raatf as 1?W = & p &>(cp. Num. i. 46) <i <I5> r /« g 8 c dform a single clause

4. that the sun stood still. M follows Joshua x. 13 (Hebr. and Sept.) ; with ffi cp. xlviii. 23 ; Isa. xxxviii. 8.

5. For he called upon . . . Cp. xlvi. 16, xlvii. 5, xlviii. 20.

the Most High God. The expression 'El 'Elyon occurs here, as far as we know from the Hebrew text now
extant, for the first time in the book ; it is used again in this verse and in xlvii. 5, 8, xlviii. 20 ; in 1. 15 d, where p? is

wanting, (S has . . . v^t<rro> navftao-iXei, which probably represents 'El 'Elyon. The name 'Elyon alone occurs nine
times. Both these names for God are, as far as can be seen, used only in chapters xli to the end ; elsewhere in the book

either Elohim ox Jahveh is used ; the latter is abbreviated as a rule in the MSS. thus :
," or w .

When he was in sore straits. Cp. Prov. xvi. 20 ; Smend says that the noun ilEQK in the Talmud means
' oppression ' or the like.

his enemies around him. Cp. v. 16.

With hailstones . . . Cp. Joshua x. 11.

bolts. t^SJ/N, cp. xliii. 15 ; Ezek. xiii. 11, 13, Mumps of ice.'

6. He cast them down ... ' The Lord cast down great stones from heaven upon them,' Joshua x. 1 1.

in the going down. Or ' descent ', i.e. the pass of Beth-horon (the ' hollow way ').

(devoted to) destruction. Cp. xvi. 9 ; Joshua vi. 17.

That Jahveh was watching their fighting. Cp. Joshua x. 14.

he fully followed after, nnx N?D, cp. for the expression Num. xiv. 24 ; Joshua xiv. 8, 9, 14.

7. did an act of piety. 1DH HB>y, cp. xlix. 3 ; the reference is to Num. xiv. 6-10.
In that they stood firm . . . Cp. Num. xiv. 1 ff.

broke loose. Or ' cast off restraint
' ; for yiQ cp. Exod. xxxii. 25 ; Prov. viii. 23, xxix. 18.

to cause the evil report to cease. Cp. Num. xiv. 3.

8. were set apart. For the root 7SK see Ezek. xlii. 6, and cp. Gen. xxvii. 36 ; Num. xi. 17, 25.
the six hundred thousand. Cp. xvi. 10 ; Num. xi. 21, xiv. 38, xxvi. 65 ; Deut. i. 56, 38.
To bring them into . . . The subject, i. e. God, is understood.
their inheritance. Cp. Joshua xi. 23, where Joshua, as God's instrument, is spoken of as giving the whole land

for an inheritance untc Israel.

a land flowing with milk and honey. The stereotyped description of the promised land: see Exod. iii. 8, 17,
and often in the Pentateuch : cp. Jer. xi. 5, xxxii. 22 ; Ezek. xx. 6-15.
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SIRACH 46. 9-13

W' 9 And He 8 gave strength unto Caleb,

And unto old age it remained with him,

*To cause him to tread* "upon the high places" of the land
;

And also his seed obtained v a heritage,

10 In order that w all
x the seed of Jacob w might know

yThat it is good z to follow fully 2 after Jahveh. y

(h) XLVI. 11, 12. The Judges (= 3 distichs).

1

1

Also the Judges, each with his name,
a All whose hearts were not beguiled a

,

Nor turned back bfrom (following) after God b
.

May their memory be c for a blessing .

ffi 12 dMay their bones flourish again out of their place d
,

W' eAnd may their name sprout afresh for their children e
.

(i) XLVI. 13-20. Samuel (= 2 + 3 + 4 + 4 distichs
L -t- 1 later add.]).

13 f Honoured by his people and loved by his Maker f

eWas h 'he that was asked for' h from his mother's womb
;

Sanctified 'of Jahveh 1 in the prophetical office,

—

Samuel, who acted as judge and priest.

By the word of God k he established the kingdom 14

,

And anointed princes 1 over m the peopled

s © o Kvpios t_t Reading 13H1«V for D3mn7 (cp. <& enifir)vai avrov) u_u
ffi en-t to (B* art.) vtyos

' p? BH*: <K Kareo~xev : S> has the future w-w <& iravres 01 vtoi lo-par)\ x S> >~y & ' Who had fulfilled

the law of Jahveh and His judgements ' z_z (K to noptveo-Qai (cp. v. 6 e where the same Hebr. word is differently

rendered} a-a
ffi oacov ovk f£enopvevo-fv T) KapSia "~^> (5r ano Kvpiov : J5 ' from the law of God c_c €R ev (v\oyiais

(cp. Sept. of Zech. viii. 13)
d_d Wanting in ffi (see, however, xlix. 10 b) : &' May their bones shine like lilies'

(cp. XXxix. 14) e-e
ffi * at TO ovopa uvToiv avTiK.aTaWavo-op.tvov e(p viois dedo^ao-pevcov avroiv '. jj ' And may they

leave their good name behind for their children, and their glory for the whole nation ' : !L et nomen eorum

permaneat in aeternum permanens ad filios illorum sanctorum virorum gloria. In |§ 11 c d and 1 2 b form one

clause f-f Reading, with Smend, WW 31HK1 1DJJ 1333 (the text has int^y '1XT1 1»y 3.11X) : ffi rjyaminevos vno

Kvpiov avrov N A C + 2ap.ovT]\ : S> 'and loved by his Creator' S-g ffi TrpoCprjTrjs Kvpiov KaTtarrjatv jSao-iktiav (B

/3aaiXfa) kch txpivfv ap\ovrai tin tov Xaov uvtov h-h |§ 74ftt5>On, for which Smend reads ?Xt^1Dn (' he that was

lent') after 1 Sam. i. 28 i_i £> k-k S> ' the kingdom was established
'

' £ ' governors and kings
'

9. And He gave strength . . . Cp. Joshua xiv. 6, 11.

the high places of the land. i.e. the fortified places, cp. Deut. xxxiii. 29; and for the rendering of ffi cp.

Joshua xiv. 12.

And also his seed . . . Cp. Num. xiv. 24 ; Joshua xv. 16 ff.
;
Judges i. 11 ff.

10. to follow fully. See note on v. 6.

(h) XLVI. 11, 12 (The Judges).

11. each with his name. Ben-Sira desires to make some reference to the names of the Judges collectively without

mentioning each by name.
All whose hearts were not beguiled. Cp. Is. xix. 13 ; the reference is to such passages as Judges xvi. 16-18

(Samson), viii. 27 (Gideon), &c.

May their memory be for a blessing. Cp. xiv. 1 note.

12. May their bones . . . See xlix. 10.

And may their name . . . Cp. Tob. iv. 12, ' we are the sons of the prophets '

; a spiritual relationship is, of course,

meant, and in that the good example of Israel's saints and heroes is emulated by succeeding generations it can be

said that their names sprout afresh. See further xliv. 9, 13, 15, xiv. 1, xlix. 1, 9, 13.

sprout afresh. For the Hebr. spnn cp. xliv. 17.

(*') XLVI. 13-20 (Samuel).
,

13. 'he that was asked for'. Note the word-play in $ TWlCCri ('he that was asked for') and 7N1DC in 13^
(' Samuel '). Smend's emendation (see critical note) is most probably right.

Sanctified of Jahveh. w "TO, cp. D^N "TO in Judges xiii. 5, xvi. 17; Ben-Sira interprets 1 Sam. i. II as though

it referred to the Nazirite vow.

the prophetical office. See note on v. 1.

By the word of God. Cp. 1 Sam. ix 27.

princes. HPTJ3 ; 'cp. 1 Sam. ix. 16, x. I, xiii. 14, &c.
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SIRACH 46. 14-20

j

B 14 nBy means of the commandment 11 °he commanded the congregation
,

pAnd he mustered the tents of Jacob p
.

15
qr Because of his truthfulness they sought the prophet 1-

,

"And the seer* was also found reliable in his words sq
.

16 uvAnd, moreover, he called upon God v

wWhen his enemies surrounded him on every side uw
,

In that he offered up a sucking lamb,
x[And cried unto the Lord]*.

17
yAnd Jahveh thundered from heaven y

,

z With a mighty crash His voice was heard 2
,

18 aAnd He subdued the garrisons of the enemy a
,

bAnd destroyed 1
* all the princes of the Philistines.

19
dAnd at the time when he rested upon his bed d

,

He called eJahveh and His anointed to witness 6
:

u From whom have I taken a bribe, geven a pair of shoes ?
' gf

And no man accused him.
h [And also to the time of his end he was found upright

In the eyes of Jahveh and in the eyes of all living 11

.]

20 ^Moreover after he died he was enquired of 1

,

He declared unto the king his way k
;

111 & ' for ' n_n Reading TWYOI (the word is quite mutilated in f^) : (E ev voua Kvpiov °~° <K eKpivev tiwaywyqv :

J5 'he commanded the congregation' p~p <& <ai etTtaKe^aro Kvpiot tov laica>P (cp. 1 Sam. vii. 16, 17,

2 Chron, xvii. 7 if.): Sb ' And the Lord commanded Jacob '
: $ reads 2py> v6n TpB'1 (' and he visited the gods

of Jacob'); this is an obvious error which Peters emends by reading 2py DTPK IpEM ('and God visited Jacob '),

but this sudden change in the subject of the sentence makes such an emendation improbable ; it is belter to read

3pP '•i'nx *lpa>l {Levi, Smend) ; see further exegetical note. The corruption must have found its zvay into the

Hebr. text very early, since it was read by <& 'i
-0

. S>> r_r The text offe is considerably mutilated ; Smend
reconstructs it thus: nffi B>m VQ J131DN3; Peters would read: run B>TU IfWIDSQ ('Because of his reliability

the seer was enquired of); but, according to Smend, there is not room for irolENS, while the upper halves

of the letters of VS are quite visible ; C1Y1 is to be seen on the MS. ; the form W1TI2, which occurs in v. 20,

has a different meaning : ffi ev marei avrov T)Kpifiao-6r] npocprjrrji s-s (3r Kai tyvooo-dr] (v irio-rei (tf AC 106 prjuaaiv =
3L: prjfiaTi V 55 248 253 254 Syro-Hex) avrov rriaros opacrecos l Reading HNII (for HJjn) u-u & 'And
moreover he conquered the enemies on all sides

'

v-v
ffi km encKa\(o-aro tov Kvpiov 8wao-rr)v w-w Q5c (v ra>

0Xt^ai (70 248 Sah Eth + avrov. H*+ avrov) ejfyov? avrov (N* > avrov) kvkXoBcv *"* A fourth clause is

required, but it is wanting in f§ as well as in all the Versions ; the above is suppliedfrom 1 Sam. vii. 9
y~y This

clause is almost wholly mutilated ; Smend reconstructs it thus :
w QiDBTI |0 DSHM from €r Kai e(3povTi]cr€v an ovpavov

Kvpios z-z
ffi Kai (v rjx<t> ptyaKco aKovo-rrjv enoiTjaev ttjv (pwvrjv avrov a_a

(St Kai e^erplif/fV r)yovyavovs Tvpicov

(reading T>V [= &] for Tf) b_b <£> c
ffi apxovras (in the Sept. aarpanr]s is usedfor pD). In ^

17 b and 1 8 form one clause d-d
fflc Kai npo Kaipov Koiprjaectis auovos e-e (K evavri Kvpiov Kai xpivrov (

= i&) : +
avrov XC-a 7° 2 4& ^ © XPr

ll
xaTa KaL fcos vnodrjfiaTcov ano nacrrjs vapKOS ovk ei\r)(f)a S~S j5> b-

-h (5r J5>;

a later glossator added these two clauses (cp. 1 Sam. xiii. 8-15, xvi. 1 ff., xix. 18 ff.) i-i
ffi Kai p.era to vnvvaai

avrov €Trpocf)r]T€Vo-ev (B npoecprjrevo-cv) k
Qfc TT

j
V Ttkevrrjv avrov

14. By means of the commandment. |^ iT)¥D3, cp. xliv. 20; the reference is to 1 Sam. vii. 2 ff.

the tents of Jacob. Cp. Num. xxiv. 5,
' How goodly are thy tents, O Jacob.'

15. truthfulness, i.e. reliability; cp. 1 Sam. ix. 6.

prophet . . . seer. See 1 Sam. ix. 9.

in his words. Cp. 1 Sam. iii. 19.

16. he called upon God . . . Cp. 1 Sam. vii. 5, 8, 9.

he offered up a sucking lamb. Cp. 1 Sam. vii. 9.

17. And Jahveh thundered . . . Cp. 1 Sam. vii. 10 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 14.

crash. J?p2 is Neo-Hebraic ; it does not occur in the O. T.
18. He subdued. Cp. 1 Sam. vii. 13.

the garrisons. 1*M means in the first instance a 'pillar' (Gen. xix. 19), and then a small garrison or fore-post

of which a pillar marks the site; cp. 1 Sam. xiv. 1, 4, 6, 1 1, 12, 15.

the princes. pD is the special term used especially in Judges and 1 Samuel of the Philistine ' lords' or 'tyrants ',

five in number, who ruled over the five chief Philistine cities ; cp. Judges iii. 3 ; I Sam. vi. 17.

19. And at the time . . . his bed. The identical words occur in xl. 5 c. Cp. 1 Sam. xii. 2 ff.

Jahveh and His anointed. See 1 Sam. xii. 5.

even a pair of shoes, i.e. something of a trifling nature ; cp. Amos ii. 6, viii. 6. Both Jl? and (S follow the Sept.

of 1 Sam. xii. 3, and depart from the Massoretic text.

20. he was enquired of. Cp. 1 Sam. xxviii. 7 ff.

his way. i. e. his destiny.
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SIRACH 46. 20—47. 3

8" And he lifted his voice from the earth,
JTo blot out iniquity by prophecy 1

.

(J) XLVII. i-ii. David (= 2+3+3 + 2+3 + 2 + 2 distichs).

47 1
aAnd moreover after him a stood up Nathan,
To serve b c in the presence ofc David.

2 d For as d the fat is separated 6 ffrom the offering 1',

So was David (separated

)

ff from 8 Israel.

3 He played h with lions as with kids 1

,

And with bears as > with calves of Bashan j
.

1-1 In $} only one word (r»N13J3) is preserved in this clause : ffi ev npofa-teiq f£a\eii//w avofuav Xaov : & ;

to destroy sins

by prophecy' a_a €r km pera tovtov (C 55 248 254 tovto) : IL post haec (= Sah) b
ffi Trpo^revav (70

248 onpo<pr)TT]s = SIL): & 'tocause to hear' c-c
ffi e v W epais (& = $?)

d_d
ffi a>o-nzp : 5L et quasi e DTiID lit.

' lifted up '
: ffi afapiapevov : H separatus (<£ 3L = ffi)

f-f
ffi an-o aa>Tt)piov (= D?^, f/>. Lev. vi. 12): !L a carne

ff Expressed in S> S ffi IL+r<»i> viooi/ h
ffi fTraiffi; (Bab K ciratgev, C errato-ei', 70 248 254 f7re£fi/co<Ter) : £ ' he

slew ' : E lusit « Reading D^HJ (= <E Si)/or H3 ; //^ plur.'is required to correspond with the plur. in the next clause
j-j j^n »J3 z&A&rA Hale'vy, Peters, Smend, and others emend to fXV »J3 ; r/>. <£ e* apvao-nrpoparcov {cp. LXX 0/Ts. cxiv. 14,

To blot out . . . The reference is to the fact that by announcing the approaching death of Saul, Samuel prophesied
the blotting out of the sins of the people, of whom Saul was the representative ; Saul's death atoned for the sins of the
people as well as for his own sins.

(J) XLVII. i-ii (David).

1. stood up. IV]}, as in v. 12, in the sense of ' appear upon the scene ' ; this is also frequently the force of the word
as used in the later books of the O. T., especially in Daniel ; see e.g. viii. 22, '. . . four kingdoms shall stand up [i.e.

appear] out of the nation' (cp. Dan. xi. 2-4, xii. 1), almost equivalent to 'arise up' (Dip); see also Ezra ii. 63;
Neh. vii. 65 ; Ps. cvi. 30.

Nathan. It is noticeable that Ben-Sira lays stress on the succession of the prophets, cp. xlvi. 1, xlviii. 1, 12, 22,
xlix. 8 ; his is the conviction of earlier writers and prophets, that the line of prophetical teachers in Israel has been
uninterrupted since the time of Moses (cp. Amos ii. 10, iii. 7, 8; Hos. xii. 13; Jer. vii. 25, xv. 1, &c. &c). As
A. B. Davidson well says {Old Testament Prophecy, p. 16 f.) : 'The real history of Israel is a history in which men
of prophetic rank and name stand at the great turning-points of the people's life, and direct the movements. The
inner progress of the people was throughout guided by prophets who fertilized the religious life of the nation with new
thoughts, or nourished the seeds of truth and higher aspirations already planted in the heart of the people into fuller

growth and fruitfulness. . . .' This offers a good comment on Ben-Sira's point of view in these chapters.

To serve in the presence of David. . . . "'337 3Vi"P,-lit. 'to present oneself before ' some one with the implica-
tion of readiness for service (cp. e.g. Job i. 6, ii. 1 ; Zech. vi. 5). In 1 Kings i. 26 Nathan speaks of himself as the
' servant ' of David ; but this is exceptional : the true prophets are normally not the servants of any one but Jahveh

;

their unfettered freedom of speech and independent attitude towards those in authority were among their leading
characteristics. It is probably owing to this that the Greek renders ' prophesy ' instead of ' serve'. The reading of ^
is, however, to be retained, as it more literally accords with the O. T. narrative. On the verse generally see
2 Sam. vii. 2 ff.

2. as the fat is separated. The reference is to the intestinal fat of the sacrificial victims (oxen, sheep, and goats),

cp. Exod. xxix. 13, 22 ; Lev. iii. 3 ff., vii. 22 ff. ; see also 1 Sam. ii. 15 ff. It is this part of the victim, 'the fat of the
omentum with the kidneys and the lobe of the liver, which the Hebrews were forbidden to eat, and, in the case of
sacrifice, burned on the altar. . . . The point of view from which we are to regard the reluctance to eat of them is that,

being more vital, they are more holy than other parts, and therefore at once more potent and more dangerous '

(Robertson Smith, The Religion of the Semites1
, p. 380 f.) The prohibition is only in regard to the fat about these

more holy parts, and does not extend to the ordinary fat of an animal referred to in Neh. viii. 10, ' Go your way, eat

the fat (D'Sp^O, i.e. the tasty fatty morsels), and drink the sweet . .
.'

separated. Lit. ' lifted up ', the technical term used in Lev. iv. 8, 10, 19, &c. for separating the fat from the flesh.

Schechter {The Wisdom of Ben-Sira, p. 31) pointedly refers to Ps. lxxxix. 20 (19 in EV) : DyQ "lirQ ,niD ,
"li"l, which

may well have been in the mind of Ben-Sira.
from the offering. Lit. 'from the holy thing', cp. Lev. iii. 3 ff., xxi. 22 ; Num. v. 9, xviii. 17, 2 Chron. xxix. 33 ;

Ezek. xxxvi. 38.

So was David . . . Cp. 1 Sam. xvi. 4-13.
from Israel. With the rendering of ffi (see critical note) cp. 1. 20.

3. He played ... 7 pnC in the O. T. means to ' laugh ', usually in derision (cp. Ps. xxxvii. 13, lix. 9), whereas 2 pn'K>

means to ' play' ; e.g. with beasts, in Job xii. 5 (xl. 29 in Hebr.). With the verse before us cp. I Sam. xvii. 34-36;
Is. xi. 6 ff.

calves of Bashan. Properly 'bull-calves of Bashan ', which is inappropriate as the parallelism requires

a harmless and weak animal of some kind to correspond with ' kids ' ; it is scarcely to be doubted that ffi SS reflect the

right text here.
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SIRACH 47. 4-7

£p 4 In his youth k he slew the giant k
,

^nd took away 11 the reproach from the"1 people 1

,

11When he swung his hand with the sling",

And broke p the pride q of Goliath.

5 For r he called unto God 8 Most High 1
',

And He gave strength to 88 his right 1 hand,

So that he struck down u v the hero versed in war v
,

wAnd ww exalted w the horn of his peopled
6
yz Therefore the daughters sang of him,

And honoured him with :
' [Slayer] of ten thousand

' z
.

When he had put on the diadem zz he fought,

7 And subdued the enemies on all sides,
aAnd plundered 3, the Philistine cities by

,

And broke their horn unto this day c
.

16) : £ 'with lambs': IL cum agnis k_k
(ffir ovx<- mrwcreuw yiyavra (= IL) : 70 248 > ov%i : & = $J

1-1 heading DJ? bvo HQin IDM (follozving 1 Sam. xvii. 26 W~\W bv® HSin TDm) ; the text, somewhat

mutilated, reads apparently D^iy nQin . . . (cp. Jer. xxiii. 40 D^iy nsin tabv *T\T\y\ and the same in Ps.

lxxviii. 66) n <5r efypep m & ' his
' 11_n

ffi tv ra> (napai x(lPa (A V x flPas ) fv **% o-cpfvbovrjs ° JM%

' upon'' v (& KarahaXeiv (tf C i 55 KaTf/3aXfi/ = 3L) <i <& yavptapa: & l the whole (pride)' r_r SS 'he

prayed in the sight of God ' (perhaps in reference to 1 Sam. xvii. 45, 47), cp. IL invocavit Dominum (al. Deum)

omnipotentem ffi Kvpiov *<* Lit. ' into

'

* &> u
ffi «|apcu v~v p? morta y"W e»K :

Cr avdpayrrov SvvaTov (B* > Swarov) tv noXfpco (Sah noXepots) \ & ' the mighty man ' w-w (& ai/i^ewrat (B avv^oxrfi)

ww
ffi £> (expressed in 254 IL) x & + ' Israel' >

_
> <£ to mistaken the connexion between these verses and

renders freely

:

. .
out&)£ fi/ pvpiao~iv foogacrtv avrov

Kai TjvtirtP avrov tv tvKoyiais Kvpiov

ev to) (pepeo~0ai avra> SiaSrjpa 8o£t)s.

t^eTpii\f€v yap t\6povs kvkXoB^v

Kai e£ov8fva}<rev ^vhicrrieip rovs vntvavriovs . . .

In the last clause <K = $?
z_* £ ' Therefore the women praised him in myriads

' zz & ' crown

'

a~a Reading ]y\ (so Peters) : J$ /or/ to JIVI z£>^/<r^ Z/zjy adopts, as well as Cowley-Neubauer (' and set

nakedness among the Philistines '); but the clause is corrupt ; Hale'vy suggests "QK,
1. Seefurther exegetical note :

IL extirpavit : S> ' he took vengeance on

'

b Dny (ffi read D >-
IV, which Smend and Hale'vy adopt, Cowley-

Neubauer emend to D1"iy ' naked ') c IL in aeternum

4. In his youth he slew the giant. Cp. 1 Sam. xvii. 40 ff.

And took away . . . Cp. in addition to the references in the critical note, Isa. xxv. 8.

When he swung . . . Cp. 1 Sam. xvii. 49, 50.

And broke . . . Lit. ' broke in pieces
'

; referring to the cutting off of Goliath's head and the taking of

his armour.

5. he struck down. In the O. T. *\in means to ' thrust out ' or ' push away ' (cp. 2 Kings iv. 27) ; in Is. xxii. 19,

to ' depose ' (in reference to Shebna).

the hero versed in war. With the Hebrew (see critical note) cp. the words in 1 Sam. xvii. 33 ViyjO nonbo £"K.

And exalted the horn of his people. The figure is taken originally from that of the wild-ox holding up his head
in conscious strength, well illustrated, e. g., in the oracle of Balaam (Num. xxiii. 22), ' He hath as it were the horns of

the wild-ox' ; cp. for the expression 1 Sam. ii. 1 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 17, cxlviii. 14 ; 1 Mace. ii. 48.

6. Therefore the daughters . . . Cp. 1 Sam. xviii. 6, 7; Ps. lxviii. 12 (Hebr.).

And honoured him. For 2 nJD cp. xlv. 2 ; the word means properly to ' give a title', cp. Job xxxii. 21 ; Is. xliv. 5,

xlv. 4 ; this seems to be the way in which it is used here.

When he had put on the diadem. syOJf is used in the O. T. of the high-priestly 'turban', see Zech. iii. 5 ; it is not

used of a king's crown (the nearest to this being the metaphorical phrase rOvO fptf, ' a royal diadem,' in Is. lxii. 3),

for which the words '"n^y (e.g. 2 Sam. xii. 30 ; 1 Chron. xx. 2 ; Esther viii. 15) and "W3 (e.g. 2 Sam. i. 10 ; 2 Kings xi. 12 ;

2 Chron. xxiii. 11 ; Ps. exxxii. 18) are used. It is possible that the term which Ben-Sira employs points to the idea of

the high-priestly as well as the royal character of David, and this is not without significance from the point of view of

the Messianic thought of his times. On the other hand e
)

,3X is used quite generally in xi. 5, xl. 4.

he fought, i. e. he fought as the leader of the armies of Israel ; he had, of course, fought before this on his own
account many times (e.g. 1 Sam. xxiii. 1-5, xxvii. 7-12, xxx. 17-20); but Ben-Sira lays stress on the fact of David
having fought because he was essentially a fighting king (cp. I Chron. xxii. 8).

7. And subdued the enemies on all sides. Viz. the Philistines (2 Sam. v. 17-25, viii. 1, xxi. 15-22) ; the Moabites
(2 Sam. viii. 2) ; the Syrians (2 Sam. viii. 5-13, x. 1 ff., xii. 26-31) ; the Edomites (2 Sam. viii. 14) ; the Ammonites
(2 Sam. x. iff., xi. 1).

And plundered the Philistine cities. See critical note. The Philistines were the most inveterate foes of the

Israelites during the early days of the monarchy ; hence the special mention of them here.

unto this day. O. T. phraseology. The rendering of IL (see critical note) would be really more to the point.
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SIRACH 47. 8-1

1

$B
8 de

i

n an that he did 9 f he gave thanks''

*Unto God Most High« h w ith words of glory hd .

'With his whole heart he loved j his Maker 1

,

kAnd sang praise every day continually k
.

9 'Music of stringed instruments he ordained m before the altar,

And set nthe singing of psalms to harps* 1
.

C io PHe gave comeliness to the feasts,

And set in order the seasons throughout the year
$?''• pp^For that he gave praise q to His Holy Name

;

"Before morning' the sanctuary 8 resounded 1 (therewith) pp
.

n Jahveh also u put away his sin v
,

And lifted up his horn for ever.

d-tl In the margin ofjfy 'David ' is inserted: & ' Therefore he gave forth his voice in words of thanksgiving and honour'
e_e Lit. 'in every work of his' (= (Sr) ^Reading nnin \T\l for rrnin . . .: <& etiaKev egopo\oyr)<riv (= 3L)

s-B ffi ayta Y^ictto) (= 3L) h-h The text is mutilated ; reading "1133 "HDN3 (Smend) following ffi prjpari. (155
prjuacrif) 8ogt)s i-i IL laudavit dominum et dilexit deum, qui fecit ilium et dedit ill! contra inimicos potentiam

J Read 2m for 3i"l1K : dSc vpvrja-e nai T)yanr]<re: 70 + Kvpiov M* The Hebrew text is much mutilated; Smend

emends asfollows : TOD 77IT DV 7331 (ofwhich the text above is .he rendering} ; Peters emends WK>3 77H DV 7331

which is based on the addition of 70 248 to v. 9, an addition which, as Schlatter has shown, belongs here, viz.

mi Kad rjpfpav aiveaovaiv ev wSat? avra>v : <&>the whole clause, unless we are io discern a remnant of it in vpvrjve /cat

:

&Joins the clause on to v. 9, see next note 1_1
£> 'and every day he sang praise (= 8 d) in a continual offering '

;

perhaps in reference to 1 Chron. xvi. 6, 37 ... |1*1K "037 TC71, and 101*3 W 13*77 TOH (Smend): ffi has:

km ffrrrj&fP y^aKrcodovi KarevavTi tov dvaiaorripiov

icai e£ r/^ovs avTU>v yXvKaiveiv p&r)

(For the addition here of jo 248 see preceding note) m So the marg. offfy
u_n p? marg. Qiyjn IIDTE Tip

Z//. ' voice ' P"P 7^ text ofjfy is wholly mutilated ; Peters, on the basis of<&, reconstructs it asfollows :

Tin D'3n7 {D3 (eboKSV ev (oprais tvirpeneiav)

PUB' DQlpn ,iyiD fpft'l («ai exoa-prja-ev mipovs p*XPl truweXeios (= H3C3 i"!^))

£ ' he offered (lit. gave) great songs of praise year by year

'

pp-pp «§ > <v-q ffi ei> to> atmi/ aurouf (Eth

avTov) : IL laudarent r-r <&B am ano npoi (npwias x A C &c.) : + (pant) xc,a 9 248 +civtov : 3L dei sanctitatem

* <8x riXfiv (70 T)x(i) : % amplificarent u
ffi 3L> v

(K ray apaprias (= $b) w-w (5 8uidr)Kr)v PatrtXeav (55

8. he gave thanks. Cp. Joshua vii. 19 mm jnj.

With his whole heart. Cp. Deut. vi. 5.

every day continually. For the phrase cp. xlv. 14 (Hebr.).

9. Music of stringed instruments. TB> niJ^JJ ; cp. the titles to Ps. iv,vi,liv, lv, lxi, lxvii, lxxvi, and cp. Is. xxxviii. 20;

Hab. iii. 19. Cp. "VC v3 in 1 Chron. xvi. 42, and 733 JIlT1^ in xxxix. 15 above. From the time of David onwards
stringed instruments seem to have occupied the most important place among musical instruments in the Temple
worship; the kinnor ('lyre') and nebel ('harp') are the only two stringed instruments mentioned in the O.T. outside

the Book of Daniel.

And set the singing of psalms to harps. Cp. 2 Chron. xvi. 4, 5. The meaning seems to be that David composed,

or at all events introduced, harp accompaniments to the psalms when sung
; JpMl means lit. to ' arrange ' or ' put in

order'; cp. Eccles. xii. 9, '. . . he set in order (fi^FI) many proverbs.'

10. He gave comeliness to the feasts. The Zadokites of this period had become lax in the conduct of public

worship ; it was probably for this reason that Ben-Sira laid stress on David's work in this direction, and made special

mention of the feasts (Smend).
And set in order the seasons. Cp. 1 Chron. xxiii. 31 ; i.e. the festive seasons. It is probable that Ben-Sira is

reading back into earlier times the developed musical service in the Temple, of which details are given in the Mishnah
;

in Yoma iii. II, Tamid vii. 3, e.g., we are told that there was a special Temple official whose duty it was to superintend

the psalmody ; there were under him a large number of musicians, including singers and instrumentalists ; these had

to accompany the daily burnt-offerings, as well as the solemn festival services, with the singing of psalms and playing

on stringed instruments.

Before morning . . . Cp. Ps. lvii. 8 (9 in Hebr.), ' I will awake the dawn ' ; cxix. 62, 'At midnight I will rise to give

thanks to Thee.' In reference to Ps.bcxii.5 ('They shall fearThee while the sun endureth') R.Jochanan taught that it was

meritorious to worship at dawn. ' The Wetiqin (ppTll = " the ancient pious") watched for the first rays of the sun to

begin the 'Amidah (Berakhoth gb, 29 b). There are now several societies of Wetiqin in Jerusalem who worship at that

hour. They have prepared tables of the sunrise for the year round from special observations taken from Mount Olivet.'

JE, x. 168 a.

11. put away. 3'3yfl, lit. to 'cause to pass away'; see 2 Sam. xii. 13, URPB TQyn niiT Ml, which is quoted here

almost verbatim, and cp. 2 Sam. xxiv. 10 (= 1 Chron. xxi. 8).

his horn. Cp. Ps. lxxxix. 23, cxxxii. 17.
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SIRACH 47. 11-16

?£?
B Also He gave to him w the decree of the kingdom",

x And established his throne * over Israeli

(k) XLVII. 12-22. Solomon (=3+4 + 1+3 + 2+3 distichs).

12 zAnd a for his sake a there stood up after him 2

bA wise son who dwelt in safety b
.

13 Solomon reigned in days of peace
,

dAnd dd God gave him 9 rest round about d
,

fWho prepared f a house for ffHis name?,
hAnd set up hh a sanctuary for ever h

.

14 How wise wast thou in thy youth 1

,

jAnd didst overflow like the Nile with instruction kj
!

15 lmThou didst cover the earth with thy soul 1

,

aAnd didst gather parables like the sea nm .

<!& 16 °PThy name reached unto the isles afar offp
,

£ qAnd they listened 1 for the report of thee q0
.

254 /3ao-iXeo>r, 70 248 0no-iA«ar = Syro-Hex 3L) : £S 'the throne of kingship

'

x_x (£ km dpovov So^t (cp.

1 Sam. ii. 8, Is. xxii. 23, Jer. xiv. 21, xvii. 12): <&> >' So ffi 3> 5L (^ 'Jerusalem'): S + 'for ever

a mighty king
' z-z (5r pera tovtov avecrrr] vios tm<TTri(j.(ov (= 1L) a-a ,S> "~^ (K km 81 avrov KareXvcrev

(K 70 Karenava-ev, cp. v. 13) ev n'haTvafKo (= ? 3mD3, cp. Ps. cxviii. 5): 1L et propter ilium deiecit omnem
potentiam inimicorum, cp. v. 8 {critical note): & 'and Solomon dwelt in peace', Joining this verse to 13 a
c 70 248 + Kai ebo^aa-8-q d-d IL cui subiecit deus omnes hostes : 248+avroj/ d<* (£> e ^* as (fflr a>)

W ffi t„a o-TTja.v « <& «tt : 3L in s & + ' for ever

'

h"l1 S> hh
ffi erot/na^ ' <S + ' Solomon

'

H (fa km even\r)odT)s (eaocpiatir) C* , -<r#r;s Ca
) ws noTapos avveaecos k J5 ' wisdom

'

l-1
fflt alters the construction,

yr\v iireKakv^iv r) •fyvxq <rov (70 248 +naaav) ra_m 5b, joining this verse on to v. 16, 'through thine

understanding and through the height of the honour of kings
' n_n Reading HfW D* 1D3 D^pni (Smend) for

m'K' DH02 D^pni ('And didst gather songs in the height'); the Hebr. text is mutilated; Peters, following <&,

would read nTn ''pK'JOn N?Dni ('And didst fill it with dark speeches'): ffir /cat even\r}<ras ev (248 >) 7rapa/3oXaty

aij/iy/xaTWf °~° |^> p-p S = ffi 1_<l (K /cat Tjyanrjdrjs (probably mislaying 2NS _/or 2nx) tv tjj eiprjvr)

<rov {mistaking "\vi2wb for ysfoth) r Lit. ' yearned for
'

the decree of the kingdom, i. e. the decree of perpetual sovereignty to David and his house ; cp. v. 22
;

2 Sam. vii. 12 ff. ; Ps. ii. 7, lxxxix. 28, 29.

And established his throne. It is possible that ffi read "7U3 ND31 (see critical note).

over Israel. This is preferable to ' over Jerusalem ' of the Hebrew text, which is possibly due to the influence of

Messianic thought ; cp. Is. xxiv. 23.

(k) XLVII. 12-22 (Solomon).
12. And for his sake. i.e. for his father David's sake ; cp. xliv. 12, 22. As Solomon was not truly faithful to Jahveh

(cp. 1 Kings iii. 3, xi. 1-8) his prosperous and peaceful reign is ascribed to the merits of his father David (cp. 1 Kings
xi. 12, 13, 32-6). This doctrine of the merits of the fathers (DISK niDT) was much developed in later Jewish teaching,
though one can see from a passage like that before us that the essence of the later teaching was already in existence
long before. The thought of the solidarity of Israel often finds expression in Rabbinical writings ; Israel is one
self-contained organism, all the component parts of which are dependent upon each other in spiritual things, so that
whatever may be lacking in righteousness to one can be supplied by others who are more righteous. Naturally those
who were regarded above all others as righteous were the patriarchs of old, whose good deeds were so great and so
many in number that some of them could be imputed to men of later generations, whose lives were not so rich in

well-doing; cp. e.g. the words in the Midrash Shir ha-shirim ('Song of Songs') on i. 5 (' I am black but comely'):
' The congregation of Israel says, " I am black through my own deeds, but comely through the work of my fathers ".'

It is said of Solomon that before he sinned he had accumulated much merit ; but after he sinned all the blessings
which he received were due to the merits of his fathers (Midrash Ooheleth rabba to i. 1) ; it is precisely the same
thought which lies at the base of the verse before us.

A wise son. Cp. 1 Kings ii. 3, iv. 21 (v. 1 in Hebr.).
who dwelt in safety. Cp. 1 Kings v. 4 (v. 18 in Hebr.).

13. peace. AW, lit. 'prosperity' (cp.Jobxii. 5 ; Ps. cxxii. 6; Jer. xii. 1), but peace and prosperity are closely allied;

the peace which Solomon enjoyed owing to his father's victories enabled him to live in prosperity.
And God gave him rest. Cp. 1 Kings v. 4 (v. 18 in Hebr.).
And set up a sanctuary for ever. Cp. Ps. lxxviii. 69, 70.

14. How wise wast thou . . . For this direct address cp.xlviii. 4-1 1 ; with the words cp. 1 Kings iii. 12, iv. 29 ff., x. 1.

like the Nile. Cp. xxiv. 27, xxxix. 22.

15. A continuation of the simile in the preceding verse.

with thy soul. i. e. with his influence ; Smend compares the phrase CDJ "]SC2> (' to pour out the soul ') in

1 Sam. i. 15 ; Ps. xlii. 5. Cp. also the words of the queen of Sheba in 1 Kings x. 6; 2 Chron. ix. 5.

16. the isles afar off. Cp. Is. xii. 5, and especially Ixvi. 19 D'pim D"K ;

SN is not necessarily an island in the
usual sense, indeed very rarely so in the O. T. (cp., however, Is. xl. 15) ; it refers originally to any land which a mariner
can make for in order to gain shelter and rest ; later on in the more general sense of ' border ' or ' region '.

the report of thee. Cp. 1 Kings x. 1.
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SIRACH 47. 17-22

17 s By thy songs, parables, dark speeches 3
,

1And satires" thou didst cause astonishment to the peoples 1
.

18 vThou wast called by the glorious name
Which is called over Israeli

Thou didst heap up gold like tin w
,

And xabundance ofx silver like lead y
.

19
z But thou gavest 2 thy loins* unto women,

bAnd didst give them to rule over thy body b
.

20 Yea , thou broughtest a blemish upon thine honour,
And didst defile d thy bed d

,

'

So as to bring wrath upon thy progeny e
,

fAnd sighing concerning thy bed f
;

21 sSo the people became g» two sceptres b
»,

And out of Ephraim ^(arose) a sinful j kingdom'.
22 Nevertheless 1

* God 1 did not forsake His m mercy,
nNor did He suffer any of His words to fall to the ground".

"He will not cut off pthe posterity of His chosen po
,

Nor will He destroy q the offspring 1-

of them that love Him q
;

s_s
(Br (v cpSoi? Km Tiapoifimis Km napaQoXais : & ' he interpreted proverbs of wisdom in a book ' t_fc (S *ai ev (248

!L>) tpfiTjvia (x C -latj) aireOavpaaav ere (248 > )
^copai u In the text of% this is joined to the first clause v_v (5

(v ovopari Kvpiov tov dfov (70 248 Kvptov iraarjs ttjs yrjs) tov emK€K\r)p.ei>ov Qeov \o-parp\, joining it on to the rest of the Verse :

£ ' Thou wast called by the name of God, whose is the glory ' * Reading ^"Q3 (= ffi S>)for 5»n33 (' like iron')
*-x *> -v 5 'like dust' (cp. Job XXvii. 16, Zech. ix. 3)

?
~z <& napavtKkivas a 248 to. o-rrXayxva (tov: &

'thy strength ' (cp. Prov. xxxi. 3) *>-t> <& mi eve^ovo-iao-drjs (v tw a-apcm gov : % potestatem habuisti in corpore tuo
c <&>(hab 253 Syro-Hex) d-d <jg TO o-neppa aov (reading "jyiT for yy\X\ but cp. Ezra ix. 2, Mai. ii. 15)
e S ' thy children's children

'
f~'' (5 kcu KaTtwyqv em rg acppoavvT) o-ov 8S (Hr yevtaQai 8ixa Tvpavviba S? &

' divided itself into
' h S' kingdoms

'
I_s <K aptjm Pao-iXaav aneitir) i & ' heathen

' k Reading D^>1K

(cp. xliv. 10) : (£> '(5o«f Kvpios m $> (hab <K S) n_n
ffi <ai ov prj Sicupdapn (A Nca btacpBtiptf) ano

tcov tpyaiv avrov : IL et non corrumpet nee delebit opera sua 0_0 Reading p V*vrQ/ TViy to (Smend);

Peter s reconstruction runs : "1D:i pj iTm TON"1 ?b\ ; the text of' Hfy is much mutilated: (5r ovht prj c£aX«^g f/cX«Tou

avrov (icyova V~» j& ' the Seed of those that love Him ' 1-9 (& aireppa tov ayanrjo-avros avrov : & ' the sons of

His pious ones
'

* In the text of% this is joined to the preceding clause s_s Reading with Smend 3j?yv |JV1

17. By thy songs . . . Evidently Prov. i. 6 was in the mind of Ben-Sira, where several of the same words occur

(rrvn, mr6e, buts).

thy songs. Cp. Cant. i. 1, 'The Song of songs, which is Solomon's' ; 1 Kings iv. 32, 'and his songs were a

thousand and five.' "VC? is used of both secular (e.g. Amos v. 23; Isa. xxiv. 9) and religious songs (e.g. Ps. xlii. 9,
lxix.31, &c), and also specifically of the songs of the Levitical choirs in the Temple worship with musical accompaniment
(e.g. 1 Chron. vi. 16, 17, xiii. 8 ; Neh. xii. 27, &c).

parables. Cp. Prov. x. 1, xxv. 1 (iTO/t? vK>0) ; ?K>JD is 'a sentence constructed in parallelism, usually of Hebrew
Wisdom, but occasionally of other types ' (BDB, s. v.).

dark speeches. n~pn is a saying the meaning of which is not apparent on the surface ; cp. Judges xiv. 12 f(.
;

1 Kings x. 1 ; in Ezek. xvii. 2 it has the sense of 'allegory'; something that needs interpretation.

satires. PIVvD ; cp. Hab. ii. 6 (' a taunting riddle ', mTn H¥vO) ; the root fv means to ' scorn '.

18. Thou wast called by the glorious name . . . Cp. Deut. xxviii. 10 ; Amos ix. 12 ; and the Greek of James ii. 7.

The reference here is to the original name given to Solomon, according to 2 Sam. xii. 25, viz. Jedidiah, ' Beloved of

Jahveh' ; see Ryssel inloc. ffi did not see the point, and probably altered the phrase deliberately, which it regarded
as irreverent.

Thou didst heap up . . . Cp. 1 Kings x. 21, 27.

like lead. ' Like stones' in 1 Kings x. 27.

19. But thou gavest . . . Cp. 1 Kings xi. 1-3.

20. thou broughtest a blemish . . . Cp. xliv. 19.

And didst defile . . . Cp. Gen. xlix. 4.

And sighing concerning . . . i.e. Solomon's lax morality caused grief to men. It is strange that Ben-Sira
makes no direct reference to Solomon's idolatry (cp. 1 Kings xi. 4-8), though it is implied by 21a.

21. So the people became two sceptres. Cp. 1 Kings xii.

a sinful kingdom. Lit. 'violent '; in Amos ix. 8 occurs nXDnn ri3/DDn.

22. did not forsake His mercy. Cp. 2 Sam. vii. 15 ; Ps. lxxxix. 33 (34 in Hebr.).

Nor did He suffer any of His words . . . For the phrase cp. e.g. 1 Sam. iii. 19 ; 2 Kings x. 10, &c.

posterity. p3, cp. xii. 5 ; the word is a rare one, occurring only three times in the O.T. (Gen. xxi. 23; Job xviii. 19;
Is. xiv. 22).

His chosen. VTI"Q is used in reference to Israel in xlvi. 1.
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SIRACH 47. 22—48. i

£?
B sAnd He will give to Jacob a remnant 8

,

*And to the house of David ua root from him ut
.

(/) XLVII. 23-25. The wickedness of the people under the kings who succeeded

Solomon (=2+3 distichs).

2 3 And Solomon slept v w in Jerusalem w
,

And left after him x one that was overbearing x
.

y Great in folly 7 and lacking in understanding
z (Was) he who 2 by his counsel made the people revolt.

aAnd (then) he arose—of him let there be no memorial*

—

bWho sinned and made Israel to sin b
,

cAnd put da stumbling-block (in the way) d of Eph'raim 60
,

24 f To drive them from their land
;

gAnd their sin became very great gf
,

hAnd they sold themselves to (do) all manner of evil h
.

(m) XLVIII. 1-11. Elijah (=3+3+3 + 3 distichs).

t8 1 Until a there arose b a prophet like fire,

Whose c word d was e like a burning furnace 6
.

TCHISlf {the text of "fa is much mutilated) = <£ t-t Reading with Smend BHW "DC 1*1*1 n'2^ {the text offe is

again almost wholly obliterated) : (£ <ai tw Aav«8 e£ avrov pifrv u-u & ' a great kingdom ' v €r avenavo-aTo

w_w Reading with Peters *E"fl*"i {abbreviation for D ,7B"I*V,3, see exegetical note below) ; only the last letter (c)

of the word is preserved ; Smend proposes {JWO (' despairing', cp. Eccles. ii. 20): ffi pern rcov narepajv {-{-avrov

N A Sah 3L = VJTQK Dy) : £> x-x heading p:C {see Hebr. of Prov. xxix. 21 [Smend]) : ffi *< tov anepparos

avrov {cp. LXX of Gen. xxi. 23 = p'jB [Smend]) : io> y_y <& Aaov a<ppoawT)u (Syro-Hex Xaoi/ acppoo-wrjs)

z_z Reading -|CS>N ; tffo present text has Dysm, cW //foj cannot have been the original reading as clauses c and d
are enclosed within 3n~l and Dy ; this play on the name of Rehoboam makes it in the highest degree improbable that

the name itself would also appear : ffi reads os, which reflects the original text, but places before it ' Rehoboam '.

For another word-play see xlviii. 17, 22 a_a Reading with Smend "13T 17 NT 7K Dp*l for *PI" 7K Dp "ICN "iy

B33 p Dy3~l'» IDT 1? ; apart from the fact that this makes the clause too long, the mention of ' Jeroboam the son
of Nebat ' can hardly have originally stood together with ' of him let there be no memorial '. The words Dp 1K>N "iy

presuppose a connexion with the preceding clauses which would give no sense ; they are evidently taken from xlviii. 1.

The present text has clearly suffered at the hands of a glossator : (Hi km Upofioan viov {a vios) Nafiar : S> ' let there

be no memorial to him, (even) to Jeroboam the son of Nebat '
b_b <& os fgrjpaprtv tov lo-par)\ c-e Although

these words are considerably mutilated in the text of ffi sufficient remains to decipher them with reasonable certainty
d-d

({J 00
-

ov anaprtas e j& ' the house of Ephraim
'

f~f (Br wrongly transposes these two clauses ?~8 <& km
fTvkr)6vv8r]o-av m apapriai avroov o~<pohpa : & ' And he made their sins many ' h~h <& km naaap novr/piav (gf(rjTr)o-av+
ecus (A co?) tKdiKrjo-is «Xc% tir avrov: : 70 248 + opy7 (cat fkSikjjctij : 3L -|- usque dum perveniret ad illos defensio et ab
omnibus peccatis liberavit eos (dominus), cp. v. 11 and xlviii. 1-15 a €r ' and ' b (Sr + ' Elijah

'

c Lit.
' And his

' d Reading nil (=6iS) for V"0"l e_e
ffi cor \apnas tKauro : & combines ffi $ ' burned like

a remnant. Cp. xliv. 17.

... a root. Cp. Is. xi. 1, 10; a reference to the Messianic hope, cp. I Kings xi. 39.

(/) XLVII. 23-25.

23. slept. 3"JK> standing alone as here never has the sense of ' dying ' in the O. T. ; it is always followed by some
words which explain it as referring to death, e.g. in 1 Kings xi. 43, ' he slept with his fathers

'
; in Isa. xiv. 8 the context

shows that death is meant ; otherwise it means simply to ' sleep ' or ' lie down ', &c.
in Jerusalem. Every suggested emendation must from the nature of the case be hypothetical ; the one adopted

in the text is that proposed by Peters ; it commends itself on account of 1 Kings xi. 42, 43 : 'And the time that Solomon
reigned in Jerusalem . . . And Solomon slept with his fathers, and was buried in the city of David . . .' The abbreviation

*S5"W might, apart from other reasons, conceivably have been suggested by the false etymology D7E> K>1T ('possession

of peace '), which has been one of the etymologies put forward in the past (cp.f£, vii. 119 a). The rendering of fir (see

critical note), which would commend itself on account of the phraseology, is ruled out because of the absence of a final

E> involved, which is clear in the text ; the omission of pera ra>v irareptov in ,3 is also against these words representing

the original.

made . . . revolt. Lit. 'throw off restraint ; cp. Prov. xxix. 18 ; with the whole clause cp. I Kings xii. 8, 13, 14.

and made Israel to sin. Cp. 1 Kings xiv. 16.

And put a stumbling-block . . . Cp. 1 Kings xii. 28.

24. To drive them from their land. Cp. 2 Kings xvii. 22, 23 ; Jer. xxvii. 10.

And they sold themselves . . . Cp. 1 Kings xxi. 20.

(m) XLVIII. 1-11 (Elijah).
1. a prophet like fire. Cp. Mai. iv. 1, 5 (iii. 19, 23 in Hebr.).

like a burning furnace. Cp. 2 Kings i. 10 ff.
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SIRACH 48. 2-10

P?
B

2
fAnd he broke for them the staff of bread f

,

sAnd by his zeal h imade them few in number 'X

3 By the word of God k ! he shut up the heavens 1

;

Firem also 11 descended thrice .

4
p How terrible wast thou, Elijah p

!

And he who is like thee shall be glorified'1
.

5 Who didst raise up a dead man rfrom death r

,

And 3 from Sheol', "according to the good pleasure" of Jahveh v
;

6 Who broughtest down w kings to the Pit x
,

And w them that were honoured from their beds y [of sickness]
;

7
zWho heardest a rebukes b in Sinai,

cAnd judgements of vengeance in Horeb c
.

8 Who anointedst kings d efor retribution 6
,

fAnd a prophet as successor in thy place f
.

9 Who wast taken upwards sin a whirlwind^,
h And by fiery troops to the heavens h

.

io 'Who art ready for the time, as it is written 1

,

k To still wrath before the fierce anger of God lk
,

a burning furnace
' M ffi (= S) o? (S kcu) (nrjyayev en avrovs Xifiov { + KTXvpov 248) B-8 IL et inritantes

ilium invidia sua pauci facti sunt + non poterant enim sustinere praecepta domini h + i<rXvpa> 70 W & 'he
rent them asunder' k <& Kvpiov M <£ aveaX(v avpww m 70 248 : Si Syro-Hex Eth + 'from
heaven ' : IL + terrae n <£ 0VT(0S (> Nc.a 7o 24 g 2^ £ + < up0n the altar and upon the godless men '

p P ffi coy (do$a<r6r) S H\aa ev rots davpaaiois <tov : E sic amplificatus est Elias in mirabilibus suis <i Lit. ' shall
glorify himself

: <& <avXaa6cu (« A 106 155 296 KavXw^ai = ft) : IL potest gloriari r"r Si > Si>
t 7° 248 253 Syro-Hex +yj,vXr,» u-n // & possible that ft read 1 instead of"3 {= Si) : (G tv Xoyto, cp. v. 3v £ ffi ' the Most High '

: IL domini dei w-w S> x © €ty a7ra)xia„ : IL + et confregisti facile potentiam
ipsorum y £ ' thrones '

: ffi xXunp z $ transposes vv. 7, 8 a Reading yOttPTI (= ffi)>r yoBVi (= 5
' who proclaimed ') b & ' in his temptation ' {misunderstanding the whole verse) : <£ fXf-y^oi/ : 70 248 253
Syro-Hex +Kvptm> e-cS> d Reading >J?o {= & Si) for i6v e~e So & as a^aTroSo/xa (fc

mown . . .)
f_f US km npocpriTas 8ta8oXovs p.cT avrov : 3L et prophetas facis successores post te s-g ffi fV

\ai\am nvpos h-h
ffi ev appan nrncov wvpmtv : Si ' by fiery horses to heaven '

: ft is mutilated at the end of the
verse, ' to the heavens

' w added on the basis of Si {cp. 2 Kings ii. 1 1 OTOBTl mjfD3) i_i ft UU ' Who art written
(as) ready for the time 'iffio Karaypacpus ev eXeypois {eWeypavis {sic) N, eXeypovs 248, eXeypos A) ftf Kaipous (V 55
254 Syro-Hex nupov = ft); ev eXeypou z> probably a corruption of erotpos : £ ' And he who is ready to come '

k-k The end of this line in ft is mutilated, though the b of bx is visible according to Smend and Peters : <& Konatru
opyrjv { + Kpt<T(a>f Kvptov 70 248) npo Ovpov. Si 'before the day of Jahveh comes' (= Mai. iii. 23 [iv. 5 in EV])
1 H domini m-m SS > n-n © jrarpo; npos mov . 5 '

the children unto the fathers ' °-° Si lit. ' to proclaim
'

2. he broke for them ... Cp. Is. iii. 1 ; Ezek. iv. 16 ; Ps. civ. (cv.) 16.
And by his zeal ... Cp. 1 Kings xix. 10, 14, 18.

3. he shut up the heavens. Cp. i Kings xvii. 1
;
James v. 17.

Fire also descended thrice. Cp. 1 Kings xviii. 38 ; 2 Kings i. 10, 12. For the addition of Si (see critical note)
cp. 1 Kings xix. 38.

4. How terrible wast thou . . . For this direct address cp. xlvii. 14.

5. Who didst raise up . . . Cp. 1 Kings xvii. 17-24.
a dead man. For the Hebr. V13 cp. viii. 7.

6. Who broughtest down kings ... Cp. 1 Kings xix. 17, xxi. 19m
the Pit. See ix. 9, li. 2 (Hebr. and Gr.) ; cp. Ezek. xxviii. 7.
And them that were honoured ... i.e. these he brought down to the Pit ; the reference is to Ahaziah, 2 Kings

i. 4, 16, 17.

7. Who heardest rebukes . . . Cp. 1 Kings xix. 9 ff., 15 ff. As in v. 6 the two clauses say the same thing in a
different way. Ben-Sira regards Sinai and Horeb as identical, but it is questionable whether he was correct in this,
though many modern scholars regard the two as identical. On the other hand, Cheyne {EB, iv. 4643) says that originally
they were distinct :

' Horeb lay in the Sinaitic peninsula, Sinai in Midian, on the west coast of Arabia' (cp. Wellhausen,
Prolegomena3

, p. 359; Moore, fudges, pp. 140, 179 ; Stade, Entstehung des Volkes Israel, p. 12). Von Gall regards the
identification of the two as 'a post-exilic confusion' {Altisraelitische Kultstiitten, p. 15). See further Driver on
Exod. iii. 1.

8. Who anointedst kings, i.e. Hazael and Jehu; cp. 1 Kings xix. 15, 16.

retribution. Cp. xii. 2, where the Hebr. word is used in the sense of ' recompense '.

a prophet. Cp. 1 Kings xix. 19-21.
as successor. Cp. xliv. 17 (Hebr. and Gr.).

in thy place. Cp. 1 Kings xix. 16, ' and Elisha . . . shalt thou anoint to be prophet in thy room.'
9. Who wast taken . . . Cp. 2 Kings ii. 1, 11.

10. Who art ready . . . Cp. Mai. iii. 23, 24 (iv. 5, 6 in EV).
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SIRACH 48. 10-12

$'' To m turn the heart ofm the n fathers unto the children 11

,

And °to restore the tribes of Israel p .

11 ,] Blessed is he that seeth thee, and dieth q
,

(it) XLVIII. 12-16. ElisJia. The sinfulness of the people and their punishment

(= 2 + 3+4 distichs).

S(5 12 "Elijah was hidden in the [heavenly] chambers 3

,

tG
l Then was Elisha filled with his spirit* u

.

ffi'
v In double measure did he multiply signs,

And marvellous was all that went forth out of his mouth v
.

All his days he moved w before no man w
,

xAnd no flesh x exercised authority over his spirit y
;

(*". c. to preach the Gospel to ; due to Christian influence) v ffi la<c&>/3 (= S), cp. Isa. xlix. 6 1-1 <3r pa<apioi 01

idovres ae kcu 01 ev ayanrjcret (read tv avanavaei) Keicoop-qptvoi (248 253 254 Kcoifirj/xtvoi) : j$ ' Blessed is he that hath Seen

thee and is dead ' 1-r This line is almost wholly obliterated in f^ ; Sme?id, on the basis of ffi B, proposes to read

:

rvnn nTl »3 "pICJM ('And [more] blessed art thou thyself, for thou livest'), ?naking the words refer to Elijah

;

Peters, alsofollowing <&, would read: iTrtt iTn UTOK 03 »3 (' For we too shall live [again]'), as though the words

referred to Ben-Sira's readers {see further exegetical note): dSc mi yap ijptis &07 (x*A faris, 70 Carl
v ) ftwo/ietfa

:

<S ' nay, he dies not but lives ' : 3L post mortem autem non erit tale nomen nostrum [in reference to Elijah)

8-8
ffy is much mutilated, the text represents Smend's reconstruction : inD3 "l¥1N3{J> lilvK, based in part on (& and

S> ; HXeias os (70 >) ev XaiXam ecncfirao-Or) (in LXX (TK€na(uv = ~inD) : & ' Elijah was gathered into the chambers in

Heaven '
: Peters reconstructs : "1DDJ mj?D3 "IK'X liT^N t-t ?§ is again almost entirely obliterated, only three letters

remaining ; the above is the rendering of<& : S> ' And Elisha received a double (portion) of prophecy' u A 70

248 Syro-Hex + ayiov v_v ffi>: & 'And many wonders and signs did his mouth utter
' w_w

ffi vno (55
248 cmo) apxovros (70 248 apxovrcov) x_x (5r Kai . . . ovbeis J ffi avrov (:^ S)

. . . And to restore the tribes of Israel. With ffi KaTao-Tfjaai <fiv\as 'laxo)^ cp. Mark ix. 12 6 de ecfrr] avrols 'HXtiay

piv t'Xdaiu npa>Tov d-iroKciTio-ravti Trcivra, with which Weber compares the nOINH fipno by which Rabbi Sa'adya Gaon
expresses Elijah's activity preparatory to the coming of the Day of Jahveh (Jiidische Theologie, p. 353).

This is one of the few passages in which Ben-Sira refers to the Messianic Hope (see also xliv. 21, xlv. 25,

xlvii. 11, 22, xlviii. 24, 25, xlix. 12, 1. 24, li. 12) ; but neither the nature of the book nor the historical circumstances of

the time, by which Messianic conceptions were always conditioned, were such as to lead one to expect much stress to

be laid on this subject. During the third century B. c. the Jews lived in quietude and prosperity, and the hopes
concerning the Messianic Age seem to have dropped into the background ; not that the Jews ever really abandoned
^until quite modern times) their Messianic expectations ; these only ceased, for the time being, to play an important part.

11. Blessed is he . . . i.e. those that saw Elijah in the flesh were blessed, though they died. The next line of this

verse is almost entirely obliterated in ?£j (see critical notes). Peter's suggested reading can scarcely be right, as it

presupposes conceptions concerning the future life which are too advanced for the time of Ben-Sira. By the time the

Greek translation was made the beliefs regarding this subject had greatly developed. The rendering of % is due
to Christian influence. As regards Smend's proposed reading, the point is that Elijah was still alive, i.e. he had never
died ; the reference is not to life after death.

Elijah has been glorified in Jewish legend more than any other biblical personage. 'The Haggadah which makes
this prophet the hero of its description has not been content, as in the case of others, to describe merely his earthly life

and to elaborate it in its own way, but has created a new history of him, which, beginning with his death, or "translation",

ends only with the close of the history of the human race. From the day of the prophet Malachi, who says of Elijah

that God will send him before "the great and dreadful day", down to the later marvellous stories of the Hasidic rabbis,

reverence and love, expectation and hope, were always connected in the Jewish consciousness with the person of Elijah.

As in the case of most figures of Jewish legend, so in the case of Elijah, the biblical account became the basis of later

legend. Elijah the precursor of the Messiah, Elijah zealous in the cause of God, Elijah the helper in distress—these are

the three leading notes struck by the Haggadah, endeavouring to complete the biblical picture with the Elijah legends'

(JE, v. 122 a).

(») XLVIII. 12-16 (Elisha, &c).
12. hidden in the [heavenly] chambers. Smend is probably right in his reconstruction of the Hebrew text ; the

' chambers in Heaven ' of & doubtless reflects the original Hebrew, though ' in Heaven ' may well be an explanatory

addition, and ' chambers ' was most likely in the singular in the Hebrew as Ben-Sira speaks elsewhere of only a single

'chamber' in the realms above (see xxxix. 17, 30, xliii. 14); the division of the heavens into various departments of

which the innermost is the Mehiza, or dwelling-place of the Almighty, is a later development (cp. 1 Enoch xxii. 9-12,

4 Ezra iv. 35, 41, v. ^y, vi. 22 ; see also 2 Cor. xii. 14 ; Nedarim 32 a [T.B.], Shabbath vi. 8 d [T.J.], Midrash Bereshitli

Rabbah, I. lxviii).

was Elisha filled . . . Cp. 2 Kings ii. 9, 13.

In double measure . . . Cp. 2 Kings ii. 9, 20-22. Peters thinks that the omission of these two lines in G (see

critical note) may be due to the fact that they seem to give more honour to Elisha than to Elijah ; the omission may,
however, be merely due to an oversight.

All his days . . . Cp. 2 Kings iii. 13-15, vi. 15, 16, 30 ff.

moved. Cp. Esther v. 9,
'

. . . that he stood not up nor moved for him.'
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SIRACH 48. iw8j

£?" 13 Nothing was z too wonderful for him z
,

zzAnd a from his grave 3, his flesh aa prophesied ,,zz
.

14 In c his life he did wonderful acts,

And in his 1
' death marvellous works.

15 For all this the people turned 6 not,

And ceased f not from their g sins^
;

Until they were, plucked h from their land,

And were scattered in all the earth.
jAnd there were left k unto Judah but a few kl

;

xBut still a prince was left unto the house of David 1

.

16 Some among them did m that which was rightm
,

And some namong them 11 "committed fearful sin°.

(0) XLVIII. 17-25. Hezekiah and Isaiah {— 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2+3 distichs).

17 Hezekiah fortified 1? his q city,
r In that he brought 1 water 8 into the midst thereof,

*And hewed through the rocks with iron*,
u And dammed up the pool with mountains".

18 In his days Sennacherib came up v
,

And sent Rabshakeh w
,

xAnd stretched forth x his hand y against Zion,

And blasphemed z God in a his arrogancy.

*-a <£ vnfpTjpev avrov : & ' was hidden from him ' zz~z/ £>> a_a Vnnno, lit. ' from his place beneath '
: <5r tv

Koi/xTjafi aa (5 to o-(Ofxa avrov b Reading with Smend and Peters &03 (= <fix)for {•niJ c & k<u (70 >) e»

«* ffir> (70 248 = p?) but + aviov after ' works ' e
(fit peTtvo-qoev (cp. xvii. 4) ^ (fix anfo-rrja-av £ B A C>

ss j&'evil deeds' h
(fix (npovoptv0T)o-av : & ' went into captivity i_i S> 'And Judah alone remained a small dominion

to the house of David
' k-k

(fix o Aeror oXi-yooros I-1
(fix Kai apxoov (Nc,a apxovrcs) ev ( > B C 55) tco ot/cw AaveiS

m-ni (g Ta apto-rov. S: repentance
' n-n <5> °~° S lit. ' did iniquity wondrously '

: S 'added sins unto

sins' : (5 enXrjdvvav apapnas P 56 ' built
'

llS> r_r
<3r km. eio-rjyayfv (= S) s B C tov ycoy, X* V

2 53 T0V y^y (Nc,a tov aya>yov), 70 Syro-Hex tov vr}cap (A 248 = $?); probably corruptions of' vhpayayov (' a conduit
')

t~t <S>: ffir <opv£tv o-i8r]pa> axporopov u_u Si > : (fix kol (OKoboprjo-ev Kprjvas (/. Kprjpvovs) ft? vdara v S + ' against

them' w 70 248 + e/c Aax«ir (cp. 2 Kings xviii. 17, xix. 8): (fix + Kai cmr/pev (dittography): IL + et sustulit

manum suam contra illos (a variant of the third clause) x~x (K <ai inrjptv J BnCi/ xetP (A 70 248 x eiPa

[= !L Syro-Hex Sah Eth]) z
ffi e^yaXaux^o-er a (fii>(hab V 70 &c.) h~h Sh> c So 05, and

13. Nothing was too wonderful ... i.e. too hard ; cp. Gen. xviii. 14, 'Is any thing too hard (lit. too wonderful)

for the Lord ?

'

And from his grave . . . Cp. 2 Kings xiii. 20, 2i v

prophesied, i.e. exercised prophetic powers, though of course in a different way from that recorded of Samuel in

xlvi. 20 d.

14. Practically a repetition of the preceding verse.

15. For all this . . . Cp. Is. ix. 12.

And ceased not from their sins. The repentance recorded in 1 Kings xviii. 39 was but of short duration.

Until they were plucked . . . Cp. Deut. xxviii. 63.

there were left unto Judah but a few. Cp. Is. xxiv. 6.

16. did that which was right. Cp. the oft-repeated formula in Kings, e.g. I Kings xv. II, &c.

(o) XLVIII. 17-25 (Hezekiah and Isaiah).

17. Hezekiah fortified. Note the word-play in Hebrew pin VTpTn\ Cp. 2 Chron. xxxii. 5, 30.

In that he brought water . . . Cp. 2 Kings xx. 20 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 30.

And hewed through the rocks. The reference is evidently to the boring of the tunnel from the Gihon to the

Pool of Siloam ; see Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel, pp. xv, xvi, who says in reference to

the inscription in the tunnel which leads to the Pool :
' The inscription will not be later than the time of Hezekiah, who

is stated to have " made the pool, and the conduit, and brought water into the city ", in terms which appear exactly to

describe the function of the tunnel in which the inscription is.' On the inscription the word 3Vn, ' hew through ', here

used occurs twice in the sense of cutting through a rock; and 11V, 'rock', which likewise occurs twice on the

inscription, is the word used in the text.

And dammed up . . . Cp. Is. xxii. 11 ; Ezek. xxxix. II.

18. Sennacherib. Cp. 2 Kings xviii. 13m; 2 Chron. xxxii. 1 ff. ; Is. xxxvi. 1 ft.

stretched forth his hand . . . Cp. Is. x. 32 ; and for the expression see Job xv. 25.

blasphemed God . . . Cp. 2 Kings xviii. 22 ; Is. xxxvii. 6, 23.
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SIRACH 48. 19—49. 1

fa
1
' 19 b Then c were they shaken d in the pride of their heart'1

,

And they writhed as e a woman in travail eb
;

20 fAnd they called unto «God Most Highe f
,

hAnd spread out their hands unto Him 1
'

;

'And He heard k the voice of their prayer ki
,

And saved 1 them by the hand of Isaiah™
;

21 And He smote 11 the army of Assyria,

°And discomfited them by the plague .

22 p For Hezekiah did p q that which was good'1

,

—And was strong 1 in the ways of David 3—
<K tWhich Isaiah the prophet" commanded him T

,

Who was great and faithful in his vision.

23 w In his days the sun went backward w
,

And he added life unto the king.

fa
B

24 By a spirit of might he saw the future x
,

And comforted y the mourners of Zion y
.

25 z Unto eternity he declared the things that shall be,

And hidden things before they came to pass 2
.

(p) XLIX. 1-3. Josiah (2 +2 distichs).

4-9 1 The name 0, of Josiah is as sweet-smelling incense,

That is well mixed, the work b of the apothecary.
c The mention of him c

is sweet d in the palate d as honey,
And as music at a banquet of wine.

probably fa, but the text is mutilated d-d
(jj <aphiai km xflP(S avra>v e-e (£ ai rtKTOva-ai f-f j&>

e-e dSc tov Kvpiov tov e\er}fiova h-h & ' And Hezekiah spread out his hands before the Lord
'

i-i (£ km o

ayios t| ovpavov ra\v (V 248 >) firi}itovtrtp avrcov k-k J5 'And God quickly heard their prayer': 3L vocem
ipsorum + non est commemoratus peccatorum illorum neque dedit illos inimicis suis ' 3L purgavit m IL +
sancti prophetae n & ' broke up

'

0_o (£ km egerpityev avrovs o ayyeXos avrov : £> ' And smote them with
a great blow

'

P~P So d5 $£> ; the text of fa is mutilated Q-q ffi to apevrou Kvptco (n* >) r & ' walked
'

s
ffi (X* >) + rov narpos avrov {cp. 2 Kings xviii. 3)

t In fa the remainder of this verse and v. 23 is wholly
mutilated u & + ' the most praiseworthy of the prophets ' v So £> IL (ffi>

)

w-w Si ' For by his hand
the sun stood still

'

x (E ra co-xaTa y_y ® tovs ntpdowrat tv Setwi/ z-z Sh ' And as long as he was in the
world he saw signs and wonders before they came to pass ' (a misunderstanding, or conscious alteration of, the

Hebrew text) : <& = fa
a <5r pvrjpocrvvov : H, memoria h N B ' by the work ' (A = fa) c-c ©>

d-d
(J5 eu navrt o-ropari

19. they writhed ... Cp. 2 Kings xix. 3 ; Isa. xiii. 8.

20. spread out their hands. Cp. 2 Kings xix. 14, 15, where, however, only Hezekiah does so.

He heard the voice . . . Cp. 2 Kings xix. 20.

And saved them . . . Cp. 2 Kings xix. 20 ff.

21. And He smote . . . Cp. 2 Kings xix. 35.
And discomfited them . . . For ffit (cp. critical note), which has perhaps the better reading, see 2 Kings xix. 35

(Hebr. and Sept.), and cp. I Mace. vii. 41, 2 Mace. viii. 19.

22. Who was great . . . Cp. Is. vii.

23. the sun went backward. Cp. 2 Kings xx. 9-1 1 ; Is. xxxviii. 7, 8.

he added life unto the king. Cp. 2 Kings xx. 5, 6 ; Is. xxxviii. 5.

24. a spirit of might. miM nil, cp. Is. xi. 2 mail n¥J> mi.
the future. D^nX, lit. 'the end' ; the reference is to the return from the Exile (Is. xl. 3-1 1), and to the glorious

future in store for Jerusalem (Is. lxi. 1-7).

And comforted the mourners . . . Cp. Is. xl. 1, lxi. 2, 3.

25. With this and the preceding verse compare what is said in The Martyrdom of Isaiah, ch. iv.

(p) XLIX. 1-3 (Josiah).
I. as sweet-smelling incense. Lit. ' incense of spices ', cp. Exod. xxxvii. 29.
That is well mixed. Lit. ' that is salted ', cp. Exod. xxx. 35. For the use of salt in the cultus cp. Lev. ii. 13

(' With all thine oblations thou shalt offer salt '), see EB, iv. 4249.
in the palate. Cp. Prov. xxiv. 13.

as music . . . Cp. xxxii. 5, 6 (= €R xxxv. 5, 6).
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SIRACH 49. 2-7

#?
H

2
e For he was grieved f at our backsliding 6

,

And put an end to gthe vain abominations 8
;

3 And he h gave his heart wholly h unto God 1

,

And in days of violence k 1 he practised piety 1
.

(q) XLIX. 4-7. Jadatis evil kings ; the persecution of Jeremiah (2 + 2 + 2 distichs).

4 Except David™, Hezekiah, nand Josiah,

They all dealt utterly corruptly 11

,

And forsook the Law p of the Most High p—
The kings of Judah, till [they came to] their end

;

5 And their might q was given 1 unto others s
,

And their glory to a strange* nation
;

6 And so u the Holy City" was burned,

And the ways thereof laid waste
Through v Jeremiah; 7. because they had persecuted 3

" him,

And he a prophet formed y from the womb,

e-© avros Karevdwdrj ev en«TTpo<pr) Xaov (it avrov) ffi
1i Reading TQTM for 7l"IJ (Smend) SS ffi /3SfXvy/xarn

avopias h-h (jj Karevdwev rrjv KapBiav avrov : iL et gubernavit, &c. ' ffi IL ' the Lord

'

k
Qfc

avop.a>v ( = 3L) '
_1 <& KaTiaxyaev rqv (vaefietav ( = 3L) m ffi & -+- kcli (so Peters) n_n

J§ text makes
the second line begin with ' and Josiah ' (lJVnB>n D?D IflHSWl), but it is better to keep ' and Josiah ' in the previous

line and emend the secorid line by adding inf. abs. (= <5r), reading irvriBVl nriBTl D?3 (so Peters) ° <& 'For'

p-p &> <J Lit. ' horn

'

r Lit. ' he gave
'

9 Reading DnnN (instead of linx?) = ffi £> t
jfy + ^j

(variantfrom 1. 26 (?))
ll_u <& exAc^i/ no\iv ayiavuaros v Lit. ' By the hand of ' (= (5) ; 'In the days of

i5, a correctionfrom xlviii. 18, 23 s ?§ imjy : (5 eica«coo-a!< y <& 'sanctified (cp. Jer. i. 5) z
ffi ' to harm'

2. he was grieved ... ?§ (?n3) = 'he entered upon his inheritance' (?), yields no satisfactory sense; the reference

is doubtless to the effect produced on Josiah by the newly-discovered Book of the Law, cp. 2 Kings xxii. 11 ff. For the

Hebrew as emended cp. Amos vi. 6. The Greek (' He behaved himself uprightly in the conversion of the people ')

means that he showed his uprightness by converting the people to obedience to the Law ; but possibly <& should be
emended, drroa-Tpocprj for iirurrpoQjj (= ?!?).

put an end to. Cp. 2 Kings xxiii. 5, II.

abominations. Cp. 2 Kings xxiii. 13.

3. gave his heart wholly. Or 'perfectly'; the expression is formed on the model of such expressions* as
' integrity of heart', cp. Gen. xx. 5. For the verb (Hiph'il form) cp. Job xxii. 3.

he practised piety. For the term as applied to Josiah see 2 Kings xxiii. 3, 25.

(q) XLIX. 4-7 (Judah's Evil Kings).

4. Except David . . . Ben-Sira definitely excludes all other kings except the three mentioned ; contrast, however,

the representation of the Chronicler, according to whom Asa (2 Chron. xv. 8 ff.) and Jchoshaphat (2 Chron. xvii. 5 ff.)

ought to be reckoned among the pious reforming monarchs. The Book of Kings also speaks favourably, though not

with such marked emphasis, of these two rulers (see 1 Kings xv. 11 ff, xxii. 43).

the Law of the Most High. For Ben-Sira's attitude towards the Law see Introduction, § 9ii.

till [they came to] their end. i.e. until their death, or, perhaps, until their line came to an end. The Hebrew is

ambiguous ; the context (see next verse) rather favours the latter.

5. And their might was given, ffi e8a>Kav yap to Kepas avrw; for the phrase cp. 1 Mace. ii. 48, also Ps. lxxv. 5.

others . . . strange nation, i.e. the Babylonians. By their sins the kings brought about the ruin of the nation,

culminating in the Babylonian Exile.

a strange nation. ,~13J MJ ; cp. HDJ US, Exod. xxi. 8 ; apparently the combination '*133 *U does not occur

in the O. T. elsewhere.

6. the Holy City, t^lp Wlp ; the designation of Jerusalem as the Holy City (BHpTl TV) occurs first in Is. xlviii. 2,

lii. 1, also in Neh. xi. 1, 18 ; cp. Dan. ix. 24 ; Wlp is a poetical variation on the common fjf (' city '). For <5 (a refine-

ment) see crit. note.

was burned. Cp. 2 Kings xxv. 9.

the ways thereof. Cp. ' the ways of Zion ', Lam. i. 4.

laid waste. Cp. 2 Kings xxv. 10 ; the same root is used in reference to the gates of the city in Lam. i. 4.

Through Jeremiah. Jeremiah prophesied the destruction of Jerusalem, cp. e.g. Jer. xxxvi. 29; the actual
,

fulfilment of this prophecy is regarded by Ben-Sira as the inevitable result of the prophet's prediction ;
the prophecy

produced its own fulfilment. From another point of view the prophet may be regarded as having been inspired

to foresee the result which was inevitable from other causes. Ben-Sira here seems to regard the prophecy of woe as

being invested with the same fatal power which, according to ancient ideas, belonged to the uttered curse.

7. because they had persecuted him. For the persecution of Jeremiah see Jer. xxxi-xxxviii. Because they

persecuted God's chosen representative and servant (the prophet) they brought upon themselves destruction.

And he a prophet . . . Cp. Jer. i. 5.
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SIRACH 49. 7-10

$ B
'To pluck up, to break down 2

, and to destroy,

And likewise to build, and to plant,' aand to strengthen a
.

(r) XLIX. 8-10. Ezekiel, Job, and the Twelve Prophets (2 + 2 distichs)..

° Ezekiel saw a vision,

And described the different beings of the chariot.

9 b He also made mention of Job c(among the prophets) cb

deWho maintained 6 f
all the ways of righteousness fd

.

10 And, moreover, as for the Twelve Prophets,

—

gMay their bones (flourish in their place) g
,

hWho recovered Jacob to health h
,

1And delivered him (by confident hope) 1
.

(= y*ir6, cp. Jer. xxxi. 28) a_a ffi> b_b (Br km yap tfivtjoihi T<oi> exdpa>v a> o/x/3pw c-c Restoring "Will i.e.

CKim: <& misread y332, cp. Aquila, Ps. lxxvii. 2 for opfipia (= yon); ffi MS. has space for this but is illegible:

& > d_d Si ' Whose ways were all righteousness
' e_e

(!fr Kat ayadcoaai, but V KaTopdtoaai, 248 &C. Karapdacre

( == Syro-Hex.) f_f
ffir tovs evdwovras obovs ss

ffi (defective) . . . DHDVy \~in ; supply Dnnn J"imQ {so Smend
and Peters) = (3r ra oara avadaXot etc tov tottov avr<ov (= S) h_h dSc TrapeicaXeaei; (-oav A 55 I 55) Se tov la<co&

(70 3k laparjX) ]_i
$% {defective) . . . IHiy^l : <Ex *<u eXurpcocraTo (-aavro A 254 IL) avrovs ev 7ricr« eX7rt8o? {the

' To pluck up . .
.' Cp. Jer. i. 10.

and to strengthen. These words were added to the citation by Ben-Sira in order to fill up the line.

(r) XLIX. 8-10 (Ezekiel, Job, and the Twelve Prophets).
8. . . . vision. Cp. Ezek. i ; see also Ezek. x.

the different beings of the chariot. Lit. ' the sorts, or kinds, of the chariot \ The term ' chariot ' here is

a technical one to denote Ezekiel's picture of the heavenly beings who support Jahveh's throne-chariot. This is the

earliest use of the term (n3D"lD) in this technical sense of a sacred mystery. In early Rabbinical literature the term

employed is i"QD*lD ncyO , and it was laid down that it ' should not be taught to any one except he be wise and able to

deduce knowledge through wisdomof his own' (Mishnah,Megzlla/iiv.io,Jfagigaft'u.i). The study of it was later developed
into a whole system of theosophy. In its earliest form the conception of J ahveh riding on Cherubim upon the clouds seems
to be a genuinely Hebrew one; cp. Ps. xviii. 11, lviii. 5; Deut. xxxiii. 26. In 1 Chron. xxviii. 15 the Ark with the

Cherubim is called the 'Chariot'; the story of Elijah riding to heaven (2 Kings ii. 11) may have been suggested by
the Assyrian sun-chariot drawn by horses (cp. 2 Kings xxiii. 11). Ezekiel, in his vision, apparently saw Jahveh riding

on the throned chariot, supported by the Cherubim, when leaving the doomed Temple at Jerusalem. It is worth noting

that the term ' chariot' does not actually occur in Ezekiel's vision, though it became the technical term describing it

;

nor must a chariot in the ordinary sense be thought of in this connexion. The divine ' chariot-throne ' represents a
transformation of the original conception, and has become something quite transcendental.

9. He also made mention of . . . Ezekiel (xiv. 14, 20) mentions Job in company with Noah and Daniel as one of

the prophets, if this reading can be accepted as correct (see critical note). It is significant that Ben-Sira brings in the

mention of Job in this way ; he deliberately calls attention to the Job of older tradition as this is embodied in Ezekiel

;

in this tradition Job figures with Noah and Daniel, or possibly, in the original text of Ezekiel, Enoch (instead of Daniel).

In the apocalyptic sense Noah and Enoch were certainly 'prophets', and a reflection of this view may perhaps be seen
in the opinion held by some Rabbis that Job was one of the prophets of the Gentiles (Seder Olam Rabba xxi).

A possible inference from the way and the position in which Ben-Sira mentions Job is that he was not acquainted with

a canonical Book of Job, though he may have known some form of our Book of Job not yet canonical.

. . . all the ways of righteousness. Ezekiel in the two passages referred to above speaks of Job, in company with

Noah and Daniel, expressly as a type of righteousness (' . . .by their righteousness ').

10. the Twelve Prophets. It is interesting to note that the Twelve Prophets are treated as a single book ; this

implies, probably, that they had already assumed essentially the form in which they appear in the Canon ; note, too, that

they follow Ezekiel, as in the Hebrew Canon.
May their bones(flourish. . .) Cp. xlvi. 12, where this curious expression also occurs; there is, of course, no

reference to a resurrection here. The word means literally 'to send out shoots
'

; here it has, no doubt, a metaphorical
meaning such as, ' May their memory flourish,' or the like ; but originally the idea of the bones ' sprouting ' must be
connected with some old-world superstition. Among the ancient Semites it was a regular custom to pour water on the

graves, which suggests the idea of causing something to grow. Among the Arabs one of the usual prayers for the dead
was that Heaven might send rain upon their graves (cp. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidenthums, pp. 182 ff.). For
the belief that the life of the deceased lies dormant in his bones, see Tylor, Primitive Culture, ii, pp. i5off.

;
Jevons,

Intr. to the Hist, of Ret., p. 56 ; Spencer and Gillen, Northern Tribes of Central Australia, pp. 530 ff.

Who recovered . . . (hope). This is an interesting summary of the outstanding teaching of the book of the Twelve
Prophets, as Ben-Sira conceived it. Their book is to him essentially one of consolation and hope. This was also the

view of the Rabbinic teachers who, in order to avoid a gloomy and threatening conclusion to the whole book (Malachi
ends with the words, ' Lest I come and smite the earth with a curse '), directed (see the Massorah) that the last

verse but one should be repeated in reading.1 This is also the case with the books of Isaiah, Lamentations, and
Ecclesiastes.

1 So as to follow the actual last verse.
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SIRACH 49. 11-16

(s) XLIX. n-13. Zerubbabel, Joshua the son of Josedeq, and Nehemiah (3 4-2 distichs).

ffi 11 k How shall we magnify Zerubbabel

—

He, indeed was as a signet on the right hand ;

—

12 !And also 1 Jesus, the son of Josedeq ?

Who in their days 11 built the House mk
,

$B And set up on high °the Holy Temple
,

Which was prepared for everlasting glory.

13 p Nehemiah,—glorious is his memory p
!

Who raised up q our ruins q
,

rAnd healed our breaches,

And set up gates and bars 1'.

(/) XLIX. 14-16. Conclusion {Enoch, Joseph, Shem, Seth, Enoch, atid Adam) (3 distichs).

14 s Few like 8 Enoch have been created on earth
;

'He also was taken up u v (from off the face thereof) vt
.

15
w Like Joseph was ever a man born ?

w

His body* also y endured a visitation 7
.

16 z Shem, Seth z
,

aand Enoch were {highly honoured) a
; .

But above every living thing b was the beauteous glory ofb Adam.

last words perhaps = riDK nipm [Smend] or nipn n:iON3 [Peters']) k_k
J£} MS. damaged ; restore with

Smend (cp. Peters) = ffir substantially :

Scum n« rbm no

ifw t» bv ornro tnm
pnw p yi^ ns ny\

:rva \n orpca "ik>k

1-1 So & : (Br and Sah ovrat m A B* irvpyov (?) (B1 oikov) n Si ' who in their poverty ' °-° <K \aov (A vaov)

ayiov Kvpico P~P (Sc icai vepovaiv (xc-a A Neepiov) em iro\v to pvr)poavvov, 'JO 248 Kai ev e<\eKTOis t)v Ntepias

(70 Iepeynar) <w €7ri 7roXu to p.vr]ixoo-vvov axnov (70 avrwi') 1-<1 (Or q/aij' (X rjpcov) rei^r) (n* x«A»?, Xc-a '"e'X 7?) ^f^TUtKOTa

r_r <& transposes these two clauses s~3 ffi ov8e ei? t_fc £ > u A pereTctir) (ffi ave\r)p(pdr)) v~v Reading

With Bacher (fQR, xii. 281) TOB bj?C (r/>. (G ofo ttjs yqs)for D^2 (= ? 'in person ' [Smend] or ' within' [Schechter])

w-w (15 ouge au (B 68 o 8e) i&ht^ eytvTjSrj (Textus Receptus fyevvTjdr]) avr/p: & 'A mother' {misunderstanding Dtf)

' like Joseph was not born '
: fir + r/yovptvos adf\(pcov aT^piypa Aaov (= 1. I fl, J§ S) x (£ ra oara y~y 70 248

(s) XLIX. 11—13 (Zerubbabel, Joshua, and Nehemiah).
11. as a signet . . . See Hag. ii. 23 ; cp. Jer. xxii. 24 for the full phrase.

12. Jesus. Or Joshua, cp. Ezra iii. 2, 3.

the House. As Smend points out, olcov may be a correction of irvpyov, which can be. used of any lofty building
;

cp. Josephus {Bell. Iud. vii. 10. 3), who speaks of the temple of Heliopolis as nvpyc* (irapair\r]o-ios).

set up on high . . . For the Hebrew phrase cp. Ezra ix. 9.

. . . for everlasting glory. An echo of the Messianic Hope, cp. Hag. ii. 7, 9.

13. glorious is his memory. The warmth of the terms with which Ben-Sira speaks of Nehemiah contrasts

significantly with his silence regarding Ezra ; apparently the latter did not occupy so high a place of estimation within

the circle of the scribes to whom Ben-Sira belonged as was the case with the later scribes. These earlier Sopherim were
profoundly affected by the spirit of the Wisdom-Literature, and had an altogether wider outlook. There is a marked
contrast in this respect between Ben-Sira and the generality of the later Rabbis, with whom in so many other respects

he has such striking marks of affinity. It would seem that Nehemiah's pious aspiration that he might be remembered
for good (Neh. xiii. 14, xxii. 31) has met with a sympathetic response on the part of Ben-Sira.

Who raised up our ruins. See Neh. iii, passim.
gates and bars. Cp. Neh. vi. i", vii. 1.

(/) XLIX. 14-16 (Conclusion).
14-16. In order to provide a fitting conclusion to the Praise of the Fathers, and at the same time to mark it off from

the hymn in praise of Simeon which follows (ch. 1.), Ben-Sira reverts to the most glorious of the Fathers of old. With
the object of enhancing Israel's glory, Joseph is bracketed with Enoch, and Shem, Seth, and Enoch with Adam,

—

Israel's ancestors with those of the human race (Smend).

14. Few like Enoch. Enoch has already been referred to in xliv. 16. €r 'not one . . .' involves a difficulty, seeing

that Elijah was also taken up without dying (2 Kings ii. 11) ; f^ removes the difficulty (' Few ...').

He also was taken up. Cp. Gen. v. 24. The omission of this whole clause by S& (see crit. note) may be due to

dogmatic reasons (& also omits xliv. 16, see notes in loc).

15. His body also... i.e. a providential visitation in being transported from Egypt to the land of promise

(cp. Gen. 1. 25 ; Exod. xiii. 19 ; Joshua xxiv. 32). Enoch was translated into heaven in a wonderful way, but shared this

distinction with Elijah
;
Joseph, however, enjoyed the unique distinction of having his body transported long after

death from a foreign country to the Holy Land.
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SIRACH 49. 15^—50. 4

XLIX. \$b and L. 1-24. In praise of the High-Priest, Simeon, the son ofjochanan

(1 +3 + 1+3 + 2 + 2+3 +3+3 + 2 + 2 + 2+3 + 1+2+3 distichs).

SB
15 £ a Great among his brethren and the glory b of his people

50 * Was Simeon, the son of Jochanan the priest da.

6 In whose time f the House was renovated 86
,

And in whose days the Temple was fortified
;

2 hi In whose days the wall was built 1

,

k (Having) turrets for protection 1 likem a king's palace*
;

3
mm In whose time a reservoir was dug,

A water-cistern 11 °like the sea° in its abundance™ 111
.

4 p He took thought for his people [to preserve them] q from robbers'1
,

And fortified his city against the enemy rp
.

+ vno Kvpiov : Si ' was buried in peace ' z_z tr. Si 3L a_a <& ev av6pa>irois e^ao-drjo-av : & ' and Enoch among
men were created ' : J% HjSU {v. 1 5) K>13N1 , for which read n33J . , , : £ combines fflr and % and misreads V1333

as l(N)-QJ b_b <& ev tji KTiaei (= 1W133 for mKBTl)
a_a

. . . rjyovpevos ade~K(p<ov o-rrjpiypa \aov 2ipoov Oviov (B* X* lovtov) vios lepevs o peyat *>
J|j n"lKDD : Si N?v3

(= meP ' crown ') c Si Syro-Hex (WTH d £+ N3"l (= <£) e~e <E or ev (<»n avrov vnepa^ev oikov

i & lit. 'generation; in his days' s Reading \>122 (Schechler) for Ips: ('visited'): Si n:33 ('was built')

" f§ places V. 3 before V. 2 i_l <& k<h vtt avrov edepeXiaidt] v\j/os 8m\r)s ^-k gg- ava\r)ppa v\j/r)\ov nepiftoXov tepovM Reading TWO niJS for JiyiO "S m Reading 3 for 3 (' in ') mm-mm
<fc €„ W€Pais avrov rp\arr«>6r, {read

eXaronrjOr) with Fritzsche} anoSoxeiov v8ara>v ^aXicos axret daXao-oijs to nepiperpov : & ' He dug a well
' n Reading

nwm for rpB>K
0_0 Reading D*3 (=ffi)/or D3 p-»> £ 'And he saved his people from the enemy'

i
-
? ffi goto nrwaecos : % a perditione r

. . . eim-oXiopKrjo-ai (' to besiege ')

16. Shem . . . For this juxtaposition of Shem, Seth, and Adam, cp. 1 Chron. i. 1. Shem, Seth (and Enoch)
'represent the ancestors of the pious part of the post-diluvian and antediluvian world respectively' (Edersheim).

But above every living thing. The thought implicit here seems to be that Adam, in virtue of having been
directly created by God without human parentage, enjoys a glory which is not shared by any other member of the
human race (cp. Luke iii. 38). This idealization of Adam is a notable feature, and occurs here for the first time in

Jewish literature ; it played later an important part in the development of Messianic doctrine (the Second Adam) ; but
it is precarious to impute such an idea to Ben-hira, whose thought here may merely have been that Adam in his ideal

aspect was only adequately and worthily represented in his pious descendants, i.e. the Chosen People.

XLIX. 15 b + L. 1-24 (In praise of the High-Priest Simeon).
XLIX. 15 b. Great among his brethren. Cp. Lev. xxi. 10, ' He that is the high-priest among his brethren . .

.'

the glory of his people. mNSn is used in Esther i. 4 in reference to the majesty of King Ahasuerus.
L. 1. Simeon. The second of the name, who lived at the beginning of the second century B.C. ; it was this Simeon,

not Simeon I, who was surnamed 'the Righteous', a title given, according to Smend, because he was the last of the
house of Zadok to observe the Law. Josephus speaks of his father as Onias {Antiq. xii. 4. 10).

Jochanan. fjnV is a shortened form of fining ; cp. p3JV (Ezek. i. 2) for p3jVV, which is also contracted to

i"P3i3^ (Jer. xxvii. 20) and ^?3 (Jer. xxii. 24, 28). For the Greek 'lovias cp. the form ^ir?, which occurs on an ossuary

inscription found at Gezer (see PEFQ, 1904, p. 342).
In whose time. i. e. Simeon was no more living when this was written ; the Greek makes this still clearer, see

crit. note.

the House. Used in reference to the Temple in Ezek. xl. In the earlier literature it does not, as a rule, stand
alone, but 'of God' or 'of Jahveh' is added; in 1 Kings vi (cp. also 2 Chron. i. 18, ii. 3, &c), however, it

stands alone.

renovated. Lit., according to the emended reading (see crit. note), ' to breach up
'

; the verb occurs in 2 Chron.
xxxiv. 10 as parallel to p^n 'to repair', also in reference to the 'House'; this is its only occurrence in the O. T.,
though the noun pl2 (' a breach ') is found fairly frequently.

the Temple was fortified. Cp. Josephus, Antiq. xii. 3. 3.

2. turrets for protection, i.e. battlements placed at intervals along a wall, cp. v. 4 b.

like ... i.e. as in a king's palace.

3. a reservoir, mpio, cp. Isa. xxii. 11.

A water-cistern. The Hebrew as it stands has rVK>K ('I will talk'), which is clearly corrupt. Schechter,
followed by Ryssel, reads HIVB', as in Jer. xviii. 22 (the Qeri has nrviB>) ; but this does not account for the presence of

the N. Bevan, followed by Smend, suggests D^K, citing line 9 of the Mesha Inscription (niB>Nn H3 BWN1 fyD^jn DX pxi,
' And I built Baal-Meon and made therein a reservoir' ; cp. also line 23 : J*[07 l"l]lB>Kn ^3 WJJ "PN1, 'And I made
sluices (?) for the reservoir for water'); this seems to be preferable. The word does not occur in the O.T. ; cp.,

however, X\TR& ' a pit', Jer. ii. 6, xviii. 20, and "in,$, with the same meaning, in Ps. lvii. 7, cxix. 85.

in its abundance, fifty} in reference to a mass of water occurs in Jer. x. 13, li. 16 ; cp. also 1 Kings xviii. 41.

4. He took thought. For the expression }D JNT in the sense of being concerned about something cp. Ps. xxxviii. 19.
from robbers. ^nriD lit. ' from (becoming) a prey ' ; cp. Prov. xxiii. 28, the only other occurrence of the word in

the O. T.
fortified his city. Cp. xlviii. 17.

against the enemy. Smend, on the basis of what was probably the text before the Greek translator, reads
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SIRACH 50. 5-1

1

ffl' 5 How glorious was he "when he looked forth from the Tent ts
,

And" when he came out from the sanctuary !

6 Like a morning-star v from between the clouds v
,

And like the full moon w on the feast-daysw
;

7
xy Like the sun shining upon the Temple of the Most High 2

,

And like the rainbow abbecoming visible b in the cloud ay
;

8 c Like a flower on the branches in the days of d the first-fruits'1

,

eAnd as a lily by the water-brooks 6
,

As the sprout f of Lebanon on summer days,

9 And g as the fire of incense g in the censerh ;

Like a golden vessel 1 k beautifully wrought lk
,

Adorned with m all manner"1 of precious stones;

io Like a luxuriant 11 olive-tree °full of berries
,

And like an oleaster p qabounding in branches'1
,

ii r When he put on his glorious 8 robes r
,

And clothed himself in perfect* splendour,

b-s
ffi ev irepi<TTpo<pr) Xaov * & ' Temple' u io ffi > v_v <S ev p.eva> vecpeXrjs w-w (£ e„ r}fitpais : 70 248

+ avTrjs (leg. eoprrjs) : & ' in the days of Nisan
'

* $ 3L insert ' and

'

y* The clauses are transposed in V
70 248 253 Syro-Hex z So ffi : ?£ ' king '

: &> *-»
ffi <pa>Ti(ov ev vecptXais 8o£n s b-b £> 0-0 Reading

CSJjn f»33 (instead of »fii3ysV33) : dSc as av8os pobav : <£ ' like spikenard
' d_d Reading DniDan (Peters) for

"lyiD : <E vevv : £ ' of the field '
: IL vernis e-e <j£ wy Kplva en ^^v ucWo? f & ' trees

'

B-s ffi cos- irvp km
\i@avos : & ' as the smell of incense ' *» Reading nnnon (= & ffi) /or nm»n » & ' necklace ' k_k So £ :

the Hebrew text is much mutilated: ffi oXoo-fyvprjTov (' all of beaten [gold] ') l Lit. ' enamelled ' m-m Reading

7^ for 7V n <5> : 70 248 evnptnrjs (= &) 0-0 © avadaWovaa tcapnovs : Si 'great with branches'
i> <& Kvnapi(T<ros i_i Reading ejjy nano instead of epy m~ID (' giving its branches to drink ' = £) : (G u^ov/iei/7

' against a siege ' (reading TWDD instead of 1VD). iS renders according to the present Hebrew text. With regard to

the text of ffi Smend says :
' The infinitive is meaningless, for f'/x/roXiop/c^crni cannot well =ro0 p.q tpnoXiopKrjd^vai.' It is

true iro\i6pKr)<Tts does not occur elsewhere, but ep-noXiopKelu is also rare and is not found in the Bible. In any case fflr did

not read "WD, but *fli», i.e. lYSDl or "11XDD.

5. How glorious. Cp. xlvi. 2.

when he came out. Ben-Sira is referring to the moment when the High-Priest, after having taken the ritual bath
and being robed in the special garments, comes forth to offer the burnt-offering in atonement for himself and the people.

It is the Day of Atonement that is referred to, the ritual of which is described in Lev. xvi ; see especially vv. 23-25.
Many further details of this ceremony are to be found in the Mishnic tractate Yoma ; an English translation of this

tractate with full notes by G. H. Box is published in Church and Synagogue, xi. 139 ff., xii. 49 ff.

from the sanctuary. DD"lDn JYQD, lit. 'from the house of the veil' (i.e. the Holy of Holies), so called because
of the veil of blue, purple, and crimson which separated the Holy of Holies (Debir) from the Holy Place (Hekhdl) ; but

there was also a veil in front of this latter, separating it from the Court of the Priests ; it must, however, be the former
to which reference is m'ade here, because the veil is spoken of as the Paroketh, whereas the veil before the Holy Place
was known as the Mdsdkh.

6. a morning-star. Lit. 'a shining star'; cp. Ps. cxlviii. 3.

. . . feast-days. It was full moon at the two chief feasts, Passover and Tabernacles.

7. Like the sun shining. The Neo-Hebrew word (plb Hiph.) occurs in xliii. 9 in the margin ; it is not found in the

O. T. Josephus thus describes the effect of the sun shining on the Temple :
' Now the outward face of the Temple in

its front wanted nothing that was likely to surprise either the minds or the eyes of men ; for it was wholly covered with

plates of gold of great weight ; and when the sun arose it reflected back a truly fiery splendour, and caused those who
forced themselves to look upon it to turn away their eyes, just as they would have done at the rays of the sun itself

(Bell. Iud. v. 5. 6).

And like the rainbow . . . Ben-Sira evidently had the words of Ezek. i. 28 in mind : 'As the appearance of the

bow that is in the cloud in the day of rain.'

8. Like a flower on the branches. Cp. the Midrash Shir ha-Shirim to ii. 3 :
' Just as the apple-tree first brings

forth the bloom and then its leaves.'

in the days of the first-fruits. Cp. Num. xxviii. 26 (Hebr. and Sept.).

as a lily. Cp. xxxix. 14.

by the water-brooks. Cp. Is. xxx. 25, xliv. 4.

the sprout of Lebanon. The same words (P33p nl?j occur in Nahum i. 4; the reference is to the cedars on

Mount Lebanon.

9. as . . . fire . . . Cp. Lev. ii. 1, vi. 8 ; see also xlix. 1.

Adorned . . . Cp. xlv. n.
10. a luxuriant olive-tree. Cp. Ps. lii. 10; Isa. xi. 16.

full of berries., Cp. Is. xvii. 6.

oleaster. In Neh. viii. 15 the oleaster (the wild olive-tree) and the olive-tree are also mentioned together. See

further Nowack, Hebrdische Archdologie, i, pp. 66, 238.
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SIRACH 50. 11-15

ffl" When he went up uto the altar of majesty uv
,

xAnd made glorious the court of the sanctuary"
;

12 When he took the portions 7 from z the hand of his brethren 2
,

While standing a by the blocks of wood a
,

Around him the garland b of his sons
,

de Like young cedar-trees 6 in Lebanon
;

And f like willows by the brook* did they surround him d
,

r 3 hAll the sons of Aaron in their glory,

And the Lord's' fire-offering k in their hands,

In the presence of the whole congregation 1 of Israel.

r 4 m Until he had finished the service of the altarm
nAnd arranging the rows of wood of the Most High n

,

© 15 °(And) stretched forth his hand to the cup,
pAnd poured out of the blood of the grape p

;

Yea, poured (it) out at the foot q of the altar,

A sweet-smelling savour r to the Most High, the All-King 10
.

ev (248 >) ve(pt\ais (= py DOITD) r_r
fflt ev ra avaXap.0aveiv avrov (ttoKtjv dogrjs 8 3 + ' holy

'

' Reading

b^bs for I'm (Smend) u_u & ' to receive the songs of praise ' v
ffi ' holy (altar) ' xx £ ' In the beauty

of the might of the sanctuary

'

y & ' the pieces of flesh
' z_z (5 e< x eiPMV t*p&» a_a © nap €(TxaPa @<>>h-

ov

b Lit. ' crown
' c 3 <8x ' brethren

' d-d g > e-e <jj as /3Xaori?/ia KeSpov {referring to the High-Priest)
f-*'ffi (TTtXexn (pouiKoov (' stems of palm-trees ') h

ffir + Kai [ &> k (Br npoa-cpopa 1 S> ' people
'

m-m {J Kal crvvreKeiav Xeirovpycov em ficopcov n_n 6r Koa-prjcrai npo<T(f)opav Yv//tcrrou HavroKpaTopds : j& ' and to serve

the Most High with holy joy ' °~° p? > through homoiote/euton, both this and the preceding verse ending presumably

with flby (' Most High '). P~v & ' And took old wine
'

1 Lit. ' foundations '
; 5 ' side

'
r~r &>

11. glorious robes. For the description of the High-Priest's attire see Exod. xxviii. 36-42, xxix; cp. Sirach

xlv. 6-13 ; Yotna vii. 5 ; also Josephus, Ant. iii. 7. 4-7, Bell. hid. v. 5. 7.

When he went up . . . Cp. Lev. xvi. 18, 'And he shall go out unto the altar that is before the . . .

'

the altar of majesty. Tin ('majesty') is not used in the O. T. in reference to the altar.

And made glorious the court of the sanctuary. n"}ty (= ntpi^okf), precincts') is used of the ledge (R. V:

'settle') surrounding the altar of Ezekiel, see Ezek.xliii. 14,17, 20, xlv. 19; but BHpD is never used of the altar, always
meaning 'sanctuary'; we must, therefore, take nTjy in its later meaning, as in 2 Chron. iv. 9, where it is used in reference

to the great, i.e. the outer, court ; it is also used in this sense in the Mishnic tractate Yoma, where details concerning the

ritual on the Day of Atonement are given ; e.g. in i. 8 mention is made of the niTJ? being ' full of Israelites ', and in iv. 3
there is a reference to ' the pavement which is in the court ' (n^tyilB' "Dilil).

12. When he took the portions, i.e. of the animals to be sacrificed; see the details in Yoma ii. 5-7. For nru

used in the sense of portions of sacrificed animals cp. Exod. xxix. 17 ; Lev. i. 8, viii. 20, ix. 13.

blocks of wood. niDiyJD, lit. ' rows ', i. e. the pieces of wood laid ready for use. The word comes from the root

~py ' to lay in order ', which is used technically for laying the wood in order for the burning of the sacrifice ; cp. Gen.
xxii. 9 ; I Kings xviii. 23. According to Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrqanus, who lived during the first century A.D. (Megillath
Tdanith v), the fifteenth day of Ab was the great day for wood-offering, 'when both priests and people brought kindling-

wood in large quantities to the altar, for use in the burning of sacrifices during the whole year ' (EB, i. 26 a). Josephus
(Bell. hid. ii. 17. 6) refers to this when he says: ' Now the next day was the festival of Xylophoria, upon which the

custom was for every one to bring wood for the altar, that there might never be a want of fuel for that fire which
was unquenchable and always burning.'

Like young cedar-trees. Cp. the somewhat similar expression in Ps. exxviii. 3 DWT vTltJO.

like willows by the brook. Cp. Lev. xxiii. 40; Job xl. 22; Is. xliv. 4; for the rendering of ffi (see critical

note) cp. Exod. xv. 27; Num. xxxiii. 6; Ps. xcii. 12, 13.

13. In the presence of . . . Cp. the same phrase in 1 Kings viii. 22.

14. the service of the altar. Lit. 'to serve the altar' nstD TTW?\ cp.the similar phrase in Joel i. 13 VZVO TP8FD.
the rows of wood. See note on v. 12 b.

15. poured out of the . . . Cp. Josephus, Ant. iii. 9. 4 :
' They bring the same quantity of oil which they do of wine,

and they pour the wine about the altar.' See Num. xxviii. 1-8 ; cp. Yoma iii. 4. For the expression 'blood of the
grape' cp. xxxix. 26 ; Gen. xlix. 11 ; Deut. xxxii. 14. The stress laid upon the drink-offering is noteworthy ; in the
Mishna

(
Yotna) it is merely mentioned, nothing more.

A sweet-smelling savour = niTO nn
(
the technical term for an odour soothing to God ; it is usually employed in

reference to burnt-offerings (cp. Gen. viii. 21 ; Exod. xxix. 18 ; Lev. i. 9 ; Num. xv, &c, &c.) ; in, e.g., Exod. xxix. 41
the drink-offering is mentioned together with it ; in Ezek. xvi. 19 it occurs in reference to offerings of flour, oil, and honey
to idols ; but in Ezek. xx. 28 it says : '. . . there they presented the provocation of their offering, there also they made
their sweet savour, and they poured out there their drink-offerings.'
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SIRACH 50. 16-21

3§
B

16 Then the sons of Aaron 8 sounded
With the trumpets l of beaten work*

;

Yea, they sounded and caused a mighty blast to be heard
"For a remembrance before the Most High".

17 v (Then) all flesh w hasted together v

And fell upon their faces to the earth,

To worship x before y the Most High x
,

z Before the Holy One of Israel iy
.

18 aAnd the sound of the song was heard*,
And b over the multitude 15 c they made sweet melody

;

19 deAnd all the people of the land cried d

In prayer before the Merciful,
f Until he had finished «the service of the altar gf

,

hAnd His ordinances had brought him nigh unto Him h
.

20 Then he descended, and lifted up his hands
Upon the whole congregation of Israel 1

,

k And the blessing of the Lord (was) upon his lips k
,

And he glorified himself with the name of the Lord 1
.

21 mAnd again they fell down™, (now) to receive 11

°The pardon p of God from him 06
.

8 & + ' the priests ';<£ + ' shouted and ' t-t & < before all the people of Israel

'

"~u & ' in order to bles«

before all the people
' v-v £ > w {£

< tne people
' s~* <& ' their Lord ' »-y & ' God ' " ffi

'the Almighty God Most High ' a-a ^ ///. < And the song gave its voice '
: ffi

' And the singers praised (Him)
with their voices '

: & ' They gave their voice to thanksgiving
' b-b <£ ev nXeia-ra ouca o-c Heading

fn Wnyn (= ffi) instead of \-ft \ynyn ('they arranged his lamp') d-d
(fc 'And the people besought the

Lord Most High ' e_e S> f_f See note on 14 a above s-g ffi Ko<rp.os Kvpiov h-h <j£ KM TT)V \fUovpytav
avrov ereXeiaxrav > ffi vtav IcrparjX k-k {J Sovvai tvXoyiav Kvpuo (K V 70 253 Syro-Hex Kvptov) e<c x«Xea>i/

avrov 1 ffi avrov (157 Kvptov) m-ni {$ Kai e$fVTfpa>a€V ev npoo-icvvrio-ei n Reading T\w\> (= ffi) for TiW
(Smend) °-° <& tt)V cvkoyiav napa Y^narov v Reading niOT (Smend) ; the text is somewhat mutilated, but
Smend says that the letters ' V3, namentlich V, sind kaum zweifelhaft ; von n ist anscheinend der linke Fuss

16. With the trumpets ... Cf. Num. x. 2 (R. V. marg.) ; for ntPpP (' beaten work ') cp. Is. iii. 24.
For a remembrance . . . Cp. Num. x. 10.

17. To worship . . . Cp. 2 Chron.xxix. 28.

18. over the multitude ... i. e. the prostrate congregation.

19. And His ordinances . . . The Hebrew word D2t?D, which often has the sense of 'judgement ', is also used as
a technical term expressive of something that is due to somebody ; thus in Deut.xviii. 3, 'this shall be the priest's due
from the people . . .', cp. Deut. xxi. 17 ; in Num. xv. 24 reference is made to the offerings to the Lord ' in accordance
with what is due ', or, as the R. V. renders it, ' according to the ordinance ' (BSB'M), cp. Job xxxvi. 6, Prov. xviii. 5.

20. Then he descended. According to Lev. ix. 22, Aaron does not descend from the altar until after he has
pronounced the Blessing, and Yoma vi. 2 seems to agree with this.

And the blessing of the Lord ... Cf. Yoma vi. 2, ' And the priests and the people who are standing in the
court (<TTU?2), when they hear the "Ineffable Name" (ETjbpn DK>) proceeding out of the mouth of the High-Priest, then
they bow themselves down and worship, falling down upon their faces, and say :

" Blessed be the Name of the glory of
His Kingdom for ever and ever." ' This was the only occasion on which the Holy Name was pronounced. As is well

known, in the Hebrew text of the O. T. the name iWP (' Jehovah'= Jahveh) is written with the vowels of Adonai
('Lord '), and pronounced so ; if the title Adonai precedes rrTTr1 (i.e. if the text has 'the Lord Jahveh') it is written
with the vowels of Elohim (' God '). This was done in order to avoid pronouncing the Holy Name. In the Hebrew

of Sirach, Jahveh is always written ^ or "' ,
. This non-uttering of the Holy Name was not always due to reve-

rential fear, but often also because of superstitious dread. ' The names of supernatural beings, such as gods and
spirits, are commonly believed to be endowed with marvellous virtues, and the mere utterance of them may work
wonders and disturb the course of nature' (Frazer, The Golden Bough?, i, p. 441). This must certainly have applied
at one time to the mass of the uncultured among the Israelites. There is a curious passage in Pirqe Aboth v. 14,
where it is said that ' Noisome beasts come into the world for vain swearing, and for the profanation of the
(divine) Name'.

he glorified himself, i.e. because he was privileged to utter the Holy Name.
21. And again they fell down . . . The verse presents us with the picture of the whole congregation falling

down for the second time; the first time it was in order to receive the High-priestly blessing, now it is in order
to receive divine justification, implying pardon for sin, through God's minister ; cp. the somewhat similar thing
mentioned in Lev. ix. 24, ' And there came forth fire from before the Lord, and consumed upon the altar the burnt-
offering and the fat ; and when all the people saw it, they shouted, and fell down on their faces

'
; the acceptance of

the offering was an earnest of divine forgiveness which the whole congregation received prostrate. In Ben-Sira's
day, apparently, the ' absolution' was pronounced by the High-Priest.
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SIRACH 50. 22-27

$ 22 Now pp bless q the God of all qpp
,

rWho doeth wondrously 3 on earth 1
,

Who exalteth man* from the womb,
And dealeth with him according to His will".

23 May He grant you wisdom v of heart,

And may there be peace wamong you w
.

24 May. His mercy be established x with Simeon",
xxyAnd may He raise up for him the covenant of Phinehas;

May one never be cut off from him y
;

zAnd as to his seed xx
,
(may it be) as the days of heaven z>x

.

L. 25, 26. Three Detested Nations (2 distichs).

25 For two nations doth my soul feel abhorrence,

(Yea), and (for) a third, which is not a people

;

26 a The inhabitants of Seir b and a Philistia,

And that foolish nation that dwelleth in Sichem c
.

SUBSCRIPTION TO THE BOOK

L. 27-29. The Concluding Words of Jeshud, the son of Eleazar, the son of Sira (2 + 2 distichs).

27 d Wise instruction and apt proverbs ed

eefgQf Jeshua\ ssthe son of Eleazar^^ the son of Sirae,

erhalten '

: ffi ttjv evXoyiav : 3L virtutem rp-PP ffi ' bless ye all God '

a-q $ < the Lord God of Israel '

:

id ' and the people of the land praised God ' r_r ffi tu> p-eyaXonoiown navrrj s Reading NvDDH for N?2on
t <& ' our days

' u Lit. ' favour ' : <& ' mercy ' v <K ' joyfulness
' w_w <& ' in our days in Israel (70 >

in Israel) for the days of eternity
' x~ x <K ped rma>v xx-xx g < anci \Vith his seed

' >-y (& > 7~z
ffi

km ev rats r/ptpais avrov \vrpa>o-ao-6a> T)p.as (70>) a_a
(Hr ot Kadr)p.evoi tv opei ~2apapeias (A 155+Kai): 1L in monte

Seir *> & ' Gebal ' : 70 248 Syro-Hex + kcu avdpes 01 KarotKovvrfs c dSc eu 2iKip.ois (1_tl (5 7rat8«av erweo-ecoj

(cat cm<TT7)p.r]s : S ' all the proverbs of the wise and their riddles' e Reading 'hvt'O for bv\0 ee-ee & ' are

written in this book ', omitting all the rest ofvv. 27 b c d f |§ pr. ' of Simeon the son of s-g ffi
' Jesus the

son of Sirach, Eleazar the Jerusalemite '
: in 6r //fe and the next line are transposed ssss 70 248 1L>

The pardon. See crit. note. The reading of ffi, ' blessing,' can scarcely be right, as the preceding verse has just

dealt with the High-priestly blessing.

22. Now bless . . . Martin Rinckart composed his hymn 'Nun danket alle Gott ' ('Now thank we all our God')
on the basis of this text.

,

doeth wondrously. Cp. Judges xiii. 19 (reading N?QSn= Sept.).

23. May He grant . . . The clause also occurs as xlv. 26 a.

24. with Simeon. The alteration in ffir is evidently intentional, and the same applies to the omission of the two next

lines ; the ' covenant of Phinehas ' had come to an end by the time that Ben-Sira's grandson made his translation, so that

the passage as found in p? would have appeared inappropriate. The mention of Simeon does not necessarily mean that

he was still living when Ben-Sira wrote (see note on v. 1) ;
' Simeon ' stands here for his house and lineage.

the covenant of Phinehas. Cp. xlv. 24, 25.

May one never be cut off ... i.e. May his line always have a successor.

as the days of heaven, i. e. endless.

L. 25, 26 (Three Detested Nations).
25. 26. These verses must probably have been added at the close of the book (if not by the author himself, which,

however, is likely enough, then by a contemporary) with the special object of warning readers against those belonging to

the three races mentioned. There was ample ground for the utterance of these words ; the inhabitants of Seir, i. e. the

Idumaeans (Edom), had been the bitter enemies of the Jews ever since the Return from Babylon ; see e.g. Obad. 1 1-14 ;

Ps. cxxxvii. 7 ; Lam. iv. 21 ; Ezek. xxv. 12-14, xxxv. 14, xxxvi. 3 ; Mai. i. 2-5
; Judith vii. 8, 18 : according to I Mace,

v. 65 Hebron, and the villages thereof, were in possession of the Edomites (' the children of Esau ') in the days of Judas
Maccabaeus, cp. Josephus, Ant. xii. 8. 6, Bell. Iud. iv. 9. 7 ; they had probably occupied this territory, which was less

unfertile than their own land, ever since the Captivity. The antipathy which Ben-Sira had for the Philistines is easily

understood when it is remembered how strongly Hellenized their country had become ; in the centuries following the

Macedonian conquest the influence of Greek civilization was profound and wide-reaching (for details see EB, iii. 3725).
But the most hated of all were the people of Sichem, i.e. the Samaritans, as is well known ; they were, as Smend points

out, especially dangerous to their neighbours at this time, because the Seleucidae had made common cause with them
against the Jews.

that foolish nation. P33 MS, cp. xlix. 5 ; Deut. xxxii. 21.

L. 27-29. Subscription to the Book.
,

27. apt. D^BIN ; cp. Prov. xxv. 11, VJDNTPy "Q'l "Q"! 'a word aptly spoken' (Symmachus renders it iv Kaipa avrov).

Smend thinks that both here and in Prov. xxv. II the reference is to metrical form.

Jeshua' ... ?£? inserts 'Simeon the son of, so also. in the two subscriptions at the end of the book; but
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SIRACH 50. 27—51. 3

S?
B hi Which he declared in the explanation of his heart 11

,

And which he taught with understanding 166
.

28 Blessed is the man" who meditateth k on these things 1

,mAnd he that layeth them up in his heart shall become wise"1
.

<£ 29 n For if he do them, °he shall be strong for all things 11

,

MB PFor the fear of the Lord is life
po

.

APPENDIX TO THE BOOK (LI. 1-30)

(a) LI. 1-1 2.' A Prayer (2+2 + 2+3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 3 distichs).

51 1
qab

I will thank Thee, cJahveh, O King,6

d
I will praise Thee, O God e of my salvation eda

,

I will declare Thy Name f
, &(Thou) strength of my life»;

2
h For Thou hast redeemed my soul from deathh

,

•Thou didst keep back my flesh from the Pit 1

,

kAnd from the power of Sheol Thou didst deliver my foot k
;

'Thou didst preserve mem from the scourge of a slanderous tongue,
And from the lips nof them that turn aside to lies

111

;

°Thou wast p on my side p0 in the face of those that rose up against me
;

3
q Thou didst help me, according to the abundance of Thy mercy,

Out of the snare rof those that watch for my stumbling r
,

And from the hand of those that seek my life
;

From manifold troubles didst Thou save me q
,

h_h Reading "WIM (so Smend for JD^) Sfl'J 12^ "IK'S i_i <K *xapa£a to /3t/3Ai<» tov™ \Jiere follows 27 b\,

os aviop^prjo-ev crocpiav arro napdias avrov '• (Br os k
ffi avao-rpatprjcrfTai 1 3L+ bonis in-m

jjj

'and learneth them and becometh wise in them

'

n_n p?> °-» & 'the height of the fear of the

Lord is excellent above all things ; take hold thereof, my son, and let it not go
'

p
-
p In 3§ these wordsform

one line with X\. \ba\ (fix oti (fxos (ro6 (poftos) Kvpiov to i\vos avrov. 55 70 248 254 Syro-Hex + *cm rots cvo-efifoiv

c8a>Ke cro<piav : 55 7° 2 4^ 2 54 "J" fvXoyrjros Kvpios €is tov aioava yevoiro yevoiro : JO + 8o£a 001 o 6eos rjpoav 8o£a trot

1 70 Syro-Hex >ch. li.

a~a Transposed in ^ b npoo-evxrj Irjaov vtov Seipax inserted as title by fir o-e So ffi & : ^ ' my God, my
Father

' d~d & 'Every day will I praise Thy Name, O Lord ', misplaced after v. n e-e <£ 'my Saviour
'

f <S + 'in praises' s-g <&> ; g> 'my trust is (in) the Most High from everlasting' h_h <& on o-Ktnao-njs

Kai fiorjdos eyevov pot 1_I
ffir Kai eXurpcoaco to acopa pov e£ anooXias ^~^fSr> W^>: (3r Kai €K vayiSos diafioXrjs

yXaxro-T]! m M + l from the slander of the people ' n-n (& epyafap.a>av ^revbos 0_0
ffi

>

p-p Lit. ' for me

'

<i
-
q <J5 eyei/oti fiorjOos, Kai eXurpcaaai pe Kara to nXrjQos eXeov Kai ovoparos crov e< j3pvypa>v croipos (is fipoopa, (N Kai} (K xcipos

£t)towtu>v tx\v tyv\y\v pov €K irXtiopcov dXityew a>v (axov r~T Reading '•yPV ^D1¥ (Schechler)

Ben-Sira's grandson, in the Prologue to his Greek translation of the book, calls the writer Jeshua', the son of Sirach.

It is probable that the mention of Simeon here is due to the occurrence of this name in vv. I, 24.

28. Blessed is . . . Cp. Ps. i. 1.

29. For if he . . . There can be no doubt that originally ?£j had this clause in some form.

. . . life. Cp. Prov. xiv. 27, xix. 23.

LI. 1-30 (Appendix to the Book).

(a) LI. 1-12 (A Prayer).
LI. 1. Jahveh, O King. Cp. Ps. cxlv. 1. The consensus of both <Ex and Si against ?$ favours the reading in the

text ; for my God, my Father of Ji? cp. Exod. xv. 2, and the Abinu Malkenu prayer in the Jewish Liturgy (Singer's ed.,

pp. 55-57), as well as the Shemoneh ' Esreh (' The Eighteen Benedictions
') (see, further, Taylor's edition of Pirqe Aboth,

Excursus v, p. 124 ; the Hebrew text of Shemoneh 'Esreh is given by Dalman in Die Wotte festi, pp. 299-304).
God of my salvation. Cp. Ps. xviii. 46, xxv. 5.

1 will declare Thy Name. Cp. Ps. xxii. 22, cii. 21.

(Thou) strength . . . Cp. Ps. xxvii. 1.

2. Thou hast redeemed. Cp. Ps. xlix. 15, lv. 18, lvi. 13, lxix. 18.

Thou didst keep back . . . Cp. Job xxxiii. 18 ; Ps. lxxviii. 50.

Thou didst deliver my foot. Cp. Ps. xxv. 1 5.

that turn aside to lies. Cp. Ps. xl. 5.

. . . that rose up against me. Cp. Ps. iii. 1, lvi. 9.

3. the abundance of Thy mercy. Cp. Ps. v. 7, lxix. 13, cvi. 7, 45.

of those that watch for . . . For the Hebrew (see crit. note) cp. Jer. xx. 10.

that seek my life. Cp. Ps. xxxv. 4, xl. 14, lxiii. 9, lxx. 2.
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SIRACH 51. 4-11

$ B
4 And from the straits of the flame round about (me),

8 * From the midst of the fire that I kindled not 1

,

5
uFrom the deep of the belly of Sheol us

,

v From the lips of wickedness, and from the framers of lies
v

,

6 xAnd the arrows * of a deceitful tongue.

My soul drew nigh y unto death,

And my life
2 to the nethermost* Sheol b

.

7
c And I turned about on every side ,

d yet there was none to help me ed
,

eeAnd I looked for one to uphold ee
, but there was none.

.

8 Then did I remember f the loving-kindnesses of Jahveh*,

And g His mercies 8 which have been from of old,
hWho delivereth them that trust in Him h

,

'And redeemeth them k from all evil ki
.

9 And I lifted up my voice 1 m from the earthm
,

nAnd cried out for help from the gates of Sheol n
.

io °Yea, I cried 00
: 'O Jahveh p

, my Father q art Thou qo
,

rFor Thou art the hero of my salvation r
;

"Forsake me not rr
in the day 8 of trouble,

*In the day of wasteness and desolation*.

ill will .praise Thy Name continually,
uAnd will sing Thy praise" in prayer v .'

8-8 S?> t_t Reading {lit. ' that was not kindled') nnS3 X/ t'N "|irOE : <G km « peo-ov irvpos ov ovk tt-eKavaa

u_u Heading ?1XK> DrD DinriO (= (G) v_v (G Kai ano y\a>o~o~r]s aicadapTov Kai \oyov -^euSovy x_x <G j3aer«X«

8iafto\ri : 'which presents a gloss (" arrows of the tongue " = slander) together with a corruption of an original

/3oXi8ey (Jer. ix. 8) or /SeXi; (cp. Job xxxix. 2 2, #acr(Xe« B: 0eAei Nc -a A = p?)' (Hati) >* B rjvecrev (xAV =
?§ &): 3L laudabit dominum z £> 'spirit' : <& + t)v o-weyyos a Nc -a 248 KarcoraTov (<G Karo>) b & + 'and

my spirit draweth near unto death

'

o-" (G nepievxov pe navroQev d_d & ' in order that I might be upheld '

e
(fix £5 > ' me ' ee-ee

((J €^3X(7ra)f (A f/3Aen-oi>, 248 e7re/3Ae7roi') fir avTi\rjfi^nv avdpumuiv '-f (>£ T0V f~\e vs aov Kvpte

&~£ (G tt]s epyacrtas <rov a-h. (gj 0Tt e£e\j) tovs vnouevovras <re l-1 (G Kai crcofeif avrovs « \etpos edvcov (X A e\6pwv,

V iTovrjpwv) k_k % ' from him that is stronger than they '
' (G uereiav m~m B em yr)v, x A ano yrjs {cp. 248

ano opyrjs) a~n <G Kai vnep Bavarov (A ano afiavarov) pvoeoos edeqdtjv : j$ ' and I made supplication
' 0-° <G

encKaXeo-aprjv Kvpiov narepa Kvpiov fxov 00 Reading X"lpN1 (= <G 3>) for DDHX1 (' Yea, I exalted ') v %>>
q-q £5 ' from on high ' r_r (G>: & ' mighty Lord and Saviour

' rr-rr (G py pe eyKardhmeiv s <G ei» Tjpepais

(248 253 tv rjpepa = IL) t_t <G ev Kaipm vnept)(pavia>i> afioti8r)0-ias : J0> u_u Reading "pETNl (Smend) = <G

/or "pDTNl (' And I will remember thee ') v <G (v egopoXoyrjo-ei : & ' in praises
'

4. the straits of the flame. Cp. Is. xlvii. 14.

that I kindled not. Cp. Job xx. 26 ; a figurative way of expressing the presence of troubles not of one's

own making.

5. From the deep . . . This rendering is uncertain, as Dn~l does not occur in this connexion in the O. T. ; cp.

Jonah ii. 3 ; note, however, fD2 ('belly') is not used elsewhere in a similar connexion.

the framers of lies. Lit. ' them that plaster lies ', cp. Job xiii. 4 ; Ps. cxix. 69.

6. And the arrows . . . See crit. note. Cp. Ps. Hi. 2.

My soul drew nigh . . . Cp. Ps. lxxxviii. 3.

to the nethermost Sheol. Cp. Ps. lxxxvi. 13, lxxxviii. 6.

7. I turned about . . . Cp. Ps. cvii. 12 ; Is. Ixiii. 5.

8. . . . the loving-kindnesses . . . Cp. Ps. xxv. 6.

. . . them that trust in Him. Cp. Ps. xvi. 1.

And redeemeth them . . . Cp. Gen. xlviii. 16 ; Ps. cxxi. 7.

from all evil. JH 7DD, for which Smend would read JH SJ3D (=ffi) ' from the hand of evil', cp. Hab. ii. 9 ; which

Peters reads "TS TO ('from the power of the enemy'); (G possibly read this, cp. I Kings xxviii. 18.

9. from the gates of Sheol. Cp. Is. xxxviii. 10; Jonah ii. 3.

10. . . . my Father art Thou. See note on v. 1 ; cp. Ps. lxxxix. 26. The rendering of (G (see crit. note) is probably

due to Christian influence. Cp. Ps. ii. 7, ex. 1.

the hero of my salvation. Cp. ' the rock of my salvation' in Ps. lxxxix. 26 (cp. Ps. lxii. 2), and ' the strength

of my salvation ' in Ps. cxl. 7 (cp. Isa. xxxiii. 6).

In the day of wasteness . . . See Zeph. i. 15, from which this is quoted.

11. I will praise . . . Cp. Ps. cxlv. 2.

And will sing Thy praise. This rendering of <G is preferable to that of pj £> ; the two verbs 10T and 7?\\ occur

together in Ps. exxxv. 3.

in prayer. Cp. 1. 19.
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SIRACH 51. ii, i2Wx

« "Then did Jahveh hear my voice vv
,

And gave heed to my supplication
;

12 wAnd He redeemed me from all evil w

*And delivered me" y in the day of trouble 5
.

Therefore will I give and offer praise 2
,

And bless "the Name of Jahveh":—

(b) i2 1_xvi (Extant only in Hebrew): A Thanksgiving (=1+4 + 4+4 + 3 distichs).

i. Give thanks unto Jahveh, for He is good
;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

ii. Give thanks to the God .of praises
;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

iii. Give thanks unto Him that keepeth Israel

;

For His mercy endureth for ever.

iv. Give thanks unto Him that formeth all

;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

v. Give thanks unto the Redeemer of Israel

;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

vi. Give thanks unto Him that gathereth the outcasts of Israel
;

For His mercy endureth for ever.

vii. Give thanks unto Him that buildeth His city and His Sanctuary
;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

viii. Give thanks unto Him that maketh a horn to sprout for the house of David
;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

ix. Give thanks unto Him that chooseth the sons of Zadok to be priests
;

For His mercy endureth for ever.

\ v-\ v (Q > w-W (fa eo-oMras yap pe e£ anco'Xeias x_x
ffit (cat egaXov fxe : V xai e£e\ov pat >'~y

(ffi €< Kcupov

novrjpov A + km e|tXou (sic) fim : S> ' from all trouble ' z (£ + cm zz~/z 248 ' Thy Name, Lord '
: & ' Thy

holy Name

'

gave heed to my supplication. Cp. Ps. cxl. 6, cxliii. 1.

12. from all evil. Cp. v. 8 d.

in the day of trouble. Cp. v. 10 c ; Ps. xli. 1.

(b). I'-xvi. (Extant only in Hebrew) : A Thanksgiving.
The Psalm which is here inserted is formed on the pattern of Ps. cxxxvi, that is, if this latter is prior in date ; the

possibility, however, of both having been composed on an earlier pattern (Peters) must be allowed for. It is probable
that this Psalm is an amalgamation of two poems, a shorter one, vv. vi-ix, and a longer one, vv. i-v, x-xvi
(= twelve verses). The first clause of each verse of the shorter poem is longer than the corresponding clauses of the
longer poem. The place in which vv. vi-ix are inserted is the natural one, the word ' Israel ' being the point of
attachment. The omission of the whole by (5 £ favours the opinion that it did not form part of the original book ; but
Smend, who regards the whole as original, accounts for the omission by saying that ffi took exception to its ' un-Greek
character ', as well as to the words in v. ix, while & followed <& in omitting it because of the anti-Jewish tendency which
is characteristic of S. This explanation seems inadequate, for the ' un-Greek character ' would apply to the whole
book, while the natural objection to v. ix (the downfall of the house of Zadok had taken place by the time the translation
was made) would not account for the omission of the whole section. It seems more likely that vv. vi-ix are original,
and that the rest was subsequently added, the amalgamation of the two taking place as suggested above. See, however,
the discussion in the Introduction, § 3, iii.

i. Give thanks . . . This verse is identical with Ps. cxxxvi. 1 ; cp. the refrain at the end of each verse in this

psalm as well as in Ps. cxxxvi.

ii. the God of praises. Cp. Ps. xxii. 3, lxxi. 6 ; and see also the Shemoneh
'

'Esreh (cp. note on v. 1 above) iii

:

' The holy ones praise Thee every day.'

iii. that keepeth Israel. Cp. Ps. cxxi. 3-8.
iv. that formeth all. Cp. Jer. x. 16, li. 19.

v. the Redeemer of Israel. Cp. Is. xliv. 6, xlix. 7, and Shemoneh 'Esreh vii :
' Blessed art Thou, O Lord, the

Redeemer of Israel.'

vi. that gathereth the outcasts . . . Cp. Ps. cxlvii. 2; Is. xi. 12, xxvii. 13, lvi. 8; and Shemoneh 'Esreh x:
'Blessed art Thou, O Lord, who gatherest the outcasts of Thy people Israel.'

vii. that buildeth . . . Cp. Ps. cxlvii. 2 ; Isa. xliv. 28 ; and Shemoneh 'Esreh xiv :
' Blessed art Thou, O Lord, the

Builder of Jerusalem.'
viii. that maketh a horn to sprout . . . Cp. Ps. exxxii. 17 ; Ezek. xxix. 21 ; and Shemoneh 'Esreh xv :

' Do Thou
speedily cause the shoot of David to sprout forth, and do Thou lift up his horn through Thy victorious salvation ; every
day do we hope for Thy salvation. Blessed art Thou, O Lord, who causeth the horn of salvation to sprout forth.'

ix. that chooseth the sons of Zadok . . . Cp. 1. 24 ($) ; 2 Sam. viii. 17 ; 1 Kings i. 26 ; 1 Chron. vi. 8 (v. 34 in

Hebrew), xxix. 22 ; Ezek. xl. 46, xliv. 15, xlviii. 11.
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SIRACH 51. 12™, 13-15

$" x. Give thanks unto the Shield of Abraham
;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

xi. Give thanks unto the Rock of Isaac
;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

xii. Give thanks unto the Mighty One of Jacob ;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

xiii. Give thanks unto Him that hath chosen Zion
;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

xiv. Give thanks unto the King of the kings of kings

;

For His mercy endureth for ever,

xv. And He hath lifted up the horn for His peopre
;

The praise of all His pious ones,

xvi. For the children of Israel, a people nigh unto Him,
Hallelujah.

(c) LI. 13-30. A Poem describing how Ben-Sira acquired Wisdom (= 14 + 9 distichs).

<£ 13 aWhen I was yet young, before I wandered abroad 3
,

1^
B b

I desired her and sought her out b
.

14 c In my youth I made supplication in prayer
;

<£ dAnd I will seek her out even to the end.

15
e She blossomed like a ripening grape 6

,

My heart rejoiced in her d
.

$' 5 My foot trod f in her footstep f
,

From my youth g I learned Wisdom 8
.

a_a |^ is mutilated; all that is left is Wfl ~IJ?J ^N ('I was young') = S. From here to v. \$a incl. £
is wanting *>-b

(fc fCrjrr]aa ao(piav irpo^avas et> npoaevxj) pov ^~° In $£ this clause stands as v. 1 6 a, which
it has displaced: dSc evavrt vaov tj^iovv irepi avrri<; d-d Wanting in p?

e_e Heading egt]vdr)<Tei/ o>r nepKagovaa

<TTa<pv\i) {Bickell, cp. Sept. of Amos ix. 13) for e| avSovs cop nepica^ova-rjs <TTa<pv\r)s : cp. IL et effloruit tanquam
praecox uva f-* Reading ms>K3 {Smend)for nnDN2 : <K e» ev&unjn: 3§J5 + '0 Lord' s-g <& i^yevou avrr)u

x. the Shield of Abraham. Cp. Gen. xv. 1 ; Ps. xviii. 2, and Shemoneh 'Esreh i :
' Blessed art Thou, the Shield

of Abraham.'
xi. the Rock of Isaac. Cp. Deut. xxxii. 4 ; 2 Sara, xxiii. 3 ; Ps. xviii. 2, xlii. 9, lxxi. 3 ; Is. xxx. 29, li. 1 ; in She-

moneh 'Esreh xviii the expression ' Rock of our life' occurs.

xii. the Mighty One of Jacob. Cp. Gen. xlix. 24 ; Ps. cxxxii. 2, 5 ; Isa. i. 24, xlix. 26, Ix. 16, and Shemoneh 'Esreh
i :

' Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, and God of our fathers, God of Abraham, God of Isaac, and God of Jacob, the
great, the mighty, and the fearful God.'

xiii. that hath chosen Zion. Cp. Ps. lxxviii. 68, cxxxii. 13, cxxxv. 21, and Shemoneh 'Esreh xvii : 'Be pleased,
O Lord our God, with Thy people Israel, and their prayer ; and set up again the sacrificial service for the altar

of Thine House . . . And may our eyes behold Thy merciful return to Zion. Blessed art Thou who restorest Thy
Shekinah to Zion.' (On the withdrawal of the Shekinah from earth, and the reasons for this, see the Midrash
Bereshith Rabba, c. 19 ; the passage is given in the authors' The Religion and Worship of the Synagogue 2

, p. 219.)
xiv. King of the kings of kings. Cp. the title ' God of gods, and Lord of lords ' in Deut. x. 17. In Shemoneh

'Esreh the title ' King ' is applied to God five times, and in xi occur the words :
' Reign Thou over us, O Lord,

alone in loving-kindness and mercy.' In Pirqe Aboth iv. 32 occurs the expression: 'The King of the kings of
kings, the Holy One, blessed be He.'

xv, xvi. These two verses are identical with Ps. cxlviii. 14.

(c) LI. 13-30 (A Poem).
The Poem (vv. 13-30) which follows is an acrostic, each verse beginning with the letters of the Hebrew alphabet

in their order ; this had already been discerned by Bickell before the discovery of the Hebrew text (see the Zeitschrift
fiir katholische Theologie,v\. 326-330; 1882).

13. When I was yet young. Cp. vi. 18 ; Wisd. viii. 2.

before I wandered abroad. For this use of TrXavaa-Om cp. xxxiv. 11 (= ffi xxxi. 12) ; Ben-Sira refers to his travels

also in xxxix. 4.

14. In my youth. Smend is probably right in regarding evavn vaou of <& as a mistake for iv vfor^ri pov (= J^).

in prayer, ev irpoaevxfi pov of (K belongs here, not in v. 13 b.

15. My heart . . . This clause was probably longer originally ; it is unduly short as it stands.

in her footstep. See critical note ; ffir, as Smend points out, may have read rnSPiO (' in her footstep ') but

misunderstood it ; cp. Job xxiii. II, ' My foot hath held fast to His steps' ; for % as it stands cp. Ps. xxv. 5, xxvi. 3.

I learned. Smend suggests the reading Vnpn (' I tracked ') ; cp. ffi, which certainly gives a better parallel to the

preceding clause. For ffi as it stands cp. Ps. lxxi. 17; Prov. xxx. 3.
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SIRACH 51. 16-23

<G 16 h
I bowed down mine ear a little and received her h

,

W And much knowledge did I find 1

;

17
kAnd* her yoke was glorious to me k

,

mAnd to my Teacher do I offer thanks'".

18 n
I purposed to do good 11 <with her>°,
00And P I was not put to shame p

, for I found her 00
.

19 My soul was attached q to her,
rAnd I turned not away my face from her 1";

© S
I spread forth my hands to the heaven above 3

,

P?
B 'And for ever and ever I will not go astray from her 1

.

uMy hand opened her gates,

And I entered unto her, and looked upon her u
.

20 V
I set my soul aright v w after herw

,

xAnd I found her in her y purity x
;

I gat me understanding z through her guidance 2
.

G a Therefore b
I shall not be forsaken ba

.

£?
u

21 My inward part was troubled oc like an oven cc d to look upon her a
,

Therefore have I gotten 6 a good possession.
22 Jahveh gave fme the reward of my lips f

,

And e with my tongue 8 do I praise Him.

23 Turn in h unto me, ye unlearned,

And lodge in my house of instruction.

h-h This clause has been displaced by 14 a in ^ > <E + €/uavr<a : Sah + ' because of her' (Smend) k-k (K

npoKoiTT) tyevcTo fioi (v avrrj 1
ffi > , but the 1 is required as the sixth letter of the alphabet, this being the sixth clause

m-in (JJ T<p § l§ovrl p0l (T (f>iav Soxrco 8o£av n_n
ffi di(vor]6rjv yap tov noir)<rai avTTjv ° A Word hasfallen out here

00-00 (5 Kai ((rjXcooa (perhaps a mistakefor e^Trjo-a = J^) to ayadov kcii ov /ir) auT\w6a P~P Reading WQ&H (= ffi)

for IsriN tib (' I will not turn back ') <t ffi Siapepaxivrai (reading npW]} for npKTl) : S ' clave '. r~r © Kai

ev notT)o-ti \tpov 8iTjKpi^ao-ap.r/v s-s Wanting in J§, 20 a stands in place of it t_t <& «u ra ayvorjpara ovttjs enevdrjaa
u-u (5> v-v Reading "&>3J V\):)2 (= ©)for ": W)3 w-w^j els avTr}V x-x ®b wrongiy transposes this and

the next clause y (ffi & >
' her

' z~z Reading, with Smend, nn^annD for DD^nniO (' from the beginning
'

= (S 3:) a_a Only the first word and one letter of the second word are left in Jfy
b_b 5 ' I shall not

forsake her
' c & ' burned

' °c-cc (l£r> d-d
<fc fKfyrrjO-ai avrrjv e

J^ S + ' in her
' f-f (5t yXcoaaav

p.01 p.io~8ov pov SS (K (v avTT) h Reading 1"11D (= S) for 133 : (ffi eyyterare

16. I bowed down mine ear. Cp. iv. 8, vi. 53.

17. her yoke . . . Cp. vi. 24, 30, and v..ib of this chapter.

to my Teacher. The Teacher is, of course, God.
18. The text is very corrupt here, and must be emended with the help of ffi.

19. In this verse (£ apparently had a text before it which in part differed from that of $? as now extant.

My hand opened her gates. For the thought of Wisdom having her dwelling-house cp. xiv. 23-25, Prov. ix. 1 ff.

and looked upon her. Cp. xv. 7, ' Sinners shall not see her.'

20. understanding. Lit. ' heart' ; cp. Prov. xv. 32, xix. 8, where the same verb as here is used (H3p).

21. My inward part was troubled. Cp. Jer. xxxi. 20.

Therefore have I gotten . . . Cp. Prov. iv. 7.

22. the reward of my lips. i. e. success as a teacher.

23. Turn in . . . Cp. Prov. ix. 4, 16.

house of instruction. The Beth ha-Midrash, or Beth Midrash, is the technical name for the ' house ' where
students gathered together for instruction in the Law. Great scholars had their own 'houses' where they gathered

pupils together. The Beth ha-Midrash of Ben-Sira is the earliest of which we know ; in Yoma 35 b (T. Babli)

mention is made of the one in which Shemaiah and Abtalion taught, and which Hillel, when a youth, could attend only

after having paid an admission-fee to the janitor ;
' whether or not this charge of a fee, so contradictory to the maxim of

the men of the Great Synagogue {Aboth i. 1," Raise up many disciples "), was a political measure of the time, it seemingly
stands in connexion with a principle pronounced by the Shammaites (Ab. J?. N., A. iii, B. iv, ed. Schechter, p. 14) that
" only those who are wise, humble, and of goodly, well-to-do parentage should be taught the Law". On the other hand,

the Hillelites insisted that "all. without exception, should partake of the privilege, inasmuch as many transgressors in

Israel, when brought nigh to the Law, brought forth righteous, pious, and perfect men"' {JE, iii. 117^). Ben-Sira

says distinctly that the wisdom was to be acquired ' without money' ; see v. 25 and cp. Nedarini 36 a (T. Babli) : 'As
I have taught you without payment, saith God, so must you do likewise.

1

Reference is made [Tanna debe Eliyahu R.

ix [x], xvi, and elsewhere) to the Beth ha-Midrash in the Temple (cp. Matt. xxi. 23, xxvi. 55 ; Luke ii. 46, xx. 1, xxi. 37;
John xviii. 20), which was called Beth ha-Midrash ha-gadol, ' the Great house of instruction.'
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SIRACH 51. 24-30

$ !! 24 'How long will ye lack k these things ki
?

And (how long) shall your soul be so 1 athirst ?

25 I open my mouth and speak m of her m
,

Acquire Wisdom 11 for yourselves without money.
26 Bring your necks under her yoke,

pAnd her burden let your soul bear p
;

q She is nigh unto them that seek her q
,

rAnd he that is intent (upon her) findeth her'.

27 Behold with your eyes that S
I laboured but (little) 8 therein*,

"And abundance of peace v have I found".

28 w Hearken to my teaching, (though ye be but) a few xw
,

And much y silver and y gold shall ye acquire thereby.

29 May my z soul delight a in my Yeshibah 3,

;

And ye shall not be put to shame b in singing my praise 15
.

30 Work your work c in righteousness
,

And He will give you d your reward in its time.

e [Blessed be Jahveh ; and praised be His Name to generations.

Thus far the words of Simeon the son of Jeshua
c

, who is called Ben-Sira.

The Wisdom of Simeon, the son of Jeshua\ the son of Eleazar, the son of Sira.

May the Name of Jahveh be blessed from now and unto eternity.] 6

i_i
ffi Km (n n A) on varepeicrdai (yo-Tepeirc a A) Xeyere tv tovtois 1j-1c Lit. ' from these things and those things

'

1 Lit. ' very' m_ni <E> n <&> ° ffi VTro&re V-P (K Kai em8e£atrda> rj ^1^77 vpav naiSeiav (= &)
a-Q <& eyyvs eanv evpeiv avrr)v r-r ffi > s-s Reading, with Smend, WOy JOp (= ffi S>) for »JTlOyi TPVl fBp
('I was small and I persisted') • * <&> »*-u Reading, with Smend, nroOD 'DKXD fl2im for . . . iTDNXtDl

(' and I found her,—peace ') v
ffi + e/iavna W-w

J^ pr Qiy\ (' many ') : (5 peraaxe™ iraibetav ep 7roX\a> apidpay

apyvpwv * Reading nsDM (= <£) for ^TWVill (' in my youth ') y-y ffi> z (li ; your

'

»-a
ffi €i<

tt; e\(€i nurou : S ' in my repentance
'

t>-b <& eu mveaci avrov c_c Smend would read ny X?2, Peters

ny ysij (= ffi £) d So (K S : IL> e-e <£ < Wisdom of Jesus, son of Sirach '
: 55 70 248 254 ' Blessed

be the Lord for ever ; Amen, Amen' : $£> ' Blessed be God for ever, and praised be His Name to generations.

Thus far the words of Jeshua' the son of Simeon that is called the son of Asira [so also Syro-Hex, but some
Syriac MSS. read Sirach]. The writing of the Wisdom of Bar Sira is ended'. The subscription varies in the

Syriac MSS.

24. shall your soul be so athirst. Cp. Is. lv. 1; Amosviii. 11. Cp. Pirqe Aboth i. 4 :
' Let thy house be a meeting-

house for the wise, and powder thyself in the dust of their feet ; and drink their words with thirstiness.'

25. without money. Cp. Is. lv. 1, 2, and the Talmudic quotation in the note on v. 23.

26. her yoke. Cp. v. 17, vi. 25.

he that is intent. 1CD3 fniJ , lit. ' that giveth his soul '.

27. (little). For the use of }Dp in a temporal sense cp. Is. liv. 7.

28. (though ye be but) a few. For this use of 1SDD3 cp. Gen. xxxiv. 30 ; Deut. iv. 27.

And much silver . . . Cp. Pirqe Aboth ii. 19 :
' If thou hast learned much Torah, they give thee much reward

;

and faithful is the maker of thy work, who will pay thee the reward of thy work ; and know that the recompense of the
reward of the righteous is for the time to come.'

29. Yeshibah. i.e. Circle of hearers, later an Academy of learning. 'At first the Beth ha-MidrasIi was the place
where the Yeshibah assembled. . . . Later, when the number of students increased, it became necessary to hold the
sessions in a separate large hall adjoining the Beth ha-Midrash, and this hall was known by the name of Yeshibah

'

(/£, xii. 595 a). For TD^'a ffi read Yiyv^U ('in His salvation,' referring it to God), while & read TI^Ba ('in my
repentance '), neither understanding, presumably, what was meant by the Yeshibah.

in singing my praise. TlTtSO.

30. Work your work. i.e. the work of seeking wisdom.
in righteousness. The reading of (5S, 'before the time,' is probably the correct one, the reference being to the

time of final reckoning ; cp. John ix. 4.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON
INTRODUCTION

§ i. Short Account of the Book.

The Book of Wisdom has long enjoyed the reputation of being the most attractive and
interesting book in the Apocrypha. Nor is the reputation undeserved if attention is confined

to the first ten or eleven chapters. In these chapters both thought and expression are of a high

order. The thought, it is true, is not that of a systematic or consistent thinker, but of a writer

imbued with a strongly religious spirit ; one who felt the stress and perplexity of life and suffering,

and yet resisted the temptation to abandon—like many of his co-religionists—his ancestral belief

in a God of righteousness. These thoughts are expressed in the ancient Hebrew style of parallelism :

in spite of rare words, the language is vigorous and the construction simple : the impression that

he was well acquainted with the literature and philosophy of Greece grows upon one the more the

book is studied, and he is not without boldness in revising some of the traditional beliefs of his

religion.

The work falls naturally into three sections : (i) cc. i to vi. 8
; (2) vi. 9 to xi. 1

; (3) xi. 2 to xix.

The first section has been well called ' the book of eschatology
'

; it portrays in vivid contrast the

different destinies which await the righteous and the ungodly who oppress them. The impious

and defiant speech of the ungodly, the picture of their despair and remorse after death, and the

description of the divine vengeance upon them are the outstanding literary features in this part of

the book. The religious teaching also of this section is interesting and important. The writer

enunciates the doctrine of immortality immediately after death, denies that suffering presupposes

sin, refuses to admit that early death is necessarily a calamity, or that childlessness is a mark of

divine displeasure. It would be difficult to find five other chapters in the Old Testament Scriptures

with so much departure from traditional views.

The second section consists of the panegyric on Wisdom which gives its name to the book.

In beautiful and eloquent language the attractions of Wisdom as a heavenly Being are set forth.

' Wisdom is radiant and fadeth not away
' ; she seeks to know those that are worthy of her, and

leads them to the enjoyment of immortality in the presence of God. According to the testimony

of Solomon, who now speaks, her treasures are bestowed upon mankind in answer to prayer. The
fine description of Wisdom is continued, and culminates in the statement that ' she is a breath of

the power of God, and a clear effluence of the glory of the Almighty ' (vii. 25). Solomon is not the

only one who has been favoured by her. She guided the great ones of old, rescued them from all

their troubles, and finally brought the holy nation itself out of captivity and ' prospered their works

by the hand of a holy prophet' (xi. 1).

From this point onward a great change takes place. We have no longer a poem extolling

goodness and celebrating Wisdom, but a Midrash in glorification of the Jews.

From xi. 2 to the end of the book we have an historical retrospect of Israel in Egypt and in the

wilderness, broken by a dissertation on the origin and evils of idolatry in cc. xiii, xiv, xv. Chapters xi

and xii with xvi to xix contrast the lot of Israel in the wilderness with that experienced by the

Egyptians during the plagues. The writer sets himself to prove the two propositions that ' By
what things a man sins, by these he is punished ' (xi. 16), and ' By what things their foes were
punished, by these they in their need were benefited ' (xi. 5). First, the punishments of the Egyptians

are said to have been framed in accordance with a variety of the lex talionis. This is shown most
clearly in the plagues of frogs, lice, and flies. Because the Egyptians worshipped despicable animals,

by despicable animals they were punished. But the writer's power of drawing parallels does not

end here. He goes further and gives examples to prove his other contention that what was noxious

to the Egyptians was beneficial to Israel. Historical facts are ingeniously selected and opposed to

one another ; if the main facts are intractable, the details are made to furnish the required lesson.

If he cannot get a positive comparison, a negative one will do. The comparisons are mostly forced,

except in the case of the last plague, where the slaying of the firstborn had a double effect. It

punished the Egyptians and at the same time freed Israel. The first of these ideas, appropriateness

of retribution, was doubtless based on Exod. iv. 22-23 :
' Thus saith the Lord, Israel is my son,

my firstborn : . . . (because) thou hast refused to let him go, behold, I will slay thy son, thy firstborn.'

The second seems to be peculiar to this book.
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In cc. xiii-xv the author discourses on idolatry and its attendant evils. He treats the worship

of the heavenly bodies with some leniency, only marvelling that the worshippers did not go a step

farther and find the Sovereign Lord of all through His works. .He then turns to idolatry proper,

and following Isa. xl pours scorn and sarcasm on those who worship a crooked piece of wood for

which the workman can find no use save as an object of worship : a piece of wood not sound
enough to be used for the building of a ship. The origin of idolatry is sketched after the manner
of Euhemerus, and the methods of a second idol-maker—the worker in clay—held up to derision.

After this digression the writer turns once more to the Egyptians ; and from here to the end
the contrast between Egypt and Israel is resumed. The work concludes with a repetition of

a favourite theme of the writer, that the world fights for the righteous : the elements by their

transmutation into one another are used by God to punish the Egyptians and defend Israel.

The book is included in the so-called WisdQm Literature of the Hebrews, the chief object of

which is to discuss the problem of life and its conditions. Some of the writers limited their teaching

to directing men aright in their social relations. They saw that much of the failure and unhappiness
of life arose from disregard of prudential considerations and rightly laid emphasis on this. Small
troubles were the result of imprudence ; serious troubles the result of deliberate wrongdoing ; there-

fore, to avoid trouble small or great, be prudent and abstain from wrongdoing. We have examples
of this teaching in Proverbs and Sirach. But the teaching of experience showed that this doctrine was
very imperfect. The rich oppressed the poor, however prudent and pious the poor might be ; and
in times of religious persecution or national trial the theory broke down utterly. Some teachers

faced these perplexing facts and tried to account otherwise for the mystery of suffering. Here they
deserted the role of the sage inculcating prudential precepts, and became religious rather than moral
teachers (though the difference would hardly be recognized by a Jew), endeavouring to penetrate the

mysteries of God and explain them to suffering humanity. We have examples of this in Job,
Ecclesiastes, and the well-known Psalms, xxxvii, xlix, and lxxiii. It is to this last division that the

writer of Wisdom, cc. i-x, belongs : the later chapters, xi to xix, have nothing in common with either

class of Wisdom literature.

The authorship of the book is unknown. It is perhaps the work of more than one writer, and
dates probably from after 50 B.C. St. Paul undoubtedly knew and used the book, Romans and
Ephesians showing clear traces of its influence ; some other parts of the New Testament also

show points of contact with it.

§ 2. Title.

The earliest mention of the book is perhaps found in p. 11 a, line 8 of the Muratorian Canon
(a. D. 200). There the title is ' Sapientia ', with the added words ' ab amicis Salomonis in honorem
ipsius scripta '. Clement of Alexandria, head of the Catechetical School A. D. 190-203, speaks of it

under the title Wisdom of Solomon. Tertullian (circa 2co) quotes it as the Wisdom of Solomon.
Origen (d. 250) speaks of it in the same way as Clement. Cyprian (d. 258) quotes it as Solomon or
the Wisdom of Solomon. The Latin version has ' Liber Sapientiae

'
; the Peshitta, ' The great Wisdom

of Solomon.'

In the fourth-century MSS. N and B the title is SaAo/^awros and SaAcojuowos respectively. The
Alexandrine fifth-century MS. has SoAo/xowro?. Jerome (d. 420), who recognizes that the book is

pseudepigraphic, says it was entitled 'Sapientia Salomonis'. Only the Latin omits the name of

Solomon, and this may be due to Jerome's influence : although he did not alter the translation

—

{ calamo temperavi ' he says—he may have altered the title.

§ 3. The MSS.

The most important uncials, N A and B, contain the book in its entirety. C (Codex Ephraim)
contains viii. 5-xii. 10, xiv. 19-xvii. 18, xviii. 24-xix. 22. V (23), eighth-ninth century, contains the
whole. The cursives mentioned in Holmes and Parsons are numbered 23 (but this is a mistake : 23
is an uncial and is now called V), 55, 68, 106, 155 (omits vi

:
22-xvi. 19), 157, 248, 253, 254, 261, 296.

According to Klostermann (Analecta, Leipzig, 1895) 55 does not contain Wisdom. Klostermann has
examined 248 and 253, while Nestle (Urtext und Ubersetzungeri) has investigated the readings of 68,
106, 157, 253, and 296. Of the cursives 248 seems to be the most important. It is frequently
quoted by Prof. Margoliouth in JRAS, 1890, and Sanday and Headlam (Romans, p. 51 note) say,
' Cod. 248 embodies very ancient elements.' Grimm and Feldmann quote certain Parisian MSS.
collated by Thilo of Halle, who contemplated an edition of the book (c. 1825).

The text ofB is given in Swete, O. T. in Greek, with the variants ofN A and C. Many interesting

variants in the cursives are given in Grimm, Holtzmann, and especially Feldmann. Feldmann's
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON
investigation (Textmaterialien z. B. der IV., Freiburg im B., 1902) is by far the most thorough yet
published.

§ 4. The Versions.

The Latin version is the Old Latin
;
Jerome did not touch it : he says ' calamo temperavi '. It

is generally faithful to the Greek, but includes several lines not in any Greek MS., one of which
(ii. 8) is undoubtedly, another (i. 15) possibly, genuine ; a third (v. 14) a very intelligent gloss-:

others, e.g. ii. 17, vi. 1, 23, viii. 11, ix. 19, xi. 5, are glosses pure and simple. The text has been
exhaustively examined by Thielmann in the Archiv filr lat. Lex. und Gram., 1893, pp. 235-277. l

Like previous investigators, Thielmann comes to the conclusion that the home of the version is North
Africa. This he proves by full lists of words and constructions in Wisdom, only found elsewhere
in North African Latin. A short list of such words is given in § 4 of Westcott's article on
Wisdom in Smith's DB ; a longer list may be found in Deane, Index II. As Tertullian and
Cyprian used it, the version is placed by Thielmann in the latter half of the second century.

The Syriac (Peshitta) version is full of mistakes and paraphrases, but is of great interest on
account of its striking relationship to the Latin. Prof. Margoliouth points out that the Peshitta
agrees with the Latin ' in a way which cannot be the result of chance '. This relationship is

probably that of assistant to the Latin translator. The reverse could not be the case, since, if

the Syriac translator had had the Latin to refer to, he would have made far fewer mistakes.
Both the Latin and the Syriac are from earlier Greek MSS. than any we now possess.

Some interesting instances of agreement between the Syriac and Latin, besides those mentioned
by Prof. Margoliouth on p. 279, JRAS, 1890, are as follows: v. 14, x. 5, 12 (see note), xiv. 2,

and especially xiv. 19, of which Prof. Margoliouth says 'the Latin rendering can only be accounted
for as a rendering of either the Syriac or the (supposed Hebrew) original '.

There are numerous additions in the form of explanatory glosses, e. g. the proper names in

c. x, Cain, Noah, Abraham, Lot, Jacob and Joseph, are inserted, and in xix. 17 (Syr. 16) exavot

rightly explained as the men of Sodom.
The text has been thoroughly examined by Joseph Holtzmann, Die Pesch. z. B. der W.,

pp. 152, Freiburg im B., 1903. Of his conclusions, the two following deserve mention here: (1)

the language of the copy before the translator was Greek, as is shown by mistranslations which could
only have arisen from a misunderstanding of the Greek

; (2) the Syriac version was used by the
translator of the Latin version, therefore its date must be earlier.

The other versions (except the Arabic—which is said to be very late,—twelfth century or later)

have been examined by Feldmann, who has collated the Coptic (Sahidic), Syro-Hexaplaric, and
Armenian, and given the variants of each. He then (pp. 41-84) gives a most useful enumeration,
with frequent discussions, of the various readings throughout the book.

§ 5. Date.

The difficulty of arriving at a satisfactory date for the book is seen from the differences which
exist between scholars as to the period of its composition. Grimm dates -it 145-50 B. C, Thackeray
130-100 B. C, Gregg 125-100 B.C., Gfrorer 100 B.C., Bousset under the Empire, Farrar 40 A. D.

An indisputable terminus a quo is obtained from the fact that the writer made use of the

LXX version of Isaiah, but that may be no later than 200 b. C. By common consent this date

is far too early. It is, however, possible to get a later date for the terminus a quo. If the line

in 1 Enoch v. 7 is the source of Wisd. iii. 9 the book must be later than the translation of Enoch
into Greek, which was probably undertaken as a whole, seeing that the fragments which survive

include chapter lxxxix. The latest part of Enoch consists of chapters xxxvii to Ixxi, and the date

of this according to Charles is 94-79 B. c. We may suppose Enoch to have been translated at

some date between 70 and 50 B. C. and adopt this period as the terminus a quo.

Mr. Thackeray dates the book 130-100 B.C. on the ground that the two forms ov8et? and
owfleis occur in it, a characteristic which he would assign to that period (Gr. of O. T. Gk., p. 62).

On the ground, however, that only the 8 forms of oi»5eis occur in LXX Proverbs, he assigns that book
to about 100 b. c, making it later than Wisdom. But it is difficult to believe that the author of

Wisd. i-xi was not acquainted with LXX Proverbs. If he was not, we must delete iii. 11 and
vi. 12 c as interpolations based on Prov. i. 7 and viii. 12 b. It is no doubt possible that these lines

may be interpolations, but it is more difficult to get rid of itdpehpov yap evprjcrei, tS>v irv\6)v avrov

(vi. 14), which seems to be a reminiscence of Prov. i. 21 e-nl 5e 7rvAats bwacrrutv -napehpevei, and viii. 2

irapa yap irvXais hwaaT&v irapebpevei. Possibly, too, aypvirveco in Wisd. vi. 1 5 is a reminiscence of the

1 There is an earlier work by Thielmann, Die lat. Ubers. d. Bitches der Weisheit (Leipzig, 1872).
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same word in Prov. viii. 34. Moreover, the general description of Wisdom in c. vi. 9-16 seems
based on that in Prov. i and viii.

Further, if the LXX version of Proverbs was not in existence when Wisdom was written—and
this would be the case if Mr. Thackeray's dates are accepted—we must assume that the author was
able to consult Proverbs in the Hebrew, and yet that he resorted to the Greek for such an important
book as Isaiah. It seems impossible to deny that in c. ii. 12 he accepted the erroneous LXX trans-
lation of Isa. iii. 10 (as the writer of the second part accepted that of Isa. xliv. 20). This would be a
strange circumstance if he were able to read the original.

The evidence, therefore, is strongly in favour of assuming the dependence of Wisdom on LXX
Proverbs. We may, however, with Mr. Thackeray accept a date for Proverbs subsequent to Sirach,
i. e. subsequent to 130 B. C, and take the order as Sirach, Proverbs, Wisdom. This would strengthen
the conjecture made above that the date of Wisdom is not earlier than the middle of the first

century B. C.

The terminus ad quern depends on the undoubted use made of the book by St. Paul : this

would require a date not later than the first few years of our era : it would take some little

time for the book to acquire a reputation and get into circulation. Grimm points out (page 34)
that the writer's apparent ignorance of the Alexandrine doctrine of the Logos points to a date
earlier than Philo. More than that, as Philo did not expound his doctrine of the Logos as though it

originated with him, the date of Wisdom must be earlier than the acceptance of this doctrine by the
Jewish scholars of Alexandria. This argument is no doubt valid, but it only means that the book
must be earlier than the student life of Philo, which may be placed from 5 B. c. to A. D. 5. To place
the book on this account a hundred years earlier than Philo, as Gregg does, seems quite uncalled for.

But ignorance of the Alexandrine Logos doctrine can only affect the date of the first part of the
book ; the second part may with Bousset {Religion des Jude?ithums, p. 35) be dated after the beginning
of the Empire (say 30 B. C), on account of xiv. 17, where the likeness of an absent ruler is mentioned.

The present writer inclines to a date between 50 and 30 B. C. for the first part of the book, and
30 B.C. to A. D. 10 for the second part, which was written in continuation of part 1.

§ 6. Composite Nature.

The unity of the book was early disputed. In the eighteenth century the French scholar
Houbigant pronounced the work to be composite, and was followed by Eichhorn, Bretschneider, and
others. Houbigant divided the book at the end of ch. ix ; Eichhorn, whose position is here adopted,
at xi 1 ; Bretschneider, at vi. 8 and xii, taking ch. xi as the work of a redactor. Gfrorer (1835)
and Grimm (i860) upheld the unity of the book, the former speaking with scorn of Eichhorn,
the latter with respect ; and the deservedly great influence of Grimm caused subsequent scholars

to accept his decision. In 1900 Siegfried called it 'the well-arranged product of a single author'.

In 1903, however, Lincke in Samaria und seine Propheten divided the book into two parts.

He attributed cc. i-xii. 8 to a writer living in Samaria in the time of the Seleucidae. It was a
polemic against the hierocracy at Jerusalem. Ch. xii. g to the end is Alexandrian.

In the same year Stevenson, in Wisdom and the Jezvish Apoc. Writings, a little volume in the
Temple Bible Series, offered another division of the book. He agrees very nearly with Eichhorn
in making the first part end at xi. 4 ; but in the remainder of the book he sees three different

compositions—viz. (1) cc. xiii-xv, the section on idolatry; (2) xi. 21-xii. 22, the section on the
love and mercy of God

; (3) the strictly historical part, xi. 5-20, xii. 23-27, xvi-xix.

In 1904 Weber, in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift, attempted another analysis. He also divided the
book into four parts : cc. i-v, the book of eschatology ; cc. vi-x, the Book of Wisdom proper

;

c. xi to the end, the book of the method of retribution ; in this last part the chapters on idolatry

(xiii-xv) are an insertion. Feldmann, in Bib. Zeitsch. 1909, pp. 140-150, criticized and rejected

Weber's attempt, scarcely noticing Lincke's work.
Kohler in the Jewish Encycl. maintains the composite authorship, apparently following Eichhorn.

Toy in the Ency. Bib. and Ency. Brit, thinks that the question admits of no certain answer.
The arguments for the unity of the book (some of which are given by Grimm) may be set

forth as follows : (1) Use of certain unusual words and expressions throughout the book— e.g. the
word jueraAAeuco is used in the same erroneous meaning in both parts, iv. 12 and xvi. 25; clttoto^los,

a word which occurs nowhere else in the Greek Bible, is found in v. 20, 22, vi. 5, xi. 10, xii. 9,

xviii. 15; awnoKpiTos in v. 18, xviii. 16, nowhere else in the Greek Bible; Ki;85??Ao9, ii. 16, xv. 9, only
twice besides in the Greek Bible ; avyyvaxrTos, vi. 6, xiii. 8, nowhere else in the Greek Bible. The phrase
(v d\(/ei is found in iii. 4, vii. 9, viii. 11, xiv. 17, xv. 19, but nowhere else in the Greek Bible (but see

below) ; 0?j/hW 0u/xoi, vii. 20, xvi. 5, and Aoyicr/xoi aavveroi, i. 5 and xi. 15, both seem to be unique
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phrases; irai'Tabvvapios, vii. 23, xi. 17, xviii. 15, yewSrj?, ix. 15, xv. 13, oie7ra>, ix. 3, xii. 15, hitpevvdao,

vi. 3, xiii. 7, occur nowhere else in the Greek Bible ; Ka/coYexi'o?, i. 4, xv. 4, only once besides,

4 Mace. vi. 14. (2) The same extensive vocabulary, the similar use of compound and poetical

words, assonances, and the like. (3) The rhythmical structure (see Thackeray, JTS, vol. vi,

p. 232) throughout the book. (4) The use of philosophic theories in both parts—e.g. in part 1

the Stoic doctrine of the world-soul, in part 2 the Stoic doctrine of the metabolism of the four

elements. (5) Omission of proper names in both parts. 1
(6) The occurrence in both parts of the

striking conception of the ' world fighting for the righteous', which is found in v. 17, 20, xvi. 17, 24,

xviii. 24 (perhaps), and xix. 6. The most formidable argument is the first. Many scholars would

feel that the use of /xeraAAeuco alone decides the question.

The arguments for the composite nature of the book are :

—

(1) The difference in style, presentation, and tone.

(2) The omission of all reference to Wisdom in xi. 2 to the end, except in one doubtful

passage.

(3) The abandonment of the transcendental view of the Deity.

(4) The absence of any reference to the doctrine of immortality, except a passing reference

in xv. 3.

(5) Abandonment of parallelism.

(6) The numerous and striking linguistic differences.

The first five points may be explained away ; it may be said that the writer is a philosopher

in the first part, a preacher in the second ; the sixth point, however, is more troublesome.

The most striking linguistic difference is found in the very different proportions in which

certain particles are used 2 in the two parts—e. g. p.(v is used three times only in the first part,

v. 13, vii. 1, 30, and twenty-seven times (according to Swete's text) in the second, xi. 6, 10,

xiii. i, 3, 16, 17, xiv. 2, 8, 19, xv. 9, 17, xvi. 3, 9, 14, 18, 21, xvii. 5, 15, xviii. 1, 3, 4, 7, 16, 17,

xix. 5, 10, 14. 8e is also unequally distributed, with fifty-two occurrences in part 1, eighty-

two in part 2'. tva occurs seven times in the first part, viz. ii. 19, vi. 9, 21, ix. 2, 10, x. 8, 12, and

twenty-one times in part 2—e.g. xi. 16, xii. 2, 7, 8, 13, 22, xiii. 9, 16, xiv. 4, 17, xvi. 3, 11, 18, 19,

22, 23, 26, xviii. 6, 19, xix. 4, 6. dAAa occurs four times in the first part, vi. 22, viii. 16, x. 8, 13,

and seventeen times in part 2, viz. xi. 19, 20, xii. 8, xiii. 2, 6, xiv. 22, 31, xv. 7, 9, 12, xvi. 7, 12,

18, 26, xviii. 20, 22, xix. 15, and in connexion with this p.6vov is of course more frequent in the

second part than in the first, yap occurs 52 times in the first part, as against 102 in the second
;

kcu yap twice in the first part, twelve times in the second.

In addition to these considerable differences the following smaller differences in the use of

particles exist :

—

|ot€, ix. 9, xi. 9, 13, xvi. 5, xix. n, 17.

- 7tot€, v. 3, xiv. 15, xvi. 18, 19, xviii. 20.

[t6t€, v. 1, xi. 8, xiv. 15, xvi. 25, xviii. 17, 20.

7tws, v. 5, vi. 22, xi. 8, 9, 25, xiii. 9, xvi. 4, xix. 10.

7raA.1v, x. 4, xiii. 8, xiv. 1, xvi. 23, xix. 6.

dvavTaA.iv, XIX. 21.

This gives seven of these particles in part 1 to thirty-six in part 2.

The distribution of some other words is worthy of notice. The following occur only in the

first part :

—

a-r)fji€Lov, v. 11, 13, viii. 8, x. 16.

avev, xiv. 4, xix. 13.

eira, xiv. 16, 22, xvii. 1 6.

e7rei, xviii. 12, xix. 15.

en, x. 7, xiii. 6, xiv. 24, xix. 3, 10.

dperii, IV. I, V. 13, Vlll. 7.

7rai8eta, i. 5, ii. 12, iii. 11, vi. 17, vii. 14.

rpifioi, in a metaphorical sense, ii. 15, v. 7, vi. 16,

ix. 18, x. 10 (in xiv. 3 the singular is used in a

literal sense).

kvdvp.iop.at, iii. 14, vi. 15, vii. 15, ix. 13.

Icrxaros, ii. 16, iii. 17, iv. 19.

0-UVIT7/A1, iii. 9, vi. 1, ix. 11.

a-u'vco-is, iv. 11, ix. 5.

noXvs is evenly distributed, but the compounds (seven) are all in part 1 : noXvTekijs ii. 7,

[
Ktvew, V. II.

1 Ktv^ci?, ii. 2, vii. 24.

KivrjTLKos, vii. 24.

UvKiv-qTos is in both parts, vii. 22 applied to Wisdom,
xiii. 1 1 applied to a tree, nowhere else in the

Greek Bible.

TrapoSevu), i. 8, ii. 7, v. 14, vi. 22, x. 8.

1 The singularity of this largely disappears when we notice that Philo often omits the names of historical characters :

see Vita Mosis, Bk. i, c. 42 (Caleb and Joshua), 43 (Edom), 59 (Reuben and Gad) ; Bk. ii, c. 10 (Lot) ; Bk. iii, cc. 21

and 38 (Korah, Dathan, and Abiram).
2 It must be stated that the proportion of matter in the two parts is 11^ to 13, or 23 to 26: the second part may

be taken as one-eighth longer than the first : but in considering the particles it should be noticed that there are in

B 556 stichoi in part I, to 568 in part 2.
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noXvyovos iv. 3, -noXverris iv. 16, noXvp.^p-q^ vii. 22, TroXviretpCa viii. 8, TroXvcppovris ix. 15, TioXyxpovt-oi

ii. 10, iv. 8.

The following words occur in the second part only :

—

lo-xu'w, xi. 21, xiii. 1, 9, xv. 16, xvi. 20, xix. 20.

/xeyaAww, xix. 2 2, yueyaAws, xi. 21, xiv. 2 2, paya-

\uyo-vvr) xviii. 24.

t/3vx«v, xi. n, xiv. 15.

afiapravw, xi. 16, xii. 2, 11, xiv. 31, xv. 2, 13

apviop.ai, xii. 27, xvi. 16, xvii. 10.

Set, necesse est, xii. 19, xv. 12, xvi. 4, 28.

lirirayrj, xiv. 16, xviii. 16, xix. 6.

The following differences occur in the two parts :

—

€7rio-K07riy, ii. 20, iii. 7, 9, 13, iv. 15, all in a favourable sense ; xiv. 11, xix. 15, in an unfavourable sense

(pointed out first by Weber).

Kav yap, IV. 4, ix. 6 ; ko\ yap idv, XV. 2.

Kios occurs eleven or twelve times: two of these occurrences being in part 1, the remaining

nine or ten in part 2. This difference could hardly be connected with difference in subject-

matter.

The word o\\ris occurs three times in the first part, eight times in the second. In the first part

it is used in a metaphorical sense in the phrase iv 6\f/ei; in the second, seven times literally, the

eighth being doubtful. This should be considered with the similar cases of kina-Koiir] and Tplfios.

The distribution of {3los and £o>; is worth noticing. /3ios occurs ten times in the first part and
five times in the second, (<ori once in the first part and six times in the second. e£era£a> and franco

and its derivatives five times in the first part, once in the second ; KoXafa is a favourite word in

part 2, eleven times as against once in part 1. This last, no doubt, is due to difference of subject-

matter. The same reason holds good for a-ocpla, which occurs twenty-eight times in part 1 and
twice in part 2.

The use of compound words is considerable in both parts, but there are differences to be
observed. Of compounds of em there are nineteen in part 1 as against forty in part 2 ; compounds
of Trpo have nine instances in part 1 as against twenty-two in part 2 ; Trpo? seven in part 1 as against

twenty in part 2 ; and vtto five in part 1 as against twenty-five in part 2. Compounds of Kara are

twenty-one in part 1 to thirty-four in part 2, of p.tra seven in part 1 to twelve in part 2. This
gives sixty-eight of these compounds in part 1 to 153 in part 2. If the cumulative argument
is worth anything, it should certainly be considered in deciding what weight should be assigned to

these linguistic differences.

The difference in style, presentation, and tone between the two parts is undeniable. In style,

as Eichhorn says, ' the first part is appropriate and concise, the second inappropriate, diffuse,

exaggerated, and bombastic ' (p. 145) ; though a few passages in part 2 may escape this censure.

With the exception of iv. 15-17, where the text is in disorder, there are no specially difficult

or doubtful passages in the first part, while there are serious difficulties in xii. 5, 24, xv. 17 c,

18 £, 19^, xvii. 6, 13, and xviii. 1, 2. It is also worth noting that the difference in style between
the two parts led Siegfried, who accepts the unity of the book, to print his translation fro,m xii. 19
to the end in prose. The presentation in the first part is varied : we have the author's own words,
the speech of the apostates, Solomon's address and his prayer

;
part 2 is one continuous apostrophe

to the Deity. In tone the second part is pervaded by a narrow and bitter Jewish spirit, which is

markedly absent from part 1.

In answer to this latter point, it may be said that part 1 deals with Jews only ; that there was
no opportunity of displaying narrow national feeling towards the Gentiles. It must then be asked
what, on the supposition of its unity, was the object of the second part of the book ? how does it

fit in with the object of the first part ? The first part is a polemic against the apostate Jews of
Alexandria, and an appeal to them, by the example of the wise king, to return to the worship of
Jehovah. But this object could hardly be helped forward by the contents of part 2. The teaching
that by what things a man sins, by these he is punished, appears to be pointless with regard to the
sins of the apostates. It is very far-fetched on the part of Bois to find this teaching in iii. 10.

Again, these apostates who had adopted Greek or Epicurean views of life were in no danger of
falling into idolatry ; they could scoff at the worshippers of a ' rotten piece of wood ' as well as the
author. The only way in which the appeal to history could be thought to influence them would be
by pointing out that in plaguing the Egyptians and delivering Israel, Jehovah had shown Himself
to be the true God, and that the Egyptians themselves had confessed Him to be so ; but in view
of the sceptical and scoffing attitude of the apostates towards the miraculous, as recorded by Philo
(see end of note on i. 1), such an appeal could have no effect. It might uphold the courage of the
faithful ; it could have no effect on unbelievers except to make them scoff the more.
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The difference in the view of the action of the Deity adopted in the two parts (pointed out in

the note on xi. 2) is seen most plainly in two parallel passages, where the very functions assigned

to Wisdom in part 1 are assigned directly to God in part 2. In vii. 22 Wisdom is -navrcnv TiyyW\.<i,

in viii. 6 tu>v ovtcdv . . . rexvhLs, while in xiii. 1 God Himself is called t€)(vlti)$. In viii. 1 it is said of

Wisdom bioiKtl ra -navra, in xv. 1 God is addressed directly as hioiK&v ra iravTa. Moreover, when
Heinisch (p. 47) affirms the God of the Book of Wisdom to be the living personal and almighty
God of Israel, the passages he quotes in support of this position are drawn entirely from the second

part of the book. He adduces xii. 18, xi. 17, 23, xvi. 13, 15, xi. 22, xiii. 1-7. This testimony

is all the more valuable as it is given quite unwittingly. It shows plainly what part of the book
a writer must resort to in order to find the action of the Deity portrayed in Jewish fashion.

In truth there are considerable difficulties in the way of accepting the unity of authorship

which have not been met by its upholders. If we could assume that the writer of the second part

had studied the first part carefully and wished to write a supplement to it, both resemblances

and differences could be accounted for.

The proofs adduced by Thackeray (JTS, vi, pp. 232 ff.) and approved by Blass seem to show
that the writer of the second part endeavoured to keep up the poetical form of the first : for this

reason, although the second part is very prosaic, it has been thought well to keep the verse form
of the Revised Version throughout.

§ 7. Authorship and Language.

The author of the book is generally assumed to be an Alexandrian Jew. But the opinion

of scholars is not unanimous on the point. Bretschneider considered the first section, i-vi. 8, to

have been written by a Palestinian Jew. Grimm in 1833 wrote a thesis entitled ' de Sap. libri

indole Alexandrina perperam asserta ', but he withdrew from this position in his great commentary
of i860, where the Alexandrian origin of the book is maintained. Grimm's later position was
unanimously accepted till the appearance of Prof. Margoliouth's article in JRAS, 1890, entitled
' Was the Book of Wisdom written in Hebrew ?

'

l He there maintains that ' the writer shows no
acquaintance with Egypt beyond what he might have got from the Bible, and that he shows a

familiarity with the interpretation of the Midrash which points to the Palestinian School '. This
last clause can refer to the second part only, cc. xi-xix.

In 1903 Lincke, while accepting Greek as the original language, maintained that cc. i-xii were
written in Palestine, and Bousset in Die Religion des Jiidenthums (1906), p. 212, writes, ' The early

chapters of the Wisdom of Solomon are probably of Palestinian origin.' (He thus admits the

composite authorship ; see also p. 501, where he speaks of the second and third parts of the book.)

It seems difficult to accept the proposition that the book was written in Hebrew in face of

the numerous instances where dependence on LXX seems undeniable, e. g.
:

—

ii. 12 Zve$pcv<TW[jL€v 8e tov Sikoliov, on Sva)(pr]aTO<; rjpuv icrnv. Isa. Ill, io 8r]o-(Dp.ev tov oYkcuov on Svcrxprjo-Tos

rjfui' tern. These passages have only to be put side by side to show the dependence of one upon the other

(the fact that the passage from Isaiah is corrupt in the present Hebrew text, which should doubtless read »"1S5>N

310 '3 p'HY, does not enter into consideration here ; though it shows how the LXX got S^o-oj/aev).

xi. 4 Kal iS66r] aurois ck TrtTpas a.KpoTop.ov v&wp. Deut. viii. 1 5 tov e^ayaywTOS coi Ik Trerpas aK.poTop.ov

z-qyrjv {'Scitos. Here the fact that d/cpdYopo?, 'steep', is an incorrect translation of t^D/n, 'flint ', makes for an
undoubted connexion between the two passages.

XI. 2 2 oti (L? poTTTj eK irXacrriyyu>v 6'Aos 6 Koap-o^ ivavTiov o~ov. Isa. xl. 15 travTa to. e6vr] . . . ws poni] £uyoi»

iXoyio-Brjo-av. The thought is identical, and the writer could not have got it from the Hebrew, which has ' dust

pnv of the balance '.

xv. 7 and Isa. xliv. 20 both refer to the idolater. The Hebrew has 'he feedeth on ashes, a heart deceived

hath misled him '. The LXX divided the words in the Hebrew text wrongly and translated o-n-oSos 17 /capSi'a

avrwv. The writer of Wisdom followed this and wrote 0-71-0805 17 /capoYa avrov.

xvi. 22 Trvp (f>\ey6p,evov iv tt/ ^aXa^j/. Exod. ix. 24 to Trvp (frXoyiQov iv rrj ^aXd^yj. The LXX translator

was perhaps puzzled at the meaning to be assigned to the Hebrew word "pnno, ' darting hither and thither
'

; at

any rate he did not translate it literally, but put another word which would make sense : the writer of Wisdom
borrowed directly from the LXX.

These examples seem to make it plain that Pseudo-Sol. did not use the Hebrew Bible and that he drew
his quotations directly from the LXX.

The following resemblances also show the writer's acquaintance with LXX :

ill. 1 1 o~o(piav yap Kal Tvaihuav 6 i^ov&tvCjv TuA.ui7ra)pos. Prov. i. 7 o~o<piav 81 Kal 7rai8et'av cure/Scis efov-

6(.vi'jo-ovaiv.

1 Prof. Margoliouth's thesis was contested by Freudenthal in an article entitled ' What is the Original Language
of the Wisdom of Solomon ?

' JQA', hi. 722-53.
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VI. 12 (if genuine) koi iipiaKtraL vvo rwv ^towtwv avrrjv. Prov. viii. 17 01 8e ep.e ^towtcs evprjaovaiv.

vi. 14 TrdpeSpov yap evprjaet t£jv ttvXwv olvtov. Prov. 1. 21 cttl Se 7ri;Aa<.s Swacrrwv Trape8pevfi.

Compare also v. 17 with Isa. lix. 17, quoted below, p. 527. See also- notes on vi. 7, xii. 26, and xiv. 8.

Again, throughout the book, compound words abound—a mark of Alexandrian Greek. . Swete,
Introd. to O.T. in Greek, p. 311, gives over fifty from the first six chapters.

Further, the knowledge of Greek philosophy displayed in the book speaks for its Alexandrine
origin ; though this is not absolutely decisive, as Proverbs and Ecclesiastes are supposed by some
scholars to show traces of Greek philosophical influence. Moreover, the doctrine of immortality in

all probability, and the doctrine of the transcendence of God certainly, are Alexandrian, not
Palestinian. Finally, it seems likely that iii. 9 c is borrowed from the Greek translation of Enoch.
As we cannot imagine a Palestinian writer borrowing from the Greek translation of a book originally

written in Hebrew, the borrowing must have taken 'place outside Palestine, and the only possible

alternative seems to be Alexandria.

But wherever the book originated the writer is unknown. In part 1 he plainly speaks in the
name of Solomon, though the name itself is not mentioned, any more than it is in Ecclesiastes

(where, accordng to McNeile, i. 1 is no part of the original text). The speaker is said to be of royal
birth (vii. 5); he prays for wisdom (viii. 21), and says 'thou hast chosen me to be a king' (ix. 7).

This is, of course, a literary device and would deceive no one. But it made the book anonymous,
and anonymous it still remains.

The earliest record of any conjecture as to its authorship is given by Jerome, who says that
some of the ancient writers affirm the author to be Philo. This may also have been the opinion of

the writer of the document known as the Muratorian Canon. An interesting suggestion was made
by Tregelles that in the Muratorian Canon, p. \\a, lines 7 and 8, where the Latin has ' Sapientia
ab amicis Salomonis in honorem ipsius scripta ', there may have originally stood v-no (pi\(ovos instead
of v-no (pCKoiv. But though Jerome's testimony is interesting as showing that at an early period
many saw the impossibility of ascribing the book to Solomon as Origen also did {Contra Cels. v. 29),
the authorship of Philo does not recommend itself to modern scholars. The Philonian doctrine of
the Logos, the pronounced dualism which said <rG>p.a = arjp.a, and almost certainly the doctrine of
ideas, are all absent from Wisdom ; while the personality of the devil is accepted as a fact in

Wisdom, whereas in Philo it is allegorized into pleasure.

The suggestion that Apollos was the author (Noach, Plumptre) is generally rejected.

Like many other books in the Canon, both Hebrew and Greek, its authorship must remain
unknown.

§ 8. Relationship to other Books in the Old and New Testaments.

The relationship of the Book of Wisdom to Ecclesiastes is generally admitted. The first section
of Wisdom might be said to be a polemic against the words of Eccles. vii. 15, 'There is a righteous
man that perisheth in his righteousness, and there is a wicked man that prolongeth his life in his
evil doing.' That one book could be written in answer to another (both now sacred) is seen from
Ecclesiastes itself, which was doubtless written in antagonism to the view propounded by Ezekiel and
his followers that righteousness and unrighteousness were both rewarded in this life, a view which
the author of Job also contests. Ruth, also, was probably written as a protest against the endeavours
of Ezra and Nehemiah to enforce the Deuteronomic law (xxiii. 3) against mixed marriages. The
first part of Wisdom, therefore, may have been written to oppose the despairing philosophy of
Ecclesiastes and the opinions and practices of the apostates, who may have quoted it to support their
views. The most striking passages, a full list of which is given in Grimm, p. 30, and McNeile,
p. 38, are the following:

—

Wisd. ii. 1, 'Short and sorrowful is our life.' Eccles. ii. 23, 'All his days are but sorrow, and his labour
is grief.'

Wisd. ii. 2, 'By mere chance (avToax^^) were we born.' Eccles. iii. 19, 'The sons of men are
a chance ' (R.V. margin).

Wisd. ii. 4, 'Our name shall be forgotten and no one shall remember our works.' Eccles. i. n, 'There is

no remembrance of the former generations.' Eccles. ii. 16, 'For of a wise man, as of a fool, there is no
remembrance for ever.' Eccles. ix. 5, 'The memory of them (i. e. the dead) is forgotten.'

Wisd. ii. 6-10 and Eccles. ix. 7-9 show a great similarity, the difference being only in tone. The tone
of the apostates' words in Wisdom is defiant, that of Ecclesiastes is sad :

' Go eat thy bread in gladness, and
drink thy wine with a cheerful heart. ... At all times let thy garments be white, and let not oil on thy head
be lacking. Enjoy life with the wife whom thou lovest all the days of thy transient life, which he hath given
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thee under the sun ; for that is thy portion in life. . . . There is no work nor device nor knowledge nor

wisdom in Sheol, whither thou goest.'

(The phrase ' this is our portion ', Wisd. ii. 9 c, is probably an echo of the words ' this is his or thy

portion', which recur in Eccles. iii. 22, v. 18, ix. 9.)

Hitzig in his edition of Ecclesiastes (1847) refused to admit any connexion between the two
books. According to Grimm, Hitzig did not give any reasons for his assertion. Mr. Gregg, in

CBS, also rejects the idea of any connexion, and gives reasons, but they do not seem convincing.

It is true that Epicureanism and Sadduceeism did not require Ecclesiastes to appeal to. The
Sadducees in 1 Enoch cii. 6 say, 'As we die so die the righteous, and what benefit do they reap for

their deeds ? Behold, even as we, so do they die in grief and darkness, and what have they more than

we ? from henceforth we are equal.' These are the very same sentiments as those found in the

speech of the apostates in Wisdom ii. Sadduceeism was a disease of the time, and the author

of the first part of Wisdom combated it. That he would have opposed it had Ecclesiastes never been
written is quite likely, but for all that the form of Wisdom ii. 6-10 probably owes something to

Ecclesiastes ix. 7-9.

The influence of the Book of Wisdom upon the New Testament has been differently estimated.

Eichhorn (p. 202) first pointed out resemblances in Romans and Ephesians, but Grimm declined to

admit any direct connexion even in the case of Wisd. xv. 7 and Rom. ix. 21. Other scholars,

however, maintain a direct connexion not only with St. Paul but with the Gospel of St. John, the

Epistle of St. James, Hebrews, and the Apocalypse.
In his commentary Grimm gives, on p. 36, a large number of passages where connexion between

Wisdom and the New Testament was affirmed by Nachtigal, Stier, and others ; but all earlier

investigations with regard to St. Paul's use of the book have been superseded by that of Grafe,

Das Verhaltniss der Paulinischen Schriften zur Sapientia Salomonis, Theol. Abhandl. in honour of

Weizacker, 1892, pp. 253-86.
Seeing that St. Paul nowhere quotes Wisdom by name, it is almost impossible to adduce a proof

of connexion which will satisfy everybody ; a parallel in expression or thought may be only a coinci-

dence or go back to a common source. Take, for instance, passages that would occur to any one
who knows both books, Rom. i. 20 and Wisd. xiii. 1, where the possibility of knowing God
through His works is affirmed : here both writers might be independently using a well-known argu-

ment of the Stoics. The argument of course is cumulative : one or two resemblances would be of

no value for proving connexion : but when in two short books like Wisdom and Romans a large

number of parallelisms are found (Sanday and Headlam, p. 51, quote ten verses from the first

chapter of Romans which have points of resemblance to Wisdom) it seems perverse to deny con-

nexion. The most striking parallelism between Wisdom and Romans is found in the passages where
St. Paul expounds his doctrine of predestination.

In Wisd. xii. 12 ff. and Rom. ix. 21-3 Grafe (p. 265) traces three thoughts:

—

(1) The idea of the infinite power of God, which admittedly by itself proves nothing. Wisd.
xii. 12 ; Rom. ix. 19-23.

(2) In the same context, however, both writers dwell upon the fact of God being longsuffering

towards His enemies although He knows it will be unavailing. Wisd. xii. 8-10, 11 a, 20 a; Rom.
ix. 22.

(3) In the same context also is found a contrast between the enemies and the sons of God in

relation to their respective destinies. Wisd. xii. 20-2 ; Rom. ix. 22, 23.

The point to be noticed is that these three ideas occur in close connexion both in Wisdom and
Romans.

In addition to the parallelism of thought there are also resemblances in language.

Wisd. xii. 12. Rom. ix. 19, 20.

tis yap epei tl €iroiT)<ras ; r\ n% aeTKrrrjaeTai tu>

KpLfiaTl aoo
;

/jlt] ep€i to TrXda/xa tw TrXdaavTC n ju.c eiroitjaas ovrws

. . tw yap PouX^fxan ciutou Tts dcOcorrjKCi';

Again, there is the parallel between Wisd. xv. 7 and Rom. ix. 21.

Here St. Paul uses in O.T. fashion the image of the potter and the clay as an illustration of
God's dealings with man, but in addition to this he introduces the thought which is not found in the
O.T. of the potter making out of the same clay some vessels for noble and others for ignoble
purposes. The latter point is found only in Romans and Wisdom. But even here Grimm will not
admit direct connexion. He thinks that both writers may have independently hit upon the same
illustration. Here Grimm seems to be quite alone ; all other expositors recognize the connexion.

Grafe was the first to point out in full the connexioh between St. Paul's views on idolatry and
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those expressed in Wisdom, especially in regard to the lighter judgement passed on the more refined

form of idolatry found in the worshippers of natural phenomena.
Taking orotxeia 1 in Gal. iv. 3 as referring to the heavenly bodies, Grafe points out the lenient

judgement passed by St. Paul here, and compares the lenient judgement on the same kind of worship

in Wisd. xiii. 6. Against the grosser forms of idolatry St. Paul is scathingly severe, and the same
attitude is found in Wisdom.

Again, after discussing the nature and folly of idol worship, both the writer of Wisdom and

St. Paul dwell upon the immorality which they affirm to be the direct result of idolatry. Both give

a long catalogue of vices, St. Paul 24, Wisdom 14, which naturally tally in several points.

Another similarity worth noticing is that between the striking and original thought in

xi. 23 b that God's longsuffering is meant to lead sinners to repentance, and Rom. ii. 4 ' not knowing

that the goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance.'

An interesting comparison between Wisd. ix. 15 and 2 Cor. v. 1 ff. is pointed out by E. Pflei-

derer (p. 317 note). He there shows the similarity both of thought and language. With reference

to this, Otto Pfleiderer remarks {Prim. Christianity, vol. i. p. 454) :
' It is true that 2 Cor. v. 1-5 has

such close affinities with Wisd. ix. 15 that the conjecture is legitimate that this passage may have

hovered before his (St. Paul's) mind and perhaps even suggested the choice of his words. But this close

affinity by no means proves a direct borrowing of the Pauline doctrine from the Book of Wisdom.'

The connexion of Wisd. v. i7ff. with Eph. vi. nff. is denied by Grimm on the ground that

Isa. lix. 17 is the source of both. The passages are as follows :

Isa. lix. 17.

Kal iveSvacLTO 8iKato<rvvrjv ws Oio-

pana, Kal TrepuOiTo 7re/HK€<£aAai'av

crwTrjpiov hrt rrjs K€<£aA.r}s.

Wisd. v. 17 ff.

A^t//€Tat 7ra.v07rA.tav tov t,r/Xov avTov

. . . ivSvaerac Owpaxa 8iKaio<rvvr]v Kal

TT€pi6r)<T€Tai nopvOa Kpiaiv avvTTOKpt-

tov' \rnJ/€Ta.L d<T7rtSa . . . 6£uvet 8k

aTTuTOjjiov opyrjv €is po/x</Jat'av.

Eph. vi. 11.

iv8vaaa6e Trjv 7ravo7rA.iav tov Oeov

. . . evoWa/Aevoi TOV OwpCLKCL 8iKaio-

o-^'vr/s . . . dvaXa/3ovT€S tov Ovpebv T?ys

7rtcrTecos . . . Kal Trjv TrepiKecpaXaiav tov

o-o)T7]piov 8e£ao-6e Kal tt)v yxd^atpav.

The decisive point for those who accept direct connexion is the fact that -navoirXia occurs in

both Wisdom and St. Paul, but not in Isaiah : also ' shield ' and ' sword ' are in Wisdom and St. Paul,

but not in Isaiah. On the other hand, -nepiKHpaXaiav awTiipiov in Isaiah corresponds to TiepiKecpaXaiav

tov aojTrjpiov in St. Paul.

The fact that St. Paul knew and used the Book of Wisdom makes it far easier to admit its

influence on other parts of the New Testament. The parallels to St. John and St. James adduced by
other scholars and rejected by Grimm have now more to be said for them. Mr. Gregg quotes a large

number of parallels to St. John, the most interesting being ' This is life eternal, that they should know
thee' (St. John xvii. 3) and Wisd. xv. 3. Prof. J. B. Mayor, in his commentary on St. James,

p. lxxv, gives twelve passages from Wisdom, echoes of which may be found in the epistle.

§ 9. Theology and Philosophy of the Book.

The theology of the Book of Wisdom is Alexandrine, a combination of Jewish religion with

Greek philosophy.

The first part, cc. i-xi. 1, is more Greek than Jewish, and in nothing is this shown more
clearly than in the idea of Gcd presented by the two parts respectively. The idea of God
in part 1 is that of Greek philosophy— a transcendent God who has no immediate contact with

the world. It is true that in the later parts of the O. T. the writers had largely abandoned the

conception of Jahveh as a God who had direct dealings with mankind. The theophanies which

took place under the guise of the 'Angel of Jahveh' disappear, and in Daniel, for instance, the

angel Gabriel gives to the seer the revelation which would have been given in earlier times by the

'Angel of Jahveh', i.e. by Jahveh Himself. God gradually became thought of as more and more
remote, though even in Daniel the scene where the Ancient of Days sits in judgement on the nations

shows that God could still be thought of as having immediate dealings with mankind. In Wisdom,
however, in cc. i-x, we find that the author conceives God to be so remote, that He performs His

will by means of an intermediary, whom He sends forth into the world (ix. 10). This intermediary

is Wisdom, and possesses all the attributes of Deity. She is omnipotent (vii. 27), omniscient

(viii. 8 and ix. 11), and puts these attributes into action : she administers all things well (viii. 1). At
the Creation Wisdom stood by God and chose His works ; the subsequent administration of the world

was committed to her, since her relationship to God at the Creation ensured to her complete knowledge

1 That R. V. here, following Lightfoot, must be given up, see the article 'Elements' in Hastings' DB.
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of His commands (ix. 9). If God knows all things, it is because Wisdom takes her report to Him
(i. 9-10). If for a moment it is said that God gave Solomon knowledge of things that are (vii. 17),
it is immediately corrected by the statement, ' For she that is the artificer of all things taught me,
even Wisdom' (vii. 21). In ix. 1 the direct action of God is not spoken of simpliciter ; it is softened
by the expressions ' word ' and ' wisdom '—

' who madest all things by thy word, and by thy wisdom
formedst man.'

It must be admitted that the passages in which the writer speaks of the author of Creation are

not at first sight consistent. We seem to have three views: (1) God as Creator, i. 14, vi. 7, ix. 1,

ix. 9 ; (2) God as Creator while Wisdom is present and exercises the prerogative of choice, viii. 4,
ix. 9 ; (3) Wisdom as creator, vii. 22, viii. 5 and 6, and by implication in vii. 23 (all-powerful), and
vii. 27 (hath.power to do all things). The only possible way of reconciling these utterances is to take

(3) as representing the philosophic view of the writer, while in (1) God is spoken of as Creator on the

principle that ' qui facit per alium facit per se '. No. 2 may represent the means by which the writer

endeavoured to reconcile the biblical with his philosophic view of Creation. That the view expressed
in vii. 22 and viii. 5 and 6 was deliberately adopted by the writer may be inferred by comparing
vii. 22 with vii. 19, where he corrects an expression which might have been taken as attributing

unmediated action to God. Yet it would appear that the writer felt unwilling to deny that man
can have direct access to God. Solomon's prayer in c. ix presupposes that God hears man directly,

and the belief in God as real, and not as a philosophical abstraction— to say nothing of the influence

of the psalmists—caused the author, as it did Origen, to believe in direct access to God in prayer.
This, it may be said, is inconsistent with a strictly philosophical belief in the abstract transcendence
of God as i-nUuva vov kcu ovatas, but it is an inconsistency our author shares in good company.
On the other hand, the doctrine of the transcendence of God entirely disappears in part 2, where
He is repeatedly spoken of as acting directly on the world (see note on xi. 2).

It is generally agreed that ' Wisdom ' is not a ' person ', i. e. a being capable of exercising under-
standing and will—a self-determining intelligence. What, then, is it? Is it an attribute of God
personified ? Personification is difficult to us : it is a device of the poet ; but to the Oriental mind it

came easily enough. The O. T. contains numerous instances of the personification of the nation :

Rachel is pictured as weeping for her children :
' Ephraim hath grey hairs upon him, and he knoweth

it not/says Hosea
; the nation is personified as the suffering servant in 2 Isaiah. The personification

of an attribute or power would naturally come later. We perhaps see the first beginnings of it in

2 Isaiah (see the commentators on lxxiii. 10) with respect to the Spirit of God. The belief in

subordinate heavenly powers present at Creation (Gen. i. 26, Job xxxviii. 7) would help to give Wisdom
its position in Prov. viii and Sir. xxiv ; though probably without Greek influence Wisdom would
never have been personified as it is there (Siegfried, Hastings DB, iv, p. 925). In answering the question
whether our author regarded Wisdom as personal or impersonal, we must remember that to the
ancients, to whom even the stars were persons, the modern idea of personality was quite foreign, and
that the same question with regard to the Logos of Philo cannot be satisfactorily answered (Caird,

vol. ii, Evol. of Theol., p. 200). But Philo did answer a somewhat similar question—was the Logos
created or uncreated ? ' The Logos, he declares, is neither uncreated like God nor created like us

;

but he is at equal distance between the extremes ' (Caird, p. 202). ' The Logos is not unbegotten
as God.' ' On the other hand it is not begotten as man ' (Drummond, Philo, ii. 192). We shall perhaps
not be far wrong if we attribute the same idea to our author with regard to the personality of
Wisdom.

God created the world by means of Wisdom, and as Wisdom is ^iKdvdpunos, i. 6, vii. 23, the
motive of Creation, though not explicitly stated, can be assumed to be God's love to man. This is

expressed in both parts of the book, but with far greater emphasis on His love in part 2. ' It is he
that made both small and great, and alike he taketh thought (irpovoei) for all' (vi. 7). 'But thou
sparest all things, O Sovereign Lord, thou lover of souls' (xi. 26). But though there is more stress

placed on love in the second part, in part 1 God assigns to man a higher destiny. In ii. 23 it is

said, ' He made him an image of his own being,' while in xv. 11 He simply bestows on man the
gift of life : accordingly, in part 1, a higher standard is demanded from man if he is to be worthy of

His love :
' For nothing doth God love save him that dwelleth with Wisdom,' vii. 28 ; while

in part 2 no such high demand is made ; mere existence ensures God's love :
' For thou lovest all

things that are, and abhorrest none of the things that thou didst make,' xi. 24. The Creator made
man in His love, bestowed upon him the gift of likeness to Himself. From this being He looks for

conduct worthy of his privileges, and therefore demands wisdom and righteousness (i. 6-8). In
accordance with this demand Justice punishes those that sin (i. 8), while the righteous are rewarded
with the ' wages of holiness ' and the • prize for blameless souls ' (ii. 22). The reward is life, the

punishment is death. But it is spiritual life, not so much upon earth—though the writer recog-
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nizes that as is seen from the blessings of Wisdom recounted in cc. vi and vii—as in the future

;

a blessed immortality with God entered upon immediately after death.

It is doubtful, however, whether the writer had realized that this belief involved the abandonment

of the traditional Jewish eschatology. It certainly seems as though he could not give up the old

Jewish idea of a visible triumph of the righteous over their enemies. The day of judgement also is

mentioned more than once (iii. 18, iv. 20), and this is inconsistent with the belief that the soul

immediately after death receives its full reward, happiness or misery, life or death. Again, ch. iii. 7 ff.

clearly reflects ideas of a distinctly Jewish type. The righteous shall ' run to and fro like sparks

amongst the stubble '. Here we seem to have an echo of the judgement by the sword inaugurating

the Messianic Kingdom: then it is said, 'they shall judge nations and have dominion over peoples,'

indicating a belief in a Messianic Kingdom which would naturally succeed the judgement. In

v. 17, however, the conception is somewhat different. There it is Jehovah Himself who is to over-

throw the ungodly by means of the forces of nature, while the spirits of the righteous are safe in

His keeping. Probably iv. 18 bff. is also equivalent to this.

With regard then to the future destiny of the righteous we must ask, what did the writer con-

template for them? The alternatives are (1) an everlasting Messianic Kingdom on earth,

(2) a temporary Messianic Kingdom with heaven afterwards, or (3) immortality immediately after

death—a purely Greek idea. If the first alternative is taken, he must have considered that the

righteous were to descend from heaven at the day of judgement or decision and take up their

position as rulers in an everlasting Messianic Kingdom. The mournful retrospect of the ungodly is

said to take place when their sins are reckoned up, that is, on the day of decision. After this day of

decision there will come for the righteous the time of their triumph, which is described in iii. 7.

Against this arrangement of events Grimm affirms that in no known Jewish system of eschatology

does this descent of spirits with (it is to be presumed) heavenly bodies take place : though Charles's

translation of 1 Enoch cviii. 12 should be considered, 'And I will bring clad in shining light those

who have loved my holy name, and I will seat each on the throne of his honour.' And it may be

urged that a writer who could in these chapters propound four novel beliefs might have entertained

a fifth.

The second alternative of a temporary Messianic Kingdom is found in 1 Enoch xci-civ, a book

that has many points of contact with Wisd. i-x. There we find the wicked oppressing the

righteous, encouragement given to the suffering righteous by the promise of reward in the next

world: after their death their souls are guarded by angels: a temporary Messianic Kingdom comes

into existence at the appointed time : at the close of this Messianic Kingdom the last judgement
takes place, and all the righteous, including those whose souls had been kept in safety, enjoy ever-

lasting life in heaven (see Charles's 1 Enoch*, pp. 219-23). Wisd. iii. 7 deviates from this scheme,

it is true, but v. 17 does not, nor perhaps iv. 18 bff. Enoch makes it plain that the punishment of

the unrighteous in the Messianic Kingdom is not effected by means of the righteous who have died
;

their souls are still in the keeping of angels ; while in Wisd. iii. 7 it is the very same righteous who
have suffered who are to ' run to and fro like sparks in the stubble ', i. e. to consume their enemies.

But in v. 17 Jehovah Himself overthrows the ungodly, the righteous being covered by His Hand.
Thus iii. 7 fits in with the first alternative, v. 17 with the second.

The comparison of these different schemes of eschatology with Wisdom forces one to the belief

that the writer simply added the idea of the immortality of the soul immediately after death to one

or other of the current forms of Jewish eschatology, and did not, or rather could not, make them
consistent. It is perhaps doubtful whether he felt the difficulty. Indeed, a much greater Alexan-

drian, Philo, found it impossible to have a consistent eschatology. He accepted the idea of

a Messianic Kingdom though it was entirely ' foreign to his system ' (Charles, Eschatology, p. 260)

:

and with regard to a greater than either—St. Paul—we are told that it is impossible to get a

systematic scheme of eschatology out of his writings (Stevens, TJieol. ofNew Test., p. 482).
1

Lastly, it is no doubt just possible that the writer adopted a purely Greek view of immortality :

that iii. 7 ff., iv. 18 b ff., and v. 17 ff. are survivals of a former method of thinking which he had dis-

carded, traces of which, however, remain in his language : but the expressions used seem to be too

forcible for this explanation to hold good.
But the belief in the future blessedness of the righteous cannot do away with the perplexing

fact that at present they suffer, and suffer undeservedly. Death, and even premature death, seems to

be their portion. How is this to be explained ? This brings us to the discussion of the problem of

undeserved suffering and the solution offered by the writer.

In the greater part of the Old Testament the problem of undeserved suffering does not appear.

1 The reason in the last case is obviously that St. Paul's eschatological views advanced with his own spiritual

experience and development.—General Editor.
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Affliction is punishment, and the punishment is retributive. In Amos there is a hint given that

punishment may be disciplinary and remedial. The Israelites have been punished, ' Yet ye have not
returned unto me.' In one solitary place in Prov. iii. 12, 'Whom the Lord loveth he reproveth,'

and in Job v. 17, ' Happy is the man whom God reproveth,' this idea recurs ; in the Elihu speeches
also (Job xxxv. 15 and xxxvi. 8) suffering is regarded as disciplinary and remedial; but the

problem of undeserved suffering which gave rise to the book is apparently abandoned as insoluble.

How great the perplexity continued to be is seen from the desperate argument in 2 Mace. vi.

12-17. There the writer says that the afflictions which came upon the Jews 'were not for the
destruction but for the chastening of our race', and are 'a sign of great beneficence ', while the

reason of the heathen escaping such afflictions is that they may be punished 'when they have
attained unto the full measure of their sins '.

In the first part of Wisdom a solution of the problem is offered in the theory that suffering is meant
to test the righteous and prove them worthy of immortality and communion with God. ' As gold
in the furnace, he proved them '

(iii. 6). This corresponds to the conception in 1 Enoch cviii. 9:
' The righteous were much tried by the Lord and their spirits were found pure.' This world is not
all : there is recompense and reward in the future. This belief may be said to be consoling, though
it cannot be taken as a complete solution of the difficulty, which is perhaps to be found in the deeper
thought suggested in Isa. liii. But even if the solution attempted is not quite satisfactory, the
problem of the undeserved suffering of the righteous is fairly faced and an endeavour made to answer
it. They will eventually be rewarded with life, while the wicked are punished with death.

The meaning of the word ' death', as used in part 1, is not at first sight apparent. Does it

mean physical death only, or physical death in the first place and spiritual death afterwards ? Or
does the author always use it to denote spiritual death ? He says ' God made not death ; ... for he
created all things that they might have being : and all the created things of the world are serviceable

to life, and there is no poison of destruction in them '
(i. 13 ff). From this it follows that our author,

in accordance with ideas found in other writers (1 Enoch Ixix. 11), probably held that death did not
belong to the original purpose of Creation and that man would have been immortal if Adam had
not sinned. This conclusion seems to follow also from ii. 23, ' God created man for incorruption, and
made him an image of his own being,' i.e. immortal. ' By the envy of the devil death entered
into the world, and those who belong to him experience it.' But what of those who do not
belong to him? Do not they experience death? No, says our author; they only seem to die

(iii. 2). The fact of physical death is passed over and attention directed solely to spiritual death.
Other writers—St. Paul, for instance,—did not pass over physical death in this way ; they accounted
for it by saying that physical death came upon all men, good and bad, on account of Adam's trans-

gression. We may suppose that our author would have accepted this theory : it is quite consistent

with his views, and was a common belief of the time.

Physical death, however, is practically disregarded by our author : he fixes his attention upon
spiritual death, and this can take place even on earth. The wicked are made to say, ' as soon as we
were born we ceased to be' (v. 13). According to this statement spiritual death does not mean
annihilation ; the wicked are spiritually dead even on earth ; and in the next world this miserable
condition continues, with the additional fact that they are now conscious of their condition. That
they are likened to a city razed to the ground, the very name of which is forgotten, does not mean
that they are to be annihilated. They are still to be ' in anguish' (iv. 19 c). We can compare this

with 1 Enoch cviii. 3, where we read ' their names shall be blotted out of the book of life . . . and
their seed shall be destroyed for ever, and their spirits shall be slain, and they shall cry and make
lamentation in a place that is a chaotic wilderness '. This seems to give exactly the view of the
author of Wisdom. The opinion of Bois, therefore, reviving that of Bretschneider, that the writer

believed the wicked suffered for a time and were then annihilated, must be rejected. An existence
which was nothing but pain and misery could rightly be called 'death.'

The doctrine of retribution in part 1 is Life for the righteous, Death for the unrighteous, with
the additional threat that the latter may be punished in this world and in their children. Suffering
in the case of the righteous tests their goodness, while in the case of the unrighteous it is purely
retributive.

In part 2 a different attitude is adopted. Undeserved suffering appears not to be thought of.

Punishment is deserved, but it is remedial—God loves all men, otherwise He would not have created
them

; hence punishment inflicted by a God of love must be for the benefit of His creatures. In
applying this theory to the Israelites the author, by means of ignoring much of the traditional

narrative, is apparently consistent ; but not so when he deals with the fate of the heathen, in xi. 16
and xii. 22. In tuuth, he adopts a very difficult role. He wishes to reconcile the O.T. statements
of the action of God in exterminating the Canaanites with the higher view of the Deity due to
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Ethical Monotheism. Ethical Monotheism cannot regard punishment as arbitrary or merely

retributive ; it must be reformative. Accordingly the writer ignores the biblical account and affirms

that punishment in the case both of the Egyptians and the Canaanites was inflicted to give them
the opportunity of repentance. But the fact remains that they did not repent. This is accounted

for in the case of the Canaanites by saying that they were incorrigible. ' They were a seed accursed

from the beginning; ' while the Egyptians are punished because, when they knew the true God, they

refused to obey Him ; though subsequently they are placed in the same position as the Canaanites

by the statement that Destiny (avayK-r)) was dragging them to their doom (xix. 4).

In addition to the eschatology in part 1, the anthropology differs from that of the Old
Testament, in that it assumes the existence of the soul before birth. The question as to whether the

writer accepted this belief at first sight admits of no dispute. In viii. 19, 20 he says, ' Now I was

a child good by nature and a good soul fell to my lot ; nay, rather, being good, I came into a body
undefiled.' These words seem decisive. But granted that the writer believed in the pre-existence

of the soul the question may be asked, What kind of pre-existence? Do the words of viii. 19 mean
in his mouth, as they would in the mouth of Philo, not mere existence but self-conscious existence ?

It may help to answer this question, if we remind ourselves of the writer's attitude towards some
other Greek ideas which he adopts, and ask whether they meant to him what they meant to the

philosophers. We have seen that he adopted the Greek idea of immortality, but that it cannot be

said that he did so fully and completely, since it is probable that he believed in a final day of

judgement (iii. 18) to be followed or preceded by a Messianic Kingdom on earth. Again, he knew
something of the philosophic theory of the inherent evil of matter, and says with reference to the

body, that it 'weighs down the soul'; but there is no indication that he adopted the opinion

that the body was no better than a tomb ; i. 14 shows that he is very far from accepting the

philosophical belief in the evil of matter as Philo subsequently did. It may therefore be fairly

argued that as the writer perhaps did not accept the Greek philosophical belief in immortality, and
certainly did not accept the belief in the evil of matter, without modification, it is quite possible

that he also modified the philosophical belief in the pre-existence of the soul. In the case of the

two former beliefs, however, it must be remembered that it would have been contrary to Jewish
feeling to admit them completely. The complete and formal abandonment of the Messianic

hope and the absolute worthlessness of the body were opinions too much opposed to Jewish
tradition to be accepted by a writer who, though he had no great feeling for strict consistency, yet

desired not to deviate too far from his ancestral beliefs. But there is no reason for thinking that the

Greek doctrine of pre-existence was antagonistic to Jewish religious feeling. According to Harnack
{Hist, of Dogma, vol. i, pp. 319 ff.), the early idea of some sacred object on earth being a copy of

the original in heaven underwent development in the time of the Maccabees and the following

decades. The conception became ' applied to persons '. Moreover, the Rabbis themselves adopted
and worked it out, locating the unborn souls in the seventh heaven. 1 According to Porter 2

(p. 267),

this Rabbinic idea of pre-existence is ' impersonal or half personal ', and it is belief in this kind of

pre-existence which he would ascribe to the author of our book. But it is doubtful if we have any
more right to ascribe to the writer subsequent rabbinic than subsequent philosophic ideas ;

indeed,

as the writer is an Alexandrian, it would seem less unjustifiable to ascribe to him the subsequent
Philonic method of thinking on this point. Probably the writer of part 1 adopted the idea of the

pre-existence of the soul without asking himself whether he was thinking of a mere vague general

notion of existence, or a definite idea of self-conscious existence ; it is worth noting, however, that

he is far more definite than the writer of part 2 in xv. 8 and II.

In regard to the writer's philosophical beliefs, it is generally agreed that he was well acquainted
with the theories of the Greek philosophers, but whether his knowledge was first- or second-hand is

a matter of dispute. Grimm considers that the writer's knowledge did not go beyond that possessed

by every educated Alexandrian of the time : that he had no first-hand acquaintance with Platonism
he infers from the absence of all reference to the doctrine of ideas, though it appears quite legitimate

to ask whether a writer who admittedly had considerably more than a bowing acquaintance with

Greek philosophy could have been ignorant of such a celebrated theory. Whether the writer's

knowledge was first- or second-hand, it was certainly extensive. The views of the Stoics, of Plato,

and of Heraclitus (to take them in order of importance) can all be traced in the book. In vii. 17 ff.

he claims for his hero acquaintance with the whole range of philosophy and science ; and he can
hardly have failed to possess some of the knowledge which he attributes to Solomon.

1 Weber, Jiidische Theologie, 1897, p. 205.
2
,

* The pre-existence of the Soul in the Book of Wisdom,' see below, p. 534. Porter takes viii. 19 to be by the same
writer as xv. 11. Much of his argument would require restating if these are from different authors.
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The influence of the Stoic philosophy appears in the idea of the world soul in i. 7, vii. 27, viii. 1.

It is seen in the epithets ' alone in kind ' (novoyevris) and ' manifold ' (7roAt>/xe/n/s) applied to Wisdom
in vii. 22, where the one world soul and its different manifestations are referred to, and especially

in the use of technical Stoical terms. The reader can satisfy himself of this by referring to Ritter

and Preller, 1 extract 513 (taken from Diog. Laertius' life of Zeno), where in the first few lines we
find t'oepos, to hujKov Sia -navTudv, hia tov (fjv K€\o)pr}Kev, all referring to the Deity. Like expressions

are applied in c. vii to Wisdom. The four Cardinal Virtues (viii. 7) are Stoic, and also the meta-
bolism of the elements, by the help of which the writer of part 2 endeavours to rationalize the

miracles of the Exodus. The Sorites, a favourite figure of the Stoics, is used in vi. 17-20.

The influence of Platonism in the book is just as undeniable : the transcendence of God, the pre-

existence of souls, the depreciation of the body (in part 2 also the pre-existence of matter (xi. 17)),

all show platonic influence. Moreover, it seems difficult to deny a first-hand knowledge of Plato

when we compare ix. 15 (pdaprov yap awp.a fiapvvet. -tyvyrjv, <al fSptOet to yewSes (tktjvos vovv irohvcppovTiba,

with the passage from the PJiaedo 81 C 'Ep-jSpides bi ye tovto (i.e. o-oojuaroeioe's) otcadai. xprj elvat nai

fiapv (cai yewbes Kal oparov. brj nal (^ovaa rj TOLavr-q ^t>x*) (SapvvtTai. The three points of connexion,

fipiOei, ye<S8e?, and fiapvvei., in one and the same sentence would be striking if they were all ordinary
words ; but when it is remembered that (3pi6a> occurs nowhere else in the Greek Bible, and that

yea>b>is occurs only here and in xv. 13, the argument for direct connexion seems very strong. Porter,

who denies direct dependence, admits the probability of some indirect connexion. It should also

be noticed that the Platonic classification of the Virtues is implicitly rejected in vii. 12.

With regard to Heraclitus, we have to remember that, as Zeller (Stoics, p. 371) says, 'there is

hardly a single point in the Heraclitean theory of nature which the Stoics did not appropriate.'

This increases the difficulty of deciding. His influence, direct or indirect, is to be found in ii. 3,
' reason is a spark kindled by the beating of our heart

' ; .but, as mentioned in the note on the passage,

the Stoics took up the idea. It is true that the Stoics considered that souls lived after death until

the great conflagration, and our author puts into the mouth of the ungodly the exact view of

Heraclitus—the belief in extinction immediately after death. 2 This, however, was also the view
of the Epicureans, so we cannot be sure of the direct influence of Heraclitus here.

In vi. 24 the author announces his intention of making known the secrets of Wisdom, and
apparently declaims against those who enviously keep knowledge to themselves : here all the com-
mentators see a reference to the pagan mysteries, but E. Pfleiderer ;; wishes to see a reference to an
individual philosopher-—Heraclitus ; the reference, however, seems quite general ; the quotation from
Philo by Grimm (see note) shows that the heathen mysteries were not identified with any individual.

Our author's statement that ' a multitude of wise men is salvation to the world ' is said by Pfleiderer

to stand in direct opposition to the saying of Heraclitus, ' To me, one is ten thousand if he be the

best' (Zeller, Pre-Socratic Phil, ii, p. 10), but neither observation is very original. The first is

surely a commonplace, and as for the second, Milton's ' fit audience, though few ', does not depend
on Heraclitus.

The metabolism of the elements at the end of part 2 is traced by E. Pfleiderer to Heraclitus,

and to him directly, rather than indirectly through the Stoics, on account of the allusion in c. xix
to three elements only—fire, water, earth—since Heraclitus recognized only three. But it is difficult

to see how the author could have brought in the idea of air changing into anything else : water
changes into earth in the passage through the Red Sea, and earth becomes water again to over-

whelm the Egyptians ; fire lost its power and was unable to melt the heavenly food ; what need or

opportunity was there for adducing the change of air into another element? In this connexion it

is worth noticing that Philo in Vita Mosis, iii, § 2, in speaking of the High Priest's robe (see note on
xviii. 24) only mentions three elements and calls them ' the three elements ', air, water, and earth,

so that if we had no other passage to go by, we should be unable to prove that he accepted, as he
certainly did, the doctrine of the four elements. It must, no doubt, be admitted that the Book of

Wisdom has points of connexion with the system of Heraclitus, who was highly esteemed in

Alexandria, but whether directly or indirectly it is impossible to say.

Heinisch,4 who denies to the writer of Wisdom anything beyond a superficial knowledge of

Greek philosophy, admits, or rather affirms, that he had read Xenophon's Memorabilia. He quotes

Mem. 2. 1 (the choice of Hercules) side by side with Wisd. viii. 2-18, and points out that in

nearly every one of these verses there is an echo of the passage in the Memorabilia. It is not merely
that the writer knew the story of the choice of Hercules, but that he had read it in Xenophon, to

which Heinisch commits himself. This is highly probable, but it is difficult to reconcile it with

1 Eighth ed., 1898. 2 See Zeller, Pre-Soc. Phil, ii, p. 105. s Die Phil, des Heraclitus, see below, p. 533.
Die griech. Phil, im B. der Weisheit, see below, p. 534.
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INTRODUCTION

Heinisch's denial of any direct acquaintance on the part of the author with other Greek writers.

One who had studied the Memorabilia carefully enough to reproduce from memory a large number
of the sentiments put into the mouth of Virtue in 2. 1 would not be a superficial student of the book

;

and if he had studied the Memorabilia carefully it is probable that he had paid the same attention to

much more celebrated works such as the Phaedo. It may be added that Heinisch was the first to

notice the close resemblance between these passages of Wisdom and Xenophon. It shakes one's

confidence in a scholar to find that a resemblance discovered by himself is maintained to be the

result of direct connexion, while those pointed out by other scholars are minimized or denied.

With reference to the general question of the indebtedness of our author to other thinkers, it

may be noticed that Menzel 1 gives 135 places where connexion has been traced by one scholar or

another. Most writers are children of their time, and their work cannot but show traces of the

intellectual atmosphere which they breathed. We can admire the language and thought of the Book
of Wisdom (i. e. cc. i-x), and yet admit that the parallels pointed out by the critics are valid.

In its method of interpretation of O.T. Scripture the book contains both haggadah and allegory.

The haggadic treatment of the plague of darkness is equal to anything in the Rabbis, the allegory

is of a milder type. We do not meet with that thoroughgoing kind of allegory where the literal

truth of the narrative is denied as in Philo. The nearest approach to this is in the treatment of the

serpent in Eden and the cloud which accompanied the Israelites on their wanderings. According to

our author the serpent was not really a serpent but the devil, the cloud was not really a cloud but

the form which Wisdom assumed. In some other instances historical events are regarded as parables.

Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of salt as a warning against unbelief. The victory of Jacob in

his struggle with the angel shows that piety is more powerful than even a supernatural opponent.
That the manna was to be gathered before sunrise shows that prayer must be offered betimes : that

it melted after sunrise shows that the hopes of the ungrateful come to naught. The successful

intercession of Aaron, with his symbolical garments which represented the world, probably illustrates

the truth that the world fighteth for the righteous. The ark of Noah shows that God blesses natural

productions when they are put to a beneficial use, e. g. wood for the building of ships ; and perhaps
that He will protect men venturing on the high seas for the beneficent purposes of commerce. The
narrative of the brazen serpent in the wilderness and its healing power is taken as historical ; but
the serpent has no magical power : it acts as a reminder to the Israelites who had forgotten God.
This can hardly be called allegorical treatment unless allegory is taken to mean any interpretation

of the narrative which goes beyond the literal one.

The allegorical traits in the book are not nearly so strong as the haggadic, but though the latter

is generally associated with the methods of the Rabbis, both flourished vigorously amongst the
Hellenistic Jews (Schiirer, ii. 1, p. 341).

§ 10. Chief Critical Inquiries.

Eichhorn, Einleitung in die apokrypli. ScJiriften des A. T., pp. £6-207. Leipzig, 1795.
Gfrorer, Philo, vol. ii (1831), pp. 200-72. An interesting review of the whole book.
Edmund Pfleiderer, Die Phil, des Heraclitus, 1886, pp. 289-348. Pfleiderer affirms that the writer of Wisdom

had an intimate knowledge of Greek philosophy and in especial a .direct acquaintance with Heraclitus. Heinisch
(see below), pp. 18-30, subjects Pfleiderer's contention to a searching criticism. He denies that the writer of Wisdom
had even a superficial knowledge of the system of Heraclitus.

Drummond, Philo Judaeus, 1888, vol. i, pp. 177-229. As a preliminary to his exposition of Philo's philosophy
Dr. Drummond gives a most valuable discussion of the theology of the Book of Wisdom. The following statement
deserves attention : 'There is little connected reasoning of any kind in the work. ... It is as though the process of
investigation had been conducted elsewhere, and led to results esteemed satisfactory by an important section of the
Jewish community' (p. 186).

P. Menzel, Der griech. Einfluss atcf Prediger tmd Weisheit Salomos, 1889, pp. 39-70. Menzel gives a useful table
of passages (135)—which Professor Margoliouth says 'might be considerably reduced without disadvantage '—where
connexion between Wisdom and Greek philosophy has been pointed out by Grimm and Pfleiderer. He has coined
a somewhat question-begging epithet in the word ' parallelomania ' which shows his attitude towards those who would
trace the ideas of the author to their source. He admits, however, some of Pfleiderer's positions. Menzel is severely
criticized by Heinisch, pp. 9 ff. Cheyne {Origin 0/ Psalter, p. 423) calls the work ' a painstaking dissertation '.

H. Bois, Essai sur les origines de la philosophie Jtideo-Alexandrine, 1890, pp. 211-311. Notes on the text

373-411. Bois undertakes a thorough examination of the theological principles in the Book of Wisdom, in a fresh
and stimulating manner. In his notes on the text he suggests the rearrangement of certain passages, one of which is

most probably right (see note on iv. 15). He also suggests several emendations, some of which are accepted by
Siegfried. His exposition of the transmutation of the elements alluded to in ch. xix ad fin. deserves special attention.

Margoliouth. In the JRAS for 1890, pp. 263-97, Professor Margoliouth maintained that Bretschneider was on
the right track in suggesting that the Book of Wisdom was originally written in Hebrew ; and adduced many passages
where he affirms that traces of mistranslation can be proved. This theory has not, however, found acceptance.
Freudenthal in the JQR, 1901, contested it.

1 Der griech. Einfluss, &c, see below, § 10.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON

Grafe. In 1892, in Theol. Abhandl. in honour of Weizacker, pp. 253-86, Grafe published a convincing paper on the

question of St. Paul's use of the Book of Wisdom.
Thielmann. In 1893 Thielmann published an exhaustive inquiry into the Latinity of the Latin version of the

book in Archivfiir lat. Lex. und Gram., pp. 235-77.
Feldmann, Textkritische Mat. 211m B. der Weisheit gesammelt aus der sahidischen syrohexaplarischen und

armenischen Ubersetsu7ig, Freiburg im B., 1902, pp. 84. A most valuable contribution to the criticism of the text.

Joseph Holtzmann, Die Peschitta zutn B. der Weisheit, Freiburg im B., 1903, pp. 152. A thorough investigation

of the Syriac version.

Weber, in Zeitschriftfur iviss. Theol., 1904, upholds the composite authorship, tracing four different hands in the

work. Feldmann in Bibl. Zeitschrift, Freiburg im B., 1909, contests this view.

Heinisch, Die griech. Phil, im B. der Weisheit, Miinster i. W., 1908, pp. 158. An exhaustive inquiry into the

relationship between the book and Greek philosophy ; a work of great learning and ability. Unfortunately the writer,

a Roman Catholic, seems to have made up his mind to prove that the author of the Book of Wisdom ' taught nothing

which contradicted the faith inherited from his fathers. That which was new, which he expounded in his speculations

on Wisdom and in his Eschatology, made no breach with the ideas of the O. T. . . . and if it has found acceptance

in the N.T., that is only a proof that the sacred writer in his literary activity was under the guidance of divine

inspiration '

(p. 156). The author's knowledge of Greek philosophy was, according to Heinisch, ' very superficial.'

Porter, ' The pre-existence of the Soul in the Book of Wisdom and in the Rabbinical writings.' (In Old Testament
and Semitic Studies in memory of William Rainey Harper, 1908, pp. 208-69.) A vigorous onslaught upon the

prevalent view that the writer of Wisdom accepted the Greek doctrine of the pre-existence of souls. In this he is

upheld by Heinisch (p. 86) ; though as Heinisch will not admit that Wisdom contains anything contrary to the

doctrine of the Church, i.e. the Roman Catholic Church, his judgement is biased. An admirable summary of

Porter's position is given by Prof. W. B. Stevenson in the International Journal of Apocrypha, April, 191 2.

Prof. Stevenson affirms that 'the argument is convincing'.

Editions.

(The earlier editions of the book may be found in Grimm, p. 45, or Deane, p. 42.)

Grimm, i860. In Kurzgefasstes exeg. Handbuch 211 den Apokryphen, pp. 300. It is difficult to speak too

highly of this masterly work. Grimm first published a commentary in 1837. For the next twenty-three years he was
collecting additional materials, and the result was the work of i860, which is and will probably long remain an

indispensable quarry for all students of the book.

Deane, W. J., 1881, prints the Greek, Latin, and English A.V. in parallel columns. It contains very useful

linguistic notes both on the Greek and the Latin.

Farrar, Speaker's Comm., 1888. Abounds in apt illustrations from classical and English literature.

Zockler, Apocryphen und Pseud, des Alt. Test., 1891, pp. 355-95- Short introduction, translation, and notes.

Siegfried in Kautzsch's Apocrypha, 1900, gives a new and excellent translation, generally following Grimm. The
notes, however, are very short.

Gregg, Camb. Bible for Schools, 1909. This is, perhaps, the best edition in English.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON
Trite religion leads to a blessed immortality : irreligion and apostasy to destruction.

Seek the knowledge of God by purity of life : such knowledge (i. e. wisdom) cannot be attained
by the slaves of sin.

i Love righteousness, ye that be judges of the earth,

Think ye of the Lord with a good mind,

And in singleness of heart seek ye him
;

2 Because he is found of them that tempt him not,

And- is manifested to them that do not distrust him.

3 For crooked thoughts separate from God
;

And the supreme Power, when it is brought to the proof, putteth to confusion the foolish :

4 Because wisdom will not enter into a soul that deviseth evil,

Nor dwell in a body held in pledge by sin.

5 For the holy spirit, of discipline will flee deceit,

And will start away from thoughts that are without understanding,
And will be scared away when unrighteousness approacheth.

The sinner cannot escape punishment : his very words are known.

6 For wisdom is a spirit that loveth man,
And she will not hold a blasphemer guiltless for his lips

;

I. I. judges of the earth. It is in his assumed character of Solomon that the writer speaks of 'judges of the earth '

;

in all probability, however, the judges really aimed at are the rulers of the Jewish community in Alexandria. As in

the time of Philo the Jews in Egypt amounted to a million souls, we may presume that at least half a million lived
in the capital. Strabo (died A.D. 21), quoted by Josephus, Ant. xiv. 7, says :

' There is also an ethnarch at their head
who rules the people and dispenses justice, and sees that obligations are fulfilled and statutes observed, like the archon
of an independent state.'

Doubtless many of the ruling classes in Alexandria, like those in Palestine, were of a Sadducean type and inclined to-

Hellenize. Indeed, some Jews, like Tiberius Julius Alexander who held high office under Nero, went over to the Gentiles
completely. Bousset, Ret. desfud. (p. 81 , note 1), thinks that complete apostasy of this kind only rarely took place. The
persecution of the pious by the freethinkers spoken of in ii. 10 may be paralleled by the oppression of the Pharisees under
Alex. J

annaeus about 94 B.C. See Charles, 1 Enoch, p. 297. ' The rulers appear as the aiders and abettors of the enemies of
the righteous. These enemies are the Sadducees, sinners, apostates, and paganizers.' Ch. ii. 12 shows that apostates
are the object of the polemic :

' He upbraideth us with sins against the law.' Philo alludes to apostate Jews, De Conf.
Ling., ch. ii : 'Those who are discontented at the constitution under which their fathers have lived, being always eager
to blame and accuse the laws, say— Do you boast of your precepts as if they contained truth itself? Behold, the books
which you call sacred scriptures contain fables at which you are accustomed to laugh when you hear others relating
them.' See also Vita Mos. i. 6.

Intermarriage with the Gentiles would facilitate apostasy, and as an act is not censured unless it has taken place,
we may infer the existence of such marriages from Jubilees xxx. 7, ' If there is any man in Israel who wishes to give his
daughter or his sister to any man who is of the seed of the Gentiles, he shall surely die, and they shall stone him with
stones, for he hath wrought shame in Israel ; and they shall burn the woman with fire, because she has dishonoured the
name of the house of her father, and she shall be rooted out of Israel.'

with a good mind, Greek ' in goodness '. What a pious Jew would consider to be right thoughts about God may
be gathered from Exod. xxxiv. 6-7, especially the last clause, ' Jahveh is a God full of compassion and gracious . . .

forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, and that will by no means clear the guilty.' The opposite is seen in

Ps. 1. 21, ' Thou thoughtest that I was even such a one as thyself.'

singleness of heart. A Hebraism : straightness of mind as opposed to crookedness ; see v. 3, ' crooked thoughts.'
The heart is the seat of the intellect in Hebrew ; the reins (see v. 6) the seat of the emotions.

5. discipline : A. V. and R. V., but the idea of instruction must be included.
scared away: e\fyx6weTul ' s a. difficulty of long standing. Schultess (1820) declared the word to be corrupt.

R. V.
I

put to confusion ', margin ' convicted
' ; Grimm, from a use of the word in Byzantine Greek, ' is scared away .

Siegfried, ' is filled with a spirit of reproof,' a very satisfactory meaning if allowable. The idea of being ' put to shame

'

like purity in the presence of iniquity is possible. This use of the word is found only in Homer, according to Liddell
and Scott ; and the book is admittedly full of poetical words.

6. For wisdom, &c. This line, which appears to have no connexion with what precedes or follows, has given great
trouble to the commentators. Grimm takes the sense to be ' Wisdom is a spirit that loves mankind, and for that very
reason will not leave wickedness unpunished '. The earlier commentators took faXdvdpamos in the sense of ' mild

',
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 1. 6-16

Because God is witness of his reins,

And is a true overseer of his heart,

And a hearer of his tongue :

7 Because the spirit of the Lord filleth the world,

And that which holdeth all things together hath knowledge of every voice.

8 Therefore no man that uttereth unrighteous things shall be unseen
;

Neither shall Justice, when it punisheth, pass him by.

9 For the counsels of the ungodly shall be searched out

;

And the report of his words shall come unto the Lord
For the punishment of his lawless deeds :

10 Because there is an ear of jealousy that listeneth to all things,

And the noise of murmurings is not hid.

1

1

Beware then of unprofitable murmuring,
And refrain your tongue from blasphemy

;

Because no secret utterance shall go forth with impunity,
And a mouth that lieth destroyeth the soul.

God does not willingly afflict men : they bring punishment and death 7ipon themselves.

12 Court not death in the error of your life;

Neither draw upon yourselves destruction by the works of your hands :

13 Because God made not death
;

Neither delighteth he when the living perish :

14 For he created all things that they might have being:

And the products of the world are healthsome,

And there is no poison of destruction in them

:

Nor hath Hades royal dominion upon earth
;

15 For righteousness is immortal,

(But the gain of unrighteousness is death).

16 But the ungodly by their hands and words called him unto them

:

Deeming him a friend they were consumed with love of him,

And they made a covenant with him,

Because they are worthy to be of his portion.

' gentle ', and connected it with preceding verse. The meaning then would be :
' Wisdom is put to confusion or scared

away when wickedness enters in, because it is a mild and kindly spirit and cannot stay in the same abode as injustice.'

Bois, p. 379, seeing that these explanations are unsatisfactory would transpose the line to the end of v. 13, and in this

alteration Siegfried concurs. But the close connexion between the last line oiv. 13 and the beginning of v. 14 militates

against this. In face of these difficulties it does not seem rash to suggest that the line may be an interpolation on the

basis of vii. 22-3, where Wisdom is said to be a irvcvfia and (pi\dv0pa>Trus.

Further, the fact that this line is out of harmony with its surroundings gives force to Weber's suggestion that

vv. 4, 5, together with this line, have been interpolated; the connexion obtained after their omission is quite satis-

factory, v. 3. ' The Power, when brought to the proof, chastiseth fools and (6) will not hold the blasphemer guiltless for

his lips. For God, &c.'

7. filleth, as A. V. ; R. V. ' hath filled
'

; but see Grimm's note, Burton, A/T

. T. Moods and Tenses, § 76, and cf.

St. John xi. II.

holdeth all things together. We have here the Stoic idea of the world soul. The Stoics said of the world,

fis airnv alrov pcpos diTjKovTos mv voi>, Kaddntp e(f) t]p.<ov Trjs V'v^ijr . See Dio. Laert. in Ritter and Preller, § 493 ; Zeller,

Stoics, 8cc, p. 142.

8. For examples of unrighteous things see the quotation from De Con/. Ling, in the note on v. 1.

11. blasphemy. KaraXafud in parallelism with murmuring, yoyyvo-p.6s, plainly means speaking against God :

yoyyvafios is the word used in LXX Exod. xvi. 7, 8, 9, for the murmuring of the Israelites.

13-16. Man lost his uprightness and immortality through his own act according to this passage; in ii. 24, through

the envy of the devil.

15. For righteousness. Either this line is in its wrong place and should be transferred perhaps to a position

between 7>v. 22 and 23 of ch. ii, where it would be in a satisfactory context, or we must with Grimm accept the

succeeding line found in some Latin MSS., 'iniustitia autem mortis acquisitio est.' Grimm renders this by ddt/cia de

Buvdrov Tr(pnroLr]<Tis itrnv (the word -nepmoirjais is not found in the LXX with this meaning). As the line stands it

has no connexion with what precedes or follows, and if the extra line is not accepted deletion or transference to the

end of ii. 22 would seem to be justified. It should be noticed that the line summarizes the teaching of this part of the

book, and may originally have been a marginal note. The Latin line iniustitia autem would then be a gloss like ii. 17,

vi. 1, &c, and alrdv in the next line, referring to Hades, would not be separated from its antecedent.

16. Seems to be based verbally on Isa. xxviii. 15, though the context is quite different. There the covenant is that

Death should spare the other contracting parties, while here they give themselves into the arms of Death. For rr,«c«a

used to denote a state of mind, see vi. 23, 'pining envy.' E. Pfleiderer, followed by Bois, takes this verse as referring

to the pagan mysteries, especially to the identification of Hades the God of death with Dionysus the God of life.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 2. 1-9

Some men even prefer the ways of death : they affirm that their souls are even as their

bodies, that after this life nothing remains.

1 1 For they said within themselves, reasoning not aright,

Short and sorrowful is our life
;

And there is no remedy when a man cometh to his end,

And none was ever known that returned from Hades.
2 Because by mere chance were we born,

And hereafter we shall be as though we had never been

:

Because the breath in our nostrils is smoke,
And reason is a spark kindled by the beating of our heart,

3 Which being extinguished, the body shall be turned into ashes,

And the spirit dispersed as thin air

;

4 And our name shall be forgotten in time,

And no man shall remember our works;
And our life shall pass away as the traces of a cloud,

And shall be scattered as is a mist.

When it is chased by the beams of the sun,

And overcome by the heat thereof.

5 For our allotted time is the passing of a shadow,
Arid there is no putting back of our end

;

Because it is fast sealed, and none reverseth it.

They therefore will enjoy this life to thefull, and criish those whose lives reprove their own.

6 Come therefore and let us enjoy the good things that now are
;

And let us use creation with all earnestness as youth's possession.

7 Let us fill ourselves with costly wine and perfumes

;

And let no flower of spring pass us by :

8 Let us crown ourselves with rosebuds, before they wither

:

9 Let there be no (meadow) without traces of our proud revelry :

Everywhere let us leave tokens of our mirth

:

Because this is our portion, and our lot is this.

Heraclitus had said o>vt6s Se 'A.t8r)s na\ Ai6w<ros (Ritter and Preller, § 49, Zeller, Pre-Socratic Phil., ii, p. 100). If this

is accepted and we assume that the writer is referring to the apostate Jews, we must infer that they had gone so far

as to take part in the pagan mysteries. His ' portion' is the realm assigned to him.

II. The opinions here put into the mouth of the godless may easily have been known to the writer from his personal
experience of Jews who adopted the tenets of Epicurus ; most scholars also see a reference to Ecclesiastes, see Intro-

duction, p. 525. It should, however, be noticed that the same sentiments are put into the mouth of the ungodly
in 1 Enoch cii. 6-8.

1. It is impossible to say whether 6 avaXvaas is transitive or intransitive. Grimm on 2 Mace, viii-xxv gives eight

places where dva\v<o = ' to return'; but it is used in the passive in iv. 12, so that if we take this as deciding the author's

usage, it should be transitive here. Against this it may be urged, that in view of the liberties which the author allows
himself to take with the Greek language, it is quite possible that he used the active and passive forms of an intransitive

verb without any appreciable difference of meaning.
2. reason is a spark. A reference to the view of Heraclitus and others that fire (see note on xiii. 2) is the primitive

substance. 'The soul of man is a part of this divine fire' (Zeller, Outlines, p. 70). ' It was conceived .... as a
transient individualization of the one primitive substance or force, and this individualization terminated at death

'

(Charles, Eschat., p. 143). The Stoics adopted this view. ' The soul is ... a part of the divine fire which descended
into the bodies of men when they first arose out of the aether' (Zeller, Outlines, p. 244). Cic. Tusc. i. 19 'Zenoni
Stoico animus ignis videtur '.

4. overcome. This is perhaps a justifiable paraphrase. The Greek means ' weighed down ', which is incorrect

from the point of view of Natural Science. But the writer merely wanted a parallel expression to ' chased away ', and
being unscientific chose an incorrect term.

5. allotted time, reading Kcupos with N A and Latin, as against 0«w, B*. So most editors.

putting back. The explanation adopted by Grimm, Siegfried, and others, that no man can die twice, is not
satisfactory. Gregg's reference to the shadow on a sundial is more acceptable, though there is a sudden change of
metaphor in the next line in the word ' sealed

'
; the end is fast sealed = the end is predetermined.

The sense probably is 'while we are young', and Grimm gets this by reading <a$- iv v^iriyn on the authority of

157, 248, 253, and the Complutensian polyglot. B reads cos vtorryn., X and A cos veorrjros.

7. spring, reading Zapos for <lepos. So A, Latin, and most editions.

ga. The Greek here has one line, ^rjSeis 17/xii/ aumpos e<rra> rqs rjfiertpas dyepca^im-
; the Latin has two :

' nemo nostrum
exors sit luxuriae nostrae ', and ' nullum pratum sit quod non pertranseat luxuria nostra '. This is a doublet of the Greek
line with \etpdsv in line 2 for fjfiatv. As an old glossary to the book shows that it originally contained the word Xet/zo>i>,

this must be restored in place of wa>v, and fitjddt \€ipa>v kt\. accepted as the true reading. See Feldmann.
proud revelry : dyspasia, may be an allusion to the heathen mysteries (Bois, p. 295).
our portion; our only portion and lot. For connexion with Ecclesiastes see Introd., p. 525.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 2. io-3. i

10 Let us oppress the righteous poor

;

Let us not spare the widow,
Nor reverence the hairs of the old man grey for length of years.

ii But let our strength be to us a law of righteousness
;

For that which is weak is found to be of no service.

1

2

But let us lie in wait for the righteous man,
Because he is of disservice to us,

And is contrary to our works,

And upbraideth us with sins against the law,

And layeth to our charge sins against our discipline.

13 He professeth to have knowledge of God,
And nameth himself servant of the Lord.

14 He became to us a reproof of our thoughts.

15 He is grievous unto us even to behold,

Because his life is unlike other men's,

And his paths are of strange fashion.

16 We were accounted of him as base metal,

And he abstaineth from our ways as from uncleannesses.

The latter end of the righteous he calleth happy
;

And he vaunteth that God is his father.

17 Let us see if his words be true;

And let us try what shall befall in the ending of his life.

18 For if the righteous man is God's son, he will uphold him,
And he will deliver him out of the hand of his adversaries.

19 With outrage and torture let us put him to the test,

That we may learn his gentleness,

And may prove his patience under wrong.
20 Let us condemn him to a shameful death

;

For according to his words he will be visited.

But they are wrong : a future life is in store for the righteous; who shall then triumph
over the ungodly.

21 Thus reasoned they, being far astray,

For their wickedness blinded them,
22 And they knew not the mysteries of God,

Neither hoped they for wages of holiness,

Nor did they judge that there is a prize for blameless souls.

23 Because God created man for incorruption,

And made him an image of his own proper being
;

24 But by the envy of the devil death entered into the world,
And they that belong to his realm experience it.

3 1 But the souls of the righteous are in the hand of God,
And no torment shall touch them.

12. The translation of naiSua in the last line is difficult. Weber gives 'and reproaches us on account of the sins of

our method of life ' (Bildung). Mr. Gregg would omit. The line certainly looks like an addition.

let us lie in wait. Cf. LXX rendering of Isa. iii. io, see Introd., p. 524.
20. according to his words, i. e. ' if what he says is true.'

visited. fma-Konrj is always used in a good sense in this part of the book, see Introd., p. 523. The word imaKonr)

is said to be used only once outside biblical and ecclesiastical Greek. It is a translation of the Hebrew word H'npE,

which means a visitation to deliver, LXX Gen. 1. 24, 25, Exod. iii. 16, or a visitation to punish, LXX Isa. xxiv. 22,
xxix. 6. See Hort's full note on 1 Pet. ii. 12, and Charles's Apoc. Bar. xx. 2, note.

22. At the end of this verse i. 15 would be appropriate. There is a prize for blameless souls, viz. immortality.

mysteries of God, i.e. that suffering is not necessarily punishment, but is often a test of goodness which will be
rewarded after death by immortality.

23. The difference between the author and Philo is seen very plainly here. In Philo, man is the image of the Logos
(Drummond, Philo Judaeus, ii. 186-7).

his own proper being, IbiorrjTos, N A and B. oi'SiorijToy, 248, 253, and most of the patristic writers. But Gen. i. 26
seems to decide for the former, though Sanday and Headlam (Romans, p. 51) are doubtful, while Prof. Margoliouth
prefers aidiiWrjros. He also suggests kclt fhova, which is now upheld by Feldmann.

24. Bois (p. 297) suggests that the reference here is to Cain, the first murderer, and Mr. Gregg adduces additional

arguments for this. All other expositors take it to refer to the temptation of Eve. In 1 Enoch lxix. 6 it is said that

a Satan led Eve astray. This seems to favour the latter view.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 3. 2-13

2 In the eyes of fools they seemed to die
;

And their departure was accounted to be their hurt,

3 And their going from us to be their ruin

:

But they are in peace.

4 For though in the sight of men they be punished,

Their hope is full of immortality
;

5 And- having borne a little chastening, they shall receive great good
;

Because God tested them, and found them worthy of himself.

6 As gold in the furnace he proved them,

And as a whole burnt offering he accepted them.

7 And in the time of their visitation they shall shine forth,

And like sparks among stubble they shall run to and fro.

8 They shall judge nations, and have dominion over peoples
;

And the Lord shall reign over them for evermore.

9 They that trust on him shall understand truth,

And the faithful shall abide with him in love

;

Because grace and mercy are to his chosen,

And he will graciously visit his holy ones.

But the unrighteous shall be punished, both they and their ungodly offspring, while the righteous

though childless shall be rewarded.

10 But the ungodly shall be requited even as they reasoned,

They which lightly regarded the righteous man, and revolted from the Lord
n (For he that setteth at naught wisdom and discipline is miserable

;)

And void is their hope and their toils unprofitable,

And useless are their works :

12 Their wives are foolish, and wicked are their children;

13 Accursed is their begetting.

Because happy is the barren that is undefiled,

She who hath not conceived in transgression
;

She shall have fruit when God visiteth souls.

III. 2. seemed. The righteous cannot die. For this spiritual idea of life and death see v. 13 and x. 3. Philo says
{Quod det. pot. § 15), 'The wise man who appears to have departed from this mortal life lives in a life immortal.'

5. tested. The object of affliction is testing, proving ; not punishment. Cf. 1 Enoch cviii. 9 : The righteous
' were much tried by the Lord and their spirits were found pure '.

7. visitation. Cf. Ps. cvi. 4, 'visit me with thy salvation.' Salvation in the O. T. always means deliverance

—

deliverance from one's foes and triumph over them. So here ; the writer cannot refrain from picturing the visible

triumph of the godly over the wicked, though it is quite inconsistent with the idea of reward or retribution coming
immediately after death. For the figure cf. Obad. 18 upon the destruction of Edom : 'The house of Jacob shall be
a fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, and the house of Esau for stubble.'

8. In the Messianic Kingdom. Cp. St. Paul, 1 Cor. vi. 2, ' Know ye not that we shall judge angels.'

9. understand truth, i. e. God's methods in governing the world.

<)b. With on \^Pls Ka* <& f0* Tois.fK\(KTols avrov compare I Enoch v. 7 kcu toIs tiikeKTols «rrai (pus tea) x^pn *cai elonprj^

I Enoch i-xxxvi was written before the persecution under Antiochus Epiphanes ; but the translation of Enoch into Greek
was probably undertaken as a whole. If this is later than the latest part of 1 Enoch (cc. xxxvii-lxxi) it must be subse-
quent to 94 B.C., and so has a bearing on the date of Wisdom itself, see Introd., p. 520.

gd. So N A and Syriac, icai (niaKonr) iv ro'is 6<xiois ((k.\(ktoIs K) avroi; which B Latin and R. V. omit. For justification

of this see note on iv. 15. In addition, the line is suitable here as a rejoinder to ii. 20 £.

10. reasoned. This means that the annihilation after death proclaimed by the godless shall indeed be their lot,

only the writer's idea of annihilation is different from that of the apostates.

11. he that setteth, &c. This line is almost a verbal reproduction of Prov. i. 7, 'The ungodly set at naught wisdom
and discipline.'

13. happy. The reference here may simply be general ; but it is difficult to read Philo's account of the Therapeutae
without feeling that the writer of these lines had them in mind. Of the virgins who were enrolled amongst the
Therapeutae, Philo (De Vit. Con. § 8) says they 'yearn not for mortal but for immortal offspring', ot Qvx)tu>v (kjovcov

dW ddavdrav 6pex6f't<rai. This, and the statement in the text 'She shall have fruit when God visiteth souls', seem to

belong to the same circle of ideas. It is not necessary to infer that the writer belonged to the sect ; Philo, in spite of

his admiration for them, was not one of them. Whether he is referring to the Therapeutae or not the writer shows
considerable independence in discarding the strong Jewish belief that a numerous offspring was the greatest blessing

of mankind.
transgression. This refers to unlawful marriages with the heathen. See Jubilees xxx. 7, quoted on i. 1.

fruit. This may be a vague phrase for reward. Philo works out the idea contained in the words ' immortal
offspring' as that ' which the soul that is attached to God is alone able to produce by itself and from itself, meaning
perhaps what the Christian sums up in the word ' bliss '. This is subjective and may be contrasted with the more
objective statement as to the reward of the childless man, which is to be a blissful position in the heavenly sanctuary.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 3. 14—4. 8

14 And happy is the eunuch which hath wrought no lawless deed with his hands,

Nor imagined wicked things against the Lord
;

For there shall be given him for his faithfulness a peculiar favour,

And a lot in the sanctuary of the Lord of great delight.
J 5 For good labours have fruit of great renown

;

And wisdom's root cannot fail.

16 But children of adulterers shall not come to maturity,

And the seed of an unlawful union shall perish.

*7 For if they live long, they shall be held in no account,

And at the last their old age shall be without honour.
*8 And if they die early, they shall have no hope,

Nor in the day of decision shatl they have consolation.
*9 For the end of an unrighteous generation is always grievous.

4 1 Better than this is childlessness with virtue
;

For in the memory of virtue is immortality

:

Because it is recognized both by God and man.
2 When it is present, men imitate it

;

And they long after it when it is departed :

And throughout all time it marcheth crowned in triumph,

Victorious in the strife for prizes undefiled.

3 But the multiplying brood of the ungodly shall be of no profit,

And with bastard slips they shall not strike deep root,

Nor shall they establish a sure hold.

4 For even if these put forth boughs and flourish for a season,

Yet, standing unsure, they shall be shaken by the wind,

And by the violence of winds they shall be rooted out.

5 Their branches shall be broken off ere they come to maturity,

And their fruit shall be useless,

Not ripe to eat, and meet for nothing.

6 For children unlawfully begotten are witnesses of wickedness
Against parents when God searcheth them out.

The premature death of the righteous is followed by immortality, but the very memory
of the ungodly shallperish.

7 But the righteous, though he die before his time, shall be at rest.

8 (For honourable old age is not that which standeth in length of time,

14. sanctuary. Where is this sanctuary to be? In the Jerusalem which the seer saw 'descending out of heaven
from God' (Rev. xxi. 10) or in heaven itself?

of great delight. dvfxrjpf'a-Tfpos in an elative or intensive sense. Thackeray, Gr., p. 181 ; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk.,

p. 141.

15. cannot fail. These two lines are merely a variation of i. 15, 'For righteousness is immortal '; and iv. 1,
' For

in the memory of virtue is immortality '
; see also viii. 13. It may be that the writer could not get rid of the old Jewish

idea of subjective immortality, Ps. cxii. 6, Prov. x. 7, or that he wished to oppose the repeated statement in Ecclesiastes
i. 11, ii. 16, ix. 5, that there is no remembrance of the dead, righteous or unrighteous. See Introd., p. 525.

16. adulterers. Those who had contracted unlawful marriages, as is plain from the next line and from iv. 6.

17. In denying that affliction necessarily indicates God's displeasure and is therefore punishment, the writer advances
beyond the view of Ezekiel and his followers. Here, in affirming that the children shall be punished for the parents'
sins, he falls behind it. See also iv. 4.

18. Reading ovk t^ovaiv with N A Latin ; oik e'xovo-iv B.

hope. The idea seems to be that even if the children of the godless die young, before they have had much time
to sin, they will have no hope of future happiness.

19. An involuntary and instinctive utterance of the old view that wickedness is always punished in this life.

IV. 3-6. This is taken by Grimm as referring not to a material but to a spiritual state. The children of the ungodly
have an ineradicable taint. Here again the writer falls below Ezekiel and displays the spirit of the imprecatory psalms.

6. witnesses of wickedness. Their sufferings are a proof of the sin of their parents. Cf. St. John ix. 2.

8. old age is not that, &c. The writer has already departed from the traditional view that life without offspring cannot
be regarded as happy ; he now departs from the belief that length of days is necessary to the happiness of a godly man.
Here again one cannot fail to be struck with the correspondence of the author's views with those of the Therapeutae.
Philo (De Vita Cont., ch. 8) writes :

' For they do not regard those as elders who are advanced in years and aged, but

as mere youths if they have only lately devoted themselves to the vocation ; but they call those elders who from their

earliest years have spent time and strength in the contemplative part of philosophy.' Grimm gives a whole series of
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 4. 8-19

Nor is its measure given by number of years

:

9 But understanding is grey hairs unto men,
And an unspotted life is ripe old age.)

10 Being found well-pleasing unto God he was beloved of him,

And while living among sinners he was translated :

11 He was caught away, lest wickedness should change his understanding,

Or guile deceive his soul.

12 (For the fascination of wickedness bedimmeth the things which are good,

And the frenzy of desire perverteth an innocent mind.)

13 Being made perfect in a little while, he fulfilled long years
;

14 For his soul was pleasing unto the Lord :

Therefore He hastened him out of the midst of wickedness.

16 But a righteous man that is dead shall condemn the ungodly that are living,

And youth that is quickly perfected the many years of an unrighteous man's age.

15 But as for the peoples, seeing and understanding not,

Neither laying this to heart :

—

17 For they will see the wise man's end,

And not understand what the Lord purposed concerning him,
And for what he safely kept him :

—

18 They will see, and despise

;

But them the Lord shall laugh to scorn.

And after this they shall become a dishonoured carcase,

And a reproach among the dead for ever

:

19 Because he shall dash them speechless to the ground,
And shall shake them from the foundations,

quotations from Greek and Latin authors emphasizing this thought. Perhaps the quotation from Bailey's Festus given

by Farrar is as good as any :

'We live in deeds not years ; in thoughts not breaths,

In feelings not in figures on a dial

;

We should count time by heart-throbs.'

10. eidpearos, &c. This looks like tautology. But reference to the LXX shows that the writer is thinking of

Gen. v. 22, 24 (of Enoch) ; vi. 9 ; xvii. I ; and other places where cvapto-Teoo, a translation of sj.?nrin ' to walk ', plainly

refers to the spiritual condition of the person mentioned. In xvii. 1 evaptarft evavriov p,ov addressed to Abraham shows
this very clearly. Gen. v. 22, 24, shows that Enoch is referred to here. No one could say that Enoch's comparatively

early removal was a punishment ; it was plainly a blessing, and this supports the author's contention in v. 8 as to the

early death of other righteous men.
12. bedimmeth. The editors point out that the word dp.avp6<o was used by Greek philosophers to express the

darkening of the moral sense.

things which are good, ra nakd. Moral and spiritual qualities.

perverteth. Greek /xeraXXeuei, so again in xvi. 25. The word properly means ' to mine '. Here the author gives

it the meaning of ' change ', deriving it no doubt from SXKoi. Commentators compare this mistake with that in

St. Mark xii. 4.

13. he fulfilled long years. Of a Rabbi who died young it was said, ' In the twenty-eight years of his life he has
learned more than others learn in a hundred years ' (Oesterley and Box, Pel. of Syn., p. 97).

14-16. The passage reads as follows in the R. V. according to B :

—

14. For his soul was pleasing unto the Lord

:

Therefore hasted he out of the midst of wickedness.

15. But as for the peoples, seeing and understanding not,

Neither laying this to heart,

That grace and mercy are with his chosen,

And that he visiteth his holy ones :
—

16. But a righteous man that is dead shall condemn the ungodly that are living

And youth that is quickly perfected, the many years of an unrighteous man's old age.

Some rearrangement is plainly necessary. For (1) the passage is now impossible as it stands in B. (2) The
MSS. show that there has been some transference to or from iii. 9. (3) Transference of \$c,d to iii. 9 relieves this

passage. (4) After 15 c, */have been returned to their proper place, the necessity of placing v. 16 before 15 is obvious.

Bois (p. 387) would make a much more thoroughgoing rearrangement, but it has been thought better to be content

with the minimum of alteration.

15. the peoples, vv. 17 ff. show that the ungodly are meant. X B Latin give \noi, A SKK01. Mr. Gregg, on the

basis of the latter, would emend to nvo/xot. It looks, however, like a reminiscence of LXX Isa. vi. 9 : 'Go, tell this

people (Aads) . . . seeing ye shall see and not understand.'

18. This is best explained as the judgement by the sword at the beginning of the Messianic age, like vv. 17 ff.

19. foundations. The figure in the mind of the writer was probably that of a city razed to the ground. Cf. Ps. ix. 6 :

' The enemy are come to an end, they are desolations for ever ; and the cities which thou didst uproot, their memory is

perished ' (Driver, Parallel Psalter).
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 4. 19—5. 13

And they shall lie utterly waste, and be in anguish,

And their memory shall perish.

The remorse of the ungodly at the judgement. Their retrospect.

20 They shall come, when their sins are reckoned up, with coward fear

;

And their lawless deeds shall convict them to their face.

) 1 Then shall the righteous man stand in great boldness

Before the face of them that afflicted him,

And them that make his labours of no account.

2 When they see it, they shall be troubled with terrible fear,

And shall be amazed at the marvel of his salvation.

3 They shall say within themselves repenting,

And for distress of spirit shall they groan,

This was he whom aforetime we had in derision,

And made a byword of reproach

:

4 We fools accounted his life madness,
And his end without honour

:

5 How was he numbered among sons of God

!

And how is his lot among saints !

6 Verily we went astray from the way of truth,

And the light of righteousness shined not for us,

And the sun rose not for us.

7 We took our fill of the paths of lawlessness and destruction,

And we journeyed through trackless deserts,

But the way of the Lord we knew not.

8 What did ou.r arrogancy profit us?
And what good have riches and vaunting brought us?

9 Those things all passed away as a shadow,
And as a message that runneth by

:

10 As a ship passing through the billowy water,

Whereof, when it is gone by, there is no trace to be found,

Neither pathway of its keel in the billows :

1

1

Or as when a bird flieth through the air,

No token of her passage is found.

But the light wind, lashed with the stroke of her pinions,

And rent asunder with the violent rush of the moving wings, is passed through,

And afterwards no sign of her coming is found therein :

1

2

Or as when an arrow is shot at a mark,
The air disparted closeth up again immediately,

So that men know not where it passed through

:

13 So we also, as soon as we were born, ceased to be

;

And of virtue we had no sign to show,

But were utterly consumed in our wickedness.

V. 2. When they see it. Cf. I Enoch cviii. 15 :
' And the sinners will cry aloud and see them (i.e. the righteous)

as they shine, and they indeed will go where days and seasons are prescribed for them.'

4. madness. See ii. 15. The refusal to purchase material advantage at the price of apostasy.

6. Verily, apa = ' as it now seems'. ' Hence it amounts sometimes to an expression of regret' (Donaldson, G£. Gr.,

p. 567).

7. trackless deserts. They now see that the ' primrose path of dalliance ' is better described as ' a dry and weary

land where no water is' (Ps. lxiii. 1).

knew : in a practical sense = ' pay heed to '. So frequently in the O. T. See especially Amos iii. 2, ' You only

have I known (= regarded with favour) of all the nations of the earth '. See also Ps. i. 6.

9 ff. The images here used to denote the transitory nature of life are vivid and poetical: whether they are quite

appropriate in the mouth of those in whom the agony of remorse is supposed to be working, is another question. The
passage forms, however, an effective contrast to their defiant boasting in ch. ii.

12. closeth, dveXvdrj. The active is used in ii. 1 and has been translated there as intransitive (see note). ' Various

explanations are given of dvtXvdr], but it seems most simple to take it in the sense of "returns" as ii. I
1 (Deane).

nvt\v(T(v is read by 23 (V) and 253.

13. ceased to be. Another proof that the writer's view of life and death is spiritual.

At the end of v. 13 the Latin adds ' Talia dixerunt in inferno hi, qui peccaverunt '. This, if not genuine, is

appropriate, as showing that the following verse is a reflection of the author and no part of the words of the ungodly.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 5. 14—6. 1

14 Because the hope of the ungodly is like chaff carried off by the wind,

And like a thin spider's web driven away by a tempest

;

And like smoke which is scattered by the wind,

And passeth away as the remembrance of a guest that tarrieth but a day.

The bliss of the righteous and the miserable fate of the ungodly.

15 But the righteous live for ever,

And in the Lord is their reward,

And the care for them with the Most High.
16 Therefore shall they receive a glorious kingdom,
And a diadem of beauty from the Lord's hand

;

Because with his right hand shall he cover them,

And with his arm shall he shield them.

17 He shall take his jealousy as complete armour,
And shall make the whole creation his weapons for vengeance on his enemies

:

18 He shall put on righteousness as a breastplate,

And shall take judgement unfeigned as a helmet;

19 He shall take holiness as an invincible shield,

20 And shall sharpen stern wrath for a sword :

And the world shall go forth with him to fight against his insensate foes.

21 Shafts of lightning shall fly with true aim,

And from the clouds, as from a well drawn bow, shall they leap to the mark.
22 And as from an engine of war shall be hurled hailstones full of wrath

;

The water of the sea shall rage against them,
And rivers shall sternly overwhelm them

;

23 A mighty blast shall encounter them,
And as a tempest shall it winnow them away :

So shall lawlessness make all the land desolate,

And their evil-doing shall overturn the thrones of princes.

Admonition to the rulers.

6 1 Hear therefore, ye kings, and understand

;

Learn, ye judges of the ends of the earth

:

14. hope. The object of their hope or that on which they found their hope, e.g. riches, &c.

spider's web. So Cursives 23, 106, reading apaxvr], and also R.V. margin. NAB read iraxvrli ' hoar-frost ', which
is quite unsuitable. Some MSS. give «x>"7> which was no doubt the reading of the Syriac (jtoi-V.), and of the Latin

spuma. Both iraxvr] and a^vrj can be explained from apaxvr) better than apaxvr] from the others. The strange

mistranslation in LXX Ps. xc. 9 may be compared, ra err] r)p.a>v if apaxvr], ' our years are like a spider's web '.

16. a glorious kingdom, fta<ri\tiov, occurs in i. 14 and here. In i. 14 it undoubtedly means kingdom, and there

is no reason to adopt a different meaning here. In Dan. vii. 18 and 22 the kingdom is given to the saints.

17-23. These verses are not quite consistent with the similar passage in iii. 7 ff. There the righteous execute
iudgement on the ungodly : here, Jehovah Himself rouses the forces of Nature to fight against them. See Introd.,

P- 529- ...
17 b. See in note on xix. 18 the quotation there given from Philo.

18-20. Compare Eph. vi. H-17, and see Introd., p. 527. The navonXia found both here and in St. Paul, which is

taken by some scholars as conclusive evidence of direct connexion between the two writers, consisted of helmet,

breastplate, greaves, and shield, as defensive, sword and lance as offensive armour.
18. judgement unfeigned, without respect of persons.

20. stern, or relentless, Greek cnroropos, also vi. 5, xi. 10, xii. 9, xviii. 15 and the adverb v. 22.

21. Possibly the rainbow is referred to: if so the translation should be, 'And from the well-drawn bow of the

clouds ' as in the Latin ' a bene curvato arcu nubium '. The association of Jahveh with a thunderstorm is frequent in

Hebrew poetry, see Ps. lxxix. 17-20, xcvii. 3-5 ; Hab. iii.

15-23^. This passage is ' eschatological '. 23.; suddenly brings the reader back to the present age.

23^. Feldmann would omit o>? on the authority of the Coptic. It is certainly better away. A 'mighty blast' is

a tempest.

So shall lawlessness. The writer returns to the idea of i. 1. Those who follow these ungodly and lawless

ways are in high positions in the community, and without any exaggeration may be addressed as judges and princes.

VI. The writer now apparently takes a wider outlook than in i. 1. Having dealt with the misdeeds of the governing
body of the Jews in Alexandria, he turns in the manner of the prophets, e.g. Isa. viii. 9, Ps. ii. 10, to the rulers of the

outside world. They too have a law which they have not kept, for the transgression of which they will be punished.

It is not necessary to suppose that the writer ever thought of his words reaching the ' rulers of the ends of the earth ',

any more than Isaiah or the writer of Psalm ii imagined that their words would come to the ears of the foreign nations

or rulers whom they apostrophized. The Jewish magnates at Alexandria are still the real object of the address.

1. The Latin begins the chapter with the words ' Melior est sapientia quam vires, et vir prudens quam fortis
',

a good introduction to the section.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 6. 2-17

2 Give ear, ye that have dominion over much people,

And make your boast in multitudes of nations.

3 Because your dominion was given you from the Lord,
And your sovereignty from the Most High

;

Who shall search out your works,

And shall make inquisition of your counsels

:

4 Because being officers of his kingdom ye did not judge aright,

Neither kept ye the law, nor walked after the counsel of God.

5 Awfully and swiftly shall he come upon you
;

For a stern judgement befalleth them that be in high places

:

6 For the man of low estate may be pardoned in mercy,
But mighty men shall be searched out mightily.

7 For the Sovereign Lord of all will not regard any mans person.
Neither will he stand in awe of greatness

;

Because it is he that made both small and great,

And alike he taketh thought for all

;

8 But strict is the scrutiny that cometh upon the powerful.

9 Unto you therefore, O princes, are my words,
That ye may learn wisdom and not fall away.

10 For they that have kept holily the things that are holy shall themselves be accounted holy;
And they that have been taught them shall find what to answer

;

1

1

Set your desire therefore upon my words

;

Long for them, and ye shall be instructed.

Wisdom desires to be found.

1

2

Wisdom is radiant and fadeth not away
;

And easily is she beheld of them that love her,

And found of them that seek her.

13 She forestalleth them that desire to know her, making herself first known.
14 He that riseth up early to seek her shall have no toil,

For he shall find her sitting at his gates.

15 For to think upon her is perfection of understanding,
And he that keepeth vigil for her sake shall quickly be free from care.

1

6

For she goeth about, seeking them that are worthy of her,

And in their paths she appeareth unto them graciously,

And in every purpose she meeteth them.

The Sorites.

17 For her true beginning is desire of instruction
;

And the care for instruction is love of her

;

6. searched out, Greek irafa. The same word in ii. 19 probably means ' torture', so perhaps the A. V. and Latin
are right in their interpretation, ' tormented ', ' tormenta patientur '.

7. regard any man's person, R. V. 'refrain himself for'. The Greek vnoartXt'tTai rrpoaanov here is probably an
echo of Deut. i. 17 LXX, where liroarelXji npoaanov is used to translate the Hebrew D'JD "ttSfl, to show partiality to

any one. The injunction to Moses to make no difference between small and great appears in the same context.

12. This description of Wisdom is based on Prov. viii.

And found. This line looks so much like a variant of Prov. viii. 17 that some scholars have suspected it of being
an insertion. But the writer probably had the chapter in Proverbs before his mind, so in spite of its omission in B* it

may be genuine. It is found in N B a and A.

15. to think upon her. Through the contemplation of Wisdom, a man gains a high moral standard: cf. 'His
(i. e. Plato's) theory of education is dominated by the thought that the mind itself inevitably " imitates " the character
of the things it habitually contemplates. Just because the aspiration after wisdom is the fundamental expression of

the mind's true nature, it cannot be followed persistently without resulting in a transfiguration of our whole character

'

(A. E. Taylor, Plato, p. 35).
17-20. An instance of the logical figure called Sorites, or Chain-inference, of which the Stoics were very fond

(Zeller, Stoics, p. 216 note), v. 20 contains the main conclusion consisting of the first and last step: Desire for

wisdom promoteth to a kingdom. But the first premiss is not expressed in v. 17 and must be supplied, and another
member is omitted in v. 19.

[The desire for wisdom is the beginning of wisdom ;]

17. The true beginning of wisdom is the desire for instruction

;

The care for instruction is love of wisdom
;
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 6. 18— 7. 9

18 And love of her is observance of her laws
;

And to give heed to her laws is the assurance of incorruption
;

19 And incorruption bringeth near unto God;
20 So then desire of wisdom promoteth to a kingdom.

Solomon promises to declare the nature of wisdom.

21 If therefore ye delight in thrones and sceptres, ye princes of peoples,
Honour wisdom, that ye may reign for ever.

22 But what wisdom is, and how she came to me, I will declare,

And I will not hide her mysteries from you
;

But I will trace her out from her first beginning
And bring the knowledge of her into clear light,

And I will not pass by the truth
;

23 Neither. indeed will I take pining envy for my companion,
Because envy shall have no fellowship with wisdom.

24 But a multitude of wise men is salvation to the world,

And an understanding king is tranquillity to his people.
25 Wherefore be ye instructed by my words, and thereby shall ye profit.

Solomon at first like other men: wisdom given to him in anszver to prayer.

1 1 I myself also am mortal, like to all,

And am sprung from one born of the earth, the man first formed,
2 And in the womb of a mother was I moulded into flesh in the time of ten months,
Being compacted in blood of the seed of man and pleasure that came with sleep.

3 And I also, when I was born, drew in the common air,

And fell upon the kindred earth,

Uttering, like all, for my first voice, the self-same wail

:

4 In swaddling clothes was I nursed, and with watchful cares.

5 For no king had any other first beginning

;

6 But all men have one entrance into life, and a like departure.

7 For this cause I prayed, and understanding was given me

:

I called upon God, and there came to me a spirit of wisdom.

The value of wisdom.

8 I preferred her before sceptres and thrones,

And riches I esteemed nothing in comparison of her.

9 Neither did I likert to her any priceless gem,
Because all the gold of the earth in her sight is but a little sand,
And silver shall be accounted as clay before her.

18. Love of wisdom is the keeping of her laws
;

The keeping of her laws is immortality
;

19. Immortality bringeth near to God
;

[To be near to God is to be a king
; ]

So the desire for wisdom promoteth to a kingdom.
There is remarkably little deviation from the exact logical form: what there is is justified by the poetical

character of the composition.
22. to me. Ewald and Hois understand fxoi after tyevero.

from her first beginning. This (the A.V. and Latin) is the better translation; not 'from the beginning of
creation ', R. V. ; as is seen from vii. 5,

' no king had any other first beginning,' where the Greek is practically the
same.

mysteries. The Alexandrian Jews regarded their syncretism of Greek philosophy and Hebrew religion as a
mystery, which, however, they were anxious to propagate in contrast to the heathen who kept their mysteries secret.
Cf. Philo, de Sacrificantibus, 12 'Why, ye initiates, if these things are good and profitable, do ye shut yourselves up in
darkness and benefit three or four only, instead of bringing the advantages into the market-place for all men, so that
every one might enjoy a better and happier life? For envy does not dwell with virtue.' See vii. 13.

23. Cf. the last clause of the preceding quotation which strikingly resembles 23 £. The pride of the philosophers is

no doubt referred to and perhaps the greed of the Sophists. For the Sophists see Philo, de Congressu, 23.
24. a multitude of wise men. This is a sounder view than that of Ecclesiastes i. 18, ' In much wisdom is much grief

:

and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow.'

VII. I. first formed. The word irpa>Ton\a<jTos first occurs here.
2. was I moulded. The man is here identified with the body in contrast to the soul which pre-existed, see viii. 19.
3. kindred, ofxoionae^s. This is the usual significance of the word. But the commentators point out that the

affinity is not between Solomon and the earth but between Solomon and the rest of mankind. Grimm gives ' equally
trodden by all '. It is, perhaps, another instance of the author's free use of the language.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 7. 10-22

10 Above health and comeliness I loved her,

And I chose to have her rather than light,

Because her bright shining is never laid to sleep.

11 But with her there came to me all good things together,

And in her hands innumerable riches

:

12 And I rejoiced over them all because wisdom leadeth them
;

Though I knew not that she was the mother of them.

13 As I learned without guile, I impart without grudging

;

I do not hide her riches.

14 For she is unto men a treasure that faileth not,

And they that use it obtain friendship with God,
Commended to him by the gifts which come through discipline.

Solomon's own great knoivledge camefrom this gift of wisdom.

15 But to me may God give to speak with judgement,
And to conceive thoughts worthy of what hath been given me;
Because himself is one that guideth even wisdom and correcteth the wise.

16 For in his hand are both we and our Words
;

All understanding, and all acquaintance with divers crafts.

17 For he hath given me an unerring knowledge of the things that are,

To know the constitution of the world, and the operation of the elements

;

18 The beginning and end and middle of times,

The alternations of the solstices and the changes of seasons,

19 The circuits of years and the positions of stars ;

20 The natures of living creatures and the ragings of wild beasts,

The powers of spirits and the thoughts of men,
The diversities of plants and the virtues of roots :

21 All things that are either secret or manifest I learned,

22 For she that is the artificer of all things taught me, even wisdom.

The attributes of wisdom : her source : her activity.

For there is in her a spirit quick of understanding, holy,

Alone in kind, manifold,

Subtil, freely moving,

11. Cf. Matt. vi. 33, 'and all these things shall be added unto you.'

12. mother, yevtnv (hapax) ; N and B give yivetriv, but yeVeo-i? has already been used in vi. 22 and again in v. 5

in the abstract, and therefore is hardly likely to be used here with a concrete meaning. Wisdom is the ' mother' or
root of all ' good things ', not merely the chief. Plato's classification of the Virtues is rejected. See on viii. 7.

13. without grudging. See notes on vi. 22 and 23.

14. friendship with God. See on v. 27.

given. These gifts would be called 'graces' by the Christian. The R.V. takes the gifts as offered to God to

win His favour.

15. judgement, or as R.V. margin, 'according to his (i. e. God's) mind', Kara yvu>ixr)v.

what hath been given. There are three readings here given by Feldmann. (1) Btiofuvap: B, and three
cursives, including 248 ; (2) \tyofxtva>v : X A, six cursives, Syriac and other versions

; (3) 8iSo^eV<a«/ : comp. Latin {quae
mihi dantur), Coptic, and Ethiopic. Keyopevav is generally rejected. biJbofisvav is preferred by Grimm and Feldmann.
This reading, as Farrar points out, emphasizes the fact that the gift of Wisdom is continuous.

17-20. In these verses the writer shows his knowledge of the technical terms of Greek science. He highly esteems
all branches of learning, including astronomy ; which Philo, in spite of the remarkable contributions made by
Alexandrian astronomers to the advancement of the science, strangely depreciated (Drummond, Philo, i. 264).

17. things that are, rmv Svrav yvoxnv = ' philosophy '.

constitution of the world = ' cosmology '.

18. beginning, &c, of times = ' chronology '.

alternations, &c. = ' astronomy '.

19. circuits, i.e. cycles, e.g. the metonic and solar cycles.

20. natures, &c. = zoology.

powers of spirits. Latin gives vim ventorum, but Josephus, Ant. viii. 2, says that Solomon is said to have had
power over spirits, so that demonology and not meteorology may be meant.

thoughts of men. The desires and passions which agitate the soul
;
part of the modern science of psychology.

22. The writer here takes care to emphasize his belief that the action of God is only indirect ; thus differing from
the presentation in the second part.

artificer, rexyvns. It is suggested by Toy, following Grimm, that this is founded on Prov. viii. 30, where

Wisdom is said to be. J1DK and where the LXX gives ap(i6(ovaa. It is doubtful, however, whether this can be accepted.

It would involve the correction of LXX by the writer.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 7. 22-29

Clear in utterance, unpolluted,

Distinct, that cannot be harmed,

Loving what is good, keen, unhindered,

23 Beneficent, loving toward man,
Steadfast, sure, free from care,

All-powerful, all-surveying,

And penetrating through all spirits

That are quick of understanding, pure, subtil

:

24 For wisdom is more mobile than any motion
;

Yea, she pervadeth and penetrateth all things by reason of her pureness.

25 For she is a breath of the power of God,
And a clear effluence of the glory of the Almighty

;

Therefore can nothing defiled find entrance into her.

26 For she is an. effulgence from everlasting light

And an unspotted mirror of the working of God,
And an image of his goodness.

27 And she, though but one, hath power to do all things

;

And remaining in herself, reneweth all things

:

And from generation to generation passing into holy souls

She maketh them friends of God and prophets.
28 For nothing doth God love save him that dwelleth with wisdom.
29 For she is fairer than the sun,

And above all the constellations of the stars

:

Being compared with light, she is found to be before it

;

22, 23. Wisdom has twenty-one qualities, the number no doubt being purposely chosen as a multiple of the two
sacred numbers, seven and three. Philo calls Wisdom TroXvoowpot.

Grimm quotes a fragment ascribed to Cleanthes the Stoic : rdyadov ipards p olav tar ; aicove 8q- reraypevov,

8iK.aiov, oaiov, cvcrt(3fs, Kparoiiv envrov, \prj<ripov, KaXov, 8eov, avcrTrjpov, avdeKdararov, alel o~vp(pepov, a<fio{3ov, aXvTrov, Xvai-

TfXes, dvaBvvov, a>(j)eXipov, euapearov, opoXoyovptvov, evxXees, arv^pov, empeXes, npdov, <r<podpov, xpovi(6pevov, apep.nTov, aiei

diapevov.

22. in her, ev avrrj N B Latin, avrrj = ' She is a spirit ' A. If eV avrfi is right this is the nearest approach the author

makes towards giving a distinct personality to Wisdom. But in ix. 17 he plainly makes Wisdom equivalent to the Holy
Spirit.

quick of understanding, voepos, a technical term of the Stoics applied to the world soul, see on i. 7. Other
Stoical terms in this passage are <piXdvdpa>nos (23), xu>Pi

'
lv (23), 8ir)K€iv (24), dioiKelv (viii. 1). Three of these are found in

one passage of Dio. Laert. quoted by Ritter and Preller, § 513. dnoppoia (' effluence') is also a philosophical term.

Alone in kind = ' the only one of its kind ', povoyevts ; manifold, noXvptpts, are opposed to one another and
correspond to the Stoic idea of the world soul and its different manifestations. Compare St. Paul on the Holy Spirit,

I Cor. xii. 4.

keen, unhindered. These words go together. Most commentators compare the Xoyos ropevs of Philo which
divides, arranges, and unites the unarranged matter of chaos. Heinisch (p. 134) refuses to accept this.

23. free from care, dp.ipip.vov. This may be equivalent to the Aristotelian word avrdpKrjs applied to virtue in Ethics

Nic. i. 7. 6.

subtil. R. V. 'most subtil ', Latin subtilis, Greek Xtnrordrwv. Xvnr<>s probably = ' ethereal '. In v. 22 Wisdom
is said to be a nvevpa Xtnrov. Here it is said to penetrate spirits like itself intellectual, pure, and XtnTordrcov. This
can hardly mean that the spirits through which Wisdom penetrates must be Xenrd in a superlative degree, while

Wisdom possesses the quality only in a positive degree. If it is not a mere rhetorical use of the superlative it must
mean spirits which have the quality in as high a degree as is possible for men to possess it : an elative use of the

superlative.

26. effulgence, dnavyao-pa. Cf. Heb. i. 3. The word can mean either (1) effulgence, radiance, or (2) reflection.

The word ' effluence ', dnoppoia, v. 26, upholds the first, the words ' unspotted mirror ' uphold the second. Since the

word ' mirror ' seems to be in parallelism with dnavyao-pa the meaning 'reflection ' is the more probable. Heinisch

(p. 133) decides for 'effulgence' on the ground of Sir. i. 9, where it is said of Wisdom that God ' poured her out upon
all his works '. So does Westcott on Heb. i. 3. Grimm and Gregg favour the rendering ' reflection '.

27. all things. Omnipotence is here ascribed to Wisdom.
remaining in herself, &c. Bois (p. 391) argues that this line contains a philosophical idea to be traced to

Heraclitus or the Stoics. The primaeval fire, or the Logos, remains the same in its essence in spite of all its various

manifestations in nature (see note on noXvptpts, v. 11). Grimm and Heinisch are content with a reference to

Ps. cii. 27-28.

friends of God. See v. 15. Deissmann, Bib. St., p. 167, thinks the word means favourites. ' Friend was the title

of honour given at the court of the Ptolemies to the highest royal officials.' ' (piXos deov denotes high honour in the

sight of God, nothing more nor less.' But the thought was not peculiar to Egypt. If Heinisch is right in seeing direct

connexion between ch. viii and the fable of the choice of Hercules (see note on viii. 2) the words may be an echo of
81' tpe (piXot piv deols ovrts in that passage. Compare also Plato, Leg. iv. 716 D 6 ptv o-aieppwv 6ta (piXos. Philodemus
(about 50 B. c.) quotes a Stoic saying ' that the wise are the friends of God and God of the wise ' (Zeller, Stoics,

p. 254 note).

and prophets. The Stoics also believed in prophecy and said that only a wise man could be a prophet. Cic.

De Div. ii. 63 ' Stoici negant quemquam nisi sapientem divinum esse posse.'
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 7. 30—8. 12

30 For to the light of day succeedeth night,

But against wisdom evil doth not prevail

;

1 But she reacheth from one end of the world to the other with full strength,
And ordereth all things well.

Solomon desired zvisdom for a bride to assist him both hi public and private matters:
but only God coiddgive her.

2 Her I loved and sought out from my youth,
And I sought to take her for my bride.

And I became enamoured of her beauty.

3 She proclaimeth her noble birth in that it is given her to live with God,
And the Sovereign Lord of all loved her.

4 For she is initiated into the knowledge of God,
And she chooseth o\Afor him his works.

5 But if riches are a desired possession in life,

What is richer than wisdom, which worketh all things ?

6 And if understanding worketh,
Who more than wisdom is an artificer of the things that are ?

7 And if a man loveth righteousness,

The fruits of wisdom's labour are virtues,

For she teacheth self-control and understanding, righteousness, and courage;
And there is nothing in life for men more profitable than these.

8 And if a man longeth even for'much experience,
She knoweth the things of old, and divineth the things to come:
She understandeth subtilties of speeches and interpretations of dark sayings

:

She foreseeth signs and wonders, and the issues of seasons and times.

9 I determined therefore to take her unto me to live with me,
Knowing that she is one who would give me good thoughts for counsel,
And encourage me in cares and grief.

10 Because of her I shall have glory among multitudes,
And honour in the sight of elders, though I be young.

11I shall be found of a quick discernment when I give judgement,
And in the presence of princes I shall be admired.

12 When I am silent, they shall wait for me
;

And when I open my lips, they shall give heed unto me
;

VIII. 1. ordereth, bioiKci. A favourite term of the Stoics. They said t6v 8e Koap-ov SiotKeladai Kara voiv <al npovomv
(Dio. Laert. 133, in Ritter and Preller, § 493).

2-18. In every one of these verses except 14 Heinisch finds an echo of the speech of. Virtue in the apologue of

the choice of Hercules in Xenophon, Mem. ii. 1. The fable was no doubt well known, but Heinisch insists that Pseudo-
Sol, had a first-hand acquaintance with Xenophon's work. The passage runs as follows :

—

Virtue says :
' I associate with gods and I associate with men who are good (cf. v. 3, it is given her to live with

God), and no noble work divine or human is done without me (cf. v. 4, she is initiated into the knowledge of God, and
she chooseth out for him his works). I am a beloved co-worker with artificers (cf. v. 6, Who more than wisdom is an
artificer ?) . . . a steadfast ally in the work of war (cf. v. 15, . . . I shall show myself a good ruler, and in war courageous),

and the best companion in friendship (v. 18, in her friendship is good delight). . . . And the young rejoice in the

praises of their elders, and those who are older are delighted with honour from the young (cf. v. 10). And when their

destined end shall come they will not lie unhonoured in forgetfulness, but be celebrated in song and flourish in memory
for all time' (cf. w, 13 and 17).

In this case, as in that of the connexion between Rom. ix and Wisd. xii, it should be noticed that the resem-
blances are all found in one continuous passage in both authors.

3. proclaimeth, R.V. ' glorifieth '. do^d(a) = to cause the dignity and worth of some person or thing to become
manifest and acknowledged, cf. 2 Thess. iii. 1. See Thayer's edition of Grimm's N. T. Lexicon. Does a man desire

noble birth in a bride ? Wisdom is noble enough to be the bride of God. Philo (de Cherub. 13. 14) calls God the

husband of Wisdom.
6. tpya^erai has a pregnant meaning 'to work effectually or successfully'. If (ppovrjais—earthly wisdom— works

with success, much more does tropin, the divine wisdom.
7. self-control, &c. The four cardinal virtues ; a well-known philosophical classification originating with Plato and

taken up by the Stoics. Zeller (iii. 2, p. 230, note) affirms direct Stoic influence here, since Chrysippus made Wisdom
the root of the four virtues, whereas Plato made Wisdom one of them. See also note on vii. 12.

8. dark sayings, parables or allegories. The writer probably had Prov. i. 6 in mind, where the alviypara of the

wise are spoken of.

signs and wonders. Probably a reference to the prediction of eclipses, &c, by astronomers.

12. See Job xxix. 9.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 8. 12—9. 8

And if I continue speaking, they shall lay their hand upon their mouth.

13 Because of her I shall have immortality,

And leave behind an eternal memory to them that come after me.

14 I shall govern peoples,

And nations shall be subjected to me.

15 Dread princes shall fear me when they hear of me :

Among my people I shall show myself a good rider, and in war courageous.

16 When I come into my house, I shall find rest with her

;

For converse with her hath no bitterness.

And to live with her hath no pain, but gladness and joy.

x 7 When I considered these things in myself,

And took thought in my heart how that in kinship unto wisdom is immortality,

18 And in her friendship is good delight,

And in the labours of her hands is wealth that faileth not,

And in assiduous communing with her is understanding,

And great renown in having fellowship with her words,

I went about seeking how to take her unto myself.

19 Now I was a child good by nature and a good soul fell to my lot

;

20 Nay rather, being good, I came into a body undefiled.

21 But perceiving that I could not possess wisdom except God gave her to me
(Yea and to know by -whom the grace is given, this too came of understanding),

I pleaded with the Lord and besought him,

And with my whole heart I said.

He prays to Godfor this gift\
pleading his own human weakness and the greatness of his task.

9 1 O God of the fathers, and Lord who keepest thy mercy,

Who madest all things by thy word
;

2 And by thy wisdom formedst man,
That he should have dominion over the creatures that were made by thee,

3 And rule the world in holiness and righteousness,

And execute judgement in uprightness of soul

;

4 Give me wisdom, her that sitteth by thee on thy throne

;

And reject me not from among thy servants
;

5 Because I am thy bondman and the son of thy handmaid,
A man weak and short-lived,

And of small power to understand judgement and laws.

6 For even if a man be perfect among the sons of men,
Yet if the wisdom that cometh from thee be not with him, he shall be held In no account.

7 Thou didst choose me before my brethren to be king of thy people,

And to do judgement for thy sons and daughters.

8 Thou gavest command to build a sanctuary in thy holy mountain,
And an altar in the city of thy habitation,

A copy of the holy tabernacle which thou preparedst aforehand from the beginning.

17. Wisdom is immortal. Those akin to her share her immortality. But in xv. 3 knowledge of the might of God is

immortality. It may, however, be said that this knowledge could only arise from kinship with or the possession of
Wisdom.

19. See Introd., p. 531, for the doctrine of pre-existence in the book. For the difference between the Jewish and
Greek conception of pre-existence, see Hamack, History of Dogma, vol. i, pp. 318 ff.

20. This verse is a correction of v. 19. If v. 19 stood alone it would mean that the writer identified the Ego with the
body or perhaps with the compound organism body and soul. But, strictly speaking, the soul is the Ego, hence the
correction. In v. 19, as in vii. 2, the writer uses ordinary everyday language such as we find in the second part, ' the soul
which was lent him ', xv. 8, or in the N. T., ' this night thy soul shall be required of thee ' (Luke xii. 20), where the soul
seems to be regarded as distinct from the personality. It is generally accepted that the writer deliberately corrects
himself in view of his doctrine of the pre-existence of the soul ; but see Porter. Cf. note on xv. 8.

21. possess wisdom, i.e. cynparris in the sense of the Latin compos, understanding acxpins. Grimm takes it in the
sense of ' continent ', but all other moderns take it as in the text.

IX. 1. by thy word ... by thy wisdom. We may, perhaps, see here the truth of the statement that the writer of
Wisdom was a forerunner of Philo. Word and Wisdom are here synonymous. Our author chose Wisdom, Philo
chose the Word as the intermediary between God and the world.

3. God's purpose in Creation beneficent, see i. 13.

8 A copy. In Ps. cxxxv. 16, Exod. xxv. 9 we have the idea of heavenly archetypes of certain things on earth.
This seems to have been a common Semitic idea. The temple of the goddess Nina was built by Gudea, King of
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 9. 9—10. 1

9 And with thee is wisdom, which knoweth thy works,

And was present when thou wast making the world,

And which understandeth what is pleasing in thine eyes,

And what is right according to thy commandments.
10 Send her forth out of the holy heavens,

And from the throne of thy glory bid her come,
That being present with me she may toil with me,

And that I may learn what is well-pleasing before thee.
11 For she knoweth all things and hath understanding thereof,

And in my doings she shall guide me in ways 0/" soberness,

And she shall guard me in her glory.

12 And so shall my works be acceptable,

And I shall judge thy people righteously,

And I shall be worthy of my father's throne.

13 For what man shall know the counsel of God?
Or who shall conceive what the Lord willeth ?

14 For the thoughts of mortals are timorous,

And our devices are prone to fail.

15 For a corruptible body weigheth down the soul,

And the earthy frame lieth heavy on the mind that is full of cares.

16 And hardly do we divine the things that are on earth,

And the things that are close at hand we find with labour
;

But the things that are in the heavens who ever yet traced out ?

17 And who ever gained knowledge of thy counsel, except thou gavest wisdom,
And sentest thy holy spirit from on high ?

18 And it was thus that the ways of them which are on earth were corrected;

And men were taught the things that are pleasing unto thee
;

And through wisdom were they saved.

The work of wisdom in historyfrom Adam to Moses.

10 1 She guarded to the end the first formed father of the world, that was created alone,

And delivered him out of his transgression,

Lagash (3000 B. a), after he had been shown a model of it in a dream (Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, p. 610).

It is, therefore, not necessary to resort to the Platonic doctrine of ideas as Gfrorer does. Grimm prefers to take
ayia (tktjvt), as heaven itself. '1 he temple would then represent the higher just as the high-priest's garments represented

the lower world. Cf. xviii. 24.

9. Here Wisdom is only present as a spectator at the Creation in accordance with Prov. viii. 30. His devotion to

Scripture in this place overcomes the writer's philosophical theories.

11. glory. The meaning of this is difficult. The Latin cuts the knot by translating potentia. Certain scholars

follow this and refer to Rom. vi. 4. If, however, 'guard' can be taken as carrying on the idea in 'guide' in the

preceding line, then ' glory' may, as Grimm suggests, refer to the brightness which Wisdom sheds over the path of her
followers. As the author places great stress on the superiority of Wisdom to Light (see vi. 12, vii. 10, 26, 29) this

interpretation seems most probable.

15. The writer was no doubt somewhat influenced by the Greek idea of the inherent evil ofmatter, though he probably

did not accept it. It is quite possible to admit that the body is the occasion of evil without accepting the dualistic

theory that it is the cause of evil. For the connexion of this verse with Plato's Pliaedo see Introduction, p. 532.

cares. The cares are mentioned in the next verse. Grimm prefers the rendering which is given in R.V. margin,

'that museth on many things.' The thought is a common one in literature, sacred and profane. See St. Paul,

2 Cor. v. 4, ' For we that are in this tabernacle do groan, being burdened '

; Seneca, Ep. 65 ' Corpus hoc animi

pondus ac poena est.' Philo made the body equivalent to a tomb, but according to Ritter and Preller, § 46,

note b, he did not, as is sometimes said, get this from Heraclitus :
' Sed quod aiunt aa>fia esse quasi (rr/fia, non est ab

Her. inventum.'

16. hardly. If the mind were not weighed down by the body, knowledge would be easily acquired.

close at hand, to iv x^P^'^- 8 23 read notrlv, also the Armenian according to Feldmann.
17. Here 'thy holy spirit ' is plainly equivalent to Wisdom : this may have some bearing on the reading of vii. 22.

18. through wisdom were they saved. Houbigant divided the book here, and it must be admitted that it is

a very good ending. It is in striking contrast to the ending of ch. xix.

X. 1. alone. According to Gen. ii. 7, Adam was created before anything was ready for him, therefore he required

protection. The ingenious emendation of Bois, r>v fiovov, the ov having dropped out after Koo-pov, is accepted by Siegfried

and Heinisch (p. 147). He would translate ' Wisdom not only guarded and delivered, but gave him ', &c. For re used

in this way he quotes Esther v. 3 (Bois, p. 399).
his, ihiov. This is doubtless, as already pointed out by Grimm, an instance of the 'use of the exhausted i'<W,

which is confirmed by the Apocryphal books, especially by those in Greek from the first' (Deissmann, Bible Studies,

pp. 123-4). In ch. xviii, vv. 13 and 21, there seem to be undoubted examples of this use. Opinions may differ as to

the other cases, ii. 23, xi. 13, xii. 23, xvi. 23, xvii. II, xix. 6, 13, 20, though Deissmann say3 the best course is ' to take
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 10. 2-14

2 And gave him strength to get dominion over all things.

3 But when an unrighteous man fell away from her in his anger,

He perished himself in the rage wherewith he slew his brother.

4 And when for his cause the earth was drowning with a flood,

Wisdom again saved it,

Guiding the righteous man's course by a poor piece of wood.

5 Moreover, when nations consenting together in wickedness had been confounded,

Wisdom knew the righteous man, and preserved him blameless unto God,
And kept him strong when his heart yearned toward his child.

6 While the ungodly were perishing, wisdom delivered a righteous man,
When he fled from the fire that descended out of heaven on Pentapolis.

7 To whose wickedness a smoking waste still witnesseth,

And plants bearing fair fruit that cometh not to ripeness
;

(Yea and a disbelieving soul hath a memorial there, a pillar of salt still standing.)

8 For having passed wisdom by,

Not only were they disabled from recognizing the things which are good,

But they also left behind them for human life a monument of their folly

;

So that wherein they had offended could not but be known :

9 But wisdom delivered out of troubles those that waited on her.

10 When a righteous man was a fugitive from a brother's wrath, wisdom guided him in straight paths
;

She showed him God's kingdom, and gave him knowledge of holy things
;

She prospered him in his toils, and multiplied the fruits of his labour

;

11 When in their covetousness men dealt hardly with him,
She stood by him and made him rich

;

12 She guarded him from, enemies,

And from those that lay in wait she kept him safe,

And in his sore conflict she guided him to victory,

That he might know that godliness is more powerful than all.

13 When a righteous man was sold, wisdom forsook him not,

But from sin she delivered him
;

She went down with him into a dungeon,

14 And in bonds she left him not,

Till she brought him the sceptre of a kingdom,
And authority over those that dealt tyrannously with him

;

She showed them also to be false that had accused him,

And gave him eternal glory.

i'Sios in the old sense only when the context absolutely requires it'. See also Bois, p. 409. In xix. 13 "810s is fortified

by avrcov and is certainly emphatic.

3. This is generally taken to mean that Cain underwent spiritual death when he slew his brother. Compare v. 13,
' As soon as we were born we ceased to be.' The writer's idea of life and death is a spiritual one. We find the same
idea in Philo :

' Cain rose up and killed himself. . . . For the soul which destroys out of itself the virtue-loving and
God-loving principle has died to the life of virtue' {Qiiod det.pot. § 14). There are two traditions as to the death of
Cain, one that he was slain accidentally by Lamech who was blind, the other that he was overwhelmed in the fall

of a house. See note on xi. 16.

4. for his cause. Like the author of the ' prophetic ' narrative in Genesis, Pseudo-Sol. considers the evil on the
earth before the flood to be due to the descendants of Cain.

5. knew, reading tyvu> KAC Latin and Syriac. B gives tlpw.

the righteous man. Abraham.
6. Lot.

7. Cf. ' Apples of Sodom '. See Josephus in his account of the Dead Sea, Bell. hid. iv. 8. 4.

still standing. Josephus says 'I have seen it, for it remains even now' (Ant.\. II. 4). 'Robinson (ii. 108)
remarks that during the rainy season such pillars are constantly in the process of formation and destruction ' (Driver,
in Hastings' DB, vol. iii, p. 152).

8. disabled, i. e. they incur 'judicial blindness '.

10. Jacob.
holy things, or holy ones, i. e. the angels ascending and descending.

12. guided him to victory. Latin 'dedit ut vinceret '. R. V. ' watched as iudge', but see ppatftvca in Liddell and
Scott, ii. 2. The Syriac agrees in this interpretation.

13. Joseph.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 10. 15—11. 12

15 She delivered a holy people and a blameless seed from a nation of oppressors.

16 She entered into the soul of a servant of the Lord,

And withstood terrible kings in wonders and signs.

17 She rendered unto holy men a reward of their toils

;

She guided them along a marvellous way,

And became unto them a covering in the daytime.

And a light of stars through the night.

18 She brought them over the Red sea,

And led them through much water
;

19 But their enemies she drowned,

And out of the bottom of the deep she cast them up.

20 Therefore the righteous spoiled the ungodly
;

And they sang praise to thy holy name, O Lord,

And extolled with one accord thy hand that fought for them :

21 Because wisdom opened the mouth of the dumb,
And made the tongues of babes to speak clearly.

11 1 She prospered their works by the hand of a holy prophet.

Contrast between the fortunes of Israel and Egypt ; the instrument of punishment to the Egyptians

became the instrument of benefit to Israel.

2 They journeyed through a desert without inhabitant,

And in trackless regions they pitched their tents.

3 They withstood enemies, and repelled foes.

4 They thirsted, and they called upon thee,

And there was given them water out of the flinty rock,

And healing of their thirst out of the hard stone.

5 For by what things their foes were punished,

By these they in their need were benefited.

6 When the enemy were troubled with clotted blood instead of a river's ever-flowing fountain,

To punish the decree for the slaying of babes,

7 Thou gavest them abundant water beyond all hope,

8 Having shown them by the thirst which they had suffered how thou didst punish the adversaries.

9 For when they were tried, albeit but in mercy chastened,

They learned how the ungodly were tormented, being judged with wrath :

10 For these, as a father, admonishing them, thou didst prove
;

But those, as a stern king, condemning them, thou didst search out.

1

1

Yea and whether they were far offfrom the righteous or near them, they were alike distressed
;

12 For a double grief took hold on them,

And a groaning at the remembrance of things past.

15. a holy people and a blameless seed. This idealization of Israel is in strong contrast with Exod. xxxii. 9,

Deut. ix. 6, and other similar passages. But the moral and spiritual superiority of the Jews to the heathen in the first

century B. C (see Bousset, Ret. desfud., p. 83) would naturally be carried back to their ancestors in a heightened degree.

17. This is the strongest instance of allegory in the book. It is quite of a piece with ' Philo's habit of allegorizing

an angel into a Logos ' (Drummond, ii, p. 268).

20. spoiled. According to a tradition mentioned by Josephus (Ant. ii. 16. 6) the arms of the Egyptians were

washed up on the shore and so provided the Israelites with weapons.

21. dumb. In Exod. iv. 10 Moses says ' I am slow of speech '.

XI. 2. Here the second part of the book begins. In v. 7 the writer speaks of the direct action of God, and continues

to do so in vv. 10, 15, 17. In v. 20, it is true, he speaks of ' Justice ', and the ' breath of thy power' : but reverts to

the idea of the direct action of the Deity. Wisdom has disappeared and with it the Greek view of God as transcendant.

4. called upon thee. The writer prefers to follow Ps. cvii. 5 rather than Exod. xvii. 1-7.

dicpoTopos = ' abrupt ', ' precipitous '
: the LXX translation of fc>°DPn ('flint ') in Deut. viii. 15. This shows direct

dependence on the LXX.
5. The principles enunciated here and in v. 16 (appropriateness of retribution) are dwelt upon at considerable

length in the rest of the book. The first point (elaborated in cc. xvi-xix), viz. that what injured the Egyptians benefited

Israel, seems to be peculiar to the author. It appears later in Philo (Vita Content, cii), ' For by the commandment
of God the sea became to one party the cause of safety and to the other that of utter destruction \

6. The R.V. margin says 'The text of this verse is perhaps corrupt
1

. B and C upheld by the Latin read

TapaxOevTts : N A Tupay&Vros. If the nominative is read, a subject must be supplied— ' the enemy ', as in R.V. ; if the

genitive, the translation must be ' Instead of a perennial fountain of a river turbid with clotted blood thou gavest

them', &c. R. V. (i.e. Hort) takes the first; Grimm, Feldmann, and others adopt the second.

12. things past, reading nafje\86vTwv X A. naptXdovacbv is given by B and C agreeing with fivrjixav. Feldmann has

a long discussion of the passage : he would emend to fivrj/iovus agreeing with avrovs.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 11. 13-22

13 For when they heard that by the very means wherewith they had been punished the others had been
benefited,

They felt the presence of the Lord
;

14 For him who long before was driven forth in hatred they left off mocking

:

And marvelled at the events that had come to pass,

Having thirsted in another manner than the righteous.

Appropriateness of retribution shown to be the purpose of God.

15 But in requital of the senseless imaginings of their unrighteousness,

Wherein they were led astray to worship irrational ueptiles and wretched vermin,
Thou didst send upon them a multitude of irrational creatures for vengeance

;

16 That they might learn, that by what things a man sinneth, by these he is punished.

17 For -thine all-powerful hand,

That created the world out of formless matter,

Lacked not means to send upon them a multitude of bears, or fierce lions,

18 Or new-created wild beasts, full of rage, 0/" unknown kind,

Either breathing out a blast of fiery breath,

Or blowing forth from their nostrils noisome smoke,
Or flashing dreadful sparkles from their eyes

;

19 Which had power not only to consume them by their violence,

But to destroy them even by the terror of their sight.

20 Yea and without these might they have fallen by a single breath,
Being pursued by Justice, and scattered abroad by the breath of thy power.
But by measure and number and weight thou didst order all things.

God, though almighty, isfull of mercy and compassion.

21 For to be greatly strong is thine at all times

;

And the might of thine arm who shall withstand ?

22 Because the whole world before thee is as a grain in a balance,
And as a drop of dew that at morning cometh down upon the earth.

14. in hatred, reading h Zyfievi with N A C : B gives h eV#e<rei.

16. For the idea see Ps. vii. 15, 16 ('He hath made a pit.' &c.) and numerous other passages in the O. T. Jub.
iv. 31 puts it very plainly : 'For with a stone he (Cain) had killed Abel and by a stone was he killed in righteous
judgement.' As usual the writer does not trouble himself about literal accuracy. The Egyptians were punished, not
by the identical animals which they worshipped, though in one district or another almost all animals were sacred, but
by others, i.e. frogs and lice, quite as irrational and disgusting. Philo {Vita Mos. i. 17) says, ' For as the Egyptians
used to honour the water in an especial degree ... he thought it fitting to summon that first to the affliction and
correction of those who honoured it.'

17. That created. Reading with all the versions, Lat., Syr., Arm., Kopt., 17 for km. B K* A C all read kq! Krlaaa-a.
N a exhibits a conflate reading f) kul KTioaau. For the confusion between r) and k see Cobet, Variae Lectiones,
p. 5,

' r) et ac in veteri scriptura nil differunt.'

formless matter. As the words stand they convey a purely Greek philosophical idea. Matter was in existence
from all eternity and God moulded it to His purpose. The question then arises—Did our author also conceive of
matter as increate or did he assume that God first created formless matter and then brought it into order and
arrangement ? Grimm points out that the author's object was to adduce as great a proof as possible of the power of
God. Creation ex nihilo would be even a greater marvel than the organization of matter ; as the author does not
mention this greater marvel it is urged that he did not accept it. Siegfried {Philo, p. 230) thinks that as Philo assumes
the doctrine of the eternity of matter to be true and to require no proof, the Alexandrian Jews had accepted it before
him. But even Philo, philosopher as he is, seems to waver in his acceptance of the belief (Siegfried, p. 232) :

' God,
when he begat all things, not only brought them into manifestation, but made things which did not exist before, being
himself not only a Demiurge but also a Creator,' De Somn. i. 13. Caird {Evolution of Theol., vol. ii, p. 191), speaking
of Philo's views, says, ' In accommodation to Jewish notions God must be supposed to create the matter in which his
ideas are realized.'

bears, or fierce lions. In Vita Afosis, i. 19, Philo says, ' Some one may ask why God punished the land with
such insignificant and despised animals and not rather by bears, lions, and panthers . . . who devour human flesh.'
The answer he gives bears a striking similarity to that in Wisd. xii. 20-25, ' God was desirous rather to admonish the
Egyptians than to destroy them.'

18. noisome smoke. R. V. taking j3po/uoy, ' roaring ', as a misspelling of /3po>//os-, ' stench '.

19. The basilisk was supposed to kill by a glance.
20. measure and number and weight. Hence God deals out appropriate, not arbitrary retribution. This

passage is referred to in Charles's Testaments Naph. ii. 3, where we read, ' By weight, measure, and rule was all the
creation made.'

22. a grain : cf. Isa. xl. 15. Another indication of direct dependence on LXX.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 11. 2V—12. "

23 But thou hast mercy on all men, because thou hast power to do all things,

And thou overlookest the sins of men to the end they may repent.

24 For thou lovest all things that are,

And abhorrest none of the things which thou didst make
;

For never wouldst thou have formed anything if thou didst hate it.

25 And how would anything have endured, except thou hadst willed it?

Or that which was not called by thee, how would it have been preserved ?

26 But thou sparest all things, because they are thine,

O Sovereign Lord, thou lover of souls
;

12 1 For thine incorruptible spirit is in all things.

2 Wherefore thou dost chastise by little and little them that fall from the right way,

And, putting them in remembrance by the very things wherein they sin, dost thou admonish them,

That escaping from their wickedness they may believe on thee, O Lord.

As shown by his patience with the Canaanites.

3 For verily the old inhabitants of thy holy land,

4 Whom thou didst hate because they practised detestable works of enchantments and unholy rites,

5 Merciless slaughterers of children,

And sacrificial banqueters on men's flesh and blood,

6 Confederates in an impious fellowship

And murderers of their own helpless babes,

Tt was thy counsel to destroy
(

by the hands of our fathers

;

7 That the land which in thy sight is most precious of all lands

Might receive a worthy colony of God's servants.

8 Nevertheless even these thou didst spare as being men,

And thou sentest hornets as forerunners of thy host,

To cause them to perish by little and little

;

9 Not that thou wast unable to subdue the ungodly under the hand of the righteous in battle,

Or by terrible beasts or by one stern word to destroy them at once
;

10 But judging them by little and little thou gavest them a place of repentance,

Though thou knewest their nature was evil, and their wickedness inborn,

And that their manner of thought would in no wise ever be changed,

1

1

For they were a seed accursed from the beginning

:

Neither was it through fear of any that thou didst pass over their sins.

23. repent. The thought that the goodness and mercy of God are calls to repentance does not seem to occur

earlier than this. It was taken up by St. Paul, Rom. ii. 4, and is found in 2 Pet. iii. 9.

24 to xii. 2. This beautiful passage has nothing to compare with it in cc. i-x. Ch. i. 13, 14 do not speak of the

love of God in the fervent way that the writer does here : while vi. 6-7 refer rather to God's compassion.

24. In Philo, as in his master Plato, the goodness of God is the motive of Creation. Bui we have not quite got this

idea here. It only needs another step, it is true, but the author did not take it. He does not go beyond the O.T. The
Jews did not ask what motive God had in creating man. The nearest approach to alleging a motive is found in

Isa. xliii. 7, where the creation of Israel for the ' glory ' of Jehovah is spoken of.

25. called = 'created'. A Hebraism, cf. Isa. xli. 4. ' Calleth ' in Rom. iv. 17 is not quite the same, but probably
= ' issues commands to '.

26. lover of souls. ^(Xo^u^o?, in classical Greek, means 'cowardly'.

XII. The writer has set forth a very high ideal of God in xi. 24, and endeavours to illustrate it not only by His action

towards the chosen people, but even by the treatment extended to His enemies, the Egyptians and Canaanites. He
can only achieve his purpose by disregarding certain parts of the Biblical tradition. The Egyptians, according to the

writer, were treated mercifully, in being afflicted at first with lighter plagues as a means of correction and admonition.

It was only when they refused to be admonished and to obey the God whom they recognized to be the true God, that

the punishment of death was inflicted. The difference between this view and that found in Exodus is considerable.

There Jahveh hardens Pharaoh's heart to prevent the plagues from having a reformative effect. Again, the Canaanites,

who, in spite of xi. 24, are described in xii. 4 as being hated by God, and as ' a seed accursed from the beginning', are

said to have been leniently treated in order that they might escape from their wickedness by repentance. The reason

given in Exodus (xxiii. 29, 30) why the Canaanites were destroyed little by little is that the land might not become the

prey of wild beasts. The Deuteronomic editor of the Book of Judges gives two reasons why the Canaanites were not

driven out at once : (1) To prove the Israelites
; (2) To give them experience in war (Judges ii. 22—iii. 6).

5. slaughterers, foveas. R.V. gives ' slaughters ', emending to fovds. This is probably on account of Bolvav,

' banquet ', in the next clause ; but foveas is supported by fivaras and aldevras yove'is later on, so that it seems better to

take ' banquet ' as used by metonomy for ' banqueters ' as in the Latin, which gives devoratores.

6. Confederates. The true reading of this line in the Greek seems beyond the possibility of recovery. The above

rendering is that of the R.V. reading e'Kfivaovs from cKpiHTijf, a word coined by Grimm in his first edition (1837). Grimm,
in the edition of i860, read f'a nvaoiis /iiWar Btdcrov, which equals 'impious initiates or confederates of a (secret

idolatrous) fellowship'. The meaning is the same, but he avoids coining a word.

11. accursed from the beginning. Cf. Gen. ix. 25.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 12. 12-27

God's possession of almighty power shows that his leniency is due to his mercy.

12 For who shall say, What hast thou done?
Or who shall withstand thy judgement ?

And who shall accuse thee for the destruction of nations which thou didst make ?

Or who shall come and stand before thee as an avenger for the unrighteous ?

13 For neither is there any God beside thee that careth for all,

That thou mightst show unto him that thou didst not judge unrighteously

:

14 Neither shall king or prince meet thee to plead for those whom thou hast punished.

15 But being righteous thou rulest all things righteously,

Deeming it alien from thy power
To condemn him that doth not deserve to be punished.

16 For thy strength is the beginning of righteousness,

And thy sovereignty over all maketh thee to spare all.

17 For when men believe not that thou art perfect in power, thou showest thy strength,

And in dealing with them that know it thou puttest their boldness to confusion.

18 But thou, being sovereign over thy strength, judgest in gentleness,

And with great forbearance dost thou govern us

;

For the power is thine whensoever thou wiliest.

His mercy an example to men.

19 But thou didst teach thy people by such works as these,

That the righteous must be a lover of men

;

And thou didst make thy sons to be of good hope,

Because thou givest repentance when men have sinned.
20 For if the enemies of thy servants, even them that were due to death,

Thou didst punish with so great heedfulness and indulgence,

Giving them times and place to escape from their wickedness

;

21 With how great carefulness didst thou judge thy sons,

To whose fathers thou gavest oaths and covenants of good promises

!

22 While therefore thou dost chasten us, thou scourgest our enemies ten thousand times more,
To the intent that we may ponder thy goodness when we judge,

And when we are judged may look for mercy.

Those who did not respond to lenient treatment received a heavier punishment.

23 Wherefore also the unrighteous that lived in folly of life

Thou didst torment through their own abominations.

24 For verily they went astray very far in the ways of error,

Taking as gods those animals which even among their enemies were held in dishonour,

Deceived like foolish babes.

25 Therefore, as unto unreasoning children, thou didst send thy judgement to mock them.

26 But they that would not be admonished by a correction which was but as child's play

Shall experience a judgement worthy of God.

27 For because through their own sufferings they were moved to indignation

Against those creatures which they thought to be gods,

16. beginning of righteousness. So R. V. ; Grimm, Deane, Farrar, and Siegfried, 'foundation.' Everywhere else

in the book apx*i means 'beginning', though in xiv. 27 it is parallel with atria ; it may mean that God's power enables
Him always to do justice. The word ' source ' might be a good equivalent.

17. The Revisers say 'The Greek text here is perhaps corrupt'. B gives ei'860-1, 'those that know'; A ovk tlS6<ri,

' those that know not '. Latin has qui sciimt, with which the Syriac agrees. Bois (p. 400) offers the emendation
(vboia(ov(TL, which is accepted by Siegfried. To rebuke the audacity of those that doubt certainly seems at first sight

a more likely statement than to rebuke the audacity of those that know ; but if we compare the last two lines of the
chapter we see that the Egyptians, who ' saw and recognized ' the true God and may thus certainly be said to know
Him, are thought of here, so that elboai is right. The Egyptians knew God's power but defied it.

20. indulgence, reading 8«<t«i>? N. B reads Ser}<r€&)?, which gives no sense. A and Latin omit.

24. So R. V. Bois, however (p. 401), compares eV fcoot? ran t'xdpiov "Tina with xv. 18 to (u>n ra e^tora o-eftovrai, and
takes *x8f>6s with the same meaning in both places. If this is right we must probably translate 'taking as gods the
most ignoble of hateful animals'. For the positive used as a superlative see Blass, Gr. of N. T., p. 143.

26. The writer was misled by the LXX of Exod. x. 2 oa-a ifxninaix". There is no idea of child's play in the Hebrew
word.

27. In opposition to R. V. and other renderings it is here suggested that e'cpi' ols is not prospective, anticipating eVi

tovtois, but simply means 'because' (on e'cp' <5 and e'0' oh see Sanday's Romans, v. 12, and Lightfoot, Phil. iii. 12).

The editorial comma after ^yavaKTow must be deleted.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 12. 27—13. 9

Being punished by their means.
They saw, and recognized the true God whom before they refused to know

;

Wherefore also the uttermost penalty came upon them.

Men being foolish by nature cannot know the true God, but worship, perhaps excusably, the works
he has made.

13 1 For by nature all men were foolish, and had no perception of God,
And from the good things to be seen had not power to know him that is,

Neither by giving heed to the works did they recognize the artificer
;

2 But either fire, or wind, or swift air,

Or circling stars, or raging water, or luminaries of heaven,
They thought to be gods that rule the world.

3 And if through delight in their beauty they took them to be gods,
Let them know how much better than these is their Sovereign Lord

;

For the first author of beauty created them :

4 But if through astonishment at their power and influence,

Let them understand from them how much mightier is he that formed them
;

5 For from the greatness and beauty of created things

Does man correspondently form the image of their first maker.
6 But yet for these men there is but small blame,
For they too peradventure do but go astray

While they are seeking God and desiring to find him.

7 For living among his works they make diligent search.

And believe their sight, because the things that they look upon are beautiful.

8 But again even they are not to be excused.

9 For if they had power to know so much,
That they could explore the course of things,

How is it they did not sooner find the Sovereign Lord of these tvorks!

the true God. The indignation of the Egyptians at their gods, on finding them to be weaker than Jahveh, drove
them to acknowledge Him to be the true God. The savage is often angry with bis fetish. The statement in the text

is founded either on Exod. viii. 8, ix. 28, x. 17, where Pharaoh requests Moses to 'entreat Jahveh ' for him, thus
recognizing that Jahveh was the true God, or on Exod. viii. 18, where the magicians, being unable to repeat the third

plague, say, ' This is the finger of God.'
Wherefore. The writer takes it for granted that the reader will supply from the preceding words the thought that

the Egyptians, though they recognized the true God, still refused to accept His admonition : 'Wherefore,' &c.

XIII. I. by nature . . . foolish, as opposed to the intelligence that comes from wisdom. A solitary and indirect

reference to the Wisdom of part 1.

the good things. The argument from design was a favourite one with the Stoics. ' They argued from the
analogy of human art, and contended that the orderly movements and immutable constancy of the universe were just

as clear an evidence of controlling reason as could be found in a statue or picture, in the course of a ship or a sundial

'

(Drummond, Philo, i, p. 77). Cf. Rom. i. 20, and see Sanday and Headlam, in loco.

him that is, rbv Swa, from LXX Exod. iii. 14 'Eyto tlfu 6"£lv.

2. By the words ' fire ', &c, Grimm, on the basis of Philo, De Dec. Or. ch. xii, and De Vita Cont. I, takes the author to

refer to the personification of natural phenomena under the names of Hephaestus, fire ; Aeolus, wind ; Hera, air ; and
Poseidon, water. E. Pfleiderer, who wishes to make the author a thoroughgoing Greek philosopher, takes the references

to be to Heraclitus, who made fire the original element (i.e. fire as a vivifying and quickening power) ; Anaximenes, who
proposed air ; Pythagoras, who, with many others, considered the ' circling stars ' to be gods ; and Thales, who con-
sidered water to be the origin of all things. It is, of course, impossible to deny that the writer may have had these
philosophers in his mind, but the reference is most probably a general one. See the statement of Prodicus in Zeller,

Pre-Socratic Phil., ii, p. 482.
luminaries of heaven. These were common objects of heathen worship. Cf. Deut. iv. 19, where it is also

distinctly stated that Jahveh assigned the heavenly bodies to the nations to be worshipped.

3. their beauty. The commentators point out that the admiration of beauty is a Greek trait, not Hebrew. The
beauty of the universe was a favourite subject with the Stoics.

5. greatness and beauty. Although N B and A, the Latin and Peshitta, all read 'the greatness of the beauty',
the editors (except R. V.) all accept the reading given in the text, which follows N a

, various cursives, including 248,
Athanasius, and other patristic authorities ; and according to Feldmann is found in the Armenian, Syro-Hexaplar,
Aethiopic, and probably the Coptic versions.

9. The writer, perhaps, forgot that he considered the Gentiles to be fiaratoi (frvaei, 'foolish by nature', see v. 1. His
question may be one of surprise, or he may, as Grimm and others suggest, insinuate that there was a moral failure.

Philo makes it an intellectual failure, ' Therefore those persons are mere guessers who are anxious to contemplate the
uncreated God through the medium of the things which he created ; acting like those persons who seek to ascertain

the nature of the unit through the number two when they ought to employ the investigation of the unit itself to ascertain

the nature of the number two, for the unit is the first principle.'
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 13. 10—14. 6

But some men are without excuse because they zvorship objects which they themselves have made.

ro But miserable were they, and in dead things were their hopes,

Who called them gods which are works of men's hands,

Gold and silver, wrought with careful art, and likenesses of beasts,

Or a useless stone, the work of an ancient hand,

ii Yea, and if some woodcutter, having sawn down a tree he can handle,

Skilfully strippeth away all its bark,

And fashioning it handsomely maketh a vessel for the service of life
;

12 And with that which is left he prepareth his food and is filled
;

13 And taking that which is left again, for which no use can be found,

A crooked piece of wood and full of knots,

Carveth it with the diligence of his idleness,

And shapeth it by the skill of his indolence
;

Then he giveth it the semblance of the image of a man,

14 Or maketh it like some paltry animal,

Smearing it with vermilion, and with paint colouring it red,

And smearing over every stain that is therein

;

15 And having made for it a chamber worthy of it,

He setteth it in a wall, and maketh it fast with iron.

16 In order therefore that it may not fall, he taketh thought for it

;

Knowing that it is unable to help itself;

(For verily it is an image, and hath need of help
;)

17 And when he maketh his prayer for his goods and for his marriage and children,

He is not ashamed to speak to that which hath no life

;

18 Yea for health he calleth upon that which is weak,
And for life he beseecheth that which is dead,
And for aid he supplicateth that which hath no experience,

And for a good journey that which cannot so much as use its feet,

19 And for gaining and getting and good success of his hands
He asketh power of that which with its hands is quite powerless.

Folly of the navigator whofor safety prays to a useless piece of zuood.

14- 1 Again, one preparing to sail, and to journey through raging waves,

Calls on a piece of wood less sound than the vessel that bears him

;

2 For that vessel the hunger for gain devised,

And an artificer by his wisdom built it

;

3 And thy providence, O Father, guideth it along,

Because even in the sea thou gavest a way,
And in the waves a sure path,

4 Showing that thou canst save out of every danger,
That so even without art a man may put to sea

;

5 And it is thy will that the works of thy wisdom should not be idle
;

Therefore also do men intrust their lives to a little piece of wood,
And passing through the surge on a raft are brought safe to land.

6 For in the old time also, when proud giants were perishing,

10. work of an ancient hand, Acts xix. 35.
11 ff. Founded on Isa. xl, xli, xliv and xlvi.

13. idleness. The idol is made at odd times and no care spent upon it. A different method is mentioned in

xiv. 19. N B apyias, A epyaaias.

indolence. N*AB dveaews, o-w(<t«os N a Latin.

18. aireipdrarov. An elative. A. V. margin ' that which hath no experience at all '. R. V. ' hath least experience'.

XIV. 1. less sound. Lit. 'more rotten' ; seexiii. 13, where the wood of which the idol is made cannot be used for
anything else.

2. by his wisdom. So the Vulgate and Syriac. NBA give TfYwrir be <ro<pLa, and R. V. translates ' an artificer,

even wisdom'. Nearly all the editors prefer the first, taking wisdom as the human quality. Blass {Cram, of N. T.
Gk., p. 6) points out that the mute 1 in the dative was often omitted by scribes ; also (see p. 8) tj sometimes becomes 1.

So read rex^rqs 8e aocpiq. See also Thackeray, Gr. of O. T. in Greek, p. 85.

3. Because. This and the next three lines refer to Noah. The lines justify the statement that it is God's
providence that guides a vessel rather than man's seamanship. Noah was not acquainted with navigation.

5. a little piece. eXa^t'crro), elative sense = ' very little '. See Thackeray, Gr. of O. T., p. 185.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 14. 6-22

The hope of the world, taking refuge on a raft,

Left to the race of men a seed of generations to come,
Thy hand guiding the helm,

7 For blessed was the wood through which cometh righteousness

:

Idolaters shall be punished.

8 But the idol made with hands is accursed, itself and he that made it

;

Because his was the working, and the corruptible thing was named a god

:

9 For both the ungodly doer and his ungodliness are alike hateful to God
;

10 For verily that which was made shall be punished together with him that made it.

1

1

Therefore among the idols of the nations shall there be a visitation,

Because, though formed of things which God created, they were made an abomination,
And stumblingblocks to the souls of men,
And a snare to the feet of the foolish.

The origin of idolatry.

12 For the devising of idols was the beginning of fornication,

And the invention of them the corruption of life:

13 For neither were they from the beginning, neither shall they be for ever

;

14 For through the vain error of men they entered into the world,

And therefore has a speedy end been devised for them.

15 For a father worn with untimely grief,

Making an image of the child too quickly taken away,
Now honoured him as a god who then was a corpse,

And delivered to those that were under him mysteries and solemn rites.

16 Afterward the ungodly custom, in process of time grown strong, was kept as a law,

And by thecommandments of princes graven images were worshipped.

17 And when men could not honour them in presence because they dwelt far off,

Imagining the likeness from afar,

They made a visible image of the king whom they honoured,
That by their zeal they might flatter the absent as if he were present.

18 But unto a yet higher pitch of worship
Did the ambition of the artificer urge forward even them that knew him not,

19 For he, wishing perchance to please the ruler,

Compelled his art to give the likeness greater beauty

;

20 And so the multitude, allured by the grace of his work,
Now accounted as an object of worship him whom they had honoured before as a man.

21 And this became a hidden danger unto life,

Because men, under the power either of calamity or of tyranny,
Invested stones and stocks with the incommunicable Name.

Evil results of idolatry.

22 Afterward it was not enough for them to go astray in the knowledge of God
;

But also, while they live in sore conflict through ignorance of him,

7. righteousness, i. e. ' the righteous purpose of God '. The ark preserved a righteous man, who was the ancestor
of the righteous people. This is the highest example of the beneficial purposes for which wood has been used : other
examples are seen in its enabling God's gifts to be conveyed from one part of the world to another ; but wood which
is put to a bad use is ' accursed '.

8. idol made with hands. ^eipon-oiijTor, the term used in LXX Isaiah to translate ?vK, ii. 18, x. il, et at.

11. a visitation, ema/conr) used in an unfavourable sense as in xix. 15, the only other occurrence of the word in

this part of the book.
14. devised, fnevotjdr) is used as a paranomasia—which the R.V. keeps up—upon inivoia, • devising ', in v. 12.

The A. V. prefers to give the meaning plainly, ' therefore shall they shortly come to an end.' Cf. 1 En. xcix. 9, where
of the idolaters it is said, ' They shall have wrought all their work in a lie and shall have worshipped a stone

:

therefore in an instant shall they perish.'

15. The theory of Euhemerus was that idolatry arose from the worship of deceased heroes. The writer adopts this

view with a slight modification.

17. On the basis of the words ' absent ruler' Bousset {Ret. des fudenthums, p. 35) would date the book after Egypt
had come under the Roman Empire. For the worship of the Emperors, cf. Dill, Roman Societyfrom Nero, p. 617 :

' But Egypt went rather too far for the western mind in its apotheosis of kings.'

22. Cf. Philo, de Con/. Ling. c. 12, ' For they do in peace everything that is done in war; they plunder, ravage,

carry off booty ; they assault, destroy, pollute ; they murder treacherously ; they murder openly if they are the more
powerful.'
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 14. 22—15. 7

That multitude of evils they call peace.

23 For either slaughtering children in solemn rites, or celebrating secret mysteries,

Or holding frantic revels of strange ordinances,

24 No longer do they guard either life or purity of marriage,

But one slays another treacherously, or grieves him by adultery.

25 And all things confusedly are filled with blood and murder, theft and deceit,

26 Corruption, faithlessness, tumult, perjury,

Disquieting of the good,

Ingratitude for benefits received,

Defiling of souls, confusion of sex,

Disorder in marriage, adultery, and wantonness.

27 For the worship of those unnameable idols

Is the beginning and cause and end of every evil.

28 For their worshippers either make merry unto madness, or prophesy lies,

Or live unrighteously, or lightly forswear themselves.

29 For putting their trust in lifeless idols,

They wickedly swear false oaths and look not to be harmed.

30 But for both sins shall the just doom pursue them,
Because they had evil thoughts of God by giving heed to idols,

And swore unrighteously in deceit, despising holiness.

31 For not the power of them by whom men swear,

But Justice which hath regard to them that sin,

Punisheth always the transgression of the unrighteous.

Benefits of 'worshipping the true God.

15 1 But thou, our God, art gracious and true,

Longsuffering, and in mercy ordering all things.

2 For even if we sin, we are thine, knowing thy dominion
;

But we shall not sin, knowing that we are accounted thine:

3 For to know thee is perfect righteousness,

Yea, to know thy dominion is the root of immortality.

4 For neither did any evil device of man lead us astray,

Nor yet the painters' fruitless labour,

A form stained with varied colours
;

5 The sight whereof leadeth fools into lust

:

Who desire the form of a dead image that hath no breath
;

6 Lovers of evil things, and worthy to have such things to hope in,

Are both they that make them, and they that desire, and they that worship them.

Another example of the manufacture of idols.

7 For a potter, kneading soft earth,

Laboriously mouldeth each vessel for our service :

Nay, out of the same clay doth he fashion

Both the vessels that minister to clean uses, and those of a contrary sort,

All in like manner
;

But what shall be the use of either sort,

The craftsman himself is the judge.

27. dvmvvfjtav, Latin infandorum. The meaning may be 'unspeakable', 'indescribable', referring to the immoralities

of the mystery cults without any reference to Exod. xxiii. 13. The context favours this. Cf. Eph. v. 1 2.

XV. For a moment the writer turns aside to contrast the true worship with the false. The interruption has the

effect, which was doubtless intended, of giving a slight rest to the reader before renewing the polemic against idolatrous

worship.

2. we shall not sin. if the nation could be regarded as holy and blameless in the past in spite of the admissions
in xii. 22, xvi. 11, xviii. 20, the future could be painted in the same colours.

5. lust, optgiv. X A C and all the versions, oveidos B and 68. nodovvr^s in v. 6 justifies this. The reference, no
doubt, is to Pygmalion, King of Cyprus, who fell in love with a statue of Venus.

7. For the connexion of this verse with Rom. ix. 21, see Introd., p. 526. E. Pfleiderer compares the saying of

Heraclitus that ' the clay out of which things are made is for ever being moulded into new forms ' (Zeller, Pre-Soc. Phil.,

ii, p. 17), and affirms direct connexion.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 15. 8-17

8 And also, with evil labour, he mouldeth a vain god from the same clay,

He who, but a little before was made of the earth,

And will soon go his way to the earth out of which he was taken,

When the soul which was lent him shall again be demanded.
9 Howbeit his care is,

Not that his powers must fail,

Nor that his span of life is short
;

But he rivals the workers in silver and gold,

And copieth moulders in brass,

And esteemeth it glory that he mouldeth counterfeit things.

10 His heart is ashes,

And his hope of- less value than earth,

And his life of less honour than clay :

1

1

Because he was ignorant of him that moulded him,
And of him that inspired into him an active soul,

And breathed into him a vital spirit.

12 But he accounted our life to be but a game,
And our way of life.a gainful fair;

For one must, saith he, get gain whence one can, though ;
.t be by evil means.

13 For this man beyond all others knoweth that he sinneth,

When out of the same earthy matter he maketh both brittle vessels and graven images.
14 But most foolish were they all, and of feebler soul than a babe,

The foes of thy people, who crushed them
;

15 Because all the idols of the nations they reckoned as gods
;

Which have neither the use of eyes for seeing,

Nor nostrils for drawing breath,

Nor ears to hear,

Nor fingers for handling,

And their feet are helpless for walking.
1

6

For a man it was that made them,
And one whose own spirit is borrowed moulded them

;

For no one hath power, being a man, to mould a god like unto himself,

17 But, being mortal, he maketh a dead thing with lawless hands;
For he is better than the things he worshippeth

;

Of the two, he indeed had life, but they never.

8. the soul which was lent him. This idea is repeated in v. 16, and must therefore be taken as a settled con-
viction of the writer. Whether in his mind it included the idea of pre-existence, it is perhaps difficult to say ; it is,

however, far less definite than the statement in viii. 20, ' I came into a body undefiled,' and it is immediately
followed by words in v. 11 which are apparently inconsistent with pre-existence. From ^rvxn here and rrvevna in v. 16
it appears that they were to our author only different names for the same thing. This shows without any elaborate
argument that there is no trichotomy intended in v. II.

9. he rivals. The clay idols were glazed and gilded.
10. For the connexion of this verse with LXX see Introd., p. 524. The word 'ashes' in Isa. xliv. 20, on which this

passage is based, means that which is worthless. Cf. Job xiii. 12, 'Your memorable sayings are proverbs of ashes.'
The words are a rhetorical statement that the whole being of the idolater is inferior to the clay he uses, though in

v. 17 the opposite statement is made.
11. That the soul and spirit are here the same, cf. second part of note on -v. 8. On the subject see the long and

interesting note of Lightfoot on 1 Thess. v. 23 {Notes on Epistles of S. Paul).
12. a gainful fair. This comparison is traced by Grimm to Pythagoras, who said tov $lov iouxvea navqyvpei (Dio.

Laert. viii. 1. 6). Cicero (in Tusc. Disp. v. 359) and other writers quote the saying. As the comparison was evidently
well known, we cannot from its use here deduce any direct acquaintanceship by the author with the system of
Pythagoras.

gain. The commentators quote the well-known passage of Horace, 'rem facias, rem. Si possis recte, si non,
quocumque modo rem ' (Ep. i. 1. 65).

15. It was a characteristic of heathen worshippers that they admitted the reality of the gods of other nations. This
was natural enough to people who were not Monotheists. The Hebrews themselves before they were Monotheists
acknowledged the existence of other gods besides Jahveh. Solomon recognized the gods of his foreign wives
(1 Kings xi. 1-8). But the Egyptians went further than this. ' The Egyptian gods during the flourishing period of the
country's history were not exclusive. They admitted into their number such of the gods of neighbouring peoples as
had been found to be powerful and capable of resistance ' (Wiedemann, p. 186 of Hastings' DB, extra vol.).

17. Of the two. R. V. 'Forasmuch as', reading avff Z>v with X. All other MSS. «*>, except 157 and 253, which omit.

For the disappearance of the dual see Thackeray, Gr. o/O.T., p. 22.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 15. 18— 16. 14

The Egyptians worshipped irrational and unclean animals and were therefore punished by

means of them. Small animals, viz. quails, benefited the Israelites.

18 Yea, and the creatures that are most hateful do they worship,

For, being compared as to want of sense, these are worse than all others

;

19 Neither, as seen beside other creatures, are they beautiful, so that one should desire them,

But are. outcasts from the praise of God and his blessing.

16 1 For this cause were these men worthily punished through creatures like those which they worship,

And tormented through a multitude of vermin.

2 Instead of which punishment, thou, bestowing benefits on thy people,

Preparedst quails for food,

Food of rare taste, for the desire of their appetite
;

3 In order that thine enemies, when they desired to eat,

Might for the hideousness of the creatures sent among them
Loathe even the necessary food ;

But these thy people, having for a short space suffered want,

Might even partake offood of rare taste.

4 For it was needful that upon those tyrants inexorable want should come,

But that to these it should only be showed how their enemies were tormented.

It is true the Israelites had serpents sent against them, but that was for admonition.

5 For even when terrible raging of wild beasts came upon thy people,

And they were perishing by the bites of crooked serpents,

Thy wrath continued not to the uttermost

;

6 But for admonition were they troubled for a short space,

Having a token of salvation,

To put them in remembrance of the commandment of thy law :

7 For he that turned toward it was not saved by that which he saw,

But by thee, the Saviour of all.

8 Yea, and in this didst thou convince our enemies,

That thou art he that delivereth out of every evil.

9 For them verily the bites of locusts and flies did slay,

And there was not found a healing for their life,

Because they were worthy to be punished by such as these
;

10 But thy sons not the very teeth of venomous dragons overcame,

For thy mercy came to their help, and healed them.

11 For they were bitten, that they should remember thine oracles;

And were quickly saved, lest, falling into deep forgetfulness,

They should be irresponsive to thy beneficence :

12 For of a truth neither herb nor mollifying plaister restored them to health,

But thy word, O Lord, which healeth all things ;

13 For thou hast power over life and death,

And thou leadest down to the gates of Hades, and leadest up again.

14 But though a man can slay by his wickedness,

Yet the spirit that is gone forth he bringeth not back,

Neither giveth release to the soul that Hades hath received.

19 b. The writer probably considered that other animals besides the serpent were included in the curse of Gen. iii. 14

:

possibly all the creeping animals.

XVI. 3. hideousness, elhe\^eiav. This reading, a hapax legomenon, is generally accepted. It is given by C, some
cursives, including 248, and the Syro-Hexaplar version. Suxfc'wav is given by N B A, Complu., Latin, Syr., and some
cursives, tlbex&finv is accepted by most editors as referring to the frogs in the ovens and kneading-troughs, Exod.

viii. 3.

3^. food. Literally, ' appetite.' As for the quails see note on xix. 12.

6. The allegory here is not so thoroughgoing as in xvi. 17. There Wisdom is identified with the cloud : here the

serpent is a tripfidhov. Philo suggests that the serpent was chosen as a symbol of o-axppoo-vvr) and Kaprepla.

token. X and A read o-vfifiovXoi; ' counsellor '.

11. irresponsive, a paraphrase of aTrepia-naa-Tos, ' unconcerned about '. R.V. ' unable to be roused by '. 23 (V) and

253 read airepiaTaToi, 'destitute of.
12. thy word. Cf. Ps. cvii. 20, ' He sent his word, and healed them.' See on xviii. 15.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 16. 15-26

How the Egyptians were punished by fire and the Israelites benefited.

15 But thy hand it is not possible to escape

;

16 For the ungodly, refusing to know thee, were scourged by the strength of thine arm,
Pursued with strange rains and hails and showers inexorable,

And utterly consumed with fire

;

17 For, what was most marvellous of all,

In the water which quencheth all things the fire wrought yet more mightily;
For the world fighteth for the righteous.

18 For at one time the flame lost its fierceness,

That it might not burn up the creatures sent against the ungodly,
But that these might see and perceive that they were pursued by the judgement of God :

19 And at another time even in the midst of water it burns beyond the power of fire,

That it may destroy the fruits of an unrighteous land.

20 Instead whereof thou gavest thy people angels' food to eat,

And bread ready for use didst thou provide from heaven without their toil,

Bread having the virtue of every pleasant savour,

And agreeing to every taste
;

21 For thy substance manifested thy sweetness toward thy children,

Ministering to the desire of the eater,

And transforming itself according to every man's choice.

22 But snow and ice endured fire, and melted not,

That -men might know that fire was destroying the fruits of the enemies,

Burning in the hail and flashing in the rains;

23 And that this element again, in order that righteous men might be nourished,

Had even forgotten its power.

24 For the creation, ministering to thee its maker,
Straineth its force against the unrighteous, for punishment,

And slackeneth it in behalf of them that trust in thee, for beneficence.

25 Therefore at that time also, converting itself into all forms,

It ministered to thine all-nourishing bounty,

According to the desire of them that made supplication
;

26 That thy sons, whom thou lovedst, O Lord, might learn

16 ff. Hail was rained down upon the Egyptians, but (y. 20) manna upon the Israelites,

strange rains. Rain is unusual in Egypt, see Deut. xi. 10. ' It is only the parts along the sea-coasts that are

ever moistened with a few drops of rain ' (Philo, Vita Mos. i. 20).

17. Philo {Vit. Mos. i. 20) notices this ' miracle within a miracle '. The lightning and the thunderbolts penetrated

and descended through the hail, still they did not melt it nor were the flashes extinguished by it.

18. that these—and they alone : even the animals that formerly plagued them miraculously escaped. The writer

has forgotten that the frogs are said to have been swept away by an east wind.

19. fruits, yevrjfm. A new koivtj formation distinguished from yevvjjfta, ' offspring ', see Thackeray, Gram., p. 118.

20. provide. Reading napeo-x^ A Cvid Latin, and Syriac. eTri/itjras B.

agreeing to every taste. This idea is found in the Talmud, Yoma 75, where it is said,
','J

ust as a child at

the breast enjoys various flavours, so did the Israelites when they ate the manna find therein various flavours.'

BH9PB TO3 13 p&WIO iniK I^DIK h\C\WW JOT i>3 JOn SJX D»BJR3 n03 H3 DJI1D pwn nr *1B> HO. This fancy no
doubt existed in the author's time, and he desired to explain it by the doctrine of the metabolism of the elements

mentioned in the next note.

21. substance, Greek vttoo-tcktis. This word has caused great difficulty. Early scholars proposed emendations;

A. V. gives 'sustenance', and 248 altered o-ov into avrov. It has been made equivalent to the Logos, and the R. V.

translates it by ' thy nature'. It seems probable, however, that the writer was thinking of nothing more than the

common substance which according to the Stoics underlay all four elements. As pointed out in the next note, he

makes use of the doctrine of the metabolism of the elements to account for the manna being transformed to suit every

taste. Here he goes back in thought to what the manna was before it assumed the attributes or accidents which
differentiated it from other objects. The technical terms among the Stoics for substance and attribute were to tmoKUfUvov

or ova-la and to notov (Zeller, Stoics, p. 97). The steps of the process were (1) wnkn-opw, (2) manna, (3) transformation.

transforming itself. The author here gives a metaphysical basis to the events mentioned in v. 20 by the Stoic

doctrine of the interchange of the four elements. Heraclitus first, and the Stoics after him, taught that the elements

changed into one another by condensation and rarefaction, ttvkvwo-is and n<ivu>cris. See Dio. Laert. ix. 8, quoted in

Ritter and Preller, § 36, for Heraclitus (Heraclitus recognized only three elements) ; and for the Stoics, Ritter and
Preller, § 497, and Zeller, Stoics, &c, pp. 131 ff. See also the quotation from Philo given in the note on xix. 18.

22. snow and ice, i. e. the manna. See xix. 21.

23. might be nourished. See Num. xi. 8, where the manna is said to have been capable of being baked in the

oven, though it melted before the sun.

24. Straineth . . . slackeneth. In addition to the interchange of the four elements with one another, the power of

a single element—here in vv. 22 and 27 fire—could be increased or moderated.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 16. 26—17. n

That not the growth of earth's fruits do nourish a man,
But thy word which preserveth them that trust thee.

27 For that which could not be injured by fire,

Simply warmed by a faint sunbeam melted away

;

28 To make known that we must rise before the sun to give thee thanks,

And must plead with thee at the dawning of the light

:

29 For the hope of the unthankful shall melt as the winter's hoar-frost,

And shall flow away as water that hath no use.

The plague of darkness.

17 1 For great are thy judgements, and hard to interpret

;

Therefore souls undisciplined went astray.

2 For when lawless men supposed they had overpowered a holy nation,

They themselves, prisoners of darkness, and bound in the fetters of a long night,

Close kept beneath their roofs,

Lay exiled from the eternal providence.

3 For while they thought that they were unseen in their secret sins,

They were scattered one from another by a dark curtain of forgetfulness,

Stricken with terrible awe, and sore troubled by spectral forms.

4 For neither did the recesses that held them guard them from fears,

But sounds rushing down rang around them,

And phantoms appeared, cheerless with unsmiling faces.

5 And no force of fire prevailed to give them light,

Neither could the brightest flames of the stars illumine that gloomy night :

6 But there appeared to them only the glimmering of a fire self-kindled, full of fear

;

And in terror at that sight on which they could not gaze
They deemed the appearance

To be worse than it really was
;

7 And the mockeries of magic art lay low,

And shameful was the rebuke of their boasted knowledge

:

8 For they that promised to drive away terrors and troubles from sick souls

Were sick themselves with fear worthy of laughter

:

9 For though no troublous thing affrighted them,
10 Yet, scared with the creepings of vermin and hissings of serpents, they perished for very trembling,

Refusing even to look on the air, which could on no side be escaped.
11 For wickedness in itself is a coward thing, and witnesseth its own condemnation,

27. by fire, i. e. the manna in the oven.

28. Several scholars have maintained that ' Wisdom ' was written by a member of the Therapeutae, and have
appealed to this passage as well as to iii. 13, 14, iv. 8, and viii. 28. Grimm, however, shows that the habit of prayer
before sunrise was a Jewish practice.

XVII. 3. secret sins. The writer appears to attribute to the ancient Egyptians the mystery cults of his own time.

He seems to picture some of them as engaged in their worship and suddenly scattered. It is true, he says in

v. 16, every man remained in the place where he was ; but, as he also says in xix. 17 that they tried to grope their way
to their houses, it is plain that rigid consistency is not to be looked for in details due solely to the imagination of the
writer, hence the literal translation ' scattered '—R. V. margin—is best. A and C read eaKoriaOrjo-av. The description
is a good example of the Jewish haggadic method of treating history.

4. rushing down. Reading 8e Karapdo-o-ovres with Bab A C and Latin descendens. Feldmann prefers 5' furapdo-aovra,

the reading of B*. X has Tapdaro-ovTes, and so affords no help. If the more difficult reading is to be preferred that in

the text— R. V. and Mr. Gregg— should be taken.

6. And in terror, &c. ' The form of expression is too obscure to be understood with certainty ' (Farrar). If, however,
we take o\jns and ra (3\tn6p.fva to refer to the same thing, viz. the self-kindled fire, a good meaning can be obtained. The
Egyptians did not or could not gaze directly upon the fire, but for all that could not avoid seeing it, and consequently
were more terrified than they would have been had they deliberately looked at it. The endeavours of timid people to

avoid seeing the flashes of lightning in a storm may be compared.
7. Reading /caroceiro with X B and Latin, as against the plural in A C and 248. The plural is no doubt the more

difficult reading, and is perhaps supported by KarayiXavTov in 8 b. It is accepted by R. V. ; but it is difficult to believe
that a Jew would call the punishment sent by God /xayiKi) re^i/7. The R. V. gives ' and they lay helpless, made the
sport of magic art '.

10. the air. The ancients considered the natural colour of the air to be dark— vaxivBos (Philo, Vita Mos. iii. 6
and 12). They shut their eyes so as not to look on the blackness of the air which surrounded them.

1 1. in itself. Reading I8ia>s NAB and Latin, not i&la Na and Comp. followed by Grimm and R. V. 1810s is used nine
other times in this part of the book, and is never separated from the word it qualifies. This is upheld by Feldmann.
The origin of the mistake was doubtless the itacism in N and A, which both give paprvpt for naprvpei. See Thackeray,
Gram., p. 85.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 17. n—18. 4

And, being pressed hard by conscience, always forecasteth the worst

:

1

2

For fear is naught but a surrender of the succours which reason offereth
;

13 And when from within the heart the expectation thereof is o'erthrown
It reckons its ignorance worse than the cause that bringeth the torment.

14 But they, all through the night, which in truth was powerless
And which came upon them out of the recesses of powerless Hades,
^//sleeping the same sleep,

15 Now were haunted by monstrous apparitions,

And now were paralysed by their soul's surrender
;

For fear sudden and unlooked for came upon them.
16 So then each and every man sinking down in his place
Was shut up in ward in that prison which was barred not with iron

:

17 For whether he were husbandman, or shepherd,
Or a labourer whose toils were in the wilderness,
He was overtaken, and endured that inevitable necessity,

For with one chain of darkness were they all bound.
18 Whether there were a whistling wind,

Or a melodious noise of birds among the spreading branches,
Or a measured fall of water running violently,

19 Or a harsh crashing of rocks hurled down,
Or the swift course of animals bounding along unseen,
Or the voice of wild beasts harshly roaring,

Or an echo rebounding from the hollows of the mountains,
All these things paralysed them with terror.

20 For the whole world beside was enlightened with clear light,

And was occupied with unhindered works
;

21 While over them alone was spread a heavy night,
An image of the darkness that should afterward receive them

;

But yet heavier than darkness were they unto themselves.
18 1 But for thy holy ones there was great light

;

And the Egyptians, hearing their voice but seeing not their form,
Envied them because they had not suffered,

2 And because they do not harm them now. though wronged by them before, are thankful

;

And for theirformer hostility besought their pardon.
3 Whereas thou didst provide for thy people a burning pillar of fire,

To be a guide for their unknown journey,
And withal a kindly sun for their proud exile.

4 For well did the Egyptians deserve the loss of light and imprisonment in darkness,
They who had kept in close ward thy sons,

Through whom the incorruptible light of the law was to be given to the race of men.

conscience. This is the first mention of conscience in the Scriptures. It is here regarded as the higher self,

after the manner of Philo (see Drummond, Philo, ii, pp. 124 and 295).
forecasteth. Reading npoeL\r)<p£ with Na and Latin praesumit instead of npoo-fiXijqbe with NABC, which is

accepted by Prof. Margoliouth and translated ' always increaseth its hardships '. In spite of the manuscript evidence
all editors read -npoeiXrjfa. According to Feldmann the Armenian and Coptic versions uphold it.

17. in the wilderness, k<it t'prjpiav, a Hebraism due to the LXX using iprjpos to translate "13"!O the place where
cattle are driven for pasture ; not a wilderness in our sense of the word.

18. The birds are made to sing in the darkness, and in v. 20 the writer says the whole world besides was in light.

It has therefore been suggested that he thought of a subjective darkness, which would, of course, simply be blindness.
But v. 10 is against this, and in xix. 17 he distinguishes between the blindness of the men of Sodom and the ' yawning
darkness ' which encompassed the Egyptians.

21. spread, i-nharo B A, €7T(KfiTo X, intreTaKTo 254. The right form is doubtless fn-fTeruTo, which is printed in the
Roman text apparently without manuscript authority.

An image, &c. Mr. Thackeray, JTS, vol. vi, p. 232, thinks that this line may be a Christian interpolation.
The repetition of vkotovs locks suspicious.

XVIII. 1. not suffered. Grimm, Siegfried, Farrar, Gregg, all agree in reading ov with A and Latin, instead of ovv

X and B. Grimm's explanation that ov was altered into ovv by a scribe who took ndiceivot to refer to the Egyptians fully

justifies the rejection of ovv, though it is better supported by manuscript evidence. Deane, following Gutberlet, takes on
and ovv together = ' whatsoever they also had suffered (before), they (the Egyptians) counted them happy'. This is

accepted by Feldmann and Stevenson.
4. Through whom, &c. Cf. Test, of Twelve Pat., Levi xiv. 4 :

' The light of the law which was given to

lighten every man.'
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 18. 5-19

The Egyptians counsel death against the Israelites, but are slain themselves.

5 After they had taken counsel to slay the babes of the holy ones,

fAnd when a single child had been cast forth and saved,

To punish them thou didst take away a multitude of their children,

And destroyedst all their host together in a mighty flood.

6 Of that night were our fathers made aware beforehand,

That, having sure knowledge, they might be cheered by the oaths which they had trusted :

7 So by thy people was expected the salvation of the righteous and destruction of the enemies
;

8 For as thou didst take vengeance on the adversaries,

By the same act thou didst glorify us, and call us unto thyself.

9 For holy children of good men offered sacrifice in secret,

And with one consent took upon themselves the covenant of the divine law

—

That the saints would partake alike in the same blessings and perils

—

Singing the while the fathers' songs of praise.

10 But there sounded back in discord the cry of the enemies,

And a piteous voice of lamentation for children was borne abroad.

11 And servant along with master punished with a like just doom,
And commoner suffering the same as king,

12 Yea, all the people together, under one form of death,

Had with them corpses without number

;

For the living were not sufficient even to bury them,
Since at a single stroke their noblest offspring was destroyed.

13 For though they had disbelieved all things by reason of their enchantments,
Upon the destruction of the firstborn they confessed the people to be God's son.

14 For while peaceful silence enwrapped all things,

And night in her swiftness was in mid course,

15 Thine all-powerful word leaped from heaven down from the royal throne,
A stern warrior, into the midst of the doomed land,

16 Bearing as a sharp sword thine unfeigned commandment,
And standing filled all things with death

;

And while it touched the heaven it trode upon the earth.

17 Then forthwith apparitions in terrible dreams troubled them,
And fears came upon them unlooked for

:

18 And one thrown here half dead, another there,

Declared the cause of his death :

19 For the dreams, perturbing them, did foreshow this,

That they might not perish without knowing why they were afflicted.

5. To punish them. Charles on Jub. xlviii. 14, p. lxxiv, shows that eh eXey* " must be taken as in the text. He
would emend by deleting ' and saved ' in line 2 and ' of their children ' in line 3. He shows that n\q6os is probably a
mistaken rendering of U~l, 'a myriad'. The meaning then would be that for every single Hebrew child cast into
the Nile, ten thousand of the Egyptians were drowned. The passages here and in Jubilees are both based on a
common tradition.

6. our fathers, i. e. the Patriarchs, as probably in v. 9.

9. divine law, reading dcioTtjTos B A as against oo-iot^tos N, Latin, Syriac, and other versions.
the saints, tovs Ayiovs. This is quite in accordance with the writer's idealization of the Israelites. R. V. with

Grimm and others would take tovs ayiovs with a'lvovs, ' the sacred songs of praise ', but, as Mr. Gregg points out the
rhythm of the Greek is against this.

the fathers', &c. The reading adopted in the text is that of R. V. margin, following Na A, Complut., the Latin,
and in all probability the Syriac. The writer attributes the custom of his own time—the singing of psalms at the'
Passover— to the Israelites at the Exodus. R. V. translates ' the fathers already leading', &c, reading npoavantXnovTw
with B.

12. noblest, R. V. 'nobler'. For this rendering of the comparative, see Thackeray, Gram, of O. T. in GA\, p. 181.
14. her swiftness, 1810s is here plainly used in its ' exhausted ' meaning, see note on x. 1.

15. Thine all-powerful word. Eichhorn, p. 158, and Gfrorer, p. 236, affirm this passage to show a pre-philonian
use of the Philonic Logos. But in view of xvi. 12, which is plainly based on Ps. cvii. 20, and the Jewish complexion
of this part of the book, it seems better with Grimm to take it as founded on O. T. usage (cf. Hos. vi. 5 LXX, '

I slew
them by the word of my mouth '

; Jer. xxiii. 29, ' Is not my word like a fire ? saith the Lord ; and like a hammer that
breaketh the rock in pieces ?

' ; Ps. cxlvii. 29, ' His word runneth very swiftly '), though undoubtedly it differs from
these passages in a far stronger personification. In I Chron. xxi. 16, which the writer may have had in his mind, the
destroying angel is said to stand between heaven and earth.

16. unfeigned, apv-rroKpiros. The command was meant to be executed. It was no empty threat, feigned to terrify.
17- terrible dreams. The textual evidence for ovnpuv heiva>v is N A, several cursives, Comp., and all the versions.

B alone reads 8eivS>s which R. V. renders.

19. The revelation by dreams to those about to be punished.may be compared with the dream of Nebuchadnezzar,'
1105
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 18. 20—19. 5

The Israelites also experienced the punishment of death, but the plague was stayed by the

intercession of Aaron.

20 But it befell the righteous also to experience death,

And a multitude were stricken in the wilderness

:

Howbeit the wrath endured not for long.

21 For a blameless man hasted to be their champion

:

Bringing the weapon of his ministry,

Even prayer and the propitiation of incense,

He withstood the indignation, and put an end to the calamity,

Showing that he was thy servant.

22 And he overcame the anger,

Not by strength of body, not by power of weapons
;

But by word did he subdue the minister of punishment,
By bringing to remembrance oaths and covenants made with the fathers.

23 For when the dead were already fallen in heaps one upon another,
Standing between he stopped the advancing wrath,

And cut off its access to the living.

24 For upon his long high-priestly robe was the whole world pictured,

And the glories of the fathers were upon the graving of the four rows of precious stones,

And thy majesty was upon the diadem of his head.

25 To these the destroyer gave way, and these he feared
;

For the mere proof of the wrath was enough.

But there was nothing to stay death in the case of the Egyptians.

19 1 But upon the ungodly there came pitiless wrath to the uttermost

;

For what they would do He knew before,

2 How that, having pressed them to be gone,

And having speeded them eagerly on their way,

They would repent themselves and pursue them.

3 For while they were yet in the midst of their mourning,

And making lamentation at the graves of the dead,

They adopted another counsel of folly,

And pursued as fugitives those whom with intreaties they had cast out.

4 For the doom they deserved was dragging them unto this end,

And made them forget what things had befallen them,
That they might fill up the punishment yet lacking to their torments,

5 And that thy people might journey by a marvellous road,

But they themselves might find a strange death.

Dan. ii. E. Pfleiderer would see the influence of the Stoics here, and they certainly laid stress on the prophecies of

the dying (Zeller, Stoics, p. 355, note 6).

21. Aaron, see Num. xvi. 47.
22. anger. Reading x^ ov f°r <>x\ov, which gives no sense. So all editors (except Gutberlet and Deane), following

Bauermeister.

24. the whole world. This is explained by passages in Philo, Vita Mos. iii. 12 and 13, where we learn that the

high priest's robe and its adornments represented the Koapos. The robe itself was blue, or rather dark purple

(vaKip6os), and represented the air. The flowers on it symbolized the earth, and the pomegranates water, and (in c. xiii)

the scarlet dye of the robe is the emblem of fire. The writer is thus able to get in another illustration of the idea

found in v. 17, 20, xvi. 17, 24, and xix. 6, that ' the world fighteth for the righteous '.

25. he feared. i<f>o0r]6f] is supported by X a A, some cursives, including 248, the Comp. and Latin. It is accepted
by Grimm, Siegfried, Feldmann, and Deane. i<t>o$T)6T)(rav is supported by N* B C, some cursives, and Syr., and is

adopted by R. V. and Mr. Gregg. Against the plural it may be urged that (1) the subject 'the people' has to be
supplied, and (2) there seems to be no reason why the people should have feared the holy garments of the high priest.

XIX. 2. pressed, fTTKTTptyavrts. R.V. 'changed their minds to let thy people go'. For the rendering here adopted
see Jebb's note on Soph. Track. 1182, where he says of ejrtorpE^a, 'the primary notion is that of turning some con-

straining force upon a person.'

3. adopted. R.V. 'drew upon themselves'. For similar uses of the word in the sense here given see Liddell and
Scott under (iriariraw, mid.

cast out, f£«'/3aXoi\ Probably a reminiscence of cKpdX\a>, Exod. xi. 1 and xii. 33.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 19. 6-17

Creation foughtfor the chosen people,

6 For the whole creation in its several kind was fashioned again anew,

Performing their several commands,
That thy servants might be guarded free from hurt.

7 Then was beheld the cloud that shadowed the camp,

And dry land rising up out of what before was water,

Out of the Red sea an unhindered highway,

And a grassy plain out of the violent surge
;

8 Through which they passed with all their hosts,

These that were covered with thy hand,

Having beheld strange marvels.

9 For like horses they roamed at large,

And they skipped about like lambs,

Praising thee, O Lord, who delivered them.
10 For they still remembered what came to pass in the time of their sojourn,

How instead of bearing cattle the land brought forth lice,

And instead of fish the river cast up a multitude of frogs.

1

1

But afterwards they saw also a new race of birds,

When, led on by desire, they asked for luxurious dainties;

1

2

For, to solace them, there came up for them quails from the sea.

And against the Egyptians.

13 And upon the sinners came the punishments
Not without tokens given beforehand by the force of thunders

;

For justly did they suffer through their own exceeding wickednesses,

For grievous indeed was the hatred which they practised toward guests.

14 For whereas certain men received not strangers who came among them,

These made slaves of guests who were their benefactors.

15 And not only so, but God shall visit the former after another sort,

Since they received as enemies them that were aliens
;

16 Whereas these first welcomed with feastings,

And then afflicted with dreadful toils,

Them that had already shared with them in the same rights.
J 7 And they too were stricken with loss of sight

(Even as those others at the righteous man's doors),

When, being compassed about with yawning darkness,

They sought every one the passage through his own door.

6. fashioned again. The writer again refers to the philosophical doctrine of the transmutation of the elements into
one another ; see xvi. 21 and xix. 18. Bois (p. 270) calls this ' a second edition of the Creation'.

12. The writer omits all mention of the murmuring of the Israelites. So does Philo, Vita Mos. i. 37, ' the Hebrews . .

.

enjoyed the most exquisite meat, varying their food with this necessary and delicious addition.' Philo takes it that
the supply of quails was as regular as that of the manna.

13. beforehand. Josephus, Ant. ii. 16, records the tradition that the overthrow of the Egyptians in the Red Sea
was accompanied by a violent storm. Our author has perhaps slightly altered the tradition, though the reading is not
absolutely certain, yeyovorw B, irpoyeyovoruiv SAC Latin and Syriac. The tradition is probably founded on the poetry
of Ps.lxxvii. 17-20.

own, 18109, strengthened by avrvv, is most probably emphatic. Grimm would make it very emphatic : their own
extraordinary and peculiar wickedness.

14. certain men, i.e. men of Sodom.
15. The punishment, tnia-Kon^ of the men of Sodom is to be lighter than that of the Egyptians. When is this

fVio-Kon-ij to take place? Grimm thinks in the Messianic age, or rather perhaps at the world judgement preceding it.

This is the only certain reference in this part of the book to future retribution. In the earliest section of 1 Enoch
there are different gradations of punishment for the wicked in Sheol (Charles, Eschatology, p. 188). The text is that of
R. V., which is conjectural. Swete gives mi ol p.6vov, d\X' ^ tis emaKOTri) tarai avrlbv, which means 'and not only so, but
assuredly a certain kind of visitation, i.e. deliverance, shall be theirs '. But the author would not be likely to entertain
any idea of a deliverance of the Sodomites, and to weaken the word iniaKonri to mean ' consideration ',

' allowance ', is
without justification. We can, dividing the words of B differently from Swete, read n\Xrj ns eW^on-/; = ' another
kind of punishment', but as after oi> fxovov, d\\d is necessary, and the Latin gives ' sed et alius quidam respectus

',

R. V. is probably right in seeing an instance of haplography in B and adopting the emendation of Grabe, d\\' a\X n th
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON 19. 18-22

The marvels explained by the theory of the transmutation of the elements.

18 For the elements changed their order one with another,

Just as the notes of a psaltery vary the character of the rhythm,
Continuing always the same, each in its several sound

;

As may clearly be divined from the sight of what came to pass.

19 For creatures of dry land were turned into creatures of waters,

And creatures that swim trode now upon the earth :

20 Fire kept the mastery of its own power in the midst of water,

And water forgat its quenching nature :

21 Contrariwise, flames wasted not the flesh of perishable creatures that walked amopg them
;

Neither melted they the ice-like grains of ambrosial food, that were of nature apt to melt.

22 For in all things, O Lord, thou didst magnify thy people,

And thou didst glorify them and not lightly esteem them
;

Standing by their side in every time and place.

18. i.e. God deals with the elements as a musician handles his instrument. He arranges and rearranges them to

produce the required results (Bois, pp. 410 ff.). Cf. Philo, Vit. Mos. i. 17, 'For all the elements of the universe,
earth, water, air, and fire, of which the world was made, were all brought into a state of hostility against them, so that
the country of those impious men was destroyed to exhibit the height of the authority which God wielded, who had
fashioned those same elements at the creation of the universe so as to secure its safety, and who could change them
all whenever he pleased to effect the destruction of impious men.'

Continuing, ftevovra is neuter, agreeing grammatically with oroi^eta, but the sense shows that it should agree
with (pdoyyni.

20 and 21. See xvi. 18 and 23.

22. Contrast this verse with ix. 18, 'Through wisdom were they saved' ; with x. 9, ' But wisdom delivered out of

troubles those that waited on her'; and xi. 1, ' She (wisdom) prospered their works by the hand of a holy prophet.'

The point of view has certainly changed, if not the writer.
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH
OR i BARUCH

INTRODUCTION
§ 1. Short Account of the Book.

The Book of Baruch, of which the Greek version is found in all our editions of the LXX, forms
one of a series of writings to which the name of Jeremiah's secretary is attached. Brief characteriza-

tions of these will be found in Charles's Apocalypse of Baruch, Introd., § 2 (p. xvi f.).

As will be shown in the sequel the tragic events of .597 (586) B.C., which heralded the exile,

constitute a thin historic drapery which invests the yet greater tragedy of the Jewish race in A. D. 70.

It is now generally accepted by recent critics that Nebuchadnezzar (Nabuchodonosor) and Bel-
shazzar (Baltasar) represent the persons of Vespasian and Titus. Other corresponding traits between
the Babylonian conquest here portrayed and the Roman conquest will reveal themselves to further

scrutiny. Among alternative solutions which have been propounded from the days of Griineberg

(1797) to those of Ewald, Kneucker, and Schiirer, none will be found to satisfy the conditions of the
problem so well as that which we have just indicated (substantially that of Kneucker and Schiirer).

§ 2. Contents.

The contents may be briefly summarized as follows

:

I. Ch. i. 1-14. Baruch wrote the words of this book in the fifth year and read them over to
Jechonias and his fellow exiles in Babylon. These wept, made a money collection, and sent it to
the High Priest in Jerusalem with a message that it was intended for the purchase of offerings on the
altar, and also with a request for prayer on behalf of Nebuchadnezzar and his son, whom they desire
loyally to obey, as well as on their own behalf, who have sinned against God. This book of confession
of sin shall be read on the feast-day in God's house.

II. i. 15-iii. 8. The confession immediately follows. God is just. Their punishment is the
result of sin and disobedience (i. 15-ii. 12). To this there follows a prayer for Divine mercy
(ii. 13-iii. 8). God's previous utterances through Jeremiah are recalled, especially His command to
serve the king of Babylon. Disobedience to this command has brought calamities on Israel and the
destruction of the Jerusalem temple (ii. 21-26). Divine assurances follow that captivity will bring
with it repentance and a final restoration to and rule over Palestine (ii. 27-35). Tnis section closes
with a cry to God not to remember Israel's past iniquities (iii. 1-8).

III. In the rest of the book we pass from the prose of the previous portion to poetry.
(a) iii. 9-iv. 4). Here, in the style of Hebrew Wisdom literature, we have the praise of God's

laws of life. Neglect of them is the cause of Israel's calamities and exile. Learn, therefore, where
wisdom is to be found (iv. 9-14). Not among the great and powerful rulers has it been found, nor
even have those who are reputed wise discovered it (iii. 15-28). No one has found it in heaven or
earth, but God, the all-wise Creator, alone is in possession of it, and has bestowed it on Jacob—the
Law of God which is eternal and leads to life (iii. 29-iv. 1). This section concludes with a brief
exhortation to Jacob to lay hold of Wisdom and walk in its light, and not to surrender the honour
of this unique possession to any other.

{b) From this song of exhortation to Israel we pass to another of very different character:
strains of lamentation and comfort in the style of the Deutero-Isaiah (iv. 5-v. 9) :

' Be comforted

'

is the recuning refrain (iv. 5, 21, 27, 30) addressed (i) by Jerusalem to her children (iv. 5-29). ' Ye
have been sold among the heathen, yet not to be destroyed. You have been surrendered to the
enemy because you have angered God by past transgressions' (iv. 5-9). There follows a lamentation
over the banishment of her children, and their harsh treatment at the hands of foreigners (iv. 10-17).
' But God, who has brought calamity, will also bring deliverance. I indeed trust in God for your
salvation. Bear God's wrath in patience. You shall soon behold your enemy's destruction and set
your foot on his neck. Joy shall come in place of sorrow' (iv. 18-29). (") God's word of comfort
to Jerusalem (iv. 30-v. 9). Calamities are denounced against those cities that rejoiced at her fall.

Fire shall come upon them. They shall be the habitation of demons. Jerusalem is exhorted to lift

up her eyes and behold her children flocking to her from East and West, to divest herself of her
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garment of sorrow and array herself with a robe of salvation and a tiara of glory. Her enemies shall

bring her children back to her. Mountain and hill shall be made low and valleys filled that Israel

may return. Woods and fragrant trees shall yield their shade to Israel, whom God shall bring back
in joy.

§ 3. Composite Character.

The composite character of the treatise is evident from the preceding survey. The prose section

comprised in I and II stands in marked contrast with both the poetical sections in III (a) and (b).

(I) in contents. The prose section is a confession of sin and a recognition that Israel's calamities and
exile are the penalty for Israel's sins of disobedience. These will bring about repentance. It con-

cludes with a cry for Divine mercy. On the other hand III (a), which is poetic in form, is based on
a different conception. Here Israel's calamities are due to his neglect of Divine law regarded as

Wisdom. This Wisdom, which belongs to God alone, He has bestowed on Israel as his precious

privilege. Israel is exhorted to lay hold of it as the only means of safety. The contrast with III (b)

is still more marked. We note the different attitude adopted towards Israel's conquerors. In

i. 11, 12 Israel is exhorted to offer prayer on behalf of Nebuchadnezzar and his son, 'and the Lord
will give us strength, and lighten our eyes, and we shall live under the shadow of Nabuchodonosor
king of Babylon, and under the shadow of Baltasar his son, and we shall serve them many days, and
find favour in their sight.' Here the tradition of Jeremiah and Ezekiel is followed (Jer. xxvii.

6-8, xxix. 4-7 ; Ezek. xxvi. 7-12, xxix. 17-20). So again, ii. 20-22, 24 ascribes the calamities which

Israel suffered to his refusal to obey the prophetic injunction, ' Bow your shoulders to serve the king of

Babylon, and remain in the land that I gave unto your fathers.' But when we turn to III (b) the

attitude towards Israel's conquerors is that of embittered subjugation leading to revolt reflected in the

literature of the late-exilian or early post-exilian period (Jer. 1, li ; Isa. xlvii). 'Thine enemy hath

persecuted thee ; but shortly thou shalt see his destruction, and shalt tread upon their necks ' (iv. 25).

The peoples who afflicted Israel and rejoiced in his fall, the cities where Israelites served in slavery,

shall feel craVen dread and grieve in their own desolation (iv. 31-33)- (II) We note also great

diversity with respect to the O. T. sources from which they respectively borrow. In ch. i. 11-iii. 8

we have frequent citations from Jeremiah, Daniel, and Deuteronomy. Specially noteworthy is the

repeated employment of whole clauses of Dan. ix. 7-19 in Baruch i. 15-ii. 17. On the other hand,

the Wisdom section, iii. 9-iv. 4, contains numerous borrowings from Proverbs, Job, Deutero- Isaiah,

and Sir. xxiv. The last section (iv. 5-v. 9) is very largely based on Deutero-Isaiah. The concluding

portion is evidently inspired by Ps. of Sol. xi.

§ 4. Critical Investigation of the above Documents.

We have arrived, therefore, at the following general result, viz. that in the Book of Baruch we
have to deal with three distinct literary elements which possess all the signs of emanating from

different hands. (A) A prose document to be found in ch. i. i-iii. 8. (B) A poetical document
of the character of Wisdom literature in ch. iii. 9-iv. 4. (C) A further document of exhortation

and comfort is added in iv. 5-v. 9. These we shall now consider separately.

(A) Difficulties beset us when we examine the opening verses of the book.

(i) In verse 2 the fifth year is the date assigned to the writing, and this is reckoned from

the date when Jerusalem was captured and burnt (2 Kings xxv. 9; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 19). This, we
know, took place in the year 587-586 b. C. Accordingly Fritzsche, followed by Gifford (Apocrypha,

ed. Wace), would identify the assigned date of the writing with 582 (583) B.C. This view,

however, encounters difficulties. {a) The destruction of the temple in 587-586 B.C. hardly

seems compatible with the offerings (burnt-offerings, sin-offerings, and incense) to be offered

on the altar to which Baruch i. 10 makes reference. Accordingly Kneucker follows Eichhorn

and other critics in dating the fifth year from the earlier capture of Jerusalem in 597 B. C. by
Nebuchadnezzar, when Jehoiachin was made prisoner. Though the treasures of the temple and
of the king's palace were carried off (2 Kings xxiv. 13), as well as the officers, household, artisans

and soldiers (verses 12, 14-16), both city and temple were left intact. This, of course, rids us of one

difficulty. Moreover, 597 is the date from which Ezekiel reckons (i. 2, viii. 1, &c). On the other

hand, it stands in complete variance with the explicit statement in Baruch i. 2 (last clause). Kneucker
himself is aware of this contradiction (p. 16 NB). The difficulties which invest the alternative date

587-586 are far from insuperable. We learn in Jer. xli. 5 that offerings were made at the Jerusalem

altar by men from Shechem and Shiloh after the temple had been destroyed. Therefore some form

of cultus still persisted, (b) We have no evidence in Jeremiah or any other O. T. source that Baruch

ever went to Babylonia. It is true that we have no personal details respecting Jeremiah's companion
and scribe after he accompanied the prophet to Egypt (Jer. xliii. 5, 6) ; nevertheless such negative
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evidence contains no presumption against such a journey of Baruch to Babylonia and his residence

there after 586 B. C. But in the presence of other features in Baruch i affecting its historic credibility

it will be seen that this is a subject of minor significance.

(ii) Among these other features we note that Baltasar (who is called in Daniel Belshazzar or

Belteshazzar) is spoken of as son of Nebuchadnezzar (Bar. i. 11, 12). This is in exact accordance

with Dan. v. 2, 13, 18, 21, and is known to be due to historical confusion. The only Belshazzar

known to the cuneiform documents is Bel-sar-usur ('Bel, protect the king'), son of Nabonidus
(Nabunaid), the last king of Babylon, overthrown by Cyrus.

(iii) The text of verse 2 is uncertain. The omission of the number or name of the month
is strange. As is well known, months were designated by numbers (beginning from Nisan as the

first month of the ecclesiastical or Babylonian calendar) in all exilian and post-exilian Hebrew
documents.

(iv) The following verses hang very badly together, (a) After verse 1 we naturally expect that

the words of the book will soon follow ; instead of this, thirteen verses of narrative succeed, (b)

Verse 4 has all the appearance of a redactional prolongation of the final clause of the preceding verse.

(c) Verse 8 (as Kneucker has clearly shown) stands out of its natural place. The subject of the

sentence cannot be Joakim of the preceding verse, but is evidently Baruch who is last mentioned in

verse 3. Moreover, verse 9 follows naturally after verse 7 rather than verse 8.

(B) The character of the document iii. 9-iv. 4, as based on the Wisdom literature of the O. T.

(Proverbs and Job) and containing a citation from Eccles. xxiv. 8, has been already indicated in

§§ 2, 3. It is a message of comfort and exhortation addressed mainly to the exiles who have long

lived ' in the enemies' land ' (iii. 10), in other words, to the Jewish Diaspora. Their calamities are

due to their abandonment of the fountain of Wisdom, the way of life revealed in the Torah. This

amid all his losses Israel possesses as his priceless and eternal privilege conferred by God. Hold
fast to it, and walk in its light, happy and secure.

This entire section has a unity of its own, and it is quite evident that this is the book to which
Bar. i. i, 3 a refers. These verses, therefore, form the adequate and natural preface. That verse 2

originally belonged to this preface is extremely improbable. It probably formed part of the intro-

duction to the document A (ch. i. 2, 3 b-iii. 8). The reference to the destruction of Jerusalem by
fire, i. 2 and ii. 26, points to this conclusion. A redactor united A and B. It is this combined work
which we shall first consider. C will be considered later.

§ 5. A Hebrew Original of Documents A and B.

A considerable number of the older critics held that the original of the Book of Baruch was in

Greek. This was the opinion of Grotius, Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Havernick, Keil, and Noldeke (in his

Alttestamentliche Literatur, p. 214). But this view has been abandoned by recent scholars. Even
De Wette, who for a time held to the former view, saw reason to forsake it, and adopted the theory

of a Hebrew original in the fourth edition of his Introd. to the O. T. (German), p. 443. Similarly

Reusch, Ewald, Hitzig (Die Psalmen, vol. ii, p. 119), Fritzsche (Exegetisches Handbuch zu den
Apocryphen des A.T.—Special Introd. to Baruch, pp. 171 foil.), and more decisively Kneucker, who in

his elaborate work, Das Buck Baruch (1879), unhesitatingly (in contrast with Fritzsche) assumes for

the whole book a Hebrew original which he devotes the utmost pains to reconstruct. Schiirer, on
the other hand, sustains the doubts of Fritzsche (ibid., p. 172) as to the latter portion (iii. 9-v. 9),

with this difference that he decisively asserts that Greek and not Hebrew was its original form
(Gesch. des jud. Volkes im Zeitalter Christi3

, iii, p. 340; PRE 3
, i, p. 642). Similarly Reuss and

Hilgenfeld (in Zeitsch. fur wiss. Theol.). Bevan, in Enc. Bibl., inclines towards this view. Marshall
(art. ' Baruch ' in Hastings's DB) propounds the ingenious theory that iii. 9-iv. 4 was originally com-
posed in Aramaic. ' This view is based on a comparison of the Greek with the versions '—the

Peshitta [as Marshall assumes it to be], the Syr. reproduction of Origen's Hexaplar, as well as the
Vulg. Nine examples are given by Dr. Marshall, but the first of these, iii. 16, ' peoples ' . . .

' world ',

is quite as easily explicable on a Hebrew basis Doy and zby ; the second (iii. 18), which has more
attractiveness, might also be explained from two possible meanings of D»Jp in Hebrew. The meaning
' fashion' is probably late.and due to Aramaic influence. Cf. Gen. xiv. 19, 22; Ps.cxxxix. 13; Prov.viii.

22. In the thirdca.se (iii. 19) we have the two renderings of S and SHex
- respectively of ri<pavio-dr)<rav, 'they

are vanished' (R.V.), which Kneucker rightly holds to have reproduced the original Hebr. ^N 'perished'.

This Hebr. word is rendered by S i^mriN (the Ethpa.) ' were corrupted ', hence ' perished '. Comp.
the use of the Greek verb in Matt. vi. 19 f. (cf. Syr. where Pa. bin is used) as well as in Attic Greek.
On the other hand, SHex - irnnDN, the Ethpeel, does not mean 'sinned ' nor does it arise out of nnnDX
' disappeared'. We constantly find m^d used for ' destroy' (as well as ' sin '), and as the equivalent
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of a<pavi(co (in Exod. xii. 15 ; 2 Kings x. 28 ; Ezek. xix. 7 ; Jer. 1. 81, &c), and its passive or Ethpe.
as the rendering of acpaviCeo-Oai, Ezek. xxv. 3 ; Job. xxii. 20 (cf. 2 Mace. xii. 22). Comp. other
examples in Payne Smith's Thesanr. Syr. In this case the SHex

- slavishly adheres to the Greek
version. The fourth example (iii. 21) cited by Marshall, based on the diverse renderings, 'laid hold

'

and 'cared for', I am not able to follow. The S Hex- reading is not nv but 1B1P. The fifth (iii. 23),
' remembered ' and ' trod ', is due to a corruption of the Syriac translation (see notes) and therefore

has no bearing on the question of the original. The sixth (iii. 31) accounts for the Vulgate exquirat
by an Ethpeel form Kyano instead of Njn. But the Ethpe. form of this verb has no other than a
passive meaning which can hardly be fitted into the structure of the clause and verse. The seventh
example (iii. 34), ' their watches ', and the colourless Syr., ' their places ', may be accounted for by the
loose rendering of S or by the corruption of the Hebr. original suggested in the notes. The eighth

(iii. 37), 'appeared ' . . .
' was revealed ', might just as easily be explained as variant translations of

a Hebr. original nnN*u (or nrpJJ). In the general suspicion which regards the verse as a later Christian

gloss, its evidential value counts for little. The ninth example (iv. 5), ' advantage '
. . .

' dignity

'

(Vulg.), need not be dealt with, as it evidently possesses no cogency.

Nearly all living scholars, including Dr. Marshall, as well as Dr. Charles (in Encycl. Brit.

(nth ed.)), are agreed that A (ch. i. 2, 3 b-'rii. 8) was composed in Hebrew. For this there is strong

evidence, and, in the opinion of the present writer, a fairly good case can be made for B (ch. i. 1,3a,
iii. 9-iv. 4).

(a) The strongly-marked Hebraisms of the Greek version have been long recognized as affording

unmistakable indications of a Hebrew original, viz. ch. i. 10 fxdvva (cf. Jer. xvii. 26, xii. 5), or, as

we should properly read with Codd. 22, ^^, 36, 48, &c, p.avad, is evidently the Greek mode of writing

nC1?*?- In the same verse the formula irepl a/xapn'a? simply covers the Hebr. DNon ' sin-offering ', as

Lev. v. 10, 11, vii. 37, &c, clearly prove. Other significant traces of a Hebrew original maybe cited,

viz. ii. 23 and (volkowtcov, Hebr. 2K>i»J?
; e i }xr\v, ' surely ', arising out of ei p.r), Hebr. *0 QK idiomatically

used for strong asseverations (ii. 29); /3oju/?t]o-is (ibid.) for |ion
; *no misread as ' dead ' in iii. 4. Still more

significant are the frequently recurring relative constructions so characteristic of Hebrew. Thus in

ii. 4, 13, iii. 8 ov . . . ckci = DS^ • » • "IB>K (cf. Mark i. 7, vii. 25). Similarly ii. 26 . . . tov oXkov ov

&tcicAij0t) to 6vo\xa aov €tt' am ivy. ^DB> N")j53 "!B>SJ rparpTK— . Comp. ii. 1 7, 29. These relative con-

structions are obviously characteristic of prose rather than poetry in Hebrew, and therefore belong

to the document A rather than B (ch. i. 1, 30, iii. 9-iv. 4). In the latter, however, we have variants

in the Greek and Syr. renderings such as ' peoples ' and ' world ' (iii. 16), as well as iii. 18 ' workers

'

in silver (LXX) and ' those who gain ' silver (Syr.), included in Marshall's list which can best be

explained on the basis of a Hebraic original. Similarly iii. n ' thou art counted with them that go
down into Hades', iii. 14 ' length of days', iii. 18 'there is no searching (efeupem?) of his works ' are

all Hebrew phrases. In some cases, as will be shown in the notes, the Syr. version points the way
more clearly to a Hebr. original. See also Kneucker, p. 25, but the list requires sifting.

(b) So far at least as document A is concerned the hypothesis of a Hebr. original is rendered

fairly certain by the marginal note which the Syro-Hexaplar version attaches to Bar. i. 17, ii. 3 'not

recorded (lit. placed) in the Hebrew' L._=uX laik jl+o> Jl. On the other hand, see Nestle in art.

' Septuagint ' in Hastings's DB. iv. p. 450, footnote f.

§ 6. The Greek Original of C (Bar. iv. 5-v. 9).

It is, however, quite otherwise with document C. This document is a unity, not a series of lays,

as Rothstein argues. Here evidences accumulate that the original was in Greek.

(a) The strongest support for this view is to be found in the close parallels between the Greek

of Ps. of Sol. xi and Bar. iv. 36-v. 9.

Bamch. Ps. of Sol. xi.

iv. 37 ISou epxorrai 01 utoi aou . . . o-ueTjyaeVoi an 3 iSe to, T€kco crou &tt6 dcaToXaif Kal 8u<ruwk vwr\-

dcaToXwv Iws ouopuv. •yficVa.

V. 1 'lepouCTaXrin . . . IcSuaai ttjv evirpeTreiav ttjs wapa 8 cwSugat, 'UpovaaXrjp., Ta t/xaTta rfjs 8o|t)S crou .

tov dtov 86£tjs.

V. 5 avdarrjOi, 'IepovcraA^/x, Kal (TTrjOi €irl tou u\|>t]Xou. 3 grrjOt, 'lepovcraX^p., e4>' t^HXoC .

Kal t8e aov Q-vvqyp.£va. Ta Tewa airb rjXiov Svap-wv cojs xal idc Ta TCKva kt\. as above.

dvaToXaiv.

V. 8 io-Kiao-av 8e Kal 01 6~pvp.ol Kal 7rav £v\ov evwStas . . . 6->J 01 &pvp.ol icrKiacrav airoU «V rfj napoSw avrwv.

7rav £v\ov cutoSias avertiXev auTois o #eds.
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Comp. also Bar. v. 7 with Ps. of Sol. xi. 5. Here, as well as in the underlined phrases above,

we have evident borrowings from the Greek of Deutero-Isaiah (see notes). But in the case of Baruch
the borrowing comes through Ps. of Sol. This Is made clear (a) by Bar. v. 8 compared with Ps. of Sol.

xi. 6, 7 ; (/3) by the repetitions. Note Bar. iv. 37 and v. 5 (the latter in closer approximation to Ps.

of Sol. x'C. 3). See also the careful investigation of this subject in Ryle and James's ed. of the Ps. of

Sol., Introd. pp. lxxii foil. Other parallels between the document C and the Ps. of Sol., viz. iv. 26

obol Tpa\dai, and Ps. of Sol. viii. 19 ; also Bar. iv. 20 and Ps. of Sol. ii. 21, 22 (Jerusalem clothed in

sackcloth) are cited in Kneucker, p. 43 note, and also by Ryle and James (Introd., p. lxxvi), who
extend the list so as to cover the whole of the Book of Baruch. Many of these, however, have very

slight significance, while those which belong to the document C leave an irresistible impression of

dependence by this document on the Ps. of Sol., and therefore become an important indication with

respect to date. 1

(b) Collateral evidence is supplied by the Syr. version. It will be seen hereafter that there are

indications to warrant the belief that that version is based on the original Hebrew text as well as on
the Greek version of the documents A and B ; but when we come to the document C evidences

abound that the only text on which the Syr. is based is the Greek. In iv. 20 and v. 1 the Greek
word 0T0A7? is taken over into the Syriac. In iv. 34 Syr. even embodies a conflate reading. Thus
in the LXX we have in B the original reading ayaKXCapa, ' exultation ', which was corrupted into

ayaXpa, ' statue ', ' idol ', embodied in A. In Syr. we have the conflate reading ' I will take away
from her the idols and the exultation '.

(c) Moreover, the phraseology is occasionally such as Hebrew could hardly employ. Thus in

iv. 28 htKa-nXaviaaaTe finarpcxpevTes (riTrjacu ovtov, ' return and seek him ten times more ', could scarcely

be represented by Wp3^ 3«$ nftH (so Kneucker). The Piel (or Aram. Pael) of "WW means only ' to

tithe '. Only some such circumlocution as perhaps i^i???* 3Wfr ^10 &n~\&y would convey the idea

expressed in the Greek. See also below on Greek style, § 9, I (Greek version).

(d) Lastly, the O.T. citations are based on LXX rather than the Hebrew text. This is especially

clear in the Pentateuch.

Baruch. LXX.
iv. 7 impogwarre yap rbv TroirjcravTa vpas Bvo-avT€<; Deut. xxxii. 16, 17 Trapd)£vvdv pe . . . Wvcrav oair

8aip.ovt.ois Kal oi $e.G>. p.ovioi<; Kal ov #eu>.

iv. 15 €7n/yayev yap ctt atrovs Wvos p.aKp66ev, eOvos Deut. xxviii. 49, 50 £7ra|ei xvpios iirl ere Idvos p.aicp6-

dvaiScs . . . Kal ovk rjo-xyvOrjo-av Trpeo-fSvrrjv ovSe iraiSiov Bev . . . tOvos avatScs . . • octti? ov 6avp.ao~ei irp6o~(jiTrov

7)\er)o-av. irpeo-fivrov Kai viov ovk cAo/crei.

IV. 20 i£e8vo-dp.rjv rrjv aroXrjv . . . ivf.8vo-d.p-qv 8\ Isa. Hi. I evSucrai tijv urv&V o~ov . . .

aaKKOv . . . cf. V. 1.

[On re-studying the question of the original language of this chapter I have come to the conclusion that it was
Hebrew on the following grounds :

1°. There can be practically no doubt that the true text of v. 6 is : eltrdyei 8e aurovs 6 8c6s 7rp6y o-e alpofitvovs yard

o~6£t)s ons Bpovov ftcxrikfias.

2°. A comparison of this verse with Isa. Ixvi. 20, xlix. 22 makes it clear that the text is to be rendered as in the

R. V. ' God bringeth them in unto thee borne on high with glory, as on a royal throne ', but decidedly not ' as a royal

throne '.

3 . Now since the Greek is vigorous and idiomatic, the author of the Greek does not think in Hebrew, he is more
or less a master of the Greek of his period. Accordingly he could not have written ws dpovov fiacriXfias if he had
meant a>s in\ 8p6vov (3aai\fLus. But since the context and the associations of the passage require us to translate ws

dpovov fiao-iXdas ' as on a royal throne', it follows that we have here a definite Hebraism = niD^D NDDD. See my
note on § 5 of the Ps. of Sol. where this subject is discussed by Dr. Buchanan Gray. This Hebraism could only be
explained in one of two ways : either the writer thought in Hebrew or the Greek is a mistranslation of the Hebrew.
The rest of the Greek is wholly against the former hypothesis. Hence we must have recourse to the latter. The
Greek of ch. v is a translation from the Hebrew.

4°. The peculiar form of the expression has not been noticed. In Isa. Ixvi. 20 it is on actual wagons, horses, and
litters that the returning Israelites are carried, since it is the Gentiles that convey them. But in our text, since it is

God Himself that conveys them, the means by which He conveys them are not chariots, &c, nor anything that the

writer can definitely describe. The Israelites are not borne ' on a royal throne ' but on something resembling a royal

throne. We have here the use of the Apocalyptic 3 so frequently used in this sense in Ezekiel and Daniel, and
1 Enoch, and of its Greek equivalent &>? in Revelation. The supernatural element (at all events imaginatively) is

introduced here and in the verses that follow.

1 See note on the Introduction to the Ps. of Sol., § 5. We cannot accept Rothstein's suggestion that Ps. of Sol. xi

is based on Bar. iv. 36-v. 9.
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5°. No real difficulty is caused by the fact of the very close resemblance of Ps. of Sol. xi and I Bar. iv. 36— v. 9.

They can be explained as versions of two different recensions of the same Hebrew psalm. In the LXX and
Theodotion we have Greek translations of two recensions of the Semitic text of Daniel, the older of which is lost.

In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs the two divergent Greek forms of the text presuppose two similarly

divergent forms of the Hebrew original : while in the Zadokite Fragments, which are preserved only in Hebrew, we
have two recensions of ch. ix. See op. cit. in vol. ii.

All, therefore, that we need to presuppose, is that the author of 1 Baruch adapted for his own purposes an existing

Hebrew psalm, which is itself, or one form of it, preserved in Ps. of Sol. xi. Possibly also the translator of I Baruch had
not only the Hebrew original of Baruch before him but also the Greek Version of Ps. of Sol. xi, just as Theodotion had
the LXX, and the translator of the Hebrew original of /3 of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs had a before

him.—Gen. Editor.]

§ 7. Date and Authorship.

We are now in a better position to consider the questions of date and authorship. The question

of date has to be examined in relation to the three documents A, B, and C (a) separately and (b) in

connexion with their redactional combination.

With reference to A (i. 2, 3 b-u\. 8) the determining factor in deciding the date is the close

connexion between Dan. ix. 7-19 and Bar. i. 15-ii. 17 as well as the historical confusion common to

Daniel and this document (i. II, 12), to which attention has already been called (§ 4). Now close

literary parallels are often capable of alternative solutions. So here it might be argued that Baruch
precedes Daniel. And this was the view taken by Ewald (Gesch. des V. Isr. 3

iv, pp. 265 foil. ; Pro-
pheten des Alten Bundes*, iii, pp. 252 foil.) ,who assigned the document to the close of the Persian

Empire when the communities in and around Jerusalem were in a state of ferment (during the reign

of Artaxerxes III (Ochus)) against Persian rule. This letter, under the name of Jeremiah's secretary

Baruch, was intended to effect among Palestinian -Jews what Jeremiah's own Epistle (Jer. xxix)

effected among the Jews in exile, contentment with established foreign rule. Whatever view be
taken as to the historical prius, whether it be Daniel or Baruch, it has been perfectly clear to nearly

all except Roman Catholic critics that the document must have been composed long after the

Babylonian exile. As in the case of Daniel, so also in that of this book, the historical confusion

common to both can only have arisen long after the Babylonian Empire and its events had become
a confused tradition. That the document A came after the Book of Daniel is indicated :

(1) By a comparison of Dan. ix. 7-19 with Bar. i. 15-ii. 17. The latter is longer and charac-

terized by much repetition of phrase, e.g. 'have not hearkened unto the voice' . . . (= 'obeyed the

voice', Dan. ix. 10, b)p2 i:yDK> tib) Bar. i. 18, 19, 21, ii. 10; 'plagues', i. 20, ii. 2. From repetitions

the former is not entirely free.

(2) By the contents of A. Here the whole situation that is disclosed cannot be reconciled even

with the late Maccabaean period. It is hardly conceivable that any Jew would have recommended
at that time, with the retrospect of the great Maccabaean struggle behind him, and in the existing

state of national feeling, a policy of loyal submission to their conquerors. Nor was that period one of

utter gloom and national humiliation. Fritzsche's conjecture (p. 173) we may safely put on one side.

It is quite otherwise with the events of 63 B.C., when Pompey invaded Judaea and captured

Jerusalem. Some of the indications in the document A might be held to accord with the humiliations

and sufferings inflicted on the Jews when the Roman general espoused the cause of Hyrcanus against

his brother Aristobulus, and laid siege to the temple quarter of Jerusalem, and even entered the

Holy of Holies. The cup of humiliation was full when he carried off Aristobulus as his prisoner,

and Jewish captives and spoil graced his triumph two years later. It might indeed be argued that

the friendly attitude enjoined towards Israel's conquerors in A (i. 11, 12 ; ii. 21 f.) would accord with

the date 48 B. c, when Julius Caesar's policy of clemency was extended towards the Jews. Cp. Joseph.

Ant. xiv. 10 (passim) ; according to Suetonius (Caes. 84) large numbers of Jews bewailed his death.

See Schtirer, ed. 3, iii, p. 30. When we turn, on the other hand, to the document C evidences

might be held to accumulate in favour of identifying the situation created by Pompey's invasion with

that which underlies the Book of Baruch, e.g. the reference in iv. 15 to the 'shameless nation, and of

a strange language ' brought ' from far ' points clearly to the Roman invasion, and might be compared
with the phraseology of Ps. of Sol. xvii. 9. Other references, such as the ' captivity' of Jerusalem's
1 sons and daughters ' (iv. 14) and the denunciation of Rome, ' she that rejoiced ' at Jerusalem's ' fall,

and was glad of thy ruin ' (iv. 33), ' her exultation and her boasting ', become significant in the light

of the captives which Pompey carried to Rome to adorn his triumph, which included not only

Aristobulus, but also his son, Antigonus, and his two daughters.

But they become even more significant in the light of the later Roman triumph under the

Flavian dynasty which wrought the greatest tragedy from which Israel has ever suffered. Ever
since Kneucker's careful investigations (published in 1879) critical opinion has decisively inclined

towards the view that the actual historical events which underlie the Book of Baruch belonged to
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the Jewish struggle against Rome of the years a.d. 66-70. The chief indications which point to

this conclusion are :

—

(i) The identification of Vespasian and his son Titus with ' Nabuchodonosor ' and ' Baltasar his

son ' (i. 1 1, 12), whom Israel is commanded to serve loyally (ii. 21 f.). This expression of complaisance

towards Rome finds its parallel in the attitude of the chief Pharisees in Judaea at a somewhat earlier

period described in Josephus, Wars, ii. 1 7. 3, and in that of Josephus himself.

(ii) The fearful sufferings of the Jews to which reference is made (viz. ' great plagues ', ii. 2
;

1 eating the flesh of children ', ii. 3 ;
' bones of kings and ancestors cast forth ', ii. 24) accord with the

incidents in the siege of Jerusalem portrayed by Josephus (
Wars of the Jews, vi. 3, 4, story of the

daughter of Eleazar devouring her own son ; cp. also iv. 5. 1, 2). The reference in ii. 25 to those

who ' were cast out to the heat by day, and to the frost by night, and died in great miseries by
famine ' finds ample confirmation in the full record of Josephus, according to whom ( Wars, vi. 9.

2-3) ' there perished for want of food n,oco' at one time. On the other hand, the references to

the captivity and bondage (ii. 13, 14, 23, 29 ; iii. 8) are fully attested by Josephus. His numbers
are doubtless exaggerated in many cases, yet he is probably not very wide of the truth when he

reckons the numbers of those who were carried into captivity during the entire war to be 97,000
(Wars, vi. 9. 3).

(iii) The clear and definite reference to the destruction of the temple by fire in i. 2 and ii. 26

cannot be said to apply to the events of 63 B.C., when Pompey entered the temple, and its precincts

were desecrated by slaughter (Josephus, Wars, i. 7. 4 f.). Bar. ii. 26 evidently points to the destruction

of the temple by fire in a.d. 70 (Jos., ibid., vi. 4).

When we turn to the document B the contents can hardly be said to reveal a distinct historical

situation. It is a discourse on Wisdom embodied in the Torah. Israel has been for some consider-

able time dwelling in a foreign land (Bar. iii. io) which can only refer to the very extensive

diaspora in Egypt, Asia Minor, and other lands. It is difficult to found any definite conclusion as

to date upon this. It is obviously intended to console Israel during the Roman dominion in

Palestine. While Israel's temporal heritage had passed under Roman subjugation and paid tribute

to the conqueror, the great spiritual possession, wisdom enshrined in the Torah, remained Israel's

eternal glory of which none should deprive him (Bar. iv. 1-3). There can be little doubt that the

significance of such a message to Israel would be enhanced during the years that followed the great

overthrow in Vespasian's reign when Israel was bereft of temple and temple rites in the sacred city.

The contents of B might seem to indicate Alexandria or Palestine as the place of its origin, but about
this it is impossible to pronounce definitely on the basis of these contents only.

With the document A it is otherwise. Ch. i. 2, when connected with ii. 26, in its reference to

the total destruction of Jerusalem and its temple by fire, decisively points to the conclusion that it

belonged to the original introduction of the document. Here the date of the writing is fixed as

the fifth year after the destruction of the temple, i.e. A.D. 74. The spirit of submission to the Roman
authority, which it reflects, would be natural in the years which immediately followed the over-

whelming and crushing blow to Israel's national aspirations which the capture of Jerusalem and the

destruction of the temple involved. A spirit and policy like that of Josephus underlies the document.
Israel's main consolation at this hour was the spiritual consolation of the Torah. That at least

remained. The document B was equally appropriate to the years which followed the catastrophe of
A.D. 70. On the whole it appears probable that both A and B proceeded from the circle of Johanan
ben Zaccai, the first president of the School at Jabneh after the destruction of Jerusalem in a.d. 70.

For (1) Johanan was a man of peace. He counselled peace in the struggle against Rome, and it is

recorded of him that he prophesied imperial dignity for Vespasian in the days when he was a Roman
general. (2) His pupils tore their garments and made lamentation as for the dead when they heard
of the destruction of the temple of Jerusalem. (3) We read in Sue. 28 a that he was a devoted
student of the Torah, ' He did not go four yards without reflecting on the Torah and without the

phylacteries.' These are significant traits which are reflected in both the documents A and B. See
Jewish Encycl., art. ' Johanan ben Zaccai '. This view has been suggested to the present writer,

independently of one another, by both Prof. Burkitt and Mr. I. Abrahams.
We have already seen that the attitude of the document C (iv. 5-v. 9) to the Roman power is

altogether different. Instead of compliance we have notes of burning resentment and hostility (see

above, § 3). As in the document A the events of the Flavian War against Judaea in A.D. 66-70
clearly stand in the background. The captivity of Jerusalem's children (iv. 14), like the references in

A (ii. 13, 14, 23, 29 ; iii. 8), are in conformity with the well-known facts of history (Joseph. Bell.

Iud. vi. 9. 3). ' Those that rejoiced ' in Israel's fall and the ' exultation in her great multitude

'

(iv. ^ 34) receive a vivid illustration in the triumph of Vespasian and Titus. Such ' boasting ' is to

be ' turned into mourning' (iv. 34). We are unable to follow Kneucker in holding that the ' fire that
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shall come upon her from the Everlasting ' is a reference to the volcanic eruption which destroyed

Pompeii and Herculaneum in A.D. 79.

It is hardly possible to determine the date of such a document by any definite terminus ad
quern. As terminus a quo we naturally have the tragedy of A.D. 70, whose events were still vivid in

the memory of the writer. The minds of those to whom he appealed were beginning to recover

from the shock of a quite recent disaster. Therefore, while the document A might appeal to those

who were cowed by a quite recent calamity, the document C might be reasonably placed a few years

later. Perhaps A.D. 78 might be a not improbable date. But it might well have originated later still.

§ 8. Redaction of the Documents.

We have already seen that there is strong evidence to prove that the document A was originally

composed in Hebrew, and that arguments less cogent, yet valid, lead us to the same conclusion

respecting the document B, which is poetical in form. The combination of both these documents
into a single Hebrew roll probably followed not many years after their separate origination. In the

prevailing gloom and depression awakened by such a catastrophe as that of 70 A.D.—the anne'e

terrible of the Jewish race—consolatory works and apocalyptic treatises would meet a widespread

want. Documents A and B would appeal to minds that were disposed to bow to the inevitable—
the cosmopolitan Jew, the liberal Pharisee whose sympathies were with Ananus rather than John of

Gischala. ' The immediate result of the terrible calamity was a profound shock to the spirit. How
could God permit such a disaster to overtake His chosen people? ' Schiirer (GJV3

, i, pp. 659 foil.)

shows how these fundamental religious problems which meet us in the Psalms recurred with pressing

intensity in the days that followed the destruction of Jerusalem. The solution of the problem of

Israel's calamity was that it was a ' chastisement which God had inflicted on the people for their

sin'. This conception meets us in both A and B (i. 17-19, 22, ii. 8-10, 24, iii. 8, 10-13), and also

in C (iv. 7, 8). Gp. also Apoc. Bar. Ixxvii. 3. 4.

It is difficult to decide how much in ch. i. 1-14 is the work of the editor who pieced together

A and B. We have already seen that verses 3-9 hang badly together. We are confronted by an
historical difficulty in i. 6-10, to which allusion has already been made. In § 4 we dealt with the

apparent historic incompatibility of sacrificial offerings with the ruined temple. How can we
reconcile these verses with the destruction of the temple in A.D. 70? Are we to regard i. 6-10 as

unessential drapery ? This seems hardly possible. We are driven, in fact, to raise the question

discussed by Schiirer (ibid., pp. 653 foil.) : Did sacrificial offerings actually cease immediately after the

destruction of the temple? Putting aside Clem. Rom., ch. 41, and the Ep. to Diogn. 3, in which the

allusion to sacrifices might be regarded as having reference to the past rather than the present, we
come to the argument of Josephus, contr. Ap. ii. 6 adfin. After stating that the law nowhere forbids

Jews to pay honour to worthy men, provided it be inferior in kind to that which is paid to God, the

writer proceeds to say ' we willingly testify our respect to our emperors and to the Roman people.

We also offer perpetual sacrifices for them . . . although we offer no other such sacrifices at our

common expense, not even for our own children, yet do we this as a special honour to the emperors.'

Other confirmatory evidence is cited by Schiirer ; and though he is able to bring a considerable

array of testimony on the other side, the statement of Josephus combined with Bar. i. 6-12 leaves

behind a strong impression that such sacrifices were actually offered in Jerusalem after A.D. 70 by
a party who were complaisant to the Roman power.1 Probably these sacrifices ceased in the second

century and subsequent Jewish writers ignored them as temporary and illegitimate.

The Greek translation of the Hebrew original of A and B was probably made at the close of

the first century or soon after the beginning of the second. Whether it included from the first the

document C (iv. 5-v. 9) or the latter came to be added subsequently it is impossible to determine.

Kneucker, indeed, who regards the entire book as originally written in Hebrew, would make the

terminus a quo of the Greek version about A.D. 1 1 8 or perhaps after the war of Bar Cocheba, A.D. 1 32-135.

The terminus ad quern is A.D. 172, for Irenaeus (Adv. Haereses, v. 35) quotes the passage Bar. iv. 36-

1 The view here adopted has the support of Mr. I. Abrahams. Schiirer, GJV%
, i, p. 654, cites the passage in

Taanith iv. 6 in which, when enumerating Israel's days of calamity, it is stated ' on the 17th Tammuz the Tainid came
to an end '. The language of Josephus, which has been cited, practically admits this :

' although we offer no other

such sacrifices at the public expense.' Abrahams therefore argues that the statement cited by Schiirer from Taanith

iv. 6, so far from contradicting the statement of Josephus, gives us a clue to its real meaning, since the Taniid was
habitually bought at the public expense (paid for by the Shekalim). Cf. Pesikta Rabbati (sect. Shekalim). Josephus

asserts that though the Tamid had ceased, contributions for a sacrifice for the emperor continued. It is therefore

impossible to set aside such an express statement as that of Josephus, especially when taken in conjunction with the

important collateral testimony of Bar. i. 6-10. We have sacrifices for the emperor in the days of Caligula (Wars,

ii. 10. 4 ; cp. 17. 2-4.)
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v. 9 as the words of Jeremiah. Somewhat later (a.d. i 76-178) Athenagoras, in his Apologia, addressed

to the emperor, M. Aurelius, cites (§ 69) Bar. iii. 3$ as the words of an inspired prophet in close

connexion with passages from Isaiah.

§ 9. The Versions.

I: Among the versions, the Greek was the first to appear, and secured thereby a wider currency

for the entire work among the scattered Jewish population, and subsequently among the Christian

communities of the Roman Empire.

Opinions are divided on the question whether a single hand or two hands have worked at the

Greek translation. Both Fritzsche and Schiirer have argued for a single hand, as earlier scholars

(e.g. De Wette and Hitzig) have done. Fritzsche (p. 172) acknowledges that differences in style

are to be found between ch. i. i-iii. 8 and the remainder of the work, but the language in both

portions is in the main the same, while other scholars account for the difference by difference of

subject-matter. Kneucker, on the other hand, contends strongly that two hands have worked at the

Greek translation, and submits the entire book to a careful scrutiny (pp. 76-82). It should be noticed,

however, that in his comparisons a very large number of the divergences in style are found in

ch. iv. 5-v. 9, which we have already shown good reason for regarding as originally composed in

Greek. This of itself would involve a considerable difference in style from the earlier portion trans-

lated from an original Hebrew text. Thus Kneucker observes the frequent employment of the Greek
particle yap in iv. 7, 9, 10, 11, 15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 33, 35, v. 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 (in nearly every

case reproduced in Syr. by ^O, also a more independent and free arrangement of words, iv. 9, 24,

25, v. 1, 2. In ch. iv. 10, II rr}v ai\pLa\(ii<riav tow vl&v \iav koX tS>v Ovyariputv without the repetition of

tt)v alxfj.. before tS>v Ovy. Also the genit. before the governing noun, iv. 25, 37, v. 5, 7, and the

qualifying adj. or adjectival phrase preceding the noun: tt/v -napa rod deov vfj.6~>v awqpiav (iv. 24),

rr]v T>apa tov 8(ov er>t\6ovaav fjiAv 6pyr\v (iv. 25); cf. iv. 29, 31, 33, 36, v. 3.

Another point to which the same writer calls attention is the close connexion between LXX on

Jeremiah and our own text in those cases where borrowings from Jeremiah have taken place; e.g.

Bar. i. 9, cf. Jer. xxiv. 1 ; Bar. ii. 3, cf. Jer. xix. 9 ; Bar. ii. 4, cf. Jer. xlii. 18 ; Bar. ii. 11, cf. Jer. xxxii. 21
;

Bar. ii. 13, cf. Jer. xlii. 2 ; Bar. ii. 21, 22, cf. Jer. xxxiv. 10,9 ; Bar. ii. 23, cf. Jer. xxv. 10, 11, &c. These
close resemblances are explained by some (Dillmann, Fritzsche, and Ewald) as due to the fact that

the same Greek translator has produced the LXX of Jeremiah and the Greek rendering of Baruch.
This theory, however, does not explain the differences as well as the coincidences of language. A
more probable theory is that of Havernick, Schiirer, and (in later years) of Hitzig that the Greek
translator of Baruch was acquainted with and made use of the LXX Jeremiah. This view will be
found to be in some respects parallel to that which we shall have to adopt in reference to the Syriac

version. The Greek translator of the document A was evidently familiar with Theodotion's version

of Daniel (Ge
) or its groundwork, as we have indicated frequently in the notes. 1

The MSS. of the LXX from which our text is obtained are, in the order of importance:

1. The Codex Vaticanus (B), written in uncials of the fourth century.

2. Cod. Alexandrinus (A), written in uncials of the fifth century, now in the British Museum.
3. Cod. Marchalianus, written in uncials not later, according to Ceriani, than the sixth century,

designated Q.
4. Codex Venetus (numbered 23),

' written in sloping uncials of the eighth and ninth centuries

'

(Swete).

In addition to these we have twenty-two cursive MSS. The famous Sinaitic codex (n) and the

Codex Ephrem Syri (C) do not contain the Book of Baruch.
II. A Syriac version which ranks next in importance to the Greek must have been made before

the time of Ephrem Syrus (about the middle of the fourth century), who specially cites the Book of

Baruch. This version is identified by Ewald, Ceriani, and Schiirer with the Peshitta, while Kneucker
disputes this view, holding that the Pesh. did not contain the books of the Apocrypha. We have
a Syriac version in two forms

:

(1) That which is contained in Walton's Polyglott,vo\. iv, based on the Pocock Codex as well as

the Cod. Usserianus. Upon this version we have chiefly relied in the accompanying commentary.
This version has been amended by Paul de Lagarde in his work Libri Veteris Testamenti Apocryphi
Syriace, &c. (1861).

(2) We have also the Syro-Hexaplar translation of Bishop Paul of Tela, executed at the

instigation of the Monophysite patriarch AthanasiUs of Antioch in the year A. D. 617 at Alexandria.

1 Theodotion is mentioned in the Syro-Hexaplar as textual authority for the Greek (cited in margin of Ceriani's

edition with initial I). Cp. Encycl. BibL, ' Text and Versions,' § 50.
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It derives its name from the fact that it is based on Origen's Hexapla and closely follows the Greek
text in the retention of Greek words and Hexaplaric signs. It thus becomes a valuable aid in the
restoration of the Hexaplar text (De Wette, Einleitung, 8th ed., § 60). This Syro-Hexaplar version is

contained in a codex belonging to the eighth century, written in Estrangelo, called Ambrosianus,
reproduced in 1874 by photolithography (not by any means clearly in some places) by Ceriani.

There is also an earlier reproduction (186 [) by the same scholar (clearly printed and easily read).

We are here chiefly concerned with Walton's and Lagarde's text. A very cursory examination
of this version when compared with LXX (A and B) clearly shows that it is no mere slavish

reproduction of the latter, but contains numerous variants as well as expansions. We have already
shown that there is clear evidence to indicate that the Syriac version (i.e. Walton's, and also Lagarde's
amended version) in iv. 5-v. 9 .is based on the Greek original for the simple reason that in docu-
ment C there was no other. But it is otherwise with i. i-iv. 4 (A and B). Here we are unable to

follow in its entirety Kneucker's elaborate proof that the Syriac version is wholly based on the LXX.
Reasons will be forthcoming in the commentary which point to the conclusion that the Syr. was
based on the Hebrew original as well as on the LXX version. (1) This inference might be suggested

by the Syr. rendering of tirl iroTafxov 2ov8, Bar. i. 4 ad fin. Here 2ou5 is reproduced in Syr. by §ur.

This may point to a Heb; variant, since the confusion of ~i and T is exceedingly common, and Greek
reproduces V by a (as in ?i

s
¥). Too much stress, however, cannot be laid upon proper names, which

Syriac notoriously modifies and alters. (2) A more instructive example is i. 1, where h HaftvXwvi

corresponds to the Syr. ^n-tX ' to Babel ' as though Baruch wrote the letter to Babylon. This

variant is best explained by the Heb. original 7111 in which the first of the three letters 1 was

dropped and 711 was naturally interpreted as accus. ' to Babel '. (3) A more striking example is

found in the enigmatic word kfry^hiaCp^v (B ; in A kvyfbiaaa\kiv) in i. 19. The word is a cut. dp. in

the LXX. In Suidas and Hesych. the Greek word is explained by Zyyifciv, Tik-qaia^iv which yields

no satisfactory sense and yet is reproduced in the Syro-Hexaplar by ^on ^=>uso. Fortunately we

have in Diod. Sic. i. 23 and Polyb. xii. 4. 4, xxiii. 9. 12, a guide to a signification which yields

a better sense, ' act precipitately or rashly ' (R.V. ' dealt unadvisedly') :
' We have acted precipitately

in not hearkening to his voice.' We have, however, in Dan. ix the source from which many
passages and phrases are borrowed, and here Dan. ix. 5, n enables us to restore the original

W? '$Bf 'njcip U"}!B*. Here Kneucker is obliged to confess that the Syr. version (that of Walton)
' is relatively the most correct ', o»^a=> 'wcuj Jl» y>*-ai>o which evidently closely follows the Heb.

original. But how did e<rxe5iaC°M e,; arise ? It might perhaps be suggested that it arose by corrup-

tion of e<TTao-ia(oix*v. But it is a far more probable view that UTW became corrupted into *3"]n». (4)

For eKoW-qdt] et? f}ij.as to. nana in the following verse (i. 20) we have in Syr. )fc^-o t*^" ^°- With

the former cp. Deut. xxviii. 60 (Heb. and LXX). The corresponding Heb. of the original may
therefore have been njnn ua psrwn, But the Syr. rests on a variant njnn U3 torn which has greater

inherent probability since we have in Dan. ix. 13 HN3 riKin njn ba, and we know that Dan. ix. 7-19
is the source from which phraseology is largely derived in Bar. i. 15-ii. 17. (5) In ii. 7 LXX
a (\d\rjcrev Kvpios e<£' ripas, ir6.vra ra nana ravTa a f/XOev e$' fifxas. The original Heb. evidently was

»»2>| rmn ntftn ny-irrbirnx i:\by isn ffli"P n^K. Here Syr. renders the opening Heb. 10* by ' inasmuch

as' ... L,tio >.\v. "Vi^? ^&j» 'inasmuch as the Lord [our God] has declared concerning us all

these evils which have come upon us'. This rendering of the relat. in Heb. is not only more
accurate but brings with it better construction and sense. It is obviously not based on the Greek
but on the Heb. original. (6) Another striking example may be found in ch. i. 9, on which consult

the commentary. (7) Examples of dependence on a Hebrew original, sometimes on a variant

corruption, may also be found in the document B (Bar. iii. 9-iv. 4), e.g. iii. 16 cby for ooy, 18 *">??*?

for "ipn. On these instances the notes should be consulted ; also on iii. 21, 23, 34, 35. In not a few

cases we have inferior renderings, and in a large number of passages indicated in the notes we have
expansions l in the Syriac text itself, evidently in some cases added in later copies. But in some of

the modifications introduced into the Syriac we may probably see primitive influences. And this

concerns the document C (iv. 5-v. 9) as well as A and B.

1 The most natural explanation ot tnese variants and expansions is to be found in Prof. Sanday's article in

Studies in the Synoptic Problem, pp. 17 foil., in which he describes the physical conditions under which a scribe or

copyist worked with the roll, not spread out before him on a desk, but deposited in its scrinium or capsa for inter-

mittent reference. A good example of a variant thus caused may be found in Bar. iv. 16 (on which see note). Still

more would variations occur when we have to deal with translations and not copies. Here subtle motives would also

co-operate, enhanced in the case of a rendering which was more or less paraphrastic.
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We have therefore sufficient indications to show that the original author of the Syriac version

as represented in Walton's Polyglott and Lagarde's edition made use of the Hebrew original of A
and B, and not exclusively of the Greek translation as Kneucker insists (p. 163 f.). That it rested

also on G Kneucker shows from many examples. Perhaps the most significant is to be found in

iii. 32, in which KTr)vG>v Terpairobcov corresponds to rfena in the Heb. original (cf. Exod. ix. 9, 10).

This is the word which Delitzsch employs in his Heb. N. T. for rerpdiioba in Acts x. 12. But Syr.

has no corresponding word, and so there renders Jl^' 1^&>»|? Ji'cui just as in Bar. iii. 32 )t^»

c*-^j» k^a>i?. Cp. i. 14 note.

Accordingly the conclusion to which we are guided is analogous to that to which Cornill was
led in his memorable critical edition of Ezekiel (1886) when dealing with the Peshitta: 'It is

apparent at every stage that S has rendered its Heb. original freely, and does not contemplate

a literal translation ' (p. 148). This will be found abundantly illustrated in the notes on Baruch,

where additions and variations of phrase will be found, ' additions of the most varied character'

(p. 150). ' S is no pure recension but a mixed one. In the first place LXX has exercised over it

an important influence' (p. 153). A similar result is even recorded in far different conditions and
a very different field, where divergences of rendering are naturally restricted, viz. in Genesis, by
Hanel in his careful investigation of the Peshitta (' Die aussermasoretischen Ubereinstimmungen zw.

der Septuaginta und der Peshitta in der Genesis '). This writer shows from a large number of

instances that S is there based not only on LXX but also on a Heb. text which stands considerably

nearer to the LXX than the Massoretic version (pp. 68 foil.).
1

From slight yet significant indications we may derive some inference as to the date of the Syriac

version in its origin.

(a) In Bar. v. 2 Jerusalem is exhorted to put on the diadem (ixCrpa), but when we turn to the

Syr. we find the diadem is exchanged for the military helmet (JiWiis as in 1 Sam. xvii. 5, Eph.
vi. 17). Again, in v. 5 ' by tents ' takes the place of ' on the height '.

(b) We note the expansion given in Syr. of iv. 31, 32 :
' The cities shall be in dread that treated

thee ill and rejoiced in thy downfall. The cities shall be in terror that enslaved thy sons. Thou
shalt rejoice in their downfall. They shall be alarmed who treated thee ill. She shall be in dread who
received thy sons.' An extra clause is added. The last clause refers to Rome specially, which we
know possessed a large population of Jews (cf. Juven. Sat. iii. 12-16 and Schiirer 3

, vol. iii, p. $$).

The cities to which reference is here made are probably those to which the large number, to which
Josephus refers, was deported. See above under § 7 (ii).

From these indications, of which (a) is the more significant, we infer that the Syriac version

arose at a time when there was a considerable reawakening of the martial spirit of revolt against

Rome. This points to a date about 130 B.C. and after, when the struggle, headed by Bar Cocheba,
was impending—the last uprising of Judaism against the power of Rome. At that time a large

population of Jews (considerably augmented by those who had escaped from Judaea under the

Flavian dynasty) had settled down in the Euphrates lands. Among these Jews Syriac versions, not
only of the O.T. but also of such works as the Book of Baruch, would find ready acceptance. The
reader who has studied Prof. Burkitt's Early Eastern Christianity (see esp. pp. 75 foil.) will not find

this date unreasonably early. Lastly, we know that the Jews were persecuted under Trajan, and
that before the outbreak of Bar Cocheba's rebellion Rabbi Akiba made a final journey throughout
Parthia and Asia Minor and preached against Hadrian and his legions (see art. Akiba in

Hastings's Enc. R.E.) The Syriac version in its earliest form may have arisen 132 a.d.

III. We have two ancient Latin versions, (a) the Vetus Latina a, sometimes called the
Jtala, which also included Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, 1 and 2 Mace, Prayer of Manasseh, and
fourth Esdras. That this version originated before the time of Jerome is evident from the fact that

Cyprian (Test, adversus Jud. ii. 6) quotes Bar. iii. 35-7 and Tertullian (Adv. Praxean 16) makes
a reference to verse 37. The version was, however, incorporated into the Vulgate. Fritzsche
in Schenkel's Bibel-lexicon characterizes the style of the Jtala as a patois full of provincialisms and
violations of grammatical and syntactical rules. Not a few Greek terms are retained in Latin form.
The careful investigation of this version by Kneucker (pp. 143-9) shows how closely the Greek
version is followed, but not the exact text of any existing codex, (b) Vetus Latina b was first

published at Rome in 1688 by Jos. Caro from an old MS. Since then it has been republished by
Sabatier in the Bibliotheca Casinensis, vol. i (1873), on the basis of three additional MSS. Where
Vet. Lat. a differs from the Greek text, Vet. Lat. b follows the latter. It is, however, also clear that
Vet. Lat. b follows in a considerable number of details Vet. Lat. a, but has a better Latin style.

1 Also Burkitt (Enc. Bibl., ' Text .and Versions,' Peshitta, § 60) remarks that the Syr. Ecclesiasticus is partly
a rendering of the Hebrew.
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IV. The Arabic version contained in Walton's Polyglott closely adheres to the Greek text.

Kneucker has shown in his detailed examination (pp. 177 foil.) that in the vast majority of instances

G A
is followed and not G B

.

V. The Ethiopic version similarly is based on G A
in abbreviated form. It is contained in

Dillmann's Biblia Vet. Test. Aethiopica, vol. v (1894).

VI. The Coptic version was first published in 1870 by Father Bsciai (see Kneucker in loc) in an
edition on the basis of the Cairo codex of the Prophets. Brugsch published subsequently (1872-4)
a Sahidic (Thebaic) version of the Book of Baruch (including the Epistle of Jeremiah) in Lepsius'

Zeitschrift fiir agyptische Sprache und Alterthumskunde, series x, pp. 134-6 ; xi, pp. 18-21
; xii,

pp. 46-9, from a careful, though not faultless, copy made by the learned Copt Kabis. We have
also an edition by Schulte, 1892 (pp. 37-9). This version, like the Arabic and Eth., adheres on
the whole to G A

,
though there are omissions of individual words such as mat and of particles and

pronouns, and even of phrases, and there are also additions.

VII. The Armenian version likewise follows, with few exceptions, G\

§ 10. Influence on Christian and Jewish Literature.

The influence of the book on ecclesiastical Christian literature has been far greater than

upon the Jewish. We have already referred to the use made by Athenagoras of Bar. iii. 35 (see § 8,

ad fin.), as well as by Irenaeus, who quotes {Adv. Haeres. v. $5) the passage in Bar. iv. 36-v. 9 as the

words of Jeremiah. It seems at this time to have been assumed that because Baruch was the

secretary of the prophet, and wrote out many of his discourses, the Book of Baruch must have
also contained the utterances of Jeremiah. Thus Clemens Alexandr. {Paedag. I. x. 91-2) cites

several passages from the Book of Baruch as the words of Jeremiah. Hippolytus, in his treatise

Contra Noe'tum, takes note of the fact that Noetus and his followers make use of the passage Bar.

iii. 35-7 as a support to their patripassian views of Christology. On the other hand, Origen, like

Melito, follows the Jewish Canon, and so ignores what Roman Catholic theologians (including the

latest commentator Schneedorfer) call the Deutero-Canonical books (Apocrypha), though Lamenta-
tions and Epistle of Jeremiah are included in the canonized writings. It is probable, however, that

(as in the case of Clemens Al.) he included the Book of Baruch under Jeremiah, since he cites the

oft-quoted Bar. iii. 38 in his Commentary on St. Johns Gospel, and also Bar. iii. 9-13 in his Jerem.
Homil. vii. 3. Similarly his pupil, Dionysius of Alexandria, quotes Bar. iii. 14, 15, while Apost. Const.

cite Bar. iv. 4. So also references are to be found in Tertullian and Cyprian. Lactantius cites Bar.

iii. 36 f. as the words of Jeremiah along with citations from Isaiah and the Psalms {Inst. iv. 38).

Ephrem Syr. regarded Bar., as well as the other Apocrypha, as Scripture.

Yet in fact many Greek Fathers of the fourth century separated the Apocryphal (or so-called

Deutero-Canonical) writings from the Canonical. Baruch, however, formed an exception, since it

was treated as an appendix to Jeremiah, and so formed part of what Athanasius calls Kavovi(pinva

kou itapahodivTa, TWJTtvQtvTa re deia elvat (3t/3\(a. Similarly, Cyril of Jerusalem and the Provincial

Synod of Laodicea. Thus we find Chrysostom frequently quoting passages from Baruch as words
' of the prophet ' or Jeremiah.

As we follow the Latin Fathers from Hilary of Poitiers and Ambrosius onwards we find a
similar tradition. On the other hand Jerome, who studied and followed Hebrew tradition, forms a

unique exception. He separates the Book of Baruch, together with the Epistle of Jeremiah, from the

book of the prophet Jeremiah as non-Canonical :
' Librum autem Baruch notarii eius, qui apud

Hebraeos nee legitur nee habetur, praetermisimus.' This is the more remarkable since in subsequent

times Pope Felix III, Cassiodorus, and others cite Baruch as authoritative scripture. In the Latin

Bible (as revised by Jerome) Baruch and the Epistle of Jeremiah are omitted. Thus they are not to

be found in the Cod. Amiatinus, the oldest known MS. of the Vulgate. On the other hand, at the

Council of Trent it was recognized as part of the O.T. among other Deutero-Canonical books. Our
English Bible follows the Protestant tradition in placing it among the Apocrypha as non-Canonical.

For further detail we would refer to Reusch's work, pp. 2-21, and to Schiirer, GJV3
, iii, p. 342 f.

Among Protestant German divines till Ewald there was a tendency to depreciate the value of the book.

With reference to the Book of Baruch as a part of Jewish literature, we have already shown
that there are strong grounds for the belief that a Hebrew original of Bar. i. i-iv. 4 existed for a

time among the Jewish communities of the Diaspora during the last quarter of the first century, and
that the rest of the book must have been published within that period in Greek. During the early

part of the second century the whole must have circulated in Greek and somewhat later in Aramaic
(among the Jewish settlements of Mesopotamia). But the history of the book both then and later

among the Jewish communities is most obscure. Probably the note of complaisance towards the
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Roman power in ch. i. i-iii. 8 did not commend the book to Jews after the suppression of Bar
Cocheba's insurrection in A.D. 135. The testimony of the Apostolic Constitutions (v. 20) that on
the 10th of the month Gorpiaeus it was read along with the Lamentations of Jeremiah as a portion

in Jewish worship is subject to some difficulty, as we are unable to identify the date assigned with
that of the Jewish Calendar, though the statement is confirmed by a reference to synagogue-worship
accompanied by a citation of Bar. iv. 9 in Ephrem Syrus. See Schiirer, GJ V3

, iii, p. 342. The
express statement of Jerome (Preface to Jerem.) that in his day the Book of Baruch and the Epistle

of Jeremiah were ' not read among the Hebrews ' would lead us to the conclusion that in the fourth

century A.D. both had ceased to have any recognized place in current Jewish religious literature.

§ 11. The Religious Ideas of the Book of Baruch.

Since the book is composite in authorship and tendency, it cannot be said to present in its

three documents any uniformity of ideas, except in certain positive general features common to all

three parts and also in the general absence of others to which allusion will be made.
(a) Doctrine of God. In all the three documents God is recognized as the absolute ruler of

Israel's destiny, the fountain of righteousness and power, i. 15, 19, ii. 6, iii. 1, 32 foil. The docu-
ment B (iii. 9-iv. 4) naturally emphasizes Gods wisdom and universal knowledge (iii. 32-7). On
the other hand, God's mercy, which listens to the cry of His people, is assumed throughout the
penitential supplication of i. 13—iii. 8, and is expressly affirmed in ii. 35, iii. 2. These features are,

however, most prominent in document C (iv. 5-v. 9), which is greatly influenced by the Deutero-
Isaiah, in which God's love and mercy to His people is the dominant theme. This divine compassion
is the ground of the repeated exhortation ' Be of good cheer '.

' He that called thee by name will

comfort thee.' This document C is specially characterized by the designation of God as ' Ever-
lasting' (aiavios), iv. 22, 35, v. 2, and as 'Holy One', iv. 22. On the other hand, when we turn to

the document A (i. 2, 3^-iii. 8), Lord God (Dt6n mrv) is the usual combination, frequently with the
1st pers. plur. added, ' Lord our God.' In fact 'Lord' (= niiT) belongs to this document and not
to the other two. To this in two passages (iii. 1, 4) is added the epithet 'Almighty' (iTavTOKpariop,

Heb. nixav) or 'All-ruler' (iii. 1, 4). See Gifford's Introd. ad fin.

(b) The doctrine of Sin and of Suffering as the divinely inflicted chastisement for sin is strongly
emphasized throughout the book, especially in i. 13, 1 8— ii. 10, 22 foil., iii. 10-13, iv. 6-8, 12, 13.

Moreover, the sin of the fathers is visited in chastisement on the children, though the obverse doctrine

of merit through the righteousness of ancestors which plays so large a part in Jewish Soteriology
(cp. Matt. iii. 9, Weber, Jiidische Theologie, § 63) is repudiated in ii. 19.

(c) Silence on other points of doctrine. One is impressed by a certain meagreness in the religious

conceptions presented to us in this brief book. In this respect it stands sharply contrasted with the
wealth of ideas contained in 2 Baruch, i. e. the Syriac Apocalypse ofBaruch. Of the Angelology of the
latter (2 Bar. vi. 4 f., vii, viii, temple destroyed by angels, with which the Epistle to the nine and a
half tribes should be compared; lxxx. 1, 2 in Charles's ed. of 2 Bar.) we have not a trace, nor have we
mention of Sirens, Liliths, and dragons (2 Bar. x. 8) ; only a stray reference to demons in 1 Bar. iv. 35,
a borrowed feature. Even the Messianic element prominent in 2 Bar. (xxix. 3-8, xxxix. 7) is con-
spicuous by its absence, as in fact are apocalyptic and eschatological ideas generally. Of the resurrec-

tion of the righteous, to which 2 Bar. alludes (xxx), not a word is said in 1 Bar., though we cannot
go so far as to assert (with Toy in Jewish Encycl.) that it is denied in ii. 17, where the language
respecting the dead in Sheol is merely an echo of Ps. cxv. 17. Nor have we the pessimistic forecast

of a coming age of decay such as we find in 2 Bar. xxxi. 5, xxxii. 5, 6 (cf. Epistle to the nine and
a half tribes, lxxxiii. 9-23, lxxxv. 10). The 2 Baruch and the Epistle to the nine and a half
tribes evidently belong to a school and atmosphere of thought entirely different from that of
1 Baruch.

(d) Great message of document B. Ch. iii. 9-iv. 4, with its praise of Wisdom embodied in the
Torah, strikes the highest note that meets the ear throughout the whole book. There is something
profoundly impressive and pathetic in the closing verses of this document which direct Israel's

thoughts away from his national humiliation, the temple-ruins and the vanished material pomp of
religious ritual, to the eternal glory of that wisdom enshrined in the Torah which was to be Israel's

inalienable possession for ever: ' Turn thee, O Jacob, and take hold of it : walk toward her shining in

the presence of the light thereof.' We can afford to miss the grandiose and bizarre effects of apocalyptic
as we stand in the clear sunlight of this sublime utterance. In place of the ruined temple the broad
universe is the ' house of God ' (iii. 24, 25).
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§ 12. Selected Literature.

The articles on the Book of Baruch in the Encycl. Bibl., Hastings's DB, 1 Encycl. Brit, (nth zd..), Jewish Encycl.,

and \nPREi
, i, p. 640 f. under 'Apocryphen des A.T.'—Perhaps the most complete and useful is by Schurer, GJV*,

iii, pp. 338-44-
Among commentaries specially to be mentioned are FRITZSCHE, Exegetisches Handbuch zu den Apocryphen,

Leipz., 1851 ; REUSCH, Erkldrung des Bitches Baruch (1853), which is from the Roman Catholic standpoint, useful

for its survey of the book's place in patristic literature, [also from same standpoint Das Buch Jeremias, des Propheten
Klagelieder u. das Buch Baruch by SCHNEEDORFER (1903)] ; Ewald in Die Propheten des Alten Bundes, iii {Die
jiingsten Propheten). The most important, however, is that by Kneucker (1879), which contains not only an
ample Introduction' but also a very complete textual apparatus with a careful examination of the different versions,

a full commentary, a translation, and a reproduction of the original Hebrew. In English should be specially

mentioned the Commentary on the Apocrypha, edited by Dr. Wace, to which the Ven. E. H. Gifford, D.D., contributes

the commentary on the Book of Baruch. Lastly, Die Apocryphen des A.T., by KAUTZSCH, to which ROTHSTEIN
contributes Baruch, will be found useful and suggestive.

Among other contributions we should mention HiTZIG, Zeitsch. fur wissensch. Theol., i860, pp. 262-73
;

HlLGENFELD, ibid., 1862, pp. 199-203 ; 1879, PP- 437-54; 1880, pp. 412-22, and KNEUCKER, ibid., 1880, pp. 309-23 ;

Gratz, ' Abfassungszeit und Bedeutung des Buches Baruch,' Monatsch. fiir Gesch. u. Wissensch. des Judenthums,
iii. 1887, pp. 5-20.

1 Attention should have been drawn above under § 2 to the two parts of the confession of Israel, noted in his

article by Dr. Marshall. The Jirst and shorter portion (i. 15-ii. 5) appears to have been intended more especially

for use by the inhabitants of Judah. Hence the distinction in ii. 4 'round about us . . . hath scattered them '. The
second part (ii. 6-iii. 8) is the confession more especially of the exiles. Hence in ii. 13, iii. 8 'scattered us'. This
distinction is useful since it accounts for the repetition of phrase in the two parts, e.g. i. 15 and ii. 6; ii. 4 and ii. 13

(iii. 8). Both portions obviously proceeded from the same hand, rested on like presuppositions (such as the solidarity

of Israel and Judah), and are based very largely on Danielic phraseology.
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1 i And these are the words of the book, which Baruch the son of Nerias, the son of Maaseas, the
2 son of Sedekias, the son of Asadias, the son of Helkias, wrote in Babylon, in the fifth year, and in

the seventh day of the month, what time as the Chaldeans took Jerusalem, and burnt it with fire.

3 And Baruch did read the words of this book in the hearing of Jechonias the son of Joakim king of

4 Judah, and in the hearing of all the people that came to hear the book, and in the hearing of the
mighty men, and of the kings' sons, and in the hearing of the elders, and in the hearing of all the
people, from the least unto the greatest, even of all them that dwelt at Babylon by the river Sud.

5, 6 And they wept, and fasted, and prayed before the Lord ; they made also a collection of money
7 according to every man's power : and they sent it to Jerusalem unto Joakim the high priest, the
son of Helkias, the son of Salom, and to the priests, and to all the people which were found with

8 him at Jerusalem, at the same time when he took the vessels of the house of the Lord, that had been
carried out of the temple, to return them into the land of Judah, the tenth day of the month Sivan,

Title. G SHex - Baruch ; S ' In addition the Second Ep. of Baruch the Scribe ' ; S (Lag.) ' The Second Epistle' ; Arm.
' Ep. of Baruch * ; Vet. Lat. a b ' Prophecy of Baruch

' ; Copt. ' Baruch the prophet '. [The ' Second Ep.' in S title refers by
implication to the earlier preceding Ep. in S addressed by Baruch to the nine and a half tribes beyond the Euphrates.]

Introduction 1-14 [1, 3 a belong to document B ; 2, 3^-14, excluding redactional insertions, to document A].
1. On the personal details respecting Baruch see Ency. Bibl., sub voce, and cf. Joseph. Ant. x. 9. 1, Kneucker

Introd., pp. 2 foil. Maaseas here is obviously the Mahseiah of Jer.xxxii. 12 ; Asadias is the Hebr. Hasadiah. We find

the name in 1 Chron. iii. 20. In S, through omission of the opening character and the frequent confusion of "1 and 1, the
name takes the form Ju^a,. This form of the name may, however, have arisen through Jer. li. 59. Baruch's genealogy
is here traced further back than Mahseiah (Jer. xxxii. 12). S reads 'to Babylon ', as though the letter were dispatched
from Palestine. How this may have textually arisen has been already explained, Introd., § 9 (ii. Syr. Version). In
this way the so-called Second Ep. (in S) accords with the preceding epistle addressed to the nine and a half tribes
beyond the Euphrates (cf. Title above), which is given in Walton's Polygl. and as an addendum in Charles's Apoc. of
Baruch, pp. 124 foil.

2. The omission of the numeral before prjpos is certainly unusual, and points either to a defective original or to an
omission by the translator. S leads us to the conclusion that the omission belonged to the original. We have no
warrant, therefore, for the insertion of the name of the month Sivan (with Ewald).

In Ezek. i. 2, viii. 1, &c, the years are reckoned from the date of the first capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar
when Jehoiachin was made prisoner (597 B.C.). In this year, however, Jerusalem was not burnt, but in the subsequent
and final capture when the temple was destroyed 587-586 B.C. (cf. Bar. ii. 26). It is from this date, therefore (with
Fritzsche, as against Eichhorn and others), the fifth year should be reckoned. See Introd., § 4.

3. 4. The language reminds us of 2 Kings xxiii. 2 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 30. trpbs rqv /3i/3Aoi>, i. e.' to hear the book. /3i'/3Xor

instead of pifiXLov in $a. Similarly /3i'3\ov in iv. 1. We know nothing of the locality of Sud. Grotius conjectures
that it refers to the city Soita. Bochart would emend to Sur, i.e. the city Sora. S, in fact, renders 'river of Sur',
which may be founded on the original "11V, but it is precarious to base a conclusion on the Syr. treatment of proper
names. Cheyne's suggestion of Shihor (in Ency. Bibl.) is pure conjecture. L and Ar. follow G in reading Sud; so
also characteristically SHex.

5. With the phraseology comp. 2 Chron. xxiv. 5, 11 ; Lev. v. 7, &c.
7. Upea. (as contrasted with following Upels) is used in the pregnant sense of the head-priest of the Jerusalem

sanctuary as in 1 Kings iv. 2 ; 2 Kings xi. 9, xii. 8 ; cf. Lev. xiii. 2 ; Num. iii. 6 ; Neh. xiii. 4 ; 1 Chron. xvi. 39, &c.
(cf. I Mace. xv. 1). In assigning this position to Joakim the writer departs from earlier tradition. According to
I Chron. v. 39 the succession of High Priests was Shallum, Hilkiah, Azariah, Seraiah. Esdras (A) viii. 1 interpolates
Zichri between Hilkiah and Azariah. In only quite late times we find a tradition (in Joseph. Ant. xi. 5. 1) that on the
death of Darius a certain Jehoiakim, son of Jeshua, was High Priest contemporary with Ezra. But this was more
than 120 years after the time to which this passage refers. The chief priest in Jerusalem at the time of its final over-
throw (587-586 B.C.) was Seraiah, 2 Kings xxv. 18 (= Jer. Iii. 24).

8. As already shown (Introd., § 4) the reference of alrov is vague. ' He' might be referred to Joakim (Jehoiakim)
of the preceding verse (so Herzfeld, Hilgenfeld, &c). But this is evidently not intended. Baruch, the subject of
verse 3, is meant, since his presence in Babylon and not in Judaea fits the situation (so Fritzsche, Reusch, Ewald,
Havernick, Hitzig, and Kneucker).

The restoration of the vessels to Jerusalem is another departure from the older tradition. According to the latter,
the vessels which had been carried off by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxiv. 13, i.e. 597 B.C., and xxv. 14 f., i.e. 586 B.C.)
were restored by Cyrus (Ezra i. 7-1 1). The statement in this verse seems to ignore Jeremiah's polemic against
Hananiah and the false prophets (Jer. xxvii. 16, xxviii. 3, xxix. 4). Zedekiah's preparation of silver vessels is another
addition to the later story. The angelic vision in 2 Bar. vi. 4-10 respecting the concealment of the furniture of
the Holy of Holies is another example of the freedom with which later writers dealt with history. The month Sivan
(May-June) belongs in origin to the Babylonian Calendar (Schrader, COT, ii, p. 69 f.), borrowed by exilian and
post-exilian Judaism and made the third month of their ecclesiastical year. It is mentioned in the late post-exilian
Esther viii. 9. S reads here Nisan and om. 'silver' (perhaps as derogatory to national dignity).
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9 namely, silver vessels, which Sedekias the son of Josias king of Judah had made, after that Nabu-
chodonosor king of Babylon had carried away Jechonias, and the princes, and the captives, and the

10 mighty men, and the people of the land, from Jerusalem, and brought them unto Babylon. And
they said, Behold, we have sent you money ; buy you therefore with the money burnt offerings, and
sin offerings, and incense, and prepare an oblation, and offer upon the altar of the Lord our God

;

11 and pray for the life of Nabuchodonosor king of Babylon, and for the life of Baltasar his son, that
12 their days may be as the days of heaven above the earth : and the Lord will give us strength, and

lighten our eyes, and we shall live under the shadow of Nabuchodonosor king of Babylon, and
under the shadow of Baltasar his son, and we shall serve them many days, and find favour in their

13 sight. Pray for us also unto the Lord our God, for we have sinned against the Lord our God ; and
14 unto this day the wrath of the Lord and his indignation is not turned from us. And ye shall read

this book which we have sent unto you, to make confession in the house of the Lord, upon the day
of the feast and on the days of the solemn assembly.

15 And ye shall say, To the Lord our God belongeth righteousness, but unto us confusion of face, as
16 at this day, unto the men of Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and to our kings, and to

17 our princes, and to our priests, and to our prophets, and to our fathers: for that we have sinned
18 before the Lord, and disobeyed him, and have not hearkened unto the voice of the Lord our God,
19 to walk in the commandments of the Lord that he hath set before us: since the day that the Lord

brought our fathers out of the land of Egypt, unto this present day, we have been disobedient unto
20 the Lord our God, and we have dealt unadvisedly in not hearkening unto his voice. Wherefore the

plagues clave unto us, and the curse, which the Lord commanded Moses his servant to pronomice in

9. Obviously an echo of Jer. xxiv. I. There 8eap.u>Tas corresponds to the doubtful word "13DD = ' prison ' (Isa. xxiv.

22, xlii. 7 ; Ps. cxlii. 8), and there applied apparently to those who are imprisoned. The ' people of the land ' corre-
sponds to r~Wn Dy of Zech. vii. 5, but meaning here, as in 2 Kings xxiv. 14, Jer. i. 18, Dan. ix. 6, the common people

as opposed to the aristocracy (in Zech. the laity as distinguished from the priesthood). S varies considerably after

'princes ', viz. ' and the officers and the workmen and the armies from Jerusalem '. Here ' the workmen ' (rexyiras =
KHnn) takes the place of ' the people of the land ' in G and Syr.-Hex., and stands in closer accord with both Jer. xxiv. 1

and the history of the year 597 B.C. (comp. 2 Kings xxiv. 14). We are in fact led to conclude that S here rather than
G is based on the original Hebrew text.

10. \iawa (more correctly fxavaa in many codd.), 'oblation', is obviously an attempt to reproduce the Hebr. nrpp

Jer. xvii. 26, xli. 5. wotr/crarf, 'prepare', is a literal rendering of the Hebr. DTP&jn, as in Exod. xxix. 36, &c, Lev. ix.

7, xv. 15. Similarly <n\ dvoi&are, 'and offer', most probably corresponds to Dflvjjni (Jer. xxxiii. 18 G A
; Exod. xxiv. 5,

xxx. 9 ; Lev. xiv. 20, &c).
11. The exhortation to pray for the life of Nebuchadnezzar reflects the tone of prophecy in Jeremiah and Ezekiel

towards Babylonia. In later exilian prophecy the tone becomes embittered (Isa. xlvii, Jer. 1, li, contrasted with

Jer. xxvii. 6-8, xxix. 4-7 ; Ezek. xxvi. 7-12, xxix. 17-20). npcxrev^atrde nepl . . . seems an echo of Jer. xxix. 7 (xxxvi. 7
G B

). On the historical questions involved see Introd., § 8.

Baltasar appears in Dan. v. 1 as Belshazzar (H, in Goande Baltasar). Both here and in Daniel we have the

same confusion of names. Belshazzar (in Babyl. Bel-sar-usur, 'Bel, protect the king') was son of Nabonidus
{Nabii-nairf, ' Nebo is gracious'), the last Babylonian king, not of Nebuchadnezzar (as in,Dan. v. 2, 13, 18, 22, and in

the present passage).

12. S introduces characteristic variations in the opening of the verse, 'and that the Lord grant unto us that we may
serve him.'

13. airiaTpttyev (' is . . . turned ') is here intransit., whereas in verse 8 above anoaTptyni is transit. On this ten-

dency of transit. Greek verbs to become intransit., see Radermacher, NTliche Gram. (191 1), pp. 18 foil.; comp.
below, ii. 8. The Hebrew equivalent may be easily restored from Isa. ix. 11, 16, &c. (G airtaTpixfyr)), lv. 10, viz.

"iDJjri rili-p 5]X \yao 31? VO. S adds 'our God' to 'Lord' in all three cases where the Deity is mentioned. This
combination is the usual formula in 1 Baruch.

,

14. make confession (e'£ayopeC<7ai), evidently the rendering of nninn?, as in Lev. v. 7, xvi. 21 ; Num. v. 7. Kaipos

here stands for "IJ/iO in the sense of festival season or 'solemn assembly' (navf)yvpn) , whereas e'opnj, 'feast', is the

translation of jn. Comp. Hos. ix. 5, xii. 10. But while SHex - reproduces here G, S has 'days of the Lord\ This is

evidently due to the influences of a corrupted Greek text (<vpiov for naipov). G B S np*l>? • • • ^M fPa ' y > DUt G Aana<) har-

monize by reading plur. in both cases, L by reading sing. S, moreover, introduces additions, 'make confession on
behalf of us in the Lord's house before the Lord.'

Confession of the Palestinian Remnant, i. 15— ii. 5 (document A. See note on p. 582).

15-18 is closely modelled on Dan. ix. 7-10, yet abbreviated.

15. as at this day is the familiar Hebr. iTtn Di>3 in 1 Kings viii. 24 and Dan. ix. 7. On this pregnant use of ?

in Hebrew see Gesen.-Kautzsch, Hebr. Gr.,K § 118. 6; comp. below, ii. 26 note.

17. before the Lord. Zvavn G B belongs to the koivt), Radermacher, NTliche Gram., p. 117. GA

Q

ivavriov ; 'for that

we have sinned,' &c. = (** »Jp5>) nj.TJ) UKDPI T^K, Dan. ix. 8. II.

19. On ('ax^idCoixtv (GA ((rx(^uaap.(v), a an. tip. in LXX ('dealt unadvisedly'), see Introd., § 9, ii (Syr. Vers.).

S and Dan. ix. 5, 11 clearly show that we have in G a rendering based on a corrupt text. Translate :
' We have rebelled

in not hearkening . .
.

' io-x^iafo^ci' arose out of the corruption of 13T1D into 13"VTO.

20. clave (€Ko\\r)8r)). A strong phrase which occurs again in iii. 4. This and other expressions in this verse are
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the day that he brought our fathers out of the land of Egypt, to give us a land that floweth with

21 milk and honey, as at this day. Nevertheless we hearkened not unto the voice of the Lord our
22 God, according unto all the words of the prophets, whom he sent unto us : but we walked every

man in the imagination of his own wicked heart, to serve strange gods, and to do that which is evil

2 1 in the sight of the Lord our God. Therefore the Lord hath made good his word, which he pro-

nounced against us, and against our judges that judged Israel, and against our kings, and against

2 our princes, and against the men of Israel and Judah, to bring upon us great plagues, such as never
happened under the whole heaven, as it came to pass in Jerusalem, according to the things that

3 are written in the law of Moses ; that we should eat every man the flesh of his own son, and every

4 man the flesh of his own daughter. Moreover he hath given them to be in subjection to all the
kingdoms that are round about us, to be a reproach and a desolation among all the people round

5 about, where the Lord hath scattered them. Thus" were they cast down, and not exalted, because

6 we sinned against the Lord our God, in not hearkening unto his voice. To the Lord our God
7 belongeth righteousness : but unto us and to our fathers confusion of face, as at this day. For all

8 these plagues are come upon us, which the Lord hath pronounced against us. Yet have we not
intreated the favour of the Lord, in turning every one from the thoughts of his wicked heart.

9 Therefore hath the Lord kept watch over the plagues, and the Lord hath brought them upon us

;

10 for the Lord is righteous in all his works which he hath commanded us. Yet we have not hearkened
unto his voice, to walk in the commandments of the Lord that he hath set before us.

11 And now, O Lord, thou God of Israel, that hast brought thy people out of the land of Egypt
with a mighty hand, and with signs, and with wonders, and with great power, and with a high arm,

12 and hast gotten thyself a name, as at this day: O Lord our God, we have sinned, we have done
13 ungodly, we have dealt unrighteously in all thine ordinances. Let thy wrath turn from us: for we

obviously Deuteronomic, cf. Deut. xxviii. 60 (Hebr. and G). In the original there would stand i"6sni nyin *03 p2"trn

(cf. also Dan. ix. 11). But S has a variant which is more probable. See Introd., § 9, ii (Syr. Version).
21-22 continue in the Deuteronomic strain (esp. of Deut. xxviii) reflected in Dan. ix. 5-17. S contains an inter-

pretative expansion ' to do all the words of his servants the prophets '.

22. GA (followed by Vet. Lat. a and Ar.) wrongly places rjfiav instead of avrov after KapbLas.

II. 1-2 follow Dan. ix. 12, 13 with many close resemblances in G to the corresponding version in Dan. of Ge
, but

SiKaaras- for xpirds and BtKaaavras for ot (Kpivov. Note vno ttcivtos tov ovpavov common to both, xat 'io-T-qcrtv . . . hind-

o-avras is almost a literal reproduction of Dan. ix. 12. S + 'and Judah' in both cases to 'Israel'. Corresponding to

ea-TTja-ev, 'made good', we should have the familiar Dp'1. This Hif. is used in the sense of keeping a command or

promise by fulfilling it. Cf. verse 24 and Gen. xxvi. 3 ; Lev. xxvi. 9 ; Deut. ix. 5 : 1 Sam. i. 23, xv. 13 ; I Kings ii. 4,

vi. 12, xii. 15 ; Jer. xi. 5, xxxiii. 14. S ^d(o appears to reproduce the Hebr. original, but this is not a necessary conclu-

sion ; cf. SHex - and Ar.

dvOpeonov 'la-p. Here Hebr. original would be "i&) E^K where B^K is used collectively as in Joshua ix. 6 and
Judg. vii. 23 (where G more correctly has dvrjp).

GA<J preserve the full original text, since they add tov dyaytlv (Q* dvayayuv) e(f>' fads naicd p.eya\a a, 'to bring upon

us great plagues such as', just as in Dan. ix. 12, i.e. in Hebr. original , . . "IK'X TVYn iljn WpJJ N"ar6. So SHex -

(with asterisks) and Ar. S, however, has L,jj» ^.\,\ wk^lo, perhaps based on run"1 wby N?J!, and after ' heaven

'

adds ' upon all the earth ' (evidently an expansion ; cf. Dan. ix. 12).

3. dvdpwnov, Hebr. WR in sense of ' every one '. We have here language based on Jer. xix. 9, Deut. xxviii. 53 (cf.

Lev. xxvi. 29) ; GA
' sons' (plur.) ; so Ar. S has sing, as GB

.

4. inoxapiovs, ' in subjection', T3 DJ"IN [JIM [cf. Gen. xiv. 20 (H and G)], closely followed in S. The latter part of

the verse is an echo of Jer. xlii. 18 (G closely corresponds), 'reproach and a desolation', niSB'p} rising ; ov . . . titti

(cf. verse 13 and Mark i. 7, vii. 25), Heb. DB> . . . "it^N.

5. Borrowed from Deut. xxviii. 13.

Confession of the Exiled Community in Babylon, ii. 6-iii. 8 (document A).
6. Repetition of i. 15 with slight variation.

7. S renders 'seeing that the Lord our God hath uttered against us all these evils', &c,
(
.Vv "^^»* '^A*-*9

. . r.o»^/ 11- ;.-•»> which is a better rendering of the original Hebr. «*» nK3H TIWH n$nrH>3"7W «^S miT 13*51 1B>KL \ -I ^ * T T T - - t T T T ** • T T V " V ~l
*

See Introd., § 9, ii (Syr. Vers.). Here, however, SHex - follows G as usual. On a>s f] faipa avrrj cf. Bar. v. 6 note.
8. G is here nearly identical with G" in the corresponding portion of Dan. ix. 13. vo^pdrav, 'thoughts'; S 4»±*a"

'inclinations ', 'desires', as in i. 22 (diavoia), corresponds to Hebr. niDCJTtp. «

9. An almost exact replica of Dan. ix. 14, which in its turn echoes Jer. xliv. 27. Note that for ' works which he
hath done' in the Dan. passage, we have here 'which he hath commanded us' (in S , ,r»o>« just as in G and SHex -,

Hebr. ^Vt). Yahweh is watching over the calamities in order to bring them to pass as retribution for transgression.
10. Repeats with variations i. 18, which closely follows Dan. ix. 10, G partly following the Dan. passage in G9

.

11. Reproduces Dan. ix. 15 in its earlier part with Deuteronomic phrases added. Here again G follows the Dan.
version of Ge

.

12. Continues the Danielic phraseology at the close of ix. 15 (cf. 5). G, however, prefers 8iKatwpara to the Kpifiara of
Go and e

in j3an as rendering of CtpaB'p. Cf. verse 1.

13. The language is borrowed from' Jer. xlii. 2, H3inD DJJD WlK^ VD 'for we are left but a few out of many' (cf.
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH 2. 14-26

14 are but a few left among the heathen, where thou hast scattered us. Hear our prayer, O Lord, and
our petition, and deliver us for thine own sake, and give us favour in the sight of them which have

1,5 led us away captive: that all the earth may know that thou art the Lord our God, because Israel

16 and his posterity is called by thy name. O Lord, look down from thine holy house, and consider

17 us: incline thine ear, O Lord, and hear: open thine eyes, and behold : for the dead that are in the

grave, whose breath is taken from their bodies, will give unto the Lord neither glory nor righteousness :

18 but the soul that is greatly vexed, which goeth stooping and feeble, and the eyes that fail, and the

19 hungry soul, will give thee glory and righteousness, O Lord. For we do not present our supplication

2D before thee, O Lord our God, for the righteousness of our fathers, and of our kings. For thou hast

sent thy wrath and thine indignation upon us, as thou hast spoken by thy servants the prophets,

21 saying, Thus saith the Lord, Bow your shoulders to serve the king of Babylon, and remain in the

22 land that I gave unto your fathers. But if ye will not hear the voice of the Lord, to serve the king

23 of Babylon, I will cause to cease out of the cities of Judah, and from without Jerusalem, the voice

of mirth, and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom, and the voice of the bride : and the

24 whole land shall be desolate without inhabitant. But we would not hearken unto thy voice, to serve

the king of Babylon : therefore hast thou made good thy words that thou spakest by thy servants

the prophets, namely, that the bones of our kings, and the bones of our fathers, should be taken out

25 of their places. And, lo, they are cast out to the heat by day, and to the frost by night, and they

26 died in great miseries by famine, by sword, and by pestilence. And the house which is called by
thy name hast thou laid waste, as at this day, for the wickedness of the house of Israel and the house

Deut. iv. 27). drro iroXXuv has been accidentally dropped out of GAB and is inserted in S. Jl^a^o *_v». We are

justified in restoring HBino to the Heb. I Baruch, since some G codd. (22, 36, 48, 51, and others) retain and noXX. and its

omission is indicated in the marg. of SHex -. S supplies us here with a parallelism :
' because we have been left a few

out of many and are scanty among these peoples among whom thou hast scattered us.'

14. d7roiKi'fa> corresponds to i"QK> (cf. Jer. xliii. 12, H and G). So here S .r*iin

15. S adds ' holy ' to ' name '.

16-17. iwrnftrov els fj^as = U3 |3H (or f3 Dan. ix. 23, G" evvor)6i)ri iv). S repeats »cu», tcdriie, tDSfl (or HP.ipn, Deut.

xxvi. 15).

incline . . . thine eyes repeat Dan. ix. 18. On &>v . . . avrav Hebr. relat. cf. verses 4, 13 above.

We have here the ordinary O. T. teaching of life in Sheol taught in Ps. vi. 6, lxxxviii. II, cxv. 17. nvevpu corre-

sponds in meaning to D^n TOT of Gen. vi. 17 (cf. D^n Pitipl, ii. 7). o-nXayxvu usually corresponds to Hebr. D*prn

(cf. S), but here it is more likely that the original had b^D (as Kneucker suggests), ducatapa here = SiKmoa-vvij

(verse 18 adfin.). Comp. Isa. xlv. 23 foil. The corresponding Hebr. '"Ii?"15f describes ' that aspect of Yahweh's activity

which has for its object the salvation of His people ' (Kautzsch in DB, v, p. 683).

18. «ri to fiiytdos has caused difficulty to interpreters. S affords no help. Fritzsche rightly suspects that there

lurks behind it a corrupted Hebr. original. The passage seems to reflect the spirit of Deut. xxviii. 65 f.

19. KaTaPaWopev tov ZXcov, ' present our supplication ', is fairly clear. S paraphrases : 'We seek from Thy presence

compassion and cast our supplication in Thy presence.' It is nearly certain that we have here the rendering of the

original Hebr. W13W1 DySD tirDtt, Jer. xxxviii. 26, xlii. 9; Dan. ix. 20. In all these passages G renders "isnn

(which means ' pity' and thence is used in the pregnant sense 'prayerfor pity') by the corresponding fXeos, properly
• compassion ',

' pity \ like the Hebr. equivalent, and similarly used in a pregnant sense.
_

This verse exhibits a reaction against the prevalent Jewish doctrine of merit. It is not on account of the

righteousness of ancestors and kings that we found our claim to divine compassion. See Weber, Jiid. Theol., §§ 63

foil. biKaiwunm, ' acts of righteousness ' (nip"1¥) ; comp. Rom. v. 18.

20. Phraseology borrowed from Jer. xxxvi. 7, HDnrn S]Sn 'wrath and indignation'. So also as in Dan. ix. 6,

D*SO£n I'Tng (G° iraidav, G9 SovXcov). Here Dan. LXX for
7 servants' is followed.

21." Based on Jer. xxvii. 11, 12 and xxix. 5 f., 'bow your shoulders,' in Hebr. D3")X15f WSjl (or perhaps D3B3£ tt3H,

Gen. xlix. 15), reflecting the attitude of Jeremiah and Ezekiel towards Babylonia ; cf. i. 11-12 above.

23 reproduces Jeremiah's words repeated in Jer. vii. 34, xvi. 9, xxxiii. II. tls a/Sarov, 'desolate', probably = fls

€pt,fiwaiv in Jer. vii. 34, ilinn? ; comp. S ^y o r.\ . drro ivoiKovvrwp is an obvious Hebraism, viz. SK'i'O (= SB^ 1

P$5?,

Jer. xxxiii. 10).

24. to-TT]o-as, 'thou hast made good ', cf. ii. I, 12, note.

should be taken out, tov €$evex6rjvat = K*3rtfl?, Jer. viii. I. S has also the act., viz. . qpoi >? (Aph.).

25. Based on Jer. xxxvi. 30; latter part of the verse follows Jer. xiv. 12, xxxviii. 2.

sword, famine, pestilence, but in the order ' famine, sword, pestilence '. That drroo-roXr) represents ' pestilence
'

{Oft) is clear from Jer. xxxii. 36, where aitoo-ToXri is given in G. This use of the Greek word appears to arise from

the use of diroo-TtXXtiv as the equivalent of njK' when employed as in Jer. xxiv. 10 (H and G) of Yahweh sending

plagues as chastisement. S and Ar. 'exile' appears to have arisen from a misunderstanding of the true meaning

of awoo-ToXT) as SHex marg. indicates.

26. ov . . . «rl avTt*. Heb. relat. constr. as in ii. 4, 13. There are no sufficient grounds, as Kneucker alleges, for

regarding the first part of this verse as not genuine. Of the genuineness of the entire verse we have clear evidence in

its thoroughly Hebraic diction. Not only the relat. construction already noted, but also o>? 17 ^pa avrr) reflects the

pregnant use of 3 (Gesen.-Kautzsch, Hebr. Gr.K
, § 118. 6, cf. Hos. ii. 5, 17, ix. 9, xii. 10). Moreover, the verse

stands in full harmony with i. 2. The mere fact of repetitions of phrase (Kneucker cites i. 15, ii. 15) constitutes no

argument against genuineness in a document crowded with repetition.
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27 of Judah. Yet, O Lord our God, thou hast dealt with us after all thy kindness, and according to all

28 that great mercy of thine, as thou spakest by thy servant Moses in the day when thou didst command
29 him to write thy law before the children of Israel, saying, If ye will not hear my voice, surely this

very great multitude shall be turned into a small number among the nations, where I will scatter

30 them. For I know that they will not hear me, because it is a stiffhecked people : but in the land

31 of their captivity they shall lay it to heart, and shall know that I am the Lord their God : and I

32 will give them a heart, and ears to hear: and they shall praise me in the land of their captivity, and

33 think upon my name, and shall return from their stiff neck, and from their wicked deeds : for they

34 shall remember the way of their fathers, which sinned before the Lord. And I will bring them
again into the land which 1 sware unto their fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, and they

35 shall be lords of it : and I will increase them, and they shall not be diminished. And I will make
an everlasting covenant with them to be their God, and they shall be my people : and I will no
more remove my people of Israel out of the land that I have given them.

3 1 O Lord Almighty, thou God of Israel, the soul in anguish, the troubled spirit, crieth unto thee.

2 Hear, O Lord, and have mercy ; for thou art a merciful God : yea, have mercy upon us, because we
3, 4 have sinned before thee. For thou sittest as king for ever, and we perish evermore. O Lord

Almighty, thou God of Israel, hear now the prayer of the dead Israelites, and of the children of

them which were sinners before thee, that hearkened not unto the voice of thee their God : for the

5 which cause these plagues clave unto us. Remember not the iniquities of our fathers : but remember
6 thy power and thy name now at this time. For thou art the Lord our God, and thee, O Lord, will

7 we praise. For for this cause thou hast put thy fear in our hearts, to the intent that we should

call upon thy name : and we will praise thee in our captivity, for we have called to mind all the

27. S adds after ' kindness ' the clause ' and according to all thy purpose ' (..i.->, ). Comp. Ps. li. 3.

29. Comp. Deut. xxviii. 62. The reading el pJqv (GA - E
)
[in Qa

rj prjv], ' surely ', arose out of el fxrj, a literal rendering

of the original Hebr. K? DN idiom used to express a strong asseveration which would be unintelligible in its literal Greek

form. S, on the other hand, reproduces the Hebr. original. See Winer, Grammar of N. T. Greek, 8th ed., p. 553,
footnote 7 (on Heb. vi. 14), and especially p. 627, footnote 3, where useful parallels are given. [ionfirjo-is, ' multitude ',

corresponds to pEH in the original (so Fritzsche, who compares Jer. xxxi. 34 e'popfiqo-e, loin), rendered ' people' in S,

which expands into a parallelism, ' shall be turned into a small number and shall be diminished among the peoples.'

Hebr. relat. constr. ov . . . «« as in verses 4, 13, 26, above.

30. lay it to heart is hardly satisfactory. The phrase is an echo of 1 Kings viii. 47, where R. V. rightly renders

'bethink themselves' (cf. Luke xv. 17 and Delitzsch's Hebr.), D3p"?X !Q'IB^, almost literally reproduced in GS and

L (convertetur ad cor suuni). anoiKiirnos = *2&, Jer. xliii. II.

31. Hebr. }TN ' ear ' (sing, and du.) is used to express ' mind ',
' intelligence ' (cf. Assyr. uznu). Comp. 1 Sam. ix. 15,

xx. 2, &c. ; Isa. vi. 10; Matt. xiii. 9, 15.

32. A parallelism.

33. stiff neck, ilE'j? ^.y, as in verse 30 (*\~\V n^p, Exod. xxxii. 9, &c. ; Deut. ix. 6, &c), though we have rpd^^Xos

in 30 and vcbros here (S has same word) for ' neck'.

34. Deuteronomic (Deut. vi. 10, &c.) ; last clause echoes Jer. xix. 6 b.

35 recalls Jer. xxxi. 31, xxxii. 40; remove, probably B*DK as in Isa. xlvi. 7 (cf. Num. xiv. 44), though S suggests

a stronger word. Kneucker prefers OTK, cf. Jer. xii. 14 foil., xlii. 10.

III. 1-8. Bitter cry of appeal to God from the exiles, and confession of past sin.

1. H.avTOKpa.Tu>p, ' Almighty', Hebr. niX2¥, as in 2 Sam. v. 10, vii. 8, 26, &c, appended to nin\ So S (as in 2 Sam.
vii. 8, 26). iv vrevois (rrtllfll or >~ni?3, cf. Ps. xxv. 17, xxxi. 8). aKrjbiibv must be the partic. and would correspond to

n?? (™~>> Comp. Isa. lxL'3 (H and G).

crieth, T\\>y* (as in Ps. lxxvii. 2). S + ' afflicted body ' (perhaps T\1V0 rP13).

2. S characteristically adds 'God' to ' Lord'. G B
' Hear, O Lord, and have mercy '. GAQ m »*g- + 'for thou art

a merciful God, yea have mercy '. S + ' for thou art merciful and kind '. L and Ar. + ' because thou art a merciful
God '. In the original we might therefore assume, with Kneucker, HflX "Vpni }13n '3 U3Tt,

3. Kadrjutvos corresponds to 3B>\ used of sitting on a throne, Exod. xi. 5 (H and G). We should probably follow

Ps. xxix. 10 (rather than Isa. lvii. 15, with Kneucker), i.e. Dbiy? 3B>\ S ' abidest for ever'.

4. For ' dead' of G S and other versions, read with R. V. marg. ' men ', TlD of the original Hebrew being misread
VnD instead of TlD. A more literal rendering of G would be :

' and [so] the evils clave unto us.' S prefixes 'curses
'

to ' evils '. The original would then be riiyjni JlilNBn «3 njpanrn (cf. Deut. xxviii. 20), or in sing. r6xn V2 p3*ini

5. S ' iniquity and folly ', apparently based on an alliterative combination, WrpXp T^K n;D3ni !"l?iyn, but here

probably, as in many other cases, S expands the original text.

7. With the opening cf. Jer. xxxii. 40 b. The original has become corrupted. Hence we have several variants.

S ' that we may invoke (call upon) thy holy name ', where ' holy ' is evidently added as in ii. 1 5. In other respects this

accords with GA
•, which substitute rov for Kal before eViicaX. In the latter part of the verse G B reads ' because we

have put away from our mind all the iniquity ', &c. Similarly Ar. and Vet. L. a convertimur ab iniquitate. But

GB A * «*<»*• 'because we have recalled to our mind' (em Kapdiav), &c. S 'because thou hast recalled to our mind
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8 iniquity of our fathers, that sinned before thee. Behold, we are yet this day in our captivity, where
thou hast scattered us, for a reproach and a curse, and to be subject to penalty, according to all the
iniquities of our fathers, which departed from the Lord our God.

9 Hear, O Israel, the commandments of life :

Give ear to understand wisdom.

10 How happeneth it, O Israel, that thou art in thine enemies' land,

That thou art waxen old in a strange country,

n That thou art defiled with the dead,

That thou art counted with them that go down into the grave ?

12 Thou hast forsaken the fountain of wisdom.

13 For if thou hadst walked in the way of God,
Thou shouldst have dwelled in peace for ever.

14 Learn where is wisdom, where is strength,

Where is understanding ; that thou mayst know also

Where is length of days, and life,

Where is the light of the eyes, and peace.

15 Who hath found out her place?

And who hath come into her treasuries ?

16 Where are the princes of the heathen,

And such as ruled the beasts that are upon the earth
;

1

7

They that had their pastime with the fowls of the air,

And they that hoarded up silver

And gold, wherein men trust

And of whose getting there is no end ?

18 For they that wrought in silver, and were so careful,

And whose works are past finding out,

all the evils and iniquity . . .', where we have an expanded version, but may perhaps infer that in the Hebrew original

stood fcn w:»i£ tp&n.

8. ov . . . ('ku, Hebr. rel. constr. as in ii. 4, 13, 26, and also recurrence of the phraseology of ii. 4 and 29, comp.
Jer. xlii. 18. S lengthens the series: curse, reproach, derision, and condemnation (= o^ik^ait R. V. to be subject

to penalty), the last word in S being the same as that which renders Kpi^ia in 1 Cor. xi. 34 (cf. Delitzsch, Heb. N.T.,
ad loc). The Jer. parallel has also four terms : curse, horror, malediction, reproach (in which 'malediction ' in G is

rendered dpa). Accordingly S restores to our text the ' curse ' of the Jer. passage, whereas the condemnation
(subjection to penalty) might be regarded as a weakened form of the ' horror'. The original of S we might accordingly

conjecture to be TOK'kSi T&fifr\
nsnnh rbxb.

Baruch's Praise of and Exhortation to Wisdom revealed in the Law, iii. 9-iv. 4 (document B).

9. S 'understanding and wisdom '. Comp. Prov. iv. 1 b. The fuller expression in S maintains a more equable and

rhythmic parallelism, HDDripl iWa njnp ITK'pn. The influence of the Wisdom literature (esp. of Prov.) throughout

this document is obvious and natural.

10-12. R. V. rightly follows GA Q in omitting in verse 10 the second n of G B
. It is quite possible that we ought here

to follow S and read :

Wherefore, O Israel, art thou waxen old in thine enemies' land,

Hast polluted thyself (nKGtan) in a strange land (cf. Hos. ix. 4),

Art counted (rDKTI3) with the dead who go down to the grave (71NK' *T1*, Ps. Iv. 16 ; Prov. i. 12),

Hast forsaken the fountain pipO) of Wisdom? (Prov. xviii. 4).

14. Echoes of Prov. iii. 16, viii. 14.

16-17. Wisdom is not to be found among the rich and mighty of this world. There seems to be a subtle reference

to Nebuchadnezzar. Cf. Dan. ii. 37, iv. 20 f.
; Jer. xxvii. 6.

16. It would be best to render here by ' peoples ' (CBy) rather than ' heathen ', since (6vos also stands as the

equivalent of Dy (Gen. xvii. 16 ; Lev. xxi. 1 ; Prov. xxx. 26). So Kneucker. Moreover S reads here D?iy
(
D?i0 ' a&e '>

which is evidently a corruption of DOJ?.

17 portrays the luxury and amusements of the rich. Comp. Judith xi. 7.

18. they that wrought in silver might correspond to *)DD 'Khn, as Kneucker suggests. Prov. xi. 27 (R.V. margin)
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19 They are vanished and gone down to the grave,

And others are come up in their steads.

20 Younger men have seen the light,

And dwelt upon the earth :

But the way of knowledge have they not known,

21 Neither understood they the paths thereof:

Neither have their children laid hold of it

:

They are far off from their way.

22 It hath not been heard of in Canaan,
Neither hath it been seen in Teman.

23 The sons also of Agar that seek understanding, [which are in the land,]

The merchants of Merran and Teman,
And the authors of fables, and the searchers out of understanding

;

None of these have known the way of wisdom,
Or remembered her paths.

24 O Israel, how great is the house of God !

And how large is the place of his possession !

25 Great, and hath none end
;

High, and unmeasurable.

26 There were the giants born that were famous of old,

Great of stature, and expert in war.

would lead us on a wrong scent. We should rather find the original through S, ' who gain silver', f)DD ^'p, which

might also mean ' makers ' or ' fashioners ' in silver. This is really an Aramaic use of i"l3p, reflected in the later Hebrew
diction of Gen. xiv. 19, 22 ; Prov. viii. 22 ; Ps. cxxxix. 13. Both this and the following verse begin with the interrog.
' Who?' in S, in continuation of the series of interrogations that follow after ' Learn where', &c, in verse 14. On
the other hand, G begins verse 18 with on, ' for ', as though it gave the reason for the preceding verses. As these are

interrog., we can only obtain an intelligible sequence with verse 18 in G by assuming (with Fritzsche) that a negative

answer ['They no longer exist'] is implied after verse 17. But this anticipates verse 19. It would be better, there-

fore, to read at the opening of this verse with S, ' who are they who gain (are makers in) silver . . .
?

'

whose works are past finding out. A relat. sentence, more literally ' There is no searching (f£fvp«rw) of

their works '. S ' There is no numbering of their works '. The Hebrew original of G would be Dn^yp? lj5n pw, and

of S 'D? 1QD10 pNI. The latter is perhaps an inferior reading. But both are quite consonant with the Wisdom
literature on which this document (B) in 1 Baruch is modelled. Prov. xxv. 3 ; Job v. 9, ix. 10, xxxvi. 26 (cf. Isa. xl. 28).

19. The answer to the preceding queries. All these devotees of worldly pomp have vanished.

20. ' The young ' would be a better translation of vtajrepoi = Cnyan, as opposed to D^Jj^n (npaT^vrepoi), Ps. xxxvii. 25,

cxlviii. 12 (cf. Judges viii. 20). ' Have seen the light ' = ' have been born ', Job iii. 16, 20, xxxiii. 30. For ' knowledge'
S has ' loving intelligence ' (sukolo derehmetho) or ' intelligence and love ' (Lag.), an evident later expansion.

21. their children, i.e. the third generation, viz. sons of the young men of verse 20, who are themselves the sons
of those who are referred to in verse 19.

are far off. S ' have removed themselves far and revolted from its way ', i. e. of knowledge. Fritzsche rightly

restores the sing, with S in place of the plur. (ai>T<oi>) with G., so also Rothstein. Moreover, the fuller rendering in S

points to a more rhythmic length of line in the originalHW PD"1 33*1^0*.

22. Teman, situated in Edom, was celebrated for its wisdom, Jer. xlix. 7.

23 is at variance with the passive construction of the previous verse (contained in G). From this defect S is

entirely free, which shows the impress of the Hebrew original. This verse is obviously a continuation of the preceding

'nor among the Hagarenes who seek after understanding', ilJViri "'B'P?*? "VIH *3Xfi. The error in G probably arose

from the omission of the first 3 in ^22 (cf. i. 1). The force of the preceding negatives continues in this clause. Hence

there is no need to write *J33 fcOl. The emendation of njVin into nxuri 'gains', by Kneucker (who reads nNH3n ^"inb,

' die um Erwerb das Land durchziehen '), is utterly unwarranted, and tends to destroy the parallelism. Probably
' Merran' has arisen by corruption from ' Midian' through the constant confusion that arises between 1 and "1 (so Gifford,

who cites ' Medan and Midian ', Gen. xvi. 15, xxv. 2, sons of Keturah). Comp. Gen. xxxvii. 36. The Hagarenes are

mentioned in Gen. xxv. 12 f. They are the nomads referred to in I Chron. v. 201., xxvii. 31. They inhabited the district

east of Gilead. Comp. Ps. lxxxiii. 7.

It is impossible to resist the suspicion that this verse has received undue extension. S has ' followed up ' for

' remembered ', through corruption of its own text, i. e. ao»?/ instead of ota*/.

24. S prefixes ' Lord ' to ' God ', thus securing the ustial combination. For ' large ' it reads ' long and spacious '.

25. S has here an abbreviated text which spoils parallelism and rhythm, viz. 'And it has no end and is lofty and
has no measure.' The ' house of God ' here is evidently the Universe (not heaven exclusively as in ii. 16).

26. Gen. vi. 4 plays a considerable part in later Jewish writings, as 1 En. vii ; Sir. xvi. 7 ; Wisd. xiv. 6.
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH 3. 27-35

27 These did not God choose,

Neither gave he the way of knowledge unto them :

28 So they perished, because they had no wisdom,
They perished through their own foolishness.

29 Who hath gone up into heaven, and taken her,

And brought her down from the clouds ?

30 Who hath gone over the sea, and found her,

And will bring her for choice gold ?

3

1

There is none that knoweth her way,
Nor any that comprehendeth her path.

3 2 But he that knoweth all things knoweth her,

He found her out with his understanding

:

He that prepared the earth for evermore
Hath filled it with four-footed beasts :

33 He that sendeth forth the light, and it goeth
;

He called it, and it obeyed him with fear

:

34 And the stars shined in their watches, and were glad :

When he called them, they said, Here we be
;

They shined with gladness unto him that made them.

35 This is our God,
And there shall none other be accounted of in comparison of him.

27-28. For 'knowledge ' S'has ' wisdom '. i%a (= 27 b) in S ' wisdom and understanding'.
29-30. The interrog., as frequently in Hebrew, anticipates a negat. answer. Comp. as parallels Deut. xxx. 12, 13;

Prov. xxx. 4 ; Sir. li. 28. Here again S expands beyond the original (which was probably DJH "UJFyK T3B ''D) into
' who hath passed over the sea's bounds and extremities '.

31. From the interrog. form we pass to the direct negat. For 'comprehendeth' (evdvp-ovpevos), S ' meditateth ',
' pondereth ', perhaps Hebr. P30 (Prov. xxiii. 1), or l^np (Isa. xliii. 18, lii. 15, Job xxxvii. 14).

32. Only God can discover wisdom with His omniscience—a clear echo from the Book of Job (xxviii. 12-24, which
evidently underlies the thought of this passage). For ' understanding ' S has ' wisdom ', cf. verse 27 above. For

'prepared' read with S 'established' (p3D). 'For evermore', perhaps, as S indicates, in Hebr. D^b)]} D^vb.

'Four-footed beasts' (rerpa7roSa) corresponds to Hebr. niDHIl. G has evidently influenced here S, which renders
' beasts of four feet

' ; see Introd., § 9, ii (Syr. versions).

33. fear is an inadequate rendering of Tp6p.a>. S has a different conclusion to the Verse which might appear to

indicate a lost line :
' Who sendeth forth the light and it goes, and called it and it obeyed him, and the earth

responded to him with trembling.' Here the introduction of the earth comes in abruptly after the reference to

the light of heaven in the previous couplet

:

rnjrja jnxn vujflm

' trembling ' (rpopos) is more consonant with the earthquake, and is therefore more in place when connected with

the earth than in reference to light. Cf. Ps. xviii. 8, xlvi. 7, civ. 32. Rothstein interprets ' light ' as lightning (Job xxxvii. 3,

xxxviii. 35), but this does not harmonize with verse 34, though readily compatible with such an intervening couplet as

S indicates.

34. their watches. S ' their places '. We have to choose between the original readings : DnnDfc>03 and Dntoip03.

The latter is colourless, and might have arisen by corruption from the former, which yields a picturesque and
appropriate metaphor, the stars being represented as keeping sentinel duty at their night-watches. Cf. Sir. xliii. 10.

Horn. Iliad viii. 555, 556. ' Here we be' (ndpea-fifv), S ' behold us ' reproduces the Hebr. original Ujin.

35 exhibits evident echoes of Isa. xliii. 10, 11, xliv. 6, xlv. 18, which in S become more apparent than in G, since we
have three clauses, the third being a parallel of the second. S omits ' our', and for ' in comparison of (npos) him ' in

the third clause renders ' above him ' (o*L») :

This is God, and there is none other beside Him,
And none other shall be reckoned above Him.

t t; •• ~ ' ••
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH 3. 36—4. 7

36 He hath found out all the way of knowledge,

37 And hath given it unto Jacob his servant,

And to Israel that is beloved of him.

[ 1 [Afterward did she appear upon earth,

And was conversant with men.]

This is the book of the commandments of God,
And the law that endureth for ever

:

2 All they that hold it fast are appointed to life
;

But such as leave it shall die.

3 Turn thee. O Jacob, and take hold of it :

Walk towards her shining in the presence of the light thereof.

4 Give not thy glory to another,

Nor the things that are profitable unto thee to a strange nation.

O Israel, happy are we :

For the things that are pleasing to God are made known unto us.

5 Be of good cheer, my people,

The memorial of Israel.

6 Ye were sold to the nations,

But not for destruction :

Because ye moved God to wrath,

Ye were delivered unto your adversaries.

7 For ye provoked him that made you
By sacrificing unto demons, and not to God.

36. For ' knowledge ' S has ' wisdom
',
probably in accordance with the original. Comp., however, verses 27 and 32

above. The passage reflects Jewish particularism, and is evidently based on Sir. xxiv. 8 foil. Cf. Prov. viii. 31.

37 has long been suspected as a Christian gloss (Grotius, Hitzig, Hilgenfeld, Kneucker, Rothstein). Greek and Latin
Fathers cite it in the interests of the Logos doctrine. See Introd., § 10. In S the subject is masc, i. e. God :

' revealed himself and was seen.' So L and Ar. In G the subject is probably God as in verse 36, but it might be
wisdom (knowledge) ; cf. Prov. viii. 31.

IV. I is evidently connected with iv. 36 (rather than 37). The wisdom which God has bestowed on Jacob is

identified with the Torah, which is eternal. S 'book and memorial of the commandments ... to all who hold it fast

it shall be (for) life '. The addition ' and memorial ' is evidently an extension of the original.

2. The expression is varied in S :

Turn and incline, O Jacob ;

Lay hold and go in its path (cf. Prov. iii. 18, iv. 13)

Toward the brightness of its light (cf. Isa. lx. 3).

3. For ' glory ', S ' praise and honour ', and for ' profitable ' (<rvn<p€povTa G), S ' good and advantageous ', which

are evidently paraphrastic expansions. 'Glory' prob. in Hebr. original "lin (Dan. xi. 21).

4. S ' Happy are we, happy art thou . . . What is pleasing to God we know.' This last clause conforms to the

Hebrew idiom, which would here be WJHJ Bw&O 3itDH (cf. Deut. xxiii. 17).

Songs of lamentation and comfort addressed (a) by Jerusalem to her exiled children, and (b) of
consolation addressed by God TO Jerusalem, iv. 5-v. 9 (document C). (Verses 5 to 9 a should be regarded as

introductory.)

(a) Lamentation and comfort addressed by Jerusalem to her banished sons (iv. 9 b-29). The situation is that of the

Jews in exile (verses 8, 10), just as in chap, i, and the language is obviously moulded on that of the Deutero-Isaiah,
but, unlike the Deutero-Isaiah, the language of lamentation is more prominent, and the situation is painted in darker
colours. In verses 7 foil, confession is made of past transgression (as in i. 17-ii. 12) for which the present calamities

are the penalty (iv. 6). In iv. 17-29 the exiles are exhorted to cry to God and deliverance from their enemies will

come. Though the present be painful it shall speedily end, and better days shall come (21-24) ; destruction shall

befall their foes (25 foil.), and for the exiles joy in place of the evils of the past.

5. S renders here, as in verses 27, 30, 'be comforted', which is evidently a Deutero-Isaianic trait (cf. Isa. xl. 1,

liv. 11). Also for ' my people ', S ' people of God '. ' Memorial ' (' remembrance ' = Hebr. ~I5.1) ' s tne equivalent of

'name', to which it frequently stands in parallelism (Exod. iii. 15 ; Job xviii. 17 ; Prov. x. 7). Cf. Deut. xxv. 19 and
LXX (Kneucker). The word ' memorial ', therefore, means those who preserve Israel's name (Grotius, Fritzsche).

6. S 'your adversaries ' (as R. V.), giving greater definiteness than G (rots inevavrioit). For 'ye moved God to wrath'

(GB S L Ar.) GA has ' we ', by obvious textual error.

7 contains an evident reminiscence of Deut. xxxii. 16, 17. S appends to 'him that made you' the appositional
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH 4. 8-17

8 Ye forgat the everlasting God, that brought you up

;

Ye grieved also Jerusalem, that nursed you.

9 For she saw the wrath that is come upon you from God,
And said,

Hearken, ye women that dwell about Sion

:

For God hath brought upon me great mourning

;

10 For I have seen the captivity of my sons and daughters,
Which the Everlasting hath brought upon them.

1

1

For with joy did I nourish them
;

But sent them away with weeping and mourning.

1

2

Let no man rejoice over me,
A widow, and forsaken of many :

For the sins of my children am I left desolate
;

Because they turned aside from the law of God,
13 And had no regard to his statutes,

Neither walked they in the ways of God's commandments,
Nor trod in the paths of discipline in his righteousness.

14 Let them that dwell about Sion come,
And remember ye the captivity of my sons and daughters,
Which the Everlasting hath brought upon them.

1

5

For he hath brought a nation upon them from far,

A shameless nation, and of a strange language,

Who neither reverenced old man,
Nor pitied child.

16 And they have carried away the dear beloved sons of the widow,
And left her that was alone desolate of her daughters.

17 But I, what can I help you ?

phrase ' the everlasting God ', an evident expansion, since it recurs in the following verse. This appellation

'everlasting' attached to God (aluvtos) is a Deutero-Isaianic trait (Isa. xl. 28 G DblJJ \T>K) which is a special

characteristic of the document C (iv. 10, 14, 20, 22, 24, 35, v. 2). Gifford indeed remarks that alvvios seems to take

the place of Kvpios (fffil*).

8. An equally evident reminiscence of Deut. xxxii. 18^. S applies the term ' nurse 'in both clauses, i. e. to both

God and Jerusalem. 'God, that nursed you . . . Jerusalem, that reared you' would be a closer rendering of the

Greek. GA
, again, in the first clause substitutes ' us ' for ' you ' (as in verse 6), i. e. was for iifias, against GB S L Ar.

9. S characteristically prefixes ' Lord ' to ' God ' in both places, and introduces the parallelism ' the wrath which has

come upon you and the anger from the presence of the Lord God '
; to ' great ' it adds ' eternal ' as epithet of ' mourning '.

In 90 ( Hearken ye . . . ') begins Jerusalem's lamentation over the exile of her sons (9^-16).

10. S ' everlasting Lord' and ' upon me' (not ' them '). The latter is probably due to a harmonizing tendency.

11-12. S + 'and groaning (sighs)'. Also 'rejoice in my widowhood who am abandoned and desolated of much
people'. The language and ideas are cast in the Deutero-Isaianic mould (Isa. xlix. 21, liv. 1, 4). S also appends an
extra parallel clause with variation in phraseology :

' Because of the sins of my sons,

because they turned aside from the path of the Lord God.'

13. S ' statutes and judgements', the familiar combination in Deut. (Deut. iv. 1, &c.) The rest of the verse in

S runs :
' Nor did they walk in the way of God's statutes, nor did they tread or betake themselves to the paths of true

instruction (lit. instruction of truth) in righteousness.' Here ' instruction ' (discipline) and ' betake themselves ' are

expansions. ' Truth ', however, rests on a more secure textual foundation, being found in G«* *'
( + dXrjdelas) L (om.

disciplinae). And it has O.T. warrant. Cf. 1 Kings iii. 6.

14. We have here a change from 3rd to 2nd person. This, however, should probably be consistently carried out

through the entire verse, as in S (so Kneucker). S om. ' come ', and has in its place the pers. pron. ' ye ' (' ye inhabitants

of Zion, remember '), but this is probably due to inner-Syriac corruption of yOoL ' come ye ' to ^ofco( • ye '.

15. Evidently echoes Deut. xxviii. 49, 50.

16. S 'And they took captive and carried away the beloved (sons) of the widow and her daughters' The
'daughters' are inserted in this clause perhaps owing to the influence of verse 14 above. S omits 'daughters',

however, in the latter part of the verse :
' And her alone and solitary left they desolate.'

17 foil. After the lamentation there now begins a message of comfort. Jerusalem can afford no help, but God can.

The question here, as frequently in O. T., implies a negation ; and this S directly expresses.
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH 4. 18-28

18 For he that brought these plagues upon you
Will deliver you from the hand of your enemies.

19 Go your way, O my children, go your way :

For I am left desolate.

20 I have put off the garment of peace,

And put upon me the sackcloth of my petition :

I will cry unto the Everlasting as long as I live.

21 Be of good cheer, O my children, cry unto God,
And he shall deliver you from the power and hand of the enemies.

22 For I have trusted in the Everlasting, that he will save you
;

And joy is come unto me from the Holy One,
Because of the mercy which shall soon come unto you
From the Everlasting your Saviour.

23 For I sent you out with mourning and weeping :

But God will give you to me again with joy and gladness for ever.

24 For like as now they that dwell about Sion have seen your captivity

:

So shall they see shortly your salvation from our God,
Which shall come upon you with great glory, and brightness of the Everlasting.

25 My children, suffer patiently the wrath that is come upon you from God :

For thine enemy hath persecuted thee

;

But shortly thou shalt see his destruction,

And shalt tread upon their necks.

26 My delicate ones have gone rough ways
;

They were taken away as a flock carried off by the enemies.

27 Be of good cheer, O my children, and cry unto God :

For ye shall be remembered of him that hath brought these things upon you.

28 For as it was your mind to go astray from God :

So, return and seek him ten times more.

18. GQ + Vfiiv after iirayaycov, GA after ra mica.

19. ' My' before children om. G L, and inserted in S Ar.

20. Jerusalem clothed in sackcloth of sorrow and supplication, the reverse of the picture in Isa. Hi. I, Ixi. 3 (cf.

1 Bar. v. 1 below). S takes over <rro\t)v of G. S ' 1 will cry unto thee that livest for ever in my days ', G ' unto the
Everlasting in my days ' (= ' in my life-time ', i. e. ' as long as I live').

21. Be of good cheer. S reproduces the form of Isa. li. 17, cf. lii. 1, 'awake'. G B 'power and hand', also Ar.
Vet. Lat. a, b de manu principum inimicorum appears to presume a reading i< x €iP°s bvvuarStv iyBpav (Kneucker).
GA om. ' power ', prob. due to paraphrastic expansion. S carries expansion further :

' from the hands of the mighty
and from the hands of rulers and from the hands of adversaries.'

22. S for ' Holy One ' has ' Lord God Everlasting ', after which it renders ' because he hath at once taken compassion
on them on account of the compassion of God your everlasting Saviour '. GA om. ' because of the mercy ' (compassion).
There can be little doubt that extensions have crept into the text.

23. S ' God' + 'from whom I received you' (obvious expansion).

24. S prefixes ' Lord ' to ' our God ', and continues :
' and he shall bring you with great joy.' Also ' everlasting

Lord'. It may be noted, however, that this appellation of deity, Kvptos (niiT), while frequent and indeed characteristic
of the document A, is in reality foreign to C (see Introd., §11, and note on iv. 7). It is evidently introduced by S, which
has a tendency to combine ' Lord ' with other designations of deity. Comp. S, verses 27 bis, 28, 36, v. 1, 2.

25. S ' My sons, be patient and endure the wrath '
( + ' Lord '). ' Thine enemy 'GAl) SLAr. G B om. ' thine '.

26. S expands :
' have gone into captivity and have travelled on hard rough ways ', apparently an attempt to

represent Isa. xl. 4 (including IpV and CDDI). S continues :
' They have been scattered on difficult ways, they have

been scattered like a flock that is carried off by enemies.' ' Scattered as a flock' is a combination which meets us in
Ezek. xxxiv. 4, 5, 12 ; Zech. xiii. 7 (cf. Mark xiv. 27), &c.

27. Cf. verse 5. S ' for there shall be for you with the Lord remembrance from him that brought these [evils] upon
you '. G om. obj. to ' brought '.

28-29. The phraseology is singularly unpoetic and non-Hebraic. See Introd. § 6 (c).

(b) Message of comfort addressed by a prophet in God's name (iv. 34) to Jerusalem (iv. 30-v. 9). Obviously
a pehdant to the address to the exiles by Jerusalem (iv. 5-29) which precedes. The enemies of Jerusalem shall receive
divine chastisement (iv. 31-35). In this we see the influence of Jer. li. Help shall come from the east (iv. 36, v. 5),
i.e. her exiled sons in Babylonia and the Euphrates lands. The language and ideas of the Deutero-Isaiah resound in
chap, v (esp. verses 5 and 7).
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH 4. 29—5. 4

29 For he that brought these plagues upon you
Shall bring you everlasting joy again with your salvation.

30 Be of good cheer, O Jerusalem :

For he that called thee by name will comfort thee.

31 Miserable are they that afflicted thee,

And rejoiced at thy fall.

32 Miserable are the cities which thy children served :

Miserable is she that received thy sons.

33 For as she rejoiced at thy fall,

And was glad of thy ruin

:

So shall she be grieved for her own desolation.

34 And I will take away her exultation in her great multitude,
And her boasting shall be turned into mourning.

35 For fire shall come upon her from the Everlasting, long to endure

;

And she shall be inhabited of devils for a great time.

36 O Jerusalem, look about thee toward the east,

And behold the joy that cometh unto thee from God.

37 Lo, thy sons come, whom thou sentest away,
They come gathered together from the east to the west [at the word of the Holy One],
Rejoicing in the glory of God.

> 1 Put off, O Jerusalem, the garment of thy mourning and affliction,

And put on the comeliness of the glory that cometh from God for ever.

2 Cast about thee the robe of the righteousness which cometh from God

;

Set a diadem on thine head of the glory of the Everlasting.

3 For God will show thy brightness unto every region under heaven.

4 For thy name shall be called of God for ever
The peace of righteousness, and the glory of godliness.

30. Be of good cheer recurs here, as previously, iv. 5, 21, 27. called thee by name is naturally expressed in S
analogously to Dan. i. 7 (cf. Phil. ii. 9).

31-32. Miserable is not an adequate rendering of SdXaioi. (Shall be) ' alarmed ' or 'affrighted ' (S) is nearer the
true meaning. Versions render variously. S expands the clauses of the verse :

' The cities shall be in dread that
treated thee ill and rejoiced in thy downfall. The cities shall be in terror that enslaved thy sons. Thou shalt rejoice
in their downfall. They shall be in dread who treated thee ill. She shall be in dread who received thy sons.'
S seems to luxuriate in repetition of the phrase.

33. S om. second clause of parallelism inprotasi, but amplifies the apodosis: ' So shall she be grieved and vexed.'
The city (sing.) which is vaguely referred to in verses 32-5 is evidently Babylon (= Rome).

34. A strange confusion has arisen in GA
, which reads ayaXpa, 'statue', 'idol', for d-yaXXi'n/za, 'exultation' (GB

).

This is reflected in the conflate reading of S, ' I will take away from her the idols and the exultation ofgreat assemblies,
and the joy shall become mourning.'

35. The conception is evidently derived from Jer. Ii. 58. Kneucker thinks that we have here a reference to the
eruption of Vesuvius in A.D. 79, which would of course furnish a term, a quo as regards date of document C (Introd.,

pp. 51 foil.), but the expression in the text is far too general in character.
The demons who are to inhabit the desolated city are a feature borrowed from Isa. xiii. 21, 22

; Jer. Ii. 37.
36. The opening clause reflects Isa. xlix. 18, lx. 4.

V. I. Again, as in iv. 20, S reproduces <no\i
t
v of G. affliction, S + 'and suffering', 'and array thyself in the splendour

which is from the Lord God unto glory everlasting'. Both conceptions and language resemble Isa. lii. I.

2. fiin-Xotf ,
' robe ', should rather be rendered by ' tunic ', viz. the Hebr. ^JW of Isa. lxi. 10, of which this passage is

evidently an echo. G there renders by x'fcova, but 8m\oit is the rendering in other passages where the same Hebrew
word occurs, 1 Sam. ii. 19, xv. 27, xxiv. 12 (11 Hebr.) ; Ps. cviii. 28 (cix. 29 Hebr.).

This Baruch passage is the reverse of Ps. of Sol. ii. 21, 22, where the /xiVpa or ' diadem ' (Heb. "WD) is put off. We
have already seen (Introd., § 6) how close is the parallel between I Bar. iv. 37-v. 8 and Ps. of Sol. xi. 3-7. Here it may
be noted that in S the military 'helmet' (Sdnurtd) takes the place of the 'diadem' as the woman's head-dress. See
Introd., § 9, ii (Syr. Versions) adfin.

3. S ' unto every man upon all the earth '.

4. diooi&tia, 'godliness', is the equivalent of the Hebr. 'fear of the Lord' (so S) as in Job xxviii. 28; comp. Gen. xx. II.

L. pietas.
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THE BOOK OF BARUCH 5. 5-9

5 Arise, O Jerusalem, and stand upon the height,

And look about thee toward the east,

And behold thy children gathered from the going down of the sun unto the rising thereof [at the
word of the Holy One],

Rejoicing that God hath remembered them.

6 For they went from thee on foot,

Being led away of their enemies :

But God bringeth them in unto thee

Borne on high with glory, as on a royal throne.

7 For God hath appointed that every high mountain, and the everlasting hills, should be made low,

And the valleys filled up, to make plain the ground,
That Israel may go safely in the glory of God.

8 Moreover the woods and every sweet-smelling tree have overshadowed Israel [by the command-
ment of God].

9 For God shall lead Israel with joy in the light of his glory
With the mercy and righteousness that cometh from him.

5. Evidently reflects the Isaianic passages, Isa. li. 17 and ]x. 4, and these either affect the version in S (e. g. ' awake

'

repeated, a Deutero-Isaianic trait) or S reflects the existence of a variant G in closer adhesion to the Isaianic model.
Similarly 'gathered', S + 'and coming to thee'; cf. Isa. lx. 4. Note in S the military feature ' by the tents' in place
of ' upon the height' (G), though possibly this might arise by corruption ; see Kneucker, p. 133.

6. G B
o>s 6p6vov> 'as [on] a royal throne', lit. ' throne of the kingdom', has occasioned some difficulty. This seems

to have been early felt, for in GA<1 L and Ar. we have ' children of the kingdom', i.e. royal sons. The passage is
obviously based on the Isaianic passages, Isa. xlix. 22, lx. 4, 9, and lxvi. 20, descriptive of the restoration of Jewish
exiles. Are we to interpret m dpovov as meaning that the children are to be carried in state as a royal throne
(a palanquin or sedan chair (Isa. lxvi. 20)), or, as seems more natural and as S ('carried aloft in glory on a royal
throne ') warrants us in supposing, should we interpret <us- dpovov as equivalent to ' as on a throne '

? This has the appear-
ance of, and probably is, a Hebraism => ND33, the well-known pregnant use of 3, GK, § 118. 6. It would be perilous to
base upon such a slender sporadic example any argument for a Hebraic original of the document C in face of the
evidence already set forth (Introd., §§ 6, 9. i). Let us remember that this document came from a patriotic Hellenic
Jew familiar with his O. T., both in Greek and Hebrew. Examples of the pregnant use of 3 he would find reflected in

his Greek Scriptures, 1 Kings viii. 24; Hos. ii. 5, 17, ix. 9. xii. 10. Before deciding upon'a Hebr. original we must
give due play to the considerations that should weigh with us as to the effect produced upon the Greek diction of Jews
familiar with the Hebr. Scriptures as well as with ' the LXX, the constant reading of which by Hellenist Jews has
unconsciously affected their Greek'. See Moulton, Gr. of N. T. Greek, vol. i, p. 13.

1 Cf. also above, i. 15, ii. 26.
7. Evidently based in idea and phraseology on Isa. xl. 4. S om. ' and the everlasting hills (mounds) ' of G and after

' made low ' + ' and rough places shall become smooth and level', in closer approximation to the Isaianic original;
comp. iv. 26 above.

8. S ' all trees of the wood '.

9. S 'For the God of Israel shall go before you', in closer adherence to Isa. lii. 12, lviii. 8; Exod. xiii. 21. For
* Him ' (of G B L) GA S Ar. read ' God '.

1 See the note by General Editor in Introd., § 6, and that in the Ps. of Sol. (vol. ii), § 5.
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EPISTLE OF JEREMY

INTRODUCTION

Probably most readers approach these relics of the past with a controlling opinion or

prejudice in their minds, whether they are conscious of the fact or not. If, however, we wish
to form a just appreciation of the significance of an ancient document, we must clear our minds
of prepossessions and let it speak to us. We must be careful neither to overlook things which
are there, nor to read into it things which are not there. It may have been mere chance
which caused it to survive the wreck of much else that we could wish had been saved ; but it

is more likely that it was preserved because of some intrinsic merit, or because of something
in it which specially appealed to the sympathies of its earliest readers.

§ i. Nature and Scope of the Work.

The so-called Epistle of Jeremy reads more like a sermon or hortatory address than a letter
;

a fact which may account for its characteristic repetitions. The author is very much in earnest,

as becomes a preacher. The idolatry he denounces is no imaginary picture, but the reality of

his own environment. And it is not the idolatry of Canaan, so strongly condemned by the

prophets of Yahweh, nor that of Egypt, which Jeremiah might have denounced had he long
survived his forced migration to that uncongenial region. It is the idolatry of Babylon. For
' Babylon ', in the author's use, is evidently not a mask for some other land or city. Not only

is he aware of a very peculiar custom there prevalent, which Herodotus has also noted (v. 43 ;

cf. Hdt. i. 199); but many incidental allusions and individual touches agree with other known
features of Babylonian religion. (See the notes on vv. 4, 11, 15, 30-32, 41, 43.) Had 'Babylon'
meant Egypt, the degrading animal-worship, of which the author of Wisdom makes so much,
would hardly have escaped the shafts of his eager though not very profound satire.

§ 2. Probable Date.

But what Babylon was it? Was it the Babylon of Nebuchadnezzar the Great, whose
magnificent temples were enriched with the plunder of nations and maintained by the tribute

of a subject world ? Was it Babylon in its imperial splendour, as Jechonias and the men of

the First Captivity saw it—Babylon as it was when the susceptible heart of the poet-priest

Ezekiel was so powerfully impressed by the carven and painted symbols of its immemorial
faith? Not Babylon in its glory, but Babylon in its decay, as Herodotus saw it more than

a century afterwards ; or rather as Alexander saw it, crumbling slowly away, yet still, in its

ruined majesty, preserving enough of its ancient splendour to induce the conqueror of the world

to choose it for his future capital and seat of empire. When our author makes Jeremiah predict

a sojourn of the Jews in Babylon for ' seven generations ', he does it deliberately. He can hardly

have been ignorant of the famous prophecy of the seventy years, or of the less-heeded estimate

of three generations involved in the statement that the exiles were to serve Nebuchadnezzar
and his son and his son's son (Jer. xxv. 12 ; xxvii. 7). He seems, in fact, to be giving us a clue

to his own period. Seven generations, allowing forty years to the generation according to Old
Testament reckoning, would cover 280 years. If we count from the exile of Jechonias (597 B.C.),

this brings us to the year 317 B.C., or counting (as the author may have done) from 586 B.C.,

the year of the final Captivity, we arrive at 306 B.C., some thirty years after the arrival of

Alexander in Babylon. It must not be forgotten that the Jews who returned to Palestine in

consequence of the Edict of Cyrus were only a small part of the Jewish population of Babylonia.

Great numbers of them were perfectly satisfied with their adopted country, and no more desired

to return to Judaea than our own colonists in Australia or New Zealand desire to return to
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the narrower conditions of English life. What is more, they not only went beyond the advice

of Jeremiah (xxix. 4-7) in the matter of regarding the land of their exile as their permanent
home. Many of them assumed Babylonian names, implying at least an identification of the

God of Israel with Bel-Merodach or Nebo ; and there must always have been a strong temptation

to assimilate themselves entirely to their neighbours in the customs and manners of life. Doubtless

there was considerable leakage from the synagogue to the indigenous worships. Some might
sincerely believe that the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple and the overthrow of their national

independence were proof enough of the superiority of the Babylonian gods. Others would
surrender themselves to the influence of more sordid considerations (cf. Jer. xliv. 17 £.). The
zeal of loyal spirits would naturally be roused by this state of things ; and pieces like the one
before us might have been circulated among the weak believers and waverers as dissuasives from
the folly of exchanging the religion of the prophets for any lower form of faith and life.

§ 3. Original Language.

If the author belongs to anything like so early a date, he probably wrote in Hebrew, not
Greek. But this probability is greatly strengthened by a careful study of the phenomena of

the Greek text. It is incredible that a piece so formless, so confused, so utterly destitute of the
graces of style, as this ' Epistle ' now is, should have been thought worthy of preservation in

the Alexandrian Canon of Scripture, had such been its original condition. Our translators and
their Revisers have done their best ; but what a poor halting semblance of sense, not to say
manifest nonsense, the result too often is ! Harmony with context and logical connexion of

thought are often untraceable. We are presented with a voluble but ill-connected succession

of propositions, bearing little visible relation to each other beyond a general animus against

idolatry. But almost every verse exhibits peculiarities which suggest translation, and that from
a Hebrew original, as will be seen by reference to the notes on the text. It is, of course,

often easier to see that the Greek is more or less suspicious than to divine the true reading of

the lost Hebrew archetype. A suggestion may seem plausible, even probable, without being
right. But a possible sense is better than nonsense and may be accepted provisionally, in preference

to the assumption that we have before us nothing better than the crude effusion of an illiterate

fanatic. Amid all such uncertainties one thing appears to be certain. It is that in this Epistle

of Jeremy there are places where the strange phraseology of the Greek can only be accounted
for by assuming that the writer of it supplied the wrong vowels to some Hebrew word which
he was translating, or mistook some Hebrew consonant for another resembling it, or could only
guess at the meaning of a corrupted text. His MS. may have been badly written or have become
illegible in places through time and use. Perhaps also, like some of his modern commentators,
he was not himself a too expert Hebraist, though capable enough of a certain careless and
misleading fluency in Greek, which enabled him to conceal lack of knowledge under a surface

of smoothly-expressed inaccuracies. It may suffice to examine a few of the more striking

instances here, referring to the notes on the text for a more complete presentation of the evidence.

(1) V. 12: 'from rust and moths'. The true meaning; but the Greek has a-nb lov nal

flpoijiaToiv = ' from rust and foods'. In LXX /3pcojxara = ?3X (Gen. xli. 35 f) or ?3ND (Gen. vi. 21)

food. The translator read the latter word here, instead of ?3N£ from, a devonrer (= moth or grub

;

cf. Mai. iii. 11 ; Isa. li. 8 ; Matt. vi. 19 077s nal fip&ais = 7Sk\ &% moth and devonrer). The translator

supplied the wrong vowel-points in reading his unpointed Hebrew text.

(2) V. 20 :
' They are as one of the beams of the temple ; and men say their hearts are eaten

out,' &c. Here there is no apparent connexion of thought, and the Greek does not help us. But
the words ra? be Kaphias avrSiv (paaiv suggest a corruption of the common Hebrew phrase 'to say
in one's heart ' = to think. The original sense may thus have been : And he (the idol) is like

a beam (i.e. a mere log) inside the temple (cf. 1 Kings vi. 15); yet they think that he eats!
(i.e. consumes the offerings made to him). For eating, as a proof of being a 'living god', see

Bel 6. Our translator pointed Sjn^ instead of ^2) (Num. xxii. 4).

(3) V. 31 : Gk. buppevovcriv, drive chariots. Not even a Jew of 100 B.C. would have
accused the Babylonian priests of careering about in chariots inside their temples, and that

with all the outward signs of mourning upon their bodies, rent clothes, shaven heads, &c. But
read ' they weep ' instead of ' they drive chariots ', and the context is satisfied, and all becomes
clear. It is merely a matter of writing 133s

, which was perhaps miswritten 133* in the translator's

MS., for \yyy they ride. Cf. v. 32, and the notes in loc. The reference is to services of mourning
for the gods, especially Dumuzi = Tammuz. (see Cuneiform Texts, vol. xv).
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(4) V. 35. ' They can neither give riches nor money ' {yakKov) : a false antithesis, and incon-

gruous with the context (v. 34 ; cf. t Sam. ii. 7). What is obviously required is ovre irevlav, ' nor
poverty ' : Prov. xxx. 8. The translator may have mistaken a badly written B*1 poverty for en,

and then guessed that this was a remnant of 'BTU (= ^aA/co'?). But if rtypn in Ps. x. 8, 10 really

means -nevris (LXX and Syr.), it may be that rVD?n (= vevia) stood in the Heb. MS. of our
Epistle, and the Greek translator, not being acquainted with the rare word, identified it with the
like-sounding yakKos ; cf. the transliterations of Heb. words in LXX.

(5) V- 54- 'Neither can they judge . . . being unable: for they are as croivs betzveen heaven
and earth.' The point of the comparison is obscure. Moreover, a verb seems wanting, as crows

are not always in the air. 'Abvvaroi ovres is perhaps a misrendering of i^n »3 (cf. Job xxviii. 4
with v. 16, xxxi. 16), and a>o-nepai (AOmg recte) KopG>vai may be due to misreading D'aiJD for COJD.
We thus get the sense : for they hang suspended—like the clouds—between heaven and earth.

The reference would be to plated wooden images hung against the walls of the temples.

(6) V. 59. ' Therefore it is better to be a king that shoiveth his manhood . . . than such false

gods.' Was such a feeble truism worth writing or worth preserving ? Could it ever have proved
edifying to any readers whatever? But let us look at the context. The other comparisons of

the verse are a vessel, a door, a wooden pillar—all inanimate objects. Emend Better is a stick

(Ezek. xxxix. 9) in the hand of a mighty man . . . than the false gods, and harmony and sense

are restored to the whole verse. (Heb. "fa? T3 b& 2to instead of **3J nK"]P S^B ato.)

(7) V. 68. ' The (wild) beasts are better than they : for they can get under a covert, and
help themselves.' The object of getting under a covert is surely to hide; and it is almost self-

evident that avra oxfxkrjaai represents Heb. D?yn? to hide themselves. The translator vocalized

the word wrongly, reading D?V l

7r' to profit them (cf. Isa. xxx. 5) instead of
?V;"?P to hide.

(8) V. 72. 'The bright purple that rotteth upon them.' The Greek has 'the purple and the

marble that rotteth upon them '. As I pointed out long ago (
Var. Apocr. in loc), this is clearly

a case of confusion between Bts> byssus, fine linen, and its homophone C*C alabaster or marble

(Cant. v. 15). 'Marble' does not 'rot', 'fine linen' does; and 'purple and fine linen' go together

(Exod. xxvi. 1 ; Prov. xxxi. 22 ; Luke xvi. 19).

For a not inconsiderable amount of similar evidence the notes on the text may be consulted.

Altogether it would seem difficult to avoid the conclusion that our Epistle is a free translation

of a lost Hebrew original. In that case, the Greek version may very well be considerably later

in date, and may even belong to the age of the Maccabees.
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THE EPISTLE OF JEREMY
i A copy of an epistle, which Jeremy sent unto them which were to be led captives into Babylon
by the king of the Babylonians, to certify them, as it was commanded him of God.

2 Because of the sins which ye have committed before God, ye shall be led away captives into

3 Babylon by Nabuchodonosor king of the Babylonians. So when ye be come unto Babylon, ye

1. copy of an epistle, which Jeremy sent. (' AvTiypacfiov €71-10-7-0X77? 77s aireo-Teikev 'le/Dc/uas = NJTUN pB'ID
" npip "H

; cf. Ezra iv. 11; v. 6.) It is nowhere stated in the body of the letter that Jeremiah wrote
it. The statement might be only the guess of an editor or translator who remembered Jer. xxix and
2 Mace. ii. 2. Some such introductory formula, however, seems almost necessary to the understanding of what
follows; and, upon the whole, the superscription is probably an integral part of the original composition.
Cf. the last clause 'as it was commanded him of God' with v. 3 '/will bring you out' and v. 7 ' mine angel '.

Why does not the author say 'Jeremiah the prophet' , after the precedent of Jer. xxix. 1 and 2 Mace. ii. 1 ?

He assumes that every reader will know who ' Jeremiah ' was, although others besides the prophet bore the
name (e.g. 2 Kings xxiv. 18 = Jer. lii. 1). But doubtless in his day the others would not be thought of.

The mention of the name would at once suggest the great prophet whose importance had come to overshadow
that of all the other great figures of the past in the imagination of later generations.

them which were to be led: i.e. were about to be led, or were on the point of being led (totjs axOrjao-
fievovs). There is no mention of such a letter being sent by Jeremiah to the captives deported by Nebuzaradan
in 586 ('the remnant of the people'; Jer. xxxix. 9). The prophet was, however, so kindly treated by the
Chaldeans that, had he wished to do so, he would probably have been permitted to communicate with his
unfortunate countrymen. But the record is silent; and, besides, the whole character of the letter is quite
unlike the sort of appeal which the dreadful circumstances of the time would have elicited from the tender heart
and powerfully stirred sympathies of the prophet. No satire on idolatry, however brilliant, no series of gibes
and jests at the gods of the conquerors, however ingeniously conceived and bitterly expressed, could seem other
than strangely ill-timed to the poor captives, cowering in abject fear before their conquerors, in the very hour
of what seemed to be the irretrievable ruin of their country and the triumph of the gods of Babylon.

The letter of Jer. xxix is expressly stated to have been sent to the exiles (of 597) when already established
in Babylon (see vv. 1, 4, 7) ; not when they were on the point of leaving their own country, as our superscrip-
tion affirms in regard to the captives to whom this ' Epistle of Jeremy ' is supposed to be sent.

the king of the Babylonians. The same expression recurs in v. 2, and is, so far as it goes, an indication
that the heading is due to the composer of the letter. The phrase of the canonical books is ' the king of
Babylon ' (Kings, Jer., Ezek., &c). which the Syriac has in both places here also. See also Baruch i. 9 1 1 f.

It would be somewhat strange if a Greek translator had rendered so easy and common a phrase as the

Heb. b>22 "J^O in this unnatural way. (Was the original phrase N^n ^ N3^p ? Cf. Ezra iv. 9 for ' the
Babylonians '.)

to certify them. Rather, ' to report unto them.' This word dvayye'AAw in LXX mostly represents
Heb. Tin, 'announce, report, give a message'; e.g. Jer. xvi. ro et saep.

2. Rather, ' It is on account of your sins which ye have sinned before God, that ye will be brought to
Babylon as captives.' Cf. Jer. xxxix. 7 ; 2 Kings xxv. 7. The writer is not predicting, as the English of both
A. V. and R. V. seems to imply. He is declaring the moral cause of the banishment which, as they well knew,
awaited them. It is as though the people had asked the question supposed in Jer. xvi. 10.

Since it was, strictly speaking, Nebuzaradan who carried away the people after the fall of Jerusalem in 586,
2 Kings xxv. 11, while (according to 2 Kings xxiv. 10-16) Nebuchadnezzar himself carried away Jehoiachin
and his fellow-captives, it would seem that our author really intends the earlier captivity of 597. The next
verse, in fact, summarizes the message of the prophet to the exiles of the first captivity, Jer. xxix. 4-n.

3. Lit. 'ye shall be there many years and a long time unto seven generations; but after this I will bring
you out thence with peace.' Cf. Jer. xxix. 10, 11. The datum 'unto seven generations' is quite inexplicable
if the author was acquainted with the writings of Jeremiah and felt himself bound by their data in such a matter.
It is difficult to imagine any Jew of literary pretensions ignorant of that prophet's limit of ' seventy years ' for
the Babylonian Captivity (Jer. xxv. 12 ; xxix. 10). It is, of course, possible that the author was thinking
of another passage of Jeremiah, viz. xxvii. 7. There the prophet estimates the divinely appointed duration of
Babylonian dominion at three generations. ' All the nations ', he says, ' shall serve him '

(i. e. ' Nebuchadnezzar
the king of Babylon '),

' and his son, and his son's son, until the time of his own land come.' This might be
regarded as limiting the duration of the Captivity also to three generations; and we might suppose that
a Hebrew 3 (= 3) has been confused with T (= 7) in the original text of our Epistle. But see the Introduction,
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shall remain there many years, and for a long season, even for seven generations: and after
4 that I will bring you out peaceably from thence. But now shall ye see in Babylon gods of

5 silver, and of gold, and of wood, borne upon shoulders, which cause the nations to fear. Beware
therefore that ye in no wise become like unto the strangers, neither let fear take hold upon you
because of them, when ye see the multitude before them and behind them, worshipping them.

6, 7 But say ye in your hearts, O Lord, we must worship thee. For mine angel is with you, and
8 I myself do care for your souls. For their tongue is polished by the workman, and they

§ 2, for what appears to be a more probable solution of the difficulty. The Syriac cuts the knot, reading
'until seventy years ; and after seventy years I will bring you forth from thence in peace'. ' With peace' (fier

elprjvrjs = DOT) occurs in LXX Gen. xxvi. 29 ; Exod. xviii. 23.

Since Jer. xxvii. 7 does not appear in the LXX (see Qme), it would seem that our epistoler was not
dependent on that source for his knowledge of Jeremiah's writings, but was acquainted with the Heb. text.

4. But now shall ye see. Nwi 8k ofea-Oe = 1N*in nnyi, And now, ye will see: cf. Gen. xxxii. n;
Exod. xxxii. 34.

gods of silver, and of gold, and of wood. Vulgate :
' gods of gold, and of silver, and of stone, and of

wood.' But cf. Ps. cxv. 4, cxxxv. 15; Jer. x. 4 for 'silver and gold'. For the addition (found also in Syr.),

see Deut. iv. 28, xxix. 17 ; Dan. v. 4. Obviously, stone would be too heavy a material for gods which were to

be ' borne upon shoulders '
; i. e. carried in procession by the priests on their festivals, as depicted in the

Assyrian sculptures. The ' gods of silver and of gold ', moreover, were not of solid metal ; but of wood
overlaid with the precious ores. See Isa. xl. 19 f., xli. 6 f., xliv. 12-17, x'v '- 6 f.

; Jer. x. 3-5.
which cause the nations to fear. Lit. ' showing (or displaying) a fear to the nations ' (SeiKvwras <f>6ftov

rots 20veo-iv = X1V0 DWflN D^NID, ' making the nations behold an object of fear '). A ' fear ' or ' dread

'

denotes a deity in Aramaic (**?•?% Syr. JL»f) as well as in Hebrew (K")U3) ; Isa. viii. 12 f. ; Ps. lxxvi. 12;

**D9, Gen. xxxi. 42. The curious Greek phrase, which is usually explained by reference to Ps. lx. 5 ('Thou
hast made thy people see hard things '), suggests the Hebrew original given above, with its characteristic

paronomasia or play upon like-sounding words (mar'im mora), which the translator failed to reproduce in

Greek. So the LXX everywhere ignores this feature of Hebrew style.

5. Rather, ' Beware, then, lest ye also become wholly assimilated to the foreigners, and fear at them
(i. e. the idols) seize you, when ye see a crowd before and behind them bowing down to them.' This again

suggests a Hebrew original, 'wi X$rbv HIND DnnK iTNYl "133 '33^ DDK DJ IDin rffil JQ Dm»CM1. Note
especially the d<£o/Aoiw0evTes dcpofxoLwOrJTe = lD"tn riDT (the compound Greek verb seems peculiar to this Epistle

in LXX : see Tromm), and eV' atn-ois = tiTxby ' on account of them ', as the source of the fear. For the phrase

'fear take (or seize) you', see Ps. xlviii. 7 ; Exod. xv. 15. ' Before and behind them' : i. e. in the procession.

6. But say ye in your hearts. The Greek has 'your understanding' (rrj Siavoia), as in Gen. xvii. 17 ;

xxvii. 41. Heb. D33D;>3 'in your heart' (sing.). The Greek of what follows (crol Set irpoo-Kvveiv, AeWora)

might represent Heb. \J"IN rnnntJVv *p. The verse, however, may be an interpolation. It breaks the connexion

between vv. 5, 7 (see note on v. 7), and is omitted by LXXA
.

7. For mine angel is with you: recalls Exod. xxiii. 23, xxxii. 34 ; Gen. xxiv. 7, xlviii. 16 ; Exod. xxiii. 20
;

Num. xx. 16.

The next clause should run :
' And he {emphatic) careth for your lives.' The original verse may have been

something of this kind :

D3DK vyshn »a

:D3B>B3(^) enn fflfn

Cf. Gen. xxvi. 24; Isa. xliii. 5; Ps. cxlii. 5; Jer. xxx. 14, 17. (For the plur. ras (/n^ds = G?Q3 sing., cf.

Ps. xix. 8, xxxiii. 19 LXX.)
God is represented as speaking directly, as in v. 3. No doubt, the author felt that the whole message was

a ' word of God ', like all prophetic utterances. But the present verse may perhaps be a direct quotation from

some poetical or prophetical piece. It does not seem likely that an author writing in Greek would have chosen

to use the phrase udZflrw i-ds i/'vxas ifiStv m tms special sense, unless he had had such a word as Em (or B>p3,

Prov. xxix. 10) before him. ' To seek a man's soul or life ' generally implies a murderous, not a benevolent

motive. See Ps. xxxv. 4, xxxviii. 13, &c. ; 2 Sam. iv. 8 (all B>p3). For {JHT = hdflrGt, see also Gen. ix. 5.

Perhaps the author intended this last use : 'And he requireth or will require (i.e. avenge) your lives.' (So

Syr. ' The A. of the Lord—'' "JN^D for >3N^D—is with you, and he will avenge your souls.') Further, why
iK^r/Twv, and not ck^teT (or ck^t/tt/o-ci), if the author was not translating a Heb. participle ?

8-16. Idols, though made of costly materials and richly adorned, are powerless to help or to hurt.

8. For their tongue is polished by the workman {more lit. a craftsman. t«kt(ov= KHn, Isa. xl. 18, 20; a carver

or graver in wood, metal, or stone). Heb. perhaps : cnn 1*3 rffiJB> TRW? '3 {sharpened rather than polished) ; a

paronomasia. Cf. Ps. lxiv. 4, cxl. 4. Kart.^vcrp.ivq here only in LXX (Tromm). If ' polished ' were what the

author intended, this might represent Heb. npnD or nb~l1DD. It is implied that the images' mouths were open,
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9 themselves are overlaid with gold and with silver
;
yet are they but false, and cannot speak. And

taking gold, as it were for a virgin that loveth to go gay, they make crowns for the heads of their

10 gods: and sometimes also the priests convey from their gods gold and silver, and bestow it upon
1

1

themselves ; and will even give thereof to the common harlots : and they deck them as men with

12 garments, even the gods of silver, and gods of gold, and of wood. Yet cannot these gods save

13 themselves from rust and moths, though they be covered with purple raiment. They wipe their

14 faces because of the dust of the temple, which is thick upon them. And he that cannot put to

as if to speak (scil. oracles). The connexion of thought with what precedes may be :
' Fear them not, for,' &c.

The verse is reminiscent of Ps. cxv. 4, 5 a.

and they themselves : i.e. their bodies (Greek avrd re: cf. Iliad'

i. 4). Heb. DDVyl or DB131. The whole
clause may have been : f|D331 3HT3 nsru BDXJM

.

yet are they but false. ij/evSrj = "ip{}>, Jer. x. 14, xiii. 25, a deception ox fraud, of an idol. Render: ' but

they are a fraud.' Heb. ~ip£> Dm ; after which the verse concludes with "I3"l7 173V X7I.

9. Lit. 'And as for a virgin fond of adornment, taking gold they make crowns upon the heads of their gods.'

^tXo/coo-yLtos only here in LXX. Heb. DiTn7X BWT^y nilDJ? 1W1 3HT inp7 Hy nvan ri7iri37 "ltJ>X31. Cf.

Jer. ii. 32, iv. 30; Zech. vi. 11.

10. Lit. ' But there are also times when the priests, niching from their gods gold and silver, spend it on
themselves'. Heb. perhaps '131 D^rDn 12331 DVn VT»1 ; v<paipei<r6ai = 233 , Job xxi. 18. /caTavaAib-Kw eis ti,

'to spend upon a thing,' is a classical phrase. The verb renders Heb. 73X 'to eat, consume,' Jer. iii. 24 et al.

Possibly eis ZavTovs (= on?) is due to the translator's having misread Dn? ' bread' as Dn?. The Heb. will then

have been: Dl"6 "taxi or 173K* D!"I71 'and eat bread' (= feast: Gen. xliii. 25; Ps. xiv. 4; Jer. xli. 1;

Luke xiv. 15). Otherwise, cf. 2 Kings xii. 12 and suppose an original like WW DC2371 'and would spend
it on themselves ' : so the Syriac (fpSD).

11. Render: 'while they will give part of them (i.e. the gold and silver ornaments) even to the harlots on
the roof ; i. e. apparently, the roof of the temple, where perhaps they slept for coolness, as on an ordinary
house-roof (cf. Joshua ii. 6). These would be hierodules or temple-harlots such as we know to have been
connected with some of the Babylonian temples, e.g. that of Ishtar at Erech (iropvat = IWlp ; cf.

Gen. xxxviii. 21 f. ; Deut. xxiii. 17). cn-cyos, roof (Syr. om.), was also used for a brothel in late Greek ; and the

variant Tcyos (A Q) is Aquila's equivalent of ^? in Num. xxv. 8 ' a vaulted tent ', rendered by the Vulg.
lupanar, and so used in Neo-Hebrew. Cf. Lat. fornix, 'vaulted cellar; brothel.' Was this the author's

meaning here, and did he write H3pn ?]} ni3l6 D3 DHO 13D31 (' and they would give part of them even to the

whores by the arched bower')? In view of the Babylonian custom, the former interpretation seems preferable.

Indeed, it seems possible, and even probable, that the original reference was to the supposed brides of Bel, who
slept in the shrine on the top-stage of his great pyramidal temple (see Hdt. i. 181).

and they deck them as men with garments, &c.= pyi 3HT 1H7X HX1 f)D3 \~I7X nx C137 £3*1X3 DJTIX tt]M
(cf. Ezek. xvi. 11 ; 2 Kings x. 22). This sentence resumes the thread of trie narrative from v. 9, vv. 10, 11 a
constituting a parenthesis.

12. Lit. 'But these are not saved from rust and fret, arrayed in purple apparel' = 73XD1 nX7riD Qiycj>l3 D3 ,X1

|03"\X "H33 D^Bptp
; c f. Num. x. 9; Ezek. xvi. 18, xxiv. 6; Esther viii. 15; Mai. iii. 11; Job xiii. 28;

1 Kings xxii. 10, for the vocabulary. The second clause probably belongs to this rather than to the following

verse (Vulg., Arab.); since, if 'rust' refers to the tarnishing of metal, 'fret' (f3pwp.a,Ta) seems to indicate the

ravages of moths or grubs in clothing. The genitive absolute is, therefore, incorrectly used by the translator.

But, further, (3pwp.ara in the LXX generally means food (Heb. ?3K or 73X0). Tromm. gives twenty-one

instances of /fyw/xaTa = 73X (e.g. Gen. xli. 35 f.) and ten of fipupLara = 73XD (Gen. vi. 21). It is evident that

'from rust and food ' cannot be right. We probably have here another instance of error in translation from the

Hebrew original. If 73XD1 stood in the unpointed text, the translator may be supposed to have pointed

zSXEfl (= Kal ftp.) instead of ?3NE} 'and from a devourer ' (i.e. moth or grub; Mai. iii. 11 ; cf. Job xiii. 28;

Amos iv. 9). LXX makes the same blunder in Isa.lv. 10, giving ets fipwaiv for 73X7 ('to the eater'). In

Matt. vi. 19 also o-^s kcu ftpwo-Ls may represent ??Ni £*y 'moth and devourer' (Isa. Ii. 8. Cf. also Assyr.

dkilu, ' eater,' ' grub,' ' worm,' &c).

13. They wipe their faces. iKfido-aovTau is strange, if this be the meaning. We should have expected

eK/xao-croucriv. The middle voice denotes ' to wipe away one's own tears', Anth. Palat. 5. 43. If the Heb. was
DiT3B inD"1 'they wipe their faces', the translator might have pointed the verb as a passive, 'n©J, understanding
' they are wiped as to their faces ' = ' they have their faces wiped

'
; though the sense might rather be simply

'their faces are wiped'. (For the verb see Prov. xxx. 20; Isa. xxv. 8.)

the temple is t^s otKias = tV27\ ' the house '. Cf. 1 Kings vi. But rva in the sense of temple or God's
house (Assyr. bit ill) is usually oikos in LXX, while olkCo. is an ordinary dwelling-house. Did the translator use

the latter word purposely, to express contempt for the heathen temple ?

1 .4 Lit. ' And a sceptre holdeth he, as a man judge of a place, who will not destroy him who offendeth
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death one that offendeth against him holdeth a sceptre, as though he were judge of a country.

15 He hath also a dagger in his right hand, and an axe: but cannot deliver himself from war and
16, 17 robbers. Whereby they are known not to be gods: therefore fear them not. For like as a vessel

that a man useth is nothing worth when it is broken ; even so it is with their gods : when they
18 be set up in the temples their eyes be full of dust through the feet of them that come in. And

as the courts are made sure on every side upon him that offendeth the king, as being committed
to suffer death ; even so the priests make fast their temples with doors, with locks, and bars, lest

19 they be carried off by robbers. They light them candles, yea, more than for themselves, whereof

against him ' = l)b NDin HK rV¥> tib im nyi® Q&W WHO *pin 03K>1 (cf. Amos i. 5 ; Exod. ii. 14 ; Gen. xx. 9).

dvcAet may also stand for H|! will smite (Gen. iv. 14); a suitable word in connexion with D2B> (Isa. xi. 4).

The Babylonian gods are represented on the sculptures and seal-engravings as holding sceptres, swords, axes,

and other emblems of authority. Some of the Hittite deities at Boghaz Keui carry sceptres; and an axe

is the common Egyptian symbol for a god.

15. Lit. 'But he holdeth a dagger in (A Q) the (A) right hand and an axe' = Heb. . . . )p|31 1W3 3"in "JCTO.

LXX has fyxeipi'Siov for Heb. mn ' sword' in Ezek. xxi. 3, 4, 5 and elsewhere. Syr. adds :
' in his left,' which

may very well be right. Restore therefore : 1?NDK>3 )H31. I515
. Lit. ' but himself from war and brigands he will

not deliver '. The collocation ' war and brigands ' is improbable ; and it seems natural to suppose a confusion

of 7ro'A.e/i.os and 7roAe'/i.ios, such as we observe in Esther ix. 16, where we find airo twv 7ro\e/xo>v (but B 7roAejiuW)

for DfP3>80. Restoring ttoAc/aiW (cf. A ttoAc/awv), here, we conjecture the following original text : HPEfl I"IN1

bw &b DmiK'l D^XE, and himselffrom enemies and spoilers he cannot deliver (cf. Isa. xliv. 20 ; Obad. 5).

16. they are known. Gk. yvwpipoi elo-iv, which, according to the ordinary use of the LXX, should mean
'they are kinsfolk' (Ruth ii. 1) or 'friends' (2 Sam. iii. 8). The translator probably had the Heb. D*y*TO3

in his MS., and possibly confused the participle with the substantive. The verse, which is rhetorically repeated

in almost the same words at vv. 23, 29, 65, 69, may be reconstructed in Hebrew somewhat thus: i"6x~7y

nn» INTir^K p~5>» (pFTCfcvmb tWll©: Cf. Isa. xxxi. 3, IvU. 6; Jer. x. 5, v. 7.

17-23. The senseless idols are patient of all indignities.

17. A reminiscence of Jer. xxii. 28, Hos. viii. 8, as regards the language of the first half of the verse. But

o-Kevos av6pu)7rov is suspicious, as it hardly means ' a vessel that a man useth

'

; and if it did, the description

would be quite superfluous. It looks as if Bnn earthenware (Jer. xxxii. 14 : BHJI v3) had been misread D1K by

confusion of letters (w or C2> is sometimes mistaken for **\ or d), or perhaps rather £>3N. Cf. also the Syr., which

gives 'a potter's vessel '. Lit. the Greek says: ' For just as a vessel of a man, if broken, becometh useless, such

are their gods.' The Heb. may have been : D.TH^X VH p 13 pan PN pQ3 Bnn ^33 \% ' For like an earthen

vessel broken, useless, so are their gods.' A broken vessel is a proverb of worthlessness, Jer. xxii. 28. (The full

stop is rightly placed here ; what follows is a new thought.) The next statement may be rendered :
' When

they have been established in their houses, their eyes are (become) full of dust from the feet,' &c. But it seems

probable that, in the Hebrew, the clause DT133 D*3ifQ 'set up in the houses' (= temples), or whatever the

phrase was which the Greek represents by Ka.618pvp.ivwv (? b'3E>a DHDltt) avrwv iv tchs oikois, was connected

with the preceding words. The sense will then have been :
' So are their gods, set up in their temples.' Then

followed in the Hebrew, as a new sentence : : D^ton ^3"l» nsy m6k> DiWJJ ' their eyes are filled with dust ', &c.

LXXA gives k^ttois for o?kois; an interesting variant, which recalls Isa. lxv. 3. Cf. also v. 21 and the note there.

18. the courts are made sure on every side. Gk. 7repnre<ppayp.tvai elalv at avkai, ' the courts (of the

palace) are fenced in all round'; cf. Job i. 10 ("]Ve> = irepicppdcr<r<i> ; Hos. ii. 6 (8) = <f>pd<ro-w, 'hedge in').

alXr/ generally = "ivn ' court
'

; but ' the courts are fortified ' does not give a good sense, and av\y sometimes

represents Heb. "iyB> 'gate' (Ps. cxxii. 2 ; Esther ii. 19). Perhaps the Heb. was Dny&Tl 1~)3D3 ' the gates are

shut'. uvAcu can hardly be the courts of a prison, as in Jer. xxxii. 2, xxxiii. 1 (Gifford); for that would

require the addition of tt}s <£vAa/o}s.

as being committed to suffer death. Lit. ' as having been led off for death ' (execution). This is not

very intelligible ; and A prefixes the conjunction t/ or, which improves the sense, and may be right. a.Tr-qyp.ivo<;

in LXX renders Heb. "VDN 'prisoner' (Gen. xxxix. 22 ; cf. xl. 3 ">1DN = dirqKro, xlii. 16 VlDKn = dTi-ox^re

;

Isa. xiv. 17 tovs iv d-rrayoryrj = D^DS). Either this (niD$> "I1DN) might have been the phrase here, or we may

suppose an original ^ID DIG? 'one led to death' (Isa. liii. 7; Jer. xi. 19). The rest of the verse is easy.

The whole may have run in the Hebrew pretty much as follows: DnyBTl fUDJ "£d5> NDin ^N ^3 IPNSI

mw d>yw va jq nwnai tfhsjEO) rnrbna croran iptrp Dmna nx p (^310 rwcb b*n) nit^ -iidn nyai

' And just as around an offender against a king the gates are shut, or around one bound for execution

(or a man led to execution) ; so do the priests strengthen their (the idols') houses with doors, and locks, and

bars, lest by the hand of spoilers they should be despoiled'. (Syr. 'And like a man who is condemned by the

king, their arms are stretched out—like the condemned (pi.) to death. Their houses their priests

strengthen,' &c. This points to a different Greek exemplar.)

19. They light them candles. Rather: 'Lamps they burn'; Gk. Air^vous Ktuovtnv, which probably

represents Heb. lany^ nn: 'lamps they arrange' ; see Lev. xxiv. 4.
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20 they cannot see one. They are as one of the beams of the temple ; and men say their hearts
21 are eaten out, when things creeping out of the earth devour both them and their raiment: they
22 feel it not when their faces are blacked through the smoke that cometh out of the temple: upon
23 their bodies and heads alight bats, swallows, and birds ; and in like manner the cats also. Whereby
24 ye may know that they are no gods: therefore fear them not. Notwithstanding the gold wherewith

they are beset to make them beautiful, except one wipe off the rust, they will not shine : for not even
25 when they were molten did they feel it. Things wherein there is no breath are bought at any cost.

yea, more than for themselves. A's reading 7rA.€6ovas auTois = Dr6 W2"\ 'many for them', is preferable.

The rest of the verse might have been : pD nnx_
D3 nw6 "tav N^ ~IK>N ' of which they cannot see

even one'.

20. They are as one of the beams of the temple ; and men say their hearts are eaten out, &c.
Evidently there is something wrong here. The connexion of thought, if any exist, between the first and second
members of the verse is hopelessly obscure. The Greek does not help us. ' He is, indeed, as a beam of those
out of the house ; but their hearts they say are licked up ' : surely a false contrast. It is likely that the words
nxs 8k /capStas aviw <f>acriv conceal the common Hebrew phrase ' to say in one's heart ' = to think, and that

the sense of the original was :
' And he (i. e. the idol) is like a beam of the temple, yet they think that he eats.'

See Bel 6 ff. for eating as a proof of being a ' living god '. e/cAei'xciv = pp? ' to lap ' or ' lick up
'

1 Kings xxii. 38, and the syn. "\rb, ibid, xviii. 38; Num. xxii. 4 (of eating). The Hebrew may have been :

"inp"" 1-|DN'» M?31 TVZin mips iTPIl And he is like a beam of the house (or read : ]Ta» mip3 = wairep 8ok6s twv

ck tijs oiKtas); ' And they say in their heart, " He licketh up !" ' (The translator pointed ^0?!, as he renders

by a passive infin.) The verse continues, if we translate literally :
' Of the reptiles from the earth eating up

both themselves and their dress they are not aware.' This may have sprung from Heb. DD1K ^DIX ncflNn K>JD~l

: \])~P NP1 DnHJ31, ' The creeping things of the ground (Gen. i. 25) eat them and their robes (1 Kings xxii. 30),
and they know not.' (Syr. ' They are like beams, &c. ; and their heart is foolish and goeth astray ; and they

are destroyed by the reptiles of the earth, and are eaten—they and their garments.')

21. Lit. '(They are) blackened as to their face from the smoke out of the house'. The Hebrew may have
been : fTOn Jt^yo DrWQ I3t»n ' Their faces are black from the smoke of the house '. Cf. Lam. iv. 8. In that

case, /te/AcAavarrai (Q*) to. TrpoawTra (Qmg) would represent the Hebrew more correctly than the reading of 13.

But A's ToB e*c t^s yrj<s Kaiopivov is more likely to be original than B's tov ck t^s oZ/aas (dittogr. from v. 20).

It points, moreover, to the Heb. iTDtNiVjD i"6yn (fl?jn) ' (through the smoke) which goeth up from the ground
'

(cf. v. 54 note). The Greek translator seems to have vocalized n?yn as 'VJ^ = kclUiv, to light a lamp
(Ex. xxvii. 20; Lev. xxiv. 2).

22. swallows, and birds (Gk. the birds') is a curious collocation. We should expect the name of some
other species to be added to that of the swallow. The Syriac, accordingly, has ravens, which may be right, as the

dominant idea would seem to be that of unclean birds (Lev. xi. 14, 15, 19). But 'bats and swallows and [all]

the birds ' is also possible ; especially if ' the cats ' be correct in the next clause. The mention of the (domestic ?)

cat is unique in LXX. The word (01 atkovpoi) might conceivably represent Qn:ic (= Aram. p^MP, Arab.

^ajIjl-,) or Dvtfin (see Talmud Bab. Hor. 13 a). The Targum renders Q"K by this last word in Isa. xiii. 22,

xxxiv. 14. Was the word here nVN 'kites' or 'hawks', which the translator misread D"N and rendered 'cats'?

Then the Heb. of the verse may have been : DVXH DJ1 DUiym D^DIDHI Cstayn \TVO* DCNV^yi Dnsir^y.
(The Syriac has: 'And on their heads sit bats and swallows and ravens together, and also weasels.' For
ravens, cf. v. 54.)

23. yvwcrco-0e = ly-in = 'ye may know'. : dhd iNTrri>x \2~bv nvn ?trt6 *2 ijnn ;"6nd.

24. Lit. ' For the gold which ihey wear for beauty,— unless one have wiped off the rust, they will not make to

shine ; for not even when they were being cast, were they aware (of it) '. There is no obvious relation between
the two statements of this verse, the connecting yap notwithstanding. But it is at least evident {pace R.V.) that

o-Ti\/3o> is used transitively in the former of them, as in Diosc. i. 111 and Aristaen. i. 25. The Heb. might be

nw (Job xli. 24) or irW (Ps. xviii. 29). In the second, 'they were molten ' or rather cast (cxwvevovro = ipwn)
can hardly be right ; for the verse has in view, as the first member shows, idols overlaid or plated with the

precious metal, not images of solid gold. The sense required, and indicated, by the context is :
' for they do

not know when (or that) they are dirty (or tarnished).' Possibly the translator mispointed wh ' were brought

forth, produced', the real word being v?n were defiled (cf. Ezek. xxviii. 7 ' defile thy brightness' : Isa. xxx. 22).

o 7rtpt«eivTai, 'which they have round them, which they wear'; cf. Acts xxviii. 20; also ra Trepucei/xcva ^pva-ta,

plates of gold laid on an ivory statue, Thuc. ii. 13. Heb. nrw *b DN (mKDr6 lam) nyQ^ 15V -\VX nntn riN »3

: )bbn (nnn obbnb) »a yn* vb 'a (Ps. xviii. 29 irw) nw *6 nxbnn mt b*k.

25. at any cost. Gk. ck irdarjs rifirjs = I'TO ?0D ; a misreading of 'a 722. The Heb. may have been :

:M nn pK ik>N Dn DTllpb "iTUD ^3: cf. Jer. x. 14; 2 Chr. i. 16. Better: 'At all cost they are acquired,

in whom is no breath.'
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26 Having no feet, they are borne upon shoulders, whereby they declare unto men that they be
27 nothing worth. They also that serve them are ashamed : for if they fall to the ground at

any time, they cannot rise up again of themselves : neither, if one set them aright, can they
move of themselves: neither, if they be set awry, can they make themselves straight: but the

28 offerings are set before them, as if they were dead men. And the things that are sacrificed

unto them, their priests sell and spend ; and in like manner their wives also lay up part thereof
29 in salt ; but unto the poor and to the impotent will they give nothing thereof. The menstruous
woman and the woman in childbed touch their sacrifices : knowing therefore by these things that

3° they are no gods, fear them not. For how can they be called gods ? because women set meat
31 before the gods of silver, gold, and wood. And in their temples the priests sit on seats, having
32 their clothes rent, and their heads and beards shaven, and nothing upon their heads. They roar

26. Rather being footless . . . exposing their own shame to mankind. Cf. Isa. xlvi. 7, xlix. 22, for the first

reproach ; for the second, Jer. xiii. 26, Nah. iii. 5. Indecent figures of gods were perhaps commoner in Egypt
than in Babylonia, where they usually appear draped. See the procession in my Light from the East, p. 173.

But nude and phallic figures occur on the seals. Heb. ! D3^P BTKTrTIK DWO
|
WBW Pparbv tlbr\ PN3.

27. Lit. And even they who attend on them are ashamed = DrVQJTDJ W21. The participle 6ep<nrevo>v = 1^
in Isa. liv. 17 also (LXX Otpdinov = "l?y saepe). Perhaps the translator pointed Di?H3"y (Zech. ii. 13). The
next sentence is lit. ' On account of the rising by help of them, lest (= if?) ever he have fallen upon the ground '.

Instead of 'by help of them' (Si' avrwv), i.e. of the attendants, LXXA gives 'by themselves' (Si' eavrwv),

i. e. unassisted. St' iavrov would have been better after 776077, sing. Further, the negative must be supplied

:

' On account of their not rising by themselves, if ever he have fallen,' &c. Heb. perhaps: DN 0^2 icflp ?y

nX"iX ?S3 ' because of his rising by their hand if he have fallen to earth'. Cf. 1 Sam. v. 3, xxviii. 20. The
Chinese say 'A fallen Buddha rise!' (Pi Fou-tu k'i), of a hopeless case (Giles, Diet. 3600). The verse

continues :
* nor, if one have set him upright, will (= ' can'—a Hebraism) he move of himself, nor if he be bowed,

will he stand erect ; but as before corpses the gifts are set before them.' The Heb. might have been

:

: Dnb &V nrh DTI03 "O noy: ttb JH3* DXI Mlh B*0* *6 1»p03 lfOT B"K OKI ' And if a man set him up

in his place, he will not move alone ; and if he bow, he will not stand up ; but as (before) the dead bread is set

before them '. Cf. Isa. xlvi. 1, 7 ; and for the offerings to the dead, Ps. cvi. 28, Ecclus. xxx. 18 f., Tobit iv. 17.

-ra owpa = Drib, Lev. xxi. 6, 8 ; and TrapanOevan, = D"1^, Gen. xliii. 32 al. The change from plur. to sing,

exemplified in this verse is a common characteristic of Hebrew style (see Driver, Samuel, p. lxix).

28. Lit. ' But their sacrifices their priests sell and use up; but in like manner the women (A their wives)

also, salting part of them, neither to a beggar nor to a pauper give any share '. In Hebrew : 1"|DD^ DiVron

:n^DNn xb jraxi »ay dhd (Lev. ii. 13) rnnbvo (A = Dnnw) D'twn n; pi (isa. hi. 14) njni omna (cf.

/xcTe'SwKa: Job xxxi. 17). Instead of njOl 'and greedily consume ', perhaps *?31 ' and use up' (cf. Deut.

xxxii. 23; Gen. xxi. 15); and instead of nin^D 'salting', perhaps nitMin 'spicing' or ' pickling ' (cf.

Gen. 1. 2, 3, 26). (The Syriac 'their priests eat them and their wives gorge themselves with them' may indicate

a more original text : bin*1 edunt pr. 1^D"» consumunt; niDnib vorant pr. nirPID condiunt.)

29. See Lev. xii. 4, 7, xx. 18. airoKa.6rip.ivr) '(a woman) sitting apart during menstruation' = nn ; Xcx^s

(for which Q's X^ is more correct), ' a woman in childbed,' or ' one who has just given birth ' = mbx*.

Heb. therefore: :niyJ13 m^Wll Win DTWOn, an argument which would appeal to none but orthodox Jews.

(For the construction yvovTes ovv ktX., cf. Isa. xxvi. 1 1 : yvdvTcs Se alo-xwOrjo-ovTat = 1B>3*1 INT. Here perhaps :

'131 bt?) ^K~«^ *3 r&NQ lyil; cf. Q's yvwre.) (yvovTts is rare in LXX. It occurs otherwise only a few times

in the idiom yvdvTes yvuxreade = Ijnn SfTj, Jer. xxvi. 15 et sim.)

30. Another objection from a purely Jewish point of view. There were no priestesses or female attendants

of Jahweh. nodcv yap is perhaps equivalent to "pK »3, 'For how?' B KXriOecrjaav and A KXrjOrjaovTai might

either of them represent a Heb. impf. See v. 27 for TrapanOiao-iv 6eols, 'they set (food) before gods.' The

Heb. verse might be : r*^ 3™ 'l
03 'n^ ™V D^ '3

I

D 'n^^ T* >D -

31. sit on seats. So Syr.; but it is very doubtful whether Si^peuw, 'drive a chariot' (Eurip. Androm. 108),

can bear this meaning, although 8t</>pos may be a chair or throne (ND3 ; Deut. xvii. 18 ; 1 Sam. i. 9). Q cuts

the knot by substiluting Ka6l£ov<riv, ' they sit.' The sense is perhaps not unsuitable, if the word could bear it

;

but the whole context shows that the author is thinking of the mourning for dead gods, which was a well-known

feature of Babylonian religion. We may, therefore, suppose that the original text had m^ they weep, which the

Greek translator misread 133T they ride (see the Introduction, § 3). For the other phrases of the verse,

cf. Lev. x. 5, 1 Sam. iv. 12, 2 Sam. xv. 32, Jer. xli. 5, Lev. aiii. 45; whence we may infer an original text:

: yriD OtWOI pn t^Nl Vfao DTtoa 'JflTj? 'dSi Minn DnVOai . 'AKaAuTn-oi (here only) should probably be

oKaTaKaXvTTToi, as Qme = yiiQ 'unbound ' (by unwinding the turban); a thing forbidden to priests,

Lev. xxi. 10.
t t

32. Lit. ' But they roar, shouting before their gods, as persons at a dead man s wake . Td Trepibtnrvov,

'a funeral-feast,' perhaps renders DTTD (Jer. xvi. 5; cf. Amos vi. 7) = targumic KWIO, Nnno 'the funeral-
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33 and cry before their gods, as men do at the feast when one is dead. The priests also take off

34 garments from them, and clothe their wives and children withal. Whether it be evil that one
doeth unto them, or good, they are not able to recompense it : they can neither set up a king,

35 nor put him down. In like manner, they can neither give riches nor money : though a man make
36 a vow unto them, and keep it not, they will never exact it. They can save no man from death,

37 neither deliver the weak from the mighty. They cannot restore a blind man to his sight, nor

38 deliver any that is in distress. They can show no mercy to the widow, nor do good to the

39 fatherless. They are like the stones that be hewn out of the mountain, these gods of wood, and
that are overlaid with gold and with silver : they that minister unto them shall be confounded.

40 How should a man then think or say that they are gods, when even the Chaldeans themselves

41 dishonour them? Who if they shall see one dumb that cannot speak, they bring him, and intreat

feast', eaten soon after the burial of the corpse. Cf. Jer. xvi. 7 : 'And they shall not break bread unto the

mourner, to comfort him for the dead ' (so Giesebrecht). The Heb. of the verse may have been : ^E? lpyfl

: no P1P03 0^3X3 Dn\~6x (Ps. xxxviii. 9 HXB>l). These rites of mourning for the gods recall the 'women
weeping for Tammuz ' of Ezek. viii. 14 and the Babylonian festivals of mourning for the same deity

(Dumuzi).

33. Lit. ' From their dress taking away (a part), the priests will clothe their wives and children '. In Heb.

: nsDi di-w:j nx wibm d^pispi inp> DPmaae.

34-39. Unlike Jahweh, they do nothing. Carlyle's cry to Froude, 'He (God) never does anything!' may
be remembered. The prophets of Israel thought otherwise. They thought He did everything.

34. Lit. ' Neither if they have suffered evil by any one, nor if good, will they be able to repay '. Cf.

Deut. xxxii. 35, Jer. xvi. 18, Prov. xxv. 22, and many other places. Heb. perhaps: v3p 31D DX1 JH DX

ti>W? V2V X? tP'X P1XO ' If evil or good they have received from a man, they cannot repay '. See Jer. xlii. 6

;

Job ii. 10.

put him down : lit. ' remove him '. The Heb. of the second sentence might have been : "pD D*pPI7 X?

"VDnb ttb) v31V With this and the next two verses cf. 1 Sam. ii. 6-8.

35. money ; Gk. ^aA/cos = copper, a copper coin, and then collectively, money. The original phrase may
have been D^DSil "lEJ'y ' wealth and riches ', which is rendered ttXovtov kcu xPWaTa >

' wealth and money,'

2 Chron. i. 12. Probably, however, xa^*o? = HBTH , as usual, and this Heb. term is a disguise or corruption

of some word meaning poverty, e. g. E"*l (cf. Prov. xxx. 8). This gives a better parallel to what precedes

(wo-avrws). Heb. T)T)b )blV ttb K>X")1 -lt£>y p. The next sentence is based on Deut. xxiii. 22, and must have

run pretty much as follows : MBHT vb t&V* N^l 113 Dp6 B»K TV DX.

36. Heb. t\YtbrV *6 pm TO bll
|
1^ i6 mx HIDO. *Htt<ov = ^"I, Job xx. 10. Perhaps rather vhm

"1133 TO; cf. Joel iv. 10.

37. Lit. 'A blind man into seeing (= visits) they will not bring round' (Trcpicm^o-tDo-iv, B. A's irapa-

(rnfo-wo-i = set beside or near is less suitable). The Greek is rather peculiar and suggests translation. Perhaps

cis opa<nv should have been eis opwvra; and ITU" may have been misread 13^ (= ot^o-wo-iv). Hence we get:

U^ X? nsip "ny D1X 'A blind man into one seeing they restore not' (cf. Lev. xiii. 16, Isa. xxix. 17). There

follows : lW> ttb "b "i¥3 D1X ' A man in straits (Isa. xxv. 4) they will not deliver '.

38. Cf. Isa. ix. 16, Ex. i. 20, for the language. The verse falls back easily into Hebrew:
|

10n*V X? PIJO7X

ftTB" t6 Q"T\*b).

39. these gods of wood. The italicized words probably represent the Heb. correctly. Cf. Isa. xxi. 9, where

LXX renders Tp6x by ra x€tP07roiVa a^s, and Isa. xxxi. 7, where 13PIT *Wsi 1DD3 ^btt is rendered to.

XeipoTToirfTa avrwv to. apyvpa kou to. xeLP07ro r̂
l'
ra T* \pvcra. The Heb. of the clause may have been

:

Pp3Pl v6xi 3PITPI t6xi pyn \lbx tfOVl "inn »:3xi> ' To the stones of the mountain are like the gods of wood
and the gods of gold and silver '. The second clause is simply : V&y DiT13yi ' and their servants shall be

ashamed'. See note on v. 27 a. The priests are intended.

40. Lit. 'How then is it to be thought or proclaimed that they are gods?' Cf. the classical use of vop.%01,

' to believe in or acknowledge as a god ' ; e. g. in the indictment of Socrates : ous 17 71-dA.is vo/«£«i Oeovs oi vo///£a>v,

' not believing in the gods in which the state believes.' Heb. perhaps : : Wrbtt DH 13 Xip3 PIOl POXJ HOI
' And how should we believe and how proclaim that they are gods ?

'

41. they bring him, and intreat him to call upon Bel. Or, ' having brought Bel, they expect him to

speak.' But the man would be taken before the god. And d|iw in LXX is ' to beg, pray, request ' (Dan. i. 8,

ii. 16, vi. 11; Esther iv. 8, viii. 3). Sw^crcu = 'to speak', as in Ps. cxv. 7 (031*133 13T X?). The Heb.

of the verse might have been ^>30l W3PI1 13*1^ i*31* X^> "IPX Q^X 1X1 DX *3 DP11X D^pO D'TJOn PIOPI f)X1

5 ynV Xin »3 IIOX^ PUPP "1C?X 1B>p3* 'And also they, the Chaldeans, dishonour them' (Deut. xxvii. 16); 'for if

they have seen a dumb man who cannot talk, they will bring him in (to the temple) and beg of Bel that he

may speak, thinking that he (Bel) is aware.' (Syr. ' They bring him before the gate

'

: perhaps x?3X gate was
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42 him to call upon Bel, as though he were able to understand. Yet they cannot perceive this

43 themselves, and forsake them : for they have no understanding. The women also with cords
about them sit in the ways, burning bran for incense : but if any of them, drawn by some that
passeth by, lie with him, she reproacheth her fellow, that she was not thought as worthy as herself,

44 nor her cord broken. Whatsoever is done among them is false: how should a man then think
45 or say that they are gods? They are fashioned by carpenters and goldsmiths : they can be nothing

somehow confused with 73 7K unto Bel. Cf. Jer. 1. 26 where Syr. renders iTD3ND by her gales, reading or

guessing n^N.)
42. Yet; rather, And. The idolaters themselves cannot see all this (A: tovto vo^o-avTts), and abandon

them (the idols); for they are devoid of sense (Jer. x. 8). Hebrew: ^3 DniK 3fy71 (DNl) p3i"i7 173V N71

:dh7 px nyt.

43. This verse describes a well-known custom of Babylonian religion, which, according to Herodotus
(i. 199), was observed in honour of the goddess Mylitta (MvAi-rra). ' Mylitta,' he says, 'is the name the
Assyrians give to Aphrodite.' Aphrodite is, of course, Ishtar, the goddess of love and procreation ; and
'Mylitta' is simply a contracted or corrupted form of the epithet muallidtu, ' she who causes to bring forth

'

(i.e. Eileithyia or Lucina), or 'she who brings forth' (intensive) all living, the Great Mother, as the Deep
(Tiamat) is called mu-al-li-da-at gim-ri-shu-un, ' the Mother of them all,' in Creation-Tab. i. See also Ishtar's

lament over mankind when drowned by the Deluge (Flood Legend, NE, xi. 119 ff.), where she seems to

claim them as her offspring. Heb. (D^n TlJ?) fcna nnopD . rmKTl tfSTU (Jo. i. 8) D»73rl nnjn D^.Tl

vb"\ him m mem vb »a sprin nmyn-nx (cf. Gen. xix. 35) usy m3B>i miy b*k T3 ijeon jno nnx -»ex3i

: rt|5ri3 n73n 'And the women, girt with ropes, sit in the ways offering groats (or chaff); and whenever one
of them is dragged off by a passer-by, she reproaches her companion, because she has not been valued even
as herself, and her rope has not been broken '. ' Bran '

(to. -Trirvpa) perhaps means crushed or pounded grain,

since the ancients did not separate the skin from grain, as is done in modern milling.

The account of Herodotus is as follows :
' But quite the most disgraceful of the customs which the

Babylonians have is the following. Every native woman is bound to sit in the temple of Aphrodite and, once
in her life, have carnal intercourse with a foreigner. Many, moreover, not condescending to mix with the

others, as being proud of riches, drive in a closed carriage-and-pair and stop at the temple, with a great

following of attendants. But the majority proceed in this way. In Aphrodite's precinct sit, with a fillet of

cord round their heads, many women (for some are coming, others going) ; while rope-drawn passages

keep every direction of ways through the women, by which the foreigners pass through and make their choice.

And when a woman seats herself there, she does not go home before one of the foreigners has thrown money
into her lap and dealt with her outside the temple. But when he throws it. he has to say this much :

'• I invoke

over thee the goddess Mylitta !
" (The Assyrians call Aphrodite " Mylitta ".) The money may be ever so little

in amount, for she may not refuse it, for it is not lawful for her (to do so) ; for this money becomes sacred :

but she follows the first that throws, rejecting no man. But after the intercourse, she makes expiatory

offerings to the goddess, and goes home. And after this, thou wilt not give her so much when thou receivest

her in marriage.
' All, then, who are possessed of beauty and stature soon go home ; but all of them who are plain wait

a long time, unable to fulfil the law. Some even wait three or four years' time. A similar custom prevails in

some places in Cyprus.'

Our verse seems to describe something similar but not identical. There is no mention here of the

Sanctuary (UpoV) of Aphrodite. The women 'sit in the ways' or streets, instead of repairing thither: cf.

Gen. xxxviii. 14 ff., Prov. vii. 8, 12. Herodotus does not mention the offering of 'bran'; and it is not clear

whether the ' cords ' (crxoivia) of our verse are to be identified with his ' fillet of cord ' (<TTt<f>avov 0w/uyyos)

or his ' rope-drawn passages ' (o-^ocvotcvccs 8u£o8oi), or with neither. The expression i<f>e\Kvo-8eL<ra, ' dragged

after him,' seems to imply a cord round the woman's waist, a sort of Venus's girdle, which is then symbolically

broken.

44. Whatsoever is done among them is false. This agrees with A's reading Trap' airois, and seems to refer

to the Chaldeans or their priests. Q's iv aurots = Dm, which would more naturally mean ' upon them ', i. e.

the idols (cf. Num. xxxiii. 4, Dan. ix. 12), in the sense of punishment. Heb. perhaps: *lpK> DiT7 nieysn 73

' All the things that are done unto (orfor) them are a fraud
' ; or T5? B»v ns>y* *1B»X 73 ' Everything which

is wont to be done for them is a fraud ' (so Syr.), vavra ra yevofieva = TWQ 1WX 73, 1 Kings xxii. 54.

Perhaps, therefore, Kin (xie) npe DH7 ley TSPK 73 = ' All that they do in their honour is a fraud (folly) '.

(Both \f/tvBrj adj. and tf/evSr] subst. appear for ~ipe in LXX.)
For the rest of the verse see v. 40. The <[>s (= uhttc: so A Q) seems superfluous as well as difficult,

'fis Otol avrol vTrdpxouv would be more intelligible. Cf. Soph. Oed. Tyr. 780: KaAe? p.c irXacrTos ws

ei.r)v irarpi.

45-52. Idols are merely works of art ('the work of men's hands', Ps. cxv. 4).

45. Heb. perhaps: nDn ep^l enm *V DPyo 'handiwork of carpenter and smelter are they' : cf. Jer. x. 9,
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46 else than the workmen will have them to be. And they themselves that fashioned them can never

47 continue long ; how then should the things that are fashioned by them ? For they have left lies

48 and reproaches to them that come after. For when there cometh any war or plague upon them,
49 the priests consult with themselves, where there may be hidden with them. How then cannot

men understand that they be no gods, which can neither save themselves from war, nor from
50 plague? For seeing they be but of wood, and overlaid with gold and with silver, it shall be
51 known hereafter that they are false : and it shall be manifest to all nations and kings that they
52 are no gods, but the works of men's hands, and that there is no work of God in them. Who
53 then may not know that they are no gods? For neither can they set up a king in a land, nor

54 give rain unto men. Neither can they judge their own cause, nor redress a wrong, being unable

:

Ps. cxv. 4. Since nt?y fecit is often rendered by yCvofxai in LXX, e.g. Gen. xlii. 25, 2 Kings xxiii. 23,

Jer. viii. 8, we may suppose the original of the second clause of the verse to have been something of this kind

:

: Httflh CEHn "ivan X^ "IK>X "ins* TV&yob WW nb ' They are not made into another thing which the craftsmen

did not want to make '. This implies yivuyvrcu (A Q) for yevrjrat (B). Literally rendered, B's text says

:

' no other thing will result than what the craftsmen wish them to become.' In 2 Kings ii. 10, ov /xrj yivr/rai =
n\T t6 ; and so here the Heb. may have been '«1 ivan ""ISJ>XD rm^ bz nvr> tib ' there will not come into

being aught different from that which ', &c. (cf. Esther i. 8, hi. 7 for mit? with |E = ' different from ').

46. B wrongly omits etvai Oeot from the second clause, where A Q [Syr.] preserve those words. Heb.

Dt6x ViT D.TT HPJJB ilDl W «»*1K» i6 DiTCiy DiTl (cf. Gen. xxvi. 8, Deut. iv. 26) ' And they, their

makers, cannot prolong days ; And how shall works of their hands become gods ?
' Gods are TroXv^povtot and,

indeed, eternal.

47. Lit. ' for they left lies and a reproach to those who are born after ' (i. e. to posterity). The connexion
of thought would seem to be : for the idolaters bequeath, not gods, but a damnosa haereditas of disappointment

or deception (v/evSr) = ~\p&, Jer. x. 14) and reproach (oVeiSos = nsnn) to after generations. Posterity is not

likely to regard as gods things which had failed to help in the hour of national danger and disaster, and whose
impotence was a subject of mockery to the conquerors (cf. 2 Kings xviii. 33 ff.), and of shame and mortification

to their worshippers (Isa. xlii. 17, Jer. xlviii. 13). Heb. J OWnx^ nsnm 1pB> 12Ty 'i For fnnx in this

sense, see Job xviii. 20, Eccles. i. 11, iv. 16.

48. when ... or plague. Rather, 'Whenever . . . and evils' (*<!*«£ = njn, as in Mic. iii. n : ov /xt)

iireXd-p i<f>' i^uSs Kara). Heb. of verse : tma (inyn bi* t^x or) nm roran iw nym rtnrb® nnbv xm »a

: DDy mrm'' (n:x). B : ctt' avrd = upon the idols ; A : «r avi-ovs = upon the idolaters. The Heb. Qnb]}
might mean either; but A is probably right. BovXevovrai irpos eavrovs. Cf. 2 Kings vi. 8 for the construction

(?« rsro).

49. Lit. 'How then is it not possible to perceive', &c. = Heb. '"iJi ny"t7 px HOI ; see for this construction

Ezra ix. 15, Eccles. iii. 14. Instead of ' themselves ' (eavrous) A gives 'them' (avrovs). ' Plague ' should be

'evils' (KaK<£), as in v. 48. The Heb. of the rest of the verse may have been: iye>V tib ~IE>X Dn DwN ttb *3

(Isa. xlvi. 7 rmiDi) nynoi nonbeo (A Q: nmx) dspbj nx.

50. Heb. possibly: D'SXIM j>y Dn nswo (om. Q) "O (cf. v. 6, and Deut. xxviii. 42 $v\ivd = p> ', Exod.
xxvi. 32, also Exod. xx. 23) : riDH ~lpK> ^ p nnx yiiri ?)D31 3nt 'For inasmuch as they are wood and
overlaid with gold and silver, it will become known hereafter that they are a fraud '.

51. and that there is no work of God in them = kol ov8ev 6eov epyov iv drrots co-riV; a somewhat strange

statement, and suggestive of mistranslation. If the Hebrew were Di"U i"lK>y D sn?X pxi ('And there is no god
working in or through them'), we have here a parallel to the error of LXX in Job iv. 17 (d-rro twv Zpywv avrov =
Wy») and Joel ii. 11 (TOn nfety = ?pya Aoywv avroC). Cf. also Prov. xx. 12 (kvPlov epya = ^V ntfP).

52. B has: tlvl ovv yvwo-reov io-rlv on ovk eicrlv 6coi ; 'By what then must it be known that they are not

gods ?
' an inept question, surely, after all that has been already said. A's reading is preferable : TiVt ovv

yvwo-rbv ovk coral ktA. = ' To whom then shall it not be known ', &c. : D^X D3*X "3 X1QX y"W X^ Wl (cf.

Exod. xxxiii. 16).

53. The verse falls back into Hebrew quite naturally, xh (1 Kings xiv. 14) 1£^ X^ ps(n) "]ta *3

: ljrp nionx.n "IBDVIX ' For a king of a (the) country they cannot set up, and the rain of the ground they cannot

give'. Apparently the Greek translator misread DlXfl (= avOpwTrois) for ncnxn : see Deut. xxviii. 12, 24,

xi. 14 ; 1 Kings xvii. 14.

54. The position of eavTwv (A Q avrwv) is remarkable. It looks as if the word were an attempt to render

Heb. n®n or EH; an emphatic they. Heb. non I^T xb pi : cf. Jer. v. 28. The next clause, ovSk /at?

pvo-wvrai. d8tK7//xa (' nor redress a wrong'), appears to be a reminiscence of Isa. i. 17, where LXX B has pvo-ao-Oe

aBiKovp.evov = pDPl 11B*X. Here also A has ahiKovpavov for B's dSi/c^/xa. We may therefore suppose an
original text pton "nsw1 x?1 ' nor can they correct an oppressor ', or ' right one that is wronged '. (Cf. also

2 Sam. xxii. 49: a&tKrjpa = DE>n.) 'Being unable' (dSwaToi oVtcs) probably belongs to the next clause; where
A Qms read at instead of yap (no doubt correctly). This gives the sense : ' being powerless as the crows
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55 for they are as crows between heaven and earth. For even when fire falleth upon the house of
gods of wood, or overlaid with gold or with silver, their priests will flee away, and escape, but

56 they themselves shall be burnt asunder like beams. Moreover they cannot withstand any king

57 or enemies: how should a man then allow or think that they be gods? Neither are those gods
of wood, and overlaid with silver or with gold, able to escape either from thieves or robbers.

58 Whose gold, and silver, and garments wherewith they are clothed, they that are strong will take

59 from them, and go away withal : neither shall they be able to help themselves. Therefore it

is better to be a king that showeth his manhood, or else a vessel in a house profitable for that

whereof the owner shall have need, than such false gods ; or even a door in a house, to keep
the things safe that be therein, than such false gods ; or a pillar of wood in a palace, than such

60 false gods. For sun, and moon, and stars, being bright and sent to do their offices, are obedient.

between the heaven and the earth.' The point of the comparison, however, is still obscure, for ' crows ' (or

ravens: see Jer. iii. 2 "Q1D3 ^"IJJS = wo-ei Kopuvr) lp-qp.ovp.ivy], LXX reading or misreading '03 3"VjJ3) do not

give the impression of powerlessness, especially when flying in mid-air. Moreover, a verb seems wanting,

as crows are not always in the air. Now in Job v. 16, xxxi. 16, dSiWros represents Heb. b"^, weak, helpless.

It seems possible, therefore, that the Hebrew text here had vH "'S (/of they hang suspended: cf. Job xxviii. 4),

which the Greek translator ignorantly rendered dSvvaroi ovtcs. The reference would be to images hanging on

a wall (cf. v. ai note): Heb. ptfn }*31 BWTI }*3 D*3"1J» 1^1 *3. We may further suggest that D»3JJ3 ('like the

clouds ') has been mistaken for D*3*1JJ3 (' like the ravens '). The Syriac has :
' And not like the ravens between

heaven and earth do they fly in the air' (1KX3 piTfi).

55. Hebrew possibly : nVTpa Dm 10^031 1D13* DiTOfO f)D31 3TO1 j*J> vfat 1V33 (b>X hs>33 D3l) C^K ^lBJl »3 03

pD-lfe* -JinS (c f. Gen. XV. 10: 8uVuv aira fiitra).

56. Heb. may have been : DTl^K »3 (cf. v. 40) }>DNnh T\r\\>b n»1 (Deut. xxviii. 7) ldp* nb D»3*N Wl "]bo by)

: TOFl. (For np? ' to receive a lesson ', cf. Jer. ii. 30.)

57. A.ta6w(nv (B) is evidently wrong. The syllable o-w has been accidentally omitted. Q presents the right

reading SiaauOwo-iv [so Syr.] : cf. v. 55. The Heb. was probably something like the following : K7i 0*3349 vb

: 3f1Tl SJD31 YV wN lobtt* D^mtW ' Neither from thieves nor from robbers ' (Obad. 5) ' can gods of wood and

silver and gold escape \

58. Lit. 'From whom the strong will (= may) strip off the gold and silver; and the raiment that lies about

them they will (may) go off with.' Heb. inp' DiT^y ntTN DH33H HKV D3nr riNl DDD3 TIN DIO^Q* Dni33rl 1WH
'. 13?m (cf. Gen. xxxvii. 23, Ezek. xvi. 39, Isa. xlix. 25, for the language). In the third member of the verse,

A's ot Si, but they, seems better than B's ovre = ab) ' and not '. Heb. 1JWV nb DK>23^ Dm (Joshua x. 6), ' and
they (the idols) will not save themselves.'

59. What writer, thinking in Greek, would have expressed himself in this fashion? Lit. the words run more
like this :

' So that it is better to be a king exhibiting his own courage, or a vessel in a house useful for what the

possessor shall use it for, than the false gods.' The fitness of the first comparison is far from being self-

evident. It goes without saying, that a king giving proof of life and vigour in the face of attack is superior

to a ' god ' who can do nothing to defend his own person. But why a ' king ' and not rather a ' man ', i. e.

any one whatever? Possibly because god and king are synonymous terms in Oriental use (cf. 1 Sam. xii. 12 ;

Ps. v. 2, xx. 9, xxiv. 7, lxviii. 24; Isa. vi. 5, viii. 21, xli. 21); and a 'king' who fights for crown and

kingdom (he was perhaps thinking of the struggles of some contemporary sovereign) is certainly 'better' than

a roi/aineant. Heb. : (npp \^ND) VUJ3 WK rW *1B>&6 ^ytD TV33 ^31 1111133 DN fltOD "l^E (ni'fl?) 310 p b]}.

It seems questionable whether the Hebrew had ' It is better to be a king ', as the Greek has it (cf. Prov. xxi. 9),

or 'Better is a king', &c. (cf. Prov. xix. 1, Eccles. iv. 13), of which A Q's Kpcurtrww (B Kpda-crov) looks like

a reminiscence. The nominatives in what follows (7) kou 6vpa iv oIklo. . . . /cat £v\.wos oruAos) may point in

the latter direction. They at least show that the author of the Greek forgot the construction with which

he started, and support the view that he was translating from a language destitute of Case-inflexions, viz.

Hebrew. The LXX rendering of the Canonical Books often exhibits the same error. [I leave this note as

originally written, in order to show how little can be made of the text as it stands ; but see Introd. § 3 (6) for

a conjectural emendation of the first clause of the verse.] The Heb. of the rest of the verse might be :

:np^ \-6nd i»3»n3 yv moyi (ip^ irbtixs) 13 ~i^k nx m»iB> JV33 nb~\ D3i (to. ftao-ikaa = bynn, Nahum ii. 6).

The triple rj o! i^tvSeis OeoC is hardly original. The first two occurrences look like artless insertions intended

to make the meaning clearer. (Cf. Wisd. v. 9-13.) I have therefore enclosed them in brackets. The Syriac

omits all, perhaps correctly.

60. Unlike the things just mentioned, and those enumerated in vv. 60-63, the false gods are useful for no

purpose whatever.

D>msD 0*33131 nmi CDC *3

: Dwit?i pan bv wrvhvn
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61 Likewise also the lightning when it glittereth is fair to see; and after the same manner the wind

62 also bloweth in every country. And when God commandeth the clouds to go over the whole

63 world, they do as they are bidden. And the fire sent from above to consume mountains and woods
doeth as it is commanded : but these are to be likened unto them neither in show nor power.

64 Wherefore a man should neither think nor say that they are gods, seeing they are able neither

65 to judge causes, nor to do good unto men. Knowing therefore that they are no gods, fear them
66, 67 not. For they can neither curse nor bless kings : neither can they show signs in the heavens

68 among the nations, nor shine as the sun, nor give light as the moon. The beasts are better than

' For sun and moon and stars do shine

;

They are sent on a business and obey.'

For xpeias = K? 1?, see Eccles. iii. i Symm. and ib. 17 Aq. For the sense of f'Dn, cf. Isa. liii. 10, lviii. 13.

Ei-^/coos = yD1B>, Prov. xxv. 1 2. It is evident that the Greek closely follows, while partially misunderstanding,

the Hebrew.
61. Likewise also the lightning when it glittereth is fair to see. The attribution of beauty to lightning

is quite contrary to Biblical conceptions, which rather associate awe and terror with this phenomenon

:

Ex. xix. 16; Ps. xviii. 14, Ixxvii. 18; Rev. iv. 5. EiW-ros might be ' well-seen ' = conspicuous. But it is

probable that we have here another instance of error in translation ; the author of the Greek version having

connected XTO terrible with PifcOi seen. The Heb. may have been : JOU iniNirQ p"0 f]N1 ' And also lightning

when it appeareth is awful
'

; or K*11J HWO ?~\2 03 pi, ' And so also lightning when it shineth is terrible '.

In either case there is a paronomasia on the two like-sounding words, such as is characteristic of Hebrew style.

(In Zeph. ii. 11 N~t13 is rendered by LXX lTn<t>avr)<jzTaL, and in 2 Sam. vii. 23 niN~i13 = i-n-Lcfidveiav, while fcOU

is rendered by iTn<j>avrjs six or seven times. In these cases there is a similar confusion of the above Heb. roots.)

The rest of the verse might be: :ri3t?13 y~\H ^32 nil 03 pi 'And so also wind bloweth in every land'.

For to 8' avro /cat ... see Phil. ii. 18 (Gifford).

62. Lit. ' And to clouds whenever it is commanded by God to go over all the inhabited (world), they

accomplish what was commanded'. The Hebrew may have been simply : 17D> 73D ?y 13JJ7 OWN DD1V2 D^yi

.* (p WSP) niTtOn DN (iK^). Isa. xiii. 1 1, xiv. 17 ?an = 17. oiKovfiivr] 0A.77 ; but ib. xiv. 26 eVi ttjv olKovfiivrjv oXyv =
pNH ba by. The translator possibly connected the D of oni*3 with DV17N, supposing the verb to be passive.

Cf., however, Isa. v. 6 : m¥N D'oyn ?V\ = kcu tous vc^c'Acus ivreXovfiat. See Ezek. xxxix. 14 for iTmropeveo-Qai =
"Illy?. The paronomasia with cny was probably intentional.

63. the fire: i.e. lightning, which is ' the Fire of God'. Instead of ' to consume ' (i$ava\w<rai, ' to spend'

or ' destroy utterly '), Q gives i^eprjfiQxrai, ' to desolate utterly '. The latter might be an attempt to render

Heb. n'nnni? or DOT? more exactly (= to lay waste), but the Heb. may have been simply "lys? to consume

(cf. Syr.). Q's addition kcu fiowovs, and hills (so also Syr.), may be original: cf. Isa. Iv. 12. Apvpovs may
represent a sing. iy», as in Isa. x. 18, though plur. Cny (Ezra ii. 25) or nny* is perhaps more probable. The

Heb. of the verse might be: DHI . p HEW nnyi (niy331) Dnn ^2*? ?yoo (Amos i. 7, 10, &c.) nm?K> twm
: fnm nxion DrVPN 101 ah (cf. Ezek. xxxi. 18, Dan. i. 13, 15 nX~l?D = tSeai). (Syr. 'They are not like one

of these things' ; cf. A Q: evl clvtwv or tovtojv.)

64. Heb. :Q-tt6 3»Bv£l BBCO D1SB& tav t6 "3 DTlta DH nDK? V&\ JON* N^ J3 by. The last word was

probably intended to be vocalized 0"JN? = tois dv0pto7roi9. For b 3*WI, see Joshua xxiv. 20. (Syr. adds : nor

do evil after do good.)

65. See vv. 23, 29, supra.

66. curse . . . kings. See Eccles. x. 20. Cf. also Num. xxii. 6. Heb. : im}"1 &6l vbp1 ab 0*370 'O

'For kings they will (= can) not curse nor bless.'

67. in the heavens among the nations. It is probable that this is an instance of a ' conflate reading '.

D^ya = COKa (out of which it might easily have originated). The Heb. of the first clause may well have

been: UTV N^ D'Wl mnNI 'and signs in the heavens they cannot set'. Cf. Joel iii. 3 (Heb.), Neh. ix. 10.

(Syr. corrects :
' and signs in heaven to the nations they show not.' Cf. Matt. xvi. 1.) The fluctuation of the

Greek codd. between <I>s aekijvr] (B) and ws 17 a-eXrjvr} (AQ; recte) again suggests a Heb. original; for the

unpointed mV3 might, of course, be read either way (D"IJ| or 0"P?). The Heb. of the latter half of the verse

may have been : : ITV3 ITW N^l 1iW» COCD N^l.

68. The beasts are better than they = DitO miD nTin. For rvnn, see Gen. vii. 21, viii. 1. (Perhaps

niBTJ JVn, Jer. xii. 9. Syr. beasts of the wilderness.) There seems to be something wrong about the

reason. Literally the Greek says: 'which are able by escaping into a covert to profit themselves.' Avrd or

iavra w<f>e\fj(rai is a strange expression for d)<pe\.r)$fjvai. Now, the verb dxpeXelv in LXX usually renders Heb.

^yin ' to profit ', as in Isa. xxx. 5 ; and it is likely that the translator mistook nbynb ' to hide ' for ' to profit

them'. It is merely a question of vowel-points (D.?ynp instead of ^Q^Ki? Niph. Inf.). Obviously, the motive for

' fleeing into a covert ' would be to hide, rather than to ' help' or ' profit ' oneself.
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69 they : for they can get under a covert, and help themselves. In no wise then is it manifest unto
70 us that they are gods : therefore fear them not. For as a scarecrow in a garden of cucumbers

that keepeth nothing, so are their gods of wood, and overlaid with gold and with silver. Likewise

71 also their gods of wood, and overlaid with gold and with silver, are like to a white thorn in

an orchard, that every bird sitteth upon ; as also to a dead body, that is cast forth into the dark.

72 And ye shall know them to be no gods by the bright purple that rotteth upon them: and they

69. Heb. perhaps: 'x Dn "d \y? jnij HD3 "131 px ' There is nothing whereby it is known to us that they

are gods '. Cf. Gen. xv. 8.

70. a scarecrow. Strictly speaking, Trpofiao-Kaviov is an amulet or safeguard against witchcraft, such as,

according to Plutarch, workmen hung up before their shops. Cf. /?ao-Kavos = py jn, Prov. xxiii. 6. Since

y8ao-*catvw is to ' slander, disparage, envy, grudge ', is it not just possible that the translator misunderstood Isaiah's

rt31?D (Isa. i. 8), connecting it with }17 ' to murmur ' (perhaps rather ' be evil, hostile

'

; cf. Assyr. lawdnu,

lamdnu, limna, be evil, evil, hostile) rather than with p? ' to lodge ?
' The Syriac actually renders N^DpDI N7PJ?,

as in Isa. i. 8. But the context rather suggests a post or pillar (perhaps a terminal figure, like Priapus), set up
to scare birds and other pilferers, cf. Hor. Sat. I. viii. 1-7); and the original phrase may have been modelled
on Jeremiah's ntJ»pD(2) "1003 ' like a post (scarecrow) in a garden of gourds ' (Jer. x. 5), which is said of idols

as being speechless blocks. Heb. of verse : J sp31 3iin YV D.Tn^N p "\Yl "IBID px nt?pf03 "10h "Ki'N3 "O

' For as a post in a cucumber-plot protecteth nothing, so their gods (of) wood and gold and silver ' (protect

nothing). Their ' terrors are empty terrors, like those of the palm-trunk, rough-hewn into human shape, and
set up among the melons to frighten the birds away ' (see my exposition of Jer. x. in Prophecies of Jer.,

pp. 227—9, Expositor s Bible).

71. white thorn, the Greek pd/xvos, a kind of prickly shrub, also called TraXiovpos ; Rhamnus paliurus,

of which Theophrastus mentions two kinds, a white and a black, as we have our ' whitethorn ' and ' blackthorn

'

in the hedgerows. 'Pa/xvos is the equivalent of "IDX 'bramble ', 'buckthorn ', in Judges ix. 14, 15, Ps. Iviii. 10,

where it is mentioned as the inferior of all the trees (Judges 1. c), and as used for fuel (Ps. 1. c). Here, the

idols are as contemptible as this common hedge-growth, upon which any bird might settle and foul it (cf. v. 22).

Tristram enumerates sixteen species of Rhamneae in Palestine (Enc. Bib. s. v. ' Thorns '). It is not evident

why the Rhamnus should be ' in a garden ' (rrj iv Krpru> pdp,v<p), as it was not a garden plant. Probably

a hedge of thorns round the garden (not ' orchard ') is intended. Or the idea may be that of a wild growth in

a neglected garden.

a dead body . . . cast forth into the dark is a comparison by which the writer intends to signify the extreme

of contempt. Cf. Amos viii. 3 ; Jer. xiv. 16, xxii. 19; Isa. xxxiv. 3; Baruch ii. 25 ; 1 Mace. xi. 4. For a

corpse to be left unburied was the height of indignity. ' Into the dark ' may be a vivid touch, suggesting

in one word ("jETO) an entire picture. We see the helpless body, perhaps of an infant, thrown out furtively

under cover of night into the darkness of the deserted street, to become a prey to pariah dogs. (For the

construction ippip.p.iv(o iv o-ko'tci, instead of tis o-kotos, cf. 2 Kings ix. 25, 26, xiii. 21.) But it seems more likely

that 1CSTQ is a corruption or alteration of piro 'into the street' (Jer. xiv. 16). The original text of the verse

may have been something like the following: ^B>D ("UB?) DD? DJ1 xbv 3B>V "VIS* fe I^X [33 IDxi? D3 pi

:[s)D31 anfl py] D.Tnta l»*l pinn. (The concluding words may be due to inadvertent repetition from the

preceding verse.) Or perhaps . . . n03 D31 . . , DiTn^N &B>D3 1DX3 D31.

72. Lit. 'And from the purple and the marble that rotteth upon them it shall (= may ;
Hebraism) be known

that they are not gods '. The Greek word p.dpp.apo<; means any stone or rock which sparkles {p.app.a(.pu) in the

light ; and then specially marble (= Lat. marmor). The margin and R. V. are both wrong in supposing that

the term is here used as an epithet of irop<pvpa, with the sense of ' brightness ' or ' bright ', which the word never

bears. As I pointed out long ago in the Variorum Apocrypha, the Greek translator has here confused the

Hebrew H6 'linen' (Exod. xxv. 4; = Greek /3uWos) with its homophone W 'marble' (Cant. v. 15;

67B> "HlDy = (ttvXoi piapp-dpivoi). Byssus is coupled with purple in Exod. xxvi. 1, and elsewhere ; see especially

Prov. xxxi. 22 (ck Se ySvWov koI iroptpvpas iv airy eVSv/xara). The robes of the idols might 'rot ' upon them,

but ' marble ' hardly. The Syriac at least shows a sense of the fitness of things, with its ' purple and silk stuffs '.

Heb. Qirbtt £33*1* *3 JTIV DiT^y 3pnn wm JOa-Wri .p\. For ap-l = a^irop.ai, cf. Job xix. 20, where LXX has

c<rdirr)(rav = np21 (obviously reading '3p"l). The variations cV avrovs (B), iir alrwv (A), €7r' avrots (Q), might

all be attempts to represent Heb. DiT^y ' upon them '. ' And they themselves ' (avra tc) ; in contrast with their

apparel. Heb. perhaps simply Dm 'and they'; or DD131 'and their body'; or DECUI (Aramaism). Cf. v. 8.

shall be consumed ; rather devoured (/fyo^owrai = 6s«* or ^3*0 ; cf. Isa. Ii. 8). The idea might be

devoured by fire ; but then PK3 seems necessary, as in Ezek. xxiii. 25, Neh. ii. 3 al. The word may have been

passed over accidentally; but it seems more likely that the Greek translator misread ITS1 'shall perish'

(Isa. i. 28) as tatO ' shall be eaten up '. This gives us as Heb. for the rest of the verse: WJ1 W IrlK DH1

:p*1N3 HQin. [v. 20 may possibly give the clue to the sense : 'Things creeping out of the earth devour both

them and their raiment.' But I prefer the preceding suggestion.] After plur. /Jpu^owrai, with subject avra,
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73 themselves afterward shall be consumed, and shall be a reproach in the country. Better therefore

is the just man that hath none idols : for he shall be far from reproach.

the following clause ko.1 «rrai oVciSos ought to mean ' And it shall be a reproach ' = nsnn njvni ; but Q's
eo-ovrai is preferable.

73. An apparently lame conclusion. Idols will evidently become a reproach to their worshippers ; therefore

one who has nothing to do with idols will be far from reproach ; a non sequitur, unless idolatry be the sole

ground of reproach. Further, there is no obvious reference for the comparative KpetWwv. Better than whom?
A vague 77 olvtol, than they, meaning ' the Chaldeans ' (v. 40), may have fallen out ; cf. 01 deol airwv, ' their gods/
in vv. 70 sq. Or the omitted phrase may have been rj 01 depairevovTes avrd, 'than they that serve them,' v. 27.

See the repeated 17 ot if/evMs deoi, v. 58 (Eng. 59). The Hebrew of the verse may thus have been: p tbv

iTtSTWD pmn PIW mn »a (onnayo) none \b |<M tta&l pHX B«N 31B 'Therefore better is a righteous man
who hath no idols than they (than their worshippers) ; for he (A : cu>tos) will be far from reproach '. The
phrase avOpwrros S1W05 = ' a non-idolater ', in the sense of the writer ; cf. the use of avofioi, dcre/3ets, viol

irapdvofioi, dfiapTwkoi, for the heathen and renegade Jews in 1 Mace, passim. And it would perhaps give
a more coherent sense if the statement of the -verse were: 'Better is a "righteous" man (= a non-idolater)
than one that hath idols ; for (unlike the latter) he will be far from reproach ' (which the latter must share with

his discredited gods) = Heb. 'ttl D^N •h -|C?ND pnx B«K 310. The translator may have confused \b with

Ifib (ttb), not, and omitted to notice the particle of comparison. (Possibly his Heb. MS. was worn at the end.)
The Syriac ends thus: 'Well is it, then, for the righteous man who is far from reproach, and is looking
for the Lord God!' (that is, the Parousia). ' Finished is the Epistle of Jeremiah the Prophet. His Prayers be
with us

!

'
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THE PRAYER OF MANASSES
INTRODUCTION

§ i. Description of the Book.

'The Prayer of Manasses, King of Judah, when he was holden captive in Babylon,' is the title

of a short penitential Psalm. It is written in Greek, and contains thirty-seven cm'xoi. In Fritzsche's
Libri Apocryphi Vet. Test. Graece it is divided into fifteen verses ; and this division has been very
generally adopted.

The Psalm consists of (a) an invocation of the Deity (vv. 1-7), (b) a confession of sin (vv. 8-10),

(c) an entreaty for forgiveness (vv. 11-15).

§ 2. Its Origin.

Its literary origin is obscure. There seems, however, to be little reason to doubt that the author
was a Jew, i.e. not a Christian. While, in the case of so short a fragment, it is difficult to decide
with absolute certainty, it seems most probable that the Prayer was originally written in Greek ; and
that the existing Greek text is not, as has sometimes been maintained, a translation from the Hebrew
or Aramaic. 1 If this view be correct, ' The Prayer of Manasses ' should be classed with such writings

as ' The Song of the Three Children ', and be regarded as, in all probability, the composition of

a Hellenistic Jew, who in the interests of his people's faith wrote the penitential Prayer to suit the

special circumstances under which the prayer, ascribed to Manasseh, King of Judah, in 2 Chron.
xxxiii. 18, 19, was supposed to have been uttered.

It will be convenient to quote the whole passage in which this mention of the king's prayer
occurs, 2 Chron. xxxiii. n-13, 18, 19:

(11) 'Wherefore the Lord brought upon them the captains of the host of the king of Assyria, which took
Manasseh in chains (Or, with hooks), and bound him with fetters, and carried him to Babylon. (12) And when
he was in distress, he besought the Lord his God, and humbled himself greatly before the God of his fathers.

(13) And he prayed unto him; and he was intreated of him, and heard his supplication, and brought him
again to Jerusalem into his kingdom. Then Manasseh knew that the Lord he was God. . . . (18) Now the

rest of the acts of Manasseh, and his prayer unto his God, and the words of the seers that spake to him in the

name of the Lord, the God of Israel, behold, they are written among the acts of the kings of Israel. (19) His
prayer also, and how God was intreated of him, and all his sin and his trespass, and the places wherein he built

high places, and set up the Asherim and the graven images, before he humbled himself: behold, they are

written in the history of Hozai (Or, the seers).'

According to this account, a Prayer of Manasseh 2 was reputed, in the Chronicler's time, (a) to

have been preserved among ' the acts of the kings of Israel ', and (b) to be contained in the records

of Hozai (or, the seers). Whether the Chronicler himself was acquainted with any such Hebrew
prayer, or whether he is simply repeating a popular tradition, we have no means of determining. No
such writing was ever contained in the Hebrew Scriptures ; nor, if it ever existed, has it survived in

any Hebrew or Aramaic form.
It is easy to understand that the Chronicler's story of Manasseh's repentance and prayer and

deliverance from captivity must have produced upon the minds of devout Jews a profound impression.

The record of his idolatry and of his persecution of the servants of Jehovah had stamped his name
with infamy in the annals of Judah. But side by side with his wickedness were commemorated the

unusual length of the king's reign and the quiet peacefulness of his end. The Chronicler's story of

the repentance and conversion of Manasseh provided the explanation of a seemingly unintelligible

anomaly. Henceforth his name was associated by Jewish tradition not only with the grossest acts

of idolatry ever perpetrated by a king of Judah, but also with the most famous instance of Divine

forgiveness towards a repentant sinner. What more remarkable example could be found of the long-

suffering compassion of the Almighty and of His readiness to hear and to answer the supplication of

a contrite penitent?

Nothing would be more natural than for a devout Jew to endeavour to frame in fitting terms the

kind of penitential prayer, which, according to the tradition, Manasseh had poured forth when he was
in captivity in Babylon. The sentiments embodied in such a form of petition might conceivably be

1 See note on § 7.

—

Gen. Ed.
2 The oldest non-canonical reference to this prayer is to be found in 2 Baruch lxiv. 8.
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appropriate to those of his countrymen who had fallen into idolatry, and who might yet be reclaimed

from the error of their way.
According to this hypothesis, the Psalm was composed for a practical devotional purpose.

§ 3. Its Literary History.

' The Prayer of Manasses ' makes its first appearance in extant literature, so far as is known at

present, in the so-called Didascalia. This was an early Christian writing, composed probably in

the second or third century, and incorporated into the Apostolical Constitutions, a work of the

fourth or fifth century, of which the first six books consist of the Didascalia.

The author of the Didascalia was probably a member of the Christian Church in Syria, and
wrote in Greek. In a long extract, apparently derived from some other writing, he records at length

the narrative of Manasseh's idolatry and punishment, of his repentance and prayer, of his miraculous

deliverance from captivity and restoration to Jerusalem. The object which the author of the

Didascalia has in view is to illustrate God's mercy towards a repentant sinner. After briefly men-
tioning the classical instances of David's repentance at the rebuke of Nathan, of Jonah's repentance

and the answer to his prayer uttered in the whale's belly, of Hezekiah's supplication and the pardon
of his sin of pride, he continues, ' But hearken, ye bishops, to an excellent and apposite example

;

for thus is it written in the Fourth Book of the Kingdoms (i.e. 2 Kings) and in the Second Book of

Chronicles.' Then follow extracts from the LXX of 2 Kings xxi. 1-18 and 2 Chron. xxxiii. 1 ff.,

which are welded together and expanded by four Additions, to which there is nothing corresponding

in the Hebrew text. The order in which these extracts follow one another is as follows

:

(1) 2 Kings xxi. 1-4. (7) Addition B. keycov, followed by 'The Prayer

(3) 2 Chron. xxxiii. 5-8. of Manasses '.

(3) 2 Kings xxi. 9-16. (8) Addition C.

(4) 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11. (9) 2 Chron. xxxiii. j^
h

.

(5) Addition A. (10) Addition D.

(6) 2 Chron. xxxiii. 12-13* (7^00-77v£aro). (11) 2 Chron. xxxiii. 15, 16.

The Additions are as follows :

(A) An insertion between 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11 and 12: Kal fjv oeoe/«'i/o? Kal Karao-fo-iS^pco/xeVoj

oko$ cv oiKip (pvkaKrjs, Kal ebiboro avru> en nirvpoav apros (V orafyxto (3pa\vs, nal vbojp crvv o£ei okiyov t)v fierpio,

uxrre C,fjv avrov, Kal fjv <rvvi\oy\.€vos Kal 6bvv<opevos atyobpa. 1

(B) After 2 Chron. xxxiii. 13 kcu Trpoo-qv^aro np6$ Kvpiov (LXX avrov) is added keyav' Kvpie

TiavTOKparoip . . . eis robs al&vas. Ap.T)V.

(C) Instead of 2 Chron. xxxiii. 13 Kal k-n^KOvaev avrov' Kal e-nrjuovcrev rrjs ftorjs avrov, is substituted

kcu (irrjKovae rfjs (poovijs avrov KVpios, Kai. (onre[prjaev avrov' Kat fyevero rrepl avrov (pko£ irvpos, nal erdKrjaav

navra ra 7re/n avrov aib>ipa' Kal lacraro Kvpios Mavacro-rjv e/c rfjs dktyeias avrov.

(D) Instead of 2 Chron. xxxiii. 14 is substituted Kal (kdrpevae fiovcp Kvpi<p r<2> 0ew kv okij KapUa
avrov Kal (V okr\ ri] \f/v\fj avrov 7rdcra? rds 77/ie'pa? rfjs £o*/s avrov' Kal kkoyio-Qr] bUaios.

§ 4. Its Preservation.

The preservation of this short disconnected Psalm may thus, with good reason, be ascribed to

the accident of its occurrence in the Didascalia and the Apostolical Constitutions. There is no
evidence to show that it was ever included in the Septuagint, the Judaeo-Greek Canon of Holy
Scripture. But, very possibly, in consequence of the popularity of the Apostolical Constitutions, ' The
Prayer of Manasses ' became well known in the Eastern Church ; and it was a natural step to take,

to detach the Prayer from its context and to insert it among the Canticles (adai, Cantica) used and
sung for liturgical purposes, and to be found appended to the Psalter ' in certain uncial MSS. and
a large proportion of the cursives ' (Swete, Introd. to the O. T. in Greek, p. 253).

In the Codex Alexandrinus (A) there are fourteen Canticles appended to the Psalter in the
following order : (1) Exod. xv. 1-19 (w&ij Mwvo-eco? Iv ri) 'Efoow) : (2) Deut. xxxii. 1-43 (<j>5tj Moivo-ea>s

h ru> Aevrepovopiu) : (3) I Sam. ii. I-IO [vpoaevxj] 'Awos p.r)rpos ^apovfjk) : (4) Isa. xxvi. 9-20
(irpoo-evxr) 'E&klov) : (5) Jonah ii. 3-10 (irpoo-evxr] 'lava.) : (6) Hab. iii. 1-19 (Trpoo-evxri 'ApfiaKovu,)

:

(7) Isa. xxxviii. 10-23 (^poo-eir^ 'E£eniov}: (8) 'The Prayer of Manasses' (-Trpoaevxv Mavaao-ij) :

1 On the Jewish Midrashic legend respecting Manasseh's deliverance see Ball's 'Introduction to the Prayer of
Manasseh ' in Speaker's Comm. on Apoc. ii. 362 ff. Compare 2 Baruch lxiv. 8, part of the section (liii-lxxiv) assigned
by Dr. Charles to 50-70 A.D. Cf. Anastas. in Ps. 6 Canis. thes. Monum. iii, p. 112 <pacr\v ol dpx<uoi tS>v lo-Topioypd<pu>v,

on dnevtx&w M. naT(K\ficr6r] els £c£8iov x°-Xkovv and (Hacriktais Ilfpcrfov Kal ecra> <ov iv toiovtco £coSta> npoo-qv^aTO pierd

daKpvaiv. Ioh. Damasc. Parall. 2. 15, Opp. ii, p. 463 io-Tope'iTai trapd 'AcppiKaucp, on ev to> Xtyeiv ajdnv tov M. ra bio-pa
buppdyr) <rihr)pd ovtci kcl\ etpvyev. Suidas S.V. Mavaanrjs : bird Mtpoddx ftaatXeoos 'Aaavpiwv Sto-ptos tls Ntveu/j Trp> nokiv
at'x/xdXa)Tof dwrix^l tat fls to x^kovv ayaX/xa Kadeipxdrj . . . f'der)6r] roii Kvpiov . . . /cat to fiiv dyaX/xa deia 8wd)j.ei

buppdyrj . . . bebtpiva 8e ovri iv (pvXaKrj, eV neSats ^aXxats Iv Ba(BvXa>vi iSiSotrav aura! e'/c niTvpav dpTov jS/ja^iJi/ Kat vbup
dXiyov avv o^t t uerpijrw npbs to fiji/ avrbv Ka\ llovov, Ka\ tots Trpoo-r)v£(iTo' irpos Kvpiov' Kvpte -navTOKparop.
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(9) Dan. iii. 23 (-rrpoo-evxr] 'A(apiov) : (10) vp.vos tG>v iraTtpuv fjp&v: (11) Magnificat (7rpo<reuy.*/ Mapias
tt)s deoroKov): (12) Nunc Dimittis (irpocrevxri Svpecav) : (13) Benedictus (irpoo-evxv Zayaplov) : (14)
The Morning Hymn (vpvos ZuOivos). Similarly, in the Codex Turicensis (T), the liturgical Canticles
are appended to the Psalter; and 'The Prayer of Manasses ' appears ninth in the list. But the
evidence of Codex Alexandrinus would alone suffice to show that in the Eastern Church the Prayer
was in use for liturgical psalmody in the fifth century A. D.

§ 5. The Title.

To the Psalm is prefixed the title ' The Prayer of Manasses ' (irpoo-evxr} Mavao-o-q) in Codex
Alexandrinus (A) ;

' The Prayer of Manasses the son of Hezekiah ' (Trpoaevxv Mavao-a-rj rod viov
c

E£e/aou) in Codex Turicensis (T) ; and in the editions of the Vulgate ' The Prayer of Manasses,
King of Judah, when he was holden captive in Babylon ' (Oratio Manassae regis Iuda cum captus
teneretur in Babylone).

There is no sufficient reason to call in question the correctness of the title. (1) The title is derived
from the narrative in the Didascalia in which the Prayer has been incorporated. (2) There is no
evidence to show that the Prayer had existed before its inclusion in this Manasseh tradition. (3)

Though it is noteworthy that the Prayer contains no mention of any proper name of personage or

place, by which the legitimacy of the title might be confirmed, there are nevertheless to be found in

it allusions which are most naturally interpreted on the assumption that the Prayer is put into the

mouth of Manasseh, King of Judah. Thus, (a) the speaker describes himself as 'weighed down with

chains ', KaTaKap.-nTopi.evos noKKw o-tSr/pw (ver. 10) : (b) he dwells with emphasis upon his many sins in

past time, rjpapTOv inrep apidpbv \f/dp.p.ov 6a\do-o-r]s . . . d7rd Trkr/dovs t&v dhiKiSiv p.ov (ver. 9) : (c) he
makes particular mention of the forms of idolatrous sin whereby he had provoked the wrath of God,
a-r?jo-as flbekvypLara Kal n\f)6vvas npocroyOio'p.aTa (ver. 10).

The objection must be admitted for what it is worth that there is no reference to the Temple
of Jerusalem or to the religious worship of Israel. But this omission is intelligible, if we are correct

in assuming that the composer is concerned with the tradition of Manasseh's repentance in its

religious rather than in its historical bearings.

§ 6. Date of Composition.

It seems probable that the Didascalia (lib. ii. 21), in which the Prayer was preserved, was com-
posed in the first half of the third century A.D. (F. X. Funk, Die Apostol. Konstitutionen, 1891, p. 50),

and in Syria (ibid., p. 54). If we may assume that the author of the Didascalia borrowed from some
Jewish, or Hellenistic, source the whole passage relating to Manasseh, then the Prayer, and the

writing in which it stood, must have been well known in the beginning of the third century A.D.

Its composition must be assigned to an earlier date than this.

The inclusion of the Prayer among the liturgical Canticles in the Codex Alexandrinus implies

a high degree of estimation ; and if those Canticles were copied from a yet earlier MS., we might be

justified in inferring that its adoption for liturgical use had its origin not later than in the fourth cen-

tury, and that a considerable interval of time must have elapsed between its becoming known in the

Eastern Church and its being transcribed for liturgical use in MSS. of Scripture. Perhaps, however, we
cannot say more than that (1) 'The Prayer of Manasses' probably found its way into liturgical use

after becoming known to the Church through the Didascalia : (2) that the citation, in the Didascalia,

of the long extract in which the Prayer occurs, points to an earlier date for the period of its

composition : (3) that the position of the Prayer, in a setting of passages cited from the Greek
versions of Kings and Chronicles, suggests that the Prayer itself is of considerably later date than

the translations which were used as a framework into which the penitential Psalm was inserted.

§ 7. Original Language.

' The Prayer of Manasses ' is too brief to admit of any degree of certainty in the reply to the

question whether we have to do with a Greek original, or with a Greek translation from a Hebrew
or Aramaic original. 1 If it be a translation, it deserves to rank high. But the general impression

1 [There is, I think, one real piece of evidence on behalf of a Semitic original. This is to be found in ver. 7 :

<tv, Kvpie, Kara to nXrjdos Trjs xp^ttot^tos °~ov tVij-yyetAw (MTavoLis atpecriP Tots r^fiapT^Koaiv aoi

Kai tu n\r)6ei tcov oiKTtppcov crov 2)pio~aS fxtTavoiav d/unprcoXoty tis o~a)Tr)ptaP.

Here utTwolas afaaiv is clearly anomalous and unintelligible. Furthermore, if we compare the two (m\ot, we
discover that it is just this phrase that destroys the otherwise exact parallelism of the orixpi. Originally the first line

contained five elements' parallel to the five elements still preserved in the second. Three of these still exist : Kara r.

nXfjdos t. xprjo-ToTtjTos o-ov
||

t. 7t\jj0« t. oiKTipfiotv oov, t7rr)ytt\u
||

Z>pio-as, t. rjpnpTrjKoo-iv 0-01
II
dfxapTayXois. Over against
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produced by the flexible style and ample vocabulary favours the view that Greek is the language
in which it was composed: and it receives further support from the consideration that the manner
in which it is inserted in the Didascalia extract among quotations from the Greek renderings

of Kings and Chronicles, combined with Greek ' Haggadic ' Additions, would suggest an originally

Greek compilation.

The language may be described as a good specimen of the koivt] SidAe*™?, and contains phrases
which show the usual Semitic colouring, e.g. cnrb Trpocra>Trov (ver. 3), (vcottlov crov (ver. io),eis rbv al&va
(ver. 13). The occurrence of such adjectives as d/Lte'rpnros, dz/e^iY^iaoros, avvnoo-Taros, aoreKros (vv. 6, 7),
of such substantives as ayadooavvr] (ver. 14), Zirayyekia (ver. 6), \lrdpp.os (ver. 8), and of such verbs as

avavevtiv (ver. 10), a.T(vi(tu> (ver. 9), KaraKdixTTTeiv (ver. 9), would suggest a freedom from the usual
restrictions of translation.

The employment of phrases based on, or derived from, the LXX seems to indicate an acquain-
tance with the Greek version rather than the work of an independent translator; e.g. 6 Trou/o-a? rbv

ovpavbv kcu riyv yrjv avi> ttcivtl rw koV/x&) airtav (ver. i), cf. Gen. i. I, ii. I : p.eravoS>v eirl KdKiais dvOpdirwv

(ver. 7), cf. Joel ii. 13: /u.tj crvvairoKerrrfs p.e reus avoplais fiov (ver. 13), cf. Gen. xix. 15 : eis rbv alGtva

p.r\vicras (ver. 13), cf. Ps. cii. (ciii.) 9 : iv rots' Karwrdrots rfjs yrjs (ver. 13), cf. Ps. exxxviii. (exxxix.) 15 :

iracra. rj bvvauis twv ovpava>v (ver. 15), cf. Ps. xxxii. (xxxiii.) 6.

Strange constructions such as ojpio-as p.eTavoiav . . . els aair-qplav (ver. 7) ; ijp.apTov virep apt.0p.bv

\j/app.ov Oakaao-qs (ver. 9) ; et? to avavevaai p.e virep ap.apTiS>v (ver. 10) ; kXlvco yovv napbCas p.ov(ver. ii)
;

oid Ttavrbs kv reus i)p.epais ttjs (a>r)s p.ov (ver. 15) seem to indicate the freedom of one who wrote in

Greek.

It has been strongly urged by Sir Henry Howorth that the current LXX version of 2 Chronicles
should be identified with the work of Theodotion ; and that as we have ' a free rendering of parts of
Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah grouped round a fable (1 Esdras), and by the same hand a paraphrase
of parts of Daniel, also with legendary additions' (Thackeray, Grammar of O.T. in Greek, p. 15),

so we should be prepared to recognize in the Manasseh narrative, Prayer, and Additions, preserved
in the Didascalia a reproduction of the original LXX version, for which the more literal version
of Theodotion was afterwards substituted.

This view has been supported in Old Test, and Semitic Studies in Memory of W. R. Harper

:

Apparatus for the Textual Criticism of Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, by C. C. Torrey (Chicago,
1908).

§ 8. The Theology of ' The Prayer of Manasses '.

The two main religious ideas which pervade the Prayer are (1) the infinite compassion of the
Almighty, and (2) the efficacy of true repentance.

The opening Invocation portrays in striking terms the Omnipotence of the Deity, and this
leads up to the consideration of the yet nobler attributes of His mercy and goodness (vv. 6-7). An
effective prelude is thus furnished to the sinner's confession of his iniquities, the climax of which had
been reached by his having set up idolatrous abominations. The glory of God and the abasement of
the sinner having thus been set over against one another in sharpest contrast, the way is prepared for
the ardent supplication for forgiveness which occupies the remainder of the Prayer.

The reader should take notice of the emphasis laid upon the Israelite patriarchs and their true
spiritual lineage. The God of 'our fathers Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob' (ver. 1) is 'the God of the
righteous seed' (ver. 1) and 'of the righteous' (ver. 8). The Patriarchs had not sinned against God
(ver. 8). Those only were the righteous seed who had not yielded to idolatry. The range of view
of the Psalmist is limited : it has regard to the sin of idolatry and to the pardon of the repentant

perdvotav . . . ds (rcoTt^piav in the second line we have the corrupt phrase utrapoias afco-iv in the first, which on the
analogy of the former phrase should obviously be acpeaiv . . . ds ^eravotav. If we ask how this corruption arose I reply that

it is possible to explain it as due to a transposition of rQIBTI? (= «y ^ravoiav) from the end of the line to the place

immediately after itrrvD (= afptaiv). In this new position the translation rendered T\~2Wrb nn^D by peravoias
acpeaiv—a. rendering that is quite possible though wrong in this context. On the order of the Greek' cf. ver. 11 rijt
napd (tov xp^tott/tos. Thus we should read :

' Thou, O Lord, according to thy great goodness hast promised forgiveness to them that have sinned against
thee that they may repent

;

And in the multitude of thy mercies hast appointed repentance unto sinners that they may be saved.'

>

If the above evidence is valid, then we can also recover the right rendering of ver. 4 bv navra (ppla-crei ical rpe/x«
and npoaanov 8vv<iped>s <tov. Here the two verbs should be taken together. Then bv . . . dnb npoavnov dvvdpeas crov is

a pure Hebraism = "J^n *J£&» * ' * ICN. Hence render—
' Before whose power all things shudder and tremble.'—Gen. Ed.]
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idolater. But a warning seems to be conveyed against the notion that Divine acceptance was
ensured by Jewish lineage. The same note is struck, though it may not ring so clear, as in Luke
iii. 8 :

' Bring forth therefore fruits worthy of repentance, and begin not to say within yourselves,

We have Abraham to our father.' Cf. John viii. 39 ; Rom. ix. 6, 7.

Other points, characteristic of Jewish religious thought and deserving of attention, are the

following

:

(a) supernatural efficacy ascribed to the sacred Name (ver. 3)

;

(b) the statement that ' repentance ' is appointed by God for certain persons, and not for others

(ver. 8)

;

(c) the representation of the under-world (Sheol, or Hades) as a region containing various grades

of remoteness from the light of heaven (ver. 11) ;

(d) the description of the angels as the ' host of heaven' (^ bvvaixis twv ovpavG>v, ver. 15).

§ 9. Versions.

(a) ' The Prayer of Manasses ' was never included in the LXX version of the Old Testament
Scriptures. Its position among 'the Canticles' appended to the Psalter, in certain MSS., is due to

liturgical reasons.

The Greek text was first printed by R. Stephanus in his edition of the Vulgate. ' The Prayer
'

follows 2 Chron. ; and a short Preface contains this sentence :
' Graecam hanc Manassae regis Iuda

orationem, nunquam antehac excusam, peperit tibi, candide lector, bibliotheca Victoriana.'

It does not appear in the majority of the printed editions of the LXX. In the Complutensian

Polyglott (1514-17) it is printed in small type, in Latin, at the end of 2 Chron. It was not con-

tained in the Sixtine edition (1586-7) of the LXX; nor does it appear in the editions of Holmes
and Parsons, or of Tischendorf.

In Walton's Polyglott (although not mentioned in the index of contents) it is found in vol. iv (the

Apocrypha) placed before 3 Esdras, and is printed both in Greek and in Latin. The note is prefixed :

' Orationem Manassae regis Iudae Graece non extare affirmatur in praefatione Bibl. Vulg. Lat. Edit.

Antwerp. 1645. Quam tamen Graece iuxta exemplar Bibliothecae Victorianae in Bibliis latinis

Roberti Stephani, Edit. 1540, fol. 159 excusam atque insuper in MS. A post Psalmos inter Cantica

exaratam invenimus : ipsamque hie subiunximus.' The variants of Cod. A are recorded.

On the other hand, it is found in three reprints of the Sixtine edition, that of Frick (1697),

that of Reineccius (1730), and that of Kirchner (1750). It was also included in Grabe's edition of

the LXX, following Codex Alexandrinus. But there was no foundation for the note :
' Ylpoaev^y]

Mavaaa-q, 2 Paral. cap. xxxiii iuxta quaedam exemplaria ' (1817, iv. 165). This statement has led

to a very general misapprehension. No ancient Greek MSS. of 2 Chron. xxxiii exist containing

' Oratio Manassis '- 1

(b) The Latin. As it was not extant in the Hebrew or the Greek Bible, it was not included in

the work of Jerome. In all probability he was not aware of its existence. Otherwise, he would

scarcely have failed to make some allusion to it in the passage referring to the repentance of

Manasseh: ' Legimus Manassem post multa scelera et post captivitatem in Babylone egisse poeni-

tentiam et ad meliora conversum Domini misericordiam consecutum. Unde et fidei suae, per quam
crediderat Deo, filium vocavit (ttcow^ov, id est Ammon ' {In Sophoniam Liber /, ed. Migne, P. L.,

vi, § 675, p. 1340).

At what date the Latin version, which is a good specimen of translation, was made is not

known. It is probably much later than Jerome's version. The Prayer, however, is very commonly
found in mediaeval MSS. of the Vulgate, immediately after 2 Chronicles, and often with the title

' Oratio Manassae '.

In his Septuagmtastudien, iii, p. 20, Nestle states that he had been assured both by Ph. Thielmann

in Landau and by S. Berger in Paris that, so far as they knew, there was no MS. of the Vulgate

containing ' The Prayer of Manasses ' of an earlier date than the middle or first third of the thirteenth

century. A list of fifteen Latin MSS. in the British Museum containing ' The Prayer of Manasses ' at

the end of Chron. has been most kindly furnished me by Mr. J. P. Gilson of the MS. Department;

all belong to the thirteenth century. It would be extremely interesting to know whether there

exists any copy of the Vulgate containing 2 Chron. followed by ' The Prayer of Manasses ' which

is of an earlier date. It is also an at present unsolved problem to determine the influence which from

the beginning of the thirteenth century led to the common inclusion of the Prayer in the Latin

Scriptures.

An eleventh-century MS. of the Mozarabic Psalter gives a text which differs considerably from

1 See the valuable discussion in Nestle's Septuagmtastudien, iii, pp. 6-22. Stuttgart, 1899.
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that in the thirteenth-century Latin Bibles, and with the title ' Oratio Manasse Regis De Libro

Paralipomenon '. See below, Note B.

The three Latin MSS. (Colbert 273, Colbert 933, Remig. 4) which Sabatier collated with the

Clementine Vulgate for his Bibl. Sacr. Lat. Vers. Ant. (iii. 1038 sq.) belong to the same period, and
have no special claim to distinction (see Fritzsche, Libri Apoc. Vet. Test. Praefat., p. 15).

It was printed in the Latin Bible of Stephanus (1540) together with the Greek text, and it appeared

also in Joh. Brentius' edition of the Vulgate (Leipzig, 1544), in two columns, one in Greek, the other

in Latin, side by side.

The edition of the Vulgate issued by Sixtus V (1590) did not contain the Prayer. 1 But in the

revised edition of Clement VIII (1592) it was inserted, together with 3 and 4 Esdras, as an appendix

after the New Testament. The Praefatio ad Lectorem written by Cardinal Bellarmine contains the

following statement: ' Porro in hac editione nihil non canonicum, nihil adscititium, nihil extraneum,

apponere visum est ; atque ea causa fuit, cur libri iii et iv Esdrae inscripti, quos inter canonicos libros

sacra Tridentina Synodus non annumeravit, ipsa etiam Manassae regis Oratio, quae neque hebraice

neque graece quidem exstat, neque in manuscript's antiquioribus invenitur, neque pars est ullius

canonici libri, extra canonicae Scripturae seriem posita sint.' This statement, as Sir Henry Howorth
has pointed out {Soc. Bibl. Arch., vol. xxxi, pt. 3, p. 90), ' was probably unwittingly taken over from

the Dominican Pagnini's revised version of the Vulgate which was published in i527> before Stephen
had published his Bible. In Pagnini's edition the Prayer is put at the end of 2 Chronicles, and is

headed : " Oratio Manasse regis Iuda quae neque in Hebraeo neq. in Graeco habetur."

In modern Greek Bibles ' The Prayer of Manasseh ' has a place immediately after the Books
of Chronicles (e.g. St. Petersburg, 1876).

§ 10. Syriac Version.

An account of the Syriac Version of the Prayer appeared in Hermathena xxxvi, 1910, from the

competent pen of Professor George Wilkins, of Trinity College, Dublin. In his article he published

a collation of a Paris MS. {Anc.fonds 2, Biblioth. Nat., Syr. 7) which is probably a transcript of the

Syriac MS.
(
Vat. viii) written by Sergius Risius, Maronite Archbp. of Damascus, circ. 1610.

The Syriac Version of the Didascalia is preserved, according to Professor Wilkins, in the

following four MSS.

:

(1) Cod. Syr. 62 (= Saint Germain 38), Paris, ninth century, = P.

(2) Harris Codex (Mrs. Gibson's Horae Semiticae), eleventh century, = H.

(3) University Library, Cambridge, thirteenth century, = C.

(4) Cod. Borgia, Museo Borgia, Rome.

§ 11. Other Versions.

Armenian MSS. of the O. T. Scriptures contain the Prayer among the Canticles appended to the
Psalter.

It is also stated to occur in the old Slavonic Version (cf. article by Sir Henry Howorth, Soc.
Bibl. Arch., March, 1909, p. 90).

It is found appended to the Psalter in the Ethiopic Version of the Psalms (ed. Ludolf,
Frankfort, 1701).

And the Ethiopic Version of the Apostolical Constitutions (ed. Thomas Pell Piatt, London,
1834) contains the Prayer.

§ 12. Text.

The principal authorities for the text are (a) the two Greek uncial MSS. Alexandrinus
and Turicensis

;
(b) the Latin and Syriac Versions

;
(c) the Apostolical Constitutions and Didascalia.

The text of cursive MSS., containing the Canticles appended to the Psalter, has yet to be
critically investigated.

The MSS. of the Apostolical Constitutions are given by Pitra in his Juris Ecclesiastici Historia
et Monumenta, torn. 1, p. 163 (Romae, 1864). Pitra himself seems to have relied especially upon
'Vatic. 1' (= Vatic. 839, f. 1-175, saec. x, membr.), and 'Vatic. 2' (= Vatic. 1506, f. 1 ad. 77,
a. 1024 membr.).

The important edition by P. de Lagarde, Lipsiae, 1862, contains an apparatus criticus.

The old edition of Cotelerius (1672) is well worth consulting.

1 The Bull of Sixtus V (Aeternus Hie), by which it was prefaced, had simply this allusion :
' Orationem Manassae,

quae neque in Hebraeo, neque in Graeco textu est, neque in antiquioribus manuscriptis Latinis exemplaribus reperitur
;

sed in impressis tantum post librum secundum Paralipomenon affixa est, tanquam insutam, adiectam et in textu
sacrorum librorum locum non habentem repudiavimus.'
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The principal problems presented by the text of ' The Prayer of Manasses ' are to be found in

:

(i) ver. 7 ; the additional clauses found in the Latin and in the Apostol. Const, at the close of

the verse

;

(2) ver. 9 ; additional clause in the Syriac Version and in the Mozarabic Psalter

;

(3) ver. 10 ; various readings arising from the obscurity of the verb avavevaat

;

(4) ver. IO ; the gloss added in Cod. T (//t) TTorfaas rd 0e'ATj/xa aov kcu. cf)vkd£as to. Trpotrray/jiara aov)

and the Latin.

§ 13. English Versions.

'The Prayer of Manasses' was not included in Coverdale's Bible, 1535. But it appears in

Cranmer's Bible (Grafton), 1539 (being given a place in the Apocrypha after' Bel and the Dragon '

and before 1 Maccabees), and in the subsequent editions (1541, 1549, 1562, 1566).

It receives the same position in the Bishops' Bible, 1st ed., 1568. It does not appear in the

Genevan version. In the ' Authorized ' (161 t) and ' Revised ' versions it stands between ' Bel and the

Dragon ' and 1 Maccabees.

In the Douai Bible of 1609 the Prayer precedes 2 Esdras and follows 2 Maccabees. It is

headed by the note :
' The Prayer of Manasses, with the second and third Bookes of Esdras, extant

in most Latin and Vulgare Bibles, are here placed after al the Canonical Bookes of the Old
Testament, because they are not received into the Canon of Divine Scriptures by the Catholique

Church.'

In Luther's Bible it stands at the end of the Apocrypha, after the Additions to Daniel.

Summary of the Prayer.

(1) The Invocation: (a) O God of Israel (ver. 1), Lord and Creator of the Universe (vv. 2, 3),

infinite in power. (ver. 4) and in anger against the sinner (ver. 5) ;
(b) infinite also in mercy (ver. 6),

Thou hast proclaimed forgiveness for repentance, and appointed me the sinner unto repentance

(vv. 7, 8).

(2) The Confession: my sins are innumerable; I am unworthy to look upwards: I am justly

punished, loaded with chains, in misery (vv. 9-1 1).

(3) The Entreaty : I beseech Thee (ver. 11) ; I acknowledge all (ver. 12) ;
grant pardon ; con-

sume me not ; nor let Thine anger burn for ever (ver. 13).

(4) The Ascription : Thou, the God of them that repent, wilt graciously save me (ver. 14) ; and
I will praise Thee for ever.

(5) Doxology : Angels hymn Thy praises ; Thine is the glory for ever (ver. 15).

A *. Note on the Latin MSS. containing the Prayer of Manasses.

In the British Museum, the following MSS., all of the thirteenth century, contain the Prayer of Manasses

at the end of 2 Chron.

:

(1) Add. 31,831 (f. 271 B) : early thirteenth century.

(2) Eg. 2867.

[3 Lansd. 453 : first half of thirteenth century. Does not contain Prayer, but has marginal note on

f. 127 B :
' M[in]us Oracio Manasse regis que sic incipit " Domine deus ..."

'J

(4) Stowe 1.

(5) Harl. 1748 (f. 130).

(6) Royal 1 A. viii (f. 155).

(7) n J A - xvii -

(8) „ 1 A. xix. (f. 106 B, insertion by a different hand).

(9) „ 1 C. i. (f. 106 B).

(10) Burn 3 (f 390 B).

(11) „ 10 (f. 232 B).

(12) Ar. 303 (f. 166).

(13) Add. 28,626 (f. 210).

(14) „ 35>°85 (f. 228 B): a. d. 1233-53.

(15) » 37,487-

B. Mozarabic Psalter : Eleventh (?)- Century MS. of Prayer of Manasses.

In the 'Mozarabic Psalter (MS. British Museum, Add. 30,851) edited by J. P. Gilson, M.A., of the

Department of Manuscripts in the British Museum ', vol. xxx of the Henry Bradshaw Society (London, 1906),

Canticum xxii contains Oratio Manasse Regis De Libro Paralipomenon 7-15 ; and the text differs sufficiently

1 For this list I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Gilson.
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widely from that which is found in the Latin Bibles to justify its transcription here ('the character of the

handwriting ', says Mr. Gilson in the Prefatory Note (p. viii), ' points to the eleventh century as the date at

which the MS. was written ').

XXII [Canticum] Oratio Manasse Regis De Libro Paralipomenon.

Antiphona. *Peccabi domine peccaui et iniquitatem meam ego agnosco.*

Deus altissimus magnanimis . miserator et multe misericordie . patiens super mala hominum.
Tu ergo domine secundum multitudinem bonitatis tue promisisti indulgentiam et remissionem delin-

quentibus tibi . et habundantia misericordie tue statuisti penitentiam peccatoribus ad salutem.

Tu ergo domine deus iustorum . non posuisti penitentiam iustis tuis Abraham Ysaac et Iacob . qui non
peccauerunt tibi . sed posuisti penitentiam mihi peccatori.

Quoniam super numerum arene maris habundauerunt iniquitates mee . et non est declinatio delictorum

meorum.
Et nunc iuste contineor . (et)

1 digne comprimor percurbat(u)s (in) 2 multis vinculis ferreis . ad non
erigendum caput.

Quoniam non sum dignus aspicere et videre altitudinem celi . pre iniustitiis meis.

Quoniam irritabi furorem tuum . et feci malum coram te.

Statuens abominationes . et multiplicand odiositates.

Et nunc flecto genua cordis mei . precans a te bonitatem.

Peccaui domine peccaui . et iniquitatem meam ego agnosco.

Ne perdas me cum iniquitatibus meis . neque in finem iratus contineas mala mea neque condemnaueris
me cum (h)is

3 qui sunt in inferiora terre.

Tu es enim deus penitentium . ut in me hostendas bonitatem tuam.

Indignum me saluabis secundum multitudinem misericordie tue . et glorificabo nomen tuum in omni
uita mea.

Quoniam te laudat omnis uirtus celorum . et tibi est gloria in secula seculorum.

1 et] interlined. 2 percurbatus] it on erasure ; in interlined. s his] h interlined.
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i O Lord Almighty, *which art in heaven*,

Thou God of our fathers,

Of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob.

And of their righteous seed :

2 Thou who hast made the heaven and the earth,

With all the array thereof:

3 Who hast bound the sea by the word of thy command :

4 Who hast shut up the Deep, and sealed it

With thy terrible and glorious Name
;

5 Whom all things do dread
;
yea, they tremble before thy power :

For the majesty of thy glory cannot be borne,

And the anger of thy threatening against sinners is unendurable:

A = Codex Alexandrinus. T = Codex Turicensis. Const. Apost. = Constitutiones Apostolorum, lib. ii, cap. xxii

(apud Cotelerium Patres Apostolici, torn. I, p. 171 ; et apud Pitram Juris Eccles. Graecontm Historia et Afonumenta,
torn. i. 162). Syr. = Syriac Version. Lat. = Latin Version, in Vulgate. Moz. = Mozarabic Psalter : Canticum
xxii. See Note B, above.

Title. Cod. A H Trpoo-evxq Mavao-o-r) : + tov viov Efciciov T : Latin Oratio Manassae regis Iuda cum captus
ieneretur in Babylone I. eirovpavie om. T, Const. Apost., Syr., Lat. 2. o nXeio-as : kui KXetcras T o-cppayicrapevos :

+ (ivttjv T, Const. Apost., Lat. 4. <p,nTrti : (ppio-aei T, Const.' Apost. 5. Te kcu. Some edd. be Km : vero et Lat.

I. Kvpif TTiivTOKpaTQip. On the opening words of this invocation, compare I Chron. xvii. 24 Kvpie navTOKpaTap debs

'lo-paijX ktX. (=2 Sam. vii. 27).

The reading e\rovpavte, omitted in Codex Turicensis, is possibly a gloss on TravTOKparap. In the "Ypvos ta9tvos (the

fourteenth of the 'Qidai in Codex Alexandrinus) we find an elaborate ascription, taipu fiao-iXev eirovpavie dee narrjp e'novpdvie.

6 debs t5>v ncLTtpav. Cf. I Chron. xxix. 18 Kvpie 6 debs 'A/3, k. '1<t. k. 'itr. tu>v naTepu>v r/paiv.

tov cnreppaTos avrcov tov diKaiov. The writer implies the distinction between the true seed of the Patriarchs (' the
righteous ', cf. ?'. 8) and the nominal, which is found in Tobit xiii. 9, 13 :

' O Jerusalem, the holy city, he will scourge
thee for the works of thy sons, and will again have mercy on the sons of the righteous.' ' Rejoice and be exceeding
glad for the sons of the righteous? We are reminded of St. Paul :

' For they are not all Israel, which are of Israel
;

neither, because they are Abraham's seed, are they all children ' (Rom. ix. 6).

2. 6 Troirjo-as ktX. This verse is based upon the LXX of Gen. i. I iv apxfi eiroit]<rev 6 debs tov ovpavbv koA rfjv yrjv, and
Gen. ii. 1 *al aweTeXeo-drjo-dv 6 ovpavbs ko.1 rj yrj ko). nas 6 Kocrfxos alra>v. Cotelerius, commenting on these words, cites
' Theophanes Cerameus Homilia' 56 Kocrpos kq\ fj tov KaWovs app.ovia koi SiaKoo-ptjais Kara to vpvovpivov £v <o$rj Mavaaatj.
O TToifiaas t. ovpavbv k. t. yfjv avv navrl t<b Koapoa avTcov (Patres Apostolici, vol. ii, p. 15°)-

o-vv navTi too K<io>ia> o.ItS>v. Latin ' cum omni ornatu eorum '. The word xco-pos is here evidently introduced from
the LXX of Gen. ii. 1, and may be regarded as an indication that the Prayer was written in Greek. The precise

meaning of Koo-pos is not certain. The fact, that in Gen. ii. iKocrpos = X3V ' host ', causes Ryssel to consider that the

reference is to ' the host of heaven ', i. e. ' the stars ', as e. g. in Deut. iv. 19, xvii. 3 ; Isa. xl. 26 ; Ps. xxxiii. 6. But in

the first three passages the words 'of heaven' are added; in Isa. xl. 26 'the host' of the stars is clearly meant.
Here the word Koo-pos is followed by (ivtwv, by which, strictly speaking, is denoted t!)v yrjv, as well as tov ovpavov.

On the other hand, the literal renderings ' ornament ' (R.V.) or ' order' (R.V. marg.) are too limited ; and the second
alternative, ' array,' seems best to combine the ideas of splendour and orderliness.

3. 6 nedijaas ktX. There is a reference here to the passages in the O. T. describing the power of the Almighty in

restraining the sea within its bounds, and in imprisoning the waters of the Abyss. See especially Jobxxxviii. 8, 10. 11 :

' Or who shut up the sea with doors, when it brake forth . . . when I . . . prescribed for it my decree, and set bars and
doors, and said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further.' Ps. civ. 9 :

' Thou hast set a bound that they may not pass

over ; that they turn not again to cover the earth.'

6 (cXft'o-ay tqv a^vaaov. a^vaaos is the rendering of Dinn in Gen. i. 2, vii. II, viii. 2. Here it evidently denotes the

subterranean watery depths upon which the ancient Israelites believed the earth to be upheld. Cf. Apoc. ix. 1 kXus
tov (ppearos rfjs a^vaaov, and XX. 3 Kai efiaKev uvtov els Tqv af&vaaov (cnl IkXcictep ko.\ e'o~(ppciyto-ev endvu> ovtov, where we
may observe the association with KXeiav and o-(ppiiyi(eiv.

o-<ppnyioapevos. Cf. Job ix. 7,
' which commandeth the sun . . . and sealeth up the stars.' The seal denoted

possession, security, and inviolability.

evbo^co. Cf. Tob. viii. 5 to ovopA o-ov to ayiov koa evbo^ov. The rabbinic belief in the magical efficacy residing in

the sacred Name is here referred to. Solomon was reputed to have wrought miracles by a seal engraved with the

Tetragrammaton. Cf. Sirach xlvii. 18 and Gittin 68 a. The Name was often mentioned as the embodiment of power
and attributes. Cf. Baruch iii. 5.

4. bv ndvTa (ppiTTei. For (ppirreiv with ace. cf. Judith xvi. IO e(ppi^av Hepaai Tqv roXpav avTijs.

dnb irpoo-omov ktX. Latin has 'a vultu virtutis tuae '. It admits of doubt whether this phrase simply amplifies the

object of the verb expressed in ov = \).??'P
' in the presence of ' ; or whether it introduces a fresh thought, ' because

of, ' by reason of (= ^.SC). In the former case it would grammatically be closely conjoined with tppirnt and rpepei ;

in the latter case it would introduce with Tpepei an explanatory clause. See, however, note on p. 615.
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THE PRAYER OF MANASSES 6-7

Infinite and unsearchable is thy merciful promise

;

For thou art the Lord Most High, of great compassion,

long-suffering and abundant in mercy, and repentest thee

for the evils of men.
*Thou, O Lord, according to thy great goodness hast promised repentance and forgiveness to

them that have sinned against thee ; and in the multitude of thy mercies hast appointed

repentance unto sinners, that they may be saved.*

7. on av : av yap T : quoniam tu Lat. om. v^kttos Const. Apost., Syr. om. k<u ' Const. Apost. om. koi - T, Moz.

Insert *o-v Kvpie . . . aarr^piav* Const. Apost., Syr., Lat., Moz. : om. AT 8. epoi : pr. en T, Const. Apost. ; Lat. propter me

5. atrreKTos. The Latin renders by ' importabilis '. The adjective does not occur in the LXX. Hcsych. aareicTas,

d(p6pr]Tos, afidaraKTos. Cf. Aesch. Fragment 220.

fj peyaXmrpenia rrjs dogrjs trov. The phrase is evidently derived from Ps. cxliv. (cxlv.) 5 rrjv peyaXmrpeirlav t?js 5o|ijs

ti)s ('iyi(oavvqs (xov, and 12 <a\ ti\v 86{-av rrjs peyaXoTrpenius tt\s (iacriXeias o~ov.

dwTToo-TCLTos. Latin ' insustentabilis '. An adjective of rare occurrence in the LXX : cf. Ps. cxxiii. (cxxiv.)

;

2 Mace. i. 13, viii. 5. Cf. Symmachus in Job iv. n', ix. 19; Ps. lxxxv. (lxxxvi.) 14 ; Prov. xvi. 27.

6. dperprjTov. Another uncommon adjective in the LXX. Cf. Isa. xxii. 18 ; Baruch iii. 25 ; 3 Mace. iv. 17.

re KaL The reading of some editions, 8e <ai, and the Latin, seems to deserve support on internal grounds.

(1) At this point the main subject which occupies the thought of the Prayer, i. e. the mercy of God, is first reached.

The power (v. 4), the majesty and the wrath (v. 5), have been described ; but here, in v. 6, another note of infinite

graciousness is to be recorded. (2) The variation of thought between the two adjectives, dpeTprjTos and dvegixviaaros,

is not sufficient to make the re prefixed to the kcu' strongly preferable.

dve^ixviao-Tov. Latin ' investigabilis '. In LXX Job v. 9, ix. 10. Comp. Rom. xi. 33 ; Eph. iii. 8.

to eXeos rrjs enayytXlas aov, ' the mercy of thy promise ', or ' thy merciful promise ', referring to the promise of

forgiveness to them that repent implied in w. 8, II, 13, which forms the nucleus of the prayer.

eirayyeXias. errayyeXia, in the sense of ' promise ' or ' declaration ', is a common word in the N. T., e. g. Luke
xxiv. 49 ; Acts i. 4, ii. 33-9 ; Rom. iv. 13-14, and often in Ep. to Heb. But it occurs rarely in LXX, e. g. I Esdras i. 7 ;

Esther iv. 7 ; Ps. Iv. (lvi.) 8 ; Amos ix. 6 ; I Mace. x. 15 ; 4 Mace. xii. 9.

7. otl <rv (or, <tv ydp). The present verse develops the claim to the Divine mercy. It appeals to the language which
would be familiarly known from passages in the O. T.

v^naros. The omission of this adjective by Const. Apost. and Syr. has been explained on the ground that it is

out of place at the head of a list of epithets of a moral character and bearing upon the mercy and forbearance of the

Almighty: 'At in Editionibus, in Horologio, et in quinque MSS. Regiis, o~v yop el nvpios vxjnoros' (Cotelerius). The
passage in Ps. xcvii. 9,

' For thou, Lord, art most high above all the earth,' has led to the insertion in Latin texts

of ' super omnem terram '.

eilo-nXayxvos. Not found in LXX ; Eph. iv. 32 (Robinson, ad loc.) ; 1 Pet. iii. 8.

eiSo-nXayxvos ktX. In this rehearsal of the merciful attributes of Jehovah we have the key to the whole Prayer of

Repentance. The language reminds us of Exod. xxxiv. 6; Ps. exxxvi. 15 ; Joel ii. 12, 13; Jonah iv. 2. Of these

passages, the words of the prophet Joel are probably uppermost in the author's mind. For (1) it is a classical appeal
for repentance, and hence would be appropriate to the subject of the Prayer; and (2) the expression pemvocov em rokuus

is derived from the LXX of Joel ii. 12, 13. The passage runs as follows :
' Yet even now, saith the Lord, turn ye unto

me with all your heart, and with fasting, and with weeping, and with mourning ; and rend your heart, and not your
garments, and turn unto the Lord your God : for he is gracious, and full of compassion, slow to anger, and plenteous
in mercy, and repenteth him of the evil ' (LXX fxtravoav em maims).

em KaKiais dv6poma>v. Latin ' et poenitens super malitias hominum '. The word khkiW seems to be borrowed

from the LXX of Joel. The prophet's own phrase 'of the evil' (njPfl by) had reference to 'the evils' of calamity
which befell the people as the punishment for their sins. But the LXX rendered by kokicu, which ordinarily denotes
'wickedness' (Lat. ' malitia '), the source of sorrows; and not by tu kuku = 'evils', or mala, as the consequence
of sin. The common meaning of kcikLu may be illustrated from Gen. vi. 5 (LXX) ew\r)8vv8^aav al kuklui tu>v dvdpamwv,

in which context it ' repented ' the Lord that He had made man, because the wickedness of men was increased.

But KdKtcu may have reference to the punishment arising from the sin : 1 Chron. xxi. 15 elbev nvpios kui peTe^.eXi)8q e'rrl

Trj KaKia
;
Jonah iii. 10 perevoqerev 6 debs e'nl ttj nania (cf. iv. 2) ; Matt. vi. 34 dpneTov tj) qpepa 17 Katda uvttjs. Probably an

intentional contrast is here drawn between the /xeTavoia ascribed to the Almighty (cf. Gen. vi. 6 ; I Sam. xv. n ; 2 Sam.
xxiv. 16), in His pity relenting towards suffering, which is sin's penalty ; and the pcrdpoia of the sinner for his own sin

which calls down Divine judgement. The addition to the text contained in Const. Apost. and in the Latin, though
omitted in Codd. A and T, is an important expansion of the main theme of repentance. It particularizes the promise
{enayyeXla, v. 6) as ona that proclaimed ' forgiveness of repentance ', i. e. forgiveness of sin, to the repentant
sinner ; it decrees for sinners the duty of repentance, with a view to their being saved. If only a gloss, it constitutes

a very substantial addition to the Prayer. But it is, more probably, part of the original document. (1) It was very
possibly accidentally omitted, because these two o-tL\oi both commence with the same words (on cru) as the preceding
o-Tixos. (2) Arguing from the contents of the passage, it is more reasonable to suppose that such remarkable phrases
as e-rrrjyyeiXo) ptTavoius a(f)ecriv and apiaas ^xeTavoiav . . . els aaiTrjpiai' should have been included in the original Psalm,
than that they should have been inserted as a gloss. (3) Against their being a gloss, it is to be observed that the

next verse, o-v ovu . . . ovk edov perdvoiav ktX., seems to imply some such sentence, and would not follow so naturally

upon p.eTavoa>v eiri KaKiais avdpumayv,

/xeTavoias acfyeaiv. Latin ' poenitentiam et remissionem '. The Mozarabic Psalter, ' indulgentiam et remissionem,'
avoids the difficulty by a paraphrase. The introduction of perdvota with enr/yyuXco seems at first sight incongruous.
The ' promise ' of acfxais is conditional upon jMTdvoia. The object of the Prayer is to unite the two ideas of the

sinner's repentance and the Divine pardon as closely as possible. For general sense compare Luke v. 32. For
a restoration of the text on the basis of a Semitic original see note on pp. 614, 615. peTdvom in the LXX, Prov. xiv.
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THE PRAYER OF MANASSES 8-10

8 Thou, therefore, O Lord, that art the God of the righteous, hast not appointed repentance unto
the righteous, unto Abraham, and Isaac and Jacob, which have not sinned against thee :

But thou hast appointed repentance unto me that am a sinner

;

For the sins I have sinned are more in number than the sands of the sea.

9 For my transgressions were multiplied, O Lord :

My transgressions were multiplied,

And I am not worthy to behold and see the height of heaven by reason of the multitude of mine
iniquities.

*And now, O Lord, I am justly punished and deservedly afflicted

;

For lo ! I am in captivity,*
10 Bowed down with many an iron chain,

So that I cannot lift up mine head by reason of my sins,

9. on om. T, Const. Apost. pov * : + k~e eir\r}8vvav T ; Lat. domine multiplicatae sunt Kvpte enXqdwav at

avo/juai pov Const. Apost. ovk «ti Const. Apost. *And now . . . captivity* insert Syr., *And now . . .

afflicted* insert Moz., omit Codd., Const. Apost., Lat. io. aibqpov Const. Apost. ; criSqpa) T ; Lat. ferreo
avavevaai. : pr. pq, om. pe T ; Lat. ut nan possim vnep apnpTtoov rqv Ke<pa\qu T, Syr., Lat. poi aveais : aveais poi T

15 ; Sirach xliv. 16; Wisd. xi. 23, xii. 10, 19. For acpeais cf. Isa. Ixi. 1 Kqpugai oixpoX&rots a<peaiv ("VH^). For for-

giveness through repentance see Hos. ii. 1-4, vi. 1 ff.,xiv ; Isa. i. 16 ff. ; Ezek. xviii. 21 ff.

TCp TlXrjdfL TOiV olKTipp.ti)V OOV. Cf. KClTil TO Tt\x)6oS TO>V OlKTippCOV CTOV, Ps. 1. (Ii.) I, lxVUl. (Ixix.) I9.

wpiaas. Lat. ' decrevisti '. Cf. 3 Mace. vi. 36 Koivbv 6pi<rdfievoi Trepi tovtuv deapov.
els o-a>Tt]piav (Lat. ' in salutem ') after nerdvoia has a suggestion of N. T. phraseology. Cf. 2 Cor. vii. 10 17 yap Kara

8ebv \vnq fxtrdvoiav els acorqplav (Vulg. ' poenitentiam ... in salutem ') dperapeXqTov epydferat. But both the idea and
phraseology are pre-Christian : cf. T. Gad v. 7 17 yap Kara 8ebv dXqSqs pxTavoia . . 68qyel . . . npbs aa>Tqpiav. Had the
author of the Prayer been a Christian, he could hardly have' omitted a reference to 'salvation through Jesus Christ '.

There is no higher conception here than that of deliverance from the penalty of Divine wrath.
8. 6 8ebs ra>i> diKaiwv. This is not a Biblical phrase. Compare with it v. 1 6 debs . . . tov ffnepparos ovtuv tov diKaiov.

'The righteous' are the elect Israel, as distinguished from the ol apapTwXoi, ol do-e(3els, ol avopoi. Compare the contrast
in Luke xv. 7 between the dpapTooXos and the dUaioi.

tois ovx f]txaprr]K6o-i 0-01. The Patriarchs were invested with sinlessness in the estimation of the reverent few.
Such treatment of patriarchal virtue was based on such passages as Gen. xvii. 17-19, xxii. 18, and Exod. xxxii. 13.

en f'p.01 t&> dp.apT(x>\<o. Lat. 'propter me peccatorem '. Cf. Luke xviii. 13 6 deos, l\do-6qTl poi to> dpapTwXai. The
article gives distinctiveness to the self-condemnation.

9. on. The confession of his exceeding sinfulness occupies the following four verses, and, as the expression of
repentance, forms the basis of entreaty for pardon.

vnep dpiBpbv tydppov 6a\dao-r)s. The construction is obvious, though grammatically harsh :
' to sin more than the

number of the sand of the sea ' is equivalent to saying that it was easier to count the sands of the sea than the number
of his offences.

y\rdppos in the LXX is found only in Wisd. vii. 9 6 nds xpvo
~
os fV oyj/ei avrqs fyappos. The more common word is

/ippoi, as in Gen. xxxii. 12, xli. 49 ;
Joshua xi. 4 ; Isa. x. 22 ; Hos. i. 10 (ii. 1).

en\i)8vvav kt\. Cf. Isa. lix. 12 : ' For our trangressions are multiplied before thee.'

v:\r]8vva>. Used intransitively.

ovk agtos. Cf. Luke xv. 19, 21, which may be the origin here of the variant reading ouk^tl.

drevio-ai, ' to look at with intent gaze '. Lat. ' intueri '. The word is of rare occurrence in the LXX, I Esdras
vi. 28 ; 3 Mace. ii. 26. But in the N.T. it is not infrequent, e.g. Acts i. 10, iii. 4, 12, vi. 15, vii. 55, &c.

to vtyos roii olpavoii. 'The height of heaven ' is the Throne of the Most High. Cf. Isa. xxxviii. 14 H-'t\tinov ydp
pot ol dcpSaXpot rod fiXtneiv els t6 vyfros t. olpavov npos tov Kvpiov. For the thought see Ps. exxiii. 1 :

' Unto thee do I lift

up mine eyes, O thou that sittest in the heavens.'

9, 10. Between v. 9 and v. 10 the Syriac version inserts the verse: 'And now, O Lord, I am justly punished
and deservedly afflicted; for lo ! I am in captivity.' The Mozarabic Psalter reads: 'Et nunc juste contineor,

et digne comprimor.' In favour of some such insertion there are certainly the following considerations : (1) v. 10
opens with pf] KaTaKapnTopevos, which stands in no suitable relation either to v. 9, ovk dpi agios, or to the following
clause, 8i6n napu>pyio-a

; (2) the clause beginning with pq KaTaKupmopevos has no main verb, and is grammatically
disconnected

; (3) if there is any consistency in the arrangement of the crrixoi, it is noticeable that, whereas in v. 9
we find a group of three ari'^ot, (1) 8i6ti rjpapTov kt\., (2) on eirXqdwav kt\., (3) Ka\ ovk dpi kt\., and in

7'. IO C de a group of three an'^ot, (1) 8ioti irapd>pyiaa kt\., (2) k<h to irovqpbv «crX., (3) o-Trjo-as ft&e'kvyp. kt\., and
in v. 11 a group of three o-ti\oi, (i) ko\ vvv k\Iv<o ktX., (2) fjpdprqKa kt\., (3) ko! Tas dvopias kt\., this

grouping breaks down in v. 10 a b, KaraKapnTopevos ktX. and els to dvavevo-ai ktX. The reading of the Syriac
and Mozarabic would thus supply grammatical coherency and rhythmical balance. Hence it is quite conceivable
that they may have preserved the true text. Its opening words, hum n», being identical with the opening of v. II,

may have led to the accidental omission. If genuine, it conveys a further reference to the position of the speaker as a
captive in prison. There is, of course, another alternative, which is only conjectural, and yet is not altogether impossible,

that the line KaTaKapiTTopevos . . . aiBqpa has been inserted to identify the utterer of the Prayer with Manasses ; and that

the following line, els to . . . aveo-is, is a further expansion of the gloss. On the other hand, if KaraKapwTopevos ktX. is

original, the probability seems to be strong that some clause, like that of the Syriac version, has fallen out of the

Greek text.

10. KaraKapnTopevos. If not conjoined to some clause such as that which the Syriac version supplies, the present
clause follows very awkwardly upon what has gone before ; and grammatically the sentence is extraordinarily dis-

jointed and prolonged. In consequence, the Latin and the English version begin here a new sentence.
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THE PRAYER OF MANASSES 10-13

Neither have I any respite

:

Because I provoked thy wrath, and did that which was evil in thy sight.

*I did not do thy will, neither kept I thy commandments :
*

I set up abominations, and multiplied detestable things.

1

1

And now I bow the knee of mine heart, beseeching thee of thy gracious goodness.

12 I have sinned, O Lord, I have sinned,

And I acknowledge mine iniquities.

13 But, I humbly beseech thee,

Forgive me, O Lord, forgive me,

tts to . . . avecris om. Const. Apost. * p.t] Ttotrjaas to 6e\rjfj.n aov Kai (f>v\ai;as ra TTpoarayfiaTa crov* insert T and Lat. but not

Moz. (rrr/aas . . . npoaoxdio-paTa om. T II. Kapbias : + fxov T, Const. ApOSt. Lat. 12. eyu> yivaxrxco

Codd. A T, Const. Apost., ed. Fritzsche : apaywaxTKw Vulgo ; Lat, Moz. agnosco 13. aiTovfiai .

.

. aves p.01 : om. Moz.

:

Karanafji-nT. Lat. ' incurvatus sum'. This verb is rare in the LXX, Ps. xxxvii. 6, lvi. (lvii.) 6 ; ef. Symmachus
Ps. xli. (xlii.) 6, xliii. (xliv.) 26.

no\\a> 6~€o-pa> o-io^poj. Latin ' multo vinculo ferreo '. Cf. 2 Chron. xxxiii. II :
' The captains of the king of Assyria

. . . took Manasseh in chains [Or, with hooks], and bound him with fetters, and carried him to Babylon.' There is no
sufficient reason to explain, as Zockler and Ball, this sentence metaphorically of sin and its chains, like Ps. cvii. 10,
' being bound in affliction and iron.' The whole context of this verse is occupied, not with the iniquities that produced
the punishment, but with the penalty, of a quite real and overwhelming kind, which had befallen the speaker. Again,
the metaphorical use of iron chains applied to sin is not a common one ; and there is nothing in the character of the

Prayer which would favour the theory of a metaphorical use of these simple words.
The precise meaning of noWco is doubtful ; it may either be rendered as if it were the same as noWo'is 8eo~p.o~ts, or

the singular number may denote 'a weighty chain'. For the use of no\vs with a singular substantive—most of the

examples usually given are with an abstract noun— cf. v. 14 Kara to no\v e'Aeo? <rov.

els to avavevacii p.e kt\. This is the most difficult expression in the whole Prayer, and the difficulty has given
rise to the variety in the readings.

dvavevnv in the LXX is employed to translate |XD and XiJ (Hiph.) in the sense of ' to refuse '
: cf. Exod. xxii. 17

;

Num. xxx. 6 ; Neh. ix. 17. Here, however, it is used in a sense that represents the physical motion of the verb (veveiv)

and the preposition (dvd), and means 'to incline upward', as Ps. xl. 12, ' so that I am not able to look up.' We have,

therefore, three alternative renderings: (1) Fritzsche, 'so that I shake (my head) over my sins' (cf. Polyb. xviii. 13. 3
dvavevevKus = 'with the head up' ; Dionys. Areop. ; Basil, Ps. vii, p. 140; Chrys. De Zelo et Pie/, (ap. Suicer.).

(2) els to with inf., equivalent to tov with inf. (= Hebr. Jf? with inf.) = ' more bowed down . . . than to lift up my head,

because of my sins ', in the sense of ' bowed down ... so that I cannot lift up my head, or look upwards '. This gives

a good sense, but grammatically it is a harsh construction. (3) els to fiq dvavevo-ai rrjv Ke(f)a\rjv, as Cod. T, ' so that

I cannot lift up my head.' This text is evidently emendational. The insertion of the p.rj gives the same sense as

No. 2. So Latin, ' ut non possim attollere caput meum.' The omission of the whole line, els to . . . aveo-is, in Const.

Apost. may have been due to the obscurity of the meaning ; but see note on vv. 9, 10 above.

aveais. Latin ' respiratio ', in the sense of 'release', or 'cessation', or 'relief. Cf. LXX in 2 Chron. xxxiii. 15 ;

1 Esdras iv. 62 ; 2 Esdras iv. 22. In the N.T. it occurs of St. Paul in prison, Acts xxiv. 23. Cf. 2 Cor. vii. 5.

napuipyio-a. The verb napopylCco, ' to anger ', is of frequent occurrence in LXX with a personal object ; e. g.

Judges ii. l2 7rapu>pyio-av tov Kvpiov. But there is no instance in the LXX of the phrase here used, wapopyi^eiv tov 8vp,6vTivos.

The line firj noi^o-as . . . to. irpoo~Tdyp.aTd o~ov added by Codex Turicensis, and in the Latin version, ' non feci

voluntatem tuam et mandata tua non custodivi,' seems certainly to be a gloss, expanding the words to novrjpov evamov
o-ov (Tvoirjo-a. It adds nothing to the sense of the verse, it overloads the arrangement of the lines, it places /117 notfjo-as

immediately after eVoiTjo-a, and interposes a general negative between the assertion of wicked action (to novr^pbv evamiov

o-ov enoujaci) and the statement of its most conspicuous instance of enormity. The line should not, therefore, be
included in the text.

o-TT)o-as ft8e\vyp.aTa kt\. Latin, ' statui abominationes et multiplicavi offensiones.' Mozarabic, ' Statuens abomi-

nationes et multiplicans odiositates.' j38i\vyp,a is the usual rendering in the LXX for '"isyin 'abomination'. Cf.

2 Kings xxi. 2: 'And he (Manasseh) did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord, after the abominations of the

heathen.' Trpoaoxdio-iiaTa is the word used for ' the abomination ' (YPV) of the Zidonians and of Moab in 2 Kings xxiii.

I3T17 Ao~TupTT] Trpocro-)(6lo'^aTi SiSooi'icoi' kuI to) Xap.u)S 7rpoo-o\8io-paTi Mcou/3 Km tu MoX^oX (3de\(iyp.ari vitbv hp.p.u>v. On
the outrages committed by Manasseh upon the worship of Jehovah and upon the Temple at Jerusalem see 2 Chron.
xxxiii. 1-9.

11. Kai vvv kt\. The confession is complete ; the entreaty for compassion now begins.
kKIv<o -yovu Kapbias. In the LXX Kd^mco is the regular verb to be used with tci yovara. With kXIvco we find another

construction in 2 Esdras ix. 5 kXiVw eVi to. yovtiTa. fxov. The heart of the suppliant is here represented as a person
kneeling. For this personification of the heart cf. Rom. ii. 29, 'circumcision is that of the heart.' The teaching of

the prophet Joel is perhaps still influencing the writer :
' Rend your heart, and not your garments' (Joel ii. 13).

&e6p.evos Tijs irapd o-ov xp^ffTOT^roj, i. e. begging for the kindness which continually proceeds from thee. It is more
than ttjs xplo-TOTrp-os aov, while the Latin ' precans a te bonitatem ' fails to reproduce the Greek idiom.

12. fjpidpTTjica. The perf. tense gives the sense of the continued result of the sin, ' I have sinned, and am in a state

of sin.' This is a different shade of thought from that of the aorist fjpapTov (7'. 9). For this acknowledgement of sin

compare the cases of Balaam, Num. xxii. 34 ; Saul, 1 Sam. xv. 24, xxvi. 21 ; David, 2 Sam. xii. 13.

e'-yw. Emphatic :
' I—the guilty one—am alone cognizant of my guilt, and therefore alone can perceive and

acknowledge my transgression.'

yivao-KO). Latin 'agnosco'. Cf. Ps. 1. (Ii.) 5 ' iniquitatem meara ego cognosco '. In this passage some editions

have dvayiv6>o-Ku>. Cf. Ps. xix. 12 :
' Who can discern his errors ?

'

13. wrovfim. The reading dXX', which is found in Cod. T and Const. Apost., expresses the fresh departure made at

this point in the Prayer :
' Nevertheless, in spite of my sinfulness, I beseech,' &c. Latin, ' quare peto rogans te.'
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THE PRAYER OF MANASSES 13-15

And destroy me not with mine iniquities.

Neither, in thy continual anger against me,
Lay up evil in store for me

:

Nor pass thou sentence against me,
When I am in the lowest parts of the earth.

For thou, O Lord, art the God of them that repent
;

14 And in me thou wilt show forth *all* thy goodness

:

For thou wilt save me, unworthy that I am,
According to thy great mercy.

1

5

And I will praise thee for ever all the days of my life

:

For all the host of heaven doth sing thy praise,

And thine is the glory for ever and ever. Amen.

airovpai : pr. aXX T, Const. Apost. ; Lat. quare pr) : pr. <ai T, Const. Apost. ; Lat. et ne on <rv ei Kvpie a 6eos
AT: on av 8eos 6eos Const. Apost. 14. ev epoi A T ; en epoi Const. Apost. deifrs A T

;
deigeis Const. Apost.

;

Lat. ostendes, ed. Fritzsche ttjv ayaQayavvrjp : pr. nacrav T ; Lat. omnem, ed. Fritzsche 15. ev rais Trepan
AT: tf nao-tiis rats ljpepais Const. Apost. : Vulgo nacras Tas r)pepas

dves poi. The repetition of the prayer for forgiveness corresponds with the repetition of r)papTr)K.a in the previous
verse. For Sves cf. Ps. xxxviii. (xxxix.) 13 fives poi iva ava\jsvi;(o = ' O spare me, that I may recover my strength'.

pr) o-vva-n-oXeajjs per. dvop. p. The phrase is evidently based upon the LXX of Gen. xix. 15 Iva pr) arwanoXr) Tals
avopLiais Ttjs noXeios. Cf. Wisd. x. 3. Used of persons, the same verb is found with perd and the gen., Ps. xxv. (xxvi.) 9
pr) avvanoXearjS perd dcrfftcov rrjv ^sv)(t)v pov ; xxvii. (xxviii.) 3 pera e'pya^opevcov ddiKiav pr) avvanoXeo-r)s pe.

els tov alcova pr)vicras. Latin ' in aeternum iratus '. Another phrase borrowed from the LXX : Ps. cii. (ciii.) 9
oiibe els tov aliova prjviel

; Jer. iii. 12 011 prjviu vplv els tov alcova.

Trjprjo-r/s to. koku poi. Latin ' reserves mala mihi '. The meaning is : 'do not, by long-continued anger, retain, or
lay up in store against me, the evils which I have deserved.'

to. KaKci : not the sins I have committed ; but the evils I have brought upon myself as the punishment of sin.

KaTa8iKao-r)s, ' pass sentence of condemnation upon.' The verb renders the Hiph. of ytSH in Ps. xxxvi. (xxxvii.) 33.
The punishment of physical suffering, disease, want, injury, exile, was deemed to be inflicted for offences against the
law of God.

The Mozarabic Psalter renders ' neque in finem iratus contineas mala mea neque condemnaueris me cum his qui
sunt in inferiora terre '.

iv toIs KaTcoTaTois tt)s yr)s. This phrase renders JHN"Tfi srinri in the LXX of Ps. cxxxviii. (cxxxix.) 15, where
Codd. A B read iv tois kotcotcltols ttjs yr)s. In that passage, as in Isa. xliv. 23, the lowest region in the under-world of
the departed is denoted by this term. It does not indicate the place of torment ; but rather the most remote and
inaccessible locality in the unknown region of departed spirits. Here, as in Ps. cxxxviii. (cxxxix.) 15, the meaning is:
' When I am most remote, and abide in the lowest parts of the earth, condemn me not.' ' Do not prolong, or delay, the
punishment of my sins, so that they may be visited upon me, however inaccessible in the lower world.' The other
rendering, ' nor condemn me to (i. e. for punishment in) the lowest parts of the earth ', follows the Latin, ' neque damnes
me in infima terrae loca.' ' The lowest regions ' were not a locality of torment, like the mediaeval hell, but the most
inaccessible place in the shadowy under-world.

14. 6 debs twv neravoovvrav. Another Divine title, which does not elsewhere occur in Holy Scripture.

bel^eis or Seigys. The former reading gives the simplest meaning, and is supported by the Latin ' ostendes ' and
Const. Apost. 8ei£fls, which is read by Codd. A and T, is grammatically harsh. The subjunctive must be dependent
on the pr)8e in v. 13 ; but the prohibition closes with v. 13, and if in v. 14 the positive side of the injunction is to be
continued in the subjunctive, the construction is almost intolerable, especially with the clause ort av . . . peravoovvTcov

interposed.

Tqv ayadaxrvvrjv. Cf. LXX in Judges ix. 16 ; 2 Chron. xxiv. 16. The insertion of nacrav (Cod. T) is a very natural

amplification : Latin ' omnem bonitatem tuam '.

ava^iov. A rare adjective in the LXX. See Esther viii. 13 ; Sirach xxv. 8
; Jer. xv. 9.

o~d>o~eis. The deliverance here contemplated is from the manifold punishment he had deserved.
Kara to ttoXv eXeos crov. Cf. V. 7.

15. 81a. navrbs ktX. Latin ' semper omnibus diebus vitae meae '. Mozarabic Psalter, ' in omni vita mea.' The
more usual phrase in the LXX would be itdo-as fjpepas tt]s ((ot)s pov. Cf. Ps. xxii. (xxiii.) 6, xxvi. (xxvii.) 4, cxxvii.

(cxxviii.) 5.

waa-a f) dvvapis ran/ ovpavcov. Lat. ' omnis virtus caelorum '. The meaning is ' all the heavenly host of angelic

beings ' ; and the phrase is probably derived from Ps. xxxii. (xxxiii.) 6 nacra 17 dvvapis avrHv. Cf. Dan. viii. 10. See
2 Chron. xviii. 18, ' all the host of heaven standing on his right hand and on his left

'
; and Luke ii. 13, ' a multitude of

the heavenly host praising God.'
Kal 0-0x1 eanv r) 86i;a els tovs alcovas. A short concluding doxology reminding us of the Lord's Prayer (Matt. vi. 13).

For instances of Jewish doxologies cf. 1 Chron. xxix. 11 ; 1 Esdras iv. 59.
'A-prjv. For the liturgical use of Amen see 1 Chron. xvi. 36 = Ps. cvi. 48, Judith xiii. 20 (yevoiro), Tobit viii. 8 ;

and compare, in N. T. illustration of this usage, 1 Cor. xiv. 16 and Rev. v. 14.
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THE PRAYER OF AZARIAH AND THE SONG
OF THE THREE CHILDREN

INTRODUCTION

§ i. Short Account of the Book.

The subject of this introduction is not really a ' book
'

; and it is sometimes known as the
' First Addition ' to the canonical Book of Daniel. It is an illustrative interpolation inserted in that

book after iii. 23 ; and is found there, forming an integral part of the book, 1 in Theodotion, the LXX,
Vulgate, and some other versions dependent on the LXX. It is absent from the Aramaic text.

It consists of four parts :

(a) Verses 1, 2. An introductory verse or verses connecting it with the narrative. This intro-

duction occurs in two different forms in the LXX and in Theodotion.2

(b) Verses 3-22. A 'Prayer' ascribed to Azariah, one of the 'Three Children' who were

thrown into the fiery furnace.

This ' Prayer ' begins with praise to God (3) and an acknowledgement of His justice (4), especially

in the judgement executed upon Israel (5-10). There follows a prayer for deliverance, for His

Name's sake (11) ; because of His promise to the Patriarchs (12, 13) ; because of their great sufferings

and true repentance (14-19). The Prayer concludes with an appeal for deliverance, for the punish-

ment of the enemies of Israel, and for the world-wide manifestation of the glory of God (20-22).

(c) Verses 23-27. A narrative as to the further heating of the furnace, the burning up of the

Chaldeans round about, and the descent of the Angel of the Lord into the furnace to protect the
' Three Children '.

(d) Verses 28-68. The Song of the Three Children with an introductory verse.

The Song is an ascription of praise to God, in which all His creatures, animate and inanimate,

are called upon to glorify Him.
Verses 35-65 have the same refrain, ' Sing His praise and highly exalt Him for ever,' slightly

varied in verse 52. These verses form the Benedicite.'6

\ 2. Title of the Book.

Just as this ' Addition ' is not really a book, so originally, being merely a section of the Greek
Daniel, it had no separate title. Thus Swete 4 says, ' In the Greek MSS. no break or separate title

divides these Greek additions from the rest of the text.' 5 But the Alex. MS. gives the Prayer and the

Song under the titles ' Prayer of Azarias ' and ' Hymn of our Father ' as two of the fourteen hymns
which it inserts as an appendix to the Psalter. Other MSS. head the Song ' Hymn of the Three
Children '. The Vulgate inserts after Dan. iii. 23 the note Quae sequuutur in Jiebraeis volnminibus

nan reperi. Then follows our ' Addition ' and then another note, Hucusque in Hebraeo non habetur ;

et quae posuimus de Theodotionis editione translata sunt.

Lagarde in his edition of the Syriac version of the Apocrypha gives the heading ' Prayer of

Hananiah and his companions ' from one MS., and from Walton (literally) ' Prayer of the House of

Hananiah' ; the meaning of the latter phrase being the same as the former.6

In the A.V. and R.V. the whole ' Addition ' is placed under the title ' The Song of the Three
Holy Children ', adding the note, ' Which followeth in the third Chapter of Daniel after this place,

—

fell down bound into the midst of the burning fiery furnace.— Verse 23. That which followeth is not

in the Hebrew, to wit, And they walked—unto these words, Then Nebuchadnezzar—verse 24.'

In the Prayer Book verses 35-65 form one of the canticles of the Morning Service, the opening

words of the Latin version, Benedicite, Omnia Opera, being used as a title.

1 But cf. below, § 2.
2 Cf. below and notes on verses if.

s Cf. below, § 7.
4 Introduction to the O. T. in Greek, p. 260.
6 Tischendorf in his edition of the Vatican LXX inserted titles in brackets, hence the statement sometimes made

that these titles are given in the Vatican MS.
6
pp. xxi, 126.
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THE PRAYER OF AZARIAH, ETC.

§ g. The MSS.

The LXX version of Daniel was almost universally displaced at an early date by that ol

Theodotion, made in the first half of the second century A.i>. The English versions are made from
Theodotion.

The MSS. may be classified thus

:

(a) MSS. of Theodotion s Version}

A. Codex Alcxandrinns contains the whole ' Addition ' as part of Daniel and also the Prayer
and Song as two of the Canticles.

B. Codex Vaticanus.

V. Codex Veneins.

Q. Codex Marchalianns, a complete copy of the Prophets preserved in the Vatican Library,
written in Egypt not later than the sixth century. The margins supply copious extracts from the
various Greek versions. 2

T. Codex Cryptoferratensis, in the Basilian Monastery of Grotta Ferrata, a volume consisting

partly of palimpsest leaves of an uncial MS. of the Prophets of the eighth or ninth century. This
is available for Dan. i. \-\\ a, iii. 1-5 a, 37 b-51 a, vii. i-viii. 19 tf, ix. 15 £, 26 a, xii. 4$-i3.3

R. Psalterium Graeco-Latimun Veronense, 'a bilingual Psalter of Western origin and attributed

to the sixth century . . . the property of the Chapter of Verona,' includes the Song as one of eight

canticles supplementary to the Psalter.4

T. Psalterium Purpnreum Turicense, a Western uncial, ascribed by Tischendorf to the seventh

century, containing the Psalter, followed by canticles, including the Prayer and the Song. Verses
14-19 are wanting. It is in the municipal library of Zurich.5

Swete, pp. 165 ff., further enumerates a large number of cursive MSS. of, or including, Daniel.

(b) MS. of the LXX.
This version is only extant in the cursive MS. 87, the Codex Chisianus, in the library of the

Chigi family at Rome. It contains Jer., Baruch, Lam., Ep. of Jeremiah, the LXX Daniel,

Hippolytus on Daniel, Theodotion's Daniel, Ezek., and Isaiah. It is usually assigned to the ninth

century. 6

§ 4. The Ancient Versions. 7

(a) The Old Latin of Daniel is extant in various fragments and patristic quotations. These
show that the version included our ' Addition '. F. C. Burkitt's investigations seem to point to the

conclusion that before the time of Jerome there were current Latin versions of both the LXX Daniel
and Theodotion's Daniel?

(b) The Vulgate of Daniel is made from Theodotion, and includes the additions.

(c) The Peshitta Syriac. Swete 9 states that ' From the first the Peshitta seems to have included

the non-canonical books of the Alexandrian Bible except 1 Esdras and Tobit '. A. A. Bevan,

however, writes that ' The apocryphal pieces are found even in the oldest MSS. of the Peshitta,

but seem not to have belonged to it in its original form
' ; this he infers from the statement of

Polychronius, early fifth century, that the Song of the Three Children is not contained in the

Hebrew and Syriac Bibles. 1 " The version is made from Theodotion, but differs considerably from
both Theod. and LXX, probably through corruption and free handling.

(d) The Syro-hexaplaric Version is a literal version of the LXX column of Origen's Hexapla,
and supplements the testimony of Codex Chisianus as to the text of the LXX.

(e) A Syriac version of Daniel and other books of Jacob of Edessa, A. D. 704-5, exists in MSS. at

London and Paris, but only specimens have been printed. 11

if) Egyptian Versions, (i) The Bohairic Coptic, based on Theodotion, but influenced by the

LXX. 12
(ii) The Sahidic.

(g) The Ethiopic Version, based on Theodotion.

(//) The Arabic Version, based on Theodotion.

(i) The Armenian Version, from the text of Theodotion. 1 "

1 For details of MSS. merely named, see Swete, Int. to the O. T. in Creek.
2 Swete, pp. 144 f.

3 Swete, p. 146. 4 Swete, O.T. in Greek, II. ix.
5 Swete, O. T. in Greek, II. xi.

6 Swete, O. T. in Greek, III, xii.
7 For further details as to these versions, see Swete, /;//. to the O. T. in Greek.
8 The Old Latin and the Itala, p. 28. 9

p. 112. 10 The Book of Daniel, x. 3.
11 Swete, p. 116. M Bevan, p. 3.

1S F. C. Conybeare, Hastings's DB, i. 152.
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§ 5. Original Language.

This problem might seem to belong to the realm of pure scholarship ; but it is involved in the
controversy between the Protestant Churches and Rome as to the canonicity of the Apocrypha.
Protestant divines have been inclined to regard original composition in Hebrew as one mark of
canonicity, though they have never formulated any rigid doctrine to that effect. Dr. Barry, for

instance, wrote of 'the true Hebrew Canon of the Old Testament'. 1 He probably only meant the
canon current amongst Palestinian Jews, but the use of the term ' Hebrew ' lays emphasis on the fact

that the books of the Palestinian canon are extant in Hebrew or Aramaic ; while the Apocrypha,
when he wrote, were not extant in Hebrew.

Thus, according to Rothstein,2 most Protestant scholars since Eichhorn, including Fritzsche,
Schurer, Konig, Cornill, and Strack, have decided .for Greek as the original language ; while Catholic
scholars have held that the ' Addition ' was written in Hebrew. But some Protestant scholars have
also taken this view, e.g. Delitzsch, Zockler, Bissell,3 Ball, Vatke, and Reuss. Further, Rothstein
himself is inclined to accept a Hebrew original.

Bissell's statement 4 that ' the majority of critics of all schools have always held to the opinion
that this composition was originally written in the Hebrew or Aramaic language ' is too sweeping

;

but perhaps on the whole the balance of authority inclines that way. The theory of a Hebrew
original is also favoured by J. T. Marshall :

5
' The evidence for a Hebrew original is not irresistible,

but probable
' ; Kamphausen 6 states that it cannot be conclusively proved that the ' Additions

'

were written in Greek; J. E. H. Thomson 7 argues for a Hebrew or Aramaic original; Swete 8

writes, ' The addition to Dan. iii. 23 is clearly midrashic, and probably had a Semitic original.'

The present writer is clear that there was a Hebrew original probably for the bulk of our ' Addi-
tion ', and certainly for the Prayer of Azariah. It must not, of course, be overlooked that various
considerations, partly drawn from the study of the newly-discovered papyri, reduce the force of
much evidence which would prima facie point to a Hebrew original. Idioms and words supposed
to be Hebraisms or Aramaisms seem to belong to ordinary Hellenistic Greek, unless, indeed, the
Jewish population of some districts gave a Semitic flavour to the local dialect. Moreover, it is

always possible that if a Jewish author were more familiar with Aramaic and Hebrew than with
Greek, or were soaked in the language of the LXX and had read nothing else in Greek, he might
write original Greek as if he were translating from Hebrew. These considerations, accordingly, have
been borne in mind, and due weight has been given to them ; they lessen, but do not destroy,
the force of the general arguments advanced, and there are specific items of evidence which are not
affected by them. The conflicting views of various scholars show that there is not obviously an
overwhelmingly strong case for either view.

Allowing for a very little editing or corruption of the text, there is not much that could not
have been written in Hellenistic Greek, and nothing which could not have been translated from
Hebrew. The present writer admits that, as he is mainly interested in the Old Testament, he may
have some slight bias in favour of a Hebrew original, but he believes that he has made due allow-
ance for his personal equation. In studying the ' Addition ' for the purposes of this work, he has
felt that for the most part the Greek goes into Hebrew of its own accord, and many passages are
most easily understood as unidiomatic renderings of a Hebrew original. The vocabulary is almost
entirely confined to that of the LXX.

Moreover, some little weight may be given to the argument that a pre-Christian Jew would
compose prayers and hymns in Hebrew rather than in Greek, Hebrew being the language of
devotion. Thus Reuss maintains 9 that a Jew in prayer could only think in Hebrew. But if our
' Addition ' was originally composed to supplement a Greek Daniel, it would naturally be written
in Greek. We do not think it was so composed, partly because of other evidence of a Hebrew
original, but were such evidence entirely lacking, the use of Greek might thus be explained by the
purpose for which the passages were written. 10

It must, however, be admitted that, with a very few exceptions to be mentioned later, the
different texts and versions do not present the kind of variations which would arise from the
independent use of a Hebrew or Aramaic text. Theodotion and the LXX are so similar that they
are clearly texts of the same Greek original. It is true that the Peshitta Syriac has some striking
differences from both of them, so that Thomson maintains u that « The Syriac could not have been

1 Teacher's Prayer Book, p. 280^. 2
p. 178.

3 So Rothstein, but apparently Bissell does not expressly adopt this view. * p. 443.
5 Hastings's DB, iv. 756 a. « Encycl. BibL, iv. 1014.
7 Daniel, Pulpit Comm., pp. 1 13-17. 8 p. 261.
9 Apud Rothstein, p. 174 ; somewhat similarly Thomson, p. 1 14.
10 Cf. further below, p. 629. » p. 114.
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made from the Greek, nor the Greek from the Syriac ; they must have had a common source ',

probably Hebrew. We think, however, that the history of the Peshitta version of our ' Addition
'

makes this unlikely. 1 A Syriac translator some centuries after Christ would hardly have known or
used a copy of the Hebrew original. The variations of the Peshitta are probably due to a tendency
to paraphrase.

When we turn to detail, it is desirable to examine separately (a) the Prayer, {b) the Song,
(c) the narrative verses.

Let us take first the Prayer of Azariah.
Verse 4. ' All thy judgements truth ', dAr^eia

;

- the use of the substantive is a familiar

Hebrew idiom. Similarly 'judgements of truth'—so literally, in verse 5.

Verse 6. ' We have dealt lawlessly in departing from thee,' r\vop.r](Taixiv a-noa-T^vai. and aov,

i. e. ' We have lawlessly departed from thee ', a familiar Hebrew use of the dependent infinitive.

Verse 9. The peculiar word aTroaraTuv, R.V. ' forsaken of God ', is most easily understood as

a rendering of the Hebr. EHTD 'rebels', as in LXX, cf. notes.

Verse 14. ' Low in all the world,' where perhaps we might have expected ' lowest ' or ' lower than
all', is often explained as due to the confusion of two similar Hebrew letters, see note.

Verse 16. ' Humble spirit,' lit. 'spirit of lowliness ', a familiar Hebrew idiom.
Verse 17. ' Wholly^ after thee,' lit. 'complete ' or ' be complete after thee ', e/creAe'<rai o-nurdev <tov,

a literal rendering of the Hebr. phrase T3D8 N.?£, cf. *?.D£ K?D and similar phrases, found in Joshua
xiv. 8 f., 14, &c, in the sense of ! follow with perfect obedience and fidelity'. This instance is con-
clusive as LXX does not render this phrase by eKreAeVou, so that the Greek cannot be got from

the LXX of the passages in the canonical O. T. Aquila in Deut. i. 36 renders ttbo by TtX^pGxrat.;

otherwise Aquila, Symm., and Theod. are not extant for the passages where this phrase occurs.

The LXX of this verse has a double rendering for the phrase, in one of which reAetwcrat, ' complete
',

is an alternative rendering of the original Hebr., and the other e£iAaa-cu, ' make thou atonement ', is a

guess by way of correction ; LXX has many such guesses. We have not seen this explanation
of tureAdo-ai kt\. elsewhere. Cf. note.

Verse 21. ' Let them be brought to shame and deprived of all their dominion.' R.V. ' Let them
be ashamed of all their power and might ',3 Karaiayyvd^iriaav aird Trda-rjs rrjs bwao-reias, cf. Ps. cxviii.

(LXX Hebr. cxix.) 116, jou) Karaiaxyvrji /xe aird rrjs npocrboKLas fxov, 'Make me not ashamed of my
hope,'

'r!3E>T?. Similarly Sirach xxi. 22 (which is known to be a translation from Hebrew)
laa-yyvdqaiTaL aird Trpocranrov, R.V. ' will be ashamed of entering ', lit. ' from (the) face ',

probably
' from ', i.e. 'so as to keep away from the presence of the master of the house.' The phrase in our
passage may be a mere Hellenism, but makes much better sense if taken as a case of the pregnant
use of the Hebr. |K>. C{. note.

Numerous minor Hebraisms might be cited. It is true that the majority of these apparent
Hebraisms, taken individually or to the number of three or four, might be explained away as due to

the influence of the LXX or otherwise. But some of them, notably eKreAeVai in verse 17, cannot be
thus disposed of; and this fact, together with the concurrence of so many in a few verses, shows that

the original language was Hebrew. Aramaic, indeed, would be possible,4 but much less probable.

The scheme of the Song of the Three Children is so simple, that for the most part it might
equally well have been written originally in Greek or translated from Hebrew. The predilection for

compounds with vtszp- is a matter of taste that may be due to a translator, just as much as to the

original author.5 But we find Hebraisms in the few places where there is an opportunity for them
to occur. The genitive of the substantive is used for an adjective in verse 30, ' the name of Thy
glory ' for ' Thy glorious name ', and in verse 31, ' the temple of Thy holy glory '"

for ' Thy holy and
glorious temple '. In such a case the balance of probability seems in favour of a Hebrew original.

The Narrative Verses include a good deal of curious Greek, e. g. Kaiovres tj]v K.dp.ivov vd<frdav for

' heating the furnace with naphtha ', which might represent a too literal rendering of a Hebrew or

Aramaic original. Here, too, the vocabulary and idiom are largely that of the LXX. On the other

hand, there are several touches that do not look like translations from a Semitic original, e. g. rois -nepl

rov \\(aplav, but this and others might quite conceivably be somewhat free renderings from Hebrew
or Aramaic. On the whole, too, verses 23-27, which connect the Prayer and the Song, seem some-

1 Cf. above, p. 626, § 4 (c).
2 Theodotion ; the LXX corrects to aXrjdtvai.

3
' Power and,' an addition found in some authorities.

4 The Targum of Num. xiv. 24 translates N?D lit. by DvE>N.
5 Cf. notes on verses 29, 30.
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what rhetorical, and are not so simple and straightforward as the Greek of the narratives which
precede and follow the 'Addition '. Moreover, Theodotion and the LXX differ considerably. It is

possible that we have to do with a Greek expansion of an Aramaic original. 1

In any case the section or sections originally written in Hebrew or Aramaic were to a certain

extent edited after they were translated into Greek.

§ 6. Composition of the Book, Date, etc.

The ' Addition ' was not part of the original Book of Daniel. As we shall show later, the Prayer of

Azariah could not have been composed with reference to the rest of the book. It seems, however,
just possible that the ' Addition ' as a whole was part of the book before it was translated into Greek,
but that it was somewhat amplified in the course of translation or afterwards. For the most part the

Greek of the ' Addition ' is very similar to that of the canonical part of the book, and indeed to the

LXX of the canonical books generally.2 We will return to this subject after discussing the separate

sections.

The ' Addition ' as a whole probably belongs to the first century B. c. It is later than the
canonical Daniel, i.e. later than 168 B.C. ; the LXX is apparently by the same hand as that of the

canonical Daniel, which was probably in existence at the beginning of the Christian Era or somewhat
later.

The Prayer of Azariah was not originally composed in reference to the incident of the Three
Children. If it had been, it would have been put into the mouth of Hananiah (Shadrach), who
always stands first of the Three. Thus the Peshitta heads the 'Addition', ' Prayer of Hananiah
and his companions.' There is nothing whatever in the Prayer to connect it with the incident to

which it is attached. Moreover a Jew, writing a Prayer for the beginning of the Exile, would hardly
have forgotten Jeremiah and Ezekiel, to say nothing of Daniel himself, and spoken of the people as

having been without a prophet. On the other hand verse 15, which states that there was neither

priest, prophet, nor leader, neither sacrifices nor place for public worship, points to the dark days at

the beginning of the Maccabean struggle. Probably, therefore, it was composed by, or in the
name of, some unknown Azariah, about 168-170 B.C. 3

The Song of the Three Children is expressly connected with the incident by verse 66 ; but
probably this was not part of the original Song. The jubilant tone of this poem is in marked
contrast to the despondency of the Prayer. The ' holy and glorious Temple ' and its services seem to

be flourishing. 4 Apart from verse 66, it might belong to any prosperous period after the reforms of
Ezra and Nehemiah, probably some time after the success of the Maccabean revolt. There is

nothing to indicate that it was composed with reference to the incident of the Three Children.

The Narrative Verses were obviously put into their present form in order to connect the Prayer-

and the Song with the rest of the book ; but they may be based on a section of the original Daniel,
no longer included in the canonical book. In the latter the sequence between verses 23 and 24
seems imperfect. In 23 we read that the Three Children ' fell down bound into the midst of the
burning fiery furnace '. We are not told how they fared, but verse 24 goes on at once ' Then
Nebuchadnezzar the king was astonied ', nothing so far having happened to astonish him.
Apparently originally something like the apocryphal narrative verses 1, 2, 23-27 stood between the
canonical verses 23 and 24, and may have provided the basis for the apocryphal narrative verses.

These facts seem to point to some such conclusions as the following : Two independent Hebrew
poems, the Prayer and the Song, were inserted, either at the same time or at different times, in the
Hebrew-Aramaic Daniel

;

5 the narrative section originally connecting the canonical verses 23, 24
was modified in order to connect the poems with the rest of the book. There were then in circulation

copies of two editions of Daniel, one with the 'Addition ', the other without ; the former, longer,

edition was the more popular and the more widely circulated. But later on it was held that the
shorter form was the more authoritative ; and in copies of the longer form our verses 1-68 6 were
marked as an addition. From a copy or copies so marked, fresh copies were made which omitted
our 'Addition', without restoring the section which originally stood in the canonical chap, iii,

between verses 23 and 24.

The various authors and editors were clearly Jews ; nothing whatever is known of them, beyond
what may be gathered from the ' Addition ' itself.

1 See further § 6, on the composition of our 'Addition '.

2 See notes, passim. 3 So Thomson, Daniel, p. 115.
4 Verses 30 f., cf. notes.

s We are not concerned here with the history of the Book of Daniel apart from our ' Addition '.

''' LXX Dan. iii. 24-90.
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§ 7. Influence of the Book on Later Literature, Canonicity, etc.

As the 'Addition' was current in early times as part of the longer Daniel, it is difficult to know
how far it was accepted as canonical. When Daniel is mentioned in a list of canonical works, there

is usually nothing to show whether or no it includes our ' Addition '. Its absence from the Massoretic

edition of the Old Testament probably shows that the ' Addition ' was not included in Daniel as it

was received into the Palestinian Canon.
On the other hand, it was generally accepted in the early and mediaeval Christian Church,

being included in the LXX, Latin, Svriac,1 Egyptian, Arabic, Ethiopian, and other versions.

The ' Additions ' to Daniel are freely used by the Greek and Latin Fathers
;

2 a Father who accepted

Susanna and Bel and the Dragon would a fortiori accept the Prayer and the Song.

At the Reformation our ' Addition ' shared the fate of the rest of the Apocrypha. The Roman
Church kept it as an integral part of Daniel and of the Old Testament ; the Reformed Churches took
it out of Daniel and made it a separate Apocryphon.

Philo apparently makes no use of Daniel, and Josephus in his version of the incident of the

Three Children and the Fiery Furnace, Ant. x. 10. 5, entirely ignores this ' Addition '.

Most of the parallels between the New Testament and the ' Addition ' are also parallels with

the canonical Old Testament ; and the two or three that remain may be mere coincidences. We
may, however, note one. In verse 64 we have ' spirits and souls of the righteous ',3 with which we
may compare Heb. xii. 23, ' the spirits of just men,' 4 and Apoc. vi. 9,

' I saw . . . the souls 5 of them
that had been slain for the word of God.' But here there need be no literary connexion ; moreover,

in Wisdom of Solomon iii. 1, we have ' The souls of the righteous are in the hand of God '. Thus
there is no sufficient evidence that the writers of the New Testament made use of this ' Addition '. c

Verses 35-66 form the Benedicite which stands in the Morning Service of the Prayer Book as

an alternative to the Te Deum. The S.P.C.K. Prayer-Book zvith Commentary states, 'The rubric

of 1549 directing its use during Lent was done away with in 1552, and there is now no special

direction when it should be used. But it is still deemed more suitable for that season than the

exultant strain of the Te Deum, and to those days when the Lessons relate to the wonders of

creation.' 7

§ 8. Theology.

These few verses, about one long Biblical chapter, are mostly secondary and imitative, largely

a cento of phrases from the Old Testament. They illustrate, however, some of the features of

Jewish theology about the beginning of the Christian Era. Thus the unique deity of one God is set

forth in verse 22 and at length in the appeal of the Song to all things animate and inanimate to

praise God. Yet this one God is still specially the Champion of Israel against their enemies,

verse 21. It is possible that the 'worshippers' of verses 10, 68 are proselytes, or, at any rate,

include Gentiles.

In verses 5, 6, 14 the misfortunes of Israel are explained by their sins, whereas in Psalm xliv,

commonly regarded as Maccabean, the Jews protest that they are innocent martyrs, persecuted for

loyalty to their God. But the sins confessed here are probably those of the nation in the past.

Azariah says for himself and those for whom he speaks, ' But in a contrite heart and a humble
spirit let us be accepted . . . now we follow thee with all our heart, we fear thee and seek thy face,'

verses 16-18.

Further, in verses 16, 17 we have the idea that penitence is an acceptable sacrifice, cf. Psalm li.
8

§ 9. Bibliography.

See the list of works dealing with the Apocrypha as a whole,9 and in addition the following :

—

(a) Chief Editions of the Text (and of the Ancient Versions).

(i) LXX of Daniel, S. de Magistris (?), Rome, 1772: 'Daniel secundum LXX. et tetraplus Origenis nunc
primum editus e singulari Chisiano codice.' Reprinted ... at Milan, 1788 (Bugati) ; and at Leipzig, 1845 (Hahn).
The LXX text is also given in the editions of Holmes and Parsons, Tischendorf, and Swete.10 These authorities also

give the text of Theodotion ; Theodotion was also used for Daniel in the Complutensian, Aldine, Sistine, and Grabian
editions of the LXX, and in the minor editions based upon them.11

1 But perhaps not in the original Peshitta, cf. 4 c.
s Smith's DB, i. 258.

IlvfVfMTii K.a\ \^v)(ai dacaiw. * Tlveufiaai. 8iKaio)v. Tas ^v^Js.

Cf. W. Dittmar, Vetus Testamentum in Novo, p. 351.
7

p. 43.

Cf. Maldwyn Hughes, The Ethics ofJewish Apocryphal Literature, p. 69.

See Introd. to Vol. I.
10 Swete, p. 193.

n Swete, pp. 171 ff.
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(ii)>Peshitta Syriac. Libri Vetcris Testamenti Apocfyphi, Syriac, Lagarde, London, 1861.

(iii) Syro-hexaplaric Version. The Daniel of this version was published by Bugati in 17S8.

(iv) Egyptian, Coptic, or Bohairic Version, Tattam, Prophetae Majores, Oxford, 1852.

(b) Chief Critical Inquiries.

Bevan,_ A. A. Daniel, 1892, Section on ' LXX ', pp. 43 ff.

Bludau. Die alexandrin. Ucbersetzung des B. Dan., &c, 1897.
1

BRULL. ' Das Gebet der drei Manner im Feuerofen,' Jahrbuch fur jiid. Gesch. u. Litt., viii, 1887, pp. 22 IT.'

BURKITT, F. C. The Old Latin and the Itala, Camb., 1896, Section on ' LXX Text of Dan,', pp. 18 ff.

Dictionary of the Bible (Hastings), 1902. J. T. Marshall, 'Three Children, Song of the', iv. 754.
Driver, S. R. Daniel {Camb. Bible), pp. xviii ff., and Section on ' Versions and Coram.', pp. xcviii ff.

Encyclopaedia Biblica, 1899, A - KAMPHAUSEN, 'Daniel, Book of, i. 1013.

PRE 3
, 1896, E. Schurer, 'Apokr. des A.T.,' i, pp. 638 ff.

Thomson, J. E. H., in Pulpit Commentary on Daniel, 1897, Excursus on ' Song of the Three Holy Children
', p. 112.

1 Encycl. Bibl., i. 1015.
2 PPE 5

, i. 639.
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THE PRAYER OF AZARIAH AND THE SONG OF THE
THREE CHILDREN

T/ie Prayer oj Azariah, 1-22.

') 2 And they walked in the midst of the fire, singing the praise of God, and blessing the Lord. Then
Azarias stood up with his companions and prayed on this manner ; and opening his mouth in the

3 midst of the fire said, Blessed art thou, O Lord, thou God of our fathers, and worthy to be praised

:

4 and thy name is glorified for evermore : for thou art just in all the things that thou hast done, and
5 all thy works are true, and thy ways right, [and all thy judgements truth]. In all the things that

thou hast brought upon us, and upon the holy city of our fathers, even Jerusalem, thou hast executed
true judgements : for according to truth and justice hast thou brought all these things upon us

6 because of our sins. For we have sinned and committed iniquity in departing from thee, and we
7 have sinned grievously in all things, and have neither hearkened unto thy commandments nor kept

Our version follows the text of Theodotion ; variations found in the LXX are given in the notes.

1. In the Greek MSS. this verse follows iii. 23 of our Daniel.

they, the 'Three Children'. In the account of this incident in the canonical Daniel they are referred to by their

Aramaic names,' ' Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego'; but in this 'Addition' they are called Ananias, Misael, and
Azarias, the Hellenized forms of their Hebrew names, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah.

God . . . the Lord. In the Pentateuch the divine names often alternate through the combination of clauses

from documents using ' God ' and ' Yahweh ' respectively. This alternation seems to be sometimes imitated, as a point

of style, by later writers ; cf. Jonah iii. 10, iv. 2.

the Lord, icvpios, representing the Hebrew divine name, Yahweh.
2. stood up with his companions, awards, R.V. 'stood'. The verb is used in 1 Kings xvii. 26 LXX to translate

*1Dy 'stand'. In Dan. iii. 23 the three 'fell down bound'.

I, 2. Instead of these two verses, LXX has the following: 'Thus then prayed Hananias and Azarias and Misael,

and sang praise to the Lord, when the king commanded them to be thrown into the furnace. And Azarias stood and
prayed thus and opened his mouth and gave thanks to the Lord, [together with his companions in the midst of the fire,

the furnace being brought to an exceeding great heat by the Chaldeans].' Rothstein regards the words in brackets as

a later addition. On the words ' brought ... to a heat', i. e. vnoKaioptvrjs, cf. Jer. i. 13, where vnoKa.i6p.tvov renders nto^

R.V. ' seething (cauldron) '.

There is no apparent reason why the following 'Prayer* should be put into the mouth of Azariah. Where the

three names are given in the canonical Daniel, his name, whether as Azariah or Abednego, stands last, and in verse 66

of our 'Addition' it stands second. As the 'Prayer' itself does not connect in any way with the incident in Daniel,

and the name is a common one, the Azariah of the ' Prayer' may originally have had nothing to do with the Azariah

of Daniel.

3. Cf. I Chron. xxix. 10, 20 (Yahweh, the God of their fathers) ; 2 Chron. vi. 3, 4.

and worthy to be praised, alveros. LXX has alverov connecting with the following, ' and thy name is worthy to

be praised,' &c.

4. thou art just, &c. Neh. ix. 33 R.V., ' thou art just in all that is come upon us ; for thou hast dealt truly
'

;

2 Esdras, Kai o~v 8licaios eiri ndo~i rols eu^opevois e^)' Tjp.ds, oti dXrjdeiav enoirjaas.

thy works, &c. Cf. Deut. xxxii. 4.

true, a\t]8ivd. This Greek word is frequently used in the LXX for the genitive of the Hebr. 'emeth, 'truth ', such

genitives in the Hebrew often doing the work of an adjective. The idea in the Hebrew is rather ' faithful ' than ' true
'

;

faithful, as corresponding to the nature, promises, and commands of God.
right, eidelai. Often in LXX for Hebr. yashar, 'straightforward'; so Hos. xiv. 10 LXX.
[and all thy judgements truth]. Apparently a variant arising by dittography from the clause ' and judgements of

truth ', which immediately follows in the Greek ; so Rothstein. The words for 'judgements' are different, Kpicrtu and
Kplfxara respectively.

truth. LXX and Syr. marg. have ' true ', dXrjdival ; Syr. text agrees with Theodotion.

5. the holy city, &c. Cf. Isa. Ixiv. 10 f., also Iii. 1, Neh. xi. 1, and Deut. ix. 24.

brought . . . upon, eTrfjyayes as in the earlier part of the verse ; LXX has ' wrought ', eVoiTjorar.

6. 7. Cf. Isa. lix. 12 ; Ezra ix. 6, 7, 13 ; Neh. i. 7.

6. sinned (first occurrence). LXX adds ' in all things '.

in departing from thee. A more idiomatic rendering of the first part of this verse would be, ' We have sinfully

and lawlessly departed from thee.'

sinned . . . sinned grievously, r,pdproptv . . . i^p.dpropev. The eg of the latter may be used of erring from
the mark, emphasizing the nature of sin as a divergence from a standard, an aberration. 'E^afiaprdvco is occasionally

used in LXX in the sense of ' sin ', but more often in that of ' cause to sin '
; it does not occur in N. T. In view of the

similarity of the first and last clauses of this verse, Rothstein regards ' sinned and ' as a later addition ; but rjp.dpTop.iv

and (^i)pApTopev probably represent two different Hebrew words.

thy commandments. The LXX reads ' the commandments of thy Law '.
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THE PRAYER OF AZARIAH 8-16

8 them, nor done as thou hast commanded us, that it might go well with us. So all that thou hast

9 brought upon us and everything that thou hast done to us, thou hast done in true judgement. And
thou didst deliver us into the hands of lawless enemies, and most hateful forsakers of God, and to

10 a king unjust and the most wicked in all the world. And now we cannot open our mouth ; shame
1

1

and reproach have befallen thy servants, and them that worship thee. Deliver us not up utterly, for

12 thy name's sake, neither disannul thou thy covenant ; and cause not thy mercy to depart from us,

for the' sake of Abraham that is beloved of thee, and for the sake of Isaac thy servant, and Israel

13 thy holy one; to whom thou didst promise that thou wouldst multiply their seed as the stars of

14 heaven, and as the sand that is upon the seashore. For we, O Master, have been made less than all

15 the nations, and are brought low this day in all the world because of our sins. Neither is there at

this time prince, or prophet, or leader, or burnt offering, or sacrifice, or oblation, or incense, or place

16 to offer before thee and to find mercy. But in a contrite heart and a humble spirit let us be

8. The first two clauses are practically identical, and Rothstein and others may be right in regarding one of them as
a gloss, probably the former.

9. lawless, i. e. Gentiles who had not the Jewish law. LXX inserts ' our ' before this word.

most hateful forsakers of God, exOiarav anoaraTuiv. ('x8Lo-t<ov might mean 'most hostile' or 'most hateful';
either would suit the sense, but in the Apocrypha it occurs with the latter meaning, e.g. Wisd. xv. 18.

nnoa-TaTon' and cognate words in the LXX would usually represent the Hebrew root "HO ' rebel'; so Num. xiv. 9,

Joshua xxii. 19. In Acts xxi. 21 Paul is accused of teaching a-noamo'iav dn-o McovWcor, i.e. 'apostasy' in the modern
sense, and anao-Tarns in ecclesiastical writers has the sense of ' apostate '. In 1 Mace ii. 1 5 we read of agents of Antiochus
compelling the people to apostatize, naravayKa^ovres ryv dnoo-rao-lav. Here it may represent the Hebr. D H*T1D ' rebels ',

i.e. against God; but it would be understood by the later Greek reader in the sense of 'apostate'. Probably the
phrase does not refer to the Gentiles but to apostate Jews. In the time of the revolt of the Maccabees we read of
'renegade and wicked Jews', Ant. xii. 7. 1, who took the side of the oppressor, cf. xii. 5. 4.

a king, &c. In the present setting of the Prayer the king will be Nebuchadnezzar. What we read of him else-
where does not convey the impression that he was ' unjust and most wicked in all the world'. In Jer. xxv. 9 Yahweh
speaks of him as ' my servant '. But the author of this clause was probably thinking of Antiochus Epiphanes.

the most wicked in all the world. The Greek is irovrjpordTq) irapd ndo-av rqv yr\v, an unusual construction,
probably elliptical for ' more wicked than any of the kings of the whole earth '.

10. them that worship thee, toIs affiopfvois o~e ; the participle also occurs in verse 68. In Acts ol o-t$op.evoi are the
proselytes, e.g. xvii. 17 rots 'lovdaioit ko.\ toIs o-e$op.ivois. Possibly the word has the same sense here and verse 68.
Rothstein thinks the clause an addition ; a reference to proselytes might well be added as an afterthought.

11. utterly, ds reXos. This phrase and us to t4Xos frequently occur in the LXX and represent numerous Hebrew
originals, most often n?)? 'for ever', or in the Psalm headings ni'itpp, apparently understood in the same sense.

disannul, 8iao~Ke8do-T}s, lit. ' scatter abroad '. This verb, with diadfj^v for object, is the regular LXX rendering of
JTH3 "ISH 'annul a covenant', e.g. Judges ii. I.

12. that is beloved of thee. In 2 Chron. xx. 7 LXX Abraham is called t<5 rjyamjftfpto o-ov; the Hebrew has
•^nnx, R.V. ' thy friend '. In Isa. xii. 8 he is called VTIK, R.V. ' my friend ', LXX bv rjydwqaa, ' whom I loved '. The
root 3HK is the regular word for 'love'. In James ii. 23 Abraham is called 'the friend ((piXos) of God', and this is

his common title amongst Mohammedans.
thy servant . . . thy holy one. These epithets are not applied elsewhere to Isaac or Israel (the patriarch)

respectively. In Deut. ix. 27 Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are called ' thy servants ', and the nation of Israel is

constantly spoken of as, or exhorted to be, holy, e.g. Deut. vii. 6.

13. LXX has, 'As thou didst speak unto chem, saying that thou wouldst greatly multiply (iroXvirXrjBvvai) their seed as
the stars of heaven for multitude,' &c.

Cf. Gen. xxii. 17 ifKrfBvvam 7r\rj#w&> to aneppa o~ov u>s tous darepas tov ovpavav ko.\ ws rqv ap.p.ov 7-171/ rrapa to x^Xos ttJs

8a\ao-o-r)s, ' Multiplying I will multiply thy seed as the stars of heaven and as the sand by the seashore.'

14. Master, <5eWora. Very occasionally used by LXX to render 'Adonai, 'Adon, 'E/ohi/n, Yahweh ; fairly common
in the Apocrypha as a divine title, and so used in Luke ii. 29; Acts iv. 24; 2 Pet. ii. 1

; Jude 4; Apoc. vi. 10. The
word expresses ' the absolute control of a master over a slave ' (R. J. Knowling on Acts iv. 24).

in all the world. It has been suggested that we should read ' (lower) than all the world', an original Hebrew
?3D having been misread as ?33. In some forms of the Hebrew script O and 2 are very similar.

I 5. Cf. Hos. iii. 4 ; Ps. lxxiv. 8, 9, perhaps Maccabean.
prophet. In the time of Nebuchadnezzar there were Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and others.

burnt offering, 6XoKavTa>o-ts, I"6j?. The sacrifice in which the victim was wholly consumed on the altar.

sacrifice, duo-la. Used in LXX both for rQJ, the general term for the sacrifice of an animal (so probably here),

and for nri3D, sometimes limited to bloodless offerings.

oblation, npoo-cpopd. Only once in LXX, Ps. xxxix. 7, where it is used for HHSO ; it is fairly common in the

Apocrypha.
to offer. The Greek Kapncoo-ai is a derivative of mpnos, 'fruit' ; Liddell and Scott explain its use in the sense of

'offer' by suggesting that it meant to 'bring' or 'offer fruit'. In classical Greek it is most often used in the passive
or middle to mean ' to derive profit ',

' to enjoy '. The noun Kap-rroopa is the regular LXX for n$K ' an offering made
by fire', which had nothing specially to do with fruit, but was commonly used of animals. The verb occurs in the
sense of 'offer' in Lev. ii. 12, 16; cf. Ps. Ii. 18 LXX. According to Deissmann, LXX uses Kapnoco in the sense of
' burn V

heart, Gk. faxi), which is occasionally used by the LXX to render the Hebr. 2? 'heart'.

1 Bible Studies, pp. 135 ff.
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THE PRAYER OF AZARIAH 17-29

17 accepted, like as in the burnt offerings of rams and bullocks, and like as in ten thousands of fat

lambs ; so let our sacrifice be in thy sight this day, and grant that we may wholly^ after thee, for

18 they shall not be ashamed that put their trust in thee. And now we follow thee with all our heart,

19 we fear thee and seek thy face. Put us not to shame, but deal with us according to thy forbearance,

20 and according to the multitude of thy mercy. Deliver us also according to thy marvellous works,

21 and give glory to thy name, O Lord : and let all them that do thy servants hurt be confounded, and
let them be brought to shame and deprived of all their dominion, and let their strength be broken

;

22 and let them know that thou art the Lord, God, sole and glorious over the whole world.

23 And the king's servants, that put them in, ceased not to make the furnace hot with naphtha, pitch,

24 tow, and small wood ; so that the flame streamed forth above the furnace forty and nine cubits.

25, 26 And it spread,.and burned those Chaldeans whom it found about the furnace. But the angel of the

Lord came down into the furnace together with Azarias and his fellows, and he drove the flame of

27 the fire out of the furnace; and made the midst of the furnace as it had been a moist whistling

wind, so that the fire touched them not at all, neither hurt nor troubled them.

28 Then the three, as out of one mouth, praised, and glorified, and blessed God in the furnace

saying

:

The Song of the Three Children, 29-68.

29 Blessed art thou, O Lord, thou God of our fathers,

And to be praised and highly exalted for ever.

17. burnt-offerings. LXX and B of Theodotion have the singular.

grant that we may wholly go after thee. The Greek exTtXeVai Sirurdev a-ov is obscure as Greek. It is a literal

rendering of the Hebr. *TFWI N?D, R.V. 'followed fully', Num. xiv. 24, xxxii. 11 f. ; Deut. i. 36 ;
Joshua xiv. 8 f., 14.

LXX of these passages renders the phrase by aKoXovdea and cognate or synonymous words. The LXX reading
e'$i\a<rat, ' make thou atonement ', is a correction to improve the sense.

At the end of the verse the LXX adds ml reXaSxrai thrurOev <rov, a variant of our clause, which was originally placed

in the margin as a correction of the LXX <?£i\d<rai &irur8ev aov, and then inserted in the text in the wrong place.

19. deal with us. LXX adds ?\eos, giving the sense ' show us mercy'.
forbearance, imtUeia. In 2 Cor. x. 1, St. Paul exhorts the Corinthians by the meekness (npaorrjT or) and for-

bearance (enifiKeias) of Christ. Dean Bernard on this passage (Exp. Gk. Test.) points out that ime'iR&a, 'gentleness',

'sweet reasonableness', is one of the qualities of the Righteous Man in Wisd. ii. 19; and that in Greek ethics the

fWiKrjr is the ' equitable ' man who does not press for the last farthing of his rights.

The noun does not occur in the LXX of the canonical books, but in Ps. lxxxv. 4 LXX (Heb. lxxxvi. 5) God is

said to be 'good and forgiving' (Hebr. n?D, LXX fTriiiKqs) 'and of great mercy'.

20. 21. Cf. Ps. xxxiv. 26, xxxxix. 15, LXX ; xxxv. 25, xl. 14, Hebr.
21. do . . . hurt, ivhtiKvifxtvoi, 'show', as in LXX of Gen. 1. 15, 17.

let them be brought to shame and deprived of all their dominion, KaTaiarx""6flr)aav dno nda-rfs rr/s dwaareias.

Some MSS. insert 'power and' before 'dominion', R.V. 'let them be ashamed of all their power and might'. This

does not make sense, and would not be the natural way of expressing ' let them be ashamed of the use they have made
of their dominion', as it is sometimes explained. The sense 'ashamed of their dominion or authority' because it had
failed them in their hour of need would be more probable. Perhaps, however, the Greek renders a pregnant use of

the Hebrew min as suggested by the translation ; cf. the next clause. See also p. 628.

22. the Lord, God, &c, Kvpioi 6e6? p.6vos ; LXX has fiovos Kvpios 6 Geor, ' alone the Lord God.'

23. to make the furnace hot with naphtha, &c. The construction is peculiar, or rather impossible, Kaiopra rtjv

nayuvov i>d<f>dav. In the LXX text vdcpdav kt\. is the direct object of vniicaiov, and it is possible that Theodotion's text

is an ungrammatical abbreviation. In the rendering of the Aramaic Dan. iii, t] Kaiofievr) is used for NflTpJ 'fiery',

the epithet describing the furnace. After ' make the furnace hot ', the LXX continues, ' And when they had cast the

three all at once into the furnace, and the furnace was thoroughly aglow with seven times its usual heat' (this ren-

dering requires napd rather than Kara), ' and when they had thrown them in, those who had thrown them in were above
them, but the others kindled under them,' then follows ' naphtha ', &c, as in Theodotion. The broken construction

indicates a gloss or glosses. According to Aram, of Dan. iii. 22 (LXX, iii. 23), the men who threw the Three
Children into the furnace have already been burnt to death, and therefore could not go on kindling fuel. The LXX
gloss is an unsuccessful attempt to explain away the difficulty.

25. spread, 8ia>8evcrev ; LXX Sif^vtitvcre, ' escaped '.

26. the angel. LXX has no article, but probably is intended to be definite. The article is not written before ' angel

'

in the Hebrew phrase for ' the angel of the Lord '.

drove, ii-triva&v, lit. ' shook out ', but the verb is the regular LXX rendering of iyj ' shake, shake out '.

27. moist . . . wind, lit. ' wind of dew '.

28. Then. LXX dva\a^6vns, ' taking up ', i. e. ' speech '. An English writer might have said, ' broke forth into

song,' &c.
blessed. LXX adds after this word, 'and exalted.'

29. highly exalted, vnepv^ovfifvos. The verb is used in LXX of canonical books in Ps. xxxvi. 35, xcvi. 9 ; Dan. iv. 34
(Theod.). Compounds with vnfp- in the intensive sense are not common in LXX ofcanonical books, e.g. ' highly-praised',

vntpaivfTos (verse 30), 'highly sung', vntpvpvrfTot, 'highly glorified', imtpevdogos (verse 31), do not occur in LXX,
except in this 'Addition'. At the same time a translator with a turn for hyperbole, having appreciated the effect of

the vn-ep- in inr(pv\f/ovp.tvos, might readily introduce vnep- to strengthen other epithets. In several places the texts vary

as to the insertion or omission of iiTrep-.
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THE SONG OF THE THREE CHILDREN 30-46

30 And blessed is thy glorious and holy name,
And to be highly praised and highly exalted for ever.

31 Blessed art thou in the temple of thy holy glory,

And to be highly sung and highly glorified for ever.

32 Blessed art thou that beholdest the depths and sittest upon the cherubim,

And to be praised and highly exalted for ever.

33 Blessed art thou on the throne of thy kingdom,
And to be highly sung and highly exalted for ever.

34 Blessed art thou in the firmament of heaven,

And to be sung and glorified for ever.

35 O all ye works of the Lord, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

36 O ye heavens, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

37 O ye angels of the Lord, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

38 O all ye waters that be above the heaven, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

39 O all ye powers of the Lord, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

4° O ye sun and moon, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

4i O ye stars of heaven, bless ye the Lord,

Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

4 2 O every shower and dew, bless ye the Lord,
Sing Jlis praise and highly exalt him for ever.

43 O all ye winds, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

44 O ye fire and heat, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

31. the temple of thy holy glory. The reference may be to the Temple at Jerusalem ; verses 62 f. seem to imply
that the Temple services were observed at the time this poem was written. On the other hand, verses 14 f. state that
there were neither Temple nor services. Thus it would seem that the Prayer and the Song belong to different periods.
In this verse, however, the reference may be to the Heavenly Temple ; the following verses refer to God as in heaven.

32, 33. LXX has these verses in the reverse order.

32. sittest upon the cherubim. A favourite title of Yahweh, e.g. 2 Sam. vi. 2. The original reference was to the
Ark, but the Ark disappeared before the Exile and was not replaced, Jer. iii. 16. Unless this is the mere repetition of
a conventional phrase, the cherubim here, as in Ezek. i, are supernatural beings.

highly exalted, vnepv^coiievos ; LXX ' glorified', 8e8ogacr(j.€vos.

33. on the throne. LXX 'on the throne of glory', i. e. 'glorious throne'.

34. of heaven. LXX and Syr. omit.

35-65. The Prayer Book Benedicite ; cf. Introd., § 7.

35. Cf. Ps. ciii. 22.

Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever. This refrain, slightly varied in verse 52, is repeated up to and
including verse 66. Cf. Ps. cxxxvi, where the refrain, ' For his mercy endureth for ever,' is repeated in each of the
twenty-six verses ; cf. cxlviii, cl, and cxxxv. 1-3, 19-21.

36. 37. LXX reverses the order of these two verses.

36. Cf. Ps. cxlviii. 4.

37. Cf. Ps. cxlviii. 2.

38. Cf. Gen. i. 7 ; Ps. cxlviii. 4.

all ye waters. Some texts have ' ye waters and all things '.

39. O all ye powers of the Lord, bless ye the Lord. So LXX of Ps. ciii. 21, except that the psalm has ' his ' for
* of the Lord '. The Hebr. is VK3X, E.V. ' his hosts

'
; cf. ' Yahweh Sebaoth ',

' Lord of hosts ' ; in which phrase
'hosts' referred at various times to (a) the actual Israelite armies, {b) the heavenly bodies, (c) the angels. As the
present writer is using a conventional phrase, he may have had no definite idea of what he meant by it. The Vatican
MS. of Theodotion has ' Let every power bless the Lord '.

40. 41. Cf. Ps. cxlviii. 3.

40. Syr. marks this verse as spurious, but it is well supported and is required by the context.
42. every. Rothstein proposes to omit with Pesh.; cf. 44 ff., where there is no 'every' before the various pairs.
43, 44. Ps. cxlviii. 8.

The Alexandrine MS. of Theodotion and LXX insert here the verses numbered 45, 46, in A.V., thus: —
' 45. O ye winter and summer (LXX, frost and cold), bless ye, &c.
46. O ye dews and storms of snow, bless ye, &c.

' Winter and summer', in Alex. MS. ' cold and burning wind '.

45-51. The order of these verses varies in different authorities. Thus LXX has 45, 46, 49, 50, 47, 48, 51.
45 is a doublet of 48 or, according to LXX, of 50, of which 46 is also partly a doublet.
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4 7 O ye nights and days, bless ye the Lord,

Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

4 8 O ye light and darkness, bless ye the Lord,

Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

O ye cold and heat, bless ye the Lord,

Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

50 O ye frosts and snows, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

51 O ye lightnings and clouds, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

52 O let the earth bless the Lord,
Let it sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

53 O ye mountains and hills, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

54 O all ye things that grow on the earth, bless ye the Lord,

Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

56 O ye seas and rivers, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

55 O ye fountains, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

57 O ye whales, and all that move in the waters, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

58 O all ye birds of the heaven, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

59 O [all] ye beasts and cattle, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

60 O ye sons of men, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

61 O Israel, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

62 O ye priests of the Lord, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

63 O ye servants of the Lord, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

64 O ye spirits and souls of the righteous, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

65 O ye saints and meek-hearted, bless ye the Lord,
Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

48. cold and heat, \jfvxos xal mvpa. Alex. MS. of Theod. ' frost (ndyot) and cold ', apparently a variant of the LXX
(verse 49, A.V.) ' O ye frosts (ndyoi) and cold, bless ye ', &c.

50. frosts, naxvai. Vatican MS. 'frost'. Both ndyos and Trd^vrj render "11S3 'hoar-frost', and ndyos also renders
nij? 'frost'.

53. Cf. Ps. cxlviii. 9.

56, 55. LXX has these verses in reverse order, i.e. 55, 56, as in A.V.
55. fountains. LXX ' showers and fountains '.

57. whales, ktjt-j?, sea-monsters or huge fishes ; k!jtos is used in the LXX for D^ilFI 'sea-monsters ', Gen. i. 21, for

Jonah's 'fish', tt, and for the mythical sea-monsters, Leviathan, Job iii. 8, and Rahab, Job xxvi. 12.

all that move, &c. Cf. Lev. xi. 46.

58, 59. Cf. Ps. cxlviii. 10.

59. [all]. Alex. MS. omits, cf. on 42.

beasts and cattle, rd drjpia km rd kt^vt) ; LXX Ttrpdnoha Ka\ 6r)pla i-f?? yrjs ; cf. LXX of Gen. i. 24, 'quadrupeds
and beasts of the earth.'

61. 62. Cf. Ps. cxxxv. 19.

62. O ye priests of the Lord. Vat. MS. of Theod. omits 'of the Lord'; the margins of LXX and Syr. have 'ye
priests, servants of the Lord '.

63. O ye servants of the Lord. Vat. MS. of Theod., LXX, and Syr. omit ' of the Lord '. These are temple
ministrants, perhaps Levites ; cf. Ps. cxxxiv. 1, cxxxv. 1, 20.

64. O ye spirits and souls of the righteous. 'Spirit', nvevpa, represents W\, sometimes the divine element in

man ;
' soul ', t?Q3, often the vital principle. The verse is one of a series appealing to various classes of living men, so

that it also refers to the living, ' righteous souls,' not souls of the departed.
65. saints and meek-hearted. ' Saint', oo-ior, and 'meek-hearted', Tanttvbs rfj <aphlq, represent the Hebr. hdsid

and 'dnav or 'ant, which in post- Exilic times were technical terms for members of the nationalist party which insisted
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[66 O Ananias, Azarias, and Misael, bless ye the Lord,

Sing his praise and highly exalt him for ever.

For he hath rescued us from Hades, and saved us from the power of death,

And delivered us from the midst of the burning fiery furnace, even out of the midst of the fire

hath he delivered us.

67 O give thanks unto the Lord,

For he is good ; for his mercy endureth for ever.

68 O all ye that worship the Lord, bless the God of gods,

Sing his praise, and give thanks unto him

;

For his mercy endureth for ever.]

on the strict observance of the Law. Hastd and \indv or 'dni occur in the same context of the true believer in

Ps. xviii. 25, 27 ; lxxxvi. i f. ; cxlix. I, 2, 5, 9. In Matt. x\: 29, Christ speaks of Himself as npavs km Tcnrewds rfj Kapdiq,
' meek and lowly of heart.'

Verses 66-68 are probably an addition ; verse 66 was added to connect the hymn with the ' Three Children '.

Verses 67, 68 were added from the psalm as a closing doxology, the clause ' O all ye that worship the Lord ' being
introduced later, possibly in order to bring in a reference to proselytes ; cf. on verse 10. These verses probably
displaced an original conclusion, less suitable to the present context of the hymn.

66. Cf. on verse I.

Hades, q8ov, the Hebr. Sheol, the abode of the dead.
burning fiery furnace, lit. 'furnace burning of flame'; LXX and some texts of Theod. omit 'furnace', leaving

'from the midst of the burning flame'.

67 exactly = LXX of Ps. cxxxv. 1 (Hebr. cxxxvi. 1).

good, xfi^aros, 'benevolent and benevolent.' In Ps. cxxxv. 1 and elsewhere in LXX it is used to render tob,
1 good '.

68. ye that worship the Lord, ol a-e^dfievoi rbv k. Cf. on verse 10.

the God of Gods. Cf. Ps. cxxxvi. 2.

LXX adds at the end, ' and for ever and ever,' not els tov aluva to>v ala>vav.
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SUSANNA
INTRODUCTION

§ i. Contents of the Story of Susanna, and Summary of Results in Introduction.

Two elders are made judges in a Jewish community. One evening they see a Jewess walking
in her husband's garden, and both become enamoured of her. Next morning they detect each other
near the garden, acknowledge to each other their passion, agree to accost the woman, and are
repulsed with scorn. To protect themselves they must accuse the woman ; they betake themselves
to the synagogue of the city and issue a summons to Susanna. She appears with her household,
and is ordered to be unveiled. The elders appear as witnesses before the assembled people. They
aver that while they were walking in her husband's garden, they detected the woman in company
with a youth who escaped. Being arrested she refused to tell who her paramour was. The official

standing of the elders leads the whole synagogue to believe the evidence and to condemn Susanna.
On her way to execution, a youth (Daniel) questions the verdict, reopens the trial, and examines

the two elders separately. The one says the crime took place under a mastick tree ; the other says
under a holm tree. The contradiction condemns both. The synagogue applauds the young man
because he had proved them to be false witnesses. ' And as the Law prescribes, they did unto
them as they had wickedly devised against their sister.' The elders are gagged, cast into a ravine,

and destroyed by fire from heaven.
The inspired sincerity of youth, by means of cross-examination, prevented a judicial murder,

therefore let youth be honoured.
The later version of Theodotion locates the scene in Babylon when Daniel was ' a young lad '.

The house of Joakim, husband of Susanna, is the resort of the people and place of trial. The scene
in the garden is more detailed.

This story of Susanna is a parable intended to illustrate the value and necessity of cross-

examination of witnesses. It also seeks to vindicate the execution of false witnesses, although their

victim may be delivered before his sentence was carried out. The story is a product of the

Pharisaic controversy with the Sadducees in the later years ofAlexander Jannaeus, c. 95-80 B.C. The
original language was the literary Hebrew of that period. A later recension of the Hebrew named
the Deliverer Daniel, and associated the story with Daniel conceived as an historical person living in

Babylon in the early years of the Captivity. This subsequent association with Daniel is the main
cause of the differences between Theodotion's version and the LXX. The story circulated inde-

pendently, and was sometimes associated with the name of Habakkuk. The LXX before the
Christian era placed it in an appendix to Daniel ; Theodotion and the Uncials, in the interests of

chronology, make Susanna the opening chapter of Daniel. The Hebrew MSS. now extant have
no claim to be considered the original of the Greek versions.

§ 2. Title.

In the earliest MSS. the story has no name, being part of Aavir}\ B A ; Aavvqk Kara tov

0€o5orta)i;os Q. In Codex Chisianus, LXX Dan. is entitled Aavit]\ Kara tovs O. This title is

repeated at the end of Dan. xii ; Dan. xiii is headed 2,ovo~avva. Codex Chisianus gives Theodotion's

version under the curious title to eip aypvirvos AaiurjA, Susanna being c. 13 ; c. 14, which follows, has

the superscription e/c irpo<pr)Teias 'Ap.8aKovfx viov 'Irfaov (k rfjs 4>uA?js Aeui. The Syriac Hexapla
makes the latter title include Susanna. A codex from Athos : opdo-tts (/. opaais ?) evbcKa tov vpocpiJTov

AaviriK deinde sequitur irepi tov 'A/3/3aKov/x. His omnibus praemittitur irepl tt}s Svo-dwrjs. 1 Another
Greek title is Aiaxpio-is AavirjX.2

Syriac Versions ^a*.? Jfc-J^l History of Shushan Pesh., Lag. 1 ; Jk-J.=>a^ ^.a*? Jc>fco Lag. 2

;

' the book of the youthful Daniel, the history of Shushan J^a^js;-. )k.o °> *> Harkleensian edition
;

' Book of the Women ' (i.e. Susanna, Judith, Ruth, Esther) in Bible of Jacobite Syrians.

1 De Habacuci prophetae vita atqae aetate, § 13, Franz Delitzsch, 1842.
2 Walton, Polyglot, vi, p. 191.
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The Vulgate places Daniel between Ezekiel and Hosea as 'propheteia Danielis', Susanna being

c. 13.

The Arabic version has an invocation of the Trinity, and ' begins to translate the prophecy of

the prophet Daniel whose prayer be for us ! Amen.'
In general literature the designation varies, e.g. to bpap.a rrjs Saxraviibos, Nicolas (of Damascus ?)

;

1 Pistill (epistle) of Swete Susan', Scots poems of the fourteenth century.

The position in which Susanna is inserted is variable. It precedes the canonical Daniel in

BAQ Old Latin and Copto-Memphitic Versions ; it is appended after Dan. xii in LXX, Syro-

tetraplar Version of LXX, Vulgate and Versions based on it.

These titles reflect variety of opinion as to the origin, authorship, and character of the story.

There is uncertainty as to whether the book is history, prophecy, apocalypse, apocryphal or

canonical scripture.

§3. The MSS.

The Codex Chisianus 87, first published at Rome in 1772, is for Susanna, as for Daniel, the sole

authority for the Greek of the Septuagint. It is a ninth-century cursive, and at the end of Dan. xii

says it was copied from an exemplar with this subscription : eypacpri e/c tmv TerpairXwv ef 5>v koX TrapeTeOrj.

Its text is thus only once removed from the recension of the LXX made by Origen c. A.D. 240.

The Codex Chisianus receives important corroboration from the Syro-Hexaplar Codex, written in

Alexandria A.D. 616-617 by Mar Paulus of Mesopotamia. The LXX text from Origen s Hexapla
is rendered literally into Syriac. The agreement of Chisianus with the Syro-Hexaplar gives

assurance for the LXX text of Susanna as approved by Origen. The Old Latin versions and
quotations in the Fathers do not suffice to fix a generally received text at an earlier period.

Theodotion's version of Susanna was adopted into the Greek Bible in place of LXX. It has

thus all the MS. evidence available for the Greek Daniel in the Church Bible, and is found in Codex
Vaticanus B, Codex Alexandrinus A, and in Cod. Marchalianus Q, sixth century. The text here

used is that of Swete, vol. iii.

Among MSS. two in Hebrew require notice, because the question of a Semitic original is much
discussed, and because one of these MSS. has been supposed to contain the Semitic original of

certain apocryphal books.1

In Bodley's Library at Oxford is a MS. (Heb. d. 11, Catalogue No. 2797) called Sepher haz-

Zikkronoth, compiled by Asher hal-Levi about A.D. 1325, written in German rabbinical character.

It contains legendary matter illustrating Biblical history from the Creation to the time of the

Maccabees. The catalogue describes the contents of the part preceding Susanna as a Hebrew
translation of the Aramaic passages in Daniel by Yerahmeel, . . , the Aramaic text of the Song of

the Three Children, the history of Bel and the Dragon in Syriac in Hebrew characters without a

Hebrew translation. In fol. 74 £ begins the Midrash concerning Ahab and Zedekiah (Jer. xxix. 21).

Fol. 75 a and 75 b contain the Story of Susanna in Hebrew, occupying fifty-three lines. A later

hand has headed the page : Ttvn *D»3 flJtW npyo. The story itself begins a new paragraph headed
Wit? ntryo nt. After Susanna the history of Nebuchadnezzar is resumed. The compiler considered

the elders identical with the false prophets mentioned by Jeremiah, and located the story in

Babylon. Has this Hebrew text any claim to be considered the original of the LXX and Theodotion ?

The Greek versions have some thirty verses nearly identical ; in these passages this MS. omits much,
adds not a little, and freely paraphrases the rest. Two translators, however arbitrary, could not

make this text responsible for the agreements or divergences that exist in LXX and Theodotion.

The language is in parts a fair imitation of Biblical Hebrew: in other parts it is not; e.g. v. 23 6'

fol. 75, 1. 18, 'iDC mtas .\ prn bx: ycioi ^^o xi^m "iiMn Wftn ytam pnvn .*, T3 r6iaxi ^ 21310

;

fol. 76, 1. 29, a supplement to & v. 59 ncxn inii 1:6m £*K n? tib) J^N W vb pa pNt? ; for 'i?. 1? we find

i^n three times; for 'thereupon ' TO with a Perf. three times ; twice there appears wan nra for ' the

garden of his house'. The compiler of the MS. evidently knew Syriac, and may have carelessly

followed some Syriac version in writing the story for the amusement of his heirs male. His object

appears in his preface :
' Blessed be my descendants, and may they be established if they fulfil my

wishes.'

The second Hebrew MS. is also in the Bodleian (Heb. MS. e. 12, Catal. No. 2777). The
volume, with which the leaf containing Susanna is bound up, contains hymns, astronomical tables, &c,
disorderly arranged. The copyist of fol. 3 signs himself Mordecai ben Samuel, and finished his work
A.D. 1691. A note on f. 71 implies the date A.D. 1737.

1 Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, vol. [xvi, 1894, 'The Unknown Aramaic Original of

Theodotion's Additions to the Book of Daniel,' pp. 280-90, 312-17.
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Susanna occupies both sides of one folio, 55, thirty-five lines on the first page, thirty-four on the
other. The story conforms closely to the Greek of Theodotion, so closely that either the Vulgate
or Theodotion must have been used by the translator into Hebrew. The additions and omissions
in Heb. e. 12 are not many and not important. The garden, ^. 3, ' has all kinds of trees '

; the elders

are called ' priests
' ; the maids fetch soap going out ' by the doors of the house '. The Hebrew is

more idiomatic than in MS. d. 11. Yet here too we have a version. The writer has not understood
v. 5, yet has tried to be faithful to the obscurity of the Greek, pvnn DMno W JDTH ini$a W wyji

h nriK "D^i onnx d^dbic iDip"i D^ltrxnn d^bibtid biyd \\V1T\~] ?yn id ^ uvzw n. Again, in v. is

he has failed to recognize the Greek form of DEv^ 7tona and renders : mp D1" bl2 nmx nniN"0 Wl
. . . rravy ftrrb nny: vie* ny ^ nruni wb&n Din. Iny. 18 he ignores the gender in the verbs;

71epm clt ovvroiv rjjx&v = 133,>nBO v. 36 ; the comparative he renders by "inv, ivbo^orepov = "G3J "irw v. 4

;

alptTov p.01 = 310 "inv. That he used Theodotion and not the Vulgate appears to follow from his

treatment of v. 22 : kcu ayeoreWfev 2. nal eliitv Srevd pu>i tsolvtoQiv = "6 nvin nn:N "loxm rot^C rUKDI.

Here he reproduces the repetition of the sound. He ignores the play on the names of the trees.

These two Hebrew MSS. are of some interest as showing the Jewish attitude to the story

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. They also illustrate the facility with which every
phrase of the Greek can be reproduced in Hebrew.

§ 4. The Ancient Versions.

Two forms of the Old Latin version of Daniel can be traced. Burkitt 1 finds that the tract De
Pascha computus, dated A.D. 243, is the earliest Latin follower of Theodotion's Greek for Daniel.

But ' the earliest Latin version of Daniel as witnessed by Tertullian, S. Victorinus of Pettau, and
partly by S. Cyprian was made from the LXX '.

' The text of Daniel used by Tertullian is a form
of the LXX differing slightly from Origen's edition, but agreeing most closely with the quotations

of Justin Martyr' (ib. p. 23). In Sabatier 2 the Versio Antiqua preserves about forty-four verses of

Susanna out of the sixty-five in the Vulgate. In these Theodotion's version is much more obvious

than the LXX. The verses at the beginning are given ; and Sabatier adds, ' Haec Susannae historia,

si Flaminio Nobilio fides, in omnibus vetustis libris est principium Danielis, ... in multis inscribitur

Daniel ut in nostra; in quibusdam 2vaavva: in aliquo AiaKpiais AajnrjA.' 2 In Cod. Wirceburgensis

Palim. sixth century, Susanna vv. 2-10 survive.3

The Vulgate. St. Jerome's preference for Theodotion's Susanna led to the disappearance of the

LXX Susanna. St. Jerome says the churches of his time read Daniel according to Theodotion, the

LXX Daniel being long ago discarded. ' Hoc cur accident, nescio
'

; but after comparing both
versions with the Semitic original in the rest of Daniel, he agrees that sound judgement has been
shown in substituting Theodotion. The Vulgate therefore puts Theodotion's Greek into Latin.

At the end of Dan. xii, this note precedes Susanna :
' Hucusque Danielem in Hebraeo volumine

legimus. Quae sequuntur usque ad finem libri de Theodotionis editione translata sunt.' Jerome
therefore had never seen a Hebrew or an Aramaic Susanna. The Vulgate has an extra verse at the

end, v. 65 ' Et rex Astyages appositus est ad patres suos et suscepit Cyrus Perses regnum eius.'

This error in chronology belongs to Bel and the Dragon, which follows in c. 14.

Syriac. The LXX Susanna is faithfully reproduced in Syriac in the Codex Siro-estrangelo

Bibliothecae Ambrosianae. Bugatus 4 gives this note after Dan. xii from the Syriac :
' Descriptus

est ab exemplari in quo erat adnotatio haec : descriptus est a Tetraplis cum quibus etiam collatus

est.' Swete and others refer to the MS. as 'Codex Syro-Hexaplaris Ambrosianus'. As Origen

had no Hebrew for Susanna, he must have had two columns blank in his Hexapla ; the names
Tetrapla and Hexapla here evidently refer to the same text. This version was made at Alexandria

by Mar Paulus of Mesopotamia, in the years A.D. 616-617. It is an exact translation, and serves

to fix the LXX text as approved by Origen A.D. 240.

Walton's Polyglot gives two Syriac versions,W
2
the Peshitta, W2 the Philoxenian or Harkleensian

made by Thomas, Bishop of Heraklea about A.D. 616. Both are based on Theodotion, but make
additions in sympathy with the story. Two other Syriac versions are edited by Lagarde, 6 from two
codices in the British Museum. These MSS. belong, one to the ninth, the other to the tenth century.

1 Burkitt, The Old Latin and the Itala, p. 7.
2 Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinae versiones antiquae, 1751.
3 Kennedy, DB (Hastings), art. 'Old Latin Versions'.
4 ' Daniel secundam editionem LXX interpretum ex tetraplis desumptam, ex codice siro-estranghelo Bibliothecae

Ambrosianae Syriace edidit Caietanus Bugatus Mediolani 1788.'
5 Apocryphi Syriace, Lagarde, 1861.
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They resemble Walton's first Syriac version ' Apud Waltonem versio duplex est, altera fere cum
nostris consonans '. In the last twenty verses the variations between these two versions (L

x
L

2)
are

considerable.

Coptic Versions. The Copto-Mempliitic was based on Theodotion's version. It may have been

made by the beginning of the fourth century. ' Hoc unum statuemus, interpretem nempe copto-

memphiticum magnam semper fidem Theodotioni habuisse, quam vero textus Theodotionei recen-

sionem secutus fuerit, certo definiri non posse.' x In this version Susanna is found at the beginning

of Daniel.

No fragments of Susanna appear to have survived in the Sahidic version. 2 The ' Song ' appears

in c. 3.

Arabic. John, Bishop of Seville A.D. 719, made an Arabic version of the Bible from the Latin

Vulgate as it is supposed. 3 The version in the Polyglots is derived from an old MS. of Greek akin

to A.4 The version of Susanna in Walton conforms to the Vulgate. The two trees are called

sandayan J63X^ and jCl summaq ; but no attempt is made to reproduce these sounds in the verbs.

The new elements in the versions have been supposed, especially in the Harkleensian Syriac, to

be independent gleanings from tradition (Brull, Ball). The fidelity of the translators has been

impaired by the warmth of their feelings ; e.g. Susanna is only a few days betrothed to Joachim, and
the rest of her life is passed in widowhood, day and night being devoted to the service of the Lord
(Syr. Harkl.). Susanna is set free from her chains, ibid. Hebrew ' the elders, the accursed rascals ', &c.

§ 5. The Original Text.

' Things originally spoken in Hebrew have not the same force in them when they are translated

into another tongue.' So testified the younger Ben-Sira, c. 130 B.C., when he ' laboured to interpret

'

in Greek the Hebrew composition of his grandfather. The Semite and the Aryan had created their

language in different worlds. Between them there was no aboriginal kinship such as embraced the

Greek and the Roman. The verbal paradigm of Arabic cannot be forcibly adjusted to the moods
and tenses of the Greek verb. A Greek could neither pronounce nor write the sound ' Shoshanna '.

Ben-Sira's \ labour ' was in some respects like trying to graft the laurel on the palm.

The two tense-forms of Semitic, aided in Hebrew by the potent Vav consecutive, offer perceptible

resistance to expression in the Greek idiom. One effect is a monotonous repetition of Kal introducing

clauses which can be more subtly linked by Vav in Hebrew. In the LXX of Susanna Kal introduces

clauses, where Hebrew Vav consec. or conj. would conveniently replace it, over fifty times ; an equal

extent of narrative and dialogue in St. John's Gospel yields such a Kal twenty times; St. Luke
fifteen

;
Josephus twelve times. A Greek-speaking Jew, or a Greek influenced by the LXX, when

composing in his own conversational Greek, thus by this test exhibits a freedom which is con-

spicuously absent from Susanna. 5 A similar test shows that Cairo's for Hebrew pronominal suffix

occurs much oftener than in the Greek, which an Alexandrian Jew (Philo) writes spontaneously ; cf.

Susanna v. 30, v. 9 tov vovv avT&v L,XX,tov tavT&v vovv Theodotion etpassim. Redundant auxiliary

verbs, e. g. avao-Tavres tlitav vv. 29, 34, reflect the superfluous ^p»1 of Hebrew, Kal (yevero for VW
vv. 7, 15, 19, 28, 64, Theodotion ; the so-called o-^pa XaKbauiov vv. 24, 42, 46, 53, 60, Theodotion

;

KaOois ex#fs kcli rpCrijs fjpzpas Theodotion v. 15, for DKw ->iDr>3
j
acpobpa = "WO vv./[, 27, 31 ; 'Ibov for

nan; eh tov erepov and a\\rj\ovs for inK ba inti or VHN ba B»K ; infinitive with prep. ™™?np
}

r

[va

davarbHTovaiv avTrjv LXX ; tov davarGxraL avTijv Theodotion v. 28 ; o^iVei <rov ttjv ^vyjiv LXX v. $$ ;

TieitaXaimpev* fjpepwv kok&v LXX v. 52. Article for vocative ol viol '\o-par\\ Theodotion v. 48, LXX
omits ol.

6 The versions have ol yoveh avTijs v. 3 which Hebrew would express by new JT2N

(Hebrew MS. e. 12 irmaN), but in v. 30 LXX lets the literal Hebrew appear 77 yvvr\ avv tw -narpl (clvttjs

Kal rfi prjrpi, Theodotion ol yovels avr7/9.

The names of the trees and the paronomasia aylvov . . . cryio-zi v. 54 f, -nptvov . . . KaraTTpiarj

v. 58 f. have caused the assumption of a Greek original since Africanus. ' The history of Susanna
is even very certainly a Greek original, as Julius Africanus and Porphyry already showed from the

play on the words.' 7 Theodotion often resorts to transliteration of Hebrew words: poxceSeiju Amos
i. 1, aafieip Dan. xi. 16. He is especially timid about trees : Isa. xli. 19 fipadv Kal dabaapKal 6aao-ovp,

1 Daniel, Copto-Me?nphitice, p. xiv, Bardelli, Pisis, 1849.
2 Fragmenta Copto-Sahidica, Ciasca ii, Rome, 1889.

3 Scrivener3
, xii. 414.

4 Encycl. Bibl., art. ' Texts and Versions ', § 64.
5 The English version has skilfully hidden the offensive ' and ' by ' albeit, now, then, but, yet, also '.

6 Most of these Hebraisms are corroborated and others are indicated by Scholz, Susanna, p. 148, and Bludau,
Die Alexandr. Ubersetzung des B. Daniel, p. 183.

7 Schurer, II. ii. § 33 (Eng.).
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the fir, the pine, and the box-tree. Had his Hebrew text regarded the tree-names as suggesting

the verbs to be used, Theodotion would more suo have transliterated them. But LXX is here so apt as

to be irresistible to Theodotion. The LXX translator will guess rather than transliterate Hebrew.
In Dan. iv-vi, as a translator he exhibits that effrenata licentia l for which he was dismissed from
the Greek Bible, and his version of Daniel and Susanna imprisoned in Cod. Chisianus for 1000
years. This free and lively translator made the pun which has puzzled translators from Mar Paulus
to Luther. From internal evidence we conclude that both Greek texts are versions dependent on
a Hebrew original.

This conclusion is confirmed by a comparison of the texts of LXX and Theodotion. Half the

story coincides in both, sometimes verbally identical, sometimes agreeing in sense though differing

in terms. The variation consists in the use ofa synonym, or a different construction, or a different order

of words, e. g. kclXXiov 8e jue LXX 23, alperov y.oi Zanv, Theod. = V 2^
; cf. vv. io, 14. 28, $$, 61. The

nature of the resemblances in the two Greek texts shows that neither writes independently. Where
they disagree, they write constrained Greek, e. g. LXX 29, 32, $$, 62 b. and in parts peculiar to &
vv. 15, 24, 39 b, 43. Apart from Semitic idioms in either text, the identity, the nature of the resem-

blances, and the divergences suggest the dependence of translators. Independent writers could not

deal with a common Synoptic tradition as these writers do. Theodotion is a critical reviser of the

LXX, but he too defers to an authority superior to the Greek.

Had Susanna been written in Greek to scourge certain officials in Alexandria it could scarcely

have been represented as Babylonian history, where Greek was unknown. Its association with the

Canon would be unlikely, and, had there been no Hebrew original, it is difficult to see why Sym-
machus and Theodotion should have taken the trouble to revise a casual tract about an Alexandrian
fama. Origen and Jerome could find no Hebrew archetype ; but the second century A. D. produced
versions enough to secure a place for Susanna in the Tetrapla of Origen c. A. D. 240. It appears

doubtful whether Aquila included Susanna. Akiba was his tutor, and the Jewish Canon, which was
definitely settled c. A. D. 90, excluded Susanna. The story would not be popular with elders, and
it was the elders who fixed the Canon. Susanna was useless for the polemical purposes of Judaism

;

it reflected on the good name of the daughters of Israel and the probity of the judges. It was,

therefore, an encumbrance to the Canon and excluded. Hippolytus, Bishop of Rome, already

suggests this explanation before A.D. 230. The lemnisci in Syro-estrangelo Tetrapla are accom-
panied by the marginal note 2. 0', implying that Aquila had no Susanna. But unless there had
been a Hebrew archetype in the time of Symmachus and Theodotion (a. D. 150-200) there is no
sufficient reason why Susanna should have been included in Origen's Tetrapla.

§ 6. Integrity or Composite Nature of the Text.

The story of Susanna is skilfully compacted. Its characters are few and vividly contrasted
;

the issues at stake are of universal interest, death or dishonour are the calamities imminent, suspense

deepens as the story proceeds, there is an impressive reversal (7rept7reVeta) of the intended effect into

its direct opposite, at the end nothing requires to be added except the applause of heaven and earth.

A feeble woman in the right (cf. Esther, Judith) has triumphed over tyranny in the wrong. The
genius of the writer is more important than his material, whether that were chiefly legendary,

traditional, or suggested by contemporary politics. Nobody remembers the raw material, nobody
forgets the story.

Though the story is coherent and homogeneous, it appears to have suffered alteration in some
features. The earlier form of the story seems to have had no connexion with Daniel or Babylon.

In LXX Daniel is an intruder. He does not appear till v. 45 and is introduced awkwardly in apposi-

tion to vedrepos. His name is mentioned only four times

—

vv. 48, 51 a, 52, 59 ; the original vewTepos

maintains his anonymous part in vv. 52 a, 55, 60 ; and in the epilogue ol vt<i>Tepoi are the heroes, while

Daniel is forgotten. The contrast is not between youth and age, but between such an one as the

son of Simon ben Shetach and the pair of Sadducean informers and judges who secured his con-

demnation by false witness. The son, who chose death in order that his father might be able, even

on Sadducean principles, to inflict the penalty of death on his false accusers, is the vewnpos come to

judge justly. This requires us to omit the preface which never belonged to LXX, and which is

superfluous in view ofLXX v. 7, to delete U fiafivXauos in the dubious and difficult v. 6, and either to

read vewrepos four times for Aaiu?;A, or else merely to omit the proper name.
The transference of this original story to Babylon offends against verisimilitude. Recent captives

[' This is practically the universal opinion of these chapters, but I hope in a future work to show that it is wrong.—
General Editor.]
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were not likely to have synagogues, popular election of judges, the right to carry out a sentence of

death. Joakim is too comfortable with a pleasure garden and 500 famuli. The disastrous trees

and the stadion have no place in Babylon. 'Other cities' (v.. 6) could be Judaean villages with
fewer than 120 families ; they are a curious addition to ' Babylon '. Such features are proper to

Judaea in the time of John Hyrcanus and his successors.

The career of the individual Daniel also affects the question. The book became known c. 165 B.C.
;

by its merit and in the temper of the time it became instantly popular, and was translated into Greek
before 1 Maccabees was written. Meanwhile Daniel himself was a nebulous personality, half-

angelic, wholly admirable. Theodotion's version of Daniel in Cod. Chisianus bears the title to eip

aypvnvos Aavir)\. Eip is explained as ' angelus, quo nomine Daniel a barbaris etiam dictus est ', and
stands for "Vyn 'the Watcher '. To Theodotion c. A.D. 150, Daniel is still associated with the ' Sleepless

Angel keeping Watch '. Josephus apologizes to his Roman readers c. A. D. 90 for summarizing the
Book of Daniel as history :

' I have described these matters as I have found and read them.; but if

any one is inclined to another opinion about them, let him enjoy his different sentiments without any
blame from me.' 1 In the time of Alexander Jannaeus Daniel was still a semi-angelic figure, not yet
regarded as an historical person who lived during the time his book describes. In the fervour of the
struggle between Pharisee and Sadducee a polemical tract would have been derided which made such
use of his name as Susanna does. There is evidence that Susanna circulated independently of
Daniel. Jerome 2 (Pref. to Commentary on Daniel) cites the opinion of Eusebius and Apollinarius :

' Susannae Belisque ac Draconis fabulas non contineri in Hebraico, sed partem esse prophetiae
Abacuc filii Iesu de tribu Levi.' In Cod. Chisianus Bel (Dan. xiv) still retains the superscription
in Trpo0TjTeias 'AnfiaKovfj. vluv 'Itjo-ou e/c rrjs <pv\r}s Aeut. Suidas 3 derives

(

Ap./3aKovp. from N3K and Dip, and
comparing raXiOa kov/x in the Gospel, gets the sense 7rarTjp Zyipo-ews. The additions to Daniel were
thus by a section of early tradition connected with the name of Habakkuk.

The intrusion of Daniel and Babylon into the story explains the chief differences between the
LXX as conceived above and Theodotion's version. The preface is new and locates the scene in Baby-
lon. The epilogue ignores the vcurepos of LXX and sings the praise of Daniel. Joakim resembles the

Chief of the Captivity T\\?i CN1 : at his house justice is administered, in it the trial is conducted. It

is easier to identify Joakim with the captive king Jehoiachin ; no children are mentioned ; anxiety
for the continuance of the Davidic lineage may supply a motive for the methods of Ahab and
Zedekias. Details are added chiefly in the scene in the garden. Doors are shut, the maids are
dismissed, no other observer is present, the guilty youth escapes though the elders try to prevent
him. These variations make the evidence of the elders more telling against themselves. The LXX
hurries over the garden scene ; its interest is in the trial.

Theodotion as a translator is ' simplex et gravis '. His habitual deference to the Hebrew text
would not allow him to invent the additions to LXX of Susanna. A second edition in Hebrew
adapted to Babylon appears to be the source of his revision and extension of the LXX. When the
story had achieved its purpose, when the dictum of Simon ben Shetach, ' Make full examination of
the witnesses,' 4 became dominant, then it became possible to identify the youthful champion of the
right with Daniel. Daniel's name ' El is my Judge' commended his claim to be the vaoTepos of the
first edition.

§ 7. Authorship and Date.

Judaea was vigorous under John Hyrcanus and his sons, 139-79 B.C. Not content with subduing
the Idumaeans, they also circumcised them : disapproving the Samaritan heresy they demolished
the Temple on Gerizim. They did hard fighting, sustained serious reverses, yet kept adding to their
territory. At home in Jerusalem Pharisee fought Sadducee with persistent energy. Points in
dispute seem trivial : should Pentecost be kept on a Sabbath ? should there be a procession at the
Feast of Tabernacles ? should certain vessels of the Temple be ritually cleansed ? (' better wash the
Sun too,' sneered the Sadducee) ; should informers be executed before or after their victim has
suffered punishment ? does the intent to slay in a false witness merit death ?

During the first ten years of his reign, 105-95 B.C., Alexander Jannaeus was too busy with foreign
war to take an active part in these disputes. At the Feast of Tabernacles, 95 B. C, while acting as
high-priest, he poured the libation of water, not on the altar as the Pharisees required, but at his
feet. The indignant worshippers pelted their king and high-priest with the festive fruits they
carried in their hands. The king called in his Pisidian and Cilician mercenaries, who slew 6,000
people in the Temple. Six years of civil war followed. After his defeat at Shechem Jannaeus had

1 Ant.x. 10. 7. 2 Migne, xxv, § 620.
s De Habacuci prophetae vita atque aefate, Delitzsch, 1842.
4 Pirqe Aboth i. 10.
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800 Pharisees crucified in Jerusalem in one day. To save themselves 8,000 Pharisees fled into exile.

Weary of strife, the king asked the rival party what terms might satisfy them. 'The first condition
is thy death,' was the reply. Nearing his end, the king appointed his queen Salome (Alexandra)
regent and left her this advice, ' Fear not the true Pharisees or their honest opponents ; but fear the
painted ones who look like the Pharisees, whose works are like the work of Zimri, and who seek the
reward of Phinehas.' The Pharisees made the day of his death an annual festival.

The leader of the Pharisees in this period was Simon ben Shetach. While the Sadducees had
control of the law courts, informers by false witness secured a verdict of death against the son of

Simon. Before the sentence was carried out, the perjurers confessed ; according to Sadducean
views, ' life for life ', ' eye for eye', the perjurers could not be executed. The son of Simon, however,
refused to be tried again, preferring to die that his accusers might also suffer that penalty. ' Father,'

said he, ' if thou desirest that help should come through thee, use me as a threshold.' 1 Another
point contended for by Simon ben Shetach was that informers should be carefully cross-examined.

' Simon ben Shetach said, " Make full examination of the witnesses ; but be guarded in thy words,
perchance from them they may learn to lie."

' 2 Both these contentions were realized when the Pharisees

came into power at the death of Jannaeus 79 B. C. The Synhedrion was reorganized. 'Witnesses in

the law courts were no longer to be questioned merely upon the place where, and the time when they
had seen a crime committed, but they were expected to give the most detailed and minute evidence
connected with it, so that the judge might be more certain of pronouncing a correct judgement, and
also more able to entrap the witnesses should they make contradictory statements.' 3

Satire of the Sadducees, the vindication of the need and value of cross-examining informers, the

application of the ius talionis to convicted perjurers are the aim of Susanna. The story appears to

belong to the period 95-80 B. c. and to have been written by a supporter of Simon ben Shetach.
In the heat of controversy neither party could well call the young detective Daniel. That identi-

fication would suggest itself when the tract had achieved its purpose. The language would be
Hebrew. Though Aramaic was the common language in Jerusalem at this time, writers, especially

a Pharisee, would share the temporary revival of interest in Hebrew. The Semitic idioms in the
Greek texts in many cases favour a Hebrew rather than an Aramaic source.

The LXX version may have been made before the Christian Era, but its Hebrew exemplar had
already a slender attachment to Daniel. Theodotion, not later than A. D. 180, possibly as early as

the latest N. T. writers, used a Hebrew text which contained a new preface and epilogue emphasizing
Babylon and Daniel. This conception led to the identification of the two elders with Ahab
and Zedekiah and the assimilation of legends about the captive king Jehoiachin.

§ 8. Influence of the Book on Later Literature.

In Jewish circles the story would prepare the general mind to appreciate the announcement of the
Golden Rule. The domestic scandal would not win credit for Judaism from Gentile readers.

Josephus does not care to make the story known to the Romans ; Akiba about the same time
secures its exclusion from the Jewish Canon. It is doubtful whether Aquila included Susanna in his

literal Greek version of the Hebrew Bible. Origen can find among learned Jews only vague stories

about the elders. Africanus says the story is a fiction of recent date, which had never been in

Hebrew. Henceforward Judaism knows the story only as gossip about the methods of the false

prophets Ahab and Zedekiah (Jer. xxix. 20-23). Brlill 4 asserts that Nachmani is the only Jewish
author of the Middle Ages who mentions Susanna, and his quotation is part of Judith, which he refers

to the Roll of Shoshan. The Hebrew MSS. of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries show that

individuals were sufficiently interested to make careful copies ; and that Jewish tradition still identified

the elders with the false prophets in Babylon.
Influence in Christian Literature. The plea for cross-examination ofinformers may have coloured

the arguments of Justin in his Apology. The rescripts of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius adopt the
principle advocated in Susanna. Antoninus says :

' If any one hereafter shall go on to inform
against this sort of men, purely because they are Christians, let the persons accused be discharged,
although they be found to be Christians, and let the informer himself undergo the punishment.'

In the Greek O.T. of Alexandria the story acquired authority by its attachment to the Book of

Daniel, and thus secured the attention of the Church while it lost the regard of the synagogue. The
Church hesitated to pronounce it prophecy, or vision, or history. Matt. xxiv. 15 cites Daniel as

1 Jerus. Sanhed. vi. 3.
2 Pirqe Aboth i. 10.

3 Graetz, Hist, of the Jews (Eng.), ii. 50.
4

Briill, Das apokryphische Sttsanna-Buch, 1877, p. 6. A good summary of Briill's important essay is given by
Ball, Apocrypha, Dr. Wace, ii. 325-30.
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a prophet; the parallel passage in Mark xiii. 14 omits 'the prophet' in the earliest MSS.
Theodotion and the Syriac and later versions regard Susanna as history

;
Jerome, with some hesita-

tion, includes it under prophecy. The allegorical interpretation soon became dominant in the
Church. Hippolytus, Bishop of Rome, A. D. 230, writes :

' Susanna is a type prefiguring the Church
;

Joachim her husband prefigures the Christ. The garden is the election of the saints, who like trees
that bear fruit are planted in the Church. Babylon is the world ; the two elders are typical of the
two nations who plot against the Church, the one being of the circumcision, the other from the
Gentiles.' 1 The same conception is ably represented in the latest expositor of the Latin Church,
Dr. Anton Scholz.2

An incipient phase of this view can be traced in Irenaeus before A. D. 200. In his work contra
Haereses, iv. 26,

3 Irenaeus quotes, as from Daniel, Susanna vv. 20, 56, 52, 53. He is explaining how
prophecy has a new meaning after its fulfilment.

_
Any process is mysterious till it is finished. The

Jews who deny the Advent fail to understand the prophecies. The true interpretation belongs to
sincere disciples of Christ. There are impostors among presbyters who do evil secretly, saying, ' No
one sees us.' To them apply the words of Daniel the prophet, ' Seed of Chanaan, not of Judah,' &c.
He enforces this view by reference to Matt. xxiv. 48 f. Irenaeus has no doubt that Daniel is

a prophet, that Susanna belongs to his book and describes something that really happened, and that
the Divine purpose in the history of the world is made manifest in the Christian revelation. In the
light of this new Revelation, casual phrases in the old records acquire a new significance.

Tertullian, de Corona Militis,'\v* discussing women's dress (1 Cor. xi. 5) argues that the interfer-

ence with Susanna's veil does not warrant the inference that the veil was customary or necessary
for women. He quotes the word arahiov as in LXX.

Origen defends the canonicity of Susanna and often refers to the book. Jerome gave it a place
in the Vulgate. Before the Reformation the story had taken popular and dramatic form. Hilde-
bert, Archbishop of Tours, ' Egregius Versificator,' had made it the subject of a Latin poem (c. 1100).
From German an Ober-Engadine version had adapted the story for a play ; as the alliterative poems
had done for the Scots. Luther's Bible gave Susanna currency in the North as far as Iceland.
The Council of Trent made its place in the Canon more secure. In the nineteenth century the
Bible Societies, by refusing to circulate the Apocrypha, diminished the fame of Susanna in a section
of Christendom. The Anglican Church reads from Susanna in November ; the Latin Church makes
use of it on the vigil of the Fourth Sunday in Lent, also in the ' Ordo commendationis animae',
' Libera Domine animam servi tui, sicut liberasti Susannam de falso crimine.'

The subject has been treated pictorially in the Catacombs and also by modern artists.

§ 9. Theology.

In Daniel, as in post-exilic literature generally, run* tends to become nomen ineffabile and is

replaced by Dv6k and ^% Only in Dan. ix does Pnn* occur, and there it is used seven times : LXX
renders Kvpios six times, omits once ; Theodotion has Kvpios seven times. In the same chapter

(Dan. ix) tflN for the Divine Name appears eleven times : LXX renders by Kvpios five times, 8eo-7ro'r7js

four times, omits twice : Theodotion by Kvpios consistently eleven times. Further, in this chapter,

DV17K with or without suffixes appears eleven times : LXX renders by Geos eight times, Kvpu twice,
li<mara once ; whereas Theodotion renders uniformly by 0eo? eleven times. Theodotion avoids
beo-TTOTrjs, which by his time would mean the Roman Emperor denuded of divine honours. Thus
Theodotion is scrupulous and consistent in rendering the Divine Names ; the LXX is irregular and
careless of Jewish feeling on the subject. The same motive can be traced in Dan. ix. 26, where
Theodotion avoids the LXX term X/hotos for rTOto. The Hebrew of Susanna as reflected in Theodotion
would use

l,

5"1^. Oipavos for WQW vv. 9, 35 is an evasion due to reverence.

In Susanna, vv. 44, 62, LXX refers to an angel, while Theodotion does not. This is likely due to

inexact translation. In Dan. ii. 11 LXX renders PCyN by ayye\os: Dan. iii. 25 Aram. = iii. 92 LXX
PnJjS 7& nOT by dpofafia ayytkov 8eov : Dan. iv. IO nflj K»otf JO B*Jg| Vy by ayyeXos cnreardhrj to

loyyi. (k tov ovpavov : Dan. x. 21 D?"!?' «'x?
>
'? Mix<z?;A 6 ayyeXos. The term ayyeXos is thus too elastic in

LXX to allow any inference as to its difference from Theodotion on the doctrine of angels.

Theodotion also refers to ayyekos vv. 55, 59. A Sadducee would not have written ^P.
The story does not intend to teach anything new in theology. Its theism is incidental and

generally accepted. The Law of Moses expresses the will of God : His Word condemns injustice.

1 Greek Text in Pitra, Analecta Sacra, ii, p. 256.
2 Commentar iiber das Buck ' Esther•' mit seinen iZtisdtzen ' tend iiber ' Susanna ', Anton Scholz, Wiirzburg, 1892.
s Migne, vii. 1054. 4 Migne, Latin, ii.
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Belief in God makes Susanna prefer death to sinning against God ; she trusts in God, Who is not of

one generation only, Who perceives the causes of events, knows her innocence, answers her prayer,

and inspires her deliverer. On the other hand, an error in theism is the most deadly of errors.

Unbelief in God, although veiled by hypocrisy, perverts the elders, leaves them a prey to passion,

allows them deliberately to plan murder, and blinds them to the penalties of their conduct. Injustice

is the fruit of atheism. That Susanna should represent the Messianic kingdom, Joakim and Helkias

the God of Israel, the elders the ungodly powers of the world, can hardly be the intention of the

writer (Scholz). Allegory and apocalypse have come from students of the story, not from its

author.

§ 10. Bibliography.

See also in Bibliography for the other Additions to Daniel.

(a) Text.

LXX. Cod. Chisianus, ed. Rome, 1772, Bugati, Cozza.

Syro-Hexaplar Ambrosianus, Ceriani, 1874.

Theodotion, as in Swete, O.T. in Greek, vol. iii.

Versions. Walton, Polyglot, vi. 191 f. ; Lagarde, Apocryphi Syriace, 1861.

Old Latin. Sabatier, II, 1751.

Copto-Memphitic. Joseph Bardelli, Pisis, 1849.

Hebrew Versions in MS. Bodleian Hebr. MSS. d. n and e. 12.

\b) Critical Inquiries.

Commentary by Hippolytus, Bishop of Rome, c. A. D. 230.

Part of the Commentary of St. Hippolytus on Daniel, lately discovered by Dr. Basilios Georgiades. J. H. Kennedy,
Dublin, 1888.

Analecta Sacra, ed. Pitra, ii. 253 ff., 1884.

Origen. Fragments of Commentary based on Theodotion in Jerome.
Discussion of views of Africanus and Porphyry.

Jerome. Preface to Commentary on Daniel.

Vulgate.

Handbuch zu den Apokryphen des A.T. Fritzsche, Leipzig, 1859.

Apokryphen des A.T. Strack und Zockler, 1891.

Apocrypha of the O.T. Bissell, 1880.

Commentar iiber das Buck Esther mit seinen Zusatzen und iiber Susanna. Anton Scholz, Wiirzburg, 1892.

Die Alexandrinische Obersetzung des Buches Daniel. August Bludau, Freiburg i. B., 1897.

Das apokryphische Susanna-Bicch by Dr. N. Briill in Jahrbiicherfiir Jiidische Geschichte und Literatur, III. Jahrgang,

Frankfurt am Main, 1877.

Commentary on the Apocrypha, ed. by Henry Wace, D.D., 1888 ; Susanna, by C. J. Ball.

Die Apokryphen des A. T., ed. by E. Kautzsch, 1890 ; Susanna, by W. Rothstein.

General.

In Susannam Danielicam. De Celada, 1656, appendix 'de S. figurata in quo Virginis Deiparae laudes in Susanna
adumbratae praedicantur '.- fol. 672 + pp. Fine-spun exhortation based on fantastic allegory.

Susanna. Ein oberengadinisches Drama des XVI. Jahrhunderts. Jakob Ulrich, 1888. This is a literal

translation from German into Ladino, e. g. ' Unna bella histoargia da quella seinchia et prusa duonna Susanna.'

The elders are called Achab and Sedechias ; the maids are Spondea and Promptula ; there is a Judex Dadan,
a Notarius, &c.

toropin f/c tov AavirjX nepi T»?r 2<&oavvr)s. Venice, 1 682. A paraphrase of the story in Greek elegiacs extending to

about 400 lines. Modern Greek constructions are often used.

Scottish Alliterative Poems in riming stanzas, edited by F. J. Amours. Scottish Text Society, 1896-7. 'The
Pistill of Susan, Four Versions from MSS. of Fifteenth Century.' The Vulgate and Wiclif are here much adorned.

The garden has palms, poplars, pears, plowine, junipers, and roses :

'There were popinjays present (?), nightingales upon nest.

Blithe birdies of the best, on blossoms to sit.'

Susanna, or the Arraignment of the Two Unjust Elders. Robert Aylett, D.C.L., 1622. An edifying exposition in

English verse for the benefit of ' our Judges in Westminster Hall '.

The Apocrypha Controversy. Edinburgh, 1826. Susanna 'is justly characterized as a fable'. The British and
Foreign Bible Society was forbidden to expend subscribers' money in circulating the Apocrypha— ' these unhallowed
productions of the wisdom and folly of men that have been so presumptuously associated with the sacred oracles of

God,' Resolution, p. 38.
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THE HISTORY OF SUSANNA
Set apart from the beginning of Daniel, because it is not in the Hebrew, as neither the Narration of

Bel and the Dragon.

Stisanna according to the Septuagint.

i There dwelt a man in Babylon, and his name
2 was Joakim : and he took a wife, whose name
was Susanna, the daughter of Helkias, a very

3 fair woman, and one that feared the Lord. Her
parents also were righteous, and taught their

4 daughter according to the law of Moses. Now
Joakim was a great rich man, and had a fair

garden joining unto his house : and to him
resorted the Jews ; because he was more honour-

5 able than all others. And the same year there

were appointed two of the elders of the people to

be judges, concerning whom the Lord had spoken
when He said that iniquity went forth from
Babylon through elder-judges who were thought
worthy to govern the people.

6 And cases from other cities also came before

them for decision.

7 Now these men observing a

woman of beautiful form, the wife of one of their

own brother- Israelites, who was called Susanna,

The Revised Version of the Greek of
Theodotion.

There dwelt a man in Babylon, and his i

name was Joakim : and he took a wife, whose 2

name was Susanna, the daughter of Helkias, a
very fair woman, and one that feared the Lord.
Her parents also were righteous, and taught 3
their daughter according to the law of Moses.
Now Joakim was a great rich man, and had a 4
fair garden joining unto his house : and to him
resorted the Jews ; because he was more honour-
able than all others. And the same year there 5
were appointed two of the ancients of the
people to be judges, such as the Lord spake
of, that wickedness came from Babylon from
ancient judges, who were accounted to govern
the people.

These kept much at Joakim's house : 6

and all that had any suits in law came unto them.
Now when the people departed away at noon, 7

Susanna went into her husband's garden to walk.
And the two elders beheld her going in every day, 8

Preface. 1-5 a. These verses are marked with lemnisci in LXX and the margin has A 2 e, i.e. Aquila, Symmachus,
Theodotion. The Syro-Tetrapla has obeli -f and margin 2 e. These marks apparently signify that Origen's Tetrapla
inserted this preface in the LXX, borrowing it from other versions. The Syriac suggests that Aquila did not include
Susanna. The Jewish Canon had rejected Susanna c. A.D. 90, and Aquila conformed closely to Jewish views. The
preface comes from a later form of the story, which locates the scene in Babylon, and calls the young detective Daniel.
The LXX had some other introduction, probably connecting the story with Palestine, in the time of Alexander
Jannaeus.

1. Babylon. The preface (w. 1-5 a) definitely places the scene in Babylon; cf. § 6, Introd.

Joakim. The proper names Joakim, ' the Lord will establish,' Helkias, ' the Lord is my portion,' Daniel, ' my
judge is El,' may have been as significant as Melchizedech Howler and Habakkuk Mucklewrath were to readers of
Scott.

2. Susanna, n3K>iB> in Hebr., is reproduced lovo-awa, also ^axravva B r68cr-. Hos. xiv. 6, ' Israel shall grow as the
lily.' The ' lily ' is used as simile of a bride, Cant. ii. 2 ; of flower-shaped capitals of pillars, 1 Kings vii. 19 ; in titles

of Psalms xlv. 1, Ix. 1, lxix. 1, lxxx. 1. Erman derives from Egyptian sosen ; and the lotus was an emblem from early
times in Egypt. Lane (Arabic Did.) derives from Persian. In O. T. Susanna is not found as a proper name of
a person, but appears in Luke viii. 3. What is called the 'poppy-head' on the coins of John Hyrcanus might come
under the name 'Shoshanna'. Like Esther and Judith, Susanna might thus be an emblem of right ultimately
vanquishing might, cf. Scholz, Comm. in loc. The story has doubtless been the cause of the use of ' Susan ' as
a personal name.

1 O model of a chaste and constant Dame,
The world all chaste ones hence Susanna name.'—Robert Aylett, 1622.

The Latin Catalogue of Saints has more than twenty who bear the name ' Susanna '.

5. the same year. This phrase applies to a context which is lost. The Syriac Harkleensian begins: 'When
Daniel was twelve years old, there was . . .

' Daniel was TWiO "D when his insight began.
ancients, R.V. for npeo-fiiiTepoi ; assembly for 17 crwaycoyr], vv. 41, 60. The R.V. hesitates to use the terms ' elders

'

and 'synagogues' because their existence in Babylon c. 590 B.C. might be felt to be an anachronism. The technical
use of the terms suits the conditions in Judaea c. 150-50 B.C.

such as the Lord spake of, that wickedness . . . This rendering is inexact, cf. LXX.
concerning whom. ntp\ Sjv e'XuX^o-ej' 6 Sea-norr)? on e£rj'\6ei> ... A Hebrew split-relative with on for *2 intro-

ducing oratio recta. Cf. LXX Jer. xxiii. 15 on airo twv TrpocprjTcoi' igrjk8ev poXvapos navy rfj yfi. The false prophets
Ahab and Zedekiah whom Nebuchadrezzar roasted in the fire for sins like those of the elders, Jer. xxix. 21-23, may be
present in the recollection of the writer, and may be responsible for the insertion of this verse. Jewish tradition
names the elders Ahab and Zedekiah, and has much to say of their methods. Before the birth of a child they would
promise the mother that the child would be a boy ; to the neighbours they would say ' That woman expects a son but
it will be a daughter '. In either case they got a reputation.
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and walking ; and they were inflamed with love

for her.

And they perverted their own mind, and 9

turned away their eyes, that they might not look

unto heaven, nor remember just judgements.

And albeit they both were wounded with her 10

love, yet durst not one show another his grief.

For they were ashamed to declare their lust, that * r

they desired to have to do with her. Yet they I2

watched jealously from day to day to see her.

And the one said to the other. Let us now go J 3

home : for it is dinner time.

daughter of Helkias, wife of Joakim, as she walked

8 about in her husband's garden at eventide, were

g inflamed with love for her ; and they perverted

their mind and turned away their eyes so as

neither to look toward Heaven nor to be mindful

of right decisions.

10 And though both were smitten by desire of

her, yet each concealed from the other the evil

that possessed them in regard to her ; neither

12 was the woman aware of this matter. And as

soon as it was daylight they came stealthily,

evading each other, hurrying to see which should

be first to show himself to her and to speak with

13 her. And behold! she was taking her walk

according to her wont and the one elder had

barely arrived, when lo ! the other came up. Then
the one began to cross-examine his fellow, demand-
ing. ' Why art thou gone forth so very early,

14 leaving me behind ?
' With that they made con- So when they 14

fession each to the other of his painful state. were gone out, they parted the one from the

other, and turning back again they came to the

same place ; and after that they had asked one
another the cause, they acknowledged their

lust : and then appointed they a time both
together, when they might find her alone. And 15

it fell out, as they watched a fit day, she went
in as aforetime with two maids only, and she

was desirous to wash herself in the garden : for

it was hot. And there was nobody there save 16

the two elders, that had hid themselves, and
watched her. Then she said to her maids, 17

Bring me oil and washing balls, and shut the

garden doors, that I may wash me. And they 18

did as she bade them, and shut the garden doors,

and went out themselves at the side doors to

fetch the things that she had commanded them :

and they saw not the elders, because they were
hid. Now when the maids were gone forth, the 19

two elders rose up, and ran unto her, saying,

Behold, the garden doors are shut, that no man 20

can see us, and we are in love with thee ; there-

fore consent unto us, and lie with us. If thou 2

1

wilt not, we will bear witness against thee, that a

young man was with thee : and therefore thou
didst send away thy maids from thee. Then 22

Susanna sighed, and said, I am straitened on
every side : for if I do this thing, it is death unto

me : and if I do it not, I cannot escape your
hands. It is better for me to fall into your 23

hands, and not do it, than to sin in the sight of

the Lord. With that Susanna cried with a loud 24

voice : and the two elders cried out against her.

Then ran the one, and opened the garden doors. 25

So when the servants of the house heard the cry 26

in the garden, they rushed in at the side door, to

see what had befallen her. But when the elders 27

9. Heaven, olpavov for God; cf. Dan. iv. 23, NV?£> 'the heavens' for 'God'. So in Matt, f) Paaikeia to>v

ovpavcov = Mark, Luke, fj fiacrikeia tov 6eov.

17 6. washing balls, oT^y/xara. The same word is used, Esther ii. 3, 9. Hebr. D*j?V"OII ' things for purification'.

22. Death is the penalty imposed on the unfaithful wife, Lev. xx. 10 ; Deut. xxii. 22 ; for unchastity, death by stoning,

Deut. xxii. 21 ; cf. John viii. 4, 5.
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19 Then said the one to the other, Let us repair

to her ; and having agreed together on a plan,

they made advance to her and sought to constrain

her.

22 But the daughter of Judah answered them, I

know that if I do this, it is death to me : and if

I do it not, I shall not escape from your hands.

2 3 Yet it is better for me not to do this and to fall

into your hands rather than to sin before the

Lord.
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28 So these transgressors of the law turned away,
vowing vengeance and planning together how
they might put her to death. And they came
into the synagogue of the city in which they
dwelt, where were assembled in council all the

Israelites of the place.

29 Then the two elders and judges arose and
said, Send for Susanna, daughter of Helkias,

the same who is the wife of Joakim. And
3° straightway they summoned her. And when

the woman appeared with her father and mother,

her bondmen and her bondwomen to the number
of five hundred also presented themselves, as well

31 as the four little children of Susanna. Now the

woman was very delicate.

32 Yet the lawless pair ordered that she should

be unveiled, that they might sate themselves

with the beauty of her attraction.

33 Whereat all her attendants and all who knew
34 her began to weep. Then arose the elders and

judges and laid their hands upon her head.

35 But her heart was stayed upon the Lord her

God, and looking upward she wept within her-

35
a
self, saying, O Lord the eternal God, who
knowest all things before they come into being,

Thou knowest that I have not done what these

lawless men maliciously allege against me. And
36 the Lord hearkened to her entreaty. Then the

two elders affirmed, We were walking about in

37 her husband's garden, and as we came round the

stadion, we saw this woman dallying with a

man ; we stood still and observed them consort-

38 ing together, but they were not aware that we
were standing by. Then when each of us had
confirmed the other, we said, We must find out

39 who these persons are. So we came forward

and her we recognized ; but the young man
40 escaped us being concealed by a mask. And

having arrested her, we put the question, Who
41 is the fellow? but she refused to tell us who he

was. These things we declare as witnesses.

And the whole synagogue believed them inasmuch
as they were elders and judges of the people.

had told their tale, the servants were greatly

ashamed : for there was never such a report made
of Susanna. And it came to pass on the morrow, 28
when the people assembled to her husband
Joakim, the two elders came full of their wicked
intent against Susanna to put her to death ; and 29
said before the people, Send for Susanna, the

daughter of Helkias, Joakim's wife. So they 30
sent ; and she came with her father and mother,
her children, and all her kindred. Now Susanna 31
was a very delicate woman, and beauteous to

behold.

And these wicked men commanded her 3 2

to be unveiled (for she was veiled) that they
might be filled with her beauty. Therefore her 33

friends and all that saw her wept. Then the two 34

elders stood up in the midst of the people, and
laid their hands upon her head. And she weep- 35

ing looked up toward heaven : for her heart

trusted in the Lord.

And the elders said, As 3 6

we walked in the garden alone, this tvoman came
in with two maids, and shut the garden doors, and
sent the maids away. Then a young man, who 37

there was hid, came unto her, and lay with her.

And we, being in a corner of the garden, saw 38

this wickedness, and ran unto them. And when 39

we saw them together, the man we could not

hold ; for he was stronger than we, and opened
the doors, and leaped out. But having taken 4°

this woman, we asked who the young man was,

but she would not tell us : these things do we
testify. Then the assembly believed them, as 41

those that were elders of the people and judges :

so they condemned her to death. Then Susanna
cried out with a loud voice, and said, O ever-

42

32. Regulations for dealing with a wife suspected of adultery are given in Num. v. 11-31. The way in which these

rules were applied is discussed in detail in Mishna. Sota i. 5 contains the following :
' Sacerdos arreptis eius yestibus

. . . quoad sinum mulieris denudaret : crines quoque eius explicabat. R. Iuda (tamen hie limitat) dicens, si sinum

venustum ipsa haberet, non fuisse eum a Sacerdote revelatum : nee capillos solutos, si essent decori.' The elders

are napavonot because they broke this limitation, for the very purpose the rule was intended to prevent. The spectators

see in the unveiling an indignity and a foregone assumption of guilt.

that they might sate themselves, &c. The phrase "va i)nr\r]o-6<oo-iv k6.\Xovs emSvpias avrfjs LXX= d' onm e'/u.

rov KaXKovs avrris appears to be due to a mistranslated construct : #
.

e' rnxn w. dsob?
tt; t

mxnLXX
34. laid their hands upon her head. Cf. Lev. xxiv. 14, ' Bring forth him that hath cursed without the camp : and

let all that heard him lay their hands upon his head, and let all the congregation stone him.' The elder-judges are not

assessors in this trial, but witnesses. This is the reason for the laying on of hands ;
cf. Bab. Kam. 90^ : fWJH *iy pX

PH 'a witness cannot be made a judge'. Death by stoning imposed the responsibility on the whole congregation;

no one could say whose missile caused death. Here the whole synagogue, guided perhaps by three or twenty-three of

its leaders (Synhed. I), is considered responsible for the verdict.

37. Greek influence in the second century B.C. had induced Jewish youth to practise athletics. Some cities had

a race-course. KilID is used to indicate something like a a-Tabiov in Jerusalem.
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51

44-45 And as she was being led away to be destroyed,

behold ! there came an angel of the Lord ; and

as it had been commanded him, the angel be-

stowed a spirit of discernment upon a young man,

48 this being Daniel. Then separating the crowd
Daniel stationed himself in the midst of them and
said, Are ye so foolish, O sons of Israel, that

without examination and knowledge of the truth

ye have condemned a daughter of Israel to

5i a
die ? Now therefore take these men apart from

each other, that I may cross-examine them.
t> And when they were separated, Daniel said to

the synagogue : Now consider not that these men
are elders nor say, They can never be false ; but

I will examine them with reference to that which

52 is suggested to me- And he summoned one of

the two, so they brought forward the elder before

the young man. Then said Daniel to him:

Hearken, hearken, thou ancient of evil days

!

now have overtaken thee thy sins which thou

hast committed in time past.

Being trusted to hear and to decide capital

cases, thou hast both condemned the innocent

and hast acquitted the guilty, although the Lord
saith :

' The innocent and the righteous slay thou

not.'

Now therefore under what tree and at what
sort of place in the garden hast thou seen them
together? The impious man answered, Under
a mastick tree. Then said the youth, Right

well hast thou borne false witness against thine

own soul ; for the angel of the Lord will cleave

thy soul this day.

53

54

55

lasting. God, that knowest the secrets, that

knowest all things before they be : thou knowest 43

that they have borne false witness against me,

and, behold, I must die ; whereas I never did

such things as these men have maliciously

invented against me.
And the Lord heard her 44

voice. Therefore when she was led away to be 45
put to death, God raised up the holy spirit of a

young youth, whose name was Daniel : and he 46
cried with a loud voice, I am clear from the blood

of this woman. Then all the people turned them 47
toward him, and said, What mean these words
that thou hast spoken ? So he standing in the 48

midst of them said, Are ye such fools, ye sons of

Israel, that without examination or knowledge of

the truth ye have condemned a daughter of Israel?

Return again to the place ofjudgement : for these 49
have borne false witness against her. Wherefore 50

all the people turned again in haste, and the

elders said unto him, Come, sit down among us,

and show it us, seeing God hath given thee the

honour of an elder. Then said Daniel unto 51

them, Put them asunder one far from another,

and I will examine them. So when they were 52

put asunder one from another, he called one of

them, and said unto him, O thou that art waxen
old in wickedness, now are thy sins come home
to thee which thou hast committed aforetime, in 53

pronouncing unjust judgement, and condemning
the innocent, and letting the guilty go free

;

albeit the Lord saith, The innocent and righteous

shalt thou not slay. Now then, if thou sawest 54
her, tell me, Under what tree sawest thou them
companying together ? Who answered, Under
a mastick tree. And Daniel said, Right well 55
hast thou lied against thine own head ; for even

now the angel of God hath received the sentence

of God and shall cut thee in two.

44-45. Mishna Synhed. vi. 1, 2 prescribes appeals for fresh evidence after the verdict is given, 'When the person

to be stoned is led out, a herald must precede proclaiming these words : This person N. M., son of N. M., is on

the way to be stoned, for the crime (specified), on the testimony of N. M. and N. M. ; whosoever can show his inno-

cence, let him approach and set forth his reasons.' If none appeared, when they came within ten cubits of the place

of stoning, the condemned was invited to confess, in deference to Joshua vii. 19.

5i b . with reference to that which is suggested to me, Kara ra vnontTTTovTu. pm. Divine inspiration is the source

of his suspicion. The Philoxenian Syriac says 'according as God has given to me'. Daniel condemns the first elder

before his evidence is proved inconsistent with that of the second elder. His insight into their past is not the result

of the examination. ' Any indication of the will of the Invisible King was sufficient in the Theocracy to supersede the

operation of ordinary rules and restrictions ; the theory being that the Divine Sovereign chose His own ministers when
and how and whence He pleased ' (Ball, in toe). The elders of v. 50, Theodotion, are thus not the two who have
given witness, but their colleagues on the bench.

53. The innocent and the righteous slay thcu not. Quoted exactly from Exod. xxiii. 7 LXX adwov koj SUaiov

ovk dnoKTevels.

54-59. Under a mastick tree, &c. vnb <r){i.vov . . . a^ia-fi and imb irpivov . . . KaTanpia-rj, v. 59. Origen says

(Epistle to Africanus, 48 f.) :
' This passage gave me no rest and I often wondered about it, so I betook me to several

Hebrews, asking what np'ivos was called in their language, what was the verb for npi(nv, also how they rendered axivos

and axifriv.' His inquiry was intended to refute the contention of Africanus that the play on the words proved that

Susanna had been composed in Greek, not in Hebrew. That Hebrew could use paronomasia even in a death sentence

appears from Achan's condemnation by Joshua, vii. 25. That the LXX would copy a play upon words appears, e.g., in

Judges x. 4: DH^y . . . C'Vy 'colts . . . cities', Gk. nvXovs . . . noXeis. Some of the versions succeed in preserving

the Greek play in Syriac. With some liberty in choosing the trees, the play can be furnished by Hebrew, e.g. Ti3X,

which occurs in Cant. vi. 11 :

irm Di»n Dsya ^Drnx "• tik^d ftp m »a ^sa by rnsyp zwn -roan }yi jrux nnn -idn>i

Other ways are given in Ball, Afioer. ii. 324.
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56 Then removing the one he gave command to

bring the other before him, to whom he said :

Wherefore is the seed that is in thee become
perverted as that of Sidon and not as that of

Judah ? beauty has beguiled thee, base passion !

57 Even so were ye wont to do with daughters of

Israel, who through their fear companied with

you ; but a daughter of Judah scorned to endure

58 your pestilent licence. Now therefore tell me,
Under what tree and in which spot of the

enclosure didst thou detect them consorting

together ? Who answered, Under a holm tree.

59 Then said Daniel, Thou sinner ! even now the

angel of the Lord is standing with drawn sword,

till the people shall make an end of thee, that

he may cut thee to pieces.

60-62* Then the whole synagogue shouted aloud in

praise of the young man because from their own
mouth he had proved them both to be confessedly

false witnesses. And they dealt with them
according as the Law prescribes, doing to them
just as they maliciously intended against their

sister.

So when they had gagged them, they led

them out and hurled them into a chasm ; then
the angel of the Lord cast fire in the midst of

them. And thus was innocent blood kept safe

on that day.

62b For this cause the young men are beloved of

6 2 c Jacob by reason of their sincerity. And as for

us, let us watch over young men that they may
become men of worth, for so young men will be
God-fearing, and there shall be in them a spirit

of knowledge and discernment for ever and ever.

So he put 56
him aside, and commanded to bring the other,

and said unto him, O thou seed of Canaan, and
not of Judah, beauty hath deceived thee, and lust

hath perverted thine heart. Thus have ye dealt 57
with the daughters of Israel, and they for fear

companied with you : but the daughter of Judah
would not abide your wickedness.

Now there- 58
fore tell me, Under what tree didst thou take

them companying together? Who answered,

Under a holm tree. Then said Daniel unto him, 59
Right well hast thou also lied against thine own
head : for the angel of God waiteth with the

sword to cut thee in two, that he may destroy

you.

With that all the assembly cried out with 60
a loud voice, and blessed God, who saveth them
that hope in him. And they arose against the 61

two elders, for Daniel had convicted them of

false witness out of their own mouth : and accord- 62

ing to the law of Moses they did unto them in

such sort as they maliciously intended to do to

their neighbour : and they put them to death,

and the innocent blood was saved the same day.

Therefore Helkias and his wife praised God for 63
their daughter Susanna, with Joakim her husband,

and all the kindred, because there was no dis-

honesty found in her. And from that day forth 64
was Daniel had in great reputation in the sight of

the people.

60-62. the Law prescribes. Deut. xix. 16-21 prescribes the treatment of a false witness, v. 19, "IB'SS v DrWJfl

VnK? niCVp DDT^ LXX kcu Troirjo-ere <ivtg> bv rponov e'novrjpeua-aTO ra> irXrjaiov notT)<rai (cf. 6'). On the application of this

rule the Pharisees and Sadducees differed acutely during the reign of Alexander Jannaeus, 105-79 B - c - If tne person
falsely accused has actually suffered death, only then shall this regulation be carried out, said the Sadducees. The
Pharisees maintained that if the perjury has been detected before its victim has suffered, then the same penalty must
be inflicted on the false witnesses. The elders must therefore perish, in accordance with the Pharisaic interpretation

of Deut. xix. i() {Hamburger Real-Encycl.fiir Bibel unci Talmud,\\. 1050; Mishna Makkoth i. 6 ; Sifre on Deut. xix. 19;
Gemara Makkoth 5 /3).

Cf. Code of Hammurabi, § 3 :
' If a man in a case pending judgement . . . has not justified the word that he has

spoken, if that case be a capital suit, that man shall be put to death.'

60. efpinaHTav, 'muzzle', 'put in the pillory'. Cf. Matt. xxii. 34, 'The Pharisees when they heard that He had put
the Sadducees to silence . .

.
'. Possibly more than a mere verbal coincidence. Strangling or suffocation is mentioned

in the Talmud as the mode of death for false witness (Briill on v. 60-62). Here it denotes symbolically that silence is

imposed, no further defence can be offered.
62b . beloved of Jacob. The patriarch Jacob trusted his younger sons Joseph and Benjamin, and of Joseph's sons

preferred the younger, Gen. xlviii. 14 (Briill). For anXorrjs cf. 1 Mace. ii. 60.

62 c
. let us watch over young men, kcu rjuels <pv\ao-o-a>p.e6a els viovs dwarovs veayrepovs. Meaning must be sought

from the Semitic original: b)^\ '33? Dny: rn»5?3 UrUNl For els = *? as translated above, v. LXX, 1 Sam. xviii. 17;

2 Sam. ii. 7, xiii. 28 ; Dan. xi. 33, &c. «^D M? = viovs Swarovs, 2 Sam. ii. 7 ; = viovs 8vvdfif<os
t

1 Sam. xiv. 52 ; 2 Sam.
xiii. 28, xvii. 10. The Semitic metaphor ' son of valour' forbids Fritzsche's emendation of els into £>s, 'let us guard as

sons virtuous young men.'
If the epilogue enforcing the didactic side of the story is an addition (Briill), it has been added in Hebrew, not in

Greek. Cf. 'One of the objects that Simon ben Shetach had greatly at heart was the promotion of better instruction.

In all large towns high schools for the use of young men from the age of sixteen sprang up at his instance ' {c. 75 B.C.)

(Graetz, History of the Jews, Engl, edition, vol. ii, p. 50).
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BEL AND THE DRAGON
INTRODUCTION

Bel AND THE Dragon forms the third of the Apocryphal Additions to Daniel, and was
written originally almost certainly in Hebrew, though none of the Hebrew original has survived.

The other two Additions are the Song of the Three Children and Susanna. In the Greek and
Latin texts the three Additions to Daniel constitute an integral part of the canonical Book of

Daniel, and were recognized as such, and therefore as themselves canonical, by the Council of

Trent. The Song of the Three Children is, however, the only one of the three which has a neces-

sary connexion with the Hebrew canonical Book of Daniel, standing in the Greek and Latin texts

between Dan. iii. 24 and 25. The other two Additions are appended, and appear to have an
origin independent of the book to which they are attached and also of each other, though in all

three, as also in the canonical book, the name and fame of Daniel forms the principal theme.

§ 1. Name and Position in the Canon.

In the Greek Codd. Bel and the Dragon stands at the end of the canonical Book of Daniel,

bearing therefore no distinct title. In Codd. A and J3 of x
it is, however, preceded by the words

' Vision (opaais) xii
'

; i. e. it forms the twelfth and last of the series of visions into which this enlarged

Book of Daniel is divided. In the LXX it is called ' Part of the prophecy of Habakkuk the Son of

Jesus of the tribe of Levi' : see note on v. 1. In the Vulgate Bel and the Dragon forms ch. xiv

of Daniel.

In SyrW (see § 3) the Story of Bel is preceded by the heading ' Bel the idol ', that of the

Dragon having at its beginning the words, ' Then follows the Dragon.'

Bel and the Dragon is the title in all the Protestant versions of the Apocrypha, these versions

keeping the books now known as Apocryphal apart as being, it was thought, deutero- or non-

canonical. In a Nestorian list of biblical works mentioned by Churton - it is called ' The
Lesser Daniel '.

§ 2. Contents.

The two stories as told in common by LXX and may be thus summarized.
1. The Story of Bel, vv. 1-22. There is in Babylon an image of Bel (Marduk, Merodach)

which Daniel refuses to worship, though no form of worship is mentioned besides that of supplying

the god with food. The king, identified in with Cyrus, remonstrates with.the delinquent Hebrew,
pointing him to the immense quantity of food consumed daily by Bel as a proof that the god thus

recognized is a living, true deity. Daniel denies that the food is eaten by the god, and asks per-

mission to put the matter to a test. This request being granted, he is shown the lectisternia, the

sacred tables, covered with food which it is alleged the god will consume during the night. It is

agreed that the doors of Bel's temple shall be closed and sealed for the night after the departure

of the priests. But in addition, Daniel takes the precaution of having, without the priests' knowledge,

the floor of the temple strewn lightly with ashes. When the morning breaks, the doors are still closed

and the seals intact, but the food has disappeared, evidence, the king thinks, that it has been con-

sumed by Bel. Daniel, however, points to the tracks of bare feet on the ash-strewn floor as evidence

that the priests have entered the temple by secret doors and removed the food. Angered by the

trick which the priests had played on him, the king has them put to death and the image destroyed.

On the word ' Bel ' see note on v. 3.

2. The Dragon Story, vv. 23-42. There is in Babylon a great live serpent (dragon) worshipped

by a large number of the inhabitants, who feed it lavishly. In the present case the god is represented

by a living creature which can be fed and which needs feeding. Daniel refuses to bow down before

the serpent, and throws out a challenge to the king, that, if permission is given him, he will destroy

the creature alleged to be a god. Receiving the requested permission, Daniel makes a mixture of

1
i.e. Tbeodotion's version, see § 3.

2 The Uncanonical and Apocryphal Scriptures, p. 398 f.
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which pitch is the principal ingredient, and thrusting it down the serpent's throat this creature

bursts asunder and dies. Infuriated at the death of their god, the populace demand the death of

this god-murderer. The king yields, and has Daniel cast into the den of lions, the usual punishment
of persons found guilty of capital charges. But though Daniel remained in the company of seven
lions for seven days, he suffers no injury. On the sixth day Daniel, being naturally hungry, is

miraculously supplied with food. The prophet Habakkuk has prepared the midday (?) meal for his

reapers, and is on the way to the field where they are. An angel arrests him, telling him he is to

carry the meal to Daniel in the lions' den in Babylon. On his alleging his ignorance of the location

of the lions' den, and even of Babylon itself, the angel lays hold of the hair on the crown of his head
and conveys the prophet to the den, where, seeing Daniel, he hands him the food, and seems as safe

among the lions as Daniel himself. The angel then restores Habakkuk to his Palestine home.
Seeing that Daniel was preserved (the Habakkuk incident is an evident interpolation), the king
magnifies God, sets Daniel at liberty, and substitutes for him in the den Daniel's accusers, who are

at once devoured by the lions.

The meaning of the word ' dragon '. The Greek word (bpaKcov) translated ' dragon ' denotes
originally a large serpent. Homer uses bpaKuv and ocpis interchangeably without the least apparent
difference. Even the drakon of Greek mythology remains essentially a serpent. In the East
the serpent came to be commonly used as a symbol of the principle of evil. In the LXX bpdnvv
translates most frequently (twelve times) the Hebrew p?ri {tannin), rendered in the A. V. generally
(eight times) 'dragon', sometimes (thrice) ' serpent.' In two passages (Amos ix. 3, Job xxvi. 13) the
usual Hebrew word for serpent (5?05) is represented in the LXX by bp&Kcov. There is no good reason
for departing from the simple impression which the narrative gives that in the present tale the dragon
is a live snake worshipped as a god. Perhaps such worship is to be regarded as a survival of
totemism. There is abundant evidence of snake worship in various parts of the ancient world, and
there is good reason for believing that it obtained in Babylon. (1) The god Nina was worshipped in

the form of a serpent. 1
(2) On Babylonian seals men are figured worshipping gods apparently

serpentine in form, their lower parts consisting of serpent coils with worshippers in front. (3) Both
Berosus and Helladius speak of gods worshipped as serpents in Babylon. 2

(4) Jensen, quoted by
Baudissin (PRE 3

, v, p. 6), says there was a serpent god called in Sumerian Serah. For traces of
serpent worship among the Hebrews, see Num. xxi. 8 f, 2 Kings xviii. 4. There is no certain proof
that in ancient Babylon the live serpent as in distinction from the image of a serpent was worshipped,
but there is no conclusive evidence to the contrary, and the analogy of other countries favours
a decision in the affirmative.

Fritzsche 3 holds that the story was composed in Egypt, where serpent worship is known to have
existed in early times, but that the author inaccurately transferred it to Babylon. But since Fritzsche's
time fresh evidence of such worship in Babylon has presented itself.

Modern writers generally maintain that the dragon in this story represents a mythical monster
with a serpent's head and neck, an eagle's legs, a lion's body, and a unicorn's horn.4 In this or some
similar form a very large number of Babylonian inscriptions picture this monster or other monsters
(we can never be quite sure as to this) as in conflict with Marduk or some other Babylonian deity.
The monster has been very commonly identified with the mythological dragon, but no decisive proof
of the identity has been furnished. W. Hayes Ward has made a careful attempt to bring together
the various forms in which the ' dragon-myth ' has been portrayed on Babylonian-Assyrian inscrip-
tions,5 and he assumes throughout that in all it is the Marduk-Tiamat conflict of the Babylonian
Creation legend that is set forth, but he gives no proof of this, for the name Tiamat is not once con-
nected with the representation. Indeed it seems now generally understood that Tiamat was a snake
deity, and that the dragon of the story now under consideration is no other than Tiamat : so Sayce,
Ball, Gunkel, Marshall, Toy.

The present writer ventures with Jensen and Baudissin to dispute and even deny this, and for
the following reasons

:

1. There is no evidence in the Babylonian-Assyrian inscription that Tiamat was conceived as
a serpent. The serpentine forms pointed out cannot be shown to be intended for Tiamat.

2. Berosus does not once translate the Babylonian Tiamat by dragon or by any word denoting
serpent. He uniformly transliterates the word, though not as we should do now, but as
Thalatth.

3. The idea embodied in Tiamat differs from that of the dragon or serpent. In Babylonian
mythology Tiamat stands for the female principle, expressing itself in darkness and disorder, older

See Sayce, Hibberl Lectures, p. 282 f.
2

e. g. Rawlinson, Five Great Monarchies *, i. 1 22 f., ii. 14.
Exeg. Handbuch zu den Apoc, i, p. 121. * See figures in Gressmann, Altor. Texte und Bilder, ii. 90 f.

5 See American Journal of Semitic Languages, xiv. 94-105.
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than the gods themselves, since the birth of the gods took place through their separation from the

primaeval chaos ( = Tiamat). Tiamat is usually identified with the primaeval ocean, wild and
rebellious, needing to be subdued. We are probably to see a reference to it in the Dinn rendered
by English versions ' the deep '

: LXX afivaaos : Vulg. Abyssns.

4. In the present story the dragon is a god alongside of Bel in the preceding story : there is

not the remotest hint that he is regarded other than as a Babylonian deity worshipped in the form
of a serpent or dragon.

The present writer would like to add that he does not now, as he once did (see Century Bible,

Psalms, ii, pp. 50, 6$, 112, 141 , 177), agree with Gunkel and the bulk of recent Bible scholars in seeing

reflections of the Marduk-Tiamat legend in innumerable passages of the O. T. Later writers have
too blindly followed Gunkel (see his Schbpfung und Chaos).

§ 3. Textual Authorities : Manuscripts and Versions.

1. Mamtscripts. The Greek text exists in two principal forms throughout the Book of Daniel
including the Apocryphal Additions.

(1) ffi (i.e. the LXX) has been preserved in but one MS., the Codex Chisianus (from the Chigi
family which owned it), published in Rome in 177a, in Cozza's Sacrorum Bibliorum Vetustissima

Fragmenta Graece et Latine, in Swete's (K (in parallel pages with 0), and in Tischendorfs ffit. This
unique MS. is quoted by Field and Swete as Cod. 87, which must be distinguished from that so

designated by the Oxford editors, Holmes and Parsons.

(2) Of Theodotion's text (0) of Bel and the Dragon the following MSS. exist: B, A, T (vv. 2-4
only), A (from v. 21 to v. 41).

Besides the above majuscules (uncials) there also several valuable minuscules (cursives), as e.g.

those numbered 34, 49.

For details and explanations, see Swete's edition of ® and his Introduction to the O. T. in

Greek.

2. Versions. (1) Greek. It may not be strictly correct to speak of the two best known texts

(ffi and 0) as versions since no Hebrew or Aramaic original has come down to us. Yet according
to the view of a Hebrew lost original advocated by the present writer (see below) these so-called

versons are correctly thus described.

A careful comparison of <£ and of Bel and the Dragon has led the present writer to these

conclusions, (a) That <& is a translation from a Hebrew original. This is made exceedingly
probable by the presence of a large number of Hebraisms (see § 4, ORIGINAL Language), though
there is another possible explanation (see below, § 4, (c) 5). (b) That contains a much larger number
of Hebraisms than ffi : see on vv. 1 f., 5 f., 16, 18, 27, 28, 39, &c, suggesting what other considerations

make likely that Theodotion corrected ffi with the aid of a Hebrew original before him.

Yet, on the contrary, © corrects at times the Greek of ffi (see on vv. 26, 40, 42), and it avoids the

Hebraism Kv/nos without the article (= Hebrew nw), preferring ©eo's : see v. 5.

Theodotion's version of Daniel displaced that of <& at a very early time, for though in his

Hexapla it is the true & that he uses, yet in his own writings Origen almost invariably cites 0. In

his preface to Daniel Jerome points to the fact that in his own time the Christian Church had rejected

<E in favour of on account of the defective renderings in. the former. Even Irenaeus (ob. 202) and
Porphyry (ob. 305) preferred © to <&. Field was the first to indicate clearly that what has for

centuries been treated as <£ of 1 Esdras, &c, including Daniel and its Additions, is really the version

of Theodotion.

(2) Syriac. In this language there are two principal versions :

(a) The Peshitta, best preserved in the Cod. Ambrosianus B 21 (sixth century), reproduced in

Walton's Polyglot and critically edited by Lagarde (Leipzic, 1861). In Bel and the Dragon this version

follows very closely, though at times (see on vv. 2, 18, 25) it agrees with <& against 0. There are several

cases where this version and agree against €t (see on v. 21). In a few cases this version diverges from
both the Greek texts (see on v. 27). In the notes Walton's Polyglot has been used, the version

consulted being designated Syr W. But Lagarde's critical edition has always been compared.
(b) The Hexapla's Syriac version is that made by Paul of Telia in 617 from Col. VI (ffi) of

Origen's Hexapla. It exists in manuscript form (Cod. Ambrosianus, C. 313). This most valuable

MS. has been edited, photographed, and published by Ceriani (Milan, 1874). In the notes it is quoted

as Syr H. As might have been expected from its origin, it is in general agreement with ffi, rather

than with 0, and thus differs from the other Syriac version, which follows closely.

(3) Aramaic other than the Syriac. For the Aramaic text of parts of Bel and the Dragon see

§ 4, Original Language.
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There are no Targums on Ezra, Nehemiah, or Daniel, a lack easily explained if it could be
assumed that all these books were written originally in Aramaic as portions of the existing books
of Ezra and Daniel are.

(4) Latin, (a) Fragments of the Old Latin version occur in Sabatier's work, Bibliorum Sacrorum
Latinae Versioncs Antiqnae, 1743, &c, vol. ii. Judging from the specimens therein preserved it may
be confidently stated that in Daniel and its Additions this version follows closely.

(b) Jerome's version—Vulgate simply reproduces it—-is also based on 0, though in some parts

(see on v. 42) it is independent of any other version or text known to us.

(5) Arabic. The Arabic version of Saadias (a.D. 892-942) was made from the Hebrew and
therefore lacks the Apocrypha. The Arabic version of Bel and the Dragon in Walton's Polyglot has

no critical value, being due to a priest living in Egypt in the sixteenth century ; see Walton, Proleg.

xiv. 17 f., and Cornill on Ezekiel, p. 49.

§ 4. The Original Language.

Until comparatively recent years the prevailing view was that Bel and the Dragon was composed
and first edited in the Greek language : so Eichhorn, Ewald, De Wette, Schrader, Fritzsche, Schiirer,

and Konig.
(a) In favour of this conclusion the following reasons have been given :

1. No traces of any Semitic original with reasonable claims have been discovered. Origen,

Eusebius, and Jerome distinctly say that no Hebrew (or Aramaic) form of this tract was known in

their day.

2. It is denied that the Hebraisms are more numerous than can be accounted for on the assump-

tion of a Greek original. See below, (b) 3, 4.

3. In the Greek of Susanna there are certain word-plays inconsistent with a translation : e. g.

v. 54 f. vnb ayjivov . . . o^io-ei, and 58 f. vno irpivov . . . -nplaai. No such word-plays have been

discovered in Bel and the Dragon, and where in Susanna they do occur they can be easily

due to a translator. Why cannot a translator adopt alliteration ? Moreover, it is noteworthy that

Bel and the Dragon is more Hebraic than Susanna, though less so than the Song of the Three
Children.

(b) On the other hand, the opinion has been growing among recent scholars that the work
was written originally in Semitic (Hebrew or Aramaic). Drs. Marshall and Gaster contend for an

Aramaic original. But there is evidence conclusive to the present writer that the author of Bel and

the Dragon wrote in Hebrew.
1. It has been pointed out (see § 3, 2 (1)) that introduces Hebraisms which are absent from <5,

a change due undoubtedly to the fact that Theodotion had before him a Hebrew text as well as ffir,

which latter he corrected by means of the former.

2. The extraordinary extent to which the syntactical construction called parataxy (co-ordination)

exists points to a Hebrew, not an Aramaic original. The recurrence of the Greek nal with all the

shades of meaning borne by the Hebrew waw and the Arabic waw and/^is characteristic of Hebrew
very much more than of Aramaic. The latter is much richer than Hebrew in conjunctions and
adverbs, so that in it hypotaxy (subordination) of sentences exists, very much in the manner of Greek

;

especially is this last true of Syriac which came under Greek influence.

3. There are many examples in the LXX and especially in which imply the Hebrew ' waw
consecutive ' construction and cannot be otherwise explained. Thus sentences often begin with nai

r\v(— *0)1) and also with kcu Zyivtro, followed in this latter case by a finite verb; see vv. 14 and 18.

This w'aw consecutive construction is peculiar to Hebrew at its best, even late Biblical Hebrew
has almost lost it (cf. Ecclesiastes, &c).

4. There are many other Hebraisms : thus v. 14 in begins with words implying i??l VE1. In

z>. 27 (0) kcu tbunev is good Hebrew (J6?l) but bad Greek, cf. <£ h*fta\tv. The use of dvpas, ' doors ', in the

sense of the singular is Hebraic, see note on v. 18. ovhk el? (v. 18 0) is the Hebrew "H?S PS- The
constant recurrence of kcu elirev with the various shades of meaning possessed by TOK*} is a Hebraism

:

see v. 20, &c. : ayyoVos Kvpiov = HW ^K?p, the anarthrous ayyekos following the rule for nouns in the

construct : see on v. 34 ; avaaras (Mp) followed by another verb : see on vv. 37 (©) and 39 (0).

5. There are sometimes textual mistakes best explained on the assumption of a Hebrew
original : see for examples the notes on v. 14 (ffi).

1

6. It is in favour of a Hebrew original that these two tales have been actually found in that

language in a more or less complete form, as in the Midrash Rabba de Rabba.

1 See Franz Delitzsch, de Habacuce, p- 82 ; Neubauer, Tobit, viii.
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(c) Dr. M. Gaster discovered an Aramaic form of the Dragon story embedded in the Chronicles of

Jerahmeel, a work of the tenth century, and he maintains that in this fragment we have a portion
of the original text of Bel and the Dragon, 1 an opinion with which Dr. Marshall seems to be in

sympathy. In that case the original text of the three 'Additions' was Aramaic, as these two
scholars maintain. The present writer does not think that Dr. Gaster has proved his case.

i. There are constructions in all the 'Additions' which are not Greek and which can be
explained from Hebrew but not from Aramaic. See above, (b) 2.

2. Two only of the three 'Additions' occur in the Aramaic version found by Dr. Gaster, and
only a part (Dragon story) of the third ; what has become of the rest ?

3. This Aramaic form of the Dragon story differs from that in the Greek and Syriac in many
particulars. In v. 24 the two Greek versions and Syr W have ' the king (said) ', which the Aramaic
text omits. In v. 35, after ' And Habakkuk said ', the Aramaic document adds ' to the angel ',

which ffi, 0, and Syr are without.

4. The compiler of the Chronicles of Jerahmeel distinctly says that he had taken the Song of the
Three Children and the Dragon story from the writings (i. e. the translation) of Theodotion, he
having himself, it is implied, turned the Greek into Aramaic. Dr. Gaster lays stress on the com-
piler's words 2 that what he gives in Aramaic is that which Theodotion himself found, but the
reference can be only to ffi, which Theodotion made the basis of his own translation, and not to

an Aramaic original, though it must be admitted that the compiler does not express himself
unambiguously. But when such ambiguity does exist the decision must be according to facts

otherwise authenticated.

5. There is of course another explanation of the apparent Semiticisms in Bel and the Dragon.
It is probable, as Wellhausen holds, 3 that the language of <£ represents a Hebrew-Greek jargon
actually spoken, as is the Yiddish of the present day. In favour of this are, in addition to the

innumerable Hebraisms, many of them due to translation, the large number of Hebrew words trans-

literated instead of being translated even in cases where the sense is not obscure : e. g. /3e5e'/c for

P"]?, ' breach', 2 Kings xxii. 5 ; •^erruLi*. (x^tkCv) for a restored E^fD = nijns
f
3 Kings xxiii. 7 ; iapeiv

for D'JP, 'shovels', 2 Kings xxv. 14. These and other Hebrew words were perhaps taken over
into the Greek spoken by these Jews, just as Polish-Russian-German Jews to-day talk in a German
interlarded with Hebrew words.

§ 5. Authorship, Date, and Place of Origin.

Nothing whatever is known of the author of this work and nothing that is definite of the place

or date of composition. We have no Hebrew or Aramaic original from the style of which it might
have been possible to draw conclusions as to date.

It is quite certain that Bel and the Dragon imply the canonical Book of Daniel and belong
therefore to a later date, for they show subsequent developments of Daniel legends. The canonical

Daniel is dated by modern scholars at about 160 B.C. The general character of this tract suggests

that, like the canonical Daniel, it arose at a period when the Jewish religion was bitterly persecuted.

Such a period was the reign of Antiochus VII (Sidetes) (139-128 B.C.). This Syrian monarch
reconquered Palestine and did his utmost to suppress Judaism. At that time Hebrew was, even in

Palestine, more a literary than a spoken language, and this might explain the fact that the use of the

zvaw consecutive—a feature of the classical language—is preserved. It is assumed that the place of

origin was Palestine, and not, as Bissel and most hold, Babylon. The references to Babylon are the

same in the canonical Daniel, but they are only a literary device ; and this can be said also of the

mention of clay and bronze (v. 7), which Bissel cites as proof of a Babylonian origin.

It is to be noted that Judaism in the narrow technical sense is entirely absent from these two
stories—what is taught is the absurdity of idolatry and the duty of worshipping the only true God
—Yahweh. The Judaism of Babylon was of a definite orthodox kind and could hardly have given

rise to a tract so vaguely religious as the one under consideration. The universalism of Bel and the

Dragon stamps it as a product of the Wisdom school of Judaism, though the positive characteristics

of the literature of that school (Ecclesiastes, &c.) are lacking.

Assuming a date of about 136 B.C. for the Hebrew text the LXX must be later. It may be

taken for granted that when 1 Mace. ii. 59 f. was written (i.e. about ico B.C.) the three Additions

1 See PSBA, 1894, 280 ff. (Introduction), 312 fT. (text) ; and 1895, 75 ff. (translation and notes).
2 PSBA, 1 895,.p. 83.
3 F. Bleek, Einleitung in das Alte Test. 5

, 535. Deismann, however, says (Bible Studies'1 , 68) that in a private

communication to him Wellhausen abandons the above view.
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formed no part of the Book of Daniel and did not perhaps even exist in Greek. Yet these Additions

exist in all extant MSS. of the Greek and Syriac texts. The character of the Greek in ffi and other

considerations suggest that this version was made at Alexandria at a date not much later than

ioo B. C. Yet the evidence for reaching such a conclusion is slight.

Theodotion is generally believed to have lived and to have completed his translation at Ephesus

towards the close of the second century of our era. This accords with the fact that Irenaeus, who
died A. D. 202, used and preferred it to ffi.

§ 6. Integrity.

With the exception of small parts to be indicated in the notes, and vv. 33-39, these two tales

seem to have been written by one author, who, however, used pre-existing materials. The incident

of the miraculous transportation of the prophet Habakkuk from his home in Palestine to the lions'

den in Babylon (vv. 33-39) is certainly a later piece having no necessary connexion with the rest of

the story.

§ 7. Teaching.

These two stories teach the doctrines of the oneness and absoluteness of Yahweh, called Kvpios

in <&, a translation of the Hebrew word substituted by Jews from about 300 B. C. for Yahweh, which
near that time took on a mystic and esoteric sense.

Little is told us of Yahweh's character. He is great, the only true God (v. 1 1), a living God in

contrast with Bel (v. 5). Nothing is said of the nature of the demand He makes, ritual or ethical.

There is no allusion to any distinctively Jewish beliefs or practices. The law is not mentioned
nor is the existence of a Divine revelation to man implied. This tract is silent as to sacrifice and
temple, and even as regards priesthood, except that in <& Syr W (not 0) Daniel the prophet is spoken
of as a priest ; all this strong evidence of the low place assigned by the writer to the external side of

the Jewish religion. We do, however, read of an angel, but in a part of the Dragon story (vv. 33-39)
which is certainly introduced by an editor ab extra.

For further Introductory notes, including references to special literature, see ' Bel and the

Dragon' (by the present writer) in The International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia (Chicago), vol. i.
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The translation of e is that of the R. V., that of QK is by the present editor. See Introd., § 3, 1, 2.

I. The Story of Bel, vv. 1-22

(£87

1 From the prophecy of Habakkuk the son of

Jesus of the tribe of Levi.

2 There was a certain man a priest, by name
Daniel, son of Abal, a companion of the King of

Babylon.

3 And there was an idol Bel whom the Baby-
lonians worshipped. And they expended on him
daily twelve artabas of fine wheaten flour, and
four sheep, and six measures of oil.

And king Astyages was gathered to his 1

fathers, and Cyrus the Persian received his king-

dom.
And Daniel lived with the king, and was 2

honoured above all his friends. Now the Baby- 3

lonians had an idol, called Bel, and there were
spent upon him every day twelve great measures
of fine flour, and forty sheep, and six firkins of

wine.

1. SyrH begins the Story of Bel exactly as does ffi. But 9 and SyrW begin with a chronological notice which in

the Vulg. closes Susanna.
Habakkuk. Greek 'A-nPaKovp., Syr. H 'aPclkovk. So also in vv. 33 ff. It is certain that Habakkuk the prophet

is meant (see on v. 33), though the tradition that he was a Levite, based on Hab. iii. 19 b, is probably inaccurate.

According to The Lives of the Prophets he was of the tribe of Simeon. See Stonehouse, The Book of Habakkuk,
pp. 61 ff., for this and other traditions regarding Habakkuk. This title in <Ex and SyrH (not in SyrW) owes its

existence to the interpolated incident in vv. 33-39.
Cyrus . . . received his kingdom. According to this verse, identical in SyrW, Cyrus succeeded his grand-

father Astyages immediately upon the death of the latter. But Herodotus (i. 130) says distinctly that Cyrus took the

kingdom from Astyages by force. Ancient authors disagree on this matter, as also as to whether in fact Cyrus was
the immediate successor of his grandfather or not. Recent cuneiform inscriptions confirm the testimony of Herodotus
That the incidents related in Bel and the Dragon could not have occurred during the reign of Cyrus goes without

saying.

the Persian. On these words see Century Bible, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, pp. 19, 41.

2. a priest, by name Daniel. That Daniel was a priest is stated in (ffi and in Syr W, one of the rare instances in

which the Peshitta agrees with ffit against ©. Dan. i. 3, 6 proves that Daniel could not have been a priest. That he
is so described is due to priestly influence, and belongs to the period of priestly domination.

Abal. "Aj3aA (so Fritzsche, Tisch., and Ball) for 'A/3iq\ (God my father) or
''A^aZX (= strong one, lit. father =

possessor of strength, Num. iii. 35). But probably we should write with Swete and Rothstein 'A8d\ for Hebr. 72n,

Gen. iv. 2. According to Epiphanius (Adv. Haeres. lv. 3) SafHaav (py3CJ>, pJJDt?) was father of the prophet Daniel.

a companion. The Greek word avp.0iaiTr]s denotes strictly one that lives (Qi6<o) with another. Cf. Vulg. conviva.

Plutarch (Julius Caesar, 211) employs the word for the confidants of the emperors.

lived with the king. Render, as in <& above (the same Greek word being used), ' And Daniel was a companion
of the king.' Syr W 'And Daniel's glory equalled that of the king, and he dwelt with the king and was more
praised than any of the king's friends '.

King of Babylon. In <£ and SyrW the particular king of Babylon meant is not named.

3. Bel. The Hebr. word b?, a short form of ?V^, occurs in the O.T. in Isa. xlvi, Jer. 1. 2, li. 44, in all which passages

it stands for Marduk (Merodach), chief of the Babylonian deities. Originally it denoted any one of the Babylonian

local gods, and in particular the principal one worshipped at Nippur. Cf. the generic use of ?5?3 (Baal).

worshipped. That the Babylonians worshipped Bel is in <8St distinctly stated : in 6 and SyrW it is implied. The
word translated ' worship ' (o-efiopat) — ' to revere ', especially as God.

artabas (in ffi and 9 aprafiiu) : R. V. (9) renders ' great measures '. The artaba (dprdfir)) was a Persian

measure = about half a hectolitre.

four. So ffi and Syr H. But 9 Syr Hms Fri ncraapdnovra (forty), which gives a better proportion. In Syr W
1 forty rams '.

measures. The Greek ptTp^i (R.V. 'firkin') = about nine gallons. Note the large quantity supposed to be

consumed by Bel.

oil. So ffi : but read (with 9 SyrW Syr Hm8) oivov (wine). Cf. vv. II, 14, 21 in ffi. Note the three kinds of

sacrifices : meat offering (nm»), animal offering (rQT), and drink offering fjJD3), which accord with the regulations of

the Priestly Code.
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And the king did honour to it, and went daily 4

to worship it : but Daniel worshipped his own
God. And the king said unto him,"Why dost

thou not worship Bel ? And he said, Because I 5
may not do honour to idols made with hands, but
to the living God, who hath created the heaven
and the earth, and hath sovereignty over all flesh.

Then said the king unto him, Thinkest thou 6
not that Bel is a living God ? or seest thou not
how much he eateth and drinketh every day ?

Then Daniel laughed, and said, O king, be not 7
deceived : for this is but clay within, and brass

without, and did never eat or drink anything.

So the king was wroth, and called for his 8
priests, and said unto them, If ye tell me not who
this is that devoureth these expenses, ye shall die.

But if ye can show me that Bel devoureth them, 9
then Daniel shall die : for he hath spoken blas-

phemy against Bel. And Daniel said unto the
king, Let it be according to thy word. Now the 10

priests of Bel were threescore and ten, beside
their wives and children. And the king went
with Daniel into the temple of Bel.

ffi 87

4 The king also used to worship him, and the

king used to go daily to do homage to him ; but

Daniel used to pray to the Lord. So the king

said to Daniel, Why bowest thou not down to

5 Bel ? Then Daniel said to the king, None do
I worship save the Lord, the God who created

the heaven and the earth, even Him who has

sovereignty over all flesh.

6 Then the king said to him, Is this then

not a god? Dost thou not see how much is

7 spent on him daily? Daniel therefore said to

him, Let no one by any means mislead thee by
false reasoning, for this is within of clay and
without of bronze : and I swear by the Lord the

god of gods that this never did eat anything.

8 So the king became angry and summoned the

overseers of the temple, and said to them, Show
me who eats the things prepared for Bel, other-

o wise ye shall die. Or (if ye do show that Bel

devours them), Daniel, who alleges that these

things are not eaten by him, (shall die). But they
said, It is Bel himself who devours these things.

Then Daniel said to the king, Let it be thus. If

I shall not show that it is not Bel who devours
these things, let me suffer death together with

10 all my friends. Now Bel had seventy priests

besides (their) wives and children. So they con-
ducted the king into the idol temple.

4. worship. The Greek verb (a-e^o/iai) means to revere, usually as one does a god. The imperfect tenses in this

verse denote habitual actions.

him. Rather than ' it', as the Greek has the masc, though ci&oW, for which the pronoun stands, is neuter.

the Lord. The anarthrous Kvpiov translates the word (^"IN) read for the tetragrammaton (nin*) from about
300 B.C. e and SyrW have 'God'. Here, as in the foregoing Hebraism in ffi ('used to go and bow down'),
e corrects in the direction of classical Greek. Theodotion often does this, though in other cases he corrects ffi according
to the Hebrew. It is quite according to the usual policy of the early Persian kings to fall in, at least outwardly, with
the worship of the peoples they conquered. See Century Bible, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, p. 40.

5. idols made with hands. This description of idols is not in ffir. SyrW gives ' I worship not images or sculptured
things or idols because they are the work of men's hands '. In 6 and SyrW there is a contrast drawn between man-
made idols and the God who is Himself the Maker of heaven and earth.

all flesh = every human being. See Gen. vi. 12.

6. The proof that Bel is a true, living god is the immense quantity of food he is able to eat daily !

7. Let no one . . . reasoning. It is difficult to account for the differences between €r and e in this verse. The
words in (3r, ' Let no one . . . reasoning,' would be in Hebr. K^N ^l) ?K HEP

; the Greek napa\oyi(op.m standing in

& generally for the Hebr. iTBT, ' to deceive '. e has simply pij n\avu>/ deceive not thyself. Probably the two texts

represent independent attempts to translate the above Hebrew, e as usual avoiding a peculiarly Hebrew construction

—

the absolute infinitive before a finite verb strengthening it.

I swear. Not in e. Probably in the original Hebrew no such verb was employed, but the conjunction ON,

which implies a negative oath. This Hebrew construction might easily give rise to the construction in ffi and to that

in e, though in <& D^N ?X PIlrVE (see Dan. xi. 36) is also implied.

laughed. So v. 19 (fir and e) : fir here omits this verb.
brass (6). Render ' bronze '. Brass was unknown in the times when this tract was written.

eat. 6A has, as fir, simply ' eat
'

;
AQ add ' or drink '.

8. the overseers of the Temple. In e ' his priests '. Probably fir translates the Hebrew freely, e literally.

these expenses. Better ' this outlay', i.e. the things on which money has been expended. The Hebrew word
thus rendered is perhaps the late HNlfin (see Ezra vi. 4, 8). fir seems to translate freely.

9. (if ye . . . them). The words bracketed in the translation are added because implied in the Greek fir, or at least

are necessary for the sense.

Let it be thus, &c. fir ascribes more words to Daniel than 0.
for he hath spoken blasphemy against Bel. G and SyrW give the reason, fir does not.

10. With the seventy priests of Bel cf. the four hundred of Baal in 1 Kings xviii. 22.

children. eA nmbiav, ' little children '.

the idol temple. Greek d&wXiov, as in 1 Esdras ii. 9 ; 1 Mace. i. 47 ; 1 Cor. viii. 10. e has 'the house'
(tov oikov), i.e. ' temple ' (see 1 Kings vi. 1 ; 2 Kings xix. 2>i)

' of Bel '.
' It is probable that follows the original Hebr.
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1

1

Then the food was laid out in the presence of

the king and of Daniel, and mixed wine was
1

2

brought on and set out for Bel. And Daniel

said, Thou thyself seest that these things are in

13 their places, O king. Do thou therefore seal the

bolts of the temple, when it is shut. And the

utterance pleased the king.

14 Then Daniel ordered those with him to put
out of the temple all (the rest) and to besprinkle

the temple with wood ashes, none of them outside

the same knowing (it). And then he shut the

temple and gave orders to have it sealed with the

king's signet ring and with the signet rings of

certain priests of high rank : and this was done.

15 And it came to pass on the morrow that they
came back to the place, but the priests had, in

the meantime, entered through secret doors and
devoured all that had been placed before Bel

16 and drunk up the wine. Then Daniel said, O
priests, look at your seals, whether they remain
(intact) ; and do thou, O king, mark well whether
anything has happened of which thou dis-

approvest.

17 And they found (the state of things) as it was

So Bel's priests said, Lo, we will get us out: n
but thou, O king, set on the meat, and mingle
the wine and set it forth, and shut the door fast,

and seal it with thine own signet ; and when thou 1

2

comest in the morning, if thou find not that Bel

.

hath eaten up all, we will suffer death : or else

Daniel, that speaketh falsely against us. And 13

they little regarded it : for under the table they
had made a privy entrance, whereby they entered
in continually, and consumed those things.

And it came to pass, when they were gone 14

forth, the king set the meat before Bel. Now
Daniel had commanded his servants to bring
ashes, and they strewed all the temple with them
in the presence of the king alone : then went they
out, and shut the door, and sealed it with the

king's signet, and so departed. Now in the night 15

came the priests with their wives and children, as

they were wont to do, and did eat and drink up
all. In the morning betime the king arose, and 16

Daniel with him.

And the king said, Daniel, are the seals whole ? x 7

11-17. These verses differ in ffi and 6 considerably. How can we account for this if both the Greek versions were
made from one Hebrew original ?

ii. the food, lit. ' things eaten '.

mixed wine. What is meant is probably that the wine was mixed with certain aromatic spices which gave it

a more pungent flavour. See Isa. v. 22 ; Ps. xvi. 2. This is according to common Oriental custom ; many, however,
think that the allusion is to the Greek and Roman practice of diluting wine by water. See Isa. i. 22.

signet, i. e. 8aKTv\la>, * finger-ring signet'. ©A Suktu'Aw, ' finger '.

13. bolts. The Greek word {nXe'idas) means primarily ' keys ' ; then, as here, ' bolts ',
' locks '.

they entered in, &c. Cf. 1 Kings xviii. 25, ' put no fire under.' Such deceptions were, according to Chrysostom,
common in heathen temples {Horn, in Petricm et Helicum, Opp. (Ben. ed.), vol. ii, p. 880. Syr W adds to v. 13 in 0,
' and carried away what remained.'

14. besprinkle, ffi Karaarriaai, a Hebraism (DHP); ©b and Syr Hm8 KUTea-rjanv, 'they shook through a sieve' (©
A

mrecrcurav, ' they shook '), implying ffl3Jl (= 'E 11

?'})—this yields no sense. Read, with 34*49 KarearpKoaav, representing

the Hebr. n*f?l, which might easily have been misread as either of the above Hebrew words.

temple. The Greek word vaos is used in (K and N.T. for the temple building proper in distinction from the

temple and its enclosures (Upov).

wood ashes. The word anodot in <& denotes specially wood ashes, recppa is the word used in 0. See
Tobit vi. 17, viii. 22.

sealed. Q& a<ppayi<rdp(vos. Read Kktiaas ; the sealing followed the shutting. The Hebr. verb DHD (' shut ')

could easily be read Dfin (' seal '). We have in this confusion, as well as in that in the verbs noticed above, strong

evidence of a Hebrew (not an Aramaic) original. The temple door was sealed, according to 0, with the signet ring

of the king. SyrW adds, ' and with Daniel's signet ring' ; <& adds, 'and with the signet ring of certain priests of

high rank ' (see Dan. vi. 17).

set the meat before Bel (0). SyrW + ' and filled the vessels with wine according to the custom'
;
probably

this should be added.
15. Verse 15^ in <& corresponds to v. 15 in 0, 15 a answering to 16 in 0.

it came to pass . . . that. Note the Hebraism. In good Greek, as in English, the usual expression would be,
' On the morrow they came back.' © avoids the Hebraism.

secret doors. \^evdo6vpidcov, lit. ' false doors '. See v. 21.

16 foil. In it is the king who takes the initiative— rises early, asks about the seals. In & it is Daniel that speaks,

the priests (not Daniel) testing the seals.

16. remain. The Greek word (fiivovcnv) perhaps to be understood absolutely 'remain as they were', the Hebr.

for which would probably be Vipy*:
; but it is most likely that the original Hebr. word was m?P) (are intact, literally

' complete '), misread as above. © (<rwoi in v. 17) favours this.

17. This verse in ©has been variously rendered: 'they found that the seal had lasted' (lit. 'was'), and 'they

found how the seal really was '. But we should have expected ' seals '—the plural—as in v. 16, and as in 0, v. 17.

Fritzsche is probably right, therefore, in regarding (fj) <r<ppayis as an interpolation. In the second part of the verse
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(the day before) ; so they cast away the seals.

18 But on opening the door they saw that what had
been set out for Bel had been consumed and that

the tables were empty. The king accordingly

rejoiced, and said to Daniel, Great is Bel, and

19 with him is no deception. And Daniel laughed

heartily and said to the king, Come, see the

deception of the priests. Then Daniel said, O
king, whose footprints are these ?

20 And the king said, (Those) of men, women,
21 and children. Then he went to the house in

which the priests resided, and found Bel's food

together with the wine. And Daniel showed
the king the secret doors through which the

priests entered for the purpose of consuming
22 what had been set before Bel. The king there-

fore led them out of Bel's temple and delivered

them up to Daniel ; and what had been provided

by purchase for him he gave to Daniel, but Bel

he destroyed.

And he said. Yea, O king, they be whole. And 18

as soon as he had opened the door, the king

looked upon the table, and cried with a loud

voice, Great art thou, O Bel, and with thee is no
deceit at all. Then laughed Daniel, and held 19

the king that he should not go in, and said,

Behold now the pavement, and mark well whose
footsteps are these.

And the king said, I see the footsteps of men, 20

•women, and children. And then the king was 21

angry, and took the priests with their wives and
children, who showed him the privy doors, where
they came in, and consumed such things as were
upon the table. Therefore the king slew them,

and delivered Bel into Daniel's power, who over-

threw him and his temple.

22

The Dragon Story, vv. 23-41.

(5 8:

23 Now there was a dragon in the same place,

24 and the Babylonians worshipped (it). And the

©
And in that same place there was a great 23

dragon, which they of Babylon worshipped.

we are to read 'seals' (plural). Translate then as above. Syr H has 'that the seal remained', reading, perhaps,
<US (fJXViV.

And the king. So A
- SyrW Fritzsche. But G B (Swete) om. 6 @ao-i\evs.

18. Note the double Hebraism with which e begins v. 18, though ffi has the regular classical construction. This
suggests that 6 corrects ffi from the Hebrew original. See Introd. § 3, 2 (1).

door. Greek has ' doors
',

plural, a literal rendering of the Hebr. D^rD"1
!, a two-leaved door. For such a door

see H. D. B. iv. 700^. Another confirmation of a Hebrew, not an Aramaic, original. SyrW has the singular {tar a),

as has e in v. 14.

tables. So (S : ' table '. After the latter word e needs, and seems to have had, words similar to if not
identical with those in (St. Probably we should restore according to SyrW, which usually follows 6 closely: (after

'door') 'the king looking upon the table and seeing that what had been set for Bel had been consumed, cried

out,' &c.
with thee is no deceit at all. This last clause oft/. 18 in e is a literal translation of a Hebraism absent from

<& :
' there is no deception, . . . not one ', nnK pK . . . HCf]!? pK. Cf. Prov. xiv. 3.

19. That Daniel laughed heartily (o-(p68pa) is stated in ffi, not in e. It represents probably the Hebrew absolute
infinitive. On the other hand, that Daniel held back the king from looking in appears in e, not in ffi.

see the deception of the priests. Referring probably to the king's acclamation {v. 18), 'there is no deception
in him ' (Bel). His priests deceive if he does not, and indeed cannot.

and said. eB SyrW ffi ; >6\
whose. Q om. nvos ; render then, ' find out these footprints.' eQms, eB

, ffi, SyrW + . The sense requires it.

20. The 6pu> (' I see') of translates probably the Hebr. Han. It is not represented in ffi.

21. and SyrW omit the words in <& in the beginning of v. 21, but they are necessary for the sense and should
probably be restored. Verse 21 in would in that case read :

' Then the king, becoming angry, went to the house
in which the priests resided, and found Bel's food together with the wine. He thereupon seized the priests and
their wives and children, so that (km) they showed,' &c.

found. Syr H evpov (' they found').

secret doors. In <& the doors are lit. 'false doors' (y\rtvbo6vpia) ; see on v. 15. In the doors are literally

hidden ' (Kpvnrds).

22. Bel's temple, to Bt/Xiov = ' the temple of Bel ' only here ; but cf. Ilvdf'iov. See the reference in Fritzsche.

delivered them (ffi). ffi says the king delivered up the priests to Daniel; and SyrW say he delivered
up Bel. SyrW Arab., translating the Greek «8otoi> of as ' gift ', render ' gave Bel as a gift to Daniel '. fflr adds
that what had been expended on Bel (the residue) was also delivered up to Daniel.

destroyed, lit. ' overthrew ' (Kareo-Tpeyj/iv).

23. dragon, or 'serpent'. See Introduction, § 2, 2. SyrW have 'great dragon'.
in the same place. B om., reading simply, ' and there was a great dragon.' ev rco rone* A - : tv avno tu

T07TW 0'-!m8.

worshipped. See on v. 4.

it. 0SyrH SyrW; > <&.
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king said to Daniel, Thou wilt not, wilt thou, say

of this also that it is bronze? Lo, he liveth,

eateth, and drinketh : do homage to him.

26 But Daniel said, Give me the power and I will

destroy the dragon without sword or staff. So
the king conceded this to him, and said, It is

27 granted thee. Then Daniel took thirty minas of

pitch, fat, and hair, and boiled them together,

and made a cake (out of them) and threw (it)

into the dragon's mouth ; and after it had eaten

(the cake) it burst asunder. And he showed it

to the king, saying, Is it not the case that ye
worship these (fragments) ?

28 Then there assembled against the king all the

inhabitants of the country, and they said, The
king has become a Jew ; Bel he has overthrown
and slain the dragon.

30 And when the king saw that the mob from
the country was gathered against him he called

his companions, and said, I give (up) Daniel to

be destroyed.

31 Now there, was a den in which seven lions

were kept to which those who plotted against the
king used to be delivered up, two bodies of

And the king said unto Daniel, Wilt thou also 24
say that this is of brass ? lo, he liveth, and eateth

and drinketh: thou canst not say that he is no
living God : therefore worship him. Then said 25
Daniel, I will worship the Lord my God : for he.

is a living God.
But give me leave, O king, and I shall slay 26

this dragon without sword or staff. The king

said, I give thee leave. Then Daniel took pitch, 27

and fat, and hair, and did seethe them together,

and made lumps thereof: this he put in the

dragon's mouth, so the dragon did eat and burst

in sunder : and Daniel sa.i&, Lo, these are the gods
ye worship.

When they of Babylon heard that, they took 28

great indignation, and conspired against the king,

saying, The king is become a Jew, and he hath
pulled down Bel, and slain the dragon, and put

the priests to the sword. So they came to the 29

king, and said, Deliver us Daniel, or else we will

destroy thee and thine house. Now when the 30

king saw that they pressed him sore, being con-

strained, the king delivered Daniel unto them

:

who cast him into the lions' den : where he was 31

six days. And in the den there were seven lions, 32

and they had given them every day two carcases,

24. Daniel. + m»j <ai tovtov epeis on xa^K°vs eariv' tSov (t) kcu taditi kcu mvei (this is translated in the R.V. (0) above
;

9 B (Swete j and Vulg. om.) B a b m« Ar
~'. + firj us . . . ^aX/c. uttiv i8ov . . . xai nuvu A.

brass (6). See v. 7, and render 'bronze'.

do homage. The same verb (npoo-Kwito) occurs in v. 4. It is the one used in ffi to translate the Hebr. ninnK>n.

It represents *1JD in the Aramaic parts of Daniel.

25. Verse 25 of G has no counterpart in <&. See Deut. vi. 13 ; Matt. iv. 10; and cf. Dan. vi. 20, 26 ; I Thess. ii. 9.

26. power (ffi) ; leave (0). The Greek word (i^ovaia) denotes delegated authority.
sword. The word in <& denotes strictly iron ; then an iron weapon, ffi uses it in Job v. 20 for 2!>n (sword).

Cf. a similar use of the hat./errum. has paxaipa.

27. thirty minas. The weight is not given in 0. The mina (Greek p.va, Hebr. H3D) is a Babylonian weight

adopted after the exile by the Hebrews. The heavy mina weighed 1*636 lb. avoir., the light mina half this. See
1 Mace. xiv. 24.

together, em to aino = the Hebr. "nn\ See Exod. xxvi. 9.

a cake ((5). p.a(a usually = ' a barley-cake ' ; cf. apros, ' a wheaten cake '. Syr H have the plural. SyrW has
a transliterated form of the Greek acpaipm (cf. ' sphere '), i.e. ' round things ', ' balls ',

' pills '. The R.V. renders ' lumps ',

following the Vulg. massas.
dragon's mouth. + ' and the dragon swallowed them ' (to complete the sense) Syr W. Perhaps it is original

and should be restored.

and after . . . asunder. + ' so that it died ' SyrW.
these (fragments). In ffi tovtu has a touch of irony, 'these bits ! ' The words in should be rendered, 'see

what things ye worship !
' (lit. ' See the objects of your worship ', <rtf$ao~p.aTa). See Acts xvii. 23. 0\ for (Sere in (5 B

,

has idov 8tj.

28 foil, differ much in (& and 0. Verse 29 of is wholly lacking in (K.

28. against the king, ffi reads 'against Daniel' (tov AavirjX), but the sense requires tov /3<i<TtX«a as in 0.

a Jew. 7repi tov fiao-i\t<i>s Xeyovai cos ycyovfv lovbaios Syr Hm8. Grotius omits the article before fiaaikevs, and
translates 0, ' a Jew has become a king,' which is against the context.

has overthrown. The verb used in v. 22, often rendered ' destroy '. © B has a different verb here (KaTto-naaev —
' pulled down '). But A reads as <& (KUTto-Tpitytv).

29. Lacking in ffi.

30. This verse is fuller than the corresponding verse of 0, the latter giving what appears to be a kind of summary.
Verses 31 foil, in <& correspond in matter to vv. 32 and 31 in 0.

31. 32. den. The Greek word \6kkos (cf. the English 'lake') =a water-pond, a reservoir, then a pit or dungeon,
as in Dan. vi. 8, &c., where it translates the Hebr. and Aram. 3j. Lions were kept in such places for the chase. See
Bevan on Dan. vi. Fritzsche holds that the den in Dan. vi. 8, &c, is a mere cistern, whereas here it is a proper
vivarium into which people looked from above. But in regard to Dan. vi. 8, &c, he is hardly right.
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persons condemned to death being provided for

32 them daily (as food). So the crowds cast Daniel

into that den that he might be devoured and

find no burial. And Daniel was in the lions'

33 den six days. Now it happened on the sixth

day that Habakkuk had wheaten loaves crumbled
in a bowl, cooked, and an earthen jar of mixed
wine, and that he was proceeding into the field

34 to the reapers. Then the angel of the Lord
spake to Habakkuk, saying, Thus says the Lord
God to thee : The dinner which thou holdest,

take it away to Daniel to the lions' den in

Babylon.

35 But Habakkuk said, O Lord God, I have not

seen Babylon and the den—I do not know where
36 (it) is. Then the angel of the Lord laid hold of

Habakkuk by the hair of his head and set him
37 over the den in Babylon. And Habakkuk said

to Daniel, Arise, and eat the dinner which the

38 Lord God has sent thee. Then said Daniel,

(Yea), for the Lord God who forsakes not those

who love Him has remembered me.

39 So Daniel ate ; and the angel of the Lord set

Habakkuk down (in the place) whence he had

and two sheep : which then were not given to

them, to the intent that they might devour
Daniel.

Now there was in Jewry the prophet Habak- 33
kuk, who had made pottage, and had broken
bread into a bowl, and was going into the field,

for to bring it to the reapers. But the angel of 34
the Lord said unto Habakkuk, Go carry the

dinner that thou hast into Babylon unto Daniel,

in the lions' den.

And Habakkuk said, Lord, I never saw Baby- 35
Ion; neither do I know where the den is. Then 36

the angel of the Lord took him by the crown,

and lifted him up by the hair of his head, and
with the blast of his breath set him in Babylon
over the den. And Habakkuk cried, saying, O 37

Daniel, Daniel, take the dinner which God hath

sent thee. And Daniel said, Thou hast remem- 3 8

bered me, O God : neither hast thou forsaken

them that love thee.

So Daniel arose, and did eat : and the angel of 39
God set Habakkuk in his own place again imme-

(two) bodies. au>p.aTu : not necessarily the bodies of dead persons. It = bodies of living or dead persons
;

persons, human beings. Here it = criminals condemned to death. In Gen. xxxvi. 6 (ffi), Tobit x. 10, Rev. xviii. 15,

and Polyb. xii. 16. 5, crapa = a slave. ' Two carcases ', R.V. of 0, should be ' two human bodies ' or ' two persons '.

The addition in 9 and SyrW to v. 32 (<& 31), ' which then,' &c, was suggested by Dan. iii. 19.

32. the crowds (<tik). > AB SyrW in v. 31.

that he might be devoured. The reason is given in fir only. The ancients dreaded non-burial as a dire

calamity, no doubt for superstitious reasons. See Century Bible on Psalm lxxix. 3.

six days. Daniel was in the den six days (so ffi, v. 32, 0, v. 31). According to v. 33 (ffi) it was on the sixth

day that Daniel was miraculously fed. 0, v. 40, says he was delivered on the seventh day.

33~39- The miraculous incident in which the prophet Habakkuk plays so prominent a part has no vital connexion
with the rest of the narrative, and is certainly a late interpolation. The legend belongs to an age when the heroes
of the past, such as Daniel, Habakkuk, were becoming more and more idealized.

33. ffi alone gives the time— the sixth day— and also the earthen jar and the mixed wine (see on v. n); the place

in Judaea (R. V. ' Jewry ') is given by and SyrW only. and SyrW speak of Habakkuk ' the prophet
'

; not so (K.

The Greek form of the name, 'A/z/3aKov/*, is due to the change of the first of two ' b's ' for euphony (' mb ' for ' bb ') and
the dissimilation of the final ' k ' to 'm '. See Konig, ii. 465 and 473.

34. the angel, &c. The definite article rightly prefixed, though it is absent from the Greek (ffi and 0). It is really

a Hebraism, cf. Hltff TJ^PD, the article in a construct noun being unnecessary in Hebrew, as in Welsh. See
Introduction, § 4, (b) 4.

The dinner. The Greek apiarop denotes more commonly the mid-day (dinner) than the morning meal (breakfast),

but it is not necessarily either. See Susanna, v. 13, where the R. V. renders apiarov &pa as 'dinner time '.

35. den. After \d<Kov in B
, Qc adds t<ov Xcc.vtcov : cf. v. 34 (C5 and 0).

is. A
; > B

. So R. V. SyrW has ' and the den I do not know '.

36. The verb eniKafjL&dvonai takes after it two genitives in both versions, an unusual but not unprecedented con-
struction. According to GR the angel laid hold of the hair of the prophet's head ; says it was of the crown (tcopw^ij)

of his head that the angel laid hold, though he was lifted up by his hair.

the angel of the Lord. A omits Kvpiov : the article before ayyeXns supports this. See on v. 34.
with the blast of his breath. Only in 0. Render ' with the swiftness of wind ', omitting alrou (dittograph).

SyrW and Midrash Bereshith Rabba, ' by the might of the Holy Spirit
' ; Jer. Vulg. in imfietu spiritus sni (' by the

force of His spirit '), Douay version. See Dan. ix. 21 ; Ezek. viii. 3. In one instant Habakkuk is transferred from
Palestine to Babylon, and in another he is brought back.

37. Habakkuk. Syr W. 'ApfiaKovfi ffi
B (see on vv. 1, 33). 'A/x^aKovn G±. A omits 'AfifiaKovfi, reading ' and

he cried out '.

Arise and. dvaards, &c, a Hebraism, though found in Syr W. Cf. Dp followed by another verb = ' set about '.

See Introd. §§ 4, (b) 4, and cf. Century Bible, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, p. 145.
38. In (& Daniel speaks of God in the 3rd person ; in he addresses God.
who forsakes not. eyKaraXeincav ffit : eyKareXciTTts : eyKaTa\nra>v Syr H. SyrW gives 3rd person as (S.

39. Note the Hebraism in 0, awards; so SyrW. See on v. 37 ((£).

the angel of the Lord. changes ' Lord ' to ' God '. SyrW has simply ' an angel '.

in his own place (0). For els (0B
),

A ~ reads int
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taken him on the same day. But the Lord God
40 remembered Daniel. (Then) the king after these

things went forth bewailing Daniel ; and as he

stooped to pry into the den he saw him sitting

41 (there). So the king cried out and said, Great

is the Lord God, and there is no other (god)

42 besides Him. And the king led Daniel out of

the den, and those who would have brought

about his destruction he cast into the den in the

presence of Daniel, and they were devoured.

diately. Upon the seventh day the king came to 40
bewail Daniel : and when he came to the den, he

looked in, and, behold, Daniel was sitting. Then 41
cried the king with a loud voice, saying, Great

art thou, O Lord, thou God of Daniel, and there

is none other beside thee. And he drew him out, 42

and cast those that were the cause of his destruc-

tion into the den : and they were devoured in

a moment before his face.

on the same day (177 avrfi 17/^epa ffi) ; immediately (nnpaxpfip-a e) : 'in that hour ' = ' immediately ' Syr W. The
bracketed words in the rendering of (5 above' occur in Syr W, which usually follows ffi.

But the Lord God remembered Daniel. This last clause in <& is absent from e.

40. after these things in ffi corresponds to ' on the seventh day ' in e.

41. In ffi the king speaks of God in the third person; in e he addresses God. See on v. 38. SyrW omits last

clause of verse (' there is no other').

the king (6Q ). © B om. 6 $a<riktv>;.

and there is none other beside thee. > nm ovk eanv nXrjv aov a\\os 6A". In <!S (followed by Syr H) these

words are appended : Aavir/X Kara tovs 6 : in B B,J AavirjX : in A re\os Aav. npocprjTov.
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INTRODUCTION

§ i. Character of the Additions.

The Additions to Esther consist of six passages (containing 107 verses not in the Hebrew
text), inserted in the LXX text by way of amplification of. subjects referred to in the canonical

chapters.

It cannot be said that these Additions, which are imaginative reconstructions of a forgotten

past, are of great interest or importance. Perhaps as much as two centuries separate their date
from that of the canonical portions of Esther, and they emanate from a different centre of Jewish
life and thought, which possessed no independent sources of historical information.

Any interest, therefore, that these fragments possess lies not in their power to enlarge our
knowledge of the story of Esther, but in the reflection they offer of the religious development of the

circle in which they originated.

If we are to attach any weight to the postscript found in the LXX (Esther xi. 1)—and Ryssel's

reason for rejecting its witness is not sufficient—the translation of canonical Esther dates from not
later than 1 14 B. C. ; but it seems unlikely that the Additions were incorporated with the translated

portions until after this postscript was appended. The Additions may not all be the work of one
author, but they are not translations, and Greek was their original language. 1 It is probable that

the Additions, with their slightly Egyptian flavour (cf. the use of aSeA^o? in D 9, $iAoi in E 5, the

application of the word ' Macedonian' to Haman in E 10, and kuTiOivai in E 19), were composed in

Egypt, where the veneration for the canonical book was naturally not so high as in Palestine, rather

than in Palestine by Egyptian Jews temporarily residing there. 2

But were the Additions made immediately upon the reception of the translation of Esther in

Egypt, or only after some time had passed, and interest in the book had been awakened, and
a desire aroused in the minds of patriotic Jews to hear the story of Esther in greater detail?

The latter hypothesis seems the more probable. Not only is time required for the creative

activity of the imagination to get to work ; but the postscript, which with its explicit reference to the
translation of Esther must have been appended immediately on the introduction of the translation

into Egypt, would surely have been worded differently, if the Additions had been already
incorporated.

The date of the Additions, therefore, may be placed in the earlier part of the first century, and
they may be regarded as contemporaneous with the Book of Wisdom. They can be referred to

Maccabean times (as e. g. by Jacob and V. Ryssel) only by a complete rejection of the witness of
the postscript.

Wisdom is the work of an Alexandrian Jew keenly distressed by Egyptian idolatry and by the
growing laxity and indifference to the national religion on the part of a large number of the Jews
resident in Egypt. The writer of Wisdom represents that more conservative section of the Egyptian
Jews in whom the forces of reaction were at work, and who became the more ardently patriotic in

proportion as they saw the traditions of their religion neglected.

The Additions to Esther may be accounted for in a similar way. The relations between the
domiciled Jews of the Diaspora and the natives of the country were at times far from cordial, and
in periods of trial and oppression, when the Jews were driven in upon themselves, it was natural for

them to take refuge in the study of their sacred books, and of those especially, such as Esther, which
told of the subjection of the heathen to the chosen people. It was only natural that elaborations of

these favourite narratives should spring up, and in course of time take their place as authentic parts

of the original works.

The Additions are free from all trace of Alexandrine doctrine, but there is no reason to suppose

1 Cf. Ryssel, in Kantzsch, i. p. 196 ; Andre", Les Apocryphes de V A. T. pp. 203, 204.
8 Cf. Jacob, ZATW, x, 1890, pp. 274-90; and Jellinek, Beth-ha-Midrash, v, p. viii. The 'Additions' to

Esther sprang out of the imagination of an Alexandrian Jew, and hence their original language was Greek.
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that every Jew residing in Egypt surrendered to the influence of the philosophic atmosphere ot

Alexandria. The practical purpose with which the Additions were composed would cause their

author to eschew the introduction of all foreign elements. His hearers would be of the simpler type,

not versed in speculation, but familiar only with the religious ideas of the O. T. ; his object would be

rather to confirm them in the old than to provide a meeting-place for the old with the new.

Accordingly, the Additions might be expected to be strictly orthodox and conservative in tone.;

and this is exactly what we find. The spirit of simple prayer breathes in them, and trust in God
and remembrance of God's mercies to Israel are especially emphasized.

The object of the author is purely practical, and speculative questions are altogether beyond his

range. It has been thought that the object of the Additions was ' to remove the uneasiness arising

from the secular tone of the original story '- 1 This is a proposition very difficult to accept, suggesting

as it does a deliberate effort to correct the canonical book, and thereby an implied censure on its

character. The difference between the tone of the canonical book and the additions can be less

invidiously accounted for, on the supposition that the latter came into existence to meet an historical

need, and that floating legendary material was drawn upon for the purpose of consoling and

strengthening a simple-minded people in adversity. If it is true that the Additions have introduced

the religious note, it cannot be said that they have a materially higher tone.
.
Hatred of the heathen

and thirst for revenge appear in undiminished vehemence.

It has been assumed so far that we are justified in speaking of these six passages as additions,

which first took shape in Greek. It is true that they are not all homogeneous, and that some of

them are more Hebraic in character than others. But of two (Adds. B and E) it may be said 2 that

any re-translation of these rhetorical and florid pieces into Hebrew would be impossible, while of

the rest it is enough to say that the Hebraisms they contain are fully accounted for by the fact that

the Jew who composed them could not divest himself altogether of the idioms of his people. 3

A somewhat paradoxical contention has been put forward by Langen, Kaulen, and Scholz, who are

concerned to prove the authenticity of the Additions, the effect of which would be to show that the

LXX form of Esther is the original, and the Hebrew only an abbreviated edition of the book.

This hypothesis rests on the existence of various Midrashic compilations,4 and especially of an

Aramaic piece known as ' Mordecai's Dream ', containing the Dream and the Prayer of Mordecai and
the Prayer of Esther, of which the so-called Additions to Esther are ex hypothesi the Greek form.

But there is much more reason to regard these diffuse Aramaic fragments as being indirectly

based on the LXX Additions than vice versa
;

5 and, further, inasmuch as not more than one of these

pieces can be proved to have existed as early as even the middle of the fourth century, they are

quite valueless as proofs of a Hebrew original earlier than that known to St. Jerome.

Almost equally baseless is the argument that the older and fuller Hebrew text was deliberately

expurgated of the name of God, in order that it might not suffer dishonour when the Esther-roll

was read during the course of the rather secular festival of Purim. Such editing of the book is far

more difficult to credit than the hypothesis of subsequent additions.

One of the surest arguments against the original integrity of the book in its LXX form lies in

the many discrepancies between the canonical Esther and the so-called Additions.6 Some of these

may be noted here :

—

(i) A 2. Mordecai is represented as holding a high position at court in the second year of

Artaxerxes ; but Esther ii. 1 6 speaks of the seventh year.

(2) A 13. Mordecai himself informs the king of the conspiracy of the eunuchs ; but Esther ii.

21-23 says that Esther told the king in Mordecai's name.

(3) A 16. Mordecai is rewarded for his services, but Esther vi. 3, 4 shows that Mordecai had
been forgotten.

(4) A 17. The reason for Haman's grudge against Mordecai is that Mordecai had caused the

death of the eunuchs, but in Esther iii. 5 it is that Mordecai will not bow before Haman.

(5) C 26, 27. Esther protests her hatred of the position of queen to an uncircumcised alien.

But the Hebrew makes no such suggestion.

(6) E 10. Haman is called a Macedonian, but in Esther iii. 1 his father's name is Persian.

1 Streane, Esther, p. xxix.
2 Cf. Fuller, p. 365, note 4.
3 Cf. S. I. Frankel, Hagiographa posteriora . . . e textu Graeco in linguam Hebraicam convertit, &c, 1830;

Andre, op. cit. pp. 203, 204 ;
Jellinek, Beth-ha-Midrash, v, p. viii.

4
e.g. a treatise on Esther in the Babylonian Talmud, Megillah iob ff. ; in the Pirke Rabbi Eliezer, ch. 49 f

. ; in

Josippon, cent.x ; Midrash Esther Rabba, cent, xi or xii. For an exhaustive list see Ryssel, p. 195 ; cf. Andre, p. 198 ;

Fuller, Apocr. of O.T., p. 363.
6 Bissell, p. 202.
G

Cf. Andre, pp. 202, 203.
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(7) E 22. The Persians as well as the Jews are required to keep the feast of Purim
; but in

Esther ix. 20-38 the Jews alone are charged to observe it.

The Additions are six in number, distinguished by Dr. Swete in his edition of the O. T. in

Greek by the letters A to F in accordance with a suggestion made by the late Prof. Hort. As they

stand in A.V. and R.V., they are practically unintelligible. 1 Jerome's relegation of the Additions

to an appendix, in which their relation to the canonical chapters was altogether obscured, is

responsible for this.

Not finding them in the Hebrew, he desired in his translation to mark the distinction between

them and the authentic portions ; and this arrangement was carried over into A.V. and R.V.2

Their contents are as follows :

—

A. Mordecai's Dream, and the conspiracy of the two eunuchs (a double of Esther ii. 21-23).

Precedes Esther i. 1.

B. The king's Edict commanding the destruction of the Jews. Follows Esther iii. 13, and

expands iii..8-13.

C. Prayer of Mordecai, and Prayer of Esther. Follows Esther iv. 17.

D. Esther's appearance before the king. Follows D, and is an amplification of Esther v. 1, 2.

E. The king's second Edict in favour of the Jews. Follows Esther viii. 12.

F. Interpretation of Mordecai's Dream. Follows Esther x. 3.

§ 2. Manuscripts.

The current and unrevised text of the third century is more or less closely represented by the

uncials

:

B. Vaticanus, cent. iv.

A. Alexandrinus, cent. v.

X. Sinaiticus, cent. iv.

N. Basilio-Vaticanus, cent, viii-ix ; and by many cursives, of which the most important are

(as numbered by Holmes and Parsons, Vet. Test. Graecum cum var. lect., Oxford, 1 798-1827)

—

55. Rome (Vat. Reg. Gr. I).

108. Rome (Vat. Gr. 330), containing two recensions, the first of which, known as 108 a,

represents the unrevised text.

249. Rome (Vat. Pius I).

Other nearly allied cursives are

—

52. Florence (Laur. Acq. 44).

64. Paris (Nat. Reg. Gr. »).

243. Venice (St. Mark's, cod. 16), with which the Aldine edition is connected.

248. Rome (Vat. Gr. 346), of which the Polyglot of Alcala (Complutensian, J 5 14) is a re-

production.

The recension made by Origen in the third century is represented by the cursive numbered 93,
which contains two recensions of Esther, that known as 93 b having the critical signs employed by
Origen.

The readings of 93 b correspond very closely with the corrections inserted in Cod. Sinaiticus by
the first of three seventh-century hands, known as Nca , who acknowledges his indebtedness to the

work of Origen.3

The Hesychian, or Egyptian, recension, of the fourth century, is represented by 44, 68, 71, 74,

76, 106, 107, 120, 236.
The Lucianic, or Antiochian, recension, of about A.D. 300, is represented by 19, 93*2, 108 £.

P. de Lagarde,4 who designates these MSS. respectively by the letters h
x
m

x
dv has reconstructed

the Lucianic text, and placed it in parallel columns with that of the uncials. There is a very wide
difference between the two types of text, but the Lucianic (known by Lagarde as a) contains all the
six longer additions.

Certain resemblances between the details in Josephus' account and those in the Lucianic text
led Langen 5 to argue that Josephus had in his hands the so-called Lucianic recension, and that
therefore this text is not a recension of the third or fourth century, but an independent translation

1 Cf. Swete, Intr. to O. T. in Greek, p. 257.
2 Cf. Jer., Pro/, in Esth. ch. x, ed. Vallarsi, ix, p. 158 1.
3 Swete, Intr. to O. T. in Greek, p. 131, and O. T. in Greek, ii, p. 780.
4 Lib. V. T. Can. Gr. i, 1883.
6 Tiib. Theol. Quart, i860, pp. 244 ff.
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from the Hebrew. But there are too many correspondences between the two types of text,

especially in the Additions, for this theory to be possible. 1

§ 3. The Ancient Versions.

No Syriac version of Esther is known ; the book is altogether absent from the Nestorian MSS.2

Paton 3 writes that the Coptic versions, which would presumably give a Hesychian type of text,

have never been published, while the Ethiopic version, fourteen MSS. of which are known to contain

the Book of Esther, is equally inaccessible. An Armenian version of Esther also exists, but in too

corrupt a form to be of any service.

The only ancient versions extant and available are the Old Latin and the Vulgate.

(1) The Old Latin belongs to the middle of the second century, and is a useful witness to the

LXX text as it existed before the time of the three recensions. It is the work of one who, though not

a good Greek scholar, made a faithful effort to translate the Greek original, and where he failed to

understand the Greek, as in the case of the two edicts, reproduced it word for word in Latin. This

makes it possible in many cases to reconstruct with comparative certainty the Greek text which lay

in front of him.4 The Old Latin version contained all the six Additions (except A 12-17), together

with certain others peculiar to it, e.g. after B 7, in C 14, a very long addition in C 16, after C 30, in

D 7. On the other hand it omits A 12-17, and (in Cod. Pechianus) C 17-23.

(2) The Vulgate was undertaken by St. Jerome at the request of Pope Damasus, and was
produced between A.D. 390 and 405. He devoted himself particularly to the books which belonged

to the Hebrew Canon, and paid less attention to those which were only known through the LXX.
In the case of Esther, he gathered all the non-Hebraic additions together, and placed them

somewhat contemptuously at the end of his translation of the canonical book. In the Prol. in Esth.

he writes :
' Quae habentur in Hebraeo, plena fide expressi. Haec autem quae sequuntur scripta

repperi in editione vulgata quae Graecorum lingua et litteris continetur, et interim post finem libri

hoc capitulum ferebatur, quod iuxta consuetudinem nostram obelo, id est veru, praenotavimus.'

Jerome's translation differs very largely from the Old Latin, the former being as free as the

latter is slavishly literal. Very often he is content to give only the general sense of the Greek, and

his work is more like an original Latin composition than a translation. 5

§ 4. Date of the Additions.

The Additions belong to that mass of floating legendary material which in the course of years

gathered around the name of Esther.

It is impossible to assign a single date to them, as they are written in different styles, and may
be the work of different authors, some of the additions (e. g. A C D F) having probably grown up

gradually and assumed their present shape after an existence of some years in an oral tradition.

The two edicts (B and E), on the other hand, are of a quite different character from the four

already mentioned which have strong Hebraic affinities : B and E belong undoubtedly to Egypt,

and their periodic style shows that they could have originated in no other way than as formal

written compositions. They show considerable resemblance to 2 Mace, which clearly emanated

from Egypt (cf. B 5 -rrpbs to pr) rr\v ^aaiktiav evaTaOCas rvyyaveiv with 2 Mace. xiv. 6 ovk ediires ttjv

j3a.(n\eCav evaTadeias tux*"') > °ut although the place of origin is clear, the date (in so far as internal

evidence is concerned) is in both cases equally indeterminate.

No conclusion, again, as to the lateness of A and F is to be drawn from the failure of Josephus to

employ them. It is quite as likely that they did not suit his purpose as that they were absent from

the MS. he employed or from all the MSS. of that period.

The present writer is not satisfied with the arguments of Jacob against the validity of the post-

script in Esther xi. 1 :
' In the fourth year of the reign of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, Dositheus, who said

he was a priest and a Levite, and Ptolemaeus his son, brought the Epistle of Phrurai here set forth,

which they said was true, and that Lysimachus the son of Ptolemaeus, that was in Jerusalem, had

interpreted it.' Jacob's objection is based on the assumed impossibility of a translation with so

many clearly marked examples of Egyptian vocabulary G having been made in Palestine ; but he

1 See Paton, Esther, pp. n, 38 ; Fuller, p. 365 ; Andre, p. 207. A very full statement concerning the MSS. may
be found in Paton, Esther, pp. 29-38.

2 Andre
1

, Les Apocryphes, p. 207.
s Esther, pp. 36, 37.
4 Cf. Jacob, Das Buck Esther, Giessen, 1890, pp. 13-22.
5 Cf. Andre", Les Apocryphes, p. 208.
6 Cf. Jacob, Das Buch Esther, p. 51, (evjdpovfcadai, eieriSeveu, KaTaxupi&iv, apxi<ra>paTo(pv\aK(s, 8iayp6<f>ai.
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ignores the assertion of Dositheus and Ptolemy who brought it to Egypt, that it was made by
Lysimachus son of Ptolemy, whose very name proclaims him to have been connected with Egypt,
even if a temporary resident at Jerusalem. The postscript may be regarded as reasonably trust-

worthy, and various inferences may be drawn from it.

(i) It was appended to the translation of the canonical Esther immediately on its introduction

into Egypt.

(2) That date was 114 B.C. 1

(3) The postscript refers so definitely to the translation of Esther, that it cannot be held to

cover the Additions, which were not translations.

(4) Some time must have passed between 114 B.C., the date of the introduction of the translation

into Egypt, and the incorporation therewith of .unauthentic matter. Its sacredness would have
protected it from formal alterations for at least a quarter of a century.

(5) The most probable date then for the incorporation of the Additions would be from about
80 B.C. onwards, the terminus adqnem being about A.D. 90, the date of their employment by Josephus.

If the postscript is rejected (as by Jacob followed by Ryssel), the dating of the Additions is

rendered even more indefinite. Jacob can only name one certainty with regard to date derivable

from the Greek form of canonical Esther, i.e. that it must have been made at some time long or

short before the destruction of the Ptolemaic regime in 30 B.C. 2 He also argues that Esther must
have been one of the earliest of the Old Testament books to have been translated into Greek after

Kings, Chronicles, and Job, which Freudenthal has shown were translated about 150 B.C.; 3 but

Jacob's argument is mere hypothesis, however reasonable. Apart from the postscript, we are left

without any means of dating the Additions more closely than between about 125 B.C. and A.D. 90.

§ 5. Authorship.

The Additions are not a homogeneous whole, and are bound together by no community of
style. This does not prevent them from being the work of one hand ; for an even greater
dissimilarity exists between the earlier and later chapters of the Book of Wisdom.

But there is no evidence of any kind to show whether the Additions were all composed at the

same time, or were all intercalated at the same time. All that can be said is that the Additions
originated among the Egyptian Hellenistic Jews, and that they are based on familiar legendary
materials.

In view of the more Hebraic tone of A C D F and their simple narrative style, as contrasted
with the Greek tone and self-conscious rhetoric of B and E, it is not unnatural to view the former as

the written form of a tradition long known and finally reduced into its present shape by dint of
frequent repetition, and to regard the latter as having originated with a single individual. It is

hardly likely that the agent in the two cases was one and the same.

§ 6. Influence on Later Literature.

(a) Jewish. The direct influence of the Additions is to be seen in Josephus, Ant. xi. 6. He
draws upon Adds. B C D E, following them closely and yet employing them with by no means
a slavish dependence. He introduces a few details not found in the Additions, which were either his

own invention or copied from embellishments in the MS. he used. He makes no reference to the
Dream of Mordecai (Add. A) or its interpretation (Add. F) ; he alters the time of the conspiracy of

the eunuchs, and relates that the services rendered by Mordecai were forgotten, whereas the

Additions say that he was rewarded. Josephus gives the reason adduced in Esther iii. 5 for Haman's
hatred of Mordecai, and not that given in the Additions. He introduces new features into the
Prayers of Esther and Mordecai, and into the account of Esther's appearance before the king.

Similarly, he deviates from the exact language of the Greek in the Royal Edicts.

But the dependence of Josephus on the Additions is in the main beyond doubt.
The so-called second Targum gives a very free reproduction of the Edict in Addition E. This

Targum dates from about A. D. 800.4

The Prayers of Mordecai and Esther were used by Josephus ben-Gorion in his history composed
about the beginning of the tenth century.5

From this work has been borrowed the abbreviated form of the same prayers in Midrash Esther

1

Jacob, Das Buck Esther, p. 43.
- Jacob, op. cit. p. 52.
3 Op. cit. p. 53.
4 Targum Sheni on Esther, viii. 13, quoted by Fuller, p. 400.
5 Ed. Breithaupt, Gotha, 1707, ii, pp. 72-84.
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Rabba (cent, xi, xii), and also the Prayer of Esther in Midrash Lekach Tob (c. noo). It is also

the source of the Prayers of Esther and Mordecai which are found in an Aramaic fragment of

cent, xi or xii.1 This fragment, which was claimed by Langen 2 as a witness to a Hebrew original

of the Additions, is now clearly recognized by Bissell 3 and Fuller (p. 364) as being derived, through
Josephus ben-G., from the Greek Additions. Fuller quotes the Prayer of Mordecai in this version,

p. 385, and that of Esther, p. 391.

(b) Christian. The Additions are occasionally mentioned in the Fathers, but they can hardly
be said to have exercised any influence. Clement of Rome (ch. lv) makes a reference to the Prayer
of Esther, q£ico<rei> tov T:avTi.-a6'nTr\v becnroT'iv, cp. Add. D 2 (-niKaXi(Ta[iivr\ tov ttuvtuv tiroiTTrjv &(6v

;

while Origen writes (ad Africaninn 3) :
' From the Book of Esther neither the Prayer of Mordecai

nor that of Esther is accepted among the Hebrews ; and similarly neither the Edict of Haman for

the destruction of the Jews nor that of Mordecai.'

Nevertheless, he held these Additions ' to be fitted to edify the reader \ and he regarded their

absence from the Hebrew Canon as no reason for ' rejecting as spurious the copies in use in the

Christian Churches', or for 'enjoining the Brotherhood to put away the sacred copies in use among
them'. References to the Additions are found in Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. 19 ; Rufin. Apol. ii. ^\
Aug. (cf. Sab. Bib/. Sacr. /at. vers, ant) Contr. Epist. ii Pe/ag., col. 428 ; /. de grat. et lib. arb.,

col. 741.

§ 7. Theology of the Additions.

The theology of the Additions is strictly conservative and Palestinian in type. It stands in

the same category with that of Ecclesiasticus, ch. xxxiii (xxxvi), xlii, xliii, the Prayer of Daniel

(Dan. ix), and the Prayer of Judith (Judith ix).

The absence of all trace of Alexandrine doctrine can only be accounted for on the assumption
that the Additions took their rise in a pious and simple-minded stratum of orthodox Egyptian
Judaism, or else were based on legendary material belonging to Palestine which had nearly

crystallized into the shape we know when it was carried in an oral form to Egypt. The truth

probably lies somewhere between these alternatives.

The points which find illustration in the Additions are :

—

God as Creator, C 3 ; as omniscient, C 5, 26, 27, D 2 ; as supreme, C 2, 4, 23, 30, E 16, 18 ; as

the only true God, C 14; as the God of Abraham, C 8, 29, and of Israel, C 14; as having chosen
Israel, C 9, 16, E 21 ; as the Redeemer from Egypt, C 9 ; His disposing Providence, D 8, E 16,

F 1, 7; His readiness to hear prayer, F 6, 9 ; and to help the needy in trouble, C 14, 24, 30 ; His
holiness, C 17 ; His righteousness, C 18 ; His jealousy of His honour, C 7, 8, 20, 22, 28, 29 ;

His

punishment of sin, C 17, 22, E 18 ; His mercy and pity, C 10.

There is no mention of the Law or of a future life ; the temple and the altar are only mentioned

metaphorically (D 20). There is one reference to angels (D 13).
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER
ADDITION A.

The Dream of Mordecai.

i (xi) (2) In the second -year of the reign of Artaxerxes the great king, on the first day of Nisa, Mardocheus
the son of Jairus, the son of Semeias, the son of Kiseus, of the tribe of Benjamin, saw a dream.

(3) 3(4) He was a Jew, dwelling in the city of Susa, a great man, serving in the king's court ; and he was
of the captivity, which Nabuchodonosor the king of Babylon carried from Jerusalem with Jechonias,

the king of Judaea.

4 (5) And this was his dream ; and behold noise and tumult, thunderings and earthquake, confusion

upon the earth.

5 (°) And, behold, two great dragons came forth, both of them ready to fight, and their cry was great.

6 (7) And at their cry every nation made itself ready for war, to make war upon a nation of righteous men.

7 (8) And behold a day of darkness and of gloom ; tribulation and anguish ; affliction and great con-

fusion upon the earth.

8 (9) And the whole righteous nation was troubled, fearing the evils that threatened them, and they

made ready to perish.

Addition A, vv. 1-11. The Dream ofMordecai. Addition A consists of 17 vv., and in the LXX is placed at the
beginning of the canonical Book. These vv. are numbered in Vulg. xi. 2-xii. 6. By an easily explained process of
inversion, it follows Add. F in Vulg., which thus places the interpretation of the dream before the dream itself.

In Vulg. this Add. is separated from Esther xi. 1 by the following note :
' Hoc quoque principium erat in editione

Vulgata, quod nee in Hebraeo, nee apud ullum fertur interpretum.' Josephus shows no acquaintance with any part of
this Addition.

1. In the second year. There is a discrepancy between the dates as given in canon. Esther and in the Additions.
In Esther i. 3 the king's feast occurs in the third year of his reign, and in Esther ii. 16, 19 Esther entered the palace

and Mordecai sat at the gate in the seventh. But here the dream is seen in the second year. Ryssel (Kautzsch,

p. 193) makes an elaborate attempt to reconcile the discordant dates, but it is better to acknowledge the difficulty than
to try to explain it away.

Artaxerxes. For the identity of this king with Xerxes I (486-465 B.C.) see Paton, Esther, Intr., § 22. In canon.
Esther LXX renders Ahasuerus by Artaxerxes, but Persian monuments make it plain that Ahasuerus represents
Khshayarsha, the Persian form of the name Xerxes. Uncial texts of the Adds, give Artaxerxes, though some of the

later Lucianic recensions correct to Assuerus.
the great king, the customary title of the Persian king. Cf. Isa. xxxvi. 4, 13. So Add. B 1, E 1, though >

fiaaihiw N A.
first day of Nisa. Vulg. Nisan, the Heb. form of the Bab. Nisannu, which after the exile replaced the old Isr.

name Abib. This month corresponds to March-April. Lucianic texts give the name according to Macedonian
reckoning, 'Adar-Nisan, which is Dystrus Xanthicus.'

Mardocheus, the Gr. form of Mordecai. His genealogy is borrowed from canon. Esther ii. 5. Shimei and Kish
are doubtless not his grandfather and great-grandfather, but remote ancestors belonging to the tribe of Benjamin.
For Shimei cf. 2 Sam. xvi. 5 ff., and for Kish, father of Saul, cf. 1 Sam. ix. I, xiv. 51. See Paton, Est. p. 167.

of the tribe of Benjamin. Mordecai was thus, as a member of the family of Saul, the hereditary enemy of

Haman, who was of the house of Agag, whom Saul destroyed (1 Sam. xv).

2. a Jew. Mordecai, though a Benjamite, may be classed as a Jew, because during the exile men of all tribes came
to be known as Judaeans. After the fall of Israel, Judah had given its name to the nation.

city of Susa. One of the three capitals of the Persian empire, on the river Choaspes, which separated the city of

Susa from the fortress of Susa.

serving, see Esther ii. 19, vi. 10. Vulg. ' inter primos aulae regiae '.

3. of the captivity, cf. Esther ii. 6; 2 Kings xxiv. 15. He was not himself a captive, but was sprung from an
exiled family.

Jechonias (Jehoiachin) was carried away in B.C. 596, and therefore it is a chronological impossibility for Mordecai
to have been himself one of those deported from Judaea.

4. his dream. For the interpretation see Add. F.

noise and tumult. <pwva\ dopvfiov A.
confusion. Ka\ rdpa\os X c-a A.

5. came forth. npoarjX&ov A.
their cry. eyevovro avrcov (paval p.eya\ai A.

6. made itself ready. For a similar concourse cf. Joel iii. 2, Zech. xiv. 2.

righteous men. A conventional epithet for the people of God, cf. Wisd. x. 15, 'A holy people and a blameless

seed,' and xvii. 2. The enemies of Israel were similarly ao-efiels, avonoi.

7. gloom. Vulg. discriminis. For the idea cf. Joel ii. 2 ; Matt. xx'v. 29.

8. that threatened them. Gr. ra iavrtcv koko.
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER. A 9-17

9 (10) And they cried unto God ; and from their cry, as it were from a small spring, there came up
a great river, even much water.

10(11) A light and the sun rose, and the humble were exalted and consumed the glorious.

11 (12) And Mardocheus, having seen this dream and observed what God had determined to do, awoke
and kept it in his heart, and sought by all means to understand it until the night.

Mordecai discovers the plot of the two eunuchs.

i2(xii)(i) And Mardocheus took his rest, as was his custom, in the court with Gabatha and Tharra, the two
eunuchs of the king who kept the court.

13 (2) And he heard their communings, and searched out their counsels, and learned that they were
preparing to lay hands upon Artaxerxes the king ; and he informed the king concerning them.

J 4 (3) And the king examined the two eunuchs, and they confessed their intention and were led forth and
executed.

15 (4) And the king wrote these things for a memorial, and Mardocheus wrote concerning these things.
16 (5) And the king charged Mardocheus to serve in the court, and gave him gifts in respect of these

things.

*7 (6) And Haman, the son of Hamadathus, a fBugaeanf, was in honour in the king's sight, and sought
to bring evil upon Mardocheus and his people because of the two eunuchs of the king.

9. cried unto God. The name of God is not present in canon. Esther. The Additions offer a strong contrast in

this respect, ' God ' and ' Lord ' appearing forty-two times.

from their cry. Mingled, i.e., with their tears.

10. light and the sun. For these as pictures of happiness cf. Wisd. v. 6.

the humble. The Old Lat. has huniiles, but Lucianic MSS. have ol nora^oi by a copyist's error.

the glorious. The adj. is plural, but Haman is specially thought of. Cf. A 17 :
' Haman . . . was in honour in

the king's sight.'

11. having seen. 6 €<opaKO)s X A.
had determined. /3ov\€v<r<u A.
kept it. Cf. Luke ii. 19.

until the night. > Vulg. There is nothing in the Adds, to suggest that the conspiracy of the eunuchs did not
follow immediately upon the dream of Mordecai. But canon. Esther places the former in the seventh year of the king's

reign. The Luc. texts endeavour to harmonize the accounts by reading: 'And M. being raised from his sleep
pondered what the dream might be, and his dream was hidden in his heart, and at every opportunity he was searching
it out, until the day in which M. slept in the king's court.'

Addition A, vv. 12-17. Mordecai discovers the plot of the tiuo eunuchs. This piece (cf. Esther ii. 21-23) which
forms part of Add. A is omitted by Old Lat. Josephus depends on LXX for his account of the plot.

12 as was his custom. r\av\a^v Nc-a
. Mordecai's circumstances were still humble. Cf. Esther ii. 19-21.

Gabatha. The names of the eunuchs are borrowed from Esther ii. 21, vi. 2, though the names are given by
LXX only in N'"a m s. For Gabatha (Bigthan, Bigthana, Heb.) Vulg. has ' Bagatha ', and Jos. Kaydduos.

Tharra (Teresh, Hebr.). Gdp« N*, edppas Kc 'a
, GfoSoo-tro? Jos., ' Thara ' Vulg.

13. counsels, lit. anxieties, concerning the success of the plot.

informed the king. In Esther ii. 22 he informed Esther.
concerning them. Super eo Vulg.

14. led forth. Complut. has the curious d-K^yxQ^av {were strangled). ' iussit duci ad mortem ' Vulg.

15. for a memorial. In the book of the chronicles of the kings of Media and Persia (Esther x. 2).

16. charged Mardocheus to serve. In canon. Esther no recompense is made to Mordecai. His deed is

embalmed and forgotten in the royal chronicles. Cf. Esther ii. 23, vi. 2, 3. In the Adds, his reward is service in the
king's court, an advancement from a merely tolerated presence there.

in respect of these things. irtp\ toutwv, i.e. not on account of the eunuchs, but in return for services rendered
(pro delatione, Vulg.).

17. And Haman. It is not easy to see how much is implied by and. The mention of Haman follows in the Adds,
immediately on the discovery of the plot, and suggests that the grudge borne by Haman (who was already in high
favour) against Mordecai was in some way due to the action which M. had taken and which had led to their death.
Canon. Esther iii. 1, on the other hand, states that 'after these things ' the king exalted Haman, as though H. received
credit for the discovery of the plot. Haupt (Pterin/, p. 37) suggests that instead of telling the queen (Esther ii. 22)
M. had revealed the plot to Haman, who had taken to himself the credit of saving the king. This would explain the
advancement of Haman, and M.'s refusal to bow before him. But Haupt's suggestion is too subtle : the reason is

probably to be found in H.'s jealousy of a successful underling, whose vigilance might one day be directed against
himself.

a tBugaeant. Undoubtedly a corrupt reading, though found also in Esther iii. I and ix. 10 LXX.
Whatever the epithet may mean, it is derived from the LXX rendering of Esther iii. 1 (Heb. MJKil, Vulg. 'qui

erat de stirpe Agag'), which prompted its gratuitous introduction into ix. 10 LXX. It is obvious that the LXX
version of Esther iii. 1 was earlier than the composition of any of the Additions, and therefore that Bovyaios did not
originate with their author. It should be noted that in Esther ix. 24 the Heb. text is as in Esther iii. 1, but is there
rendered by LXX 6 MaKe&d>v (Vulg. 'stirpis Agag') : this rendering is borrowed by the author of Addition E (v. 10).

What then does Bovyaio? mean ? Is it a false transliteration for what should have been 'Ayaydios (cp. Twyalos

93 a), or has it a meaning of its own ?

There is no reasonable ground for identifying the word with the Homeric bully, or braggart (11. xiii. 824), nor can
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER. B 1-5

ADDITION B.

The Letter of Artaxerxes.

1 (xiii) (1) Now the copy of the letter is as follows. The great king Artaxerxes writeth these things to the

princes of one hundred and twenty-seven provinces from India to Ethiopia, and to the subordinate

governors.

2 (2) Having become- lord of many nations and attained dominion over the whole world, not as though

I am elated with the presumption of power, but as one who ever rule my life with moderation and
mildness, I desire to establish the lives of my subjects in a lasting tranquillity, and, making my
kingdom peaceable and safe for passage to its furthest bounds, to restore that peace which is desired

of all men.

3 (3) But having made inquiry of my advisers how this might be brought to pass, Hainan, who excels

in prudence among us, and is approved for his unswerving goodwill and firm faithfulness and is

4 (4) exalted to the second place in the kingdom, has shown us that among all the nations in the world

there is scattered a certain evilly-disposed people, which sets itself in opposition to every nation by
its laws, and which habitually neglects the ordinances of the kings, so that the consolidation of the

kingdom honourably intended by us cannot be brought about.

5 (5) Having understood therefore that this nation stands alone in opposition to all men continually,

it be regarded as a Grecized form of Bagoas (Judith xii. n). Its presence here is due to a mistake which first occurred

in Esther iii. I, either in the original transliteration from the Hebrew, or in subsequent MS. transcription. What was
originally a piece of inadvertence was confirmed into an error by a copyist who did not see in the expression a reference

to the predestined antipathy between Mordecai of the family of Saul, and Haman of the family of Agag (cf. I Sam. xv).

Amalek was Israel's most ancient enemy. Tayaios of 93 a and Maicedw (Esther ix. 24 LXX) bring out the idea better

than Bovyalos, even if incorrectly.

For Haman, the son of Hamadathus, see Paton, Est. p. 69.

because of the two eunuchs. Luc. texts have iinep tov \e\a\i]Kevai avrov r<a (SaaiXtl irep\ to>j> t\ivoii\a>v diori

avrjp(dr](rav.

Addition B. The Letter of Artaxerxes. Addition B (xiii. 1-7) is preceded in Vulg. by Add. A, being separated

from it by the following note :
' Hucusque prooemium. Quae sequuntur, in eo loco posita erant ubi scriptum est in

uolumine Et diripuerunt bona, uel substantias eorum, quae in sola Vulgata editione reperimus, Epistolae autem
hoc . .

.'

The place of Add. B in LXX is between Esther iii. 13 and Esther iii. 14. Josephus (Ant. xi. 6. 6) has made
copious use of this Add.

Its Greek provenance is betrayed by its turgid style, which is altogether foreign to other Persian decrees to be

found in the Bible (Ezra i. 2-4, iv. 18-22, vi. 3-12, vii. 1 1-26). The same trait appears in Add. F, both these rescripts

being of Graeco-Egyptian composition.

1. The great king, cf. A. 1. Cf. the inscription on the rock of Behistun, ' the great king, the king of kings.'

one hundred and twenty-seven provinces. This number is drawn from Esther i. 1, viii. 9, and may reasonably

be regarded as symbolic and indicating (12 x 10 + 7) the universal dominion of Xerxes.

If, on the other hand, it is treated as historical, we are reminded of Dan. vi. 1, which tells how Darius appointed

satraps over 120 provinces, and the suggestion is that the kingdom of Xerxes was greater even than that of Darius.

According to Herodotus (iii. 89) there were only twenty satrapies in the kingdom of Darius, or, according to his own

inscriptions, twenty-nine ; hence, provinces (Hebr. medi?iah) would refer to subdivisions of satrapies corresponding to

racial groupings. Paton, Est. p. 124, mentions that in Ezra ii. 1 the ' province ' means no more than Judaea, which

was only a part of the great satrapy of Trans-Euphrates (Syria, Phoenicia, and Cyprus).

India. Not modern India, but its north-west portion which is watered by the Indus. For the conquest of India

by Darius see Hdt. iii. 94-106.

Ethiopia. The modern Nubia. Hdt. iii. 97 relates the subjection of Ethiopia by Cambyses.

India to Ethiopia is borrowed from Esther i. 1, viii. 9 LXX (cf. Dan. iii. I LXX), the former representing Hebr.

Hoddu and the latter rightly Kush.
2. I desire, lit. / desired, in the epistolary manner.

and, making . . . furthest bounds. > Vulg. There is a slight anacoluthon here, which is removed if for

Trape£6p.ei>os we read napacrx^v.

peaceable. For <j»epov, lit. tame, i. e. through building cities and roads, A and many cursives read ijpepov.

3. my advisers. Cf. Esther i. 13-15.

among us, i.e. at our court.

unswerving. Reading with Complut. dwapaWuKTco for -as BXA.
second place in the kingdom, i.e. next after the king. Cf. Dan. v. 7. But Haman is not named among the

counsellors of the king in Esther i. 14. There is something to be said for Fritzsche's 0ao-iX«a»/ X B instead of Swete's

Pa<n\uw. The latter is what we should expect, but in Esther i. 10 LXX Haman is called one of the seven eunuchs

that ministered to the king. However, ' the second place in the palace ' is a comparatively inferior position.

4. evilly-disposed people. Cf. Jos. Ant. xi. 6. 5 ; Esther iii. 8.

in opposition, dvriderov B, avrlrimov K A.

ordinances. npoajdyp-aTa B, Siardytxara Bab (Sia- over an erasure) N A.

be brought about. KaraTidevdai. Fritzsche's KaBiaraadai is hardly necessary.

5. in opposition, iv dvTinapayayyrj, a military metaphor, lit. ties in hostile formation against. Cf. 1 Mace. xiii. 20.
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER. B 5—C 5

observing perversely an alien manner of life in respect of its laws and being ill-affected towards our
6 (6) government, working all the damage it can that our kingdom may not attain to security, we have

decreed accordingly that they that are indicated to you in the letters of Haman, who is set over our
affairs and is our second father, be all with wives and children destroyed root and branch by the

sword of their enemies without pity or mercy, on the ffourteenthf day of the twelfth month Adar in

7 (7) the present year; that they who in days past and even now are malicious may in one day go down
violently into Hades, and may henceforth leave our state secure and unthreatened.

ADDITION C.

The Prayer of Mordecai.

i(xiii) (8) And Mardocheus besought the Lord, calling to remembrance all the works of the Lord, and said,

2 (9) ' Lord, Lord,. King that rulest over all. for'in Thy power is the whole world, and there is none that

3 (10) gainsayeth Thee when Thou wiliest to save Israel : for Thou didst make heaven and earth, and
4 (11) every wondrous thing beneath the heaven ; and Thou art Lord of all, and there is not one that shall

resist Thee, the Lord.

5 (
I2

) 'Thou knowest all things; Thou knowest, Lord, that it was not in insolence or in pride or in

vainglory that I did this, to wit, that I did not bow before proud Haman.

observing perversely. irapnWdcro-ov, by a solecistic use. This seems to make £evi(ovo-ai> superfluous ; accordingly
Fritzsche suggests TrapnqbvXdaaof, but Jos. supports the text. napdXXa$iv N0-a A.

manner . . . laws, i. e. the Mosaic law. vopav is very loosely joined to biayo>yr,v.

that our kingdom. vvvTtXovv kqkci kui npos. I omit <al which has (crept in through dittography. N* points in
this direction.

6. accordingly. > ovv Xc-a
.

set over our affairs. Vulg. renders 'qui omnibus prouinciis praepositus est, et secundus a rege '. Cf. Dan.
v. 7.

our second father. Vulg. has ' quern patris loco colimus '. Cf. Add. E II. The expression reflects the king's
regard for Haman (cf. Esther vi. n) rather than Haman's solicitude for the welfare of the king. Cf. I Mace. xi. 32,
' Demetrius the king to Lasthenes his father, greeting.'

be . . . destroyed. d-noXkoai B N A, deleantur Vulg. In some ways dnoXtadcu would be smoother, as the subject
of dnoXtaai is not named.

sword of their enemies. iGvmv pdxats A can hardly be intentional.

on the tfourteentht day. This should no doubt be thirteenth; cf. Esther iii. 13, viii. 12, ix. 1, E 20. The
error is due to a confusion between the day fixed for the massacre and the day fixed for the commemorative festival

;

cf. Esther ix. 16-19. No very careful attempt was originally made to remove discrepancies between the canonical
book and the Additions.

Adar. Luc. texts have the Macedonian ' Dystri '.

7. our state. npdyp.ara B X rightly, but A, recalling v. 4, has npoo-TaypaTo. After np. Old Lat. has (cf. E 24)
'qui autem celebrauerit gentes Iudaeorum inhabitabilis non solum inter homines sed nee inter aves ; et igni sancto
comburetur et substantia eius in regnum conferetur. Vale.'

Addition C. The Prayer of Mordecai, vv. 1-11. Add. C follows Esther iv. 17 in LXX, and imme-
diately precedes Add. D. In Vulg. it is numbered xiii. 8-xiv. 19. It is separated from xiii. 7, which forms the
conclusion of Add. B, by the following words: ; Hucusque exemplar epistolae. Quae sequuntur, post eum locum
scripta reperi, ubi legitur : Pergensque Mardochaens fecit ovinia quae ei mandaveiat Esther. Nee tamen habentur in

Hebraico, et apud nullum penitus feruntur interpretum.'

Josephus makes free use of Add. C in Ant. xi. 6. 8.

1. Nc-a A read MapSoxalos tbt^dr].

2. Lord, Lord. Kvpie 6e Kvpic A.
for in Thy power. This clause introduced by 6V« establishes the assertion of the Divine Sovereignty.
the whole world. For to ndv, the universe, cf. Sir. xiii. 17, xliii. 27, and Plat. Tim. 28 C, Crat. 436 E. Heaven

and earth are specified in next v. as the chief constituents of to ndv. Cf. Isa. xlv. 18.

that gainsayeth Thee. For dvTtho^t'iv, a late Gr. word, cf. dvTo(p6aXpeli> , Wisd. xii. 14, 'Neither king nor tyrant
shall be able to gainsay Thee in Thy punishments.'

when Thou wiliest, ev t<3 8iXuv, si decreueris Vulg.

4. And Thou. > /cm' A.
shall resist. Cf. Wisd. xii. 12, 'Who shall say " What hast Thou done ?" or who shall resist Thy judgement?

'

5. that it was . . . Haman. > Old Lat.

not in insolence. Mordecai disclaims any personal prejudice against Haman as the reason for his refusal, and
in v. 7 puts forward a reason savouring strongly of the morbid scrupulosity of later Judaism. Any reason which would
have been valid in the case of Haman, the king's representative, would have been valid also when M. appeared before
the king, and yet not only did M. have to bow to the king, when he became vizier, but he must have himself received
the homage of the people (Esther viii. 15). Ezra and Nehemiah appear to have observed the court regulations without
protest.

Various conjectures as to the ground for M.'s refusal are noted by Paton, Est. pp. 196, 197. The reason is not
given in canon. Esther, and that given here is purely imaginary.
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6 (13) ' For I had been content to kiss the soles of his feet for the salvation of Israel.

7 (
T 4) ' But I did this that I might not set the glory of a man above the glory of God : and I will bow

before none save before Thee, my Lord, and I will not do it in pride.

8 (15) 'And now, Lord, God and King, the God of Abraham, spare Thy people; for the eyes of our
enemies are against us to consume us, and they seek to destroy the heritage that is Thine from
the beginning.

9 (16) 'Despise not Thv portion which Thou didst redeem unto Thyself out of the land of Egypt.
10 (17) Hearken to my prayer, and be gracious unto Thine heritage; and turn our mourning into

feasting, that we may live and sing Thy Name, O Lord ; and destroy not the mouth of them that

praise Thee.'

11 (18) And all Israel cried out with their might, for their death was before their eyes.

The Prayer of Esther.

i2(xiv)(i) And Esther, the queen, fled in prayer unto the Lord, being seized with an agony of death. And
13 (2) taking off her glorious raiment, she put on garments of anguish and mourning ; and instead of the

choice ointments, she covered her head with ashes and dung, and she humbled her body tvith much
14 (z)fasting, and every place of the ornament of her joy she filled with her tangled hair. And she

besought the Lord God of Israel and said, ' My Lord, our King, Thou art God alone ; help me who
15 (4) stand alone, and have no helper save Thee : for my danger is in my hand.

16 (5) ' I have heard ever since I was born. in the tribe of my family that Thou, Lord, didst take Israel

out of all the nations, and our fathers from their progenitors, for an everlasting inheritance, and that

Thou didst for them all that Thou didst promise.

6. Mordecai acknowledges that his attitude towards Hainan has brought this calamity on his people.

to kiss the soles. Cf. Xen. Cyr. vii. 5. 32, a token of homage apparently reserved for kings. Cf. Isa. xlix. 23,
' lick the dust of thy feet.'

7. the glory of a man. Ryssel quotes Dan. iii. 18 ; 2 Mace. vii. 2.

will not do it, i.e. will refuse to give homage to Haman.
8. God and. > 6 <9e<k N A Vulg.

eyes . . . are against us. imf&keirownv. Cf. Lat. in-videre.

heritage. For tcXqpovopia in the sense of God's special possession of Israel cf. Ps. xxviii. 9, xciv. 5.

9. Thy portion. For fiepU cf. Sir. xvii. 18. These words seem to be a reminiscence of Deut. ix. 26 LXX pq
i^oX(dpevo-qs . . . ttjv pepidn o~ov qv fXvrpaxrcd . . . e'/c yqs Aiyvnrov.

10. heritage. For nXqpos cf. Deut. ix. 29 ;
' sorti et funiculo tuo ' Vulg.

mourning into feasting. Cf. Isa. lxi. 3, and for euw^t'a 3 Mace. vi. 30.

destroy not. pq dfpaviays, lit. ' blot not out
'

; Vulg. suggests the idea of the cessation of spoken praise and renders

freely, ' ne claudas ora te canentium.' It is the living who praise God, cf. Isa. xxxviii. 19. For aropa B, to o-t. A, N*
has to rn/ia, which is impossible, but Nc#a corrects to aropa.

11. all Israel. With this v. cf. Esther iv. 16.

with their might. e{ l<rxv°s nvroiv. Cf. Dan. iii. 4, iv. 11, iv lo-^vt, and Isa. xlii. 13. Vulg. has ' pari mente et

obsecratione '.

vv. 12-30. 7 'he Prayer of Esther.
12. fled. Cf. Ps. cxx. 1.

an agony. For iv ayavi some cursives have aya>i>la. Cf. Luke xxii. 44. Esther's condition was one of great

perplexity ; she was beset on one side by the stringent rules of the court etiquette, and on the other by her patriotism

and the outspoken insistency of Mordecai (Esther iv. 13, 14).

13. taking off. Cf. Jonah iii. 6.

glorious raiment, including the fttdSqua (Esther i. 11, ii. 17). Cf. Ps. xlv. 14 ; Isa. iii. 18 ff.

garments of anguish. Cf. Judith viii. 5. Sackcloth is no doubt intended,

ointments. As symbols of joy. Cf. Ps. xlv. 8, exxxiii. 2 ; Isa. lxi. 3.

covered her head. Ke<pa\qi> avrqs X A. Cf. Judith ix. 1.

humbled her body. o-^pu avrqs N A. Cf. ' to afflict the soul with fasting', Lev. xvi. 29; Ps. xxxv. 13.

every place. It would be most natural to interpret this of her apartments, but as the entire passage refers to

the disfigurement of Esther's person, it must mean that her torn hair fell over the sackcloth she was clothed in.

14. And . . . Israel. Old Lat. substitutes 'and she fell upon the earth with her maidens from morning until

evening '.

My Lord. Kvptt 6 6s pov A. Cf. v. 2.

My Lord . . . alone. Old Lat. substitutes ' Deus Abraham et Deus Isaac et Deus Iacob, benedictus es '.

Thou art God alone, following Swete's punctuation, lit. 'Thou alone hast being'. Cf. Ps. lxxxvi. 10. R.V. has
' Thou only art our King '. But this does not bring out the idea of God's absolute sovereignty so well.

o~v ft povos' {ioifiqaov poi rrj puv]}.

15. iv rrj \fipi pov A.
16. I have heard. Cf. Deut. xxxii. 7 ; Ps. xliv. 1.

didst take Israel. Cf. Deut. iv. 20, 34, xxvi. 5 ; Joshua xxiv. 3.

progenitors. So R.V. for npoyovav, better than A.V. predecessors.

inheritance. Deut. xxxii. 9.

didst promise. A inserts ahrols.

For vv. 16-23 (°Tl 0-11 . . . 6\tytu>s qpa>v) Old Lat. has ' quoniam Noe in aqua diluvii conservasti.

libris paternis meis Domine quoniam tu Abrahae in trecentis et decern octo viris novem reges tradidisti.
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER. C 17-25

17 (6) ' And now we have sinned before Thee, and Thou hast delivered us into the hands of our enemies,
18 (7) because we have given glory to their gods. Righteous art Thou, O Lord.

19 (8) ' And now they have not been satisfied with the bitterness of our captivity, but they have laid
20 (9) their hands (in the hands of their idols), to remove the ordinance of Thy mouth, and to destroy

Thine inheritance, and to stop the mouth of them that praise Thee, and to quench the glory of Thy
21 (10) house, and Thy altar, and to open the mouth of the nations to give praise to vain idols, and that

a king of flesh should be magnified for ever.'

22 (11) ' Surrender not, O Lord, Thy sceptre unto them that be not gods ; and let not them that are our
enemies mock at our fall ; but turn their counsel against themselves, and make an example of him
that began to do this against us.

23 (12) ' Remember (us), O Lord ; make Thyself known to us in the time of our tribulation, and give me
courage, O King of the gods and Lord over all dominion.

2 4 (*3) 'Put eloquent speech into my mouth before the lion ; and turn his heart to hatred of him that

fighteth against us, that there may be an end of him and of them that are likeminded with him.
2 5 (m) ' But save us by Thy hand, and help me who stand alone, and have none save Thee, O Lord.

in libris paternis meis Domine quoniam tu Ionam de ventre ceti liberasti. Ego audivi in libris paternis meis Domine
quoniam tu Ananiam Azariam Misahel de camino ignis liberasti. Ego audivi in libris paternis meis Domine quoniam
tu Daniel de lacu leonum eruisti. Ego audivi in libris paternis meis Domine quoniam tu Ezechiae regi Iudaeorum
morte damnato et oranti pro vita misertus es et donasti ei vitae annos quindecim. Ego audivi in libris paternis meis
Domine quoniam tu Annae petenti in desiderio animae, filii generationem dedisti. Ego audivi in libris paternis meis
Domine quoniam tu complacentes tibi liberas Domine usque in finem.'

17. And now. on A.

we have sinned. Cf. Dan. ix. 16. The Prayer of Esther recalls the tone of the Prayer of Daniel.

delivered us. Cf. Deut. iv. 27.

18. given glory. Ryssel thinks this refers to a declension into idolatry on the part of Israel while in exile. But
it cannot be so : the exile is viewed as the punishment of pre-exilic idolatry. Cf. 2 Kings xvii. 10-16, 29-41, xxi. 7, 21.

Righteous. Cf. Dan. ix. 7.

19. satisfied. A late use of UcapovirSai.

laid their hands. Vulg., failing to understand the meaning, renders ' robur manuum suarum idolorum potentiae

deputantes'.

We must either render literally, ' they have applied their hands,' &c, or, following the hint supplied by X* ras

Xe'ipas Ttov eldoyXcov avrav, read with Nc-a m B' edrjKnv ras x(Was avrwv «ri riis xeipas r&v ei5u>Xcoi', and render as in text.

The mistake, as Lagarde saw, was caused by the double xetPas-

For the custom of striking hands as the outward expression of a contract or bargain cf. 2 Kings x. 15 ; Prov. xi.

21 LXX ; Ezra x. 19 ; Lam. v. 6 ; I Mace. vi. 58 ; xi. 50, 66.

20. ordinance. 6pi<rp6s. Cf. Dan. vi. 7, 8, 12, 15. If the opiapoi of the Medes and Persians were unchangeable,
what an impiety to seek to overthrow those of the living God ! The destruction of Israel would invalidate the

determination of God to make Israel His inheritance.

mouth . . . praise, aropara vfxvoviTcov A. For e'p<ppd£ai cf. Job v. 16; Ps. lxiii. 11, cvii. 42.

house, i.e. the Temple. Cf. Isa. vi. I. That the reference must be to the Temple of Jerusalem, still the ideal

centre of the people's, religion even though destroyed and its worship suspended, is plain from the mention of the

altar. With the destruction of the people the altar-fire would be finally quenched. Cf. Judith ix. 8.

21. vain idols. ptWata, a conventional word for false gods. Cf. Lev. xvii. 7 LXX.
should be magnified. The passive daupaa-O^vai follows very loosely upon the active infinitives which depend on

edrjicav ras xflPas - The Persian king is referred to, who will win glory for all time, as a king of flesh who has defeated
the King of heaven. Vulg. loosely renders ' et laudent idolorum fortitudinem '.

22. Surrender not. For God to permit the destruction of His people is tantamount to an abdication of His throne
and the power symbolized (in the case of an earthly king) by the sceptre.

them that be not gods, rols p.q ovai, i.e. those who have no being, in contrast to Jehovah, in whom being resides.

Cf. v. 14 av ei popos, and Wisd. xiii. IO-19, x ' v - *3 °^re y^P W [c'SwAa] cm' apx^s, ovre els top alebva farm, and I Cor.
viii. 4.

mock. Either the subject of the verb is changed, and ' our enemies ' is now the subj. ; or the gods are thought
of as mocking. Cf. Wisdom's mocking, Prov. i. 26, and Jehovah's, Ps. ii. 4. The former seems to suit the context

better.

their counsel, avroi H*, i.e. Haman.
make an example. irapaheiypArtaov. Cf. Num. xxv. 4 ; Ezek. xxviii. 17 ; Heb. vi. 6.

him that began. Haman. ' qui in nos coepit saevire ' Vulg.
23. make Thyself known. Cf. Ps. xliv. 23-20.

give me courage. In this verse Esther passes from prayer for national deliverance to prayer for personal safety

(vv. 24-9). In support of her entreaty she urges (vv. 26-28) that for religious reasons, none of which is even hinted
at in canon. Esther, she hates the position she is forced to occupy, and distinguishes her official duties from her personal
predilections. Here again, as in v. 7, we find ourselves in the atmosphere of later Judaism.

King of the gods. Cf. Ps. xcv. 3.

24. eloquent speech. Cf. Luke xxi. 15.

before the lion. Strength is suggested, cf. Jer. xlix. 19 ; and terribleness, cf. Prov. xix. 12, xx. 2 ; Sir. xxviii. 23.

The Aramaic ' Mordecai's Dream ' has, ' For Thy maid feareth before him, as the kid before the lion ' (Merx, Chrest.

Targ. p. 164).

turn his heart. For perarldripi in this sense cf. Sir. vi. 9 (pikos perariQepepos us ex^pav.

an end. avvreXeui in this sense is used with anaXeia 1 Mace. iii. 42.

25. have none. A assimilates to v. 14 by adding 06rjBov.
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER. C 26—D 3

26 (15) ' Knowledge hast Thou of all things, and Thou knowest that I hate the glory of the wicked, and I

27 (16) detest the bed of the uncircumcised and of any alien. Thou knowest my necessity, that I abhor the
sign of my proud estate, which is upon my head in the days when I show myself openly ; I abhor it

as a menstruous rag, and I wear it not in the days of my leisure.

28 (17) 'And Thy servant hath not eaten at the table of Haman, and I have not honoured the king's

feast, neither have I drunk the wine of the libations.

29 (18) ' And Thy servant hath known no joy since the day I was brought here until now, save in Thee,

30 (19) Lord God of Abraham. O God, whose strength is over all, hear the voice of the hopeless, and save
us from the hand of them that deal wickedly, and save me out of my fear.'

ADDITION D.

The appearance of Esther before the king.

1 (xv) (4) And it came to pass on the third day, when she had ceased praying, she put off her garments of

2 (5) humiliation, and clothed herself in her glorious apparel. And being majestically adorned, she called

3(6) upon the all-seeing God and Saviour, and took with her two maids : and upon the one she leaned as

26. Knowledge hast Thou . . . and Thou knowest. Cf. St. Peter's appeal to the universal knowledge of Chris 1
'

John xxi. 17.

I hate the glory. It is no personal vanity that keeps Esther where she is ; the glory of her high place is

shame to her. Cf. Esther ii. 8-17.

of any alien. The prohibition of marriages with those outside the covenant dated from very early times (cf.

Deut. vii. 3, 4), and came to rest on religious sentiment blended with national prejudice. In Ezra x. 2, Neh. xiii. 23 ff.,

we learn something of the abhorrence in which the marriage of Jewish men with heathen women was held. A,
through a simple oversight, omits from ' the bed of ' (v. 26) down to ' that I abhor ' (v. 27).

27. my necessity. She is under compulsion, and as wife of a heathen king she must wear the token of her dignity,

the royal crown, her badge of shame.
sign of my proud estate. The crown royal, a kind of peaked turban, which had to be worn when the queen

appeared in public. Cf. Esther i. II, ii. 17. For onraaia, appearance, cf. Mai. iii. 2.

rag. Cf. Isa. lxiv. 6.

28. hath not eaten. Cf. Dan. i. 8, 13, 15.

king's feast. Cf. Esther i. 5, ii. 18.

the libations. Cf. Deut. xxxii. 38 LXX. One reason for Esther's abstention from the royal feasts was their

heathen character. Cf. Dan. v. 3, 4. Fuller suggests that there is a reference here to the Haoma-drink, which ' was
drunk by the faithful for the benefit of themselves and the gods '. Cf. Sayce, Ancient Empires, p. 269.

29. since the day I was brought, lit. ' since the day of my change ', i.e. since the day of entry into the palace.

30. the hopeless. For airrp\itiarp.ev(x>v cf. Isa. xxix. 19 ;
Judith ix. II.

save us . . . save me. Cf. v. 23. Old Lat. adds ' transfer luctum nostrum in laetitiam, dolores autem nostros

in hilaritatem : surgentes autem supra partem tuam Deus palam facito, aperi Domine ; cognoscere Domine'.

ADDITION D. Esther's interview with the king, vv. 1-16. Add. D consists of sixteen verses, and follows in

LXX immediately upon Add. C. In Vulg. it is numbered xv. 4-19, and is separated from xiv. 19 by the following

words, which are not unlike Esther iv. 13 ff. :

' Haec quoque addita reperi in editione Vulgata.

(1) Et mandavit ei (haud dubium quin esset Mardochaeus) ut ingrederetur ad regem, et rogaret pro populo suo

et pro patria sua.

(2) Memorare, inquit, dierum humilitatis tuae, quomodo nutrita sis in manu mea, quia Aman, secundus a rege,

locutus est contra nos in mortem ;

(3) Et tu invoca Dominum, et loquere regi pro nobis, et libera nos de morte.

Nee non et ista quae subdita sunt?

Jos. {Ant. xi. 6. 9) draws largely upon Add. D, which endeavours to show in detail what is briefly stated in Esther

v. I f. The danger of Esther's enterprise is emphasized by the king's wrath, which serves also to set off the power of

God which could turn the king's heart.

1. the third day. Cf. Esther iv. 16, v. 1. A. W. Streane quotes the Midrash, 'Never did the Israelites find

themselves in trouble longer than three days,' and refers to Gen. xxii. 4, xlii. 17 ; Jonah i. 17 ; and Hos. vi. 2.

when she had ended her prayer. > Vulg.

garments of humiliation, Ip-dria 6tpandas, cf. D 13; so AN. garments of mourning. Esther's depantia (or

service), cf. Esther iv. 16, consisted in mortification and prayer. Accordingly, Fritzsche is perhaps right in emending

vest, ornatus Vulg. to vest, oratus. After these words Old Lat. has ' et lavavit corpus suum aqua et unxit se unctione '.

glorious apparel. Cf. Esther v. 1 and Judith x. 3.

2. majestically adorned. yevrjOelaa t7nq>avr]s. Vulg. ' cum regio fulgeret habitu
' ; Jos. ' adorned herself as became

a queen '.

she called. The religious element is as usual emphasized in non-canonical Esther.

two maids. So N A, instead of ras 8vo B, her two maids. She was waited upon by seven maids (cf. Esther

ii. 9), and of them she took with her only two.

For afipa (Vulg.famu/a, but elsewhere delicata, i.e. pretty, delicate) cf. Gen. xxiv. 61
;
Judith x. 5.

The afSpai were maids of honour for the queen's personal service.

3. she leaned. en^pa'SfTo, cf. Prov. iii. 18.
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER. D 4-14

4(7) 5(8) one that walked delicately, and the other followed her, holding up her train. And she herself was
radiant in the perfection of her beauty, and her countenance was happy and lovely: but her heart

6 (9) was stricken with fear. And when she had passed all the doors, she took her stand before the king :

now he was sitting upon his royal throne, clad in all his array of majesty, all adorned with gold and
precious stones. And he was very terrible.

7 (10) And lifting up his face that flamed with glory, he looked tipon her in fierce wrath. And the
queen fell down and changed colour and swooned, and she bowed herself down upon the head of the

maid who went before her.

8 (11) And God changed the spirit of the king into mildness, and in alarm he sprang up from his throne,

and raised her in his arms until she came to herself again, and comforted her with reassuring words,

9 (12) and said unto her, 'What is it, Esther? I am thy brother. Be of good cheer, thou shalt not die.

i| (13) 11 (14) For our commandment is only for our subjects. Draw near.'

12 (
J 5) Then he raised the golden sceptre and laid it on her neck, and embraced her and said, ' Speak

to me.'

13 (16) And she said unto him, ' I saw thee, my lord, as an angel of God, and my heart was dismayed for

14 (17) fear of thy glory. For wonderful art thou, lord, and thy countenance is full of grace.'

walked delicately. o>s Tpyfapevopivr), Vulg. ' quasi prae deliciis et nimia teneritudine corpus suum ferre non
sustinens'. Esther adopted the languishing manner of deportment cultivated by the pampered ladies of the harem.
The impression of delicateness is heightened by Esther's having a train-bearer. u>s rpv<p., lit. 'like a pampered,
effeminate woman '.

4. train, evSvais, a very rare use, and an. \ey. in LXX.
5. the perfection. aKprj B N A, is dupf) &*, iv d<. Nc 'a

. Cf. v. 7, iv dtcpj] dvpov, in fierce wrath.

happy and lovely, lit. ' happy like a lovely (face) '. Old Lat. adds ' oculi autem gratissimi '.

6. passed all the doors. Cf. Esther v. 1, ' [she] stood in the inner court of the king's house, over against the king's

house : and the king sat upon his royal throne in the royal house, over against the entrance of the house.' Esther
had entered into the inner court, in itself an act of presumption. Cf. Esther iv. 11. The throne-room opened upon
the inner court, and through this door Esther passed into the immediate presence of the king.

took her stand. KaTeo-TT), but eorf? Nc-a A.

majesty, inicpdveia; cf. v. 2 imcpavrjs. The regular use of in«p. in LXX is in connexion with the visitations of

heavenly beings ; cf. 2 Mace, (six times). The sculptures of Persepolis present a striking picture of the splendour of

a Persian king (cf. Rawlinson, Ancient Mon. iv. 153). The Greeks assessed at 12,000 talents the value of the

precious stones worn by Xerxes.

7. flamed with glory. > Bo^y A, which reads koi rjpev to np6aa>nov alnov newvpaypivov iv dK/iij 8vp.ov, and ' he lifted

his face, which flamed in fullness of wrath '. For dx/xi) 6vp. cf. v. 5.

fierce wrath. Esther had violated the rule (see Esther iv. 11) which forbade anyone to approach the king
unsummoned. After 'iftXe^ev Old Lat. has ' et cogitabat perdere earn rex, et erat ambiguus damans, et dixit, quis

ausus est introire in aulam non vocatus ?
'

fell down. Cf. Esther viii. 3. But this seems to be a fall due to fear, rather than in token of obeisance. Vulg.
corruit.

changed colour. /«Te/3uAeTo N, but ptTafidXXeiv has an intr. use.

swooned, iv iiekwret. But LXX more commonly gives a milder meaning to 'ii<Xvo-is, i.e. weariness, and Vulg.
does so here, taking iv eV\. with the following clause, ' lassum super ancillulam reclinavit caput.'

bowed herself down. ininvfyev in\ tijs Ke(paXrjs ttjs alBpas rfjs nponopevoptvrjs avTrjs A, npocrnop. N, i.e. ' who was
coming towards (the king) '.

8. changed the spirit. Cf. an intr. use of peraft., Hab. i. 11 t6t€ p,era(Ba.\el to nvtvua. Old Lat. has ' Deus autem
iram convertit in miserationem et fuiorem ipsius in tranquillitatem '. For peTtfi. N* has peTeXafiev, and conversely for

dviXajiiev below A has dvePaXev.

in alarm, dywvidaas , Vulg. ' festinus ac metuens '.

from his throne. > avTov A.
with reassuring words, lit. with peaceable words. For the expr. Xoyoi elprjviKoi cf. Deut. ii. 26 ; Mic. vii. 3 ; and

I Mace, (seven times) ; also Sir. iv. 8 dnoKpldrjTi avro) dprjviKa iv npavTrjTi.

9. What is it, Esther ? Old Lat. adds 'soror raea Hester es et consors regni'.

thy brother. An expression of intimacy, intended to show that the king regarded Esther as really entitled to

special consideration. Cf. Song of Solomon viii. 1. For the Egyptian use of ddeXepos as 'husband' cf. Witkowski,
Epist. Priv. Graec. xxvi, p. 37, where we find a wife so addressing her husband. For the converse use of dfie\$ij cf.

Pap. Oxyr. iv, No. 744, and Tobit vii. 15, viii. 4, 7.

10. our commandment. Lit. our comm. is common, i.e. it governs the king's subjects generally, but not so
favoured a one as Esther. Cf. Vulg. ' non enim pro te, sed pro omnibus haec lex constituta est'. The words, preceded
by ' Thou shalt not die ', are a reminiscence of Esther iv. 11. Paton, however (p. 220), quotes Herodotus to the effect

that people might send in a message to the king, and request an audience.

11. Draw near. Vulg. ' Accede igitur et tange sceptrum '.

12. embraced her. rip 'Eadrjp A. The pronoun is better as in B N.

13. as an angel of God, i.e. radiant and terrible. The expression does not accord well with the scrupulosity shown
by Esther in Add. C ; it comes strangely from a Jew to a heathen. Perhaps this is why it does not appear either in

Josephus, or the Midrash, or Ben-Gorion. Cf. 1 Sam. xxix. 9 (cod. Al.) ; 2 Sam. xiv. 17, 20 ; xix. 27.

for fear of. > <p6(3ov A, but Vulg. has ' prae timore gloriae '.

14. full of grace. xaPiTU)v ^o~tov. Cf. Ps. xlv. 2 lopaios <dXX(i napa tovs vlovs tcov dv6pd)Tro>v, i^x^l h X"P(S *"

\tiXfo~iv o~ov.
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THE ADDITIONS TO ESTHER. D 15—E 5

15 (18) But while she was speaking, she fell swooning.
16 ( r 9) And the king was troubled, and all his servants sought to comfort her.

ADDITION E.

The Decree of Artaxerxes concerning the Jews.

1 (xvi) Of which letter that which follows is a copy.

The great king Artaxerxes to the rulers of countries in one hundred and twenty-seven satrapies

from India to Ethiopia, and to those who are well affected to our government, greeting.

2 Many, the more often they are honoured by the all too great goodwill of their benefactors, have

3 become the more proud ; and not only do they seek to injure our subjects, but, .being unable to

4 endure abundance, they take in hand to devise schemes against their own benefactors. And not

only do they take thankfulness away from men, but also, being lifted up with the ostentatiousness

of the foolish, they suppose that they shall escape the evil-hating justice of the all-surveying God.

5 Yea, and oftentimes many of those who have been placed in the highest positions of authority

have been moved by the specious words of those their friends who have been entrusted with the

administration of the government to become partakers of innocent blood, and have become involved

15. swooning, duh eVXvo-ftoy B + avr?is X A, lit. because of herfainting. She fell a second time. Cf. v. 7.

16. servants. Oepaneia, Clltia Old Lat. Cf. Gen. xlv. 16 *ap<ia> Kai r] dtpairria tivrov.

ADDITION E. The decree of Artaxerxes concerning the fews, xvi. ^-24. Add. E consists of twenty-four

verses, and is placed in LXX between Esther viii. 12 and viii. 13. In Vulg. it is numbered xvi. 1-24, and is separated

from Add. D by the words ' Exemplar epistolae regis Artaxefxis, quam pro Iudaeis ad totas regni sui provincias misit

;

quod et ipsum in Hebraico volumine non habetur'. It presents an imaginary reconstruction of the edict mentioned

in Esther viii. 13, which, while cancelling the earlier rescript (Add. B), instructs all the king's subjects in the most

precise way to render all the aid in their power to the Jews on the thirteenth day of Adar. For the style of this Add.

see note on Add. B. Josephus, A fit. xi. 6. 12 reproduces this letter very fully.

1. Of which letter, lit. of which things, i.e. the letter, that whichfollows is a copy. &v > X*.

to the rulers . . . Ethiopia. The recipients are described in almost identical terms with those in Add. B.

Here aaTpanelais (craTpanais N*, aaTpanimt Nc-a
)
precedes x^P^"- 0n satrapies see B I. ISiav x&>/3<ui> N*.

to those who . . . government, vols to. fjpeTtpa (ppovovai takes the place of rondpxais vnoreTaynivois in B I.

Kca rag A have wrongiy Kn\ a-nrpaTrais to'is ra . . . Two classes of officials are thus referred to, (a) the governors in

127 satrapies, (b) the other officials, less prominent than satraps. Vulg. supports this view with 'ac principibus qui

nostrae iussioni oboediunt ', and this is better than to refer the clause (with Fritzsche) to subjects generally, who are

mentioned unambiguously in v. 3. Jos. seems to favour 'subjects '.

2. Many. A veiled reference to Haman. Cf. Esther iii. 1.

their benefactors. Cf. Luke xxii. 25. Their benefactors are the kings who have elevated them to their high

position. A. W. Streane recalls how Ptolemy III (247-242 B.C.) obtained the actual title of eiepyenjs (benefactor)

through his restoration of the images of Egyptian gods, carried off by Cambyses to Persia.

the more proud. pel(ov e<pp6vq<r<iv. The general is interpreted by the particular in vv. 12-14.

3. abundance, i.e. the excess of the honour bestowed oh them in particular. Ryssel recalls the old proverb r«T«

toi Kopos vfipiv. Satiety is shown in thanklessness, v. 4.

against their own benefactors. It has been suggested that Haman was not altogether free from participation

in the plot of the two eunuchs, discovered by Mordecai (Add. A), and that Haman's hatred of Mordecai was due to

his having been thwarted by him. Cf. A 17. Haman's part in the plot may be referred to here. See also Esther

vii. 8.

4. thankfulness. ko.\ nard rqv ei*. N A wrongly, by dittography.

lifted up . . . foolish. ' Avidorum praesumptionibus inflammati ' Old Lat. This is a nearer translation of

rols tuv aiTtipayAdcov Kopnois inapdevTts than in Vulg. ' humanitatis in se iura yiolare '. cmdpayaOuv has given much

concern to copyists (vnepayddw 52, direipunddcov 93 a) and to commentators, but it is a late ecclesiastical word, and (like

dneipoicaXos) is not to be translated literally, but with the general sense offoolish. ' Men ignorant of benefits ' is very

clumsy. The foolish are either the parasites who fawn upon the nouveau riche, or the too highly honoured man
himself.

suppose. For \mo\apfi. X* cb A have SiaXanfi.

evil-hating. An attribute properly belonging to God, but here by a rhetorical licence applied to His justice.

With pio-onovripos cf. pio-onovrjpia, 2 Mace, iii. 1, and piaonovript'iv, 2 Mace. iv. 49, viii. 4.

5. those placed . . . positions, i.e. kings, such as Xerxes himself, who have been misled by their underlings.

specious words, irapapvdia in the Greek is the subject of the verb, but the sentence runs more smoothly if it is

turned as in text.

friends . . . entrusted. Ryssel suggests with much probability that <pl\vv should be rendered as in text, and

not as often 'entrusted with the management of the affairs of their friends ', since a king would be slow to speak of

kings as the ' friends ' of their subordinates. Ryssel speaks of <pi\ot as the universal title of honour borne in Egypt by

the highest officers of the king (cf. I Mace. ii. 18 and Jacob in ZATW x. 283), and translates Statthalter. Fritzsche

emends <pi\a>v to (piXo<pp6va>s or <pi\oTip.<os, but this is unnecessary.

partakers. For fxeroxovs B 93 b have peramW, which seems better in sense, and explains the corruptions utrtvovs

N* and ptrayvoia-a A.

innocent blood. For aiuara ddSa cf. Jer. xix. 4. Cf. Jer. ii. 34 at/xara tyvxw d6au>v.
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6 in irretrievable disasters, these men beguiling the innocent goodwill of their lords with the false

trickery of their evil disposition.

7 And the things impiously accomplished through the pestilent behaviour of men who thus exercise

their power unworthily may be seen not so much by an examination of the more ancient records

8 which have been handed down as by observation of the things near at hand ; and care must be
taken for the future, in order that we may render the kingdom tranquil and peaceable for all men,

9 not by relying upon finformationsf, but by ever passing judgement with clemency and attentiveness

upon the matters that are brought to our notice.

10 For Haman, the son of Hamadathus, a Macedonian (an alien in very truth from the Persian blood

11 and one who is fallen far from our favour), having been a guest among us, so far enjoyed the good-
will which we display towards every nation, that he was called our father, and continued to receive

the honour of all as the second person after the royal throne.

12 13 But he, not bearing his proud position, took counsel to deprive us of our kingdom, and to deprive

of life not only Mardocheus who is at once our saviour and perpetual benefactor, but also Esther the

blameless partner of our kingdom, together with their entire nation, by manifold chicanery and
14 deceits asking for them to be delivered up to destruction. For through these wiles he thought to

catch us isolated and to transfer the kingdom of the Persians to the Macedonians.
15 But we find that the Jews whom this trebly-dyed villain had delivered to destruction are no evil-

6. with the false trickery, tw rfjs Katcorjdeias Tp6n<p N°,a " 'while they after the fashion of their maliciousness (i.e.

as malice is wont to do) by lying craft overreached.'

7. The text of this verse is slightly corrupt, though the sense is plain. kBA>N*, napabebuxapev Nc-a
, napebamuev B A,

ova B A, oaov X, v/xas B K A, vu.lv X*, eK^rovvras BNA, £k£t)tovv N*. Accepting Fritzsche's cov napebaxav (' which they,

i.e. our predecessors, handed down '), I read as follows : mamtw be ei-eo-nv, ov too-ovtov e* twv TraXaiorepaiv <Sv jrapebwKav

l(TTopia>v oaov ra napa nobas vp.lv e'lcforovvTas, to. dvoaioas o~WTeTe\eo~p.eva.

exercise . . . unworthily. The text here is corrupt, audita bwao-revovTwv B, dgias bwao-Ttva
|
to K*, agia

Swao-revovTU) Xc-a
, agiobwao-revovTcov A. Fritzsche's aval-La, . . . XoiporrjTi is not very satisfying, besides which tS>v is

in the wrong place. I suggest either to read with Cod. 248 ra>v amnios bvvao~rev6vTu>vt or to follow the hint given by A
and accept the rather long compound rfj tS>v dva^iobwao-Tevovrov Xot/xor^n. It is just possible that dvdt-ia as in B might
be right, the use being adverbial as in dvdgia irpdrreiv ; but a suggestion made by Ryssel, dva^ia (dat. of subst. formed
from dvda-o-eiv), cannot be entertained.

which . . . handed down, ws napebo>Kap.ev would mean ' as we handed down ', but it would not fit with
tS)v Trak. ia-T., which refer to chronicles of an earlier age. A. W. Streane refers to the inscription on the rock of

Behistun, which, recording events in the reign of Xerxes' predecessor, Darius Hystaspes (522-485 B.C.), tells of the
rebellions of Smerdis and Gomatas. Fuller's ' as we have made clear ' might be a translation of napabebeixau.ev, but
not of Trapadedanauev.

the things near at hand, tu napd nobas vp.lv. Cf. the prov. ra npos noalv o-Koitei.

8. care must be taken. Before npoaex^-v supply ef-eo-nv from v. 7.

in order that we. Unless rZs to . . . napetypieda is a colloquialism, which is not to be expected in this passage,
we must emend els to to onus, or else, following Codd. 52, 64, 243, .248, read ware, and emend nape£. to napexetv or
napexetv.

9. tinformationst. Fritzsche, following Kc<a A, inserts ov, and for pera^oXali B N A suggests biodoXals, which is

found in Luc. texts, and is perhaps supported by varietatibus in Old Lat., and si diversa iubeamus Vulg., both of
which may point to an earlier corruption biacpopals. ov xpupevoi rals biafioXals, as translated in text, is supported by
Jos. Ant. xi. 6. 12, ' it is not fit to attend any longer to calumnies.'

With this change of text, there is no longer the question of the formal revocation of the earlier edict (Add. B), a
step which would seem to be opposed to the Persian rule stated in Dan. vi. 8, 12. Cases are indeed cited where
Persian kings have repealed their edicts, but the strongest argument for a change of text seems to lie in the evident
antithesis between the first and second clauses of v. 9.

10. los yap 'Aadv 'BSA. I suggest 6 ydp.

a Macedonian. Vulg. 'et animo et gente Macedo '. Cf. Esther ix. 24 LXX, which renders by Maicebav the same
Hebr. expression as in Esther iii. 1 is rendered Bovyalos. The word is no doubt intended to represent Haman as a
traitor, but it is probably employed as a word held in odium by the Jews, who associated it with Antiochus Epiphanes,
the hated reversionary in Syria of the Macedonian power.

an alien. Both ' Agagite ' and ' Macedonian ' describe Haman as a foreigner. Cf. also the plot ascribed to

him in v. 14. His malignity is emphasized by eninvade is : he had enjoyed the privileges of hospitality.

11. our father. Cf. Add. B 6 and v. 3. For 'father' as a complimentary title cp. Witkowski, Ep. Priv., p. 50.

as the second person. Cf. Esther iii. 1 ; see also 2 Chron. xxviii. 7, and 1 Esdras iii. 7 bevrepos Kadielrai Aapeiov,

Kai avyyevqs A. (cXij^ijcreTai.

12. deprive . . . kingdom. For Hainan's motive, however, cf. A 17 and Esther iii. 5. See also Esther iii. 11.

It is difficult to see what Haman could hope to gain by the motive attributed to him here and in v. 14.

13. benefactor. As recorded in the royal chronicles, Esther vi. 1. Paton writes (p. 245) :
' It was a point of honour

with the Persian kings to reward promptly and magnificently those who conferred benefits upon them (cf. Her. iii. 138,

140; v. 11 ; viii. 85 ; ix. 107). According to Her. viii. 85 the Persians had a special class of men known as Orosangai,
or " benefactors of the king ".'

14. these wiles. > tovtu>v A.
transfer, fierd^at BNA, peraWd^ai 44 74 76 106 120 236.

15. trebly-dyed. TptaaKiTTjpios. Cf. 2 Mace. viii. 34, xv. 3.
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1

6

doers, but govern themselves with the most righteous laws, and are sons of the Most High, Most
Mighty, Living God, who ordereth the kingdom both for us and for our fathers with the most
excellent governance.

1 7 Ye will do well therefore not to give effect to the letters sent by Haman the son of Hamadathus,
iS because the man himself who wrought these things has been hanged with all his house at the gate

of Susa ; for God that ruleth over all hath speedily rendered unto him the justice that he merits. .

19 Now therefore display the copy of this letter openly in every place, and suffer the Jews to obey
20 their own laws, and reinforce them so that on the thirteenth day of the twelfth month Adar, on the

selfsame day, they may defend themselves against those who attacked them in the time of their

21 affliction: for this day hath the God who ruleth over all made to be unto them a day of gladness

instead of the day of destruction for the chosen race.

22 Do ye also therefore, among your commemorative festivals keep it a notable day with all good
2 3 cheer, that both now and hereafter it may be a day of salvation to us and to the Persians friendly to

us, but a memorial of destruction to those who conspire against us.

24 And every city or country without exception which shall not do according to these commands
shall fall under our wrath and be destroyed with fire and sword ; it shall be rendered not only

unpassable for men, but also hateful for all time to beasts and birds.

ADDITION F.

The interpretation of the Dream of Mordecai.

1 (x) (4) And Mardocheus said, ' These things are from God.

16. sons of the Most High. Cf. Hos. i. 10 LXX K.\r)6f]<rovTai ko.1 avro\ viol 6tov £a>vros. The Jews are members of

the people which God has created as His ' son '.

who ordereth. 'Darius Hystaspes, the father of Xerxes, was wont to attribute—judging from the inscription

over his tomb at Naksh-i-Rastam—all that he had done to the favour of Ormuzd 5 {Speaker's Comm. ad loc). For
the likeness between Persian and Jewish language on the subject cf. Ezra i. 3, vii. 21 ; Dan. iv. 34 ff., vi. 27 ; Jer. xxvii. 6.

18. hanged, {(xravpcba-dai, i.e. impaled. Cf. Esther vii. 10.

with all his house. Haman's sons were not actually impaled till the fourteenth day of Adar, though they died

on the thirteenth day. Cf. Esther ix. 12-14. It was indeed a Persian custom to execute the family with che guilty

one (cf. Dan. vi. 24), especially in the case of a traitor, but here Haman evidently suffered alone. Cf. Esther vii. 10,

viii. 7, ix. 10.

19. display. exBevres. For eicriBevai, a specially Greek-Egyptian word, cf. Esther iii. 14, iv. 8, viii. 13, ix. 14.

Openly. With pera mipprjalas cf. Esther viii. 13 6<pda\po<pava>s.

obey their own laws. For vopipois BNA have vopois. The same permission was given by Artaxerxes to Ezra
(Ezra vii. 25 f.). Cf. Jos. Ant. xii. 3. 3.

20. thirteenth day. So Esther ix. I, but Add. B 6 has thefourteenth day.

the selfsame day. The very day appointed for the destruction of the Jews. Cf. Esther iii. 13, viii. 1 1.

21. ruleth over all. 6 iirl navm A.
chosen race. The Jewish fabricator of the decree betrays himself here by an expression that a Persian king

would not have u^ed. For skXcktos applied to Israel cf. Ps. cv. 6 ; Isa. xliii. 20.

22. commemorative festivals. Fritzsche, thinking vpatv out of place in a decree addressed to Persians, and
unsuitable in connexion with e'nwu/xoi?, which when so used could not bear its full meaning, suggests iv rais (rru>vupon

kXtjp^v foprals. We should thus have n\r)p<ov as the translation of D^S, translating 'on the feasts known by the

name of Lots'. The suggestion is good, but not essential.

a notable day. Cf. 2 Mace. xv. 36. Translate, supplying Tavrrjv, ' Keep it (i.e. the 13th day of Adar) a notable

day.'

23. it may be. After a-airr/pia many Codd. add jj.

a day of salvation. aroirrjpia stands in antithesis to dnaiXeias, and should therefore have this accent ; Fritzsche,

neglecting this, reads ow^pia (i.e. upa), but wrongly. The day is to be a ' salutary ' day for the Persians, as well as

a memorial of their king's deliverance. But they are not called upon to observe the feast in the Jewish way.
salvation to us. vpiv N* vpOtv A. Fritzsche suggests vp.1v here for q/uv, which is in harmony with vpek at

beginning of v. 22.

24. fire and sword, lit. ' spear and fire '.

unpassable . . . hateful. Cf. Jer. xxxii. 43, li. 62 ; Ezek. xxv. 13, xxxii. 13.

for all time. > els . . . xpovov A.

Addition F. The interpretation of the Dream of Mordecai, x. i-io. Add. F consists of 10 vv., and is

numbered in Vulg. x. 4-13, and is the only one of the six Adds, which is given there in its right place. But while in

relation to the canonical portions its position is correct, it stands in an inverted relation to the uncanonical, Jerome
having gathered out of the text all the Adds, which preceded, and placed them after it in a kind of appendix. Jerome
prefixed to this Add. the following words which separate it from Esther x. 3 :

' Quae habentur in Hebraeo plena fide

expressi. Haec autem quae sequuntur, scripta reperi in editione Vulgata quae Graecorum lingua et litteris con-

tinetur ; et interim post finem libri hoc capitulum ferebatur
;
quod iuxta consuetudinem nostram obelo, id est veru,
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1

2 (5)
' For I remember concerning the dream which I saw respecting these things ; and nothing thereot

is unfulfilled.

3 (6) ' The little spring became a river, and there was a light and the sun and much water.

4 (7) 'The river is Esther, whom the king married and made queen. And the two dragons are I and

5 (8 J Haman. And the nations are those that were gathered together to destroy the name of the Jews.

6 (9) And my nation, this is Israel, which cried unto God and were saved. And the Lord saved His
people, and the Lord, delivered us out of all these evils. And the Lord wrought great signs and
wonders, such as have not been done among the nations.

7 (10) 'Therefore the Lord made two lots, one for the people of God and the other for all the other

8 (11) nations ; and these two lots came at the hour and the moment and the day of judging before God
(for His people) and for all the nations.

9 (12) 'So God remembered His people, and justified His inheritance.

10 (13) ' And these days shall be unto them in the month Adar, on the fourteenth and fifteenth day of the

same month, with an assembly and joy and gladness before God, from generation to generation for

ever among His people Israel.'

1 1 (xi)(i) In the fourth year of the reign of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, Dositheus, who said he was a priest and

praenotavimus.' In LXX Esther this Add. is the concluding portion of the book. Josephus shows no acquaintance

with either the Dream of Mordecai or its interpretation.

1. These things, i.e. the history recorded in the chapters of canonical Esther.

from God. Cf. Ps. cxviii. 23 (Matt. xxi. 42), of an event determined by God's providence.

2. the dream. See Add. A.
respecting these things. ' Haec eadem significantis ', Vulg. The interpretation of the dream in detail occupies

vv. 3-6.

3. spring became. The style of this verse is naturally rather abrupt, -nr\y'r) iyivtro N* A seems better than n-^yj) 7} B.

Vulg. quite unnecessarily translated 'the little spring became a river, and was turned into light and the sun, and over-

flowed into many waters '. There is nothing in the Greek of either the dream or its interpretation to suggest this.

The elevation of Esther answers to ' the spring [which] became a river ', while the safety and joy of the Jews upon their

deliverance are pointed to by ' the light and the sun' (cf. Esther viii. 16). But cf. Luc. MSS., 17X10$ nal (p&s 01 iytvovro

rols lovdaiots (ni(j)aveia tov dtov.

4. the two dragons. > dvo A. See Add. A 6.

5. the nations. See Add. A 6. The suggestion is that the whole world was arrayed against the people of God.
destroy the name, i.e. the very existence of the Jewish people.

6. my nation. We should have expected to 6e edvns t6 Sikcuov from Add. A 6.

cried unto God. See A 9.

signs and wonders. Cf. Ps. cxxxv. 9.

7. Therefore. This verse is omitted by A.
two lots. Cf. Esther iii. 7, which shows Haman seeking to obtain a lucky issue by lot; cf. I Sam. xiv. 41.

Here God's making two lots means simply that God took into His own arbitrament the decision between His people

and their enemies.

8. This verse is omitted by B*, but is inserted in the lower margin.
came . . . before God. Hardly, with Ryssel, that 'the destinies represented by them were fulfilled*. They

came before God, and God passed judgement on them.
moment. Kaipov B, KXfjpov B ab N A.
(for His people) and. Fritzsche's suggestion is good, and has been incorporated into the text. The question

is of both lots, but the mention of ' the people ' in v. 9 may be the cause of its omission in v. 8.

9. justified. Servavit, Old Lat. ; misertus est, Vulg. But the meaning is the characteristic meaning of SiKmovv,

cf. Deut. xxv. 1 ; Sir. xiii. 22 ' pronounced their cause righteous '.

10. fourteenth and fifteenth day. ko.1 rij nevr. > N* A* (xal rfj e' Ka\ 1 tfc-amg). The actual day of deliverance

was the 13th day of Adar, but the fact of the observance o.f the festival on the 14th and 15th days caused Jewish

writers to seek for an explanation.

The explanation as given in Esther ix. 16-19 is as follows : the Jews in the provinces avenged themselves on the

13th Adar, and rested on the 14th ; but the Jews in Shushan required two days for their vengeance, and did not rest

till the 15th Adar.
The 14th day was the principal day, and is referred to in 2 Mace. xv. 36 as 17 Mnpdoxainn r)pepa.

11. Esther and the Wisdom of the Son of Sirach are the only books of the Greek O. T. which offer any information

as to their authorship and date.

The objection has been raised against the authenticity of this subscription that it represents the author of the

version as a Palestinian Jew, whereas his speech has an Egyptian colour ; but his name ' Lysimachus son of Ptole-

maeus ' suggests a distinctly Egyptian origin, and it is legitimate to assume that he was an Egyptian Jew who through

residence at Jerusalem became acquainted with this Hebrew Megillah, and having acquired a knowledge of Hebrew,
sought to benefit his Egyptian brethren by providing them with a Greek version.

It is indeed impossible to say whether the subscription was appended by the translator of the canonical Hebrew
portions, or by the author or incorporator of the Additions ; but there is nothing in the subscription to make us hesitate

to accept its witness. The Wisdom of the Son of Sirach was translated 132 B.C., and it is probable that Hebrew
Esther was translated about the same time.

It used to be thought that the date indicated by the subscription was 178 B.C., Ptolemy Philometor, who reigned

at that period, being well disposed towards the Jews. But further investigation has shown that of the four Ptolemies

who were married to a Cleopatra only one (Ptolemy VIII, Soter II, Lathyrus) was married to a Cleopatra in the
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a Levite, and Ptolemaeus his son brought in to Egypt the Epistle of Phrurai here set forth, which

they said was true, and that Lysimachus the son of Ptolemaeus, of the dwellers in Jerusalem, had
interpreted it

t/

t

fourth year of his reign. The date therefore is plainly 1 14 B.C. (see Jacob, ' Das Buch Esther bei den LXX ,' in ZA TlV,

1890, p. 241 ff.).

This entire verse is omitted by the Luc. MSS. (except 19) and Old Lat.

In the fourth year, i.e. 114 B.C.

Epistle of Phrurai. Qpovpai B, Qpoipaia N* A, cf. Jos. Ant. xi. 6. 13, QpovpLp. Kc-a
. The 'Epistle' does not

refer merely to the instructions of Esther ix. 20-28, but to the whole Book of Esther, which is regarded as an Epistle

from Mordecai to the Jewish people concerning the feast of Purim.

For the connexion of the feast of Purim (Phrurim) with the Persian Farvardigdn, the Feast of the Dead, cf.

Paton, Est. pp. 84-87.

of the dwellers. to>v iv B X, but Fritzsche and Lagarde read t6v.

After the last word in v. n B X A have the subscription 'Eadijp.


